IN THE REGISTRY OF TRADE MARKS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICE OF SINGAPORE
PRACTICE DIRECTION NO. 1 OF 2017

APPROVED LIST OF GOODS OR SERVICES

This Practice Direction is issued by the Registrar under the new Rule 19(2A) of the Trade Marks Rules, which comes into force on 1 April 2017. It serves to specify the approved list of goods and services (as set out in Annex A) which applicants may adopt in their applications to register a trade mark, collective mark or certification mark.

Annex A is accurate as of 31 March 2017. The approved list, subject to updates, is incorporated in the electronic online system (“EOS”) which is established by the Registry of Trade Marks. Applicants are to refer to the latest version of the list in the EOS which is accessible at the URL https://www.ip2.sg.

Dated this 31st day of March 2017.

DAREN TANG HENG SHIM
REGISTRAR
REGISTRY OF TRADE MARKS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Absorbent granules of synthetic materials for liquids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Absorbent graphite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Absorbents [synthetic materials]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Absorbents [synthetic materials] for soaking up liquids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Absorbents derived from silica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Absorbents for cleaning solvents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Absorption agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Accelerators for organic chemical reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Accelerators for speeding up chemical reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Accelerators for speeding up the setting of concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetaldehyde (ethanal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetanilide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetate esters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetate of cellulose, unprocessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetates [chemicals]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetic acid ester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetic anhydride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetophenone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetylene for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acetylene tetrachloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acid anhydrides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acid gelling agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acid proof chemical compositions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acids for use in etching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acids for use in the preparation of animal foodstuffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acidulated water for recharging accumulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acidulated water for recharging batteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acrylic monomers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acrylic polymer powders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acrylic resins, unprocessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acrylonitrile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Actinium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Activated carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Activated charcoal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Activators [chemicals]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Activators to increase rate of chemical reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of anti-cancer drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Additives for frost protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Additives, chemical, to drilling muds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Additives, chemical, to fungicides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Additives, chemical, to insecticides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Additives, chemical, to motor fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Adherent substances for adhesive tapes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Adsorbent chemical products
Adsorbents consisting of activated carbon
Adsorbents of synthetic materials
Adsorbing agents of synthetic materials
Aeration chemicals for concrete
Aerosol propellants
Affinity ligands
Agar-agar
Agents for use in soldering
Agglutinants for cement
Agglutinants for clay
Agglutinants for concrete
Agglutinants for mortar
Agglutinants for plaster
Agglutinants for wood
Agricultural acids
Agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides
Agricultural lime
Albumen
Albuminized paper
Albumin [animal or vegetable, raw material]
Albumin for industrial purposes
Alcohol
Alcohol for industrial purposes
Alcohol for pickling foodstuffs
Alcohol for use in the manufacture of perfumes
Aldehydes
Alginates for industrial purposes
Alginates for the food industry
Alkalies
Alkaline iodides for industrial purposes
Alkaline metals
Alkaline orthophosphates
Alkaline pickling fluids
Alkaline-earth metals
Alkaloids
Allyl alcohol
Allyl chloride
Alum
Alumina
Alumina fibre
Alumina trihydrate
Aluminate
Alumium acetate
Alumium alum
Alumium chloride
Alumium compounds
Alumium halides
Alumium hydrate
Alumium hydroxide
Alumium iodide
Alumium nitrate
Alumium oxide
Alumium oxides (alumina)
Alumium oxynitride
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>Aluminium salts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Aluminium silicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Aluminium sulphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Alumino-silicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Alunite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ameliorants for the soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Americium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Amides for use in industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Amino acids for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Amino compounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Aminonaphthol toluidine sulfonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonia [volatile alkali] for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonia alum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonia water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammoniacal salts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium aldehyde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium alum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium bicarbonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium bichromate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium bromide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium carbonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium chloride fertilizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium fluoride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium molybdate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium nitrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium nitrate fertilizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium perchlorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium persulfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium phosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium salts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium sulphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium sulphate fertilizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium sulphide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ammonium vanadate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Amyl acetate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Amyl alcohol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1 | Amyl alcohol (pentanol)
| 1 | Anhydrides            |
| 1 | Anhydrous ammonia     |
| 1 | Anhydrous caustic soda |
| 1 | Aniline               |
| 1 | Animal albumen [raw material] |
| 1 | Animal carbon         |
| 1 | Animal carbon preparations |
| 1 | Animal charcoal       |
| 1 | Animal manure         |
| 1 | Anisole               |
| 1 | Anthracene            |
| 1 | Anthranilic acid      |
| 1 | Anti-boil preparations for engine coolants |
| 1 | Anti-creasing agents  |
| 1 | Anti-damp insulating compositions, other than paint |
| 1 | Anti-foaming agents   |
Anti-fogging preparations
Antifreeze
Anti-freeze
Anti-freeze chemicals
Anti-freeze for vehicle cooling systems
Anti-freeze preparations
Antifreezing liquids
Anti-freezing mixtures
Anti-freezing preparations
Anti-frothing solutions for accumulators
Anti-frothing solutions for batteries
Anti-incrustants
Anti-knock substances for internal combustion engines
Antimicrobial agents for use in manufacture
Antimicrobial preservatives for cosmetics
Antimicrobial preservatives for pharmaceuticals
Antimonate
Antimony
Antimony oxide
Antimony oxides
Antimony sulfide
Antimony sulphide
Antioxidants for use in manufacture
Anti-oxidants for use in manufacture
Antioxidants for use in the manufacture of cosmetics
Antioxidants for use in the manufacture of food supplements
Antioxidants for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals
Anti-seize substances [chemicals]
Anti-shrink agents
Anti-sprouting preparations for vegetables
Anti-stain chemicals
Anti-static additives, other than for household purposes
Anti-static agents, other than for household purposes
Anti-static preparations for industrial purposes
Antistatic preparations, other than for household purposes
Anti-static sprays for business machines
Anti-tarnishing chemicals
Anti-tarnishing chemicals for windows
Anti-waxing agents for diesel oil
Aquaculture chemicals, except fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides
Aquous ammonia for industrial purposes
Aqueous based photographic developer chemicals
Aqueous chemical compositions
Aqueous linear polymer gels
Arabitol
Argon
Aromatic hydrocarbons
Arsenic
Arsenious acid
Artificial aromatics for use in manufacture [chemical preparations]
Artificial farmyard fertilizers
Artificial graphite for industrial purposes
Artificial graphite for secondary cell batteries
Artificial manures
Artificial plant-cultivation soil
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Artificial plant-cultivation soil made of mineral materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Artificial plant-cultivation soil made of plastic materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Artificial resins, unprocessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Artificial sweeteners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Artificial sweeteners [chemical preparations]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Artificial sweetening preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Astatine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Automatic transmission fluids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Automobile body filler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Automobile gasket cement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Auxiliary fluids for use with abrasives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Azobenzene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Azoxybenzene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacterial cultures for addition to food products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacterial cultures for waste water treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacterial preparations for use in agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacterial preparations for use in forestry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacterial preparations for use in horticulture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacterial preparations other than for medical and veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacterial preparations other than for medical or veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacterial preparations, other than for medical and veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacterial substances for industrial use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacterial substances for scientific use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacteriological cultures, other than for medical and veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacteriological preparations for acetification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacteriological preparations for use in agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacteriological preparations for use in forestry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacteriological preparations for use in horticulture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bacteriological preparations, other than for medical and veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bagasse pulp for use in the manufacture of paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Balm of gurjun [gurjon, gurjan] for making varnish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barium chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barium compounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barium hydroxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barium nitrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barium nitrite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barium paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barium peroxides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barium phosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barium sulfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barium sulphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barium sulphide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Baryta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Baryta paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barytes (barite, heavy spar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Base papers for diazo copying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bases [chemical preparations]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Basic gallate of bismuth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bast pulp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bate for dressing skins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Baths for galvanizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Battery anti-sulphurizing agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Battery electrolytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Battery fluid [acidulated water]
1 Bauxite
1 Beer preserving agents
1 Beer-clarifying and preserving agents
1 Bentonite
1 Benzaldehyde
1 Benzene
1 Benzene derivatives
1 Benzene-based acids
1 Benzidine
1 Benzidine sulphate
1 Benzoic acid
1 Benzoic sulfimide
1 Benzoic acid
1 Benzol
1 Benzole
1 Benzophenone
1 Benzyl alcohol
1 Benzyl chloride
1 Benzyl ether
1 Berkelium
1 Bicarbonate of soda for chemical purposes
1 Bichloride of tin
1 Bichromate of potassium
1 Bichromate of soda
1 Binders for investment casting
1 Binders for use in the formulation of caulks
1 Binders for use in the formulation of sealants
1 Binding agents for flock-printing
1 Binding chemicals for concrete
1 Binding substances for industrial use
1 Biochemical catalysts
1 Biochemical preparations for laboratory purposes
1 Biochemical preparations for scientific use
1 Biochemical preparations for use in manufacture
1 Biochemical preparations other than for medical use
1 Biochemicals for in vitro and in vivo scientific use
1 Biocidal preparations for use in industry
1 Biocidal preparations for use in manufacture
1 Biodegradable detergents for use in manufacturing processes
1 Biological activators
1 Biological preparation for use in cell cultures other than for medical or veterinary use
1 Biological preparations for laboratory purposes
1 Biological preparations for use in biotechnology, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
1 Biological preparations for use in cell cultures, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
1 Biological preparations for use in manufacture
1 Biological preparations for use in the manufacture of cosmetics
1 Biological preparations, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
1 Biological tissue cultures for industrial purposes
1 Biological tissue cultures for scientific or research purposes
1 Biological tissue cultures other than for medical or veterinary purposes
1 Biological tissue cultures, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
1 Birdlime
1 Bismuth
1 Bismuth chloride
1 Bismuth germinate
Bismuth nitrate for industrial purposes
Bismuth subnitrate for chemical purposes
Bleach [chemicals]
Bleaching preparations [decolorants] for industrial purposes
Blood charcoal
Blood culture media for scientific use
Blood grouping reagents, other than for medical use
Blood powder [fertilizer]
Blue vitriol
Blueprint cloth
Blueprint paper
Bonding agents for admixture with grouts
Bonding agents for admixture with mortars
Bonding agents for concrete
Bonding agents for masonry
Bonding agents for plastics
Bond-promoters
Bone charcoal
Bone meal [fertilizer]
Borax
Boric acid
Boric acid for industrial purposes
Borneol
Boron
Boron phosphate
Brake fluid
Brazing fluxes
Brazing preparations
Brewers’ grain [fertilizer]
Brickwork preservatives, except paints and oils
Bromine
Bromine for chemical purposes
Bromobenzene
Bromoform
Buffers [chemicals]
Butadiene
Butane [solidified] for industrial purposes
Butanol
Butyl acetate
By-products of the processing of cereals for industrial purposes
Cacodyl chloride
Cadmium chloride
Cadmium sulphide
Caesium
Calcined kaolin for industrial purposes
Calcined potassium fertilizer
Calcined soda
Calcium
Calcium aluminate
Calcium bisulphide
Calcium carbide
Calcium carbonate
Calcium chloride
Calcium cyanamide [fertiliser]
Calcium cyanamide [fertilizer]
1 Calcium cyanamides
1 Calcium cyanide
1 Calcium fluoride
1 Calcium hydroxide
1 Calcium iodide
1 Calcium nitrate
1 Calcium oxides
1 Calcium peroxide for use in agriculture
1 Calcium peroxide for use in forestry
1 Calcium peroxide for use in horticulture
1 Calcium phosphate
1 Calcium salts
1 Calcium silicate
1 Calcium silicate fertilizer
1 Calcium sulphide
1 Calcium superphosphate fertilizer
1 Calibration fluids
1 Californium
1 Calomel [mercurous chloride]
1 Camphor for industrial purposes
1 Camphor, for industrial purposes
1 Car body fillers
1 Carbazole
1 Carbide
1 Carbides
1 Carbolineum for the protection of plants
1 Carbon
1 Carbon black for industrial purposes
1 Carbon dioxide
1 Carbon disulfide
1 Carbon disulphide
1 Carbon fluorochloride
1 Carbon for filters
1 Carbon for filters for removing organic contaminants from water
1 Carbon monoxide
1 Carbon rods
1 Carbon tetrachloride
1 Carbonaceous absorbents for separation of gases
1 Carbonaceous absorbents for separation of liquids
1 Carbonaceous absorbents for the purification of gases
1 Carbonaceous absorbents for the purification of liquids
1 Carbonates
1 Carbonic acid
1 Carbonic acid gas
1 Carbonic acids
1 Carbonic hydrates
1 Carbons for use in catalysis
1 Carboxymethyl cellulose
1 Carburizing agents
1 Carrageenin for use in the manufacture of food
1 Casein for industrial purposes
1 Casein for the food industry
1 Cassiopium [Lutetium]
1 Casting binders for foundry use
1 Casting flux
Casting powders
Catalyst carriers
Catalysts
Catalysts for chemical and biochemical processes
Catalysts for oxidation processes
Catalysts for use in the manufacture of industrial chemicals
Catalysts for use in the manufacture of rubber
Catalysts for use in the manufacture of synthetics, rubbers and polymers
Catalysts for use in the oil processing industry
Catalytic agents
Catechu
Cationic polymers
Caustic alkali
Caustic alkaline hydroxides
Caustic potash
Caustic potash (potassium hydroxide)
Caustic soda (sodium hydroxide)
Caustic soda for industrial purposes
Caustics for industrial purposes
Cellulase used in detergent manufacture
Cellulose
Cellulose beads [raw materials]
Cellulose derivatives [chemicals]
Cellulose esters for industrial purposes
Cellulose ethers for industrial purposes
Cellulose for industrial purposes
Cellulose paste
Cellulose pulp
Cellulose pulp [raw material]
Cellulose pulp for the manufacture of paper
Cement [adhesives], other than for household or stationery use
Cement [metallurgy]
Cement additives for completing wells
Cement for footwear
Cement for mending broken articles
Cement for pneumatic tires [tyres]
Cement plasticisers
Cement preservatives, except paints and oils
Cement set accelerators
Cements for fixing tiles
Cement-waterproofing chemicals, except paints
Ceramic compositions for sintering [granules and powders]
Ceramic frits
Ceramic glazings
Ceramic materials in granule form for use in industry
Ceramic materials in particulate form, for use as filtering media
Ceramic materials in paste form for use in industry
Ceramic materials in powder form for use in industry
Cerium
Cerium chloride
Cerium fluoride
Cerium hydroxide
Cesium
Cetyl alcohol
Charcoal for horticultural purposes
Charcoal for use as a soil conditioner
Chelates
Chelating agents
Chemical absorbents
Chemical additive concentrates for motor fuels
Chemical additives
Chemical additives for cement
Chemical additives for clay
Chemical additives for combustion enhancers
Chemical additives for compost
Chemical additives for concrete
Chemical additives for cooling agents
Chemical additives for detergents
Chemical additives for drilling fluids
Chemical additives for drilling muds
Chemical additives for fertilisers
Chemical additives for food
Chemical additives for foodstuffs
Chemical additives for fuel
Chemical additives for fuel treatment
Chemical additives for gasoline
Chemical additives for greases
Chemical additives for grouting materials
Chemical additives for heating oils
Chemical additives for hydraulic fluids
Chemical additives for industrial greases
Chemical additives for industrial oils
Chemical additives for lacquers
Chemical additives for lubricants
Chemical additives for manures
Chemical additives for meat processing
Chemical additives for mortar
Chemical additives for motor fuels
Chemical additives for oil well drilling fluids
Chemical additives for oils
Chemical additives for paint
Chemical additives for petroleum products
Chemical additives for plaster
Chemical additives for plasticizing concrete
Chemical additives for polymers
Chemical additives for printing inks
Chemical additives for soil
Chemical additives for stone
Chemical additives for the prevention of sedimentation
Chemical additives for the prevention of turbidity
Chemical additives for the soil
Chemical additives for use in drilling
Chemical additives for use in enzyme stabilisation
Chemical additives for use in fermentation
Chemical additives for use in industry
Chemical additives for use in manufacture
Chemical additives for use in plastics
Chemical additives for use in resins
Chemical additives for use in the casting of metals
Chemical additives for use in the cleaning of water
Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of animal foodstuffs
Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of cosmetics
Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of food
Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals
Chemical additives for use in the moulding of metals
Chemical additives for use in the processing of plastics
Chemical additives for use in the treatment of paper pulp
Chemical additives for use with concrete
Chemical additives for use with internal combustion engine fuels
Chemical additives for varnishes
Chemical additives to drilling muds
Chemical additives to fungicides
Chemical additives to insecticides
Chemical additives to motor fuel
Chemical adjuvants for use in agriculture
Chemical adjuvants for use in forestry
Chemical adjuvants for use in horticulture
Chemical adjuvants for use in industry
Chemical adjuvants for use in science
Chemical adsorbents
Chemical agents for hardening wood
Chemical agents for manufacturing dyestuffs
Chemical agents for the flame-retardant coating of textiles
Chemical agents for the surface treatment of metals
Chemical agents for use in metal cutting
Chemical agents for use in the hardening of metals
Chemical agents for use in the soldering of metals
Chemical agents for use in water purification
Chemical analytical preparations for laboratory use
Chemical auxiliaries for the textile industry
Chemical bonding agents, other than for household or stationery use
Chemical brighteners for industrial use
Chemical chimney cleaners
Chemical cleaning agents for use in industrial processes
Chemical coatings for ophthalmic lenses
Chemical coatings used in the manufacture of printed circuit boards
Chemical compositions for absorbing hydrocarbons
Chemical compositions for controlling a spillage of hazardous wastes
Chemical compositions for curing concrete
Chemical compositions for developing photographs
Chemical compositions for finishing textiles
Chemical compositions for hardening cement
Chemical compositions for hardening concrete
Chemical compositions for making paper
Chemical compositions for preserving stonework
Chemical compositions for reinforcing brickwork
Chemical compositions for reinforcing concrete
Chemical compositions for sealing slate
Chemical compositions for strengthening stonework
Chemical compositions for the control of spillage of liquids
Chemical compositions for treating textiles
Chemical compositions for use in the building industry
Chemical compositions for use in the construction industry
Chemical compositions for use in the formation of glass
Chemical compositions for use in the manufacture of colours
Chemical compositions for use in the manufacture of electrical components
Chemical compositions for use in the manufacture of electronic components
Chemical compositions for use in the manufacture of plastics
Chemical compound additives for fuel
Chemical compounds for the manufacture of resins
Chemical compounds for use in bleaching
Chemical compounds for use in cutting
Chemical compounds for use in repair
Chemical compounds for use in the manufacture of adhesives
Chemical compounds for use in the manufacture of household preparations
Chemical compounds for use in the manufacture of industrial preparations
Chemical compounds for use in welding
Chemical condensation preparations
Chemical degreasing agents for use in manufacturing processes
Chemical degreasing liquids for use in manufacturing processes
Chemical diagnostic reagents for industrial use
Chemical diagnostic reagents for scientific use
Chemical dust-proofing preparations for floors
Chemical elements for use in cutting
Chemical elements for use in welding
Chemical emulsifiers
Chemical extenders
Chemical fertilizers
Chemical fixing compounds
Chemical fluids for de-watering
Chemical fluids for metal working
Chemical fluids for use as leak detectors
Chemical formulations for use in biological sewage treatment
Chemical gas purifying agents
Chemical hardening preparations
Chemical impregnating substances for leather
Chemical impregnating substances for textiles
Chemical intensifiers for paper
Chemical intensifiers for rubber
Chemical intermediates for use in industry
Chemical intermediates for use in manufacture
Chemical materials for use in the manufacture of ceramics
Chemical materials for use in the manufacture of glass
Chemical oxidants for use in the manufacture of printed circuits
Chemical paper for use with assays
Chemical plating solutions
Chemical preparations containing enzymes for industrial purposes
Chemical preparations containing enzymes for scientific purposes
Chemical preparations for addition to manure for deodorising
Chemical preparations for agricultural purposes, other than fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides
Chemical preparations for aiding water quality
Chemical preparations for analyses in laboratories, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
Chemical preparations for aquarium water, other than pharmaceuticals
Chemical preparations for bleaching wood
Chemical preparations for cleaning chimneys
Chemical preparations for coating undersides of roofs
Chemical preparations for decarbonising engines
Chemical preparations for dewatering
Chemical preparations for diagnostic purposes, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
Chemical preparations for enhancing battery life
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for facilitating the alloying of metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for forming coatings on metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for hardening surfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for horticultural purposes, other than fungicides,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for increasing the productivity of soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for inhibiting corrosion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for inhibiting rust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for manufacturing finishing compositions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for melting snow and ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for neutralizing water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for preserving foodstuffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for preventing pathogenic infections in plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for preventing the build up of static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for preventing the formation of scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for priming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for protecting carpets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for protecting fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for protecting floors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for protecting leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for protecting upholstery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for protection against wheat blight [smut]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for providing resistance to abrasion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for providing resistance to compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for removing cement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for removing ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for removing snow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for repairing worn surfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for repelling stains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for scientific purposes, other than for medical or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for sealing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for silvicultural purposes, other than fungicides,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for skin tanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for smoking meat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for soil treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for soldering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for soot removal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for stabilizing soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for testing swimming pool water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for the binding of liquid waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for the dispersal of oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for the dispersal of petroleum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for the production of oxygen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for the removal of mortar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for the separation of greases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for the treatment of brickwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for the treatment of cement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for the treatment of concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for the treatment of seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for the treatment of water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for use as auxiliaries for dyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for use as coolants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for use as corrosion inhibitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for use as ingredients for beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for use as ingredients for foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical preparations for use as solvents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chemical preparations for use in boilers
Chemical preparations for use in brazing
Chemical preparations for use in construction
Chemical preparations for use in cosmetic products
Chemical preparations for use in engineering
Chemical preparations for use in foundries
Chemical preparations for use in industry
Chemical preparations for use in lithography
Chemical preparations for use in paper making
Chemical preparations for use in photographic processes
Chemical preparations for use in photography
Chemical preparations for use in science
Chemical preparations for use in the control of fires
Chemical preparations for use in the detection of bacteria, other than medical or veterinary
Chemical preparations for use in the dressing of leather
Chemical preparations for use in the dressing of suede
Chemical preparations for use in the food industry
Chemical preparations for use in the graphic arts
Chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of cosmetics
Chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of paints
Chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals
Chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of printing materials
Chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of surface coatings
Chemical preparations for use in the metallurgical industry
Chemical preparations for use in the pharmaceutical industry
Chemical preparations for use in the prevention of fires
Chemical preparations for use in the printed circuit industry
Chemical preparations for use in the promotion of adhesion
Chemical preparations for use in the removal of coatings from metal
Chemical preparations for use in the removal of deposits from metal
Chemical preparations for use in the renovation of leather
Chemical preparations for use in the renovation of suede
Chemical preparations for use in the repair of tyres
Chemical preparations for use in the treatment of effluent
Chemical preparations for use in the treatment of tyres
Chemical preparations for use in water purification
Chemical preparations for use in water softening
Chemical preparations for use in water treatment
Chemical preparations for use in welding
Chemical preparations for use with cement
Chemical preparations for waterproofing masonry
Chemical preparations having antistatic properties
Chemical preparations having conductive properties
Chemical preparations to prevent mildew
Chemical preparations to prevent wheat smut
Chemical preservatives for use as corrosion inhibitors on automobile exhaust systems
Chemical preservatives for use in manufacture of soap and vegetable oils
Chemical preservatives for use in the production of a wide variety of chemicals
Chemical priming preparations
Chemical product for neutralizing stainless alloys of steel, iron and metals of various colors
Chemical products capable of absorbing humidity from the air
Chemical products derived from coal
Chemical products derived from coal by-products
Chemical products derived from milk
Chemical products derived from petroleum
Chemical products for absorbing
Chemical products for absorbing fluids
Chemical products for absorbing gas
Chemical products for absorbing oils
Chemical products for absorbing
Chemical products for amelioration of acidity
Chemical products for aquarium water, other than pharmaceuticals
Chemical products for biotechnological purposes [industrial]
Chemical products for biotechnological purposes [scientific]
Chemical products for bleaching
Chemical products for brightening dyestuffs
Chemical products for de-inking
Chemical products for desulphurization
Chemical products for diagnostic use [industrial]
Chemical products for diagnostic use [scientific]
Chemical products for industrial analysis
Chemical products for inhibiting the growth of weeds
Chemical products for laboratory use, other than medical or veterinary
Chemical products for preserving foodstuffs
Chemical products for preserving products during storage
Chemical products for preserving the freshness of cut flowers
Chemical products for preserving the freshness of feedstuffs
Chemical products for preserving the freshness of fruit
Chemical products for preserving the freshness of vegetables
Chemical products for preventing scale
Chemical products for scientific analysis
Chemical products for sewage treatment
Chemical products for sizing
Chemical products for stabilising foodstuffs
Chemical products for tanning hides
Chemical products for tanning skins
Chemical products for the absorption of ultraviolet light
Chemical products for the conditioning of compost
Chemical products for the distribution of printing inks
Chemical products for the fresh-keeping and preserving of food
Chemical products for the leather industry
Chemical products for the paper industry
Chemical products for the preparation of flavourings
Chemical products for the preparation of perfumes
Chemical products for the processing of plastics
Chemical products for the protective treatment of leather
Chemical products for the protective treatment of textile materials
Chemical products for the purification of water
Chemical products for the textile industry
Chemical products for the treatment of sewage
Chemical products for the treatment of water
Chemical products for use as absorbents
Chemical products for use as active ingredients in the manufacture of pesticides
Chemical products for use as additives for building materials
Chemical products for use as additives for lubricants
Chemical products for use as additives to cement
Chemical products for use as additives to concrete
Chemical products for use as additives to fuels
Chemical products for use as additives to greases
Chemical products for use as additives to mortar
Chemical products for use as additives to motor vehicle lubricants
Chemical products for use as additives to oils
Chemical products for use as adsorbents
Chemical products for use as auxiliaries for paper
Chemical products for use as coolants in compressing machines
Chemical products for use as fat substitutes
Chemical products for use as fertilizers
Chemical products for use as filter media
Chemical products for use as flocculants
Chemical products for use as plant growth regulating preparations
Chemical products for use as plasticizers in unprocessed plastics materials
Chemical products for use in agriculture, other than fungicides, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides
Chemical products for use in biology
Chemical products for use in biotechnological research
Chemical products for use in biotechnology, other than medical or veterinary use
Chemical products for use in boilers
Chemical products for use in bonding
Chemical products for use in chromatographic processes, other than medical or veterinary use
Chemical products for use in chromatography, other than medical or veterinary use
Chemical products for use in colour photography
Chemical products for use in construction
Chemical products for use in cooling systems
Chemical products for use in drilling processes
Chemical products for use in electroplating
Chemical products for use in foundry casting and tempering
Chemical products for use in heating systems
Chemical products for use in horticulture, other than fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides
Chemical products for use in industrial cleaning processes
Chemical products for use in industrial preserving processes
Chemical products for use in industry
Chemical products for use in industry as anti-static agents
Chemical products for use in industry as softeners
Chemical products for use in industry as stabilizers
Chemical products for use in maintaining the freshness of food
Chemical products for use in making medicine
Chemical products for use in making parts for vehicles
Chemical products for use in making resins
Chemical products for use in making varnishes
Chemical products for use in manufacturing
Chemical products for use in metal casting
Chemical products for use in metal processing
Chemical products for use in mining
Chemical products for use in pharmaceuticals
Chemical products for use in photography
Chemical products for use in priming
Chemical products for use in producing sealants
Chemical products for use in radiators
Chemical products for use in research
Chemical products for use in science
Chemical products for use in sealing
Chemical products for use in the conditioning of water
Chemical products for use in the extraction of minerals
Chemical products for use in the food preparation industry
Chemical products for use in the food processing industry
Chemical products for use in the foundry industry
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of adhesives
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of beauty care products
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of building materials
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of cleaning preparations
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of detergents
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of drugs
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of foods
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of fragrances
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of medical preparations
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of oils
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of paints
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of perfumery
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of plastics
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of polishing preparations
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of sizing agents
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of synthetic foods
Chemical products for use in the manufacture of washing agents
Chemical products for use in the metallurgical industry
Chemical products for use in the nuclear industry
Chemical products for use in the oil industry
Chemical products for use in the paper industry
Chemical products for use in the processing of plastics
Chemical products for use in the testing of water
Chemical products for use in the textile industry
Chemical products for use in the treatment of textile articles
Chemical products for use in the treatment of textile materials
Chemical products for use in the treatment of the surfaces of metals
Chemical products for use in the treatment of water
Chemical products for use in the treatment of yarns and threads
Chemical products for use in the wood pulp industry
Chemical products for use in treating fibres
Chemical products for use in water absorption
Chemical products for use in water retention
Chemical products for use in waterproofing of water courses
Chemical products for use on oil fields
Chemical products for waste water treatment
Chemical products for water conditioning
Chemical products to remove moisture
Chemical products used in duplicating
Chemical products used in photocopying
Chemical products used in platemaking
Chemical products used in the manufacture of circuit boards
Chemical products used in the manufacture of electronic components
Chemical products used in the reproduction of images
Chemical reactive paper
Chemical reagent mixtures in kit form, other than for medical or veterinary use
Chemical reagent mixtures, other than for medical or veterinary use
Chemical reagents for cleansing gases
Chemical reagents for decontaminating gases
Chemical reagents for laboratory use, other than for medical or veterinary use
Chemical reagents for testing for chlorine
Chemical reagents for use in analytical tests, other than for medical or veterinary use
Chemical reagents for use in science, other than for medical or veterinary use
Chemical reagents, other than for medical or veterinary purpose
Chemical reagents, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
Chemical renovating preparations for floors
Chemical sealing compounds
Chemical seasonings for food manufacture
Chemical sizing compositions for the manufacture of paper
Chemical sizing compositions for use in the manufacture of textiles
Chemical sizing compositions for use in the manufacture of threads
Chemical sizing compositions for use in the manufacture of yarns
Chemical soil conditioners
Chemical sorbents
Chemical source material for the deposition of thin films upon semiconductor wafers for the manufacture of semiconductors
Chemical sprays for stretching shoes
Chemical substances for analyses in laboratories, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
Chemical substances for making adhesives
Chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs
Chemical substances for preserving grass and grain
Chemical substances for purifying water
Chemical substances for stabilizing foam
Chemical substances for tenderising meat products
Chemical substances for use as additives to petroleum products
Chemical substances for use as fat replacements
Chemical substances for use as food ingredients
Chemical substances for use as heat transfer media
Chemical substances for use as silage additives
Chemical substances for use as soil coverings
Chemical substances for use in bioluminescent processes
Chemical substances for use in electroplating processes
Chemical substances for use in liquid crystal devices
Chemical substances for use in manufacture
Chemical substances for use in metal finishing and metal treatment
Chemical substances for use in metallurgy
Chemical substances for use in the biochemical industry
Chemical substances for use in the biotechnological industry
Chemical substances for use in the manufacture of perfumes
Chemical substances for use in the manufacture of products for household use
Chemical substances for use in the production of drugs
Chemical substances for use in treating poisonous gases
Chemical substances for use in treating toxic gases
Chemical substances used in copying and photocopying
Chemical sugar substitutes
Chemical supplements for use in the manufacture of vitamins
Chemical test paper
Chemical test paper, sensitised
Chemical test reagents, other than medical or veterinary
Chemical-based rain repellent preparation to be applied to windshields
Chemically converted compound fertilizers
Chemically sensitised paper for use in thermal imaging
Chemically treated peat for use in agriculture
Chemically treated peat for use in gardening
Chemically treated peat for use in horticulture
Chemicals for etching enamels
Chemicals for fermenting wine
Chemicals for forestry, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides
Chemicals for industrial purposes
Chemicals for off-set presses
Chemicals for preserving foodstuffs
Chemicals for preventing corrosion
Chemicals for processing sensitised unexposed x-ray films
Chemicals for retarding oxidation of metallic surfaces
Chemicals for the control of environmental pollution
Chemicals for the manufacture of paints
Chemicals for the manufacture of pigments
Chemicals for the purification of water
Chemicals for the surface treatment of metals
Chemicals for the treatment of fabrics
Chemicals for the treatment of hot water systems
Chemicals for the treatment of irrigation water
Chemicals for treating hazardous waste
Chemicals for treating textile fabrics
Chemicals for treating water
Chemicals for use as additives in building materials
Chemicals for use as deterrents by virtue of their odour
Chemicals for use as deterrents by virtue of their taste
Chemicals for use as flame retardants for textiles
Chemicals for use as fluorescent substrates
Chemicals for use as repellents by virtue of their odour
Chemicals for use as repellents by virtue of their taste
Chemicals for use in analysis, other than for medical and veterinary use
Chemicals for use in aquariums
Chemicals for use in brewing
Chemicals for use in chromatography, other than medical and veterinary
Chemicals for use in clarifying water
Chemicals for use in cleaning water
Chemicals for use in clearing water
Chemicals for use in coating agricultural seeds, other than fungicides, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides
Chemicals for use in coating dental instruments, other than pharmaceuticals
Chemicals for use in coating film
Chemicals for use in coating medical apparatus, other than pharmaceuticals
Chemicals for use in coating veterinary apparatus, other than pharmaceuticals
Chemicals for use in diazo reproduction
Chemicals for use in electrography
Chemicals for use in etching
Chemicals for use in fermenting
Chemicals for use in fire extinguishing
Chemicals for use in fish farming, other than pharmaceuticals
Chemicals for use in fish tanks, other than pharmaceuticals
Chemicals for use in forestry, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides
Chemicals for use in gluing for industrial purposes
Chemicals for use in herbicidal compositions
Chemicals for use in herbicides
Chemicals for use in horticulture, other than fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides
Chemicals for use in immuno-assay testing, other than medical or veterinary
Chemicals for use in industry
Chemicals for use in manufacture
Chemicals for use in manufacturing pharmaceuticals
Chemicals for use in metal plating
Chemicals for use in metal treatment
Chemicals for use in metalworking
Chemicals for use in nickel plating processes
Chemicals for use in pathology, other than medical and veterinary
Chemicals for use in welding
Chemicals for use in xerography
Chemicals for water softening
Chemicals for welding
Chemicals having liquid crystal properties
Chemicals in the nature of sorbents
Chemicals used in agriculture
Chemicals used in industry
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry
Chemicals used in photography
Chemicals used in science
Chemicals used to prevent condensation
Chemicals, except pigments, for the manufacture of enamel
Chemiground wood pulp
Chemimechanical pulp
Chimney cleaners, chemical
China clay
China slip
Chips of plastic material [unprocessed]
Chitosans for industrial purposes
Chloralkalis
Chlorates
Chlorides
Chlorinated acids
Chlorinated chemical products for use in purifying water
Chlorinated chemicals
Chlorine
Chlorine for swimming pools
Chlorine-free fertilizers
Chlorobenzene
Chlorofluorocarbons
Chloromethanes
Chloromethyl ether
Chlonaphthalene
Chloronitroaniline
Chloronitrobenzene
Chloroprene
Chloropropylene
Chlorosulphonic acid
Cholic acid
Choline chloride for use in the manufacture of vitamins
Chromates
Chromating agents
Chromatographic supports for scientific laboratory use
Chrome alum
Chrome salts
Chromic acid
Chromic anhydride
Chromic salts
Chromium chloride
Chromium concentrates
Chromium oxide
Chromium oxides
Cinematographic film, sensitized but not exposed
Cinematographic films, sensitized but not exposed
Cinnamyl alcohol
Citric acid
Citric acid for industrial purposes
Clarification preparations
Clarifying agents
Clay for use as swelling agents for suspensions
Clay for use as thickening agents for suspensions
Clay for use as thixotropic agents for suspensions
Cleaning solvents for use in manufacturing processes
Clutch fluid
Coal saving preparations
Coalescing aids for the paint industry
Coated paper, sensitised
Coating agents [chemicals], other than paint
Coating compositions [chemicals], other than paint
Coating materials made from synthetic resins
Coatings [chemical] for glass
Coatings [chemical] for lenses
Coatings containing quartz for optical glass
Coatings containing quartz for optical plastics
Coatings containing quartz for use in lenses
Coatings for the finishing of masonry [chemicals]
Coatings for the finishing of surfaces [chemicals]
Coatings for waterproofing [chemicals]
Coatings for weatherproofing [chemicals]
Coatings to protect concrete from water [chemicals]
Coatings to protect masonry building walls from water [chemicals]
Coatings to protect stone from water [chemicals]
Cobalt acetate
Cobalt chemicals
Cobalt chloride
Cobalt oxides for industrial purposes
Coir fibre soil improvers
Collagen based raw ingredients for cosmetic preparations
Collagen for industrial purposes
Collagen used as a raw ingredient in the manufacture of cosmetics
Collodion
Colloid preparations for industrial use
Colloid preparations for scientific use
Colloid preparations for use in manufacture
Colloidal silica
Colloidal silicon dispersants
Color- [colour-] brightening chemicals for industrial purposes
Color-brightening chemicals for industrial purposes
Colour stabilizers
Colour-brightening chemicals for industrial purposes
Coloured paper, sensitised
Combusting preparations [chemical additives to motor fuel]
Combustion enhancers [chemicals]
Combustion promoting chemicals
Commercial adhesives, other than for stationery or household use
Commercial glues, other than for stationery or household use
Common salt for preserving, other than foodstuffs
Complex fertilizer
| Complex salts                                                                 |
| Compositions for accelerating the setting of concrete                        |
| Compositions for dust proofing concrete                                       |
| Compositions for embedding electrical parts                                   |
| Compositions for embedding electronic parts                                   |
| Compositions for preserving brickwork, except paints or oils                  |
| Compositions for preserving cement, except paints or oils                     |
| Compositions for preserving concrete, except paints or oils                   |
| Compositions for repairing inner tubes                                        |
| Compositions for repairing inner tubes of tires [tyres]                       |
| Compositions for repairing tires [tyres]                                      |
| Compositions for setting cement                                              |
| Compositions for the manufacture of phonograph records                        |
| Compositions for the manufacture of technical ceramics                        |
| Compositions for threading                                                    |
| Compositions for use in etching                                              |
| Compositions for use in metal finishing                                      |
| Compositions for use in radiation                                            |
| Compositions for use in tanning leather                                      |
| Compost                                                                      |
| Compost [fertilizer]                                                         |
| Compost accelerators [chemicals]                                             |
| Compost mixtures enriched with organic substances                            |
| Concentrated cutting fluid coolants                                          |
| Concrete admixtures                                                          |
| Concrete bonding compounds                                                   |
| Concrete curing agents                                                       |
| Concrete hardening compounds                                                 |
| Concrete preservatives, except paints and oils                               |
| Concrete-aeration chemicals                                                  |
| Condensation-preventing chemicals                                            |
| Conditioners for cooling systems                                             |
| Conditioners for radiators and cooling systems                               |
| Conditioners for the soil                                                    |
| Conditioning chemicals for waterbeds                                         |
| Conductive adhesives, other than for household or stationery use              |
| Conductive pastes                                                           |
| Conductive resins                                                            |
| Consolidation accelerators [chemicals]                                       |
| Consolidation retarders                                                      |
| Construction industry adhesives                                              |
| Continuous casting powders                                                   |
| Contrast media, other than for use in medical imaging                        |
| Coolant preparations                                                        |
| Coolants                                                                     |
| Coolants for vehicle engines                                                 |
| Coolants for vehicle radiators                                               |
| Copier paper, sensitised                                                     |
| Co-polyester resins                                                          |
| Copolymers                                                                   |
| Copper carbonate                                                             |
| Copper chemicals                                                             |
| Copper phosphate                                                             |
| Copper sulfate [blue vitriol]                                                |
| Copper sulphate                                                             |
Core oils
Core paste for foundry cores
Core sand binders
Corrosive acids
Corrosive preparations
Corrosives
Cracking catalysts for use in the oil refinery industry
Cracking catalysts for use in the petroleum industries
Cream of tartar for chemical purposes
Cream of tartar for industrial purposes
Cream of tartar for the food industry
Creosote for chemical purposes
Creosote for industrial purposes
Cresol
Cross linking agents
Crotonaldehyde
Crotonic acid
Crotonic aldehyde
Cryogenic preparations
Cryolite
Cryoscopic agents
Crystalline cellulose
Crystalline silicon
Culture media for microbiology
Cultures of cell media, other than for medical or veterinary use
Cultures of microorganisms other than for medical or veterinary use
Cultures of microorganisms, other than for medical and veterinary use
Cultures, other than for medical or veterinary use
Cumene
Curing additives
Curing preparations
Curium
Currying preparations for leather
Currying preparations for skins
Cutting agents
Cyanides
Cyanides [prussiates]
Cyclohexane
Cyclopentane
Cymene
Cytological fixatives
Damp proofing chemicals, except paints, for masonry
Damp proofing compositions, other than paints
Damp resisting preparations, other than paints
Dampener additives
Dampening solutions
Damp-proofing chemicals, except paints, for masonry
Decalcifying preparations for industrial use
Decolorants for industrial purposes
Decontaminants for fuels
Defoamers
Defoaming agents
Defoliants
Defrosting agents
Degreasing agents [not for household use]
Degreasing preparations for use in manufacturing processes
Degumming preparations
Dehydrating preparations for industrial purposes
De-icers
De-icing fluids
De-icing preparations
Deinked pulp
Deionised water
Delustering agents
Demineralised water, not for medical purposes
Demisting preparations for glass
Demulsifiers
Descalants, other than for household use
Descaling preparations for industrial purposes
Descaling preparations, other than for household purposes
Desiccants
Desiccants for absorbing moisture
Detergent additive for use with motor oil
Detergent additives for fuels
Detergent additives for greases
Detergent additives for lubricants
Detergent additives to gasoline
Detergent additives to gasoline [petrol]
Detergent additives to petrol [gasoline]
Detergents for industrial use
Detergents for use in industrial processes
Detergents for use in manufacturing processes
Developers for use with light sensitive materials
Dextrin
Dextrin [size]
Dextrine size
Dextrinizing enzymes
Dextrins for industrial purposes
Dextrose for industrial purposes
Diagnostic preparations for laboratory use, other than medical
Diagnostic preparations for scientific or research use
Diagnostic preparations for scientific purposes
Diagnostic preparations for scientific use
Diagnostic preparations other than for medical or veterinary purposes
Diagnostic preparations used in science
Diagnostic preparations, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
Diagnostic reagents and preparations, except for medical or veterinary use
Diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use
Diagnostic reagents for scientific use
Diagnostic reagents, other than for medical laboratory use
Diagnostic substances, other than for medical use
Diagnostic testing materials, other than for medical use
Diamines
Dianisidine
Diastase for industrial purposes
Diatomaceous earth
Diatomite
Diazo paper
Dibasic potassium phosphate
Dicalcium phosphate dihydrate
Dichlorobenzene
Dichloroethane
Dichloromethane
Dicyandiamide
Diethyl phthalate
Diglycerides
Diisopropyl ether
Diluents for industrial use
Dimethyl phthalate
Dimethyl sulphate
Dimethylaniline
Dinitronaphthalene
Diphenyl
diphenylmethane
Disincrustants
Dispersants
Dispersing agents
Dispersing agents for textile printing and dyeing
Dispersion aids [chemical]
Dispersion of plastics
Dissolving wood pulp for manufacturing purposes
Distilled water
Dolomite
Dolomite for industrial purposes
Double or triple superphosphate fertilizer
Double salts
Dressing, except oils, for skins
Dressings for seeds
Drilling fluids
Drilling muds
Drilling muds for use in oil well drilling
Dry film solder mask
Dry ice [carbon dioxide]
Duplicating paper, sensitised
Dye migration inhibitors for use in textile dyeing
Dysprosium
Electrically conductive raw plastics
Electrolyte solutions, other than for medical use
Electron beam curved coatings
Electron beam curved substrates
Electrophoresis gels
Electrophoresis gels other than for medical or veterinary purposes
Electroplating additives
Electroplating compositions
Electroplating etching solutions
Electroplating solutions
Electropolishing compositions
Electrosensitive paper
Electrostatic copying paper
Electrostatic films
Electrostatic plates
Embedding compositions for use in industry
Embedding wax for histology [microscopy]
Emollients for industrial purposes
Emulsifiable beeswax derivative for use in the manufacture of cosmetic preparations
1 Emulsifiers
1 Emulsifiers for food preparations
1 Emulsifiers for industrial purposes
1 Emulsifiers for meat products
1 Emulsifiers for resins
1 Emulsifiers for solvents
1 Emulsifiers for use in the feed processing industries
1 Emulsifiers for use in the food processing industries
1 Emulsifiers for use in the manufacture of cosmetics
1 Emulsifiers for use in the manufacture of foods
1 Emulsifiers for use in the manufacture of leather
1 Emulsifiers for use in the manufacture of leather and textiles
1 Emulsifiers for use in the manufacture of textiles
1 Emulsifiers for use in the manufacture of toiletry preparations
1 Emulsifying agents
1 Emulsifying preparations
1 Emulsions [chemical]
1 Enamel frits
1 Enamel-staining chemicals
1 Engine coolants
1 Engine-decarbonising chemicals
1 Enzyme preparations for industrial purposes
1 Enzyme preparations for the decomposition of waste matter
1 Enzyme preparations for the deodorising of waste matter
1 Enzyme preparations for the food industry
1 Enzyme preparations for the processing of waste matter
1 Enzyme preparations for use in the alcohol industry
1 Enzyme preparations for use in the baking industry
1 Enzyme preparations for use in the detergents industry
1 Enzyme preparations for use in the flour milling industry
1 Enzyme preparations for use in the textile industry
1 Enzyme stabilizers
1 Enzyme substrates
1 Enzymes for cloth processing
1 Enzymes for industrial purposes
1 Enzymes for scientific purposes
1 Enzymes for technical use
1 Enzymes for the brewing industry
1 Enzymes for the food industry
1 Enzymes for use in binding
1 Enzymes for use in colouring
1 Enzymes for use in drinks
1 Enzymes for use in flavouring
1 Enzymes for use in foodstuffs
1 Enzymes for use in the bakery industry
1 Enzymes for use in the detergent industry
1 Enzymes for use in the tanning industry
1 Enzymes in liquid form for industrial use
1 Enzymes, other than for medical or veterinary use
1 Epoxy resins, unprocessed
1 Erbium
1 Erythritol
1 Esparto pulp
1 Esters
1 Etchants for use in the manufacture of printed circuit boards
Etchants for use in the manufacture of semiconductors
Etching agents
Etching chemicals
Etching compounds
Etching mordants [acids]
Ethane
Ethanol [chemical]
Ether alcohols
Ethers
Ethyl alcohol
Ethyl chloride
Ethyl ether
Ethyl malonate
Ethyl phthalate
Ethyl urethane
Ethyl zinc iodide
Ethylamine
Ethylene
Ethylene chlorohydrin
Ethylene dichloride
Ethylene glycol
Ethylene oxide
Europium
Excipients, other than for medical use
Expanded clay for horticulture
Expanded clay for hydroponic plant growing [substrate]
Expanded graphites
Expanded synthetic resins, unprocessed
Expanded unsaturated polyester resins, unprocessed
Expanded-clay for hydroponic plant growing [substrates]
Extenders [chemical substances]
Extinguishing compositions
Extraction chemicals
Fabric glues for industrial use
Fabric stiffeners for artistic work
Fabric stiffeners for decorative work
Fat bleaching chemicals
Fat-bleaching chemicals
Fatty acids
Fatty acids for industrial purposes
Ferments for chemical purposes
Fermium
Ferrocyanides
Ferrotype plates [photography]
Ferrous sulfates against yellowing of plant leaves
Ferrous sulphate
Fertiliser for soil and potting soil
Fertilisers
Fertilisers consisting of compounds of nitrogen
Fertilisers for soil and potting soil
Fertilising preparations
Fertilizer compositions
Fertilizers
Fertilizers for soil
Fertilizing preparations
| 1 | Fibrous material for use as soil conditioning agents |
| 1 | Filler materials for adhesives |
| 1 | Filler materials for coating compositions |
| 1 | Filler materials for paints |
| 1 | Filler materials for plastics |
| 1 | Fillers derived from calcium carbonate |
| 1 | Fillers derived from white minerals |
| 1 | Fillers for absorption agents |
| 1 | Fillers for automobile bodies |
| 1 | Fillers for bleaching earths |
| 1 | Fillers for car bodies |
| 1 | Fillers for cardboard |
| 1 | Fillers for drying agents |
| 1 | Fillers for elastomeric materials |
| 1 | Fillers for paper |
| 1 | Fillers for plastics |
| 1 | Fillers for rubber |
| 1 | Fillers for soaps |
| 1 | Film cleaners [chemicals] |
| 1 | Film strength improving agents |
| 1 | Filter aids for liquid purification |
| 1 | Filter materials of ceramic [in particulate form] |
| 1 | Filtering materials [chemical preparations] |
| 1 | Filtering materials [chemical] for water |
| 1 | Filtering materials [mineral substances] |
| 1 | Filtering materials [unprocessed plastics] |
| 1 | Filtering materials [vegetable substances] |
| 1 | Filtering materials of raw vegetable materials |
| 1 | Filtering media [mineral substances] |
| 1 | Filtering media [unprocessed plastics] |
| 1 | Filtering media [vegetable substances] |
| 1 | Filtering preparations for the beverages industry |
| 1 | Fine chemicals |
| 1 | Fining agents for beer |
| 1 | Fining agents for cider |
| 1 | Fining agents for wine |
| 1 | Finings |
| 1 | Finishing preparations for use in the manufacture of steel |
| 1 | Fire extinguishing chemicals |
| 1 | Fire extinguishing compositions |
| 1 | Fire extinguishing foam compositions |
| 1 | Fire extinguishing preparations |
| 1 | Fire protection compositions |
| 1 | Fire resistant chemicals |
| 1 | Fire retardant additives for plastics |
| 1 | Fire retardant additives for resins |
| 1 | Fire retardant chemicals |
| 1 | Fire retardant compositions |
| 1 | Fire retardant compositions for commercial and domestic use |
| 1 | Fire retardant preparations |
| 1 | Fire-extinguishing compositions |
| 1 | Firefighting foam |
| 1 | Fireproofing preparations |
| 1 | Fish meal fertilisers |
| 1 | Fish meal fertilizers |
Fissionable chemical elements
Fissionable material for nuclear energy
Fixers
Fixing baths [photography]
Fixing solutions [photography]
Flame proofing chemicals
Flame proofing solutions
Flame retardants
Flashlight preparations
Flavonoids for industrial purposes [phenolic compounds]
Flavour improvers for foodstuffs
Flavour improvers for pharmaceutical products
Flavour improvers for tobacco
Flocculants
Flocculating agents
Flour for industrial purposes
Flower preservatives
Flowers of sulfur for chemical purposes
Fluid cracking catalysts
Fluid loss additives
Fluidised polymers for industrial use
Fluids for hydraulic apparatus
Fluids for hydraulic circuits
Fluids for rock drilling
Fluids for use in etching glass
Fluids for use in etching plastic
Fluids for use in metal working
Fluids for use in the oil industry
Fluorescent substances
Fluoric acid
Fluorinated polymers
Fluorinated resins
Fluorine
Fluorine compounds
Fluorosilicic acid
Fluorspar compounds
Flushing agents for automobile radiators
Flushing agents for cooling systems
Flushing agents for heating systems
Fluxes
Fluxes for use in welding
Fly ash for general manufacturing use
Foam inhibitors
Foaming agents
Foliar feeds
Food esters, other than for pharmaceutical purposes
Food preservative compositions
Food preservatives
Food preserving chemicals
Food protein as a raw material
Form release agents for use in the concrete industry
Formaldehyde
Formate
Formic acid
Formic aldehyde for chemical purposes
Formulations for electroplating metals on substrates
Foundry binding substances
Foundry molding [moulding] preparations
Foundry molding preparations
Foundry mould wash
Foundry moulding preparations
Foundry sand
Fracturing additives
Fracturing compositions
Fracturing fluids
Fracturing compositions
Freezing preparations in the form of sprays
Fuel economising compositions
Fuel elements for nuclear reactors
Fuel for atomic piles
Fuel for nuclear energy
Fuel for nuclear reactors
Fuel-saving preparations
Fuller's earth for use in the textile industry
Fulling preparations
Fulling preparations for use in the textile industry
Fume suppressants [chemicals]
Fungal enzymes for use in brewing
Furan
Furfural
Fused phosphate fertilizers
Fused superphosphate fertilizers
Gadolinium
Galactose for industrial purposes
Gallic acid
Gallic acid for the manufacture of ink
Gallium
Gallium compounds
Gallnuts
Gallotannic acid
Galvanizing baths
Galvanizing preparations
Gambier
Garden feeds [fertilizers]
Gas for industrial use
Gas mixtures for use in agriculture
Gas mixtures for use in industry
Gas mixtures for use in photography
Gas mixtures for use in science
Gas propellants for aerosols
Gas purifying preparations
Gaseous hydrocarbon compounds
Gaseous hydrocarbons
Gaseous mixtures for welding purposes
Gases for analytical purposes
Gases for industrial purposes
Gases for industrial use
Gases for inflating balloons
Gases for laboratory use, other than for medical use
Gases for laser cutting
Gases for preparatory purposes [industrial]
Gases for use in agriculture
Gases for use in air conditioners
Gases for use in cutting
Gases for use in dispensing liquids
Gases for use in flame spraying
Gases for use in forestry
Gases for use in horticulture
Gases for use in metal production
Gases for use in refrigeration systems
Gases for use in thermal treatment
Gases for use in welding
Gases for use with aerosols
Gases with heat insulating effects
Gases with sound insulating effects
Gasket making materials [chemicals]
Gasoline additives
Gelatine for industrial purposes
Gelatine for photographic purposes
Gelatine for the manufacture of printing paper
Gelatine glue for industrial purposes
Gelling agents for the food industry
Genes of seeds for agricultural production
Geothermal steam for industrial purposes
Germination inhibitors [anti-sprouting agents]
Getters [chemically active substances]
Glass-frosting chemicals
Glass-staining chemicals
Glaziers' putty
Glazing putty
Gliadin for industrial purposes
Globulin for industrial purposes
Gluconic acid
Gluconic salts
Glucose for industrial purposes
Glucose for the food industry
Glucose preparations for industrial purposes
Glucosides
Glue for industrial purposes
Glues for use in industry
Glutamate for industrial use
Glutamic acid as raw materials for use in the manufacture of cosmetics
Glutamic acid for industrial purposes
Glutelin for industrial purposes
Gluten [glue], other than for stationery or household purposes
Gluten for industrial purposes
Gluten for the food industry
Glutinous preparations for tree-banding
Glutinous preparations for tree-grafting
Glutinous tree-banding preparations
Glutinous tree-grafting preparations
Glycerides
Glycerine esters
Glycerine for industrial purposes
Glycerol
Glycogen
Glycol
Glycol ether
Glycoprotein
Glycosides
Glyoxal reactants
Gold chloride
Gold salts
Grafting mastic for trees
Grafting wax for trees
Graphite
Graphite for industrial purposes
Graphite for industrial use
Grass fertilizers
Grease dissolving preparations for use in industrial processes
Grease-removing preparations for use in manufacturing processes
Ground natural iron oxide
Groundwood pulp
Growing media
Growing media for plants
Growth promoters, other than for medical or veterinary use
Growth stimulants, other than for medical or veterinary use
Guano
Gum arabic for industrial purposes
Gum solvents
Gum tragacanth for industrial purposes
Gums [adhesives] for industrial purposes
Gums for horticultural purposes
Gypsum for use as a fertilizer
Halogenides
Halogens
Hardeners
Hardening agents
Hardening preparations
Hardening preparations for metals
Heat stable polymerase
Heat transfer fluids
Heat transfer substances
Heat-sensitive paper, sensitised
Heavy water
Helium
Hemicellulose
Heterocyclic compounds
Hexachloroethane
Hexamethylene diamine
Histological fixatives
Holmium
Homogenous catalysts
Hormones derived from thymus extracts, other than for medical use
Hormones for hastening the ripening of fruit
Horticultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides
Horticultural growing media composts
Horticultural potting mixtures
Horticulture chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides
Horticulture growing media
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hot applied roofing adhesives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hot applied roofing bonding agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Household flame proofing solutions for application to fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Humus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Humus top dressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrated calcium sulphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydraulic brake fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydraulic fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydraulic transmission fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrazine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrazobenzene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrazone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrocarbon compounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrocarbon resins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrocarbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrochlorates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrochloric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrochloric acid (hydrogen chloride)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrofluoric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrogel polymer coatings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrogen chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrogen cyanide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrogen fluoride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrogen peroxide for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrogen sulphide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrolysed starches for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydroquinone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrosoluble polymers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydrosulphites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydroxide of calcium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydroxide of magnesium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hydroxides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hypochlorite of soda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hyposulfites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ice melting compositions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immunoassay reagents, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immunoglobulins, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immunological antibodies, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immunological antisera, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Immunological products, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Indicators [chemicals] for scientific use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Indole for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Industrial adhesives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Industrial adhesives for use in coating and sealing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Industrial chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Industrial chemicals for neutralising odour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Industrial chemicals for use in the manufacture of varnishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Industrial cleaners [preparations] for use in manufacturing processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Industrial detergents for use in manufacturing processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Industrial gases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Industrial gluing agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Industrial inorganic chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Industrial minerals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Industrial organic chemicals
Industrial salts
Inert gases for industrial use
Inert gases for scientific use
Inert gases, other than for medical use
Ingredients for cosmetics
Ingredients for skin care preparations
Ingredients for use in the manufacture of foods
Injection moulding compositions
Inoculants, other than for medical or veterinary use
Inorganic acids
Inorganic chemical compounds
Inorganic fertilizers
Inorganic salts for industrial purposes
Iodic acid
Iodides, other than for medical or pharmaceutical purposes
Iodine for chemical purposes
Iodine for industrial purposes
Iodised albumen
Iodised salts
Ion exchange preparations
Ion exchange resins
Ion exchangers [chemicals]
Ion-exchange resin membranes [chemical preparation]
Ion-exchange resins [chemical preparation]
Iron alum
Iron chloride
Iron nitrate
Iron oxide
Iron oxides
Iron phosphate
Iron salt preparations for industrial use
Iron salts
Iron sulphide
Iron-oxide-based foundry sand additive used in the manufacture of metallic castings
Isinglass, other than for stationery, household or alimentary purposes
Isocyanate compounds
Isotopes for industrial purposes
Kainite
Kaolin
Ketoglutaric acid
Ketones
Kieselgur
Kieserite
Krypton
Laboratory chemicals for scientific use
Laboratory gases
Laboratory reagents for scientific use
Laboratory reagents for scientific use in analysing hydrocarbons
Lactam
Lactic acid
Lactic acid polymers
Lactic cultures for the food industry
Lactose [raw material]
Lactose for industrial purposes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lactose</td>
<td>For the food industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laminates of sensitised paper</td>
<td>Laminating agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamp black</td>
<td>For industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land fertilizers</td>
<td>Lanthanum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latex additives for adhesives</td>
<td>latexes for use in industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latex glue for industrial purposes</td>
<td>Lauryl alcohol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latex rubber additives</td>
<td>Lead acetate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead arsenate</td>
<td>Lead nitrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead carbonate</td>
<td>Lead oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead chromate</td>
<td>Lead oxides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead sulphate</td>
<td>Leaf mould</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf mould [fertilizer]</td>
<td>Leak sealing additives for radiators and cooling systems [chemicals]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather glues</td>
<td>Leather processing chemical preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather-dressing chemicals</td>
<td>Leather-impregnating chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather-renovating chemicals</td>
<td>Leather-waterproofing chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather-dressing chemicals</td>
<td>Lecithin [raw material]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecithin for industrial purposes</td>
<td>Lecithin for industrial use in the manufacture of food products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecithin for the food industry</td>
<td>Lecithin for the food industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecithin for use in manufacture</td>
<td>Light calcium carbonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lignosulphonates</td>
<td>Light sensitive emulsions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lime acetate</td>
<td>Light sensitive materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lime carbonate</td>
<td>Lignin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lime chloride</td>
<td>Liquefied gases for use in aerosol containers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lime for use in agriculture</td>
<td>Liquefied gases for use in aerosol dispensers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipids for use in industry</td>
<td>Liquid absorbing chemical products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liposomes for non-medical use</td>
<td>Liquid air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liposomes for non-medical use</td>
<td>Liquid buffers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquefied gases for use in aerosol containers</td>
<td>Liquid carbon dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquefied gases for use in aerosol dispensers</td>
<td>Liquid chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid absorbing chemical products</td>
<td>Liquid cleaning compositions used in manufacturing processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid air</td>
<td>Liquid cleansers used in manufacturing processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Liquid coatings [chemical]
1 Liquid elastomers
1 Liquid fertilisers
1 Liquid glues, other than for household or stationery use
1 Liquid manure substitute
1 Liquid preparations for treating materials during manufacture
1 Liquid salt for deicing
1 Liquid sulfur dioxide
1 Liquids for hydraulic circuits
1 Liquids for removing sulfates from accumulators
1 Liquids for removing sulfates from batteries
1 Liquids for use in cleaning during manufacturing processes
1 Liquefied gases, other than for medical use
1 Lithia [lithium oxide]
1 Lithium
1 Lithium carbonate
1 Lithium hydroxide
1 Lithium phosphate
1 Lithium tantalate
1 Lithographic chemicals
1 Litmus paper
1 Loam
1 Long chain alcohols
1 Low calorie sweeteners [artificial, chemical]
1 Low friction materials [chemicals] for coating sorting chutes
1 Luminous paper, sensitised
1 Lutetium [cassiopeium]
1 Lysozyme for industrial purposes
1 Machine coolants
1 Machining coolants
1 Magnesia, other than for pharmaceutical purposes
1 Magnesite
1 Magnesite clinkers
1 Magnesium carbonate
1 Magnesium chloride
1 Magnesium ferro-silicon
1 Magnesium fluoride
1 Magnesium hydroxide
1 Magnesium hydroxide for industrial use
1 Magnesium hydroxide for use in manufacture
1 Magnesium oxide
1 Magnesium oxides
1 Magnesium phosphate
1 Magnesium preparations for industrial use
1 Magnesium preparations for use in manufacture
1 Magnesium salts
1 Magnesium salts for industrial use
1 Magnesium salts for use in manufacturing processes
1 Magnesium silicofluoride
1 Magnesium sulphate
1 Magnetic ferro-alloy
1 Magnetic fluid for industrial purposes
1 Magnetic iron oxide
1 Malt albumen
1 Maltitol
Maltodextrins for use in manufacture
Manganate
Manganese acetate
Manganese alum
Manganese carbonate
Manganese chloride
Manganese dioxide
Manganese dioxide catalysts
Manganese dioxides
Manganese fertilizer
Manganese metaphosphate
Manganese nitrate
Manganese phosphate
Mangrove bark for industrial purposes
Mannitol
Mannose
Manure
Manure in liquid form
Manure in solid form
Manures
Manures for the soil
Manures made from sea components
Manures obtained by the treatment of refuse with earthworms
Masonry compounds for use in the manufacture of printed circuit boards
Masonry preservatives, except paints and oils
Mastic for leather
Mastic for tires
Mastic for tires [tyres]
Mastic for tyres
Mastics for use in bonding
Mastics for use in welding
Meat tenderizers for industrial purposes
Media for cell culture for use in research laboratories
Media for cell culture for use in the biotechnological industry
Media for recording visual images [sensitised films]
Media for use in chromatography, not medical
Media for use in separation techniques, not medical
Melamine
Melamine resin
Mercaptan
Mercuric chloride
Mercuric oxide
Mercury
Mercury chloride
Mercury nitrate
Mercury oxides
Mercury salts
Mercury sulphate
Mercury sulphide
Metal annealing preparations
Metal chlorides
Metal conditioners
Metal drawing compounds
Metal etchants
Metal exchange resins
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Metal hardening preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Metal oxide powders for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Metal oxides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Metal preservatives [chemical]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Metal salts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Metal tempering preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Metal tempering preparations [tempering chemicals]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Metal to metal adhesives, other than for stationery or household use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Metal welding flux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Metallates (metal salts of acids)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Metallic oxides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Metalloids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Metalworking agents having cooling properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Metalworking agents having flushing properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Metalworking fluids, other than cutting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Methacrylic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Methane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Methanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Methyl acetate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Methyl benzene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Methyl benzoate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Methyl chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Methyl esters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Methyl ether</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Methylamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Methylcellulose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Methylenedecanoyl chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Micaceous iron oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Microbial inoculants, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Microbial preparations, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Microbiotic organisms, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Microfiche [sensitised, not exposed]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Microfilm [sensitised, not exposed]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Milk ferments [bacteria preparations] used in making foodstuffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Milk ferments for chemical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Milk ferments for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Milk ferments for the food industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Mineral acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Mineral extenders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Mineral fertilising preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Mineral fertilizers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Mineral fillers for use in industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Mineral fillers for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Mineral preparations for use as nutritional foodstuffs for plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Mineral preparations for use in manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Mineral products for use in growing plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Mineral sands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Mineral substances for use in filtering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Minerals in powder form for industrial use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Misting and fogging preventing chemicals for use on glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Mixed acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Mixed fertilizers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Moderating materials for nuclear reactors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Modified starches for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Modifiers in the form of chemical compositions
Moistening [wetting] preparations for use in bleaching
Moistening [wetting] preparations for use in dyeing
Moistening [wetting] preparations for use in the textile industry
Moistening agents
Moisture displacers
Moisture repellant coatings, other than paints
Mold release compounds
Mold-release preparations
Molybdic acid
Monochloroacetic acid
Monoglycerides
Monomers for use as sealants
Monomers for use in the manufacture of dental products
Mordants for metals
Motor vehicle body fillers
Mould release compounds
Mouldable synthetic resins, unprocessed
Mould-release preparations
Mud dispersants
Muds for rock drilling
Mulch and fertilizer mixes, fertilizer predominating
Mulch for soil enrichment [fertiliser]
Multi-nutrient fertilizers
Must-finishing preparations
Naphthalene
Naphthylamine
Natural desiccants for the control of humidity
Natural desiccants for use in refrigeration
Natural fertilizers
Natural graphite
Natural graphite for industrial purposes
Natural manure
Natural starches for industrial purposes
Negative paper
Neodymium
Neon
Neptunium
Nickel ammonium sulphate
Nickel chemicals
Nickel hydroxide
Nickel oxides
Nickel salts
Nickel sulphate
Nickel-oxide
Nickel-sulphide
Niobium carbide
Nitrate paper
Nitrates
Nitric acid
Nitroaminophenol
Nitrobenzene
Nitrogen
Nitrogen compounds
Nitrogen oxides
Nitrogenous fertilisers
Nitrogenous fertilizers
Nitroglycerin
Nitronaphthalene
Nitroparaffin
Nitrophenol
Nitrotoluene
Nitrotoluidine
Nitrous oxide
Nitrous paper
Non-metallic oxides
Non-stick coatings for cookware [chemicals]
Nucleic acids
Nucleic recombinant acids
Nucleoprotein
Nutrients for algae
Nutrients for flowers
Nutrients for plants
Octane booster fuel chemical additive
Octyl acetate
Oenological bactericides [chemical preparations for use in wine making]
Oil cement [putty]
Oil dispersants
Oil-bleaching chemicals
Oil-purifying chemicals
Oils for currying leather
Oils for preparing leather in the course of manufacture
Oils for tanning leather
Oils for the preservation of food
Oil-separating chemicals
Oleic acid
Oleyl alcohol
Oligopeptides for industrial purposes
Olivine [silicate mineral]
Opacifiers for enamel
Opacifiers for glass
Organic acid salts
Organic digestate [fertiliser]
Organic digestate [fertilizer]
Organic fertilisers
Organic fertilizers
Organic halogenides
Organic manure
Organic potting soil
Organic-bleaching chemicals
Organoarsenic compounds
Organohalogenosilane
Organometallic compounds
Organophosphorus compounds
Organosilanes
Organosiloxane
Oxalate
Oxalates
Oxalic acid
Oxidizing agents
Oxime
Oxygen
Palladium chloride
Palmitic acid
Palygorskite
Paper for copying machines, sensitised
Paper for electrostatic copiers, sensitised
Paper for photocopying, sensitised
Paper in roll form, sensitised
Paper in sheet form, sensitised
Paper paste [adhesive] other than for stationery or household purposes
Paper paste [pulp]
Paper pulp
Paper rolls, sensitised
Paper sheets, sensitized, for carrying photographic imaging materials
Paper sizing preparations for use in industry
Paper, sensitised
Para-aminoacetanilide
Paraldehyde
Particle adherent inhibitors
Peat [fertiliser]
Peat [fertilizer]
Peat being in the nature of compost
Peat for the cultivation of seeds
Peat pots for horticulture
Pectin [photography]
Pectin for industrial purposes
Pectin for the food industry
Penetrating agents for textile printing and dyeing
Pepsin
Pepsins for industrial purposes
Peptones for industrial purposes
Perborate of soda
Percarbonates
Perchlorates
Perchloric acid
Perchloroethylene
Perlite for use in horticulture
Persulfates
Persulfuric acid
Petrol additives [chemical]
Petroleum cracking catalysts
Petroleum derivatives
Petroleum dispersants
Phenanthrene
Phenol [fertilisers]
Phenol for industrial purposes
Phenols
Phenothiazine for use as a pharmaceutical intermediate
Phenylenediamine
Phosgene
Phosphates [fertilisers]
Phosphates [fertilizers]
Phosphates for potable water treatment
Phosphatides
Phosphating agents
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phosphating compounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phosphine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phosphoprotein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phosphorescent materials [chemicals]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phosphoric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phosphoric anhydride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phosphorus chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phosphorus sulphide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photocopy paper, sensitised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photocopying paper, sensitised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photographic chemical preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photographic chemical substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photographic chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photographic developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photographic emulsions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photographic film, unexposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photographic fixers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photographic media [chemicals]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photographic paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photographic paper [must be chemically-sensitized paper]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photographic plates, unexposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photographic sensitisers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photographic sensitizers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photometric paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photosensitive chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photosensitive coated paper products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photosensitive films, unexposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photosensitive foils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photosensitive materials [chemicals]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photosensitive materials [films, unexposed]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photosensitive paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photosensitive paper for use in medical imagery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photosensitive plates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photosensitive resin films for screen printing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phthalic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phthalic anhydride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pickling solutions for industrial use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Picric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Plant food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Plant foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Plant growing media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Plant growing substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Plant growth regulating preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Plant growth regulating substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Plant growth regulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Plant growth regulators for agricultural use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Plant growth stimulants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Plant hormones (phytohormones)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Plant nutrients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Plant nutrition preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Plant strengthening preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Plant substrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Planting additives to facilitate rooting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Plastic adhesives for industrial purposes
Plastic coated paper, sensitised
Plastic dispersions
Plastic in the form of emulsions for use in industry
Plastic in the form of granules for use in industry
Plastic in the form of liquids for use in industry
Plastic in the form of pastes for use in industry
Plastic in the form of powders for use in industry
Plastic materials in the raw state
Plasticisers
Plasticizers
Plasticizers for plastics
Plastics as raw materials
Plastics in raw form
Plastics in raw state
Plastics in the crude state
Plastics in the form of chips
Plastics in the form of dispersions
Plastics in the form of emulsions
Plastics in the form of flakes
Plastics in the form of foams
Plastics in the form of gels
Plastics in the form of granules
Plastics in the form of liquids
Plastics in the form of masses
Plastics in the form of pastes
Plastics in the form of powders
Plastics in the form of raw materials
Plastics in unprocessed form, in powder, liquid or paste form
Plastics, unprocessed
Plastisols
Plate making chemicals
Plating solutions
Plumbing flux
Plutonium
Polish removing preparations for use in manufacturing processes
Polish removing substances
Polonium
Polyacetal resins
Polyaluminium chloride
Polyamide
Polyamides
Polydextrose for use in low-calorie foods
Polyelectrolytes
Polyester filler paste
Polyester resins, unprocessed
Polyesters, unprocessed
Polyethylene
Polyethylene resins, unprocessed
Polyisoprene rubber, unprocessed
Polymers for use in manufacture
Polymer beads for use in manufacture
Polymer beads for use in manufacturing
Polymer coating agents for paper
Polymer coatings, other than paints
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polymer compounds for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polymer dispersions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polymer materials for use in industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polymer resins, unprocessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polymer solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polymeric chemicals for use in the cosmetic industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polymeric emulsifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polymeric intermediates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polymerization plastics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polymers for industrial use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polymers of glucose for industrial use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polymers used in separation processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polyol for use in industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polyleneins for use in the plastics industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polyols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polypropylene [raw material]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polysaccharides for use in binding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polysaccharides for use in colouring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polysaccharides for use in flavouring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polysaccharides for use in preservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polysaccharides for use in the manufacture of foodstuffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polysaccharides for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polysilanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polysilazanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polystyrene in granular form for extrusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polystyrene in granular form for injection moulding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polystyrene, unprocessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polytetrafluoroethylene non-stick coatings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polyunsaturated fatty acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polyurethane adhesives for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polyurethane coatings, other than paints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polyurethane granulate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polyurethanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polyvinyl alcohol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polyvinyl chloride compounds, unprocessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Polyvinyl chloride resins, unprocessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potash water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium acetate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium chloride fertilizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium cyanate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium cyanide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium dioxalate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium ferricyanide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium ferrocyanide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium hydroxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium salts, other than for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium silicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium silicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium sulphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potassium sulphate fertilizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potato flour for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Potato starch for industrial use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Potting compost
Potting composts
Potting compounds
Potting grits
Potting soil
Powdered carbon for secondary cell batteries
Power steering fluid
Power transmission fluids
Praseodymium
Praseodymium hydroxide
Pre-cast electrophoretic gels
Precipitating agents
Precursors for polymer materials
Precursors of artificial resins
Precursors of plastics
Premixed adhesive foam cements for industrial purposes
Preparations for bonding purposes, other than for stationery or household use
Preparations for descaling, other than for household purposes
Preparations for feeding plants
Preparations for fortifying plants
Preparations for preventing the tarnishing of glass
Preparations for preventing the tarnishing of lenses
Preparations for promoting the growth of plants
Preparations for regulating plant growth
Preparations for removing polish
Preparations for renovating leather [chemicals]
Preparations for repair of tyres
Preparations for soldering
Preparations for stimulating cooking for industrial purposes
Preparations for tempering of metals
Preparations for the dressing of seeds
Preparations for the hardening of metals
Preparations for the purification of gas
Preparations for the removal of lime, other than household use
Preparations for the separation of greases
Preparations for use as fire retardants
Preparations for use as flame retardants
Preparations for use in freezing
Preparations for use in scientific analysis
Preparations for use in scientific evaluation
Preparations for use in the production of beer [preserving agents]
Preparations for use with solder
Preparations for vulcanising tyres
Preparations for waterproofing leather [chemicals]
Preparations made from flour for industrial purposes
Preparations of carbon and of charcoal for industrial use
Preparations of enzymes for industrial purposes
Preparations of microorganisms, other than for medical and veterinary use
Preparations of the distillation of wood alcohol
Preparations of trace elements for plants
Prepared soils
Prepared soils for the germination of seeds
Preservatives for animal feeds [chemical]
Preservatives for brickwork, except paints and oils
Preservatives for buildings, except paints and oils
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Preservatives for cement, except paints and oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Preservatives for concrete, except paints and oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Preservatives for cut flowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Preservatives for flowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Preservatives for food [chemical]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Preservatives for metals [chemical]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Preservatives for plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Preservatives for rubber [chemicals]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Preservatives for the surfaces of buildings [chemical]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Preservatives for tiles, except paints and oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Preservatives for use in the pharmaceutical industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pressure sensitive adhesive tapes, sensitised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pressure sensitive films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pressure sensitive splicing tape for splicing magnetic tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pressure sensitive splicing tape for splicing motion picture films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pressure-sensitive frame sealing tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pressure-sensitive paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Primers [chemicals]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Printing chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Probiotic bacterial formulations, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Processed minerals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Products for protecting concrete [chemicals]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Products for sealing brickwork [chemicals]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Products for sealing concrete [chemicals]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Products for soil conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Promethium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Propagation material [growing media]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Propane for industrial use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Propellant agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Propellant gases for aerosols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Propellants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Propellants for aerosols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Propylene (propene)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Protactinium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Protamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Protective balm for injuries of trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Protective coatings for buildings, other than paints or oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Protective coatings for repelling water [chemical]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Protective gases for welding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Protein [raw material]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Protein for industrial use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Protein for use in the manufacture of cosmetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Protein for use in the manufacture of foodstuffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Protein plastics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Protein products [raw material]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Proteins for the food industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Proteins for use in fermentation technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Proteins for use in industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Proteins for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Proteins for use in recombinant DNA technology, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Proteins for use in science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Proteins for use in the manufacture of food supplements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Prussiates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pulp for use in papermaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pure silicon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Purification chemicals
Purification preparations
Pyridine
Pyrimidine
Pyrogallic acid
Pyroligneous acid
Pyrogallic acid [wood vinegar]
Pyrolytic graphite
Pyrole
Quaternary ammonium compounds
Quebracho for industrial purposes
Quebracho for tanning
Quench compounds for use in casting
Quench compounds for use in metal forming processes
Quenching fluids
Quenching fluids for use in metalworking
Quick bonding adhesives for industrial use
Quinhydrone
Radiation absorbing agents
Radiation absorbing compositions
Radiation absorbing substances
Radiator and cooling system flush
Radiator and cooling system rust and corrosion inhibitors [chemicals]
Radiator flushing chemicals
Radio chemical products, other than for medical use
Radioactive elements for laboratory use
Radioactive elements for scientific purposes
Radioactive preparations for industrial purposes
Radioactive preparations for laboratory purposes
Radioactive preparations for scientific purposes
Radioactive products for use in agriculture
Radioactive products for use in horticulture
Radiochemical products for industrial purposes
Radiochemical products for laboratory purposes
Radiochemical products for scientific purposes
Radiographic materials for use in printing processes
Radium
Radium for industrial purposes
Radium for scientific purposes
Radon
Rag pulp
Rain repellant preparations for use on windows
Rain repellant preparations for use on windscreens
Rare earth compounds
Rare earth metals
Rare earths
Rare gases, other than for medical use
Raw [unprocessed] artificial resins
Raw acrylic latexes
Raw chemicals
Raw material for lacquers
Raw materials for plastics
Raw materials for use in plastics
Raw materials for use in powder coating processes
Raw materials for use in the manufacture of plastics
Raw materials in the form of resins
Raw mineral substances
Raw plastics
Raw proteins
Raw salt
Raw synthetic resins
Raw vegetable materials for use as filters
Reactants for scientific use
Reagent paper, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
Reagent strips, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
Reagents for analytical purposes, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
Reagents for industrial purposes
Reagents for laboratory purposes, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
Reagents for scientific or medical research use
Reagents for scientific purposes
Reagents for testing the sterility of pharmaceuticals and injectable solutions
Reagents for testing water
Reagents for use in analysis, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
Reagents for use in environmental analysis
Reagents for use in environmental testing
Reagents for use in geophysical analysis
Reagents for use in scientific apparatus for chemical or biological analysis
Reconstituted sea water for aquariums
Reconstituted sea water for ponds
Recording paper, sensitised
Recycled paper pulp
Red mud
Reducing agents for the textile industry
Reducing agents for use in chemical processes
Reducing agents for use in photography
Reducing gases
Reference standards [chemicals] for use in industry
Reference standards [chemicals] for use in science
Refrigerant agents
Refrigerant chemicals
Refrigerants
Reinforced polymers
Reinforcing fillers
Reinforcing separating agents
Release agents [chemicals]
Release agents for use in baking
Releasing agents [chemical]
Renal scanning agents for scientific use
Renovating preparations for phonograph records
Renovating preparations for records
Repellents for liquids
Repellents for water
Resin coated sand for industrial use
Resins in liquid form, unprocessed
Resorcinol
Retaining compounds
Rhamnose
Rhenium
Rheological additives for use in industry
Rheological additives, other than for medical use
Rheology modifying compositions, other than for medical use
Rigid manures
Rock fibres for use in agriculture
Rock fibres for use in forestry
Rock fibres for use in horticulture
Rock salt
Rock salt for deicing
Rolls of paper, sensitised
Roofing adhesive
Rubber adhesives for industrial use
Rubber adhesives, other than for household or stationery use
Rubber based adhesives for industrial use
Rubber based adhesives, other than for household or stationery use
Rubber based cements [adhesives] for industrial use
Rubber cement for repairing pneumatic tyres
Rubber compounds for industrial use
Rubber preservatives
Rubidium
Saccharide preparations, other than for medical use
Saccharin
Sal ammoniac
Sal ammoniac spirits
Salicylic acid
Salpetre
Salt for preserving, other than for foodstuffs
Salt for use in the dyeing industry
Salt for use in the soap industry
Salt, raw
Saltpeter
Salts [chemical preparations]
Salts [fertilisers]
Salts [fertilizers]
Salts for coloring [colouring] metal
Salts for coloring metal
Salts for colouring metal
Salts for galvanic batteries
Salts for galvanic cells
Salts for industrial purposes
Salts from rare earth metals
Salts of alkaline metals
Salts of metals
Salts of precious metals for industrial purposes
Salts organic acids
Samarium
Sand for use in foundries
Sands for use in metallurgy
Sauce for preparing tobacco
Sawdust fertilizers
Scale removing preparations, other than for household purposes
Scandium
Screen adhesives
Screen fillers
Scribe film
Sea salt for preserving, other than foodstuffs
Sea water for industrial purposes
Sealant mastics for use in industry
Sealants [chemicals] for the sealing of surfaces
Sealing compositions [chemical] for sealing engines
Sealing compounds for stopping leakage from oil tanks [chemicals]
Sealing compounds for use in building [chemical]
Sealing liquids for paper
Sealing liquids for prints
Sealing materials [chemical] for garbage disposal sites
Sealing materials [chemical] for porous rock formations
Sealing materials [chemical] for porous soil
Sealing materials [chemical] for water permeable garbage disposal sites
Sealing materials [chemical] for water permeable rock formations
Sealing materials [chemical] for water permeable soil
Sealing preparations [chemical]
Sealing preparations for floors [chemical]
Seawater for industrial purposes
Seaweed based compost
Seaweed based soil conditioning products
Seaweed extracts for use as a fertilizer
Seaweed plant food
Seaweeds [fertilisers]
Seaweeds [fertilizers]
Seaweeds for use as a fertilizer
Sebacic acid
Security papers, sensitised
Seed coatings [fertilizer]
Seed dressings [seed preservatives]
Seed preserving substances
Sealant mastic
Self-toning paper [photography]
Semicarbazone
Semiconductor silicon
Sensitised capsules
Sensitised cloth for photography
Sensitised coatings
Sensitised contact imaging sheets and films
Sensitised copying paper
Sensitised emulsions
Sensitised films, unexposed
Sensitised foil
Sensitised microfilms, unexposed
Sensitised paper
Sensitised photographic paper
Sensitised photographic plates
Sensitised plates
Sensitised plates for offset printing
Sensitised plates for use in lithography
Sensitised plates for use in photography
Sensitised plates for use in printing
Sensitised printing plates
Sensitised reprographic films, unexposed
Sensitised reprographic plates, unexposed
Sensitized cloth for photography
Sensitized films, unexposed
Sensitized paper
Sensitized photographic plates
Sensitized plates for offset printing
Separating and unsticking [ungluing] preparations
Separating substances
Sepiolite [magnesium silicate]
Sequestering agents
Sequestrants
Sequestrating agents
Sequestration products
Set retarding agents
Sewerage water treatment chemicals
Shock absorbing fluids
Silage additives [chemical preservatives]
Silanes
Silica for use as a polyolefin catalyst
Silica gel
Silica gels
Silica sols
Silicates
Siliceous ooze
Silicon
Silicon carbide [raw material]
Silicon carbide for use as a raw material in the manufacture of other goods
Silicon dioxide
Silicone fluids
Silicone resins
Silicones
Silver chloride
Silver cyanide
Silver iodide
Silver nitrate
Silver nitrite
Silver oxides
Silver salt solutions for silvering
Silver sulphate
Single crystals of silicon
Size for finishing and priming
Size for use in the textile industry
Size preparations
Sizing preparations
Slag [fertilisers]
Slag [fertilizers]
Slip agents
Slow release fertilizer compositions
Smoke suppressant chemicals
Snow melting agents
Soap [metallic] for industrial purposes
Soap stabilisers
Soda ash
Sodium
Sodium alum
Sodium aluminium fluoride
Sodium aluminium phosphate
Sodium bicarbonate
Sodium bichromate
Sodium bisulphite
Sodium bromide
Sodium carbonate
Sodium chlorate
Sodium chloride
Sodium chlorite
Sodium chromate
Sodium cyanide
Sodium fluoride
Sodium fluosilicate
Sodium formate
Sodium gold chloride
Sodium hypochlorite
Sodium iodide
Sodium molybdate
Sodium naphthionate
Sodium nitrate
Sodium nitrate fertilizer
Sodium nitrite
Sodium oxynaphthionate
Sodium perborate
Sodium permanganate
Sodium phosphate
Sodium salts [chemical compounds]
Sodium silicate
Sodium silicates
Sodium sulfanilate
Sodium sulphate
Sodium sulphide
Sodium sulphite
Sodium tartrate
Sodium tetraborate
Sodium thiosulfate
Sodium tungstate
Softeners for leather
Soil
Soil additives [fertilising]
Soil amendment agents, other than sterilising
Soil amendments
Soil conditioners
Soil conditioners for agricultural purposes
Soil conditioners for horticultural purposes
Soil conditioning chemicals
Soil conditioning preparations
Soil enrichment chemicals
Soil for cultivation
Soil for growing
Soil improvement substances
Soil improvers
Soil improving agents
Soil improving preparations
Soil stabilizers for roads, ponds and lakes
Soil stabilizers for use in road construction
Soil substitutes
Solder creams
Solder fluxes

Solder masks

Solder preparations incorporating dry film solder mask

Solder stripper [preparations]

Soldering chemicals

Soldering creams

Soldering fluxes

Soldering preparations

Solid and liquid diluents for artificial resins

Solid gaseous filtering substances

Solid oxygen, other than for medical use

Solid potassium silicate

Solid sodium silicate

Solidified gases for industrial purposes

Solidified protective gases for welding

Solutions for cyanotyping

Solvent cleaners for removing grease during manufacturing operations

Solvents for cleaning purposes during manufacturing operations

Solvents for industrial use in manufacturing operations

Solvents for inks

Solvents for removing adhesives used during manufacturing operations

Solvents for stripping surface finishes during manufacturing processes

Solvents for use in aerosols

Solvents for use in industrial manufacturing processes

Solvents for use in manufacturing processes

Solvents for use in the cleaning of machines during manufacturing processes

Solvents for use in the processing of plastics

Solvents for varnishes

Soot for industrial or agricultural purposes

Sorrel salt

Soya flour for industrial purposes

Soya oil for industrial purposes

Spatular putty

Spinel [oxide mineral]

Spirit gum for industrial purposes

Spirits of salt

Spirits of vinegar [dilute acetic acid]

Stabilisers for oils

Stabilisers for vitamins

Stabilising agents for use in food

Stabilizers for flame retardants

Stabilizers for plastic polymers

Stabilizing agents for polyvinyl chloride

Stabilizing agents for solvents

Stain repellents

Stain-preventative chemicals for use on carpets

Stain-preventative chemicals for use on soft furnishings

Stain-preventing chemicals for use on fabrics

Stain-proofing chemicals

Stannate

Starch based products for use in manufacture

Starch for industrial purposes

Starch for use in the manufacture of paper or textiles

Starch paste [adhesive], other than for stationery or household purposes

Starch size [chemical preparations]
Starch-liquifying chemicals [ungluing agents]
Steam for industrial purposes
Stearic acid
Stearyl fumarate
Stearyl lactilate
Stearyl tartrate
Stem cells for industrial purposes
Stem cells for research or scientific purposes
Stem cells for research purposes
Stem cells other than for medical or veterinary purposes
Stem cells, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
Stilbene
Straw pulp
Strips of film [cinematographic, unexposed]
Strips of film [photographic, unexposed]
Strips of sensitised film, unexposed
Strips of sensitised paper
Strips of sensitised photographic film, unexposed
Strips of sensitised plastics
Strontium
Strontium carbonate
Strontium carbonates
Strontium hydroxide
Structural adhesives for automotive use
Structural adhesives for building use
Styrene
Styrene monomers
Substances for binding [foundry]
Substances for binding in manufacturing processes
Substances for improving the soil
Substances for laboratory use
Substances for preserving cut flowers
Substances for preserving seeds
Substances for preventing runs in stockings
Substances for promoting plant growth
Substances for protection against frost
Substances for protection against ice
Substances for regulating growth in plants
Substances for regulating plant growth
Substances for removing adhesives
Substances for removing polish
Substances for scientific use
Substances for stabilising the soil
Substances for the purification of fluids
Substances for the purification of gases
Substances for use in aquaculture, other than pharmaceutical
Substrates for soil-free growing [agriculture]
Succinic acid
Sucro chemicals
Sucrose esters of acids
Sugar alcohols
Sulfates
Sulfides
Sulfonic acids
Sulfur
Sulfur trioxide
Sulfuric acid
Sulfuric ether
Sulfurous acid
Sulphates
Sulphides
Sulphite pulp
Sulphur [non-metallic element]
Sulphur [non-metallic mineral]
Sulphur dioxide
Sulphuric acid
Sulphurous acid
Sulphurous acid gas (sulphur dioxide)
Sumac for use in tanning
Superphosphates [fertilisers]
Superphosphates [fertilizers]
Supports for catalysts
Surface adhesives, not for medical, stationery or household use
Surface coating compositions [chemicals], other than paints
Surface-active chemical agents
Surface-active substances
Surfactant soil wetting agents
Surfactants for treating machinery used in printing processes
Surfactants for treating paper in printing processes
Surfactants for use as drying aids
Surfactants for use in detergent compositions
Surfactants for use in personal care products
Surfactants for use in the manufacture of animal feedstuffs
Synthetic barium
Synthetic binders for agglomeration
Synthetic catalysts
Synthetic cryolite
Synthetic deoxyribonucleic acid, other than for medical use
Synthetic fragrance ingredients
Synthetic gas for industrial use
Synthetic hormone preparations, other than for medical use
Synthetic linear alcohols for industrial use
Synthetic linear alpha olefins
Synthetic manures
Synthetic materials for absorbing oil
Synthetic pheromones, other than for medical use
Synthetic plastics [dispersions]
Synthetic quartz
Synthetic resin adhesives for industrial purposes
Synthetic resin compositions, unprocessed
Synthetic resin plastics [dispersions]
Synthetic resin plastics, unprocessed
Synthetic resin, unprocessed
Synthetic resins for use in adhesives
Synthetic resins for use in the treatment of surfaces of buildings
Synthetic resins, unprocessed
Synthetic ribonucleic acid, other than for medical use
Synthetic silica
Synthetic tanning materials
Synthetic thickeners for use in manufacture
1  Talc [magnesium silicate]
1  Talc for use in paints
1  Tamper evident plastic films, sensitised, for packaging purposes
1  Tamper evident plastic films, sensitised, for sealing purposes
1  Tan
1  Tannery oils
1  Tannic acid
1  Tannin
1  Tanning agents for hides
1  Tanning oils for animal skins
1  Tanning preparations for animal skins
1  Tanning substances
1  Tan-wood
1  Tapioca flour for industrial purposes
1  Tartar, other than for pharmaceutical purposes
1  Tartaric acid
1  Tea extracts for industrial purposes
1  Tea extracts for the food industry
1  Tea extracts for use in the manufacture of cosmetics
1  Tea extracts for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals
1  Technetium
1  Tellurium
1  Temperature stabilizers
1  Tempering and soldering preparations
1  Tempering chemicals for use in metalworking
1  Tempering chemicals for use in metalworking or soldering
1  Tempering chemicals for use in soldering
1  Tempering preparations
1  Tempering substances
1  Tensio-active agents
1  Terbium
1  Test gas mixtures
1  Test gases
1  Test paper [litmus paper]
1  Test paper, chemical
1  Test paper, sensitised
1  Test reagents, other than for medical use
1  Testing reagents for industrial use
1  Testing reagents for scientific use
1  Tetrachlorides
1  Tetrachloroethane
1  Tetraethyl lead
1  Textile finishing chemicals
1  Textile finishing wax
1  Textile-brightening chemicals
1  Textile-impregnating chemicals
1  Textile-waterproofing chemicals
1  Thallium
1  Thermic paper, sensitised
1  Thermomechanical pulp
1  Thermoplastic compounds
1  Thermoplastic resins, unprocessed
1  Thermosensitive recording materials
1  Thermosetting plastic refractory materials
1  Thickening agents being biochemical products for industrial use
Thiocarbanilide
Thioether
Thiophene
Thiourea
Thomas phosphatic fertilizer
Thorium
Thorium nitrate
Thulium
Thymol for industrial purposes
Tin chloride
Tin oxides
Tin sulphide
Tire repairing compositions
Titanates
Titanite
Titanium dioxide for industrial purposes
Titanium oxides
Tolidine
Tolidine sulphate
Toluene
Toluenesulfonyl chloride
Toluidine
Toluidine sulphate
Toluol
Toluol (toluene)
Toning baths [photography]
Toning salts [photography]
Topsoil
Toxic gas neutralisers
Toxic gas neutralizers
Trace element feeds for plants
Trace elements for use in agriculture
Trace elements for use in horticulture
Translucent paper, sensitised
Transmission fluid
Transmission fluids
Transmission oil
Transparent films, sensitised
Transparent paper, sensitised
Treated papers for stationery use, sensitised
Treated water, not for drinking purposes
Tree cavity fillers [forestry]
Trichloroethylene
Triethanolamine
Triglycerides
Triphenylmethane
Tungsten carbide
Tungstic acid
Turf wetting agents
Turmeric paper
Tyre repair adhesives
Tyre repair composites
Tyre repair mastics
Tyre repairing compositions
Tyre sealing compounds
1 Ultrafiche, unexposed
1 Ultraviolet absorbing agents for use in cosmetic products
1 Ultraviolet absorbing agents for use in dermatologic products
1 Ultraviolet curable resins
1 Unexposed cinematographic films
1 Unexposed colour photographic films
1 Unexposed dry films
1 Unexposed films
1 Unexposed photographic film
1 Unexposed photographic films
1 Unexposed photographic paper
1 Unexposed photographic plates
1 Unexposed sensitised film
1 Unexposed sensitised films
1 Unexposed sensitised lithographic film
1 Unexposed sensitised lithographic foils
1 Unexposed sensitised lithographic paper
1 Unexposed sensitised lithographic plates
1 Unexposed sensitised microfiche
1 Unexposed sensitised microfilm
1 Unexposed sensitised paper
1 Unexposed sensitised plates
1 Unexposed X-ray film
1 Ungluing agents [chemical preparations for liquifying starch]
1 Ungluing preparations
1 Unprocessed acrylic latexes
1 Unprocessed acrylic resins
1 Unprocessed acrylic substances
1 Unprocessed acrylonitrile butadiene styrene resins
1 Unprocessed artificial plastics
1 Unprocessed artificial resin
1 Unprocessed artificial resins
1 Unprocessed artificial resins as raw materials in the form of powders, liquids or pastes
1 Unprocessed artificial resins for industrial purposes
1 Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics
1 Unprocessed casein resins
1 Unprocessed cellulose acetate plastics
1 Unprocessed diallyl isophthalate resins
1 Unprocessed epoxy resin
1 Unprocessed furan resins
1 Unprocessed plastic in the form of powder or granules
1 Unprocessed plastic materials in powder, liquid or paste form
1 Unprocessed plastics
1 Unprocessed plastics [plastics in primary form]
1 Unprocessed plastics for industrial use
1 Unprocessed plastics in all forms
1 Unprocessed plastics in the form of pellets
1 Unprocessed polyamide resins
1 Unprocessed polyarylate resins
1 Unprocessed polybutylene resins
1 Unprocessed polybutylene terephthalate resins
1 Unprocessed polycarbonate resins
1 Unprocessed polyethylene resins
1 Unprocessed polymethyl methacrylate resins
1 Unprocessed polyphenylene oxide resins
Unprocessed polyethylene sulfide resins
Unprocessed polypropylene resins
Unprocessed polysulfone resins
Unprocessed polyvinyl alcohol resins
Unprocessed polyvinyl chloride resins
Unprocessed resins
Unprocessed styrene acrylonitrile resins
Unprocessed synthetic polymers
Unprocessed synthetic resins
Unprocessed synthetic resins for use in the manufacture of plastic molding compounds
Unprocessed thermoplastic elastomers
Unsaturated polyester
Unsaturated polyester resins
Unsticking and separating preparations
Unsticking preparations
Uranate
Uranium
Uranium nitrate
Uranium oxide
Uranium oxides
Urea fertilizer
Urea resins, unprocessed
Urea-formaldehyde resins, unprocessed
Urethane floor sealants
Valeric acid
Vine disease preventing chemicals
Vinyl alcohol
Vinyl acetate
Vinyl chloride
Vinylidene chloride
Viscose
Vitamins for the food industry
Vitamins for use in the manufacture of cosmetics
Vitamins for use in the manufacture of food supplements
Vitamins for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals
Vitreous carbon
Volatile alkali [ammonia] for industrial purposes
Vulcanisation accelerators
Vulcanisation accelerators [chemical preparation]
Vulcanising preparations
Vulcanization accelerators
Wallpaper pastes
Wallpaper removing preparations
Waste treatment chemicals
Waste water treatment chemicals for industrial use
Water absorbing polymers
Water additives for offset printing
Water based adhesives, other than for household or stationery use
Water for batteries
Water glass [soluble glass]
Water insoluble plastics
Water purifying chemicals
Water purifying chemicals for swimming pools
Water repellant compositions
Water repellents [chemical]
Water resistant protective surface coatings [chemical, other than paints]
Water saving crystals
Water softeners [preparations]
Water softening preparations
Water soluble polymers for industrial use
Water testing chemicals
Water treatment chemicals for use in swimming pools and spas
Water treatment preparations [chemical]
Water-based solvent cleaners for use in manufacturing processes
Waterproof coatings [chemical]
Waterproofing chemical compositions
Waterproofing chemical compositions for articles of fabric
Waterproofing compounds, other than paint
Waterproofing preparations [chemical]
Water-purifying chemicals
Water-softening preparations
Wax remover [chemicals]
Wax removing chemical preparations
Wax-bleaching chemicals
Wear resistant ceramic compounds
Weather resistant coatings [chemical, other than paints]
Weathering preservatives [chemical, other than paints]
Welding and brazing chemicals
Welding chemicals
Welding flux
Welding gases
Welding powder
Welding preparations
Wetting agents
Wetting agents for use in the manufacture of cosmetics
Wetting agents for use in the manufacture of paints
Wetting preparations
Wetting preparations for use in bleaching
Wetting preparations for use in dyeing
Wetting preparations for use in the textile industry
Wheat proteins [raw material]
Wheat proteins for industrial use
White spirit
Windshield de-icer fluids
Wine finings
Witherite
Wollastonite
Wood alcohol
Wood glue for industrial use
Wood pulp
Wood pulp for manufacturing purposes
Wood vinegar [pyroligneous acid]
Woodworking adhesives for industrial use
Xenon
Xerographic paper, sensitised
X-ray contrast media, other than for medical use
X-ray films, sensitised but not exposed
X-ray films, sensitized but not exposed
X-ray papers
X-ray plates, unexposed, other than for medical use
Xylene
Xylenol
Xyitol
Xylose
Yield promoters for crops
Yield promoters for vegetables
Ytterbium
Yttrium
Zeolite material
Zinc acetate
Zinc carbonate
Zinc chloride
Zinc ethyl
Zinc phosphate
Zinc silicate
Zinc sulphate
Zinc sulphide
Zircon
Zirconia
Zirconium chloride
Zirconium oxide
Acid dyes
Acrylic coatings [paints]
Acrylic decorative coatings [paints]
Acrylic paints
Acrylic polymer based materials for covering surfaces
Acrylic protective coatings [paints]
Additives for use as colorants for foodstuffs
Agglutinants for colorants
Agglutinants for paints
Agglutinants for paints and for putty
Agglutinates for paints
Alcohol soluble dyes
Alizarine dyes
Aluminium paints
Aluminium powder for painting
Aluminium powders for painting
Aniline dyes
Annatto [dyestuff]
Annotto [dyestuff]
Anti-corrosive agents
Anti-corrosive bands
Anti-corrosive coatings [paints]
Anti-corrosive compositions
Anti-corrosive compounds
Anti-corrosive greases
Anti-corrosive oils
Anticorrosive paints
Anti-corrosive papers
Anti-corrosive preparations
Anti-corrosive substances
Anti-corrosive waxes
Anti-cryptogamic protection varnishes
Anti-damp insulating compositions [paints]
Anti-fouling paints
Anti-fungal paints
Anti-graffiti coatings [paints]
Anti-mildew paints
Antiquing treatments
Anti-rust compounds
Anti-rust greases
Anti-rust oils
Anti-rust preparations
Anti-rust products
Anti-rust treatments
Anti-static coatings
Anti-static inks
Anti-static paints
Anti-tarnishing coatings
Anti-tarnishing preparations
Anti-tarnishing preparations for metals
Anti-weathering compositions
Aqueous pigment dispersion preparations
Architectural paints
Artists' paints
Asbestos paints
Auramine
Automotive enamels
Automotive paints
Automotive undercoat compounds
Bactericidal coatings
Bactericidal paints
Badigeon
Barium sulphate pigment extender
Basic dyes [cationic dyes]
Binders for lacquers
Binders for paints
Binders for varnishes
Binding agents for coating materials
Binding agents for paints
Binding preparations for paints
Bitumen varnish
Black japan
Bookbinders' blocking varnish
Bronze powder for painting
Bronzing lacquers
Camouflage paints for military equipment
Canada balsam
Canada balsam [raw natural resin]
Car paints
Caramel [food colorant]
Caramel colour for use in the manufacture of beverages
Caramel colour for use in the manufacture of foodstuffs
Carbon black [pigment]
Carbon black as pigment
Carbonyl [wood preservative]
Cartridges filled with toner
Cellulose thinners
Cement preservatives [paints]
Ceramic paints
Ceramic top coat compositions
Chemicalproof paints
Clear coating protectant for vehicles
Clear coatings used as paints
Clear protective coatings for vehicles
Coating compositions for application to brickwork [paints or oils]
Coating compositions for application to concrete [paints or oils]
Coating compositions for application to stonework [paints or oils]
Coating compositions for preserving concrete [paints or oils]
Coating compositions for preserving masonry [paints or oils]
Coating compositions for preserving stonework [paints or oils]
Coating compositions having waterproofing properties [paints or oils]
Coating compositions in the form of oils
Coating compositions in the form of paint
Coating compositions in the nature of lacquers
Coating compositions in the nature of oils
Coating compositions in the nature of paint
Coating preparations for protection against rust
Coating preparations for protection against wear
Coating preparations having water repellent properties [paint]
Coating preparations having water repellent properties [paints or oils]
Coating substances made from bitumen [paints]
Coatings [paints]
Coatings containing reflective beads
Coatings for decorating use
Coatings for forms [paints or oils]
Coatings for preserving against rust
Coatings for roofing felt [paints]
Coatings for tarred felt [paints]
Coatings for the finishing masonry [paints or oils]
Coatings for the finishing of concrete [paints or oils]
Coatings for the finishing of surfaces [paints or oils]
Coatings for use as primers
Coatings for use on walls
Coatings for waterproofing, other than chemicals
Coatings for weatherproofing, other than chemicals
Coatings for wood as paints
Coatings to protect concrete from water [paints or oils]
Coatings to protect masonry building walls from water [paints or oils]
Coatings to protect stone from water [paints or oils]
Coatings used for furniture finishing
Cobalt oxide [colorant]
Cobalt oxide as colorant
Cochineal carmine
Colophony
Color pigments
Colorants
Colorants for application to wood
Colorants for beer
Colorants for beverages
Colorants for butter
Colorants for ceramic paints
Colorants for concrete
Colorants for fibrous materials
Colorants for food
Colorants for grouts
Colorants for leather
Colorants for liqueurs
Colorants for mortars
Colorants for textiles
Colorants for the production of printing inks
Colorants for use as auxiliaries for the printing trade
Colorants for use in formulating paints
Colorants for use in graphical reproduction
Colorants for use in industry
Colorants for use in the manufacture of beverages
Colorants for use in the manufacture of cosmetics
Colorants for use in the manufacture of food
Colorants for use in the manufacture of paint
Colorants for use in the manufacture of paper
Colorants for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals
Colorants for use in the manufacture of plastic molding compounds
Colour bases for paints
Colour formers
Colourants
Coloured fluorescent powders
Coloured metallic powders
Coloured paints
Coloured paints for facades
Colouring agents
Colouring materials for use in the production of animated films
Colouring matter
Colouring matter for foodstuffs
Colouring matter for plastics
Colouring matter for use in paints
Colouring matter for use in plastics
Colouring matter for use on ceramics
Colouring matter for use on enamel
Colouring matter for use on glassware
Colouring preparations
Colouring preparations for staining paints
Colouring substances
Colourings for beverages
Colourings for food
Colours
Colours for aniline
Conversion coating compositions [paints]
Conversion coatings [paints]
Copal
copal varnish
Copying inks
Corrosion inhibiting paint type coatings for commercial marine use
Corrosion inhibitors in the nature of a coating
Creosote for wood preservation
Dammar
damp proofing paints
Decorating materials in the nature of paints
Decorating paints
Decorative coatings in the nature of paints
Decorative spray coating
Diluents for vehicle refinishes
Direct dyes
Dispersion paints
Distempers
Distempers [water paint]
Dressing for tyres [coatings]
Dry image toner for use with facsimile equipment
Dry inks
Drying agents for paints and putties
Drying substances for printing inks
Dust proofing chemical preparations [paints]
Dyeing materials
Dyes
Dyes for use on plastics
Dyes for wood
Dyestuff for textiles
Dyestuffs
Dyewood
Dye-wood
Dyewood extracts
Edible ink cartridges, filled, for printers
Edible inks
Elasticated paints for protecting metals against corrosion
Elasticated paints for protecting metals against deterioration
Elastomer coatings
Elastomer waterproof coating preparations [paints]
Electrically conductive pigments for use in the manufacture of lacquers
Electrodeposition paints
Electrophoretic coating materials [paints]
Emulsions in the nature of paints
Enamel paints
Enamels [varnishes]
Enamels for painting
Engine enamels
Engine paints
Engraving ink
Epoxy coating for use on concrete industrial floors
Epoxy coatings
Epoxy primers
Epoxy resin coatings
Extenders for addition to paints
Exterior paints
Exterior wall finishes
Fabric dyes
Fabric paints
Filled ink jet cartridges
Filled toner cartridges for printers and photocopiers
Filler materials in the nature of paint
Fillers in the nature of paint
Finishing preparations for treating wood
Fire resistant top coatings in the form of paint
Fire retardant paints
Fire retardant pigments
Fireproof paint
Fireproof paints
Fixatives [varnishes]
Fixatives for colorants
Fixatives for dyestuffs
Fixatives for watercolors
Fixatives for watercolours
Flame resistant paint
Flame resistant pigments
Floor paints
Floor protection varnishes
Floor sealing compounds [paints and oils]
Fluorescent brightening agents [dyes]
Fluorescent paints
Fluorocarbon top coat compositions
Foil of lead alloys for painters, decorators, printers and artists
Foil of lead for painters, decorators, printers and artists
Foil of metal for use by artists
Foil of metal for use by decorators
Foil of metal for use by painters
Foil of metal for use in printing
Food colorants
Food colors for domestic use
Food dyes
Food dyes [food colorants]
French polish
Gamboge for painting
Gilding creams
Gilding fillers
Gilding liquids
Gilding pencils
Gilding preparations
Gilding products for plaster
Gilding products for wood
Glass stains
Glaze compositions for ceramic substrates
Glazes
Glazes [paints, lacquers]
Glitter for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
Glossy printing inks
Glue dye
Gouaches
Gum resins
Gum turpentine
Gum turpentine for use as paint thinner
Gum-lac
Heat resistant coatings in the nature of paint
Heat resistant paints
House paint
Indigo
Indigo [colorant]
Indigo as colorant
Industrial coatings in the nature of paint
Ingot mould coatings
Ink [toner] for photocopiers
Ink [toners] for photocopiers
Ink cartridges, filled, for printers
Ink cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers
Ink for leather
Ink for skin-dressing
Ink jet printer ink
Inks contained in cartridges
Inks contained in roller cassettes
Inks for colouring textiles
Inks for gravure
Inks for skin dressing
Inks for use in printing
Inks for use in silk screen printing
Inorganics metal oxide pigments
Inorganic pigments
Intaglio ink
Interior decorative finish coatings
Interior paints
Interior protective finish coatings
Intumescent paint for protection against fire
Knifing fillers
Lacquering sprays
Lacquers
Lacquers for coating papers
Lacquers for use by artists
Lacquers for use by decorators
Lacquers for use by painters
Lacquers for use in industry
Lacquers in the nature of paints
Lamp black [pigment]
Leaf metals for use by artists
Leaf metals for use by decorators
Leaf metals for use by painters
Leather stains
Levelling preparations in the nature of paints
Lime wash
Liquefied plastics in the nature of paints for use as surface coatings
Liquid colours
Litharge
Logwood extract [dyes]
Lower hull paints
Luminous paints
Madder
Malt caramel [food colorant]
Malt colorants
Malt extracts for use as a colorant for beverages
Malt extracts for use as a colorant for food
Marking ink for animals
Marking materials in the nature of paints, for roads
Masonry preservatives in the form of paints
Mastic [natural resin]
Materials [paints] for damp proof treatment
Materials for artists [paints]
Materials for colouring ceramic substrates
Materials for colouring frit
Materials for the decoration [coloration] of wood
Materials for the protection of wood [paints]
Materials for use as constituents of printing inks
Materials for use in forming surface coatings
Materials for use in maintaining buildings [paints]
Materials for use in preserving buildings [paints]
Materials for use in protecting buildings [paints]
Materials in the nature of coatings for building purposes [paints]
Metal coatings
Metal foil for stamping and embossing
Metal foil for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
Metal foils for painters, decorators, printers and artists
Metal in foil form for use in printing
Metal powder for use by artists
Metal powder for use by decorators
Metal powder for use by painters
Metal powder for use by printers
Metal powders for painters, decorators, printers and artists
Metal preservatives [paints]
Metal surface treating agents [paints]
Metallic inks
Metallic powders, for painters, artists, decorators or printers
Metallic printing inks
Metals in foil and powder form for painters and decorators
Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
Metals in powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
Microencapsulated fragrance inks for flexographic printing
Mimeographing ink
Minium
Mixed paints
Moisture absorbent coatings in the nature of paints
Moisture repellant coatings [paints]
Mordant dyes
Mordants
Mordants [fixatives] for water colours
Mordants [fixatives] in the nature of varnishes
Mordants for leather
Mordants for wood
Mould lacquers
Naphthol dyes
Natural crude resins
Natural dyes
Natural resins for use in the manufacture of adhesives
Natural resins, raw
Non metallic coating materials [paints]
Non metallic waterproofing materials in the nature of paint
Non stick coatings in the nature of paints
Non toxic enamels for use in the food industries
Nonferrous metals in foil form for painters, decorators, printers and artists
Non-ferrous metals in foil form for painters, decorators, printers and artists
Nonferrous metals in powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists
Non-ferrous metals in powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists
Non-metallic, color surface coating used in the fabrication of fiberglass swimming pools and spas
Non-stick coatings in the nature of paint
Offset printing inks
Oil colors
Oil paints
Oil paints for use in art
Oil soluble dyes
Oils for the preservation of wood
Oils for use in the treatment of wood
Orange lead
Organic binding agents for paints
Organic coatings [paints]
Organic pigments
Organic thickening agents for paints
Ornamental paints
Paint additives in the nature of balancers
Paint additives in the nature of binders
Paint additives in the nature of initiators
Paint additives in the nature of reducers
Paint additives in the nature of tinting colours
Paint blocks
Paint compositions
Paint drying compositions
Paint drying preparations
Paint drying substances
Paint for artists
Paint for concrete floors
Paint powders
Paint preparations
Paint primers
Paint products, other than paint boxes for use in school
Paint sealers
Paint substances, other than insulating, for walls
Paint thickeners
Paint thinner
Paint thinners
Painters' colours
Painting compositions
Paints
Paints for artists
Paints for arts and crafts
Paints for industrial equipment
Paints for machinery
Paints for marine use
Paints for office use
Paints for protection against corrosion
Paints for protection against fire
Paints for protection against graffiti
Paints for protection against heat
Paints for protection against vandalism
Paints for resistance against fire
Paints for resistance against heat
Paints for the control of rust
Paints for the prevention of rust
Paints for use in manufacturing
Paints for use in preventing mould
Paints for use in removing mould
Paints for use in the automobile industry
Paints for use in the manufacture of automobiles
Paints for use in the manufacture of ceramics
Paints for use in the manufacture of furniture
Paints for use in the printing industry
Paints for use on fabric
Paints having flexible properties
Paints, other than insulating, for electronic components
Paints, varnishes, lacquers
Paper for dyeing Easter eggs
 Pastes for use in dyeing
Permanently coloured natural resins
Phosphorescent paints
Photo luminescent paints, other than insulating
Photochromic pigments
Photocopier toner
Pigment siccatives
Pigmented coatings used as paints
Pigments
Pigments for paints
Pigments for protective coatings
Pigments for use in paints
Pigments for use in the manufacture of coloured paper
Pigments for use in the manufacture of cosmetics
Pigments for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals
Pigments for use in the manufacture of printing inks
Pigments for use in the manufacture of synthetic fibres
Pigments for use in the preparation of inks
Pigments having bronzing properties
Pigments in liquid form
Pigments in powder form
Planographic ink
Plastic coatings [paints] for use in building
Plastic priming preparations in the nature of paint
Plastics coatings [paint] for use in construction
Polymer colours
Polytetrafluoroethylene non stick coatings [paints]
Polyurethane coatings [paints]
Polyurethane finishes [paints]
Pottery enamels
Powder coatings
Powder coatings for application by spray
Powder paints
Powdered paints
Powders in the nature of paint for use as coatings
Powders of lead alloys for painters, decorators, printers and artists
Powders of lead for painters, decorators, printers and artists
Powders of non precious metals for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
Powders of precious metals for use by painters, decorators, printers and artists
Powders of precious metals for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
Powders of resins for impregnating colour into materials
Precious metal foil for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
Precious metal foil, for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
Preparations for coating surface to protect against corrosion
Preparations for coating surfaces to protect against abrasion
Preparations for colouring beverages
Preparations for colouring food
Preparations for drying paints
Preparations for drying varnishes
Preparations for inhibiting corrosion
Preparations for inhibiting moisture [paints]
Preparations for inhibiting rust
Preparations for inhibiting tarnishing
Preparations for marking roads [paints]
Preparations for preserving metal against rust
Preparations for preventing corrosion
Preparations for preventing the deterioration of wood
Preparations for preventing the formation of rust
Preparations for priming purposes [paints]
Preparations for protection against corrosion
Preparations for rust proofing
Preparations for the preservation of masonry surfaces
Preparations for the protection of masonry surfaces
Preparations for the treatment of metal surfaces to resist attack by corrosion
Preparations for the treatment of metal surfaces to resist attack by rust
Preparations for the treatment of metal surfaces to resist tarnishing
Preparations for thinning lacquer
Preparations for thinning paint
Preparations for treating metal surfaces for protection against corrosion
Preparations for use as fire retardants [paints]
Preparations for use as flame retardants [paints]
Preparations for use as preservatives against atmospheric oxidation
Preparations for use as waterproofing coatings on the surfaces of buildings [paints]
Preparations for use as waterproofing coatings on the surfaces of structures [paints]
Preparations for use in the mass coloration of materials
Preparations for waterproofing [paints]
Preservatives against rust
Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood
Preservatives against the deterioration of wood
Primer
Primers
Primers for preparing surfaces to be painted
Printers' pastes [ink]
Printing compositions [ink]
Printing ink
Printing inks
Printing lakes
Printing toner
Products for sealing brickwork [paints]
Products for sealing concrete [paints]
Protective preparations for metals
Prussian blue
Quebracho for dyeing
Radiation curable coatings for concrete
Rapid dyes
Raw materials for use as coatings
Raw natural resins
Raw natural resins for use in the manufacture of lacquers
Raw natural resins for use in the manufacture of varnishes
Red lead
Red lead (minium)
Reflective paints
Repositionable paint patches
Requisites for painting [paints]
Resinous coatings
Resins for coating purposes
Resins for use in pigmentation
Resurfacing materials [coatings] in the nature of paints
Retouching pencils [paints]
Roofing compounds [paints]
Rubber coatings in the nature of paint
Rubber paints
Rust inhibiting preparations in the nature of a coating for use on vehicles
Rust inhibitors
Rust preventatives
Rust preventatives in the nature of coatings
Rust proofing preparations
Rust protecting oils
Rust protecting paints
Rust resisting substances
Safflower oil for colouring beverages
Safflower oil for colouring food
Saffron [colorant]
Sandarac
Screen printing inks
Sealant primers
Sealants [paints]
Sealants in the nature of paints
Sealing compositions in the nature of paint
Sealing liquids [preservatives] for wood
Sealing preparations [paints]
Sealing preparations for floors [paints]
Shellac
Shellac for use as a surface coating
Shoe colorants
Shoe colourings
Shoe dyes
Siccatives [drying agents] for paints
Siccatives for use as drying agents for coatings
Siccatives for use as drying agents for inks
Sienna earth
Sign painters bulletin colours
Silicone top coat compositions
Silicone varnishes
Silk screen printing ink
Silk screen printing inks
Silver emulsions [pigments]
Silver paste
Silvering powders
Solid ink cartridges [filled] for ink jet printers
Solvent dyes for wood
Solvent free paint
Solvent free painting compositions
Solvents for thinning lacquers
Solvents for thinning paints
Soot [colorant]
Spray coatings [anti-corrosives]
Spray coatings [lacquers]
Spray coatings [paints]
Spray coatings [varnishes]
Spray on paints
Spray paint
Stabilisers for paints
Stabilising agents for use in paints
Stabilising preparations in the nature of coatings
Staining [colouring] preparations
Stains for leather
Stains for use on floors
Stains for use on leather
Stains for use on skins
Substances for binding paints
Sulfur dyes
Sulphur dyes
Sumac for varnishes
Surface coating compositions [paints]
Surface coatings consisting of epoxy type binder resin systems
Surface coatings in the form of liquid plastics
Surface coatings in the nature of paint
Surface treatment materials in the nature of paints
Synthetic dyes
Synthetic resin colors
Synthetic resin paints
Synthetic resin paints for plastic products
Synthetic resin primers [paints]
Synthetic resins for protection against corrosion
Synthetic thickeners for paints
Tattoo dyes
Tattooing ink
Textured coatings [paints]
Textured paints
Textured wall coatings [paints]
Thermochromic printing inks
Thermoplastic paints for use in marking road surfaces
Thermoplastic roadmarking compounds [paints]
Thickeners for lacquers
Thickeners for paints
Thickening agents for paints
Thickening preparations for paints
Thickening substances for paints
Thinners for coatings
Thinners for dyestuffs
Thinners for inks
Thinners for lacquers
Thinners for paint
Thinners for paints
Thinners for varnishes
Thinning preparations for paints
Tinters for paints
Tints for paints
Tints for surface coatings
Titanium dioxide [pigment]
Titanium pigments
Titanium white
Toner
toner cartridges, filled, for dot matrix printers
toner cartridges, filled, for electronically operated printing apparatus
toner cartridges, filled, for inkjet printers
toner cartridges, filled, for laser printers
toner cartridges, filled, for printers
toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers
toner cartridges, filled, for use with photocopiers
toner contained in cartridges
toner for offset printing
toners
toners [ink] for photocopiers
toners in the nature of dyestuffs
transparent coating compositions
transparent coating materials
transparent finishes for wood
transparent finishes in the nature of paint
turmeric [colorant]
turmeric used as a colorant
turpentine [thinner for paints]
turpentine [white spirit] for use as a thinner in paints
turpentine [white spirit] for use as a thinner in varnishes
turpentine for use as paint thinner
turpentine substitute for use as a thinner in paints
turpentine substitute for use as a thinner in varnishes
typographic ink
ultramarine blue as pigment
ultramarine dyes
undercoating for surfaces to be painted
undercoating for vehicle chassis
undercoats [paints] for use on metal
undercoats [paints] for use on wood
undersealing compounds [paints and oils]
undersealing for vehicle chassis
unprocessed natural resins
unprocessed natural resins for use in the manufacture of adhesives
varnish
varnish for the decoration of wood
varnish for the protection of wood
varnish paints
varnishes
varnishes [other than insulating varnish]
varnishes [other than insulating] for applying to electronic components
varnishes for use in cabinet making
varnishes for use in the screen printing industry
vat dyes
vehicle refinishes
vermilion
vermilion inks for marking animals
vitreous enamel paints
wall coatings [paints]
walnut stain
Water based acrylic paints
Water based colorants in the nature of paints
Water based lacquers [other than insulating]
Water based paints [other than insulating]
Water based preservatives
Water borne paints [other than insulating]
Water colours [paints] other than children's paint boxes
Water reducible enamels for use on metals
Water reducible enamels for use on plastic substrates
Water repellent coatings [paints] for masonry
Water repellent fungicidal wood stains
Water repellent paints
Water repellents in the nature of paints
Water resistant decorative surface coatings
Water resistant protective surface coatings [paints]
Water sealant preparations [paints]
Watercolor paints
Watercolor paints for use in art
Water-colors [paints]
Watercolour paints for use in art
Waterproof coatings [paints]
Waterproof paints
Waterproofing compositions in the nature of paint
Waterproofing compounds [paints]
Waterproofing preparations [paints]
Weather resistant coatings [paints]
Weather sealing stains
Weathering preservatives [paints]
Weatherproofing coatings [paints]
Wheel rim enamels
Wheel rim paints
White lead
Whites [colorants or paints]
Whitewash
Wood coatings [paints]
Wood colorants
Wood dyes
Wood dyestuffs
Wood lacquers
Wood mordants
Wood oils
Wood preservation treatments
Wood preservatives
Wood preserving oils
Wood preserving substances
Wood stains
Wood treatment preparations for preserving
Xerographic toners
Yellowwood [colorant]
Zinc oxide [pigment]
Abrasive blasting materials
Abrasive boards
Abrasive boards for use on fingernails
Abrasive cloth
Abrasive compounds
Abrasive emery paper
Abrasive fluids, other than for dental use
Abrasive granules
Abrasive materials for use on fingernails
Abrasive materials, other than for dental purposes
Abrasive media for kitchen [cleaning] purposes
Abrasive paint removing compositions in liquid form
Abrasive paper
Abrasive paper [sandpaper]
Abrasive paste
Abrasive paste, other than for dental purposes
Abrasive powder, other than for dental purposes
Abrasive preparations
Abrasive preparations for use on the body
Abrasive rolls
Abrasive sand
Abrasive shot
Abrasive strips
Abrasive substances, other than for dental purposes
Abrasives
Adhesive tapes for affixing false hair
Adhesives for affixing artificial eyelashes
Adhesives for affixing artificial fingernails
Adhesives for affixing false eyelashes
Adhesives for affixing false hair
Adhesives for cosmetic purposes
Adhesives for cosmetic use
Adhesives for false eyelashes, hair and nails
Adhesives for fixing false nails
Aerosol hairspray
After shave lotions
After shower creams
After shower gels
After sun creams
After sun lotions
After sun moisturisers
After sun preparations
Aftershave
Aftershave balm
After-shave balms
Aftershave cologne
Aftershave creams
After-shave creams
After-shave emulsions
After-shave gel
Aftershave gels
After-shave lotions
Aftershave milk
Aftershave moisturising cream
Aftershave moisturising preparations
Aftershave preparations
After-sun lotions
After-sun milks [cosmetics]
After-sun oils [cosmetics]
Age retardant gel
Age retardant lotion
Air fragrancing preparations
Alcoholic solvents being cleaning preparations
Almond lotion for cosmetic purposes
Almond lotion for cosmetic use
Almond milk for cosmetic purposes
Almond oil
Almond soap
Almond soaps
Aloe vera gel for cosmetic purposes
Aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes
Alum stones [astringents]
Amber [perfume]
Ambergris
Ammonia [volatile alkali] [detergent]
Ammonia for cleaning purposes
Anti-ageing creams
Anti-aging cream
Anti-aging creams
Anti-aging moisturizers used as cosmetics
Anti-cellulite preparations
Anti-freckle creams
Antiperspirant deodorants
Antiperspirant preparations
Antiperspirant soap
Anti-perspirants
Antiperspirants [toiletries]
Antiperspirants for personal use
Anti-smear agents for cleaning purposes
Anti-static dryer sheets
Antistatic preparations for household purposes
Anti-sun preparations [cosmetics]
Anti-wrinkle cream
Anti-wrinkle creams
Aromatherapy oil
Aromatherapy preparations
Aromatic essential oils
Aromatic oil
Aromatic oils
Aromatic oils for the bath
Aromatic perfumery products
Aromatic potpourris
Aromatic preparations for personal use
Aromatic substances for personal use
Aromatics [essential oils]
Aromatics for fragrances
Aromatics for perfumes
Artificial emery
Artificial eyelashes
Artificial fingernails
Artificial fingernails of precious metal
Artificial nails
Artificial tanning preparations
Astringents for cosmetic purposes
Automobile cleaners
Automobile polish
Automobile polishes
Automobile wax
Automotive cleaning preparations
Automotive polish
Automotive waxes
Babies’ bath mousse
Babies’ bath preparations [non-medicated]
Babies’ body milks
Babies’ creams [non-medicated]
Baby bath preparations [non-medicated]
Baby body milks
Baby lotion
Baby lotions
Baby oil
Baby oils
Baby powder
Baby powders
Baby shampoo
Baby suncreams
Badian essence
Baths, other than for medical purposes
Bar soap
Barrier creams [cosmetics]
Barrier lotions [cosmetics]
Base cream
Bases for flower perfumes
Bases for make-up
Bases for perfumes
Bath beads
Bath concentrates, not medicated
Bath creams
Bath creams, not medicated
Bath crystals
Bath crystals, not medicated
Bath cubes, not medicated
Bath essences, not medicated
Bath foam
Bath foams
Bath foams, not medicated
Bath gel
Bath gels
Bath gels, not medicated
Bath herbs
Bath lotions, not medicated
Bath oil
Bath oil concentrates, not medicated
Bath oils
Bath oils for cosmetic purposes
Bath oils, not medicated
Bath pearls, not medicated
Bath powder [cosmetics]
Bath powders, not medicated
Bath preparations for the feet, not medicated
Bath preparations, not for medical purposes
Bath preparations, not medicated
Bath salts
Bath salts, not for medical purposes
Bath shampoo
Bath soap
Bath soaps
Bathing lotions
Bathroom cleaning preparations
Bay rums
Beard dyes
Beard softeners
Beauty balm creams
Beauty care cosmetics
Beauty care preparations
Beauty creams
Beauty creams for body care
Beauty face packs
Beauty gels
Beauty lotions
Beauty masks
Beauty milks
Beauty preparations
Beauty serums
Beauty soap
Bergamot oil
Biological laundry detergents
Blast cleaning media comprising crushed mineral
Blast media for use in the cleaning of surfaces
Bleach for household use
Bleach for use in cleaning
Bleaches for domestic use
Bleaches for use on the hair
Bleaches in the form of creams
Bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes
Bleaching preparations [decolourants] for cosmetic purposes
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use
Bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes
Bleaching preparations for laundry use
Bleaching preparations for the hair
Bleaching salts
Bleaching soda
Bleaching substances for use in domestic cleaning
Bleaching substances for use in industrial cleaning
Blended essential oils
Blocks of abrasive material
Blueing for laundry
Bluing for laundry
Blush
Blush pencils
Blusher
Blushers
Body art stickers
Body butter
Body care preparations [non-medicated]
Body care products [non-medicated]
Body cream soap
Body creams
Body deodorants [perfumery]
Body emulsions for cosmetic use
Body glitters
Body lotion
Body lotions
Body masks
Body milk
Body milks
Body moisturisers
Body oil
Body oil spray
Body oils
Body paint [cosmetic]
Body powder, not medicated
Body scrub
Body scrubs
Body shampoos
Body soaps
Body sprays
Body talcum powder
Boot cream
Boot polish
Boot wax
Breath freshener
Breath fresheners
Breath freshening sprays
Breath freshening strips
Brilliantine
Brilliantine preparations
Bubble bath
Bubble bath preparations
Cake flavorings [essential oils]
Cake flavourings [essential oils]
Cakes of soap
Cakes of toilet soap
Canned pressurised air for cleaning and dusting purposes
Canned pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes
Canned pressurized air for dusting and cleaning purposes
Car cleaning preparations
Car polish
Car shampoos
Carbides of metal [abrasives]
Carpet cleaners
Carpet cleaning preparations
Carpet freshening preparations
Carpet shampoo
Carpet shampoos
Carpet spot removing preparations
Carpet stain removing preparations
Caustic cleaning agents
Caustic soda
Cedarwood perfumery
Cellulose wadding for cosmetic purposes
Cellulose wipes for cosmetic purposes
Cellulose wool for cosmetic use
Chalk for cosmetic use
Chalk for make-up
Cheek colors
Cheek rouges
Chemical cleaning preparations for carpets
Chemical cleaning preparations for curtains
Chemical cleaning preparations for floors
Chemical cleaning preparations for glass
Chemical cleaning preparations for metal
Chemical cleaning preparations for motor vehicles
Chemical cleaning preparations for plastic
Chemical cleaning preparations for porcelain
Chemical cleaning preparations for rubber
Chemical cleaning preparations for stone
Chemical cleaning preparations for textiles
Chemical cleaning preparations for upholstery
Chemical degreasing agents, other than for use in manufacturing processes
Chrome cleaners
Cleaners [preparations] for cleaning dental instruments
Cleaners [preparations] for cleaning surgical instruments
Cleaning agents for cleaning electronic circuit boards
Cleaning agents for glass
Cleaning agents for household purposes
Cleaning agents for metal
Cleaning agents for stone
Cleaning agents for the hands
Cleaning chalk
Cleaning compositions for spot removal
Cleaning creams for use on the person
Cleaning fluid for tape heads
Cleaning foam
Cleaning masks for the face
Cleaning oils
Cleaning oils for cosmetic purposes
Cleaning preparations
Cleaning preparations containing bactericides
Cleaning preparations containing sterilising substances
Cleaning preparations for artificial teeth
Cleaning preparations for bathroom use
Cleaning preparations for cleansing drains
Cleaning preparations for components of electronic apparatus
Cleaning preparations for dentures
Cleaning preparations for dishes
Cleaning preparations for electrical components
Cleaning preparations for floors
Cleaning preparations for footwear
Cleaning preparations for gilt
Cleaning preparations for household purposes
Cleaning preparations for household use
Cleaning preparations for laboratory instruments
Cleaning preparations for laundry use
Cleaning preparations for medical instruments
Cleaning preparations for paintwork
Cleaning preparations for personal use
Cleaning preparations for sanitary purposes
Cleaning preparations for the hands
Cleaning preparations for the skin
Cleaning preparations for the teeth
Cleaning preparations for use in photography
Cleaning preparations for use in printing
Cleaning preparations for use in toilets
Cleaning preparations for use on brickworks
Cleaning preparations for use on floors
Cleaning preparations for use on jewellery
Cleaning preparations for use on leather
Cleaning preparations for use on masonry
Cleaning preparations for use on mortar
Cleaning preparations for use on precious metals
Cleaning preparations for use on shoes
Cleaning preparations for use on silverware
Cleaning preparations for use on the body
Cleaning preparations for use on the person
Cleaning preparations for use on tiles
Cleaning preparations for use on vehicles
Cleaning preparations having corrosion-inhibiting properties
Cleaning preparations impregnated into cloth
Cleaning preparations impregnated into pads
Cleaning preparations impregnated into tissues
Cleaning preparations in creme form
Cleaning preparations in the form of foams
Cleaning preparations incorporating substances for the control of allergens
Cleaning preparations incorporating substances for the control of dust mites
Cleaning preparations incorporating substances for the control of household pests
Cleaning substances for household use
Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
Cleansers for household purposes
Cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated
Cleansers for the face
Cleansing agents
Cleansing creams
Cleansing creams [cosmetic]
Cleansing emulsions
Cleansing facial masks
Cleansing fluids for cassette tape recorder heads
Cleansing fluids for records
Cleansing foam
Cleansing gels
Cleansing liquids
Cleansing lotions
Cleansing masks
Cleansing masks for the face
Cleansing milk
Cleansing milk for cosmetic purposes
Cleansing milk for toilet purposes
Cleansing oils
Cleansing pads impregnated with cleansing agents
Cleansing preparations for removing make-up
Cleansing preparations for the eyebrows
Cleansing preparations for the eyelashes
Cleansing preparations for the eyes
Cleansing preparations for use with depilatory preparations
Cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning
Coat conditioners
Cobbler's wax
Cocoa butter for cosmetic purposes
Cocoa butter in the form of creams for cosmetic purposes
Cocoa butter in the form of lotions for cosmetic purposes
Cold cream
Cold cream, other than for medical use
Cold creams
Cold waving solutions
Collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes
Cologne
Cologne impregnated disposable towels
Cologne impregnated disposable wipes
Cologne water
Color-[colour-] brightening chemicals for household purposes [laundry]
Colorants for toilet purposes
Color-brightening chemicals for household purposes [laundry]
Color-removing preparations
Color-removing preparations for hair
Colour cosmetics for the eyes
Colour cosmetics for the skin
Colour rinses for the hair
Colour-brightening chemicals for household purposes [laundry]
Colouring agents for cosmetic purposes
Colouring lotions for the hair
Colouring preparations for cosmetic purposes
Colouring preparations for toilet purposes
Colour-removing preparations
Colours for cosmetic purposes
Colours for toilet purposes
Combing oil
Commercial laundry detergents
Common toilet water
Common toilet waters
Compacts containing make-up
Compositions for household use in controlling scale in boilers
Compositions for the removal of spots [stains]
Conditioners for treating the hair
Conditioners for use on footwear
Conditioners for use on leather goods
Conditioners for use on the hair
Conditioners in the form of sprays for the scalp
Conditioning balsam
Conditioning creams
Conditioning preparations for the hair
Conditioning preparations for the skin
Cooker cleaning preparations
Corundum [abrasive]
Cosmetic acne cleansers
Cosmetic acne creams
Cosmetic bath products
Cosmetic bath salts
Cosmetic cotton wool
Cosmetic creams
Cosmetic creams for skin care
Cosmetic dyes
Cosmetic dyestuffs
Cosmetic eye gels
Cosmetic eye pencils
Cosmetic face powders
Cosmetic hair dressing preparations
Cosmetic hair regrowth inhibiting preparations
Cosmetic hand creams
Cosmetic kits
Cosmetic masks
Cosmetic massage creams
Cosmetic moisturisers
Cosmetic nourishing creams
Cosmetic oils
Cosmetic oils for the epidermis
Cosmetic pencils
Cosmetic powder
Cosmetic preparations
Cosmetic preparations adapted for sun-tanning
Cosmetic preparations against sunburn
Cosmetic preparations for application to the nails
Cosmetic preparations for baths
Cosmetic preparations for body care
Cosmetic preparations for care of the skin
Cosmetic preparations for cleansing the mouth
Cosmetic preparations for cleansing the skin
Cosmetic preparations for cleansing the teeth
Cosmetic preparations for eyebrows
Cosmetic preparations for eyelashes
Cosmetic preparations for nail drying
Cosmetic preparations for protecting the skin from the sun's rays
Cosmetic preparations for protection against the sun
Cosmetic preparations for skin care
Cosmetic preparations for skin tanning
Cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes
Cosmetic preparations for tanning the skin
Cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp
Cosmetic preparations for use in giving a sun-tan effect
Cosmetic preparations for use in suntanning
Cosmetic preparations for use in the bath
Cosmetic preparations for use on the body
Cosmetic preparations for use on the face
Cosmetic preparations for use on the skin
Cosmetic products in the form of aerosols for skin care
Cosmetic products in the form of aerosols for skincare
Cosmetic rouges
Cosmetic skin care preparations
Cosmetic skin fresheners
Cosmetic soaps
Cosmetic sun milk lotions
Cosmetic sun oils
Cosmetic sun-protecting preparations
Cosmetic sunscreen preparations
Cosmetic suntan lotions
Cosmetic suntan preparations
Cosmetic sun-tanning preparations
Cosmetic tanning preparations
Cosmetic white face powder
Cosmetics
Cosmetics for animals
Cosmetics for bronzing the skin
Cosmetics for eyebrows
Cosmetics for eyelashes
Cosmetics for personal use
Cosmetics for protecting the skin from sunburn
Cosmetics for skin tanning
Cosmetics for suntanning
Cosmetics for the treatment of dry skin
Cosmetics for the use on the hair
Cosmetics for use on the skin
Cosmetics in the form of creams
Cosmetics in the form of eye shadow
Cosmetics in the form of gels
Cosmetics in the form of lotions
Cosmetics in the form of mascara
Cosmetics in the form of milks
Cosmetics in the form of nail polish
Cosmetics in the form of oils
Cosmetics in the form of powders
Cosmetics in the form of rouge
Cosmetics preparations
Cosmetics to remove pigmentation marks
Cotton balls for cosmetic purposes
Cotton balls for cosmetic use
Cotton buds for cosmetic purposes
Cotton buds for cosmetic use
Cotton for cosmetic purposes
Cotton pads for cosmetic use
Cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes
Cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes
Cotton swabs for toilet purposes
Cotton tipped sticks for cosmetic purposes
Cotton wool balls for cosmetic use
Cotton wool balls for toilet purposes
Cotton wool buds for cosmetic use
Cotton wool for cosmetic purposes
Cotton wool in the form of balls for cosmetic use
Cotton wool in the form of buds for cosmetic use
Cotton wool in the form of pads for cosmetic use
Cotton wool in the form of rolls for cosmetic use
Cotton wool in the form of sticks for cosmetic use
Cotton wool in the form of swabs for cosmetic use
Cotton wool in the form of wipes for cosmetic use
Cotton wool tips for cosmetic purposes
Cream for skin whitening
Cream for whitening the skin
Cream perfumes
Cream soaps
Creams for firming the skin
Creams for furniture
Creams for leather
Creams for paling the skin
Creams for tanning the skin
Creams for the hair
Creams for toilet use
Creams for toning the skin
Creams for use after shaving
Creams for use before shaving
Creams for wrinkles
Creamy face powder
Creamy foundation
Creamy rouges
Cuticle conditioners
Cuticle cream
Cuticle lotions
Cuticle oil
Cuticle removers
Cuticle removing preparations
Dandruff shampoos
Day creams
Decalcifying agents for household use
Decalcifying preparations for household use
Decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes
Degreasers based on citrus oil, for household purposes
Degreasers, other than for use in manufacturing processes
Degreasing preparations for engines
De-greasing preparations for household purposes
Dental bleaching gel
Dental bleaching gels
Dental care preparations [non-medicated]
Dental rinses for non-medical purposes
Dental rinses, non medicated
Dentifrice
Dentifrices
Dentifrices in the form of chewing gum
Dentifrices in the form of solid tablets
Denture cleaners
Denture polishes
Deodorant creams for human beings or for animals
Deodorant for personal use
Deodorant preparations for human beings or for animals
Deodorant soap
Deodorant sprays for human beings or for animals
Deodorant sticks for human beings or for animals
Deodorants for body care
Deodorants for human beings or for animals
Deodorants for personal use [perfumery]
Deodorants for pets
Deodorising soaps
Depilatories
Depilatory creams
Depilatory lotions
Depilatory preparations
Depilatory wax
Depilatory waxes
Dermatological creams [non-medicated]
Dermatological preparations [non-medicated]
Descalants for household use
Descaling preparations for household purposes
Descaling preparations for household use
Destainers
Detanglers
Detergent strengtheners
Detergents for automobiles
Detergents for dishwashing
Detergents for domestic use
Detergents for household use
Detergents for laundry use
Detergents for machine dishwashing
Detergents having anti-bacterial properties, other than for medical use or for use in manufacturing processes
Detergents having deodorising properties, other than for medical use or for use in manufacturing processes
Detergents prepared from petroleum
Detergents, other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes
Dewaxing preparations
Diamantine [abrasive]
Discs of abrasive material, other than hand instruments or machine tools
Dishwasher detergents
Dishwasher powder
Dishwasher rinsing agents
Dishwashing agents
Dishwashing detergents
Dishwashing liquid
Dishwashing preparations
Distilled oils for beauty care
Domestic cleaning preparations
Double eyelid tapes
Douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]
Drain cleaning preparations
Dry cleaning fluids
Dry cleaning preparations
Dry shampoos
Dry-cleaning preparations
Drying agents for dishwashing machines
Dusting powder
Dusting powder for the body
Dyes for cosmetic use
Dyes for the beard
Dyes for the hair
Eau de Cologne
Eau de cologne [cologne water]
Eau de parfum
Eau de toilette
Eau-de-cologne
Eau-de-toilette
Eaux de cologne
Eaux de toilette
Edible essences for foodstuffs [etheric substances and essential oils]

Emery
Emery cloth
Emery paper
Emery preparations
Emollient creams
Emollients
Emulsified essential oils
Emulsifying solvent cleaners
Enamel for nails
Enzyme preparations for cleaning purposes
Epilating waxes
Essences for skin care
Essential oils
Essential oils as perfume for laundry purposes
Essential oils for aromatherapy use
Essential oils for cosmetic purposes
Essential oils for personal use
Essential oils for the manufacture of flavourings
Essential oils for the manufacture of perfumes
Essential oils for the production of perfumes
Essential oils for toilet use
Essential oils for use in cosmetics
Essential oils for use in deodorants
Essential oils for use in detergents
Essential oils for use in fabric softeners
Essential oils for use in toiletries
Essential oils of cedarwood
Essential oils of citron
Essential oils of lemon
Essential vegetable oils
Ethereal essences
Ethereal oils
Etheric oils
Evening primrose oil [essential oil], other than for medical use
Exfoliant creams
Exfoliants
Exfoliants for the care of the skin
Exfoliants for the cleansing of the skin
Extracts of flowers
Extracts of flowers [perfumes]
Extracts of perfumes
Extracts of plants [perfumes]
Eye crayon
Eye cream
Eye liner
Eye lotions
Eye lotions for cosmetic use
Eye make-up remover
Eye make-up
Eye make-up removers
Eye moisturisers for cosmetic use
Eye pads for cosmetic use
Eye pencils
Eye shadow
Eye shadows
Eye sticks
Eye stylers
Eye wrinkle lotions
Eyebrow colors
Eyebrow cosmetics
Eyebrow gel
Eyebrow pencils
Eyeglass lens cleaning solutions
Eyelash care preparations
Eyelash dye
Eyelash tint
Eyelashes
Eyelid doubling makeup
Eyelid shadow
Eyeliner
Eyeliner pencils
Eyeliners
Eyes make-up
Eyes pencils
Eyeshadow
Eye-shadow
Eyeshadow pencils
Eyeshadows
Eye-washes, not for medical purposes
Fabric brighteners
Fabric brightening preparations
Fabric conditioners
Fabric conditioning preparations
Fabric softeners
Fabric softeners for laundry use
Face blusher
Face creams for cosmetic use
Face dusting powders
Face foundation creams
Face paint
Face powder
Face-powder on paper
Facial beauty masks
Facial care products [cosmetics]
Facial care products in the form of creams [cosmetics]
Facial care products in the form of lotions [cosmetics]
Facial care products in the form of milks [cosmetics]
Facial cleansers
Facial cleansing milk
Facial concealer
Facial cream
Facial creams
Facial lotion
Facial lotions
Facial masks
Facial moisturisers
Facial packs
Facial packs for cosmetic purposes
Facial packs for toilet purposes
Facial preparations
Facial scrubs
Facial soaps
Facial toners
Facial washes
Facial wipes impregnated with cosmetics
Fair complexion cream
False eyebrows
False eyelashes
False fingernails
False nails
False toenails
Feminine deodorant sprays
Fingernail decals
Fingernail overlay material
Fingernail tips
Fixatives for the hair
Flavorings for beverages [essential oils]
Flavour enhancers for food [essential oils]
Flavourings for beverages [essential oils]
Flavourings for foodstuffs being essential oils
Floating soaps
Floor buffing compositions
Floor buffing compound
Floor cleaning preparations
Floor finish removers
Floor finishes
Floor polish
Floor polishes
Floor shining compositions
Floor treatment compositions
Floor wax
Floor wax remover
Floor wax removers
Floor wax removers [scouring preparations]
Foam bath
Foam cleaning preparations
Foam detergents
Foam for use in shaving
Foam preparations for the bath
Foaming bath gels
Foaming bath liquids
Foams for the bath
Foams for use in cleaning apparatus
Foams for use in shaving
Foams for use in the shower
Food flavoring, being essential oils
Food flavorings [essential oils]
Food flavorings prepared from essential oils
Food flavourings [essential oils]
Foot deodorant spray
Foot masks for skin care
Foot scrubs
Foot smoothing stones
Foundation
Foundation cream
Foundation make-up
Foundation preparations
Foundations
Foundations for the face
Fractions of essential oils
Fragrance for household purposes
Fragrance preparations
Fragrance sachets
Fragrances
Fragrances for automobiles
Fragrances for personal use
Fragrant preparations
Fruit and vegetable wash
Fumigating incenses (Kunko)
Fumigation preparations [perfumes]
Furbishing preparations
Furniture cleaner
Furniture polish
Furniture polishes
Gaultheria oil
Gels for cosmetic purposes
Gels for teeth cleaning
Gels for use in the bath
Gels for use in the shower
Gels for use on the body
Gels for use on the hair
Gels for use on the scalp
Geraniol
Glass cleaners
Glass cleaning preparations
Glass cloth [abrasive cloth]
Glass paper
Glaze for strengthening nails
Glitter for cosmetic purposes
Glue for strengthening nails
Graffiti removing preparations
Graffiti removing substances
Granular corundum
Granular detergents for washing dishes
Granulated soaps
Grease cutters, other than for use in industrial processes
Grease dissolving preparations, other than for use in industrial processes
Grease removing preparations for use on the skin
Greases for cosmetic purposes
Grill cleaning preparations
Grinding compounds in liquid form
Grinding compounds in paste form
Grinding compounds in solid form
Grinding compounds on flexible backings
Grinding compounds on solid backings
Grinding foils
Grinding papers
Grinding preparations
Hair balm
Hair balsam
Hair bleach
Hair bleaches
Hair bleaching preparations
Hair care agents
Hair care creams
Hair care lotions
Hair care preparations
Hair cleaning preparations
Hair colorants
Hair colourants
Hair colouring
Hair colouring and dyes
Hair colouring preparations
Hair colours
Hair conditioner
Hair conditioners
Hair conditioners for babies
Hair conditioning preparations
Hair conditioning rinses
Hair cosmetics
Hair cream
Hair creams
Hair curling preparations
Hair decolorants
Hair dye
Hair dyes
Hair finishing rinses
Hair fixers
Hair fixing oil
Hair gel
Hair gels
Hair glaze
Hair grooming preparations
Hair lacquer
Hair lacquers
Hair lighteners
Hair lotion
Hair lotions
Hair mascara
Hair masks
Hair moisturisers
Hair moisturizers
Hair mousse
Hair mousses
Hair nourishers
Hair oil
Hair oils
Hair permanent treatments
Hair permanent wave solution
Hair permimg preparations
Hair pomades
Hair preparations
Hair preparations for colouring the hair
Hair preparations in aerosol form
Hair preparations in spray form
Hair protection creams
Hair protection gels
Hair protection lotions
Hair protection mousse
Hair removing preparations
Hair rinses
Hair rinses [shampoo-conditioners]
Hair rinsing solutions
Hair setting lotion
Hair shampoo
Hair spray
Hair sprays
Hair straightening preparations
Hair strengthening treatment lotions
Hair styling compositions
Hair styling gel
Hair styling lotions
Hair styling preparations
Hair styling spray
Hair styling waxes
Hair thickeners
Hair tinting preparations
Hair tonic
Hair tonics
Hair washing agents
Hair waving preparations
Hair wax
Hairspray
Hair-washing powder
Hand care preparations
Hand cleaners [hand cleaning preparations]
Hand cleaning preparations
Hand cleansers
Hand cream
Hand creams
Hand lotions
Hand masks for skin care
Hand scrubs
Hard surface cleaning preparations
Heliotropin
Heliotrope
Henna [cosmetic dye]
Henna for cosmetic purposes
Henna powders [cosmetic dyes]
Herbal anti-dandruff shampoos
Herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes
Herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes
Household ammonia for cleaning purposes
Household bleach
Household cleaning materials
Household cleaning preparations
Household cleaning products
Household detergents
Hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes
Impregnated cleaning pads impregnated with cosmetics
Impregnated cleaning pads impregnated with toilet preparations
Impregnated cloths for cosmetic use
Impregnated cloths for toilet use
Impregnated pads containing cosmetic preparations
Impregnated pads containing make-up removing preparations
Impregnated paper containing make-up removing preparations
Impregnated tissues containing toilet preparations
Incense
Incense cones
Incense sachets
Incense spray
Incense sticks
Ionone [perfumery]
Ironing preparations
Jasmine oil
Javelle water
Jewellers' rouge
Joss sticks
Kettle cleaner
Lacquer for the hair
Lacquer removing compositions
Lacquer-removing preparations
Laundry additives for water softening
Laundry bleach
Laundry bleaching preparations
Laundry blue
Laundry blueing
Laundry detergent
Laundry detergents
Laundry detergents for household cleaning use
Laundry fabric conditioner
Laundry glaze
Laundry liquids
Laundry preparations
Laundry soaking preparations
Laundry soap
Laundry soaps
Laundry starch
Laundry washing preparations
Laundry wax
Lavatory cleaning preparations
Lavender oil
Lavender water
Leather bleaching preparations
Leather dressing preparations
Leather dressings
Leather polishes
Leather preservatives [polishes]
Leather preserving polishes
Leather softening preparations
Leather waxes
Lens cleaning solution, other than for contact lenses
Lime removers
Lip balm
Lip conditioners
Lip gloss
Lip glosses
Lip liner
Lip liners
Lip neutralizers
Lip pencils
Lip polisher
Lipstick
Lipstick cases
Lipstick holders
Lipsticks
Liquid bath soaps
Liquid eyeliners
Liquid floor polishes
Liquid foundation (mizu-oshiroi)
Liquid laundry detergents
Liquid perfumes
Liquid preparations for cleaning the hands
Liquid soap
Liquid soap used in foot bath
Liquid soaps
Liquid soaps for hands and face
Liquids for use in polishing
Loose face powder
Lotions for beards
Lotions for cosmetic purposes
Lotions for face and body care
Lotions for strengthening the nails
Lotions for the hair
Lotions for the removal of eye make-up
Lulur [body scrub]
Lye for cleaning purposes
Make up removing preparations
Make-up
Make-up for the face and body
Make-up foundation
Make-up foundations
Make-up pads of cotton wool
Make-up pencils
Make-up powder
Make-up powders sold in compacts
Make-up preparations
Make-up preparations for the face and body
Make-up primer
Make-up removing gels
Make-up removing lotions
Make-up removing milk
Make-up removing milks
Make-up removing preparations
Mangir [body scrub]
Nail enamels
Nail glitter
Nail gloss
Nail hardeners
Nail manicure preparations
Nail paint [cosmetics]
Nail polish
Nail polish base coat
Nail polish pens
Nail polish remover pens
Nail polish removers
Nail polish top coat
Nail polishing powder
Nail preparations [cosmetics]
Nail primer [cosmetics]
Nail revitalising lotions
Nail strengtheners
Nail tips
Nail treatment creams [cosmetics]
Nail treatment gels [cosmetics]
Nail treatment lotions [cosmetics]
Nail varnish
Nail varnish for cosmetic purposes
Nail varnish removers
Nail varnishes
Nail-polish removers
Nappy cream [non-medicated]
Nasal cleaning preparations for personal sanitary purposes
Natural floor waxes
Natural oils for cleaning purposes
Natural oils for cosmetic purposes
Natural oils for perfumes
Natural perfumery
Natural starches for laundry purposes
Neutralizers for permanent waving
Neutralizing hair preparations
Nibs for pens for cosmetic use
Night cream
Night creams
Non medicated skin toners
Non-aerosol hairspray
Non-detergent preparations for cleaning by abrasion
Non-ionic detergent compounds for household use
Non-medicated anti-bacterial face washes
Non-medicated baby care products
Non-medicated balm for hair
Non-medicated bath additives
Non-medicated bath oils
Non-medicated bath preparations
Non-medicated bath salts
Non-medicated beauty preparations
Non-medicated bubble bath preparations
Non-medicated capillary lotions
Non-medicated cleansing creams
Non-medicated cleansing preparations
Non-medicated cleansing preparations for personal use
Non-medicated cleansing preparations for the skin
Non-medicated cream cleaners
Non-medicated cream for the hands
Non-medicated cream for use in the bath
Non-medicated creams
Non-medicated creams for application after exposure to the sun
Non-medicated creams for application before exposure to the sun
Non-medicated creams for facial scrubs
Non-medicated creams for hydrating the skin
Non-medicated creams for moisturising the skin
Non-medicated creams for personal care
Non-medicated creams for protection against the sun
Non-medicated creams for protection of the skin
Non-medicated creams for softening the skin
Non-medicated creams for soothing the skin
Non-medicated creams for the body
Non-medicated creams for the eyes
Non-medicated creams for the face
Non-medicated creams for the feet
Non-medicated creams for the lips
Non-medicated creams for the skin
Non-medicated crystals for use in the bath
Non-medicated dental preparations
Non-medicated dental rinse
Non-medicated dentifrices
Non-medicated diaper rash cream
Non-medicated face cream
Non-medicated face lotion
Non-medicated foot balms
Non-medicated foot lotions
Non-medicated foot creams
Non-medicated foot powders
Non-medicated footbath preparations
Non-medicated gargles
Non-medicated gels for the body
Non-medicated gels for the hair
Non-medicated hair care products
Non-medicated hair preparations
Non-medicated hair shampoos
Non-medicated hand lotion
Non-medicated lip balms
Non-medicated lip care preparations
Non-medicated lip salves
Non-medicated lotions
Non-medicated massage preparations
Non-medicated moisturisers
Non-medicated mouth rinses
Non-medicated mouth sprays
Non-medicated mouth washes
Non-medicated mouth washes for pets
Non-medicated mouthwashes
Non-medicated oils
Non-medicated perfumery preparations
Non-medicated powders
Non-medicated preparations for oral hygiene purposes
Non-medicated preparations for sun screening
Non-medicated preparations for suntanning
Non-medicated preparations for the alleviation of sunburn
Non-medicated preparations for the bath
Non-medicated preparations for the care of babies
Non-medicated preparations for the care of the body
Non-medicated preparations for the care of the hair
Non-medicated preparations for the care of the hands
Non-medicated preparations for the care of the mouth
Non-medicated preparations for the care of the nails
Non-medicated preparations for the care of the scalp
Non-medicated preparations for the care of the skin
Non-medicated preparations for the care of the teeth
Non-medicated preparations for the relief of burns
Non-medicated preparations for the relief of sunburn
Non-medicated preparations for use in the bath
Non-medicated preparations for use in the shower
Non-medicated preparations for use on the body
Non-medicated preparations for use on the cuticles
Non-medicated preparations for use on the hair
Non-medicated preparations for use on the hands
Non-medicated preparations for use on the nails
Non-medicated products for skin care
Non-medicated products for the body
Non-medicated scalp treatments
Non-medicated shampoos
Non-medicated skin balms
Non-medicated skin care beauty products
Non-medicated skin care preparations
Non-medicated skin care products
Non-medicated skin clarifying lotions
Non-medicated skin creams
Non-medicated skin lotions
Non-medicated skin preparations
Non-medicated skin products
Non-medicated skin serums
Non-medicated soaps
Non-medicated sun barrier preparations
Non-medicated sun blocking preparations
Non-medicated sun screening preparations
Non-medicated suntan creams
Non-medicated suntan lotions
Non-medicated suntanning oils
Non-medicated suntanning preparations
Non-medicated talcum powder
Non-medicated toilet lotions
Non-medicated toilet preparations
Non-medicated toilet soaps
Non-medicated toiletry preparations
Non-saponaceous cleaning preparations
Non-saponaceous preparations for washing
Non-slipping liquids for floors
Non-slipping wax for floors
Nourishing creams [cosmetics]
Oil baths for hair care
Oil for cleaning purposes
Oil for cosmetic use
Oil for the body
Oil of turpentine for degreasing
Oil removing papers for cosmetic purposes
Oils being perfumed lathering products for use in the bath
Oils for babies
Oils for cleaning purposes
Oils for cosmetic purposes
Oils for hair conditioning
Oils for moisturising the skin after sun bathing
Oils for perfumes and scents
Oils for the body [cosmetics]
Oils for the breasts [cosmetics]
Oils for the hair
Oils for the skin
Oils for toilet purposes
Oils for toiletry purposes
Oils for use in suntanning
Ointments for cosmetic use
Organic solvent cleaning preparations
Oven cleaners
Oven cleaners [preparations]
Oven cleaning preparations
Paint cutting preparations
Paint remover
Paint removing compositions
Paint strippers
Paint stripping preparations
Paper face towels impregnated with a cosmetic preparation
Paper face towels impregnated with a toilet preparation
Paper hand towels impregnated with cleaning agents
Paper hand towels impregnated with cosmetics
Paper hand towels impregnated with toilet preparations
Paper impregnated with perfume
Paper soaps for personal uses
Paper tissues impregnated with cosmetic preparations
Paper tissues impregnated with toilet preparations
Paper towels impregnated with cosmetic preparations
Paper towels impregnated with toilet preparations
Paper wipes impregnated with cosmetic preparations
Paper wipes impregnated with toilet preparations
Parquet floor wax
Pastes for cleaning shoes
Pastes for polishing leather
Pastes for preserving [polishing] leather
Pastes for razor strops
Pastes for teeth cleaning
Pearl Powder [for cosmetic purposes]
Pedicure preparations
Pedicure substances
Pencils for cosmetic purposes
Pencils for cosmetic use
Pencils for eye lining
Peppermint oil [perfumery]
Perfume
Perfume oils
Perfume oils for the manufacture of cosmetic preparations
Perfume water
Perfumed bath foam preparations
Perfumed bath salts
Perfumed body lotions
Perfumed body sprays
Perfumed burning sticks for perfuming the air
Perfumed compounds [toilet preparations]
Perfumed creams
Perfumed lotions [toilet preparations]
Perfumed milks [toilet preparations]
Perfumed mousse [toilet preparations]
Perfumed powder
Perfumed powders
Perfumed preparations for the bath
Perfumed sachets
Perfumed soap
Perfumed soaps
Perfumed tissues
Perfumed toilet soaps
Perfumed toilet waters
Perfumed water
Perfumed wood
Perfumery
Perfumery compositions
Perfumery preparations
Perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions
Perfumes
Perfumes for industrial purposes
Perfumes in solid form
Perfuming sachets
Permanent wave lotions
Permanent wave preparations
Permanent waving lotions
Permanent waving preparations
Personal deodorants
Pet stain removers
Petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes
Phytocosmetic preparations
Pine needle oil
Pine oil
Polish
Polish for furniture and flooring
Polish for use on car bodies
Polish for use on horses
Polish in liquid form
Polishes
Polishes for shiny leather
Polishes for shoes
Polishes for vehicles
Polishing creams
Polishing paper
Polishing paste
Polishing preparations
Polishing rouge
Polishing stones
Polishing wax
Polishing preparations
Polishing rouge
Polishing stones
Polishing wax
Polishing preparations
Polishing rouge
Polishing stones
Polishing wax
Pomades for cosmetic purposes
Pomanders
Pores tightening mask packs used as cosmetics
Pot pourri
Potassium hypochloride
Potpourri
Potpourris [fragrances]
Powder compacts [cosmetics]
Powder for laundry purposes
Powder for make-up
Powder for washing clothes
Powder for washing vehicles
Powder laundry detergents
Powdered perfumes
Powders for cosmetic purposes
Powders for skin care
Powders for teeth cleaning
Powders for the body
Powders for the face
Pre-moistened towelettes impregnated with a detergent for cleaning
Pre-moistened towelettes impregnated with dishwashing detergent
Preparation for cleaning dentures
Preparations for browning the skin
Preparations for care of the teeth
Preparations for cleaning baths
Preparations for cleaning dentures
Preparations for cleaning floors
Preparations for cleaning glass
Preparations for cleaning lavatories
Preparations for cleaning metal
Preparations for cleaning porcelain
Preparations for cleaning purposes
Preparations for cleaning sanitary ware
Preparations for cleaning surfaces
Preparations for cleaning teeth
Preparations for cleaning textiles
Preparations for cleaning the hair
Preparations for cleaning the teeth
Preparations for cleaning tiles
Preparations for cleaning wash basins
Preparations for cleaning waste pipes
Preparations for cleaning windows
Preparations for cleaning wood
Preparations for colouring the hair
Preparations for colouring the skin
Preparations for conditioning the hair
Preparations for covering discoloured skin
Preparations for dental purposes [non-medicated dentifrices]
Preparations for descaling for household purposes
Preparations for descaling limescale for household purposes
Preparations for descaling, other than as part of a manufacturing process
Preparations for dressing the hair
Preparations for dyeing the hair
Preparations for enriching the hair
Preparations for firming the breasts
Preparations for fixing the hair
Preparations for grinding [abrasives]
Preparations for hair waving
Preparations for imparting a permanent wave to the hair
Preparations for laundry purposes
Preparations for laundry use
Preparations for oral hygiene [non-medicated dentifrices]
Preparations for permanent hair waves
Preparations for permanently waving the hair
Preparations for perming and setting the hair
Preparations for personal hygiene [non-medicated]
Preparations for personal use for use in the bath [non-medicated]
Preparations for polishing
Preparations for reinforcing false fingernails
Preparations for reinforcing the nails
Preparations for removing cosmetics
Preparations for removing enamels
Preparations for removing encrustation for household purposes
Preparations for removing grease for household purposes
Preparations for removing incrustation for household purposes
Preparations for removing lacquer
Preparations for removing make-up
Preparations for removing nail varnish
Preparations for removing oil for household purposes
Preparations for removing paints
Preparations for removing rust
Preparations for removing soot
Preparations for removing stains
Preparations for renovating leather [polishes]
Preparations for rustproofing
Preparations for scouring metals
Preparations for setting hair
Preparations for shaving
Preparations for soaking laundry
Preparations for styling the hair
Preparations for teeth cleaning
Preparations for the cleaning of carpets
Preparations for the cleaning of floor coverings
Preparations for the cleaning of the hair
Preparations for the hair
Preparations for the hair for use in styling
Preparations for the maintenance of the scalp
Preparations for the maintenance of the skin
Preparations for the nails [cosmetic]
Preparations for the ornamentation of the body
Preparations for the permanent waving of hair
Preparations for the protection of the hair from the sun
Preparations for the removal of dirt
Preparations for the removal of grease for household use
Preparations for the removal of lime for household use
Preparations for the removal of oil for household use
Preparations for the removal of paints
Preparations for the removal of scum for household use
Preparations for the removal of stains
Preparations for the scalp [shampoo]
Preparations for toning the body
Preparations for toning the skin
Preparations for unblocking drain pipes
Preparations for unblocking drains
Preparations for use in adding body [volume] to the hair
Preparations for use in cleaning carpets
Preparations for use in cleaning curtains
Preparations for use in cleaning floors
Preparations for use in cleaning upholstery
Preparations for use in shaving
Preparations for use in stripping paints
Preparations for use in styling the hair
Preparations for use in suntanning
Preparations for use in the removal of wax
Preparations for waving the hair
Preparations for window cleaning
Preparations in powder form for polishing floors
Preparations in spray form for cleaning floors
Preparations to make shiny the leaves of plants
Preparations to make the leaves of plants shiny
Prepared wax for cobblers
Prepared wax for depilation
Prepared wax for laundry use
Prepared wax for moustaches
Prepared wax for polishing
Prepared wax for use by tailors
Preservative creams for leather
Preservatives for leather [polishes]
Pre-shave creams
Pre-shave foams
Pre-shave gels
Pre-shave lotions
Pre-shave preparations
Pre-shaving preparations
Pressed face powder
Pumice stone
Pumice stones for cosmetic purposes
Pumice stones for personal use
Pumice stones for use on the body
Quillaia bark for washing
Ratus [herbal feminine wash preparations]
Reforming lotions for use in permanent waving
Restoring preparations [polishes]
Retinol cream for cosmetic purposes
Rinse aids
Rinse preparations
Rinses [cleaning preparations]
Rinses [toiletries]
Rinses to prevent dental caries
Rinses to prevent tartar forming on the teeth
Roll-on deodorants for personal use
Room fragrances
Room fragrancing preparations
Room fragrancing products
Room perfume sprays
Room perfumes in spray form
Room scenting sprays
Rose oil
Rose oil for cosmetic purposes
Rouge
Rouges
Rubbing compounds [abrasives] for paintwork
Rust removers
Rust removing compositions
Rust removing preparations
Sachets for perfuming linen
Saddle soap
Safrol
Salt crystal removers
Salts for bath use
Salts for toilet use
Salves [non-medicated]
Sandcloth
Sandpaper
Sanitary preparations [toiletries]
Scale removing preparations for household purposes
Scented bathing salts
Scented ceramic stones
Scented deodorant preparations for human beings or for animals
Scented linen sprays
Scented oils
Scented oils used to produce aromas when heated
Scented pine cones
Scented preparations
Scented sachets
Scented water
Scented wood
Scents
Scouring liquids
Scouring powders
Scouring preparations
Scouring solutions
Scrubbing powder
Scrubs [preparations], other than for medical use
Seaweed for cosmetology
Seaweed gelatine for laundry use (funori)
Self tanning creams
Self tanning lotions
Self tanning mists
Self tanning preparations
Self-tanning preparations [cosmetics]
Serum for cosmetic use
Setting lotions for the hair
Setting preparations for the hair
Shampoos
Shampoos containing insecticides
Shampoos for animals [non-medicated grooming preparations]
Shampoos for babies
Shampoos for human hair
Shampoos for personal use
Shampoos for pets [non-medicated grooming preparations]
Shampoos for the hair
Shampoos for use on the person
Shampoos for vehicles
Sharpening preparations
Shave creams
Shaving balms
Shaving cream
Shaving creams
Shaving foam
Shaving foams
Shaving gel
Shaving gels
Shaving lotion
Shaving lotions
Shaving mousse
Shaving preparations
Shaving preparations in gel form
Shaving preparations in liquid form
Shaving soap
Shaving soaps
Shaving sprays
Shaving sticks [preparations]
Shaving stones [astringents for cosmetic purposes]
Shaving stones [astringents]
Sheets of abrasive material
Shining preparations [polish]
Shining preparations for plant leaves
Shoe and boot cream
Shoe black [shoe polish]
Shoe cleaners [preparations]
Shoe cleaning preparations
Shoe cream
Shoe dressing preparations
Shoe polish
Shoe polish applicators containing shoe polish
Shoe sprays
Shoe wax
Shoemakers' wax
Shower additives
Shower and bath foam
Shower and bath gel
Shower creams
Shower foams
Shower gel
Shower gels
Shower preparations
Shower soap
Silicon carbide [abrasive]
Silicon carbide for use as an abrasive
Skin bronzing creams
Skin care creams
Skin care lotions
Skin care oils
Skin care preparations
Skin cleansers
Skin cleansing cream
Skin cleansing lotion
Skin cleansing preparations
Skin conditioners
Skin conditioning creams for cosmetic purposes
Skin cream
Skin creams
Skin emollients
Skin foundation
Skin fresheners
Skin fresheners [cosmetics]
Skin jewels for cosmetic purposes
Skin lighteners
Skin lightening compositions
Skin lightening creams
Skin lotion
Skin lotions
Skin moisturizer masks
Skin moisturizers used as cosmetics
Skin polishing rice bran (arai-nuka)
Skin texturizers
Skin toners
Skin tonics [non-medicated]
Skin whitening creams
Skin whitening preparations
Skincare cosmetics
Skincare preparations for cosmetic purposes
Slimming aids for cosmetic use
Slimming preparations for cosmetic use
Smoothing preparations [starching]
Smoothing stones
Soap
Soap creams for use in washing
Soap for brightening textile
Soap for foot perspiration
Soap free washing emulsions for the body
Soap pads
Soap powder
Soap powders
Soap products
Soap solutions
Soaps
Soaps for body care
Soaps for household use
Soaps for laundry use
Soaps for personal use
Soaps for toilet purposes
Soaps in cake form
Soaps in gel form
Soaps in liquid form
Soapy detergents
Soapy gels
Soda lye
Softening agents for laundry purposes
Solid powder for compacts
Solid powder for compacts [cosmetics]
Solid toothpaste tablets
Solvent cleaners for household use
Solvent for removing adhesives used for affixing false hair
Solvents for janitorial cleaning purposes
Solvents for removing paints
Solvents for removing varnishes
Solvents for scraping purposes
Spectacle cleaning wipes impregnated with lens cleaning solution
Spirit gum for affixing false hair
Spirit gum for cosmetic use
Spirit gum remover
Sponges impregnated with soaps
Sponges impregnated with toiletries
Spot removers [preparations]
Spray cleaners for freshening athletic mouth guards
Spray polish
Sprays [preparations] for the body, other than for medical use
Sprays [preparations] for the cleaning of carpets
Sprays [preparations] for the cleaning of furniture
Sprays [preparations] for the hair
Sprays [preparations] for wigs
Sprays for use on the body [cosmetics]
Sprays for use on the body [toiletries]
Stain removers
Stain removing agents
Stain removing benzine
Stain removing preparations
Stain removing preparations for use on household goods
Starch for abrasive purposes
Starch for cleaning purposes
Starch for laundry purposes
Starch for washing preparations
Starch glaze for laundry purposes
Stones [abrasives] for removing hard skin from the feet
Styling gels
Styling gels for the hair
Styling lotions for the hair
Styling mousse
Styling mousse for the hair
Styling sprays for the hair
Substances for dry cleaning
Substances for laundering purposes
Substances for laundry use
Substances for polishing
Substances for scouring
Substances for the hair
Sugar soap
Sun barriers [cosmetics]
Sun block
Sun block preparations
Sun blocking cream
Sun blocking gel
Sun blocking lipsticks
Sun blocking lotions
Sun blocking oils
Sun blocking preparations
Sun bronzers
Sun creams
Sun gel [cosmetics]
Sun lotions [cosmetics]
Sun milk [cosmetics]
Sun protecting creams [cosmetics]
Sun protection oils [cosmetics]
Sun protection products [cosmetics]
Sun protectors for lips [cosmetics]
Sun screen preparations
Sun screening preparations
Sun skin care products [cosmetics]
Sun-block lotions
Sunscreen cream
Sunscreen creams
Sunscreen preparations
Sun-screening preparations
Sunscreens
Suntan creams [self-tanning creams]
Suntan lotion
Suntan milk
Suntan oils
Suntan oils for cosmetic purposes
Suntan preparations
Suntan preparations for use on the skin
Sun-tanning oils
Sun-tanning preparations
Sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]
Surface finishing [polishing] products for cabinet-making
Synthetic detergents for clothes
Synthetic musk
Synthetic perfumery
Tablets for cleaning dentures
Tailors' wax
Talc [toiletries]
Talcum powder
Talcum powder [for toilet use]
Talcum powder, for toilet use
Talcum powders
Tan lotions [cosmetics]
Tanning compositions [cosmetics]
Tanning creams
Tanning creams [cosmetics]
Tanning gels [cosmetics]
Tanning milks [cosmetics]
Tanning oils [cosmetics]
Tanning preparations [cosmetics]
Tanning removing preparations
Teak restoring preparations [polishes]
Tea-tree oil
Teeth cleaning lotions
Teeth whitening strips
Teeth whitening strips impregnated with teeth whitening preparations [cosmetics]
Temporary tattoos for cosmetic purposes
Terpenes [essential oils]
Textile pads impregnated with cosmetics
Textile pads impregnated with soap for toilet cleansing purposes
Textile pads impregnated with toilet preparations
Theatrical makeup
Throat sprays [non-medicated]
Time-release solid drain detergent
Tints [cosmetics]
Tints for the beard
Tints for the hair
Tissues impregnated with a skin cleanser
Tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions
Tissues impregnated with cosmetics
Tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations
Tissues impregnated with non-medicated preparations for personal use
Tissues impregnated with perfumed preparations
Tissues impregnated with preparations for cleaning
Tissues impregnated with toilet preparations
Toilet abrasive materials
Toilet bowl detergents
Toilet cleaners
Toilet creams
Toilet lotions
Toilet milk
Toilet napkins of cellulose impregnated with cosmetics
Toilet napkins of cellulose impregnated with toilet preparations
Toilet napkins of cellulose wadding impregnated with cosmetics
Toilet napkins of cellulose wadding impregnated with toilet preparations
Toilet napkins of paper impregnated with cosmetics
Toilet napkins of paper impregnated with toilet preparations
Toilet oils
Toilet powders
Toilet preparations
Toilet soap
Toilet soaps
Toilet water
Toilet waters
Toiletries in the form of creams
Toiletries in the form of lotions
Toiletry preparations
Toiletry preparations for the care of the skin of domestic animals
Tonics [cosmetic]
Tonics [cosmetic] based on plant extracts
Toning creams [cosmetic]
Toning lotion, for the face, body and hands
Tooth care preparations
| 3 | Tooth cleaning preparations |
| 3 | Tooth paste |
| 3 | Tooth polish |
| 3 | Tooth polishes |
| 3 | Tooth powder |
| 3 | Tooth powders |
| 3 | Toothpaste |
| 3 | Toothpaste for smokers |
| 3 | Topical preparations for promoting hair growth |
| 3 | Topical skin sprays for cosmetic purposes |
| 3 | Towels impregnated with cleaning preparations |
| 3 | Towels impregnated with non-medicated toilet preparations |
| 3 | Toy cosmetics [usable] |
| 3 | Traffic lane cleaning preparations |
| 3 | Tripoli stone for polishing |
| 3 | Turpentine for degreasing |
| 3 | Under-eye enhancers |
| 3 | Upholstery cleaners |
| 3 | Vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes |
| 3 | Vanishing cream |
| 3 | Varnishes [cosmetics] |
| 3 | Varnish-removing preparations |
| 3 | Vehicle cleaning preparations |
| 3 | Vehicle polishing substances |
| 3 | Vehicle shampoos |
| 3 | Volatile alkali [ammonia] [detergent] |
| 3 | Volcanic ash for cleaning |
| 3 | Wallpaper cleaning preparations |
| 3 | Washes for toilet purposes |
| 3 | Washing agents for textiles |
| 3 | Washing conservation agents |
| 3 | Washing creams |
| 3 | Washing liquids |
| 3 | Washing powder |
| 3 | Washing preparations for household purposes |
| 3 | Washing preparations for personal use |
| 3 | Washing soda, for cleaning |
| 3 | Washing substances |
| 3 | Washing-up detergent |
| 3 | Washing-up liquids |
| 3 | Washing-up preparations |
| 3 | Water for cosmetic use |
| 3 | Waterless shampoos |
| 3 | Waterless soap |
| 3 | Waterproof sunscreen |
| 3 | Wave setting lotions |
| 3 | Wave setting preparations |
| 3 | Wave-set lotions |
| 3 | Waving preparations |
| 3 | Waving preparations for the hair |
| 3 | Wax for parquet floors |
| 3 | Wax for polishing purposes |
| 3 | Wax polishes |
| 3 | Wax strips for removing body hair |
3 Wax treatments for the hair
3 Waxes for leather
3 Waxes for polishing
3 White petroleum jelly for toilet purposes
3 Whiting
3 Window cleaners [polish]
3 Window cleaners in spray form
3 Window cleaning compositions
3 Windscreen cleaning fluids
3 Windscreen cleaning liquids
3 Windscreen cleaning preparations
3 Windscreen degreasing preparations
3 Windshield cleaner fluids
3 Windshield cleaning liquids
3 Windshield cleaning preparations
3 Windshield washing fluid
3 Wipes for toilet use impregnated with cosmetic preparations
3 Wipes impregnated with a cleaning preparation
3 Wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser
3 Wipes impregnated with cleaning or polishing preparations
3 Wipes impregnated with cosmetic lotions
3 Wiping cloth impregnated with a cleaning preparation for cleaning eye glasses
3 Wood polishing substances
3 Wood treatment preparations for cleaning
3 Wood treatment preparations for polishing
3 Wrinkle removing skin care preparations
3 Wrinkle resistant cream
4 Additives, non-chemical, to motor fuel
4 Alcohol (fuel)
4 Alcohol [fuel]
4 Animal fat for technical uses
4 Animal oils for industrial purposes
4 Anthracite
4 Anti-seize substances [oils]
4 Aromatherapy fragrance candles
4 Artificial fireplace logs
4 Artificial petroleum
4 Automobile fuels
4 Automotive engine oils
4 Automotive final drive oils
4 Automotive greases
4 Automotive lubricants for car engines
4 Automotive lubricating compounds
4 Aviation fuel
4 Bagasse for use as fuel
4 Barbecue briquettes
4 Barbecue fuel made from woodchips
4 Barbecue lighting fuel
4 Barbecue liquid lighters
4 Beef tallow for industrial purposes
4 Beeswax
4 Beeswax for use in further manufacture
4 Beeswax for use in the manufacture of candles
4 Beeswax for use in the manufacture of cosmetics
4 Beeswax for use in the manufacture of ointments
Belt dressings
Belting wax
Benzene fuel
Benzine
Benzine fuel
Binding preparations for solid fuels
Biodiesel fuel
Biofuel
Biofuels
Biogas
Biomass fuel
Bitumen emulsions for fuel
Boiled oil for industrial purposes
Bone oil for industrial purposes
Bottled gas [fuel]
Bougies in the nature of wax candles
Brickwork preservatives [oils]
Briquettes
Briquettes of bitumen
Briquettes of coal
Briquettes of wood
Butane for lighting
Butane fuel
Butane gas for use as a fuel
Cable lubricants
Candle assemblies
Candles
Candles and wicks for lighting
Candles for lighting
Candles for night lights
Candles for use in the decoration of cakes
Carbon dioxide for lighting
Carburants
Carnauba wax
Casting oils
Castor oil for industrial purposes
Cement preservatives [oils]
Ceresine
Chafing dish fuel
Chain grease
Chain oil
Charcoal [for fuel]
Charcoal [fuel]
Charcoal based products for use as a fuel
Charcoal briquettes
Charcoal briquettes (tadon)
Charcoal lighter fluid
Chassis grease
Christmas lights [candles]
Christmas tree candles
Christmas tree decorations for illumination [candles]
Cigarette lighter fluid
Coal
Coal based fuels
Coal briquettes
Coal dust (fuel)
Coal dust [fuel]
Coal gas
Coal naphtha
Coal tar oil
Coke
Colza oil for industrial purposes
Combustible agglomerated fuels
Combustible briquettes
Combustible briquettes [charcoal briquettes]
Combustible compositions
Combustible fuels
Combustible gases
Combustible materials
Combustible oil
Combustible products
Combustible waxes
Combustion enhancers [oils]
Combustion enhancers [petroleum products]
Compositions for binding dust
Compositions for preserving brickwork [oils]
Compositions for preserving cement [oils]
Compositions for preserving concrete [oils]
Compressed natural gas
Concrete preservatives [oils]
Concrete sealing agents [oils]
Corn oils for industrial purposes
Corrosion penetrating oils
Cottonseed oils for industrial purposes
Crude oil
Crude oil products derived from the refining of crude
Crude oils
Cutting fluids
Cutting oil for industrial metal working
Cutting oils
Deep drawing lubricants
Demoulding oil
Diesel fuel
Diesel oil
Dressings for wire ropes
Drilling lubricants
Duct lubricants
Dust absorbing compositions
Dust absorbing preparations
Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions
Dust binding compositions
Dust binding compositions for sweeping
Dust laying compositions
Dust removing preparations
Dust suppressants
Dust wetting compositions
Dust-binding compositions
Electrical energy
Emulsions of bitumen for use as fuel
Emulsions of oil for use as a fuel
Engine oils
Engine starting sprays
Engineering oils
Ethanol [fuel]
Ethanol fuels
Extra fine oils for motors
Extreme pressure oils
Fine oils for motors
Firelighters
Firelighters in the nature of kindling woods
Fireplace logs
Firewood
Fish oil, not edible
Fish oils for industrial purposes
Fluids for use in stamping metals
Fluids for use in straining metals
Flux oils
Fossil fuels
Fragranced candles
Froth flotation oils
Fuel
Fuel briquettes
Fuel for lighters
Fuel for lighting purposes
Fuel for motor vehicles
Fuel for portable fireplaces
Fuel for use in barbecues
Fuel from crude oil
Fuel gas
Fuel gas cartridges
Fuel in the form of brickettes
Fuel in the form of briquettes
Fuel mixtures
Fuel oil
Fuel pellets
Fuel products of pressed wood chips
Fuel with an alcoholic base
Fuels
Fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants
Fuels derived from crude oil
Fuels derived from oil
Fuels for cooking
Fuels for heating purposes
Fuels for lighters
Fuels from biological sources
Fuels in liquid form
Fuels with an alcoholic base
Gas [fuel]
Gas cartridges
Gas for firearms
Gas for lighting
Gas fuels
Gas mixtures
Gas oil
Gas oil for domestic heating
Gaseous fuels
Gases for flame heating
Gases for use as fuel
Gases for use as illuminants
Gases for use in cooking
Gases for use in heating
Gases for use in lighting
Gasoline
Gasoline (fuel)
Gasoline [fuel]
Gear oils
Granular absorbent oil-based composition for absorbing spills from floors
Graphite as a lubricant
Graphited lubricants
Grease for arms [weapons]
Grease for belts
Grease for boots
Grease for brake shoes
Grease for footwear
Grease for leather
Grease for machines
Grease for shoes
Greases
Greases for technical purposes
Greases for the lubrication of cables
Greases for the lubrication of exposed gears
Greases for the lubrication of joints
Greases for the preservation of leather
Greases for use with ball-bearings
Greases for weapons
Gun barrel oil
Hardened oils [hydrogenated oils for industrial use]
Heat treatment oils for use in metal working
Heating oil
Heating oils containing additives
Heavy oils
High pressure greases
High-octane petrol
Household fuel briquettes
Hydrocarbon compositions
Hydrocarbon fuels
Illuminants
Illuminating grease
Illuminating materials
Illuminating oil
Illuminating wax
Industrial fuel oil
Industrial gasoline
Industrial grease
Industrial greases
Industrial lubricants
Industrial oil
Industrial oil for batteries
Industrial oils
Industrial oils and greases
Industrial paraffins
Industrial wax
Isolating oils
Kerosene
Kerosene for domestic heating
Kindling
Lamp oil
Lamp oils
Lamp wicks
Lanolin
Lanolin for use in the manufacture of cosmetics
Lanolin for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and ointments
Lanoline for industrial purposes
Leather preserving oil and grease
Light oils
Lighter fluid for charcoal
Lighter fuel
Lighting fuel
Lignite
Lignite briquettes
Ligroin
Linseed oils for industrial purposes
Liquefied gas
Liquefied natural gas
Liquefied petroleum
Liquefied petroleum gas
Liquefied petroleum gases
Liquid fuels
Liquid gas
Liquid petroleum gas
Low ash content coal
Low sulphur coal
Lubricants
Lubricants being gear oils
Lubricants containing low friction additives
Lubricants for agricultural implements
Lubricants for aircraft engines
Lubricants for cables
Lubricants for industrial apparatus
Lubricants for industrial machinery
Lubricants for machines
Lubricants for metal working
Lubricants for metallic surfaces
Lubricants for motor vehicles
Lubricants for plastic materials
Lubricants for polymeric surfaces
Lubricants for surgical apparatus
Lubricants for use in industrial processes
Lubricants for use in machine cutting
Lubricants for use in the machining of metal
Lubricants for use on conveyors
Lubricants for use on wire ropes
Lubricants for use with power cables
Lubricants having cleaning properties
Lubricants in the nature of oils
Lubricating agents, other than for medical use
Lubricating fluids
Lubricating graphite
Lubricating grease
Lubricating oil
Lubricating oil for motor vehicle engines
Lubricating oils
Lubricating oils [industrial lubricants]
Lubricating oils and greases
Lubricating oils for automotive apparatus
Lubricating oils for laser printers
Lubricating oils for petrol engines
Lubricating oils for use as a cutting fluid
Lubricating oils for wheels
Lump charcoal
Machine cutting fluids
Manufactured solid fuels
Marine greases
Marine oils
Masonry preservatives [oils]
Mazut
Metal cutting compounds
Metal preservatives [oils]
Metalworking [cutting] fluids
Metalworking lubricants
Metalworking oils
Methanol fuel
Methylated spirit
Methylated spirits for fuel [denaturated fuel alcohols]
Mineral coal
Mineral fuel
Mineral lubricating oils
Mineral motor fuel
Mineral oil for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and skin care products
Mineral oils
Mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes [not for fuel]
Moistening oil
Motor fuel
Motor oil
Motor oils
Motor spirit
Motor spirits
Motor vehicle lubricants
Mould release oils
Mould releasing oils
Naphtha
Natural gas
Nightlights [candles]
Non-chemical additive concentrates for lubricants
Non-chemical additive concentrates for motor fuels
Non-chemical additives for combustion enhancers
Non-chemical additives for coolants
Non-chemical additives for cutting oils
Non-chemical additives for engine oils
Non-chemical additives for fuels
Non-chemical additives for gearbox oils
Non-chemical additives for greases
Non-chemical additives for hydraulic fluids
Non-chemical additives for lubricants
Non-chemical additives for oils
Non-chemical additives for petroleum products
Non-chemical additives for transmission oils
Non-chemical additives to motor fuel
Non-chemical anti-freezing additives for fuels
Non-chemical petrol additives
Non-mineral greases for industrial purposes [not for fuel]
Non-mineral oils for industrial purposes [not for fuel]
Non-slipping preparations for belts
Oil based lubricants
Oil for the preservation of masonry
Oil well drilling lubricants
Oil-gas
Oils containing rust preventing additives
Oils containing water dispersant additives
Oils for automobiles
Oils for engines
Oils for paints
Oils for releasing form work [building]
Oils for surface treatment
Oils for tempering metals
Oils for the preservation of leather
Oils for the preservation of masonry
Oils for thermic treatment of metals
Oils for turbines
Oils for turbo units
Oils for use in the textile industry
Oils for use with machine tools
Oils in the form of emulsions
Oleine
Olive oils for industrial purposes
Ozocerite [ozokerite]
Paper spills for lighting
Paraffin
Paraffin wax
Peanut oils for industrial purposes
Peat [fuel]
Peat briquettes [fuel]
Peat fuel oils
Penetrants
Penetrating greases
Penetrating oils
Perfumed candles
Perilla oils for industrial purposes
Petrol
Petrol additives [non-chemical]
Petrol additives [petrochemical]
Petroleum
Petroleum based dust suppressing compositions
Petroleum by-products
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum coke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum ether</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum jelly for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum, raw or refined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparations for absorbing dust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparations for binding dust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparations for enhancing the combustion of fossil fuels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparations for loosening joints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparations for loosening rusted metal components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparations for lubricating joints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparations for reducing sliding friction between two surfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservatives for brickwork [oils]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservatives for buildings [oils]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservatives for cement [oils]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservatives for concrete [oils]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservatives for metals [grease]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservatives for metals [oils]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservatives for rubber [grease]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservatives for rubber [oils]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservatives for the surfaces of buildings [oils]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservatives for tiles [oils]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process oil for use in bitumen extenders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products for protecting concrete [oils]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products for sealing brickwork [oils]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products for sealing concrete [oils]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane for heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane for lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane for use as fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane gas sold in cylinders for use in torches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rape oil for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapeseed oil for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release agents [oils]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release agents in the nature of grease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Releasing agents in the nature of oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scented candles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesame oil for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock absorbing oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoe grease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smokeless fuels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid fire starters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid fuels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid lubricants for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid lubricants for textiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid oxygen fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid propellants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidified gases [fuel]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidified gases being fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidified gases being fuels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soya bean oil preparations for non-stick treatment of cooking utensils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean oil for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray-on lubricants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stearine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Substances for use in absorbing dust
Substances for use in binding dust
Sumac wax [sumach wax]
Sunflower oil for industrial purposes
Synthetic compressor oils
Synthetic gas [fuel]
Synthetic linear alcohols [fuel]
Synthetic lubricants
Synthetic lubricating oils
Synthetic oils
Tallow
Tallow candles
Tapers
Tapers for lighting
Tealight candles
Technical oils
Textile oil
Textile oils
Tinder
Vaporised fuel mixtures
Vaporized fuel mixtures
Vegetable charcoals
Vegetable oils for lubricating food processing machines
Vegetable oils for the non-stick treatment of cooking utensils
Vegetable wax
Wax [raw material]
Wax for making candles
Wax for skis
Wax for use in coating food packaging materials
Wax for use in manufacture
Wax lights
Waxes [raw material]
White oils
Wicks
Wicks for candles
Wicks for candles for lighting
Wicks for oil lamps
Wood briquettes
Wood chips for smoking foods
Wood coal for grilling
Wood heating pellets [fuel]
Wood spills for lighting
Wool grease
Xylene fuel
Abrasive fluids for dental use
Abrasive materials for dental use, other than floss
Abrasive media for dental use, other than floss
Abrasive pads for dental purposes
Abrasive paste for dental use
Abrasive powder for dental use
Absorbent articles for medical use
Absorbent articles for use in menstruation
Absorbent cotton
Absorbent cotton pads for medical purposes
Absorbent cotton wool for medical purposes
Absorbent dressings
Absorbent materials for bandaging
Absorbent pads for medical purposes
Absorbent pants
Absorbent sanitary articles
Absorbent sanitary articles for use by incontinent people
Absorbent sanitary articles for use during menstruation
Absorbent sanitary underclothing
Absorbent sheet material for sanitary use
Absorbent wadding
Acaricides
Acetaminophen [for relief of pain]
Acetates for pharmaceutical purposes
Acids for pharmaceutical purposes
Acne cleansers [pharmaceutical preparations]
Acne creams [pharmaceutical preparations]
Acne medications
Acne treatment preparations
Aconitine
Active dried yeast for pharmaceutical purposes
Active specific immunotherapy agents
Adhesion promoters for dental use
Adhesive backed films for medical purposes
Adhesive band for medical use
Adhesive bandages
Adhesive bands for medical purposes
Adhesive cements for dental use
Adhesive cements for medical use
Adhesive compositions for dental use
Adhesive compositions for medical use
Adhesive dressing strips
Adhesive dressings
Adhesive dressings containing pharmaceutical preparations
Adhesive films for medical use
Adhesive pads [dressings]
Adhesive patches for medical purposes
Adhesive patches for surgical use
Adhesive plasters
Adhesive plasters for medical purposes
Adhesive plastics for medical use
Adhesive preparations for dental use
Adhesive skin patches for medical use
Adhesive strips for medical purposes
Adhesive strips for surgical purposes
Adhesive tape for medical use
Adhesive tapes for medical purposes
Adhesive wound dressings
Adhesives for affixing dental prosthesis
Adhesives for affixing prostheses
Adhesives for dental use
Adhesives for dentures
Adhesives for holding absorbent sanitary articles in position
Adhesives for holding bandages in place
Adhesives for holding dressings in place
Adhesives for medical use
Adhesives for pest control
Adhesives for use in fixing bandages
Adjuvants for medical purposes
Adrenal hormone preparations
Adult diapers
Agents for activating the metabolism
Agents for reducing levels of cholesterol in the blood
Agents for reducing lipid levels
Agents for use in brain imaging
Agricultural disinfectants
Air deodorants
Air deodorisers
Air deodorising preparations
Air deodorizer
Air deodorizing preparations
Air purifiers [preparations]
Air purifying preparations
Albumin dietary supplements
Albuminous foodstuffs for medical purposes
Albuminous preparations for medical purposes
Alcohol for medicinal purposes
Alcohol for pharmaceutical purposes
Alcohol swabs for medical purposes
Aldehydes for pharmaceutical purposes
Algae removing preparations
Algaecide chemicals for swimming pools
Algaecides
Algaecides [chemicals for swimming pool maintenance]
Algicides
Alginate dietary supplements
Alginates for pharmaceutical purposes
Alkaline iodides for pharmaceutical purposes
Alkaloids for medical purposes
Allergy relief medication
Alloys of precious metal for use in dentistry and dentistry technology
Alloys of precious metals for dental purposes
Almond milk for pharmaceutical purposes
Aloe vera gel for therapeutic purposes
Aloe vera preparations for pharmaceutical purposes
Aluminium acetate for pharmaceutical purposes
Amalgam for dental purposes
Amino acid preparations for medical purposes
Amino acids for medical purposes
Amino acids for veterinary purposes
Ammonia inhalants
Anaesthetic preparations
Anaesthetics
Analetics
Analgesic balm
Analgesic balms
Analgesic preparations
Analgesics
Androgen preparations
Angostura bark for medical purposes
Anhidrotics
Animal care products for veterinary use
Animal dips [preparations]
Animal flea collars
Animal protein
Animal repellent formulations
Animal repellents
Animal semen for artificial insemination
Animal sperm
Animal washes [insecticides]
Anoretics
Antacid preparations
Antacids
Anthelmintic preparations
Anthelmintics
Anti fly lotion
Antiallergic medicines
Anti-allergic pharmaceutical preparations
Anti-allergy preparations
Anti-allergy sprays
Antiarrhythmic agents
Anti-asthma preparations
Antibacterial hand and foot preparations
Antibacterial handwashes
Anti-bacterial pharmaceutical preparations
Antibacterial pharmaceuticals
Antibacterial preparations
Antibacterial soap
Antibacterial substances for medical purposes
Antibiotic dermatological products
Antibiotic food supplements for animals
Antibiotic preparations
Antibiotics
Antibiotics for human use
Antibiotics for use in dentistry
Antibiotics for veterinary use
Antibodies
Anti-cancer drugs
Anti-cancer pharmaceutical preparations
Anti-cancer preparations
Anticholinergic preparations
Anticoagulants
Anti-coagulants
Anticonvulsants
Anti-cough drops
Anticryptogamic preparations
Antidepressants
Anti-depressants
Anti-dermoinfectives
Anti-diabetic agents
Anti-diabetic pharmaceuticals
Anti-diabetic preparations
Antidiarrhoeal agents
Antidiarrhoeal preparations
Anti-diarrhoeals
Antidiuretics
Antidotes
Antiemetics
Antiemetics for morning sickness
Anti-epileptic pharmaceutical preparations
Anti-fungal agents
Antifungal creams for medical use
Antifungal preparations
Antigens
Antihemorrhoidal preparations
Antihistamines
Anti-horse-fly oils
Antihypertensive pharmaceutical preparations
Antihypertensives
Anti-hypertonic preparations
Anti-infective products for veterinary use
Anti-inflammatory agents
Anti-inflammatory ointments
Anti-inflammatory preparations
Anti-insect spray
Anti-irritants
Anti-leprotic agents
Anti-malarial preparations
Antimicrobial mouthwashes
Anti-microbial preparations
Antimicrobials for dermatologic use
Anti-motion sickness agents
Anti-nauseants
Antineoplastics
Antioxidant pills
Antiparasitic collars for animals
Antiparasitic preparations
Anti-parasitic preparations
Anti-parasitic seed coatings
Anti-parasitic seed treatments
Antiparasitic vaccines
Antiparasitics
Antipyretic analgesics
Antipyretic preparations
Anti-pyretics
Anti-rheumatic medicaments
Anti-rheumatic plasters
Antirheumatic preparations
Anti-sarcoma preparations
Antiseptic body care preparations
Antiseptic cleansers
Antiseptic cotton
Antiseptic liquid bandages
Antiseptic mouthwashes
Antiseptic ointments
Antiseptic preparations
Antiseptic washing preparations
Antiseptics
Antisera
Antiserums
Antispasmodics
Anti-spasmodics
Anti-sunburn products for pharmaceutical use
Anti-syphilitics
Anti-tartar preparations and substances
Antitoxic sera
Antitoxins
Anti-tuberculous preparations
Anti-tussive expectorants
Antitusssives
Anti-ulcer agents
Anti-uric preparations
Antivenene
Antivenin
Antivenom
Anti-viral agents
Antivirals
Aperients
Appetite stimulant preparations
Appetite suppressant pills
Appetite suppressants
Appetite suppressants for medical purposes
Aquatic herbicides
Aromatic teas for medicinal use
Arsenic detoxification agents for medical purposes
Articles of absorbent sanitary underclothing
Articles of paper for sanitary purposes
Articles of sanitary clothing
Artificial sweeteners adapted for diabetics
Artificial sweeteners adapted for medical purposes
Artificial tea for medicinal use
Artificial tears
Aseptic cotton
Aspirin
Astringent tea
Astringents [pharmaceutical]
Astringents for medical purposes
Ataractics
Attractants for pet animals
Autonomic drugs for medical purposes
Babies' bandages
Babies' beverages
Babies' creams [medicated]
Babies' diaper-pants
Babies' diapers [napkins]
Babies' diapers of paper
Babies' food
Babies' napkin-pants
Babies' napkin-pants [diaper-pants]
Babies' napkins [diapers]
Babies' napkins made of paper
Baby diapers
Baby food
Baby foods
Bacteria for medical or veterinary purposes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria poisons</td>
<td>Bacteria poisons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria removers</td>
<td>Bacteria removers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial poisons</td>
<td>Bacterial poisons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use</td>
<td>Bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial preparations for medical purposes</td>
<td>Bacterial preparations for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial preparations for veterinary purposes</td>
<td>Bacterial preparations for veterinary purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial vaccines</td>
<td>Bacterial vaccines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bactericides</td>
<td>Bactericides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bactericides for medical and veterinary use</td>
<td>Bactericides for medical and veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteriological culture mediums</td>
<td>Bacteriological culture mediums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteriological cultures for medical and veterinary use</td>
<td>Bacteriological cultures for medical and veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use</td>
<td>Bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteriological preparations for medical purposes</td>
<td>Bacteriological preparations for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteriological preparations for veterinary purposes</td>
<td>Bacteriological preparations for veterinary purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteriostats</td>
<td>Bacteriostats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balms for medical purposes</td>
<td>Balms for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balms for pharmaceutical purposes</td>
<td>Balms for pharmaceutical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balsamic preparations for medical purposes</td>
<td>Balsamic preparations for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandages [dressings] for animals</td>
<td>Bandages [dressings] for animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandages [dressings] for veterinary use</td>
<td>Bandages [dressings] for veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandages [dressings] produced from synthetic materials</td>
<td>Bandages [dressings] produced from synthetic materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandages for dressings</td>
<td>Bandages for dressings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandages for making casts</td>
<td>Bandages for making casts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandages for making splints</td>
<td>Bandages for making splints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandages for protecting wounds</td>
<td>Bandages for protecting wounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandages for skin wounds</td>
<td>Bandages for skin wounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandages for the oral cavity</td>
<td>Bandages for the oral cavity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandages for the prevention of blisters</td>
<td>Bandages for the prevention of blisters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandaging materials [dressings]</td>
<td>Bandaging materials [dressings]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium for X-ray use</td>
<td>Barium for X-ray use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barks for pharmaceutical purposes</td>
<td>Barks for pharmaceutical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier lotions for dermatological use</td>
<td>Barrier lotions for dermatological use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal layers for dental restorations</td>
<td>Basal layers for dental restorations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bath preparations for medical purposes</td>
<td>Bath preparations for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bath preparations, medicated</td>
<td>Bath preparations, medicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bath salts for medical purposes</td>
<td>Bath salts for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bee glue [propolis] for medical purposes</td>
<td>Bee glue [propolis] for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belts for sanitary articles</td>
<td>Belts for sanitary articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belts for sanitary napkins [towels]</td>
<td>Belts for sanitary napkins [towels]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belts for use with sanitary napkins</td>
<td>Belts for use with sanitary napkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belts for use with sanitary towels</td>
<td>Belts for use with sanitary towels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzol detoxification agents for medical purposes</td>
<td>Benzol detoxification agents for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta blockers</td>
<td>Beta blockers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverages adapted for medical purposes</td>
<td>Beverages adapted for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverages adapted for medicinal purposes</td>
<td>Beverages adapted for medicinal purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverages containing added minerals for medical purposes</td>
<td>Beverages containing added minerals for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverages containing added trace elements for medical purposes</td>
<td>Beverages containing added trace elements for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverages containing added vitamins for medical purposes</td>
<td>Beverages containing added vitamins for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverages for infants</td>
<td>Beverages for infants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicarbonate of soda for pharmaceutical purposes</td>
<td>Bicarbonate of soda for pharmaceutical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemical preparations for diagnostic use</td>
<td>Biochemical preparations for diagnostic use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemical preparations for medical use</td>
<td>Biochemical preparations for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemical solutions as labels for medical use</td>
<td>Biochemical solutions as labels for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemical substances for medical use</td>
<td>Biochemical substances for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemicals for pharmaceutical use</td>
<td>Biochemicals for pharmaceutical use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Biochemicals for use as indicators for medical use
Biocides
Biological control agents
Biological derivatives for pesticide use
Biological fungicides
Biological glues
Biological herbicides
Biological implants for use in guided tissue regeneration
Biological insecticides
Biological preparations for medical purposes
Biological preparations for pharmaceutical purposes
Biological preparations for the treatment of cancer
Biological preparations for use in biotechnology for medical or veterinary purposes
Biological preparations for use in cell cultures for medical or veterinary purposes
Biological preparations for veterinary purposes
Biological reagents for medical purposes
Biological reagents for veterinary purposes
Biological substances for medical use
Biological tissue cultures for medical purposes
Biological tissue cultures for veterinary purposes
Biotechnological preparations for medical use
Biotechnological preparations for veterinary use
Bismuth preparations for pharmaceutical purposes
Bismuth subnitrate for pharmaceutical purposes
Blood
Blood components
Blood culture media for medical or veterinary use
Blood for medical purposes
Blood grouping reagents for medical use
Blood plasma
Blood preparations for injection
Blood protein fractions
Blood tonics
Body care preparations [medicated]
Body care products [medicated]
Body lotions for medical purposes
Bonding cement for use in dental surgery
Bone cement for medical purposes
Bone cement for surgical and orthopaedic purposes
Bone cement for surgical and orthopedic purposes
Bone cements for orthopaedic purposes
Bone cements for surgical purposes
Bone fillers consisting of living materials
Bone growth media consisting of biological materials for medical purposes
Bone metabolism regulating preparations
Bottled water for medical purposes
Bouillons for bacteriological cultures
Breast-nursing pads
Breath refreshers for medical purposes
Breath-freshening chewing gum for medicinal purposes
Bromine for pharmaceutical purposes
Bronchodilating preparations
Bunion pads
Burn dressings
By-products of the processing of cereals for dietetic or medical purposes
Cachets for pharmaceutical purposes
Cachou for pharmaceutical purposes
Calamine lotion
Calomel [fungicide]
Camphor for medical purposes
Camphor oil for medical purposes
Candy for medical purposes
Candy, medicated
Capillary stabilizing agents for medical purposes
Capsules for medicines
Capsules for veterinary pharmaceutical preparations
Capsules of herbs for medical use
Capsules sold empty for pharmaceuticals
Carbolic soaps
Carbolineum [parasiticide]
Carbonated water for medical use
Cardiotonics
Cardiovascular agents for medical purposes
Cardiovascular pharmaceutical preparations
Cardiovascular pharmaceuticals
Cardiovascular preparations
Carpet deodorisers
Carpet deodorizers
Carriers for pharmaceutical preparations
Casein dietary supplements
Castor oil for medical purposes
Cat repellents
Cattle drench [insecticides]
Cattle washes [insecticides]
Caustic pencils
Caustics for pharmaceutical purposes
Cedar wood for use as an insect repellent
Cellular function activating agents for medical purposes
Cellulose esters for pharmaceutical purposes
Cellulose ethers for pharmaceutical purposes
Cellulose for pharmaceutical purposes
Cellulose wadding for medical purposes
Cellulose wipes for medical purposes
Cellulose wool for medical use
Cellulose wool for surgical use
Cement for animal hooves
Cements for dental prostheses
Cements for use in dental procedures
Ceramic materials for dental use for fillings
Ceramics for the construction of denture parts
Ceramics for the construction of dentures
Ceramics for the construction orthodontic appliances
Ceramics for use as filling materials in dentistry
Ceramics for use in obturations
Ceramics for use in the reconstruction of denture parts
Ceramics for use in the reconstruction of dentures
Ceramics for use in veneering dentures
Cereals for babies
Cereals prepared for use as invalids' foods for medical purposes
Cerebral hemorrhage prophylactic agents
Charcoal for pharmaceutical purposes
Chemical analysers [preparations] for medical use
Chemical conductors for electrocardiograph electrodes
Chemical conductors for use with electrocardiograph electrodes
Chemical contraceptive sponges
Chemical contraceptives
Chemical diagnostic reagents for medical use
Chemical pessaries
Chemical preparations containing enzymes for medical purposes
Chemical preparations containing enzymes for pharmaceutical purposes
Chemical preparations containing enzymes for veterinary purposes
Chemical preparations for balneological purposes
Chemical preparations for balneotherapy purposes
Chemical preparations for dental use
Chemical preparations for destroying vermin
Chemical preparations for gynaecological purposes
Chemical preparations for healing purposes
Chemical preparations for medical analysis purposes
Chemical preparations for medical diagnostic purposes
Chemical preparations for medical purposes
Chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes
Chemical preparations for testing blood for medical purposes
Chemical preparations for the diagnosis of diabetes
Chemical preparations for the diagnosis of pregnancy
Chemical preparations for the in-vivo diagnosis of pregnancy
Chemical preparations for treating mildew
Chemical preparations for treating phylloxera
Chemical preparations for use in DNA analysis for medical purposes
Chemical preparations for use in the cementing of dental cavities
Chemical preparations for use in the detection of bacteria for medical purposes
Chemical preparations for veterinary purposes
Chemical preparations to treat mildew
Chemical preparations to treat wheat blight [smut]
Chemical preparations to treat wheat smut
Chemical products for aquarium water [pharmaceuticals]
Chemical products for biotechnological purposes [medical]
Chemical products for biotechnological purposes [veterinary]
Chemical products for curative purposes
Chemical products for dental purposes
Chemical products for diagnostic use [medical]
Chemical products for diagnostic use [veterinary]
Chemical products for immunoassay use [medical]
Chemical products for immunoassay use [veterinary]
Chemical products for killing weeds
Chemical products for laboratory use for medical or veterinary purposes
Chemical products for medical analysis
Chemical products for medical or veterinary diagnostic purposes
Chemical products for medical use
Chemical products for pharmaceutical use
Chemical products for the identification of bacteria for medical or veterinary use
Chemical products for therapeutical use
Chemical products for use in dental surgery
Chemical products for use in dentistry
Chemical products for use in medical science
Chemical products for veterinary analysis
Chemical reagent mixtures for medical or veterinary use
Chemical reagent mixtures in kit form for medical or veterinary use
Chemical reagents for identification of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use
Chemical reagents for laboratory use for medical or veterinary purposes
Chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes
Chemical reagents for use in medical or veterinary diagnosis
Chemical reagents for use in medicine
Chemical test reagents [medical]
Chemical test reagents [veterinary]
Chemicals for forestry [fungicides]
Chemicals for forestry [herbicides]
Chemicals for forestry [insecticides]
Chemicals for forestry [parasiticide]
Chemicals for pharmaceutical use
Chemicals for use in analysis for medical and veterinary purposes
Chemicals for use in chromatography for medical and veterinary purposes
Chemicals for use in fish tanks [pharmaceuticals]
Chemicals for use in pathology for medical and veterinary purposes
Chemicals for use in radiochemical analysis for medical or veterinary purposes
Chemicals for use in thermography for medical or veterinary purposes
Chemicals having antimicrobial properties for medical or veterinary purposes
Chemico-pharmaceutical preparations
Chemotherapeutics
Chewing gum for medical purposes
Chilblain preparations
Chinoline for medical purposes
Chloramphenicol preparations
Chlorine detoxification agents for medical purposes
Chloroform
Cholesterol reducers
Chondroitin preparations
Chromatic alginate dental impression material
Chromatographic supports for medical use
Cinchona for medical purposes
Cleaners [preparations] for sterilising dental instruments
Cleaners [preparations] for sterilising surgical instruments
Cleaning cloths impregnated with disinfectant for hygiene purposes
Cleaning preparations for contact lenses
Cleaning solvents for removing adhesive plasters
Cleansing solutions for medical use
Clinical diagnostics for medical or veterinary use
Cocaine
Cod liver oil
Cod-liver oil drops
Cold cream for medical use
Cold creams for the treatment of sporting injuries
Collagen based medicated supplements for food
Collagen for medical purposes
Collodion for pharmaceutical purposes
Collyrium
Colostrum substitutes
Colostrum supplements
Colouring reagents for detecting dental plaque
Composite material for dental prosthesis
Composite materials for dental and dental technical purposes
Compositions for regulating reproduction
Compounds for sanitising eggs
Compounds for the destruction of micro-organisms
Compounds for treating cancer
Compounds for treating respiratory diseases
Compounds having an anti-inflammatory activity
Compounds having analgesic activity
Compounds having anti-rheumatic activity
Compreses
Compresses for use as dressings
Compression bandages [dressings]
Conductive lacquer for dental purposes
Condurango bark for medical purposes
Confectionery for medicinal purposes
Contact lens cleaning preparations
Contact lens disinfectants
Contact lens solutions
Contraceptive foams
Contraceptive preparations
Contraceptive sponges
Contrast media for use in medical imaging
Contrast media for use with medical ultrasound apparatus
Cooling sprays for medical purposes
Cord blood for medical purposes
Corn pads
Corn plasters
Corn remedies
Corn rings for the feet
Corrosive agents for the surface treatment of teeth
Cotton for dental purposes
Cotton for medical purposes
Cotton sticks for medical purposes
Cotton swabs for medical purposes
Cotton swabs for medical use
Cotton tipped sticks for medical purposes
Cotton wool balls for medical use
Cotton wool for medical purposes
Cotton wool for pharmaceutical purposes
Cotton wool for surgical use
Cotton wool in the form of buds for medical use
Cotton wool in the form of pads for medical use
Cotton wool in the form of wipes for medical use
Cotton wool swabs for medical use
Cotton wool tips for medical purposes
Cotton wool wadding for medical use
Cough linctus
Cough mixtures
Cough sweets
Cough syrups
Cream of tartar for pharmaceutical purposes
Creams for dermatological use
Creosote for pharmaceutical purposes
Croton bark
Croton bark for medical purposes
Crystalline cellulose for use as a pharmaceutical carrier
Crystals for therapeutic purposes
Culture media for medical use
Culture media for veterinary use
Cultures for medical use
Cultures for pharmaceutical use
Cultures for veterinary use
Cultures of cell media for medical use
Cultures of cell media for veterinary
Cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use
Cultures of microorganisms for medical use
Cultures of microorganisms for veterinary use
Curare
Curare for medical purposes
Cytostatic preparations
Decoctions for pharmaceutical purposes
Decoctions of medicinal herb
Decongestant capsules
Decongestant nasal sprays
Decongestants
Decongestive pharmaceutical preparations being inhalants
Deer velvet [medicinal substances]
Dehydrated alfalfa in the form of tablets for medical use
Dementholized peppermint oil for medical purposes
Deminerallised water for medical purposes
Dental abrasives
Dental adhesion promoters
Dental adhesives
Dental alloys
Dental amalgam alloys
Dental amalgams
Dental amalgams of gold
Dental anaesthetics
Dental bonding material
Dental care preparations [medicated]
Dental cement for fillings
Dental cements
Dental ceramic frits
Dental ceramic material
Dental ceramics
Dental ceramics for the production of bridges
Dental ceramics for the production of crowns
Dental ceramics for the repair of crowns
Dental composite materials
Dental composites
Dental etching materials
Dental fillers
Dental filling agents
Dental fissure sealants
Dental health gum [medicated]
Dental impression materials
Dental lacquer
Dental mastics
Dental materials for making models of teeth
Dental materials for packing the teeth
Dental materials for stopping the teeth
Dental opacifying compositions
Dental opaquing materials
Dental plaster compounds
Dental polymers
Dental porcelain materials
Dental preparations for disclosing plaque
Dental preparations for the relief of toothache
Dental repair materials
Dental resins
Dental restorative materials
Dental rinses, medicated
Dental sealants
Dental stone
Dental stopping materials
Dental varnishes for cavity lining of teeth
Dental varnishes for sealing teeth
Dental veneers
Dental wax
Dental wax for the preparation of dental moulds
Dental waxes
Denture base materials
Denture bases
Denture adhesives
Deodorant preparations for absorbing animal odours
Deodorant preparations for absorbing cooking odours
Deodorant preparations for household use
Deodorants for clothing
Deodorants for clothing and textiles
Deodorants for household use
Deodorants for refrigerators
Deodorants for textiles
Deodorants, other than for human beings or for animals
Depuratives
Dermatological creams [medicated]
Dermatological pharmaceutical products
Dermatological preparations [medicated]
Dermatological substances in the form of ointments
Detectably labelled preparations for medical use
Detectably labelled preparations for veterinary use
Detergents for medical purposes
Detergents for medical use having anti-bacterial properties
Detergents for medical use having deodorising properties
Detergents for medical use having disinfectant properties
Detergents for surgical aspirators
Detergents for veterinary purposes
Dextrins for pharmaceutical use
Dextrose for medical purposes
Diabetic bread adapted for medical use
Diabetic foodstuffs adapted for medical use
Diagnostic agents for pharmaceutical use
Diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes
Diagnostic chemical reagents for medical use
Diagnostic preparations for detecting plaque
Diagnostic preparations for gynaecological purposes
Diagnostic preparations for gynaecological testing purposes
Diagnostic preparations for medical and veterinary use
Diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary purposes
Diagnostic preparations for medical purposes
Diagnostic preparations for medical use for sale in kit form
Diagnostic preparations for medical use in-vivo diagnosis
Diagnostic preparations for veterinary purposes
Diagnostic products for medical purposes
Diagnostic reagents for in-vitro use [medical]
Diagnostic reagents for medical use
Diagnostic reagents for medical use for sale in kit form
Diagnostic reagents for medicinal use
Diagnostic scanning agents for in-vivo use [medical]
Diagnostic substances for medical use
Diagnostic testing materials for medical use
Diapers for incontinents
Diapers for pets
Diapers liners
Diaphoretics
Diastase for medical purposes
Diet supplements for animals
Dietary fiber
Dietary fiber to aid digestion
Dietary fibre
Dietary food preparations for medical use
Dietary food supplements for medical use
Dietary foods for medical use
Dietary nutritional supplements for medical use
Dietary preparations for slimming purposes [medicated]
Dietary substances for medical use
Dietary supplements for animals
Dietary supplements for humans and animals
Dietary supplements for infants
Dietary supplements for medical use
Dietetic beer for medical purposes
Dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes
Dietetic canned fruits adapted for medical purposes
Dietetic confectionery adapted for medical purposes
Dietetic drinks adapted for medical purposes
Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies
Dietetic food for medical purposes
Dietetic food supplements adapted for medical purposes
Dietetic foods adapted for infants
Dietetic foods adapted for invalids
Dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes
Dietetic foods for medicinal purposes
Dietetic foods for use in clinical nutrition
Dietetic foodstuffs for invalids
Dietetic foodstuffs for medical purposes
Dietetic foodstuffs for medical use in the form of prepared meals
Dietetic foodstuffs for medical use made of sugar and sweetener
Dietetic infusions for medical use
Dietetic jams for medical use
Dietetic milk shakes for medical use
Dietetic preparations adapted for medical use
Dietetic substances adapted for medical use
Dietetic substances for babies
Dietetic substances for infants
Dietetic substances for invalids
Dietetic substances for medical use
Dietetic substances for medical use in weight control
Dietetic substances for medicinal purposes
Dietetic substances for veterinary use
Dietetic sugar for medical use
Dietetic sugar substances adapted for medical purposes
Dietetic sugar substitutes for medical use
Dietetic sweeteners adapted for medical purposes
Digestants
Digestive enzymes
Digestives for pharmaceutical purposes
Digitalin
Dill oil for medical purposes
Diluents for medical use
Disinfectant dressings
Disinfectant soap
Disinfectant soap solutions
Disinfectant swabs
Disinfectant washes
Disinfectants
Disinfectants for aquaria
Disinfectants for chemical toilets
Disinfectants for contact lenses
Disinfectants for household use
Disinfectants for hygiene purposes
Disinfectants for hygienic purposes
Disinfectants for medical instruments
Disinfectants for sanitary purposes
Disinfectants for swimming pools
Disinfectants for use in swimming pools
Disinfectants for use in washing apparatus
Disinfectants for use on the person
Disinfectants for veterinary use
Disinfectants impregnated into tissues
Disinfecting agents
Disinfecting preparations for use in hygiene
Disposable babies' diapers
Disposable babies' nappies [diapers]
Disposable baby diapers
Disposable diapers for incontinence
Disposable diapers of cellulose for incontinence
Disposable diapers of paper for incontinence
Disposable hygienic paper articles impregnated with pharmaceutical preparations
Disposable liners for napkins for incontinence
Disposable napkins for incontinence
Disposable napkins of paper for incontinence
Disposable nappies made of cellulose for incontinence
Disposable nappies made of paper for incontinence
Disposable pants of cellulose for holding an incontinence' napkin in place
Disposable pants of paper for holding an incontinence' napkin in place
Disposable sanitary napkins of cellulose
Disposable sanitary napkins of paper
Disposable sanitizing wipes
Disposable training pants [diapers] for babies
Disposable training pants of cellulose for incontinence
Disposable training pants of paper for incontinence
Disposable underpants of cellulose for incontinence
Disposable underpants of paper for incontinence
Distilled oils for body care [pharmaceuticals]
Diuretic pharmaceutical preparations
Diuretics
Dog lotions for veterinary purposes
Dog washes [insecticides]
Donkey-hide gelatin (Ejiao) for Chinese medicinal use
Double sided adhesive tapes for medical use
Doubling material for dental uses
Douching preparations for medical purposes
Dragees [medicines]
Dressing materials for wounds
Dressing retention materials
Dressings for burns
Dressings for skin traumas
Dressings for wounds
Dressings, medical
Dried Chinese boxthorn fruits for Chinese medicinal use
Dried colostrum milk being food for infants
Dried milk being food for infants
Dried milk powder being food for babies
Dried milk preparations being food for babies
Dried milk products being food for babies
Drinking water for medical purposes
Drug delivery agents in the form of edible wafers for wrapping powdered pharmaceuticals
Drugs
Drugs for medical purposes
Drugs for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases
Drugs to be administered by inhalation
Ear bandages
Ear candles
Ear candles for therapeutic purposes
Ear drops
Eardrops
Ectoparasiticides
Edible fish oil [cod liver oil] for medical purposes
Edible fish oils for medical purposes
Edible soy proteins [supplements]
Effervescent analgesic pharmaceutical preparations
Effervescent dietetic preparations for pharmaceutical purposes
Effervescent pharmaceutical preparations
Effervescent vitamin tablets
Egg sanitizing preparations
Elastic bandages [dressings]
Elastic bandages incorporating absorbent wadding
Elastic dressings
Electrolyte replacement beverages for medical purposes
Electrolyte solutions for medical use
Elixirs [pharmaceutical preparations]
Elixirs for preventing chills
Elixirs for preventing colds
Elixirs for preventing throat infections
Elixirs for relieving asthma
Elixirs for relieving colds
Elixirs for relieving throat infections
Embedding material for dental use
Embrocations
Embrocations for pharmaceutical purposes
Emetics
Emmenagogues
Emollients for medical purposes
Enamel substances adapted for dental use
Enema preparations for stoma use
Enema preparations in a plastic applicator for rectal use
Enteral feeding preparations containing fatty substances
Enteral feeding preparations for oral feeding
Enteral feeding preparations for tube feeding
Enzyme dietary supplements
Enzyme preparations for medical purposes
Enzyme preparations for veterinary purposes
Enzyme supplements for medical purposes
Enzymes for medical or veterinary use
Enzymes for medical purposes
Enzymes for veterinary purposes
Epidermal growth factor preparations for the treatment of burns
Epidermal growth factor preparations for the treatment of wounds
Ergot for pharmaceutical purposes
Erythromycin preparations
Esters being pharmaceutical products
Esters for pharmaceutical purposes
Esters for use as veterinary preparations
Esters of fatty acids for use as pharmaceutical preparations
Estrogen preparations
Ethers for medical use
Ethers for pharmaceutical purposes
Eucalyptol for pharmaceutical purposes
Eucalyptus for pharmaceutical purposes
Evacuants
Evacuants [purgatives]
Evening primrose oil for medical use
Excipients for pharmaceutical purposes
Expectorants
External dermatological preparations
Extracts of hops for pharmaceutical purposes
Extracts of medicinal herbs
Extracts of medicinal plants
Extracts of plants in capsule form for pharmaceutical use
Eye drops
Eye lotions for medical use
Eye moisturisers for medical use
Eye ointment for medical use
Eye pads for medical use
Eye pads for surgical use
Eye patches
Eye patches for medical purposes
Eyepatches for medical purposes
Fabric deodorisers
Fabric deodorizers
Fabrics for dressings
Facing material for use in dentistry
Facing materials for use in dental surgery
Fat emulsions for medical infusions
Febrefuges
Feeding stimulants for animals
Fennel for medical purposes
Ferments for pharmaceutical purposes
Fertility enhancement preparations
Fibre supplements
Filled ampoules of pharmaceutical preparations
Filled first aid boxes
Filled first aid kits
Filled syringes containing pharmaceuticals for medical purposes
Filled vials of pharmaceutical preparations
Filling materials for teeth
Finger bandages [dressings]
First aid kits
First-aid boxes, filled
Fish meal for pharmaceutical purposes
Fish oil for medical purposes
Fissure sealant for dental and dental technical purposes
Fixing materials for dental purposes
Flaxseed dietary supplements
Flaxseed for pharmaceutical purposes
Flaxseed meal for pharmaceutical purposes
Flaxseed oil dietary supplements
Flea collars
Flea exterminating preparations
Flea powders
Flea sprays
Flour for pharmaceutical purposes
Flours for medical purposes
Flowers of sulfur for pharmaceutical purposes
Fly catching adhesive
Fly catching adhesives
Fly catching paper
Fly combating preparations
Fly destroying preparations
Fly glue
Fly paper
Foam pellets for use within tooth cavities
Fodder additives for medical purposes
Fodder additives for veterinary purposes
Food esters for pharmaceutical purposes
Food for babies
Food for infants
Food for invalids
Food for medically restricted diets
Food stuffs especially made for medical purposes
Food substances adapted for medical use
Food supplements for medical purposes
Food supplements for the dietary management of illness in humans
Food supplements with added proteins for use by athletes
Foods adapted for medical use
Foods for persons having complex metabolic disorders
Foodstuffs for babies
Foodstuffs for infants
Foodstuffs for use in the dietary management of obesity
Foot bandages [dressings]
Foot ointments
Foot rot vaccines
Formic aldehyde for pharmaceutical purposes
Freeze-dried food adapted for medical purposes
Freeze-dried meat adapted for medical purposes
Frostbite salve for pharmaceutical purposes
Frozen edible protein
Fruit flavoured tea for medicinal use
Fruit gums for medical use
Fruit tea for medicinal purposes
Fumigants
Fumigating pastilles
Fumigating preparations for killing weeds
Fumigating sticks
Fumigating sticks as disinfectants
Fumigation preparations for medical purposes
Fungicidal fungal agents
Fungicidal preparations
Fungicides
Fungicides for agricultural use
Fungicides for domestic use
Fungicides for horticultural use
Fungicides for killing vermin
Fungicides for medical use
Fungicides, herbicides
Furniture deodorisers
Gallic acid for pharmaceutical purposes
Gamboge for medical purposes
Gas mixture separation membranes for use in dressing wounds
Gas mixtures for medical use
Gases for dental use
Gases for medical purposes
Gastroenteric preparations
Gastrointestinal cleaning agents
Gastrointestinal drugs
Gastrointestinal preparations
Gastrokinetic preparations
Gauze bandages [dressings]
Gauze compresses
Gauze dressings
Gauze for dressing babies’ napkins
Gauze for dressings
Gel for use in ophthalmic operations
Gelatine for medical purposes
Gels for dermatological use
General anesthetics
Genetic identity tests comprised of reagents for medical purposes
Gentian for pharmaceutical purposes
Germicidal cleaners
Germicidal preparations
Germicidal preparations for personal use
Germicides
Ginseng [for medicinal purposes]
Ginseng capsules for medical purposes
Ginseng extract for medicinal use
Ginseng extract products for medicinal use
Ginseng for medicinal use
Ginseng preparations incorporating vitamins and minerals for medicinal use
Glucose dietary supplements
Glucose for medical purposes
Glucose for use as an additive to foods for medical purposes
Glucose for use in dietetic products for medical purposes
Glucose in the form of pharmaceutical products
Glucose powder for medical purposes
Glucose preparations for medical purposes
Glucose syrups for medical purposes
Glue coated strips for catching insects
Glue coated strips for use against vermin
Glutamate for medical use
Gluten for medical use
Glycerine for medical purposes
Glycerophosphates
Gold amalgam for dental purposes
Gold for use in the manufacture of dental amalgams
Goulard water
Granulocyte colony stimulation factors
Grease for medical use
Greases for medical or veterinary purposes
Greases for medical purposes
Greases for veterinary purposes
Guaiacol for pharmaceutical purposes
Guided tissue regeneration materials
Gum for medical purposes
Gum tissue regeneration materials
Gummed taffeta plasters
Gummy vitamins
Gums for medical use
Gurjun [gurjon, gurjan] balsam for medical purposes
Gurjun balsam for medical purposes
Gynaecological bandages
Gynaecological dressings
Gypsum for dental purposes
Haematogen
Haemoglobin
Haemoglutination compounds
Haemorrhoid preparations
Haemostatic materials
Haemostatic pencils
Haemostatic preparations
Hand creams for medical use
Health food supplements for persons with special dietary requirements
Health food supplements made principally of minerals
Health food supplements made principally of vitamins
Healthcare preparations [medicinal]
Heatstroke treating agents
Hematogen
Hemoglobin
Hemorrhoid preparations
Hemorrhoidal ointments
Hemostatic pencils
Hemostatics for medical purposes
Herb preparations for medicinal purposes
Herb teas for medicinal purposes
Herbal anti-dandruff preparations [medicated]
Herbal anti-dandruff shampoos for medical purposes
Herbal beverages for medicinal use
Herbal compounds for medicinal use
Herbal dietary supplements for persons with special dietary requirements
Herbal extracts for medical purposes
Herbal infusions for medicinal use
Herbal medicine
Herbal preparations [preserved] for medicinal use
Herbal preparations containing peppermint oil for medicinal use
Herbal preparations for medicinal purposes
Herbal preparations for the relief of hay fever
Herbal preparations for use in medicine
Herbal remedies
Herbal tea for medicinal use
Herbal teas for medicinal purposes
Herbicide for agricultural use
Herbicides
Herbicides [weedkillers]
Herbicides for agricultural crops
Herbicides for agricultural use
Herbicides for use on farms
Herbicides for use on plantations
Herbs for medicinal purposes
High strength dental stone
Homeopathic medicines
Homeopathic pharmaceuticals
Homeopathic preparations
Homeopathic salts
Homogenised food adapted for medical purposes
Homogenized food adapted for medical purposes
Hoof oil for horses
Hormone preparations for medical use
Hormone preparations for pharmaceutical use
Hormone preparations for veterinary use
Hormones for medical purposes
Horns and antlers and horn and antler products [medicinal substances]
Household deodorisers
Household disinfectants
Household odour removers
Human albumen
Human albumin
Human allograft tissue
Human coagulation factors
Human growth hormone
Human immune globulin
Human plasma protein
Human vaccine preparations
Hyaluronic acid for medical purposes
Hyaluronic acid for surgical purposes
Hyaluronic acid for use in arthroscopic surgery
Hydrastine
Hydrastinine
Hydrated chloral for pharmaceutical purposes
Hydrogen peroxide for medical purposes
Hydrolysed starches for infants’ foods
Hydrolysed starches for invalids’ foods
Hydrolysed starches for pharmaceutical use
Hydroxylapatite for medical purposes
Hygienic lubricants
Hygienic products for babies for medical use
Hygienic underwear with protective sanitary linings for enuresis
Hyperammonia reduction preparations
Hyperlipidemic pharmaceutical preparations
Hypertensive medicaments
Hypnotic sedatives
Hypoglycemic agents
Ibuprofen
Ice beverages for medical use
Imitation cigarettes for medical purposes
Imitation cigarettes for quitting smoking
Immunoassay reagents for medical use
Immunocytochemistry diagnostic preparations for medical use
Immunodiagnostic agents for blood clots
Immunoglobulin preparations
Immunoglobulins for medical use
Immunologic preparations for the treatment of pneumonia
Immunologic preparations for the treatment of pulmonary diseases
Immunological antibodies for medical use
Immunological antisera for medical use
Immunological products
Immunological products for intravenous injections
Immunological products for medical use
Immunomodulators
Immunostimulants
Immunosuppressive pharmaceutical preparations
Immunotherapeutic agents for bacterial infections
Immunotherapeutic agents for cancer
Immunotherapeutic agents for in vivo use for blood clots
Implant materials for use in guided tissue regeneration in surgery
Implantable materials for use in guided tissue regeneration
Implantable medicines
Implants comprising living tissue
Implants for guided tissue regeneration
Impregnated antiseptic wipes
Impregnated handkerchiefs containing medicated preparations
Impregnated medicated pads
Impregnated medicated swabs
Impregnated medicated wipes
Impregnated napkins [diapers]
Impregnated pads containing medicated preparations
Impregnated paper articles for disinfecting
Impregnated paper articles for sterilising
Impregnated towels containing disinfectant preparations
Impregnated towels containing sterilizing preparations
Impregnated wipes of cellulose containing medicated preparations
Impression materials for dental purposes
In vivo medical diagnostic scanning agents for medical use
In vivo medical imaging agents for medical use
Incontinence bags
Incontinence bandages
Incontinence belts
Incontinence briefs
Incontinence diapers
Incontinence garments
Incontinence napkins
Incontinence pads
Incontinence pants
Indicators for medical diagnosis
Inert gases for medical use
Infant formula
Infants' diapers [napkins]
Infants' foods
Infusion solutions of pharmaceutical preparations
Infusions for medical purposes made from plants
Infusions for medicinal purposes
Infusions for medicinal purposes made from herbs
Inhalant anesthetics
Inhalants
Inhalation capsules
Inhalation preparations for the treatment of asthma
Inhalation preparations for the treatment of bronchial disorders
Inhaled pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of respiratory diseases and disorders
Injectable preparations for the treatment of sexual impotency
Injectable solutions for medical purposes
Injectable solutions for use in inhibiting peristalsis
Injectable solutions of trace elements for paediatric use
Insect attractants
Insect catching adhesive papers
Insect catching adhesive strips
Insect catching adhesives
Insect exterminating agents
Insect growth regulators
Insect mating disruptants in the nature of pheromones
Insect repellent agents
Insect repellent incense
Insect repellent preparations
Insect repellents
Insect repellents for use in agriculture
Insect repellents for use on the person
Insect repellents for use with animals
Insect repelling ankle bands
Insect repelling collars
Insect repelling neck bands
Insect repelling preparations
Insect repelling tags
Insect repelling wrist bands
Insecticidal animal shampoo
Insecticidal preparations
Insecticidal preparations for animals
Insecticidal strips
Insecticidal veterinary washes
Insecticides
Insecticides for agricultural use
Insecticides for agricultural use on crops
Insecticides for domestic use
Insecticides for killing mosquitos
Insecticides for use as seed dressings
Insecticides for veterinary use
Insect-repellents
Insemination result control diagnosis reagents for veterinary use
Insulating material for dental use
Insulin
Interferon in dosage form adapted for oral administration
Intravenous fluids used for rehydration, nutrition and the delivery of pharmaceutical preparations
Intravenous solutions for medical purposes
Investment compounds for dental purposes
Investment compounds for use in dentistry
Investment moulds for dental purposes
Investment moulds for histological purposes
In-vivo diagnostic materials medical use
In-vivo diagnostic preparations medical use
In-vivo diagnostic reagents medical use
In-vivo immunodiagnostic agents medical use
In-vivo immunoprophylatic agents medical use
In-vivo radiodiagnostic agents medical use
In-vivo radiological contrast substances for medical use
Iodic acid for medical use
Iodides for pharmaceutical purposes
Iodine for medical purposes
Iodine for pharmaceutical purposes
Iodine tinctures [medicaments]
Iodoform
Irish moss for medical purposes
Iron salt preparations for pharmaceutical use
Isopropyl alcohol for medical use
Isotopes for medical purposes
Jalap
Jamu [herbal preparations for medicinal purposes]
Jasmine tea for medicinal purposes
Jujube, medicated
Kretek [clove] cigarettes for medical use
Laboratory chemicals for medical use
Laboratory reagents for medical use
Lacquers for medical use
Lactagogues
Lacteal flour for babies
Lactose for pharmaceutical purposes
Lactose free infant's formula
Ladies' underclothing [sanitary or menstruation]
Ladies' undergarments [sanitary or menstruation]
Laminates of material prepared for dressings
Larvae exterminating preparations
Larvae inhibiting preparations
Larvicides
Laxatives
Lead water
Lecithin dietary supplements
Lecithin for medical purposes
Leeches for medical purposes
Leucocyte retaining media for medical use
Lice treatment preparations
Lice treatment preparations [pediculicides]
Lime-based pharmaceutical preparations
Liniments
Lining materials for dental purposes
Linings for pants [incontinence]
Linseed dietary supplements
Linseed for pharmaceutical purposes
Linseed meal for pharmaceutical purposes
Linseed oil dietary supplements
Lint for medical purposes
Lipotropic factor preparations
Lipotropic preparations
Liquefied gases for medical use
Liquid adhesives for use as surgical dressings
Liquid antipruritic
Liquid cleaning compositions for contact lens
Liquid preparations [medicated] for cleaning the hands
Liquid preparations for the disinfection of dental apparatus
Liquid preparations for the disinfection of medical apparatus
Liquid preparations for the disinfection of veterinary equipment
Liquid preparations for the sterilisation of dental apparatus
Liquid preparations for the sterilisation of medical apparatus
Liquid preparations for the sterilisation of veterinary equipment
Liquids for preserving contact lenses
Liquorice for pharmaceutical purposes
Live microbiological preparations for veterinary or medical use
Live organisms for destroying vermin
Living microorganisms for medical or veterinary use
Local anaesthetic preparations
Local anaesthetics
Local anesthetics
Lotions for pharmaceutical purposes
Lotions for veterinary purposes
Lozenges for pharmaceutical purposes
Lozenges to break the habit of smoking
Lubricants for medical use
Lubricants for surgical purposes
Lubricating agents for medical use
Lubricating moisturising jelly for the skin for medical use
Lupulin for pharmaceutical purposes
Lyophilised food adapted for medical purposes
Lyophilised meat adapted for medical purposes
Lyophilized food adapted for medical purposes
Lyophilized meat adapted for medical purposes
Lysine preparations
Magnesia for pharmaceutical purposes
Magnesium chloride for medical use
Magnesium hydroxide for medical use
Magnesium oxide for medical use
Magnesium preparations for medical use
Magnesium salts for pharmaceutical use
Magnesium sulphate for pharmaceutical use
Malt albumen for medical use
Malt albumin for medical use
Malt albumin for pharmaceutical use
Malt extracts for medical use
Malt extracts for pharmaceutical use
Malt for pharmaceutical purposes
Malted milk beverages for medical purposes
Maltodextrins for medical use
Maltodextrins for pharmaceutical application
Mangrove bark for pharmaceutical purposes
Marine antifoulants
Masking materials [adhesive sheets] for medical use
Masking materials [adhesive tapes] for medical use
Masking papers [adhesive] for medical use
Masking strips [adhesive] for medical use
Material for dental bridges
Material for dental crowns
Material for repairing teeth
Material for stopping teeth
Material for stopping teeth, dental wax
Materials for artificial teeth
Materials for bandaging [dressings]
Materials for dental fillings
Materials for dental sealing purposes
Materials for dental treatment
Materials for dressings
Materials for filling teeth
Materials for making dental crowns
Materials for making dental impressions
Materials for making dental imprints
Materials for making dental restorations
Materials for making dies of teeth
Materials for making models of teeth
Materials for making porcelain crowns
Materials for stopping teeth
Materials for surgical casts
Materials for surgical plasters
Materials for tooth bridges
Materials for tooth crowns
Materials for tooth fillings
Materials for tooth restoration
Materials for use in applying medical preparations
Materials for use in applying pharmaceutical preparations
Materials for use in dental restorative work
Materials for use in guided tissue regeneration
Materials for use in horticulture [pesticides]
Meal for pharmaceutical purposes
Media comprising mammalian cells for in vitro use
Media for bacteriological cultures
Media for use in chromatography for medical purposes
Media for use in separation techniques for medical purposes
Medical adhesive tapes
Medical adhesives for binding internal tissue
Medical adhesives for binding wounds
Medical dressings
Medical dressings for covering incisions
Medical dressings for covering wounds
Medical dressings for protecting incisions
Medical dressings for protecting wounds
Medical foodstuff additives for veterinary use
Medical mouthwashes
Medical plasters
Medical preparation for slimming purposes
Medical preparations
Medical preparations containing camphor
Medical preparations containing collagen
Medical preparations containing eucalyptus
Medical preparations containing menthol
Medical preparations for slimming purposes
Medical preparations for use in protecting the skin from solar radiation
Medical products for use in the treatment of injuries
Medical scrubs [sterilising or disinfecting]
Medical scrubs for preparing a patient for surgery
Medical toothpastes
Medical wound dressings
Medicaments
Medicaments for use on fish
Medicaments in liquid form
Medicated additives for animal food
Medicated additives for animal foods
Medicated additives for foods
Medicated after-shave lotions
Medicated animal feed
Medicated anti-bacterial face washes
Medicated anti-cavity dental rinses
Medicated anti-cavity mouthwashes
Medicated antiseptic preparations for application to the skin
Medicated baby care products
Medicated baby oils
Medicated baby powders
Medicated balms
Medicated barrier creams
Medicated bath additives
Medicated bath concentrates
Medicated bath creams
Medicated bath crystals
Medicated bath cubes
Medicated bath essences
Medicated bath foams
Medicated bath gels
Medicated bath lotions
Medicated bath oil concentrates
Medicated bath oils
Medicated bath pearls
Medicated bath powders
Medicated bath preparations
Medicated bath products
Medicated bath salts
Medicated beverages
Medicated body creams
Medicated boiled sweets
Medicated candies
Medicated candy
Medicated capillary lotions
Medicated chewing gum
Medicated chewing pastilles
Medicated chewing sweets
Medicated cleaning preparations
Medicated cleansing preparations for the skin
Medicated confectionery
Medicated cosmetics
Medicated cough drops
Medicated cream cleaners
Medicated creams
Medicated creams for application after exposure to the sun
Medicated creams for cleaning the skin
Medicated creams for hydrating the skin
Medicated creams for moisturising the skin
Medicated creams for personal care
Medicated creams for protection against the sun
Medicated creams for protection of the skin
Medicated creams for softening the skin
Medicated creams for soothing the skin
Medicated creams for the body
Medicated creams for the eyes
Medicated creams for the face
Medicated creams for the feet
Medicated creams for the hands
Medicated creams for the lips
Medicated creams for the skin
Medicated creams for treating dermatological conditions
Medicated creams for use in washing
Medicated dental rinses
Medicated dentifrices
Medicated dry shampoos
Medicated eye-washes
Medicated facial care preparations
Medicated food additives
Medicated food additives for animals
Medicated food supplements
Medicated foods for sportspersons [vitamins or minerals]
Medicated foodstuffs
Medicated foodstuffs for animals
Medicated foot balms
Medicated foot care preparations
Medicated foot creams
Medicated foot powders
Medicated footbath preparations
Medicated gargles
Medicated gel for cleaning the skin
Medicated hair lotions
Medicated hand lotion
Medicated hand oils
Medicated lip balms
Medicated lip care preparations
Medicated lip coatings
Medicated lip protectors
Medicated lip salves
Medicated lotions
Medicated lotions for the body
Medicated lotions for the face
Medicated lotions for the hands
Medicated lotions for treating dermatological conditions
Medicated lozenges
Medicated massage oils
Medicated massage preparations
Medicated massaging ointments
Medicated mineral drinks
Medicated mineral spring waters
Medicated mint based sweets
Medicated mouth care preparations
Medicated mouth spray
Medicated mouth treatment preparations
Medicated mouth wash
Medicated mouth washes
Medicated mouthwash
Medicated night creams
Medicated nutritional additives for animal foodstuffs
Medicated nutritional creams
Medicated ointments for application to the skin
Medicated ointments for treating dermatological conditions
Medicated powders
Medicated preparations
Medicated preparations for care of the nails
Medicated preparations for care of the skin
Medicated preparations for freshening the mouth
Medicated preparations for nourishing the skin
Medicated preparations for oral care
Medicated preparations for the care of babies
Medicated preparations for the care of the body
Medicated preparations for the care of the eyes
Medicated preparations for the care of the legs
Medicated preparations for the care of the mouth
Medicated preparations for the care of the nails
Medicated preparations for the care of the oral cavity
Medicated preparations for the care of the skin
Medicated preparations for the diagnosis of pregnancy
Medicated preparations for the eyes
Medicated preparations for the face
Medicated preparations for the feet
Medicated preparations for the nails
Medicated preparations for the protection of the skin from the sun
Medicated preparations for the regeneration of the skin
Medicated preparations for the scalp
Medicated preparations for the skin
Medicated preparations for the treatment of disorders of the skin
Medicated preparations for the treatment of oral ailments
Medicated preparations for the treatment of skin diseases
Medicated preparations for the treatment of the scalp
Medicated preparations for the treatment of the skin
Medicated preparations for use as anti-smoking devices
Medicated preparations for use as supplements for food
Medicated preparations for use in suntanning
Medicated preparations for use in the bath
Medicated preparations for use in the care of the mouth
Medicated preparations for use in the treatment of sunburn
Medicated preparations for use on dry skin
Medicated preparations for use on the body
Medicated preparations for use on the nails
Medicated preparations for use on the person
Medicated preparations for use on the skin
Medicated preparations impregnated into non-woven tissues
Medicated preparations impregnated into tissues
Medicated preparations in gel form for cleansing the body
Medicated preparations in the form of creams
Medicated preparations in the form of ointments
Medicated preparations in the form of powders
Medicated preparations to protect the skin against sunburn
Medicated preparations to protect the skin from the cold
Medicated products for dental hygiene
Medicated products for oral hygiene
Medicated protective creams
Medicated scalp treatments
Medicated shampoos
Medicated shampoos for pets
Medicated skin care preparations
Medicated skin care products
Medicated skin creams
Medicated skin emollients
Medicated skin lotions
Medicated soap
Medicated sugar
Medicated sunburn lotion
Medicated sunscreening preparations
Medicated supplements for animal feedstuffs
Medicated supplements for food
Medicated supplements for foodstuffs for animals
Medicated supplements for foodstuffs for human consumption
Medicated swabs
Medicated sweets
Medicated talcum powder
Medicated throat sprays
Medicated toiletry preparations
Medicinal alcohol
Medicinal beverages
Medicinal creams for skin care
Medicinal creams for the protection of the skin
Medicinal drinks
Medicinal embrocations
Medicinal food supplements for animals
Medicinal food supplements for diabetics
Medicinal food supplements for nutritional purposes
Medicinal hair growth preparations
Medicinal herb extracts
Medicinal herbal extracts for medical purposes
Medicinal herbal infusions
Medicinal herbal preparations for medical purposes
Medicinal herbs
Medicinal herbs in dried or preserved form
Medicinal infusions
Medicinal mud
Medicinal oils
Medicinal ointments
Medicinal preparations
Medicinal preparations for stimulating hair growth
Medicinal preparations for the treatment of diseases
Medicinal preparations for use as dietetic additives for food
Medicinal radix glycyrrhizae
Medicinal roots
Medicinal salts
Medicinal sediment [mud]
Medicinal substances
Medicinal tea
Medicine
Medicine boxes, portable, filled
Medicine cases, portable, filled
Medicine for circulatory diseases
Medicine tonics
Medicines for adjusting the menstrual cycle
Medicines for alleviating constipation
Medicines for animals
Medicines for counteracting ailments
Medicines for dental purposes
Medicines for human purposes
Medicines for human use
Medicines for intestinal disorders
Medicines for preventing ailments
Medicines for prevention against milk fever
Medicines for the treatment of gastrointestinal diseases
Medicines for treatment of the heart
Medicines for use in the treatment of indigestion
Medicines for veterinary purposes
Medicines in tablet form
Melissa water for pharmaceutical purposes
Menstruation bandages
Menstruation belts
Menstruation knickers
Menstruation pads
Menstruation tampons
Menthol
| **Menthol for pharmaceutical purposes** | **Mercurial ointments** | **Mercurial ointments for medical use** | **Metal alloys for dental use** | **Metal dental restorative materials** | **Metal for use as a base in dental restorative work** | **Metal primers for dental purposes** | **Methionine preparations** | **Microbial growth inhibitors** | **Microbial inoculants for medical use** | **Microbial preparations for medical use** | **Microbial stabilising preparations for veterinary use** | **Microbicides** | **Microbiological cultures for medical purposes** | **Microbiological growth inhibitors** | **Microbiotic organisms for medical use** | **Microcarriers for medical use** | **Microorganisms for the degradation of toxins for medical use** | **Microorganisms for veterinary use** | **Microorganisms in culture form for medical use** | **Microorganisms in culture form for veterinary use** | **Mildewcides** | **Milk calcium concentrate for medical use** | **Milk ferments for pharmaceutical purposes** | **Milk foods for infants** | **Milk minerals** | **Milk powder for alimentary purposes for babies** | **Milk powder for babies** | **Milk powder for foodstuffs for babies** | **Milk powder for nutritional purposes for babies** | **Milk powders [foodstuff for babies]** | **Milk protein** | **Milk sugar for medical purposes [lactose]** | **Milk sugar for pharmaceutical purposes** | **Milking grease** | **Mineral additives** | **Mineral additives to foodstuffs for animal consumption** | **Mineral additives to foodstuffs for human consumption** | **Mineral dietary supplements for animals** | **Mineral dietary supplements for humans** | **Mineral food supplements** | **Mineral preparations for medical purposes** | **Mineral preparations for use as nutritional additives to foodstuffs for animals** | **Mineral preparations for use as nutritional additives to foodstuffs for humans** | **Mineral preparations for use as supplements to drinking water** | **Mineral salts for baths** | **Mineral salts for medical purposes** | **Mineral salts for medical use** | **Mineral salts for pharmaceutical use** | **Mineral spring salt** | **Mineral supplements for feeding livestock** | **Mineral supplements for foodstuffs for animals** | **Mineral supplements for foodstuffs for human consumption** | **Mineral supplements to foodstuffs** | **Mineral water salts** |
Mineral waters for medical purposes
Minerals for use in the preparation of foodstuffs for animal
Minerals for use in the preparation of foodstuffs for humans
Mint flavoured chewing gum for medical use
Mint for pharmaceutical purposes
Mints [candies, medicated]
Minyak Cengkeh [clove oil for medical purposes]
Minyak Gandapura [winter green oil for medical purposes]
Minyak Sereh [lemon grass oil for medical purposes]
Minyak Telon [baby oil for medical purposes]
Miticides
Mixed antibiotic preparations
Mixed hormone preparations
Mixed vitamin preparations
Mixtures of germicides and antiseptics in ointment form
Mixtures of ozone and oxygen for medical use
Modeling wax for dental purposes
Modelling materials for dental use
Modelling paste for dental purposes
Modelling wax for dental purposes
Modified pregelatinized starches for pharmaceutical purposes
Modified starches for food for persons with a dietary disorder
Modified starches for pharmaceutical purposes
Moist burn ointment [medicated] for use on exposed skin
Moist paper hand towels impregnated with a pharmaceutical lotion
Moist wipes impregnated with a pharmaceutical lotion
Moistened paper tissues impregnated with a pharmaceutical lotion
Moisturisers [pharmaceuticals]
Moisturising body lotion [pharmaceutical]
Moisturising concentrates [pharmaceutical]
Moisturising creams [pharmaceutical]
Moisturising gels [pharmaceutical]
Moisturising lotions [pharmaceutical]
Moisturising lotions for the body [pharmaceutical]
Moisturising preparations [pharmaceutical]
Moisturising preparations for use on the skin [pharmaceutical]
Moisturising skin creams [pharmaceutical]
Moisturising skin lotions [pharmaceutical]
Moisturizers [pharmaceuticals]
Moisturizing creams [pharmaceutical]
Molding wax for dentists
Moleskin for medical purposes
Moleskin for use as a medical bandage
Molluscicides
Monoclonal antibodies for medical diagnostic use
Monoclonal antibodies for medical use
Monoclonal antibodies for therapeutic purposes
Monoclonal antibody reagents for medical use
Mosquito repellent coils
Mosquito repellents
Mosquito-repellent incenses
Moss killing substances
Moth repellents
Mothballs
Mothproof paper
Mothproofing paper
Mothproofing preparations
Motion sickness treatment preparations
Moulding wax for dentists
Mouth rinses for medical use
Mouth sprays for medical use
Mouthwash preparations [medicated] for oral hygiene purposes
Mouthwashes [gargles] for medical purposes
Mouthwashes for medical purposes
Moxa rolls for moxibustion therapy
Mud for baths
Mugwort for medical purposes
Multi-purpose cleaners [medical detergents]
Multi-vitamin fruit juice beverages for medical use
Multivitamin preparations
Multi-vitamin preparations
Multivitamins
Muscle relaxants
Mustard for pharmaceutical purposes
Mustard oil for medical purposes
Mustard plasters
Mustard poultices
Mustard powder for medical purposes
Mustard preparations for medical purposes
Myco-protein for medical use
Myco-protein for veterinary use
Myrobalan bark for pharmaceutical purposes
Nail fungus treatment preparations
Nail sanitizing preparations
Napkins for incontinents
Napkins made of cellulose for incontinents
Napkins made of paper for incontinents
Nappies for incontinent adults
Nappies of cellulose for incontinents
Nappies of paper for babies
Nappies of paper for incontinents
Nappy cream [medicated]
Nappy liners for incontinents
Nappy pants for incontinents
Narcotics
Nasal cleaning preparations for medical purposes
Nasal decongestants
Nasal drops for the treatment of allergies
Nasal rinse
Nasal spray for the treatment of allergies
Nasal washes
Natural body care products [medicated] for the face
Natural body care products [medicated] for the skin
Natural healthcare preparations [medicaments]
Natural mineral water for medical purposes
Natural oils [medicinal]
Natural pharmaceutical products
Natural preparations [medicaments] for skin treatment
Natural spring waters being bottled for medical purposes
Natural spring waters for medical purposes
Natural starches for medical purposes
Natural starches for pharmaceutical purposes
Natural water for medical purposes
Nausea medications
Nematicides
Nematocides
Nematode pesticide
Nerve gas antidotes
Nervines
Niacin tablets
Nicotine gum for use as an aid to stop smoking
Nicotine-containing lozenges for medical use
Noble metal alloys for use in dentistry
Non-elastic bandages [dressings]
Non-medicated food additives for animals [minerals]
Non-medicated food additives for animals [trace elements]
Non-medicated food supplements for animals [minerals]
Non-medicated food supplements for animals [trace elements]
Non-medicated food supplements for animals [vitamins]
Non-medicated surgical dressings
Non-soapy cleansing preparations for medical use
Non-specific muscle relaxants
Nucleic acid amplification reagents for medical use
Nursing pads
Nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes
Nutraceuticals for therapeutic purposes
Nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplements
Nutriments
Nutriments for babies
Nutritional additives for animal feed [medicated]
Nutritional additives to foodstuffs for animals, for medical purposes
Nutritional media for bacteriology
Nutritional preparations for medical use
Nutritional products for medical use for intravenous infusion
Nutritional solutions for medical use for intravenous administration
Nutritional supplements
Nutritional supplements for animals for medical use
Nutritional supplements for medical use
Nutritive agents for processing living cells for medical use
Nutritive substances for microorganisms
Odour absorbing materials
Odour removers for use in vehicles
Oil of turpentine for pharmaceutical purposes
Oiled paper for medical purposes
Oils adapted for medical use
Oils adapted for pharmaceutical purposes
Oils adapted for veterinary use
Oils for animal hooves
Oils for pharmaceutical purposes
Oils for use in medicine
Oils for use in pharmacy
Oilseed flour for pharmaceutical use
Ointment compresses
Ointments for pharmaceutical purposes
Olive oils for pharmaceutical purposes
Opacifying materials for use in the preparation of dental veneers
Opthalmic muscle relaxants
Ophthalmic pharmaceutical preparations
Ophthalmic preparations
Ophthalmic preparations for the care of contact lenses
Ophthalmic preparations for the cleaning of contact lenses
Ophthalmic preparations in gel form
Ophthalmologic preparations
Ophthalmological preparations
Ophthalmological substances
Opiates
Opium
Opium alkaloid preparations
Opodeldoc
Opotheraphy preparations
Oral cavity drugs
Oral cephem antibiotics
Oral contraceptives
Oral disinfectants
Oral electrolytes
Oral rehydration salts
Oral vaccine preparations
Orange flavoured tea for medicinal purposes
Organic acids for medical use
Organic acids for pharmaceutical use
Organic concentrates for medical use
Organic products for agricultural use in killing insects
Organic products for agricultural use in killing weeds
Organic products for agricultural use in repelling insects
Organic products for forestry use in killing insects
Organic products for forestry use in killing weeds
Organic products for forestry use in repelling insects
Organic products for horticultural use in killing insects
Organic products for horticultural use in killing weeds
Organic products for horticultural use in repelling insects
Organism catching adhesives
Organism inhibiting adhesives
Organotherapeutics
Organotherapy preparations
Organotin compounds for use as a pesticide
Orgasm creams
Orthodontic alginate for dental impressions
Orthopaedic cements
Orthopaedic wadding [dressings]
Ovicides
Oxygen baths
Oxygen for medical purposes
Oxytocics
Ozone for medical use
Packaged tea for medicinal use
Padding materials for medical dressings
Paddings for absorbing urine
Pads for feminine protection
Pads for use with sanitary napkins
Pads for wear by persons prone to incontinence
Pads impregnated with medicated preparation
Pain killers [pharmaceuticals]
Pain relief medication
Pain relieving creams
Pain relieving preparations
Pain relieving substances
Pancreas hormone preparations
Pant liners for incontinents
Panties, absorbent, for incontinents
Pants, absorbent, for incontinents
Panty liners [sanitary]
Panty shields
Pantyliners
Paper adhesive tape for medical purposes
Paper diapers for babies
Paper diapers for infants
Paper face towels impregnated with a medicated preparation
Paper for mustard plasters
Paper for mustard poultices
Paper impregnated with oil for medical purposes
Paper nappies for babies
Paper nappies for infants
Paper tissues impregnated with medicated preparations
Paper towels impregnated with medicated preparations
Paper wipes impregnated with medicated preparations
Paper wiping cloths impregnated with medicated preparations
Paracetamol
Paraciticides
Paraffin oil gel laxative
Param [medical powders]
Parasiticide
Parasiticide for livestock
Parasiticides
Parasiticides for medical use
Parasympathomimetic preparations
Parenteral nutrition solutions for medical use
Particulate material for use in chromatographic processes for medical purposes
Pastilles being medicated tonics
Pastilles for pharmaceutical purposes
Patches incorporating a pharmaceutical preparation for application to the skin
Pearl powder for medical purposes
Pectin for pharmaceutical purposes
Pediculicidal shampoos
Penicillin preparations
Pennyroyal [medicinal oil]
Peppermint for medical use
Peppermint sweets for medicinal use
Peppermints for medicinal use
Pepsin [enzymes] for pharmaceutical purposes
Pepsin [enzymes] for veterinary purposes
Pepsins for pharmaceutical purposes
Peptones for pharmaceutical purposes
Peptones for veterinary purposes
Perfumed body lotions for medical use
Perfumed burning sticks for medical use
Perfumed compounds for medical use
Perfumed creams for medical use
Perfumed lotions for medical use
Perfumed milks for medical use
Perfumed preparations for the bath for medical use
Perfumed substances for medical use
Personal sexual lubricants
Pest control agents
Pest control formulations
Pesticidal compositions for use in households
Pesticidal preparations
Pesticides
Pesticides for agricultural use
Pesticides for horticultural use
Pesticides for use in silviculture
Pesticides in the form of tapes
Petroleum jelly for medical or veterinary purposes
Petroleum jelly for medical purposes
Pharmaceutical agents affecting digestive organs
Pharmaceutical agents affecting metabolism
Pharmaceutical agents affecting peripheral nervous system
Pharmaceutical agents affecting sensory organs
Pharmaceutical agents for epidermis
Pharmaceutical agents for treating physically caused lesions
Pharmaceutical anticoagulant preparations
Pharmaceutical appetite suppressants
Pharmaceutical compositions
Pharmaceutical compound eye-drops
Pharmaceutical creams
Pharmaceutical cytostatic preparations
Pharmaceutical cytostatic preparations for use in parenteral form
Pharmaceutical drugs
Pharmaceutical drugs being a positive inotropic agent
Pharmaceutical for the treatment of erectile dysfunction
Pharmaceutical lipsalves
Pharmaceutical medicaments in unit dosage form
Pharmaceutical preparation for skin care
Pharmaceutical preparations
Pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases
Pharmaceutical preparations being antacids
Pharmaceutical preparations being antiulceratives
Pharmaceutical preparations being hormone preparations for human use
Pharmaceutical preparations contained in transdermal patches
Pharmaceutical preparations containing a vasodilator
Pharmaceutical preparations containing amino acids
Pharmaceutical preparations containing calcitonin
Pharmaceutical preparations containing coagulants
Pharmaceutical preparations containing enzymes
Pharmaceutical preparations containing essential oils
Pharmaceutical preparations containing fish oil
Pharmaceutical preparations containing fluoride for prevention of dental decay
Pharmaceutical preparations containing hormones for humans
Pharmaceutical preparations containing royal jelly
Pharmaceutical preparations containing vitamins
Pharmaceutical preparations for alleviating disorders of the brain
Pharmaceutical preparations for animal skincare
Pharmaceutical preparations for animals
Pharmaceutical preparations for application to the body
Pharmaceutical preparations for application to the nails
Pharmaceutical preparations for application to the scalp
Pharmaceutical preparations for application to the skin
Pharmaceutical preparations for assisting the prevention of bone diseases
Pharmaceutical preparations for enteral administration
Pharmaceutical preparations for health care
Pharmaceutical preparations for human use
Pharmaceutical preparations for inhalation for the treatment of pulmonary hypertension
Pharmaceutical preparations for nails
Pharmaceutical preparations for nasal use
Pharmaceutical preparations for ocular or intraocular surgery
Pharmaceutical preparations for oral use
Pharmaceutical preparations for peripheral nervous system
Pharmaceutical preparations for personal use
Pharmaceutical preparations for promoting the maturation of the cervix
Pharmaceutical preparations for protection against the sun
Pharmaceutical preparations for skin care
Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of bone conditions
Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of cardiovascular disorders
Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of osteoporosis
Pharmaceutical preparations for the relief of insect bites
Pharmaceutical preparations for the relief of insect stings
Pharmaceutical preparations for the therapeutic treatment of diabetes mellitus
Pharmaceutical preparations for the topical treatment of dermatological disorders
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of alcoholism
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of blackheads
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of blood disorders
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of bone fractures
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular disorders
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of depressive illness
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dermatological disorders
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of digestive maladies
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of disorders of the central nervous system
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of disorders of the gastro-enterological tract
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dyslexia
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of fish in aquarium water
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of gastric diseases
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of gastrointestinal disorders
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of gynaecological disorders
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hormonal disorders
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hypercholesteremia
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hyperlipidemia
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of joint related diseases
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of Musculo-skeletal disorders
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of pimples
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of premenstrual tension
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of psoriasis
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of spots
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of the eyes
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of worms in pets
Pharmaceutical preparations for topical use
Pharmaceutical preparations for treating allergic rhinitis
Pharmaceutical preparations for treating allergies
Pharmaceutical preparations for treating asthma
Pharmaceutical preparations for treating chemical imbalances
Pharmaceutical preparations for treating dandruff
Pharmaceutical preparations for treating diabetes
Pharmaceutical preparations for treating hypertension
Pharmaceutical preparations for treating skin disorders
Pharmaceutical preparations for treating sunburn
Pharmaceutical preparations for use as dietetic additives for food
Pharmaceutical preparations for use as laxative
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in dentistry
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in discouraging the smoking habit
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in gynaecology
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in hypercholesterolemia therapy
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of arthritis
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of arthrosis
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of colostomy patients
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of diseases of the vertebral column
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of hormonal disorders
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of ileostomy patients
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of lumbago
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of muscle tension
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of pimples
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of rheumatism
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of sciatica
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of skin blemishes
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment seborrheic dermatitis
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in with an automated bacterial protection
Pharmaceutical preparations for veterinary use
Pharmaceutical preparations for wounds
Pharmaceutical preparations in strip form
Pharmaceutical preparations in the form of emulsions
Pharmaceutical preparations in the form of lozenges
Pharmaceutical preparations in the form of tablets
Pharmaceutical products
Pharmaceutical products and preparations against dry skin caused by pregnancy
Pharmaceutical products and preparations for chloasma
Pharmaceutical products derived from natural sources
Pharmaceutical products for combating heart diseases
Pharmaceutical products for combating metabolism disorders
Pharmaceutical products for infants
Pharmaceutical products for invalids
Pharmaceutical products for metabolic disorders
Pharmaceutical products for ophthalmological use
Pharmaceutical products for skin care for animals
Pharmaceutical products for the central nervous system
Pharmaceutical products for the stimulation of growth
Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of blood circulation diseases
Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of bone diseases
Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of cancer
Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of cardiovascular disorders
Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of dysfunctions of metabolism
Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of gastrointestinal disorders
Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of infectious diseases
Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of osteoporosis
Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of Paget's disease
Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of viral diseases
Pharmaceutical products for treating respiratory diseases
Pharmaceutical products for use by humans
Pharmaceutical products in gel form
Pharmaceutical solutions for topical irrigation purposes
Pharmaceutical solutions used in dialysis
Pharmaceutical substances
Pharmaceutical sweets
Pharmaceutical tablets
Pharmaceutical tonic preparations
Pharmaceuticals
Pharmaceuticals for the treatment of erectile dysfunction
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations
Phenol for pharmaceutical purposes
Pheromones
Pheromones for medical use
Phosphates for pharmaceutical purposes
Phytotherapy preparations for medical purposes
Pills for tinnitus treatment
Pine needle extracts for medical purposes
Pituitary hormone preparations
Plant compounds for use as dietary supplements [medicinal]
Plant compounds for use as dietary supplements [veterinary]
Plant extracts for medical use
Plant extracts for pharmaceutical purposes
Plant extracts for pharmaceutical use
Plaque disclosing agents
Plasmas
Plasma derivatives
Plasma expanding agents
Plaster for making orthopaedic casts
Plaster [dressings]
Plasters [dressings] for veterinary use
Plasters for calluses
Plasters for corns
Plasters for dental purposes
Plasters for medical purposes
Plasters for surgical purposes
Plasters incorporating a magnet
Plasters, materials for dressings
Plastic mixes for the fabrication of artificial teeth
Plastics materials for surgical purposes
Plastics materials for use in making dental bridges
Plastics materials for use in making dental crowns
Plastics materials for use in making dental prostheses
Plastics materials for veterinary purposes
Plastics tape for medical use
Pocket medicine cases, fitted
Poisons
Pollen dietary supplements
Pollen extracts for medical use
Pollen for medical purposes
Polyester tape for medical use
Polymer gel coatings having a bactericidal effect
Polymer gel coatings having a bacteriostatic effect
Polymer gel coatings having an antiseptic effect
Polymer gel coatings having an anti-viral effect
Polyurethane foam bandage [dressings]
Powders for medical purposes
Porcelain for dental prostheses
Porcelain materials for making dental restorations
Potassium salts for medical purposes
Potato starch for medical use
Poultices
Powder of cantharides
Powdered dietary food concentrates for use in a weight reduction programme for medical purposes
Powdered milk foods for infants
Powdered milk for babies
Powders for killing fleas
Powders for killing fleas on animals
Powders for skin care for medical use
Powders for the body for medical use
Pre-cast electrophoretic gels for medical use
Precious metal alloys for use in dentistry
Precious metal material for use in dentistry
Pre-filled syringes for medical purposes
Pregelatinized starches for pharmaceutical purposes
Pregnancy test kits
Pregnancy testing preparations
Premenstrual syndrome treatment preparations
Premenstrual tension treatment preparations
Pre-moistened paper toilet paper tissues impregnated with medicated preparations
Prenatal vitamins
Preparations consisting of minerals
Preparations consisting of mixtures of vitamins and minerals
Preparations consisting of vitamins
Preparations for application to the skin for treatment of bites
Preparations for application to the skin for treatment of stings
Preparations for callouses
Preparations for cleaning contact lenses
Preparations for cleansing the skin for medical use
Preparations for combating attack by animal pests
Preparations for combating attack by microbial pests
Preparations for combating attack by mosquitos
Preparations for combating attack on vegetables by pests
Preparations for consumption by humans to assist in sleeping
Preparations for controlling insects
Preparations for controlling vermin
Preparations for denaturing allergen protein
Preparations for dental purposes [medicated dentifrices]
Preparations for deodorising the air
Preparations for destroying dry rot fungus
Preparations for destroying harmful creatures
Preparations for destroying infestations of the hair
Preparations for destroying infestations of the scalp
Preparations for destroying insects
Preparations for destroying lice in the hair
Preparations for destroying mice
Preparations for destroying noxious animals
Preparations for destroying noxious plants
Preparations for destroying parasites
Preparations for destroying parasites in the hair
Preparations for destroying pests
Preparations for destroying rodents
Preparations for destroying vermin
Preparations for destroying weeds
Preparations for destroying woodworm
Preparations for detecting genetic predispositions for medical purposes
Preparations for detecting mutation in prion genes for medical purposes
Preparations for disclosing harmful bacteria on teeth
Preparations for disclosing the presence of dental plaque
Preparations for disinfecting skin
Preparations for disinfecting water
Preparations for dispelling vermin
Preparations for enticing vermin
Preparations for facilitating sexual coupling
Preparations for food for human consumption for babies
Preparations for food for human consumption for infants
Preparations for food for human consumption for persons with a dietary requirement due to a medical condition
Preparations for killing vermin
Preparations for killing weeds
Preparations for killing wood-boring insects
Preparations for medical analysis
Preparations for medical diagnostic purposes
Preparations for medical diagnostic use
Preparations for medical imagery
Preparations for medical purposes
Preparations for medicinal purposes derived from flowers
Preparations for medicinal purposes derived from herbs
Preparations for ocular lubrication
Preparations for oral cleaning [medicated dentifrices]
Preparations for oral hygiene [medicated dentifrices]
Preparations for personal hygiene [medicated]
Preparations for personal use for use in the bath [medicated]
Preparations for preventing nail biting
Preparations for preventing sucking of the fingers
Preparations for preventing sucking of the thumb
Preparations for preventing the formation of algae in water
Preparations for reducing sexual activity
Preparations for removal of adhesive bandages
Preparations for sanitary use
Preparations for stopping teeth
Preparations for the care of contact lenses
Preparations for the cleansing of the gastrointestinal tract
Preparations for the diagnosis of ovulation
Preparations for the diagnosis of pregnancy
Preparations for the disinfection of contact lenses
Preparations for the irrigation of the gastrointestinal tract
Preparations for the neutralising of odours
Preparations for the preservation and storage of human organs
Preparations for the relief of hay fever
Preparations for the rinsing of contact lenses
Preparations for the storing of contact lenses
Preparations for the treatment of asthma
Preparations for the treatment of bed sores
Preparations for the treatment of burns
Preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases
Preparations for the treatment of dandruff
Preparations for the treatment of diarrhoea
Preparations for the treatment of disorders of lipid metabolism
Preparations for the treatment of disorders of the central nervous system
Preparations for the treatment of disorders of the respiratory tract
Preparations for the treatment of eczema
Preparations for the treatment of eye diseases
Preparations for the treatment of fertility diseases
Preparations for the treatment of fevers
Preparations for the treatment of haemophilia
Preparations for the treatment of psoriasis in human beings
Preparations for the treatment of teeth
Preparations for the treatment of the skin
Preparations for trapping flies
Preparations for use as additives to animal foodstuffs [medicated]
Preparations for use as additives to animal foodstuffs [minerals]
Preparations for use as additives to animal foodstuffs [trace elements]
Preparations for use as additives to food for human consumption [medicated]
Preparations for use as additives to food for human consumption [minerals]
Preparations for use as additives to food for human consumption [trace elements]
Preparations for use as additives to foodstuffs for cats [minerals]
Preparations for use as additives to foodstuffs for cats [trace elements]
Preparations for use as additives to foodstuffs for dogs [minerals]
Preparations for use as additives to foodstuffs for dogs [trace elements]
Preparations for use as dietetic additives for food [minerals]
Preparations for use as dietetic additives for food [trace elements]
Preparations for use as nutritional supplements for animal foodstuffs [minerals]
Preparations for use as nutritional supplements for animal foodstuffs [trace elements]
Preparations for use as nutritional supplements for animal foodstuffs [vitamins]
Preparations for use in agricultural cultivation for destroying vermin
Preparations for use in analysis for medical purposes
Preparations for use in dialysis
Preparations for use in disinfecting
Preparations for use in haemofiltration
Preparations for use in medical analysis
Preparations for use in medical diagnosis
Preparations for use in medical evaluation
Preparations for use in medical prediction
Preparations for use in naturopathy
Preparations for use in the diagnosis of pregnancy
Preparations for use in the mouth [medicated dentifrices]
Preparations for use in the removal of bandages
Preparations for use in the treatment of burns
Preparations for use in the treatment of cardiac conditions
Preparations for use in the treatment of disorders of the mouth
Preparations for use in the treatment of skin lesions
Preparations for use in vaginal lubrication
Preparations for use in vaginal moisturising
Preparations for use in weight reduction as part of medical treatment
Preparations for use on contact lenses
Preparations in the form of pills for gastrointestinal use
Preparations made from flour for pharmaceutical purposes
Preparations made from lacteal flour for babies
Preparations made from nematodes for use as bioinsecticides
Preparations of agrochemical herbicides
Preparations of carbon and of charcoal for pharmaceutical use
Preparations of enzymes for medical purposes
Preparations of enzymes for veterinary purposes
Preparations of herbs for medicinal use
Preparations of hydrocarbons for medical use
Preparations of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use
Preparations of micro-organisms for veterinary use
Preparations of minerals
Preparations of plants for pharmaceutical use
Preparations of plants for veterinary use
Preparations of trace elements for human and animal use
Preparations of vitamins
Preparations to facilitate teething
Preparations to prevent chewing or biting by animals
Preparations to prevent nail-biting
Preparations to replace the natural mucus slime of fish
Prescription synthetic narcotics
Pressure bandages [dressings]
Probiotic bacterial formulations for medical use
Probiotic bacterial formulations for veterinary use
Probiotic bacterial preparations
Products containing antibodies for use in medicine
Products for the control of mastitis in animals
Products for the prevention of mastitis in animals
Products for the sterilization of fruits
Products for the sterilization of grains
Products for the sterilization of soil
Products for the treatment of rheumatic pain
Products having a fungistatic effect
Products in gel form for the treatment of acne
Prophylactic agents against diarrhoea
Prophylactic agents against travel sickness
Prophylactic preparations
Prophylactic preparations for application to barrier contraceptive devices
Prophylactic preparations for application to condoms
Propolis dietary supplements
Propolis for pharmaceutical purposes
Prosthodontic materials
Protective liners for panties
Protective ointments
Protective panty liners
Protective sanitary linings for pants
Protein dietary supplements
Protein foods for dietetic purposes adapted for medical use
Protein foods for human consumption adapted for medical purposes
Protein preparations for use as additives to animal foodstuffs for veterinary purposes
Protein preparations for use as additives to foodstuffs for human consumption adapted for medical purposes
Protein products for human consumption adapted for medical purposes
Protein supplements for animals
Proteinaceous substances for human consumption adapted for medical purposes
Proteins for animal consumption
Proteins for human consumption
Proteins for medical use in binding antibodies
Proteins for medical use in detecting antibodies
Proteins for medical use in recombinant DNA technology
Psycho-pharmaceutical preparations
Purgatives
Purified enzymes for medical use
Purified enzymes for veterinary use
Pyrethrum insecticides
Pyrethrum powder
Quassia for medical purposes
Quassia insecticides
Quebracho bark for medical use
Quebracho for medical purposes
Quinine for medical purposes
Quinquina for medical purposes
Radiation sickness treating agents
Radio chemical products for medical use
Radioactive elements for medical diagnosis
Radioactive elements for medical use
Radioactive materials for medical diagnosis
Radioactive materials for medical purposes
Radioactive pharmaceutical preparations
Radioactive preparations for medical diagnosis
Radioactive preparations for medical use
Radioactive preparations veterinary diagnosis
Radioactive preparations veterinary use
Radioactive substances for medical purposes
Radiochemical products for medical diagnosis
Radiochemical products for medical use
Radiodiagnostic compounds
Radio-isotope markers for therapeutic or diagnostic use
Radiological contrast agents for medical purposes
Radiological contrast media for medical purposes
Radiological contrast substances for medical purposes
Radiological preparations for medical purposes
Radiopharmaceutical products
Radiotherapeutic compounds
Radiotherapeutic cytotoxic agents
Radiotherapeutic drugs
Radiotherapeutic hormones
Radium for medical purposes
Rare gases for medical use
Rat poison
Raticides
Reactants for medical diagnosis
Reactants for veterinary diagnosis
Reagent paper for medical purposes
Reagent paper for veterinary purposes
Reagent strips for medical or veterinary purposes
Reagents for analytical purposes for medical use
Reagents for analytical purposes for veterinary use
Reagents for blood grouping for medical purposes
Reagents for blood grouping for veterinary purposes
Reagents for in-vitro laboratory use for medical purposes
Reagents for in-vitro laboratory use for veterinary purposes
Reagents for medical diagnostic applications
Reagents for medical use
Reagents for microbiological analysis for medical purposes
Reagents for microbiological analysis for veterinary purposes
Reagents for protein folding for medical purposes
Reagents for protein folding for veterinary purposes
Reagents for testing aqueous solutions for medical purposes
Reagents for testing aqueous solutions for veterinary purposes
Reagents for use in analysis for medical purposes
Reagents for use in analysis for veterinary purposes
Reagents for use in analytical tests for medical purposes
Reagents for use in analytical tests for veterinary purposes
Reagents for use in biological processing for medical purposes
Reagents for use in biological processing for veterinary purposes
Reagents for use in diagnostic pregnancy tests
Reagents for use in diagnostic tests for medical purposes
Reagents for use in diagnostic tests for veterinary purposes
Reagents for use in medical diagnosis
Reagents for use in medical genetic testing
Reagents for use in the development of monoclonal antibodies for medical purposes
Reagents for use in the development of monoclonal antibodies for veterinary purposes
Reagents for use in veterinary genetic testing
Reagents in kit form for conducting enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays [ELISA] for medical purposes
Reagents in kit form for conducting enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays [ELISA] for veterinary purposes
Recombinant human erythropoietin
Regimen preparations [pharmaceuticals]
Remedies for foot perspiration
Remedies for perspiration
Renal scanning agents for medical use in vivo diagnosis
Renal scanning agents for veterinary use in vivo diagnosis
Reodorants for medical use
Repellents for animals
Repellents for cats
Repellents for dogs
Resins for dental purposes
Respiratory stimulants
Rheological additives for medical use
Rheology modifying compositions for medical use
Rhubarb roots for pharmaceutical purposes
Rodenticides
Roller bandages [dressings]
Room deodorants
Room deodorizing preparations
Root extracts for medical purposes
Royal jelly dietary supplements
Royal jelly for medical purposes
Royal jelly for pharmaceutical purposes
Rubber for dental moulding purposes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rubber for dental purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubbing alcohol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubeferalents for medical purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccharide preparations for medical use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safflower oil for medical purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salivary gland hormone preparations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt adapted for medical purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt pellets for medical use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt tablets for medical use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salts for medical purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salts for mineral water baths</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salts for mineral water baths [medicated]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salves [medicated]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary articles for babies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary articles for incontinents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary articles for use in menstral hygiene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary articles for use in teaching hygiene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary belts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary belts for use with sanitary napkins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary belts for use with sanitary pads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary belts for use with sanitary towels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary briefs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary chemical substances for disinfecting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary chemical substances for sterilising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary holders for use with sanitary napkins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary holders for use with sanitary pads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary holders for use with sanitary towels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary knickers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary linings for briefs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary linings for panties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary napkins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary pads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary panties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary pants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary preparations for medical purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary preparations for medical use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary preparations for personal hygiene [medicated]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary products for babies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary products for incontinents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary shields for panties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary sterilising preparations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary tampons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary towels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary undergarments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary wear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary wraps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitizing tablets for laboratory water baths</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitizing wipes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarkomycin preparations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarsaparilla for medical purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scapulars for surgical purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrubs [preparations] for medical use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea salt for medical purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea water for medicinal bathing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sealing agents for dental purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sedatives
Seed dressings [fungicides, insecticides]
Self adhesive dressings
Self tanning preparations for medical purposes
Self-adhesive sterile tape for medical use
Self-adhesive sterile tape for surgical dressing
Self-adhesive sterile tape for wound dressing
Self-adhesive tapes for medical purposes
Semen for artificial insemination
Sera
Sera for in vivo use
Serotherapeutic medicines
Serums
Sexual stimulant gels
Shaped metals for dentistry
Shaped napkins for incontinents
Sheep dips
Shoe deodorizers
Siccatives [drying agents] for medical purposes
Siccatives for medical purposes
Silage additives for medical use
Skeletal muscle relaxants
Skin care creams for medical use
Skin care lotions for medical use
Skin care oils for medical use
Skin cleansers for medical use
Skin grafts
Skin patches for the transdermal delivery of pharmaceuticals
Skin tonics [medicated]
Skin treatment [medicated] for animals
Skincare preparations for pharmaceutical purposes
Sleeping pills
Slimming aids for medical use
Slimming pills
Slimming preparations for medical use
Slug exterminating preparations
Slug killing preparations
Smelling salts
Smoking herbs for medical purposes
Sodium chloride for medical use
Sodium hypochlorite for use in disinfection
Sodium hypochlorite solutions for application to wounds
Sodium salts for medical purposes
Soil additives [sterilising]
Soil amendment [sterilising] agents
Soil conditioners [sterilisers]
Soil conditioning [sterilising] chemicals
Soil conditioning [sterilising] substances
Soil fumigants
Soil fumigating preparations
Soil-sterilising preparations
Solid oxygen for medical use
Solidified gases for medical purposes
Solutions for cleaning contact lenses
Solutions for contact lenses
Solutions for disinfecting contact lenses
Solutions for medical infusion
Solutions for medical use in the preservation of human organs for transplant
Solutions for medical use in the storage of human organs for transplant
Solutions for medical use in washing the nasal passages
Solutions for rinsing contact lenses
Solutions for sterilising contact lenses
Solutions for use with contact lenses
Solutions for use with intraocular implants
Solutions for use with intraocular lenses
Solvents for removing adhesive plasters
Sommifacients
Soporifics
Soy isoflavone dietary supplements
Soy protein dietary supplements
Soya bean protein for medical use
Soya flour for pharmaceutical purposes
Soya oil for pharmaceutical purposes
Soya protein for medical use
Spasmodlytic preparations for the treatment of cerebral diseases
Spasmodlytic preparations for the treatment of coronary vascular diseases
Spermicidal creams
Spermicidal gels
Spermicides
Spermicides for application to barrier contraceptive devices
Spermicides for application to condoms
Spirit liniments for medical use
Sponge material for healing wounds
Sponges for healing wounds
Sponges impregnated with disinfectant
Sporicides
Spray crystallized maltose for medical use
Spray crystallized maltose for pharmaceutical use
Sprays [preparations] for the body for medical use
Sprays [preparations] for treating sprains
Sprays for use on the body [medicaments]
Sprays for use on the body [pharmaceuticals]
Sprays of protective film forming material for application to the hands to prevent infection
Sprays of protective film forming material for disinfecting purposes
Sprays of protective film forming material for medical purposes
Sprays of protective film forming material for sterilising purposes
Spring water for medical purposes
Starch for dietetic or pharmaceutical purposes
Starch hydrolysates for use in dietary compositions for medical purposes
Starches for dietetic purposes [pharmaceuticals]
Stem cells for medical purposes
Stem cells for veterinary purposes
Sterile plastic films for use as bandaging
Sterile plastic films for use as dressing material
Sterile plastic films for use as medical dressings
Sterile sodium hyaluronate solution for use in the eyes
Sterile solutions containing glucose for parenteral administration
Sterile solutions for medical purposes
Sterile surgical solutions for rinsing hollow organs
Sterile surgical solutions for rinsing joints
Sterilising agents
Sterilising preparations
Sterilising preparations for use in hygiene
Sterilising solutions
Sterilising substances
Sterilized dressing
Sterilizing compounds
Sterilizing preparations
Sterilizing washes
Sterilized dressing
Sterilizing compounds
Sterilizing preparations
Sterilizing washes
Steroid products
Steroids
Stick liquorice for pharmaceutical purposes
Sticking plasters
Sticking plasters for dressing cuts
Sticking plasters for dressing wounds
Still water for medical purposes
Stimulants for medical purposes
Stimulants for pharmaceutical purposes
Stimulants made of minerals
Stimulants made of trace elements
Stimulants made of vitamins
Stool softeners
Stopping materials for teeth
Straps impregnated with insecticides
Straps impregnated with pesticides
Straps impregnated with preparations for repelling insects
Straps impregnated with preparations for repelling pests
Streptomycin preparations
Strychnine
Strychnine poison
Styptic pencils
Styptic preparations
Styptics
Substances for attracting animals
Substances for controlling lichen
Substances for filling teeth
Substances for stopping teeth
Substances for the extermination of vermin
Substances for the treatment of allergies
Substances for use in genetic probe assay kits for medical use
Substances for use on the skin in stoma applications
Substances for veterinary use produced by genetic engineering
Substances in tablet form for use in the sterilisation of water
Sugar for medical purposes
Sugar free chewing gum for medical purposes
Sugar substitutes for diabetics
Sulfonamide preparations
Sulfonamides [medicines]
Sulfur sticks [disinfectants]
Sulphonamides as medicines
Sulphur sticks as disinfectants
Sun barriers for medical use
Sun block for medical use
Sun blocking cream for medical use
Sun blocking gel for medical use
Sun blocking lipsticks for medical use
Sun blocking lotions for medical use
Sun blocking oils for medical use
Sun blocking preparations for medical use
Sun creams for medical use
Sun gel for medical use
Sun lotions for medical purposes
Sun milk for medical purposes
Sun protection creams for medical purposes
Sun protection oils for medical purposes
Sun protection products for medical purposes
Sun protectors for lips for medical purposes
Sun screen preparations for medical purposes
Sun screening preparations for medical purposes
Sun skin care products for medical purposes
Sunburn ointments
Sunburn preparations for pharmaceutical purposes
Suntan lotion for medical use
Suntan milk for medical use
Suntan oils for medical use
Suntan preparations for medical use
Suntanning preparations for medical use
Supplements [trace element] for foodstuffs for animals
Supplements [trace element] for foodstuffs for human consumption
Supports for sanitary towels
Suppositories
Surface adhesives for medical use
Surgical adhesives and cements
Surgical bandages
Surgical cements
Surgical dressings
Surgical dressings being absorbable by the body
Surgical dressings carrying substances to increase the rate of healing of the wounds
Surgical dressings having absorbent qualities
Surgical dressings incorporating collagen
Surgical dressings made from collagen
Surgical glues
Surgical grafts [living tissues]
Surgical implants comprised of living tissues
Surgical implants comprised of living tissues grown from stem cells
Surgical plasters
Surgical spirits
Surgical stockinet
Swabs for medical use
Swabs impregnated with germicidal preparations for medical use
Swabs impregnated with pharmaceutical preparations
Swabsticks for medical use
Swabsticks for veterinary use
Sweeteners for medical purposes
Sweets for medicinal purposes
Synthetic bandages [dressings]
Synthetic deoxyribonucleic acid for medical use
Synthetic gas for medical use
Synthetic hormone preparations for medical use
Synthetic hormone preparations for veterinary use
Synthetic linear alcohols for medical use
Synthetic material for use in producing casts
Synthetic material for use in setting bones
Synthetic material for use in the embedment of bone
Synthetic material for use in the embedment of cartilage
Synthetic materials for dental use for fillings
Synthetic oligonucleotides
Synthetic padding bandages [dressings]
Synthetic pheromones for medical use
Synthetic resins for medical use
Synthetic resins for surgical purposes
Synthetic resins for use in dentistry
Synthetic resins for use in orthopaedic surgery
Synthetic resins for use in the fabrication of prostheses
Synthetic ribonucleic acid for medical use
Syrup of molasses for medical purposes
Syrup of molasses for pharmaceutical purposes
Syrup powder for medical purposes
Syrup powder for pharmaceutical purposes
Syrups for pharmaceutical purposes
Systemic antifungal preparations
Table waters for medical purposes
Tablets [pharmaceuticals]
Tablets for medicines
Tagged antibodies for medical use
Tampons
Tampons for use in surgery
Tanning pills
Tapes for bandaging
Tapes for medical use
Tapes for surgical use
Tapes for varicose veins
Tapioca flour for medical purposes
Tapioca flour for pharmaceutical purposes
Tartar for pharmaceutical purposes
Tea for medicinal purposes
Teat dips for dairy cows
Teeth filling material
Temporary root canal filling compounds
Test erythrocytes for blood diagnostic purposes
Test reagents for medical diagnosis
Test reagents for medical use
Test strips for measuring blood glucose levels
Testing reagents for medical use in detecting allergenic substances
Tetracycline preparations
Therapeutic agents
Therapeutic biological products
Therapeutic creams
Therapeutic drugs
Therapeutic medicated bath preparations
Therapeutic preparations for the bath
Therapeutic preparations for use in the bath
Thermal water
Thiololutin preparations
Threonine preparations
Throat linctus
Throat sprays [medicated]
Thymol for pharmaceutical purposes
Thyroid and para-thyroid hormone preparations
Thyroid preparations
Tincture of iodine
Tinctures for medical purposes
Tips prefilled with dental amalgam for use with syringes
Tips prefilled with dental cement for use with dispensing guns
Tisanes [medicated beverages]
Tissue coagulators [preparations] for medical use
Tissue-regenerative medical preparations
Tissue-regenerative pharmaceutical preparations
Tissues for medical use
Tissues impregnated medicated preparations
Tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions
Tobacco extracts [insecticides]
Tobacco substitutes for medical purposes
Tobacco-free cigarettes for medical purposes
Toilet deodorants
Tonic water [medicated beverages]
Tonics [medicinal] based on plant extracts
Tonics [medicine]
Tonics [medicines]
Tooth conditioners for medical use
Tooth enamel etching preparations
Tooth prophylactics
Topical analgesic creams
Topical analgesics
Topical anti-pruritic preparations
Topical dermatological products for medical purposes
Topical pharmaceutical compositions
Towels containing medicated preparations
Towels for incontinence
Towels impregnated with medicated preparations
Trace element preparations for human use
Trace element preparations for use by animals
Tranquilizers
Transdermal patches
Transdermal patches for administering pharmaceuticals
Transplants [living tissues]
Triangular bandages [dressings]
Triangular sanitary towels
Triangular-shaped diapers for incontinence
Triangular-shaped napkins for incontinence
Trichomycin preparations
Tryptophane preparations
Tube gauze bandages
Tube bandages [dressings]
Tumor suppressing agents
Tumour suppressing agents
Turf fungicides
Turpentine for pharmaceutical purposes
Udder creams for agricultural use
Underpants for holding absorbent pads for incontinents
Underpants for incontinents
Underpants for sanitary purposes
Universal reagents for automated test systems for medical purposes
Urinary tract disinfectants
Urinary tract preparations
Vaccine adjuvants
Vaccine preparations
Vaccines
Vaccines against flu
Vaccines against pneumococcal infections
Vaccines against viral infection
Vaccines for cattle
Vaccines for horses
Vaccines for human use
Vaginal lubricants
Vaginal tampons
Vaginal washes for medical purposes
Varnish for teeth
Vasoconstrictors
Vegetal proteins for human consumption
Vermicidal
Vermifuges
Vermin destroying preparations
Vermin extermination preparations
Vesicants
Veterinary anthelmintic preparations
Veterinary antibiotic preparations
Veterinary diagnostic reagents
Veterinary dietetic products
Veterinary medicaments
Veterinary preparations
Veterinary preparations for administration by injection
Veterinary preparations for equines
Veterinary preparations for external application
Veterinary preparations for external use
Veterinary preparations for the immunisation against disease
Veterinary preparations for topical application
Veterinary preparations for treatment of intestinal bacteria
Veterinary preparations for use as dietetic additives for food
Veterinary preparations for use in improving the coat
Veterinary preparations for use in improving the skin
Veterinary preparations for use in treating the coat
Veterinary preparations for use in treating the skin
Veterinary preparations in dosage forms for veterinary use
Veterinary preparations in the form of ear drops
Veterinary preparations in the form of powder
Veterinary vaccines
Vine disease treating chemicals
Viral vaccines
Vitamins
Vitamin A preparations
Vitamin and mineral supplements
Vitamin B preparations
Vitamin C preparations
Vitamin D preparations
Vitamin drinks
Vitamin preparations
Vitamin preparations for animal consumption
Vitamin preparations for fish
Vitamin preparations for human consumption
Vitamin preparations in tablet form
Vitamin preparations in the nature of food supplements
Vitamin supplements
Vitamin supplements for animals
Vitamin supplements for foodstuffs for animals
Vitamin supplements for foodstuffs for human consumption
Vitamin supplements for use by lactating women
Vitamin supplements for use by pregnant women
Vitamin tablets
Vitamins
Vitamins for animals
Vitamins for dogs
Vulnerary sponges
Wadding for dressings
Wadding for medical purposes
Wart pencils
Wart removing preparations
Weedkillers
Weedkilling preparations
Wheat germ dietary supplements
Wheat proteins for human consumption
Whey protein supplements
White petroleum jelly for medical purposes
Wipes for hygienic [medical] purposes
Wipes for hygienic [surgical] purposes
Wipes for medical use
Wipes for medical use impregnated with medicated preparations
Wipes for surgical use
Wipes for surgical use impregnated with medicated preparations
Wipes impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions
Wipes made of cellulose for medical use
Wipes made of cellulose impregnated with medicated preparations
Wipes made of tissue for medical use
Wipes made of tissue impregnated with medicated preparations
Worm repellents for use on turf or grass
Wound dressing substances
Wound dressings
Wound foils [dressings]
Wound healing creams
Wound healing preparations
Xenon and oxygen mixtures for medical use in radiology
X-ray contrast agents
X-ray contrast media for medical use
Yeast dietary supplements
Yeast extracts for medical, veterinary or pharmaceutical purposes
Yeast extracts for pharmaceutical purposes
Yeast for medical, veterinary or pharmaceutical purposes
Yeast for pharmaceutical purposes
Yeast in pill form for medical use
Zinc oil creams [medicaments]
Access chamber covers of metallic materials
Access platforms [scaffolding] of metal
Accessories of metal for irrigation pipelines
Acoustic panels of metal for ceilings
Acoustic panels of metal for walls
Adaptors for pipes [metal]
Adhesive wall decorations of bronze
Adhesive wall decorations of common metal
Adjustable base plates of metal
Adjustable collars [metal]
Adjusting shims [metal]
Advertisement columns of metal
Advertisement display boards of metal [non-luminous]
Advertising boards [metal hoardings]
Advertising display boards of metal [non-luminous]
Advertising hoardings [structures] of metal
Air diffusers of metal [vents, grills] for ventilating, heating and air-conditioning installations
Air ducts of metal for buildings
Air grilles of metal
Air hose reels of metal [non-mechanical]
Air pipes of metal for buildings
Air vents of metal for buildings
Airlock chambers of metal
Alloy steel scraps
Alloyed iron
Alloyed steel wire
Alloyed steels
Alloys of common metal
Aluminium
Aluminium alloy ingots
Aluminium alloys
Aluminium discs
Aluminium doors
Aluminium foil
Aluminium foil containers
Aluminium foil paper laminates
Aluminium framed modular platforms for use in theatres
Aluminium ingots
Aluminium ladder rungs
Aluminium moulds
Aluminium profiles
Aluminium residential doors
Aluminium roll shutters
Aluminium sheets
Aluminium slabs
Aluminium strips
Aluminium supports for panels
Aluminium windows
Aluminium wire
Aluminum alloy
Aluminum alloys
Aluminum ingots
Anchor bolts of metal
Anchor bolts of metal for bridge connection
Anchor bushings of metal
Anchor chains of metal
Anchor channels of metal
Anchor flanges of metal
Anchor lugs of metal
Anchor plates
Anchor socket tube sections of metal
Anchorage plates of metal
Anchoring devices of metal
Anchors
Angle irons of metal
Anodised metals
Anti-friction metal
Anvils
Anvils [portable]
Apartments [metallic structures or buildings]
Apex ties of metal
Apparatus of metal for draining roofs
Arbours [structures] of metal
Arbours of metal used as structures
Arches made of metallic materials
Arches of metal
Arches of metallic materials for supporting plants
Architectural fasteners of metal
Architectural fittings of metal
Architectural hardware made of common metals
Architectural louvres of metal
Architectural metalwork for use in building
Architraves of metal
Archways made from metallic materials
Archways of metallic materials for supporting plants
Armored doors of metal
Armor-plating of metal
Armour door sheetings of metal
Armour made of common metals
Armour sheetings of metal
Armoured banking installations of metal
Armoured doors of metal
Armoured materials of metal
Armoured metal walls
Armoured windows having metal frames
Armour-plating of metal
Articles made of common metal for use in building
Articles made of metal for anchoring carpets
Articles made of metal for anchoring floor coverings
Articles made of metal for fastening carpets
Articles made of metal for fastening floor coverings
Articles of common metal for use in building
Articles of metal for use in building
Articles of metal for use in construction
Articles of metal hardware
Articles of metal hardware for architectural purposes
Articles of metal hardware for roofs
Articles of metal in strip form for use with tiles
Artificial fish reefs of metal
Artistic castings of bronze
Artistic castings of common metal
Artistic objects of bronze
Artistic objects of common metal
Assembled display units [structures] made of metal
Assembled exhibition stands [structures] made of metal
Assemblies [structures] of metal for display purposes
Assemblies of metal doors adapted to fold
Assemblies of metal doors adapted to slide
Assembly clips of metal
Attachment collars of metal for pipes
Attachment parts of metal for gas pipes
Automatic closers of metal for doors
Aviaries [structures] of metal
Aviaries of metal
Awnings of metal
Awnings of metal [building materials]
Badges of metal for vehicles
Bag hangers of metal
Bale studs of metal
Ball catches of metal
Ball ended eyebolts of metal
Balls for bearings
Balls of steel
Balusters of metal
Balustrades of metal
Bands of metal for tying-up purposes
Bannisters of metal
Bar connectors of metal
Bar steel
Bar connectors of metal
Barbed wire
Barbed wires
Barrel hoops of metal
Barrels of metal
Barricades of metal
Barrier apparatus [metal structures]
Barrier poles of metal
Bars for metal railings
Bars made of rare earth metals
Bars made of titanium
Bars of metal
Base metals
Basin plugs of metal
Baskets of common metal for industrial use
Baskets of metal
Bathtub grab bars of metal
Bauxite reinforced aluminium
Bauxite reinforced aluminium alloys
Beacons of metal, non-luminous
Beak-irons [bick-irons]
Beams of common metal for building
Beams of common metal for formwork systems
Beams of common metal for scaffolding
Beams of metal
Bearing metals
Bearings of metal [structural supports for use in building]
Bed casters of metal
Bed fittings of metal
Bed springs of metal
Beer vent taps of metal
Bells
Bells for animals
Bells for animals' collars
Belt stretchers of metal
Belts of metal for handling loads
Bend pipes of metal
Beryllium [glucinium]
Beverage cans of metal
Bicycle parking installations of metal
Bicycle sheds [structures] of metal
Bicycle shelters of metal
Billets of common metal
Binding screws of metal for cables
Binding thread of metal for agricultural purposes
Bindings of metal
Bins [metal structures]
Bins of metal
Bird baths [structures] of metal
Blackout blinds [outdoor] of metal
Blanks of metal for the manufacture of gun barrels
Blanks of metal for the manufacture of shell cases
Blasting mats of metal
Blind bolt fasteners of metal
Blind pulls of metal
Blinds [outdoor] of metal
Blinds of metal for external use
Blooms [metallurgy]
Boarding stairs of metal, mobile, for passengers
Boards of metal
Boat anchors of metal
Bolt snaps of metal
Bolts of metal
Bolts, flat
Booths of metal for spraying paint
Bottle caps of metal
Bottle closures of metal
Bottle crates of metal
Bottle fasteners of metal
Bottles [metal containers] for compressed gas or liquid air
Bottles of metal for the storage of fuel
Boundary posts of metal
Boundary rails of metal
Box fasteners of metal
Box frames of metal
Boxes for stacking purposes [metal]
Boxes for storage purposes [metal]
Boxes of common metal
Braces of metal for handling loads
Braces of metal for load handling
Bracings of metal
Brackets of metal for building
Brackets of metal for furniture
Brackets of metal for hanging window draperies
Brackets of metal used for fixing plaques
Brads
Branch outlet fittings of metal
Branching pipes of metal
Branching pipes of metal including those from alloy steel and titanium
Branching tubes of metal for pipelines
Brass wires
Brass, unwrought or semi-wrought
Brazing alloys
Brazing rods
Break-resistant metal alloys
Break-resistant metals
Brickwork supports of metal
Bridge units of metal
Bridges [structures] of metal
Bright steel
Bright steel bars
Bronze
Bronzes [works of art]
Bronzes for tombstones
Buckles of common metal [hardware]
Buckles of metal for connecting webbing and chain
Bud guides [clips] of metal
Builders' hardware of common metals
Building castings of metal
Building castings of metal alloys
Building components of metal
Building elements made of common metal alloys
Building elements made of common metals
Building elements of metal
Building extensions [structures] of metal
Building fittings of metal
Building frameworks of metal
Building materials made principally of common metal
Building materials made principally of common metal alloys
Building materials made wholly of common metal
Building materials made wholly of common metal alloys
Building materials of metal
Building materials of metal for roofs
Building panels made of rolled aluminium
Building panels of aluminium
Building panels of metal
Building parts of metal
Building products of metal
Building requisites of metal
Building structures of metal
Building structures of metal for agricultural use
Building structures of metal for horticultural use
Buildings being fixed metal structures
Buildings being fixed structures of metal
Buildings of metal
Buildings, transportable, of metal
Bulkhead fittings of metal
Bundle clips of metal
Bungs of metal
Burial vaults of metal
Bus shelters [structures] of metal
Bushings of metal
Busts of bronze
Busts of common metal
Butt weld pipe fittings of metal
Butterfly valves of metal
Cabanas of metal
Cabin walls of metal
Cabinet fittings of common metal
Cabins being sound insulated [metal]
Cabins for saunas of metal
Cabins made of metal
Cable and pipe clips of metal
Cable clamps of metal
Cable clips of metal
Cable ducts made of metal [other than electricity]
Cable grips of metal
Cable joints of metal, non-electric
Cable junction sleeves of metal
Cable junction sleeves of metal, non-electric
Cable linkages of metal, non-electric
Cable straps of metal
Cable supports made of metal
Cable thimbles of metal
Cable trays of metal, other than electric
Cable trunking of metal [other than electric]
Cables of metal, non-electric
Cadmium
Cages of metal
Cages of metal for wild animals
Cam buckle tighteners of metal
Cane clips of metal
Cane connectors of metal
Canopies [structures] of metal
Canopies of metal incorporating fixed or movable slats
Cans of metal
Cans of metal for alcoholic beverages
Cantilevered brackets of metal
Cap closures of metal
Caps formed from metal
Capsules [metal containers]
Capsules of metal for bottles
Caravan annexes of metal [structures]
Carbon steel
Carbon steels
Casement windows of metal
Casements of metal
Cases made from common metal for connecting to trunking
Cash boxes of metal
Cash drawers of metal
Cash safes
Cashboxes [metal or non-metal]
Cashboxes made of metal and incorporating means for anchoring
Cashboxes made of metal and incorporating means for fixing
Cashiers' lockers of metal
Casings of metal
Casings of metal for oilwells
Cask hoops of metal
Cask stands of metal
Caskets of common metal
Casks of metal
Cast common metal articles for decorative use
Cast iron
Cast iron material for railroad tracks
Cast iron parts for pipes, other than parts of machines or sanitary installations
Cast iron pipes
Cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought
Cast steel
Caster moulds of metal
Casting moulds of metal for badges
Castors of metal for furniture
Cat doors of metal
Cat flaps of metal
Cattle bails and crushes, of metal
Cattle chains
Ceiling boards of metal
Ceiling coffers of metal
Ceiling panelling made of metal having a coloured coating
Ceiling supports of metal
Ceiling units of metal
Ceilings of metal
Celtium [hafnium]
Centre poles of metal for staircases
Ceramic reinforced aluminium
Ceramic reinforced aluminium alloys
Cermets
Chain brackets of common metal
Chain hooks of common metal
Chain links of common metal
Chains of metal
Chainslings of metal
Chambers [metal structures]
Changing rooms [structures] of metal
Channel buoys [mooring] of metal
Channel covers of metal
Channels of metal for casting into concrete
Channels of metal for transmitting air for ventilation
Channels of metal for use in constructing framed supports
Charging troughs of metal
Check valves of metal, other than parts of machines
Checkout barriers for use in retail establishments
Chests of metal
Chicken sheds made of metal
Chicken wire
Chicken-houses of metal
Child resistant security closures of metal for bottles
Child resistant security closures of metal for containers
Chill-molds [foundry]
Chill-moulds [foundry]
Chimney cowls of metal
Chimney linings of metal
Chimney pots of metal
Chimney shafts of metal
Chimney terminals of metal
Chimneys of metal
Chocking metallic plates
Chrome iron
Chrome iron ores
Chrome ores
Chromium
Chromium alloys
Churns [containers] of metal for milk
Chutes of metal, other than parts of machines
Cills of metal materials
Clack valves of metal, other than parts of machines
Clad steel plates and sheets
Cladding board of metal
Cladding made of metal
Cladding of metal for building
Cladding of metal for ceilings
Cladding of metal for construction and building
Cladding of metal for facades
Cladding of metal for walls
Cladding of metal for windows
Cladding panels of metal
Cladding panels of metal for roofing
Cladding panels of metal for wall construction
Clamp connectors of metal for pipes, other than parts of machines
Clamping collars of metal, other than parts of machines
Clamping devices of metal for use with roof flashings
Clamps of metal for fixing awnings
Clamps of metal for fixing blinds
Clamps of metal for fixing doors
Clamps of metal for fixing insect screens
Clamps of metal for fixing pleated blinds
Clamps of metal for fixing windows
Clamps of metal for pipes, other than parts of machines
Clamps of metal for use in beam formwork
Clamps of metal for wire rope
Clappers of metal
Claw-chain stoppers of metal
Cleaver rails of metal
Cleats of metal, other than for nautical use
Clevis fasteners of metal
Clevis pins of metal
Clevises of metal
Climbing irons [crampons] of metal
Clip clamps of metal
Clips of metal for cables and pipes
Clips of metal for fixing display panels
Clips of metal for pipes
Clips of metal for sealing bags
Clips of metal for tubes
Clips of metal for wire rope
Closing devices of metal for use on containers
Closure clips made principally of metal
Closure clips made wholly of metal
Closures of metal
Closures of metal for bottles
Closures of metal for containers
Clothes hooks of metal
Clothes line units and clothes hoists of metal
Coat hooks of metal
Coated aluminium
Coated metal plates
Coated metal sheets
Coated metal tapes
Coated steels
Cobalt ores
Cobalt, raw
Cocks [valves] of metal, other than parts of machines
Coffin fittings of common metal
Coils made of common metal
Cold casting metals
Cold frame boxes of metal
Cold rolled metal profiles
Cold rolled metal rods
Cold rolled metal sheets incorporating a surface pattern
Cold rolled sections of metal for use in the building industry
Cold rolled sections of metal for use in the construction industry
Cold rolled sheet metal
Cold rolled strip steel
Cold stores [metal buildings]
Cold stores [metal structures]
Cold-finished steel bars
Collapsible containers of common metal
Collapsible tubes of metal
Collars of metal
Collars of metal for fastening pipes
Collectors [structures] of metal for storing carts
Collectors [structures] of metal for storing shopping trolleys
Collets of metal, other than parts of machines
Coloured metal sheeting for building construction
Colter [coulter] pins of metal
Column moulds of metal
Commercial buildings made principally of metal
Common metal alloys
Common metal bands for the identification of birds
Common metal bands for the identification of pet animals
Common metal chains, other than jewellery
Common metal clasps, other than jewellery
Common metal commemorative plaques
Common metal pastes
Common metals
Common metals and their alloys, ores
Common metals, unwrought and semi-worked, for further manufacture
Common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6</th>
<th>Complete buildings of metal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Components of metal for assembly into buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Components of metal for buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Components of metal for modular fencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Composite sheets of metal for building purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Compost bins of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Composting receptacles of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Compressed air pipe fittings of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Concealable boxes of metal for cash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Concealable boxes of metal for valuables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Concealed fastening devices of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Connecting elements of metal for furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Connector anchorages of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Connectors of metal for hoses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Connectors of metal for pipes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Connectors of metal for tubes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Connectors of metal for use in plumbing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Conservatories [structures] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Conservatories of metal being fixed building structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Conservatories of metal in prefabricated form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Consignment shelving [structures] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Construction elements of common metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Construction elements of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Construction materials of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Construction sheets of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Container lids made of metal for industrial use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers for housing and transporting animals, of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers made of aluminium alloys [storage, transport]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers made of metal for mounting on vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of aluminium foil for packaging food or drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of common metal for mixing bulk solids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of common metal for storage purposes, other than household use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal [storage, transport]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for beverages [kegs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for chemicals, compressed gases and liquids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for combustible gases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for compressed gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for liquid fertilizers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for liquid fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for liquid gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for petrol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for petroleum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for petroleum gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for storing acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for storing liquids during transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for transport purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for transporting hazardous liquids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal for transporting non-hazardous liquids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Containers of metal in the nature of silos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Continuous annealed steels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Continuous barbed metal strip for use in fencing systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Continuous transit shelving [structures] of metal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Control valves [metal] for controlling the flow of air
Control valves [metal] for controlling the flow of gasses
Control valves [metal] for controlling the flow of liquids
Cool rooms [structures] of metal
Copings of metal
Copper
Copper based alloys in wrought form
Copper ingots
Copper ores
Copper pipes
Copper rings
Copper strip
Copper tubes
Copper wire, not insulated
Copper, unwrought or semi-wrought
Copper-base alloy ingots
Corbels of metal
Core plugs of metal
Cored solder
Corner beads of metal
Corner cap components of metal
Corner elbows of metal
Corner fittings of metal for containers
Cornices of metal
Corrosion resistant metal alloys
Corrugated metal sheeting
Corrugated sheeting of metal
 Cotter pins of metal
Cotters made of metal
Counterweights of metal
Couplings [joints] made of metal for pipes
Couplings of metal for chains
Couplings of metal for flexible pipes
Couplings of metal for hoses
Couplings of metal for pipes
Couplings of metal for piping
Couplings of metal for tubes
Couplings of metal for tubing
Couplings of metal for use with high pressure hoses
Cover plates of metal
Cover strips of metal for covering joins between adjacent carpets
Coverings of metal for buildings
Covers of metal for manholes
Covers of metal for use in cable channels
Covers of metal for use in drainage channels
Covers of metal for use in gullies
Covers of metal for use in pipeline channels
Coving of metal
Cows of metal
Crampons [climbing irons]
Crampons for climbing
Crampons of metal [cramps]
Cramps of metal [crampons]
Crank pins of metal
Crash barriers of metal
Crash barriers of metal for roads
Crash rails of metal
Crates of metal
Cremone bolts of metal for locks
Cremone bolts of metal for windows
Cup swivel joints of metal
Cupboard fittings of metal
Cupboard fixtures of metal
Curtain walling installations of metal
Curtain walling of metal
Curtain walls of metal
Curved translucent metal sheeting
Cut nails
Cylinder locks of metal
Cylinders of metal for cryogenic liquid
Cylinders of metal for gas
Cylinders of metal for use with compressed gas
Cylindrical cans of metal
Dado rails of metal
Deck profiles of metal
Deck of metal
Decoration plaques of metal for building purposes
Decorative action figures of bronze
Decorative action figures of common metal
Decorative articles made of base metals
Decorative doorstops of metal
Decorative edge mouldings of metal
Decorative glazing frames of metal
Decorative metal sheets for use as building materials
Decorative metal sheets for use as surface materials
Decorative nut caps of common metal
Decorative objects in base metals
Decorative pillars of metal
Decorative strips of common metal for glazing
Deep drawn metal articles [semi-finished]
Deep drawn metal articles [semi-wrought]
Deep drawn metal articles [unwrought]
Deflectors made of metal
Devices of metal for fixing plane surfaces onto frame supports
Devices of metal for use in reinforcing concrete
Die castings of metal
Directional signage of metal for roads [non-luminous, non-mechanical]
Dispensers for dog waste bags, fixed, of metal
Dispersion strengthened copper
Displacement bodies of metal for making cavities in concrete parts
Display apparatus of metal
Display signs of metal [non-luminous, non-mechanical]
Disposable packaging containers made of aluminium foil
Dividing wall panels of metal
Dividing walls of metal
Diving boards of metal
Diving platforms of metal
Dock ramps of metal
Dog doors of metal
Domestic buildings of metal
Domestic dwellings made of metal
Door bells of metal, non-electric
Door bolts of metal
Door buffers of metal
Door casings of metal
Door catches of metal
Door closers, non-electric
Door fasteners of metal
Door fittings of metal
Door flaps of metal
Door frames of metal
Door friction stays of metal
Door furniture of metal
Door guards of metal
Door handles of metal
Door hinges of metal
Door holders of metal
Door holding devices of metal
Door hooks of metal
Door knobs of common metal
Door knockers of metal
Door lever furniture of metal
Door openers, non-electric
Door panels of metal
Door pulls of metal
Door pushes of metal
Door sashes of metal
Door scrapers
Door seals of metal
Door sections of metal
Door security devices of metal for buildings [non-electric, not optical]
Door springs, non-electric
Door stops of metal
Doorplates of metal
Doors and windows of metal
Doors of metal
Doors of metal for buildings
Doors of metal for indoor use
Doors of metal for providing access to buildings by pets
Doors of metal for security purposes
Doors of metal for strong rooms
Doors of metal for use in industrial buildings
Dowel pins of metal
Dowel rods of metal
Dowels made of metal
Down pipes of metal
Drain channels of metal
Drain covers of metal
Drain gullies of metal
Drain pipes of metal
Drain plugs of metal
Drain traps [valves] of metal
Drainage channels of metal
Drainage courses of metal
Drainage pipes of metal
Drainage plates of metal
Drainage profiles of metal
Drains made of metal
Drawbar pins of metal
Drawer gliders of metal
Drawer guides of metal
Drawer handles of metal
Drawer knobs of metal
Drawer runners of metal
Drawer side walls of metal
Drawer sliders of metal
Drawn and polished metal bars
Drawn parts of metal [semi-finished]
Drawn plates of metal
Drawn sheets of metal
Drawn tubes of metal
Drawn wire of metal
Drill pipes of metal
Drums [containers] of metal, other than household containers
Drywall corner bead of metal [building materials]
Duckboards of metal
Ductile iron piles
Ducts and pipes of metal for central heating installations
Ducts of metal for air-conditioning installations
Ducts of metal for concealing lighting tubes
Ducts of metal for concealing water pipes
Ducts of metal for housing ventilation pipes
Ducts of metal for ventilating and air-conditioning installations
Ducts of metal for ventilating installations
Ducts of metal, for central heating installations
Dust powder of common metal alloys
Dust powder of common metals
Earth retaining structures of metal
Eaves of metal
Edging strips of metal
Edging strips of metal for decorative purposes
Elbow outlets of metal
Elbows of metal for pipes
Elbows of metal for pipes including those from alloy steel and titanium
Electrolytic iron powders
Electronic safes
Electronically operated day and night safe deposits
Electronically operated rotary cash safety tills
Embossed common metals
Enamelled plates of common metal
Enamelling steel
Enclosures of metal for tombs
Enclosures of metal, other than for showers
End fixing clamps of metal
Engravers plates made from metal
Entrances of metal
Escutcheons of metal
Espagnolette mechanisms of metal
Exhibition stands of metal [structures]
Expandable grid metal doors
Expandable grid metal window screens
Expandable metal grids
Expanded metal flooring
Expanded metal honeycombs
Expansion bolts of metal
Expansion joints of metal
Expansion plugs of metal
External door frames of metal
External doors of metal
External metal shutters for windows
Extruded aluminium alloys
Extruded aluminium profiles
Extruded aluminium sections
Extruded sections of common metal [semi-finished]
Extrusions of aluminium
Extrusions of metal
Eye bolts
Eyes for wire of metal
Facade construction components of metal
Facade elements of metal
Facade facings of metal
Facade facades of metal
Faceplates of metal
Facings of metal for building
Fair huts of metal
Farm buildings of metal
Farm structures of metal
Fascias of metal for advertising
Fashioned common metals
Fasteners of metal being security devices for doors
Fasteners of metal being security devices for windows
Fasteners of metal for casement windows
Fastening collars of metal for pipes and tubes
Female connectors [metal] for non-electric cables
Fence links of metal
Fence panels of metal
Fence posts of metal
Fences of metal
Fencing made of common metal
Fencing made of common metal coated with plastics materials
Fencing materials of metal
Ferroalloys
Ferrochrome
Ferrotitanium
Ferrous metals
Ferrules of metal
Ferrules of metal for canes and walking-sticks
Ferrules of metal for handles
Ferrules of metal for walking sticks
Figurines [statuettes] made from bronze
Figurines [statuettes] of common metal
Figurines for ornamental purposes made from common metal
Figurines of common metals
Filings of metal
Filler pieces of metal
Filling and draining connectors for waterbeds of metal
Films and sheets made from metal for use in the manufacture of circuit boards
Films made of aluminium
Finger plates of metal
Finished metal castings
Finished steel
Finishing materials of metal for use in decorating
Finishing materials of metals for use in building
Fire doors of metal
Fire resistant doors of metal
Fire resistant ductwork made of metal
Fire safe boxes
Fire safe cabinets [safes] of metal
Firedogs [andirons]
Fireplace mantles of metal
Fireplace surrounds of metal
Fireproof doors of metal
Fish plates [rails]
Fish plates of metal
Fittings of metal for beds
Fittings of metal for building
Fittings of metal for buildings
Fittings of metal for cabinets
Fittings of metal for cargo restraint
Fittings of metal for coffins
Fittings of metal for compressed air lines
Fittings of metal for cupboards
Fittings of metal for doors
Fittings of metal for drawers
Fittings of metal for fences
Fittings of metal for furniture
Fittings of metal for gates
Fittings of metal for interior partitions
Fittings of metal for metallic tubes
Fittings of metal for mounting doors
Fittings of metal for pipes
Fittings of metal for piping apparatus
Fittings of metal for safety belts
Fittings of metal for water conduits
Fittings of metal for windows
Fixed canopies of metal
Fixed dispensers for paper wipes of metal
Fixed dispensers made of metal for washroom articles
Fixed dispensers of metal
Fixed dispensers of metal for cling film
Fixed dispensers of metal for dispensable articles
Fixed dispensers of metal for dispensing towels
Fixed dispensers of metal for sanitary towels
Fixed dispensers of metal for strips
Fixed dispensers of metal for the hand towels of paper
Fixed dispensers of metal for the storage of toilet paper
Fixed dispensers of metal for tissues
Fixed dispensers of metal for towels
Fixed floors of metal being parts of buildings
Fixed floors of metal being parts of structures
Fixed frames of metal
Fixed pedestals of metal
Fixed scaffolding of metal for buildings
Fixed towel dispensers of metal
Fixing bolts of metal
Fixing devices of metal
Fixing elements made of metal
Fixing nails of metal
Fixing plates of metal
Fixing plugs of metal
Fixings of metal for furniture
Fixings of metal for shelves
Flagpoles of metal
Flameproof containers of metal for housing measuring instruments
Flange plates of metal
Flanged branch connections of metal
Flanged branched outlets of metal
Flanges of metal [collars]
Flap valves of metal
Flashing frames of metal
Flashing of metal for building
Flat bars of common metal
Flexible corrugated hoses of metal
Flexible corrugated pipes of metal
Flexible corrugated tubes of metal
Flexible metal laminates
Flexible metal pipes
Flexible metal tubes
Flexible strip wound hoses of metal
Flexible strip wound pipes of metal
Floating breakwaters of metal
Floating containers of metal
Floating docks of metal for marinas
Floating docks of metal, for mooring boats
Floating metal fish farm cages
Floor boards of metal
Floor coverings of metal for finishing semi-finished floors
Floor drainage channels made of metal
Floor drains of metal
Floor hinges of metal
Floor panels made of metal
Floor sections made of metal
Floor tiles of metal
Floors made of metal alloys
Floors of metal
Floors of metal alloys
Flow control devices [valves] of metal
Flow isolating valves of metal
Flues of metal for use in building
Fluid flow valves of metal
Flux coated metal rods
Flux coated rods for welding
Flux coated wires
Flux filled metal tubes
Flux filled metal tubes for welding
Fly netting of metal
Flyscreens of metal
Foamed metals
Foil of metal for packaging
Foil of metal for cooking
Foil of metal for covering
Foil of metal for wrapping
Foil of metal for wrapping and packaging
Foldable boxes of metal
Foldable containers of metal
Folding doors of metal
Foot plates of metal
Foot scrapers
Forged metalwork [semi-finished]
Forged metalwork for use in construction
Forged rivets of metal
Forged steel fittings [semi-finished]
Forging stock of metal
Forgings [semi-finished]
Forgings in aluminium [semi-finished]
Forgings in nickel alloys [semi-finished]
Forgings in steels [semi-finished]
Forgings in titanium [semi-finished]
Formwork beams of metal
Formwork for concrete of metal
Formwork of metal
Formwork supports of metal
Formwork ties of metal
Foundry molds [moulds] of metal
Foundry moulds of common metal for use in manufacture
Frames of metal
Frames of metal for building
Frames of metal for conservatories
Frames of metal for construction work
Frames of metal for containers
Frames of metal for curtain wall facades
Frames of metal for doors
Frames of metal for pallets
Frames of metal for porches
Frames of metal for structures
Frames of metal for use with partitions
Frames of metal for wall cladding
Frames of metal for windows
Frames of metal greenhouses
Framework of metal for building
Framework scaffolding of metal
Framework structures of metal
Frameworks of aluminium for building
Frameworks of metal for ceilings
Frameworks of metal for rooms
Free standing metal pavement signs [non-electric, non-luminous, non-mechanical]
Free standing sculptures of common metal
Friezes [metal building elements]
Fuel cans of metal
Furnace fire screens of metal
Furnace fireguards of metal
Furnace screens of metal
Furniture casters of metal
Furniture catches of metal
Furniture ferrules of metal
Furniture fittings of bronze
Furniture fittings of common metal
Furniture fittings of metal
Furniture for doors [metal]
Furniture hardware of metal
Furniture joints of metal
Furniture locks of metal
Furniture of metal for doors
Furniture supports of metal
Gabions of steel wire
Galena [ore]
Galvanized metal field fencing
Galvanized iron
Galvanized steel plate
Galvanized steel sheets
Gantries [structures] of metal
Garage doors of metal
Garden bed frames of metal
Garment rails of metal
Gas bottles of metal
Gas containers made of metal
Gas meter taps of metal
Gas storage tanks of metal
Gate eyes of metal
Gate hooks of metal
Gate stops of metal
Gates of metal
Gazebo [metal structures]
German silver
Germanium
Girders of metal
Girders of metal for buildings
Glazed metal framed panels for use in building
Glazed metallic building structures
Glazed panels [metal frame] for construction
Glazing bars of metal
Glazing bars of metal for double glazed units
Glazing beads of metal
Glazing panels [metallic framed] for use in construction
Glucinium [beryllium]
Gold solder
Grab bars of metal
Grab rails of metal
Grates made of metal
Gratings of metal
Gratings of metal for false ceilings
Grave markers of non-precious metal
Grave slabs of metal
Gravity conveyors [chutes] of metal
Grease nipples
Greenhouse frames of metal
Greenhouses being fixed metal structures
Greenhouses of metal, transportable
Grids of metal
Grilles of metal
Grilles of metal for pavements
Grilles of metal for roads
Grills of metal for safety purposes
Guard rails of metal
Gudgeons of metal
Guidance barriers of metal
Guide rails of metal
Gulley linings of metal
Gulley shafts of metal
Gulleys of metal
Gussets made of metal
Gutter brackets of metal
Gutter connection pieces of metal
Gutter pipes of metal
Gutter supports of metal
Gutters of metal
Hafnium
Hafnium [celsius]
Hand railings of metal
Hand rails of metal
Handcuffs
Handles of metal for doors
Handles of metal for windows
Handling pallets of metal
Handrails of metal
Handrails of metal for baths and showers
Handrails of metal for stairs
Handrails of metal for use in buildings
Handrails of metal for use in vehicles
Handrails of metal for walkways
Hanging baskets [flower] of metal
Hard solder
Hardware of metal for doors
Hardware of metal for windows
Hardware of metal, small
Harness of metal for handling loads
Harness of metal for load handling
Hasps of metal
Hat hooks of common metal
Hat racks [hooks] of metal
Hat-hanging hooks of metal
Hazard warning barriers [metal fixed structures]
Heavy duty dowels made of steel
Heavy metals
High grade steel tube for screw joints
High grade steels
High pressure metal cylinders [containers]
High pressure precision valves of metal
High speed steels
High test steel connecting parts [semi-finished]
Hinge clamps of metal
Hinges of metal
Hinges of metal for the fastening of electrical cables
Hinges of metal for the fixing of pipes
Hinges of metal having a spring action
Hinges of metal incorporating a spring
Hips of metal for roofing
Hog rings [fasteners] of metal
Hoisting slings of metal for handling loads
Hollow set screws of metal
Hollow steel bars
Hooks [metal hardware]
Hooks of metal
Hooks of metal for articles of clothing
Hooks of metal for clothes rails
Hooks of metal for hanging articles of linen
Hooks of metal for hanging towels
Hooks of metal for roofing slates
Hooks of metal for use in building
Hoop iron
Hoop steel
Hoppers of metal, non-mechanical
Horizontal slatted blinds [outdoor] of metal
Horizontal venetian blinds [outdoor] of metal
Horse brasses
Horseshoe nails
Horticultural frames [structures] of metal
Hose clamps of metal
Hose clips of metal
Hose connections of metal
Hose couplings of metal
Hose hangers of metal
Hose pipes of metal
Hot dip coated sheet metal
Hot rolled metal rods
Hot-rolled steel bars
House numbers of metal, non-luminous
Houses of metal
Housing being metal portable buildings
Housing being prefabricated portable metal buildings
Housing units of metal
Huts made of metal
Hydrant covers of metal
Hydraulic connectors [pipes] of metal
Ice moulds of metal
Ice screws of metal
Identification bracelets of metal
Identification plates of metal
Identification tags of metal
Identification tags of metal for animals
Identity plates of common metal
Identity plates of metal
Indium
Indoor hothouses made of metal
Industrial buildings of common metal
Industrial doors of metal
Industrial fasteners of metal
Industrial packaging containers of metal
Industrial rivets of metal
Industrial water storage tanks of metal
Industrial water tanks of metal
Infill panels of metal
Information display apparatus of metal [non-luminous, non-mechanical]
Ingot moulds of metal for castings
Ingots of common metal
Injection anchors of metal
Injection quills of metal
Insect screens of metal
Insect screens of metal for doors
Insect screens of metal for windows
Inserts of metal
Inserts of metal for nozzles
Inspection chambers made of metal
Inspection covers of metal
Insulated flexible hoses of metal
Insulated metal cladding panels for walls
Insulated metal panels for buildings
Insulated metal pipes
Insulated metal tubing
Insulating doors of metal
Interior decorative panels made of metal
Interior partitions of metal for buildings
Interior wall cladding of metal
Interlocking metal cross beams
Interlocking metal flooring
Interlocking panels of metal for building
Internal floating lids of aluminium for use with gas or liquefied gas storage tanks
Internal partitioning of metal for buildings
Internal wall cladding of metal
Intruder barriers of metal
Iron
Iron alloys
Iron carbon alloys
Iron castings [semi-finished]
Iron gates
Iron or steel scraps
Iron ores
Iron pyrites
Iron slabs
Iron strip
Iron wire
Iron, unwrought or semi-wrought
Ironmongery
Ironmongery of metal for building
Ironwork for doors
Ironwork for windows
Items of metal hardware for use in climbing and mountaineering
Jalousies of metal
Jerry cans of metal
Jets of metal
Joint connector bolts of metal
Jointless flooring materials of metal
Joints of metal for valve assemblies
Joist clamps of metal
Joists of iron or steel
Joists of metal
Junctions for pipes of metal
Junctions of metal for pipes
Junctions of metal for pipes including those from alloy steel and titanium
Key blanks of metal
Key hole plates of common metal
Keys of metal
Kick steps [ladders] of metal
Kiosks [structures] of metal
Knobs of metal
Labels of metal
Ladder hooks of metal
Ladder stand-offs of metal
Ladder supports of metal
Ladders of metal
Laminated metal alloys
Laminated metals
Laminated panels made principally of metal
Laminates composed of metal sheets
Latch bars of metal
Latches of metal
Laths of metal
Latticework of metal
Lead alloy ingots
Lead and its alloys
Lead for pouring of figures
Lead ingots
Lead ores
Lead seals
Lead shot for shotblasting
Lead strips for use on windows
Lead tapes for weighting curtains
Lead, unwrought or semi-wrought
Lead-tin alloys
Lead-tin plated sheet metal
Lengthening pieces of metal for chimneys
Letter box covers of metal
Letter box flaps of metal
Letter boxes of metal
Letter plates of metal
Letters and numerals of common metal, except type
Levers of metal for springboards
Lifting loops of metal for handling concrete elements
Lifting slings of metal for handling loads
Lift-up doors of metal
Lift-up metal doors
Light steel sections
Lighting domes [structures] of metal for buildings
Limonite
Line blinds of metal for use in pipe lines
Liners of metal for concrete forms
Lining boards of metal
Linings of metal for building
Linings of metal for building purposes
Lintels of metal
Liquefied gas storage tanks of metal
Liquid storage tanks [containers] made of metal
Liquid storage tanks [structures] made of metal
Loading and unloading pallets of metal
Loading gauge rods, metal, for railway waggons
Loading gauge rods, of metal, for railway wagons
Loading pallets of metal
Lobster pots [traps] of metal
Lock barrels of metal
Lock bolts
Lock bolts of metal
Lock casings of metal
Lock nuts of metal
Lock parts of metal
Lock washers of metal
Lockable boxes for cash and valuables
Lockable boxes of metal for tools, empty
Lockable chests of metal for tools, empty
Lockable security containers [safes]
Lockable security containers made of metal
Lockbolt stumps of metal
Locking apparatus [non-electric] of metal
Locking fuel tank caps of metal
Locking gate hasps of metal
Locking oil tank caps of metal
Locking pins of metal
Locks of metal for bags
Locks of metal for handbags
Locks of metal for trolleys
Locks of metal for vehicles
Locks of metal for windows
Locks of metal incorporating straps
Locks of metal, other than electric
Locks of metal, other than electric, for use on buildings
Longitudinal sections of metal
Loop connectors of metal
Loops of metal for use with non-electric wires
Loops of metal for wire ropes
Louvered metal wall panels
Louvres made of metal
Low copper carbon-steel scraps
Lugs of metal
Machine belt fasteners of metal
Magnesium
Magnesium alloy ingots
Magnesium alloys
Magnesium alloys reinforced with fibres
Magnesium and its alloys
Magnesium ingots
Mail boxes of metal
Male connectors [metal] for non-electric cables
Manganese
Manganese ores
Manhole covers of metal
Manhole frames of metal
Manholes of metal
Manifold blocks of metal for use in hydro-mechanical applications
Manifolds of metal for pipelines
Manure baskets [metal]
Masonry anchors of metal
Masonry nails of metal
Master metal alloys
Masts of metal
Materials of metal for funicular railway permanent ways
Materials of metal for making roads
Materials of metal for mounting window panels
Materials of metal for railway construction
Materials of metal for scaffolds
Mechanical combination locks of metal, non-electric
Mechanical dialling locks of metal, non-electric
Mechanical locks of metal, non-electric
Mechanical safety locks of metal, non-electric
Mechanisms of metal, non-electric, for lifting doors
Mechanisms of metal, non-electric, for lifting windows
Mechanisms of metal, non-electric, for locking doors
Mechanisms of metal, non-electric, for locking windows
Mechanisms of metal, non-electric, for opening doors
Mechanisms of metal, non-electric, for opening windows
Mechanisms of metal, non-electric, for sliding doors
Mechanisms of metal, non-electric, for sliding windows
Memorial plaques of metal
Memorial plates of metal
Meshes of common metal
Metal access covers
Metal adaptors for plastic pipes
Metal alloys for further manufacturing
Metal anchor sockets for posts
Metal anchors
Metal angles
Metal apparatus for holding the edges of carpet on floors
Metal arch frames for use in construction
Metal articles for use in building
Metal articles for use in construction
Metal badges, not for wear
Metal band type clamps
Metal barns
Metal barricades for roads
Metal barriers
Metal bars
Metal bars for further manufacture
Metal beams for building purposes
Metal bells
Metal beverage cans
Metal bicycle storage facilities
Metal binding thread
Metal bins
Metal bird baths [structures]
Metal blasting mats
Metal blinds [outdoor]
Metal blinds [slatted outdoor]
Metal blocks for construction
Metal blocks for use in flooring construction
Metal boards
Metal bolts
Metal bolts for locking doors
Metal bottles for compressed gas
Metal boundary posts
Metal brackets
Metal brackets for use in the construction and assembly of decking
Metal branching pipes
Metal building beams
Metal building blocks
Metal building bricks
Metal building elements for floors
Metal building elements for security structures
Metal building elements for strongrooms
Metal building elements for the damping of sound
Metal building elements for the damping of vibration
Metal building fronts
Metal building laths
Metal building materials for slating
Metal building materials having insulating properties
Metal building materials in the form of beams
Metal building materials in the form of blocks
Metal building materials in the form of panels
Metal building materials in the form of shaped sections
Metal building materials in the form of sheets
Metal building materials in the form of slabs
Metal building materials in the form of strips
Metal building panels
Metal building products
Metal building materials
Metal bump keys for locksmithing
Metal bus shelters
Metal bus stops
Metal bushes
Metal cabinet stops
Metal cable wire
Metal cable-clamps
Metal cables for guying purposes
Metal cables, non-electric
Metal cages for wild animals
Metal cans
Metal caps for bottles
Metal caps for screws
Metal carabiners
Metal carpenters' boards
Metal carpenters' panels
Metal carpenters' sheets
Metal carpentry sheets
Metal casement bolts
Metal casement windows
Metal casings for use in building or construction
Metal casters for furniture
Metal casting forms for concrete
Metal castings
Metal castings [semi-finished]
Metal cavity barriers
Metal cavity plugs
Metal cavity wall trays
Metal ceiling boards
Metal ceiling centrepieces
Metal ceiling installations
Metal ceiling tiles
Metal ceilings
Metal chains for keys
Metal chains for use as animal tethers
Metal chests
Metal chimney blocks
Metal chimney cowls
Metal chimney pots
Metal cladding
Metal cladding for buildings
Metal cladding panels for walls
Metal clamps
Metal clamps for fastening pipes
Metal clothesline wire
Metal coffered ceilings
Metal collecting boxes
Metal collecting tins
Metal combination locks, non-electric
Metal components for doors
Metal components for windows
Metal composite boards
Metal composting bins
Metal connectors for decking and decking joists
Metal connectors for fastening together parts of fences
Metal connectors used to join panels together
Metal construction materials
Metal containers for compressed gas or liquid air
Metal containers for gases
Metal containers for holding chemical substances
Metal containers for liquified gases
Metal containers for oil
Metal containers for storage or transport
Metal containers for the storage of natural gas fuel
Metal containers for tools, empty
Metal corner tapes
Metal cornices
Metal couplings for fire hoses
Metal coverings for ceilings
Metal cryogenic containers
Metal cubicles, other than for showers
Metal curtain walls
6 Metal cuvettes
6 Metal damp proof courses
6 Metal dead bolts
6 Metal deadbolts
6 Metal decking
6 Metal disc flushing valves
6 Metal discharge pipes for building installations
6 Metal discs
6 Metal domes
6 Metal door fittings
6 Metal door frames for refrigerating rooms
6 Metal door handles
6 Metal door hardware
6 Metal door latches
6 Metal door surrounds
6 Metal door units
6 Metal door viewers [non-magnified]
6 Metal doors
6 Metal dormer vents
6 Metal double glazed units
6 Metal double glazing panels
6 Metal double glazing panels incorporating insulating glass
6 Metal double glazing units
6 Metal double skinned heat insulated facade constructions
6 Metal double tube valves
6 Metal dowels
6 Metal drain pipes
6 Metal drainage apparatus for use in the channelling of flood water
6 Metal drainage apparatus for use in the collection of flood water
6 Metal drains for use in construction of basement waterproofing systems
6 Metal draw-off valves
6 Metal ducts, other than electric
6 Metal edgings
6 Metal elevator cables
6 Metal expanding sleeves for affixing screws
6 Metal expansion joints for floors and walls
6 Metal extrusions
6 Metal fabric for use in the reinforcement of concrete
6 Metal fasteners for scaffolds
6 Metal fastening devices for building purposes
6 Metal fastenings for panels
6 Metal fence panels
6 Metal fencing
6 Metal fencing panels
6 Metal fencing posts
6 Metal fencing wire
6 Metal fitted windows
6 Metal fittings for attachments to ceilings
6 Metal fittings for attachments to walls
6 Metal fittings for buildings
6 Metal fittings for doors
6 Metal fittings for furniture
6 Metal fittings for hangings
6 Metal fittings for shutters
6 Metal fittings for windows
Metal fittings of furniture
Metal flanges
Metal floor panels
Metal flooring
Metal foil for cooking
Metal foil for wrapping purposes
Metal folding doors
Metal forgings
Metal foundry moulds
Metal frame stained glass windows
Metal framed buildings
Metal framed glazed roof panels
Metal framed glazed wall panels
Metal framed glazing units
Metal framed greenhouses
Metal framed partitions
Metal framed patio doors
Metal framed suspended ceilings
Metal frames
Metal frames for air pipes
Metal frames for glazed windows
Metal frames for water pipes
Metal frames of extruded shapes
Metal frames of rolled shapes
Metal frames of stamped shapes
Metal frameworks
Metal front plate knobs
Metal furrings
Metal gabions
Metal garage doors
Metal garden rooms in the nature of conservatories
Metal gas pipe parts
Metal gates
Metal goods for use in building
Metal goods for use in construction
Metal gratings for use in the construction industry
Metal greenhouses
Metal grids
Metal grommets
Metal guardrails
Metal gutter pipes
Metal hardware for buildings
Metal high pressure hoses
Metal hinges
Metal hips for roofing
Metal hooks for towels
Metal hooks for wall hangings
Metal horizontal venetian blinds for outdoor use
Metal hose clamps
Metal hoses
Metal hoses for agricultural use
Metal hoses for plumbing use
Metal hoses for swimming pools
Metal identification bands for blood collection systems
Metal joint connectors for pipes
Metal joint covers
Metal jointing materials for use in building
Metal jointing materials for use in construction
Metal junctions for pipes
Metal karabiners
Metal kerb units
Metal key blanks
Metal keys for locks
Metal knobs
Metal ladders
Metal ladders for libraries
Metal laminated leaf-springs [not machine elements]
Metal license plates
Metal linings for buildings
Metal linings for ceilings
Metal linings for floors
Metal linings for pits
Metal linings for tunnels
Metal linings for use in construction
Metal linings for walls
Metal livestock buildings
Metal locks, non electric
Metal louvre vents for buildings
Metal louvre window assemblies
Metal mail slots
Metal masts, other than aerials or for watercraft
Metal materials for building
Metal materials for building and construction
Metal materials for building decoration
Metal materials for construction
Metal materials for making floors
Metal materials for railways
Metal materials for roads
Metal materials for roofs
Metal materials for use in ceiling construction
Metal materials for use in paving
Metal materials for use in the construction of walls
Metal members for use in forming panelling
Metal members for use in forming partitions
Metal mesh for gutters
Metal mesh for preventing debris from entering gutters
Metal mobile boarding stairs for passengers
Metal modular building units
Metal monocoque buildings
Metal moulds
Metal mountings for doors
Metal mountings for windows
Metal name plates
Metal nameplates and door nameplates
Metal niches
Metal nuts
Metal ores
Metal outflow pipes for bathrooms
Metal outflow pipes for ceilings
Metal outflow pipes for floors
Metal padlocks
Metal panelled ceilings
Metal panels
Metal panels for doors
Metal panels for walls
Metal parquet
Metal partitions for building
Metal partitions for shower baths
Metal patio doors
Metal paving materials
Metal pedestals [structures]
Metal pelmet boxes
Metal penstock pipes
Metal pipe fittings
Metal pipes
Metal pipes and tubes
Metal pipes for building purposes
Metal pipes for liquid and gas transfer
Metal pipes for use as roof drainage installations
Metal plates for display purposes
Metal plates for welding
Metal platforms for climbing purposes
Metal poles, other than aerials or for watercraft
Metal poster advertising pillars
Metal posts for electric fencing
Metal posts for lighting installations
Metal powders for use in the manufacture of paints
Metal powders for use in the manufacture of paper
Metal powders for use in the manufacture of plastics
Metal prefabricated buildings
Metal prefabricated elements for building
Metal preformed building panels
Metal profiles
Metal pulleys, springs and valves [not including machine elements]
Metal radial shaft sealing rings
Metal radiator hoses
Metal railings
Metal rails
Metal rainwater traps and covers
Metal ramps [structures]
Metal razor wire
Metal reinforcement materials for building
Metal reinforcement materials for construction
Metal reinforcement strips for use in building panels
Metal reinforcing fabrics for building
Metal reinforcing structures for building materials
Metal releasable locking devices, non-electric
Metal relocatable buildings
Metal relocatable buildings incorporating sanitary installations
Metal removable floor covers for allowing access to ducting
Metal reservoirs
Metal rings for keys
Metal road building materials
Metal road nameplates
Metal rocket launching platforms
Metal rods
Metal roller shutter doors for security purposes
Metal rollers for sliding doors
Metal rollers for sliding windows
Metal roof flashing
Metal roof panels
Metal roof skeletons
Metal roofing
Metal roofing materials
Metal roofing panels
Metal ropes
Metal safes
Metal safety boxes
Metal safety valves, other than parts of machines
Metal sash fasteners for windows
Metal sash windows
Metal scaffolding
Metal scaffolding apparatus
Metal scaffolding for buildings
Metal scaffolding for facades
Metal screens in the nature of blinds [external]
Metal screens, other than furniture
Metal sections
Metal security [anti-theft] devices [non-electric, other than for vehicles]
Metal security barriers
Metal security wire
Metal sewer pipes
Metal shackles
Metal sheds
Metal sheet materials coated with plastics
Metal sheet materials laminated with plastics
Metal shelf bars
Metal shelf brackets
Metal shelters for trolleys
Metal shelters for two-wheeled vehicles
Metal shingles
Metal shutters
Metal siding
Metal sieves being parts of drains
Metal signboards
Metal signposts
Metal skips
Metal skirting
Metal skylight frames for use in buildings
Metal skylight windows
Metal skylight windows for use in buildings
Metal skylights for buildings
Metal sleeves for use in building
Metal slugs
Metal soffit boards
Metal soffits
Metal soil vents
Metal solder for common metals
Metal solder for electronic applications
Metal solder for stainless steel
Metal speed bumps
Metal splice connectors for non-electric cables
Metal springs
Metal stables
Metal stanchions
Metal stands for barrels
Metal staples for construction or industrial use
Metal step ladders
Metal stepladders and ladders
Metal stoppers for bottles
Metal stoppers for industrial packaging containers
Metal storage drums
Metal storage tanks
Metal strip material
Metal strong boxes
Metal structures
Metal structures for use as platforms
Metal structures for use as viewing stands
Metal studs, other than for football boots, clothing or vehicle tyres
Metal supports for cables
Metal suspension devices for doors
Metal suspension devices for drawers
Metal T pieces for pipes
Metal tanks [containers]
Metal tapes
Metal ties
Metal ties for use in building
Metal time capsules
Metal tracks
Metal traffic control ramps
Metal tree guards [structures]
Metal tree supports
Metal trellis
Metal trellises
Metal trelliswork
Metal trolley shelters [structures]
Metal tubes
Metal tubes for gas
Metal turnbuckles
Metal U-bends
Metal upholstery tacks
Metal valves for controlling the flow in pipelines
Metal valves for shut-off application
Metal valves for water pipes
Metal valves not being parts of machines
Metal venetian blinds [external]
Metal ventilation channels
Metal vertical blinds [external]
Metal wainscotting
Metal wall claddings
Metal wall linings
Metal wall mounted dispensers, fixed
Metal wall panels
Metal wall tiles
Metal wallboards
Metal washers
Metal water conduits
Metal water storage tanks
Metal water tanks
Metal welding rods
Metal window cranks
Metal window fasteners
Metal window frames
Metal window jambs
Metal window shutters
Metal window sills
Metal windows
Metal wire
Metal wire fences
Metal wire fencing
Metal wires for binding objects
Metal works of art [bronze]
Metal works of art [common metal]
Metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical bollards, for roads
Metallic armoured doors
Metallic articles for building purposes
Metallic balcony enclosures
Metallic bands for reinforcing concrete
Metallic barge boards
Metallic barrels
Metallic bars
Metallic bathroom tiles
Metallic blanks for use in the manufacture of kitchen receptacles
Metallic boards
Metallic bottle caps
Metallic building components
Metallic building elements
Metallic building facade elements
Metallic building materials
Metallic building structures
Metallic cables, non-electric
Metallic cap closures
Metallic capsules [containers]
Metallic castings for use on roads
Metallic ceilings for use in building
Metallic coffers
Metallic connectors for watering hoses
Metallic conservatories
Metallic containers being lockable and fire resistant
Metallic divisions [partitions]
Metallic domes for buildings
Metallic doors
Metallic doors for strongbox
Metallic drain traps
Metallic duckboards
Metallic facade elements for buildings
Metallic fences
Metallic fire doors
Metallic flags
Metallic flanges
Metallic flexible pipes
Metallic foil for cooking
Metallic foil for packaging
Metallic frames for buildings
Metallic frames for sliding doors
Metallic frames for windows
Metallic framing for walls
Metallic fuel tanks
Metallic insect screens for doors
Metallic insect screens for windows
Metallic laths
Metallic materials for railway tracks
Metallic materials for use in sintering
Metallic modules for use in constructing buildings
Metallic moulds for casting
Metallic moulds for ingots
Metallic mountings
Metallic non-electric cables
Metallic nozzles for spraying concrete
Metallic nozzles for spraying mortar
Metallic oil tanks
Metallic packings
Metallic pipes
Metallic pipes and tubes
Metallic port holes [parts of buildings]
Metallic powders not for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
Metallic pressurised gas cylinders
Metallic profiles
Metallic rails
Metallic ribbons for reinforcing concrete
Metallic roof gutters
Metallic shuttering for concrete
Metallic slabs
Metallic staples for construction use
Metallic tiles
Metallic tiles for construction
Metallic transportable buildings
Metallic transportable constructions
Metallic water pipes
Metallic webbed belts for handling loads
Metallic webbing straps for handling loads
Metallic window frames
Metallic windows
Metallic wires, non-electric
Metals for welding cast iron
Metals in foil or powder form for 3D printers
Metals in powder form
Metals in powder form for use in industry
Milk churns [metal]
Miniature car models [ornaments] of common metal
Minting rods
Mobile [portable] buildings of metal containing sanitary installations
Mobile accommodation [metal]
Mobile aerial work platforms [scaffolding] of metal
Mobile boarding stairs of metal for passengers
Mobile display units [structures] of metal
Mobile homes [portable buildings] of metal
Mobile pallets made of metal
Mobile partitions [doors] made of metal
Mobile partitions [structures] made of metal
Mobile pedestals [structures] made of metal
Mobile platforms [scaffolding] of metal
Mobile steps [ladders] of metal
Model aeroplanes [ornaments] made of common metal
Model animals [ornaments] made of common metal
Model cars [ornaments] made of common metal
Model figures [ornaments] made of common metal
Model motor vehicles [ornaments] of common metal
Model vehicles [ornaments] made of common metal
Models [ornaments] made of common metal
Models [ornaments] of common metal
Modular metallic structures
Modular portable building structures [metal]
Modular portable building units of metal
Modular portable buildings of metal
Modular prefabricated steel framing
Modular shelters of metal
Modular sign panels of metal [non-luminous, non-mechanical]
Modular units of metal for constructing prefabricated buildings
Modular units of metal for constructing relocatable buildings
Modular wall panelling of metal
Moldings of metal for building
Moldings of metal for casing buildings
Moldings of metal for cladding buildings
Moldings of metal for cornices
Molybdenum
Molybdenum iron
Molybdenum ores
Monorail structures of metal
Monorail tracks of metal
Monuments of bronze for tombs
Monuments of common metal
Monuments of metal
Monuments of metal for tombs
Monuments of non-precious metal
Mooring bollards of metal
Mooring buoys of metal
Mooring cables of metal
Mooring hooks of metal
Mosquito screens [metal]
Moulded building materials of metal
Mouldings of metal for building
Mouldings of metal for casing buildings
Mouldings of metal for cladding buildings
Mouldings of metal for cornices
Mouldings of metal for facing buildings
Mouldings of metal for panelling buildings
Mouldings of metal for surfacing buildings
Moulds of metal for forming concrete fabrications
Mountings of metal for glass
Mountings of metal for pressurised gas cylinders
Movable metal framed stage platform units
Movable metal framed studio platform units
Movable partition panels [doors], of metal, for dividing rooms
Movable partitions [walls] of metal
Moveable walls made of metal
Mullions of metal
Multilayer panels of aluminium
Multilayer panels of aluminium alloys
Muzzles for clamping corks to sparkling wine bottles
Nailplates [metal] for the assembly of roof trusses
Nailplates [metal] for use in the construction of timber structures
Nails
Nails of metal
Name plaques of metal
Nameplates of metal
Nets of metal
Nickel
Nickel alloy ingots
Nickel alloys
Nickel ingots
Nickel ores
Nickel silver
Nickel-zinc plated sheet metal
Niobium
Non-collapsible metal containers for holding paint during transport
Non-electric cable boxes of metal
Non-electric cable connectors of metal
Non-electric cable couplings of metal
Non-electric cable junction sleeves of metal
Non-electric cables and wires of common metal
Non-electric cables and wires of common metals
Non-electric cables of common metal
Non-electric cables of metal
Non-electric closers of metal for doors
Non-electric closers of metal for windows
Non-electric conduit swivels of metal
Non-electric connecting sockets of metal
Non-electric control apparatus of metal for closing doors
Non-electric door bells of metal
Non-electric door closers [metal]
Non-electric door control devices of metal
Non-electric door locks of metal
Non-electric ducting conduit installations of metal
Non-electric ducting conduits of metal
Non-electric ducting installations of metal
Non-electric iron cables
Non-electric iron wires
Non-electric locking devices of metal for doors
Non-electric locking devices of metal for furniture
Non-electric locking devices of metal for windows
Non-electric locks made of metal
Non-electric metal cables
Non-electric metallic cables
Non-electric multi-strand wire
Non-electric operating devices of metal for blinds
Non-electric operating devices of metal for shutters
Non-electric security locking devices of metal
Non-electric theft prevention devices of metal, other than for vehicles
Non-electric window opening devices of metal
Non-electric wire connectors of metal
Non-electric wire for cables
Non-electric wires made of base metal
Non-electric wires of common metal
Non-electrical cables and wires of common metal
Non-ferrous metal alloys
Non-ferrous metals
Non-ferrous mouldings
Non-luminous and non-mechanical signs for roads of metal
Non-luminous and non-mechanical traffic signs of metal
Non-luminous metal beacons [tower-like structures]
Non-luminous metal house numbers
Non-luminous metal signs
Non-mechanical cable drums of metal
Non-mechanical reels of metal for the storage of hose
Non-metallic wall facades
Non-portable buildings made of metal
Non-portable metal buildings
Non-precious metal alloys
Non-precious metals
Non-pressurised hollow metal rings
Non-return flaps of metal
Non-return valves of metal
Notices, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal
Novelty badges of metal for vehicles
Nozzles of metal
Number plates of metal
Number plates of metal for vehicles
Number plates of metal
Nuts of metal
Objet d'art in bronze
Objet d'art in non precious metals
Offices [metal buildings]
Oil drainage containers of metal
Opening devices of metal for doors, non-electric
Opening devices of metal for windows, non-electric
Opening mechanisms of metal for doors, non-electric
Opening mechanisms of metal for windows, non-electric
Ores for use in abrasives
Ores for use in ceramics
Ores for use in refractories
Ores of metal
Orifice flanges of metal
Ornamental figurines of common metal
Ornaments [statues] made of bronze
Ornaments [statues] made of common metal
Ornaments of bronze
Ornaments of common metal
Outdoor blinds of metal
Outdoor metal-framed structures
Outdoor metal-framed transportable buildings
Outdoor signboards of metal [non-luminous and non-mechanical]
6 Outer doors of metal
6 Overclosures of common metal
6 Overflow channels of metal
6 Overhead suspension tracks of metal
6 Overhead suspension tracks of metal for use with doors
6 Overlapping rails of metal
6 Packaging boxes in collapsible form of metal
6 Packaging boxes in flat form of metal
6 Packaging boxes in made-up form of metal
6 Packaging containers of metal
6 Packaging materials made of metal
6 Packing containers of metal
6 Paddling pools [structure] of metal
6 Padlocks
6 Padlocks of metal
6 Paint spraying booths of metal
6 Palings of metal
6 Palisading of metal
6 Pallet racks of metal
6 Pallet surrounds of metal
6 Panel boards of metal
6 Panel mouldings of metal
6 Panelling of metal
6 Panels of metal for cladding on buildings
6 Panels of metal for doors
6 Panels of metal for sidewalls
6 Panels of metal for use as fascias
6 Panels of metal for use as road signs
6 Pantiles of metal
6 Paper towel dispensers of metal, fixed
6 Parapet supports of metal
6 Parapets of metal
6 Parquet flooring of metal
6 Partially processed base metals
6 Partially worked common metal alloys
6 Partially worked common metals
6 Partitioning materials of metal
6 Partitioning of metal for installation in buildings
6 Partitioning of metal, other than furniture
6 Partitions of metal
6 Partitions of metal for building purposes
6 Path edgings made of metal materials
6 Patio doors of metal
6 Pavements made of metal
6 Pavilions made of metal
6 Paving blocks of metal
6 Paving slabs of metal
6 Peeled metal bars
6 Pegs of metal
6 Pelletized iron
6 Penstock [conduits] of metal
6 Penstock pipes of metal
6 Pergolas of metal
6 Permanent building structures of metal
6 Permanent buildings of metal for agricultural purposes
Permanent buildings of metal for horticultural purposes
Permanent buildings of metal for stock rearing purposes
Pet doors of metal
Petrol cans of metal
Pewter figurines
Picture rails of metal
Pig iron
Pigsties of metal
Piles of metal
Pilings of metal
Pillars of metal
Pillars of metal for building
Pillars of metal for buildings
Pins [hardware]
Pipe bends of metal
Pipe casings of metal
Pipe clamps of metal
Pipe connections of metal
Pipe coupling of metal
Pipe couplings of metal
Pipe extensions of metal
Pipe fittings [junctions] of metal
Pipe jackets of metal
Pipe muffs of metal
Pipe nipples of metal
Pipe nuts of metal
Pipe outlets of metal
Pipe sections of metal
Pipe spacers of metal
Pipe support sleeves of metal
Pipe tubes of metal
Pipe unions of metal
Pipelines of metal for use with pressure gas cylinders
Pipes and tubes of metal
Pipes of metal
Pipes of metal including those from alloy steel and titanium
Pipes of metal, for central heating installations
Pipework of metal
Pipework of metal including those from alloy steel and titanium
Piston seals of metal
Pions of metal
Pits of metal for roofs
Pivots of metal
Placards of metal
Plant espaliers of metal
Plant screens [trellis] of metal
Plaques of common metal
Plastering beads of metal
Plastic coated wire, non-electric
Plated steels
Plates being metal building elements
Plates of metal for building facades
Plates of metal for use in displaying information
Plates of metal for use in heavy engineering
Platform staging of metal for use with scaffolding
Platform steps of metallic for use with scaffolding
Platforms for use as working areas [metal]
Platforms of metal
Platforms, prefabricated, of metal
Plating metals
Playground structures of metal
Plug-in connections of metal, non-electric
Plug-in connectors of metal, non-electric
Plugs [dowels] of metal
Plugs of metal
Plugs of metal for baths
Plugs of metal for showers
Plugs of metal for sinks
Plugs of metal for wash basins
Podiums [structures] of metal
Pods of metal
Poles of metal
Poles of metal for electric lines
Poles of metal for power lines
Ponds [metal structures]
Pontoons [structures] of metal
Porches [structures] of metal
Porches made principally of aluminium
Porches of metal for building
Portable assembly staging made of metal
Portable boxes [containers] of metal
Portable building structures of metal
Portable buildings made principally of metal
Portable buildings of metal
Portable cabins of metal
Portable constructions of metal
Portable gazebos primarily of metal
Portable metal buildings
Portable metal levees
Portable metallic constructions
Portable mobile metal office buildings
Portable outdoor security cabins of metal
Portable pallet racks of metal
Portable road hazard warning cones [non-luminous, non-mechanical, of metal]
Portable shelters of metal
Portable signing cones of metal [non-luminous, non-mechanical]
Portable signs of metal [non-luminous, non-mechanical]
Portable stables of metal for horses
Portable stands of metal for use by spectators
Portable structures of metal
Portable units [buildings] of metal for exhibition purposes
Portable units [buildings] of metal for hospitality purposes
Portable warning cones [non-luminous, non-mechanical, of metal]
Porticos of metal
Poster advertising pillars [structures] of metal
Posts of metal
Posts of metal for power lines
Posts of metal for use as bus-stops
Pot hooks of metal
Potable water reservoirs of metal
Pots hooks of metal
Poultry cages of metal
Powder spray painting stations [structures] of metal
Precision turned parts of metal [semi-finished]
Prefabricated aluminium scaffolding frames
Prefabricated balconies of metal
Prefabricated building components of metal
Prefabricated building elements of metal
Prefabricated building materials of metal
Prefabricated buildings of metal
Prefabricated doors of metal
Prefabricated elements of metal for building
Prefabricated extensions of metal for buildings
Prefabricated garages of metal
Prefabricated greenhouses of metal
Prefabricated houses [kits] of metal
Prefabricated houses of metal
Pre-fabricated houses of metal
Prefabricated metal building structures
Prefabricated metal buildings
Prefabricated metal constructions
Prefabricated metal relocatable buildings
Prefabricated mobile greenhouses of metal
Prefabricated or portable bridges of metal
Prefabricated partition walls of metal
Prefabricated roof structures of metal
Prefabricated roof units of metal
Prefabricated scaffolds of metal
Prefabricated security vaults [safes]
Prefabricated strongrooms [safes]
Prefabricated strongrooms [structures] of metal
Prefabricated wall structures of metal
Pre-formed building sections of metal
Pre-formed floor ducts of metal, non-electric
Pre-insulated bonded flexible metal hoses
Pre-insulated bonded metal pipes
Pre-insulated bonded metal pipes for water
Pre-painted metal
Pressure actuated rings [metal]
Pressure filled rings [metal]
Pressure gas bottles of metal
Pressure gas cylinders made of metal
Pressure pipes of metal, other than parts of machines
Pressure reducing valves being parts of gas installations
Pre-wrought stainless steel
Printing frames of metal
Processed metal ores
Products made of metal for use in building and construction
Profile components of metal
Profiled metal sections [semi-finished]
Profiled metal slabs
6 Profiled sections made from metal [semi-finished]
6 Profiles of metal
6 Projection walls of metal
6 Promenade tiles of metal
6 Props for clothes lines of metal
6 Props of metal
6 Protective containers of metal for packing goods
6 Protective containers of metal for storing goods
6 Protective screens of metal
6 Pulleys of metal, other than for machines
6 Pure iron ingots
6 Purlins of metal
6 Pushpins of metal
6 Pyrophoric metals
6 Quick release chain stoppers [metal]
6 Quick release wire stoppers [metal]
6 Rack bars for shelves [metal]
6 Racking [structures] of metal for storage purposes
6 Racking [structures] of metal for supporting cables
6 Racking [structures] of metal for supporting pipes
6 Racking [structures] of metal for supporting tubes
6 Racks [structures] of metal
6 Racks [structures] of metal for casks
6 Racks [structures] of metal for kegs
6 Radiator grills of metal, other than for vehicles
6 Radiator surrounds of metal
6 Radiator valves of metal, other than thermostatic
6 Rafter stays of metal
6 Rafters of metal
6 Rail fastenings of metal
6 Rail switches
6 Railheads of metal
6 Railing holders of metal
6 Railings of metal
6 Railings of metal in the nature of fences
6 Railroad ties of metal
6 Rails of metal
6 Rails of metal for folding doors
6 Rails of metal for railway tracks
6 Rails of metal for sliding doors
6 Rails of metal for vehicles
6 Railway material of metal
6 Railway points
6 Railway sleepers of metal
6 Railway switches
6 Rain barrels of metal
6 Rain gutters of metal
6 Rain shelters of metal
6 Rain traps of metal
6 Rainwater hoppers of metal
6 Rainwater reservoirs of metal
6 Ramps being structures of metal
6 Ramps of metal
6 Ramps of metal for parking vehicles
6 Ramps of metal for positioning vehicles
Random packings of common metals
Raw base metals
Ready made building components [metal]
Ready made door frames made of metal
Ready made doors made of metal
Ready made window frames made of metal
Ready made windows made of metal
Ready mountable metal building parts
Receptacles of metal for compressed gases
Receptacles of metal for compressed liquid air
Receptacles of metal for liquid fuel
Receptacles of metal for packaging
Receptacles of metal for storing acids
Reclosable fasteners of metal
Reels of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses
Reels of metal, non-mechanical, for storing cables
Reels of metal, non-mechanical, for storing chains
Refractory construction materials of metal
Refuse skips of metal
Registration plates of metal
Regulating valves of metal
Regulators [valves] of metal
Reinforcement bar connectors of metal
Reinforcement casings of metal
Reinforcement elements of metal for pre-cast concrete
Reinforcement of metal for concrete
Reinforcement rods of metal
Reinforcing bars of metal
Reinforcing bars of metal for use in brickwork
Reinforcing bars of metal for use in concrete
Reinforcing bars of metal for use in masonry
Reinforcing fibres of metal for building
Reinforcing fibres of metal for machine belts
Reinforcing fibres of metal for pipes
Reinforcing materials of metal for building
Reinforcing materials of metal for buildings
Reinforcing materials of metal for machine belts
Reinforcing materials of metal for pipes
Reinforcing materials, of metal, for concrete
Reinforcing metal mesh
Reinforcing pins of metal for formwork
Reinforcing rods of metal for concrete
Relocatable metal strongrooms
Removable partitions [structures] of metal
Replacement metal cavity wall ties
Rerolled steels
Reservoirs of metal
Resin coated steel sheet
Retaining [fixing] devices of metal
Retaining walls of metal
Revolving doors of metal
Rigid doors of metal
Rigid pipes of metal
Rigid pipes of metal for building
Rigid tubes of metal
| 6 | Rim locks [non-electric] of metal |
| 6 | Ring closures of common metal |
| 6 | Ring pulls of metal |
| 6 | Ring pulls of metal incorporating an opener and pourer |
| 6 | Rings for bulls' noses [metal] |
| 6 | Rings of common metal for keys |
| 6 | Rings of metal |
| 6 | Ring-shaped fittings of metal |
| 6 | Riveted metal constructions |
| 6 | Rivets of metal |
| 6 | Rivets, cramps and nails of metal |
| 6 | Road cones [non-mechanical, non-luminous, of metal] |
| 6 | Road construction materials of metal |
| 6 | Road coverings of metal |
| 6 | Road humps [metal] for slowing traffic |
| 6 | Road humps of metal for slowing traffic |
| 6 | Road making materials of metal |
| 6 | Road repair materials of metal |
| 6 | Road signs of metal [non-mechanical, non-luminous] |
| 6 | Road signs of metal [not luminous nor mechanical] |
| 6 | Road signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal |
| 6 | Road traffic direction devices of metal [non-mechanical, non-luminous] |
| 6 | Roads of metal |
| 6 | Roadside display boards of metal [non-mechanical, non-luminous] |
| 6 | Roadways of metal |
| 6 | Rock bolts of metal |
| 6 | Rocket launching platforms [structures] of metal |
| 6 | Rocket launching platforms of metal |
| 6 | Rockslide retention wire nets |
| 6 | Rods of metal |
| 6 | Rods of metal for brazing |
| 6 | Rods of metal for brazing and welding |
| 6 | Rods of metal for brazing and welding including those from alloy steel and titanium |
| 6 | Rods of metal for welding |
| 6 | Roll doors of metal |
| 6 | Roll doors of metal for use in industrial buildings |
| 6 | Roll doors of metal for use in warehouses |
| 6 | Rolled metal products [semi-finished] |
| 6 | Rolled metal products for further manufacture |
| 6 | Rolled products in the form of steel plate |
| 6 | Rolled products in the form of steel sheet |
| 6 | Rolled steel |
| 6 | Rolled steels |
| 6 | Rolled wire, non-electric |
| 6 | Roller blinds of steel |
| 6 | Roller chains of metal |
| 6 | Roller doors of metal |
| 6 | Roller shades [outdoor] of metal |
| 6 | Roller shutters of metal |
| 6 | Rollers [casters] of metal |
| 6 | Rolling shutters of metal |
| 6 | Rolling window shutters of metal |
| 6 | Roof angle irons of metal |
| 6 | Roof components of metal |
| 6 | Roof construction materials of metal |
Roof coverings of metal
Roof elements of metal
Roof fanlights [windows] of metal
Roof flashing of metal
Roof flashings of aluminium
Roof flashings of lead
Roof gutters of aluminium
Roof gutters of metal
Roof materials of metal
Roof purlins of metal
Roof ridges of metal
Roof structures of metal for supporting tiles
Roof tiles of metal
Roof trusses of metal
Roof turrets of metal
Roof vents of metal
Roof windows of metal
Roofing boards of metal
Roofing joints of metal
Roofing materials of metal
Roofing materials of metal in the form of sheets
Roofing materials of metal in the form of slabs
Roofing materials of metal in the form of tiles
Roofing materials of metal incorporating guttering
Roofing membranes of metal
Roofing of metal
Roofing of metal, incorporating photovoltaic cells
Roofing of metal, incorporating solar cells
Roofing panels of metal
Roofing plate of metal
Roofing sheets of metal
Roofing skeletons of metal
Roofing tiles of metal
Roofs of metal
Roofs of metal for buildings
Roofs of metal for structures
Room divider panels of metal, other than furniture
Room dividers of metal, other than furniture
Rope thimbles of metal
Ropes of metal
Roses [ceiling decorations] of metal
Rotating junctions of metal for pipes
Rough common metal alloys
Rough common metals
Rough or semi-finished alloy forgings of metal
Round aluminium billets
Round metal bars for use in reinforcing concrete
Runner channels of metal for ceilings
Runners of metal for sliding doors
Run-off channels of metal
Run-off vents of metal for bridges
Ruptured disc assemblies of metal
Rust resistant steels
Rustproof metal sheets
Rustproof tool steels
Safe boxes
Safe deposit boxes
Safes
Safes [metal or non-metal]
Safes, electronic
Safety and caution cones [beacons of metal, non-luminous]
Safety cash boxes
Safety cashboxes
Safety chains of metal
Safety deposit boxes
Safety doors of metal
Safety fittings of metal for doors
Safety fittings of metal for windows
Safety hooks of metal
Safety keys of metal
Safety locking devices of metal, non-electric
Safety locks of metal, non-electric
Safety scaffolding of metal
Safety signs of metal [non-luminous, non-mechanical]
Safety vault doors
Sag bars of metal
Sandwich sheets of metal
Sash balances of metal for windows
Sash fasteners of metal
Sash fasteners of metal for windows
Sash fasteners, not of metal
Sash pulleys
Sash window pulls of metal
Scaffold couplers of metal
Scaffold towers of metal
Scaffolding of metal
Scaffolding towers of metal
Scale model cars [ornaments] of common metal
Scale models [ornaments] of common metal
Score boards [structures] of metal
Screen wall components of metal
Screens [partitions] of metal for bathrooms
Screens for use as screen walls [metal structures]
Screw bolts of metal
Screw bushings of metal
Screw caps of metal
Screw covers of metal
Screw cups of metal
Screw eyes of metal
Screw inserts of metal
Screw nuts of metal
Screw rings
Screw rings of metal
Screw rivets of metal
Screw spikes of metal
Screw thread inserts of metal
Screw threaded fasteners of metal
Screw tops of metal for bottles
Screwed rods of metal
Screw-in insert nuts of metal
Screw-in nuts of metal
Screws in stainless metals
Screws of metal
Sculpted works of art made from bronze
Sculpted works of art made from common metal
Scumboards of metal
Sealing caps of metal
Sealing caps of metal for bottles
Sealing membranes of metal
Sealing profiles of metal
Seals of metal for shock absorbers
Seals of metal for the reduction of friction in metals
Seamless metallic pipes
Seamless rolled metal rings
Sectional buildings of metal
Sections of metal
Sections of metal for use in building
Sections of metal panelling for interior conversion of dwelling houses
Securing devices [fastenings] of metal for building purposes
Securing wire for plants
Security boxes [safes]
Security boxes of metal
Security cases [safes] for money
Security chests [safes]
Security closures of metal
Security containers of metal
Security devices [locks] of metal for vehicles
Security door frames of metal for buildings
Security doors of metal for buildings
Security gratings of metal for the outside of buildings
Security shutters of metal
Security trays of metal
Security units [safes]
Self-adhesive lead strips
Self-clinching fasteners made of metal
Self-drilling metal bolts
Self-drilling metal plugs
Self-drilling metal screws
Self-drilling screws in stainless metals
Self-locking metal locks for belt reels
Self-opening metal locks for belt reels
Self-piercing metal fasteners for sheet material applications
Self-tapping metal bolts
Self-tapping metal plugs
Self-tapping metal screws
Semi-finished articles made from common metal alloys
Semi-finished articles of common metals for use in the manufacture of jewellery
Semi-finished cast steel articles
Semi-finished castings of common metal
Semi-finished castings of light metal
Semi-finished castings of light metal alloys
Semi-finished laminated metal castings
Semi-finished metal products for use in the manufacture of car bodies
Semi-finished metal products for use in the manufacture of cars
Semi-finished products of aluminium
6 Semi-finished products of light alloys
6 Semi-finished slabs of metal
6 Separation tanks of metal
6 Servery grilles of metal
6 Set screws of metal
6 Settlement tanks of metal
6 Sewer pipes of metal
6 Sewers of metal
6 Shackle bolts of metal
6 Shackles [handcuffs] made of metal
6 Shackles [leg irons] made of metal
6 Shaft covers of metal
6 Shaft keys of metal
6 Shaped blocks of metal for use in the construction of doors
6 Shaped blocks of metal for use in the construction of windows
6 Shaped metal portions
6 Shaped metal sections
6 Shaped panels of metal
6 Shaped sections of metal
6 Shaped sheets of metal
6 Shaped strips of metal
6 Sheaf binders of metal
6 Sheds [buildings] of metal
6 Sheet iron
6 Sheet materials of metal for use in building
6 Sheet metal
6 Sheet metal fabrications
6 Sheet metal for cladding
6 Sheet metal for making into automobile bodies
6 Sheet metal for roofing
6 Sheet metal linings
6 Sheet metal partition walls
6 Sheet piles of metal
6 Sheet steel
6 Sheet steel alloy
6 Sheet steel suitable for enamelling
6 Sheeting lines of metal
6 Sheets and plates of metal
6 Sheets of aluminium
6 Sheets of metal
6 Sheets of metal including those from alloy steel and titanium
6 Sheets of metallic materials for packaging
6 Sheets with an aluminium base for packaging purposes
6 Shelf dividers of metal, other than parts of furniture
6 Shelf supports of metal, other than parts of furniture
6 Shelf units [structures] of metal
6 Shelters [building structures] of metal
6 Shelves [structures] of metal
6 Shelves of metal [structures]
6 Shelving frames of metal, other than furniture
6 Shelving parts of metal
6 Shims
6 Shoe dowels of metal
6 Shoe pegs of metal
6 Shoe scrapers of metal
Shop fittings of metal
Shop fronts of metal
Shops of metal
Shoring struts of metal
Shutter doors of metal
Shutter grilles of metal
Shuttering of metal for concrete
Shutters of metal
Sidewalls of metal
Sidings of metal
Sign frames of metal
Sign holders of metal
Signalling panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal
Signboards of metal
Signplates made of metal
Signposts made of metal
Signs of metal [non-luminous and non-mechanical]
Signs plates of metal
Signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal
Silicon iron
Sills of metal
Silos of metal
Silver solder
Silver-plated tin alloys
Sintered hard metals
Skating rinks [structures] of metal
Skelps
Skirting boards of metal
Skylights [windows] of metal
Slabs of common metal
Slabs of metal for building
Slabs of metal including those from alloy steel and titanium
Sleeved purlins of metal
Sleeved rails of metal
Sleeves [metal hardware]
Slide closers of metal for containers
Sliding dividers [walls] of metal
Sliding doors of metal for buildings
Sliding rails of metal
Slings made from wire ropes for handling loads
Slings of metal for handling loads
Sludge cocks [valves] of metal, other than parts of machines
Sludge valves of metal, other than parts of machines
Sluice gates made of metal
Sluices [channels] of metal
Sluices [drains] of metal
Small items of metal hardware
Smoke exits [vents] of metal
Smoke outlets [vents] of metal
Snap rings [fasteners] of metal
Snow irons [crampions]
Snowboard locks of metal
Socket head cap screws of metal
Socket head shoulder screws of metal
Soft solder
Solder pastes
Solder rods of metal
Solder wire
Solder wire of metal
Soldering metals in bar form
Soldering preparations comprising solder metal and flux
Soldering wire of metal
Soldering wire with built-in flux
Solid profiled sections made from metals and metal alloys
Solid rings of metal
Sound absorbing structures of metal for buildings
Sound insulating structures of metal
Soundproof cabinets [structures] of metal
Soundproof cabins [structures] made of metal
Soundproof hoods [structures] of metal
Spa pools [metal structures]
Space dividers [structures] of metal
Space frame modular units of metal
Space frame structural units of metal
Space frames of metal
Spacer brackets of metal
Spacers of metal
Spandrel panels of metal
Spars of metal for use in building
Spears [valves] of metal for use with containers
Spears [valves] of metal for use with kegs
Special metal alloys
Speed humps of metal for slowing traffic
Spelter for brazing
Spelter for soldering
Spelter for welding
Spigots [stoppers] of metal
Splices of metal for connecting reinforcing bars in concrete columns
Splices of metal for making up wire nets
Split pins of metal
Split rings of common metal for keys
Sponge iron
Spool adaptors of metal
Spoons of metal
Spray painting booths of metallic materials
Spray valves of metal, other than parts of machines
Sprigs [dowel pins] of metal
Spring assemblies of metal for incorporation into cushions
Spring assemblies of metal for incorporation into mattresses
Spring bushes of metal
Spring locks
Spring locks of metal
Spring locks of metal, other than electric
Spring pins of metal
Spring rings of metal
Spring roll pins of metal
Spring steel
Spring washers of metal
Springs [metal hardware]
Springs being metal hardware for upholstery
Springs made principally of metal
Sprinkling pipes of metal
Spurs
Square set screws of metal
Stabilisation fabrics of metal for use in construction
Stabilized aluminum foam
Stables of metal
Stack linings of metal
Stackable containers of metal for the transport of materials
Stackable trays of metal for the packaging of materials
Stacking adaptors being metal fittings
Stacking boxes of metal
Stacking trays of metal
Stage platform structures of metal
Staging of metal
Stainless steel
Stainless steel in sheet form
Stainless steel in strip form
Stainless steel pipe fittings
Stainless steel pipes
Stainless steel reinforcing rods for concrete building works
Stainless steel tubes
Stainless steels
Stair components of metal
Stair edgings of metal
Stair fittings of metal
Stair rails of metal
Stair treads [steps] of metal
Stair treads of metal
Staircases of metal
Stairs of metal
Stairs of metal for use in buildings
Stairways of metal for use in buildings
Stakes of metal for plants or trees
Stalls [structures] of metal for animals
Stalls [structures] of metal for horses
Stalls of metal for showers
Stanchion stays of metal
Stand tanks of metal
Stands [structures] of metal for bicycles
Stands being metallic structures
Stands of metal for road signs
Statues made of bronze
Statues of common metal
Statues of common metal alloys
Statues of common metal coated with bronze
Statues of common metal in the form of figures
Statues of non-precious metal of religious icons
Statuettes of common metal
Stays of metal
Steel
Steel alloys
Steel alloys unwrought or semi-wrought
Steel balls
Steel beams
Steel building materials
Steel buildings
Steel castings [semi-finished]
Steel chimneys
Steel coil
Steel cylinders for compressed gas
Steel cylinders for liquid air
Steel decanters for the storage of bulk materials
Steel deck shuttering for use in the construction of concrete floors
Steel drums [sold empty]
Steel fabricated units for use in storing gas cylinders
Steel fabricated units for use in transporting gas cylinders
Steel fabrications
Steel for cans
Steel for tins
Steel forgings
Steel forgings [semi-finished]
Steel frames for building
Steel grating
Steel grinding balls
Steel grinding rods
Steel hinged door frames
Steel hinged doors
Steel in bar form
Steel in billet form
Steel in coil form
Steel in plate form
Steel in rod form
Steel in roll form
Steel in sheet form
Steel in strip form
Steel in the form of ingots
Steel in the form of profiles
Steel lining for construction
Steel masts
Steel pipes
Steel rails
Steel reinforcement for use in the construction of concrete floors
Steel rods
Steel sheet for automobile bodies
Steel sheet for use as sheathing material
Steel sheet for use in building
Steel sheets
Steel shuttering for use in the construction of concrete floors
Steel storage silos
Steel strip
Steel strip for use in the manufacture of press tools
Steel strips
Steel tubes
Steel wire
Steel wire in hoop form
Steel wire in mesh form
Steel wire rope
Steel, unwrought or semi-wrought
Steels for armour
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Steels for packaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Steels in sheet form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Step ladders made of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Step stools made of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Step stools of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Steps [ladders] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stillages of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stop collars of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stop valves of metal, other than parts of machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stoppers of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Steps [ladders] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Storage apparatus [structures] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Storage chests made of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Storage containers of metal for liquid gases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Storage frames [structures] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Storage installations [structures] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Storage modules [structures] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Storage pallets of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Storage rails [structures] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Storage shelves [structures] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Storage tanks of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Storage units [structures] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Storing boxes of common metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strain relief clips of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stranded wires, non-electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strap-hinges of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strapping made of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Straps of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Straps of metal for handling loads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Straps of metal for load handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Street furniture [structures] made of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Street gutters of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stretchers for iron bands [tension links]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stretchers for metal bands [tension links]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stretchers of metal for use with bands for tying up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Striking plates of metal for locks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stringers [parts of staircases] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stringers of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strings of metal for handling loads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strip wound hoses of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strip wound pipes of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strip wound tubes of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stripper bolts of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strips of common metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strips of film [metal] for packaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strips of film [metal] for wrapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strips of metal for use in mounting panels on walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strips of metal for use with tiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strips of metal having coloured coatings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strongboxes [metal or non-metal]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strongboxes [safes] not of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strongboxes [safes] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strongchambers [safes] not of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strongchambers [safes] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strongrooms [safes] not of metal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Strongrooms [safes] of metal
Structural frames of metal for building
Structural parts of metal for doors
Structural parts of metal of windows
Structural platforms [structures] of metal
Structural reinforcement of metal for construction purposes
Structural sections of metal for construction purposes
Structural steels
Structural steelwork
Structural support joists of metal for the construction of floors
Structural support members of metal
Structures of metal
Structures of metal for agricultural use
Structures of metal for buildings
Structures of metal for horticultural use
Structures of metal for screening
Structures of metal for use as prefabricated building foundations
Structures of metal incorporating a toilet
Stud rails of metal for flats
Studding being metallic framing for walls
Studding of metal
Studio platform structures of metal
Sub-frames of metal
Sumps [structures] of metal
Sun louvres of metal for buildings
Sun protection gratings of metal for windows
Sun screens [outdoor] of metal
Support fixings of metal for building structures
Support plates of metal
Support posts of metal for signs
Support stands [structures] of metal for bicycles
Supports of metal for frameworks
Supports of metal for rigs
Supports of metal for sign panels
Supports of metal for tents
Supports of metal for use in panel cladding
Supports of metal for use in stone cladding
Supports of metal for use in the building of formwork
Supports of metal for use in the construction of formwork
Surclosures for bottles [metal]
Surface finished metal sheets
Surface finished strips of metal
Surface treated copper
Surfacings for building [metal]
Suspended ceilings of metal
Suspended stages [structures] of metal
Suspension clamps of metal
Suspension rods of metal for hanging up articles
Swimming pools [structures] of metal
Swing flaps of metal for use with passages for carts
Swing flaps of metal for use with passages for trolleys
Table centrepieces [ornaments] made of brass
Table centres [ornaments] made of brass
Tacks [nails]
Tacks of metal
Tanks [containers] of metal
Tanks [structures] of metal
Tanks made principally of metal for use in industry
Tanks of metal
Tanks of metal incorporating pumps
Tantalum [metal]
Tantalum and its alloys
Tap venting plugs of metal
Tapes of metal
Taps of metal for casks
Telegraph posts of metal
Telephone booths of metal
Telephone boxes of metal
Telpher cables
Temporary structures made of metal
Temporary structures of metal for safety purposes
Temporary structures of metal for supporting purposes
Temporary walls of metal
Tension levers of metal
Tension links
Tensioning wires of metal
Tent pegs of metal
Tent poles of metal
Terne coated steel
Thermally insulated containers of metal, other than for household use
Thermally insulated pipes made of copper, other than parts of sanitary installations
Thin bands of metal
Thread of metal for binding
Thread of metal for tying-up purposes
Thread of metal for wrapping
Threaded anchorage inserts of metal
Threaded bars of metal
Threaded bushes in ferrous metals
Threaded bushes in non-ferrous metals
Threaded fasteners made of common metal
Threaded members of metal
Threaded metal rods
Threaded nuts of metal
Threaded outlets of metal
Threaded rivets of metal
Threaded screws of metal
Threaded shanks of metal
Threaded spikes of metal
Thresholds of metal
Thumbscrews [fasteners] of metal
Thumbturns [fasteners] of metal
Ticket holders of common metal
Tie plates
Tie wire of metal
Ties of metal
Ties of metal for binding
Ties of metal for cavity walls
Ties of metal for use in brickwork
Ties of metal for use in building
Ties of metal for wrapping
Tile floorings of metal
Tiles of metal
Tiles of metal for building
Tiltable doors of metal for buildings
Tiltable metal doors for buildings
Tilting metal doors
Timber connectors of metal
Time capsules of metal
Tin
Tin [metal]
Tin alloy ingots
Tin and its alloys
Tin bars
Tin bars in coil
Tin cans
Tin ingots
Tin ores
Tinfoil
Tinplate
Tinplate packings
Tin-plate packings
Tins of metal
Tip blanks of metal
Tissue dispensers, fixed, of metal
Tissue holders, fixed, of metal
Titanium
Titanium alloy
Titanium alloy ingots
Titanium alloys
Titanium iron
Titanium sponge
Titanium unwrought or semi-wrought
Toggle bolts of metal
Toilet paper dispensers, fixed, of metal
Toilet seat cover dispensers, fixed, of metal
Tomb or grave enclosures of metal
Tomb slabs of metal
Tombac
Tombs of metal
Tombstone plaques of metal
Tombstone stelae of metal
Tool boxes of metal
Tool boxes of metal, empty
Tool chests of metal, empty
Tool steel
Tool storage containers of metal, empty
Tooling plates of metal
Tow ropes of metal
Towel dispensers of metal
Towel dispensers, fixed, of metal
Towel hooks of metal
Tower scaffolding of metal
Towers [metal structures]
Towing cables of metal
Towing rods for vehicles, of metal
Towing ropes for vehicles of metal
Tracks [rails] of metal
Traffic control constructions of metal
Traffic information panels of metal [non-luminous, non-mechanical]
Traffic signs of metal [non-luminous and non-mechanical]
Transformed steel
Transport containers of metal
Transport pallets of metal
Transportable accommodation made of metal
Transportable buildings of metal
Transportable changing rooms of metal
Transportable constructions made of metal
Transportable containers of metal for gases
Transportable greenhouses of metal for household use
Transportable houses of metal
Transportable metal constructions
Transportable metallic structures
Transportable metallic buildings
Transportable metallic constructions
Transportable metallic containers for liquified gases
Transportable rooms of metal incorporating showers
Transportable structures of metal
Trap doors of metal
Traps for wild animals
Traps of metal for wild animals
Trays of metal
Treadplates of metal
Tree gratings of metal for draining thoroughfares
Tree grids of metal
Tree grilles of metal
Tree protectors of metal
Trellis of metal
Trench sheeting panels of metal
Trenching struts of metal
Trestle columns of metal
Trophies made of common metals and their alloys
Trophies of common metal
Trophy columns of common metal
Troughs of metal for mixing mortar
Trunking [channels] of metal for electric cables
Trunking [channels] of metal for electric wires
Tubbing of metal
Tube plugs of metal
Tubes in grades of stainless steels
Tubes of copper alloys
Tubes of metal
Tubes of nickel alloys
Tubes of stainless steel
Tumblers of metal [parts of locks]
Tungsten
Tungsten iron
Tungsten ores
Tunnel lining segments made of metal
Tunnels of metal
Tuns [casks] of metal
Turnbuckles of metal
Turn-button fasteners of metal
Turnstiles of metal
Turntables [railways]
Turrets [structures] of metal
Type metal
U-bolts of metal
Underdrainage pipes of metal
Underframes of metal
Unworked base metals
Unworked common metals
Unwrought aluminium
Unwrought aluminium alloys
Unwrought base alloys
Unwrought base metals
Unwrought common metal alloys
Unwrought common metals
Unwrought copper based alloys
Unwrought copper based alloys in the form of cast shapes
Unwrought iron
Unwrought non-ferrous metals
Unwrought stainless steel covered with tin-lead alloy
Unwrought steel
Uprights of metal
Uranium alloy
Valve assemblies of metal, other than parts of machines
Valve bodies of metal, other than parts of machines
Valves [manual] of metal for regulating fluid flow
Valves [taps] of metal for controlling flow
Valves of metal for industrial installations, other than parts of machines
Valves of metal for piping
Valves of metal other than parts of machines including those from alloy steel and titanium
Valves of metal, other than parts of machines
Vanadium
Varnish coated steel strips
Vats of metal
Vehicle locks of metal, non-electric
Vehicle number plates of metal
Vehicle ramps of metal
Vehicle registration plates of metal
Venetian blinds [outdoor] made of metal
Vent pipe terminals of metal for use in building
Ventilating ducts of metal
Ventilation grilles of metal for fitting in doors
Ventilation grilles of metal for fitting in windows
Ventilator flaps of metal for buildings
Ventilators [vents] of metal for buildings
Venting ducts of metal
Vents of metal
Verandas of metal
Vertical blinds [outdoor] of metal
Vertically raisable concertina doors of metal
Vertically raisable rolling doors of metal
Vessel [container] closures of metal
Vice claws of metal
Vice jaws of metal
Vinyl coated steel plates
Vinyl coated steel sheets
Wainscotting of metal
Walkways of metal
Wall boards of metal
Wall braces of metal
Wall claddings of metal for building
Wall connectors of metal
Wall covering of metal for buildings
Wall covering plates of metal
Wall covering tiles of metal
Wall coverings made of metal for constructing walls
Wall facades of metal
Wall hooks of metal
Wall hooks of metal for pipes
Wall linings of metal for building
Wall mounted hose supports of metal
Wall panels of metal
Wall plaques of metal
Wall platings of metal
Wall plugs of metal
Wall ties of metal
Wall tiles of metal
Wall tiles of metal for building
Wall windows of metal
Walling panels formed from metallic materials
Walls of metal
Wardrobe rail fittings of metal
Warehouses of metal
Washers of metal
Waste bins [skips] of metal for industrial use
Waste paper bins of metal for industrial use
Water control valves of metal
Water inlets [valves of metal] for water pipes
Water outlets [valves of metal] for water pipes
Water pipe valves of metal
Water pipes of metal
Water regulating valves [metal] for water pipes
Water tanks of metal
Water tanks of metal for household purposes
Water-pipe valves of metal
Water-pipes of metal
Wear resistant coverings of metallic materials
Wear resistant linings of metallic materials
Wear resistant metal alloys
Weather boarding of metal
Weather- or wind-vanes of metal
Weather vanes of metal
Weatherbars of metal
Weatherboards of metal
Weatherstrippings of metal
Wedges of metal
Weld neck flange of metal
Welded metal mesh
Welded metal netting
Welded metal structures
Welded wire nets
Welding metals
Welding steel
Welding wheel blanks of metal
Welding wheels of metal
Welding wire
Welding wire of metal
Wheel chocks made primarily of metal
Wheel clamps [boots]
Wheel clamps of metal
White metal
Wind vanes of metal
Wind-driven bird-repelling devices made of metal
Winding spools of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses
Window baskets of metal
Window blinds [outdoor] of metal
Window casement bolts
Window casements of metal
Window casing bolts of metal
Window catches of metal
Window closers, non-electric
Window facades of metal
Window fasteners of metal
Window fittings of metal
Window frames of metal
Window frames of aluminium
Window furniture of metal
Window glazing fixtures made of metal
Window guards of metal
Window handles of metal
Window hinges of metal
Window openers, non-electric
Window protection devices of metal
Window pulleys
Window pulleys of metal
Window sash fasteners of metal
Window sashes of metal
Window sashes of aluminium
Window sashes of metal
Window seals of metal
Window sills of metal
Window stops of metal
Window surrounds of metal
Windows of metal
Window-stops of metal
Wine casks of metal
Wing nuts of metal
Wire cages [structures] of metal
Wire cloth
Wire fences
Wire fencing
Wire for ropes
Wire for strands
Wire gauze
Wire hooks
Wire hoops
Wire lashings
Wire mesh
Wire mesh panels
Wire nets
Wire nets and gauzes
Wire of common metal
Wire of common metal alloys, except fuse wire
Wire rod
Wire rope
Wire rope slings
Wire ropes
Wire ropes for use with cranes
Wire strands
Wire stretchers [tension links]
Wire thread of common metal
Wood screws made of metal
Work platforms [scaffold towers] of metal
Work platforms [scaffolding] of metal
Working platforms [scaffold towers] of metal
Working platforms [scaffolding] of metal
Works of art of common metal
Works of art of non-precious metal
Wrapping materials of metal
Wrapping or binding bands of metal
Wrapping sheets of metal
Wrought bars of common metal
Wrought common metal alloys
Wrought common metals
Wrought iron
Wrought steel
Zinc
Zinc alloy ingots
Zinc and its alloys
Zinc based alloys
Zinc ingots
Zinc ores
Zinc-coated steel sheets
Zirconium
Zirconium ores
3D printers
Abraders [machines]
Abrading inserts for use with machines
Abrading machines
Abrading tools for use with machines
Abrasive bits for use with machines
Abrasive discs [machine tools]
Abrasive grinding wheels [machines]
Abrasive instruments [machines]
Abrasive sharpening stones [parts of machines]
Abrasive stones [parts of machines]
Abrasive tools being parts of machines
Abrasive vulcanised fibre discs [parts of machines]
Abrasive wheels being parts for machines
AC generators [alternators]
Access platforms [mechanical]
Accumulating machines
Acetylene cleaning apparatus
Actuators for dampers
Actuators for mechanisms
Actuators for valves
Actuators incorporating a gear mechanism for pipeline valves
Adapters for machine tools
Adaptors for pipes [parts of machines]
Adaptors for tool bits [parts of machines]
Adhesive bands for pulleys
Adhesive tape dispensers [machines]
Adhesive tape dispensing machines
Aerated beverage making machines
Aerating pumps
Aerating pumps for aquaria
Aerating pumps for aquariums
Aeration pumps for bodies of water
Aeration pumps for ponds
Aerators
Aerial platforms for use with cranes
Aerial platforms for use with hoists
Aerocondensers
Aeronautic engines
Aeronautical engines
Aeroplane engines
Aerosol filling machines
Afterburners for air vehicle engines
Afterburners for water vehicle engines
Agitating mechanisms
Agitator pumping apparatus
Agitators
Agitators being parts of machines
Agitators for chemical processing
Agitators for circulating liquid media
Agricultural elevators
Agricultural implements being trailer mounted
Agricultural implements other than hand-operated
Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated
Agricultural machine tools
Agricultural machines
Agricultural machines for animal management
Agricultural machines for cultivating
Agricultural machines for fertilising
Agricultural machines for grass collecting
Agricultural machines for grass cutting
Agricultural machines for ground cultivation
Agricultural machines for harvesting
Agricultural machines for ploughing
Agricultural machines for soil working
Agricultural machines for sowing
Agricultural seed planting machine
Agricultural spraying machines
Air blowers
Air blowing machines
Air brushes [paint spraying]
Air brushes for applying colour
Air brushes for applying paint
Air cleaners [air filters] for engines
Air compressing apparatus
Air compressor pumps
Air compressors
Air compressors for vehicles
Air condensers
Air cushion devices for moving loads
Air drills
Air driven hand tools
Air ducting for jet engines
Air filters being parts of engines
Air filters being parts of machines
Air filters for automobile engines
Air filters for engines
Air filters for motorcycle engines
Air filters for motors
Air filtration machines
Air flotation tables
Air hammers
Air hose reels [mechanical]
Air induction apparatus for internal combustion engines
Air induction apparatus for machines
Air induction apparatus for motors and engines
Air inlets [parts of machines, engines or motors]
Air operated tools
Air powered tools
Air pressure pumps [garage installations]
Air pressure reduction gears, other than for land vehicles
Air pumps [garage installations]
Air receivers [parts of machines]
Air screwdrivers
Air spray guns
Air suction apparatus
Air suction machines
Air switching valves [parts of machines]
Air turbines [not for land vehicles]
Air-cooled condensers
Aircraft engines
Airplane motors
Airsprings for machines
Alternating current generators
Alternating current servo motors
Alternators
Alternators for commercial vehicles
Alternators for land vehicles
Alternators for trucks
Amphibious bulldozers
Angle joints [parts of machines]
Angle valves being parts of machines
Animal feed hoppers [machines]
Animal feeding stations [machines]
Apparatus for producing cleaning sprays
Apparatus for producing gas and powder mixtures
Apparatus for producing metal powders
Apparatus for producing sprays of air and powder
Apparatus for proofing of printing plates mounted on print cylinders
Apparatus for raising semi-trailers
Apparatus for raising trailers
Apparatus for recovering powder from gas and powder mixtures
Apparatus for refuelling ships at sea
Apparatus for separating oil
Apparatus for separating solids from liquids
Apparatus for squashing empty cans [machines]
Apparatus for the compression of air
Apparatus for the compression of fluids
Apparatus for the compression of gas
Apparatus for the condensing of solvent gases [condensing installations]
Apparatus for the control of machines [pneumatic or hydraulic]
Apparatus for the handling of materials
Apparatus for the loading of goods
Apparatus for the machining of printing plates
Apparatus for the manufacture of paper
Apparatus for the mechanical handling of goods or materials
Apparatus for the pressing of glass
Apparatus for the production of foamed polyurethane materials
Apparatus for the propulsion of water borne vessels
Apparatus for the recovery of solvent gases [condensing installations]
Apparatus for the unloading of goods
Apparatus for use in construction
Apparatus for use in drilling
Apparatus for use in the control of machine tools [pneumatic or hydraulic]
Apparatus for use in the control of machines [pneumatic or hydraulic]
Apparatus for use in the disposal of manure
Apparatus for use in the sorting of waste
Apparatus for use in well drilling operations
Applicators [machines or parts of machines]
Applicators for lawn care products [machines]
Apron conveyors
Aprons [parts of machines]
Aquarium pumps
Arbors [parts of machines]
Arc cutting apparatus, electric
Archimedian screws
Article storage [conveying] apparatus
Articulated couplings
Articulated loaders
Articulated transmissions for aircraft
Articulated transmissions for machines
Articulated transmissions for watercraft
Asphalt mixers
Asphalt paving machines
Assembling machines for liquid crystal display devices
Assembly line conveyor apparatus
Assembly line conveyor machinery
Assembly machines
Assembly presses
Atomisers [machines]
Atomisers being parts for agricultural crop spraying machines
Atomizers [machines]
Atomizers [machines] for insecticides
Attachments for bulldozers
Attachments for cranes
Attachments for excavators
Attrition machines for cleaning
Attrition machines for particle surface preparation
Auger bits for use with powered tools
Augers [machines]
Auto sheet laminating machines
Auto sheet laminators
Autogenous soldering apparatus
Autogenous soldering machines
Autogenous welding apparatus, gas-operated
Autogenous welding machines
Automated assembly machines
Automated collating machines
Automated embossing apparatus
Automated handling apparatus
Automated machines for loading materials
Automated punching apparatus
Automated transfer machines
Automatic assembly machines
Automatic cleaning apparatus for swimming pools
Automatic closers for doors, electric
Automatic conveyor installations
Automatic cutting machines
Automatic dispensing machines
Automatic dispensing machines for visiting cards
Automatic distribution machines
Automatic document feeders being parts of machines
Automatic door apparatus, electric
Automatic door closing apparatus, electric
Automatic door opening apparatus, electric
Automatic drum filling machines
Automatic electrostatic-paint sprayers
Automatic feeding apparatus for livestock
Automatic floor scrubbers
Automatic gearboxes, other than for land vehicles
Automatic gearings, other than for land vehicles
Automatic grapnels for marine purposes
Automatic grinding machines
Automatic industrial machines
Automatic lathes
Automatic looms
Automatic machine tools
Automatic machines for cutting work pieces
Automatic machines for feeding materials into machines
Automatic machines for filling sachets
Automatic machines for packaging sachets
Automatic machines for packing food products
Automatic machines for producing sachets
Automatic machines for the cutting of fabrics
Automatic machines for the manufacture of beverages
Automatic machines for the packaging of pharmaceuticals
Automatic machines for use in manufacture
Automatic materials handling apparatus
Automatic packing machines for food
Automatic pallet stabilisation machines
Automatic printing machines
Automatic production line apparatus
Automatic production line conveyors
Automatic pumping apparatus
Automatic sprayers for electrostatic painting
Automatic stamping machines
Automatic swimming pool sweepers
Automatic tire removing and installing devices
Automatic token-operated machines
Automatic tool changing apparatus for machine tools
Automatic tray dispensing machines
Automatic vending machines
Automatic vending machines for the dispensing of beverages
Automatic washers for milking installations
Automatic washing machines
Automatic winding machines
Automobile straightening benches
Automotive intake manifolds
Auxiliary press machines
Awls [powered tools]
Axial flow blowers
Axial flow compressors
Axial flow pumps
Axial pumps
Axles for machines
Back hoes [machines]
Baffles [parts of machines, engines or motors]
Bag compactors [machines]
Bag filling machines
Bag forming machines
Bag sealing machines
Bagging machines
Bailing machines
Balances for power operated tools
Balers for agricultural use
Balers for industrial use
Ball bearings for engines
Ball bearings for machines
Ball bearings for motors
Ball bushings
Ball races
Ball retrieving apparatus
Ball rings for bearings
Ball rings for machine tools
Ball rings for machines
Ball screw cartridges
Ball screws
Ball splines
Ball valves being parts of machines
Ball-bearings
Band conveyors
Band saws
Bandsaw blades for machines
Bandsaws
Bar code labellers
Barley press rollers
Barley splitting machines
Barn cleaners [machines]
Barrels for use with boring machines
Barrels for use with drilling machines
Barrels for use with drilling rigs
Basement draining installations
Basket presses
Batch coding machines
Batch coding machines for marking aerosol cans
Batch loading machines
Batch sorting machines
Battery operated spraying machines
Bearing brackets for ball bearings
Bearing brackets for machines
Bearing brackets for roller bearings
Bearing end rods
Bearing housings
Bearing housings for machines
Bearing inserts
Bearing inserts for machines
Bearing mounts
Bearing rod ends
Bearing rollers
Bearing to shaft locking devices
Bearing units for machine wheels
Bearings
Bearings [parts of machines]
Bearings for shafts
Bearings for transmission shafts
Bearings, as parts of machines
Beaters being electric appliances
Beaters, electric
Beating machines
Beer engines
Beer line cleaning machines
Beer pumps
Bellows [parts of machines]
Bellows being parts of machines
Bellows for machines
Belt conveyors
Belt drives
Belt pulleys
Belt pulleys being parts of machines
Belt sanders [machines]
Belt sanding machines
Belt tensioners
Belting for machines
Belts for conveyors
Belts for engines
Belts for farm vehicle machines
Belts for machines
Belts for motors and engines
Belts for shrinkage machines
Belts for use with machinery for transmission purposes
Bench drilling machines
Bench grinders [machines]
Bench presses [machines]
Bending machines
Bending machines for metalworking
Bending machines for sheets
Bending machines for tubes
Bending presses [machines]
Bevel gear grinding machines
Bevelled edge formers [machines]
Beverage making machines
Beverage preparation machines, electromechanical
Beverage processing machines
Bicycle assembling machines
Bicycle dynamos
Bilge pumps
Binding apparatus for hay
Binding machines for comb binding
Binding machines for ring binding
Binding machines for spiral binding
Binding machines for thermal binding
Biscuit making machines
Bits [parts of machines]
Bits for mining machines
Bitumen making machines
Blade components for use with rotary vegetation cutting machines
Blade grinding machines
Blade holders [parts of machines]
Blade sharpening [stropping] machines
Blades [parts of machines]
Blades for aircraft turbines
Blades for circular saws [machines]
Blades for power saws
Blades for powered planes
Blades for powered tools
Blanking presses
Blenders for food, electric
Blenders, electric, for household purposes
Blending machines for chemical processing
Blind stitch sewing machines
Block and tackle
Block brakes [machine elements not for land vehicles]
Block cutters [machines]
Blow pipes [gas-operated cutting apparatus]
Blowers [machines]
Blowers for moving materials
Blowers for scattering materials
Blowers for sucking materials
Blowing machines
Blowing machines for exhaustion of dust
Blowing machines for exhaustion purposes
Blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of gases
Blowing machines for the compression, sucking and carrying of grain
Blowing machines for the exhaustion of fluids
Blowing machines for the exhaustion of gaseous matter
Blowing machines for the exhaustion of solid matter
Blowing machines or fans for the compression, sucking and carrying of grain
Boat engines
Boat motors
Bobbin winding machines
Bobbins [parts of machines]
Bobbins for sewing machines
Bobbins for weaving looms
Body straighteners [machines]
Boiler feedwater degassers
Boiler tubes [parts of machines]
Boilers for turbines
Bolt cutters [machines]
Bolt setting machines
Bonding apparatus [machines]
Bonding machines
Bookbinding apparatus and machines for industrial purposes
Bookbinding machines for industrial purposes
Borax coating machines
Boring machines
Boring machines for metalworking
Boring tools [machine tools]
Bottle capping machines
Bottle capping machines for food and beverages
Bottle filling machines
Bottle handling machines
Bottle sealing machines
Bottle stoppering machines
Bottle straightening machines
Bottle washing machines
Bottling machines
Bottom cleaning machines for swimming pools
Bow saws [machines]
Box making machines
Boxes for matrices [printing]
Braiding machines
Brake blocks for machines
Brake components for machines
Brake linings for brakes in conveyor apparatus
Brake linings for machines
Brake linings, other than for vehicles
Brake motors
Brake pads, other than for vehicles
Brake segments for machines
Brake segments, other than for vehicles
Brake shoes for machines
Brake shoes other than for vehicles
Brake shoes, other than for vehicles
Brakes for industrial machines
Brakes for industrial washing machines
Brakes for machines
Brakes for presses
Braking components for machines
Branch cutters [machines]
Brazing apparatus
Bread cutting machines
Bread moulding machines
Bread slicers [machines]
Break rings for horizontal casters
Breakrock hammers [machines]
Brewing machines
Brick presses [machines]
Bridge cranes
Briquetting machines
Broaches [machine tools]
Broaching machines
Broaching machines for metalworking
Broaching tools
Brush cleaning apparatus [machines]
Brush cutters [machines]
Brushes [parts of machines]
Brushes being parts of dynamos
Brushes being parts of generators
Brushes being parts of machines
Brushes being parts of motors
Brushes being parts of motors, generators and dynamos
Brushes for vacuum cleaners
Brushes, electrically operated [parts of machines]
Brushing [sweeping] machines
Brushwood cutters [machines]
Bucket conveyors
Bucket excavators
Bucket rails for conveyors
Bucket wheels
Buckets for earth moving machines
Buckets for elevator conveyors
Buckets for use with hydraulic lifting machines
Building hoists
Bulldozers
Bunchers [machines]
Bundling machines
Bushes being parts of engines
Bushes being parts of motors
Bushings being parts of machines
Bushings for use as parts of machines
Butchers saws [machines]
Butter machines
Butter making machines
Butterfly shutters
Butterfly valves being parts of machines
Buttonholing machines
Cable cranes
Cable cutters [machines]
Cable cylinders [parts of machines]
Cable driven conveying machines
Cable driven conveyor belts
Cable drums [parts of machines]
Cable glands being parts of machines
Cable hoists [machines or installations]
Cable operating machines for remote handling
Cable processing machines
Cable pullers [machines]
Cable rollers [machines]
Cake-fodder crushing machines [feed mills]
Calcining machines for chemical processing
Calender rollers [machines]
Calendering machines
Calenders
Cam followers
Cam shafts
Cams being parts of machines
Camshafts for machines
Camshafts for vehicle engines
Can crushers [machines]
Can forming machines
Can openers, electric
Can opening machines
Candle filters
Canning machines
Capping machines
Capping machines for aerosols
Capstans
Car lifts
Car washing installations
Car washing machines
Carbide burs [machine tools]
Carbide drill bits for machines
Carbide drill tips for machines
Carbide tools for metal cutting machines
Carbon brushes [electricity]
Carbon brushes for alternators
Carbon brushes for dynamos
Carbon brushes for electrical machines
Carbon brushes for starter motors
Carbon brushes for use in electrical apparatus in motor vehicles
Carbonating machines
Carburetors
Carburetter feeders
Carburetters
Carburettors
Card clothing [parts of carding machines]
Card type textile machines
Cardan joints
Cardan shafts
Carding machines
Cargo handling machines
Carpet brushing machines
Carpet cleaning apparatus, electric
Carpet cleaning machines
Carpet cleaning machines, electric
Carpet washing machines
Carriage aprons
Carriages for knitting machines
Carrier chisel [machine tools]
Carton folding machines
Carton making machines
Cartoning machines
Cartridges for filtering machines
Cartridges of staples for industrial stapling machines
Case loading machines
Casing cutters
Casing rings [parts of machines]
Casings for industrial machines
Cast component parts for jet engines
Cast iron parts for pipes [parts of machines]
Casting machines
Casting machines for ceramics
Casting machines for molten metal
Casting moulds of metal [parts of machines]
Casting wheels
Catalytic converter units for vehicle exhausts
Catalytic converters
Cattle dehorners
Cattle marking tools [machines]
Cattle shearers [machines]
Cattle skinning instruments [machines]
Cattle stunning appliances [machines]
Cement drills for drilling machines
Cement mixers [machines]
Cemented carbide tips for tool bits
Cemented carbide tools [machines]
Centering drilling bits being parts of machines
Central vacuum cleaning apparatus
Central vacuum cleaning installations
Centralised grease lubricating machines
Centralised oil lubricating machines
Centrifugal blowers
Centrifugal compressors
Centrifugal drums
Centrifugal grinding machines
Centrifugal machines
Centrifugal mills
Centrifugal pumps
Centrifugal separating machines for industrial use
Centrifugal separators
Centrifugal water pumps for domestic purposes
Centrifuge separators for industrial use
Centrifuges
Centrifuges [machines]
Ceramic masses being parts of engines
Ceramic masses being parts of machines
Ceramic masses being parts of motors
Ceramic tips [tools for machines]
Ceramic tools for machines
Cereal processing machines
Chaff cutter blades
Chaff cutters
Chaff spreaders [machines]
Chain conveyors
Chain guards [parts of machines]
Chain hoists
Chain saws
Chain transmissions, other than for land vehicles
Chainsaws
Chamfering machines
Change speed transmissions, other than for land vehicles
Chasers [machine tool]
Chasers [machines or parts for machines]
Check valves [parts of machines]
Cheese making machines
Cheese packaging machines
Cheese slicers [machines]
Chemical fiber spinning machines
Chemical handling machines
Chemical machines
Chemical surface treatment installations for metals
Chemical surface treatment installations for plastics
Chemical vapour deposition machines
Chick brooders
Chip cutting machines
Chisel heads [machine tools]
Chisels for machines
Chopping machines
Chucking apparatus for metal cutting machines
Chucking apparatus for pressing machines
Chucking apparatus for testing machines
Chucks [parts of machines]
Chucks for power drills
Churns
Chutes [parts of machines]
Chutes for the sorting of goods [parts of machines]
Cigarette machines for industrial purposes
Cigarette making machines
Cinder sifters [machines]
Circle cutting tools for use with machines
Circuit board drills [machines or machine tools]
Circular conveyors
Circular saw blades being parts of machines
Circular saws
Circular saws [for woodworking]
Circular saws being portable electric power tools
Circulating pumps
Circulating pumps for central heating installations
Clack valves [parts of machines]
Cladding mills
Clamp connectors for piping [parts of machines]
Clamp connectors of metal for pipes [parts of machines]
Clamping collars of metal [parts of machines]
Clamping devices being parts of machine tools
Clamping devices for use with machine tools
Clamping machines
Clamping tools being machine apparatus
Clamps for holding pipes during machining
Clamps for holding tubing during machining
Clamps for pipes [parts of machines]
Cleaning [washing] installations
Cleaning apparatus for industrial purposes
Cleaning appliances utilizing steam
Cleaning brushes [parts of machines]
Cleaning guns [pressure washing machines]
Cleaning implements [electric polishing]
Cleaning lances [parts of pressure washers]
Cleaning machines for aircraft
Cleaning machines for aircraft runways
Cleaning machines for aviation engines
Cleaning machines for buildings
Cleaning machines for gardens
Cleaning machines for industrial installations
Cleaning machines for machine tools
Cleaning machines for pipe-lines
Cleaning machines for ponds
Cleaning machines for railways
Cleaning machines for roads
Cleaning machines for rolling stock
Cleaning machines for streets
Cleaning machines incorporating rotary brushes
Cleaning saws [machines]
Clippers [machines]
Clippers for use on animals [machines]
Cloth cutting machines
Cloth ironing machines
Cloth ironing presses
Cloth spin-dryers
Cloth spreading machines
Cloth washing machines
Clothes agitating devices for washing machines
Clothes presses
Clothes pressing machines
Clothes washing machines
Clothes wringing machines
Clutch components, other than for land vehicle and not linings
Clutch cylinders, other than for land vehicles
Clutch levers, other than for land vehicles
Clutches for machines
Clutches, other than for land vehicles
Coal handling machines
Coal loaders
Coalcutting machines
Coal-cutting machines
Coating machines
Coating machines for mechanically processing circuit boards
Cocks [valves] of metal [parts of machines]
Coffee extracting machines
Coffee grinders, other than hand-operated
Coffee mills, other than hand-operated
Cog racks [parts of machines]
Cog wheels being parts of machines
Cog wheels for agricultural machinery
Cog wheels for industrial machinery
Coil forming machines
Coil unwinding machines
Coil winding machines
Coin-operated vending machines
Coin-operated vending machines for dispensing
Coin-operated vending machines for dispensing beverages
Coin-operated washing machines
Collating machines for industrial use
Collets being parts of machines
Colliery de-gassing machines
Colour mixing machines
Colour tinting machines
Colour-washing machines
Combine harvesters
Combined washing and brushing machines
Combined washing machines and tumble driers
Combined wire strippers and cutters [machines]
Combing machines
Combs being parts of machines
Combustion engines for aircraft
Combustion engines for industrial machines
Combustion engines for machines
Combustion engines for water vessels
Commercial and industrial vacuum cleaners
Commercial packaging machines
Comminuters
Compacting machines
Compacting machines for waste
Compactors
Component conveying machines
Component feeding machines
Components for brakes, other than for vehicles
Composing machines [typesetting machines]
Composting machines
Compressed air engines
Compressed air guns for the extrusion of mastics
Compressed air hoists
Compressed air lifting apparatus
Compressed air machines
Compressed air motors
Compressed air pilot valves
Compressed air pumps
Compressed air raising apparatus
Compressed air sprayers
Compressed air switch valves
Compressed air tools
Compressing fans
Compressing machines
Compression fittings of metal [parts of machines]
Compression fittings of metal for pipes [parts of machines]
Compression fittings of metal for tubes [parts of machines]
Compression machines for the manufacture of plastics preforms
Compression machines for the transformation of plastics materials
Compression moulding machines
Compressors [compactors] for waste collection containers
Compressors [compactors] for waste collection vehicles
Compressors [machines]
Compressors as parts of machines, motors and engines
Compressors for air conditioners
Compressors for air-conditioning apparatus
Compressors for dehumidifying machines
Compressors for fluids
Compressors for gases
Compressors for machines
Compressors for recovering and recycling refrigerant gases
Compressors for refrigeration apparatus
Compressors for refrigerators
Compressors for use on refuse
Computer aided machines for use in assembly
Computer aided machines for use in manufacture
Computer controlled machines for use in manufacture
Computer operated mechanical handling apparatus
Computer operated mechanical handling instruments
Computerised machine tools
Concrete finishing machines
Concrete mixers
Concrete mixers [machines]
Concrete paving machines
Concrete placing machines
Concrete pumps [machines]
Concrete spraying machines
Concrete vibrators
Condensate separators
Condensed milk making machines
Condensers for bellows
Condensers for compressed air apparatus
Condensers for fossil fuel turbines
Condensers for nuclear turbines
Condensers for steam turbines
Condensing apparatus
Condensing installations
Conduit [pipe] benders [machines]
Cone brakes being parts of machines
Confectionery making machines
Conical rounding machines
Conical wheels [parts of machines]
Connecting links [parts of machines, engines or motors]
Connecting rods [parts of motors and engines]
Connecting rods for machines, motors and engines
Connecting rods for pistons
Connecting rods for vehicles [parts of motors and engines]
Connection blocks [parts of machines]
Connection pipes of metal [parts of machines]
Construction machines
Construction vehicles, other than for transportation purposes
Contact printing machines
Contacting machines [mixing machines]
Container handling machines
Continuous belts of plastic tape [parts of machines]
Continuous casting installations
Continuous casting machines
Continuous metal casting machines
Continuous scouring and bleaching machines
Continuous vertical conveyors
Contour grinding machines
Contouring lathes
Control cables for machines, engines or motors
Control cables for marine engines
Control mechanisms for industrial machines
Control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors
Control valves [parts of machines]
Control valves being parts of hydraulic apparatus
Control valves being parts of pneumatic apparatus
Controlled trajectory drills [machines]
Converters for steelworks
Conveyers
Conveying belts
Conveying chains
Conveying machines
Conveying rollers
Conveyor apparatus for use in sorting baggage
Conveyor apparatus for use in transporting baggage
Conveyor belt apparatus
Conveyor belt cleats
Conveyor belt rollers
Conveyor belt scrapers
Conveyor belt routing
Conveyor belts
Conveyor belts made of rubber
Conveyor belts of metal
Conveyor cages
Conveyor line roller coders [printers]
Conveyors [machines]
Conveyors for controlling the movement of articles
Conveyors for rotating articles
Conveyors for solid materials
Conveyors for use in mines
Conveyors for use in quarries
Cooling radiators for motors and engines
Copper pipes [parts of machines]
Copper tubes [parts of machines]
Cord making machines
Cordless electric drills
Cordless vacuum cleaners
Core bits [machine tools]
Core chucks [parts of machines]
Core drilling bits
Corking machines
Corn and grain husking machines
Corn cleaning machines
Corn husking machines
Corn separating machines
Cornering machines for the cutting of materials
Cornering machines for the punching of materials
Cornering machines for the rounding of materials
Corrugated cardboard belts for use with machines
Corrugated cardboard manufacturing machines
Corrugated paperboard making machines
Corrugated pipes of metal [parts of machines]
Countersinking tools for machines
Countersinks being machine tools
Coupling machines
Couplings for agricultural implements
Couplings for machines
Couplings for pneumatic apparatus
Couplings of metal for hydraulic apparatus
Couplings, other than for land vehicles
Cowlings [parts of machines]
Crabbing machines
Crack routers [machines]
Cranage apparatus
Crane augers
Crane forks
Crane hooks
Cranes
Cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus]
Cranes for use on breakdown vehicles
Cranes for use with tow trucks [lifting and hoisting apparatus]
Crank shafts
Crankcases for land vehicles engines
Crankcases for machines, motors and engines
Cranks [parts of machines for air vehicles]
Crankshafts for water vehicles
Crankshafts [parts of machines]
Crawler cranes
Crawler-tracked loaders
Cream/milk separators
Crimping machines
Crimping tools [machines or parts of machines]
Crochet-galloon machines
Crop lifters [machines]
Crop spraying booms
Crop spraying machines
Crosshead extension rods [parts of machines, engines or motors]
Crown wheels being parts of machines
Crushers [machines]
Crushers for kitchen use, electric
Crushing apparatus
Crushing machines
Crushing machines for industrial purposes
Cultivators [machines]
Cultivators for use in agriculture
Cultivators for use in forestry
Cultivators for use in woodworking
Current generators
Curtain drawing devices electrically operated
Curtain drawing devices, electrically operated
Cushion insertion machines
Cutter bar knives [parts for machines]
Cutter bars [parts of machines]
Cutters [machines]
Cutters being machine tools
Cutters being parts of machines
Cutters for milling machines
Cutters for silage, other than hand-operated tools
Cutters for straw, other than hand-operated tools
Cutting blow pipes, gas-operated
Cutting devices being parts of machines
Cutting dies for use with machines
Cutting discs for use as parts of machines
Cutting grids being tools for cutting machines
Cutting guides for use with electric machines
Cutting inserts [parts of machines]
Cutting inserts for machine tools
Cutting machines
Cutting machines for metalworking
Cutting rollers [parts of machines]
Cutting shoes [parts of machines]
Cutting strips [parts of machines]
Cutting tips [parts of machines]
Cutting tool blocks [parts of machines]
Cutting tools being gas-operated blow pipes
Cutting tools being parts of machines
Cutting tools being power-operated
Cutting tools for machine centres
Cutting tools for use in powered hand-held tools
Cutting torches
Cutting-off machines
Cyclone coolant purifying machines
Cyclone separators
Cylinders for particle collection in grinding operations
Cylinder blocks [parts of machines]
Cylinder covers [parts of machines]
Cylinder heads for engines
Cylinder liners
Cylinders being parts of machines
Cylinders for machines
Cylinders for motors and engines
Cylinders for use in printing machines
Dairy machines
Dampening units for offset presses
Dampers [parts of machines]
Damping rollers being parts of machines
Darning machines
Dashpot plungers [parts of engines or motors]
Dashpot plungers [parts of machines]
DC generators
De-aerators for feedwater
Deburring machines
Deburring tools [parts of machines]
Decanter centrifuges incorporating screw conveyors
Degreasers [machines]
Degreasing apparatus utilising an air blast pressure machine
Degreasing machines
Deionizing machines
Degreasing machines
Demolition hammers [machines]
Densifiers
Depalletisers [machines]
Depalletisers for metal cans
Derricks
Descaling machines
Desulphurization machines
Detergent rinse aid dispensers being parts of dishwashing machines
Devices for adapting power driven tools to manipulators
Devices for adapting power driven tools to robots
Devices for changing moulds in injection moulding machines
Devices for holding machine tools
Devices for lifting
Devices for locking hubs to shafts [parts of machines]
Devices for the separation of oil from water
Dewatering machines
Diamond coated machine parts
Diamond coated machine tools
Diamond cut-off wheels for machines
Diamond cutting tools for machines
Diamond drill bits for machines
Diamond tipped machine parts
Diamond tipped machine tools
Diamond tips for tool bits for machines
Diamond tools for cutting for machines
Diamond tools for drilling for machines
Diamond tools for grinding for machines
Diamond tools for milling for machines
Diamond tools for polishing for machines
Diamond turning machines
Diamond turning machines for lathing intra-occular lenses
Diamond turning machines for lathing of contact lenses
Diaphragm pumps
Diaphragm pumps for pumping fluid material
Diaphragm pumps for pumping liquid material
Diaphragm pumps for pumping semi-liquid material
Diaphragm pumps for use in the metering of fluids
Die holders for use with machines
Die-casting machines
Die-cutting and tapping machines
Die-cutting machines
Die-lifters for machine presses
Dies for machine tools
Dies for use in the drawing of materials
Dies for use in the extruding of materials
Dies for use in the pressing of materials
Dies for use with machine tools
Diesel electric generators
Diesel engines for air vehicles
Diesel engines for machines
Diesel engines for stationary plant
Diesel engines for water vehicles
Diesel engines not for land vehicles
Diesel engines, other than for land vehicles
Diesel injection devices
Diesel machines
Diesel motors for air vehicles
Diesel motors for machines
Diesel motors for ships
Diesel motors for stationary plant
Diesel motors for water vehicles
Diesel turbine engines for air vehicles
Diesel turbine engines for machines
Diesel turbine engines for water vehicles
Diesel-engine heating plugs
Die-stamping machines
Die-tapping machines
Differential gear mechanisms for air vehicles
Differential gear mechanisms for machines
Differential gear mechanisms for sea craft
Differential gear mechanisms for water vehicles
Differential transmissions for air vehicles
Differential transmissions for machines
Differential transmissions for sea craft
Differential transmissions for water vehicles
Diffusion pumps
Diggers [machines]
Digital electro-hydraulic proportioning valves
Dip-dyeing machines
Direct current generator brushes [parts of machines]
Direct current generators
Direct current motors
Direct thin casting machines
Disc brakes being parts of machines
Disc brakes for machines
Disc sanding machines
Disc screens [parts of machines]
Disc shaped rotating grinding tools [machines]
Disc shaped rotating grinding tools [parts for machines]
Discharging [unloading] apparatus
Discharging hoppers
Discs for abrading for use with power tools
Discs for cutting for use with power tools
Discs made of abrasive materials [parts of machines]
Disengaging mechanisms being parts of machines
Dish washing machines for household purposes
Dish washing machines for industrial purposes
Dishwasher racks being parts of a dishwasher
Dishwashers
Dishwashing machines
Disintegrators
Disintegrators for chemical processing
Dispensing machines
Dispensing machines for alcoholic beverages
Dispensing machines for soap
Dispensing valves being machine parts
Disposable blades for use with machines
Distribution machines
Distribution machines, automatic
Distribution pumps
Distributor manifolds being parts of machines, engines or motors
Ditchers [ploughs]
Dividing machines
Domestic blenders, electric
Domestic floor polishing machines
Domestic food liquidisers, electric
Domestic food mixers, electric
Domestic garbage compacting machines
Domestic grinding machines
Domestic ironing machines
Domestic kitchen machines, electric
Domestic polishing machines
Domestic pressing [ironing] machines
Domestic refuse compacting machines, electric
Domestic tools, electric
Domestic vacuum cleaners
Domestic washing machines
Domestic waste compacting machines
Door closers, electric
Door closers, hydraulic
Door closers, pneumatic
Door openers, electric
Door openers, hydraulic
Door openers, pneumatic
Dosing valves [parts of machines]
Double bleed valves [parts of machines]
Double block valves [parts of machines]
Double joint shafts [parts of machines, engines or motors]
Double rotor swing hammer crushers
Double shell grippers for excavators
Double shell grippers for truck loading cranes
Dozer shovels
Drag chain conveyors
Drain cocks
Drainage machines
Drape moulding machines
Drape winding machines
Draw benches
Draw machines
Dredging machines
Dressers for blades [machine tools]
Dressing apparatus for blades
Dressing machines
Drill aligning instruments being machines
Drill aligning instruments for use with machines
Drill aligning squares being machines
Drill bits for machines
Drill bits for rock drilling
Drill bits for rotary power tools
Drill chucks [parts of machines]
Drill chucks for power drills
Drill cooling apparatus [parts of machines]
Drill machines
Drill presses being machines
Drill sharpening machines
Drill stands for drilling machines
Drilling bits [parts of machines]
Drilling hammers
Drilling heads [parts of machines]
Drilling machine supports
Drilling machines
Drilling machines and parts therefor
Drilling machines for metalworking
Drilling rigs
Drilling rigs for drilling off-shore wells
Drilling rigs for drilling wells on land
Drilling rigs, floating or non-floating
Drilling rods
Drilling tips for drilling machines
Drilling tools for use with machines
Drills being cordless electric power tools
Drills for machine tools
Drills for the mining industry
Drive belts for driving aircraft
Drive belts for machines
Drive belts for water vehicles
Drive chains for driving aircraft
Drive chains for driving watercraft
Drive chains for machines
Drive machines
Drive mechanisms
Drive mechanisms for machine tools
Drive motors, other than for land vehicles
Drive pulleys
Drive pulleys for power transmission belts of agricultural machines
Drive pulleys for power transmission belts of industrial machines
Drive shafts, other than for land vehicles
Drive transmissions, other than for land vehicles
Drive units, other than for land vehicles
Drives for conveyors
Drives for elevator cabin doors
Drives for elevators
Drives for machines
Drives for valves
Drives for ventilation flaps
Driving belts for machines
Driving belts, other than for land vehicles
Driving chains for machines
Driving chains other than for land vehicles
Driving chains, other than for land vehicles
Driving devices for machines
Driving motors, other than for land vehicles
Drop hammers
Drop-forging machines
Drum filters
| 7 | Drum hoists                        |
| 7 | Drums [parts of machines]         |
| 7 | Drums being parts of washing machines |
| 7 | Drums being parts of water extracting machines |
| 7 | Dry cleaning [laundry] machines |
| 7 | Dry ice machines                  |
| 7 | Dry ink transfer machines         |
| 7 | Dust bags for vacuum cleaners     |
| 7 | Dust collecting machines for chemical processing |
| 7 | Dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes |
| 7 | Dust filters and bags for vacuum cleaners |
| 7 | Dust removing installations for cleaning purposes |
| 7 | Dust separators                  |
| 7 | Dyeing machines                  |
| 7 | Dynamo belts                      |
| 7 | Dynamo brushes                    |
| 7 | Dynamo pulleys for vehicles       |
| 7 | Dynamos                          |
| 7 | Dynamos for bicycle               |
| 7 | Earth augers                      |
| 7 | Earth boring apparatus [machines] |
| 7 | Earth compacting machines         |
| 7 | Earth diggers [machines]          |
| 7 | Earth moving machines             |
| 7 | Earth skimming machines           |
| 7 | Earth working machines            |
| 7 | Edge sealing machines for industrial use |
| 7 | Edgers [machines]                 |
| 7 | Edging tools [machines]           |
| 7 | Edible kelp processing machines   |
| 7 | Edible paste making machines      |
| 7 | Egg brooders                      |
| 7 | Egg centrifuges                   |
| 7 | Egg grading machines              |
| 7 | Egg handling machines             |
| 7 | Egg incubators                    |
| 7 | Egg packing machines              |
| 7 | Egg washing apparatus             |
| 7 | Egg washing machines              |
| 7 | Egg white concentration machines  |
| 7 | Ejectors                         |
| 7 | Electric adjustable screwdrivers  |
| 7 | Electric air compressors for use by artists |
| 7 | Electric air compressors for use by model makers |
| 7 | Electric air compressors, other than for surgical use |
| 7 | Electric air jet cleaners         |
| 7 | Electric alternating current generators |
| 7 | Electric alternating current motor drives |
| 7 | Electric alternators              |
| 7 | Electric alternators for aeronautical vehicles |
| 7 | Electric alternators for land vehicles |
| 7 | Electric alternators for machines |
| 7 | Electric alternators for water vehicles |
| 7 | Electric apparatus for cleaning   |
| 7 | Electric apparatus for cleaning [polishing] floors |
Electric apparatus for cleaning [vacuuming] floors
Electric apparatus for cleaning [washing] floors
Electric apparatus for cleaning by suction [vacuuming]
Electric apparatus for cleaning by the application of water under pressure
Electric apparatus for shampooing furnishings
Electric apparatus for the removal of paints
Electric apparatus used for waxing floors
Electric arc cutting apparatus
Electric arc welding apparatus
Electric arc welding machines
Electric articles for domestic cleaning
Electric babies' food processors
Electric beaters [machines]
Electric blenders
Electric blenders for household purposes
Electric boilers [parts of machines]
Electric brakes for machines
Electric bread knives
Electric brushes being parts of machines
Electric butchers' knives
Electric cable hoists
Electric can openers
Electric carpet brushes
Electric carpet cleaning [shampooing] machines
Electric carpet cleaning [vacuuming] machines
Electric carpet shampooers
Electric carpet sweepers
Electric carpet vacuum cleaners
Electric carving knives
Electric chaff-cutters
Electric chain hoists
Electric chain saws
Electric cleaning [polishing] machines
Electric cleaning [pressure washing] machines
Electric cleaning [shampooing] machines
Electric cleaning [vacuuming] machines
Electric cleaning apparatus
Electric cleaning installations [polishing]
Electric cleaning machines
Electric cleaning scrubbers
Electric clippers for equestrian use [machines]
Electric closers for doors
Electric coating apparatus for use with adhesives
Electric coating apparatus for use with paints
Electric coffee grinders
Electric coffee grinders incorporating dosing apparatus
Electric coffee mills
Electric compressors
Electric concrete vibrators
Electric current generators
Electric current generators for use with telecommunications apparatus
Electric devices for clipping the hair of animals [machines]
Electric devices for cutting the hair of animals [machines]
Electric devices for removing hair from animals [machines]
Electric devices for trimming the hair of animals [machines]
Electric discharge machine tools
Electric dishwashing machines
Electric domestic appliances for polishing
Electric domestic appliances for scouring
Electric domestic appliances for vacuuming
Electric domestic appliances for washing
Electric domestic cleaning apparatus
Electric domestic machines for polishing
Electric domestic machines for scouring
Electric domestic machines for vacuuming
Electric domestic machines for washing
Electric domestic vacuum cleaners
Electric door closers
Electric door motors, other than for land vehicles
Electric door openers
Electric dough dividing machines
Electric dough kneading machines
Electric dough rounding machines
Electric drilling machines
Electric drills
Electric drills [hand-held]
Electric drives for aircraft
Electric drives for drawing curtains
Electric drives for elevators
Electric drives for lifts
Electric drives for machine tools
Electric drives for machines
Electric drives for motors, other than for land vehicles
Electric drives for water vehicles
Electric drives for watercraft
Electric driving motors for air vehicles
Electric driving motors for machines
Electric driving motors for water vehicles
Electric driving motors, other than for land vehicles
Electric dust removing [cleaning] apparatus
Electric edge tools
Electric engines, other than for land vehicles
Electric fabrication tools
Electric fan units for vacuum cleaners
Electric fans [cooling] being parts of machines
Electric fans [cooling] being parts of motors
Electric floor cleaners [vacuuming machines] for domestic use
Electric floor cleaners [vacuuming machines] for industrial use
Electric floor polishers
Electric floor polishing apparatus
Electric floor sweepers
Electric floor vacuuming apparatus
Electric food blenders
Electric food blenders [for household purposes]
Electric food mixers
Electric food preparation machines
Electric food processing apparatus
Electric food processing machines
Electric food processors
Electric food processors for domestic use
Electric food shredders
Electric food slicing machines
Electric food whisks
Electric fruit grinders
Electric fruit juice extractors
Electric fruit mashers
Electric fruit presses
Electric fruit presses for household use
Electric fruit squeezers
Electric fruit squeezers for household purposes
Electric garbage disposal machines
Electric gardening tools
Electric garlic presses
Electric gear shifting apparatus, other than for land vehicle engines
Electric generating machines
Electric generator plant
Electric generator power sets
Electric generator stations
Electric generators
Electric generators in combination with steam engines
Electric glass cutters
Electric glue guns
Electric grinders for food preparation
Electric grinders for use in catering establishments
Electric guillotine shears
Electric hair clipping machines for animals
Electric hair cutting appliances for animals
Electric hair removal devices [machines]
Electric hammers
Electric hammers [hand-held]
Electric hand drilling machines
Electric hand drills
Electric hand shears
Electric hand tools
Electric hand-held drills
Electric hand-held polishing apparatus
Electric hand-held vacuum cleaners
Electric heat sealing apparatus [machines]
Electric hedge shears
Electric hoists
Electric hot plate welding apparatus
Electric household apparatus for grinding food
Electric household apparatus for mincing food
Electric household apparatus for mixing food
Electric household apparatus for polishing floors
Electric household apparatus for shampooing floors
Electric household apparatus for slicing food
Electric household apparatus for vacuuming floors
Electric household appliances for grinding food
Electric household appliances for mincing food
Electric household appliances for mixing food
Electric household appliances for slicing food
Electric household cleaning appliances
Electric ignition apparatus for internal combustion engines
Electric industrial vacuum cleaners
Electric ironing machines
Electric ironing presses
Electric jacks
Electric juice extractors
Electric juicers
Electric kitchen knives
Electric kitchen machines
Electric kitchen machines for food preparation, other than cooking
Electric kitchen tools
Electric knife sharpeners
Electric knitting machines
Electric knives
Electric lawn trimmers
Electric lawnmowers
Electric machines for cleaning
Electric machines for incandescent welding
Electric machines for mixing drinks
Electric machines for polishing floors
Electric machines for polishing manufactured products
Electric machines for resistance welding
Electric machines for shampooing carpets
Electric machines for spark welding
Electric machines for use in the preparation of food
Electric meat slicers [machines]
Electric mechanisms for use in adjusting the position of racking
Electric mechanisms for use in adjusting the position of shelving
Electric mincing machines
Electric miniature screwdrivers
Electric mixers for household purposes
Electric mixers for mixing food
Electric mixers for mixing mortar
Electric motor ploughs
Electric motor pump units
Electric motors for aircraft
Electric motors for heating installations
Electric motors for machines
Electric motors for machines with a digital servo drive controller
Electric motors for use with doors
Electric motors for use with windows, other than land vehicle windows
Electric motors for valves
Electric motors for water craft
Electric motors, not for land vehicles
Electric motors, other than for land vehicles
Electric nail guns
Electric paper drills, other than for office use
Electric planes
Electric polishing [cleaning] apparatus
Electric polishing machines
Electric polishing machines for household cleaning
Electric polishing machines for household purposes
Electric polishing machines for industrial manufacturing purposes
Electric polishing machines for industrial processes
Electric polishing tools
Electric portable power saws
Electric power generators
Electric power generators for emergency use
Electric power generators for ships
Electric power supplies [generators]
Electric power supply apparatus being generators
Electric power tools
Electric precision screwdrivers
Electric pressing irons for industrial purposes
Electric pressing machines for industrial purposes
Electric propulsion mechanisms for air vehicles
Electric propulsion mechanisms for machines
Electric propulsion mechanisms for water vehicles
Electric pulley blocks
Electric pumps
Electric pumps for ponds
Electric radiator welding machines
Electric resistance welding apparatus
Electric resistance welding machines
Electric rotary hammers
Electric sanders
Electric sanding machines
Electric saws
Electric scissors
Electric screwdrivers
Electric sewing machines
Electric sharpeners
Electric sharpening machines
Electric sharpening machines for blades
Electric sharpening machines for cutlery
Electric sharpening machines for tools
Electric shearsers for livestock
Electric shearing machines
Electric shearing machines for animals
Electric shoe cleaning [polishing] machines
Electric single point grease dispensers
Electric slicing machines
Electric slicing machines for kitchen use
Electric slicing machines for large scale food processing
Electric soldering apparatus
Electric soldering instruments
Electric soldering irons
Electric spice grinders
Electric spray guns [airbrushes]
Electric staplers, other than for office use
Electric steam cleaning apparatus
Electric steam cleaning machines
Electric steam mops
Electric stencil cutting machines
Electric suction cleaners
Electric suction cleaning apparatus for household use
Electric suction cleaning apparatus for industrial purposes
Electric suction cleaning machines
Electric suction cleaning machines for household use
Electric suction cleaning machines for industrial purposes
Electric suction machines for industrial [manufacturing] use
Electric tackers
Electric tin openers
Electric tools
Electric tools for use in agriculture
Electric tools for use in gardening
Electric tools for use in horticulture
Electric track welding machines
Electric tree branch cutters
Electric tree branch pruners
Electric trimmers for shearing animals
Electric tufting tools
Electric upholstery shampoo applicators
Electric utensils for blending liquids
Electric vacuum apparatus for floor cleaning
Electric vacuum cleaners
Electric vacuum cleaners for commercial use
Electric vacuum cleaners for domestic use
Electric vacuum cleaners for industrial use
Electric vacuum cleaning installations
Electric washing machines for industrial purposes
Electric wax-polishing machines
Electric wax-polishing machines for household purposes
Electric wax-polishing machines for industrial purposes
Electric welding apparatus
Electric welding guns
Electric welding instruments
Electric welding machines
Electric welding torches
Electric winches
Electric winches for sailboats
Electric windlasses
Electric window cleaning tools
Electric wood saw machines
Electric wood scissors
Electrical apparatus for opening doors
Electrical apparatus for sealing plastics [packaging]
Electrical apparatus for soldering electronic components to printed circuit boards
Electrical arc welding heads
Electrical brazing apparatus
Electrical brushes
Electrical coffee grinders
Electrical drills
Electrical openers for garage doors
Electrical soldering bits
Electrical soldering irons
Electrically heated soldering irons
Electrically operated brushes, being parts of machines
Electrically powered machines
Electrically powered windlasses
Electricity generating sets
Electricity generators
Electrodes for arc welding machines
Electrodes for electric welding machines
Electrodes for welding machines
Electrofusion welding machines
Electrohydraulic apparatus driven by electric motors
Electrohydraulic automotive lifts
Electromagnetic brakes, other than for land vehicles
Electromagnetic clutches for machines, other than for land vehicles
Electromagnetic drives for machines
Electromagnetic drives, other than for land vehicles
Electromagnetic feeders
Electromagnetic machine tools
Electromagnetic machines for separating metals from grinding fluids
Electromagnetic valves
Electromechanical apparatus
Electromechanical apparatus for die-cutting metals
Electromechanical apparatus for die-cutting plastics
Electromechanical apparatus for finishing metals
Electromechanical apparatus for finishing plastics
Electromechanical apparatus for laminating metals
Electromechanical apparatus for laminating plastics
Electromechanical apparatus for processing foodstuffs
Electromechanical beverage preparation machines
Electromechanical clothes presses
Electromechanical food preparation machines
Electromechanical machines for chemical industry
Electromechanical machines for the automatic handling of items
Electromechanical machines for the automatic manipulation of items
Electromechanical reversers for lubricating installations
Electromechanical rotating machines
Electronic devices for starting engines
Electronic devices for stopping engines
Electronic feeders for animals
Electronic fuel injection apparatus for internal combustion engines
Electronic ignitions for vehicles
Electronic starters for engines
Electronic starters for motors
Electronically controlled embossing machines
Electronically controlled inscribing machines
Electronically operated conveyor belt apparatus
Electronically operated door closers
Electroplating machines
Electrostatic coating machines
Electrostatic generators
Electrostatic machines for applying finishes
Electrothermal engines, other than for land vehicles
Elevating apparatus
Elevating or lifting work platforms [including mobile]
Elevating platforms
Elevating platforms for attachment to vehicles
Elevating work platforms
Elevator belts
Elevator chains [parts of machines]
Elevator chains being parts of machines
Elevator chains of metal [parts of machines]
Elevator doors
Elevator gears
Elevator motors
Elevator operating apparatus
Elevators
Elevators [lifts]
Elevators for agricultural use
Elevators for materials
Embossing machines
Embossing printing machines
Embossing rolls for leather treatment machines
Embossing stencils for leather treatment machines
Embroidery machines
Emergency power generators
Emergency power supply generators
Emission control apparatus [catalytic converters] for exhausts
Emptying machines
Emulsifying machines for chemical processing
End mills
Engine bearings
Engine belts
Engine camshafts
Engine cleaning machines
Engine cooling radiators
Engine driven generators
Engine driven water pumps
Engine feathering pumps
Engine fuel injection apparatus
Engine fuel pumps
Engine housings
Engine injectors
Engine mounts, other than for land vehicles
Engine speed governors
Engine timing components, namely, cam sprockets
Engine valves
Engines for aeronautics
Engines for air cushion vehicles
Engines for boats
Engines for compressors
Engines for construction machines
Engines for fixed installations
Engines for marine use
Engines for marine vessels
Engines for mobile installations
Engines for model vehicles
Engines for scale models
Engines for ships
Engines for the generation of electricity
Engines for use in powering aircraft
Engines for use in powering stationary land installations
Engines for use in powering watercraft
Engines for water vehicles
Engines not for land vehicles
Engines, other than for land vehicles
Engraving machines
Envelope stuffing and inserting machines [packaging machines]
Envelope stuffing machines
Escalators
Etching apparatus for use in manufacturing display panels
Etching machines
Excavating machines
Excavators
Excavators [earth working machines]
Excavators for hydraulic expansion machines
Exhaust apparatus [parts of machines]
Exhaust apparatus for internal combustion engines
Exhaust bypasses
Exhaust gas treatment systems for diesel engines
Exhaust manifold for engines
Exhaust mufflers for motors
Exhaust mufflers for watercraft
Exhaust silencers
Exhaust silencers for engines
Exhaust systems for vehicles
Exhausters being suction ventilators
Exhausts
Exhausts for aircraft engines
Exhausts for engines of land vehicles
Exhausts for engines of water vehicles
Exhausts for motors and engines
Expansion boxes for exhausts
Expansion tanks [parts of machines]
Expansion tanks [parts of vehicle cooling radiators]
Extension bars for power tools
Extracting machines
Extracting machines for chemical processing
Extracting machines utilising solvents
Extractors [air suction machines]
Extractors for mines
Extruding machines
Extrusion coating machines
Extrusion coating machines for the coating of aluminium foils
Extrusion coating machines for the coating of composites
Extrusion coating machines for the coating of paper
Extrusion coating machines for the coating of plastic film
Extrusion machines
Extrusion machines for plastic
Extrusion presses
Fabric accumulator machines
Fabrication tools, other than hand-operated
Facing heads
Fan belts for land vehicle engines
Fan belts for motors and engines
Fan belts for vehicle engines
Fans being parts of machines
Fans for cooling vehicle engines
Fans for engines
Fans for machine engines
Fans for motors and engines
Fans for the compression, sucking and carrying of grain
Fastener insertion machines
Fastener setting tools [parts of machines]
Feed pumps
Feed transport apparatus for livestock
Feeders [parts of machines]
7 Feeders for machines
7 Feeding apparatus for engine boilers
7 Feeding machines
7 Feeding machines for presses
7 Feeding units for size reduction machines
7 Feedwater regulators
7 Felt carding machines
7 Felt milling machines
7 Felting machines
7 Fertiliser broadcasters [machines]
7 Fertilizer distributing machines
7 Fertilizer distributing machines, other than hand-operated implements
7 Fertilizer spreading machines
7 Fiber blowing machines
7 Fiber cutting machines
7 Fiber scutching machines
7 Fibreboard presses [machines]
7 Files [power-operated tools]
7 Filling machines
7 Filter housings being parts of engines
7 Filter housings being parts of machines
7 Filter presses
7 Filter presses for chemical processing
7 Filtering machines
7 Filtering machines adapted for liquids with a high viscosity
7 Filtering machines for chemical processing
7 Filtering machines used in sewage handling
7 Filters [parts of machines or engines]
7 Filters being parts of engines
7 Filters being parts of engines for cleaning air
7 Filters being parts of engines for cooling air
7 Filters being parts of machines
7 Filters being parts of motors
7 Filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines
7 Filters for cleaning the lubricating oils in engines
7 Filters for dust for use with internal combustion engines
7 Filters for gases [machines]
7 Filters for hot gases for use with internal combustion engines
7 Filters for internal combustion engines
7 Filters for liquid hydrocarbons in engines or motors
7 Filters for lubricants in engines
7 Filters for machines
7 Filters for motors and engines
7 Filters for vehicle engines
7 Filters made from foam plastics materials for internal combustion engines
7 Filtration machines
7 Filtration machines for the filtration of egg white
7 Finished welding tips
7 Finishing machines
7 Finishing treatment machines
7 Fish paste making machines
7 Fish-netting machines
7 Fittings for engine boilers
7 Fixed and mobile cranes
7 Fixed belt conveyors
Fixed machines for pressing asphalt
Flail mowers
Flame and spark arresters [parts of machines or engines]
Flame cutting machines
Flame cutting nozzles
Flame priming machines
Flame profiling machines
Flame sprayers for burning vegetation
Flanging machines for metal tubing
Flap discs for power-operated grinders
Flap folding machines
Flat bed knitting machines
Flat dies [parts of machines]
Fleshing machines
Flexible couplings [parts of machines]
Flexible machining units
Flexible power transmission apparatus, other than for land vehicles
Flexible shafts, other than for land vehicles
Flexographic printing machines
Flexographic printing plates
Floatation type oil-water separators
Floating cranes
Floor buffing machines
Floor cleaning [polishing] machines
Floor cleaning [vacuuming] machines
Floor cleaning [washing] machines
Floor edgers
Floor polishers
Floor polishers, electric
Floor polishing machines
Floor polishing machines, electric
Floor sanders
Floor scrubbing machines
Floor tiling instruments [power-operated tools]
Floor mill machines
Flues for engine boilers
Fluid actuated cylinders
Fluid couplings being parts of machines
Fluid dispensing machines
Fluid elevation pumps
Fluid flow control devices [parts of machines]
Fluid flow devices for use with machines
Fluid flow machines
Fluid pressure control valves [parts of machines]
Fluid pressure flow control valves [parts of machines]
Fluid pressure operated actuators
Fluid pressure operated flow control valves [parts of machines]
Fluid pressure operated fluid control valves [parts of machines]
Fluid pressurising machines
Fluid pumping installations
Fluid pumps
Fluid separation machines
Fluid valves for agricultural use [parts of machines]
Fluid valves for industrial use [parts of machines]
Flush bottom tank valves
Flying shears
Foam machines
Fodder cutting machines [feed cutters]
Fodder mixing machines [feed mixers]
Fodder presses
Foil stamping machines
Folding machines, other than for office use
Food chopping machines for commercial use
Food cutting machines for commercial use
Food mixing machines for commercial use
Food peeling machines for commercial use
Food preparation machines, electromechanical
Food processors, electric
Food slicing machines for commercial use
Food waste disposal machines
Food waste disposals [garbage disposals]
Forage harvesters [machines]
Forage harvesters with maize picker attachments
Forestry machines
Forestry processing machines
Forge bellows
Forging machines
Forging moulds
Forging presses
Forklift attachments for front-end loaders
Foundry machines
Fractional horsepower electric motors
Frames being parts of hydraulic elevators
Free wheel clutches, other than for land vehicles
Free wheel couplings, other than for land vehicles
Free-form forging machines
Freewheels, other than for land vehicles
Friction applying devices [parts of machines]
Friction wheels for machines
Frictional drive components for machines
Friezing machines
Front loaders for tractors
Fruit presses, electric, for household purposes
Fruit squeezing machines, electric
Fruit washing machines
Fuel and air mixture regulators being parts of internal combustion engines
Fuel conversion apparatus for internal combustion engines
Fuel dispensing pumps for service stations
Fuel economisers for motors and engines
Fuel economizers for engines
Fuel economizers for motors
Fuel economizers for motors and engines
Fuel feed apparatus for engines
Fuel filters
Fuel filters for vehicle engines
Fuel ignition apparatus for internal combustion engines
Fuel injection apparatus for internal combustion engines
Fuel injection devices for internal combustion engines
Fuel injection pumps
Fuel injection systems for engines
7 Fuel injector parts for land and water vehicle engines
7 Fuel injector pipes for use in diesel engines
7 Fuel injectors
7 Fuel injectors for engines
7 Fuel injectors for internal combustion engines
7 Fuel nozzles
7 Fuel pumps for motor vehicles
7 Fuel systems for internal combustion engines
7 Fuel valves
7 Fuel/air ratio controls [parts of engines or motors]
7 Furnace loading machines
7 Galvanizing machines
7 Gantries [cranes]
7 Gantry cranes
7 Garbage [waste] disposals
7 Garbage compacting machines
7 Garbage disposal machines
7 Garbage disposals
7 Garden rollers [machines]
7 Garden rotavators
7 Garden tractors for mowing lawns
7 Garment packaging machines
7 Garment pressing apparatus [machines]
7 Gas actuated rams
7 Gas boilers [parts of machines]
7 Gas compressors
7 Gas condensers [parts of machines]
7 Gas converters
7 Gas cutting machines
7 Gas intake apparatus [parts of machines]
7 Gas operated apparatus for cutting
7 Gas operated blow pipes for cutting
7 Gas operated cutting blow pipes
7 Gas operated metal cutters
7 Gas operated power generators
7 Gas operated soldering apparatus
7 Gas operated soldering irons
7 Gas torches [tools]
7 Gas turbine engines
7 Gas turbine engines for air vehicles
7 Gas turbine engines for sea vehicles
7 Gas turbines not for land vehicles
7 Gas turbo engines
7 Gas welding apparatus
7 Gas welding machines
7 Gasifiers
7 Gasifiers for gaseous and/or liquid fuels for internal combustion engines
7 Gasoline engines not for land vehicles
7 Gasoline lawn mowers
7 Gas-operated blow torches
7 Gas-operated welding machines
7 Gear assemblies, other than for land vehicles
7 Gear box casings, other than for land vehicles
7 Gear boxes being parts of machines
Gear boxes for air vehicles
Gear boxes for hydraulic transmissions, other than for land vehicles
Gear boxes for water vehicles
Gear boxes, other than for land vehicles
Gear cases, other than for land vehicles
Gear change knobs, other than for land vehicles
Gear changing mechanisms for machines
Gear changing mechanisms for water vehicles
Gear couplings for machines
Gear couplings for water vehicles
Gear cutters [machine tool]
Gear cutters [machines]
Gear cutting and finishing machines
Gear cutting machines
Gear finishers [machines]
Gear hobbing machines
Gear levers other than for land vehicles
Gear motors other than for land vehicles
Gear pumps
Gear train parts, other than for land vehicles
Gear transmissions, other than for land vehicles
Gear units for machines
Gear units for power transmissions, other than for land vehicles
Gear units for water vehicles
Gear units, other than for land vehicles
Gear wheels for machines
Geared electric motors for aircraft
Geared electric motors for water craft
Geared electric motors, other than for land vehicles
Gearing for air vehicles
Gearing for machines
Gearing for water vehicles
Gears for machines
Gears for water vehicles
Gears for weaving looms
Gears, other than for land vehicles
Generating plant
Generating sets for use with engines
Generating sets for use with motors
Generators
Generators for land vehicles
Generators for wind turbines
Generators of electricity
Girder clips being parts of power transmission gear
Glass washing machines
Glassware manufacturing machines
Glass-working machines
Glaziers' diamonds [parts of machines]
Glaziers' diamonds being parts of machines
Glazing machines
Glazing rollers
Glazing rollers for use with calendering machines
Glow plugs for Diesel engines
Glue guns, electric
Gluing machines
Goods lifting apparatus
Goods lifts
Governors
Grabs [parts of machines]
Graders [earth moving machines]
Graders [machines or parts of machines]
Grain driers
Grain drills [machines]
Grain harvesters [machines]
Grain husking machines
Grain mills [machines]
Grain mixers [machines]
Grain separating machines
Grain separators
Granulating machines for chemical processing
Granulators for sprue recycling
Granulators for sprue regrinding
Graphic epoxy drills [machines or parts for machines]
Graphite electrode making machines
Grass collecting machines
Grass cutting apparatus [machines]
Grass cutting machines
Grass edging machines
Grass trimming machines
Grating machines for household use
Grating machines for vegetables
Gravity conveyors [machines]
Gravity fed machines for mounting on sowing machines
Gravure printing machines
Grease boxes [parts of machines]
Grease filters [parts of machines]
Grease guns operated by compressed air
Grease rings [parts of machines]
Greasing apparatus [machines]
Grinders [hand-held power driven]
Grinders [machines]
Grinders for road edges
Grinding apparatus, electric
Grinding discs being parts of machines
Grinding machines
Grinding machines for cutting tools
Grinding machines for metalworking
Grinding machines for refacing the edges of tools
Grinding machines for the treatment of ceramics and metal
Grinding machines with spiral bevel gears
Grinding mills for chemical processing
Grinding tools [machines or parts of machines]
Grinding wheels being parts of machines
Grindstones [parts of machines]
Gripper bars for use in printing presses
Grippers for cranes
Gripping apparatus [machines or parts of machines]
Grooming machines for clipping animals hair
Grooving machines
Ground boring machines
Ground drilling apparatus [machines]
Ground engaging machines
Grouting machines
Guards [parts of machines]
Guidance frameworks for cutting tools [machines]
Guidance frameworks for machine tools
Guides for machines
Guillotine machines, other than for office use
Gumball machines
Gunning machines for lining furnaces
Guns [tools using explosives]
Guns for paint spraying
Hacksaw blades [parts of machines]
Hacksaw blades for machines
Hacksaws [machines]
Hair clippers [machines] for animals
Hair clipping machines for animals
Hair cutting machines for animals
Hair trimmers for animals [machines]
Hammer drills
Hammering machines
Hammers [parts of machines]
Hand held cordless power tools
Hand held power operated spraying machines
Hand held power operated tools
Hand weaving looms
Hand-held tools, other than hand-operated
Hand-held vacuum cleaners
Handles being parts of machine tools
Handles being parts of mechanically operated tools
Handling apparatus for loading and unloading
Handling installations
Handling machines
Handling machines, automatic [manipulators]
Hangers [parts of machines]
Harrow
Harvesters
Harvesting heads
Harvesting machines
Haulage apparatus [mining]
Hay balers
Hay binding machines
Hay grippers [machines or parts of machines]
Haymaking machines
Head attachments for power tools
Heat engines, other than for land vehicles
Heat exchange apparatus [parts of machines]
Heat exchangers [parts of machines]
Heat exchanging apparatus [parts of machines]
Heat insulated metal pipes [parts of machines]
Heat insulated metal piping elements [parts of machines]
Heat lances [machines]
Heat pumps [parts of machines]
Heat recovery apparatus [parts of machines]
Heat recovery devices [parts of machines]
Heat recovery instruments [parts of machines]
Heat sealing machines
Heat sinks for use in machines
Heat transfer apparatus [parts of machines]
Heavy duty flail mowers
Heavy duty grinding machines
Heavy media separators [machines]
Heddles
Hedge cutters [machines]
Hedge trimmers [machines]
Helical gear units being parts of machines
Helical gear units for industrial purposes
Hemming machines
High frequency welding machines
High grade finishing machines
High pressure cleaning machines
High pressure compressors
High pressure precision valves of metal [parts of machines, engines or motors]
High pressure pumps
High pressure rotary positive displacement pumps
High pressure washers
High speed presses
High test steel connecting parts [parts of machines, engines or motors]
High vacuum metallization machines
High vacuum production machines
High-pressure pumps for washing appliances and installations
High-voltage generators
Hitches for self-propelled mowers
Hoeing machines
Hoists
Hoists for freight
Hoists for passengers
Holders for carbon brushes
Holders for drilling tools [parts of machines]
Holders for machine tools
Holders for machine turning tools
Holding devices for machine tools
Hole saws [machines]
Hollowing bits [parts of machine tools]
Honing machines
Honing tools [machines]
Hoods [parts of machines]
Hooke's joint shafts
Hooke's joints
Hopper loaders [machines]
Hoppers [machines]
Hoppers [mechanical discharging]
Horizontal continuous casting installations
Horizontal continuous casting machines
Horning machines for metalworking
Horticultural implements [machines]
Horticultural machines
Hoses for vacuum cleaners
Hosiery looms
Hot adhesive guns
Hot air welding machines
Hot melt glue guns
Hot metal extrusion machines
Hot print foiling machines
Hot rolling stands [parts of machines]
Household vacuum cleaners
Housings [parts of machines]
Housings for ball bushings
Housings for machines
Hydraulic accumulators
Hydraulic accumulators being parts of machines
Hydraulic actuating apparatus
Hydraulic actuators
Hydraulic alignment machines
Hydraulic anchor chain stoppers
Hydraulic apparatus for handling containers
Hydraulic apparatus for lifting containers
Hydraulic apparatus for lifting goods
Hydraulic apparatus for removing goods
Hydraulic apparatus for use in the straightening of cars
Hydraulic automobile lifters
Hydraulic braking apparatus for industrial machines
Hydraulic breakers for concrete breaking
Hydraulic breakers for frozen earth breaking
Hydraulic breakers for rock breaking
Hydraulic circuits for machines
Hydraulic clutch control units, other than for land vehicles
Hydraulic clutches, other than for land vehicles
Hydraulic connectors [pipes] being parts of machines
Hydraulic connectors [pipes] being parts of motors
Hydraulic control apparatus for agricultural machines
Hydraulic control apparatus for engines
Hydraulic control apparatus for industrial machines
Hydraulic control apparatus for machine tools
Hydraulic control apparatus for machines
Hydraulic control apparatus for motors
Hydraulic control apparatus for robots
Hydraulic control apparatus for vehicle engines
Hydraulic control devices for compressors
Hydraulic control devices for heating installations
Hydraulic control devices for lifting apparatus
Hydraulic control devices for machine tools
Hydraulic control devices for machines
Hydraulic control devices for turbines
Hydraulic control gear for electric motors
Hydraulic control gear for valves
Hydraulic control installations
Hydraulic control operating apparatus
Hydraulic control systems for engines
Hydraulic control systems for machines
Hydraulic control valves
Hydraulic controls for automatically operating valves
Hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines
Hydraulic conveyors
Hydraulic couplings for engines
Hydraulic couplings with integral dampers [parts of machines]
Hydraulic couplings with integral dampers, other than for land vehicles
Hydraulic crimping units
Hydraulic cutters [machines]
Hydraulic cylinders [machines or parts of machines]
Hydraulic door closers
Hydraulic door openers
Hydraulic door operating equipment
Hydraulic drive installations
Hydraulic engines and motors
Hydraulic excavators
Hydraulic fluid accumulators
Hydraulic gripper saws
Hydraulic hammers
Hydraulic hoists
Hydraulic intensifiers being parts of machines
Hydraulic jacks
Hydraulic lift tables
Hydraulic lifting apparatus for vehicles, other than hand-operated
Hydraulic lifting apparatus, other than hand-operated
Hydraulic lifting machines
Hydraulic lifting mechanisms for incorporation into motor vehicles
Hydraulic lifting ramps
Hydraulic lifts, other than hand-operated
Hydraulic machines and apparatus
Hydraulic machines for use in the repair of vehicle bodies
Hydraulic marine apparatus
Hydraulic mechanisms
Hydraulic motors
Hydraulic motors for excavators
Hydraulic pliers (parts of constructing machines)
Hydraulic power tools
Hydraulic power transmission units, other than for land vehicles
Hydraulic presses for metalworking
Hydraulic presses for wool
Hydraulic pumps
Hydraulic pumps for use in swimming baths
Hydraulic pumps for use underwater
Hydraulic rams
Hydraulic recharging apparatus
Hydraulic rotary dampers, other than for vehicles
Hydraulic rotary shock absorbers, other than for vehicles
Hydraulic servo valves being parts of machines
Hydraulic swivels
Hydraulic tools
Hydraulic torque converters [machine elements not for land vehicles]
Hydraulic transmissions, other than for land vehicles
Hydraulic turbines
Hydraulic units for gantry cranes
Hydraulic units for tower cranes
Hydraulic valve actuators
Hydraulic valves
Hydraulic valves [parts of machines]
Hydraulic valves for dosing
Hydraulic valves for regulating fluid streams
Hydraulic valves for shutting off
Hydraulic wood grippers for forestry use
Hydraulic wrenches for use on drilling rigs
Hydraulically driven winches for marine use
Hydraulically extendable arms being parts of lifting apparatus
Hydraulically operated benches for the repair of vehicle bodies
Hydraulically operated butterfly valves
Hydraulically operated extending working platforms
Hydraulically operated machines
Hydraulically operated switches
Hydraulically retractable chain stoppers
Hydraulically retractable wire stoppers
Hydrocyclones
Hydrocyclones for the separation of solids and liquids
Hydroelectric installations for generating electricity
Hydro-pneumatic accumulators
Hydrostatic drives
Ice cream dispensing machines
Ice cream making machines, other than refrigerating
Ice cream packing machines
Ice crushing machines
Ice-resurfacing machines
Idling pulleys being parts of machines
Igniting devices for internal combustion engines
Igniting magnetos
Ignition apparatus for internal combustion engines
Ignition cables for internal combustion engines
Ignition cables for motor vehicle engines
Ignition coils for internal combustion engines
Ignition devices for internal combustion engines
Ignition devices for motors of land vehicles
Ignition distributors for internal combustion engines
Ignition magnetos for engines
Ignition parts for internal combustion engines
Ignition wires for vehicle engines
Image reproduction machines [printing]
Image transfer machines [printing]
Impact crushers [machines or parts of machines]
Impact drills [machines or parts of machines]
Impact grinding crushers
Impact wrenches
Impellers
Impellers for turbo-superchargers
Implements [machines] for drilling
Implements [machines] for spraying
Impregnating machines
Imprinting machines for industrial purposes
Incubators for eggs
Indexing drive machines
Indexing drives
Industrial bag filling machines
Industrial blowers
Industrial boring machines for horizontal boring
Industrial boring machines for horizontal drilling
Industrial brakes for industrial washing machines
Industrial carpet cleaning machines
Industrial carpet shampooing machines
Industrial carpet vacuuming machines
Industrial centrifugal decanting machines
Industrial centrifuges
Industrial cleaning apparatus for cleaning boilers
Industrial cleaning apparatus for cleaning condensers
Industrial cleaning apparatus for cleaning coolers
Industrial cleaning apparatus for cleaning evaporators
Industrial cleaning apparatus for cleaning exchangers
Industrial cleaning apparatus for cleaning pipes
Industrial cleaning machines
Industrial cleaning machines [polishers]
Industrial cleaning machines [shampooers]
Industrial cleaning machines [vacuum cleaners]
Industrial cleaning machines utilising pressure jets
Industrial control apparatus, hydraulic
Industrial control apparatus, pneumatic
Industrial conveyors
Industrial cutting machines
Industrial degreasing machines
Industrial drills [machines]
Industrial dry-cleaning machines
Industrial floor cleaning [polishing] machines
Industrial floor cleaning machines
Industrial floor cleaning machines [vacuum cleaners]
Industrial food mixers [machines]
Industrial hammers [machines]
Industrial honing machines
Industrial machine presses
Industrial machines for dispensing adhesives
Industrial machines for making cigarettes
Industrial machines for preparing beverages
Industrial machines for preparing food
Industrial machines for sharpening
Industrial machines for sieving
Industrial machines for slicing food
Industrial machines for the binding of books
Industrial machines for the binding of pamphlets
Industrial machines for the centrifugal separation of fluids
Industrial machines for the folding of documents
Industrial machines for the mechanical handling of items of post
Industrial machines for the mixing of materials
Industrial machines for the preparation of carbonated beverages
Industrial machines for the preparation of foodstuffs
Industrial machines for the stitching of books
Industrial machines for use in biological reactions
Industrial machines for use in chemical reactions
Industrial machines for use in sifting vegetables
Industrial machines for whipping cream
Industrial machines for whipping foods
Industrial mixing machines
Industrial pneumatic tools
Industrial printing machines
Industrial process controllers, hydraulic
7 Industrial process controllers, pneumatic
7 Industrial robots
7 Industrial robots for use in manufacture
7 Industrial sewing machines
7 Industrial soldering machines, gas-operated
7 Industrial squeezers
7 Industrial tin openers
7 Industrial vacuum machines for cleaning
7 Industrial vacuum machines for use in manufacture
7 Industrial washing machines
7 Inert gas generators [machines]
7 Injection moulding machines
7 Injection moulding mandrels
7 Injection moulds
7 Injection presses
7 Injection presses for plastics materials
7 Injection stretch blow moulding machines
7 Injectors
7 Injectors for engines
7 Injectors for machines
7 Ink circulating apparatus [parts of machines]
7 Ink dispensing apparatus [parts of machines]
7 Ink jet printing machines
7 Ink stirrers
7 Inking apparatus for printing blocks
7 Inking apparatus for printing machines
7 Inlet installations for gas turbines
7 Inlet relief valves for turbochargers
7 Inlet systems for gas turbines
7 In-line finishing machines
7 Insecticide sprayers [hand-held tools, electric]
7 Insecticide sprayers [machines]
7 Insecticide vaporizers [machines]
7 Inspection port holes for machines
7 Installations and apparatus for coal washing and separating
7 Instruments [machines] for cleaning the exterior of vehicles
7 Instruments [machines] for cleaning the interior of vehicles
7 Instruments [machines] for washing the exterior of vehicles
7 Instruments [machines] for washing the interior of vehicles
7 Instruments [mechanisms] for the automation of machining operations
7 Insulated metal pipelines [parts of machines, engines or motors]
7 Insulated metal pipes [parts of machines, engines or motors]
7 Insulated metal tubing [parts of machines, engines or motors]
7 Intaglio printing machines
7 Intake manifolds for internal combustion engines
7 Intercoolers for turbochargers
7 Interlinking systems for connecting production machines
7 Internal combustion engines for boats
7 Internal combustion engines, other than for land vehicles
7 Internal combustion motors, other than for land vehicles
7 Internal grinding machines
7 Intertillage machines
7 Involute grinding machines
7 Involute splines [parts of machines]
7 Ironing machines
Ironing machines for clothing
Ironing machines for textile articles
Ironing presses
Jacks [machines]
Jacquard controlled knitting machines
Jacquard controls
Japanese style wooden clogs [Geta] shaping machines
Jarring machines
Jaw crushers [machines]
Jaw type rock crushers
Jaw type shaft couplings, other than for land vehicles
Jet engines [not for land vehicles]
Jet engines, other than for land vehicles
Jet pumps for vacuum generation
Jet stream devices for cleaning surfaces
Jet stream devices for preserving surfaces
Jets being parts of machines
Jib cranes
Jigs for holding a component during machining
Jigs for locating a component during machining
Jigsaw blades [parts for machines]
Jigsaws [machines]
Joggers [machines]
Joining machines
Jointers being woodworking machines
Jointing machines
Joints [parts of engines]
Journal boxes [parts of machines]
Journals [parts of machines]
Joysticks being parts of machines, other than for game machines
Juice extracting machines
Juice extractors, electric
Kebab making machines, other than cooking
Kerb laying machines
Kerb making machines
Kerosene engines, not for land vehicles
Key cutting machines
Key duplicating apparatus
Key making machines
Keyhole saws [machines]
Kick starters for motorcycles
Kitchen grinders, electric
Kitchen machines, electric
Kitchen tools [electric utensils]
Kneaders [electric kitchen machines]
Kneading machines
Kneading machines for chemical processing
Knife blades for electric knives
Knife cleaning machines
Knife grinding machines
Knife polishing machines
Knife sharpeners, electric
Knife sharpening machines
Knitting bobbins [parts of machines]
Knitting machines
Knives [parts of machines]
Knives for mowing machines
Knives, electric
Label applicators, other than for office use
Label dispensing machines, other than for office use
Label making machines, other than for office use
Labellers [machines]
Labelling machines, other than for office use
Lace making machines
Lacing machines
Laminated leaf-springs being parts of machines
Laminating machines other than for office use
Lamination coating machines other than for office use
Laminators [machines] other than for office use
Land clearance apparatus [machines]
Land reclamation apparatus [machines]
Lapping machines
Lapping machines for metalworking
Laser applied machining devices
Laser drilling machines for stone working
Laser engraving machines for woodworking
Laser processing machines
Laser welded machine tools
Laser welding apparatus
Laser welding devices
Laser welding machines
Lasts for shoes [parts of machines]
Lathes [machine tools]
Lathes [machines]
Lathes being metal working machines
Lathes for metalworking
Lattice mast cranes
Laundry folding machines
Laundry machines for removing fibres from garments
Laundry machines for removing particles from garments
Laundry presses
Laundry washing machines
Lawn aerators [machines]
Lawn clippers [machines]
Lawn cutting machines
Lawn edge trimmers [machines]
Lawn mowers
Lawn mowing attachments for vehicles
Lawn rakes [machines]
Lawn raking machines
Lawn rolling implements for attachment to land vehicles
Lawn rolling machines
Lawn sweepers [machines]
Lawn treatment apparatus [machines]
Lawn trimming machines
Lawn weeding machines
Lawnmowers
Lawnmowers [machines]
Laying machines for use in building
Laying machines for use in public works
Lead frame arranging machines for electronic circuits
Lead frame transporting machines for electronic circuits
Leaf collecting machines
Leather belts [dynamo]
Leather belts for conveyors
Leather paring machines
Leather tanning machines
Leather-working machines
Lens manufacturing machines
Letterpresses [printing machines]
Level regulating valves [parts of machines]
Levellers [machines]
Lift belts
Lift chains being parts of machines
Lift installations
Lift operating apparatus
Lift shaft machines
Lift tables
Lifting apparatus
Lifting apparatus for containers
Lifting apparatus for incorporation into vehicles
Lifting apparatus for incorporation onto trailers
Lifting apparatus for use with cranes
Lifting attachments for land vehicles
Lifting beams
Lifting devices for boats
Lifting gear for handling loads
Lifting installations for the transport of persons and goods
Lifting jacks other than hand-operated
Lifting jacks, other than hand-operated
Lifting machines for handling loads
Lifting machines for transporting bulk materials
Lifting platforms
Lifting ramps
Lifting tables
Lifting tackle [machines]
Lifting tongs for cranes
Lifts for use in lifting vehicles
Lifts for use in stairways
Lifts for use with vehicles
Lifts, other than ski-lifts
Line haulers
Line marking machines
Linear actuators
Linear drives
Linear driving apparatus
Linear motors
Linear motors, other than for land vehicles
Linear transfer machines
Liners for hammer mills
Linings for brakes [parts of machines]
Link chains for driving purposes, other than for land vehicles
Linking devices [parts of machines]
Linking mechanisms [parts of machines]
Liquefiers [machines]
Liquid aerators [machines]
Liquid blenders [machines]
Liquid detergent feeders
Liquid filtering apparatus [parts of engines or machines]
Liquid fuel supply pumps, self regulating
Liquid manure sliders [machines]
Liquid waste removal machines
Liquidisers [kitchen machines]
Liquidisers [machines]
Lithographic printing machines
Lithographic printing plates
Live-roller conveying installations
Live-roller conveyors [machines]
Live-rollers [machines]
Load carrying [lifting] apparatus
Load carrying [lifting] machines
Load handling apparatus
Loader buckets for excavators
Loaders [conveyors]
Loaders [earth moving machines]
Loaders [machines]
Loaders for agricultural machines
Loaders for packing goods
Loading [lifting] apparatus for use on boats
Loading [lifting] apparatus for use on trucks
Loading [lifting] apparatus for use on vehicles
Loading [lifting] apparatus for use on wagons
Loading and unloading machines
Loading apparatus, other than forklift trucks
Loading arms [lifting apparatus]
Loading cranes
Loading devices adapted for use with transport apparatus
Loading devices adapted for use with vehicles
Loading machines
Loading platforms for vehicles
Loading ramps
Lockable valves [parts of machines]
Locomotive cranes
Log splitters [machines]
Longitudinal cutters [machines]
Longitudinal cutters for plastics materials
Loom shafts
Looms
Lopping shears [machines]
Lubricant atomising apparatus [machines]
Lubricant atomising apparatus [parts of machines]
Lubricating apparatus [machines]
Lubricating apparatus [machines] for motor vehicles
Lubricating apparatus [parts of machines]
Lubricating assemblies [machines]
Lubricating assemblies [parts of machines]
Lubricating guns [machines]
Lubricating installations [machines]
Lubricating installations [parts of machines]
Lubricating pumps
Lubrication machines
Lubrication pumps
Lubricators [parts of machines]
Lubricators [parts of machines] for high speed spindles
Lumbering band saws
Macerating machines
Macerator pumps
Machine belting
Machine belts
Machine cages
Machine centres
Machine cocks
Machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles)
Machine coupling components
Machine couplings, other than pipe
Machine fly-wheels
Machine guides [parts of machines]
Machine knives
Machine motors
Machine mowers
Machine operated glue dispensers
Machine operated platforms capable of elevation above ground level and used for storage
Machine plasma arc torches
Machine pumps
Machine stands
Machine tool couplings
Machine tool holders
Machine tools
Machine tools controlled by computers
Machine tools for agricultural use
Machine tools for applying paint to surfaces
Machine tools for boring
Machine tools for breaking ice
Machine tools for breaking up earth
Machine tools for breaking up road surface material
Machine tools for chiselling
Machine tools for cutting
Machine tools for deburring
Machine tools for dispensing lubricants
Machine tools for dressing
Machine tools for drilling
Machine tools for finishing
Machine tools for fitting floor covering material
Machine tools for fixing fasteners
Machine tools for gluing
Machine tools for greasing motor vehicles
Machine tools for grinding
Machine tools for horticultural use
Machine tools for laying floor covering material
Machine tools for machining metallic items
Machine tools for milling
Machine tools for moulding synthetic resins
Machine tools for oiling motor vehicles
Machine tools for parting
Machine tools for pipe working
Machine tools for polishing
Machine tools for processing plastics material
Machine tools for reaming
Machine tools for removing waste material
Machine tools for sale in kit form
Machine tools for sawing
Machine tools for setting anchors
Machine tools for shaping
Machine tools for slotting
Machine tools for spark-eroding
Machine tools for tapping
Machine tools for threading
Machine tools for tube working
Machine tools for use in binding bags
Machine tools for use in binding cables
Machine tools for use in binding hoses
Machine tools for use in connection with pipes
Machine tools for use in packaging
Machine tools for use in the maintenance of electric installations
Machine tools for use in the maintenance of motor vehicles
Machine tools for use in the production of engines for vehicles
Machine tools for use in the production of vehicles
Machine tools for use in the repair of electric installations
Machine tools for use in the repair of motor vehicles
Machine tools for woodworking machines
Machine tools for working composite materials
Machine tools for working metals
Machine tools for working valve bodies
Machine tools for working valve seats
Machine tools incorporating automatic controls
Machine tools incorporating semi-automatic controls
Machine transmission components
Machine wheels
Machine wheelwork
Machines
Machines adapted for use with printing machines
Machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric
Machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric
Machines and apparatus for polishing [electric]
Machines and apparatus for polishing, electric
Machines and apparatus for wax-polishing, electric
Machines and machine tools
Machines for agitating fluids
Machines for agricultural use
Machines for airing clothes
Machines for aligning [sorting] articles
Machines for applying fertilizers
Machines for applying fungicides
Machines for applying glaze
Machines for applying herbicides
Machines for applying hot melt adhesives
Machines for applying insecticides
Machines for applying labels to containers or bottles
Machines for automatically depositing articles in a store
Machines for automatically retrieving articles from a store
Machines for banknote cleaning
Machines for bending
Machines for bleaching fabrics
Machines for blending fluids
Machines for blowing packaging containers
Machines for boosting fluids
Machines for boxing of goods
Machines for building
Machines for burnishing
Machines for capping containers
Machines for carpet cleaning
Machines for carpet cleaning [vacuuming]
Machines for carton-making
Machines for carving positives of sockets
Machines for changing tyres
Machines for clarifying used coolant fluids
Machines for clarifying used fluids
Machines for cleaning [polishing] shoes
Machines for cleaning [vacuuming] carpets
Machines for cleaning carpets
Machines for cleaning conduits
Machines for cleaning contaminated articles
Machines for cleaning cutlery
Machines for cleaning ditches
Machines for cleaning eggs
Machines for cleaning floors by scrubbing
Machines for cleaning floors by suction
Machines for cleaning medical apparatus
Machines for cleaning medical instruments
Machines for cleaning pipelines
Machines for cleaning pipes
Machines for cleaning tubes
Machines for cleaning upholstery
Machines for cleaning waterways
Machines for closing cartons
Machines for coating
Machines for coating moulds
Machines for coiling cables
Machines for coiling hoses
Machines for coiling ropes
Machines for coiling twines
Machines for coiling wires
Machines for cold forming of products
Machines for collecting balls
Machines for collecting earth
Machines for collecting rock
Machines for comminuting
Machines for compressed air lubrication
Machines for compressing garbage
Machines for constituting dyestuff composition
Machines for construction purposes
Machines for continuous moulding of concrete
Machines for controlling mechanical operations
Machines for conveying
Machines for conveying articles
Machines for conveying solids
Machines for crushing
Machines for cutting cardboard
Machines for cutting dress patterns
Machines for cutting fabrics
Machines for cutting foods
Machines for cutting grass
Machines for cutting meat
Machines for cutting paper
Machines for cutting strip material
Machines for cutting surface minerals
Machines for cutting, mechanical
Machines for damping
Machines for decapping containers
Machines for depositing sheet material in stacks
Machines for desizing
Machines for disintegrating materials
Machines for dispensing cables
Machines for dispensing drinks
Machines for dispensing foods
Machines for dispensing frozen beverages
Machines for dispensing hoses
Machines for dispensing liquids
Machines for dispensing twines
Machines for dispensing wires
Machines for distributing particulate materials
Machines for domestic use in the processing of foodstuffs
Machines for drawing rods
Machines for drilling
Machines for drilling wells
Machines for dry lamination
Machines for duplicating [cutting] keys
Machines for dust collection [cleaning] in buildings
Machines for dyeing
textiles
Machines for electric arc cutting
Machines for embossing metal plates
Machines for encapsulating products
Machines for erecting cartons
Machines for erecting packing boxes
Machines for excavating earth
Machines for excavating rock
Machines for extruding
Machines for feeding materials
Machines for filling bottles
Machines for filling cartons
Machines for filling containers
Machines for filling containers with products
Machines for filling gas in bottles
Machines for filling gas in containers
Machines for filling interconnected plastic bags
Machines for filling packages
Machines for filling packaging containers
Machines for filtering
Machines for filtering dust
Machines for filtering fumes
Machines for filtering gases
Machines for filtering water
Machines for finishing
Machines for finishing leather
Machines for finishing skins
Machines for finishing textiles
Machines for flaking dried fish meat (kezuri-bushi making machines)
Machines for flange facing
Machines for flash smelting of concentrates
Machines for fluid handling
Machines for folding
Machines for folding articles of clothing for packing
Machines for folding textile articles
Machines for food preparation, electric
Machines for forming bundles
Machines for forming cartons
Machines for forming concrete panels
Machines for forming concrete profiles
Machines for forming containers
Machines for forming metal work pieces
Machines for forming plastic enclosures
Machines for forming pouches
Machines for forming trays
Machines for forming trelliswork
Machines for generating power
Machines for glass working
Machines for grading earth
Machines for grading rock
Machines for grinding spectacle lenses
Machines for grinding, electric
Machines for handling containers
Machines for handling foodstuffs, electric
Machines for handling materials
Machines for handling nuclear fuels
Machines for handling paper
Machines for handling paper board sheets
Machines for handling pipes
Machines for handling radioactive materials
Machines for handling sheets
Machines for handling tubes
Machines for hardening pipes
Machines for hardening tubes
Machines for harvesting
Machines for hoisting
Machines for horticultural use
Machines for household purposes [electric, kitchen]
Machines for inching printing units
Machines for inflating balloons
Machines for injecting meat
Machines for injection moulding of plastics materials
Machines for inserting aerosol valves
Machines for inserting objects into balloons
Machines for issuing postage stamps
Machines for issuing receipts
Machines for issuing tokens
Machines for joining plastic components
Machines for kinescope aluminizing
Machines for laminating sheet material
Machines for laying mulches upon the ground
Machines for laying plastic film upon the ground
Machines for laying plastic sheets upon the ground
Machines for lifting
Machines for lifting for use in mines
Machines for lifting vehicles
Machines for loading
Machines for loading machines
Machines for macerating [electric, kitchen]
Machines for macerating, electric
Machines for machining knives
Machines for machining metal alloys
Machines for machining metals
Machines for machining operations
Machines for machining strip steel
Machines for maintaining roads
Machines for making automotive water pumps
Machines for making bags
Machines for making cardboard
Machines for making conveyor belts
Machines for making electric terminals
Machines for making ice cream [electric mixers]
Machines for making juice, electric
Machines for making packaging
Machines for making packing material
Machines for making paper
Machines for making paper products
Machines for making pasta
Machines for making photographic prints
Machines for making plastics tapes
Machines for making radiators
Machines for making sacks
Machines for making spun fleece
Machines for making tools
Machines for making tube blanks
Machines for making waves
Machines for making wood material boards
Machines for manufacture of horological apparatus
Machines for manufacturing abrasive materials
Machines for manufacturing air filter elements
Machines for manufacturing air suction devices
Machines for manufacturing chains
Machines for manufacturing confectionery
Machines for manufacturing containers
Machines for manufacturing cotton candy
Machines for manufacturing dovetail joints
Machines for manufacturing filters
Machines for manufacturing foodstuffs
Machines for manufacturing frozen confectionery
Machines for manufacturing furniture
Machines for manufacturing gloves
Machines for manufacturing hoses for air transport
Machines for manufacturing integrated circuits
Machines for manufacturing joints
Machines for manufacturing packaging materials
Machines for manufacturing pipes
Machines for manufacturing polymeric materials
Machines for manufacturing sacks
Machines for manufacturing semi-conductors
Machines for manufacturing stirrups used in buildings
Machines for manufacturing stirrups used in concrete manufacture
Machines for manufacturing textile products
Machines for manufacturing textiles
Machines for manufacturing tubes
Machines for manufacturing windows
Machines for manufacturing windows frames
Machines for marking
Machines for marking by hot stamping
Machines for marking by impact
Machines for marking by rolling
Machines for materials handling
Machines for mechanical handling
Machines for metal forming
Machines for metal processing
Machines for metal working
Machines for mineral processing
Machines for mixing asphalt
Machines for mixing foodstuffs
Machines for moulding
Machines for moulding plastics
Machines for mounting tyres
Machines for moving chucks
Machines for multiple axis motion
Machines for operating gates [pneumatic or hydraulic]
Machines for operating turnstiles [pneumatic or hydraulic]
Machines for operating underwater
Machines for packaging
Machines for packaging cartridges
Machines for packaging tape cassettes
Machines for packing goods in bands
Machines for packing goods in strips
Machines for painting
Machines for pallet stretch wrapping
Machines for paper web catching
Machines for pasting wall coverings
Machines for peeling vegetables
Machines for performing repetitive tasks
Machines for plastics working
Machines for post press apparatus
Machines for preparing beverages [electric, kitchen]
Machines for preparing foam concrete
Machines for preparing food [electric, kitchen]
Machines for pressure forming plastic films
Machines for pressure forming plastic sheets
Machines for pressure washing
Machines for printing labels
Machines for printing on metal sheets
Machines for printing textile materials
Machines for processing foods
Machines for processing foodstuffs
Machines for processing glass
Machines for processing plastics
Machines for processing printing plates
Machines for processing rails
Machines for processing raw fibrous materials
Machines for processing wooden materials
Machines for producing bags
Machines for producing carbon fibres
Machines for producing coextruded plastic films
Machines for producing containers
Machines for producing drinking vessels
Machines for producing machine tools
Machines for producing materials in sheet form
Machines for producing materials in strip form
Machines for producing materials in web form
Machines for producing memory plastic sockets
Machines for producing packaging container blanks
Machines for producing sockets from positives
Machines for punching, other than for office use
Machines for purifying compost
Machines for raking
Machines for recycling
Machines for recycling plastics material
Machines for reeling in windings
Machines for removing earth
Machines for removing paint
Machines for removing rock
Machines for removing surface coatings
Machines for resistance welding, gas-operated
Machines for riveting
Machines for road maintenance
Machines for routing
Machines for sanding floors
Machines for scarifying earth
Machines for scarifying rock
Machines for scouring
Machines for scraping earth
Machines for scraping rock
Machines for sealing bags after filling
Machines for sealing containers
Machines for sealing packaging containers
Machines for separating bags from strips
Machines for separating recyclable materials
Machines for shaping
Machines for shaping lenses
Machines for shaping metal
Machines for shaping windings
Machines for sharpening [electric, kitchen]
Machines for sheet feeding
Machines for shredding agricultural waste
Machines for shredding horticultural waste
Machines for shredding paper based materials
Machines for shredding scrap
Machines for sieving [electric, kitchen]
Machines for slicing food [electric, kitchen]
Machines for soil working
Machines for sowing
Machines for splitting bags
Machines for sprinkling particulate materials
Machines for stamping prices on merchandise
Machines for stirring
Machines for straightening bars
Machines for straightening pipes
Machines for straightening pipes and cutting them to length
Machines for straightening tubes
Machines for straightening wire
Machines for strapping parcels with steel hoops
Machines for strapping parcels with wire
Machines for stretching plastics tapes
Machines for stripping branches from trees
Machines for stripping leaves from trees
Machines for stripping paint
Machines for stripping wall coverings
Machines for subdividing products
Machines for surface coating
Machines for surface finishing
Machines for surface laying
Machines for surface removing
Machines for tapping threads
Machines for tensioning machine belts
Machines for the application of fluids
Machines for the assembly of motor vehicle bodies
Machines for the assembly of refractory parts
Machines for the assembly of semiconductor components
Machines for the assembly of work pieces
Machines for the assembly of work pieces made of metal
Machines for the building industry
Machines for the chemical treatment of fabrics
Machines for the chopping of timber
Machines for the cleaning of tanks
Machines for the compacting of waste
Machines for the condensing of vapours
Machines for the construction industry
Machines for the conveying [lifting] of goods
Machines for the cutting of logs
Machines for the cutting of rolls of paper sheet
Machines for the cutting of sheet material
Machines for the decoration of ceramics
Machines for the decoration of glassware
Machines for the demolition industry
Machines for the digestion of wastes
Machines for the extrusion of plastics
Machines for the fabrication of print products
Machines for the food industry
Machines for the handling of materials
Machines for the maintenance of lawns
Machines for the making of bags
Machines for the making of glassware
Machines for the making of hay
Machines for the making of pottery
Machines for the manipulation of printed products
Machines for the manufacture of artificial limb joints
Machines for the manufacture of artificial limbs
Machines for the manufacture of blinds
Machines for the manufacture of electric components
Machines for the manufacture of electronic components
Machines for the manufacture of land vehicles
Machines for the manufacture of magnetic recording carriers
Machines for the manufacture of moulded parts
Machines for the manufacture of moulds
Machines for the manufacture of packaging
Machines for the manufacture of packing
Machines for the manufacture of paper
Machines for the manufacture of plastic articles
Machines for the manufacture of plastic packaging articles
Machines for the manufacture of printed circuit boards
Machines for the manufacture of printed electric circuits
Machines for the manufacture of sachets
Machines for the manufacture of springs
Machines for the manufacture of textiles
Machines for the manufacture of tubes
Machines for the mechanical handling of articles
Machines for the mechanical handling of drinking vessels
Machines for the mechanical handling of goods
Machines for the mechanical handling of materials
Machines for the mechanical handling of packages
Machines for the mixing of materials [electric, kitchen]
Machines for the paper making industry
Machines for the preparation of carbonated beverages [electric, kitchen]
Machines for the preparation of fodder
Machines for the preparation of fodder mats
Machines for the preparation of foodstuffs [electric, kitchen], other than cooking
Machines for the preparation of plastics
Machines for the preparation of printing plates
Machines for the pressing of fodder plants
Machines for the pressing of plastics materials
Machines for the processing of materials
Machines for the processing of rubbish
Machines for the production of blown films
Machines for the production of bundles of sheet metal
Machines for the production of cast films
Machines for the production of cheese slices
Machines for the production of electronic instruments
Machines for the production of mineral water
Machines for the production of optical apparatus
Machines for the production of optical lenses
Machines for the production of paper
Machines for the production of semiconductors
Machines for the production of sugar
Machines for the production of tools for the packaging industry
Machines for the recovery of steam
Machines for the removal of debris from buildings
Machines for the removal of dust from buildings
Machines for the removal of fluff from floors
Machines for the removal of obstructions from pipelines
Machines for the renovation of conduits
Machines for the renovation of ducting for sewers
Machines for the renovation of pipes
Machines for the renovation of tubes
Machines for the repair of vehicles
Machines for the servicing of vehicles
Machines for the textile industry
Machines for the thermal treatment of fabrics
Machines for the tipping of goods
Machines for the treatment of animal skins
Machines for the treatment of articles of leather
Machines for the treatment of chemicals
Machines for the treatment of concrete
Machines for the treatment of hides
Machines for the treatment of lawns
Machines for the treatment of seeds
Machines for the treatment of wet agents
Machines for the working of building materials
Machines for the working of metals
Machines for the wrapping of containers
Machines for tillage
Machines for transferring liquid materials
Machines for transmitting [generating] electricity
Machines for tray forming
Machines for treating plastics materials
Machines for turning
Machines for tyre changing
Machines for unsealing containers
Machines for use in agriculture
Machines for use in animal husbandry
Machines for use in assembly
Machines for use in building
Machines for use in building engines
Machines for use in cement works
Machines for use in clarifying
Machines for use in combustion installations
Machines for use in engineering
Machines for use in feeding livestock
Machines for use in filling cartons with food
Machines for use in gardening
Machines for use in grading
Machines for use in grass cultivation
Machines for use in horticulture
Machines for use in maintaining grass in good condition
Machines for use in making signs
Machines for use in making tools
Machines for use in mines
Machines for use in modular assembly lines
Machines for use in opening valves
Machines for use in printing works
Machines for use in processing meat, other than cooking or freezing
Machines for use in processing vegetables, other than cooking or freezing
Machines for use in processing webs
Machines for use in reaming
Machines for use in refineries
Machines for use in shoe production
Machines for use in sifting vegetables [electric, kitchen]
Machines for use in straining
Machines for use in the building industry
Machines for use in the casting of metals
Machines for use in the coating of surfaces
Machines for use in the construction of pipelines
Machines for use in the construction of roads
Machines for use in the forming of cartons for food
Machines for use in the grinding of gears
Machines for use in the kitchen, electric
Machines for use in the manufacture of Electric apparatus
Machines for use in the manufacture of electronic instruments
Machines for use in the manufacture of electronic parts
Machines for use in the manufacture of paper
Machines for use in the manufacture of pottery, other than kilns
Machines for use in the manufacture of spectacle frames
Machines for use in the mechanical handling of materials
Machines for use in the mounting of slide frames for transparencies
Machines for use in the paper industry
Machines for use in the preparation of food, other than cooking
Machines for use in the preparation of lawns
Machines for use in the preparation of surfaces
Machines for use in the processing of foodstuffs, other than cooking or refrigerating
Machines for use in the sealing of cartons filled with food
Machines for use in the spray finishing of surfaces
Machines for use in the spreading of manure
Machines for use in tightening
Machines for use in wrapping, other than office machines
Machines for use with cemented carbide tools
Machines for use with diamond tools
Machines for vacuum forming fabrics coated with plastic materials
Machines for vacuum forming plastic films
Machines for vacuum forming plastic sheets
Machines for vacuum forming sockets over sculptured positives
Machines for vacuum packing in plastic bags
Machines for vacuum packing in plastic film
Machines for washing bottles
Machines for washing cages
Machines for washing clothing, coin-operated
Machines for washing clothing, electric
Machines for washing electronic components in chemicals
Machines for washing electronic components in solvents
Machines for washing fabrics
Machines for washing food, electric
Machines for washing glassware
Machines for washing golf balls
Machines for washing laboratory apparatus
Machines for washing laundry, coin-operated
Machines for washing laundry, electric
Machines for washing mechanical components in chemicals
Machines for washing mechanical components in solvents
Machines for washing metal articles
Machines for washing vehicles
Machines for washing, electric
Machines for welding [electric]
Machines for welding [gas]
Machines for welding corners on PVC window frames
Machines for wet lamination
Machines for wetting
Machines for whipping cream [electric, household]
Machines for whipping foods [electric, household]
Machines for working of metals
Machines for working pipes
Machines for working stone surfaces
Machines for working tubes
Machines for wrapping, other than office use
Machines in the nature of conveyors
Machines incorporating pneumatic apparatus
Machines incorporating rotating blades for breaking up soil
Machines operated by compressed air
Machines utilising a punched [encoded] card for the control of a manufacturing process
Machines utilising compressed air
Machining centres
Magnetic brakes for machines
Magnetic clamps [parts of machines]
Magnetic conveyors
Magnetic drill stands [parts of machines]
Magnetic holders for machine tools
Magnetic hydrodynamic machines
Magnetic positioners [parts of machines]
Magnetic separators for industrial use in separating magnetic particles from non-magnetic matter
Magnetic separators using rare earth materials
Magnetic sheet metal separators
Magnetic vices [parts of machines]
Mailing machines [folding inserting and sealing machines]
Mandrels [parts of machines]
Mangles
Manhole shaft ring cleaning grippers [machines]
Manifolds [parts of engines]
Manifolds [parts of machines]
Manipulating devices [machines] for industrial use
Manipulators [machines] for industrial use
Manual chain block hoists
Manual chucks for lathes
Manual control valves [parts of machines]
Manually operated valves [parts of machines]
Manufacturing machines for liquid crystal display devices
Marine engines
Marine machines
Marine motors
Marine mounted dock cranes
Marine propulsion units
Marine pumps
Marking apparatus [machines] for marking cables
Marking apparatus [machines] for marking tubes
Masonry drills, other than for hand-operated tools
Material compacting machines
Materials handling conveyors
Materials handling elevators
Materials handling machines
Matrices for setting presses
Matrices for use in printing
Meat choppers [electric machines] for household use
Meat choppers [machines]
Meat cutters [electric machines]
Meat cutters [electric machines] for household use
Meat grinders [electric machines]
Meat grinders [electric machines] for household use
Meat mincers [machines]
Meat mincing machines [electric machines]
Meat mincing machines [electric machines] for household use
Meat processing machines
Mechanical abrasive tools
Mechanical and hydraulic lifts
Mechanical and pneumatic hoisting apparatus
Mechanical apparatus for controlling machines
Mechanical apparatus for emptying grease containers
Mechanical apparatus for the control of machines
Mechanical apparatus for the regulation of machines
Mechanical apparatus for the removal of scrap created in machines
Mechanical arms [lifting]
Mechanical brushes [electric sweeping machines]
Mechanical closers for doors, electric
Mechanical components for programming the cycles of machines
Mechanical components for washing machines
Mechanical composters
Mechanical construction apparatus
Mechanical construction machines
Mechanical control apparatus for agricultural machines
Mechanical control apparatus for engines
Mechanical control apparatus for industrial machines
Mechanical control apparatus for machine tools
Mechanical control apparatus for machines
Mechanical control apparatus for motors
Mechanical control apparatus for robots
Mechanical control apparatus, electric
Mechanical control apparatus, hydraulic
Mechanical control apparatus, pneumatic
Mechanical control devices
Mechanical control devices for compressors
Mechanical control devices for heating installations
Mechanical control devices for lifting apparatus
Mechanical control devices for machine tools
Mechanical control devices for machines
Mechanical control devices for turbines
Mechanical control gear for electric motors
Mechanical control gear for valves
Mechanical control installations
Mechanical control operating apparatus
Mechanical control valves
Mechanical conveying apparatus for feeding synthetics
Mechanical conveyors for the timber industry
Mechanical egg handling apparatus
Mechanical embossing apparatus
Mechanical gearings, other than for land vehicles
Mechanical handling apparatus
Mechanical handling apparatus for cargo
Mechanical handling apparatus for use with machine tools
Mechanical handling devices
Mechanical handling installations for storage purposes
Mechanical hoisting apparatus
Mechanical hose cutters
Mechanical hose reels
Mechanical instruments for polishing floors, electric
Mechanical instruments for vacuum cleaning floors, electric
Mechanical lawn mowers
Mechanical lifting apparatus
Mechanical lifting machines
Mechanical loading ramps
Mechanical loading skids
Mechanical mixers for cement
Mechanical mixers for cement slurries
Mechanical mixers for concrete
Mechanical mixing machines
Mechanical nibbling tools
Mechanical parking systems
Mechanical pincers
Mechanical power transmitting mechanisms, other than for land vehicles
Mechanical presses
Mechanical presses for metalworking
Mechanical punching tools [machines]
Mechanical punching tools [parts of machines]
Mechanical railed lifting conveyors
Mechanical recovery apparatus
Mechanical reeling apparatus for unwinding metal bands
Mechanical reeling apparatus for winding metal bands onto reels
Mechanical reeling apparatus for winding tapes onto reels
Mechanical reels
Mechanical reels for flexible hoses
Mechanical regulators being parts of mixture preparation devices
Mechanical rope reels
Mechanical saws [machines]
Mechanical shears [machines]
Mechanical shovels [machines]
Mechanical speed drives for electric motors
Mechanical spray exaction machines for cleaning textile surfaces
Mechanical spreaders
Mechanical stamping tools [machines]
Mechanical stamping tools [parts for machines]
Mechanical tools
Mechanical transmissions for machines
Mechanical transmissions, other than for land vehicles
Mechanical washing appliances
Mechanical winders
| 7 | Mechanical winding apparatus |
| 7 | Mechanical wringing apparatus for mops |
| 7 | Mechanically driven agricultural appliances |
| 7 | Mechanically driven post sharpeners |
| 7 | Mechanically operated hand tools |
| 7 | Mechanically operated knives |
| 7 | Mechanically operated punching tools |
| 7 | Mechanically operated tools |
| 7 | Mechanically operated waste disposal apparatus |
| 7 | Mechanically powered apparatus for agriculture |
| 7 | Mechanically powered apparatus for forestry |
| 7 | Mechanically powered apparatus for gardening |
| 7 | Mechanised golf course sand rakes |
| 7 | Mechanisms for automatically releasing specified amounts of oil |
| 7 | Mechanisms for controlling fluid level, other than in valves |
| 7 | Mechanisms for conveying foodstuffs |
| 7 | Mechanisms for the automation of plants |
| 7 | Mechanisms for use in positioning systems [parts of machines] |
| 7 | Mechanized livestock feeders |
| 7 | Membrane filters for use as parts of machines |
| 7 | Memory chip manufacturing machines |
| 7 | Metal blanking machines |
| 7 | Metal branching pipes [parts of engines] |
| 7 | Metal branching pipes [parts of machines] |
| 7 | Metal cutters [machines] |
| 7 | Metal cutting centres [machines] |
| 7 | Metal cutting tools [machines] |
| 7 | Metal cutting tools [parts of machines] |
| 7 | Metal cutting tools, gas-operated |
| 7 | Metal drawing machines |
| 7 | Metal extrusion presses |
| 7 | Metal finishing apparatus [machines] |
| 7 | Metal finishing plant [machines] |
| 7 | Metal forming machines |
| 7 | Metal forming presses |
| 7 | Metal high pressure hoses [parts of machines, engines or motors] |
| 7 | Metal hoses for use in hydraulic systems in machines |
| 7 | Metal joints for pipes [parts of engines] |
| 7 | Metal joints for pipes [parts of machines] |
| 7 | Metal joints for tubes [parts of engines] |
| 7 | Metal joints for tubes [parts of machines] |
| 7 | Metal loading ramps [machines] |
| 7 | Metal machining centres |
| 7 | Metal pipe fittings [parts of engines] |
| 7 | Metal pipes [parts of engines] |
| 7 | Metal plate processors [machines] |
| 7 | Metal processing machines |
| 7 | Metal pulleys being parts of machines |
| 7 | Metal reservoirs [parts of machines] |
| 7 | Metal safety valves [parts of machines] |
| 7 | Metal sawing machines |
| 7 | Metal scouring apparatus [machines] |
| 7 | Metal scouring installations |
| 7 | Metal stamping presses |
| 7 | Metal T pieces for pipes [parts of engines] |
Metal T pieces for pipes [parts of machines]
Metal tubes [parts of engines]
Metal tubes [parts of machines]
Metal welding apparatus [electric]
Metal welding apparatus [gas]
Metal welding machines [electric]
Metal welding machines [gas]
Metal working machines
Metallic flexible pipes [parts of engines]
Metallic flexible pipes [parts of machines]
Metallic machine tools for use in completion of subterranean wells
Metallic machine tools for use in drilling of subterranean wells
Metallising flame spraying apparatus
Metallurgical ladles [parts of machines]
Metalworking apparatus
Metalworking machine tools
Metalworking machines
Micro adjustable machine tools
Microprocessor controlled machines
Milk centrifuges [machines]
Milk claws [machines or parts of machines]
Milk filtering machines
Milk homogenizing machines
Milking machines
Milling cutters [machine tool]
Milling cutters being parts of machine tools
Milling cutters for milling machines
Milling grinding motors
Milling machines
Milling machines for metalworking
Milling machines for the treatment of ceramics and metal
Milling tools [machines]
Milling tools [parts for machines]
Milling-drilling machines
Mills [machines]
Mills for household purposes, other than hand-operated
Millstones
Mincers, electric, for household use
Mincers, electric, for industrial use
Mincing machines, electric, for household use
Mincing machines, electric, for industrial use
Mincing machines, electric, for industrial use
Mine borers
Mine hoists
Mine working machines
Mineral comminution machines
Mineral concentrating tables
Mineral cutter picks [machines]
Mineral processing apparatus [machines]
Mineral water making machines
Mineworking machines
Mini excavators
Miniature power tools
Miniature power tools being parts of sets
Mining bits
Mining machines
Mining shovels [machines]
Minting presses [machines]
Miso making machines
Mist blowing machines
Mixers [machines]
Mixers for furnace repair materials
Mixers for oven repair materials
Mixing machines
Mobile aerial work platforms, electric
Mobile aerial work platforms, hydraulic
Mobile baggage conveyors
Mobile cranes
Mobile dock cranes
Mobile electric power generators
Mobile elevating work platforms
Mobile machines adapted to operate automatically
Mobile machines adapted to operate by remote control
Mobile machines for quarrying
Mobile platforms, electric
Mobile platforms, hydraulic
Mobile platforms, lifting
Mobile stairs, motorised
Mobile vehicle lifting apparatus
Modular conveyors
Modular couplings for machine tools
Modular tools [machines]
Modular tools for machines
Molding machines
Molds [parts of machines]
Mortising machines
Motor air compressor units for blast-chilling apparatus
Motor air compressor units for freezing apparatus
Motor cultivators
Motor drive apparatus for industrial purposes
Motor drive mechanisms, other than for land vehicles
Motor drive units, other than for land vehicles
Motor driven apparatus for hoisting, other than for transporting
Motor driven apparatus for lifting, other than for transporting
Motor driven display platforms
Motor driven lawn mowers
Motor driven saws
Motor driven screwdrivers
Motor driven tools
Motor driven windlasses
Motor graders [machines]
Motor hoes [machines]
Motor operated driving apparatus, other than for land vehicles
Motor powered liquid pumps
Motor pumps
Motorised fans for machines
Motorised gears, other than for land vehicles
Motorised operating rods for blinds
Motorised operating rods for curtains
Motorised operating rods for doors
Motorised operating rods for roller shutters
Motorised operating rods for windows
Motorised pumps
Motorised valves
Motorised work platforms for hoisting purposes
Motorised work platforms for lifting purposes
Motorized cultivators
Motors and engines (except for land vehicles)
Motors for aeronautical purposes
Motors for boats
Motors for locomotion by water
Motors for machines
Motors for use in the automatic operation of awnings
Motors for use in the automatic operation of rolling shutters
Motors for use in the automatic operation of window shutters
Motors for use with pumps
Motors incorporating permanent magnets, other than for land vehicles
Motors incorporating turbines, other than for land vehicles
Motors other than for land vehicles
Motors, electric, other than for land vehicles
Motors, other than for land vehicles
Moulded component parts of machines
Moulded components for machine tools
Moulding dies [parts of machines]
Moulding machines
Moulds [parts of machines]
Moulds for die-casting [parts of machines]
Moulds for forging metal products [parts of machines]
Moulds for injection moulding tools
Moulds for moulding plastics products [parts of machines]
Mounted bearings [parts of machines]
Mounted forage harvesters [machines]
Mounting devices for crane forks
Mounting devices for grippers [machines]
Mounting machines
Mounting plates for machines
Movable cranes
Movable elevator conveyors
Movable vibrating conveyors
Movable worm conveyors
Moving belt conveyors
Moving coil servomotors
Moving cranes
Moving pavement [sidewalks]
Moving pavements [sidewalks]
Moving pavements [walkways]
Moving sidewalks
Moving staircases [escalators]
Moving stairways [escalators]
Moving walkways
Mowing and reaping machines
Mowing buckets [machines or parts of machines]
Mowing machines, electric
Mowing machines, petrol
Muck spreaders [machines]
Mud catchers and collectors [machines]
Mud dredging machines
Mud motors
Mufflers [parts of exhaust systems]
Mufflers [parts of machines]
Mufflers for motors
Mufflers for motors and engines
Mulberry leaf chopping machines
Multi-phase screw pumps
Multiple function electric screwdrivers
Multiple nut runner motors
Multiple shell grippers [machines]
Multiple spindle heads for use in boring [machines]
Multiple spindle heads for use in boring [parts of machines]
Multiple spindle heads for use in drilling [machines]
Multiple spindle heads for use in drilling [parts of machines]
Multi-spindle automatic screw machines
Nail extractors, electric
Nail pullers, electric
Nailing machines
Needle pistols [machines]
Net haulers [machines]
Net hauling machines [fishing]
Nibblers [machines]
Nickel plating machines
Nippers [machines]
Non-electric couplers [parts of machines]
Non-electric coupling devices for engines
Non-electric coupling devices for machines
Non-electric coupling devices for motors
Non-electric coupling rings [parts of machines]
Non-electric coupling rings [parts of motors and engines]
Non-electric coupling sleeves [parts of machines]
Non-electric coupling sleeves [parts of motors and engines]
Non-electric couplings for farm machines
Non-metallic hoses for use in hydraulic systems in machines
Non-metallic pre-insulated bonded pipes [parts of machines]
Non-metallic reservoirs [parts of machines]
Non-metallic spools [parts of machines]
Non-metallic spools [parts of sewing machines]
Non-return flaps of metal [parts of machines]
Non-return flaps of metal [parts of machines]
Non-return valves of plastic [parts of machines]
Non-woven belts being parts of machines for use in abrading
Non-woven discs being parts of machines for use in cleaning
Non-woven rollers being parts of machines for use in polishing
Non-woven wheels being parts of machines for use in scouring
Noodle making machines
Notchers [machine tools]
Notching machines
Numerically controlled drilling machines
Numerically controlled machine tools
Numerically controlled machines
Numerically controlled turning machines
Numerically positioned machines
Nut drivers [machines]
Nut spinners [machines]
Nut splitters [machines]
Nut-tapping machines
Offset presses
Offset printers
Oil centrifuges
Oil coolers for engines
Oil drain pumps
Oil drilling rigs
Oil drilling tools
Oil filtering apparatus for engines
Oil filtering apparatus for motors
Oil filters
Oil filters for engine lubrication systems
Oil filters for engines
Oil filters for motors and engines
Oil hydraulic presses for metalworking
Oil pressure pumps
Oil refining machines
Oil separators [machines]
Oil spill cleaning machines
Oil vapour filters [parts of machines or engines]
Oil-well pumping machines
Oleodynamic components
Oleodynamic controls
One axis contouring machines
One-sided end profiling machines
Operating [control] cables for machines
Operating [control] cables for motors
Operating machines for the automatic cutting of fabrics
Operating machines for vacuum pumps
Orange squeezing machines, electric
Orbital sanders [machines]
Orbital sanding machines
Ore separators [machines]
Ore treating machines
Outboard engines for boats
Outboard motors
Overdrive units, other than for land vehicles
Overhead conveyors
Overhead cranes
Overhead travelling cranes
Overload couplings [parts of machines]
Oxygen cutting devices
Pack assembling machines
Pack dispensing machines
Pack emptying machines
Pack opening machines
Packaging apparatus [machines]
Packaging machines
Packaging machines for food
Packaging machines for sealing bags
Packaging machines for wrapping
Packaging tools [machines]
Packing installations
7 Packing machines
7 Packing machines under vacuum
7 Padding presses [machines]
7 Paint marking machines
7 Paint mixing machines
7 Paint sifting machines
7 Paint spray guns
7 Paint sprayers
7 Paint striping machines
7 Paint stripping apparatus [machines]
7 Painting machines
7 Pallet changing devices for machine tools
7 Pallet loading belts
7 Pallet stabilisation machines
7 Pallet stretch wrapping machines
7 Pallet transferring machines
7 Palletisation machines
7 Palletisers
7 Palletising machines
7 Pan conveyors
7 Pantograph controlled machines for engraving
7 Pantograph controlled machines for sign making
7 Paper bag making machines
7 Paper bags for vacuum cleaners
7 Paper box making machines
7 Paper calendering machines
7 Paper coating machines
7 Paper converting machines
7 Paper cutters [machines] for industrial use
7 Paper cutting machines
7 Paper drills, other than for office use
7 Paper feed apparatus for use with machines, other than for office use
7 Paper feeders [printing]
7 Paper feeders for use with printing machines
7 Paper feeding apparatus for use with machines, other than for office use
7 Paper feeding machines, other than for office use
7 Paper filters [parts of engines]
7 Paper filters [parts of machines]
7 Paper guiding apparatus [parts of machines], other than for office use
7 Paper handling devices [machines], other than for office use
7 Paper handling devices [parts of machines], other than for office use
7 Paper handling machines, other than for office use
7 Paper machines
7 Paper mill machines
7 Paper presses [machines], other than for office use
7 Paper receiving apparatus [machines], other than for office use
7 Paper receiving apparatus [parts of machines], other than for office use
7 Paper reeling machines
7 Paper sack making machines
7 Paper shredders [machines], other than for office use
7 Paper shredding machines, other than for office use
7 Paper stacking devices [machines]
7 Paper transporters [machines], not for office use
7 Papermaking machines
7 Paring machines
Parquet wax-polishers, electric
Parts of engines
Parts of machines
Parts of motors
Passenger elevators for buildings
Passenger lifts
Parts of engines
Parts of machines
Pattern rolling machines
Patterning mechanisms [machines], other than for office use
Pavement cutting power grinders
Pavement cutting power groovers
Pavement cutting power saws
Pavement machines
Pavement profilers [machines]
Pedestal drilling machines
Peeler [electric machines]
Peeling machines
Pepper mills, other than hand-operated
Percussion hammers [machines]
Percussion tool bits for machines
Perforated drums being parts of machines for sorting materials
Perforated plates being parts of machines for sorting materials
Perforated screens being parts of machines for sorting of materials
Perforating machines for metalworking
Perforating machines, other than for office use
Permanent chucks [parts of machines]
Petrol injection apparatus
Petrol injection instruments
Photocomposing machines
Photoengraving machines
Photo-engraving machines
Photographic automatic vending machines
Photogravure printing presses
Phototypesetting machines
Pick and place machines
Piece holders for polishing machines
Piercing machines
Piercing tools for machine presses
Piezoelectric components
Pigs for cleaning pipes
Pile drivers
Pile drivers [machines]
Pile preparing devices [machines]
Pile raising devices [machines]
Pile-drivers
Pile-extractors
Pilotless cleaning vehicles
Pinions, other than for land vehicles
Pinning machines
Pipe bending apparatus [machines]
Pipe bending machines
Pipe bends of metal [parts of machines]
Pipe driving appliances [machines]
Pipe induction bending machines
Pipe jacking machines
Pipe laying machines
Pipe sections of metal [fitted parts of engines]
Pipe sections of metal [fitted parts of machines]
Pipe-laying machines
Pipes [fitted parts of machines]
Piston pins
Piston rings
Piston rings being engine parts
Piston rings for heat pumps
Piston rods
Piston segments
Pistons
Pistons [parts of machines or engines]
Pistons for compressors
Pistons for cylinders
Pistons for engines
Pistons for internal combustion engines
Pistons for land vehicle engines
Pistons for machines
Pistons for vehicle engines
Pivoting bucket conveyors
Pivoting bucket elevators
Plain journal bearings
Plain thrust bearings
Plaiting machines
Planers [machines]
Planes [machines]
Planetary gear transmissions, other than for land vehicles
Planing machines
Planing machines for metalworking
Planing tools [machines]
Planing tools [parts of machines]
Planographic printing machines
Planting machines
Plants being combinations of machines
Plasma cutting machines
Plasma spraying machines
Plasma welding apparatus, gas-operated
Plasma welding machines
Plastic jet moulding machines
Plastic processing machines
Plastics injection forming machines
Plastics moulding machines
Plastics pipes [fitted parts of machines]
Plastics processing machines
Plastics welding machines
Plastics working machines
Plate shearing machines
Platemaking machines
Platen printing machines
Platform lifts
Platform truck lifts
Pleating machines
Plough blades for vehicles
Plough shares
Ploughs
Ploughs being agricultural machines
Ploughshares
Plow blades for vehicles
Plug cocks [parts of machines]
Plunger pistons
Plunger type valves for use with tanks
Plungers [machines]
Plywood clipping machines
Plywood finishing machines
Plywood gluing machines
Plywood jointing machines
Plywood presses
Pneumatic actuating apparatus
Pneumatic actuators for control of shut off valves
Pneumatic actuators for control valves
Pneumatic air tools
Pneumatic apparatus for controlling pressure levels in machines
Pneumatic apparatus for maintaining atmospheric environments
Pneumatic apparatus for transporting articles
Pneumatic breaking tools [machines]
Pneumatic coil and strap nailing machines
Pneumatic coil and strap nailing tools [machines]
Pneumatic compressors
Pneumatic concrete breakers
Pneumatic control apparatus for agricultural machines
Pneumatic control apparatus for engines
Pneumatic control apparatus for industrial automation
Pneumatic control apparatus for industrial machines
Pneumatic control apparatus for machine tools
Pneumatic control apparatus for machines
Pneumatic control apparatus for motors
Pneumatic control apparatus for robots
Pneumatic control apparatus for vehicle engines
Pneumatic control devices for compressors
Pneumatic control devices for lifting apparatus
Pneumatic control devices for machine tools
Pneumatic control devices for machines
Pneumatic control devices for turbines
Pneumatic control gear for electric motors
Pneumatic control gear for valves
Pneumatic control machines
Pneumatic control operating apparatus
Pneumatic control valves
Pneumatic controls for automatically operating valves
Pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines
Pneumatic conveying pumps
Pneumatic conveyors
Pneumatic cylinders
Pneumatic distributors
Pneumatic door closers
Pneumatic drills
Pneumatic drills [hand-held]
Pneumatic fuel injectors for engines
Pneumatic fuel injectors for motors
Pneumatic grease guns
Pneumatic hammers
Pneumatic hammers [hand-held]
Pneumatic hoists
Pneumatic inflators
Pneumatic jacks
Pneumatic jacks [air or exhaust filled bags for lifting]
Pneumatic jacks [machines]
Pneumatic jacks for operating machine tools
Pneumatic jacks for operating machines
Pneumatic lifting apparatus [machines]
Pneumatic machines
Pneumatic machines for conveying bulk materials
Pneumatic nail guns
Pneumatic picks
Pneumatic pincers [machines]
Pneumatic pipeline conveyors
Pneumatic power tools
Pneumatic pumps
Pneumatic servoactuators
Pneumatic shears
Pneumatic tools [machines]
Pneumatic tools for nailing [machines]
Pneumatic tools for peening [machines]
Pneumatic tools for rust removing [machines]
Pneumatic tools for scale removing [machines]
Pneumatic tools for scraping [machines]
Pneumatic tools for stapling [machines]
Pneumatic tools for tacking [machines]
Pneumatic transporters
Pneumatic tube conveyors
Pneumatic valve actuators
Pneumatically driven machines
Pneumatically driven presses
Pneumatically operable valves
Pneumatically operated apparatus for de-icing aircraft wings
Pneumatically operated lifting jacks [machines]
Pneumatically operated power tools
Pneumatically operated silos for the drying of grains
Pneumatically operated silos for the mechanical handling of grains
Pneumatically operated silos for the storage of grains
Polishers [machines]
Polishing buffs [parts of machines]
Polishing discs [parts of machines]
Polishing discs for use with electric floor polishers
Popcorn vending machines
Portable air tools
Portable drill stands [machines]
Portable drill stands for electric drills
Portable drilling machines
Portable drilling machines, electric
Portable electric blenders
Portable electric drills
Portable electric food mixers
Portable electric grinders
Portable electric mixers
Portable electric power tools
Portable filtration units [machines]
Portable gas blow pipes
Portable gas cutting tools
Portable machines for fastening purposes
Portable power operated machine tools
Portable power supply generating apparatus
Portable pump installations for gases, other than for medical use
Portable pump installations for liquids, other than for medical use
Portable saw mills
Portable steam engines for agricultural use, other than transport
Portable steam engines for horticultural use, other than transport
Portable upholstery cleaners utilising a vacuum
Portable upholstery cleaners utilising steam
Portable upholstery cleaning [washing] machines
Portable vacuum cleaners, electric
Portal cranes
Positioning apparatus for setting presses
Positioning tables being parts for machines
Positive displacement pumps
Potato diggers [machines]
Potato diggers for towing behind tractors
Potato digging apparatus [machines]
Potato graders [machines]
Potato lifters [machines]
Potato lifters for towing behind tractors
Potato mashers [electric machines]
Potato peelers [electric machines]
Potato sorters [machines]
Potters' wheels
Poultry hatchers
Poultry incubators
Powder applying apparatus for printing machines
Powder coating spray guns
Powder handling apparatus [machines]
Powder processing machines
Powdered milk making machines
Power activated hand-held tools
Power blowers for lawn debris
Power blowers for the exhaustion of dust
Power chucks [parts of machines]
Power drill bits
Power drive trains for use in cooling towers
Power driven augers [machines]
Power driven augers [parts of machines]
Power driven embossing dies
Power driven hand tools
Power driven hedge shears
Power driven pipe notching machines
Power driven polishers
Power driven punching dies
Power filters [machines]
Power filters for water purification [machines]
Power generating apparatus
Power generators for vehicles
Power hammers
Power ice augers used in ice fishing
Power installations [generators]
Power looms
Power machines for cutting and splitting logs for firewood
Power operated blowers
Power operated clearing saws
Power operated cross-cutting saws
Power operated cultivators
Power operated cutters
Power operated cutting machines
Power operated cutting tools
Power operated drilling tools
Power operated excavating machines
Power operated flexible jacks
Power operated hammers
Power operated hand held tools
Power operated hand tools
Power operated hedge trimmers
Power operated hydraulic lifting apparatus
Power operated jacks
Power operated lawn edging tools
Power operated screwdrivers
Power operated sprayers for liquids
Power operated sprayers for paints
Power operated staplers, other than for stationery use
Power operated tools
Power operated tools for assembling
Power operated tools for boring
Power operated tools for crimping
Power operated tools for cutting
Power operated tools for drilling
Power operated tools for edging
Power operated tools for industrial purposes
Power operated tools for punching
Power operated tools for reaming
Power operated tools for releasing threaded fasteners
Power operated tools for tightening threaded fasteners
Power operated tools for use in agriculture
Power operated tools for use in building
Power operated tools for use in decorating
Power operated tools for use in electricity supply
Power operated tools for use in horticulture
Power operated tools for use in metal working
Power operated tools for use in plumbing
Power operated tools for use in pottery
Power operated tools for use in vehicle maintenance
Power operated tools for use in woodworking
Power operated valves
Power operated valves being parts of machines
Power operated weeders
Power saw blades
Power saws
Power shift transmissions, other than for land vehicles
Power shovels
Power sources [generators]
Power supply apparatus [generators]
Power supply devices [generators]
Power supply units [generators]
Power take-off shafts for aircraft
Power take-off shafts for sea craft
Power take-off shafts for water vehicles
Power take-off shafts, other than for land vehicles
Power take-off transmission units for aircraft
Power take-off transmission units for machines
Power take-off transmission units for sea craft
Power take-off transmission units for water vehicles
Power take-off transmission units, other than for land vehicles
Power tillers
Power tools
Power trains for aircraft
Power trains for machines
Power trains for mechanical excavators
Power trains for sea craft
Power trains for vehicles, other than for land vehicles
Power trains for water vehicles
Power transmission apparatus for air vehicles
Power transmission apparatus for aircraft
Power transmission apparatus for machines
Power transmission apparatus for mechanical excavators
Power transmission apparatus for sea craft
Power transmission apparatus, other than for land vehicles
Power transmission belting for aircraft
Power transmission belting for machines
Power transmission belting for mechanical excavators
Power transmission belting for sea craft
Power transmission belts for agricultural machines
Power transmission belts for aircraft
Power transmission belts for industrial machines
Power transmission belts for machines
Power transmission belts for machines, motors and engines used in industrial applications
Power transmission belts for mechanical excavators
Power transmission belts for sea craft
Power transmission belts, other than for land vehicles
Power transmission couplings for aircraft
Power transmission couplings for machines
Power transmission couplings for sea craft
Power transmission couplings for water vehicles
Power transmission couplings, other than for land vehicles
Power transmission mechanisms for aircraft
Power transmission mechanisms for machines
Power transmission mechanisms for sea craft
Power transmission mechanisms for water vehicles
Power transmission mechanisms, other than for land vehicles
Power transmission parts, other than for land vehicles
Power transmission systems for machine tools
Power transmissions and gearing for machines [not for land vehicles]
Power transmissions for aircraft
Power transmissions for machines
Power transmissions for sea craft
Power transmissions for water vehicles
Power transmissions, other than for land vehicles
Power trowels [machines]
Power units [generators]
Power units for generating electric current
Power washers [machines]
Power winches
Power-driven wrenches
Powered access work platforms
Powered floor scrubbers
Powered floor sweepers
Powered garden trimmers
Powered gardening machines
Powered hammers
Powered lifting apparatus
Powered mobile racking
Powered mobile shelving
Powered polishers for commercial use
Powered polishers for household use
Powered polishers for industrial use
Powered polishers for use in manufacturing processes
Powered polishers for use in polishing manufactured components
Powered resin mixers
Powered tools
Power-operated boat lifts
Power-operated dethatchers
Power-operated flour mills
Power-operated garden hose reels
Power-operated jig saws
Power-operated meat mincers
Power-operated nailing guns
Power-operated plumbing snakes
Power-operated potters’ wheels
Power-operated saws
Power-operated screwdrivers
Power-operated shears
Power-operated ski sharpening machines
Power-operated sprayers for insecticides
Power-operated staple guns
Precision grinding machines
Precision grooving tools [machines]
Precision grooving tools [parts of machines]
Precision machine tools
Precision machine tools being parts of sets
Precision machine tools for cutting materials
Precision machine tools for machining materials
Precision machines for producing parts for turbojets
Precision parting tools [machines]
Precision parting tools [parts of machines]
Precision turning tools [machines]
Precision turning tools [parts of machines]
Pre-insulated bonded metal pipes [fitted parts of machines]
Preparatory machines for spinning
Press dies for metal forming
Press rollers [parts of machines]
Press tools [parts of machines]
Presses [machines for industrial purposes]
Presses [machines]
Presses for bundling scrap
Presses for chemical processing
Presses for foodstuffs [machines]
Presses for industrial purposes [machines]
Presses for industrial use [machines]
Presses for moulding food [machines]
Presses for use in semi-monocoque manufacture [machines]
Presses for use in the press forming of metal [machines]
Presses for use in the production of industrial diamonds [machines]
Pressing machines
Pressing machines for industrial purposes
Pressure cleaning machines
Pressure control valves being parts of machines
Pressure controllers [regulators] being parts of machines
Pressure controllers [valves] being parts of machines
Pressure intensifiers [machines]
Pressure multipliers for gases
Pressure multipliers for liquids
Pressure pipes of metal [parts of machines]
Pressure pumps
Pressure reducer valves [parts of machines]
Pressure reducers [parts of machines]
Pressure reducers as parts of machines
Pressure reducing valves [parts of machines]
Pressure reducing valves being parts of cryogenic apparatus [machines]
Pressure regulating apparatus being parts of machines
Pressure regulating valves being parts of machines
Pressure regulating valves parts of machines
Pressure regulators [parts of machines]
Pressure regulators for lubricating installations
Pressure release screws being parts of machines
Pressure transformers [machines]
Pressure vacuum pumps
Pressure valves [parts of machines]
Pressure washing machines
Pressurising machines for drums
Print finishing machines
Print trimmers [machines]
Print trimmers [parts of machines]
Printed circuit board drilling machines
Printed circuit board forming machines
Printing cylinder changing machines
Printing cylinders
Printing frames [parts of machines]
Printing machines
Printing machines [for textile]
Printing machines for bank notes
Printing machines for electric duplicating processes
Printing machines for electronic duplicating processes
Printing machines for fiduciary documents
Printing machines for printing on labels
Printing machines for printing on packaging
Printing machines for printing on product substrates
Printing machines for use on sheet metal
Printing masks [parts of machines]
Printing plate makers
Printing plates
Printing presses
Printing presses for ceramic material
Printing rollers for machines
Printing works machines
Process control apparatus, hydraulic
Process control apparatus, mechanical
Process control apparatus, pneumatic
Process control instruments, hydraulic
Process control instruments, mechanical
Process control instruments, pneumatic
Process control units, hydraulic
Process control units, mechanical
Process control units, pneumatic
Process controllers, hydraulic
Process controllers, mechanical
Process controllers, pneumatic
Process controlling apparatus, hydraulic
Process controlling apparatus, mechanical
Process controlling apparatus, pneumatic
Processing machines for use in the food industry
Production installations comprising linked machine tools
Production installations comprising linked machining centres
Profiling machines
Progressive starters for asynchronous motors
Projection speed plates
Propeller shafts
Propulsion mechanisms, other than for land vehicles
Pruning saws, electric
Pruning saws, motorised
Pruning shears, other than hand-operated
Puddling machines
Pulleys
Pulleys [parts of machines]
Pulleys [parts of motors]
Pulleys incorporating bearings [parts of machines]
Pulleys of metal for use with cable [parts of machines]
Pulleys of metal for use with rope [parts of machines]
Pulleys of metal incorporating bearings [parts of machines]
Pulling apparatus [machines] for laying pipes
Pulp converting machines
Pulp making machines
Pulp processing machines
Pulping machines
Pulverisers [machines]
Pulverizing machines
Pump control valves
Pump diaphragms
Pump impellers
Pump installations
Pump shafts
Pumping apparatus [machines]
Pumping station assemblies
Pumping units [machines]
Pump-motor assemblies
Pumps [machines]
Pumps [machines] for the beverage industry
Pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]
Pumps being parts of spin drying machines
Pumps being parts of vacuum cleaners
Pumps being parts of washing machines
Pumps being parts of wet cleaners
Pumps for aerating indoor aquariums
Pumps for aerosols
Pumps for beer
Pumps for changing oil, electric
Pumps for concrete
Pumps for containers, electric
Pumps for cooling engines
Pumps for delivering pre-determined quantities
Pumps for dispensing liquids from containers [machines]
Pumps for heating installations
Pumps for ink feeding [parts of machines]
Pumps for liquid fuels for use in filling stations [machines]
Pumps for liquids [machines]
Pumps for machines
Pumps for packaging [machines]
Pumps for recycling water in swimming pools
Pumps for the extraction of gases [machines]
Pumps for the extraction of liquids [machines]
Pumps for the extraction of vapour [machines]
Pumps for use in agriculture [machines]
Pumps for use in horticulture [machines]
Pumps for use in the food industry [machines]
Punches [machines], other than for office use
Punches for punching machines
Punches for use with machine tools
Punching machines
Punching presses for metalworking
Punching presses for the final punching of parts
Punching presses for the pre-punching of parts
Punching tools [machines], other than for office requisites
Punching tools [parts of machines], other than office requisites
Punching tools, electric, other than for office use
Push rods for engines
Quilting machines for use in the manufacture of mattresses
Quilting machines for use in the manufacture of upholstery
Rabetting planes [machines]
Rack and pinion jacks
Rack hoists
Racket stringing machines
Racquet stringing machines
Radial drills
Radial feeders [machines]
Radiator caps for cooling radiators for motors and engines
Radiator caps for cooling radiators of engines
Radiators [cooling] for motors and engines
Radiators for motors and engines
Rail-laying machines
Railroad constructing machines
Raising machines for textile treating
Rakes being parts of machines
Rakes for raking machines
Raking machines
Ram air turbines, other than for land vehicles
Ramie barking machines
Ramie brushing machines
Ramjet engines, not for land vehicles
Ramjets, other than for land vehicles
Rammers [machines]
Ramming apparatus [machines] for earth displacement
Ramming apparatus [machines] for splitting pipes
Ramming apparatus [machines] for splitting sleeves
Ramming apparatus [machines] for splitting wedges
Ramming apparatus [machines] for the introduction of pipes
Ramming apparatus [machines] for underground conduit laying
Ramming apparatus [machines] for underground pipe laying
Ramps being machines
Rams [machines]
Rapid scouring machines
Rasps [machines]
Ratchet handles [machines]
Ratchet hoists
Ratchet wrenches [machines]
Ratchets [machines]
Raw silk processing machines
Reamers [machine tools]
Reamers [parts of machines]
Reamers being machine tools
Reapers
Reapers [agricultural machine]
Reapers and binders
Reapers and threshers
Rebound crushers
Rechargeable hedge cutters
Reciprocating compressors
Reciprocating feeders [machines]
Reciprocating feeders [parts of machines]
Reciprocating vacuum pumps
Recoil starters for engines other than for vehicles
Recycling crushing units [machines]
Recycling machines
Reducing gears [parts of machines]
Reduction gears being parts of machines
Reduction gears other than for land vehicles
Reduction gears, other than for land vehicles
Reeling apparatus, mechanical
Reels [parts of machines]
Reels for weaving looms
Reels, mechanical, for flexible hoses
Reflow solder apparatus
Reflow soldering apparatus, electric
Refrigerant compressors for cooling installations
Refrigerant compressors for heating installations
Refrigerant recovery pumps
Refrigerated beverage vending machines
Refrigerated vending machines
Refrigeration compressors
Refrigeration condensers
Refrigerator compressors
Refuse compacting machines
Refuse crushing machines
Refuse cutting machines
Refuse handling machines
Refuse pressing machines
Refuse processing machines
Regrinding mills [machines] for producing plastic pellets
Regulating valves [parts of machines]
Regulators [parts of machines]
Regulators [valves] being parts of machines
Regulators for engines
Regulators for machines
Regulators for motors
Regulators for use in welding machines
Release devices for pipe layers being parts of hoist apparatus
Remote control devices [cables] for machine
Remote control devices [cables] for use with electric machine
Remote control devices [cables] for use with remotely controlled electric machine
Remotely controlled handling machines
Remotely controlled lifting machines
Remotely controlled manipulating machines
Reserve electric power supply apparatus [generators]
Restructure valves [parts of machines]
Reverse osmosis pumps
Reversible flow filters [parts of machines]
Rhinestone setting machines
Ribbon lap machines
Rice grain sorting machines
Rice huskers
Rice husking machines
Rice or barley polishing machines
Rice planting machines
Ride-on lawnmowers [machines]
Riding lawn mowers
Rinsing machines
Rivet saws [machines]
Riveters [machines]
Riveters [powered tools]
Riveting hammers [powered tools]
Riveting machines
Road building machines
Road construction machines
Road line striping machines
Road making machines
Road marking machines
Road paving machines
Road rollers
Road rolling machines
Road sweepers
Road sweepers [machines]
Road sweeping attachments for vehicles
Road sweeping machines, self-propelled
Roadway construction machines
Roadway paving machines
Robot metal working presses
Robotic apparatus for handling materials
Robotic arms for industrial purposes
Robotic cleaning [polishing] machines for floors
Robotic cleaning [vacuuming] machines for floors
Robotic cleaning machines
Robotic electric welding machines
Robotic electrical welding apparatus
Robotic handling apparatus
Robotic loaders for diffusion furnaces
Robotic swimming pool cleaning machines
Robotic vacuum cleaners
Robots [machines]
Robots for handling rods
Robots for industrial use
Robots for machine tools
Robots for use in industry
Robots for welding
Rock bits for drilling machines
Rock breaking machines
Rock drills
Rock drills [machine tools]
Rock drills [machines]
Rock drills [parts of machines]
Rocker arms [parts of engines]
Rocker arms [parts of machines]
Rocker arms [parts of motors]
Rocker arms for engines
Rocker arms for motors
Rocket engines for the propulsion of airborne weapons
Rocket engines for the propulsion of aircraft
Rocket engines for the propulsion of missiles
Rocket engines for the propulsion of water craft
Rocket engines not for land vehicles
Rocket motor propulsion apparatus for aircraft
Rocket motor propulsion apparatus for boats
Rocket motor propulsion apparatus for missiles
Rocket motor propulsion apparatus for water craft
Rocket motor propulsion apparatus for weapons
Rocket nozzles
Rocket propulsion engines for aircraft
Rocket propulsion engines for boats
Rocket propulsion engines for missiles
Rocket propulsion engines for water craft
Rocket propulsion engines for weapons
Roll forming machines
Roll forming tooling [parts of machines]
Roll forming tools [machines]
Roller bearings
Roller bearings for machines
Roller bridges
Roller chains being parts of machines
Roller conveying apparatus
Roller conveyor apparatus for movement of goods
Roller conveyors
Roller installations for brake testing
Roller tracks for use in belt conveyor apparatus
Roller tracks for use in roller conveyor apparatus
Roller washing machines for washing print rollers
Rollers being components of packaging lines [machines]
Rollers for bearings
Rollers for rotary printing machines
Rolling [conveying] machines
Rolling bearing cages
Rolling gearings, other than for land vehicles
Rolling machines
Rolling machines for rolling metals
Rolling mill cylinders
Rolling mill rolls
Rolling mills
Rolling mills for metalworking
Rolling presses [machines]
Rolling surfaces [machines] for packages
Rolling surfaces [parts of machines] for packages
Rolls being parts of machines
Rolls for rolling mills
Root slicing machines
Rope making machines
Rotary actuators
Rotary air compressors
Rotary blowers
Rotary brushes [machines]
Rotary brushes for machines
Rotary compressors
Rotary cultivators [machines]
Rotary cutting installations [machines]
Rotary dies [machines]
Rotary dies [parts of machines]
Rotary drills [machines]
Rotary drills [parts of machines]
Rotary gear pumps
Rotary grinding machines
Rotary hammers [machines]
Rotary hydraulic motors, other than for land vehicles
Rotary index machines
Rotary lobe pumps
Rotary machines for ironing clothes
Rotary metal cutting tools [machines]
Rotary metal cutting tools [parts of machines]
Rotary milling cutters [machines]
Rotary milling cutters [parts of machines]
Rotary nozzles for use with high pressure water washing machines
Rotary paper trimming machines, other than for office use
Rotary presses [for textiles]
Rotary printing machines, other than for office use
Rotary printing presses
Rotary pumps
Rotary sanding machines
Rotary shoes [parts of machines]
Rotary steam presses, portable, for fabrics
Rotary tables for machine tools
Rotary tool bits [machines]
Rotary tool bits [parts of machines]
Rotary tools [machines]
Rotary trimming lines
Rotary trimming machines
Rotating centres [machines]
Rotating centres [parts of machines]
Rotating electric machines
Rotating screw conveyors
Rotavators [machines]
Rotor arms for size reduction machines
Rough rice separating machines
Round bale choppers [machines]
Routers [machines]
Routers [parts for machines]
Roving machines
Row fertiliser spreaders [machines]
Rubber forming machines
Rubber manufacturing machines
Rubber mixing machines
Rubber mixing rolls being parts of rubber mixing machines
Rubber processing machines
Rubber stamps [parts of machines]
Rubber tracks being parts of agricultural machines
Rubber tracks being parts of building machines
Rubber tracks being parts of construction machines
Rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on agricultural machines
Rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on construction machines
Rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on loading-unloading machines and apparatus
Rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on mining machines
Rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on snow ploughs
Rubber tracks being parts of loading-unloading machines
Rubber tracks being parts of mining machines
Rubber tracks being parts of snow ploughs
Rubber vulcanizing apparatus
Rubbish compactors [machines]
Sack filling machines
Sack forming machines
Sack making machines
Sack sealing machines
Safety couplings for machines
Safety couplings, other than for land vehicles
Safety manual hoists
Safety valves [parts of machines]
Salad drainers [machines]
Sand blasting machines
Sand cleaning machines
Sand sorting machines
Sand-blasting apparatus
Sanders [machines]
Sanding belts for use with machines
Sanding disks for use with machines
Sanding machines
Sanding machines [for woodworking]
Satinizing machines
Sausage making machines
Saw benches [parts of machines]
Saw benches being parts of machines
Saw blades [parts of machines]
Saw blades for use with power tools
Saw chains
Saw guide rails [parts of machines]
Sawing machines
Sawing machines [for woodworking]
Sawing tools for use with sawing machines
Saws [machines]
Saw-tooth setting machines [for lumbering or woodworking saws]
Scale collectors for machine boilers
Scaling machines
Scarifiers [machines]
Scarifying machines
Scarifying machines for garden use
Scissors, electric
Scouring machines
Scouring machines for textiles
Scrap processing apparatus [machines]
Scrap recovery apparatus [machines]
Scrapper apparatus [machines] for removing sludge
Scrapers [earth moving machines]
Screeders [machines]
Screen printing machines
Screening machines
Screening rollers [parts of machines]
Screens being machine parts for use in the screen printing industry
Screens for the printing of textile materials [parts of machines]
Screens used in the paper industry [parts of machines]
Screens used in the pulp industry [parts of machines]
Screw air compressors
Screw conveyors
Screw extractors [machines]
Screw grinding machines
Screw hoists
Screw jacks [machines]
Screw milling cutters [machines]
Screw milling cutters [parts of machines]
Screw pulley blocks [machines]
Screw pulley blocks [parts of machines]
Screw pumps
Screw separators
Screw sprayers being machines
Screw threaded cap openers [machines]
Screwdriver bits for electric screwdrivers
Screwdriver bits for machines
Screwdrivers, electric
Screwdrivers, pneumatic
Screw-thread cutters [machines]
Scythes [machines]
Sealing joints [parts of engines]
Sealing joints [parts of machines]
Sealing joints [parts of motors]
Sealing machines for industrial purposes
Seaming machines
Seated [ride on] lawn mowers
Seed drills [machines]
Seed drills [parts of machines]
Seedling processing machines
Segmental saw blades for machines
Self regulating metering pumps, other than for medical use
Self-centring chucks [parts of machines]
Self-driven machines for drilling
Self-driven machines for sawing
Self-driven machines for screwing
Self-oiling bearings
Self-priming centrifugal pumps
Self-propelled cranes
Self-propelled hydraulic platforms
Self-propelled load handling apparatus
Self-propelled material handling apparatus
Self-propelled mowers
Self-propelled road surface dressing vehicles
Self-propelled road sweeping machines
Self-propelled working baskets
Self-propelled working platforms
Self-regulating fuel pumps
Self-regulating pumps [machines]
Selvedge printing machines
Semi-automatic case gluing machines
Semi-automatic case taping machines
Semi-automatic strapping machines
Semiconductor wafer processing equipment
Semiconductor wafer processing machines
Separating cylinders [machines]
Separating cylinders [parts of machines]
Separating machines
Separating machines for chemical processing
Separators [machines]
Separators for liquids
Separators for oil
Separators for separating solids from liquids
Sequin setting machines
Sericultural machines
Servo-control valves
Servo-controlled hydraulic pumps
Servo-cutters [machines]
Servo-mechanisms
Servomotors
Servomotors incorporating encoders
Servomotors, other than for land vehicles
Setting presses [machines]
Settling filters [machines]
Sewage disposal apparatus [machines]
Sewage disposal installations
Sewage pulverisers
Sewage pulverizers
Sewage pulverisers being machines
Sewage transport machines
Sewing machine installations
Sewing machine motors
Sewing machinery
Sewing machines
Sewing machines for household purposes
Sewing robots
Shaft bearings [parts of machines]
Shaft couplings [machines]
Shaft couplings as parts of machines
Shaft couplings for machines
Shaft couplings for use in connection with marine apparatus
Shaft couplings for vehicles, other than for land vehicles
Shaft hoists for mines
Shaft mounted gear units, other than for land vehicles
Shafts for ball bushings
Shafts for machines
Shafts for pumps
Shaking machines for use in manufacture
Shaper cutters [machines]
Shaping machines for metalworking
Shaping machines, electric
Sharpening machines
Sharpening wheels [parts of machines]
Shaving exhaust installations
Sheaf-binding machines
Shearing machines for animals
Shearing machines for metalworking
Shears, electric
Shears, other than hand-operated
Sheep shearing machines
Sheep's foot rollers [machines]
Sheet fed rotary printing machines
Sheet metal flattening machines
Sheet metal separators [machines]
Sheet metal working machines
Sheet printing machines
Sheeting grippers [machines]
Shock absorber plungers [parts of machines]
Shock absorbers for machines
Shock absorbing cylinders [parts of machines]
Shock absorbing springs being parts of machine suspension
Shock absorbing springs for machines
Shoe cleaners [brushes, electric]
Shoe cleaning brushes, electric
Shoe lasts [parts of machines]
Shoe making machines
Shoe polishers, electric
Shoes for machine brakes
Shot blasting machines
Shovel loaders [machines]
Shovels, mechanical
Shower pumps
Shredder machines for forage
Shredders [machines]
Shredders [machines] for cardboard
Shredders [machines] for industrial use
Shredders [machines] for paper
Shredders [machines] for waste
Shredding machines
Shredding machines for water closets
Shrinking machines
Shutter valves
Shuttles [parts of machines]
Side cutters [machines]
Sidewalks [moving pavements]
Sieves [machines or parts of machines]
Sifting installations
Sifting machines
Sign makers [machines]
Silage spreaders [machines]
Silencers
Silencers as part of vehicle exhaust systems
Silencers being parts of exhaust systems
Silencers for engines
Silencers for motors and engines
Silk screen printing machines
Silk yarn bundling machines
Silk yarn reeling machines
Silk yarn re-reeling machines
Silkworm egg washing machines
Single column welding presses
Single point cutting tools [machines]
Single point cutting tools [parts for machines]
Single seed sowing machines
Single sheet diffusion transfer plates [parts of machines]
Single shouldered beading machines
Single spindle drilling machines
Single spindle tapping machines
Sintering machines for chemical processing
Site lifts
Size reduction machines for hard materials
Size reduction machines for rock
Size reduction machines for wood
Sizing machines
Ski edge sharpening tools, electric
Skid steer loaders
Skid-steer loaders
Skimmers [machines]
Skimmers for cleaning swimming pool surfaces
Skimming machines
Sleeve type linear ball bearings for use in linear movement
Slewing gear
Slicers [machines, electric]
Slide bearings
Slide rests [parts of machines]
Slide valves [parts of machines]
Sliders for knitting machines
Slides for knitting machines
Sliding splines [parts of machines]
Sliding splines [parts of water vehicle gearing]
Slitting machines for industrial use
Slotting machines
Slotting machines for metalworking
Slotting tools for machines
Sludge cocks [valves] being parts of machines
Sludge valves being parts of machines
Smoothing presses
Snip cutters [machines]
Snips [machines]
Snow blowers
Snow blowing attachments for vehicles
Snow blowing machines
Snow blowing vehicles
Snow cutting attachments for vehicles
Snow cutting vehicles
Snow moving attachments for vehicles
Snow moving vehicles
Snow plough blades
Snow ploughs
Snow plows
Snow removal apparatus [machines]
Snow removal machines
Snow removal tools [machines]
Snowblowers
Socket head cap screw keys [parts for machines]
Socket spanners [machines]
Socket wrenches [machines]
Sockets [parts for machines]
Soda-pop making machines
Soil grading apparatus [machines]
Soil grading machines
Soil moving apparatus [machines]
Soil moving machines
Soil screening apparatus [machines]
Soil screening machines
Soil sieving apparatus [machines]
Soil sieving machines
Soil spreading apparatus [machines]
Soil spreading machines
Solder paste printing machines
Soldering apparatus, electric
Soldering apparatus, gas-operated
Soldering blow pipes, gas-operated
Soldering installations, electric
Soldering instruments, gas-operated
Soldering irons, electric
Soldering irons, gas-operated
Soldering lamps
Soldering machines, gas-operated
Sole plates for supporting shaft bearings
Sorting machines for chemical processing
Sorting machines for industry
Sorting machines, other than for money
Sorting slides [parts of industrial sorting machines]
Sound absorbers [silencers] being parts of exhaust systems for machines
Sound absorbers [silencers] being parts of vehicle exhaust systems
Sound absorbers being parts of machines
Soundproof hoods [parts of machines]
Sowers [machines]
Sowing machines
Sowing machines for towing behind tractors
Soy sauce making machines
Soybean reaping cutters [machines]
Spark arrestors being parts of machines
Spark erosion machines
Spark plugs
Spark plugs for engines
Spark plugs for land vehicle engines
Spark plugs for vehicle engines
Spark plugs
Spark plugs for internal combustion engines
Spark plugs for the internal combustion engines of vehicles
Spark plugs not for land vehicles
Speed change gears being parts of machines
Speed changers
Speed controllers [mechanical] for dual carburettor motors
Speed controllers [mechanical] for machines, engines and motors
Speed governors for machines, engines and motors
Speed reducers [mechanical] being parts of machines
Speed reducers [mechanical] for machines, engines and motors
Speed regulators [mechanical] for machines, engines and motors
Speed variators [mechanical] being parts of machines
Spiked rollers [machines]
Spiked rollers [machines] for use in soil aeration
Spin driers [machines]
Spin driers [not heated]
Spin dryers
Spin dryers [machines]
Spin dryers [not heated]
Spindle adapter flanges for machine tools
Spindle hoists
Spindle shafts [parts of engines]
Spindle shafts [parts of machines]
Spindle shafts [parts of motors]
Spindles for machine tools
7 Spine binders [machines], other than for office use
7 Spine taping machines, other than for office use
7 Spinning boxes for open-end rotor spinning machines
7 Spinning frames
7 Spinning machines
7 Spinning preparation machines
7 Spinning wheels
7 Spinning wheels [machines]
7 Spiral conveyors [machines]
7 Spiral de-watering units [machines]
7 Spiral mixing machines
7 Splash guards [parts of machines]
7 Splash preventers [parts of machines]
7 Spline shank bits [parts of gearing for aircraft]
7 Spline shank bits [parts of gearing for water vehicles]
7 Spline shank bits [parts of machines]
7 Spool adaptors [parts for industrial machines]
7 Spool unwinders [machines]
7 Spools of metal [parts of machines]
7 Spools of metal [parts of sewing machines]
7 Spot cleaning machines
7 Spot welding machines
7 Spray damping machines [for textile treatment]
7 Spray fittings [parts of machines]
7 Spray guards for machines
7 Spray guns [machines]
7 Spray guns for paint
7 Spray heads [parts of machines]
7 Spray lances being agricultural implements
7 Spray lances being horticultural implements
7 Spray nozzles being parts of machines
7 Spray nozzles for attachment to pressure washing machines
7 Spray prevention flaps for machines
7 Spray prevention guards for machines
7 Spray rollers being agricultural implements
7 Spray rollers being horticultural implements
7 Spray valves [parts of machines]
7 Sprayers [machines] for agricultural use in spraying fungicide
7 Sprayers [machines] for agricultural use in spraying herbicide
7 Sprayers [machines] for agricultural use in spraying insecticides
7 Sprayers [machines] for applying artificial sun tanning preparations
7 Sprayers [machines] for garden use in spraying insecticide
7 Sprayers [machines] for garden use in spraying weedkillers
7 Sprayers [machines] for household use in spraying insecticide
7 Sprayers [machines] for household use in spraying weedkillers
7 Sprayers [machines] for use in agriculture
7 Sprayers [machines] for use in horticulture
7 Sprayers affixed to vehicles for spraying crops
7 Sprayers for towing behind vehicles for spraying crops
7 Sprayers for use in agriculture [parts of machines]
7 Sprayers for use in horticulture [parts of machines]
7 Spraying booms attached to vehicles for the purpose of spraying crops
7 Spraying booms for attachment to vehicles for the purpose of spraying crops
7 Spraying booms for towing behind vehicles for spraying crops
7 Spraying machines
Spraying machines for use mounted on tractors
Spraying machines for use mounted on trailers
Spraying machines in the form of trailers
Sprays [machines], other than for medical use
Sprays [parts of machines], other than for medical use
Spreader beams [machines]
Spreader beams [parts of machines]
Spreaders [machines]
Spreading machines
Spring bushes [parts of machines]
Spring driven reels
Spring motors
Spring powered machines
Spring shock absorbers for machines
Springs [parts of machines]
Springs being parts of machines
Sprinkling devices [machines]
Sprockets for machines
Sprockets for water vehicle gearing
Sprung guide rails [parts of machines]
Sprung sheet metal guides [parts of machines]
Spur gear manual hoists
Spur wheel pulley blocks [parts of machines]
Spur wheels [parts of machines]
Square splines [parts of machines]
Square splines [parts of water vehicle gearing]
Squaring machines
Squeegees [machines]
Stacker crane arms
Stacking machines
Stacking machines for ingots
Stacking machines for slabs
Stage compressors
Staged and segmented conveyors
Stainless steel pipe fittings [parts of machines]
Stainless steel tubes [fitted parts of machines]
Stair lifts
Stairlifts
Stalk separators [machines]
Stamping machines
Stamping machines for pressing [shaping] components from sheet materials
Stamping machines for pressing out components from sheet materials
Stamping machines for printed materials in sheet form
Stamping machines, other than for office use
Stamping presses
Standard shank drills [machines]
Standard shank drills [parts of machines]
Stands for hydraulic jacks
Stands for lifting
Stands for lifting tables
Stands for machines
Staple fiber cutting machine
Stapling machines, other than for surgical or stationery use
Stapling presses, other than for surgical or stationery use
Starter motors
Starter motors for land vehicles
Starter pinions
Starter pinions for land vehicles
Starters for engines
Starters for motors
Starters for motors and engines
Starters for stationary engines
Starting couplings for air vehicles
Starting couplings for machines
Starting couplings for water vehicles
Stationary circular saws [machines]
Stators [parts of machines]
Stators being parts of machines
Steam boilers [parts of machines]
Steam boilers for steam generating [parts of machines]
Steam cleaners [machines]
Steam cleaners being electrical appliances
Steam cleaners for household purposes
Steam cleaning machines
Steam condensers [parts of machines]
Steam engine boilers
Steam engine boilers for power generation, other than for land vehicles
Steam engines
Steam engines [not for land vehicles]
Steam engines, other than for land vehicles
Steam hammers [machines]
Steam marine engines [not for land vehicles]
Steam oil separators
Steam operated power generators
Steam riveting machines
Steam traps
Steam turbines [not for land vehicles]
Steam turbines, other than for land vehicles
Steam/oil separators
Steamrollers
Steel hoists
Steel sprag rails [parts of machines]
Steering linkages for machines
Stem crushing machines
Stencil cutters [machines] other than for office use
Stencils for use with stencil cutting machines, other than for office use
Step-up gears for machines
Step-up gears for vehicles, other than land vehicles
Stereotype machines
Stern drives for ships
Stitching machines
Stone crushers [machines]
Stone graders [machines]
Stone hammers [machines]
Stone screening apparatus [machines]
Stone working machines
Stone-working machines
Stop valves [parts of machines]
Stop valves of metal [parts of machines]
Stop valves of plastic [parts of machines]
Storage systems, mechanically, pneumatically or electrically operated
Straight edge tools, electrically operated
Strainers [machines]
Strainers, electric
Strapping machines
Straw [chaff] cutters
Straw bale spreaders [machines]
Straw bale tightening machines
Straw mills [machines]
Straw rope finishing machines
Straw rope making machines
Street cleaning machines
Street cleaning vehicles [machines]
Street sweeping machines
Street sweeping vehicles [machines]
Stretch-wrapping machines for applying plastic film to palletised loads
Stringing machines for rackets
Strip coiling machines for transformer coils
Strip conveyors
Strip material feed apparatus [machines]
Strip material feed apparatus [parts of machines]
Strip material winding apparatus [machines]
Strip uncoiling machines
Strippers [machines] for removing by abrasion
Strippers [machines] for removing by cutting
Stripping machines for cathodes
Stripping machines for starting sheets
Stropping machines
Stubble cutting machines
Stuffing boxes [parts of machines]
Submersible electric motors, other than for land vehicles
Submersible electric pumps
Submersible pumps
Subsoilers [machines]
Suction cleaning machines [vacuum cleaners]
Suction cleaning machines for use in manufacture
Suction conveyor installations
Suction conveyors
Suction cups for milking machines
Suction fans for the carrying of grain
Suction fans for the compression of grain
Suction fans for the sucking of grain
Suction machines for industrial purposes
Suction machines for scavenging purposes
Suction nozzles for vacuum cleaners
Suction pumps
Suction turbines, other than for land vehicles
Suction valves for air compressors
Suction valves for gas compressors
Sugar making machines
Sump pumps
Sumps being parts of gearboxes for machines
Sumps being parts of vehicle gearboxes, other than land vehicles
Superchargers
Superconductive magnetic separators
Superheaters
Support frames for adjusting ramming machines
Supporting devices for machines
Supporting elements for conveyors
Supporting elements for machines
Supports being parts of machines
Supports being parts of motors
Surface grinding machines
Surface treatment machines
Suspension ball joints [parts of machines]
Swaging machines
Swamp bulldozers
Swamp dozer shovels
Sweepers [machines] for use with swimming pools
Sweeping machines
Sweeping machines for use in swimming pools
Swimming pool cleaning machines
Table rollers [machines]
Tables for machines
Tacheometric generators
Tachogenerators
Tachometer generators
Tackers [machines]
Tambours for embroidery machines
Tamping rollers [machines]
Tamping rollers [parts of machines]
Tap ratchets [machines]
Tap wrenches [machines]
Tape readers for use with embroidery machines
Tape stretching machines
Taper shank bits [parts of machines]
Taping [tying] machines, other than for office use
Tappets for engines
Tapping centres [machines]
Tapping machines
Tapping valves for metallurgical purposes
Taps [parts of machines, engines or motors]
Taps being mechanically operated tools
Taps being parts of engines
Taps being parts of machines
Taps being parts of motors
Tarring machines
Tea leaf pickers [machines]
Tea leaves sorting machines
Tea processing machines
Teat cups [suction cups] for milking machines
Teat cups for milking machines
Tedding machines
Temperature control valves [parts of machines]
Tempering machines
Tenoning machines
Tension ratchets [machines]
Tensioners [machines]
Tensioning heads being parts of machines
Tensioning pieces being parts of machines
Textile calendering machines
Textile making-up machines
Textile milling machines
Textile scutching machines
Textile tentering machines
Textile washing machines
Textile washing machines [for industrial purposes]
Thermal binding machines, other than for office use
Thermal contact gluing machines, other than for office use
Thermal contact welding machines
Thermal document binding machines, other than for office use
Thermal engines
Thermal impulse welding machines
Thermal label printing machines, other than for office use
Thermal spray diffusers [machines]
Thermal spray guns [machines]
Thermal transfer machines
Thermic lances [machines]
Thermic torches [machines]
Thermoforming machines
Thermostatic control valves for machines
Thermovalves
Thrashing machines
Thread milling cutters [machine tool]
Threaders [machines]
Threading machines
Threshing machines
Throttle valves
Thrust journal bearings
Thrusters [marine propulsion apparatus]
Ticket cancelling [punching] machines
Tighteners [machines]
Tile cutters [machines]
Tile cutters, electric
Tillers [machines]
Tillers [machines] for towing behind vehicles
Tilling implements for agricultural use
Tilling machines
Tilling machines for agricultural use
Tilt hammers
Timber harvesting machinery
Timing belt pulleys
Timing belt tensioners
Timing belts [parts of machines]
Timing belts for engines
Timing belts for industrial motors
Timing belts for vehicle engines
Timing chains for automobile engines
Timing chains for engines
Timing chains for vehicle engines
Tin openers, electric
Tips for cutters [parts of machines]
Tips for tool bits [parts of machines]
Tobacco processing machines
Tolerance rings
Tool bits for boring [parts of machines]
Tool bits for cutting [parts of machines]
Tool bits for drilling [parts of machines]
Tool bits for machines
Tool bits for metalworking machines
Tool bits for use in power operated hand tools
Tool changers for use with machine tools
Tool cutting machines
Tool grinding machines
Tool holders [parts of machines]
Tool holders for high-pressure water tools
Tool holders for machine tools
Tool holders for machines
Tool setting apparatus [machines]
Tool setting apparatus [parts of machines]
Toolholders for metalworking machines (machine parts)
Tooling presses [machines]
Toolmaking machines
Tools [machines] for brushing
Tools [parts of machines]
Tools driven by compressed air
Tools for electric discharge machines
Tools for electric drills
Tools for electric screwdrivers
Tools for machine tools
Tools for machines
Tools for mining machines
Tools for use in metalworking machines
Tools for use with machine tools
Tools operated by compressed air
Toothed gear transmissions, other than for land vehicles
Top loading devices [machines]
Torque converters for machines
Torque converters other than for land vehicles
Torque converters, other than for land vehicles
Torque spanners [machines]
Torque wrenches [machines]
Torsion bars for machines
Torsion dampers for machines
Towable agricultural machines
Towable spraying apparatus for agricultural use
Towable spraying machines
Tower cranes
Track mounted crushers
Tractor loaders
Tractor-towed fertilizer distributors
Tractor-towed harrows
Transfer conveying apparatus
Transfer rollers for die transporting machines
Transferring machines
Transmission apparatus for machines
Transmission belts [not for land vehicles]
Transmission belts for industrial applications
Transmission chains, other than for land vehicles
Transmission control mechanisms
Transmission devices for machines
Transmission gears for air vehicles
Transmission gears for machines
Transmission gears for water vehicles
Transmission mechanisms, other than for land vehicles
Transmission members, other than for land vehicles
Transmission shafts for air vehicles
Transmission shafts for machines
Transmission shafts for water vehicles
Transmission shafts, other than for land vehicles
Transmissions for air vehicles
Transmissions for machines
Transmissions for water vehicles
Transmissions, other than for land vehicles
Transport conveyors for moulds in foundries
Transport machines
Transportation robots
Transporters [conveyors]
Transporting apparatus [conveying machines]
Transporting machines
Traps for dust [part of machines]
Traps for liquids [part of machines]
Trash compacting machines
Travelling platforms [conveyors]
Travelling rollers [conveyors]
Trawl winches
Tray handling machines
Tree branch cutters [machines]
Tree branch pruners [machines]
Tree pruners [machines]
Tree stump cutters
Trench cutters
Trenchers [excavators]
Trenchers [machines]
Trenching machines
Trimming machines
Trough conveyors [machines]
Troughs being parts of machines
Truck cranes
Truck lifts
Truck mills [for mining purposes]
Trueing machines
Trussing apparatus for hay
Tube cleaning machines
Tube conveyors, hydraulic
Tube conveyors, pneumatic
Tube cutting instruments [machines]
Tube cutting machines
Tube insertion machines for industrial use
Tube reamers [machine tools]
Tube reamers [machines]
Tube reamers [parts of machines]
Tube reamers [tools for machines]
Tubes being fitted parts of machines
Tubing mills for metalworking
Tumbler gears, other than for land vehicles
Tungsten carbide machine tools
Tunnel boring machines
Tunnelling machines
Turbine blades for power generation
Turbine blades treated with alloys
Turbine drive apparatus, other than for land vehicles
Turbine electricity generating machines
Turbine shafts [parts of machines]
Turbine vanes [parts of motors and engines]
Turbine vanes being parts of gas turbine engines
Turbines [not for land vehicles]
Turbines for power generation
Turbines, other than for land vehicles
Turbochargers
Turbochargers for machines
Turbochargers for vehicle engines
Turbocompressors
Turbogenerators
Turboprop engines [not for land vehicles]
Turbo-superchargers for engines
Turbo-superchargers for land vehicle engines
Turbo-superchargers for vehicle engines
Turf removing ploughs
Turning machines
Turntables [machines]
Turret lathes
Turrets [parts of machines]
Turrets with radially extending machine tools
Twist drills for machines
Twisting frames being textile machines
Two-disc fertiliser spreaders
Tympons [parts of printing presses]
Typecasting machines
Type-setting machines [photocomposition]
Type-setting machines [printing]
Typographic machines
Typographic presses
Tyre inflating machines [garage installations]
Tyre mounting machines
Tyre presses adapted for curing tyres
Tyre pressing machines
Tyre removers [machines]
Tyre trimming machines
Tyre vulcanising machines
Ultrasonic baths
Ultrasonic cleaning apparatus
Ultrasonic de-greasing machines
Ultrasonic washing machines
Ultrasonic welding heads
Ultrasonic welding machines
Uncoiling machines for sheet metal
Undercutters [machines]
Uninterruptible power supplies [generators]
Uninterruptible power supply generating machines
Universal joints [Cardan joints]
Universal load transfer units
Unloading cranes
Unmanned transportation conveyors
Unmanned transportation conveyors being cargo handling machines
Unwinding machines
Upward continuous casting machines
Vacuum accumulators for internal combustion engines
Vacuum cleaner attachments for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants
Vacuum cleaner bags
Vacuum cleaner bags of card
Vacuum cleaner bags of cardboard
Vacuum cleaner bags of paper
Vacuum cleaner hoses
Vacuum cleaners
Vacuum cleaners for cars
Vacuum cleaners for household purposes
Vacuum cleaners for industrial purposes
Vacuum cleaning implements, electric
Vacuum cleaning machines for use in households
Vacuum control valves [parts of engines]
Vacuum control valves [parts of machines]
Vacuum control valves [parts of motors]
Vacuum conveying apparatus
Vacuum filters being parts of machines
Vacuum generators
Vacuum operated apparatus for industrial purposes
Vacuum packaging machines
Vacuum packing machines
Vacuum pads for vacuum pump machines
Vacuum pump installations
Vacuum pumps
Vacuum pumps [machines]
Vacuum shearing machines
Vacuum shredders for clearing debris
Valve actuators
Valve assemblies of metal [parts of machines]
Valve bodies of metal [parts of machines]
Valve closure mechanisms
Valve diaphragms
Valve grinding tools [machines]
Valve grinding tools [parts for machines]
Valve operators [parts of motors]
Valve rotators [parts of motors]
Valves [mechanical] for regulating fluid flow
Valves [parts of machines]
Valves as machine components
Valves being parts of machines
Valves for compressors
Valves for engines
Valves for lubricating installations
Valves for turbocharged apparatus
Valves for use in wellhead apparatus
Valves of metal [parts of machines]
Valves of metal for industrial installations [parts of machines]
Valves of metal for piping [parts of machines]
Valves operated automatically by hydraulic control
Valves operated automatically by pneumatic control
Valves operated by changes in pressure
Variable speed drives for machines
Variable speed transmissions, other than for land vehicles
Varnishing machines
V-belts pulleys [parts of engines]
V-belts pulleys [parts of machines]
Vegetable choppers [machines]
Vegetable corers [machines]
Vegetable cutting machines
Vegetable dryers [machines]
Vegetable grating machines
Vegetable peelers [machines]
Vegetable shredders [machines]
Vegetable washers [machines]
Vehicle conveyors
Vehicle lifts
Vehicle mounted lifting apparatus
Vehicle mounted road sweepers
Vehicle parking apparatus
Vehicle parking carousels
Vehicle trolley jacks [machines]
Vehicle washing installations
Vehicle washing machines
Vending machines
Vending machines for dispensing stamps
Vending machines for printed articles
Vending machines for tickets
Vending machines for vouchers
Veneer manufacturing machines
Vertical bucket conveyors
Vibrating compactors [machines]
Vibrating conveyors
Vibrating crushers
Vibrating feeders being parts of machines
Vibrating machines
Vibrating screens being parts of machines
Vibrating separators [machines]
Vibration channels for compacting
Vibration channels for conveying
Vibration channels for riddling
Vibration channels for scattering
Vibration channels for sifting
Vibration conveyors for industrial use
Vibration isolators [parts of machines]
Vibration machines for compacting surfaces
Vibration motors
Vibrators [machines] for industrial use
Vibratory feeders [machines]
Vibratory feeders [parts of machines]
Vibratory finishing machines
Vibratory levelling machines
Vibratory machine mounts
Volumetric rotating gear pumps
Vulcanisation apparatus
Waggon lifts
Walk behind trenchers [machines]
Wallpaper stripping machines
Warp yarn machines
Washer-dryers
Washing apparatus
Washing apparatus for sewage treatment plants
Washing drums [machines]
Washing installations for vehicles
Washing machines [laundry]
Washing machines for crockery
Washing machines for household purposes
Washing machines for kitchen bowls
Washing machines for laundry
Washing machines for pans
Washing machines for pots
Washing machines for utensils
Washing machines incorporating drying facilities
Washing machines incorporating tumble driers
Waste and trash conveying machines
Waste and trash separator machines
Waste baling presses [machines]
Waste compacting machines
Waste compaction apparatus [machines]
Waste converters [machines]
Waste crushing machines
Waste disposal machines
Waste disposal machines for household use
Waste disposal units
Waste disposals
Waste disposers [machines]
Waste energy utilising installations
Waste extraction machines
Waste gas conduits [parts of machines]
Waste gas return valves [parts of machines]
Waste heat recovery machines
Waste material conveying machines
Water extracting machines
Water extraction machines
Water heaters [parts of machines]
Water pumps for aerating aquaria
Water pumps for aerating ponds
Water pumps for showers
Water pumps for vehicles
Water separators
Water supply machines [pumps]
Water swivels [hydraulic couplings]
Water-separators
Wear plates for industrial apparatus
Wear plates for machines
Wear segments for crushers
Weaving machines
Web fed rotary printing machines
Web handling machines
Web positioners [machines]
Web separation devices [machines]
Web slitting machines
Web stabilizers [machines]
Weeding machines
Weft mixing apparatus
Weft straighteners [machines]
Weft straightening machines
Weft yarn machines
Welding apparatus for tig welding, gas-operated
Welding apparatus operated by compressed air
Welding apparatus operated by gas
Welding apparatus operated by oxyacetylene
Welding apparatus, electric
Welding apparatus, gas-operated
Welding machines for thermoplastic tubes
Welding machines for use in the jewellery trade
Welding machines for welding plastics material
Welding machines, electric
Welding torches
Welding torches, gas-operated
Well drilling machines
Wet and dry vacuum cleaners
Wet decatizing machines
Wet vacuum cleaners
Wet wheel abrasive cutters [machines]
Wheel hubs being parts of machines
Wheels being machine tools
Wheels being parts of machines
Whisks [electric machines] for industrial purposes
Whisks, electric, for household purposes
Whitewashing machines
Winch motors
Winches
Winches incorporating a lock
Winching machines
Wind turbines
Winding machines
Windlasses
Windmills
Window closers, electric
Window closers, hydraulic
Window closers, pneumatic
Window glass washing machines
Window openers, electric
Window openers, hydraulic
Window openers, pneumatic
Wind-powered electricity generators
Wine presses
Winnowers
Wire chain belts for machines
Wire cut electric discharge machine tools for cutting by electric discharge
Wire cut machines
Wire cutters [machines]
Wire drawing dies being parts of machines
Wire drawing machines
Wire extruding machines
Wire forming machines
Wire hoists
Wire making machines
Wire mesh cutters [machines]
Wire pulling grips [machines]
Wire stitching machines
Wire straightening machines
Wire stripping machines for removing the covering from electric cables
Wire welding machines
Wire wheels for power-operated grinders
Wire-coiling machines
Wood beating machines
Wood chipping machines
Wood drilling machines
Wood grinding machines
Wood grippers [machines]
Wood grippers [parts of machines]
Wood lathes
Wood milling machines
Wood planing machines
Wood sawing machines
Woodturning lathes
Woodworking machines
Woodworking saw-tooth setting machines
Wool presses
Work clamps for machine tools
Work feeding machines
Work handling apparatus [machines]
Work holding apparatus [machines]
Work holding apparatus [parts of machines]
Work holding apparatus [vices] being parts of machines
Work platforms [machines]
Work processing machines for the cutting of metals
Work processing machines for the drilling of metals
Work processing machines for the milling of metals
Work processing machines for the turning of metals
Work stations [machines] for finishing
Work stations [machines] for masking
Work stations [machines] for plating
Work stations [machines] for positioning
Work stations [machines] for punching
Work stations [machines] for soldering
Work stations [machines] for stamping
Working platforms [machines]
Worm gear manual hoists
Worm gear reduction units
Worm gears for machines
Worm wheels for machines
Wrapping machines
Wrenches [machines]
Wringers [machines]
Wringing machines
Wringing machines for laundry
Wringing machines incorporating rollers
XY positioning tables [machines]
Yarn drawing frames
Yarn reeling machines
Yarn singeing machines
Yarn slivering and combing machines
Yarn spinning machines
Yarn stretching machines
Yarn tension control devices [parts of machines]
Yarn twisting machines
Yarn warping machines
Yarn winding machines
Abraders [hand-operated implements]
Abrading inserts for use with hand-operated tools
Abrading instruments [hand instruments]
Abrading tools [hand operated]
Abrading tools for use with hand-operated tools
Ab rasive bits for use with hand-operated tools
Abrasive discs [hand-operated tools]
Abrasive discs [parts for hand-operated tools]
Abrasive grinding wheels [hand-operated tools]
Abrasive grinding wheels [parts of hand-operated tools]
Abrasive instruments [hand-operated tools]
Abrasive instruments [parts for hand-operated tools]
Abrasive sharpening stones [hand-operated tools]
Abrasive stones [hand-operated tools]
Abrasive wheels being hand-operated tools
Abrasive wheels for use with hand tools
Adaptors for tool bits for hand-operated tools
Adhesive spreaders [hand tools]
Adjustable screwdrivers, hand-operated
Adjustable spanners
Adjustable wrenches [hand tools]
Adzes [tools]
Agricultural forks [hand tools]
Agricultural implements, hand-operated
Agricultural sprayers, hand-operated
Agricultural tools, hand-operated
Air pumps, hand-operated
Annular hole cutters [hand tools]
Annular hole cutters [parts for hand-operated tools]
Annular screw plates
Apparatus for abrading, hand-operated
Apparatus for agricultural use, hand-operated
Apparatus for applying fertilizers, hand-operated
Apparatus for applying fungicides, hand-operated
Apparatus for applying herbicides, hand-operated
Apparatus for applying insecticides, hand-operated
Apparatus for clamping workpieces [vices]
Apparatus for curling the hair [hand implements]
Apparatus for cutting, hand-operated
Apparatus for destroying plant parasites, hand-operated
Apparatus for dispensing adhesives [hand tools]
Apparatus for disposing of animal droppings [hand tools]
Apparatus for grinding, hand-operated
Apparatus for removing lacquers [hand tools]
Apparatus for removing paints [hand tools]
Apparatus for tattooing
Apple corers
Aranyik knife
Articles adapted to hold a hand-operated tool when not in use
Articles of cutlery
Auger bits for use with hand-operated tools
Augers [hand tools]
Awls
Axes
Baby spoons, table forks and table knives
Badik [dagger]
Bag sealers [hand tools]
Balisong knife [butterfly knife]
Ball bearing removers [hand-operated tools]
Bandsaw blades for hand-operated tools
Battery-powered animal nail grinders
Bayonet scabbards
Bayonets
Bayonets [swords]
Beard clippers
Beard trimmers
Bench vices [hand implements]
Bevelled edge formers [hand-operated tools]
Bevels [hand-operated tools]
Billhooks
Bill-hooks
Billy clubs
Bit drivers for hand tools
Bits [hand tools]
Bits [parts of hand tools]
Bits for hand drills
Bits for hand-operated implements
Bits for hand-operated tools
Blade holders [parts of hand-operated tools]
Blade knives
Blade sharpening instruments
Blades [hand tools]
Blades [weapons]
Blades for electric razors
Blades for hand saws
Blades for hand-operated fret-saws
Blades for hand-operated planes
Blades for hand-operated tools
Blades for planes
Blades for razors
Blades for shaving razors
Blades for shears
Block cutters [hand-operated tools]
Bludgeons
Body piercing apparatus, hand-operated
Bolt cutters [hand-operated tools]
Border shears
Borers
Boring tools [hand-operated tools]
Bow saws
Box wrenches [hand tools]
Boxes adapted for cutlery
Boxes for cutlery, fitted
Braiders [hand tools]
Branch cutters, hand-operated
Branding irons
Bread cutters, hand-operated
Bread knives
Bread slicers, hand-operated
Breast drills
Brick joiners
Brick trowels
Broadaxes
Budding knives
Builders’ squares [hand tools]
Bush hooks [hand tools]
Bushhammers
Bushhammers [stone hammers]
Butcher knives
Butchers saws [hand-operated tools]
Butcher’s skinning apparatus and instruments
Butter spreaders [cutlery]
Cacao knives
Cake cutters
Callus rasps
Can crushers [hand-operated tools]
Can openers [non-electric]
Can openers, hand-operated
Can openers, non-electric
Candle sharpeners
Canteens of cutlery
Carbide burs for hand-operated tools
Carbide drill bits for hand-operated tools
Carbide drill tips for hand-operated tools
Carpenters’ augers
Carpenters' pincers [nail pullers]
Carpet knives
Cartridges containing razor blades
Cartridges for razor blades
Cartridges of staples for hand-operated stapling instruments, other than for office use
Carving forks
Carving knives
Cases adapted for razors
Cases for manicure instruments
Cases for razors
Cassettes for razor blades
Cattle marking tools
Cattle shearers
Cattle skinning instruments
Cattle stunning apparatus
Cattle stunning appliances
Caulking cutters [hand tools]
Caulking irons
Cement drills for hand-operated drills
Cement edgers [hand tools]
Cement trowels
Cemented carbide tools for hand-operated tools
Centre punches [hand tools]
Ceramic knives
Cheese slicers [non-electric]
Cheese slicers, non-electric
Chef knives
Cherry pitters
Chisel knives
Chisels
Chisels [hand-operated]
Choppers [knives]
Chucks for hand-operated tools
Circle cutters for use with hand-operated tools
Circle cutting tools [parts of hand-operated tools]
Clamping devices being hand-operated tools
Clamping wedges
Clamps for carpenters or coopers
Claw hammers
Claws [hand tools]
Cleavers
Clippers for manicure
Clippers for pedicure
Clippers for personal use, electric and non electric
Clippers for use on animals, hand-operated
Combination pliers
Combined wire strippers and cutters, hand-operated
Conduit [pipe] benders, hand-operated
Containers adapted for razor blades
Containers adapted for razors
Containers for shavers
Countersinking tools for hand-operated tools
Countersinks [hand tools]
Crimping irons
Crosscut saw blades
Crow bars
Crowbars
Curling tongs
Cuticle nippers
Cuticle scissors
Cuticle tweezers
Cutlery
Cutlery blades
Cutlery for use by babies
Cutlery for use by children
Cutlery incorporating blades
Cutlery of precious metals
Cutter bars [hand tools]
Cutters
Cutters [hand-operated tools]
Cutting dies [hand-operated tools]
Cutting dies for use with hand-operated tools
Cutting discs [hand-operated tools]
Cutting discs for use with hand-operated tools
Cutting guides for use with hand-operated tools
Cutting inserts for use with hand tools
Cutting pliers [linemans' pliers]
Cutting tools [hand tools]
Cutting wheels [hand-operated tools]
Cutting wheels being parts of hand tools
Daggers
Depilation apparatus, electric and non-electric
Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric
Depilation instruments, electric and non-electric
Depilatory devices
Devices for holding hand-operated tools
Devices for use with hand-operated tools
Diamond cut-off wheels for hand-operated tools
Diamond cutting tools for hand-operated tools
Diamond drill bits for hand-operated tools
Diamond tips for tool bits for hand-operated tools
Diamond tools for hand-operated tools
Die holders [hand tools]
Die wrenches
Dies [hand tools]
Dies for use with hand-operated tools
Dies for use with hand-operated tools
Diggers [hand tools]
Digging forks [spading forks]
Dinner services [knives, forks and spoons]
Dinnerware [knives, forks and spoons]
Dinnerware [knives, forks and spoons] of precious metal
Disc shaped rotating grinding tools [hand-operated tools]
Discs for abrading being hand-operated tools
Discs for abrading for use with hand-operated tools
Discs for cutting for use with hand-operated tools
Discs made of abrasive materials [hand-operated tools]
Dispenser, in the nature of hand tool, for plastic film
Dispensers adapted for razors
Dispensers for razor blades
Dispensers for safety razor blades
Dispensing devices adapted to spray [hand tools]
Disposable blades for use with edge tools [hand-operated instruments]
Disposable blades for use with hand-operated tools
Disposable razors
Disposable tableware [cutlery] made of plastics
Ditchers [hand tools]
Diving knife holders
Diving knives
Dog clippers
Drainage rods in the nature of hand tools
Draw wires [hand tools]
Drawing knives
Drawknives
Dressmakers' chalk sharpeners
Drill aligning instruments being hand-operated tools
Drill aligning squares for use with hand tools
Drill bits for hand drills
Drill bits for hand-operated tools
Drill chucks [parts of hand-operated tools]
Drill holders [hand tools]
Drilling tips for hand-operated drills
Drywall finishing tools [hand tools]
Ear piercing apparatus
Ear-piercing apparatus
Earth boring apparatus, hand-operated
Earth rammers [hand tools]
Edge tools [hand tools]
Edgers [hand-operated tools]
Edging tools, hand-operated
Egg slicers [non-electric]
Egg slicers, non-electric
Electric and non-electric appliances for removal of body hair
Electric and non-electric appliances for removal of facial hair
Electric and non-electric depilatory appliances
Electric animal nail grinders
Electric beard trimmers
Electric clippers [hand instruments]
Electric crimping irons for the hair
Electric ear hair trimmers
Electric fingernail polishers
Electric flat irons
Electric hair clippers
Electric hair clippers for animals [hand instruments]
Electric hair clippers for personal use [hand instruments]
Electric hair crimpers
Electric hair curling irons
Electric hair curling tongs
Electric hair cutters
Electric hair straightening irons
Electric hair styling implements [hand implements]
Electric hair styling wands [hand implements]
Electric hair trimmers
Electric hair waving apparatus [hand implements]
Electric hair waving appliances [hand implements]
Electric hand implements for hair curling
Electric hand implements for hair straightening
Electric irons for pressing clothes
Electric irons for styling hair
Electric manicure sets
Electric nail buffers
Electric nail files
Electric nail polishers
Electric nasal hair trimmers
Electric pedicure sets
Electric razors
Electric shavers
Electric shavers [razors]
Electric shaving apparatus
Electric shaving instruments
Electric shaving instruments for personal use
8 Electric steam irons
8 Electrical appliances for manicure
8 Electrical appliances for pedicure
8 Electrical appliances for perming the hair [hand implements]
8 Electrical clippers for equestrian use [hand instruments]
8 Electrical hair straighteners [hand implements]
8 Electrical irons for ironing clothes
8 Electrical shavers for removing fuzz from fabric [hand instruments]
8 Electrical shavers for removings from fabric [hand instruments]
8 Electrical shavers for removing threads from fabric [hand instruments]
8 Electrically operated hair clippers [hand instruments]
8 Electrically operated hair removal devices [hand instruments]
8 Electricians' pliers
8 Embossers [hand tools]
8 Embossing apparatus, hand-operated
8 Embroidery scissors
8 Emery boards
8 Emery files
8 Emery grinding wheels
8 Engraving needles
8 Engraving pens [hand tools]
8 Expanders [hand tools]
8 Extension pieces for braces for screw taps
8 Extensions for hand tools
8 Eyelash curlers
8 Farriers' knives
8 Fastener setting tools [hand-operated tools]
8 Fertiliser broadcasters, hand-operated
8 Fertiliser spreaders, hand-operated
8 Fertilizer scoops
8 Files [hand-operated]
8 Files [tools]
8 Filler knives
8 Filleting knives
8 Filling knives
8 Filling trowels
8 Filister planes [hand tools]
8 Fingernail clippers
8 Fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric
8 Fire irons
8 Fire tongs
8 Fireplace bellows [hand tools]
8 Fireplace bellows [hand-tools]
8 Fireplace shovels
8 Fireplace tongs
8 Fish cleaning knives
8 Fish scalers
8 Fish slicing kitchen knives
8 Fish tape for pulling cables
8 Fish tapes [hand tools]
8 Fishing knives
8 Fishing line cutters
8 Fitted cases adapted to hold hand tools
8 Flange spreaders [hand tools]
8 Flat dies for hand-operated tools
Flat irons
Flat irons, non-electric, for pressing clothes
Flatware [cutlery]
Fleshing knives [hand tools]
Flexible head spanners
Floats [hand tools]
Floor tiling instruments [hand-operated tools]
Folding knives
Forks [cutlery]
Forks [hand tools]
Forks and spoons
Forks made of precious metal
Foundry ladles [hand tools]
Frames for handsaws
French fry cutters
Fruit knives
Fruit pickers [hand tools]
Fullers [hand tools]
Fulling tools [hand tools]
Gaffs [hand tools]
Garden forks
Garden rollers, hand-operated
Garden tools, hand-operated
Gardeners' knives
Gardening scissors
Gardening shears
Gardening trowels
Gimlets [hand tools]
Glass cutters
Glass scrapers [hand tools]
Glaziers' diamonds [parts of hand tools]
Glaziers' diamonds being parts of hand tools
Glazing irons
Goffering irons
Gold and silver ware [cutlery]
Golf course rakes
Gouges [hand tools]
Grafting knives
Grafting tools [hand tools]
Grass cutting apparatus, hand-operated
Graving tools [hand tools]
Greasing apparatus, hand-operated
Grinding apparatus [hand-operated tools]
Grinding wheels [hand tools]
Grinding wheels [parts for hand tools]
Grindstones [hand tools]
Gripping apparatus [hand-operated tools]
Gripping devices [hand tools]
Ground drilling apparatus, hand-operated
Guillotines [hand tools] for cutting paper, other than for office use
Guns [hand tools]
Guns, hand-operated, for the extrusion of mastics
Hack saws
Hackles [hand tools]
Hacksaw blades
Hacksaw frames for hand-operated hacksaws
Hainault scythes
Hair clippers for animals [hand instruments]
Hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric
Hair curlers [hand implements], non-electric
Hair cutting scissors
Hair tongs [non-electric hand implements]
Hair trimmers for animals [hand implements]
Hair trimmers for personal use [hand implements]
Hair trimmers, electric or non-electric
Hair waving tongs [electric hand implements]
Hair waving tongs [non-electric hand implements]
Hairdressing scissors
Hair-removing devices, electric and non-electric
Hair-removing tweezers
Hammers [hand tools]
Hammers [hand-operated]
Hand appliances for depilating the hairs of the skin, electric
Hand appliances for depilating the hairs of the skin, non-electric
Hand drills, hand-operated
Hand forks
Hand guns [hand-operated] for dispensing injection cartridges
Hand held [hand-operated] apparatus for use in agriculture
Hand held [hand-operated] apparatus for use in forestry
Hand held [hand-operated] apparatus for use in horticulture
Hand held tools, hand-operated
Hand hooks
Hand implements for hair curling
Hand implements for hair styling, electric
Hand implements for hair styling, non-electric
Hand implements for hair waving appliances, non-electric
Hand implements for manicure, electric and non-electric
Hand implements for pedicure, electric and non-electric
Hand jacks
Hand operated lifting jacks
Hand pumps
Hand saws
Hand taps
Hand tools [hand-operated] for crimping
Hand tools [hand-operated] for cutting
Hand tools [hand-operated] for hairdressing
Hand tools [hand-operated] for inserting bolts
Hand tools [hand-operated] for inserting nails
Hand tools [hand-operated] for inserting staples
Hand tools [hand-operated] for manual use
Hand tools [hand-operated] for modelling
Hand tools [hand-operated] for opening cans
Hand tools [hand-operated] for pipe working
Hand tools [hand-operated] for plugging pipelines
Hand tools [hand-operated] for punching, other than for office use
Hand tools [hand-operated] for repairing pipelines
Hand tools [hand-operated] for tapping
Hand tools [hand-operated] for tube working
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use by decorators, other than brushes
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use by painters, other than brushes
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in agriculture
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in applying adhesives
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in camping
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in carpentry
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in climbing
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in decorating, other than brushes
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in electronics
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in forestry
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in horticulture
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in joinery
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in mining
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in packaging
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in packing
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in plumbing
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in sealing
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in strapping
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in the building industry
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in the filing of materials
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in the garden
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in the motor industry
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in the planing of materials
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in the shaving of materials
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in tiling
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in well drilling
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use in wrapping
Hand tools [hand-operated] for use with motor vehicles
Hand tools [hand-operated] incorporating a sprayer
Hand tools [hand-operated] made from ceramic material
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated)
Hand tools for artists
Hand tools for tattooing
Hand tools, hand-operated
Hand tools, hand-operated, for use in climbing and mountaineering
Handles for hand-operated hand tools
Hand-operated abrading tools
Hand-operated abrasive tools
Hand-operated apparatus for the maintenance of engines
Hand-operated apparatus for the maintenance of motors
Hand-operated apparatus for the servicing of engines
Hand-operated apparatus for the servicing of motors
Hand-operated cable cutters
Hand-operated cattle prods
Hand-operated caulking guns
Hand-operated cement mixers
Hand-operated coating apparatus for use with adhesives
Hand-operated coating apparatus for use with paints
Hand-operated coil winding apparatus
Hand-operated crimping tools
Hand-operated cutting tools
Hand-operated drill presses
Hand-operated drill sharpeners
Hand-operated engineering tools
Hand-operated fabrication tools
Hand-operated finishing tools
Hand-operated fit-up tools
Hand-operated forming tools
Hand-operated garden instruments
Hand-operated gardening tools
Hand-operated glass cutters
Hand-operated glass installation tools
Hand-operated gluing apparatus
Hand-operated grease guns
Hand-operated grinding discs
Hand-operated grinding tools
Hand-operated guns for the extrusion of mastics
Hand-operated hack saws
Hand-operated hacksaws
Hand-operated hair clippers
Hand-operated handling devices
Hand-operated hose cutters
Hand-operated implements
Hand-operated implements for cracking nuts
Hand-operated implements for drilling
Hand-operated implements for opening cans
Hand-operated implements for opening jars
Hand-operated implements for re-sealing cans
Hand-operated implements for re-sealing jars
Hand-operated implements for use in agriculture
Hand-operated implements for use in forestry
Hand-operated implements for use in horticulture
Hand-operated instruments for beauty purposes
Hand-operated instruments for cosmetic purposes
Hand-operated instruments for use in taxidermy
Hand-operated jacks
Hand-operated jigsaws
Hand-operated labelling apparatus other than for office use
Hand-operated lead cutters
Hand-operated lifting jacks
Hand-operated metal cutters
Hand-operated milling cutters
Hand-operated mixing tools for lacquers
Hand-operated mixing tools for paints
Hand-operated mixing tools for varnishes
Hand-operated multiple function screwdrivers
Hand-operated pasta cutters
Hand-operated pipe cutting implements
Hand-operated pipe cutting tools
Hand-operated pipe notching tools
Hand-operated polishing tools
Hand-operated putty applicators
Hand-operated rivet saws
Hand-operated riveting tools
Hand-operated sanders
Hand-operated scissor sharpeners
Hand-operated screwing-in tools
Hand-operated seed drills
Hand-operated sharpening tools and instruments
Hand-operated shavers [razors]
Hand-operated shaving instruments for use on animals
Hand-operated shears
Hand-operated sheeting grippers
Hand-operated slicers
Hand-operated sprayers for insecticide
Hand-operated sprayers for use in agriculture
Hand-operated sprayers for use in horticulture
Hand-operated spraying apparatus for insecticides
Hand-operated staplers [hand tools]
Hand-operated stapling guns, other than for surgical or stationery use
Hand-operated stretch-wrapping apparatus for applying plastic film to palletised loads
Hand-operated strip uncoiling apparatus
Hand-operated tackers
Hand-operated tamping rollers
Hand-operated tap ratchets
Hand-operated tile spacer removal tools
Hand-operated tin openers
Hand-operated tin snips
Hand-operated tools
Hand-operated tools for beauty purposes
Hand-operated tools for boring
Hand-operated tools for cosmetic purposes
Hand-operated tools for cutting strip material
Hand-operated tools for drilling
Hand-operated tools for edging
Hand-operated tools for hair dressing, other than combs or brushes
Hand-operated tools for reaming
Hand-operated tools for rock breaking
Hand-operated tools for shaping pipe ends
Hand-operated tools for tyre changing
Hand-operated tools for use in abrading
Hand-operated tools for use in deburring
Hand-operated tools for use in grinding
Hand-operated tools for use in milling
Hand-operated tools for use in planing
Hand-operated tools for use in scraping
Hand-operated tools for use in the car industry
Hand-operated tools for use in the maintenance of cars
Hand-operated tools for use in the repair of cars
Hand-operated tools for use in turning
Hand-operated tufting tools
Hand-operated vegetable corers
Hand-operated wire cutters
Hand-operated wire stripping apparatus for removing the covering from electric cables
Handsaw blades
Handsaw mountings
Hatchets
Head attachments for hand-operated tools
Hedge cutters [hand-operated tools]
Hedge trimmers [hand-operated tools]
Hex keys
Hex tools
Hobby knives [scalpels]
Hoes [hand tools]
Hoes [hand-operated]
Hoes being hand tools for gardening
Holders for drilling tools [parts for hand-operated tools]
Holders for hand tools
Holders for hand-operated turning tools
Holders for razor blades
Holders for razors
Holding devices adapted for hand-operated tools
Hole saws, hand-operated
Holing axes
Hollowing bits [parts of hand tools]
Honing tools, hand-operated
Hoop cutters [hand tools]
Horticultural implements [hand-operated tools]
Household knives
Household shears
Hub removers [hand-operated tools]
Hunting hand tools
Hunting knives
Ice axes
Ice crushers [hand tools]
Ice hammers
Ice picks
Ikebana shears
Impact drills [hand-operated tools]
Implements for decanting liquids [hand tools]
Industrial drills [hand-operated tools]
Industrial hammers [hand-operated tools]
Insecticide atomizers [hand tools]
Insecticide sprayers [hand tools]
Insecticide vaporizers [hand tools]
Instruments and tools for skinning animals
Instruments for punching tickets
Irons [non-electric hand tools]
Jacks, hand-operated
Japanese razors
Japanese swords
Jigsaw blades [parts for hand-operated tools]
Jig-saws
Jigsaws [hand-operated tools]
Jointers [hand-operated tools]
Jointing trowels
Keris [dagger]
Keyhole saws [hand-operated tools]
Kitchen knives
Knapsack sprayers [non-electric] for carrying on the back
Knife bags
Knife blades for hand-operated knives
Knife handles
Knife sharpeners
Knife sharpening instruments, hand-operated
Knife sheaths
Knife sheaths of leather
Knife steels
Knives
Knives [hand tools]
Knives for hobby use
Knives made of plastic materials
Knives made of precious metal
Knuckle dusters
Kujang [dagger]
Ladles [hand tools]
Lasts [shoemakers' hand tools]
Lasts for shoe-making [hand-operated ones only]
Lawn aerators [hand-operated tools]
Lawn clippers [hand instruments]
Lawn edge trimmers [hand-operated tools]
Lawn rakes [hand-operated ones only]
Lawn rakes [hand-operated tools]
Lawn rollers [hand-operated tools]
Lawn sweepers [hand-operated tools]
Lead straighteners [hand-operated tools]
Leather sheaths for knives
Leather strops
Levers
Lifting jacks, hand-operated
Lifting tackle, hand-operated
Line marking apparatus, hand-operated
Livestock marking tools
Locking clamps [hand tools]
Locking pliers
Log splitters [hand-operated tools]
Loppers [hand tools]
Lopping shears, hand-operated
Lubricating apparatus [hand implements]
Lubricating apparatus [hand implements] for motor vehicles
Machetes
Mallets
Mallets [hand instruments]
Mandau [dagger]
Manicure implements
Manicure sets
Manicure sets, electric
Manicure sets, non-electric
Manicure tools
Manicurists' instruments
Manipulating devices [hand-operated tools] for industrial use
Manual clippers
Manual drills
Manual lifting jacks, hand-operated
Manual tapping tools
Manually driven hand tools
Manually operated apparatus for glue, other than for office use
Manually operated apparatus for mounting welding apparatus
Manually operated can openers
Manually operated clamps in the nature of hand tools
Manually operated cutting devices for industrial purposes
Manually operated glue dispensers, other than for office use
Manually operated utensils for assembling integrated circuits
Manually operated utensils for manufacturing electronic components
Manually operated utensils for manufacturing integrated circuits
Manually operated utensils for mounting integrated circuits
Manually-operated edge sharpeners for skis and snowboards
Manually-operated grease guns
Manually-operated razor blade sharpeners
Marking apparatus [hand-operated tools] for marking cable sheaths
Marking apparatus [hand-operated tools] for marking cables
Marking guides [parts of hand-operated tools]
Marline spikes
Masonry drills for hand-operated tools
Masons' hammers
Masons' trowels
Mattocks
Meat choppers [cleavers]
Meat choppers [hand tools]
Metal band stretchers [hand tools]
Metal cutting saws
Metal cutting tools [parts of hand-operated tools]
Metal cutting tools, hand-operated
Metal scouring apparatus [hand-operated tools]
Metal wire stretchers [hand tools]
Metal-cutting scissors [tin shears]
Micro adjustable hand-operated tools
Milling [cutting] heads being hand-operated tools
Milling cutters [hand tools]
Milling cutters [hand tools] for use in cutting steel casing in gas wells
Milling cutters being parts for use with hand tools
Milling cutters being parts of hand tools
Milling tools [parts for hand-operated tools]
Milling tools, hand-operated
Mincing knives [hand tools]
Mineral cutter picks, hand-operated
Mining shovels [hand-operated tools]
Miter cutters being hand tools
Miter sanders being hand tools
Miter vises being hand tools
Mitre [miter (Am.)] boxes [hand tools]
Mitre boxes [hand tools]
Mitre boxes for use with hand-operated tools
Mixing apparatus for use in building, hand-operated
Modular couplings for hand-operated tools
Modular tools for hand-operated tools
Modular tools, hand-operated
Molding irons
Money scoops
Monkey wrenches
Mortars for pounding [hand tools]
Mortise axes
Mortise chisels
Moulding irons
Mountaineering pickels [ice axes]
Nail buffers
Nail buffers for use in manicure
Nail buffers, electric or non-electric
Nail clippers
Nail clippers, electric or non-electric
| 8 | Nail drawers [hand tools]                     |
| 8 | Nail extractors, hand-operated               |
| 8 | Nail files                                   |
| 8 | Nail files, electric                         |
| 8 | Nail files, non-electric                     |
| 8 | Nail manicure implements                     |
| 8 | Nail nippers                                 |
| 8 | Nail pinches for use in manicure             |
| 8 | Nail pullers, hand-operated                  |
| 8 | Nail punches                                 |
| 8 | Nail scissors                                |
| 8 | Nail skin treatment trimmers                 |
| 8 | Nasal hair trimmers                          |
| 8 | Needle files                                 |
| 8 | Needle work scissors                         |
| 8 | Nibblers [hand-operated tools]               |
| 8 | Nippers                                     |
| 8 | Non-electric butchers' knives                |
| 8 | Non-electric can openers                     |
| 8 | Non-electric carving knives for household use|
| 8 | Non-electric caulking guns                   |
| 8 | Non-electric fingernail polishers           |
| 8 | Non-electric flat irons                     |
| 8 | Non-electric flexible screwdrivers           |
| 8 | Non-electric gardening tools                 |
| 8 | Non-electric garlic choppers                |
| 8 | Non-electric garlic cutters                 |
| 8 | Non-electric hair curlers [hand implements]  |
| 8 | Non-electric hair curling irons [hand implements]|
| 8 | Non-electric hand saws                      |
| 8 | Non-electric hand shears                    |
| 8 | Non-electric mincers                        |
| 8 | Non-electric miniature screwdrivers         |
| 8 | Non-electric nail polishers                  |
| 8 | Non-electric planes for flaking dried bonito blocks (katsu... |
Painters' tools, hand-operated
Palette knives
Panel beating hammers
Pans for panning for gold
Paper cutters for industrial use, hand-operated
Paper handling devices, hand-operated, other than for office use
Paper presses, hand-operated, other than for office use
Paper shears
Paper stacking devices, hand-operated
Paper trimmers, hand-operated, other than for office use
Paring irons
Paring irons [hand tools]
Paring knives
Parts for razors
Parts of razors
Pearl catchers [hand-operated tools]
Pedicure implements
Pedicure sets
Pedicure tools
Peelers, hand-operated
Peeling knives
Pen knives
Penknives
Percussion tool bits for hand-operated tools
Perforating tools [hand tools]
Perforators, hand-operated, other than for office use
Pestles and mortars [hand tools]
Pestles for pounding
Pestles for pounding [hand tools]
Pickaxes
Pickhammers
Picks [hand tools]
Pin punches
Pincers
Pincers being hand tools
Pinking shears
Pipe bending apparatus [hand-operated tools]
Pipe wrenches
Pit saws
Pitchforks
Piton hammers
Pizza cutters [non-electric]
Pizza cutters, non-electric
Pizza slicers
Plane irons
Planes
Planing tools [parts of hand-operated tools]
Planing tools, hand-operated
Plantation knives
Planting tools, hand-operated
Plaster trowels
Plastic cutlery
Plastic forks
Plastic knives
Plastic spoons
Plastic spoons, table forks and table knives
Plastic tableware [cutlery]
Pliers
Pliers for electrotechnical purposes
Pocket knives
Pocket knives with multi-purpose attachments
Pocket shears
Pointing trowels
Police batons
Polishing buffs [hand-operated tools]
Polishing buffs [parts of hand-operated tools]
Polishing discs [hand-operated tools]
Polishing discs [parts of hand-operated tools]
Polishing discs for use with hand-operated tools
Polishing irons [glazing tools]
Portable drill stands for hand-operated drills
Potato peelers [hand implements]
Potato peelers [knives]
Poultry declawers [hand-operated tools]
Precision grooving tools [parts for hand-operated tools]
Precision grooving tools, hand-operated
Precision parting tools [parts for hand-operated tools]
Precision parting tools, hand-operated
Priming irons [hand tools]
Pruning knives
Pruning saws [hand tools]
Pruning scissors
Pruning shears
Pry bars
Pullers [hand tools]
Pulling apparatus [hand-operated tools] for laying pipes
Pumps for changing oil, hand-operated
Pumps for containers, hand-operated
Pumps for dispensing liquids from containers, hand-operated
Pumps for liquids, hand-operated
Pumps for packaging [hand-operated tools]
Pumps for the extraction of gases [hand-operated tools]
Pumps for the extraction of liquids [hand-operated tools]
Pumps for the extraction of vapour [hand-operated tools]
Pumps for use in agriculture [hand-operated tools]
Pumps for use in horticulture [hand-operated tools]
Pumps for use in the food industry [hand-operated tools]
Punch pliers [hand tools]
Punch rings [knuckle dusters]
Punches [hand tools]
Punches being hand tools
Putty knives
Rabbeting planes
Rakes
Rakes [hand tools]
Rammers [hand tools]
Rams [hand tools]
Rasps [hand tools]
Ratchet handles
Ratchet wrenches [hand tools]
Ratchets [hand tools]
Razor blade dispensers
Razor blades
Razor cases
Razor knives
Razor strops
Razor strops [leather strops]
Razors
Razors for personal use
Razors, electric or non-electric
Reamer sockets
Reamers
Reamers [hand-operated]
Reaping hooks [hand-operated tools]
Rencong [dagger]
Replaceable blade knives
Retractable blade knives
Ring spanners
Ripping bars [hand-operated tools]
Riveters [hand tools]
Riveting hammers [hand tools]
Roll forming tools, hand-operated
Rollers for curling the hair [hand implements]
Rotary dies [hand-operated tools]
Rotary dies [parts of hand-operated tools]
Rotary drills [hand-operated tools]
Rotary drills [parts of hand-operated tools]
Rotary metal cutting tools [hand-operated tools]
Rotary metal cutting tools [parts of hand-operated tools]
Rotary milling cutters [hand-operated tools]
Rotary milling cutters [parts of hand-operated tools]
Rotary tool bits [hand-operated tools]
Rotary tool bits [parts of hand-operated tools]
Rotary tools [hand-operated tools]
Rotary tools [parts of hand-operated tools]
Rotors [hand-operated tools]
Rotors [parts for hand-operated tools]
Row fertiliser spreaders, hand-operated
Sabres
Sabres [sword]
Safety razor blades
Safety razors
Sand trap rakes
Sanding discs [hand-operated tools]
Sanding discs for use with hand-operated tools
Saw blades [parts of hand tools]
Saw blades for use with hand-operated tools
Saw guide rails for use with hand-operated tools
Saw holders
Sawing tools for use with hand-operated saws
Saws [hand tools]
Saws [hand-operated]
Saws for cutting branches
Scaling knives
Scalp knives, hand-operated
Scissors
Scissors for children
Scissors for household use
Scissors for kitchen use
Scoop nets for removing surface debris [swimming pool equipment]
Scoops being hand tools
Scrapers [hand tools]
Scrapers for skis
Scraping tools [hand tools]
Screw extractors [hand-operated tools]
Screw milling cutters [hand-operated tools]
Screw milling cutters [parts of hand-operated tools]
Screw spanners [wrenches]
Screw sprayers being hand-operated tools
Screw stocks [hand tools]
Screw thread formers [hand-operated tools]
Screw threaded cap openers, hand-operated
Screw wrenches
Screwdriver bits for hand-operated screwdrivers
Screwdrivers, non-electric
Screw-thread cutters [hand tools]
Scribers [hand tools]
Sculptors' chisels
Scythe handles
Scythe rings
Scythe stones
Scythes
Seam rippers
Seam rollers [hand-operated tools]
Secateurs
Secateurs for arboriculture
Secateurs for viticulture
Seed drills [parts of hand-operated tools]
Segmental saw blades for hand-operated tools
Self-centring chucks [parts of hand-operated tools]
Serving knives
Sets of socket spanners
Setting pliers
Sewing pliers
Sewing scissors
Shaper cutters [parts for hand-operated tools]
Shaper cutters, hand-operated
Sharpening instruments
Sharpening rods
Sharpening steels
Sharpening stones
Sharpening wheels [hand tools]
Sharpening wheels for knives and blades
Shave hooks
Shaver bags, shaped
Shaver cases, fitted
Shaving blades
Shaving cases
Shaving instruments for personal use
Shaving razors for personal use
Shear blades
Shearers [hand instruments]
Shears
Sheath knives
Sheaths for hammers
Sheaths for hatchets
Sheaths for knives
Shovels
Shovels [hand tools]
Shredders [hand-operated tools], other than for kitchen use
Sickles
Side arms
Side arms, other than firearms
Side cutters [hand tools]
Silk screen squeegee [hand-operated tools]
Silver and gold ware [knives, forks and spoons]
Silver plate [knives, forks and spoons]
Silverware [knives, forks and spoons]
Single point cutting tools [hand-operated tools]
Single point cutting tools [parts for hand-operated tools]
Ski edge sharpening tools, hand-operated
Skimmers [hand-operated tools]
Slaughtering knives
Sledgehammers
Slicers [knives]
Sliding squares [hand-operated tools]
Slotting tools for hand-operated tools
Slotting tools, hand-operated
Snip cutters [hand-operated tools]
Snips
Snow removal tools, hand-operated
Snow shovels
Socket head cap screw keys [hand-operated tools]
Socket head cap screw keys [parts for hand-operated tools]
Socket sets [hand-operated tools]
Socket spanner
Socket spanners
Socket wrenches [hand tools]
Sod lifters, hand-operated
Soil grading apparatus, hand-operated
Soil moving apparatus, hand-operated
Soil screening apparatus, hand-operated
Soil sieving apparatus, hand-operated
Soil spreading apparatus, hand-operated
Souvenir collector spoons
Soybean reaping cutters, hand-operated
Spades
Spades [hand tools]
Spanner holders
Spanners
Spanners [hand tools]
Spark plug sockets being hand tools
Spark wrenches
Spatulas [hand tools]
Spatulas for use by artists
Spiked rollers [hand-operated tools]
Spindle adapter flanges for hand-operated tools
Spindle shafts [parts of hand-operated tools]
Spool unwinders [hand-operated tools]
Spoons
Spoons [cutlery]
Spoons [hand tools]
Spoons for tea
Spoons made of precious metal
Sporting axes
Sporting knives
Spray fittings [parts of hand-operated tools]
Spray heads [parts of hand-operated tools]
Spray nozzles being parts of hand-operated tools
Sprayers [hand-operated tools] for agricultural use in spraying insecticides
Sprayers [hand-operated tools] for garden use in spraying insecticide
Sprayers [hand-operated tools] for garden use in spraying weedkillers
Sprayers [hand-operated tools] for household use in spraying insecticide
Sprayers [hand-operated tools] for household use in spraying weedkillers
Sprayers for use in agriculture [hand tools]
Sprayers for use in horticulture [hand tools]
Sprays [hand-operated tools]
Sprays [parts of hand-operated tools]
Spreaders [hand-operated tools]
Squares [hand tools]
Squeegees [hand-operated tools]
Stainless steel cutlery
Stalk separators [hand-operated tools]
Stamping-out tools [hand tools]
Stamps [hand tools]
Standard shank drills [hand-operated tools]
Standard shank drills [parts of hand-operated tools]
Stands for hand jacks
Star drills [hand tools]
Steel brushes [hand-operated tools]
Steels being hand-operated knife sharpening apparatus
Stencil cutters [hand-operated tools]
Sterling silver table forks
Sterling silver table knives
Sterling silver table spoons
Stone crushers [hand-operated tools]
Stone graders [hand-operated tools]
Stone hammers
Stones being hand-operated knife sharpening instruments
Straight edge tools, hand-operated
Straight razors
Stringing tools for rackets, hand-operated
Strip material winding apparatus, hand-operated
Strippers [hand-operated tools]
Stripping knives
Stropping instruments
Sugar knives
Sword canes
Sword scabbards
Swords
Syringes for spraying insecticides
Table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]
Table cutlery of plastic [knives, forks and spoons]
Table cutlery of precious metal [knives, forks and spoons]
Table forks
Table knives
Table services [knives, forks and spoons]
Tableware [knives, forks and spoons]
Tableware [knives, forks and spoons] coated with precious metal alloys
Tableware [knives, forks and spoons] coated with precious metals
Tableware [knives, forks and spoons] of precious metal
Tableware of plastics material [knives, forks and spoons]
Tableware of precious metals [knives, forks and spoons]
Tailor's shears
Tap wrenches
Taper shank bits [parts for hand-operated tools]
Taps [hand tools]
Taps being hand tools
Taps being hand-operated tools
Tatami mat choppers
Tattoo needles
Tension ratchets [hand-operated tools]
Tensioners [hand-operated tools]
Terminal crimpers [hand-operated tools]
Thin-bladed kitchen knives
Thistle extirpators [hand tools]
Throwing knives
Tighteners [hand-operated tools]
Tile cutters [hand-operated tools]
Tillers [hand-operated tools]
Tin openers, hand-operated
Tin openers, non-electric
Tin snips
Tin snips [hand-operated]
Tin snips, hand-operated
Tips for cutters [parts of hand-operated tools]
Tips for tool bits [parts of hand-operated tools]
Tommy bars
Tongs
Tool bags, filled
Tool belts
Tool belts [holders]
Tool bits for hand-operated tools
Tool bits for making grooves [parts of hand-operated tools]
Tool bits for parting-off [parts of hand-operated tools]
Tool bits for turning screw threading [parts of hand-operated tools]
Tool changers for use with hand-operated tools
Tool holders for hand-operated tools
Tool setting apparatus [parts of hand-operated tools]
Tool setting apparatus, hand-operated
Tools [hand-operated] for agricultural use
Tools [hand-operated] for applying paint to surfaces
Tools [hand-operated] for boring
Tools [hand-operated] for breaking ice
Tools [hand-operated] for breaking up earth
Tools [hand-operated] for breaking up road surface material
Tools [hand-operated] for chiselling
Tools [hand-operated] for cutting
Tools [hand-operated] for cutting floor covering material
Tools [hand-operated] for drilling
Tools [hand-operated] for fitting floor covering material
Tools [hand-operated] for fixing hog rings
Tools [hand-operated] for greasing motor vehicles
Tools [hand-operated] for grinding
Tools [hand-operated] for horticultural use
Tools [hand-operated] for laying floor covering material
Tools [hand-operated] for moulding synthetic resins
Tools [hand-operated] for oiling motor vehicles
Tools [hand-operated] for reaming
Tools [hand-operated] for setting anchors
Tools [hand-operated] for tapping
Tools [hand-operated] for the extraction of integrated circuits
Tools [hand-operated] for the insertion of integrated circuits
Tools [hand-operated] for use by railway platelayers
Tools [hand-operated] for use in packaging
Tools [hand-operated] for use in the maintenance of electrical installations
Tools [hand-operated] for use in the maintenance of motor vehicles
Tools [hand-operated] for use in the repair of electrical installations
Tools [hand-operated] for use in the repair of motor vehicles
Tools [hand-operated] for working valve bodies
Tools [hand-operated] for working valve seats
Tools for hand-operated screwdrivers
Tools for tilers, hand-operated
Torque spanners, hand-operated
Torque wrenches
Tracing wheels
Tree branch cutters [hand tools]
Tree branch pruners [hand tools]
Tree pruners
Trimmers [hand-operated tools]
Trimmers, electric, for personal use in trimming hair
Trimmers, non-electric, for personal use in trimming hair
Trimming knives
Trowels
Trowels [gardening]
Truncheons
Tube cutters [hand tools]
Tube cutting instruments
Tube reamers [hand-operated tools]
Tube reamers [parts of hand-operated tools]
Tungsten carbide hand tools
Turning apparatus [hand-operated tools]
Tweezers
Twist drills for hand-operated tools
Tyre levers
Tyre removers [hand-operated tools]
Utility knives
Valve grinding tools [parts for hand-operated tools]
Valve grinding tools, hand-operated
Vegetable choppers
Vegetable corers
Vegetable knives
Vegetable peelers, hand-operated
Vegetable shredders
Vegetable slicers
Vehicle trolley jacks, hand-operated
Vibrating blade razors
Vibrating blade shavers
Vices
Vises
Weedhooks [hand tools]
Weeding forks [hand tools]
Weeding tools, hand-operated
Whetstone holders
Whetstones
Whetstones [sharpening stones]
Whittling knives
Wick trimmers [scissors]
Wire brushes [hand-operated tools]
Wire cutters
Wire pulling grips [hand-operated tools]
Wire strippers [hand tools]
Wood floats [hand tools]
Wood working wrecking bars
Wooden gimlets
Woolen shears
Work holding apparatus [vices]
Wrenches [hand tools]
Wrenches [hand-operated]
3D scanners
3D spectacles
Abacuses
Abdomen protectors for protection against injury, other than parts of sports suits or adapted for use in specific sports
Absorption filters
Accelerated ion devices, other than for treating the air
Acceleration sensors
Accelerometers
Accelerometers integrated with global positioning apparatus
Access control cards, encoded or magnetic
Access interfaces for managed private circuit networks
Accounting computer terminals
Accumulator boxes
Accumulator charging apparatus
Accumulator jars
Accumulators [batteries]
Accumulators, electric
Accumulators, electric, for vehicles
Acid hydrometers
Acid proof clothing
Acid proof footwear
Acidimeters for batteries
Acidity analysers
Acidity meters
Aerial filters
Aerial measuring apparatus
Aerial platforms for use in fire fighting
Aerial reconnaissance apparatus
Aerial sockets
Aerials
Aerials for radio
Aerials for radio receivers
Aerials for telecommunications
Aerials for television
Aerials for the reception of signals
Aerials for the transmission of signals
Aerometers
Aeronautical communications apparatus
Aeronautical communications instruments
Aeronautical radio communication machines and apparatus
After idling timers
Agitating apparatus for laboratory or scientific use
Agitating instruments for laboratory or scientific use
Aiming apparatus [electronic guidance]
Aiming apparatus [telescopic sights]
Aiming sights [telescopic]
Aiming telescopes
Air analysis apparatus
Air break switches
Air circuit breakers
Air operated electric switches
Air tanks [for scuba diving]
Air tanks for use in scuba diving
Air temperature sensors
Air traffic control apparatus
Air traffic control radio equipment
Airborne data acquisition apparatus
Airborne data acquisition instruments
Airborne meteorological apparatus
Airborne meteorological instruments
Aircraft landing guidance apparatus
Aircraft landing guidance instruments
Airwave encoded data information receivers
Alarm bells, electric
Alarm central units
Alarm control apparatus
Alarm devices, other than for vehicles
Alarm installations for buildings
Alarm instruments, other than for vehicles
Alarm management apparatus
Alarm management installations
Alarm panels
Alarm sensors
Alarm signalling apparatus
Alarm signalling receivers
Alarm signalling transmitters
Alarm systems incorporating control and visual display apparatus
Alarms
Alarms for controlling the movement of human beings
Alarms for the detection of inflammable gases
Alcohol testing apparatus
Alcoholmeters
Alidades
Alignment equipment for electronic audio apparatus
Alkaline accumulators
Alloyed steel wire, electric
Alternating current adaptors
Alternating current power supplies
Alternator rectifiers
Altimeters
Ammeters
Amorphous heads for video tape recorders
Amplification apparatus
Amplification instruments
Amplifier tuners
Amplifiers
Amplifiers being audio apparatus
Amplifiers for transducers
Amplifiers for use in cars for entertainment purposes
Amplifiers for use with gramophones
Amplifying apparatus
Amplifying tubes
Amplifying valves
Amplitude frequency modulation tuners
Amplitude modulation tuners
Ampoules for laboratory use
Ampoules for scientific use
Anaerobic chambers for laboratory or scientific use
Analogue circuits
Analogue control apparatus
Analogue converters
Analogue displays
Analogue master modules
Analogue output modules
Analogue precision potentiometers
Analogue recording apparatus
Analogue slave modules
Analogue sound modifiers
Analogue to digital audio converters
Analogue to digital converters
Analogue to digital data converters
Analysers for microplates
Analytical apparatus for use in clinical chemistry
Analytical orthoprojectors
Analytical plotters
Anatomical models for instructional purposes
Anatomical models for teaching purposes
Ancillary input and output controllers for computers
Ancillary input and output devices for computers
Anemometers
Anemometric installations
Angle dividing protractors
Angle gauges
Angle viewfinder
Animated cartoons
Animated cartoons in the form of cinematographic films
Animated cinematographic films prepared for exhibitions
Animated films
Annunciators
Anode batteries
Anodes
Anodes for cathodic protection
Anodes for use in chlorine-alkali cells with mercury cathodes
Anodes having hydrodynamic means for electrolyte recirculation
Anodes made of metal alloys for use in protecting against corrosion
Answering machines
Antenna boosters
Antenna filters
Antenna masts
Antenna parameter measuring apparatus
Antenna positioners
Antenna terminal boards
Antenna timing units
Antenna transmission wire
Antennae
Antennae apparatus
Antennae arrays
Antennae arrays for use in radio broadcasting
Antennae filters
Antennas
Antennas [aerials]
Antennas for car radios
Antennas for radios
Antennas for receiving audio signals
Antennas for receiving television signals
Antennas for the reception of electromagnetic waves
Antennas for the transmission of electromagnetic waves
Antennas for wireless communication apparatus
Antennas for wireless communications apparatus
Anticathodes
Anti-dazzle shades
Anti-dazzle spectacles
Anti-dust headsets
Anti-glare apparatus for visual display units
Anti-glare filter screens for cathode ray tubes
Anti-glare filters for televisions and computer monitors
Anti-glare filters for visual display units
Anti-glare glasses
Anti-glare screens
Anti-glare spectacles
Anti-glare visors
Anti-gravity suits
Anti-interference devices [electricity]
Anti-intrusion alarms
Anti-pollution masks for respiratory protection
Antireflection coated eyeglasses
Anti-reflective lenses
Anti-static bars adapted for ionization
Anti-static computer covers
Anti-static keyboard strips
Anti-theft alarm apparatus, other than for vehicles
Anti-theft alarm installations, other than for vehicles
Anti-theft alarms adapted for use with video apparatus
Anti-theft alarms not for vehicles
Anti-theft alarms, other than for vehicles
Anti-theft electrical alarm systems, other than for vehicles
Anti-theft warning apparatus
Anti-theft warning devices
Apertometers [optics]
Aperture gauges
Apertures
Apertures being optical components for use in microscopy systems
Apparatus adapted for carrying contact lenses
Apparatus adapted for identifying magnetically recorded information
Apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays, not for medical purposes
Apparatus and instruments for astronomy
Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling
Apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity
Apparatus and instruments for physics
Apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity
Apparatus and instruments for switching electricity
Apparatus and instruments for weighing
Apparatus containing treated silica for use in laboratory analyses
Apparatus controlled by computers for analysing samples
Apparatus designed to control the performance of apparatus
Apparatus designed to monitor the performance of apparatus
Apparatus for accumulating electricity
Apparatus for amplifying sound
Apparatus for analysing alcohol in body fluids, other than for medical use
Apparatus for analysing alcohol in breath, other than for medical use
Apparatus for analysing bacteria in biological samples, other than for medical use
Apparatus for analysing gases
Apparatus for analysing gases, other than for medical use
Apparatus for analysing images, other than for medical use
Apparatus for analysing substances in gases, other than for medical use
Apparatus for analysing substances in liquids, other than for medical use
Apparatus for analysing substances, other than for medical use
Apparatus for analysing the composition of air, other than for medical use
Apparatus for analysing the output of a camera
Apparatus for analysis, other than for medical use
Apparatus for applying laser radiation, other than for medical purposes
Apparatus for applying photographs to substrates
Apparatus for applying pictures to substrates
Apparatus for applying relief patterns to substrates
Apparatus for artificially distorting video images
Apparatus for artificially distorting video signals
Apparatus for attracting lightning
Apparatus for automatic chromatography for laboratory use
Apparatus for automatically placing messages via telecommunications equipment
Apparatus for automatically timing light-exposure
Apparatus for bearing visual recordings
Apparatus for broadcasting audio signals
Apparatus for broadcasting visual signals
Apparatus for carrying images
Apparatus for carrying sound
Apparatus for carrying-out assays, other than for medical purposes
Apparatus for carrying-out diagnostic tests, other than for medical purposes
Apparatus for changing record player needles
Apparatus for charging accumulator batteries
Apparatus for checking boiler efficiency
Apparatus for checking flight parameters
Apparatus for checking the contents of luggage
Apparatus for checking the correct assembly of fittings
Apparatus for checking the integrity of solder joints
Apparatus for checking the pressure of pneumatic tires of vehicles
Apparatus for checking the temperature of vehicle brakes
Apparatus for checking the tensions of ink-level strips
Apparatus for cleaning the heads of video recorders
Apparatus for climatic technology
Apparatus for collecting by radio frequency
Apparatus for collecting encoded data for supply to computers
Apparatus for communication
Apparatus for computation
Apparatus for computer numerical control of machines
Apparatus for computing
Apparatus for conducting scientific experiments in satellites
Apparatus for conducting scientific experiments in space vehicles
Apparatus for connecting electrical circuit components
Apparatus for connecting electronics
Apparatus for containing microporous hollow fibres for conducting membrane separations
Apparatus for controlling cameras
Apparatus for controlling computer programmes
Apparatus for controlling lighting
Apparatus for controlling the input of data
Apparatus for controlling the output of data
Apparatus for controlling the processing of data
Apparatus for controlling the storage of data
Apparatus for controlling the supply of electrical current
Apparatus for converting digital values into graphic information
Apparatus for copying diskettes
Apparatus for copying disks
Apparatus for creating digital effects
Apparatus for cutting film
Apparatus for cutting magnetic tapes
Apparatus for cutting video tapes
Apparatus for data collection
Apparatus for data communication between laser copying machines
Apparatus for data communications between computers
Apparatus for data entry
Apparatus for data memories
Apparatus for data processing
Apparatus for data storage
Apparatus for data transmitting
Apparatus for decoding encoded cards
Apparatus for decoding encoded signals
Apparatus for decoding magnetically recorded information
Apparatus for decoding signals displayed on a screen into braille
Apparatus for detecting defects in telephone apparatus
Apparatus for detecting fire
Apparatus for detecting gases
Apparatus for detecting light obscuring substances
Apparatus for detecting smoke
Apparatus for detecting vapours for laboratory or scientific use
Apparatus for developing films
Apparatus for developing photographic film
Apparatus for developing x-ray films
Apparatus for digital signal processing
Apparatus for digitising geometric data contained in documents
Apparatus for digitising the contours of the feet
Apparatus for dispensing goods in measured quantities, other than for medical use
Apparatus for dispensing substances in measured quantities, other than for medical use
Apparatus for displaying images
Apparatus for displaying information
Apparatus for displaying measurements
Apparatus for displaying picture signals
Apparatus for displaying pre-recorded messages
Apparatus for displaying the path followed by a vehicle
Apparatus for displaying the position of vehicles
Apparatus for drying photographic prints
Apparatus for editing cinematographic film
Apparatus for editing cinematographic films
Apparatus for editing motion picture films
Apparatus for electrical heat tracing
Apparatus for electrical safety protection
Apparatus for electrical signal transmission
Apparatus for electricity distribution
Apparatus for electricity supply
Apparatus for electronic digital processing
Apparatus for electronic image reception
Apparatus for electronic image transmission
Apparatus for electronic information processing
Apparatus for electronic mail
Apparatus for electronic publishing
Apparatus for electronic recording of sound
Apparatus for environmental testing of electronic components
Apparatus for evaluating distance tachographs in railway vehicles
Apparatus for evaluating distance tachographs in road vehicles
Apparatus for evaluating rotary revolutions in vehicles
Apparatus for evaluating speed tachographs in railway vehicles
Apparatus for evaluating speed tachographs in road vehicles
Apparatus for evaluating tachometers in railway vehicles
Apparatus for evaluating tachometers in road vehicles
Apparatus for exposing lithographic printing plates
Apparatus for extinguishing fires
Apparatus for fault detection
Apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]
Apparatus for guarding data communication systems against unauthorised access
Apparatus for heavy current electrical engineering
Apparatus for image processing
Apparatus for in-cartridge recording on magnetic tape
Apparatus for in-cassette recording on magnetic tape
Apparatus for indicating measurements
Apparatus for information processing
9 Apparatus for information teleprocessing
9 Apparatus for information transmission
9 Apparatus for inputting information into a computer
9 Apparatus for inserting text into television pictures
9 Apparatus for interconnecting data processing equipment
9 Apparatus for joining electric apparatus to electric wires
9 Apparatus for joining electric cables
9 Apparatus for laboratory use
9 Apparatus for lighting control
9 Apparatus for limiting excess voltages
9 Apparatus for linking computers
9 Apparatus for linking computers into networks
9 Apparatus for liquid chromatography for laboratory use
9 Apparatus for localisation for vehicles via radio-electrical transmission
9 Apparatus for localisation for vehicles via satellites
9 Apparatus for locating electrical cables
9 Apparatus for long-distance microphonic monitoring
9 Apparatus for low power electrical engineering
9 Apparatus for making prints from video images
9 Apparatus for making sound on discs
9 Apparatus for making sound on tapes
9 Apparatus for managing energy supplies
9 Apparatus for mass flow measurement
9 Apparatus for measurement of gas components in air
9 Apparatus for measuring
9 Apparatus for measuring amounts of products for filling into sacks
9 Apparatus for measuring biomagnetic signals
9 Apparatus for measuring board materials
9 Apparatus for measuring distance
9 Apparatus for measuring humidity
9 Apparatus for measuring liquids
9 Apparatus for measuring noise
9 Apparatus for measuring overheat
9 Apparatus for measuring paper
9 Apparatus for measuring physiological stress, other than for medical purposes
9 Apparatus for measuring pressure
9 Apparatus for measuring temperature, other than for medical purposes
9 Apparatus for measuring the characteristics of cables
9 Apparatus for measuring the contents of containers of hazardous materials
9 Apparatus for measuring the contents of refuse containers
9 Apparatus for measuring the speed of golf swing
9 Apparatus for measuring the swing speed of bats
9 Apparatus for measuring the swing speed of golf clubs
9 Apparatus for measuring the temperature of fluids
9 Apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins
9 Apparatus for message sending
9 Apparatus for meteorological monitoring
9 Apparatus for metering liquids from containers
9 Apparatus for metering liquids from vessels
9 Apparatus for microfilming
9 Apparatus for micrographics
9 Apparatus for monitoring atmospheric conditions
9 Apparatus for monitoring combustion
9 Apparatus for monitoring electrical components
9 Apparatus for monitoring electrical instruments
Apparatus for monitoring electronic components
Apparatus for monitoring electronic instruments
Apparatus for monitoring fluid pipes
Apparatus for monitoring gas in the atmosphere
Apparatus for monitoring picture quality parameters of video signals
Apparatus for monitoring the operations of engines
Apparatus for monitoring vacuum pumps
Apparatus for mounting cinematographic cameras on stands
Apparatus for mounting in vehicles for displaying information for route planning
Apparatus for mounting in vehicles for displaying traffic information
Apparatus for mounting in vehicles for receiving traffic information
Apparatus for navigation
Apparatus for network communication
Apparatus for optical signal transmission
Apparatus for optical signalization
Apparatus for payment with magnetically encoded cards
Apparatus for payment with magnetically memory cards
Apparatus for performing cytological specimen examination for laboratory use
Apparatus for performing diagnostic analysis of electronic components
Apparatus for personal use for protection against accident
Apparatus for personal use for protection against injury
Apparatus for personnel entry control
Apparatus for photographing
Apparatus for placing capacitors in electronic circuits
Apparatus for playing pre-recorded video cassettes
Apparatus for processing audio signals
Apparatus for processing banknotes
Apparatus for processing data
Apparatus for processing data programmes
Apparatus for processing data relating to images
Apparatus for processing digital data
Apparatus for processing digital video signals
Apparatus for processing exposed medical X-ray films
Apparatus for processing exposed photographic films and papers
Apparatus for processing histological specimens
Apparatus for processing information
Apparatus for processing photographic film
Apparatus for processing photographs
Apparatus for processing recorded sound
Apparatus for processing valuable papers
Apparatus for processing video signals
Apparatus for producing analogue for music
Apparatus for producing free radicals
Apparatus for producing ozone
Apparatus for programming data
Apparatus for programming electronic control apparatus
Apparatus for programming machine tools for the machining
Apparatus for protecting computers from electrical power supply faults
Apparatus for protecting the human eyes from radiation
Apparatus for protection against accident
Apparatus for protection against assault
Apparatus for protection against injury
Apparatus for protection against radio-active materials
Apparatus for radio
Apparatus for radiolocation
Apparatus for reading bar codes
Apparatus for reading data
Apparatus for reading data on magnetic apparatus
Apparatus for reading data on optical apparatus
Apparatus for reading encoded cards
Apparatus for reading encoded information
Apparatus for reading of diazo reproduction
Apparatus for reading of microfiches
Apparatus for reading of microfilms
Apparatus for reading recorded data
Apparatus for receiving cash payments
Apparatus for receiving data
Apparatus for receiving electromagnetic radiation
Apparatus for receiving information from a computer
Apparatus for receiving satellite broadcast signals
Apparatus for recharging electrical accumulators
Apparatus for recording digitally stored pictures
Apparatus for recording digitally stored specifications
Apparatus for recording
Apparatus for recording audio signals
Apparatus for recording cable layouts
Apparatus for recording data in magnetic readable form
Apparatus for recording digital information
Apparatus for recording distance
Apparatus for recording electrical information
Apparatus for recording humidity
Apparatus for recording images
Apparatus for recording on magnetic tape
Apparatus for recording pictures
Apparatus for recording radiation
Apparatus for recording sound
Apparatus for recording television signals on discs
Apparatus for recording the positions of cables
Apparatus for recording video
Apparatus for recording visual images
Apparatus for recording visual signals
Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images
Apparatus for relapping and recontouring worn magnetic heads
Apparatus for remote control of automatically guided vehicles
Apparatus for remote data transmission
Apparatus for remote meter reading
Apparatus for remote surveying
Apparatus for remote tactile sensing
Apparatus for reproducing stereophonic sound recorded on discs
Apparatus for reproducing stereophonic sound recorded on magnetic tapes
Apparatus for reproducing video
Apparatus for reproduction of film
Apparatus for reproduction of sound
Apparatus for reproduction of video images
Apparatus for retrieving data
Apparatus for sampling in materials processing installations
Apparatus for sampling the ambient atmosphere
Apparatus for scanning
Apparatus for scanning relief patterns applied to substrates
Apparatus for scanning text for printing
Apparatus for scanning the retina for the security identification of persons
Apparatus for scientific research in laboratories
Apparatus for scientific use
Apparatus for searching electronic information
Apparatus for sending data
Apparatus for sending messages
Apparatus for sensing colour
Apparatus for sensing movement
Apparatus for signalization in industry
Apparatus for signalization in mines
Apparatus for signalling
Apparatus for signalling aircraft
Apparatus for signalling missiles
Apparatus for signalling ships
Apparatus for signalling vehicles
Apparatus for simulating the effect of air borne vehicles
Apparatus for simulating the effect of land borne vehicles
Apparatus for simulating the effect of water borne vehicles
Apparatus for simulating the performance of air borne vehicles
Apparatus for simulating the performance of land borne vehicles
Apparatus for simulating the performance of water borne vehicles
Apparatus for sorting coins
Apparatus for sorting paper money
Apparatus for sorting tickets
Apparatus for sound level measurement
Apparatus for sound reproduction
Apparatus for sound transmission
Apparatus for speech inputting for voice recognition
Apparatus for speech outputting for voice recognition
Apparatus for splicing magnetic tapes
Apparatus for splicing optical fibres
Apparatus for storing pre-determined quantities of pharmaceuticals
Apparatus for storing programs
Apparatus for supplying electric power to metal melting furnaces
Apparatus for suppressing explosions
Apparatus for suppressing fires
Apparatus for surface measurements
Apparatus for taking soundings
Apparatus for telecommunications engineering
Apparatus for telegraphy
Apparatus for telephone communication
Apparatus for telephone networks
Apparatus for television
Apparatus for television transmission
Apparatus for testing electrical apparatus
Apparatus for testing electrical components
Apparatus for testing electrical devices
Apparatus for testing electrical instruments
Apparatus for testing electronic circuits
Apparatus for testing electronic components
Apparatus for testing electronic instruments
Apparatus for testing fermentation samples
Apparatus for testing friction characteristics
Apparatus for testing fuses
Apparatus for testing in the aircraft industry
Apparatus for testing in the automotive industry
Apparatus for testing in the shipbuilding industry
Apparatus for testing optical cables
Apparatus for testing printed circuit boards
Apparatus for testing the integrity of sealed packages
Apparatus for testing the porosity of coatings
Apparatus for testing the quality of food products
Apparatus for testing wear characteristics
Apparatus for text processing
Apparatus for the acquisition of data
Apparatus for the acquisition of information
Apparatus for the acquisition of signals
Apparatus for the amplification of sound or images
Apparatus for the analysis of air
Apparatus for the analysis of fissile materials
Apparatus for the analysis of gas
Apparatus for the analysis of nucleic sequences
Apparatus for the automatic control of aircraft
Apparatus for the automatic control of missiles
Apparatus for the automatic control of ships
Apparatus for the automatic control of vehicles
Apparatus for the communication of data
Apparatus for the control of electric current
Apparatus for the control of power supply to electrically driven motors
Apparatus for the control of unmanned flying objects
Apparatus for the conversion of data
Apparatus for the conversion of information
Apparatus for the detection of explosives
Apparatus for the detection of moisture
Apparatus for the detection of micro-organisms in foods
Apparatus for the detection of radiation
Apparatus for the directional control of aircraft
Apparatus for the directional guidance of unmanned flying objects
Apparatus for the exposure of films for integrated circuits
Apparatus for the graphic display of data
Apparatus for the guidance of weapon systems
Apparatus for the guidance of weapons
Apparatus for the identification of samples
Apparatus for the location of faults in cable sheaths
Apparatus for the measurement of moisture levels
Apparatus for the monitoring of personnel
Apparatus for the processing of data
Apparatus for the processing of digital information
Apparatus for the processing of information
Apparatus for the projection of films for integrated circuits
Apparatus for the projection of visual images
Apparatus for the recording of images
Apparatus for the recording of sound
Apparatus for the recording of sound or images
Apparatus for the remote control of aircraft
Apparatus for the remote control of industrial operations
Apparatus for the remote control of mirrors
Apparatus for the remote control of missiles
Apparatus for the remote control of ships
Apparatus for use in electronic publishing
Apparatus for use in electrophoresis procedures
Apparatus for use in fuel measurement
Apparatus for use in high-frequency reception
Apparatus for use in high-frequency transmission
Apparatus for use in in-vitro diagnosis, other than for medical purposes
Apparatus for use in laboratories
Apparatus for use in laboratory analysis
Apparatus for use in non-destructive testing
Apparatus for use in protection against theft
Apparatus for use in remote control
Apparatus for use in security control
Apparatus for use in teletranscription
Apparatus for use in teletransmission
Apparatus for use in testing communication channels
Apparatus for use in testing electrical cables
Apparatus for use in the automation of industrial robots
Apparatus for use in the detection of mobile objectives
Apparatus for use in the inspection of baggage by means of X-Rays
Apparatus for use in the protection of power lines
Apparatus for weighing
Apparatus for wireless transmission of acoustic information
Apparatus to check franking
Apparatus to check stamping mail
Appliances for communication
Appliances for measuring the thickness of leather
Appliances for paging individuals
Appliances for regulating power actuated brakes
Appliances for the recording of messages
Appliances for the reproduction of messages
Appliances for the transmission of messages
Appliances for use in the analysis of gases
Appliances for use in the analysis of liquids
Application software
Applied electronic apparatus
Applied radio apparatus
Applied ultrasonic echo sounders
Applied ultrasonic flaw detectors
Approximation detectors
Approximation electronic discharge elements
Aqualungs
Aquarium thermostats
Arc gauging apparatus
Arc suppression coils
Arm rests for use with computers
Armament testing apparatus for use on aircraft
Armatures [electricity]
Armatures for use in electrical apparatus
Armbands [luminous] for protection against accident or injury
Armbands [photo luminescent] for protection against accident or injury
Armbands [reflective] for protection against accident or injury
Arrester holder apparatus
Arresters
Articles adapted for preventing electromagnetic interference
Articles for protection against accident
Articles for protection against injury
Articles for recording visual images
Articles of clothing for protection against accident
Articles of clothing for protection against acids
Articles of clothing for protection against fire
Articles of fire resistant clothing
Articles of footwear for protection against accidents
Articles of footwear for protection against injury
Articles of headgear [helmets]
Articles of headgear for protection against accident or injury
Articles of industrial clothing for protection against accident
Articles of industrial clothing for protection against injury
Articles of leather clothing for protection against accident or injury
Articles of protective clothing against accident or injury
Articles of protective clothing made of rubber to prevent accident or injury
Articles of protective clothing to prevent accident or injury
Articles of protective headgear for cyclists
Articles of protective headgear for motor cyclists
Artificial intelligence apparatus
Asbestos clothing for protection against fire
Asbestos gloves for protection against accidents
Asbestos safety screens for firemen
Asbestos screens for firemen
Assaying instruments for mycotoxins
Assembler programmes for computers
Astronomical spectrographs
Atmospheric oxygen monitors
Attenuators
Audible alarms, other than for vehicles
Audio amplifiers
Audio and video receivers
Audio- and video-receivers
Audio apparatus
Audio apparatus for vehicles
Audio cable
Audio cable connectors
Audio cassette players
Audio cassette recorders
Audio cassettes
Audio cassettes for language teaching
Audio cassettes for use with sound recording machines
Audio circuit boards
Audio compact discs
Audio conference apparatus
Audio conference instruments
Audio digital discs
Audio digitisers
Audio discs
Audio door entry systems
Audio dubbing apparatus
Audio electrical apparatus for in-car entertainment
Audio electronic apparatus
Audio electronic instruments
Audio equipment
Audio frequency apparatus
Audio head cleaners
Audio head cleaning disks for sale in kit form
Audio installations
Audio instruments
Audio interfaces
Audio level oscillators
Audio magnetic tapes
Audio mixers
Audio mixing apparatus
Audio mixing console apparatus
Audio mixing consoles
Audio mixing desks
Audio mixing machines
Audio oscillators
Audio players
Audio processing apparatus
Audio processing apparatus for use with video apparatus
Audio racks adapted for use with audio equipment
Audio recording apparatus
Audio recording instruments
Audio recording of intra-uterine sounds
Audio recordings
Audio signal level controlling apparatus
Audio signal processing apparatus
Audio speaker enclosures
Audio speakers
Audio speakers for automobiles
Audio speakers for home
Audio switching apparatus
Audio tape cassettes
Audio tape players
Audio tape recorders
Audio tapes
Audio tapes featuring music
Audio test instruments
Audio testing apparatus
Audio timers
Audio transmitter units
Audio-video receivers
Audiovisual aids [apparatus]
Audiovisual apparatus
Audiovisual apparatus for use in satellite broadcasting
Audiovisual devices
Audiovisual display apparatus adapted for use with computers
Audiovisual display apparatus for use with computers
Audiovisual instruments
Audiovisual instruments for communication between two stations
Audiovisual photographic instruments
Audiovisual receivers
Audiovisual teaching apparatus
Aural monitoring apparatus
Auto transformer starters being control apparatus
Autocollimators
Autocues [script prompting devices]
Auto-focus photographic cameras
Automated analysers for body fluids, other than for medical use
Automated banking machines
Automated cash machines
Automated clinical chemical analysers
Automated control installations
Automated control panels
Automated teller machines (ATM)
Automated teller machines [ATM]
Automated ticket printing apparatus
Automatic access control apparatus
Automatic access control systems
Automatic access security apparatus
Automatic altitude indicators
Automatic analysers, other than for medical diagnosis
Automatic answering apparatus for communications apparatus
Automatic answering machines
Automatic apparatus for attachment to bottles for pouring measured quantities
Automatic appliances for steering
Automatic bank note dispensers
Automatic bank tellers
Automatic boat steering systems
Automatic cash dispensers
Automatic cash registers
Automatic cash sorting and counting machines
Automatic control apparatus
Automatic control apparatus for electroplating installations
Automatic control instruments
Automatic control operating apparatus
Automatic controllers and timers for irrigation and sprinkler watering systems
Automatic dialling apparatus
Automatic dialling instruments
Automatic disc changers
Automatic dosage apparatus
Automatic dosing apparatus for dishwashing machines
Automatic dosing apparatus for industrial dishwashing machines
Automatic electronic autoclaves for experimental purposes
Automatic emergency reporting devices
Automatic fire extinguishing apparatus
Automatic indicators of low pressure in tyres
Automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires
Automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires [tyres]
Automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tyres
Automatic inspection apparatus utilising cameras
Automatic ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use
Automatic machines for taking photographs
Automatic message recorders
Automatic money processing apparatus for the delivery of money
Automatic money processing apparatus for the storage of money
Automatic payment machines
Automatic pilots
Automatic pipetting instruments
Automatic printers for use with computers
Automatic programming apparatus
Automatic radar plotting aids
Automatic receipt issuing machines
Automatic security barriers
Automatic speed synchronising apparatus
Automatic steering apparatus
Automatic switchboards
Automatic switching apparatus [for telecommunication]
Automatic telegraph apparatus
Automatic telephone dialers
Automatic telephone diallers with a memory
Automatic telephone exchange apparatus
Automatic telephone exchanges
Automatic temperature regulators
Automatic test apparatus, other than for medical use
Automatic test instruments for monitoring telephone lines
Automatic ticket dispensing machines
Automatic time switches
Automatic timers for use with beverage makers
Automatic timers for use with cooking appliances
Automatic timers for use with kettles
Automatic timing switches
Automatic titrating apparatus
Automatic vehicle speed control apparatus
Automotive electric batteries
Automotive electrical components
Automotive performance testing apparatus
Auto-pilots
Autotransformers
Auxiliary relays
Axle counters
Axle load indicating apparatus for use on vehicles
Axle measuring apparatus
Axle pulse generators
Azimuth instruments
Baby alarms
Baby monitors
Baby scales
Background audio broadcasting apparatus
Backup drives for computers
Bacteriological culture plates [petri dishes]
Bags adapted for carrying photographic apparatus
Bags adapted for laptops
Bags adapted or shaped to contain cameras
Bags adapted to carry video apparatus
Balance installations
Balance testing machines for tyres
Balances
Balances [steelyards]
Balancing apparatus
Balancing instruments
Ballasts for electrical lighting fittings
Balun blocks
Baluns
Banana plugs
Bank cards being encoded
Bank cards being magnetic
Banking cards, encoded or magnetic
Banking cards, encoded or magnetic, for credit purposes
Banking cards, encoded or magnetic, for debit purposes
Bar code decoders
Bar code labels, encoded
Bar code printers
Bar code readers
Bar code scanners
Bar code terminals
Bar graph indicators
Barcode scanner
Barcode scanners
Barometers
Barometric tripping devices
Baroscopes
Baroscopes for industrial use
Bars for spectacles
Bathroom scales
Batteries
Batteries for electric vehicles
Batteries for electronic cigarettes
Batteries for land vehicles
Batteries for lighting
Batteries for pocketlamps
Batteries for use in hearing aids
Batteries, electric
Batteries, electric, for vehicles
Battery adaptors
Battery booster cables
Battery boxes
Battery cables
Battery cases
Battery charge devices
Battery charge indicators
Battery charge monitors
Battery chargers
Battery chargers for use with telephones
Battery charging apparatus for vehicles
Battery charging devices for motor vehicles
Battery ground strap connectors
Battery holders
Battery housing covers
Battery jars
Battery jump starters
Battery leads
Battery packs
Battery powered beacons
Battery separators
Battery starter cables
Battery starters
Battery terminals
Battery testers
Battery testing apparatus
Battery testing apparatus for sale in kit form
Battery tie down connectors
Beacon lamps
Beacon receivers
Beacons, luminous
Beam samplers
Beam splitters
Bell pushes
Bell transformers
Bells [warning devices]
Benzine meters
Bespoke optical apparatus
Bespoke optical instruments
Betatrons
Bicycle helmets
Bicycle speedometers
Bill validators
Binders for CDs
Binoculars
Bio-assay apparatus
Biochip sensors
Biochips
Biological glassware
Biological microscopes
Biological safety cabinets
Biometric fingerprint door locks
Biomicroscopes
Bioreactor for cell culturing
Bioreactors for laboratory use
Bioreactors for research use
Bio-sensors
Biosensors based on fluorescence-optical principles of measurement
Bi-polar transistors
Black boxes [data recorders]
Blank audio cassette tapes
Blank audio cassettes
Blank audio tapes
Blank cartridges for recording of data
Blank compact discs
Blank computer discs
Blank data cartridges containing a format of recording instructions
Blank discs
Blank DVDs
Blank flash memory cards
Blank integrated circuit cards [blank smart cards]
Blank magnetic data carriers
Blank magnetic discs
Blank magnetic disks
Blank magnetic tapes
Blank magnetic tapes for tape recorders
Blank optical discs
Blank optical disks
Blank record disks
Blank smart cards
Blank tape cartridges
Blank tapes
Blank USB cards
Blank USB flash drives
Blank video cassette tapes
Blank video cassettes
Blank video magnetic discs
Blank video tapes
Blankets of metallised plastic for emergency survival purposes
Blanking plates adapted for electrical connections
Blanking plates for ducting containing exposed electrical conductors
Blanks for contact lenses
Blanks for ophthalmic lenses
Blanks for use in the manufacture of lenses
Bleeder kits for testing brakes
Bleepers for vehicles to give audible warning whilst the vehicle is reversing
Blinkers [signalling lights]
Blueprint apparatus
Blueprinting machines
Body fat scales for household use
Body weighing scales
Body-tubes for microscopes [lens-barrels]
Body-tubes for telescopes [lens-barrels]
Boiler control apparatus
Boiler control instruments
Bomb sights
Books recorded on disc
Books recorded on tape
Boom poles for sound transmission apparatus
Booster cables
Boots for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire
Boots that glow for protection against accident
Bore checking gauges
Bore testing instruments
Borehole surveying apparatus
Borehole surveying instruments
Bows adapted for spectacle frames
Boxes adapted for housing electric instruments
Boxes adapted for storing computer software disks
Boxes adapted for transporting computer software disks
Boxes adapted for use with electric plug sockets
Boxes for displaying signals on railway engines
Brackets for setting up flat screen TV sets
Brake fluid testers
Brake pad wear sensors
Brake testing apparatus
Branch boxes [electricity]
Branch switches
Branch terminals
Breadboards for computer programmes
Breathing apparatus for diving
Breathing apparatus for protective purposes
Breathing apparatus for underwater swimming
Breathing apparatus for use under water
Breathing apparatus, except for artificial respiration
Breathing masks
Brine measuring apparatus
Broadband data interconnecting computer installations
Broadcast signal processor apparatus
Broadcast transmitters
Broadcasting apparatus
Broadcasting instruments
Bubble levels
Bubble memory devices
Buffers, electric
Building automation installations
Bulk liquid metering apparatus
Bullet-proof clothing
Bullet-proof jackets
Bullet-proof vests
Bullet-proof vests (Am.)
Bullet-proof waistcoats
Bullet-proof waistcoats [vests (Am.]]
Bullhorns
Bundles of electric cabling
Buoyancy aids for protection against accident
Buoyancy aids for protection against injury
Buoyancy aids in the nature of life jackets
Buoyancy bladders for diving
Buoyancy clothing [life jackets]
Buoyancy compensator devices for divers
Buoyancy jackets [life jackets]
Buoyancy suits [life jackets]
Burettes
Burglar alarm apparatus, other than for vehicles
Burglar alarms
Bus bar chambers
Bus bar support frames
Bus bars
Bus interfaces
Busbars [electric connections]
Business programmes for computers
Buzzers
Cabinets adapted for electrotechnical apparatus
Cabinets adapted for scientific apparatus and instruments
Cabinets adapted to contain electronic apparatus
Cabinets adapted to contain electronic instruments
Cabinets adapted to hold communications apparatus
Cabinets adapted to hold computers
Cabinets adapted to hold electrical apparatus
Cabinets adapted to store reels of magnetic tapes
Cabinets for loudspeakers
Cable assemblies for mounting transducers
Cable conduits of plastics materials for wiring harnesses
Cable connectors
Cable connectors for use in the data communications industry
Cable converters for television being telecommunications apparatus
Cable covering panels for electric cables
Cable covers [conduits]
Cable detectors
Cable ducts for electric conductors
Cable for electrical transmission
Cable glands for use with electrical apparatus
Cable identification markers for electric cables
Cable installations for the transmission of data
Cable installations for the transmission of voice
Cable joints of metal, electric
Cable jump leads
Cable junctions for electric cables
Cable ladders for electric cables
Cable locators
Cable management installations for data signal transmission
Cable management installations for power transmission
Cable modems
Cable outlets for electric cables
Cable sleeves for the marking of electric cables
Cable splices for electric cables
Cable television apparatus and instruments
Cable television converters
Cable television head end transcoders
Cable television installations
Cable television subscriber receiver descramblers
Cable television transmitters
Cables for electronic transmission
Cables for optical signal transmission
Cables for signal transmission systems
Cables for the transmission of sounds and images
Cables for transmitting and receiving cable television signals
Cables, electric
Cabling for transmitting signals
Cabling for transmitting signals over mains wiring systems
Cabling networks [installations] incorporating fibre optic cables
Calculating apparatus
Calculating instruments
Calculating machines
Calculator programmes
Calculators
Calculators being electronic
Calibrating apparatus
Calibrating rings
Calibration checking instruments
Calibration devices
Calibration installations
Calibration instruments
Calibrators
Calipers
Call barring devices for use with telecommunications apparatus
Call charging apparatus for use with telecommunications apparatus
Call logging apparatus
Callipers [measuring instruments]
Calorimeters
Camcorders
Camera apparatus
Camera body caps
Camera cases
Camera cases adapted or shaped to contain a camera
Camera containing a linear image sensor
Camera control apparatus
Camera cranes
Camera filters
Camera hoods
Camera housings
Camera lenses
Camera mounts
Camera rails
Camera range finders
Camera shutter releases
Camera shutters
Camera slings
Camera stands
Camera straps
Camera tripods
Camera tubes
Cameras
Cameras [photography]
Cameras for making masters for use in duplicating machines
Cameras for military use
Cameras for monitoring and inspecting equipment in a nuclear power station
Cameras for self-developing film
Cameras for use in broadcasting
Cameras for use in identification
Cameras for use in portrait photography
Candy thermometers
Canoeists' helmets
Capacitance boxes
Capacitance manometers for absolute pressure measurement
Capacitance meters
Capacitance resistance networks
Capacitance resistance packaged circuits
Capacitators
Capacitators for use with electrostatic precipitators
Capacitive probes
Capacitive styluses for touch screen devices
Capacitive voltage transformers
Capacitor protection relay
Capacitor switching reactors
Capacitors
Capacitors for use with electrostatic precipitators
Capillary tubes
Capillary tubing
Capsule microphones
Car aerials
Car antennas
Car audio apparatus
Car audio instruments
Car batteries
Car cassette decks
Car cassette players
Car compact disc players
Car radio receivers
Car radios
Car speaker components
Car speakers
Car stereo apparatus
Car stereo instruments utilising power supply apparatus
Car stereos
Car telephones
Car televisions
Car video recorders
Car videorecorders
Carbon dioxide detectors
Carbon dioxide monitors for laboratory use
Carbon monoxide detectors
Carbonic acid gas analysers
Carcass weighing machines
Card operated electronic locks
Card readers
Card readers for credit cards
Card reading apparatus
Card reading equipment
Card swipe machines
Cards bearing coded data in magnetic form
Cards bearing coded data in punched-out form
Cards bearing data for use in computers
Cards bearing data for use in data processing apparatus
Cards bearing data for use in data storage apparatus
Cards bearing electronically recorded data
Cards bearing integrated circuits
Cards bearing magnetic or encoded data for input
Cards bearing sound recordings
Cards bearing video recordings
Cards being encoded or magnetic for use with microprocessors
Cards being readable material for bearing users documentation
Cards carrying magnetically, optically or electronically recorded or encoded information
Cards encoded to access computer software
Cards encoded with security features for authentication purposes
Cards encoded with security features for identification purposes
Cards for cash dispensers, encoded or magnetic
Cards for use as charge cards, encoded or magnetic
Cards for use as credit cards, encoded or magnetic
Cards for use as data carriers, encoded or magnetic
Cards for use with computers, encoded or magnetic
Cards for use with data processing apparatus, encoded or magnetic
Cards for use with word processing apparatus, encoded or magnetic
Cards incorporating electronic chips
Cards incorporating electronic devices
Cards incorporating integrated circuits
Cards incorporating microprocessors
Cards incorporating optical devices
Cards incorporating programmes
Cards made of plastic, encoded or magnetic
Cards of plastics bearing magnetically encoded information
Cards with integrated circuits
Carpenters' folding rules
Carpenters' rules
Carrier frequency repeaters
Carrier transmission apparatus
Carriers adapted for compact discs
Carriers adapted for computer discs
Carriers adapted for mobile phones
Carriers for bearing data
Carriers for bearing images
Carriers for bearing sound
Carriers for dark plates [photography]
Carriers for message transmission
Carriers for recorded materials
Carriers in the form of blank cassettes
Carriers in the form of cards being pre-recorded with information
Carriers in the form of chips for the reproduction of data
Carriers in the form of chips for the storage of data
Carriers in the form of discs
Carriers in the form of records
Carriers in the form of tapes provided with data
Carriers in the form of tapes provided with programs
Carrying cases adapted for audio cassettes
Carrying cases adapted for compact discs
Carrying cases adapted for DVDs
Carrying cases adapted for spectacles
Carrying cases adapted for sunglasses
Carrying cases adapted for visual cassettes
Carrying cases for contact lenses
Cartographic apparatus
Cartographic instruments
Cartoon sequences recorded on disc
Cartoon sequences recorded on film
Cartoon sequences recorded on tape
Cartridge alignment protractors
Cartridge tapes for the recordal of signals
Cartridges [software] for use with computers
Cartridges adapted for use with data carriers
Cartridges for computer games [software]
Cartridges for magnetic discs
Cartridges for magnetic tapes
Cartridges for projectors
Cartridges for video games [software]
Cartridges of magnetic tape for recording computer programs
Cartridges with memory integrated circuits
Cases adapted for batteries
Cases adapted for binoculars
Cases adapted for cameras
Cases adapted for cinematographic apparatus
Cases adapted for computers
Cases adapted for contact lenses
Cases adapted for electric circuits
Cases adapted for electrical cells
Cases adapted for electronic circuits
Cases adapted for electronic components
Cases adapted for electronic equipment
Cases adapted for eyeglasses
Cases adapted for glasses
Cases adapted for goggles
Cases adapted for lenses
Cases adapted for microcircuits
Cases adapted for mobile phones
Cases adapted for music recordings
Cases adapted for optical equipment
Cases adapted for photographic apparatus
Cases adapted for photographic equipment
Cases adapted for photographic instruments
Cases adapted for power supplies
Cases adapted for semiconductors
Cases adapted for spectacles
Cases adapted for storing compact discs
Cases adapted for sunglasses
Cases adapted for television display apparatus
Cases adapted for video recordings
Cases and containers for recorded media [tapes, cassettes and discs]
Cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments
Cases fitted with dissecting instruments for scientific or research purposes
Cases for children's eye glasses
Cases for compact discs
Cases for contact lenses
Cases for diskettes
Cases for electronic diaries
Cases for eyeglasses and sunglasses
Cases for mobile phones
Cases for photographic apparatus
Cases for pocket calculators
Cases for smartphones
Cases for spectacles and sunglasses
Cases for telephones
Cash calculating machines
Cash cards, encoded
Cash cards, magnetic
Cash disbursement cards, encoded
Cash disbursement cards, magnetic
Cash dispensers
Cash dispensing apparatus
Cash dispensing machines
Cash registers
Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers
Casings for electronic devices
Casings for opto-electronic devices
Casings made from light metal for carrying electrical devices
Cassette cartridges
Cassette cases
Cassette decks
Cassette detection switches
Cassette head cleaners for audio tapes
Cassette head cleaners for video tapes
Cassette players
Cassette recorders
Cassette recorders incorporating radios
Cassette stereos
Cassette tape decks
Cassette tape holders
Cassette tape players
Cassette tape recorders for audio systems
Cassette tapes relating to monthly news reviews
Cassettes containing sound recordings
Cassettes containing video recordings
Catalyst carriers [parts of scientific instruments]
Cathode ray tube displays
Cathode ray tube monitoring apparatus
Cathode ray tubes
Cathodes
Cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus
Cathodic apparatus for protection against rust
Cathodic protection apparatus
Cathodic protection instruments
Cathodic screens
Cathodic tubes
CD burners
CD players
CD storage wallets
CD-ROM drives
CD-rom writers
CDs
Cell counting units for laboratory use
Cell culture apparatus for laboratory use
Cell culture instruments for laboratory use
Cell phone cases
Cell phone straps
Cell phones
Cell switches [electricity]
Cellular mobile telephones
Cellular phones
Cellular radio alarm communication apparatus
Cellular radio alarm communication instruments
Cellular radio telephone apparatus
Cellular radio telephone instruments
Cellular telecommunications apparatus
Cellular telecommunications instruments
Cellular telephones
Cement testing machines
Centering apparatus for photographic transparencies
Central alarm units, other than for vehicles
Central door locking apparatus
Central door locking apparatus for vehicles
Central heating programmers
Central processing unit boards
Central processing unit coolers
Central processing units
Central processing units [processors]
Central processing units for processing information, data, sound or images
Centralised fault display interface units
Centrifugal apparatus for laboratory use
Centrifugal separating machines for laboratory use
Centrifuge separators for laboratory use
Centrifuges for laboratory use
Centrifuges used as laboratory apparatus
Centring apparatus for photographic transparencies
Ceramic capacitors
Ceramic resonators
Ceramic wafers bearing printed circuits
Ceramics for use in conductors
Chains for eyeglasses
Chains for glasses
Chains for spectacles
Chains for spectacles and for sunglasses
Chains for sunglasses
Change-over switches [for telecommunication apparatus]
Change-over switches for use in demagnetising electromagnetic apparatus
Change-over switches for use in demagnetizing electromagnetic instruments
Channel buoys [marking]
Channel buoys [signalling]
Channel selectors for televisions
Character carriers of exposed photographic film
Character generators
Character recognition apparatus
Character recognition instruments
Character signal generators
Character verification apparatus
Character verification instruments
Charge cards, encoded
Charge cards, magnetic
Charge meters
Chargers for batteries
Chargers for electric batteries
Chargers for electronic cigarettes
Charging apparatus
Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment
Charging counters
Charging recorders
Charging stations for electric vehicles
Charging systems for battery operated domestic kitchen appliances
Chart display apparatus
Chart plotting apparatus
Chart plotting instruments
Chart recorders
Check controls, electric or electronic
Check measuring apparatus
Check measuring instruments
Checking [supervision] apparatus
Checking [supervision] apparatus and instruments
Checking [supervision] installations
Checking [supervision] instruments
Checking apparatus for use in connection with vehicle maintenance
Checking apparatus having measuring capabilities
Checking machines for bottle returns, automatic
Checkweighers
Chemical analysers [apparatus], other than for medical use
Chemical analysis apparatus for non-medical purposes
Chemical apparatus for the oxidation of organic material
Chemical dosing [measuring] apparatus for introducing chemicals into water
Chemical reaction apparatus
Chemical reactors
Chemical vapour deposition reactors [chemistry apparatus]
Chemiluminescence-analysers
Chemistry apparatus and instruments
Cheque cards, encoded
Cheque cards, magnetic
Cheque guarantee cards, encoded
Cheque guarantee cards, magnetic
Chest protectors for the prevention of accident or injury, other than specifically adapted for sport
Children's eye glasses
Chip card readers
Chipcards
Chips [integrated circuits]
Chips arrays and sensors using DNA, genetic and other biological and diagnostic materials [scientific appa
Chokes for radio interference suppression
Choking coils [impedance]
Choking coils for use in electrical apparatus
Chromatogram analysers for scientific or laboratory use
Chromatographic apparatus for scientific or laboratory use
Chromatographic columns for analytical chromatography for laboratory use
Chromatographic columns for scientific laboratory use
Chromatographic instruments for scientific laboratory use
Chromatographs for scientific or laboratory use
Chromatography apparatus for laboratory use
Chromatography columns for scientific or laboratory use
Chromatography instruments for scientific or laboratory use
Chromatography plates for scientific or laboratory use
Chronographs [time recording apparatus]
Cine films prepared for exhibition
Cine-cameras
Cinematographic apparatus
Cinematographic apparatus and instruments
Cinematographic apparatus for viewing films
Cinematographic cameras
Cinematographic equipment
Cinematographic film, exposed
Cinematographic films prepared for exhibition
Cinematographic instruments
Cinematographic machines and apparatus
Cinematographic projectors
Cinematographic slides
Ciphering apparatus adapted for use with radio communication systems
Ciphering devices
Circle lenses
Circuit boards
Circuit boards for electrical engineering
Circuit boards for electronic engineering
Circuit boards for use in the emulation of computer terminals
Circuit boards for use with computer keyboards
Circuit boards for use with computers
Circuit boards for use with graphic display units
Circuit boards provided with integrated circuits
Circuit breakers
Circuit cards
Circuit closers
Circuit distributors
Circuit fuses
Circuit switches being operated by invertors
Circuit switches being operated by motors
Circuit testers
Circuit testing apparatus
Circuit testing instruments
Circuits for computers
Circuits for heavy current
Circuits for use in the display of graphics
Circuits, electric or electronic
Circular slide rules
Circulators [electric or electronic components]
Circulators in the nature of electronic components
Citizen band radio transceivers
Civil sockets [electric connections]
Clamp meters
Clamps being electrical connections
Clamps for electronic noise suppression
Cleaning adapters for typewheels
Cleaning apparatus especially adapted for use with recording and playback equipment and recorded materi:
Cleaning apparatus for compact discs
Cleaning apparatus for DVDs
Cleaning apparatus for phonograph records
Cleaning apparatus for recording heads
Cleaning apparatus for sound recording discs
Cleaning apparatus for sound tapes
Cleaning apparatus for video discs
Cleaning apparatus for video tapes
Cleaning cassette tapes for video recorder heads
Cleaning cassettes for recording heads
Cleaning discs for computer disk drives
Cleaning discs for computer software
Cleaning guns for computer disks
Cleaning tapes for tape drives
Clinical chemistry analysers, other than for medical or veterinary use
Clinometers
Clip switches
Clips for making electrical connections to electrical components
Clips for making electrical connections to electronic components
Clock generators for computers
Clock-radios
Closed circuit communication apparatus
Closed circuit television
Closed circuit television apparatus
Closed circuit television cameras
Closed circuit television instruments
Closed circuit television monitoring apparatus
Closed circuit television monitoring installations
Closed circuit television security apparatus
Closed circuit television surveillance cameras to detect fire
Closed circuit video apparatus for use in access control
Closed circuit video installations
Close-up lenses
Clothes for protection against accident
Clothes for protection against injury
Clothes incorporating reflective material for protection against accident
Clothing especially made for laboratories
Clothing for protection against accident or injury
Clothing for protection against accidents
Clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire
Clothing for protection against chemicals
Clothing for protection against fire
Clothing for protection against injury
Clothing for protection against radiation
Clothing for protection against smoke
Coated ophthalmic lenses
Coaxial adaptors
Coaxial attenuators
Coaxial cable
Coaxial cable connectors
Coaxial cables
Coaxial cables for use in cable television installations
Coaxial cables incorporating filters
Coaxial connectors
Coaxial relays
Coaxial resonators
Coaxial switches
Code cameras
Code reading modules
Coded bank cards
Coded signalling apparatus
Coded transmitting apparatus
Coders for use with audio karaoke apparatus
Coders for use with video karaoke apparatus
Coding apparatus
Coding installations for subscription television channels
Coding instruments
Coding modulators
Coeostats
Coils being electrical apparatus
Coils being electrical instruments
Coils being electronic apparatus
Coils being electronic instruments
Coils for electrical magnets
Coils, electric
Coin accumulators [totalisers]
Coin change dispensers
Coin changers
Coin counting machines
Coin counting or sorting machines
Coin discriminating machines
Coin dispensing machines
Coin release apparatus
Coin sorting machines
Coin validating machines
Coin-operated access control apparatus
Coin-operated access control systems
Coin-operated access security apparatus
Coin-operated computer units
Coin-operated fluid dispensers for dispensing pre-measured amounts
Coin-operated mechanisms
Coin-operated mechanisms for operating gates
Coin-operated mechanisms for television sets
Coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes]
Coin-operated operating mechanisms
Coin-operated phonographs
Coin-operated telephones
Cold cathode tubes
Collection tubes [laboratory apparatus]
Collectors, electric
Collimating position indicating apparatus, other than for medical, surgical or veterinary use
Colony counters
Colorimeters
Colorimetric comparators for scientific use
Colour correction apparatus
Colour correction devices
Colour display apparatus
Colour document printers
Colour image setters
Colour monitors
Colour photocopying machines
Colour picture tubes
Colour pyrometers, other than for medical use
Colour separation scanners
Colour video printers for use with cameras
Colour video printers for use with video cameras
Colour video printers for use with video tape recorders
Colour video processors
Colour viewers for transparencies
Column assemblies [laboratory apparatus]
Columns for affinity chromatography for laboratory use
Columns for liquid affinity chromatography for laboratory use
Combination video players and recorders
Combined electrical and optical cables
Combined radio and cassette tape players
Combined radio and cassette tape recorders
Combustion gas detectors
Commercial alarm systems for buildings
Commercial alarm systems for shops
Commercial alarm systems, other than for vehicles
Communication apparatus
Communication commutating apparatus
Communication devices
Communication devices for linking computer networks
Communication installations
Communication instruments
Communication interface units
Communication modems
Communication routing apparatus
Communication routing instruments
Communication software
Communications antennae
Communications apparatus
Communications cabinets
Communications cables
Communications carriers
Communications computers
Communications controllers
Communications devices
Communications electronics for computers
Communications head sets
Communications networks
Communications processing computer software
Communications processors
Communications programmes
Communications systems
Commutating apparatus
Commuation reactors
Commutators
Compact cassettes
Compact disc audio reproducers
Compact disc changers
Compact disc holders
Compact disc playback machines
Compact disc players
Compact disc players for use with computers
Compact disc read only memories
Compact disc read only memory drives
Compact disc recorders
Compact discs
Compact discs [audio-video]
Compact discs [read-only memory]
Compact discs bearing sound recordings
Compact discs containing recorded sound
Compact discs containing recorded video
Compact discs featuring music
Compact discs having images recorded thereon
Compact discs having sound recorded thereon
Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media
Comparators
Compass control units
Compass displays
Compasses for measuring
Compasses for ships
Compiler software
Compilers
Complimentary metal oxide semiconductor testers
Component parts for computers
Components comprising glass bushings for electrical devices
Components for computers
Components for electric circuits
Components for electrical devices
Components for electrical installations
Components for electronic circuits
Components for over-voltage protection for electrical apparatus
Composite electrical apparatus for the guidance of weapons
Composite optical apparatus for the aiming of weapons
Compressed air breathing apparatus, other than for artificial respiration
Compressed air emergency respirators, other than for artificial respiration
Computer add-on boards
Computer aided automobile driving apparatus
Computer aided design programmes
Computer aided design programs
Computer aided facsimile apparatus
Computer aided teleprinter apparatus
Computer aided teleprinter apparatus having word processing functions
Computer apparatus
Computer apparatus adapted for use with visual display units
Computer apparatus for addressing
Computer apparatus for computer aided design
Computer apparatus for computer aided drafting
Computer apparatus for computer aided engineering
Computer apparatus for computer aided manufacturing
Computer apparatus for computer aided testing
Computer apparatus for controlling the operation of machines
Computer apparatus for drawing
Computer apparatus for educational use
Computer apparatus for filing information
Computer apparatus for gathering information
Computer apparatus for generating characters
Computer apparatus for generating images
Computer apparatus for generating noise
Computer apparatus for medical purposes
Computer apparatus for personalising
Computer apparatus for plain language text recognition
Computer apparatus for planning patterns for weaving machines
Computer apparatus for process control
Computer apparatus for processing data
Computer apparatus for recording telephone calls
Computer apparatus for remote billing
Computer apparatus for remote meter reading
Computer apparatus for the control of data
Computer apparatus for the management of telephone calls
Computer apparatus for the measurement of brakes on motor vehicles
Computer apparatus for the measurement of exhaust gas emissions on motor vehicles
Computer apparatus for the measurement of suspension on motor vehicles
Computer apparatus for the storage of data
Computer apparatus for the transmission of telephone calls
Computer apparatus for transmitting data
Computer apparatus for use in local area networks
Computer apparatus for use in monitoring biochemical reactions
Computer apparatus for use with computer networks
Computer apparatus having speech generation capabilities
Computer assisted language programmes
Computer backgammon games [software]
Computer based apparatus for designing the layout of electronic circuits
Computer based apparatus for designing the layout of printed circuit boards
Computer based apparatus for the implementation of electronic circuits
Computer based apparatus for the implementation of printed circuit boards
Computer based apparatus for use in the enhancement of video signals
Computer based control apparatus for assembly lines
Computer based control apparatus for machine tools
Computer based control apparatus for machines
Computer based development apparatus for testing electronic circuits
Computer based development apparatus for testing printed circuit boards
Computer based development apparatus for the design of electronic circuits
Computer based development apparatus for the design of printed circuit boards
Computer based electrophoresis image processing apparatus
Computer based training apparatus
Computer bridge games [software]
Computer buffers
Computer buses
Computer cables
Computer cards containing chips
Computer cards, encoded
Computer cards, magnetic
Computer cases
Computer central processing units
Computer chess games [software]
Computer chips
Computer circuit boards
Computer circuits
Computer communication apparatus
Computer communications modems
Computer components
Computer control apparatus
Computer control devices
Computer control units
Computer controlled apparatus for furnishing voice responses to data inputs
Computer controlled apparatus for testing printed circuit boards
Computer controlled apparatus for voting systems
Computer controlled automatic testing apparatus
Computer controlled desk top recording
Computer controlled drafting machines
Computer controlled installations of liquid crystal display screens
Computer controlled installations of video display apparatus
Computer controlled mechanisms for coin operated lockers
Computer controlled plotters
Computer controlled printers
Computer controlled sound apparatus
Computer controlled sound instruments
Computer controlled telecommunications exchange apparatus
Computer controlled workstations for data entry
Computer controllers
Computer controllers for operating lighting apparatus
Computer controllers for operating sound instruments
Computer controls
Computer controls for lighting apparatus
Computer controls for lighting instruments
Computer data in recorded form
Computer data input apparatus
Computer data input devices
Computer data interchange apparatus
Computer data recorded on optical discs
Computer data recording instruments
Computer data storage apparatus
Computer databases
Computer daughterboards
Computer design hardware
Computer digital maps
Computer disc drives
Computer discs
Computer discs containing business documentation
Computer diskettes
Computer disks
Computer display apparatus
Computer display instruments
Computer display monitors
Computer documentation in electronic form
Computer driven printers
Computer firmware
Computer game cartridges
Computer game discs
Computer game programmes
Computer game programs
Computer game software
Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network
Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones
Computer games cartridges [software]
Computer games entertainment software
Computer games programmes [software]
Computer games programmes downloaded via the internet
Computer games programs downloaded via the internet [software]
Computer games programs recorded on tapes [software]
Computer graphic input apparatus
Computer graphics boards
Computer graphics cards
Computer graphics display stations
Computer graphics plotting instruments
Computer graphics software
Computer hard disc apparatus
Computer hardware
Computer hardware for telecommunications
Computer hardware for use in computer-assisted software engineering
Computer hardware for use with drilling apparatus
Computer hardware for use with drilling instrument
Computer hardware for use with drilling operations
Computer hardware publications in electronic form
Computer housings
Computer image projection apparatus
Computer imaging systems
Computer input apparatus
Computer input devices
Computer input instruments
Computer installations
Computer installations for the communication of data
Computer installations for the control of laundry machines
Computer installations for the control of machine tools
Computer installations for the processing of data
Computer installations for the storage of data
Computer installations incorporating a central processing unit
Computer instruction records
Computer interface apparatus
Computer interface cards
Computer interface devices
Computer interface instruments
Computer interface units
Computer interface units for translating data
Computer interfaces
Computer interfaces for clinical use
Computer interfacing apparatus
Computer joysticks
Computer keyboards
Computer linking units
Computer magnetic memories
Computer mainframes
Computer measuring devices containing data
Computer memories
Computer memory apparatus
Computer memory devices
Computer memory drive units
Computer memory instruments
Computer memory storage apparatus
Computer mice
Computer modems
Computer modules
Computer monitoring apparatus
Computer monitoring instruments
Computer monitors
Computer motherboards
Computer mouse
Computer mouses
Computer network apparatus
Computer network bridges
Computer network hubs
Computer network installations
Computer network operating installations
Computer network routers
Computer network server
Computer network switches
Computer networking apparatus
Computer networking hardware
Computer networking installations
Computer networks
Computer networks for the communication of data
Computer networks for the processing of data
Computer networks for the storage of data
Computer operated digitisers
Computer operating programs
Computer operating programs, recorded
Computer operating software
Computer operating systems
Computer operating systems programs
Computer output microfilm recorders
Computer outputting apparatus
Computer parallel ports
Computer peripheral apparatus
Computer peripheral devices
Computer peripheral equipment
Computer peripherals
Computer plotters
Computer printers
Computer program discs
Computer program tapes
Computer programmes [programs] and recorded software distributed online
Computer programmes [programs], recorded
Computer programmes for document management
Computer programming units
Computer programs [downloadable software]
Computer programs for analysing computer hardware
Computer programs for automating molecular biological processes
Computer programs for calculating
Computer programs for commercial transactions
Computer programs for comparing colours
Computer programs for computer games
Computer programs for connecting remotely to computers or computer networks
Computer programs for data processing
Computer programs for designing control systems
Computer programs for designing printed circuit boards
Computer programs for detecting colours
Computer programs for dynamic simulation of oil well drilling
Computer programs for editing images, sound and video
Computer programs for electronic design automation
Computer programs for electronic image processing
Computer programs for establishing pump operating schedules
Computer programs for financial management
Computer programs for financial reporting
Computer programs for graphic elaborators
Computer programs for image processing
Computer programs for integrated circuit diagnostics
Computer programs for laser machining
Computer programs for management of manufacturing
Computer programs for managing conferences
Computer programs for managing exhibitions
Computer programs for managing seminars
Computer programs for measuring colours
Computer programs for medical purposes
Computer programs for monitoring computer systems performance
Computer programs for network management
Computer programs for office use
Computer programs for orchestral staging
Computer programs for planning conferences
Computer programs for planning exhibitions
Computer programs for planning seminars
Computer programs for playing games
Computer programs for positioning of text
Computer programs for pre-recorded games
Computer programs for printers
Computer programs for printing
Computer programs for processing data
Computer programs for processing information
Computer programs for producing computer graphics
Computer programs for project management
Computer programs for promotional purposes
Computer programs for providing a graphical presentation of data
Computer programs for sales purposes
Computer programs for scanners
Computer programs for scientific data analysis
Computer programs for searching remotely for content on computers and computer networks
Computer programs for searching the contents of computers and computer networks by remote control
Computer programs for simulating the trading in futures and options
Computer programs for studying languages
Computer programs for tape drives
Computer programs for testing computer hardware
Computer programs for text processing
Computer programs for the analysis of data processing efficiency
Computer programs for the analysis of data processing performance
Computer programs for the analysis of data processing procedures
Computer programs for the control of telecommunication apparatus
Computer programs for the control of telecommunication instruments
Computer programs for the creation of elementary cells
Computer programs for the creation of masks
Computer programs for the design of plate fin heat exchangers
Computer programs for the enabling of access or entrance control
Computer programs for the evaluation of thermal radiation levels
Computer programs for the management of sales
Computer programs for the management of the manufacturing processes
Computer programs for the petrochemical industries
Computer programs for the rating of plate fin heat exchangers
Computer programs for translating
Computer programs for use as reporting directories
Computer programs for use as searching directories
Computer programs for use by air lines
Computer programs for use by tour operators
Computer programs for use by travel agencies
Computer programs for use by travel organisations
Computer programs for use in communications
Computer programs for use in computer aided engineering
Computer programs for use in computer-aided design
Computer programs for use in computer-aided manufacturing
Computer programs for use in database management
Computer programs for use in defining machineable parts
Computer programs for use in desk top publishing
Computer programs for use in developing computer programs
Computer programs for use in farming
Computer programs for use in fitting spectacles
Computer programs for use in fluid flow analysis
Computer programs for use in insurance
Computer programs for use in molecular biology
Computer programs for use in processing data relating to financial records
Computer programs for use in telecommunications
Computer programs for use with computer integrated manufacturing installations
Computer programs for use with facsimile apparatus
Computer programs for use with structured system analysis
Computer programs for user interface design
Computer programs for using the internet and the worldwide web
Computer programs for video and computer games
Computer programs for video games
Computer programs in machine readable form
Computer programs in machine readable form recorded on electronic media
Computer programs in machine readable form recorded on paper tape
Computer programs in the field of communication links
Computer programs in the field of design analysis
Computer programs in the field of molecular modelling
Computer programs recorded in computer accessible form
Computer programs recorded on cards
Computer programs recorded on carriers
Computer programs recorded on data carriers
Computer programs recorded on data storage materials
Computer programs recorded on disc
Computer programs recorded on diskettes for producing lettering
Computer programs recorded on drums
Computer programs recorded on filaments
Computer programs recorded on floppy discs
Computer programs recorded on magnetic data carriers
Computer programs recorded on magnetic media
Computer programs recorded on magnetic tape
Computer programs recorded on magnetic wire
Computer programs recorded on paper tapes
Computer programs recorded on tapes
Computer programs relating to computer aided design
Computer programs relating to computer networks
Computer programs relating to financial matters
Computer programs relating to food
Computer programs relating to housing management
Computer programs relating to local area networks
Computer programs relating to motorcycle racing
Computer programs relating to the creation of graphic images
Computer programs relating to the creation of photographic images
Computer programs relating to the manipulation of graphic images
Computer programs relating to the training of personnel
Computer programs relating to word processing
Computer programs stored in digital form
Computer programs stored on data carriers
Computer programs stored on discs
Computer programs stored on magnetic data carriers
Computer programs stored on magnetic materials
Computer programs used for electronic cash register systems
Computer programs used in molecular biology
Computer related data communication apparatus
Computer related voice communication apparatus
Computer screen filters
Computer screen saver software
Computer screens
Computer search engine software
Computer serial ports
Computer servers
Computer software
Computer software adapted for use in the operation of computers
Computer software applications, downloadable
Computer software designed to estimate costs
Computer software designed to estimate resource requirements
Computer software development tools
Computer software downloaded from the internet
Computer software for accounting systems
Computer software for analysing address files
Computer software for analysing market information
Computer software for application and database integration
Computer software for authorising access to databases
Computer software for business purposes
Computer software for communicating purposes between microcomputers
Computer software for communication between computer processes
Computer software for controlling and managing access server applications
Computer software for controlling self-service terminals
Computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices
Computer software for creating and editing music and sounds
Computer software for encryption
Computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photographs
Computer software for processing address files
Computer software for processing digital images
Computer software for processing digital music files
Computer software for processing market information
Computer software for the analysis of defects
Computer software for time control
Computer software for use in controlling machines
Computer software for use in processing semiconductor wafers
Computer software for use in programming facsimile machines
Computer software for wireless content delivery
Computer software packages
Computer software platforms
Computer software products
Computer software programs
Computer software programs for database management
Computer software programs for spreadsheet management
Computer software to automate data warehousing
Computer software to enable searching of data
Computer software to enable the transmission of photographs to mobile telephones
Computer software to maintain and operate computer system
Computer software, recorded
Computer storage apparatus
Computer sub-assemblies
Computer swivel bases
Computer swivelling arms
Computer swivelling stands
Computer systems
Computer systems designed for project management
Computer tapes
Computer terminals
Computer terminals for accounting purposes
Computer terminals for banking purposes
Computer terminals for use with credit cards at point of sale
Computer terminals for use with debit cards at point of sale
Computer terminals for use with encoded cards at point of sale
Computer terminals for use with magnetic cards at point of sale
Computer utility programs [program performs computer maintenance work]
Computer whiteboards
Computer workstations [hardware]
Computer workstations for electronic design
Computerised personal organisers
Computerized vehicle engine analyzers
Computers
Computers and electronic processing units
Computers for managing control devices for aircraft
Computers for use in data management
Computing apparatus
Computing apparatus for handling information
Computing installations
Computing instruments
Computing visual display units
Concentration meters
Concrete testing machines
Condensers [capacitors]
Conductive films for electrical purposes
Conductive tapes for electrical purposes
Conductivity meters
Conductor bars
Conductor rails for the supply of electrical power to vehicles
Conductor wires for the supply of electrical power to vehicles
Conductors for electric cables
Conductors, electric
Conduit couplings, electric
Conduit for electric cables
Conduits for receiving optical fibres
Connectable blocks for instruction in geometry
Connectable blocks for instruction in mathematics
Connected bracelets [measuring instruments]
Connecting devices for data collection
Connecting devices for data transfer
Connecting electrical cables
Connecting elements for communication networks
Connecting modules for electric controls
Connection boards, electric
Connection boxes [electricity]
Connection cables
Connection elements for plastic optical fibres
Connection graphics language computer programs
Connections for electric cables
Connections for electric lines
Connections for electrical purposes
Connections for use with optical fibre cables
Connections for use with optical fibres
Connections, electric
Connector blocks for electric cables
Connectors [electricity]
Connectors being electrical terminals
Connectors for electronic circuits
Connectors for fibre optics
Connectors for joining electrical wires
Connectors for use with circuit boards
Consistometers
Consoles for use with computers
Consoles for use with control apparatus
Consoles for use with data processing apparatus
Consoles for use with monitoring apparatus
Constant humidity incubators for laboratory use
Constant temperature incubators for laboratory use
Consumer type nickel cadmium battery chargers
Consumer type power supplies
Consumer type rechargeable nickel cadmium batteries
Contact lens blanks
Contact lens cases
Contact lens containers
Contact lens holders
Contact lenses
Contact probes for printed circuit boards
Contacts, electric
Containers adapted for carrying semiconductor wafers
Containers adapted for containing semiconductor wafers
Containers adapted for use in laboratories
Containers for batteries
Containers for contact lenses
Containers for films
Containers for microscope slides
Containers for spectacles
Containers for the storage of audio cassettes
Containers for the storage of audio tapes
Containers for the storage of floppy discs
Containers for the storage of photographic transparencies
Contents gauges
Continuity testers
Control amplifiers
Control apparatus [thermostats] for use in conserving energy in boilers
Control apparatus [time clocks] for use in conserving energy in boilers
Control apparatus for audio signals
Control apparatus for computers
Control apparatus for determining position
Control apparatus for diluting [measuring] cleaning chemicals
Control apparatus for electric indoor light installations
Control apparatus for the management of data communication installations
Control apparatus for the management of text communication installations
Control apparatus for the management of voice communication installations
Control apparatus for use in refrigeration [thermostats]
Control apparatus for video reproducing apparatus
Control boxes for headphones
Control centres being parts of alarm systems
Control centres being parts of electrical speech communications
Control circuits
Control circuits for use in connection with motor vehicles
Control consoles for lighting apparatus
Control consoles for lighting instruments
Control devices [thermostats] for heating installations
Control devices [thermostats] for ovens
Control devices [timer] for heating installations
Control devices [timer] for ovens
Control panels [electricity]
Control panels comprising electrical apparatus
Control panels for electronic supervision
Control programs for data terminals
Control stations
Control units [thermostats] for heating installations
Control units [thermostats] for use in electric immersion heaters
Control units [timer] for heating installations
Control units [timer] for use in electric immersion heaters
Control units for use in electronic key telephone installations
Controllable camera shutter mechanisms
Controlled access security apparatus [closed circuit television]
Controlled rate release apparatus for delivering pre-measured quantities, other than for medical use
Controlled rate release apparatus for scientific use
Controller circuit boards
Controller interface modules
Controllers for plasma deposition
Controllers for plasma etching
Controllers for windscreen and windshield wipers
Controlling software for computer printers
Converters being telecommunications apparatus for television signals
Converters for analogue signals
Converters for digital signals
Converters, electric
Cooker control apparatus
Cooker control panels
Cooker control units
Coolant-temperature sensors
Coordinate analysing machines, other than for medical use
Coordinate measuring apparatus
Coordinate measuring apparatus for industrial measuring techniques
Coordinate measuring instruments
Copper balun connector coils
Copper wire, insulated
Cordless radio-telephones
Cordless telephone apparatus
Cordless telephone apparatuses
Cordless telephones
Cordless telephones combined with television remote controls
Cords for eyeglasses
Cords for spectacles
Correcting lenses [optics]
Correction lenses
Corrective glasses
Corrective lenses
Corrective lenses for eye protection wear for sports
Correlation graduators
Cosmographic instruments
Countdown timers
Counter balance weights
Counterfeit [false] coin detectors
Counterfeit money detecting apparatus
Counterfeit money detecting machines
Counters
Counting apparatus
Counting apparatus for teaching arithmetic to children
Counting instruments
Counting machines
Couplers [data processing equipment]
Coupling capacitors
Couplings for electrical cables
Couplings, electric
Cover plates adapted for electrical condensers
Covers for electric outlets
Covers for headphones
Covers for personal digital assistants [PDAs]
Covers for smartphones
Covers for tablet computers
Crane weighers
Crash helmets
Crash helmets for cyclists
Crash helmets for motorcyclists
Crash test dummies
Credit card controlled ticket issuing machines
Credit card embossing machines [computer peripherals]
Credit card encoding machines [computer peripherals]
Credit card imprinters, electric
Credit card payphones
Credit card processing terminals
Credit card terminals
Credit cards with a magnetic strip
Credit cards, encoded
Credit cards, magnetic
Credit screening software
Cross beam depth gauges
Crossover networks for audio apparatus
Crucibles [laboratory]
Cryomagnetic apparatus
Cryomagnetic instruments
Cryomonitor
Cryostats for laboratory use
Cryptographic apparatus
Crystal oscillators
Culture dishes
Culture plates
Cupels [laboratory]
Currency recognition machines
Current breakers
Current collectors
Current converters
Current limiters
Current limiting reactors
Current overload protectors
Current plugs
Current rectifiers
Current shunts
Current transformers
Current-meters
Cursor control devices
Cursor control devices for use with computer display systems
Cut-out switches
Cutting apparatus for plastic foils for photographic purposes
Cycle meters
Cyclists' glasses
Cyclists' helmets
Cyclometers
Cyclotrons
Cyrogenic turbine meters
Cyromicrotomes
Cytometers
Dairy farm monitoring apparatus
Dampness detectors
Darkroom apparatus
Darkroom filters
Darkroom instruments
Darkroom lamps [photography]
Darkroom lights
Darkroom safelights
Darkroom tents
Darkroom timers
Darkrooms [photography]
Dashboard cameras
Dashboard warning lamps
Data access apparatus for use in accessing stored information
Data acquisition apparatus
Data acquisition instruments
Data banks
Data bearing discs
Data bearing tapes
Data being electrically recorded for computers
Data being magnetically recorded for computers
Data being optically recorded for computers
Data buffers
Data bus interface units
Data cables
Data capture apparatus
Data capture instruments
Data carriers
Data carriers bearing computer programmes
Data carriers bearing machine readable data
Data carriers bearing machine readable programs
Data carriers containing computer programs
Data carriers containing stored typographic typefaces
Data carriers equipped with controlling programs
Data carriers equipped with governing programs
Data carriers for computers having software recorded thereon
Data carriers for electronic data processing
Data carriers for use with data processing apparatus
Data carriers in the form of optical discs
Data carriers incorporating computer programs
Data carriers incorporating computer programs written in machine code
Data carriers incorporating controlling programs
Data carriers incorporating machine readable data
Data carriers incorporating programs
Data carriers incorporating regulating programs
Data carriers provided with controlling programs
Data carriers provided with regulating programs
Data carriers recorded with programs to enable data to be displayed
Data cartridges
Data collecting machines
Data collection apparatus
Data collection computer installations
Data collection instruments
Data collectors
Data communications apparatus
Data communications hardware
Data communications installations
Data communications instruments
Data communications receivers
Data communications software
Data compact discs
Data compilations
Data compression software
Data compressors
Data conversion apparatus
Data display apparatus
Data display instruments
Data encoded on floppy discs
Data encoding apparatus
Data encryption apparatus
Data entry apparatus
Data entry terminals
Data exchange units
Data exit terminals
Data feeders
Data feeders for use with artificial intelligence
Data feeders linked with artificial intelligence
Data files
Data handling apparatus
Data handling installations
Data in machine readable form
Data information processing apparatus
Data information processing units
Data input apparatus for use with computers
Data interconnecting computer installations
Data logging apparatus
Data memories
Data meters
Data networks
Data packet switching apparatus
Data packet switching installations
Data printer apparatus
Data processing apparatus
Data processing apparatus for use in information storage
Data processing apparatus for use with computers
Data processing apparatus producing data in printed form
Data processing apparatus producing data in type form
Data processing components
Data processing devices
Data processing equipment
Data processing information carriers
Data processing input devices
Data processing installations
Data processing installations incorporating expandable architecture
Data processing instruments
Data processing machines
Data processing programmes
Data processing programmes for archiving in computer aided design
Data processing programmes for editing in computer aided design
Data processing programmes for simulating behaviour
Data processing programmes for the production of newspapers
Data processing programmes for the production of periodicals
Data processing programs
Data processing programs recorded on data carriers
Data processing programs stored on data carriers
Data processing software
Data processing software for graphic representations
Data processing software for word processing
Data processing systems
Data processing terminals
Data processing units
Data processors
Data processors for business data
Data processors for control of material supply
Data processors for workshop controls
Data programmes
Data protection backup units
Data readers being acoustic devices for data processing apparatus
Data readers being optical devices for data processing apparatus
Data receivers
Data receiving apparatus
Data recorded electronically
Data recorded electronically from the internet
Data recorded in computer accessible form
Data recorded in electronic form
Data recorded in machine-readable form
Data recorded in magnetic readable form
Data recorded on magnetic materials
Data recorded on optical materials
Data recording apparatus
Data recording machines
Data retrieval apparatus
Data security apparatus
Data security instruments
Data sorting apparatus
Data storage apparatus
Data storage apparatus for computers
Data storage apparatus for use with data processing apparatus
Data storage cartridges
Data storage cassettes
Data storage devices
Data storage devices bearing data
Data storage devices containing photographs
Data storage devices for recording computer programs
Data storage devices for recording data
Data storage discs
Data storage installations
Data storage instruments
Data storage machines
Data storage media for recording computer programs
Data stored for access by computer programs
Data switches
Data switching apparatus
Data synchronization cables
Data terminals
Data terminals for the communication of data to a central computer system
Data terminals for the entry of data to a central computer system
Data terminals for the validation of data
Data transfer apparatus
Data transfer instruments
Data transmission apparatus
Data transmission cables
Data transmission installations
Data transmission networks
Data transmitters
Data transmitting apparatus
Data transmitting instruments
Database programs
Databases
Databases [electronic publications]
Day sights for weapons [telescopic]
Decade switches
Decision circuits
Decoder software
Decoders
Decompression chambers
Decorative magnets
Deep sea reversing thermometers
Deflecting coils
Deflecting yokes
Deflection yokes
Delay lines
Delivery metering apparatus for liquids
Delivery metering apparatus for solids
Demagnetisers
Demagnetising apparatus
Demagnetizers
De-magnetizing apparatus
Demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes
Demodulators
Demultiplexers
Densimeters
Densitometers
Depth determination apparatus
Depth gauges
Depth sounders
Desk calculators
Desk printers for use with calculators
Desk programme modules for use with calculators
Desktop computers
Desktop publishing apparatus
Desktop publishing programmes
Desktop publishing software
Detecting apparatus for scientific laboratory use
Detecting instruments, other than for medical use
Detection apparatus employing acoustic waves, other than for medical use
Detection apparatus employing electromagnetic waves, other than for medical use
Detection apparatus for chemical substances, other than for medical use
Detection apparatus, other than for medical use
Detectors
Detectors for biotechnological fractionation
Detectors for biotechnological separation
Detectors for use with spectograph apparatus
Developed motion picture films
Development apparatus for data processing apparatus
Devices for analyzing genome information
Devices for analyzing protein sequence used as laboratory apparatus
Devices for converting image information to digital signals for computers
Devices for detecting exposure to radiation
Devices for hands-free use of mobile phones
Devices for linking terminals on a computer apparatus
Devices for locating subterranean objects
Devices for locating underground cables
Devices for locating underground pipelines
Devices for locating underground utility lines
Devices for measuring a person's weight
Devices for measuring boat speed
Devices for measuring electric quantities
Devices for measuring energy
Devices for measuring exposure to radiation
Devices for measuring water depth
Devices for measuring water temperature
Devices for measuring wind direction
Devices for measuring wind speed
Devices for producing digital prints
Devices for producing digital reproductions
Devices for producing optical prints
Devices for producing optical reproductions
Devices for producing photographically produced signals for printers
Devices for storing measured values
Devices for supporting spectacles
Devices for supporting sunglasses
Devices for switch cupboards
Devices for system load control
Devices for transmitting measured values
Devices for use in the networking of computers
Devices for wireless radio transmission
Devices in the nature of spectacles for displaying televised images
Devices in the nature of spectacles for viewing recorded video images
Devices in the nature of spectacles for viewing televised images
Devices incorporating microprocessors for controlling transit fares
Devices incorporating microprocessors for use in fare payments on public transport
Dewing sensors
Diacs
Diagnostic apparatus for industrial use
Diagnostic apparatus for monitoring machine lubrication systems
Diagnostic apparatus for scientific use
Diagnostic apparatus for testing food
Diagnostic apparatus for use in vehicle repair
Diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diagnostic imaging apparatus, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diagnostic instruments, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diagnostic measuring apparatus, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diagnostic testing apparatus for use in immunoassay procedures, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diagnostic testing instruments for use in immunoassay procedure, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diagnostic ultrasound apparatus, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diagnostic ultrasound instruments, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diagnostic viewers for evaluating the condition of local area network installations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diagnostic viewing aids in the nature of transceivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diagnostic viewing transceivers for evaluating local area network apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dial gauge instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dial gauges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diaphragms [acoustics]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diaphragms [parts of cameras]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diaphragms [parts of loudspeaker apparatus]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diaphragms [parts of optical apparatus]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diaphragms [photography]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diaphragms for scientific apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diapositives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diapositives [projector slides]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diapositives for use with slide projectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dictating machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dictation cassettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dictation machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dielectric boards for printed circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diesel injector testers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diesel oil emission testers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diesel test apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diesel test instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Differential pressure transmitters for measurement purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Differential switches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Diffraction apparatus [microscopy]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital amplifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital analysers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital audio cassette tapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital audio disc players</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital audio players</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital audio signal processors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital audio tape players</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital audio tape recorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital audio tapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital bathroom scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital boards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital book readers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital cameras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital cameras for industrial use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital cassettes for electronic data processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital colour copiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital colour printers for documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital control apparatus for power units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital controls for robots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital cross-connected switching apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital data receiving apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital data transmission apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Digital data transmitting apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Digital direct current power supplies
Digital disc drives
Digital door locks
Digital effects units
Digital electrical gauges adapted for use in controlling air pressure
Digital electrical gauges adapted for use in measuring
Digital electronic controllers
Digital electronic controls for machine tools
Digital electronic controls for manipulators
Digital electronic controls for tools
Digital functional generators
Digital graphic scanners
Digital image processors for the analysis of transparencies
Digital image processors for the evaluation of transparencies
Digital indicators
Digital input and output scanners
Digital interactive video adaptors for use with computers
Digital map making apparatus
Digital measuring apparatus
Digital measuring instruments
Digital multimeters
Digital music downloadable from the Internet
Digital music, downloadable from MP3 web sites on the internet
Digital music, downloadable from the Internet
Digital notepads
Digital optical transmission apparatus
Digital optical transmission instruments
Digital panel meters
Digital pH meters
Digital phones
Digital photo frames
Digital plotters
Digital potentiometers
Digital printing cameras
Digital recording media
Digital regulating apparatus
Digital regulating instruments
Digital signage display panels
Digital signage monitors
Digital signal processing apparatus
Digital signal processors
Digital signs
Digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) cameras
Digital slave modules
Digital sound processors
Digital tablets
Digital telecommunications apparatus
Digital telecommunications instruments
Digital telephone sets
Digital telephone switching apparatus
Digital telephones
Digital televisions
Digital testers for use in testing electric voltage
Digital thermometers, other than for medical purposes
Digital to analogue converters
Digital to analogue data converters
Digital transmission apparatus on copper cable
Digital transmission apparatus on optical fibre
Digital transmitters
Digital type temperature compensated crystal oscillators
Digital versatile disc player
Digital video adaptors for displaying text with video pictures
Digital video adaptors for use with computers
Digital video apparatus for broadcasting
Digital video apparatus for professional television use
Digital video equipment for studio use
Digital video recorders
Digital vision mixers
Digital voice signal processors
Digital voltmeters
Digital weather stations
Digitally controlled locks
Digitally stored images
Digitally stored photographs
Digitiser pads
Digitisers
Digitized land maps
Digitized sea charts
Digitized typefaces stored in electrical data carriers
Digitized typefaces stored in magnetic data carriers
Digitizers
Digitizers for use with computers
Digitizing printers
Digitizing scanners
Dimmer switches
Dimmers
Dimming apparatus for electric lighting
Diodes
Dip determination apparatus
Dip meters
Dipsticks for liquids
Direct broadcasting apparatus for the reception of data
Direct broadcasting apparatus for the reception of programmes
Direct broadcasting apparatus for the transmission of data
Direct broadcasting apparatus for the transmission of programmes
Direct current converters
Direction beacons
Direction finders
Direction finding apparatus
Directional compasses
Directional couplers
Directional signage [luminous or mechanical]
Directories, electric or electronic
Disc [disk] drives for computers
Disc cartridges
Disc controllers
Disc drive cartridges
Disc drive controllers
Disc drive units
Disc drivers
Disc drives
Disc drives for computers
Disc drives for electronic data processing apparatus
Disc drives for use with computers
Disc drives relating to integrated systems
Disc drives relating to sub-systems
Disc driving apparatus
Disc files
Disc memories
Disc players
Disc records
Discharge tubes, electric, other than for lighting
Discount cards, encoded
Discount cards, magnetic
Discs bearing computer programs
Discs bearing video recordings
Discs containing programs for data processing
Discs for bearing sound
Discs for bearing video images
Discs for the transmission of data
Disk drives
Disk drives for computers
Disks, magnetic
Dispensing apparatus for delivering measured quantities of alcoholic drinks
Dispensing apparatus for delivering measured quantities of beverages
Dispersion shifted optical fibres
Displacement pickups
Displacement transducers
Display apparatus for use with computers
Display apparatus for use with data processing installations
Display apparatus, electrical or electronic
Display cards, magnetic or encoded
Display components using illuminated points
Display components using illuminated segments
Display monitors
Display signs of metal [luminous or mechanical]
Display signs of non-metallic materials [luminous or mechanical]
Display terminals
Display terminals for use with computers
Disposable cameras
Disposable laboratory apparatus for scientific use
Disposable scientific apparatus
Distance measurers
Distance measuring apparatus
Distance measuring instruments
Distance meters
Distance recorders for land vehicles
Distance recording apparatus
Distance sensors
Distillation apparatus for scientific purposes
Distribution amplifiers
Distribution bars
Distribution boards [electricity]
Distribution boxes [electricity]
Distribution boxes for electrical power
Distribution circuit breaker boards
Distribution consoles [electricity]
Distribution fuse boards
Distribution panel boards [electricity]
Distribution transformers
Distribution units [electricity]
Distributor boards [electricity]
Distributors being automotive electrical components
Disturbance waveform analysers
Divers' boots
Divers' face masks
Divers' gloves
Divers' goggles
Divers' hoods
Divers' knee pads
Divers' life jackets
Divers' masks
Divers' masks
Divers' nose clips
Divers' suits
Divers' weight belts
Diving boots
Diving gloves
Diving goggles
Diving helmets
Diving snorkels
Diving suits
Diving weights
DMB (Digital Multimedia Broadcasting) televisions
DNA chips
DNA microarrays
Document printers for computers
Document printers for use with computers
Document scanning apparatus
Document verification apparatus
Dog whistles
Domestic control apparatus, electric or electronic
Domestic electronic monitoring apparatus
Domestic security installations for buildings, electric or electronic
Domestic switches, electric
Door chimes, electric
Door entry apparatus utilising audio apparatus
Door entry apparatus utilising video apparatus
Door entry apparatus, electric or electronic
Door phones
Door security devices of metal for buildings, electric
Door security devices of metal for buildings, optical
Door viewers [peepholes]
Doppler apparatus for use in the safe docking of ships
Doppler apparatus for use in the safe docking of submarines
Doppler apparatus for use in the safe docking of submersibles
Doppler instruments for use in the safe manoeuvring of ships
Doppler instruments for use in the safe manoeuvring of submarines
Doppler instruments for use in the safe manoeuvring of submersibles
Dosage dispensers
Dosimeters
Dosing apparatus for dishwashing preparations
Dosing apparatus for laboratory purposes
Dot matrix printers
Double layer capacitors
Double pole switches
Downloadable computer game programs
Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices
Downloadable electronic game programs
Downloadable graphics for mobile phones
Downloadable image files
Downloadable music files
Downloadable musical sound recordings
Downloadable podcasts
Downloadable ring tones for mobile phones
Downloadable webcasts
Drafting plotters
Drainers for use in photography
Dressmakers' measures
Dressmakers' measuring tape
Drive units for compact discs
Drives for magnetic recording materials
Drives for optical recording materials
Driving apparatus for switch points
Dry batteries
Dry cells
Dry photomic plates [photo mask blanks]
Dry-cell batteries
Drying apparatus for photographic prints
Drying ovens for laboratory use
Drying racks [photography]
Dry-type transformers
Dual amplifier balancers
Ductility testers
Ducting [electricity]
Ducting containing electrical conductors
Ducting for electric cables
Ducts [electricity]
Ducts for electrical wiring
Ducts for housing electrical wires
Ducts, electricity
Dummy logs
Dummy sensors
Duplexers
Dust aspirators
Dust masks
Dust measuring apparatus
Dust monitors
Dust proof plugs for earphone jacks
Dust protective goggles
Dust protective masks
Dustproof glasses
Dustproof plugs for jacks of mobile phones
DVD cases
DVD drives
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVD players</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD recorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic filters for use in the control panels of fire alarm systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic filters for use in the control panels of fire detection systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear phones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear plugs for divers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earbuds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earphones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earphones for radios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earphones for recording apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth leakage circuit breakers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth leakage circuit protection apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth leakage distribution units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth leakage protected socket outlet boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth satellites for use in earth observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth satellites for use in telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth satellites for use in the security surveillance of national spacecraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth terminals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth testers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthing apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthing clamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthquake simulation apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthquake simulation instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo cancellers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo flow detectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo ranging devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo sounders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo sounding devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editing apparatus for cinematographic films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editing appliances for cinematographic films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editing machines for movie films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education apparatus connectable to television receivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational materials in the form of computer programmes for teaching languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational materials in the form of pre-recorded discs for teaching languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational materials in the form of pre-recorded tapes for teaching languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational science sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egg timers [sandglasses]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egg-candlers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ejector seat training apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic wave meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric access control apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric access control installations for use with encoded cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric access control systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric access security apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric accumulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric actuators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric adapter cables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric adapter connectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric adapter plugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric adaptor rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric adaptor units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Electric adaptors
Electric advertising apparatus with alternative displays
Electric alarms for fire
Electric alarms for smoke
Electric amplifiers
Electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments
Electric and electronic video surveillance installations
Electric anti-interference devices
Electric anti-theft devices, other than for vehicles
Electric anti-theft instruments, other than for vehicles
Electric apparatus for charging batteries
Electric apparatus for commutation
Electric apparatus for controlling
Electric apparatus for controlling the operations of machines
Electric apparatus for data processing
Electric apparatus for dispensing measured quantities
Electric apparatus for ink jet coding
Electric apparatus for ink jet copying
Electric apparatus for remote ignition
Electric apparatus for storing computer data
Electric apparatus for the exchange of digital signals
Electric apparatus for the transmission of analogue signals
Electric apparatus for the transmission of digital signals
Electric apparatus for transmitting sound
Electric apparatus for use in parking control
Electric apparatus for use in traffic control
Electric apparatus for vehicle problem diagnosis
Electric apparatus incorporating oscillators
Electric apparatus incorporating resonators
Electric apparatus relating to telecommunications
Electric arc apparatus
Electric batteries
Electric batteries for land vehicles
Electric batteries for powering electric vehicles
Electric batteries for use in air vehicles
Electric batteries for water vehicles
Electric battery chargers
Electric bell pushes
Electric bells
Electric blanking plugs
Electric boosters
Electric branch boxes
Electric breakers [switches]
Electric bridge rectifiers
Electric buzzers
Electric cable boxes
Electric cable channels
Electric cable connectors
Electric cable couplings
Electric cable ducts
Electric cable installations
Electric cable protector modules
Electric cable spreading boxes for electric cable glands
Electric cables
Electric cables and wires
Electric cables for the transmission of sounds and images
Electric cables for use with telecommunication apparatus
Electric calling consoles
Electric capacitors
Electric capacitors [for telecommunication apparatus]
Electric capacitors for telecommunication apparatus
Electric cells
Electric cells for providing electric power to weapons systems
Electric checking [supervision] apparatus
Electric chimes for doors
Electric circuit boards
Electric circuit breakers
Electric circuit closers
Electric circuit components
Electric circuit control devices
Electric circuit interrupters
Electric circuit testers
Electric circuits
Electric coils
Electric combination locks
Electric communication apparatus
Electric components
Electric condensers
Electric conductors
Electric connecting plugs
Electric connection plugs
Electric connection units
Electric connections
Electric connector boxes
Electric connector sockets
Electric connector units
Electric connectors
Electric contact blocks
Electric contact boards
Electric contact fuses
Electric contact separating devices
Electric contact switches
Electric contacts
Electric control apparatus
Electric control apparatus for agricultural machines
Electric control apparatus for automobile electrical apparatus
Electric control apparatus for automobile electrical equipment
Electric control apparatus for engines
Electric control apparatus for fans
Electric control apparatus for heaters
Electric control apparatus for hot platen presses
Electric control apparatus for industrial machines
Electric control apparatus for lights
Electric control apparatus for machine tools
Electric control apparatus for machines
Electric control apparatus for military weapons
Electric control apparatus for motor land vehicles
Electric control apparatus for motors
Electric control apparatus for robots
Electric control apparatus for servo systems
Electric control apparatus for use with machines
Electric control apparatus for use with motors
Electric control apparatus for vehicle engines
Electric control boards
Electric control boxes
Electric control desks
Electric control devices for compressors
Electric control devices for energy management
Electric control devices for heating installations
Electric control devices for heating management
Electric control devices for lifting apparatus
Electric control devices for machine tools
Electric control devices for machines
Electric control devices for ovens
Electric control devices for turbines
Electric control installations
Electric control instruments for engines
Electric control operating apparatus
Electric control panels
Electric control valves
Electric controlled access security apparatus
Electric controls for automatically operating valves
Electric controls for programmable sound generators
Electric converters
Electric cords for musical amplifiers
Electric cords for musical instruments
Electric couplings
Electric current adaptors
Electric current control devices
Electric current distribution apparatus
Electric current meters
Electric current rectifiers
Electric current sensors
Electric current switches
Electric current transformers
Electric devices for displaying information
Electric devices for programming machine cycles
Electric devices for transmission of data between computers
Electric devices for transmission of data between microprocessors
Electric diodes
Electric discharge apparatus
Electric discharge tubes, other than for lighting
Electric door bells
Electric door chimes
Electric door control apparatus
Electric door locks
Electric door locks for vehicles
Electric dry cells
Electric ducting conduit installations of metal
Electric ducting conduits of metal
Electric ducting of non-metallic materials
Electric ducts of non-metallic materials
Electric dust removing apparatus for phonograph records
Electric dust removing apparatus for sound recordings
Electric extension cables
Electric extension leads
Electric extension outlet sockets
Electric fence controllers
Electric fence energisers
Electric fences
Electric flasher switches
Electric flow meters
Electric furnaces for laboratory use
Electric fuse boxes
Electric fuses
Electric gramophones
Electric hand flash lamps for photographic use
Electric igniting apparatus for igniting at a distance
Electric ignition devices for igniting at a distance
Electric installations for preventing theft, other than for vehicles
Electric installations for the remote control of fuel dispensing apparatus
Electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations
Electric inverters
Electric junction boxes
Electric keyboards for data input
Electric leads
Electric leads for amplifiers
Electric leads for audio dubbing
Electric leads for dubbing
Electric leads for electric guitars
Electric leads for microphones
Electric leads for speakers
Electric leads for use with computers
Electric light dimmers
Electric light switches
Electric lighted tactile switches
Electric lock switches
Electric locking devices
Electric locking installations
Electric locks
Electric locks for vehicles
Electric locks with alarms
Electric loss indicators
Electric magnetic compasses
Electric magnetic interference suppression filters
Electric mains distribution panels
Electric mains monitoring apparatus
Electric mains monitoring devices
Electric mains power units
Electric mains testers
Electric mains transformers
Electric measuring apparatus
Electric measuring devices
Electric measuring instruments
Electric mechanisms for operating turnstiles
Electric mechanisms for use in positioning systems
Electric metal bells for alarms
Electric monitoring apparatus
Electric motor checking [monitoring or supervision] apparatus
Electric motor controlling apparatus
Electric navigating apparatus
Electric navigation instruments
Electric navigational instruments
Electric operators [switches] for doors
Electric operators [switches] for vehicle windows
Electric operators [switches] for windows
Electric or electronic control modules
Electric or electronic control screens
Electric or electronic control stations
Electric or electronic display instruments
Electric or electronic display screens
Electric oscillators
Electric ovens for laboratory use
Electric over voltage protectors
Electric phonographs
Electric plotting apparatus
Electric plug adapters
Electric plug boxes
Electric plugs
Electric power analysers
Electric power converters
Electric power distribution machines
Electric power line detectors
Electric power storage apparatus
Electric power supplies being rectifiers for marine use
Electric power supplies being transformers for marine use
Electric power supplies for electronic apparatus
Electric power supplies for endoscopes for medical purposes
Electric power supply sockets
Electric power supply units
Electric power supply units having stabilised output voltage
Electric power units
Electric programming units
Electric protective relays
Electric pushbutton panels
Electric rapid acting control apparatus
Electric reactors
Electric read switches
Electric rectifiers
Electric regulating apparatus
Electric regulating modules
Electric relays
Electric remote control apparatus
Electric resistance coils
Electric resistances
Electric resistors
Electric resistors [for telecommunication apparatus]
Electric resistors for telecommunication apparatus
Electric reversing alarms for self propelled machines, other than vehicles
Electric rotary converters
Electric rotary switches
Electric safety cut-out fuses
Electric security apparatus for buildings
Electric security apparatus for the detection of intruders in buildings
Electric security apparatus for the prevention of theft from buildings
Electric security locking devices for armoured doors
Electric security locking devices for the doors of safes
Electric security monitoring apparatus incorporating fibre optic cables
Electric servomechanisms
Electric shaver sockets
Electric shunt boxes
Electric signalling apparatus
Electric signs
Electric skeleton switches
Electric slide switches
Electric smoke detectors
Electric smoke sensors
Electric socket outlets
Electric sockets
Electric storage batteries
Electric storage batteries for land vehicle engines
Electric storage batteries for use with engines
Electric storage batteries for use with motors
Electric switch plates
Electric switchboxes
Electric switches
Electric switches being leaf switches
Electric switches for electronic power control
Electric switches for signals
Electric switches to monitor speeds of rotation
Electric switching apparatus
Electric terminal carrier assemblies
Electric terminal lugs
Electric terminals
Electric test boxes for testing light circuits on semi-trailers
Electric theft prevention installations, other than for vehicles
Electric thermostats
Electric time-relay devices
Electric timers
Electric timing devices
Electric transformers
Electric transmission filters
Electric valves [thermionic]
Electric visual reproducing apparatus
Electric voltage transformers
Electric wire
Electric wires
Electric wires and cables
Electric wires of metal alloys
Electric wiring
Electric wiring connectors
Electric wiring harnesses
Electrical access control apparatus
Electrical access control installations
Electrical accumulators
Electrical adapters
Electrical adaptors
Electrical amplifiers
Electrical amplifiers for driving servo motors
Electrical amplifiers for sound signals
Electrical amplifiers for use with musical instruments
Electrical and electronic burglar alarms
Electrical anti-tamper apparatus, other than for vehicles
Electrical anti-tamper devices, other than for vehicles
Electrical anti-theft devices, other than for vehicles
Electrical anti-theft installations, other than for vehicles
Electrical apparatus for altering video games
Electrical apparatus for analysis
Electrical apparatus for controlling machines
Electrical apparatus for controlling the speed of motors
Electrical apparatus for converting alternating current to direct current
Electrical apparatus for converting signals into visual information
Electrical apparatus for converting video games
Electrical apparatus for corrosion control
Electrical apparatus for data acquisition
Electrical apparatus for demagnetising
Electrical apparatus for detecting motor vehicles
Electrical apparatus for fitting to vehicles to display visual information
Electrical apparatus for measuring purposes
Electrical apparatus for mixing sounds
Electrical apparatus for monitoring
Electrical apparatus for nautical use for detecting battery voltage
Electrical apparatus for plating electrical circuits
Electrical apparatus for plating printed circuits
Electrical apparatus for recording data
Electrical apparatus for recording video images
Electrical apparatus for security purposes, other than for vehicles
Electrical apparatus for testing alloys
Electrical apparatus for the distribution of electric power
Electrical apparatus for the graphic equalisation of sound
Electrical apparatus for the input of data
Electrical apparatus for the locating of personnel
Electrical apparatus for the output of data
Electrical apparatus for the paging of personnel
Electrical apparatus for the signalling of personnel
Electrical apparatus for the transmission of audio signals
Electrical apparatus for transmitting sound
Electrical apparatus for use in printing
Electrical apparatus for use in publishing
Electrical apparatus for use in regulation
Electrical apparatus for use in testing video games
Electrical apparatus for use in the calculation of data
Electrical apparatus for use in the encoding of data
Electrical apparatus for use in the production of colour images
Electrical apparatus incorporating televisions
Electrical armatures
Electrical bare wires
Electrical batteries
Electrical batteries for cars
Electrical branch boxes
Electrical bridges
Electrical cable
Electrical cable apparatus
Electrical cable connectors
Electrical cable distribution trunking
Electrical cable extension reels
Electrical cables
Electrical cables for connecting computers
Electrical cables for lighting installations
Electrical cables for sale on drums
Electrical cables for sale on reels
Electrical cables for use in connections
Electrical cables in the form of ribbons
Electrical cabling
Electrical calculating machines
Electrical capacitors
Electrical cells
Electrical charge controllers
Electrical checking apparatus
Electrical circuit boards
Electrical circuit breakers
Electrical circuit components
Electrical circuit control devices
Electrical circuit testers
Electrical circuitry
Electrical circuits for hydraulic control
Electrical coils
Electrical coils for incorporation into fans
Electrical coils for use in fluid pressure apparatus
Electrical communicating apparatus
Electrical communication apparatus for transmitting data
Electrical communication installations
Electrical communication instruments
Electrical communication machines
Electrical communications apparatus adapted for use on vehicles
Electrical communications apparatus for use with interconnecting computers
Electrical communications cables
Electrical components
Electrical components for assembly line machines
Electrical components for use with television aerials
Electrical components for use with television apparatus
Electrical computer apparatus
Electrical conductors
Electrical conduits
Electrical connecting cables
Electrical connecting instruments
Electrical connecting terminal blocks
Electrical connection adapters
Electrical connection boxes
Electrical connections
Electrical connectors
Electrical connectors for connecting laptop computers to telephone lines
Electrical connectors for electrical cables
Electrical connectors for electronic modules
Electrical connectors for printed circuit boards
Electrical connectors for use between a semi-trailer and tractor unit
Electrical contact separating devices
Electrical contacts
Electrical contractors condensing lenses
Electrical control apparatus
Electrical control apparatus being computer operated
Electrical control apparatus for automatic gates for car parks
Electrical control apparatus for electric welding machines
Electrical control apparatus for use in welding processes
Electrical control apparatus for use with heating installations
Electrical control boards
Electrical control circuits
Electrical control instruments
Electrical control panels
Electrical control panels for burglar alarm systems
Electrical control panels for fire alarm systems
Electrical control panels for smoke alarm systems
Electrical control units for electrical appliances
Electrical control units for lighting installations
Electrical controllers for controlling the speed of motors
Electrical controlling apparatus for motors
Electrical controlling devices
Electrical controls
Electrical controls for determining the dropping points of substances
Electrical controls for determining the melting point of substances
Electrical converters
Electrical converters for controlling access to premises
Electrical couplers
Electrical coupling apparatus
Electrical coupling sleeves
Electrical couplings
Electrical current distribution apparatus
Electrical current transport means
Electrical cut-outs
Electrical data converters
Electrical data input apparatus for use with computers
Electrical data input devices
Electrical data output apparatus for computers
Electrical data processing apparatus
Electrical delay lines
Electrical detectors for locating hidden objects
Electrical detectors for locating sub surface cables
Electrical detectors for locating underground pipes
Electrical devices for communication by facsimile
Electrical devices for data information display
Electrical devices for security purposes, other than for vehicles
Electrical devices for storage of data
Electrical devices for the switching of data
Electrical devices for the switching of messages
Electrical devices for transmission of data
Electrical digital control apparatus
Electrical discharge devices
Electrical discharge tubes, other than for lighting purposes
Electrical displays
Electrical distributing busbars
Electrical distribution apparatus
Electrical distribution boxes
Electrical distribution cases
Electrical distribution frames
Electrical distribution installations
Electrical distributors
Electrical door entry control apparatus
Electrical dosing apparatus for adhesives
Electrical dosing apparatus for paints
Electrical drives for controlling apparatus
Electrical drives for regulating apparatus
Electrical ducts
Electrical enclosures made from sheet steel
Electrical energising apparatus for domestic appliances
Electrical energising apparatus for heating appliances
Electrical energising apparatus for lighting appliances
Electrical extension leads
Electrical facsimile signal receiving apparatus
Electrical facsimile signal recording apparatus
Electrical facsimile signal transmitting apparatus
Electrical feed through apparatus
Electrical frequency converters
Electrical fuses
Electrical harnesses
Electrical header connectors
Electrical impulse generators for the detonating of weapons
Electrical impulse generators for the firing of weapons
Electrical instruments for checking light
Electrical instruments for checking sound
Electrical instruments for detecting material stress
Electrical instruments for metering the price of dispensed fluids
Electrical instruments for monitoring light
Electrical instruments for monitoring sound
Electrical instruments for recording light
Electrical instruments for recording sound
Electrical instruments for signalling purposes
Electrical instruments for telecommunications purposes
Electrical interfaces
Electrical interference avoidance apparatus
Electrical inverters
Electrical junction boxes
Electrical leads
Electrical limiters
Electrical line filters for use with electrical power packs
Electrical locks
Electrical locks for vehicles
Electrical mains wiring apparatus for use with domestic appliances
Electrical measuring apparatus
Electrical measuring apparatus for use in automobiles
Electrical measuring instruments
Electrical message switching apparatus for use in communications installations
Electrical meters
Electrical multi-pin interconnection apparatus
Electrical outlets
Electrical plug connectors
Electrical plug-in apparatus comprising supporting and guide rails
Electrical plugs
Electrical power adaptors
Electrical power distribution blocks
Electrical power outlet boxes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical power packs comprising transformers and rectifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical power supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical print out apparatus for use with computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical print out apparatus for use with electronic data processing apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical print out apparatus for use with electronic text processing apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical process control instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical products testing apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical push button panels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical push button switch assemblies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical push button switches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical push buttons being luminous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical push leaf switches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical push switches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical receivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical recharging apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical recorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical rectifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical reducing transformers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical regulating apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical relays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical release devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical remote control apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical resistance coils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical resistance elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical resistance elements made of ceramic materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical resistance wire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical resistances for incorporation into air-conditioning apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical resistances for incorporation into heating apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical resistances for incorporation into ventilating apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical resistors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical safety cut-out fuses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical security apparatus, other than for vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical security devices, other than for vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical sensing apparatus incorporating heaters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical signal attenuators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical signalling apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical signalling instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical socket outlets protected by residual current devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical sockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical solid-state components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical storage batteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical surge arrestors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical switch apparatus protected by synthetic covers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical switch assemblies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical switch boards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical switch boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical switch cabinets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical switch timers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical switches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical switches for automobile controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical switchgear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical switching apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical switching for monitoring devices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Electrical switching instruments
Electrical tape jigs [measuring instruments]
Electrical telegraph wires
Electrical telephone wires
Electrical terminal blocks
Electrical terminal boxes
Electrical terminal connectors
Electrical terminals
Electrical terminals adapted to be connected to electrical connection leads
Electrical terminals connected to electrical cables
Electrical terminators
Electrical test apparatus
Electrical testing instruments
Electrical time switches
Electrical transducers for producing sound from electrical signals
Electrical transformers
Electrical transformers [for telecommunication apparatus]
Electrical transformers for use with lighting
Electrical transmitters
Electrical units for data conditioning
Electrical units for signal conditioning
Electrical weighing apparatus
Electrical wires
Electrical wiring harnesses
Electrical wiring installations
Electrically conductive metal components for use as earthing
Electrically controlled display apparatus
Electrically controlled steering activators
Electrically controlled variable speed drives for electric motors
Electrically driven swivel tilt apparatus for video cameras
Electrically driven tilt apparatus for video cameras
Electrically insulated boards for printed circuits
Electrically operated alarms, other than for vehicles
Electrically operated door controls
Electrically operated locking devices
Electrically operated precision mechanical rheostats
Electrically operated security apparatus, other than for vehicles
Electrically operated servo-position controllers
Electrically operated speed sensing apparatus
Electrically operated speed sensing apparatus for incorporation into vehicles
Electrically operated theft prevention installations, other than for vehicles
Electrically powered apparatus controlling the specific gravity of solutions used in printing
Electrically powered apparatus for fault diagnosis in electronic assemblies
Electrically powered apparatus for regulating the content of solutions used in printing
Electrically powered apparatus for testing electronic assemblies
Electrically punched [encoded] cards for use with computers
Electrically punched [encoded] tapes for use with computers
Electrically recorded data for computers
Electricity boxes for electrical installations
Electricity conductors
Electricity conduits
Electricity connectors
Electricity control panels
Electricity distribution apparatus
Electricity distribution instruments
Electricity ducts
Electricity generating solar cells and panels
Electricity inverters
Electricity junction boxes
Electricity limiters
Electricity mains apparatus
Electricity metering apparatus
Electricity meters
Electricity storage apparatus
Electricity transformers
Electrified fences
Electrified rails for mounting spot lights
Electroacoustic amplifiers
Electroacoustic apparatus
Electroacoustic apparatus for the production of sound recordings
Electroacoustic convertors
Electroacoustic emphasisers
Electroacoustic instruments for the production of sound recordings
Electroacoustic transducers
Electrochemical batteries
Electrochemical cells
Electrochemical cells for sensing gas
Electrochemical gas compressors [scientific or laboratory apparatus]
Electrochemical gas sensors
Electrochemical gas separators [scientific or laboratory apparatus]
Electrochemical generating cells for containing gases [scientific or laboratory apparatus]
Electrochemical power generating fuel devices [scientific or laboratory apparatus]
Electrochemical testing apparatus
Electrochemical testing devices
Electrode assemblies for use in electroplating
Electrodes
Electrodes for acidity measurement
Electrodes for alkalinity measurement
Electrodes for chemical sensing
Electrodes for civil engineering applications
Electrodes for electrical brazing
Electrodes for laboratory research
Electrodes for oxidation reduction measurement
Electrodes for use in electrochemistry
Electrodes for use in the electrolysis of liquid electrolytes
Electrodes made from synthetic materials for the measurement of chemical compounds
Electrodes made from synthetic materials for the measurement of ions
Electrodes with amplifiers
Electrodes without amplifiers
Electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of railway points
Electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals
Electrodynamic apparatus for the remote control of storage operations
Electrodynamic apparatus for use in remote control systems
Electroluminescent display panels
Electrolysers
Electrolytic ozone generating apparatus
Electromagnetic anti-shoplifting apparatus
Electromagnetic apparatus for the communication of information
Electromagnetic coils
Electromagnetic conduits
Electromagnetic display components comprising tilting segments
Electromagnetic locks
Electromagnetic logs
Electromagnetic materials bearing information
Electromagnetic materials for bearing information
Electromagnetic materials in the shape of bands
Electromagnetic measuring apparatus
Electromagnetic measuring detectors
Electromagnetic relays
Electromagnetic speed reducers for vehicles
Electromagnetic switches
Electromagnetic wave apparatus, other than for use in therapy
Electromagnetic wave generators
Electromagnets
Electromechanical control devices
Electromechanical control devices for clutches
Electromechanical displays for public information
Electromechanical measuring devices
Electromechanical plug-in relays
Electromechanical signs for public information
Electrometers
Electron beam analysing apparatus
Electron beam measuring instruments
Electron capture detectors
Electron cyclotron resonance apparatus for etching
Electron discharge apparatus
Electron microscopes
Electron multipliers
Electron tubes
Electronic access control installations
Electronic access control systems for doors in combination with a telephone
Electronic access control systems for doors in combination with a video camera
Electronic access control systems for doors in combination with an intercom
Electronic access control systems for interlocking doors
Electronic agendas
Electronic alarms, other than for vehicles
Electronic amplifiers
Electronic analysers, other than for medical purposes
Electronic and magnetic ID cards for use in connection with payment for services
Electronic and recorded multimedia publications
Electronic animal identification apparatus
Electronic anti-theft bollards to prevent shoplifting
Electronic apparatus for controlling access
Electronic apparatus for controlling lifting mechanisms for working implements on vehicles
Electronic apparatus for controlling the operation of machines
Electronic apparatus for controlling toll points
Electronic apparatus for data processing
Electronic apparatus for detecting leaks
Electronic apparatus for developing communication links
Electronic apparatus for home use with audiovisual playbacks
Electronic apparatus for home use with display apparatus
Electronic apparatus for identifying personnel prior to entry
Electronic apparatus for information delivery
Electronic apparatus for information exchange
Electronic apparatus for interfacing video apparatus
Electronic apparatus for linking televisions to computers
Electronic apparatus for manipulating data
Electronic apparatus for manipulating images
Electronic apparatus for measuring environmental conditions
Electronic apparatus for monitoring machines
Electronic apparatus for neutralising electrostatic fields
Electronic apparatus for printing images
Electronic apparatus for providing communication links
Electronic apparatus for reading information
Electronic apparatus for relaying data
Electronic apparatus for remote control
Electronic apparatus for scrambling [encoding] voice transmissions
Electronic apparatus for sensing electrostatic fields
Electronic apparatus for surveying
Electronic apparatus for telemetry
Electronic apparatus for testing communication links
Electronic apparatus for text processing
Electronic apparatus for the control of car parking
Electronic apparatus for the measurement of toxic gases
Electronic apparatus for the regulation of packaging machines
Electronic apparatus for the transmission of data
Electronic apparatus for transmitting information
Electronic article surveillance systems
Electronic assemblies
Electronic audio apparatus
Electronic audio effects apparatus
Electronic audio signal processors for compensating sound distortion
Electronic automatic ticket examination machines
Electronic baby monitoring [listening] devices
Electronic balances
Electronic ballasts for electronically activated ignition apparatus
Electronic ballasts for operating discharge lamps
Electronic banking installations
Electronic blackboards
Electronic book readers
Electronic brake controllers for vehicles
Electronic bricks to produce light
Electronic bricks to produce movement
Electronic bricks to produce sound
Electronic bulletin board apparatus
Electronic cables
Electronic calculating machines
Electronic calculators
Electronic calculators for estimating liquids
Electronic calculators for gas analysis
Electronic calculators for scoring
Electronic cameras for recording images magnetically
Electronic cameras for recording images on magnetic materials
Electronic carbon dioxide monitors, other than for medical purposes
Electronic carbon dioxide recorders, other than for medical purposes
Electronic card readers
Electronic cards
Electronic cards containing commercial information
Electronic cards containing information
Electronic cards for processing images
Electronic cash registers
Electronic cash tills
Electronic checkout apparatus for use with cash registers
Electronic chips [semi-conductors] for the manufacture of integrated circuits
Electronic chips for the manufacture of integrated circuits
Electronic cigarette batteries
Electronic circuit board
Electronic circuit boards
Electronic circuit cards
Electronic circuit substrate
Electronic circuits
Electronic circuits for data processing apparatus
Electronic circuits for use with computers
Electronic coding apparatus
Electronic coding units
Electronic collars to train animals
Electronic colour analysers
Electronic colour analysis apparatus
Electronic communication apparatus
Electronic communication installations
Electronic communication instruments
Electronic component carriers
Electronic components
Electronic components for electric guitars
Electronic components for identification apparatus
Electronic components for security installations
Electronic components for telecommunications
Electronic components for the storage of computer programs
Electronic components for use with cathode ray tubes
Electronic components in the nature of microchips
Electronic computer apparatus
Electronic connectors for use in the printed circuit industry
Electronic control apparatus
Electronic control apparatus for agricultural machines
Electronic control apparatus for automatic machines
Electronic control apparatus for closing doors
Electronic control apparatus for computer programmes
Electronic control apparatus for electric motors
Electronic control apparatus for engines
Electronic control apparatus for gear pumps
Electronic control apparatus for industrial machines
Electronic control apparatus for lamps
Electronic control apparatus for lighting
Electronic control apparatus for machines
Electronic control apparatus for military weapons
Electronic control apparatus for motors
Electronic control apparatus for robots
Electronic control apparatus for sanitary installations
Electronic control apparatus for sewing machines
Electronic control apparatus for use in storing document facsimiles
Electronic control apparatus for use in transmitting facsimiles
Electronic control apparatus for use with vacuum pumps
Electronic control apparatus for valves
Electronic control apparatus for vehicle engines
Electronic control circuits
Electronic control desks
Electronic control devices for rotary machines
Electronic control devices for turbines
Electronic control installations
Electronic control installations for cranes
Electronic control installations for electrodes
Electronic control installations for fuel burners
Electronic control installations for sensors
Electronic control operating apparatus
Electronic control systems
Electronic control units
Electronic control units for determining the quantity of fuel injected into engines
Electronic control units for determining the quantity of fuel injected into motors
Electronic controlled access security apparatus
Electronic controllers
Electronic controllers for factory moulding machines
Electronic controllers for use with a swimming tank
Electronic controlling apparatus
Electronic controls for automatically operating valves
Electronic controls for machines for use in crushing minerals
Electronic controls for machines for use in cutting minerals
Electronic copy boards
Electronic copying apparatus [photographic, electrostatic or thermic]
Electronic copying machines [photographic, electrostatic or thermic]
Electronic counting apparatus
Electronic cruise control apparatus
Electronic currency converters
Electronic damper control apparatus
Electronic data apparatus for use with computers
Electronic data carriers
Electronic data carriers in the form of identity cards
Electronic data carriers with computer programs [machine script]
Electronic data collection apparatus
Electronic data communications apparatus
Electronic data communications installations
Electronic data input apparatus
Electronic data input apparatus for use with computers
Electronic data interchange apparatus
Electronic data output apparatus
Electronic data output apparatus for use with computers
Electronic data processing apparatus
Electronic data processing apparatus for the storage of computer programs
Electronic data processing devices
Electronic data processing equipment
Electronic data processing installations
Electronic data processing machines
Electronic data processing machines for use in photographic finishing laboratories
Electronic decoders
Electronic decoding instruments
Electronic design analysis apparatus
Electronic desk calculators
Electronic devices for data processing
Electronic devices for indicating the interaction of fields
Electronic devices for information processing
Electronic devices for the adjustment of the headlights of motor vehicles
Electronic devices for the transmission of data between computers
Electronic devices for the transmission of data between microprocessors
Electronic devices for transmitting data
Electronic devices for use in the self-locking of car windows
Electronic devices used to locate lost articles employing the global positioning system or cellular communication networks
Electronic diaries
Electronic dictionaries
Electronic digital automation installations for measuring building services installations
Electronic digital building automation systems
Electronic digital controllers for controlling digital flow control valves
Electronic digital switching apparatus
Electronic digital telephone exchanges
Electronic digitisers
Electronic digitizers for video picture analysis
Electronic direction finding apparatus
Electronic directories
Electronic display apparatus
Electronic display apparatus for use with exercise equipment
Electronic display boards
Electronic display panels
Electronic displays incorporating moving lights
Electronic distance measuring apparatus
Electronic distance measuring devices
Electronic distance measuring instruments
Electronic distance meters
Electronic door locks
Electronic drives for discs
Electronic drives for magnetic tapes
Electronic drives for paper tapes
Electronic dynamometers
Electronic dynamometric clamping apparatus
Electronic echo cancelling apparatus
Electronic encryption units
Electronic entry systems
Electronic equipment for measuring environmental conditions
Electronic equipment for mine detection
Electronic equipment for testing environmental conditions
Electronic facsimile mailing apparatus
Electronic files for the storage and retrieval of data on microfilm
Electronic files for the storage and retrieval of data on optical discs
Electronic filing apparatus for use in the office
Electronic filters
Electronic financial transaction apparatus
Electronic flash apparatus
Electronic flash apparatus for use in photography
Electronic flash apparatus for use in photography exposure meters
Electronic flash bulbs for use in photography
Electronic flash cubes for use in photography
Electronic flash guns for use in photography
Electronic flashlight apparatus for use in photography
Electronic flashlights for use in photography
Electronic flight control systems
Electronic frequency converters for high velocity electro motors
Electronic gauging instruments
Electronic global positioning systems
Electronic guidance controls for detecting purposes
Electronic guidance controls for sensing purposes
Electronic hand-held calculators
Electronic hardware for image processing
Electronic home command apparatus
Electronic identification apparatus
Electronic identification cards for use in obtaining services
Electronic identification cards for use in paying for services
Electronic identification cards for use in reserving services
Electronic identification instruments
Electronic image processing apparatus
Electronic image processing instruments
Electronic image recording apparatus
Electronic image recording instruments
Electronic indicator boards
Electronic indicator panels
Electronic industrial network apparatus for high speed data transmission
Electronic information storage materials
Electronic instruments for controlling systems associated with buildings
Electronic instruments for controlling systems in buildings
Electronic instruments for digitising images
Electronic instruments for monitoring systems associated with buildings
Electronic instruments for monitoring systems in buildings
Electronic instruments for receiving facsimile messages in a digital format
Electronic instruments for recording images
Electronic instruments for recording information
Electronic instruments for testing electronic circuit components
Electronic instruments for testing electronic circuits
Electronic instruments for the measurement of electrical parameters
Electronic instruments for the measurement of process parameters
Electronic instruments for the receiving of data
Electronic instruments for transmitting facsimile messages in digital format
Electronic integrated circuits
Electronic interactive whiteboards
Electronic interconnection equipment
Electronic interface apparatus
Electronic interfaces
Electronic interlocking devices
Electronic interlocking modules for railway signal cabins
Electronic interpolation apparatus for electric motors
Electronic in-vehicle parking meters
Electronic inverters being car door self-locking devices
Electronic key cards
Electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus
Electronic key telephone apparatus
Electronic key telephone installations
Electronic key telephone systems
Electronic keyboard apparatus
Electronic keypad controlled mechanisms for coin operated lockers
Electronic location apparatus
Electronic locks
Electronic locks for vehicles
Electronic logic circuits
Electronic machines for reading credit cards
Electronic magnetic apparatus
Electronic magnetic recording materials
Electronic magnetic recording media
Electronic mail apparatus
Electronic mail boxes
Electronic mail handling apparatus
Electronic mail installations
Electronic mail servers
Electronic mail terminals
Electronic mailing machines
Electronic manipulative image input devices
Electronic marking gauges
Electronic materials being computer programs
Electronic measurement sensors
Electronic measuring apparatus
Electronic measuring apparatus for determining toxic gases
Electronic measuring apparatus for monitoring conditions inside ovens
Electronic measuring apparatus for monitoring toxic gases
Electronic measuring apparatus for use in ophthalmic optics
Electronic measuring devices for telephone exchanges
Electronic measuring devices for telephone lines
Electronic measuring instruments
Electronic mechanisms for coin operated lockers
Electronic memories
Electronic memories being computer programs
Electronic memories comprising computer programmes
Electronic memories comprising computer programs
Electronic memories for computers
Electronic memories for the control of computer data
Electronic memories for the input of computer data
Electronic memories for the output of computer data
Electronic memories for the storage of computer data
Electronic memories incorporating computer programs
Electronic memory circuits
Electronic memory devices
Electronic memory integrated circuit chips
Electronic memory units
Electronic memory units for bearing computer programmes
Electronic memory units for computers
Electronic message handling apparatus
Electronic message repeaters
Electronic message switching apparatus for use in communications installations
Electronic metering apparatus
Electronic meters
Electronic metronomes
Electronic microprocessors
Electronic miniature relays
Electronic mixers for mixing signals
Electronic mixers for mixing signals in the production of audio recordings
Electronic module calibrators, other than for medical use
Electronic monitoring apparatus, other than for medical use
Electronic monitoring instruments, other than for medical use
Electronic musical recording apparatus
Electronic navigating apparatus
Electronic navigation apparatus
Electronic navigation instruments
Electronic navigational and positioning apparatus and instruments
Electronic networking apparatus for telephone systems
Electronic noise cancellation apparatus
Electronic notebooks
Electronic notice boards
Electronic paging apparatus
Electronic pallet control units
Electronic panels for displaying messages
Electronic pens
Electronic pens [visual display units]
Electronic personal organisers
Electronic photo-flash units
Electronic photometers
Electronic pilot apparatus for the remote control of vehicles
Electronic pilot apparatus for the remote control of vessels
Electronic plotters
Electronic plug-in cards
Electronic pocket translators
Electronic point of sale terminals
Electronic point of sale transaction terminals
Electronic power supplies
Electronic pressure sensors
Electronic print out apparatus for use with computers
Electronic printers for use with computers
Electronic printing apparatus for use with computers
Electronic process apparatus
Electronic process control units
Electronic programmable logic controllers
Electronic programming units
Electronic protective fences in the nature of activated invisible barriers
Electronic protectors' relays
Electronic publications including those sold and distributed online
Electronic publications recorded on computer media
Electronic publications, downloadable
Electronic radio apparatus
Electronic rain gauges
Electronic receiving apparatus
Electronic regulating apparatus
Electronic regulators
Electronic relays
Electronic remote control units
Electronic remote data transfer apparatus
Electronic remote displays
Electronic remote printing controllers
Electronic reproducing machines [photographic, electrostatic or thermic]
Electronic safety installations for use in nuclear reactors
Electronic safety instruments
Electronic scale rules
Electronic scales
Electronic scanners
Electronic scanning apparatus
Electronic scoring instruments for recording the score in games
Electronic screening apparatus for screening mail
Electronic seals for tamper indication
Electronic search apparatus for locating avalanche victims
Electronic security apparatus for use in homes
Electronic security apparatus for use in offices
Electronic security apparatus, other than for vehicles
Electronic security devices, other than for vehicles
Electronic security equipment, other than for vehicles
Electronic security installations for use in buildings
Electronic security tags
Electronic semi-conductors
Electronic sensors
Electronic sensors for measuring solar radiation
Electronic sheet music, downloadable
Electronic signal generating apparatus
Electronic signal processing apparatus
Electronic signal processing apparatus for musical instruments
Electronic signal transmission apparatus
Electronic signal transmitters
Electronic sliding callipers
Electronic sorters
Electronic speed controllers
Electronic speed recorders
Electronic spell-checkers
Electronic stability control apparatus
Electronic starters for fluorescent lamps
Electronic storage devices
Electronic surveillance apparatus
Electronic surveillance apparatus for articles
Electronic switches
Electronic switching amplifiers
Electronic switching apparatus
Electronic system control apparatus
Electronic tablets
Electronic tags
Electronic tags for goods
Electronic tags for inventory control purposes
Electronic tags for security control purposes
Electronic telephone data communications apparatus
Electronic telephone diallers
Electronic telephones
Electronic television satellite apparatus
Electronic temperature monitors, other than for medical use
Electronic temperature recorders, other than for medical use
Electronic test apparatus for testing bonds between metals
Electronic test apparatus for testing welds
Electronic testing instruments for testing electrical systems in motor cars
Electronic text processing apparatus
Electronic theft prevention apparatus, other than for vehicles
Electronic theft prevention installations, other than for vehicles
Electronic thermometers, other than for medical use
Electronic time recording apparatus
Electronic timers
Electronic timers for lubricating installations
Electronic timetables
Electronic timing apparatus
Electronic timing control apparatus
Electronic timing control instruments
Electronic transducers
Electronic transformers
Electronic translating apparatus
Electronic tuners
Electronic ultrasonic deflection apparatus for motor vehicles
Electronic units for transmitting audio signals
Electronic valves [thermionic]
Electronic variable speed units
Electronic vehicle guidance systems for warehouses
Electronic verification apparatus
Electronic video multiplexer
Electronic viewers for use with cameras
Electronic visual display apparatus for use with computers
Electronic visual display units
Electronic warning bells
Electronic waveform generators
Electronic weighing indicators
Electronic weighing machines
Electronic weighing machines incorporating digital displays
Electronic weighing scales
Electronic weighing scales for kitchen use
Electronic weighing scales for personal use
Electronically encoded identity bracelets
Electronically encoded identity wristbands
Electronically encoded magnetic cards
Electro-optic transducers
Electro-optical apparatus
Electro-optical control devices
Electro-optical couplers
Electro-optical devices
Electro-optical glass for magnetic discs
Electro-optical instruments
Electro-optical sensors
Electrophoresis apparatus
Electrophoretic displays
Electrophotographic apparatus
Electrophotographic apparatus for copying images
Electrostatic copiers
Electrostatic copying machines
Electrostatic interference eliminators
Electrostatic plotters
Electrostatic precipitators [scientific apparatus]
Electrostatic printing apparatus
Electrostatic reproduction apparatus
Electrotechnical vibration meters
Elevator alarm systems
Elevator control apparatus
Elevator switches
Elongated single domain magnets
Embosed [encoded] cards
Embosed [encoded] tapes
Emergency beacons
Emergency call telephone apparatus
Emergency evacuation apparatus [fire escapes]
Emergency fire exit devices of metal
Emergency jump start apparatus
Emergency jump start receptacle assemblies
Emergency radio transmitter buoys
Emergency signal transmitters
Emergency warning lights
Emissive measuring apparatus
Emitter coupled logic oscillators
Enamelled electric wires
Encased air-cooled transformers
Enclosed switch mode power supply apparatus
Enclosed switchboards
Enclosures for circuit breakers
Encoded cards
Encoded cards for carrying data
Encoded cards for opening electronic locks
Encoded cards for operating security apparatus
Encoded cards for use in point of sale transactions
Encoded cards for use in relation to the electronic transfer of funds
Encoded cards, magnetic
Encoded cash cards
Encoded cheque guarantee cards
Encoded computation programs
Encoded control cards
Encoded credit cards
Encoded data for use in translation
Encoded data in the form of computer listings
Encoded debit cards
Encoded discs
Encoded electronic chip cards
Encoded identification bracelets, magnetic
Encoded identity cards
Encoded key cards
Encoded keys
Encoded keys for opening central locking in vehicles
Encoded keys for starting vehicles
Encoded magnetic cards
Encoded magnetic discs
Encoded magnetic tapes
Encoded meter registers
Encoded optical discs
Encoded programmes for computers
Encoded programmes for data processing apparatus
Encoded programmes recorded on cards
Encoded programmes recorded on disks
Encoded programmes recorded on tapes
Encoded programs
Encoded programs for computers
Encoded programs for data processing apparatus
Encoded programs for processing apparatus
Encoded programs for processors for use in the manufacture of goods
Encoded programs for weapon systems computers
Encoded tapes
Encoded tapes for use with computers
Encoded telephone cards
Encoders
Encoding and decoding apparatus
Encoding and decoding apparatus and instruments
Encoding apparatus
Encoding instruments
Encryption apparatus
Encryption apparatus for use in weapons guidance systems
Endoscopes for industrial use
Endoscopes for technical purposes
Endoscopic equipment for industrial purposes
Endoscopy cameras for industrial purposes
Endurance testing machines
Energy control devices
Energy regulators
Engine analysers
Engine diagnostic apparatus
Engine diagnostic instruments
Engine house meters
Engineering design software
Engineers’ jigs [measuring instruments]
Engineers’ rules
Enlargers
Enlarging apparatus [photography]
Entry alarm systems, other than for vehicles
Entry control apparatus
Entry phone apparatus
Entry phones
Epidiascopes
Epidiascopic apparatus
Episcopes
Epitaxial reactors
Equalisers
Equalisers [audio apparatus]
Equalizers [audio apparatus]
Equatorial telescopes
Erasable programmable read only memories
Erasing magnets
Ergometers
Escape apparatus
Escape chutes
Escape route indication apparatus
Escape slides
Ethernet adapters
Ethernet controllers
Ethernet repeaters
Ethernet switches
Ethernet transceivers
Evacuation chutes [life saving apparatus]
Evaluation apparatus
Exchanges for automatically distributing telephone calls
Exhaust analysers
Expandable data processing apparatus
Expansion cabinets with disc drives
Expansion cabinets with tape drives
Experimental ovens [laboratory apparatus]
Expert systems diagnosis apparatus
Explosion proof control apparatus
Explosive mine counter-measure apparatus
Exposed camera film
Exposed cinematographic film
Exposed cinematographic films
Exposed colour films
Exposed electrical conductors contained within ducting
Exposed film prepared for exhibition
Exposed photographic films
Exposed photographic slides
Exposed sensitised films
Exposed sensitised photographic film
Exposed slide films
Exposed X-ray films, other than for medical use
Exposure apparatus for plate-making
Exposure meters [light meters]
Exposure meters for photographic devices
Exposures for use in copying
Exposures for use in photography
Exposures for use in printing
Extension cables
Extension cords
Extension insulated electrical wires in cord form
Extension leads for electrical apparatus
Extension leads for electronic apparatus
Extension leads for telephones
Extension leads for telecommunications aerials
Extension leads, electric
External computer hard drives
External modems
External storage apparatus for use with data processing apparatus
Eye cups
Eye glass cases
Eye glass chains
Eye glass cords
Eye glasses
Eye protectors not for medical use
Eye refractometers
Eyeglass cases
Eyeglass chains
Eyeglass cords
Eyeglass frame measuring apparatus
Eyeglass frames
Eyeglass holders
Eyeglass lanyards
Eyeglass lenses
Eyeglass retaining straps
Eyeglass shields
Eyeglasses
Eyeglasses adapted to protect the eyes from accident
Eyeglasses adapted to protect the eyes from injury
Eyeglasses having double gradient filtering lenses
Eyeglasses having filtering lenses
Eyeglasses having ground lenses
Eyeglasses having heat tempered lenses
Eyeglasses having smoked lenses
Eyeglasses with partial vision occlusion
Eyepieces
Eyewear
Eyewear cases
Eyewear pouches
Face guards for protection against accident or injury
Face masks for divers
Face masks for protection against accident or injury
Face protectors protection against accident or injury
Face shields adapted for use with helmets
Face-protection shields
Facsimile apparatus
Facsimile copiers
Facsimile instruments
Facsimile machines
Facsimile receiving apparatus
Facsimile receiving instruments
Facsimile receiving machines
Facsimile telegraph apparatus
Facsimile telegraphy apparatus
Facsimile telegraphy machines
Facsimile telegraphy transceiver apparatus
Facsimile terminals
Facsimile transceivers
Facsimile transmission apparatus
Facsimile transmission instruments
Facsimile transmission machines
Facsimile-transmitting and receiving apparatus
Fall arrest apparatus
Fall arresting safety apparatus for the protection of loads
Fall arresting safety apparatus for the protection of workmen
False coin detectors
Faraday rotator glass
Fare collecting machines
Fathometers
Fault current breakers
Fault diagnostic equipment for use in the repair of vehicles
Fault diagnostic equipment for use in the servicing of vehicles
Fault voltage breakers
Fault-finding apparatus for machines
Fault-finding apparatus for paper machines
Fax devices
Feeler gauges
Female connectors for electrical cables
Ferrite magnets
Ferrules adapted for electrical conductors
Fiber optic cables
Fiber optic couplings
Fibre [fiber (Am.)] optic cables
Fibre interconnection cable
Fibre optic apparatus
Fibre optic cable
Fibre optic cables
Fibre optic connectors for telecommunications apparatus
Fibre optic couplings
Fibre optic instruments, not for medical purposes
Fibre optic link installations
Fibre optic modems
Fibre optic panels
Fibre optic periscopes
Fibre optic receptors
Fibre optic telecommunications apparatus
Fibre optic terminals
Fibre optic viewers, not for medical purposes
Fibre optic viewing devices, other than for medical purposes
Fibre optical elements
Fibre optical sensors
Fibre optical telecommunications apparatus
Fibre optical terminals
Fibre optics communications apparatus for use with computer work stations
Fibre optics communications apparatus for use with electronic instruments
Fibre optics communications installations for use with computers
Fibre optics communications installations for use with electronic apparatus
Fibre-optic cables
Fibres for the transmission of sounds and images
Fibrescopes, other than for medical use
Field glasses
Field-glasses
File processors consisting of keyboards for looking up prices
File terminals consisting of keyboards for looking up prices
Filling level detectors
Film advancing winders
Film cameras
Film cassettes
Film cinematographic, exposed
Film cleaners [electrical apparatus]
Film clips contained in cassettes used with hand-held viewers
Film clips contained in cassettes used with projectors
Film cutting apparatus
Film cutting appliances
Film deposition apparatus
Film developers
Film developing apparatus
Film dryers
Film for televisual applications
Film holders
Film lenses
Film magazines for cameras
Film matrices
Film processing apparatus
Film processing instruments
Film processors
Film production apparatus
Film projectors
Film recorders
Film recording apparatus
Film reproducing apparatus
Film reproducing instruments
Film screens
Film splicers
Film strip viewers
Film strips, exposed
Films [laminates] adapted for use in the printed circuit industry
Films bearing recorded educational material
Films bearing recorded educational material relating to the culinary arts
Films bearing video recordings
Films being magnetically recorded for use with video
Films being optically recorded data for use with video
Films cinematographic, exposed
Films contained within cassettes for use with hand held viewers
Films contained within cassettes for use with projectors
Films for cinematographic exhibitions
Films for reproducing sound
Films for reproducing speech
Films for reproducing vision
Films for sound recordings
Films for the projection of images
Films incorporating lenses
Films on video tape
Films prepared for exhibitions
Films, exposed
Filter bodies of ceramic for ultrafiltration in laboratories
Filter bodies of metal for ultrafiltration in laboratories
Filter bodies of plastics membranes for ultrafiltration in laboratories
Filter cartridges for scientific use in nucleic acid extraction
Filter diaphragms for laboratory use
Filter reactors
Filter screens for computer screens
Filtering apparatus for fluids [scientific apparatus]
Filters [laboratory apparatus]
Filters [photography]
Filters being electrical components
Filters for electromagnetic radiation
Filters for gases [scientific apparatus]
Filters for optical devices
Filters for radio interference suppression
Filters for respiratory masks
Filters for scientific laboratory use
Filters for television sets
Filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography
Filters for use in plasma fractionation
Filters for use in respiratory masks
Filters for use in science
Filters for use with respiratory apparatus
Filters for use with respiratory face masks
Filters for visual display units
Filtration membranes for laboratory use
Fingerprint imagers
Fingerprint scanners
Finished electrode caps
Finished lenses for spectacles
Finished lenses for sunglasses
Finite element post-processors
Finite element pre-processors
Fire alarms
Fire beaters
Fire blankets
Fire boats
Fire break glass units
Fire control apparatus
Fire control apparatus using lasers for use with armoured vehicles
Fire control apparatus using lasers for use with tanks
Fire control equipment
Fire detecting apparatus
Fire detecting installations
Fire detecting instruments
Fire detection apparatus
Fire detection installations
Fire detectors
Fire engines
Fire escapes
Fire extinguishers
Fire extinguishers for domestic use
Fire extinguishers for use in land vehicles
Fire extinguishing apparatus
Fire extinguishing apparatus for automobiles
Fire extinguishing apparatus incorporating hoses
Fire extinguishing installations
Fire extinguishing instruments
Fire extinguishing vehicles
Fire fighting apparatus
Fire fighting appliances
Fire fighting appliances being hand operated
Fire fighting engines
Fire fighting pumps
Fire fighting vehicles
Fire hose
Fire hose nozzles
Fire hoses
Fire protection apparatus
Fire protection devices
Fire protection installations
Fire pumps
Fire resistant gloves
Fire sensors
Fire sprinklers
Fire trucks
Fire-extinguishers
Fire-extinguishing apparatus
Fire-extinguishing blankets
Fireproof articles of clothing
Fireproof garments
Fire-resistant flying suits
Firmware
Firmware for small decentralised control systems
Firmware memory devices
Fitted bags for photographic apparatus
Fitted cases adapted for use with video instruments
Fitted cases for contact lenses
Fitted cases for hydrophilic soft contact lenses
Fitted cases for photographic apparatus
Fitted cases for spectacles
Fitted cases for sun glasses
Fitted electric control panels
Fitted electrical switchboards
Fitted electrical terminal blocks
Fittings for lights [switches]
Fixed apparatus for calling for assistance
Fixed capacitors
Fixed electronic signal filters
Fixed location telephones
Fixed multi-channel communication apparatus
Fixed radio apparatus for voice transceivers
Fixed radio apparatus for voice transmission
Fixed radio instruments for data transceivers
Fixed radio instruments for data transmission
Fixed resistances
Fixed single channel communication apparatus
Flame detectors
Flame ionization apparatus for use in thin-layer chromatography
Flame monitors
Flame sensors
Flame spectrophotometric apparatus
Flame spectroscopy units
Flash bulbs
Flash bulbs [photography]
Flash bulbs for use in photography
Flash card adapters
Flash card readers
Flash gun apparatus
Flash guns
Flash guns [for cameras]
Flash guns for cameras
Flash lamps [for cameras]
Flash lamps for photographic purposes
Flash light apparatus for use in photography
Flash lighting apparatus for cameras
Flash lights for still-cameras
Flash-bulbs [photography]
Flashing lights [luminous signals]
Flashing safety lights
Flashlamps for cameras
Flashlight [photography]
Flashlight apparatus
Flashlight instruments
Flashlight signalling apparatus
Flashlights [photography]
Flashlights for use in photography
Flasks for laboratory use
Flat electrical cable for multipin interconnection systems
Flat screen display apparatus
Flat screens for electronic data processing apparatus
Flatbed plotters
Flatness testers
Flatness testing apparatus
Flaw detecting apparatus
Flaw detecting instruments
Flex outlets, electric
Flexible bus bars being electrical apparatus
Flexible capacitors being electrical apparatus
Flexible circuit boards
Flexible circuit substrates having controlled impedance characteristics
Flexible circuits switches being electrical apparatus
Flexible contact lenses
Flexible ducting for electric cables
Flexible ducting of metal for holding electric cables
Flexible electric cables
Flexible electric control leads
Flexible electrical conductors
Flexible electrical conduits
Flexible flat panel displays for computers
Flexible printed circuits
Flexible printed circuits incorporating substrates
Flexible sheaths for electric cables
Flexible sheaths for electric conductors
Flexible sheaths of elastomeric materials for electric cables
Flexible sheaths of plastics materials for electric cables
Flexitime recording installations
Flight control apparatus
Flight controlling apparatus
Flight path controls for missiles
Flight path controls for projectiles
Flight simulators
Flight simulators for aircraft
Flight simulators for space vehicles
Flip covers for smart phones
Floatation clothing for lifesaving purposes
Floating point operations chips
Floppy disc drives
Floppy discs drives [for computers]
Floppy disk drives
Floppy disks
Flotation clothing
Flow benches [testing apparatus] for carburettors
Flow control installations, electric
Flow gauges
Flow measuring apparatus
Flow meters
Flowmeters
Flue gas analysers
Flue gas analyzers
Fluid dispensers for measuring contents to be dispensed
Fluid flow controllers [electrical apparatus]
Fluid flow meters
Fluid level measuring apparatus for use in motor vehicles
Fluid level sensors
Fluid metering apparatus
Fluid meters
Fluid sampling apparatus, other than for medical use
Fluidized bed dryers
Fluorescence analysers
Fluorescent lamp ballast for electric lights
Fluorescent light control apparatus
Fluorescent photometers
Fluorescent screens
Fluorometers
Flyback transformers
Focused-array loudspeaker systems
Focusing circuits
Fog signals, non-explosive
Folding multimeters
Folding rulers
Folding rules [measuring apparatus]
Fonts for computer printers
Food analysis apparatus
Foot measuring apparatus
Foot protectors for protection against accident or injury
Football helmets
Footwear for protection against accident
Footwear for protection against fire
Footwear for protection against injury
Force sensing resistors
Force transducers
Forearm guards for protection against accidents or injury
Forearm protectors for protection against accidents or injury
Formation testing apparatus
Fraction collectors
Frames for eyeglasses
Frames for glasses
Frames for goggles
Frames for lenses
Frames for photographic slides
Frames for photographic transparencies
Frames for pince-nez
Frames for protective glasses
Frames for spectacles
Frames for spectacles and sunglasses
Frames for sunglasses
Free passage indicating apparatus for use with electrical barriers
Free passage indicating apparatus for use with electrical swing gates
Free standing loudspeakers incorporating boxes
Free standing reflective warning triangles
Free standing reflectors for protection against accidents
Frequency changers
Frequency converter for actuators
Frequency converters
Frequency counters
Frequency diverters
Frequency indicators
Frequency inverters, electronic
Frequency meters
Frequency modulated stereo broadcasting apparatus
Frequency modulated stereo receiving instruments
Frequency modulated stereo testing apparatus
Frequency modulation apparatus
Frequency modulators
Frequency reference crystals
Frequency scanners
Frequency stabilising apparatus
Frequency stabilizers
Frequency synthesizers
Frequency transformers
Fresnel lenses for vehicle windows to increase the zone of vision of the driver
Fridge magnets
Fuel cells
Fuel consumption measuring apparatus
Fuel consumption meters
Fuel flow measurement apparatus
Fuel gauges
Fuel level indicator controls
Fuel level indicators
Fuel regulating apparatus
Fume cupboards for laboratory use
Function generators
Function keyboards
Functional generators
Fundus cameras
Furnaces for laboratory use
Furniture adapted for laboratory use
Furniture especially made for laboratories
Fuse blocks
Fuse boxes
Fuse holders
Fuse indicators
Fuse wire
Fused connection units
Fuses
Fuses [for electric current]
Fuses [for telecommunication apparatus]
Fuses for commercial premises
Fuses for domestic premises
Fuses for electric current
Fuses for motor land vehicles
Galena crystal detectors for use in electronics
Galena crystals [detectors]
Galvanic batteries
Galvanic cells
Galvanometers
Game programmes [programs] and software for use with electronic games of all kinds
Games software for use with an external display screen or monitor
Games software for use with computers
Gamma counters
Garments and clothes for protection against fire
Garments for protection against fire
Gas alarms
Gas analysers for laboratory use
Gas chromatography apparatus for laboratory use
Gas detecting apparatus
Gas detecting instruments
Gas detectors, other than for medical use
Gas flow meters
Gas leak alarm systems
Gas liquid detection apparatus
Gas masks
Gas metering devices
Gas meters
Gas mixers for laboratory use
Gas pressure indicators
Gas sensing devices
Gas sensors
Gas supply apparatus being parts of breathing apparatus
Gas testing instruments
Gasifiers for laboratory use
Gasoline gauges
Gasometers [measuring instruments]
Gauge blocks
Gauge comparators
Gauge rods
Gauges
Gauges for checking angles
Gauges for checking dimensions
Gauges for checking shapes
Gauges for measuring angles
Gauges for measuring dimensions
Gauges for measuring shapes
Gauges for measuring the air content of storage tanks
Gauges for measuring the liquid content of storage tanks
Gauges for measuring the thickness of coatings
Gauges for measuring the thickness of coatings applied by finishers
Gauges for measuring the thickness of coatings applied by painters
Gauges for monitoring the air content of storage tanks
Gauges for monitoring the liquid content of storage tanks
Gauges for use in the cutting of metals
Gauges for use in the treatment of metals
Gauges with digital readout
Gauging instruments for liquids
Geiger counters
Genetic probe assay apparatus for sale in kit form
Geodetic instruments
Geodetical apparatus
Geometry apparatus for the control of vehicles
Geophysic apparatus
Geophysical research apparatus
Geoseismic apparatus
Gesture recognition software
Glacier eyeglasses
Glass discs for video discs
Glass driers for laboratory purposes
Glass electrodes for measuring chemical compounds
Glass electrodes for measuring ions
Glass electrodes for measuring redox
Glass fibre conduits for electricity cables
Glass for protection against high energy radiation
Glass graduated scales
Glass ophthalmic lenses
Glass to metal seals being semi-conductor components
Glass tubing for laboratory use
Glass wafers for integrated circuits
Glasses adapted to protect the eyes
Glasses cases
Glasses for optical use
Glasses for sports
Glasses frames
Glassware for laboratory use
Glassware for scientific experiments in laboratories
Glassware specifically adapted for scientific use
Glazing apparatus for photographic prints
Global positioning apparatus
Global positioning instruments
Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus
Global Positioning Systems [GPS] apparatus
Gloves for divers
Gloves for industrial purposes for protection against injury
Gloves for industrial purposes for protection against x-rays
Gloves for industrial use for protection against accidents
Gloves for protection against accidents
Gloves for protection against injury
Gloves for protection against X-rays for industrial purposes
Gloves for the protection of the wearer to prevent injury
Glow modulators
Glow plug testers
Goggles
Goggles for aviators
Goggles for industrial safety
Goggles for motor cyclists
Goggles for personal protection in the course of welding
Goggles for protection against accident
Goggles for protection against injury
Goggles for scuba diving
Goggles for skiing
Goggles for sports
Goggles for swimming
Goggles for the protection of the eyes
Goggles for use in sports
Goggles used in sports
Golf club gauges
Golf simulation apparatus
Goniometers
GPS navigation device
Gradient indicators
Graduated glassware
Graduation checkers [calibration checkers]
Gramophone record players
Gramophone record turntables
Gramophone records
Gramophones
Graphic cameras
Graphic circuit boards
Graphic decoders for use with audio karaoke systems
Graphic decoders for use with video karaoke systems
Graphic display apparatus, electric
Graphic display controller circuit board assemblies
Graphic display recording apparatus
Graphic display terminals
Graphic equalisers
Graphic equalizers
Graphic equalizers for use in vehicles
Graphic printers for use with computing apparatus
Graphic recorders
Graphic terminals
Graphical plotters
Graphical user interface software
Graphics accelerators
Graphics cards
Graphics display terminals
Graphics output apparatus
Graphics tablets
Graphite electrodes
Gravimeters
Gravity meters
Grid switch panels
Grids for batteries
Grip size gauges
Ground based apparatus for controlling satellites
Ground based instruments for controlling space vehicles
Ground to air communications apparatus
Guidance systems for missiles
Guided wave intercoms
Guitar amplifiers
Guitar microphones
Gunnery training simulator apparatus
Gyro compasses
Gyrocompasses
Gyrometers
Gyros
Gyrosopes
Gyrosopes for use in stabilisation and navigational systems
Gyrostabilized aiming sights
Hand held calculators
Hand held lasers for measuring distances
Hand held magnets for collecting ferromagnetic materials
Hand held magnets for use in handling ferromagnetic materials
Hand held protective screens for use by industrial workers
Hand held receivers
Hand microphones with directional characteristic
Hand protectors for protection against accidents
Hand scanner
Hand-held electronic dictionaries
Hand-operated gramophones
Hands free devices for mobile-phones
Hands free kits for phones
Hands-free kits for telephones
Hard discs
Hard discs for electronic data processing
Hard disk controllers
Hard disk drives
Hard disks
Hard drive recorders for use with television receivers
Hard drives
Hardware for the channel expansion of recorders
Hazard detecting apparatus for use in buildings
Hazard detecting installations for use in buildings
HD (High Definition) televisions
Head cleaning tapes [recording]
Head cleaning tapes for video recorders
Head demagnetisers
Head guards for sports
Head protecting devices for tape players
Head straps for goggles
Headgear adapted for use in the reception of auditory stimuli
Headgear adapted for use in the reception of visual stimuli
Headgear adapted to secure audio electronic apparatus to the head
Headgear adapted to secure visual electronic apparatus to the head
Headgear for protection against accident
Headgear for protection against injury
Headgear for use by cyclists for protection against accident
Headgear for use by cyclists for protection against injury
Headgear for use by motorcyclists for protection against accident
Headgear for use by motorcyclists for protection against injury
Headgear for use by racing drivers for protection against accident
Headgear for use by racing drivers for protection against injury
Headphone amplifiers
Headphone consoles
Headphone-microphone combinations
Headphones
Headphones for audio apparatus
Headphones for microphones
Headsets for mobile telephones
Headsets for telephones
Headsets for use with computers
Headwear for cyclists for protection against injury
Headwear for sporting activities for protection against injury
Heat detecting apparatus
Heat detecting instruments
Heat detectors
Heat exchange crucibles for scientific use
Heat exchange tubes for laboratory use
Heat regulating apparatus
Heat resistant electric cables
Heat resistant electric wires
Heat resistant insulated conductors
Heat sensing identification indicators
Heat sensitive cameras for security purposes
Heat sensitive devices for security purposes
Heat sensors
Heat sequence apparatus for biochemical reactions
Heat sinks for conducting heat away from electrical components
Heating furnaces specifically adapted for laboratory use
| 9 | Heating meters                        |
| 9 | Height controls                      |
| 9 | Helical resistance wire coils        |
| 9 | Heliographic apparatus              |
| 9 | Helmet cases of leather specifically adapted to contain helmets |
| 9 | Helmet communications systems       |
| 9 | Helmet mounted display apparatus     |
| 9 | Helmets for bicycles                 |
| 9 | Helmets for motorcyclists            |
| 9 | Helmets for protection against accidents |
| 9 | Helmets for protection against injury |
| 9 | Helmets for scooter riders           |
| 9 | Helmets for use in sports            |
| 9 | Hemline markers                     |
| 9 | Hermetically sealed boxes for electronics |
| 9 | Hi-fidelity loudspeakers             |
| 9 | High capacity broadband telecommunications switching apparatus |
| 9 | High definition graphic chipsets     |
| 9 | High definition televisions          |
| 9 | High density information magnetic cards |
| 9 | High fidelity apparatus              |
| 9 | High fidelity audio apparatus        |
| 9 | High fidelity instruments            |
| 9 | High fidelity sound reproducing apparatus |
| 9 | High frequency coils                 |
| 9 | High frequency converters            |
| 9 | High frequency generators, other than for medical use |
| 9 | High frequency modulators            |
| 9 | High frequency switches              |
| 9 | High frequency transducers           |
| 9 | High power laser glasses             |
| 9 | High pressure microwave supply apparatus for diamond deposition |
| 9 | High resolution monitors             |
| 9 | High speed data transmission apparatus |
| 9 | High temperature cables, electric   |
| 9 | High tension batteries               |
| 9 | High tension connectors for spark plugs |
| 9 | High voltage capacitors              |
| 9 | High voltage direct-current transmission installations |
| 9 | High voltage multipliers             |
| 9 | High voltage power supplies          |
| 9 | High voltage reactors                |
| 9 | High voltage series reactors         |
| 9 | High voltage transformers            |
| 9 | High-frequency apparatus             |
| 9 | High-frequency switching power supplies |
| 9 | Highway safety cones                 |
| 9 | Hip protectors for protection against accidents |
| 9 | Hip-guards for protection against accidents |
| 9 | Hob control apparatus                |
| 9 | Holders adapted for mobile phones    |
| 9 | Holders adapted for the display of audio cassettes |
| 9 | Holders adapted for the display of compact discs |
| 9 | Holders adapted for the display of video cassettes |
| 9 | Holders adapted for the protection of audio cassettes |
Holders adapted for the protection of compact discs
Holders adapted for the protection of video cassettes
Holders adapted for the storage of audio cassettes
Holders adapted for the storage of compact discs
Holders adapted for the storage of video cassettes
Holders adapted for use with lenses
Holders for contact lenses
Holders for electric coils
Holders for electrical components
Holders for photographic films
Holders for tapes
Holders for test tubes
Holders for the transport of cassettes
Holders for the transport of discs
Holders for the transport of tapes
Holders for video tapes
Hollow fibre membrane elements for scientific use
Hollow glass containers for laboratory use
Hollow glass containers for measuring
Holograms
Holographic apparatus
Holographic cameras
Holographic discs
Holographic film
Holographic identity cards
Holographic images
Holographic plates
Holographic security apparatus
Home computers
Homing head control circuits
Homing heads
Hook switches
Horizontal lifelines
Horns for loudspeakers
Horns for signalling
Hot air driers for photographic use
Hot shoe for camera flash
Hourglasses
Hourglasses [time measuring apparatus]
Household thermometers
Housings adapted for loudspeakers
Housings for computers
Housings for electrical apparatus
Housings for electrical instruments
Housings for electrical sub-assemblies
Housings for electronic instruments
Housings for electronic sub-assemblies
Housings for measuring apparatus
Housings for use with television apparatus
Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence
Humidity measuring apparatus
Humidity measuring instruments
Humidity meters
Humidity sensors
Humidity switches
Hunting binoculars
Hybrid circuits
Hybrid integrated circuits
Hydrometers
Hydrophilic soft contact lenses
Hydrophones
Hygrometers
Hygrometry products
Identification apparatus, electric or electronic
Identification card verification apparatus
Identification cards, encoded
Identification cards, machine readable
Identification cards, magnetic
Identification labels, encoded
Identification labels, machine readable
Identification labels, magnetic
Identification marking devices for electric cables
Identification marking devices for electric wires
Identification sheaths for electric wires
Identification strips, encoded
Identification strips, magnetic
Identification threads for electric wires
Identity cards, encoded
Identity cards, magnetic
Igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting at a distance
Ignition batteries
Ignition cables
Ignition leads
Ignition spark detectors
Ignition spark detectors and sensors for internal combustion engines
Ignition systems, electric, for igniting at a distance
Illuminated advertisements
Illuminated advertising apparatus
Illuminated advertising signs
Illuminated articles for publicity purposes
Illuminated electronic moving information displays
Illuminated exit signs
Illuminated optical apparatus for use in the displaying of microfilms
Illuminated optical apparatus for use in the reading of microfilms
Illuminated signposts
Illuminated signs
Illuminated signs used for advertising
Illuminating devices for checking the authenticity of bank notes
Illuminating devices for checking the authenticity of printed matter
Illumination regulators
Illuminometers
Image amplifiers
Image analysers
Image analysing apparatus
Image analysing instruments
Image carriers in the form of discs
Image carriers in the form of graphics
Image carriers in the form of records
Image converter tubes
Image creation apparatus
Image data capture devices
Image data translation apparatus
Image display telephones
Image enhancement devices
Image generation apparatus
Image intensifier tubes
Image intensifiers
Image intensifying devices
Image interpretation apparatus
Image making devices for simulators
Image manipulation apparatus
Image processing apparatus
Image processing apparatus for personal computers
Image processing instruments
Image processing machines
Image processors
Image projectors
Image recording apparatus
Image recording discs
Image recording instruments
Image recording media pre-recorded with information
Image reproducing apparatus
Image scanners
Image scanning apparatus
Image setting apparatus
Image stabilisers
Image synthesizers
Image transmission apparatus
Image transmitting apparatus
Imaging apparatus
Imaging installations
Immersion probes
Immunostaining apparatus for scientific purposes
Immunostaining devices for scientific purposes
Immunostaining instruments for scientific purposes
Impact printers
Impact sensors
Impedance transformers
Implantable devices for scientific use in measuring the composition of body fluids
Impulse measuring apparatus, other than for medical use
Impulse measuring instruments, other than for medical use
In-car telephone handset cradles
Incentive spirometers for scientific use
In-circuit debuggers
In-circuit emulators
Inclinometers
Incubation dishes for scientific or laboratory use
Incubation plates for scientific or laboratory use
Incubators for bacteria culture
Incubators for bacteria cultures
Incubators for laboratory use
Indicating apparatus for inspection control
Indication apparatus for displaying information
Indication apparatus for transmitting information
Indication panels
Indicator lights [for telecommunication apparatus]
Indicator panels
Indicator panels with luminous numbers
Indicators for indicating depth
Indicators for indicating direction, other than for vehicles
Indicators for indicating distance
Indicators for indicating speed
Indicators for indicating time
Indicators for the optical monitoring of pressure of gases
Indicators for the optical monitoring of pressure of liquids
Indicators for the optical monitoring of pressure of solids
Indicators showing activation of electrical apparatus
Indicators showing programming of electronic switching gear
Inductance capacitance filters
Inductance displacement pickups
Inductance measuring elements
Induction brakes for measuring the capacity of engines
Induction brakes for measuring the power of motors
Induction rods to transmit sound to hearing aid wearers
Induction transmitters
Induction voltage regulators
Inductive electrical apparatus
Inductive resistors
Inductor coils
Inductors [electricity]
Industrial apparatus for the protection of workers against accidents
Industrial apparatus for the protection of workers against injury
Industrial balancing [measuring] apparatus for rotating objects
Industrial betatrons
Industrial boots for protection against accident
Industrial boots for protection against injury
Industrial computer software programs
Industrial contactor starters, electrical
Industrial control apparatus, electric, for machines, engines or motors
Industrial control apparatus, electronic, for machines, engines or motors
Industrial controls incorporating computer apparatus
Industrial controls incorporating microprocessors
Industrial controls incorporating software
Industrial gloves for protection against accident or injury
Industrial process control software
Industrial process controllers, electric or electronic
Industrial process identification apparatus
Industrial safety apparatus for the protection of workers against accidents
Industrial safety apparatus for the protection of workers against injury
Industrial safety eye protection articles
Industrial safety glasses
Industrial safety goggles
Industrial safety helmets
Industrial safety instruments for the protection of workmen against accident
Industrial safety instruments for the protection of workmen against injury
Industrial X-ray apparatus
Inertial navigation apparatus
Inertial navigational instruments
Inflatable apparatus for life-saving purposes
Inflatable clothing [life jackets]
Inflatable dinghies [lifeboats]
Inflatable jackets for use in diving
Inflatable jackets for use in life saving
Inflatable lifeboats
Inflatable vests for use in diving
Inflatable vests for use in life saving
In-flight testing equipment
Information carriers in machine readable form
Information carriers in the form of cards
Information carriers in the form of discs
Information carriers in the form of microfiche
Information carriers in the form of tapes
Information carriers on machine readable materials
Information carriers, electric or electronic
Information carriers, encoded or magnetic
Information carrying materials, electric or electronic
Information carrying materials, encoded or magnetic
Information display apparatus [luminous]
Information display terminals
Information distribution programs
Information processing apparatus
Information storage apparatus, electric or electronic
Information storage devices for use in data processing apparatus
Information storage devices in the form of magnetic discs
Information storage devices in the form of magnetic tapes
Information storage devices, electric or electronic
Information storage devices, encoded or magnetic
Information storage discs, encoded
Information storage discs, magnetic
Information storage discs, optical
Information storage instruments, electric or electronic
Information storage instruments, encoded or magnetic
Information storage tapes, encoded
Information storage tapes, magnetic
Information verification apparatus
Informational programs
Infrared cameras
Infrared circuit components
Infrared detection apparatus
Infrared detectors
Infrared devices for aiming weapons
Infrared devices for guiding weapons
Infrared drying apparatus for the photographic prints
Infrared filters
Infrared locating apparatus
Infrared optical apparatus
Infrared radiators for treatment of fabrics
Infrared remote control apparatus
Infrared remote controllers
Infrared scanners
Infrared sensors
Infrared thermometers
Infrared thermometers, not for medical purposes
In-house communication apparatus
Ink jet document printers
Ink jet printers for use with computers
Ink jet printers for use with data processing apparatus
Inking monitors
Ink-jet color printers for documents
Input apparatus for computers
Input apparatus for data processors
Input apparatus for transferring data from computers
Input apparatus for transferring data to computers
Input apparatus for use with computers
Input apparatus for use with computers for handling data
Input apparatus for use with data transmission apparatus
Input devices for computers
Input devices for data processing apparatus
Input modules
Input scanners
Insert cards [printed circuit boards] being parts of computers
Insertion cards
Inserts for breathing apparatus, other than for medical or surgical use
Inserts for breathing masks, other than for medical or surgical use
Inspection apparatus for detecting defects in tires
Inspection apparatus for inspecting the internal surface of tires
Inspection mirrors
Installations for data processing
Installations for monitoring component functions of vehicles
Installations for receiving information
Installations for surveying purposes
Installations for the calibrated handling of fluid materials
Installations for the calibrated handling of materials
Installations for the calibrated handling of particulate materials
Installations for the electronic processing of data
Installations for the remote control of industrial operations
Installations for the remote loading of computer software
Installations for the remote unloading of computer software
Installations for the transmission of data via electric supply lines
Installations for the weighing of articles
Installations for transmitting images
Installations for use in forming computer networks
Installations for use in the networking of communications apparatus
Installations for use in the networking of computers
Installations, electric or electronic, for use in access control
Installations, electric or electronic, for use in security
Instruction programmes for the input of data
Instruction programmes for the input of text
Instruction programmes for the output of data
Instruction programmes for the output of text
Instruction programmes for the processing of data
Instruction programmes for the processing of text
Instruction programmes for the storage of data
Instruction programmes for the storage of text
Instruction programmes for use with computers
Instructional apparatus
Instructional apparatus for computing
Instructional instruments
Instructional materials [apparatus]
Instructional materials for computer programs
Instrument dials
Instrument panels, electric
Instrumentation cables, electric
Instrumentation simulators
Instruments adapted for the collecting of magnetically encoded personal documents
Instruments adapted for the dispensing of magnetically coded tickets
Instruments adapted for use with computers
Instruments containing eyepieces
Instruments for accumulating electricity
Instruments for analysing photographs
Instruments for checking tickets
Instruments for diagnosis for scientific use
Instruments for electronic data processing
Instruments for indicating directions
Instruments for indicating planes
Instruments for measuring angles
Instruments for measuring gradients
Instruments for measuring length
Instruments for measuring levels of fluids
Instruments for measuring magnetic fields
Instruments for measuring milk quality parameters
Instruments for measuring photographs
Instruments for measuring pressure
Instruments for measuring radiation exposure time
Instruments for measuring sonic velocity
Instruments for measuring speed
Instruments for measuring the electrical conductivity of metals
Instruments for measuring the thickness of coatings
Instruments for measuring velocities
Instruments for measuring wind
Instruments for measuring Young's modulus
Instruments for monitoring traffic
Instruments for producing photographs
Instruments for scientific research in laboratories
Instruments for scientific use in testing microbiological samples
Instruments for scientific use in the preparation of cells
Instruments for scientific use in the preparation of samples before analysis
Instruments for signalling
Instruments for surveying physical data
Instruments for temperature control
Instruments for testing materials at elevated temperatures
Instruments for testing metals
Instruments for testing temperature, other than for medical use
Instruments for the analysis of gases in liquid metal
Instruments for the analysis of liquid metal
Instruments for the processing of data for utility meters
Instruments for the projection of graphic images
Instruments for the recording of data
Instruments for the recording of sound
Instruments for the reproduction of sound
Instruments for the transmission of sound
Instruments for use in biochemical purification
Instruments for use in gas chromatography for scientific use
Instruments for use in liquid chromatography for scientific use
Instruments for use in reception of electronic signals
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instruments for use in terrestrial photogrammetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruments for use on boats in indicating speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruments for weighing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruments, electric and electronic, for the control of machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated bottles [flasks] for laboratory use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated cable for electrical installations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated clothing for protection against accident or injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated copper wire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated electric cables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated electric copper wires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated electric wire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated electrical cables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated electrical connectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated electrical wires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated flasks for laboratory use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated fuse wires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated telecommunications cables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated vessels for laboratory use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated wires, electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulating connection boxes, electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulating plates for electrical components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulating vessels for laboratory use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation resistance meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation testers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated audio amplifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated card readers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated card writers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit boards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit boards for controlling tape drives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit cards [smart cards]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit cards for bearing stored data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit cards for storing data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit cards storing computer game programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit chips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit diagnostic apparatus employing electron beam technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit memories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit memory cards for use in playing electronic musical instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit packages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit test clips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuits for networks for use in identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated data processing installations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated electric circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated electronic circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated facility management installations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated optical chips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated optical components for data transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated optical devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated output printers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated service digital network installations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated services digital network components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensifying screens for x-ray films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive computer software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive computers for use in certifying airport security personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive computers for use in training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive data transfer apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive display apparatus, electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive display instruments, electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive entertainment software for use with computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive graphics screens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive multimedia computer game programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive multimedia computer programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive terminals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive touch screen terminals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive video apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive video game programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive video instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive video players</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive video software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive video work stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interchangeable lens for cameras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interchangeable lenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercom apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercom key apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercom key apparatus for connection to telephone networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercom key terminals for connection to a telephone network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercommunication apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercommunication installations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercommunication satellites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercommunication systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercommunications apparatus for installation in sea craft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercommunications apparatus for installation in vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interconnectors for electronic circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface apparatus for computing apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface boards for computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface boards for electrical apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface cables, electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface cards for computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface cards for data processing equipment in the form of printed circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface cards for electrical apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface circuits for video cameras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface converters for electrical apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface instruments for computer control of knitting machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface network modems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface units for electrical apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface units for linking electronic store price scanners with system controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfaces between application programs and firmware on real-time computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfaces for computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfaces for detectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfaces for terminals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfaces for use with audible data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfaces for use with voices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interference suppression apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interferometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal combustion engine testing apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Internal cooling fans for computers
Internal modems
Internet phones
Internet servers
Interphones
Interrupting modules
Intranet servers
Intruder alarms, other than for vehicles
Intruder detecting apparatus
Intruder detecting instruments
Intruder detecting sensors
Intruder detectors
Intruder identification apparatus
Intruder identification instruments
Intrusion detectors
Inverters [electricity]
Inverters for power supply
Invertor controllers
Invoicing machines
Ion beam supply apparatus
Ion gauge tubes
Ion implanters
Ionisation apparatus for scientific or laboratory use
Ionisation gauges
Ionising air guns for scientific or laboratory use
Ionising brushes for scientific or laboratory use
Ionising guns for scientific or laboratory use
Ionization apparatus for use in the surface treatment of materials
Ionization apparatus not for the treatment of air or water
Ionization instruments not for the treatment of air or water
Ionizers not for the treatment of air or water
Ionselective electrodes
Irradiation apparatus for the curing of synthetic resins
Jack plugs
Jackets for protection against accident or injury
Jammers for use as electromagnetic counter measures
Japanese style box-shaped volume measure (masu)
Jigs [measuring instruments]
Joining units [electrical contacts]
Joint boxes for housing cable joints
Joysticks for computers
Joysticks for use with computers
Joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games
Joysticks for use with visual display units
Juke boxes for computers
Juke boxes, musical
Jump cables
Jump gauge rods
Jump leads
Jump leads for vehicles
Jump start cables
Jumper cables
Junction boxes [electricity]
Junction boxes for electric wires
Junction boxes for electrical circuits
Junction boxes for electrical purposes
Junction boxes for optical fibres
Junction sleeves for electric cables
Junction sleeves for fibre optics
Junctions, electrical
Karaoke apparatus
Karaoke equipment
Karaoke machines
Karaoke machines incorporating video discs
Key telephone apparatus
Key telephone instruments
Keyboard amplifiers
Keyboard apparatus for document handling
Keyboard apparatus for document processing
Keyboard apparatus for use with computers
Keyboard switches
Keyboard terminals
Keyboards for data entry
Keyboards for entering information into computers
Keyboards for mobile phones
Keyboards for use in data entry
Keyboards for use with computers
Keyboards for use with data communication apparatus
Keyboards for use with data processing apparatus
Keyboards for use with microprocessors
Keypads
Kilometer recorders for vehicles
Kilometre recorders for vehicles
Kitchen scales
Kitchen weighing scales
Kits comprising recorded materials in the form of discs, software, tapes and other recordings and manuals
Klaxons [sirens]
Klystrons
Knee guards for protection against accidents or injury
Knee pads for protection against accidents or injury
Knee-pads for workers
Lab units for the dilution of liquids, other than for medical use
Lab units for the dispensing of liquids, other than for medical use
Lab units for the incubation of liquids, other than for medical use
Lab units for the mixing of liquids, other than for medical use
Lab units for the transfer of liquids, other than for medical use
Label readers [decoders]
Labels carrying electronically recorded or encoded information
Labels carrying magnetically recorded or encoded information
Labels carrying magnetically, optically, or electronically recorded or encoded information
Labels carrying optically recorded or encoded information
Labels, magnetic or encoded, for use in marking products for identification
Labels, magnetic or encoded, for use in marking products for security
Labels, magnetic or encoded, for use in marking products for verification
Laboratory apparatus
Laboratory apparatus being disposable after use
Laboratory apparatus for detecting bacteria
Laboratory apparatus for metering liquids
Laboratory apparatus for scientific research
Laboratory beakers
Laboratory centrifuges
Laboratory containers
Laboratory data processing apparatus
Laboratory dispensers
Laboratory furniture, specifically adapted
Laboratory glassware
Laboratory incubators
Laboratory instrument for the detection of pathogens and toxins in a biological sample for research use
Laboratory instruments
Laboratory mixers
Laboratory optical apparatus
Laboratory optical instruments
Laboratory oscilloscopes
Laboratory power supply apparatus
Laboratory surveying apparatus
Laboratory swabs [laboratory instruments]
Laboratory trays
Laboratory units for dispensing liquids
Laboratory units for incubating liquids
Laboratory utensils
Lactodensimeters
Lactometers
Laminography inspection apparatus, other than for medical use
Lamps for use as warning beacons
LAN [local area network] computer cards for connecting portable computer devices to computer networks
Land vehicle aerials
Language libraries
Language translating apparatus
Language translating circuits
Language translating instruments
Laptop computers
Laptops [computers]
Large scale integrated circuits
Large screen video projectors
Laser beam printers
Laser cards
Laser cutting apparatus, other than for medical use
Laser cutting tools, other than for medical use
Laser diodes
Laser disc players
Laser discs
Laser document printers
Laser glass
Laser glass rods
Laser installations, other than for medical use
Laser instruments, other than for medical use
Laser level measuring apparatus
Laser light transmitting apparatus, other than for medical use
Laser light treatment apparatus, other than for medical use
Laser light treatment instruments, other than for medical use
Laser machining tools, other than for medical use
Laser measuring systems
Laser pointers
Laser printer controllers
Laser printers
Laser printers for use with computers
Laser range finders
Laser ray apparatus for the aiming of weapons
Laser ray apparatus for the guidance of weapons
Laser ray apparatus for the homing of weapons
Laser readable discs
Laser readable discs for recording sound
Laser recordable discs
Laser scalpels, other than for medical use
Laser scanning densitometers
Laser strip cards
Lasers capable of producing pulsating laser beams, other than for medical use
Lasers for controlling engraving machines
Lasers for controlling machine tools
Lasers for guiding machine tools
Lasers for industrial use
Lasers for machine tools
Lasers for non-medical purposes
Lasers for scientific use
Lasers not for medical use
Lasers, not for medical purposes
Latex, rubber or vinyl gloves for protection against accidents or injury
LCD large-screen displays
LCD monitors
LCD panels
LCD projectors
LCDs [liquid crystal displays]
Leak detection apparatus
Leak detection instruments
Leak detectors for hydrocarbons
Leak test units
Leak testing apparatus
Leak testing instruments
Leather belt kidney protectors for motorcyclists for prevention of accident or injury
Leather cases for mobile phones
LED Microscopes
LED monitors
LED position sensors
Length gauges, other than for medical use
Length measuring apparatus
Length measuring gauges
Length measuring instruments
Lens
Lens blanks
Lens blanks for eyesight correction
Lens blanks for use in ophthalmic lenses
Lens blanks for use in optical lenses
Lens brushes adapted for photographic use
Lens caps
Lens cases
Lens covers
Lens extension tube sets
Lens filters [for cameras]
Lens hoods
Lens hoods [for cameras]
Lens shutters
Lenses for astrophotography
Lenses for cameras
Lenses for eyeglasses
Lenses for glasses
Lenses for lamps
Lenses for microscopes
Lenses for photographic apparatus
Lenses for projectors
Lenses for protective face shields
Lenses for protective masks for workmen
Lenses for safety goggles
Lenses for spectacles
Lenses for sunglasses
Lenses for telescopes
Lenses for use by welders
Lenses for use with still cameras
Lenses for video cameras
Letter scales
Letter scales for domestic use
Letter scales for office use
Level controllers [electrical apparatus]
Level gauges
Level gauging poles
Level indicators
Level indicators [spirit levels]
Level measuring machines [for surveying]
Level meters
Level sensors
Level switches
Levelling instruments
Levelling rods [for surveying]
Levelling staffs [surveying instruments]
Levels
Levels [instruments for determining the horizontal]
Lever scales [steelyard]
Lever scales [steelyards]
Life belts
Life buoys
Life jackets
Life nets
Life preservers
Life rafts
Life saving apparatus and equipment
Life saving apparatus for use at beaches
Life saving apparatus for use at swimming pools
Life saving apparatus utilising chemical oxygen
Life saving equipment in the form of hydraulic extending platforms
Life saving harnesses
Life saving instruments
Life saving rafts
Life vests
Lifebelts
Life-buoys
Lifejackets
Life-saving apparatus for persons in distress at sea
Life-saving capsules for natural disasters
Life-saving rafts
Lifesaving vests for use by dogs
Lifting magnets
Light boxes, other than for medical use
Light conducting filaments
Light conducting filaments [optical fibers [fibres]]
Light conductive rods
Light conductors
Light control apparatus
Light dimmers
Light dimmers [regulators], electric
Light diodes
Light emitting diode displays
Light emitting diodes (LEDs)
Light filters for cameras
Light flashing apparatus [photographic apparatus]
Light flashing apparatus [warning beacons]
Light meters
Light modulators
Light pens
Light probes
Light production apparatus for photographic use
Light regulators [dimmers], electric
Light scattering photometers
Light sensitive relays
Light sensors
Light signalling apparatus for use by persons in emergencies
Light source panels for liquid crystal displays
Light sources [flashlamps] for photographic use
Light switches
Light-conducting filaments
Light-emitting diodes [LED]
Light-emitting diodes for use in display boards
Light-emitting diodes with plugs
Light-emitting electronic pointers
Lighting [flashlamps] for photographic use
Lighting ballasts
Lighting control apparatus
Lightning arrester equipment
Lightning arresters
Lightning conductors
Lightning conductors [rods]
Lightning protection installations
Light-seal revolving doors and hatches for darkrooms
Limit switches
Limiters [electricity]
Limiters [electronic circuits]
Line drivers
Line printers
Line scanners
Line scanning cameras being image sensing apparatus
Line traps
Line tuners
Lineal measuring instruments
Linear accelerators for industrial use
Linear actuators, electric
Linear encoders
Linear measuring instruments
Linear modular power supply apparatus
Linear transducers
Linked computer networks
Linking units for computers
Liquid chromatograph apparatus for scientific use
Liquid chromatography columns for scientific use
Liquid chromatography injectors for scientific use
Liquid chromatography instruments for scientific use
Liquid crystal display (LCD) televisions
Liquid crystal display [LCD] televisions
Liquid crystal display panels for use with overhead projectors
Liquid crystal display screens
Liquid crystal display units
Liquid crystal displays
Liquid crystal electronic display modules
Liquid dispensing apparatus that measures the amounts to be dispensed
Liquid dosage devices that measure the amounts to be dispensed
Liquid flow measuring apparatus
Liquid flow measuring devices
Liquid level control apparatus, electric or electronic
Liquid level indicators for liquid fuel storage tanks
Liquid level indicators for water tanks
Liquid level indicators for water vessels
Liquid level meters
Liquid level monitoring apparatus
Liquid level sensors
Liquid level switches
Liquid scintillation counters
Liquor dispensing measuring apparatus
Liquor measuring apparatus
Listening devices for monitoring babies
Lithium ion batteries
Lithium secondary batteries
Load break isolators
Load cell digitizers
Load cells
Load cells for measuring force
Load cells for measuring pressure
Load indicators
Load scales for aircraft
Local area computer installations
Local area network installations
Local area networking apparatus for the switching of data
Local area networking apparatus for the transmission of data
Local area networks
Local mobile telephone installations
Local mobile telephone systems
Local mobile telephones
Local optical fibre networks
Lock controllers, electric
Lock switches, electric
Locking apparatus, electric
Locking headers
Locks, electric
Locks, electronic
Loft gauges
Logging [recording or measuring] apparatus
Logic circuits
Logic probes
Logo scanners
Logs [measuring instruments]
Loom production monitoring apparatus
Loran navigation machines
Lorgnette frames
Lorgnettes
Lorgnettes [opera glasses]
Lorgnettes [spectacles]
Lottery ticket dispensing apparatus
Loud hailers
Loud speakers
Loudness controllers
Loudspeaker apparatus
Loudspeaker boxes
Loudspeaker cabinets
Loudspeaker chassis
Loudspeaker enclosures
Loudspeaker housings
Loudspeaker installations
Loudspeaker systems
Loudspeaker units
Loudspeakers
Loudspeakers for mounting on walls
Loudspeakers for use in cars
Loudspeakers for use in cinemas
Loudspeakers for use in theatres
Loudspeakers for use in vehicles
Loudspeakers with built in amplifiers
Low noise converters
Low tension electrical apparatus
Low voltage switching devices
LP records
Lubricant metering devices
Lumber testing machines
Luminescence analysers
Luminescence scanners
Luminoflux meters
Luminous advertising apparatus with alternative displays
Luminous advertising displays
Luminous beacons
Luminous beacons for safety or warning purposes
Luminous electric signs
Luminous indicators
Luminous panels
Luminous rescue and emergency beacons
Luminous road signs
Luminous safety beacons
Luminous signals
Luminous signals for giving information to pedestrians
Luminous signals with relays
Luminous signs
Luminous signs for roads
Lung function test apparatus for scientific use
Machine monitors
Machine readable cards
Machine readable carriers for stored computer programmes
Machine readable computer programs
Machine readable computer programs for use in the reproduction of music
Machine readable data carriers
Machine readable data carriers incorporating programs
Machine readable data carrying apparatus
Machine readable devices for cashless payment systems
Machine readable information carriers
Machine readable information carriers for recording data
Machine readable material for bearing computer programmes
Machine readable materials
Machine readable materials for bearing computer programs
Machine readable programmes in the form of punched [encoded] cards
Machine readable programmes in the form of punched [encoded] tapes
Machine readable recording materials for retrieving data
Machine readable recording materials for storing information
Machines for automatically cancelling tickets
Machines for automatically issuing tickets
Machines for bank transactions
Machines for calculating
Machines for cash dispensing
Machines for changing money
Machines for checking tickets
Machines for communication
Machines for counting money
Machines for dispensing change [money]
Machines for dispensing coins in predetermined quantities
Machines for executing remote financial transactions
Machines for inspecting printed circuit boards
Machines for issuing money in predetermined amounts
Machines for measuring
Machines for monitoring the accuracy of dispensing apparatus
Machines for monitoring the accuracy of metering apparatus
Machines for sorting coins
Machines for testing
Machines for testing the efficiency of aerosol containers
Machines for the centrifugal separation of fluids for scientific purposes
Machines for the exposure of photographic films
Machines for the exposure of photographic plates
Machines for the processing of information
Machines for use in biological reactions in scientific research laboratories
Machines for use in the analysis of environmental contaminants
Machines for use in the monitoring of environmental contaminants
Macrosopes
Magazines downloaded via the internet
Magazines for photographic negatives
Magic lanterns
Magnetic agitators for laboratory use
Magnetic apparatus
Magnetic audio tape recorders
Magnetic audio tapes
Magnetic bubble memories
Magnetic card reading apparatus
Magnetic cards
Magnetic cards bearing computer programs
Magnetic cards being computer software
Magnetic cards being data carrying materials
Magnetic cards for recording computer programmes
Magnetic cards for recording data
Magnetic cards for the recording of data
Magnetic cards for the storage of computer programs
Magnetic cards for use with computers
Magnetic carriers
Magnetic carriers for the storage of computer programs
Magnetic carriers with digitised type-faces
Magnetic cleaning apparatus for sound recordings
Magnetic cleaning apparatus for video recordings
Magnetic coded card readers
Magnetic coils
Magnetic compasses
Magnetic compasses [for surveying]
Magnetic components for recording data
Magnetic components for the retrieval of data
Magnetic components for the storage of data
Magnetic computer tapes for recording data
Magnetic control cards
Magnetic cores
Magnetic credit cards
Magnetic data carriers
Magnetic data carriers for use in controlling machines
Magnetic data carriers in the form of cassettes
Magnetic data carriers in the form of disks
Magnetic data carriers in the form of tapes
Magnetic data carriers in the form of wires
Magnetic data carriers recorded with programmes for instruction
Magnetic data carriers recorded with programmes for instruction in foreign languages
Magnetic data carriers, recording discs
Magnetic data carrying discs
Magnetic data carrying tapes
Magnetic data carrying wires
Magnetic data cartridges
Magnetic data media
Magnetic data memories
Magnetic data recording apparatus
Magnetic data storage materials
Magnetic debit cards
Magnetic detectors
Magnetic disc carriers
Magnetic disc recording apparatus
Magnetic disc reproducing apparatus
Magnetic materials for the handling of data
Magnetic materials for the storage of data
Magnetic media for recording images
Magnetic media for storing video games
Magnetic media registers
Magnetic memories contained on disks
Magnetic memories contained on tapes
Magnetic metal detector monitors
Magnetic object detectors
Magnetic payment cards
Magnetic pens
Magnetic platforms for data processing material
Magnetic platforms for software
Magnetic program carriers
Magnetic program storage apparatus
Magnetic recording apparatus bearing computer programmes
Magnetic recording carriers
Magnetic recording charts
Magnetic recording discs
Magnetic recording materials
Magnetic recording materials bearing computer programmes
Magnetic recording media
Magnetic recording media in the form of discs
Magnetic recording mediums
Magnetic recording supports
Magnetic recording tapes
Magnetic recordings
Magnetic recordings of computer programmes
Magnetic resistance sensors
Magnetic resonance imaging apparatus, other than for medical purposes
Magnetic sensors
Magnetic sensors being parts of intruder detection alarm systems
Magnetic separators for scientific use
Magnetic sound tapes
Magnetic storage devices
Magnetic storage materials incorporating programmes
Magnetic storage materials incorporating software
Magnetic strip readers
Magnetic supports containing recorded computer programmes
Magnetic supports data processing materials
Magnetic supports for acoustic apparatus
Magnetic supports for data recording
Magnetic supports for software
Magnetic switches
Magnetic tape
Magnetic tape cartridges
Magnetic tape cassettes
Magnetic tape cleaners
Magnetic tape drives for computers
Magnetic tape drives for storing computer programs
Magnetic tape duplicating apparatus
Magnetic tape erasers
Magnetic tape for bearing sound recordings
Magnetic tape for recording computer programmes
Magnetic tape in the form of cartridges
Magnetic tape in the form of cassettes
Magnetic tape recorders
Magnetic tape splicing apparatus
Magnetic tape units for computers
Magnetic tapes
Magnetic tapes being data carriers
Magnetic tapes for carrying audio signals
Magnetic tapes for carrying digital information
Magnetic tapes for memorising software programs
Magnetic tapes for recording computer programmes
Magnetic tapes for recording data
Magnetic tapes for recording sound
Magnetic tapes for recording visual images
Magnetic tapes for storing computer programmes
Magnetic tapes for storing video recordings
Magnetic tapes for the storage of data
Magnetic tapes for visual electronic computers
Magnetic telephone wires
Magnetic wall stud finders
Magnetic wires
Magnetically encoded cards
Magnetically encoded cards for carrying data
Magnetically encoded credit cards
Magnetically encoded debit cards
Magnetically encoded identification bracelets
Magnetically recorded computer programs
Magnetically recorded data for computers
Magnetically shielding cabinets, especially made for laboratory use
Magnetic-tape recorders
Magnetometers
Magneto-optical discs
Magneto-optical disks
Magneto-optical pens
Magnetrons
Magnets
Magnets for industrial purposes
Magnifiers
Magnifying glasses
Magnifying glasses [optics]
Magnifying instruments
Magnifying lenses
Magnifying lenses for use in needlework
Magnifying peepholes for doors
Magnifying viewers
Male connectors for electrical cables
Manipulating devices for laboratory use
Manometer lines, other than for medical use
Manometers
Manual controlled signal storage units
Manual rectifiers
Manual telegraph apparatus
Manual transparencies
Manually operable voice simulation apparatus
Manufacturing control installations, electric
Map measuring instruments
Marine autopilots
Marine communication apparatus
Marine compasses
Marine depth finders
Marine depth sounders
Marine logs, electric
Marine navigation apparatus
Marine radios
Marine transceiver grounding apparatus
Marine transceiver grounding instruments
Marine underwater acoustic devices
Marine vessel steering apparatus, automatic
Maritime patrol radar
Maritime rescue apparatus
Maritime safety apparatus
Markers for electric wire
Markers for electrical conductors
Marking and signalling buoys
Marking buoys
Marking gauges [joinery]
Marking gauges for joinery purposes
Masers [microwave amplifiers]
Mask aligners
Mask scanning apparatus
Masks for diving
Masks for integrated optics circuits exposed by electron beam
Masks for making integrated circuits
Masks for making printed circuits
Masks for personal use against accidents
Masks for protecting the face, other than sporting apparatus
Masks for snorkelling
Masks for swimming
Masks for the production of integrated circuits
Mass flow measuring apparatus
Mass flow meters
Mass flow sensors
Mass memories
Mass spectrometers
Mass storage apparatus, electric
Mass storage instruments, electric
Master audio mixing desks for use in an audio recording studio
Masts [wireless aerials]
Masts for aerials
Masts for antennae
Masts for wireless aerials
Material testing apparatus
Material testing instruments
Material testing instruments and machines
Materials bearing computer programs in encoded form
Materials bearing computer programs in magnetic form
Materials bearing data in encoded form
Materials bearing data in encoded form for use with computers
Materials bearing information in magnetic form
Materials bearing information in magnetic form for use with computers
Materials bearing recorded computer programs
Materials for carrying computer data in magnetic form
Materials for carrying computer data in optical form
Materials for electrical screening purposes
Materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]
Materials testing instruments and machines
Mathematical instruments
Matrix printers
Mats for use with a computer mouse
Measurement apparatus
Measurement apparatus for well testing
Measurement devices
Measurement instruments for use in oil exploration
Measurement instruments for use in oil production
Measures
Measuring apparatus
Measuring apparatus [mass spectrometers] for chemical substances
Measuring apparatus and instruments
Measuring apparatus for air pressure
Measuring apparatus for delivery of liquid fuels
Measuring apparatus for indicating dimensions
Measuring apparatus for indicating quantities
Measuring apparatus for lineal measuring
Measuring apparatus for measuring acceleration
Measuring apparatus for measuring speed
Measuring apparatus for metering pumps
Measuring apparatus for non-electrical quantities
Measuring apparatus for nuclear contamination
Measuring apparatus for photometric analysis, other than for medical use
Measuring apparatus for spectroscopic analysis, other than for medical use
Measuring apparatus for surface measuring
Measuring apparatus for temperature
Measuring apparatus for use in beverage quality control
Measuring apparatus for use in bioassay techniques, other than for medical use
Measuring apparatus for use in electrical engineering
Measuring apparatus for use in polymer investigations
Measuring apparatus for use in radio engineering
Measuring apparatus for use in the manufacturing industry
Measuring apparatus for wind direction
Measuring cables
Measuring converters
Measuring cups
Measuring devices
Measuring devices having digital displays
Measuring devices in the nature of feeder pumps
Measuring devices, electric
Measuring gauges for liquid fuels
Measuring glassware
Measuring instruments
Measuring instruments for checking vehicle body work
Measuring instruments for civil engineering
Measuring instruments for dams
Measuring instruments for determining the ferrite content in steel
Measuring instruments for electric circuits
Measuring instruments for geophysics
Measuring instruments for testing the quality of coatings
Measuring machines
Measuring probes for monitoring sewage plants
Measuring probes for monitoring waste water plants
Measuring probes for water protection
Measuring rods
Measuring rulers
Measuring rules
Measuring scoops
Measuring sensors
Measuring spoons
Measuring stands
Measuring tapes
Measuring transducers
Measuring T-squares
Measuring tubes
Measuring wheels
Meat thermometers
Mechanical combination locks, electric
Mechanical contact switches
Mechanical dialling locks, electric
Mechanical digital display apparatus
Mechanical dosing [measuring] apparatus
Mechanical illuminated signboards
Mechanical length-marking apparatus for measuring
Mechanical life saving apparatus
Mechanical locks [electric, metal]
Mechanical locks [electric, metal] for use in motor vehicles
Mechanical locks [electric, non-metallic]
Mechanical locks [electric, non-metallic] for use in motor vehicles
Mechanical measuring apparatus
Mechanical recording apparatus
Mechanical road signs
Mechanical room thermostats
Mechanical safety apparatus
Mechanical safety instruments
Mechanical signs
Mechanical storage apparatus for sound
Mechanical storage apparatus for vision
Mechanical swivel heads for cameras
Mechanically operated road traffic control signs
Mechanised coding apparatus
Mechanised identification apparatus
Mechanisms for card-operated apparatus
Mechanisms for coin operated apparatus
Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus
Mechanisms for compact disc players
Mechanisms for counter-operated apparatus
Mechanisms for governing revolutions per minute
Mechanisms for pre-payment apparatus
Media for recording sound
Media for recording visual images, other than sensitised films
Media for the reproduction of images
Media for the reproduction of sound
Medical simulators [teaching aids]
Megaphones
Memo boards, electronic
Memo books, electronic
Memories and memory extensions for use with electronic games of all kinds
Memories being cards of font data for use in lettering machines
Memories for calculators
Memories for computers
Memories for data processing equipment
Memories for use with computers
Memories for use with microprocessors
Memory apparatus
Memory apparatus for telecommunications network design
Memory apparatus for telecommunications network management
Memory boards
Memory cards
Memory cards containing microprocessors
Memory cards for video game machines
Memory cartridges for hand-held electronic game apparatus
Memory cartridges on which computer programs are stored
Memory controllers for use with computers
Memory devices
Memory devices bearing programmes for use with computers
Memory devices for use with computer apparatus
Memory expansion cards
Memory expansion modules
Memory modules
Memory programme cartridges for amusement apparatus
Memory programmes
Mercury levels
Memory switches
Mercury thermometers, other than for medical use
Meridian transit telescopes
Message display apparatus, electric
Message forwarding apparatus
Message forwarding instruments
Message handling apparatus, electric
Message receiving apparatus
Message receiving instruments
Message sending apparatus
Message sending instruments
Metal advertising panels [luminous]
Metal advertising panels [mechanical]
Metal bells [signals]
Metal bells [warning devices]
Metal bells for alarms
Metal casings for semiconductor devices
Metal compression testing machines
Metal detectors
Metal detectors for industrial or military purposes
Metal detectors for screening personnel
Metal direction indicator panels [luminous]
Metal direction indicator panels [mechanical]
Metal direction indicator panels, electric
Metal ducts, electric
Metal hardness testing machines
Metal locks, electric
Metal masts [aerials]
Metal monopods for photographic apparatus
Metal oxide semi-conductor transistors
Metal oxide varistors
Metal poles [aerials]
Metal security [anti-theft] devices [electric, other than for vehicles]
Metal signboards [luminous]
Metal signboards [mechanical]
Metal signboards, electric
Metal strength testing machines
Metal tripods for photographic apparatus
Metallic cables, electric
Metallic wires, electric
Metallurgical microscopes
Meteorological apparatus
Meteorological balloons
Meteorological instruments
Meteorological observation apparatus
Meteorology instruments
Meter testing apparatus
Metering apparatus
Metering instruments
Meters
Meters for checking ink consumption
Meters for measurement of the characteristics of electric cables
Meters for measuring alkalinity
Meters for measuring current
Meters for measuring electrical current
Meters for measuring electrical resistance
Meters for measuring electrical voltage
Meters for measuring gaseous flow
Meters for measuring resistance
Meters for measuring values of electrical parameters
Meters for measuring voltage
Meters for testing humidity
Meters incorporating multimeters for measuring electrical current
Meters incorporating multimeters for measuring electrical resistance
Meters incorporating multimeters for measuring electrical voltage
Meters incorporating visual displays, other than for medical use
Metric converters
Metronomes
Mice for computers
Micro processors
Microarrays
Microchip cards
Microchips
Microchips [computer hardware]
Microchips for electronic apparatus
Microchips for recording data
Microcircuit data carriers
Micro-computer
Microcomputer apparatus
Microcomputer assemblies
Microcomputer based batching control installations
Microcomputers
Micro-computers
Microcomputers adapted for use in playing games
Microcomputing apparatus
Microcomputing instruments
Microcontrollers
Microelectric power checking [supervision] apparatus
Microelectronic components
Microfiche
Microfilm destruction apparatus
Microfilm developing apparatus
Microfilm printing apparatus
Microfilm processing apparatus
Microfilm readers
Microfilm reading apparatus
Microfilm units
Microfilm viewers
Microfilm viewing apparatus
Microfilm, exposed
Microfilming apparatus
Microfilming instruments
Microforms
Micrographic apparatus
Microhardness testers
Micrometer gauges
Micrometer screws for optical instruments
Micrometers
Microphone buttons
Microphone cables
Microphone mixers
Microphone plugs
Microphone stands
Microphones
Microphones [for telecommunication apparatus]
Microphones for communication devices
Microphones for record players
Microphonic pick-ups
Microplate readers
Microplates [reagent testing apparatus], other than for medical use
Microprocessing apparatus for controlling
Microprocessing apparatus for monitoring
Microprocessor based computer compatible apparatus
Microprocessor based control systems for use with machine tools
Microprocessor based diagnostic apparatus
Microprocessor based diagnostic instruments
Microprocessor cards
Microprocessor control circuits
Microprocessor controlled apparatus
Microprocessor controls
Microprocessor driven control units for automatic control systems
Microprocessor driven control units for automatic signalling systems
Microprocessor-based control systems for use with machine tools
Microprocessors
Microprocessors for use on motor vehicles
Microprocessors used for the design of components
Microprocessors used for the manufacture of components
Microprocessors used for the testing components
Microscope condensers
Microscope illuminating devices
Microscope slides
Microscope television apparatus
Microscope video processors
Microscopes
Microscopes for medical use
Microtitration apparatus
Microtitration instruments
 Microtomes
Microwave antenna for the reception of satellite data
Microwave antenna for the reception of television signals
Microwave antennae
Microwave antennas
Microwave apparatus for communication
Microwave apparatus for laboratory use
Microwave cables with connector
Microwave communications apparatus
Microwave communications instruments
Microwave components
Microwave connectors
Microwave decomposing apparatus being scientific laboratory apparatus
Microwave detectors [radar]
Microwave devices, other than for cooking
Microwave filters
Microwave instruments
Microwave ovens for experimental purposes
Microwave sensing apparatus
Microwave sensing heads for fitting to bins
Microwave sensing heads for fitting to mixers
Microwave transmission apparatus for delivering radio programs and messages
Microwave tubes
Microwave type intruder sensors
Milage recorders for vehicles
Mileage recording instruments
Military electronic apparatus
Military optical apparatus
Millimetric radio apparatus
Millimetric wave radar apparatus
Millimetric wave radar instruments
Millivolt meters
Mine detecting apparatus
Mineral insulated electric cables
Minesweeping [detecting] apparatus
Miniature circuit breakers
Miniature hard disk drive storage units
Miniature hard disk drive storage units on a plug-in card being computer apparatus
Miniature loudspeakers
Minicomputers
Mirrors [optics]
Mirrors for inspecting work
Mirrors for surveillance
Mirrors used for security and surveillance
Missile aiming systems
Missile guidance systems
Missile guiding systems
Missile launch control apparatus
Missile trackers
Mixing consoles, electric
Mixing desks [signal]
Mixing desks [sound]
Mixing swabs for chemical reagents
Mobile communication terminals
Mobile data apparatus
Mobile data communications apparatus
Mobile data instruments
Mobile data receivers
Mobile or portable fax machines
Mobile phone cases
Mobile phone covers
Mobile phone sets
Mobile phone straps
Mobile phones
Mobile phones for use in vehicles
Mobile radio broadcasting units
Mobile radio receiving apparatus
Mobile radio transmitting apparatus
Mobile radios
Mobile telecommunications apparatus
Mobile telephone apparatus with built-in facsimile systems
Mobile telephone batteries
Mobile telephones
Mobile television broadcasting units
Mobile trailer fire pumps
Mobile work stations [computers]
Modem cables
Modems
Modems for communications networks
Modular racks adapted for storing audio cassettes
Modular racks adapted for storing compact discs
Modular racks adapted for storing DVDs
Modular racks adapted for storing video cassettes
Modular sign panels [luminous]
Modular sub-assemblies for use in data processing
Modulators
Module testing units
Moisture measuring instruments
Moisture meters
Molecular filtering devices for scientific laboratory use
Molecular sieves [devices] for scientific laboratory use
Molecule models being teaching apparatus
Money changing machines
Money counting and sorting machines
Money counting apparatus
Money sorting apparatus
Money transfer terminals
Monitor screens
Monitor speakers
Monitoring apparatus, electric
Monitoring apparatus, electric, for testing vehicle bodies
Monitoring control apparatus, electric
Monitoring installations, electric
Monitoring instruments, electric
Monitoring units, electric
Monitors
Monitors [computer hardware]
Monitors [computer programs]
Monitors for recording events
Monitors for recording faults
Monitors for use with computers
Monocles
Monocular frames
Monoculars
Monolithic ceramic capacitors
Mononuclear cell apparatus, other than for medical use
Monopods used to take photographs by positioning a smartphone or camera beyond the normal range of the
Mooring load monitoring systems
Mortise gauges
Mosaic-type heads for impact printing machines for use with computers
Motherboards
Motion control booms for use with cameras
Motion control booms for use with microphones
Motion detectors
Motion picture apparatus
Motion picture cameras
Motion picture films for television use
Motion picture films for theatrical use
Motion picture films, recorded
Motion picture projectors
Motion picture screens
Motion picture sound recorders
Motion pictures
Motion-picture cameras for self-developing film
Motor control apparatus, electric
Motor control apparatus, electronic
Motor control centres, electric
Motor control centres, electronic
Motor control instruments, electric
Motor control instruments, electronic
Motor control protection apparatus, electric
Motor control protection apparatus, electronic
Motor drives for cameras
Motor ignition delay units
Motor protection relays
Motor vehicle diagnostic computer apparatus
Motor vehicle electric relays
Motor vehicle electric switches
Motor winders for cameras
Motorcycle crash helmets
Motorcycle helmets
Motorcycle safety helmets
Motorcyclists' clothing for protection against accident or injury
Motorcyclists' helmets
Moulded case circuit breakers
Mounting apparatus adapted for use with loudspeakers
Mounting apparatus for slide frames for photographic transparencies
Mounting boards for electrical components
Mounting brackets adapted for computer monitors
Mounting brackets adapted for computers
Mounting cords, electrical
Mounting cradles, electrical
Mounting devices for electrodes
Mounting devices for movie-cameras
Mounting devices for television cameras
Mounting devices for video cameras
Mounting fittings for radios
Mounting racks for computer hardware
Mounts for attachment to helmets
Mounts for attachment to tripods for cameras
Mounts for cameras
Mounts for optical components
Mouse [computer peripheral]
Mouse controllers
Mouse mats
Mouse mats for use with computer apparatus
Mouse pads
Mouse pointing apparatus
Mousepads
Mouses [computer peripherals]
Mouth guards
Mouth guards for sports
Mouth protectors [gum shields]
Moveable sockets
Movement sensors
Movie editing projectors
Movie film developing machines
Movie projectors
Moving picture cameras
MP3 players
MP4 players
Multiaxis directional detectors
Multichannel analysers
Multichannel communications boards for microcomputers
Multichannel sound processors
Multichip modules
Multiframe view cameras
Multifunction cards, encoded, for financial services
Multifunction cards, magnetic, for financial services
Multifunctional devices which incorporate copier and facsimile functions in the standalone mode
Multifunctional portable calibrating instruments
Multifunctional telephones
Multilayer circuit boards for use with surface mounted components
Multilingual electronic hand-held currency converters
Multilingual electronic hand-held translators
Multilingual electronic pocket sized currency converters
Multilingual electronic pocket sized translators
Multimedia accelerator boards
Multimedia multiplexers
Multimeters with a digital read out
Multimeters with an analogue read out
Multi-microprocessor control apparatus
Multi-outlet socket blocks
Multiple control signal transmission units
Multiple stroke component torque indicators
Multiplex
Multiplexers
Multiplexers for bearing data
Multiplexers for recording data
Multiplexers for use in the alternate transmission of data
Multiplexers for use in the alternate transmission of voice signals
Multiplexors
Multipole connectors as matrix plugs [program heads] for data processing machines
Multiport controllers
Multiport repeaters
Multiport transceivers
Multiposition camera stands made from aluminium and steel tubing
Multiprocessor chips
Multiprocessor computer apparatus
Multispectral aerial cameras
Music cassettes
Music centres [audio apparatus]
Music centres incorporating radio and television receivers
Music centres incorporating sound and video recording and reproducing apparatus
Music headphones
Music recordings
Music tapes
Musical cassettes
Musical recordings in the form of discs
Musical recordings in the form of tapes
Musical recordings in the form of wires
Musical score layout apparatus, electrical
Musical sound recordings
Musical video recordings
Music-composition software
Nautical apparatus and instruments
Nautical instruments for use in the navigation of sailing craft
Naval signalling apparatus
Navigation apparatus for boats
Navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]
Navigation compasses
Navigation computers for cars
Navigation control instruments for water craft
Navigation instruments [compasses]
Navigation instruments [sextants]
Navigation systems using inertia reference
Navigation systems using satellite reference
Navigational apparatus for automobiles
Navigational buoys
Navigational instruments
Needles for record players
Needles for surveying compasses
Negative temperature resistance coefficient thermistors
Neon light indicators for use in electrical circuits
Neon lights [signals]
Neon signs
Nephelometric analysers, other than for medical diagnosis
Netbook computers
Nets for protection against accidents
Network anti-interference filters
Network boards
Network cards
Network connector for radio networks
Network controllers being computer apparatus
Network controlling apparatus
Network junction points for telephone exchange networks
Network management apparatus
Network management computer software
Network management control apparatus
Network protection devices, electric
Network protection devices, electronic
Network routers
Network servers
Network software applications being downloadable computer programs
Network terminating apparatus, electric or electronic
Networks for the interconnection of communication systems
Newspapers downloaded via the internet
Newton dynamometers
Nickel-cadmium storage batteries
Night vision goggles
Noise cancelling apparatus
Noise filters
Noise level meters
Noise suppression apparatus
Noise suppressors [electrical components]
Noise suppressors for protecting the coil of contactors
Noise suppressors for protecting the coil of relays
Noisemeters
Non-destructive testing apparatus
Non-electrical distress beacons
Non-impact printers for use with computers
Non-impact printers for use with data processing apparatus
Nonlinear optical fibres
Non-linear resistances
Non-metallic flexible ducting for holding electric cables
Non-motorised telescopes
Non-predictable code calculators
Non-selective electrodes being chemically sensitive probes, other than for medical use
Nose clips for divers and swimmers
Nose clips for swimmers
Nose clips for swimming
Nose pads for eyewear
Notebook computers
Notice boards [luminous signboards]
Nuclear detectors for detecting radiation particles
Nuclear resonance spectrometers, other than for medical use
Nucleic acid sequencers for scientific purposes
Numerical control apparatus
Numerical control apparatus for industrial automation
Numerical control systems for machine tools
Numerical control systems for machines
Numerical control units
Numerical controls
Numerical counters
Numerical position indicating apparatus
Objectives
Objectives [lenses] [optics]
Objectives for photographic reproduction
Objectives for photography
Observation apparatus
Observation devices
Observation instruments
Octants
Odometers
Odometers [mileometers]
Office call apparatus
Ohmmeters
Oil change monitors
Oil level indicators
Oil level sensors
Oil-water level sensors
Oil-water thermistors
OLED (Organic light emitting diode) display panels
On-board computers
On-board computers for vehicles
On-off sensors
Opacimeter
Open and closed-loop control apparatus
Open and closed-loop switching apparatus
Open frame switch mode power supply apparatus
Open-wire transmission apparatus
Opera glasses
Operating and user instructions stored in digital form for computers and computer software, in particular or
Operating computer software for main frame computers
Operating system programs
Operating systems for personal robots
Operating systems programs
Operating systems, electric
Operating systems, electronic
Operating systems, robotic
Operation control panels, electric
Operations recording apparatus
Operator controlled electrical data-interface apparatus
Ophthalmic frames
Ophthalmic glasses
Ophthalmic lens centring apparatus
Ophthalmic lenses
Optic discs carrying audio recordings
Optic discs carrying video recordings
Optic tellurite glass
Optical amplifiers
Optical apparatus and instruments
Optical apparatus for displaying photographic transparencies
Optical apparatus for measurement
Optical apparatus for measuring the gloss of materials
Optical apparatus for measuring turbidity of liquid materials
Optical apparatus for portable radio stations
Optical apparatus for processing sound
Optical apparatus for scanning
Optical apparatus for the processing of data
Optical apparatus for the reception of data
Optical apparatus for the recording of data
Optical apparatus for the transmission of data
Optical apparatus for use in aiming weapons
Optical apparatus for use in guiding missiles
Optical apparatus for use in guiding projectiles
Optical apparatus for use in the detection of flaws
Optical apparatus for use in training operators of weapons systems
Optical apparatus for verifying
Optical apparatus for walkie-talkie apparatus
Optical apparatus in the form of prisms
Optical apparatus in the form of stereo microscopes
Optical apparatus in the form of telescopes
Optical appliances, not for medical purposes
Optical articles, not for medical purposes
Optical beam deflectors
Optical beam detectors
Optical branching devices
Optical breadboards
Optical cables
Optical cards
Optical character readers
Optical character readers for data entry
Optical character readers for data processing
Optical character reading apparatus
Optical character recognition apparatus [OCR]
Optical character writing apparatus
Optical colour measuring apparatus
Optical communication apparatus
Optical communication systems
Optical communications installations
Optical communications instruments
Optical component holders
Optical components for use in laboratory research
Optical components, other than for medical use
Optical condensers
Optical connectors
Optical couplers
Optical data carriers
Optical data carriers in disc form
Optical data carriers in the form of discs [disks]
Optical data media
Optical data receiving apparatus
Optical data recording apparatus
Optical data reproducing apparatus
Optical data storage apparatus
Optical data storage apparatus for use in labelling
Optical data storage drives
Optical data storage labels [bar codes]
| 9 | Optical data transmission systems                      |
| 9 | Optical detection apparatus, other than for medical use |
| 9 | Optical detection installations, other than for medical use |
| 9 | Optical detectors for use with fibre optic cables      |
| 9 | Optical devices for viewing through closed doors       |
| 9 | Optical devices, other than for medical use            |
| 9 | Optical disc drives                                   |
| 9 | Optical disc players                                  |
| 9 | Optical disc reading apparatus                         |
| 9 | Optical disc recorders                                 |
| 9 | Optical disc testers                                   |
| 9 | Optical discs                                         |
| 9 | Optical discs bearing machine readable computer program|
| 9 | Optical discs for bearing machine readable computer program|
| 9 | Optical discs for the storage of data                  |
| 9 | Optical disk drives                                    |
| 9 | Optical disk readers                                   |
| 9 | Optical disk recording instruments                      |
| 9 | Optical disks                                         |
| 9 | Optical document file installations                    |
| 9 | Optical electronic components                          |
| 9 | Optical electronic label reader installations          |
| 9 | Optical electronic label reader installations for industrial use|
| 9 | Optical emitters                                       |
| 9 | Optical encoders                                       |
| 9 | Optical energy transfer apparatus                      |
| 9 | Optical fiber cables                                   |
| 9 | Optical fibers                                        |
| 9 | Optical fibers [fibres] [light conducting filaments]   |
| 9 | Optical fibre apparatus, other than for medical use     |
| 9 | Optical fibre cables                                   |
| 9 | Optical fibre installations                            |
| 9 | Optical fibre sensors                                  |
| 9 | Optical fibre splicing apparatus                       |
| 9 | Optical fibre telecommunications apparatus              |
| 9 | Optical fibre temperature probes, other than for medical use|
| 9 | Optical fibre terminal apparatus                        |
| 9 | Optical fibres                                        |
| 9 | Optical fibres being light conducting filaments        |
| 9 | Optical fibres for industrial applications             |
| 9 | Optical fibres for use in the storage of images        |
| 9 | Optical filters                                       |
| 9 | Optical filters capable of controlling transmission rate of signals|
| 9 | Optical filters for photography                        |
| 9 | Optical filters for plasma display panels              |
| 9 | Optical filters for use with cathode ray tubes         |
| 9 | Optical filters for use with visual display units      |
| 9 | Optical filtration apparatus                           |
| 9 | Optical finders                                        |
| 9 | Optical frames                                         |
| 9 | Optical frequency metrology devices                    |
| 9 | Optical glass                                         |
| 9 | Optical glass filters                                  |
| 9 | Optical glasses                                       |
| 9 | Optical goods                                          |
Optical goods for personal use
Optical headlamp adjustment apparatus
Optical hydrogels being contact lens blanks
Optical imaging, other than for medical use
Optical information reading apparatus
Optical inspection apparatus for industrial use
Optical inspection apparatus for pattern recognition
Optical instruments, other than for medical use
Optical lamps
Optical landing apparatus for use on aircraft carriers
Optical lanterns
Optical laser disc storage materials
Optical lens sights
Optical lenses
Optical lenses for use with spectacles
Optical lenses for use with sunglasses
Optical materials for recording data
Optical materials for storing data
Optical measurement apparatus
Optical measuring components
Optical measuring devices
Optical media for recording images
Optical memories
Optical microscopes for biological purposes
Optical microscopes for industrial purposes
Optical microscopes for scientific purposes
Optical microscopes for the testing of materials
Optical negatives
Optical networks
Optical phase shifters
Optical plug connectors
Optical positives
Optical power transmission apparatus
Optical printers
Optical processing apparatus
Optical products, other than for medical use
Optical profilers
Optical program carriers
Optical programme storage apparatus
Optical projection apparatus
Optical readers
Optical receivers
Optical recording media
Optical reflectors
Optical scanners
Optical scanners for machine readable indicia
Optical scanners, other than for medical use
Optical semiconductor amplifiers
Optical sensors
Optical shutters
Optical signalling apparatus
Optical sound processors for motion picture soundtracks
Optical sources, other than for medical use
Optical spectacles
Optical speed sensors
Optical storage apparatus
Optical switches
Optical temperature measuring instruments, other than for medical use
Optical transceivers
Optical transducers for use with electrical apparatus
Optical transmitters
Optical transmitters for use with fibre optic cables
Optical video disk units
Optical viewing apparatus [peep holes] for doors
Optical viewing apparatus, other than for medical use
Optical viewing glasses [peep holes] for doors
Optical viewing glasses, other than for medical use
Optical viewing screens
Optical waveguides
Optical waveguides in the form of glass fibres
Organic light emitting diodes (OLED)
Oscillators
Oscillatory measuring apparatus
Oscillographs
Oscillographs [oscilloscopes]
Oscilloscopes
Outdoor boots for protection against accident or injury
Outdoor signboards of metal [luminous]
Outdoor signboards of metal [mechanical]
Outer garments for protection against accident or injury
Ovens for laboratory use
Overgarments for protection against accident or injury
Overhead projectors
Overload relays
Overvoltage protection relays
Overvoltage protectors
Oxygen concentration analysers, not for medical use
Oxygen concentration monitors, not for medical use
Oxygen electrodes, not for medical use
Oxygen masks, other than for medical use
Oxygen regulators
Oxygen sensors, other than for medical use
Oxygen transvasing apparatus
Ozone monitors, other than for medical use
Ozonisers [ozonators]
Ozonizing apparatus, other than for medical use
Package testing apparatus
Packaged software
Packet switching apparatus
Packet switching networks
Pads for protecting the body against accident or injury, other than adapted for sports
Pagers
Paging apparatus
Paging equipment
Paging instruments
Paging interface apparatus for use with computers
Paging receivers
Panel boards [electricity]
Panel connectors, electric
Panel meters
Panels for advertising [luminous]
Panels for advertising [mechanical]
Panels for display purposes [luminous]
Panels for display purposes [mechanical]
Panels for fire alarm apparatus
Panels for publicity purposes [luminous]
Panels for publicity purposes [mechanical]
Panels for reading information provided by microprocessing apparatus
Panels for the connection of electricity
Panels for the control of electricity
Panels for the distribution of electricity
Panels for water level detection
Panic buttons
Paper bearing data in machine readable form
Paper guiding apparatus [parts of computer printers]
Paper guiding apparatus [parts of photocopying machines]
Paper handling devices [parts of computer printers]
Paper handling devices [parts of photocopying machines]
Paper program carriers, machine readable
Paper security tapes, encoded
Paper security tapes, magnetic
Paper sensor switches
Paper storage cassettes for audio recordings
Paper storage cassettes for sound recordings
Paper storage cassettes for video recordings
Paper strips bearing punched [encoded] computer programs
Parabolic aerial dishes
Parabolic antenna
Parabolic antennae for use in mounting antennae masts
Parabolic antennae for use in positioning antennae masts
Parabolic antennas
Parking meters
Particle accelerators
Particle analyzers, other than for medical use
Particle classifying apparatus
Particle detecting apparatus
Particle detectors
Particle generators
Passive infrared detectors
Passive infrared sensors
Passive input selectors
Password generators
Patch panel cords
Patch panel jacks
Patch panel looping plugs
Patch panels
Payment cards being magnetically encoded
Payphones
Pedometers
Peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors
Peepholes for doors
Penetrations being electrical conduits for passing electrical conductors through walls
Pens with conductive point for touch screen devices
Performance testing apparatus, other than for medical use
Peripheral control cards for computers
Peripheral control cards for electrical apparatus
Peripheral control cards for electronic apparatus
Peripheral control devices for computers
Peripheral interface units for computers
Peripheral sharing devices for computers
Periscopes
Periscopes for use on armoured vehicles
Permanent magnetic power castings
Permanent magnets
Personal alarm apparatus
Personal alarms
Personal alarms incorporating lights
Personal communication apparatus
Personal communication devices
Personal communication installations
Personal communications instruments
Personal computer cards, encoded
Personal computer cards, magnetic
Personal computer cards, punched
Personal computer enhancement circuitry
Personal computer software applications, downloadable
Personal computer work stations [electronic apparatus]
Personal computers
Personal computers for use with coin operated video game devices
Personal computers for use with video game devices
Personal computers incorporating computer software
Personal digital assistants
Personal digital assistants [PDAs]
Personal headphones for sound transmitting apparatuses
Personal headphones for use with sound transmitting systems
Personal home computers
Personal identification lights for protection against accidents
Personal protection devices [electronic alarms]
Personal reflectors coated with a highly reflective material for protection against accidents
Personal reflectors for use in road safety
Personal security alarms
Personal single station public broadcast radio receivers
Personal stereo speaker apparatus
Personal stereos
Personal transceivers
Personal video recorders (PVRs)
Personal voice amplifying instruments
Personal weighing scales
Petri dishes
Petri dishes used in laboratory research
Petri plates
Petrochemical analyzers
Petrol gauges
Petrol level gauges
PH electrodes
PH meters
PH probes for control in electrochemical apparatus
PH probes for measurement in electrochemical apparatus
Phantoms [simulated test specimens for calibrating medical x-ray equipment]
Phase angle meters
Phase indicators
Phase modifiers
Phase shifters
Phone appliances
Phone covers
Phone extension jacks
Phone extension leads
Phone plugs
Phonograph compact discs
Phonograph discs
Phonograph equipment
Phonograph pick-ups
Phonograph records
Phonograph records featuring music
Phonograph tapes
Phonograph turntables
Phonographic apparatus
Phonographic records
Phonographs
Photo composition apparatus
Photo electron spectroscopy analysers, not for medical purposes
Photo electron spectroscopy analyzers, not for medical purposes
Photo potentiometers
Photo printers
Photocells
Photocells for use with security lighting
Photocopiers
Photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]
Photocopiers for copying books
Photocopy machines
Photocopying apparatus
Photocopying instruments
Photocopying machines
Photo-copying machines
Photodiodes
Photo-electric detectors units
Photoelectric image producing cartridges
Photoelectric measuring apparatus
Photo-electric measuring apparatus
Photoelectric sensors
Photo-electric switches
Photoelectrical image producing cartridges
Photoglazing apparatus
Photogrammetrical apparatus for producing aerial photographs
Photogrammetrical instruments for evaluating aerial photographs
Photographic apparatus
Photographic apparatus and instruments
Photographic apparatus for printing purposes
Photographic cameras
Photographic cameras for the instant production of pictures
Photographic copying apparatus utilizing plain paper
Photographic darkroom lighting
Photographic developing apparatus
Photographic developing machines
Photographic duplicating apparatus
Photographic enlargers
Photographic enlarging apparatus
Photographic equipment
Photographic exposure meters
Photographic film, exposed
Photographic films for exhibitions
Photographic films prepared for exhibition
Photographic films, exposed
Photographic filters
Photographic flash apparatus
Photographic flash units [for cameras]
Photographic flashbulbs
Photographic flashlamps
Photographic flashlight apparatus
Photographic flashlighting
Photographic glazing apparatus
Photographic lenses
Photographic lenses for use in aerial photography
Photographic media [films, exposed]
Photographic negatives
Photographic objectives for use in aerial photography
Photographic plates of glass for laser exposures, exposed
Photographic plates, exposed
Photographic printers incorporating microfilm readers
Photographic printing apparatus
Photographic print-making apparatus
Photographic processing apparatus
Photographic projection screens
Photographic projectors
Photographic projectors for cinematographic films
Photographic projectors for slides
Photographic racks
Photographic screens
Photographic slide projectors
Photographic slide transparencies
Photographic slides
Photographic slides [transparencies] for use in industrial teaching
Photographic slides prepared for exhibition
Photographic storage devices
Photographic storage devices bearing representations of typefaces
Photographic storage devices bearing representations of typefaces in encoded form
Photographic surveying instruments
Photographic transparencies
Photographic transparencies prepared for exhibition purposes
Photographic transparencies relating to rugby football prepared for exhibition
Photographic view finders
Photographic viewfinders
Photography drying racks
Photoionic detectors
Photolithographic installations
Photoluminescent signs
Photomappers
Photomask blanks
Photomasks
Photometers
Photometric analysers, other than for medical use
Photometric apparatus, other than for medical use
Photometric instruments, other than for medical use
Photomicroscopes
Photomultiplier tubes
Photomultipliers
Photoresistors
Photo-semiconductors
Photosensitive drums for processing images
Photosensitive drums for use with copying machines
Photosensitive drums for use with facsimile machines
Photosensitive films, exposed
Photosensitive glass
Photosensitive materials [films, exposed]
Photosensitive media [films, exposed]
Photostatic copiers
Photostatic copying machines
Phototelegraphy apparatus
Phototubes
Photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar electricity
Photovoltaic cells
Photovoltaic inverters
Photovoltaic modules
Physical analysing apparatus, other than for medical use
Physical analyzers, other than for medical use
Physical representations of graphic images stored electronically for electronic enhancement
Picks-ups for guitars
Pick-up arms
Pick-up cartridges
Pick-ups
Pickups [for telecommunication apparatus]
Pick-ups for electrical musical instruments
Pick-ups for sound amplification
Picture projectors
Picture sound recording equipment
Picture sound reproducing equipment
Picture transmission apparatus
Picture tubes
Piezo alarm devices, other than for vehicles
Piezoceramic fixed frequency filters
Piezoceramic modules for high voltage generation
Piezoelectric igniters
Piezoelectric sensors
Piezoelectric vibratory gyroscopes
Piezoelectrical transducers
Pin and socket strips for electric cables
Pince-nez
Pince-nez chains
Pince-nez cords
Pince-nez mountings
Pipes for laboratory apparatus
Pipes for scientific apparatus
Pipet jars
Pipette tips
Pipettes
Pipettes for chemical reagents
Pitot tubes
Planar chromatography apparatus for laboratory use
Planar triodes
Plane tables [surveying instruments]
Planetarium projectors
Planimeters
Pitot tubes
Planar chromatography apparatus for laboratory use
Planar triodes
Plane tables [surveying instruments]
Planetarium projectors
Planimeters
Plastic cards encoded for controlling machines
Plastic cards for carrying magnetic data
Plastic cards, encoded
Plastic cards, magnetic
Plastic coated wire, electric
Plastic conduits for electrical wiring
Plastic covered cards bearing printed matter, encoded
Plastic covered electric wires
Plastic cuvettes for devices for sample identification
Plastic cuvettes for devices for sample labelling
Plastic cuvettes for devices for sample splitting
Plastic cuvettes for pipetting devices
Plastic housings adapted for electrical apparatus
Plastic insulated electric cables for computers
Plastic insulated electric cables for printers
Plastic key cards, encoded
Plastic lenses
Plastic optical fibres
Plastic road cones [illuminated]
Plastic security tapes, encoded
Plastic security tapes, magnetic
Plastic testing machines
Plastic tubing adapted for use in laboratory apparatus
Plastic tubing adapted for use in scientific apparatus
Plate cameras
Plates adapted for holographic recordings
Plates for batteries
Plates for laboratory use
Plates for use in displaying information [luminous]
Plates for use in displaying information [mechanical]
Plates with an arrangement of plugs for producing electrical connections
Plates with integrated circuits
Playback devices for audio tapes
Playback devices for video tapes
Players for use with video cassettes
Playing devices for sound and image carriers
Plotter printers
Plotter printers
Plotters employing electrostatic technology
Plotters employing ink-jet technology
Plotters employing thermal-transfer technology
Plotters for computers
Plotters for use in data processing installations
Plotters for use in printing of text
Plotters for use in the printing of graphics
Plotting apparatus
Plotting machines
Plug adaptors
Plug adaptors for headphones
Plug boxes, electric
Plug connections, electric
Plug connectors
Plug ferrules, electric
Plug sockets, electric
Plugboards
Plug-in blocks, electric
Plug-in cards [memories]
Plug-in cards bearing computer programmes
Plug-in cards bearing magnetically stored information
Plug-in cards, electric
Plug-in cards, electronic
Plug-in cards, encoded
Plug-in cartridges [memories]
Plug-in cartridges bearing computer programmes
Plug-in cartridges bearing magnetically stored information
Plug-in cartridges, electric
Plug-in cartridges, electronic
Plug-in cartridges, encoded
Plug-in components for computers
Plug-in connections, electric
Plug-in connectors
Plug-in connectors of precious metal
Plug-in electrical connectors
Plug-in electronic cards for computers
Plug-in electronic construction modules
Plug-in printed card holders
Plugs for connecting hearing aids to programming apparatus
Plugs for electric connection leads
Plugs, electric
Plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]
Plumb bobs
Plumb levels
Plumb lines
Pocket calculators
Pocket computers for note-taking
Pocket scales
Pocket telephones
Pocket translators
Pocket translators, electronic
Pocket-sized electronic calculators
Point of sale apparatus
Point of sale terminals
Pointing devices for use with computers
Point-of-sale terminals
Point-to-point line of sight radio apparatus
Point-to-point line of sight radio instruments
Point-to-point radio communications apparatus
Point-to-point receivers
Point-to-point transmitters
Polarimeters
Polarisation maintaining optical fibres
Polarization filters
Polarizing microscopes
Polarizing spectacles
Pollutant sensors
Polycarbonate ophthalmic lenses
Polyethylene measuring cups
Polygraph machines
Polyphase electricity meters
Pool alarms
Port racks being terminals for use in electrical cable installations
Port sharing printer controllers
Port sharing printers
Port sharing units
Portable apparatus for receiving satellite transmissions
Portable breathing apparatus for underwater swimming
Portable breathing apparatus, other than for artificial respiration
Portable cameras for making video programmes for television broadcasting
Portable cameras for use in television broadcasting
Portable communication terminals for use in connection with satellites
Portable communications apparatus for aircraft
Portable communications apparatus for ships
Portable communications apparatus for terrestrial vehicles
Portable computers
Portable copiers
Portable digital electronic scales
Portable dosimeters
Portable duplicators [electronic apparatus]
Portable electric sockets [power boards]
Portable electrically powered pressure hose testing cabinets
Portable electronic apparatus for the analysis of machine data
Portable electronic apparatus for the collection of machine data
Portable field chargers
Portable gas detecting instruments
Portable gas monitoring instruments
Portable gauging tapes
Portable golf club head speedometers
Portable instruments for monitoring oxygen levels in gaseous mixtures, other than medical use
Portable media players
Portable multimedia players [PMPs]
Portable power supply apparatus [batteries]
Portable pressure hose testing cabinets
Portable printers
Portable radio cassette players
Portable radio communications receivers
Portable radios
Portable receivers
Portable road hazard warning cones [luminous]
Portable road hazard warning cones [mechanical]
Portable rod dosimeters
Portable signs [luminous] for roads
Portable signs [mechanical] for roads
Portable sound recording apparatus
Portable sound reproducing apparatus
Portable telecommunications apparatus
Portable telephones
Portable test apparatus
Portable test instruments
Portable testing apparatus for aircraft
Portable transmitters
Portable units for playing cassettes
Portable units for recording cassettes
Portable video cameras with built-in videocassette recorders
Portable warning cones [luminous for external use]
Portable warning cones [luminous for indoor use]
Portable warning cones [mechanical] for external use
Portable warning cones [mechanical] for indoor use
Portable warning cones for outdoor use
Position fixing apparatus
Position sensing devices
Positioning controllers for servomotors
Positioning controllers for stepping motors
Positive displacement meters
Positive temperature resistance coefficient thermists
Post column reactors
Postage scales
Posture apparatus for maintaining alignment of shield excavators during tunnelling
Potentiometers
Pouches for cinematographic apparatus
Pouches for optical apparatus
Pouches for photographic apparatus
Power adapters
Power amplifiers
Power amplifiers for creating effects
Power amplifiers for use in sound reproduction
Power analysers
Power cables
Power capacitors
Power cells, electric
Power conditioners
Power conditioning apparatus
Power connectors
Power controllers
Power controllers, electric
Power controlling apparatus, electric
Power distributing apparatus for street lighting
Power distributing boxes
Power distribution apparatus for use in electrical systems
Power distributors, electrical
Power dividers, electric
Power generation monitoring apparatus
Power line conditioners
Power line disturbance analysers
Power line monitoring systems
Power line phase meters
Power line protectors
Power meters
Power modules
Power modules for sequential control
Power output amplifiers
Power packs [batteries]
Power packs [transformers]
Power packs for aerial boosters
Power packs for electronic flashlights
Power regulating apparatus
Power relays
Power sources [batteries]
Power sources connected to audio apparatus for use in motor vehicles
Power sources for arc welding
Power sources for electric arc welding
Power sources for welding apparatus
Power stabilisers
Power supplies for computers
Power supply apparatus [batteries]
Power supply apparatus [rectifiers]
Power supply apparatus [transformers]
Power supply devices [batteries]
Power supply devices [rectifiers]
Power supply devices [transformers]
Power supply devices for battery chargers
Power supply units [batteries]
Power supply units [rectifiers]
Power supply units [transformers]
Power supply units being scientific apparatus
Power supply units comprising rectifiers
Power supply units comprising transformers
Power supply units for aerial amplifiers
Power switches
Power system meters
Power testers
Power transformers for amplification
Power units [batteries]
Power units [transformers]
Power units for supplying electrical current
Powered respirators, other than for artificial respiration
Preamplifiers
Precision apparatus for measuring the strength of concrete structures
Precision balances
Precision cassettes for the adjustment of drives
Precision dispensing apparatus
Precision fuel oil delivery control apparatus, electric, for use on road tankers
Precision fuel oil delivery control apparatus, electronic, for use on road tankers
Precision measuring apparatus
Precision measuring instruments
Precision measuring rods
Precision measuring rules
Precision sensors being parts electronic control apparatus
Precision sensors being parts of alarm systems
Precision theodolites
Prefabricated ducts for electric cables
Pre-formed electric floor ducts of metal
Pre-formed non-metallic electric floor ducts
Pre-insulated electric terminals
Pre-programmed discs
Pre-programmed read only memory compact discs
Pre-programmed tapes
Pre-recorded audio cassette tapes
Pre-recorded audio discs
Pre-recorded audio records
Pre-recorded audio tapes
Prerecorded audio tapes featuring music
Pre-recorded cassette tapes
Pre-recorded cassettes
Pre-recorded cinematographic films
Pre-recorded compact discs
Pre-recorded compact interactive discs
Pre-recorded computer programmes
Pre-recorded data carriers for use with computers
Pre-recorded discs
Pre-recorded discs for reproducing images
Pre-recorded discs for reproducing sound
Pre-recorded diskettes
Pre-recorded DVDs
Pre-recorded DVDs featuring music
Pre-recorded films
Pre-recorded gramophone records
Pre-recorded instructional video tapes
Pre-recorded magnetic audio tapes
Pre-recorded magnetic discs
Pre-recorded magnetic disks
Pre-recorded magnetic recording materials
Pre-recorded magnetic tapes
Pre-recorded motion picture films
Pre-recorded motion picture videos
Pre-recorded music videos
Pre-recorded optical tapes
Pre-recorded phonograph records
Pre-recorded software
Pre-recorded sound carriers
Pre-recorded video cassette tapes
Pre-recorded video cassettes
Prerecorded video cassettes featuring music
Pre-recorded video discs
Pre-recorded video films
Pre-recorded video programmes
Pre-recorded video tapes
Prerecorded video tapes featuring music
Pre-recorded video tapes for instructional purposes
Pre-recorded video tapes for teaching purposes
Pre-recorded videos
Prescription eyeglasses
Prescription eyewear
Present position indicator apparatus
Pressure controllers [gauges]
Pressure garments for protection against accident or injury
Pressure gauges
Pressure gauges for pneumatic tires
Pressure indicator plugs for valves
Pressure indicators
Pressure measurement apparatus
Pressure measurement tools
Pressure measuring apparatus
Pressure meters
Pressure monitors, other than for medical use
Pressure recorders
Pressure regulators [gauges]
Pressure scales
Pressure sensors
Pressure switches
Pressure transducers
Pressure transmitters
Pressure vessels for experimental purposes
Pressure welding dip switches
Pressure-to-current converters
Pressurisation units
Pressurised suits for protection against accident or injury
Pressurised suits for use by aviators
Pre-wired circuit boards
Price calculating machines
Price labels in bar code form
Primary cells
Print cameras
Print counters
Print cutters [photographic apparatus]
Print dryers [photographic apparatus]
Print heads for plotters
Print heads for printers
Print out apparatus for computers
Print out apparatus for use data processing apparatus
Print out apparatus for use with computers
Print servers
Print trimmers [parts of computer printers]
Printed bank cards, encoded
Printed bank cards, magnetic
Printed cards, encoded
Printed cards, magnetic
Printed cash cards, encoded
Printed cash cards, magnetic
Printed circuit board assemblies
Printed circuit board contact probes
Printed circuit boards
Printed circuit boards for computers
Printed circuit boards for mounting in computers
Printed circuit boards for remote data transmission
Printed circuit cards
Printed circuit expansion boards
Printed circuits
Printed circuits for motors
Printed circuits for televisions
Printed circuits for use with timing mechanisms
Printed circuits on substrates of flexible film
Printed circuits on substrates of plastics material
Printed electric circuits
Printed electronic circuits
Printed electronic circuits for apparatus
Printed electronic circuits for machines
Printed electronic circuits for televisions
Printed publications in electronically readable form
Printed publications in machine readable form
Printed publications in optically recorded form
Printed wiring boards
Printer apparatus for use with computers
Printer apparatus for use with data processing apparatus
Printer buffers
Printer cables
Printer converters
Printer programmes
Printer programs
Printer sharers
Printer sharing devices
Printer spooler software
Printers for cash registers
Printers for computers
Printers for data processing apparatus
Printers for use with computers
Printers incorporating lasers
Printers' type in digitised form
Printheads for ink-jet printers
Printing apparatus for use with computers
Printing apparatus for use with data processing apparatus
Printing communication apparatus
Printing dissemination apparatus
Printing fonts that can be downloaded provided by means of electronic transmission
Printing plate scanners
Printing process simulators
Printing units being parts of automatic ticket issuing machines
Printout apparatus
Printout apparatus for data processing apparatus
Printout apparatus for use with computers
Prismatic reflectors made of glass
Prisms [for microscopes]
Prisms [for telescopes]
Prisms [optics]
Prisms for optics purposes
Private automatic branch exchanges
Private automatic branch exchanges for data
Private automatic branch exchanges for voice
Private branch exchange apparatus
Private branch exchanges
Private telephone exchange apparatus
Private telephone switching exchange apparatus
Probes connected to microprocessing apparatus for scientific use
Probes for scientific purposes
Probes for testing integrated circuits
Probes for use with integrated circuits, other than for medical use
Process computers
Process control apparatus, electric
Process control apparatus, electronic
Process control computers
Process control digital controllers
Process control instruments, electric
Process control instruments, electronic
Process control operator consoles
Process control operator interface units
Process control tuning modules
Process control units being controller modules
Process control units using process control computers
Process control units, electric
Process control units, electronic
Process controllers, electric
Process controllers, electronic
Process controlling apparatus, electric
Process controlling apparatus, electronic
Process controlling software
Process indicators
Process monitors
Process plant monitoring apparatus
Process signal converters
Process signal isolators
Processing apparatus for use in electrophotography
Processing apparatus for use with photographic films
Processing apparatus for use with photographic paper
Processing circuit boards
Processing computers
Processing programmes recorded on data carriers
Processors [central processing units]
Processors for photosensitive films, other than for medical purposes
Processors for photosensitive paper
Processors for X-ray films, other than for medical purposes
Processors for X-ray plates, other than for medical purposes
Profile projectors
Program carriers for electronic data processing apparatus
Program carriers in the form of magnetic discs
Program carriers in the form of magnetic wires
Program carrying magnetic discs for use with electronic data processing apparatus
Program cartridges for computer games
Program cartridges for computers
Program cassettes
Program control apparatus
Program discs for computers
Program discs for video games
Program libraries for traction control systems
Program memory cartridges for television game sets
Programmable calculators
Programmable computers
Programmable control apparatus
Programmable controllers
Programmable controls
Programmable controls for lighting installations
Programmable digital read-out units
Programmable electronic apparatus
Programmable electronic apparatus for use with machines
Programmable logic arrays
Programmable telecommunication apparatus
Programmable timers
Programmed control apparatus
Programmed controls for flame cutting machines
Programmed electronic components
Programmed video games [software]
Programmed video games contained on cartridges [software]
Programmers for central heating installations
Programmers for synthesizer modules
Programming apparatus
Programming apparatus for use with computers
Programming instructions for data processing apparatus, recorded
Programming machines
Programs bearing encoded information
Programs for calculators
Programs for computer generated music
Programs for computer print out apparatus
Programs for computers
Programs for computers, recorded
Programs for data processing apparatus recorded on cards
Programs for data processing apparatus recorded on disks
Programs for data processing apparatus recorded on tapes
Programs for data processing apparatus, recorded
Programs for data-processing
Programs for electronic image processing
Programs for microcomputers
Programs for personal computers
Programs for processing data on computers
Programs for recording data in reproduction technology
Programs for scanners
Programs for setting up performance analysis in computers
Programs for the design of control information systems
Programs for the electronic arrangement of graphics in reproduction technology
Programs for the processing of information on calculators
Programs for the recording of images in printing
Programs for use in communications
Programs for use with computer games
Programs for use with data processors
Programs for word-processing
Programs recorded on card data carriers
Programs recorded on cardboard data carriers
Programs recorded on data carriers
Programs recorded on machine readable data carriers
Programs recorded on magnetic cards
Programs recorded on magnetic data carriers
Programs recorded on magnetic tapes
Programs recorded on optical data carriers
Programs recorded on paper data carriers
Programs recorded on paper tapes
Programs written on data carriers for processing encoded data on computers
Programs, recorded
Projection apparatus
Projection instruments
Projection screens
Projection screens for movie films
Projection television apparatus
Projection video apparatus
Projector screens
Projectors
Propeller control apparatus, automatic
Proportioning [counting] apparatus
Protecting masks
Protection apparatus against accidents for personal use
Protection apparatus against injury for personal use
Protection devices against X-rays [Roentgen rays], not for medical purposes
Protection devices against X-rays, not for medical purposes
Protection devices for personal use against accidents
Protection devices for personal use against injury
Protection masks
Protective apparatus for the prevention of drowning
Protective apparatus for the prevention of hypothermia
Protective apparatus in the nature of goggles
Protective apparatus in the nature of visors
Protective articles for sporting purposes, other than sporting articles or parts of sports suits
Protective articles for use in martial arts for protection against accidents or injury
Protective belts for the prevention of accidents
Protective belts for the prevention of injury
Protective breathing masks made of non-woven materials, other than for artificial respiration
Protective breathing masks, other than for artificial respiration
Protective caps for cameras
Protective cases for smartphones
Protective circuits for the ignition systems of engines
Protective clothing [body armour]
Protective clothing for diving
Protective clothing for participants in motor sports for the prevention of accidents
Protective clothing for participants in motor sports for the prevention of injuries
Protective clothing for the prevention of accidents
Protective clothing for the prevention of injury
Protective clothing for use in cleanrooms for the prevention of accidents
Protective clothing for use in cleanrooms for the prevention of injuries
Protective clothing for use in controlled environments for the prevention of accident or injury
Protective clothing made from ballistic resistant materials
Protective containers adapted to contain photographic apparatus
Protective containers for contact lenses
Protective covers for smartphones
Protective devices against accident or injury
Protective elbow pads for use against accidents, other than sports articles
Protective eye pieces
Protective eye shields for welders
Protective eye wear
Protective eye wear for sports
Protective eyeglasses
Protective eyewear
Protective face shields for workers against accident or injury
Protective face-shields for protective helmets
Protective films adapted for computer screens
Protective films adapted for smartphones
Protective footwear for the prevention of accident or injury
Protective glasses
Protective glasses [spectacles]
Protective gloves for persons in industry working with X-rays
Protective gloves for use in industry for the prevention of accident or injury
Protective goggles
Protective hats for the prevention of accident or injury
Protective headgear for cyclists
Protective headgear for the prevention of accident or injury
Protective helmets
Protective helmets for sport
Protective helmets for cyclists
Protective helmets for industrial use
Protective helmets for motorcyclists
Protective helmets for skiers
Protective helmets for sports
Protective hoods for protection against harmful environments
Protective hoods for protection against hostile environments
Protective hoods for protection against smoke
Protective industrial boots
Protective industrial shoes
Protective instruments for protection against accident or injury
Protective masks
Protective outer clothing for protection against accident or injury
Protective paddings for protection against injury, other than adapted for use in sports
Protective pouches adapted for use with audio cassettes
Protective pouches adapted for use with floppy disks
Protective screens for protection whilst exposed to radiation, other than for medical use
Protective shields for welding operatives
Protective shoes for protection against accident or injury
Protective spectacles
Protective sports helmets
Protective sports helmets for use in aquatic sports
Protective sports helmets made of synthetic materials
Protective structures against radiation, other than for medical use
Protective suits against accident or injury
Protective suits against cold for protection against accident or injury
Protective suits against heat for protection against accident or injury
Protective suits for aviators
Protective suits for helicopter pilots
Protective visors
Protective work clothing for protection against accident or injury
Protractors [measuring instruments]
Proximity detectors
Proximity detectors for use in connection with motor vehicles
Proximity sensors
Proximity switches
Public access information data terminals
Public address amplifying apparatus
Public address apparatus
Public address installations
Public address instruments
Public address speaker systems
Public address systems
Public payphones
Public telephones
Publications in computer readable form
Publications in machine readable form
Pulse code modulating processors
Pulse code modulation apparatus for transmission via cable
Pulse code modulation apparatus for transmission via microwave
Pulse code modulation apparatus for transmission via optical fibres
Pulse code modulation apparatus for transmission via radio
Pulse code modulation apparatus for transmission via satellite
Pulse code modulation instruments for transmission via cable
Pulse code modulation instruments for transmission via microwave
Pulse code modulation instruments for transmission via optical fibres
Pulse code modulation instruments for transmission via radio
Pulse code modulation instruments for transmission via satellite
Pulse code modulation multiplexing instruments
Pulse counters, other than medical apparatus
Pulse generators for electronic revolution counters
Pulse generators, other than for medical use
Pulse operated latching relays
Pulse sending devices, other than for medical purposes
Pumps for the extraction of gases [laboratory apparatus]
Pumps for the extraction of liquids [laboratory apparatus]
Pumps for the extraction of vapour [laboratory apparatus]
Pumps for use in liquid chromatography for laboratory use
Punched card machines for offices
Punched card office machines
Punched cards [encoded] for use with computers
Punched cards containing data in encoded form
Punched disks [encoded] for use with computers
Punched paper [encoded] for use with computers
Punched paper tape rolls [encoded] for use with computers
Punched tapes [encoded] for use with computers
Purification apparatus for laboratory use
Purification installations for laboratory use
Purification machines for laboratory use
Push button telephone dials
Push buttons for bells
Push-on accumulators
Pyroelectric infrared sensors
Pyrometers
Quantity indicators
Quartz crystal oscillators
Quartz glass thermometers
Racks adapted to hold audio cassettes
Racks adapted to hold audio recordings in disc form
Racks adapted to hold audio tapes
Racks adapted to house audio apparatus
Racks adapted to house video apparatus
Racks and mountings specifically adapted for use with audio, visual, computer and telecommunications etc.
Radar
Radar antennas
Radar apparatus
Radar apparatus for use in navigation
Radar connectors
Radar detectors
Radar displays
Radar installations
Radar instruments
Radar jamming apparatus
Radar receivers for use with weapons systems
Radar receivers with amplifiers
Radar reflecting apparatus
Radar reflector apparatus
Radar transmitters
Radar transmitters for use with weapons systems
Radiation detectors
Radiation dosemeters
Radiation measuring apparatus
Radiation measuring instruments
Radiation monitoring devices
Radiation sensing apparatus
Radiation tubes
Radio alarm apparatus
Radio alarm clocks
Radio antennae
Radio antennas
Radio apparatus
Radio apparatus incorporating digital clocks
Radio beacon machines and apparatus
Radio beacons
Radio broadcast receiving sets
Radio broadcasting sets
Radio buoys
Radio cassette players
Radio cassette recorders
Radio cassette tape recorders
Radio cassette tape reproducers
Radio control apparatus
Radio control units
Radio control units for remote keyless entry installations
Radio converters
Radio direction finders
Radio echo sounders
Radio facsimile apparatus
Radio for radio communication networks
Radio frequency identification readers [RFID readers]
Radio frequency identification tags [RFID tags]
Radio frequency mixers
Radio monitors for reproduction of sound and signals
Radio navigational aids
Radio operated door lock controls
Radio operated public address apparatus
Radio pagers
Radio receivers
Radio receivers and transmitters
Radio receivers for connection to hearing aids
Radio receivers for recording sound by means of magnetic tape
Radio receivers for remote controls
Radio receivers for use in cars
Radio receivers for use in radio telephones
Radio receiving apparatus incorporating sound recording apparatus
Radio receiving apparatus incorporating sound reproducing apparatus
Radio receiving sets
Radio receiving sets for use in automobiles
Radio receiving sets incorporating clocks
Radio receiving tuners
Radio recorders
Radio relay cables
Radio relays
Radio remote control apparatus
Radio sets
Radio signal antennae
Radio signal transmission apparatus
Radio signal tuners
Radio signalling instruments for use in tracking
Radio telephones
Radio transceivers
Radio transceivers for use in radio telephones
Radio transmission apparatus
Radio transmitters
Radio transmitters and receivers
Radio transmitters for navigational use
Radio transmitters for remote controls
Radio transmitters for use in radio telephones
Radio transmitting apparatus
Radio tuners
Radio wave receiving antennae
Radio wave transmitting aerials
Radio wave transmitting aerials for use with weapons systems
Radioactivity measuring apparatus
Radiocommunication apparatus
Radiocommunication guard installations
Radiocommunication instruments
Radioelectric apparatus
Radioelectric transmission apparatus
Radioelectrical antennae
Radioelectrical television antennae
Radio-frequency antennas
Radio-frequency components
Radio-frequency controlled locks
Radio-frequency filters
Radio-frequency identification (RFID) readers
Radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags
Radio-frequency modulators
Radio-frequency power meters
Radio-frequency receivers
Radio-frequency transmitter
Radio-frequency transmitters
Radio-inter-communications apparatu
Radioisotope apparatus, other than for medical use
Radioisotope detection apparatus, other than for medical use
Radioisotope detector apparatus, other than for medical use
Radiological apparatus for industrial purposes
Radiological apparatus for industrial use
Radiological apparatus, other than for medical use
Radiology screens for industrial purposes
Radiometers for use in research
Radiopagers
Radiopaging apparatus
Radiopaging apparatus incorporating alpha-numeric displays
Radiopaging apparatus incorporating audible signals
Radiopaging devices
Radiopaging installations
Radiopaging instruments
Radios
Radios incorporating a cassette tape players and quartz analogue clock
Radios incorporating alarm clocks
Radios incorporating alarms
Radios incorporating apparatus for the playback for audio tapes
Radios incorporating clocks
Radios incorporating clocks with light emitting diode digital displays
Radios incorporating liquid crystal display clocks
Radios incorporating quartz analogue clocks
Radios with electronic data decoders
Radios with light generating means
Radios with sound generating means
Radioscopy [fluoroscopy] apparatus, other than for medical use
Radiotelegraphy sets
Radiotelephone apparatus
Radiotelephone instruments
Radiotelephones
Radiotelephones for land use
Radiotelephones for maritime use
Radiotelephones for terrestrial use
Radiotelephoning apparatus
Radiotelephony sets
Radium tubes, other than for medical purposes
Radon detectors
Radon gas detectors
Railroad control apparatus for the control of traffic on railways
Railroad signalling apparatus for the control of traffic on railways
Railroad signalling apparatus for the control of traffic on roads
Railway signals
Railway traffic control signals
Railway traffic safety apparatus
Railway traffic safety appliances
Railway traffic signalling instruments
Rain gauges
Random access memory [RAM] electronic cartridges
Random access memory [RAM] electronic discs
Range finders
Range finders [for cameras]
Rapid intervention engines for fire-fighting purposes
Rapid scan cameras
Rare earth magnets
Raster image processors
Rate gyros
Reaction units containing chemical reagents, other than for medical diagnostic use
Read only memories [ROM]
Read only memory [ROM] cards
Read only memory [ROM] cartridges
Read only memory [ROM] discs
Read only memory cartridges for storing data
Read only memory cartridges in cartridge form
Read only memory cartridges in cassette form
Read only memory programmes
Read out tubes
Readers [data processing equipment]
Readers for encoded cards
Readers for encoded disks
Readers for encoded tapes
Readers for integrated circuit cards
Readers for memory cards
Reading aids in the form of magnifying glasses
Reading aids in the form of magnifying glasses and incorporating a light
Reading aids, optical
Reading apparatus for high density magnetic cards
Reading apparatus for high density magnetic disks
Reading apparatus for high density magnetic tapes
Reading apparatus for magnetic cards
Reading apparatus for magnetic disks
Reading apparatus for magnetic tapes
Reading devices for cards incorporating electronic chips
Reading devices for cards incorporating microchips
Reading glasses
Reading machines for integrated circuit cards
Reading machines for integrated circuit cartridges
Reading machines for integrated circuits
Ready made articles of clothing for protection against injury
Real-time data processing apparatus
Rearview cameras for vehicles
Receivers for frequency modulated signals
Receivers for paging
Receivers for receiving cable television
Receivers for satellites
Receiving antennae for vehicle radios
Receiving antennae for satellite broadcast
Receiving devices for connection to communication networks
Receiving terminals for signals
Receiving tubes
Receptacles for contact lenses
Receptacles for microscope slides
Rechargeable batteries
Rechargeable batteries for use with power hand tools
Rechargeable cells
Rechargeable cellular telephone batteries
Rechargeable dry batteries
Rechargers for electric accumulators
Recognition apparatus incorporating scanners
Reconditioned computer parts
Reconnaissance apparatus
Record [data] carriers in the form of encoded cards
Record [data] carriers in the form of encoded labels
Record [data] carriers in the form of punched cards
Record albums [disks]
Record carriers for computer programmes, magnetic
Record carriers for computer programmes, optical
Record changers [parts of record players]
Record discs bearing sound recordings
Record player turntables
Record players
Recorded compact discs
Recorded computer game programs
Recorded computer operating programs
Recorded computer programs
Recorded computer programs for scientific research
Recorded computer programs in the form of cards
Recorded computer programs in the form of disks
Recorded computer programs in the form of punched cards
Recorded computer programs in the form of tapes
Recorded computer programs in the form of wires
Recorded computer software
Recorded data files
Recorded data, encoded
Recorded data, magnetic
Recorded discs bearing images
Recorded discs bearing sound
Recorded film
Recorded films
Recorded image carriers
Recorded magnetic audio tapes
Recorded magnetic discs
Recorded magnetic sound tapes
Recorded magnetic tapes
Recorded magnetic video tapes
Recorded material for use by computers
Recorded phonograph records
Recorded picture carriers
Recorded programmes for radio
Recorded programmes for television
Recorded programs for computers
Recorded software and programmes for use with electronic games of all kinds
Recorded sound carriers
Recorded tape cassettes
Recorded tapes
Recorded tapes in cassette form
Recorded video cassettes
Recorded video tapes
Recorders for use with video cassettes
Recorders for use with video tapes
Recording apparatus
Recording apparatus for opto-electronic discs
Recording apparatus for use with magnetic tape
Recording devices for sound and image carriers
Recording discs
Recording discs for the reproduction of images
Recording discs for the reproduction of sound
Recording discs for use with computer programmes
Recording discs in analogue form
Recording discs in digital form
Recording manometers for laboratory use
Recording material bearing computer programmes
Recording materials for bearing encoded data
Recording materials for sound reproduction
Recording materials for the storage of data, magnetic
Recording materials for the storage of digital computer programs
Recording materials of card for the storage of data, encoded
Recording materials of paper for the storage of data, encoded
Recording media for audio signals
Recording media for video signals
Recording substrates, magnetic
Recording substrates, optical
Recordings of television films
Recordings of television programmes
Recordings on cassettes
Recordings on discs
Recordings on tapes
Records [sound recordings]
Records bearing data
Records bearing entertainment material
Records bearing recorded sound
Records bearing recorded video images
Records bearing songs
Records bearing sound recordings
Records bearing video recordings
Records being pre-recorded
Records for bearing pictures
Records for reproducing visual images
Records in the form of cartridges
Records in the form of cassettes
Records in the form of discs
Rectifier modules
Rectifier tubes
Rectifiers
Reducers [electricity]
Reed contact switches
Reel to reel magnetic tape players
Reel to reel magnetic tape recorders
Reels for cinematographic film
Reels for exposed film
Reels for films
Reels for graphic arts film
Reels for lithographic film
Reels for magnetic tapes
Reels for microfilm
Reels for photographic film
Reference apparatus for use in test comparisons [laboratory or scientific apparatus]
Reference apparatus for use in testing [laboratory or scientific apparatus]
Reference gauges
Reference standards apparatus for use in test comparisons [laboratory or scientific apparatus]
Reflecting discs for protective clothing, for the prevention of accidents
Reflecting discs for wear, for the prevention of traffic accidents
Reflecting strips for wear, for the prevention of accidents
Reflection filters
Reflective articles for the prevention of traffic accidents
Reflective clothing for the prevention of accidents
Reflective devices for the prevention of traffic accidents
Reflective safety vests
Reflectometers
Reflectors for microscopes
Reflectors for photographing
Reflectors for telescopes
Reflectors for the prevention of traffic accidents
Reflectors for traffic signals
Refractometers
Refractors
Refractory electric cables
Refrigerator magnets
Refrigerator magnets [decorative magnets]
Regulated direct current power supplies
Regulated power supply apparatus
Regulating apparatus, electric
Regulating transformers
Regulators for scuba diving
Regulators for use in diving
Relative position indicating apparatus
Relay sockets
Relays for radio and TV stations
Relays with name bearing tags
Relays, electric
Releasable locking devices, electric
Release devices operated by radar apparatus for use with life rafts
Remote access online electronic information apparatus
Remote alarms, other than anti-theft for vehicles
Remote control apparatus
Remote control apparatus connected by modems to computers
Remote control apparatus for cameras
Remote control apparatus for lighting units
Remote control apparatus for sound reproduction apparatus
Remote control apparatus for use with televisions
Remote control apparatus for use with video cassette recorders
Remote control devices
Remote control devices for industrial operations, electric or electronic
Remote control devices, electric
Remote control devices, electronic
Remote control instruments for the closing of windows
Remote control instruments for the opening of windows
Remote control locking apparatus
Remote control loudness controllers for connecting to hearing aids
Remote control mechanisms
Remote control operating apparatus, electric
Remote control operating apparatus, electro-dynamic
Remote control systems for use with cranes
Remote control systems utilising beams of light
Remote control systems utilising laser beams
Remote control telemetering apparatus
Remote control units
Remote control units for computers
Remote control units for photographic lighting apparatus
Remote control units for radiators
Remote control units for room heaters
Remote controlled apparatus for use with garage doors
Remote controlled apparatus for use with gates
Remote controllers
Remote controllers for models
Remote controls
Remote controls for automatically operating valves
Remote controls for operating flying objects
Remote controls for operating rail vehicles
Remote controls for operating scale model vehicles
Remote controls for operating vehicle alarms
Remote controls for operating vehicle door locks
Remote controls for operating vehicles
Remote controls for projectors
Remote data gathering apparatus
Remote data processing apparatus
Remote electric or electronic control stations
Remote entry control apparatus for buildings
Remote entry point control apparatus
Remote management apparatus for payphones
Remote monitoring apparatus
Remote processing monitors
Remote reading fluid level indicators
Remotely controlled alarm locks
Remotely controlled cameras and other remotely controlled sensors
Remotely controlled door locks
Remotely operated mounts for cinematographic cameras
Repacked columns for scientific use
Repeaters
Repeaters for radio and television stations
Repeaters for use in data networking
Replacement lenses
Replacement nose pieces for diving apparatus
Replacement seals for use between lenses and frames
Reproducing apparatus for films
Reproduction [photocopying] apparatus
Reprographic [photocopying] apparatus
Reprographic [photocopying] devices
Reprographic instruments
Rescue sleds
Research apparatus for scientific use
Research instruments for scientific use
Research laboratory analyzers for measuring, testing and analyzing blood and other bodily fluids
Reserve electrical power supply apparatus, other than generators
Residual current apparatus
Residual current devices
Residual gas analyzers
Residual light image amplifiers
Resistance boxes
Resistance measuring instruments
Resistance oscillator thermometers
Resistance temperature detectors
Resistance testing apparatus
Resistance wires
Resistances, electric
Resistance-thermometers
Resistor networks
Resistors
Resistors for use in the electrical ignition systems of vehicles
Resolution wedges
Resonators
Respiration monitors, other than for medical use
Respirators for filtering air
Respirators for protective purposes
Respiratory apparatus, other than for medical use
Respiratory breathing apparatus, other than for medical use
Respiratory gas blending apparatus, other than for medical use
Respiratory helmets, other than for artificial respiration
Respiratory masks, other than for artificial respiration
Respiratory monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes
Respiratory monitors, other than for medical purposes
Respiratory protection apparatus, other than for medical purposes
Resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]
Reticles
Retinal cameras, other than for medical use
Retorts
Retorts' stands
Reverse motion alarms, other than for vehicles
Reversed osmosis membranes for scientific use
Revolution counters
Revolutions per minute governing devices
Revolutions per minute governing mechanisms
Rheometers
Rheostats
Ribbon cable
Ribbon cable for connecting electronic apparatus
Riding helmets
Rigid protective helmets
Ring buoys for use in water rescue
Ring nodes for computers
Rising main systems, electric
Road cones [luminous]
Road cones [mechanical]
Road hazard warning lights for use with road cones
Road hazard warning lights for use with traffic cylinders
Road map display apparatus for assisting in the navigation of a vehicle
Road signs [luminous]
Road signs [mechanical]
Road signs, luminous or mechanical
Road surface measuring instruments
Road traffic direction devices [luminous]
Road traffic direction devices [mechanical]
Road warning lamps
Roadside display boards [luminous]
Roadside display boards [mechanical]
Robotic electrical control apparatus
Robots with articulated arms for manipulating laboratory apparatus
Rod antennas
Rods [surveying instruments]
Rods for water diviners
Rolled wire, electric
Room thermostats
Rotary anti-cathodes for X-ray tubes, other than for medical use
Rotary cam limit switches
Rotary converters
Rotary encoders
Rotary gas meters
Rotary magnetic recording disks
Rotary movement measuring apparatus
Rotary movement signalling apparatus
Rotating lights [signalling]
Rotating memory devices
Rotators being mechanisms for use with antenna
Round plug connectors
Rubber cables, electric
Rubber covered electrical wires
Rubber shoes for protection against accident or injury
Rubberised clothing for use in industry for protection against accident or injury
Rules [measuring instruments]
Rules [measuring instruments]
Saccharometers
Safe load indicating apparatus
Safe load indicating instruments
Safe load indicators
Safety alarms, other than for vehicles
Safety apparatus for arresting the fall of climbers
Safety apparatus for arresting the fall of workmen
Safety apparatus for industrial use
Safety apparatus for the prevention of accident or injury
Safety apparatus for use at sea
Safety belts for rescue purposes
Safety boots for use in industry for protection against accident or injury
Safety cabinets for scientific purposes
Safety caps
Safety clothing for protection against accident or injury
Safety contact plugs
Safety devices for use with electric plugs and sockets
Safety face shields for use in industry
Safety footwear for protection against accident or injury
Safety glasses for protecting the eyes
Safety glasses, optical
Safety gloves for protection against accident or injury
Safety goggles
Safety goggles for motorcyclists
Safety harnesses for workers working at heights
Safety harnesses, other than for vehicles or sports purposes
Safety hats [protective helmets]
Safety headgear
Safety headwear
Safety helmets
Safety helmets incorporating breathing apparatus
Safety life belts
Safety life jackets
Safety locking devices, electric
Safety monitoring apparatus, electric
Safety nets
Safety relays, electric
Safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment
Safety rope systems for persons working at heights
Safety signals [audible], other than for vehicles
Safety signals [luminous]
Safety signals [mechanical]
Safety signals in the form of flashing beacons
Safety signals in the form of flashing lights
Safety signs [luminous]
Safety signs [mechanical]
Safety spectacles
Safety survival suits
Safety tarpaulins
Salinometers
Sample preparation columns, other than for medical use
Sampling apparatus being laboratory apparatus
Sampling apparatus being scientific apparatus
Sampling network analysers [scientific apparatus]
Sandglasses
Satellite aerials
Satellite apparatus
Satellite boxes being parts and fittings of satellite apparatus
Satellite broadcasting antennae
Satellite broadcasting apparatus
Satellite broadcasting instruments
Satellite communication apparatus
Satellite communications equipment
Satellite communications instruments
Satellite communications terminals
Satellite dishes
Satellite dishes for satellite transmissions
Satellite earth stations
Satellite imagery software
Satellite navigational apparatus
Satellite processors
Satellite receivers
Satellite receiving aerials
Satellite receiving apparatus
Satellite signal receiving antennae
Satellite television integrated receiver descramblers
Satellite television receiving apparatus
Satellite television signal descramblers
Satellite television signal scramblers
Satellite television transmission uplink scrambling apparatus
Satellite transceivers
Satellite transmitting aerials
Satellite transmitting apparatus
Satellite-aided navigation systems
Satellites
Satellites for communication purposes
Satellites for scientific purposes
Satellites for signal transmission
Scales
Scales with body mass analysers
Scales with body mass analyzers
Scanners [data processing equipment]
Scanners for entering data into computers
Scanners for use with facsimile machines
Scanning apparatus for use in the printing industry
Scanning apparatus, other than for medical use
Scanning instruments, other than for medical use
Scanning machines, other than for medical use
Scanning probes, other than for medical use
Science sets for children being instructional apparatus
Science sets for children being teaching apparatus
Scientific apparatus
Scientific apparatus and instruments
Scientific apparatus for chromatography
Scientific apparatus for determining the water content in petroleum products
Scientific apparatus for diagnostic testing of biological samples
Scientific apparatus for industry
Scientific apparatus for installation in aircraft
Scientific apparatus for installation in vehicles
Scientific apparatus for isolating the organic fraction of rocks
Scientific apparatus for laboratory purposes
Scientific apparatus for laboratory use
Scientific apparatus for testing samples of soil
Scientific apparatus for testing samples of water
Scientific apparatus for the electrophoretic separation of molecules
Scientific apparatus for the receiving of data
Scientific apparatus for use in analytical tests
Scientific apparatus for use in controlling biochemical reactions
Scientific apparatus for use in diagnostic applications
Scientific apparatus for use in effecting biochemical reactions
Scientific apparatus for use in laboratories
Scientific apparatus for use in the preparation of materials
Scientific apparatus for use in the processing of histological specimens
Scientific apparatus for use in the separation of chemical compounds
Scientific apparatus for use in the washing of samples in sample processing
Scientific calculators
Scientific electrical apparatus
Scientific electronic apparatus
Scientific equipment
Scientific glassware
Scientific instruments
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments
Scope screen apparatus
Score display apparatus, electric
Score display apparatus, electronic
Score recorders, electric
Score recorders, electronic
Screens [photography]
Screens for cinematographic projection
Screens for photoengraving
Screens for photographic projection
Screens for use in photography
Screens for use with computers
Screens for use with visual display units
Screensavers
Screw-tapping gauges
Screw-thread measuring machines and instruments
Scuba diving masks
Scuba snorkels
Seat belt warning lights
Seat controls
Secure Digital (SD) Memory Cards
Secure digital cards
Secure terminals for electronic transactions
Secure transmission apparatus
Secure transmission instruments
Security alarm systems, other than for vehicles
Security alarms
Security alarms, other than for vehicles
Security apparatus for computers
Security apparatus for elevators
Security apparatus for processing audio signals
Security apparatus for processing video and/or audio signals
Security apparatus for receiving audio signals
Security apparatus for receiving video signals
Security apparatus for storing audio signals
Security apparatus for storing video signals
Security apparatus for transmitting audio signals
Security apparatus for transmitting video signals
Security apparatus incorporating lights for use in buildings
Security apparatus incorporating lights for use on the exterior of buildings
Security control apparatus
Security control instruments
Security devices for computer hardware
Security devices for computer software
Security devices for doors of buildings [electric locking devices]
Security devices for windows of buildings
Security devices for windows of buildings [electric locking devices]
Security helmets
Security installations, other than for vehicles
Security passes, encoded
Security passes, magnetic
Security surveillance apparatus
Security systems for buildings
Security systems for elevators
Security systems, other than for vehicles
Security tokens [encryption devices]
Security warning apparatus
Seismic apparatus
Seismic detectors
Seismic processing installations
Seismic recording apparatus
Seismographic apparatus
Selenium voltage surge protectors
Self-acting focussing projectors
Self-adhesive labels bearing data in bar code form
Self-adhesive labels, encoded
Self-adhesive labels, magnetic
Self-contained breathing apparatus, other than for artificial respiration
Selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]
Self-inflating life rafts
Self-service banking apparatus
Self-synchronizing digital encryptors
Self-timers [for cameras]
Semiconductor apparatus
Semiconductor apparatus for use with computers
Semiconductor chips
Semiconductor devices
Semiconductor elements
Semiconductor instruments
Semiconductor memories
Semi-conductor memories
Semiconductor memories being computer programmes
Semiconductor memory apparatus
Semiconductor memory cartridges being computer programmes
Semiconductor memory devices
Semiconductor memory instruments
Semi-conductor memory units
Semiconductor testing apparatus
Semiconductor wafers
Semi-conductors
Semiconductors [integrated circuits]
Semiconductors being electronic devices
Semi-finished ophthalmic lenses
Semi-permeable membranes for scientific use
Sensing apparatus being parts of anti-theft apparatus
Sensing apparatus being parts of intruder detection apparatus
Sensing apparatus for use with doors
Sensing apparatus for use with windows
Sensing apparatus, other than for medical use
Sensing devices for the automatic control of machines
Sensing devices for the control of air currents
Sensing devices for the control of liquid levels
Sensing devices for the control of temperatures
Sensing devices, other than for medical use
Sensitised reprographic films, exposed
Sensitised reprographic plates, exposed
Sensitized films, exposed
Sensitized microfilms, exposed
Sensor apparatus, other than for medical use
Sensor switches
Sensors [measurement apparatus], other than for medical use
Sensors for determining acceleration
Sensors for determining position
Sensors for determining road surface wetness
Sensors for determining temperature
Sensors for determining velocity
Sensors for engines
Sensors for measuring depth
Sensors for measuring speed
Sensors for measuring wind speed
Sensors for monitoring buildings against unauthorised access
Sensors for monitoring grounds against unauthorised access
Sensors for monitoring rooms against unauthorised access
Sensors for real time data input apparatus
Sensors for real time data output apparatus
Sensors for securing buildings against unauthorised access
Sensors for securing grounds against unauthorised access
Sensors for securing rooms against unauthorised access
Sensors for the determination of elements in molten steel
Sensors for trace analysis in the beverage industry
Sensors for trace analysis in the food industry
Sensors for tracking missiles in flight
Sensors for tracking projectiles in flight
Sensors for use in the control of engines
Sensors for use in the control of motors
Sensors for use with machine tools
Sensors in the form of panels containing fibre optic cable
Sensors incorporating optical fibres
Sensors used in meteorology
Sensors used in oceanography
Sensors used in plant control
Separating apparatus for laboratory use
Separation apparatus for laboratory use
Separation cartridges for use in chromatography for laboratory use
Separation columns for gas chromatography for laboratory use
Separation columns for measuring purposes
Separation columns for scientific purposes
Separation columns for weighing purposes
Separation control apparatus for laboratory use
Separation instruments for laboratory use
Separators being parts of batteries
Servo-systems for flowmeters
Set squares for measuring
Set-top boxes
Set-top boxes [digital signal receivers]
Sextants
Shaft identification gauges
Shaking machines for laboratory use
Shaped covers for computers
Shaped flexible covers for keyboards
Shaped flexible covers for the controls of electrical apparatus
Shaped flexible covers for the controls of electronic apparatus
Shaped padding for protecting parts of the body, other than parts of sports suits
Sheaths for electric cables
Sheaths for electrical wires
Sheaths for hand held remote control units
Sheaths for optical fibre cable
Sheaths for optical wires
Shield cases for magnetic disks
Shields for protecting the body against ballistic threat
Shields for protecting the body against injury
Shields for protecting the faces of workmen
Shin guards for protection against injury, other than sports articles or parts of sports suits
Shin pads for protection against injury, other than sports articles or parts of sports suits
Shin protectors for protection against injury, other than sports articles or parts of sports suits
Ship to shore communications apparatus
Shipboard control apparatus, automatic
Ships logs, electric
Ships logs, electronic
Ships wiring cables
Shock absorption pads for protection against injury, other than sports articles or parts of sports suits
Shock calibrators
Shock recorders
Shock sensors
Shock wave apparatus, other than for medical use
Shoe-based pedometers
Shoes for protection against accidents and fire
Shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire
Shoes for protection against injury
Shooting glasses, optical
Short range radios
Shotblasters' helmets
Shunt reactors
Shutter releases [for cameras]
Shutter releases [photography]
Shutter sensors
Shutters [for cameras]
Shutters [photography]
Shutters for cameras
Side guards for eyeglasses
Side pieces for goggles
Sight devices [telescopic] for aeronautical weapon uses
Sight devices [telescopic] for naval weapon use
Sight devices [telescopic] for terrestrial weapon use
Sight glasses for use with chemical and physical apparatus
Sight glasses for use with electrotechnical apparatus
Sight glasses for use with physics and chemical apparatus
Sight glasses, optical
Sight range finders
Sighting devices for firearms [telescopic]
Sighting instruments [telescopic]
Sighting telescopes for firearms
Sights for artillery [telescopic]
Sights for firearms [telescopic]
Sign apparatus [luminous, mechanical] for roads
Sign boards [luminous]
Sign boards [mechanical]
Signal adapting apparatus
Signal amplifiers
Signal analysis apparatus for use in weapon control systems
Signal attenuation apparatus
Signal bells
Signal conditioners
Signal convertors
Signal couplers
Signal delay apparatus
Signal generators
Signal lanterns
Signal multiplexers
Signal processing apparatus
Signal processing apparatus for remote diagnosis
Signal processors
Signal processors for audio speakers
Signal splitters
Signal transmission apparatus
Signal transmitters
Signal transmitting apparatus utilising optical fibres
Signal tuners
Signalization apparatus for railways
Signalling apparatus
Signalling apparatus and instruments
Signalling apparatus for use in emergencies
Signalling apparatus using fluorescent lamps
Signalling buoys
Signalling equipment
Signalling instruments
Signalling lamps
Signalling panels, luminous or mechanical
Signalling whistles
Signals, luminous or mechanical
Signs being illuminated
Signs being luminous
Signs being photoluminescent
Signs being reflective
Signs made of plastics [luminous or mechanical]
Signs of metal [luminous or mechanical]
Signs, luminous
Signs, luminous, inflatable
Silent cinematographic films
Silent videos
Silicon carbide diodes
Silicon chips
Silicon controlled rectifiers
Silicon microaccelerometers
Silicon rubber layered electrical connectors
Silicon target vidicon for television cameras
Silicon voltage apparatus
Silicon wafers
SIM cards
Simulation apparatus
Simulation software for use in digital computers
Simulators
Simulators for driving or control of vehicles
Simulators for leisure installations
Simulators for simulating the effect of earthquakes
Simulators for simulating the effect of nuclear explosions
Simulators for simulating the effect of storms
Simulators for simulating the effect of waves
Simulators for simulating the effect of wind
Simulators for simulating the operation of aircraft
Simulators for simulating the operation of land vehicles
Simulators for simulating the operation of motor vehicles
Simulators for simulating the operation of space vehicles
Simulators for simulating the operation of watercraft
Simulators for simulating the operation of weapons
Simulators for the steering and control of vehicles
Simulators for training operators in weapons systems control
Simulators for training personnel in rifle marksmanship
Simulators for training personnel in the driving of vehicles
Simulators for training personnel in the flying of aircraft
Simulators for training personnel in the flying of space vehicles
Simulators for training personnel in the ground control of aircraft
Simulators for training personnel in the operation of aircraft
Simulators for training personnel in the operation of land vehicles
Simulators for training personnel in the operation of motor vehicles
Simulators for training personnel in the operation of space vehicles
Simulators for training personnel in the operation of watercraft
Simulators for training personnel in the operation of weapons
Simulators for training personnel in the use of firearms
Simulators incorporating digital computers for industrial training purposes
Simultaneous interpretation receivers
Single use cameras
Single-channel radio communication apparatus for fixed stations
Sirens
Sirens for vehicles
Skateboard helmets
Skeleton switches, electric
Skeleton switches, electronic
Ski clothing for protection against injury
Ski glasses
Ski goggles
Ski wear for protection against injury
Skiing glasses
Skin temperature indicators, other than for medical use
Skull guards for protection against injury
Slatted blind controls, electric
Sleeved rails, electric
Sleeves for laptops
Slide calipers
Slide film mounts
Slide frames for transparencies
Slide frames for use in photography
Slide framing apparatus
Slide projection lenses
Slide projectors
Slide-rules
Slides [photography]
Slides for overhead projectors
Sliding callipers for measuring
Sliding contacts for potentiometers
Sliding contacts for variable transformers
Sliding contacts made of carbon
Sliding contacts made of carbon silver
Sliding squares [measuring instruments]
Slings for cameras
Slip gauges
Slope indicators
Smart card readers
Smart cards
Smart cards [integrated circuit cards]
Smart rings
Smartglasses
Smartphones
Smartphones in the shape of a watch
Smartwatches
Smoke alarms
Smoke detecting apparatus
Smoke detection apparatus
Smoke detectors
Smoke hoods [life saving apparatus]
Smoke protection hoods [life saving apparatus]
Smoke sensors
Smoothing reactors
Snorkels
Snow goggles
Sockets for electric plugs
Sockets for electric plugs for use on domestic electrical apparatus
Sockets for testing integrated circuits
Sockets, electrical
Sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric connections]
Software drivers
Software for dosimetry purposes in the field of radiotherapy
Software for ensuring the security of electronic mail
Software for optical character recognition
Software for processing images, graphics and text
Software for the operational management of portable magnetic and electronic cards
Software to control and improve audio equipment sound quality
Soil moisture meters
Solar batteries
Solar batteries for domestic use
Solar batteries for industrial use
Solar cells
Solar cells for electricity generation
Solar collectors for electricity generation
Solar energy collectors for electricity generation
Solar panels for electricity generation
Solar panels for the production of electricity
Solar wafers
Solderers' helmets
Solenoid controls for automatically operating valves
Solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]
Solenoids
Solid state drives
Solid-state component relays
Solid-state devices
Solid-state electric current rectifiers
Solid-state electrical apparatus for storing computer data
Solid-state electrical apparatus for storing computer programmes
Solid-state electrical apparatus for storing computer programs
Solid-state electronic data storage materials
Solid-state integrated circuits
Solid-state integrated electronic circuits
Solid-state lasers
Solid-state liquid level control unit for use in refrigeration
Solid-state memories
Solid-state memory devices
Solid-state relays
Solid-state video recorders
Sonar apparatus
Sonar controlled release mechanisms
Sonar doppler logs
Sonars
Sonobuoys
Sorting apparatus for sorting and counting money
Sorting machines for sorting money
Sound adapters being parts of radio receiving apparatus
Sound adapters being parts of television instruments
Sound adaption apparatus for use with electric guitars
Sound adaption apparatus for use with musical instruments
Sound alarms
Sound alarms, other than for vehicles
Sound amplifiers
Sound amplifying apparatus
Sound amplifying receivers
Sound and vibration absorbing and damping fittings and feet, especially adapted for use with audio equipment
Sound cards
Sound carriers
Sound carriers in cassette form
Sound carriers in disc form
Sound carriers in tape form
Sound cassettes
Sound compositions for self study
Sound discs
Sound filters made of cloth, for radio apparatus
Sound generation apparatus
Sound level meters
Sound locating apparatus
Sound locating instruments
Sound mixers
Sound mixers with integrated amplifiers
Sound mixing apparatus
Sound mixing apparatus for recording
Sound mixing apparatus for the broadcasting of theatre sound
Sound mixing apparatus for use in video dubbing
Sound monitoring apparatus
Sound players
Sound processors
Sound projectors
Sound receiving head sets
Sound reception apparatus
Sound record sampling apparatus
Sound record storage apparatus
Sound recorders
Sound recording apparatus
Sound recording carriers
Sound recording consoles
Sound recording devices
Sound recording discs
Sound recording instruments
Sound recording instruments for use with video
Sound recording machines
Sound recording materials
Sound recording strips
Sound recording tapes
Sound recordings
Sound recordings in the form of cassettes
Sound recordings in the form of discs [disks]
Sound recordings in the form of gramophone records
Sound recordings in the form of phonograph records
Sound recordings in the form of records
Sound recordings in the form of tapes
Sound recordings on magnetic tapes
Sound recordings on record
Sound records
Sound records in the form of discs
Sound records in the form of pre-recorded video tapes
Sound records in the form of tapes
Sound registering discs
Sound registering tapes
Sound reinforcement apparatus
Sound reproducing apparatus
Sound reproducing apparatus for use in automobiles
Sound reproducing apparatus for use in cars
Sound reproducing apparatus with keyboard
Sound reproducing apparatus with microphone
Sound reproducing instruments
Sound reproducing magnetic tapes in cassette form
Sound reproduction apparatus
Sound reverberation units
Sound samplers
Sound tapes
Sound tracks [recordings]
Sound transmitting apparatus
Sounding apparatus and machines
Sounding leads
Sounding lines
Soundproof cabinets [laboratory apparatus]
Sources of optical beams for communications
Sources of ultrasonic fields, other than for use in medical diagnosis
Spark gap tubes
Spark-guards
Speaker enclosures
Speaker switches
Speakerphones
Speakers [audio equipment]
Speakers for compact disc players
Speakers for computers
Speakers for record players
Speakers for tape players
Speaking apparatus
Speaking machines
Speaking tubes
Spear lenses
Special furniture for laboratory use
Special glass carrier substrates for biologically significant substances
Specimen collection devices [containers] for samples extracted from the body for laboratory use
Specimen collection devices, other than for medical use
Specimen containers other than for medical use
Specimen samplers, other than for medical use
Spectacle cases
Spectacle chains
Spectacle cords
Spectacle frames
Spectacle frames having elastic hinges
Spectacle frames made of metal and of synthetic material
Spectacle frames made of metal or a combination of metal and plastics
Spectacle frames made of metal or of a combination of metal and plastic
Spectacle holders
Spectacle lenses
Spectacle mountings
Spectacle support bands, chains, cords, and straps
Spectacle temples
Spectacles
Spectacles [optics]
Spectacles for sports
Spectacles used in information science
Spectrocolorimeters, other than for medical diagnostic use
Spectrograph apparatus
Spectrographic apparatus
Spectrographic instruments
Spectrographs
Spectrometers
Spectrometry apparatus
Spectrophotometer
Spectroscopes
Spectrum analysers, other than for medical use
Speech communications apparatus for use in noisy environments
Speech communications apparatus to enable persons with a disease of the larynx to speak
Speech processors
Speech recognisers
Speech recognition apparatus
Speech synthesizers
Speed checking apparatus
Speed checking apparatus for land vehicles
Speed checking apparatus for vehicles
Speed controllers [electronic] for dual carburettor motors
Speed controllers, electronic
Speed governers [electronic] for machines, engines and motors
Speed indicators
Speed indicators for land vehicles
Speed indicators for vehicles
Speed measuring apparatus
Speed measuring apparatus [photography]
Speed measuring apparatus for vehicles
Speed meters
Speed reducers, electrical
Speed reducers, electronic
Speed regulators for record players
Speed regulators, electrical
Speed regulators, electronic
Speed repeaters
Speedometer testers
Speedometers
Speedometers for indicating the speed of land vehicles
Speedometers for indicating the speed of moving objects
Speedometers for indicating the speed of self-propelled machines
Speedometers for vehicles
Spell checkers, electronic
Spelling verifiers
Spherometers
Spirit levels
Spirometers for scientific use
Spirometers for scientific use in examining the function of the lungs
Splice boxes for optical cables
Splice boxes for optical fibres
Splice boxes, electric
Splice connectors, electric
Splice connectors, optical
Splices for electrical transmission lines
Splicing devices for use in the editing of audio tapes
Splicing devices for use in the editing of video tapes
Splicing machines for use in the editing of audio tapes
Splicing machines for use in the editing of magnetic tape
Splicing machines for use in the editing of video tape
Spool adaptors [parts for sound recording apparatus]
Spool adaptors [parts for video playing apparatus]
Spool adaptors [parts for video recording apparatus]
Spool unwinders for cinematographic use
Spools [photography]
Spools for cameras
Spools for cinematographic films
Spools for holding photographic films
Spools for magnetic tapes
Spools for photographic films
Spools for sound recording tapes
Spools for use with photographic apparatus
Spools for use with sound recording apparatus
Spools for use with video playing apparatus
Spools for use with video recording apparatus
Spools of metal [parts of sound recording apparatus]
Spools of metal [parts of video recording apparatus]
Sport bags adapted [shaped] to contain protective helmets
Sport glasses [binoculars]
Sport glasses [eye glasses]
Sport glasses [protective spectacles]
Sport glasses [spectacles]
Sport whistles
Sporting articles [helmets] for equestrian use for protective purposes
Sporting articles [helmets] for protective purposes
Sporting articles for wear [helmets] adapted for use in a specific sport
Sporting life jackets
Sports eyewear
Sports glasses
Sports' glasses
Sports glasses [binoculars]
Sports glasses [eye wear]
Sports glasses [goggles]
Sports glasses [spectacles]
Sports glasses [telescopes]
Sports goggles
Sports helmets
Sprayers [automatic installations] for fire extinguishing
Sprayers [installations] for fire extinguishing
Sprays [apparatus] being fire control equipment
Spring balances
Spring callipers
Sprinkler apparatus, automatic, for fire extinguishing
Sprinkler installations for fire extinguishing
Sprinkler systems for fire extinguishing
Sprinkler systems for fire protection
Sputtering apparatus
Sputtering instruments
Spyglasses
Square rulers for measuring
Squares for measuring
Stabilizing gyroscopes
Stage lighting controls
Stage lighting dimmers
Stage lighting regulators
Stands adapted for mobile phones
Stands adapted for tablet computers
Stands for computer equipment
Stands for photographic apparatus
Stands for printers
Stands for telephones
Stands for televisions
Start timers for burners
Starter batteries for vehicles
Starter cables for motors
Starter electromagnets
Starters for electric lamps
Starters for fluorescent lighting
Static electric converters
Static elimination bars
Static exciters
Static power converters
Static power supply units
Stationary batteries
Steel rules for measuring
Steelyards [lever scales]
Steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles
Step down transformers
Step relays
Step up transformers
Step-up transformers
Stereo amplifiers
Stereo amplifying apparatus
Stereo apparatus
Stereo cassette recorders
Stereo cassette tape players
Stereo evaluating apparatus
Stereo extension transmitters
Stereo headphones
Stereo headphones for personal entertainment use
Stereo hi-fidelity apparatus
Stereo interpretation apparatus
Stereo receivers
Stereo signal generator apparatus
Stereo tuners
Stereometric cameras
Stereophonic amplifiers
Stereophonic apparatus
Stereophonic apparatus incorporating headphones for personal use
Stereophonic headphones
Stereophonic sound units
Stereos
Stereoscopes
Stereoscopic apparatus
Stereoscopic viewers
Stethoscopes for use by motor mechanics
Still cameras
Still movie video-cameras
Still movie-recording apparatus
Still video cameras
Still video printers
Still video receivers
Still video recorders
Still video transmitters
Stills for experimental purposes
Stills for laboratory experiments
Stills for laboratory use
Stock control apparatus, electric
Stock control apparatus, electronic
Stomach protectors for protection against accidents or injury
Stopper motor controllers
Storage apparatus for audio discs
Storage apparatus for cassettes
Storage apparatus for computer data
Storage apparatus for computer programs
Storage batteries for lighting
Storage batteries, electric
Storage cards [smart cards]
Storage cards, electric
Storage cards, electronic
Storage cells, electric
Storage containers adapted for audio cassettes
Storage containers adapted for compact discs
Storage containers adapted for video cassettes
Storage discs for use with computers
Storage file units for computer program recording
Storage materials for data in electronic form
Storage materials for data in magnetic form
Storage racks for audio cassettes
Storage racks for compact discs
Storage racks for computer discs
Storage racks for computer diskettes
Storage racks for computer disks
Storage racks for discs
Storage racks for disks
Storage racks for DVDs
Storage racks for floppy disks
Storage racks for magnetic tapes
Storage racks for sound bearing devices
Storage racks for video cassettes
Stoves for testing materials
Stoves for use in experiments
Strain gauges
Strain relief cable glands
Stranded wires, electric
Strapped down inertial apparatus
Straps for mobile phones
Straps for spectacles
Straps for sunglasses
Strategic telecommunication apparatus for aircraft
Strategic telecommunication apparatus for land vehicles
Strategic telecommunication apparatus for ships
Streamers being apparatus for use in seismology
Stress gauges
Stress gauges for measuring
Stress gauges for measuring stresses
Stress gauges for measuring stresses in deposited films on gallium arsenide wafers
Strip terminals
Strips of film [cinematographic, exposed]
Strips of film [photographic, exposed]
Strips of sensitised film, exposed
Strips of sensitised photographic film, exposed
Strobe lights [warning beacons]
Stroboscopes
Stroboscopic electronic flash guns for use in photography
Stroboscopic lamps [warning beacons]
Structured semi-conductor wafers
Stud detectors
Styli
Styli for record players
Stylus [light pens]
Submarine communication cables
Substrates [printed circuit boards] ready for etching
Substrates [wafers] for integrated circuits
Substrates for carrying information in electronic form
Substrates for carrying information in magnetic form
Substrates for carrying information in optical form
Substrates for holographs
Subwoofers
Sub-woofers
Suits for divers
Sulfitometers
Sun exposure indicator [dosimeter]
Sun glasses
Sun spectacles
Sun visors [eyewear]
Sunglass cases
Sunglass cords
Sunglass lenses
Sunglasses
Sunglasses being optical apparatus
Sunglasses being optically corrected
Sunglasses being tinted
Sunlight collecting apparatus for electricity generation
Sunlight transmitting apparatus
Sunshine recorders
Super luminescent laser diodes
Superconductive magnet apparatus
Superconductive magnet instruments for magnetic resonance imaging
Superconductive magnet instruments for magnetic resonance spectroscopy
Superheated steam sterilisable sensors
Supervision [control] apparatus, automatic
Supervision [control] apparatus, electric
Support garments for the protection against accident or injury
Suppressors for electrical appliances
Surface acoustic wave devices
Surface acoustic wave filters
Surface measuring apparatus
Surface monitoring instruments
Surge arresters
Surge diverters
Surge protection apparatus
Surge protective diodes
Surge protectors
Surge suppressors
Surgical microscopes
Surround processors
Surveillance apparatus
Surveillance apparatus, electronic
Surveillance instruments
Surveying apparatus and instruments
Surveying chains
Surveying compass needles
Surveying instruments
Surveying poles
Surveyors' gradient measurement apparatus incorporating spirit levels
Surveyors' levels
Surveyors' poles
Survival suits
Suspension rails [electrified] for electrical lighting fixtures
Swimming face masks
Swimming goggles
Swimming masks
Swimming snorkels
Switch cabinets, electric
Switch mode power supply apparatus, electric
Switch panels, electric
Switch plates, electric
Switch points, electric
Switch socket outlets, electric
Switchboards
Switchboards for telephone exchanges
Switchboxes [electricity]
Switched mode power supply apparatus, electric
Switched splitters for electric power
Switched spurs, electric
Switches activated by clocks
Switches for detaching batteries
Switches incorporating clocks
Switches, electric
Switchgear, electric
Switching boxes for use in electrical engineering
Switching devices for electric contactors
Switching devices for electric relays
Switching power supply apparatus
Switch-over circuits, electric
Swivel stands for computers
Swivelling stands adapted for computers
Sync generators
Synchro sensors
Synchronous capacitors
Synchronous data communications apparatus
Synchronous data units
Synchronous data-link control adaptors
Synthesised sound apparatus
Synthesised sound recordings
Synthesizers for colouring monochrome television picture sources
Table multimeters
Table representation software
Tables adapted for projectors
Tables specially made for laboratory purposes
Tablet computer
Tablet computers
Tablet monitors
Tablets computers
Tachographs
Tachometers
Tactile screens, electronic
Tactile switches, electric
Tag type indicator panels
Tags carrying magnetically, optically, or electronically recorded or encoded information
Tags for identifying electric cables
Tags for identifying electric conductors
Tags for identifying electric wires
Talking books
Talking machines
Talking scales
Tap boxes
Tap changers for electric transformers
Tape back-up [data storing] apparatus
Tape back-up apparatus
Tape cartridges
Tape cassette players
Tape cassettes
Tape cutters for editing sound recordings
Tape decks [sound recording apparatus]
Tape decks [sound reproducing apparatus]
Tape decks for use with computers
Tape decks for use with data processors
Tape drive apparatus for data processors
Tape drives
Tape drives for use with computers
Tape driving units
Tape encoding [punching] units
Tape encryption units
Tape head cleaning cassettes
Tape measures
Tape measures for use in sewing
Tape players
Tape recorders
Tape recorders incorporating radio receivers
Tape recorders incorporating radios
Tape recording machines
Tape recordings of music
Tape recordings of songs
Tape recordings relating to fictional characters
Tape spools [parts of sound recording apparatus]
Tape units for backing up computer data storage devices
Tape units for backing up computer data storage systems
Tapes bearing computer programmes in machine readable form
Tapes bearing machine readable information
Tapes bearing machine readable information for replay
Tapes bearing sound recordings
Tapes being optical data carriers
Tapes encoded with computer readable data
Tapes encoded with machine readable data
Tapes for bearing audio recordings
Tapes for bearing silent video recordings
Tapes for bearing sound
Tapes for bearing visual recordings
Tapes for carrying audio recordings
Tapes for recording data magnetically
Tapes for reproducing sound
Tapes for reproducing sound signals
Tapes for the recordal of images in machine readable form
Target location apparatus [telescopic]
Target location apparatus, electric
Target location apparatus, electronic
Target location apparatus, optical
Target seekers [telescopic]
Target seekers, electronic
Target seekers, optical
Target sights for artillery [electronic]
Target sights for artillery [laser]
Target sights for artillery [telescopic]
Target sights for guns [electronic]
Target sights for guns [laser]
Target sights for guns [telescopic]
Target surveillance apparatus [satellite]
Target surveillance apparatus [telescopic]
Target surveillance apparatus, electronic
Target surveillance apparatus, optical
Target trackers [satellite]
Target trackers [telescopic]
Target trackers, electronic
Target trackers, optical
Taximeters
Teaching apparatus
Teaching apparatus for training in autorelaxation techniques
Teaching apparatus for use as study aids
Teaching apparatus relating to medical matters
Teaching apparatus relating to optical matters
Teaching instruments
Teaching machines
Teaching programmes recorded on data carriers
Technical literature in the form of computer programs
Technical literature in the form of magnetic recordings
Technical literature in the form of sound recordings
Technical thermometers
Teeth protectors
Telautographs
Telecameras
Telecinema apparatus
Telecommunication cables
Telecommunication exchangers
Telecommunications alarm apparatus
Telecommunications apparatus
Telecommunications apparatus for diagnostic purposes
Telecommunications apparatus for interfacing purposes
Telecommunications apparatus for measuring purposes
Telecommunications apparatus for transferring data to computers
Telecommunications apparatus for transmission purposes
Telecommunications apparatus for transmitting data for use with computers
Telecommunications apparatus for use in cellular radio networks
Telecommunications apparatus for use with analogue signals
Telecommunications apparatus for use with digital signals
Telecommunications cable
Telecommunications cables
Telecommunications circuit board units
Telecommunications devices
Telecommunications digital exchange apparatus
Telecommunications equipment
Telecommunications ground station apparatus
Telecommunications installations
Telecommunications instruments
Telecommunications instruments for use in cellular radio networks
Telecommunications machines
Telecommunications multiplexers
Telecommunications network management installations
Telecommunications networks
Telecommunications security instruments
Telecommunications switchboards
Telecommunications switching apparatus
Telecommunications switching systems
Telecommunications transmitters
Teleconvertors
Telecopier terminals
Telecopying apparatus
Telefacsimile apparatus
Telefacsimile machines
Telefacsimile units
Telegraph wires
Telegraphic apparatus
Telegraphic instruments
Telegraphic transmitting apparatus
Telegraphs [apparatus]
Teleguiding apparatus
Telematic apparatus
Telematic terminal apparatus
Telemeter apparatus
Telemeters
Telemetry apparatus
Telemetry installations
Telemetry instruments
Telemonitoring devices
Telephone aerial installation components
Telephone aerials
Telephone answering apparatus
Telephone answering machines
Telephone apparatus
Telephone apparatus adapted for use on credit
Telephone apparatus for cars
Telephone apparatus for communication by sound
Telephone apparatus for communication by vision
Telephone apparatus for telephone exchanges
Telephone apparatus for the recording of sound
Telephone apparatus for the reproduction of sound
Telephone apparatus for the transmission of sound
Telephone apparatus for use by persons with hearing difficulties
Telephone apparatus for use by persons with speech handicaps
Telephone apparatus for use by the handicapped
Telephone apparatus incorporating monitors
Telephone apparatus with prepayment by coin
Telephone apparatus with prepayment by magnetic card
Telephone appliances
Telephone books in electronic form
Telephone cable heads
Telephone cables
Telephone cables of optical fibres
Telephone call cost calculators
Telephone call management apparatus
Telephone call management systems
Telephone call monitoring apparatus
Telephone cards, encoded
Telephone circuits
Telephone communications apparatus
Telephone concentrators
Telephone connecting cords
Telephone connectors
Telephone cords
Telephone digital switching transmission apparatus
Telephone directories in electronic form
Telephone directory databases
Telephone distribution frames
Telephone earpieces
Telephone equipment
Telephone exchange apparatus
Telephone handsets
Telephone handsets for domestic use
Telephone handsets incorporating microphones
Telephone headsets
Telephone index notebooks, electronic
Telephone installations
Telephone instruments
Telephone intercom apparatus
Telephone keyboards
Telephone listening devices
Telephone machines with pre-recorded messages
Telephone management installations
Telephone measuring apparatus
Telephone message pads, electronic
Telephone modems
Telephone number lists, electronic
Telephone outlets
Telephone receivers
Telephone recorders
Telephone registers, electronic
Telephone ring tones, downloadable
Telephone security instruments
Telephone sets
Telephone sets with screen and keyboard
Telephone socket outlets
Telephone stands [parts of telephones]
Telephone subsets
Telephone switchboards
Telephone switching apparatus
Telephone switching instruments
Telephone switching systems
Telephone terminal
Telephone terminals
Telephone test apparatus
Telephone transmitters
Telephone wire connection boxes
Telephone wires
Telephones
Telephones for domestic use
Telephones for vehicles
Telephones incorporating answering machines
Telephones incorporating clocks
Telephones incorporating intercommunication systems
Telephones incorporating radios
Telephones incorporating radios and alarm clocks
Telephonic apparatus
Telephonic apparatus for the transmission of messages
Telephonic appliances
Telephonic communication apparatus
Telephonic communication instruments
Telephonic dialling apparatus by vocal synthesizer
Telephonic installations for business use
Telephony apparatus
Telephony installations
Teleprinters
Teleprocessing apparatus
Teleprocessing monitors
Teleprompters
Tele-radio controls for electronic burglar alarms
Teledrupters
Telescopes
Telescopes for use in measuring
Telescopes for use in observing
Telescopic firearm sights
Telescopic gun sights
Telescopic measures with a digital read out
Telescopic rules
Telescopic sights
Telescopic sights for artillery
Telescopic sights for firearms
Telethermometers
Teletypewriters
Television aerials
Television aerials for vehicles
Television antennas
Television apparatus
Television apparatus for video discs
Television apparatus for video tapes
Television apparatus incorporating sound reproducing apparatus
Television camera tubes
Television cameras
Television cameras for surveillance
Television cameras for the inspection of buildings
Television cameras for the inspection of drains
Television cameras for the inspection of pipes
Television cameras for the inspection of structures
Television cameras for undersea inspection
Television cameras for undersea surveying
Television cameras for use in weapons systems
Television decoder
Television display apparatus
Television display apparatus for household use
Television display apparatus for industrial use
Television display apparatus for medical use
Television display apparatus for use with computers
Television display monitors
Television display monitors for household use
Television display monitors for industrial use
Television display monitors for medical use
Television display monitors for use with computers
Television films
Television films prepared for exhibition
Television films prepared for video use
Television frame store synchronizers
Television instruments
Television modulation diplexers
Television monitoring apparatus
Television monitors
Television monitors for household use
Television monitors for industrial use
Television monitors for medical use
Television monitors for use with computers
Television outlets
Television receivers
Television receivers [TV sets]
Television receivers for household use
Television receivers for industrial use
Television receivers for medical use
Television receivers for use with computers
Television receiving apparatus
Television receiving apparatus for industrial use
Television receiving apparatus for medical use
Television receiving dishes
Television receiving sets
Television recorders
Television screens
Television sets
Television signal amplifiers
Television signal transmission apparatus
Television standards converters
Television transmitters
Television transmitting apparatus
Television transmitting apparatus for industrial use
Television transmitting sets
Televions
Televions combined with radios
Televions incorporating clocks with light emitting diode digital displays
Televions incorporating high definition tuners
Televions incorporating video recorders
Telewriters
Telex apparatus
Telex interface data translating apparatus
Telex machines
Telex receiving apparatus
Telex transmission apparatus
Temperature compensated crystal oscillators
Temperature compensation controls
Temperature control apparatus [electric switches]
Temperature control apparatus [electric switches] for machines
Temperature control apparatus [electric switches] for vehicles
Temperature control apparatus [thermostats]
Temperature control apparatus [thermostats] for machines
Temperature control apparatus [thermostats] for vehicles
Temperature controllers
Temperature controllers apparatus for machines
Temperature controlling apparatus
Temperature controlling apparatus [thermostats] for central heating installations
Temperature controlling apparatus for machines
Temperature controlling apparatus for use in vehicle engines
Temperature controlling instruments
Temperature display units
Temperature feedback units
Temperature gauges
Temperature indicating apparatus
Temperature indicator labels, not for medical purposes
Temperature indicators
Temperature limiters [thermostats] for central heating installations
Temperature limiters [thermostats] incorporating bi-metallic discs
Temperature limiters [thermostats] incorporating expansion rods
Temperature limiters for machines
Temperature limiters for metal moulding machines
Temperature limiters for use in metal moulding
Temperature limiters for use in vehicle engines
Temperature limiters for use in vehicle heating systems
Temperature logging apparatus
Temperature matrix regulators
Temperature measurement instruments
Temperature measuring apparatus for household use
Temperature measuring apparatus for industrial use
Temperature measuring apparatus for scientific use
Temperature measuring instruments for household use
Temperature measuring instruments for industrial use
Temperature measuring instruments for scientific use
Temperature meters for household use
Temperature meters for industrial use
Temperature meters for scientific use
Temperature monitors for central heating installations
Temperature monitors for central heating radiators
Temperature monitors for household use
Temperature monitors for industrial use
Temperature monitors for machines
Temperature monitors for metal moulding machines
Temperature monitors for scientific use
Temperature monitors for use in metal moulding
Temperature monitors for vehicle engines
Temperature monitors for vehicle heating systems
Temperature recorders for testing static electricity
Temperature recorders, other than for medical use
Temperature recording apparatus, other than for medical use
Temperature regulators [thermostats] incorporating bi-metallic discs
Temperature regulators [thermostats] incorporating expansion rods
Temperature regulators for vehicle engines
Temperature regulators for vehicle heating systems
Temperature responsive control apparatus for vehicle engines
Temperature responsive control apparatus for vehicle heating systems
Temperature scanners for industrial use
Temperature scanners for scientific use
Temperature sensing apparatus for industrial use
Temperature sensing apparatus for machines
Temperature sensing apparatus for metal moulding machines
Temperature sensing apparatus for scientific use
Temperature sensing apparatus for use in metal moulding
Temperature sensing apparatus for vehicle engines
Temperature sensing apparatus for vehicle heating systems
Temperature sensitive controls for automatically operating valves
Temperature sensitive testing apparatus for industrial use
Temperature sensitive testing apparatus for scientific use
Temperature sensitive testing instruments for industrial use
Temperature sensitive testing instruments for scientific use
Temperature sensors
Temperature sensors [thermostats] incorporating bi-metallic discs
Temperature sensors [thermostats] incorporating expansion rods
Temperature sensors for industrial use
Temperature sensors for metal moulding machines
Temperature sensors for scientific use
Temperature sensors for use in metal moulding
Temperature sensors for vehicle engines
Temperature sensors for vehicle heating systems
Temperature switches
Tensiometers
Tension monitoring instruments for thread manufacturing machines
Tension monitoring instruments for thread processing machines
Tension testers
Terminal boxes for electric conductors
Terminal boxes, electrical
Terminal controllers, electric
Terminal resistors for aerial leads
Terminal strips for electronic components
Terminal tables adapted for audio apparatus
Terminal tables adapted for video apparatus
Terminals [connectors] for electric cables
Terminals [connectors] for electrical wiring
Terminals [connectors] for optical fibres
Terminals [connectors] for telecommunication lines
Terminals [connectors] for television sets
Terminals [connectors] for video recorders
Terminals [electricity]
Terminals for checking documents
Terminals for computers
Terminals for data processing
Terminals for electronically processing credit card payments
Terminals for office use
Terminals for processing credit card transactions
Terminals for processing credit cards
Terminals for radiotelephones
Terminals for remote data processing
Terminals for the electronic payment of charges with credit cards
Terminals for the electronic transfer of funds
Terminations [connections] for sealing electric cables
Terminations [connections] for sealing thermocouples
Terminological databases
Test adapters for testing printed circuit boards
Test apparatus for industrial use
Test apparatus for scientific use
Test apparatus for testing electronic circuits
Test beds
Test benches
Test benches for carburettors
Test benches for pressure tests on transformers
Test clips, other than for medical use
Test dishes, other than for medical use
Test electrodes, other than for medical use
Test equipment for electronic apparatus
Test equipment other than for medical use
Test instruments for temperature measuring sensors
Test leads
Test pins for testing printed circuit boards
Test probe assemblies for integrated circuits
Test probes for the automatic testing of bare circuit boards
Test probes for the automatic testing of loaded circuit boards
Test rigs for manometer adjustments
Test sockets for integrated circuits
Test trays
Test tubes
Test tubes for immunological purposes
Test tubes for microbiological purposes
Testers for axle clearance
Testers for concrete
Testing apparatus for checking components used in weapons systems
Testing apparatus for checking electronic devices
Testing apparatus for checking optical devices
Testing apparatus for diagnostic purposes, other than for medical use
Testing apparatus for disc wheels
Testing apparatus for electronic components
Testing apparatus for electronic equipment
Testing apparatus for motor land vehicles
Testing apparatus for sale in kit form, other than for medical use
Testing apparatus for testing printed circuit boards
Testing apparatus for tires
Testing apparatus for wheels
Testing apparatus not for medical purposes
Testing baths for testing aerosol valves
Testing devices for electronic parts
Testing devices for tyre assembly machines
Testing instruments for measuring the surface roughness
Testing instruments for use in fault finding on motor vehicle engines
Testing probes, other than for medical purposes
Tetrodes
Text editors, electronic
Text layout apparatus, electric
Text layout apparatus, electronic
Textile testers
Textile testing machines
Theatre glasses
Theft prevention alarms, other than for vehicles
Theft prevention installations, electric
Theodolites
Theodolites for use in surveying
Thermal array oscillographic recorders
Thermal clothing for protection against accident or injury
Thermal contacts
Thermal controls
Thermal controls [thermostats]
Thermal controls [thermostats] for central heating installations
Thermal controls [thermostats] for engines
Thermal controls [thermostats] for machines
Thermal controls [thermostats] for motors
Thermal copiers
Thermal cutoffs
Thermal cutouts
Thermal detection devices, other than for medical use
Thermal energy measuring apparatus
Thermal image apparatus, other than for medical use
Thermal image capture devices, other than for medical use
Thermal image observation devices for naval use
Thermal image observation devices for terrestrial use
Thermal image transfer devices, other than for medical use
Thermal imaging apparatus for night vision
Thermal imaging apparatus, other than for medical use
Thermal imaging cameras
Thermal linescan recorders
Thermal printer heads
Thermal printers
Thermal protective aids [clothing] for protection against accident or injury
Thermal sensors [thermostats]
Thermal storage apparatus for electricity generation
Thermal storage instruments for electricity generation
Thermal suits for aviators
Thermal suits for protection against accident or injury
Thermal switches
Thermally insulated clothing for protection against accident or injury
Thermally insulated flasks for scientific use
Thermic copiers
Thermic copying machines
Thermionic tubes
Thermionic valves
Thermistor probes
Thermistors
Thermistors made of conductive polymer materials
Thermocouple cables
Thermocouple sheaths
Thermocouple wires
Thermocouples
Thermocouples for converting temperature into electrical signals
Thermoelements
Thermographic apparatus, other than for medical use
Thermography apparatus
Thermohydrometers
Thermo-hygrometers
Thermometers not for medical purposes
Thermometers, not for medical purposes
Thermoprinters
Thermoregulators
Thermosonic bonding apparatus
Thermostat control apparatus
Thermostat controllers
Thermostat controllers for heating installations
Thermostat wires
Thermostats
Thermostats for vehicles
Thick film hybrid circuits
Thick film hybrid integrated circuits
Thickness gauges
Thin Film Transistor-Liquid Crystal Display (TFT-LCD) panels
Thread counters
Threaded cable connectors of metal
Threading gauges
Three dimensional picture manipulators
Three dimensional viewers
Throughflow operated laboratory centrifuges filters
Thrust measuring apparatus
Thyratrons
Thyristors
Ticket cancelling machines
Ticket data compiling machines
Ticket dispensers
Ticket dispensing machines
Ticket issuing machines
Ticket printing apparatus
Ticket printing machines
Ticket processing machines
Ticket validating machines
Tightness checking apparatus
Tightness checking apparatus for gas valves
Tilting heads [for cameras]
Tiltmeters
Tiltmeters for vehicles
Time base correctors
Time cards, encoded
Time cards, machine readable
Time cards, magnetic
Time cards, punched
Time clocks [time recording devices]
Time coding apparatus
Time correction filters
Time data generators
Time delay generators
Time delay units
Time dividers for digital communication apparatus
Time division multiplexers
Time lapse video cassette recorders
Time programmers
Time recording apparatus
Time recording instruments
Time registering apparatus
Time regulating apparatus
Time switches
Time switches, automatic
Time-code generators
Timers [control devices]
Timers for automatic apparatus
Timers for switching on electrical devices at pre-programmed times
Timing [measuring] devices
Timing apparatus
Timing devices for controlling machines
Timing devices for industrial processing apparatus
Tire pressure gauges
Tire tread depth gauges
Tissue coagulators [apparatus] for laboratory use
Tissue coagulators [apparatus] for scientific use
Tissue sampling apparatus, other than for medical use
Tissue sampling devices, other than for medical use
Titration cells
9 Titration controllers
9 Toggle switches, electric
9 Tomographic apparatus, other than for medical use
9 Tomographic instruments, other than for medical use
9 Tone arms for gramophones
9 Tone arms for record players
9 Tone pads
9 Toner cartridges, unfilled, for dot matrix printers
9 Toner cartridges, unfilled, for electronically operated printing apparatus
9 Toner cartridges, unfilled, for laser printers
9 Toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers
9 Toner cartridges, unfilled, for use with electrostatic photocopiers
9 Toner cartridges, unfilled, for use with photocopying machines
9 Toner cartridges, unfilled, for use with photographic photocopiers
9 Toner cartridges, unfilled, for use with thermic photocopiers
9 Tool measuring instruments
9 Toolmakers’ microscopes
9 Topographic apparatus for military use
9 Topographic apparatus, electric
9 Topographic apparatus, electronic
9 Topographic apparatus, optical
9 Torque measuring apparatus
9 Torque meters
9 Torque transducers
9 Torsion testers
9 Totalizators
9 Touch pads, electric
9 Touch pads, electronic
9 Touch panels
9 Touch screen pens
9 Touch screens
9 Touch sensitive control panels
9 Touch sensitive electronic screens
9 Toy cameras capable of taking a photograph
9 Toy walkie-talkies [functioning]
9 Toys in the form of cameras capable of taking a photograph
9 Trace material analysers for laboratory use
9 Trace organic concentrators for laboratory use
9 Track ball input devices
9 Track balls
9 Trackballs
9 Trackballs [computer apparatus]
9 Tracker balls [computer apparatus]
9 Trackers [computer apparatus]
9 Tracking being electrical conductive material for the connection of light fittings
9 Tracking devices for facilitating accurate underground earth boring
9 Tractor unit circuit outputs for use with electric connectors
9 Traffic cones
9 Traffic cones incorporating a flashing light
9 Traffic cones incorporating a warning beacon
9 Traffic control apparatus [lighting]
9 Traffic control apparatus [luminous]
9 Traffic control apparatus [mechanical]
9 Traffic control apparatus, electronic
9 Traffic control installations [lighting]
Traffic control installations [luminous]
Traffic control installations [mechanical]
Traffic control installations, electronic
Traffic control instruments [lighting]
Traffic control instruments [luminous]
Traffic control instruments [mechanical]
Traffic control instruments, electronic
Traffic guidance apparatus [luminous sign]
Traffic guidance apparatus [mechanical]
Traffic guidance apparatus, electronic
Traffic guidance installations [luminous signs]
Traffic guidance installations [mechanical]
Traffic guidance installations, electronic
Traffic information panels [luminous signs]
Traffic signs [luminous]
Traffic signs [mechanical]
Traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices]
Training aids [apparatus]
Training apparatus [teaching apparatus]
Training guides in electronic format
Training guides in the form of a computer program
Training manuals in electronic format
Training manuals in the form of a computer program
Training materials [apparatus]
Training simulators for civil aviation purposes
Transceivers
Transcribing machines
Transcription apparatus
Transducer apparatus
Transducer devices for converting incident electromagnetic signals to electrical signals
Transducer devices for converting incident ultrasonic signals to electrical signals
Transducer energisers
Transducers
Transducers, other than for medical use
Transformer breakdown testers
Transformer units
Transformers [electricity]
Transformers being electromagnetic devices for industrial applications
Transformers being electromagnetic devices for military applications
Transformers operating as rectifiers
Transient protection apparatus
Transient suppression coils
Transistor sockets
Transistor testers
Transistors
Transistors [electronic]
Transit compasses
Transits [for surveying]
Translating machines
Translation apparatus
Translation computers
Transmission cables adapted for coupling to vehicle instruments
Transmitter receivers
Transmitter simulators
Transmitters [telecommunication]
Transmitters being emergency electrical communications apparatus
Transmitters for broadcasting in frequency modulation
Transmitters for emitting distress signals
Transmitters for the transmission of electric signals
Transmitters for the transmission of electronic signals
Transmitters for use in emergency communications
Transmitters for use in security
Transmitters for use in the transmission of television programmes
Transmitters for use with computers
Transmitters of electronic signals
Transmitting and receiving apparatus for long-distance transmission
Transmitting and receiving apparatus for radio broadcasting
Transmitting and receiving apparatus for television broadcasting
Transmitting apparatus
Transmitting apparatus for producing facsimile copies of documents
Transmitting apparatus for radio
Transmitting apparatus for satellite broadcast
Transmitting apparatus for telecommunications
Transmitting apparatus for use in communications
Transmitting instruments
Transmitting magnetic compasses
Transmitting sets [telecommunication]
Transmitting sets for telecommunication
Transmitting tubes
Transmitting multiplexers
Transparencies [exposed photographic film] for use with projectors
Transparencies [photography]
Transparencies for luminous signs
Transparency projection apparatus
Transparent film in roll form [photographic, exposed]
Transparent film in sheet form [photographic, exposed]
Transparent films [photographic, exposed] for overhead projectors
Transponder units
Transponders
Transport lines for particle clusters
Transportable guitar amplifiers
Travel adaptors for electric plugs
Travel distance monitors
Travel guides in the form of audio recordings
Travel guides in the form of video recordings
Travelling wave tubes
Trays for holding detection tubes for laboratory use
Trays for the storage of microchips
Triangles for laboratory use
Triggering circuits
Trimmer capacitors
Trimmer resistors
Triodes
Trip computers
Trip counters
Tripods [for cameras]
Tripods [for surveying machines]
Tripods [for telescopes]
Tripods for binoculars
Tripods for cameras
Tripods for electronic apparatus
Tripods for loudspeakers
Tripods for microphones
Tripods for photographic apparatus
Tripods for video cameras
T-squares for measuring
Tube holders being laboratory apparatus
Tubes [pipettes] for scientific use
Tubes for electrical purposes
Tubes for scientific use
Tubes for temperature measurement
Tubing casing for electric wires
Tubing for laboratory purposes in the pharmaceutical industry
Tubing made from glass for laboratory use
Tumbler switches
Turbine meters
Turntable ladders for use by fire brigades
Turntables [gramophones]
Turntables [parts for microscopes]
TV cameras
TV monitors
Two-way plugs for headphones
Two-way radios
Two-way wireless communication systems
Type styles in the form of recorded data
Typeface data recorded on electronically readable data carriers
Typeface fonts pre-recorded on magnetic media
Typeface fonts stored in semiconductor memories for use in printers
Typefaces in the form of recorded data
Tyre gauges
Tyre matching apparatus
Tyre matching instruments
Tyre monitoring apparatus
Tyre monitoring instruments
Tyre pressure gauges
Tyre-pressure measurers
Ultra filters for laboratory apparatus
Ultra filtration filters [laboratory apparatus]
Ultra filtration installations for laboratory use
Ultra filtration membranes for laboratory apparatus
Ultra high definition televisions
Ultrafiche, exposed
Ultrafuges for laboratory use
Ultrahigh frequency translator apparatus
Ultramicrometers
Ultramicroscopes
Ultramicrotomes
Ultrasonic apparatus for scanning components for flaws
Ultrasonic apparatus for the drying of articles for laboratory use
Ultrasonic apparatus, other than for medical use
Ultrasonic cleaning apparatus for laboratory use
Ultrasonic cleaning instruments for laboratory use
Ultrasonic degreasing apparatus for laboratory use
Ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus for laboratory use
Ultrasonic diagnostic instruments for laboratory use
Ultrasonic flaw detectors
Ultrasonic fluid measuring apparatus
Ultrasonic glass delay lines
Ultrasonic measuring apparatus
Ultrasonic microphones
Ultrasonic probes, other than for medical use
Ultrasonic sensors
Ultrasonic sensors, other than for medical use
Ultrasonic sound apparatus, other than for medical use
Ultrasonic testing apparatus, other than for medical use
Ultrasonic thickness gauges
Ultrasonic transducers
Ultrasonic wave type intruder sensors
Ultrasound diagnostic apparatus, other than for medical use
Ultrasound imaging devices, other than for medical use
Ultraviolet detection apparatus
Ultraviolet filters, other than for medical use
Umbrellas for photographic use
Under carpet electrical wiring installations
Undersuits for divers
Underwater acoustic detecting apparatus
Underwater breathing apparatus
Underwater cameras
Underwater communications devices
Underwater dive computers
Underwater power cables
Underwater sonar navigational apparatus
Underwater sonar surveying apparatus
Underwater telephone apparatus for use by divers
Unijunction transistors
Uninterruptable power supply apparatus
Uninterruptable power supply instruments
Uninterruptible power supply apparatus [battery]
Units adapted for the storage of audio cassettes
Units adapted for the storage of computer disks
Units adapted for the storage of video cassettes
Units for converting information received in machine readable format
Units for decoding information received in machine readable format
Units for displaying information received in machine readable format
Universal disturbance analysers
Universal timers
Unmounted spectacle frames
Unrecorded audio cassettes
Unrecorded magnetic tapes
Unrecorded video cassettes
Unrecorded videodiscs
Unrecorded videodisks
Unsensitised photographic plates
Upgrade cards for computers
Urinometers
USB cables
USB cables for cellphones
USB card readers
USB chargers
USB flash drives
User guides in machine readable format
User programmes in machine readable form
UV radiation exposure indicator [dosimeter]
Vacuum apparatus for laboratory use
Vacuum capacitors
Vacuum climatic testing apparatus
Vacuum deposition technology instruments
Vacuum devices for laboratory use
Vacuum drawdown devices for exposing lithographic printing plates
Vacuum flasks for laboratory use
Vacuum gauges
Vacuum measuring instruments
Vacuum physics technology apparatus
Vacuum probes for laboratory use
Vacuum probes for scientific use
Vacuum tube characteristic testers
Vacuum tubes [radio]
Vacuum tubes for radios
Value added network apparatus
Value cards for accreditation purposes, encoded
Value cards for accreditation purposes, magnetic
Value cards for financial purposes, encoded
Value cards for financial purposes, magnetic
Value cards for security purposes, encoded
Value cards for security purposes, magnetic
Value cards, encoded
Value cards, magnetic
Valve operators [electric controls]
Vapour deposition apparatus for laboratory or scientific use
Vapour monitoring apparatus for the detection of leaks
Variable capacitors
Variable resistances
Variable resistors
Variable speed control apparatus
Variometers
Varistors
Vehicle batteries
Vehicle breakdown warning lamps
Vehicle breakdown warning triangles
Vehicle drive training simulators
Vehicle fuses
Vehicle guide apparatus
Vehicle location instruments
Vehicle locks, electric
Vehicle mounted apparatus for fire fighting
Vehicle parking meters
Vehicle radios
Vehicle stereos
Vehicle tracking apparatus
Vehicle wheel alignment machines
Vehicles breakdown warning lamps
Vehicular communication apparatus
Ventilation suits
Ventilator breathing apparatus, other than for artificial respiration
Ventilator exhalation valves being parts of underwater breathing apparatus
Ventilator exhalation valves, other than for artificial respiration
Verniers
Vertical measuring machines
VHS equipment
Vial plugs
Vials for laboratory use
Vials for scientific purposes
Vials for use in biochemical reactions
Vibrating separators [laboratory apparatus]
Vibrating spatulas for laboratory use
Vibrating spatulas for scientific use
Vibration apparatus for the purpose of introducing forces into test models
Vibration apparatus for the purpose of shaking test models
Vibration dampeners for electronic audio equipment
Vibration dampers for overhead electrical cables
Vibration detectors
Vibration exciters
Vibration gauges
Vibration generating apparatus for laboratory use
Vibration isolation apparatus for laboratory use
Vibration meters
Vibration sensors
Vibration sensors for installation in windmill housings
Vibratory screening apparatus for laboratory use
Vibratory separation apparatus for laboratory use
Video acquisition transition apparatus
Video amplifying apparatus
Video and computer game programs
Video apparatus
Video apparatus for television studios
Video baby monitors
Video baroscopes for industrial use
Video camera security apparatus
Video camera security installations
Video camera security instruments
Video cameras
Video cameras adapted for monitoring purposes
Video cameras adapted for security purposes
Video cameras combined with video recorders
Video cameras for analyzing golf swing
Video cameras for use in integrated television editing
Video cameras for use in television transmission suites
Video cards
Video cartridges
Video cassette players
Video cassette recorders
Video cassette storage units
Video cassettes
Video cassettes bearing visual images
Video cassettes for bearing recorded motion pictures
Video character generators
Video circuit boards
Video communications apparatus
Video communications instruments
Video compact discs
Video conferencing apparatus
Video coupling apparatus
Video data converting apparatus
Video detectors
Video devices
Video digitisers
Video digitizers
Video disc players
Video disk players
Video disks with recorded animated cartoons
Video display apparatus
Video display instruments
Video display screens
Video display terminal filters
Video display terminals
Video display units
Video door telephone apparatus
Video door telephone installations
Video editing apparatus
Video effects apparatus
Video effects machines
Video enhancers
Video equipped remote visual inspection apparatus
Video films
Video films prepared for exhibitions
Video game cartridges
Video game cassettes
Video game computer programs
Video game computer programs for use with game apparatus not requiring a separate means of display
Video game discs
Video game liquid program memory cartridges
Video game programs
Video game programs for coin-operated apparatus
Video game programs for use in computers
Video game programs for use with computers
Video game software
Video games on disc [computer software]
Video games on tape [computer software]
Video games programs [computer software]
Video games software
Video intercom apparatus
Video local area network controllers
Video mixers
Video mixing apparatus
Video modifying apparatus
Video monitor controllers
Video monitors
Video multiplexers
Video multiplexing apparatus
Video multiplexing apparatus for use with video camera installations
Video phones
Video playback apparatus
Video players
Video printers
Video printing apparatus
Video processing apparatus
Video processors
Video production apparatus
Video projection apparatus
Video projection monitors
Video projectors
Video receivers
Video recorders
Video recording apparatus
Video recording apparatus incorporating sound reproducing apparatus
Video recording discs
Video recording instruments
Video recording materials
Video recording tapes
Video recordings
Video recordings in the form of tapes
Video recordings incorporating sound track
Video records
Video records in the form of discs
Video reproducing apparatus
Video reproduction instruments
Video scanning apparatus
Video scanning instruments
Video screens
Video signalling apparatus
Video surveillance apparatus
Video surveillance cameras
Video switching apparatus
Video tape cassettes
Video tape editing apparatus
Video tape editing controllers
Video tape players
Video tape recorders
Video tape recorders incorporating video cameras
Video tape recording apparatus
Video tape reproducing apparatus
Video tapes
Video tapes with recorded animated cartoons
Video teleconferencing apparatus
Video telephones
Video terminals
Video transmission apparatus
Video transmitters
Video transmitting apparatus
Video tuners
Video wall installations
Videocameras [camcorders]
Videocassette recorders
Videodisc players
Videodisc recorders
Videodisks
Videodisk players
Videodisk recorders
Videodisks
Videophone
Videophones
Videorecorders
Videos
Videotape recorders
Videotapes
Video-telephones
Videotext computer terminals incorporating alphanumeric keyboards
Videotext keyboard terminals for use with telephone apparatus
Vidicons
View data terminals
Viewdata display terminals
Viewers
Viewers for use with slides
Viewers for use with transparencies
Viewfinders [for cameras]
Viewfinders, photographic
Viewing apparatus
Viewing apparatus [peepholes] for doors
Vinyl pressed records
Vinyl records
Virtual reality game software
Virtual reality headsets
Virtual reality software
Viscometers
Viscosimeters
Visors for protection against accidents or injury
Visors for the protection of welders
Visual display apparatus
Visual display apparatus for reading data
Visual display apparatus for recording data
Visual display apparatus for use in training personnel
Visual display apparatus for use with computers
Visual display screens
Visual display terminals
Visual display unit screen filters
Visual display unit text apparatus
Visual display units
Visual inspection apparatus
Visual inspection instruments
Visual instruments for examining semiconductor apparatus
Visual monitoring apparatus
Visualization apparatus
Vocabulary note books, electronic
Vocoders
Voice actuated computer apparatus
Voice actuated computer instruments
Voice amplifiers for detecting doorbells
Voice amplifiers for detecting ringing mechanisms
Voice amplifiers for detecting telephone rings
Voice apparatus for analogue network apparatus
Voice apparatus for digital network apparatus
Voice facsimile communication apparatus
Voice frequency telephony apparatus
Voice frequency transmission apparatus
Voice logging apparatus
Voice mail systems
Voice operated coders
Voice processing apparatus
Voice processing instruments
Voice processing systems
Voice processors
Voice recognisers
Voice response equipment
Voice signalling apparatus for use with line telephone systems
Voice signalling apparatus for use with mobile radio systems
Voice signalling apparatus for use with radio paging systems
Voice synthesizers
Voice transmission apparatus
VOIP phones
Volt meters
Voltage blocks to prevent electricity flow down a material supply line in apparatus
Voltage controlled crystal oscillators
Voltage controlled temperature compensated crystal oscillators
Voltage conversion apparatus
Voltage conversion apparatus for land based use
Voltage conversion apparatus for shipboard use
Voltage converters
Voltage detectors
Voltage dividers
Voltage limiters
Voltage monitors
Voltage monitor modules
Voltage regulators
Voltage regulators for electric power
Voltage regulators for land vehicles
Voltage regulators for transport apparatus
Voltage regulators for vehicles
Voltage spike suppressors
Voltage stabilisers
Voltage stabilising apparatus
Voltage stabilizers
Voltage stabilizing power supply
Voltage surge protectors
Voltage surge suppressors
Voltage testers
Voltage testing devices
Voltage testing instruments
Voltage transformers
Voltage-to-current converters
Voltmeters
Volume control pedals
Volumetric measuring apparatus
Voting machines
Voucher reading apparatus
Wafers for integrated circuits
Walkie-talkies
Wall mountings adapted for television apparatus
Wall mountings adapted for television instruments
Wall mountings adapted for television monitors
Wall plates adapted for electrical components
Wallet pouches for the storage of magnetic discs, specifically adapted
Warm air furnaces for laboratory use
Warning alarms, other than for vehicles
Warning apparatus, other than for vehicles
Warning cables
Warning flags
Warning indicating apparatus, other than for vehicles
Warning lamps [beacons]
Warning lamps for indicating the presence of radiation
Warning lamps for indicating the presence of X-ray radiation
Warning light for mounting on the roof of emergency services vehicles
Warning lights [beacons]
Warning lights [Flashing beacons]
Warning loud speaker apparatus for mounting on the roof of emergency services vehicles
Warning streamers
Warning triangles
Warp monitoring apparatus for textile machines
Washing trays [photography]
Watches that communicate data to smartphones
Water distress beacons
Water hoses for extinguishing fire
Water jets for fire extinguishing purposes
Water leakage detection alarms
Water level detection apparatus
Water level gauges
Water level indicators
Water meters
Water quality monitoring equipment
Water quality sampling equipment
Water sprinkling devices for fire control
Water stills for laboratory use
Water temperature regulators
Water timers
Waterproof deck glands
Waterproof moulded polyethylene cylinders for storing life saving apparatus
Waterproof safety clothing for the prevention of accident
Waterproof safety clothing for the prevention of injury
Wattmeters
Wave filters adapted for use with microwaves
Wave meters adapted for use with microwaves
Wave receivers adapted for use with microwaves
Waveform recording apparatus
Waveguides
Waveguides [electronic devices]
Waveguides [optical components]
Waveguides [telecommunications components]
Waveguides for high power beam delivery
Wavemeters
Weapon simulators
Weapons control apparatus
Weapons control installations
Weapons simulators
Wearable activity trackers
Wearable computers
Weather balloons
Weather chart receivers
Weather information apparatus
Weather information instruments
Weather protecting housings for cameras, specifically adapted
Webcams
Weekly publications downloaded in electronic form from the internet
Weekly publications, electronic
Weighbridges
Weighers
Weighing apparatus and instruments
Weighing devices
Weighing instruments
Weighing machines
Weighing scales
Weighing scales for kitchen use
Weighing scales for medical use
Weighing scales for personal use
Weight belts for scuba diving
Weight transducers
Weights
Weights for measuring
Welding helmets
Welding machine control apparatus
Welding masks
Wet cells
Wet diving suits
Wet suits for divers
Wet suits for diving
Wheel alignment measuring apparatus
Wheel alignment measuring instruments
Wheel alignment meters
Wheel balancing apparatus
Wheel balancing apparatus utilising computers
Wheel balancing instruments
Wheel balancing machines
Whistle alarms
Whistles [warning apparatus]
Whistles for signalling
Wide area network (WAN) routers
Wide area networks
Wideband phase-angle voltmeters
Wind measurement apparatus
Wind sleeves [wind indicators]
Wind sleeves [wind-direction indicators]
Wind socks for indicating wind direction
Wind tunnels being measuring installations
Wind tunnels being testing installations
Winding wires
Winding wires [electricity]
Windsocks
Wire connectors [electricity]
Wire diameter measuring devices
Wire free data transmission apparatus
Wire gauges
Wire patch cords
Wire shielded against electromagnetic interference
Wire telephones
Wired communication apparatus
Wireless apparatus
Wireless broadband radios
Wireless chargers
Wireless communication apparatus
Wireless computer mice
Wireless computer peripherals
Wireless headsets for smartphones
Wireless high frequency transmission instruments
Wireless instruments
Wireless pulse transmitters
Wireless receiving apparatus
Wireless routers
Wireless telegraphy apparatus
Wireless telephones
Wireless telephony apparatus
Wireless transmission apparatus
Wireless transmission apparatus for remote control
Wireless transmitters
Wireless transmitters and receivers
Wires for communication
Wires for electric fences
Wires of metal alloys [fuse wire]
Wires, electric
Wiring apparatus for electricity
Wiring looms and harnesses for vehicles [electric cables]
Wood signs [luminous]
Woofers
Word processing apparatus
Word processing installations
Word processing instruments
Word processing programmes
Work stations [computer apparatus]
Work stations [computers]
Working shoes for protection against accident or injury
Workmen's protective face-shields
Wrist rests for use with computers
Wrist supports for use with computer peripherals
Xerographic apparatus and instruments
Xerographic copying machines
X-ray analysers, other than for medical use
X-ray apparatus for industrial purposes
X-ray apparatus not for medical purposes
X-ray film cassettes
X-ray film frames, other than for medical use
X-ray film holders, other than for medical use
X-ray film imaging apparatus, other than for medical use
X-ray film mounts, other than for medical use
X-ray film processors, other than for medical use
X-ray films, exposed
X-ray illuminators, other than for medical use
X-ray laminographic inspection apparatus, other than for medical use
X-ray photographic apparatus, other than for medical use
X-ray photographs, other than for medical purposes
X-ray plates, exposed, other than for medical use
X-ray scanners, other than for medical use
X-ray sensitive films, other than for medical use
X-ray spectroscopy apparatus, other than for medical use
X-ray structure analysis apparatus, other than for medical use
X-ray structure analysis instruments, other than for medical use
X-ray tubes not for medical purposes
X-ray viewers, other than for medical use
X-rays tubes not for medical use
Yarn counters
Yarn detectors for signalling the absence of yarns
Yarn detectors for signalling the presence of yarns
Zener diodes
Zenith telescopes
Zone plate antennas
Zoom microscopes
Abdominal belts
Abdominal belts [for medical purposes]
Abdominal corsets
Abdominal pads
Abdominal pads for medical use
Abdominal pads for surgical use
Abrasive wheels for dental purposes
Absorbent bed sheets for persons prone to incontinence
Acoustic amplifiers [hearing aids] for partially deaf persons
Acoustic amplifiers for partially deaf persons
Acupuncture apparatus
Acupuncture equipment
Acupuncture instruments
Acupuncture needles
Adhesive bandages [orthopaedic] having elastic properties
Adhesive bandages [supportive] having elastic properties
Adhesive drapes for surgical use
Adhesive flanges for use with ostomy bags
Adhesive suture materials
Adhesive sutures
Aerosol dispensers for medical purposes
Aerosol valves for medical purposes
Air cushions for medical purposes
Air inflatable garments for medical purposes
Air inflatable limb compression apparatus
Air mattresses for babies for medical purposes
Air mattresses for infants for medical purposes
Air mattresses for medical purposes
Air pillows for babies for medical purposes
Air pillows for infants for medical purposes
Air pillows for medical purposes
Air support therapy apparatus
Air support therapy devices
Alternating pressure mattresses for medical use
Alternating pressure pads for medical use
Alternating pressure supports for medical use
Amalgam carriers
Amalgam dispensing apparatus
Amalgam mixing apparatus
Ambulance stretchers
Anaesthesia apparatus
Anaesthesia monitoring apparatus for use in hospital operating rooms
Anaesthesia monitoring apparatus for use in intensive care units
Anaesthesia monitoring apparatus for use in recovery rooms
Anaesthesia respiration apparatus
Anaesthesia screens
Anaesthetic apparatus
Anaesthetic drapes
Anaesthetic inhalers [sold empty]
Anaesthetic masks
Anal plugs
Analgesia apparatus for use in medicine
Analysers for bacterial identification for medical purposes
Analysers for medical use
Analysing apparatus for medical purposes
Analysis apparatus for medical use
Analytical apparatus for veterinary use
Analytical instruments for medical use
Analyzers for bacterial identification for medical purposes
Anesthesia masks
Angiographic vascular introducers for the placement of catheters
Angioplasty balloon catheters
Angioplasty catheters
Annuloplasty rings
Anoscopes
Anti-decubitus cushions
Anti-decubitus mattresses
Anti-embolic filters
Anti-pressure sore mattresses
Anti-rheumatism bracelets
Anti-rheumatism rings
Anti-seasickness bracelets
Anus prolapse bands
Apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays, for medical purposes
Apparatus and instruments used in foot surgery
Apparatus for achieving physical fitness for medical use
Apparatus for acne treatment
Apparatus for acupressure therapy
Apparatus for administering drugs by inhalation
Apparatus for administering intravenous solutions
Apparatus for administering medicines
Apparatus for administering pharmaceuticals
Apparatus for analysing alcohol in body fluids for medical use
Apparatus for analysing alcohol in breath fluids for medical use
Apparatus for analysing bacteria in biological samples for medical use
Apparatus for analysing brain wave frequencies
Apparatus for analysing gases for medical use
Apparatus for analysing images for medical use
Apparatus for analysing measured physical signals
Apparatus for analysing substances for medical use
Apparatus for applying laser radiation for medical purposes
Apparatus for applying medical drops
Apparatus for artificial respiration
10 Apparatus for assisting invalids into and out of baths
10 Apparatus for assisting respiration
10 Apparatus for blood analysis
10 Apparatus for blood analysis for medical use
10 Apparatus for blood monitoring for medical use
10 Apparatus for blood tests for medical use
10 Apparatus for breathing purposes [artificial respiration]
10 Apparatus for cardiac defibrillation
10 Apparatus for carrying-out assays for medical purposes
10 Apparatus for carrying-out diagnostic tests for medical purposes
10 Apparatus for checking the contractility of the cardiac muscle
10 Apparatus for cleansing blood during surgical procedures
10 Apparatus for collecting blood
10 Apparatus for controlling medical infusions
10 Apparatus for controlling the flow of air to dental handpieces [dental apparatus]
10 Apparatus for controlling the flow of water to dental handpieces [dental apparatus]
10 Apparatus for dental purposes
10 Apparatus for dental use
10 Apparatus for determining blood flow
10 Apparatus for dialysis for medical use
10 Apparatus for dialysis for veterinary use
10 Apparatus for displaying dental images
10 Apparatus for DNA and RNA exams for medical purposes
10 Apparatus for drug administration
10 Apparatus for echocardiography imaging
10 Apparatus for electrical muscle stimulation
10 Apparatus for emergency dental repair
10 Apparatus for enteral feeding
10 Apparatus for inhalation of pharmaceutical preparations
10 Apparatus for magnet therapy
10 Apparatus for measuring flow rates in medical infusions
10 Apparatus for measuring lung function
10 Apparatus for medical analysis
10 Apparatus for medical and therapeutic stimulation of the body
10 Apparatus for medical cell sampling
10 Apparatus for medical diagnosis
10 Apparatus for medical diagnostic purposes
10 Apparatus for medical image formation
10 Apparatus for medical imagery
10 Apparatus for medical purposes
10 Apparatus for medical rehabilitation
10 Apparatus for medical testing
10 Apparatus for medical use
10 Apparatus for medicinal use
10 Apparatus for mixing bone cement
10 Apparatus for monitoring flow rates in medical infusions
10 Apparatus for monitoring patients
10 Apparatus for monitoring the heart
10 Apparatus for monitoring vital signs
10 Apparatus for nerve location
10 Apparatus for nerve stimulation
10 Apparatus for non-invasive surgery
10 Apparatus for orthopaedic purposes
10 Apparatus for parenteral feeding
10 Apparatus for perfusions
10 Apparatus for phototherapy
10 Apparatus for physical training for medical use
10 Apparatus for physiotherapeutic treatment
10 Apparatus for producing oscillatory waves for medical application
10 Apparatus for producing oxygen for medical use
10 Apparatus for producing ultrasonic waves for medical application
10 Apparatus for radionuclide imaging
10 Apparatus for regulating flow rates in medical infusions
10 Apparatus for sale in kit form for medical diagnostic purposes
10 Apparatus for self-catheterisation
10 Apparatus for surgical purposes
10 Apparatus for taking blood
10 Apparatus for taking blood samples
10 Apparatus for testing blood
10 Apparatus for the administration of parenteral solutions
10 Apparatus for the administration of powdered medicines
10 Apparatus for the alleviation of breathing difficulties
10 Apparatus for the alleviation of lung ailments
10 Apparatus for the alleviation of lung diseases
10 Apparatus for the application of laser radiation for dental purposes
10 Apparatus for the application of laser radiation for medical purposes
10 Apparatus for the application of laser radiation for surgical purposes
10 Apparatus for the artificial insemination of animals
10 Apparatus for the casting of parts of prostheses
10 Apparatus for the casting of prostheses
10 Apparatus for the control of medical gases
10 Apparatus for the corrective treatment of conditions of the feet
10 Apparatus for the corrective treatment of conditions of the lower limbs
10 Apparatus for the diagnosis of cardiovascular diseases
10 Apparatus for the diagnosis of cerebrovascular diseases
10 Apparatus for the diagnosis of inflammatory diseases
10 Apparatus for the diagnosis of neurological diseases
10 Apparatus for the drawing of blood
10 Apparatus for the electrical stimulation of groups of muscles
10 Apparatus for the heat treatment of cancer
10 Apparatus for the moving of patients
10 Apparatus for the preparation of parts of prostheses
10 Apparatus for the preparation of prostheses
10 Apparatus for the prevention of leg ulcers
10 Apparatus for the prevention of pressure sores
10 Apparatus for the regeneration of stem cells for medical purposes
10 Apparatus for the stimulation of acupuncture points
10 Apparatus for the supply of medical gases
10 Apparatus for the therapeutic stimulation of the body
10 Apparatus for the therapeutic stimulation of the muscles
10 Apparatus for the therapeutic toning of the body
10 Apparatus for the therapeutic toning of the muscles
10 Apparatus for the therapeutic treatment of patients
10 Apparatus for the thermal treatment of cancer
10 Apparatus for the treatment of babies
10 Apparatus for the treatment of breathing difficulties
10 Apparatus for the treatment of cancer
10 Apparatus for the treatment of cellulite
10 Apparatus for the treatment of deafness
10 Apparatus for the treatment of disease of the prostate
Apparatus for the treatment of lactating women
Apparatus for the treatment of leg ulcers
Apparatus for the treatment of lung ailments
Apparatus for the treatment of lung diseases
Apparatus for the treatment of lymphoedema
Apparatus for the treatment of pressure sores
Apparatus for the turning of patients
Apparatus for the withdrawal of blood for medical examination
Apparatus for the withdrawal of blood for medical test purposes
Apparatus for therapy
Apparatus for tumour diagnosis
Apparatus for use as aids in the treatment of hernia
Apparatus for use by colostomy patients
Apparatus for use by ileostomy patients
Apparatus for use in alleviating hearing disorders
Apparatus for use in angiography
Apparatus for use in assessing periodontal disease
Apparatus for use in blood analysis
Apparatus for use in cardio pulmonary exercise
Apparatus for use in clinics for the preparation of medicaments
Apparatus for use in dentistry
Apparatus for use in diagnosis
Apparatus for use in dialysis
Apparatus for use in exercising muscles for medical use
Apparatus for use in hospitals for the preparation of medicaments
Apparatus for use in identifying periodontal disease
Apparatus for use in in-vitro diagnosis for medical purposes
Apparatus for use in massaging
Apparatus for use in medical analysis
Apparatus for use in medical inspection
Apparatus for use in medicine in the drainage of incisions
Apparatus for use in medicine in the drainage of wounds
Apparatus for use in orthodontics
Apparatus for use in pharmacies in the preparation of medicaments
Apparatus for use in surgery in the drainage of incisions
Apparatus for use in surgery in the drainage of wounds
Apparatus for use in testing hearing disorders
Apparatus for use in the control of incontinence
Apparatus for use in the delivery of drugs
Apparatus for use in the diagnosis of ailments
Apparatus for use in the fitting of artificial teeth
Apparatus for use in the fitting of dental prostheses
Apparatus for use in the handling of patients
Apparatus for use in the improvement of respiration
Apparatus for use in the investigation of metabolic disorders
Apparatus for use in the preparation of artificial teeth
Apparatus for use in the preparation of dental prostheses
Apparatus for use in the prevention of snoring
Apparatus for use in the repair of bones
Apparatus for use in the repair of teeth
Apparatus for use in toning muscles for medical rehabilitation
Apparatus for use in treating hearing disorders
Apparatus for use in vein puncture
Apparatus for use on the body for monitoring patient status
Apparatus for veterinary purposes
Apparatus for viewing diagnostic test strips
Apparatus for washing out body cavities
Apparatus incorporating ultra violet lamps for tanning the body for medical purposes
Apparatus used in implementing diagnosis tests designed to detect the abnormal prion protein
Apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants
Appliances for massaging feet
Appliances for physical exercise for medical use
Appliances for use by the incontinent
Appliances for washing body cavities
Applicators for antibacterial preparations
Applicators for antiseptic preparations
Applicators for pharmaceutical preparations
Applicators in the nature of sponges for medical use
Arch cushions [orthopaedic]
Arch supports [orthopaedic]
Arch supports for flat feet
Arch supports for footwear
Armboards [surgical splints]
Armchairs especially made for dental purposes
Armchairs especially made for medical purposes
Armchairs especially made for surgical purposes
Armchairs for medical or dental purposes
Arterial blood pressure measuring apparatus
Arthroscopy irrigation apparatus
Arthroscopy irrigation instruments
Articles for exercising the body for medical purposes
Articles for medical use
Articles for surgical use
Articles for use by incontinent people
Articles for use in diagnosis
Articles of bedding for orthopaedic use
Articles of bedding for therapeutic use
Articles of clothing for support purposes
Articles of clothing for surgical purposes
Articles of footwear [orthopaedic]
Articles of rubber for medical purposes
Articles of rubber for prophylactic purposes
Articular prostheses
Artificial anaesthetization apparatus
Artificial bone materials
Artificial bone materials of ceramics
Artificial bone parts to be implanted in natural bones
Artificial bones
Artificial bones for implantation
Artificial breasts
Artificial cardiac valves
Artificial cartilage
Artificial cranial components
Artificial eyes
Artificial facial components
Artificial heart-lung machines
Artificial heart-lung oxygenators
Artificial hip implants
Artificial hip joints
Artificial implants
Artificial internal organ apparatus
Artificial jaws
Artificial joints
Artificial kidneys
Artificial lenses for implantation in the eye
Artificial ligaments
Artificial limb assemblies
Artificial limbs
Artificial limbs, eyes and teeth
Artificial orthopaedic implants
Artificial parts for teeth
Artificial parts for the body
Artificial resuscitation apparatus
Artificial skin
Artificial skin for surgical purposes
Artificial skin replacing membranes
Artificial sleep apparatus
Artificial sponges for medical purposes
Artificial teeth
Artificial tympanic membranes
Asphyxial neonates respirators
Aspiration tips
Aspiration tubing
Assist poles for lifting patients
Asymmetrical bars for physical exercise for medical use
Atomisers for medical use
Audiometers
Auditory protection apparatus
Auditory protection devices
Aural prostheses
Autologous blood processing apparatus
Autologous blood processing instruments
Autologous blood recovery apparatus
Automated analysers for body fluids for medical use
Automated blood collection apparatus
Automated blood collection instruments
Automated blood separation apparatus
Automated blood separation instruments
Automatic analyzers for medical diagnosis
Automatic medical apparatus for dosing animals by injection
Automatic medical apparatus for dosing humans by injection
Automatic vaccination apparatus
Autotransfusion devices
Babies' bottles
Babies' feeding bottles
Babies' pacifiers [teats]
Baby bottles
Baby dummies
Baby teething rings
Bags [fitted] for medical instruments
Bags [fitted] for use by doctors
Bags [fitted] for use by surgeons
Bags for collecting body fluids
Bags for collecting body waste
Bags for endoscopic retrieval of tissue
Bags for medical use in collecting urine samples
Bags for medical use in storing urine samples
Bags for surgical use in collecting urine
Bags made of flexible plastics for perfusion liquids
Balling guns
Balloon angioplasty inflation apparatus
Balloon angioplasty inflation instruments
Balloon catheters
Balloon inflating devices for balloon dilation catheters
Bandage applicators
Bandage clips
Bandage guides
Bandages [elastic or supportive] for joints
Bandages [elastic or supportive] for medical purposes
Bandages [supportive] for anatomical joints
Bandages [supportive] for surgical purposes
Bandages [supportive] for veterinary use
Bandages [supportive] incorporating substances for application to the body
Bandages for joints, anatomical
Bandages for orthopaedic purposes
Bandages for support purposes
Bandages for supporting the human body
Bandages, elastic
Bandaging materials [supportive]
Bases for waterbeds adapted for medical use
Basins for medical purposes
Bathing aids for medical purposes
Bed bases for beds especially made for medical purposes
Bed pans
Bed vibrators
Bedpans
Beds for surgical use
Beds for use in medical diagnosis
Beds specially made for medical purposes
Belts for medical purposes
Belts for orthopaedic purposes
Belts for surgical purposes
Belts, electric, for medical purposes
Biliary drainage catheters
Bio therapeutic facial masks
Biocompatible coated stents
Biodegradable bone fixation implants
Biodegradable prostheses
Biomedical testing apparatus
Biopsy apparatus
Biopsy forceps
Biopsy needles
Bistouries
Blankets of metallised plastic for medical purposes
Blankets, electric, for medical purposes
Blocking materials to pack into bone marrow
Blocking materials to seal bone marrow
Blood cell analysing apparatus for medical use
Blood cell separation apparatus for medical use
Blood centrifuging tubules for medical use
Blood collecting tubules
Blood collection tubes for medical use
Blood collection tubes for surgical use
Blood extraction apparatus
Blood filtering apparatus
Blood filters
Blood filters for extracorporeal use
Blood glucose meters
Blood glucose monitoring apparatus
Blood glucose testing apparatus
Blood group analysers for medical use
Blood pressure gauges
Blood pressure measuring apparatus
Blood pressure monitors
Blood pressure testing apparatus
Blood pumps
Blood sampling apparatus for medical use
Blood sampling apparatus for surgical use
Blood sedimentation apparatus
Blood storage bags
Blood testing apparatus
Blood testing equipment
Blood transfusion apparatus
Blood transfusion devices
Blood warmers
Blunt curettes [for surgical use]
Body composition analyzers for medical purposes
Body composition monitors
Body fat monitors
Body fat monitors for medical purposes
Body function monitoring apparatus for medical purposes
Body massagers
Body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes
Body seals
Body supports
Body toner apparatus [therapeutic]
Body training apparatus [therapeutic]
Body warming devices for medical use
Body-building apparatus [therapeutic]
Bolus guns
Bone chisels
Bone detectors for the measurement of bone mineral content
Bone forceps
Bone graft substitutes
Bone plates
Bone prostheses
Bone replacements
Bone retractors
Bone scrapers
Bone screws
Bone substitutes for surgical use
Bone void fillers consisting of artificial materials
Boots for medical purposes
10 Boxes adapted for medical use
10 Boxes adapted for medical waste products
10 Bracelets for medical purposes
10 Braces [supports]
10 Braces for application to the human body
10 Braces for joint fixation
10 Braces for the human body
10 Brain pacemakers
10 Breast implants
10 Breast milk storage bottles
10 Breast prostheses
10 Breast protectors for nursing mothers
10 Breast pumps
10 Breast relievers
10 Breast shells
10 Breast shields
10 Breath testing apparatus for estimating blood alcohol content
10 Bronchoscopes
10 Brushes adapted for medical use
10 Brushes for cleaning body cavities
10 Buccal tubes
10 Calibration catheters
10 Calliper squares
10 Callipers [splints]
10 Canes for medical purposes
10 Cannulae
10 Cannulae for anaesthetics with receptacles
10 Capillary drainage tubes
10 Capillary tubes for blood
10 Capillary tubes for samples
10 Caps being disposable clothing for medical use
10 Caps being disposable clothing for surgical use
10 Carbon arc lamp units for therapeutic purposes
10 Carbon dioxide detectors for medical use
10 Carbon dioxide monitors for use in measuring levels in patients
10 Cardiac catheters
10 Cardiac defibrillation electrodes
10 Cardiac electrodes
10 Cardiac fulguration apparatus
10 Cardiac fulguration electrodes
10 Cardiac pacemakers
10 Cardiac probes
10 Cardiac pulse generators
10 Cardiac stimulators
10 Cardiac valves for surgical prostheses
10 Cardiac vascular prosthesis for surgical prostheses
10 Cardiographic apparatus
10 Cardiographic instruments
10 Cardio-pulmonary diagnostic instrumentation
10 Cardiopulmonary perfusion apparatus
10 Cardiovascular angioscopes
10 Cardiovascular apparatus
10 Cardiovascular catheters
10 Cardiovascular guidewires
10 Cardiovascular instruments
Cardiovascular monitors
Cardiovascular needles
Cardiovascular pumps
Cartridges of staples for surgical stapling instruments
Carving instruments for dental prosthetics
Carving instruments for surgical use
Cases fitted for medical instruments
Cases fitted for medical tools
Cases fitted for surgical tools
Cases fitted for use by surgeons and doctors
Casting splints
Castrating apparatus [for veterinary purposes]
Castrating pincers
Catgut
Catheter apparatus
Catheter apparatus for gastroenterological use
Catheter sets
Catheter skin anchor apparatus
Catheter skin anchor instruments
Catheters
Catheters for medical use
Catheters for surgical use
Catheters for use in embolectomy
Catheters for use in urology
Catheters incorporating filters
Caulking guns for surgical use
Cell counting units for medical use
Cell culture apparatus for medical use
Cell culture instruments for medical use
Centrifugal apparatus for medical use
Centrifugal pump heads for medical use
Centrifugal separating machines for medical use
Centrifuge separators for medical use
Centrifuges for medical use
Centro-medullary nails
Centro-medullary nails for femur
Centro-medullary nails for tibia
Cerclage wires
Cervical balloon catheters
Cervical collars
Cervical portio adapters
Chair lift transporters for transporting patients
Chairs especially made for dental use
Chairs especially made for medical use
Chemical analysers [apparatus] for medical use
Chemically activated cold compresses for medical purposes
Chemically activated hot compresses for medical purposes
Chest drainage devices for removal of fluids from the pleural cavity of patients
Chest percussors
Childbirth mattresses
Chiropractic instruments
Chromatogram analysers for medical use
Chromatographic apparatus for medical use
Chromatographic columns for analytical chromatography for medical use
Chromatographic columns for medical use
Chromatographic instruments for medical use
Chromatographs for medical use
Chromatography apparatus for medical use
Chromatography columns for medical use
Chromatography instruments for medical use
Chromatography plates for medical use
Clamps for surgical use
Clasps for surgical use
Clinical chemistry analysers for medical or veterinary use
Clinical thermometers
Clips adapted for use with ostomy bags
Clips for surgical use
Clips, surgical
Clothing adapted for ostomy patients
Clothing especially for operating rooms
Clothing especially made for medical use
Cloths for washing the body for medical use
Clinical chemistry analysers for medical or veterinary use
Clinical thermometers
Clips adapted for use with ostomy bags
Clips for surgical use
Clips, surgical
Clothing adapted for ostomy patients
Clothing especially for operating rooms
Clothing especially made for medical use
Cloths for washing the body for medical use
Coagulation instruments
Cochlea implants
Cold compresses for medical purposes
Cold packs for medical purposes
Collimating position indicating apparatus for dental x-ray machines
Collimating position indicating apparatus for medical use
Collimating position indicating apparatus for surgical use
Collimating position indicating apparatus for veterinary use
Colorimetric comparators for medical use
Colostomy bags
Colostomy pouches
Colour pyrometers for medical use
Colposcopes
Columns for affinity chromatography for medical use
Columns for liquid affinity chromatography for medical use
Commode chairs
Compresses for supporting the body
Compressing screws in the nature of orthopaedic surgical implants
Compressing screws in the nature of orthopaedic surgical instruments
Compression bandages
Compression bandages [elastic or supportive]
Compression garments
Compression hosiery
Compression panty hose
Compression socks for medical or therapeutic use
Compression stockings
Compressor modules being parts of ventilators for medical use
Compressors [surgical]
Compressors for medical [treatment] purposes
Computer controlled exercise apparatus for therapeutic use
Computer controlled training apparatus for therapeutic use
Computerised tomography apparatus
Condoms
Condoms for hygienic purposes
Condoms for medical purposes
Condoms for prophylactic purposes
Condoms having spermicidal properties
Conforming bandages
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10</th>
<th>Connections for use with breathing apparatus for artificial respiration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Consumable electrodes for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Contact apparatus for deriving electrical signals from animal bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Contact apparatus for deriving electrical signals from human bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Containers especially adapted for the disposal of medical instruments, syringes and other contaminated medical waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Containers especially made for medical waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Continuous positive airway pressure nasal apparatus for the treatment of sleep apnoea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Contoured cushions for patients' use on beds specially adapted for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Contoured cushions for patients' use on chairs specially adapted for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Contoured inflated pads for patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Contraceptive apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Contraceptive appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Contraceptive devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Contraceptives being medically fitted devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Contraceptives being surgically fitted devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Contraceptives for the prevention of infectious diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Contraceptives, non-chemical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Controlled rate release apparatus for dispensing of pharmaceutical substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cooling or heating devices containing heat exchange fluids for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cooling pads for first aid purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Coordinate analysing machines for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Corn knives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Corneal shields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Coronary balloon dilatation catheters for angioplasty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Corsetry for surgical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Corsets for curative purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Corsets for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Costotomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Covers for baby feeding bottles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Covers for medical bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Crowns for use in dental restorative work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Crutch cushion covers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Crutch handle covers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Crutch sockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Crutches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cupping glasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cupping glasses for moxibustion therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Curettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cushioned neck supports for use in baths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cushioned products for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cushioning devices for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cushions for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cushions for medical use for supporting infants being examined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cushions for medical use for supporting infants while being bathed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cushions for medical use, adapted to support the face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cutlery for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cutlery for surgical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cut-off wheels for dental purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cutting discs for dental applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cystomeric apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cystomeric instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cytofluorometric apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cytology brushes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Deep heat massage apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Defibrillator monitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Defibrillators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental apparatus and instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental apparatus for milling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental apparatus for paralleling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental apparatus, electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental articulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental bite trays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental braces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental bridges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental broaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental burs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental chairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental cleaning apparatus utilizing sonic vibrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental cleaning apparatus utilizing ultrasonic vibrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental cleaning apparatus, other than for personal use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental colour guides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental crowns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental curing lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental dams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental descaling apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental descaling apparatus utilizing sonic vibrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental descaling apparatus utilizing ultrasonic vibrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental drill bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental drills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental excavators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental foundation supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental hand pieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental implant apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental implants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental impression trays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental intra-oral cameras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental mirrors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental moulding apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental moulding devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental mouth mirrors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental picks, other than for personal use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental pins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental probes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental prostheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental root posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental shade guides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental spectrocolorimeters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental spectrocolorimeters for determining colours of dental prostheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental syringes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental tray covers made of paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental x-ray apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental x-ray film duplicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental x-ray film hangers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dental x-ray mouth props</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dentists' armchairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dentists' chairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Denture parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dentures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Detecting apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Detecting apparatus for veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Detecting instruments for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Detecting instruments for veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Detection apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Detection apparatus for medical use for chemical substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Detection apparatus for veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Detection tubes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Detectors for medical applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices containing nicotine for absorption through the skin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for applying medicated compositions through the skin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for applying pharmaceutical compositions to the skin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for aspiration of the maxillary sinus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for irrigation of the maxillary sinus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for measuring blood sugar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for measuring intracranial pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for medical use in collecting body excretions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for medical use in collecting body secretions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for medical use in retaining body excretions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for medical use in retaining body secretions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for medical use in sample identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for medical use in sample labelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for medical use in sample splitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for mounting medical ventilators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for the fixation of bone fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for the prevention of leg ulcers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for the prevention of pressure sores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for the treatment of leg ulcers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for the treatment of pressure sores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for use in the administration of medicines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices for use in the administration of pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Devices in the form of cards for use in medical diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diagnostic apparatus for pregnancy testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diagnostic fingercots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diagnostic fingerstalls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diagnostic imaging apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diagnostic instruments for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diagnostic instruments for ophthalmology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diagnostic measuring apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diagnostic test kits for the detection of haemoglobin in faeces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diagnostic testing apparatus for use in immunoassay procedures for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diagnostic testing instruments for use in immunoassay procedure for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diagnostic ultrasound apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diagnostic ultrasound instruments for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dialysers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dialysis apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dialysis machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dialysis membranes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dialyzers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diaphyseal plugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Diathermic handles for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Digital electronic sphygmomanometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Digital obturation monitors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Digital thermometers for medical purposes
Dilatation catheters
Dilation apparatus
Disposable bags for medical use
Disposable clothing for medical use
Disposable clothing for veterinary use
Disposable commode bags
Disposable examination gloves
Disposable forceps
Disposable hypodermic syringes for medical use
Disposable hypodermic syringes for surgical use
Disposable lancets for finger puncture
Disposable microtome blades
Disposable needles for application of dental care compounds
Disposable needles for application of root filling compounds
Disposable needles for hypodermic syringes
Disposable nozzles for dental syringes
Disposable or reusable surgical clothing, footwear and headgear including caps, gowns, masks and over-bo
Disposable plastic containers especially made for syringes
Disposable products for use during surgical procedures
Disposable protective gloves for medical purposes
Disposable sheeting for medical use
Disposable surgical drapes
Disposable syringes
Disposable systems for the collection of medical waste by suction
Disposable teats
Disposable vacuum curettes
Dissecting tables
Dissectors
Douche bags
Drainage bags
Drainage devices for medical purposes
Drainage tubes for medical purposes
Drains for medical purposes
Drape sheets for use during surgery
Drape sheets of absorbent cellulose wadding for use during surgery
Drapes for medical use
Drapes for use in surgery
Draping materials for surgical purposes
Draw-sheets for sick beds
Dressing forceps [for surgical use]
Drilling jigs for dental applications
Drilling jigs for surgical applications
Drilling templates for surgical use
Drills for dental applications
Drills for dental use
Drills for surgical use
Dropper bottles for medical purposes
Droppers for medical purposes
Drug delivery apparatus
Drug delivery devices
Dummies [baby soothers]
Dummies [teats] for babies
Dummies for babies
Dynamic electrocardiogram monitors
Ear adaptors for hearing aids
Ear defenders
Ear inserts for medical use
Ear picks
Ear plugs [ear protection devices]
Ear plugs for medical purposes
Ear plugs for soundproofing (other than for medical use)
Ear protecting devices
Ear protectors
Ear protectors against sound
Ear trumpets
Earmould adapters being apparatus for fitting earmoulds
Earmoulds being parts of hearing aids
Earpicks
Elastic bandages
Elastic compression bandages for medical purposes
Elastic compression bandages for surgical purposes
Elastic stockings [for medical purposes]
Elastic stockings [surgery]
Elastic stockings for medical purposes
Elastic stockings for surgical purposes
Elasticised bandages for supportive use
Elasticised socks for medical purposes
Elasticised socks for surgical purposes
Elasticised supports for the ankle
Elasticised supports for the elbow
Elasticised supports for the knee
Elasticised supports for the wrist
Elbow guard for epicondylitis
Electric acupuncture instruments
Electric air compressors for surgical use
Electric apparatus for therapeutic application to the body
Electric blankets for medical use
Electric bone operating machines
Electric cauteries for surgical use
Electric dental alloy mixing machines
Electric drills for surgical use
Electric foot warmers for medical use
Electric hearing aids
Electric heating appliances for medical therapeutic use
Electric heating covers for medical use
Electric instruments for medical use in the diagnosis of blood
Electric massage apparatus for household use
Electric scalpels [for surgical purposes]
Electric warming pads for medical use
Electrical apparatus for medical purposes for applying therapeutic stimulation to the body
Electrical apparatus for medical treatment
Electrical appliances for curative purposes
Electrical appliances for medical purposes
Electrical appliances for surgical purposes
Electrical devices for use by dentists
Electrical hearing aids
Electrical heating apparatus for medical use
Electrical heating pads for medical [treatment] use
Electrical machines for use in treating the human body
Electrical nerve stimulators
Electrical oral irrigators for use by dentists
Electrical pain management apparatus
Electrically heated blankets for medical purposes
Electrically heated clothing for medical use
Electrically heated cushions for medical purposes
Electrically heated socks for medical purposes
Electrically operated dental apparatus
Electrically operated hearing aids
Electrically operated massagers
Electrically operated medical apparatus
Electrically operated surgical apparatus
Electrically operated veterinary apparatus
Electro medical apparatus
Electro medical instruments
Electrocardiograph apparatus
Electrocardiograph electrodes
Electrocardiograph instruments
Electrocardiograph monitoring apparatus
Electrocardiograph monitors
Electrocardiographic recorders
Electrocardiographs
Electrocardiography apparatus
Electrocautery apparatus
Electrodes for external defibrillators
Electrodes for medical purposes
Electrodes for medical use
Electrodes for picking up biological parameters
Electrodes for picking up electrophysiological parameters
Electrodes for use with medical apparatus
Electroencephalographs
Electromagnetic medical apparatus
Electromagnetic wave apparatus for use in therapy
Electromagnetic wave therapeutic instruments
Electro-mechanical apparatus for medical use in measuring the body functions
Electro-medical apparatus
Electro-medical apparatus for diagnosis
Electro-medical apparatus for firming treatments
Electro-medical apparatus for non-invasive therapy of bone disorders
Electro-medical apparatus for slimming treatments
Electro-medical apparatus for therapy
Electro-medical diagnostic instruments
Electro-medical stimulation current apparatus
Electro-medical x-ray apparatus
Electronic acupuncture apparatus
Electronic acupuncture instruments
Electronic analysers for medical purposes
Electronic apparatus for medical purposes
Electronic apparatus for medical use in monitoring body functions
Electronic apparatus for medical use with computers
Electronic apparatus for neurological diagnosis
Electronic apparatus for neurological monitoring
Electronic apparatus for the prevention of incontinence
Electronic apparatus for therapeutic use
Electronic blood oxygen saturation monitors for medical use
Electronic blood oxygen saturation recorders for medical use
Electronic blood pressure meters
Electronic blood pressure monitors
Electronic carbon dioxide monitors used for medical purposes
Electronic carbon dioxide recorders used for medical purposes
Electronic drop counters for medical use
Electronic endoscopes for medical use
Electronic endoscopes for surgical use
Electronic enuresis alarm devices
Electronic hearing apparatus with masking for tinnitus sufferers
Electronic medical apparatus
Electronic medical instruments
Electronic module calibrators for medical use
Electronic monitoring apparatus for medical use
Electronic monitoring instruments for medical use
Electronic temperature monitors for medical use
Electronic temperature recorders for medical use
Electronic therapeutic devices
Electronic thermometers for medical use
Electronic wound healing devices
Electrophoresis apparatus for medical purposes
Electrophysiology diagnostic catheters
Electrophysiology electrodes
Electro-stimulation apparatus for use in therapeutic treatment
Electrosurgery apparatus and instruments
Electrotherapy apparatus
Electrotherapy instruments
Electrotherapy machines
Emergency pelvic clamps
Endodontic devices
Endodontic post apparatus
Endoprostheses
Endoscopes
Endoscopes for diagnostic use
Endoscopes for medical use
Endoscopes for surgical use
Endoscopes for therapeutic use
Endoscopic apparatus
Endoscopic equipment for medical purposes
Endoscopic occlusion balloons
Endoscopy cameras for medical purposes
Endotracheal tubes
Enema apparatus
Enema apparatus for medical purposes
Enema syringes
Enteral delivery devices
Enuresis alarms
Epidural analgesia apparatus for medical use
Epidural analgesia apparatus for surgical use
Equine bandages for therapeutic use
Esophagoscopes
Esthetic massage apparatus
Evaporators for liquid anaesthetics
Examination chairs specially made for dental use
Examination chairs specially made for medical use
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examination couches specially made for dental use</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination couches specially made for medical use</td>
<td>For dental use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination fingercots</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination gloves for medical use</td>
<td>For dental use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining tables for hospital use</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise apparatus for medical rehabilitative purposes</td>
<td>For dental use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise apparatus, specifically adapted for medical purposes</td>
<td>For orthopaedic use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise boots [orthopaedic footwear]</td>
<td>For medical rehabilitative purposes for orthopaedic use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise boots for medical rehabilitative purposes</td>
<td>For use in orthopaedic conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise devices for medical rehabilitative purposes</td>
<td>For use in orthopaedic conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise equipment for medical rehabilitative purposes</td>
<td>For use in orthopaedic conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise machines for medical rehabilitative purposes</td>
<td>For use in orthopaedic conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise simulating apparatus for medical purposes</td>
<td>For use in orthopaedic conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercising apparatus for medical rehabilitative purposes</td>
<td>For use in orthopaedic conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expandable braids for insertion in bile ducts for treating stenosis</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expandable braids for insertion in blood vessels for treating stenosis</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expandable braids for insertion in oesophagus for the treatment of stenosis</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expandable braids for insertion in tubular organs of the body for the treatment of stenosis</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explorers [medical or surgical apparatus]</td>
<td>For medical or surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposed X-ray films for medical use</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External defibrillators</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External fixators [splints]</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extractors [medical apparatus]</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye baths</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye protectors for medical use</td>
<td>For surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye shields for medical use</td>
<td>For surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye shields for surgical use</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye testing apparatus</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye trays for medical use</td>
<td>For surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye trays for surgical use</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face masks for medical use</td>
<td>For surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face masks for surgical use</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face shields for medical use</td>
<td>For surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face shields for surgical use</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial saunas for medical use</td>
<td>For surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faecal pouches</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed pumps for administering food</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding bottle receptacles</td>
<td>For surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding bottle teats</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding bottle valves</td>
<td>For surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding bottles</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding bottles for babies</td>
<td>For surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female urinary incontinence devices</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femoral nails</td>
<td>For surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fever thermometers</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre optic instruments for medical purposes</td>
<td>For surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre optic viewers for medical purposes</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre optic viewing devices for medical purposes</td>
<td>For surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrescopes for medical use</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Files [dental apparatus]</td>
<td>For dental use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Files [surgical apparatus]</td>
<td>For surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filling instruments for dental purposes</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter cartridges for medical use in the filtration of pharmaceutical liquids</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter membranes for use in diagnostic applications</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filters for blood and blood components for medical purposes</td>
<td>For medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Filters for inhalers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Filters for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Filters for soothing apparatus for use in the mouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Filters for temporary placement within veins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Filters for ultraviolet rays for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Filters for ultraviolet rays, for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Filters for use within veins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Finger guards for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Finger pricking devices being medical instruments for use in drawing blood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Finger splints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Finger stalls for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>First aid medical apparatus for sale in kit form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Fistula needles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Flasks for parenteral nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Flasks made of plastics for containing liquids to be injected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Flexible bronchoscopes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Flexible esophagoscopes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Flexible medical endoscopes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Flexible needles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Flight socks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Fluid collection containers for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Fluid sampling apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Fluoride trays for medical or dental use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Foot bandages [supportive]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Foot extensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Foot inserts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Foot massagers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Foot orthoses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Foot pillows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Foot supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Forceps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Forceps elevators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Forceps for dental technical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Forceps for repositioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Foreign body retrieval apparatus for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Foreign body retrieval balloon catheters for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Foreign body retrieval baskets for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Foreign body retrieval forceps for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Fumigation apparatus for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Furniture adapted for medical treatment purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Furniture adapted for medical treatment use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Furniture especially made for dental use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Furniture especially made for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Furniture especially made for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Furniture especially made for surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Furniture for endoscopic examination purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Furniture for use in surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Gait analysis apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Galvanic belts for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Galvanic therapeutic appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Gamma apparatus for measuring human cell attenuation for diagnostic purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Gamma apparatus for medical diagnosis using images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Gamma cameras for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Gamma instruments for measuring human cell attenuation for medical diagnostic purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Gamma instruments for medical diagnosis using images</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gas analysers for medical analysis
Gas chromatography apparatus for medical use
Gas detectors for medical use
Gas laser apparatus for medical treatment
Gas supply apparatus for hospitals
Gastroscopes
Genetic testing apparatus for medical purposes
Gloves for dental use
Gloves for medical examinations
Gloves for medical purposes
Gloves for medical use
Gloves for surgical purposes
Gloves for surgical use
Gloves for use during operations
Gloves for use in hospitals
Gloves for veterinary use
Goniometers for orthopaedic use
Goniometers for surgical use
Gouges for medical or surgical use
Gowns for surgical use
Grab bars adapted for use by invalids
Graduated compression hosiery
Grinding discs for dental applications
Grounding pads
Guide wires for percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty
Guide wires for use with balloon dilatation catheters
Guide wires for use with balloon dilation catheters
Gurneys, wheeled
Gynaecological apparatus
Gynaecological instruments
Gynecological dilators
Gynecological medical instruments for examining women’s reproductive organs
Haemacytometers
Haemoglobinometers
Haematology analysers
Haemacytometers
Haemoglobinometers
Haemoperfusion cartridges
Haemostats
Hair prostheses
Hair prosthesis
Hammers for medical or surgical use
Hand exercisers for therapeutic use
Hand held mirrors for use in dental inspection
Hand-operated balloon inflating devices for percutaneous transluminal angioplasty
Hand-operated balloon inflating devices for use with balloon dilatation catheters
Hand-operated spraying apparatus for medical purposes
Hard elastic sutures
Heads for hip prostheses
Health trusses
Heamostasis management apparatus
Heamostasis management instruments
Hearing aids
Hearing aids for the deaf [acoustic aids]
10 Hearing apparatus for the deaf
10 Hearing devices for use by persons with a hearing impairment
10 Hearing protectors
10 Hearing protectors to prevent loud noises damaging the hearing
10 Hearing protectors without the ability to reproduce or transmit sound
10 Heart monitors
10 Heart monitors to be worn during exercise
10 Heart pacemakers
10 Heart rate calculators
10 Heart rate monitoring apparatus
10 Heart rate monitors
10 Heart signal monitors
10 Heartbeat measuring apparatus
10 Heat beds for medical treatment
10 Heat dispensing containers for relieving muscle pain
10 Heat dispensing containers for relieving pain in the ear
10 Heat exchange anti-bacterial filters for medical use
10 Heat exchange anti-viral filters for medical use
10 Heat pads for therapeutic treatment
10 Heat therapy apparatus
10 Heat therapy instruments
10 Heat treatment apparatus
10 Heat treatment installations [therapeutic]
10 Heat wrap massage apparatus
10 Heating apparatus for medical purposes
10 Heating blankets for medical purposes
10 Heating cushions [pads], electric, for medical purposes
10 Heating cushions [pads], non-electric, for medical purposes
10 Heating cushions, electric, for medical purposes
10 Heating cushions, non-electric, for medical purposes
10 Heating pads for medical purposes
10 Heating pads, electric, for medical purposes
10 Heel pads for orthopaedic use
10 Heel supports for orthopaedic use
10 Hemocytometers
10 Hemostatic devices
10 Hemostatic instruments
10 Hemostats
10 Heparin control apparatus for surgical procedures
10 Hernia bandages
10 High filter surgical masks
10 High frequency coagulation apparatus for dental purposes
10 High frequency coagulation apparatus for medical purposes
10 High frequency coagulation devices for dental purposes
10 High frequency coagulation devices for medical purposes
10 High frequency coagulation instruments dental purposes
10 High frequency coagulation instruments for medical purposes
10 High frequency cutting apparatus for dental purposes
10 High frequency cutting apparatus for medical purposes
10 High frequency cutting devices for dental purposes
10 High frequency cutting devices for medical purposes
10 High frequency cutting instruments for dental purposes
10 High frequency cutting instruments for medical purposes
10 High frequency electromagnetic therapy apparatus
High frequency generators for use in medical treatment
High frequency surgical apparatus and instruments
High risk delivery resuscitation apparatus
High risk delivery resuscitation instruments
Hip implants
Hip joint endoprostheses
Hoists for disabled persons [invalids' hoists]
Holders for x-ray films for use in the mouth
Hollow fibre membrane elements for medical or surgical use
Hooks being fracture fixation devices
Hooks for limb replacement
Hooks for medical or surgical use
Hooks for spondylolysis
Hose systems for peritoneal dialysis
Hoses adapted for use with medical ventilators
Hospital examination chairs
Hospital examination tables
Hospital gurneys
Hot air therapeutic apparatus
Hot air vibrators for medical purposes
Hot therapy apparatus
Hot therapy instruments
Human wearable robots to be used in medical purposes
Humidifiers for use in medical treatment
Humidifiers for use with respiratory therapy apparatus
Humidifying apparatus for medical use
Humidifying machines for medical use
Hydrocephalus valves
Hydrophilic guide wire to track catheters
Hydrostatic [water] beds for medical purposes
Hydrostatic beds for medical purposes
Hydrotherapeutic apparatus
Hydrotherapeutic installations
Hyperthermia apparatus for the treatment of diseases of the prostate
Hyperthermia apparatus for the treatment of urinary diseases
Hypodermic injection apparatus
Hypodermic injection apparatus for use in injecting substances
Hypodermic needles
Hypodermic needles for use in infusion therapy
Hypodermic needles for use in renal dialysis
Hypodermic needles for use in transfusion therapy
Hypodermic needles for use in wound drainage
Hypodermic syringes
Hypogastric belts
Hypothermia analysis instruments
Ice bag pillows for medical purposes
Ice bags for medical purposes
Ice packs for the treatment of injuries
Igniters for use in moxibustion
Image processing apparatus for digital imaging in X-ray diagnostics for medical purposes
Imaging apparatus for use in the oral cavity
Immunoadsorption columns for diagnostic use
Immunoadsorption columns for therapeutic use
Immunological analysers
Impactors for medical or dental use
Implant abutments for dental purposes
Implant bridges for dental purposes
Implant materials [prosthesis] for use in dental surgery
Implant materials [prosthesis] for use in surgery
Implant models
Implantable cardiac pulse generators
Implantable devices for medical use in measuring the composition of body fluids
Implantable devices for the delivery of automatic medication
Implantable materials for surgical use made by knitting synthetic yarn
Implantable pacemakers
Implantable pacemaking leads
Implantable subcutaneous drug delivery devices
Implantable urethral stents
Implantable urologic prostheses
Implanted prosthesis
Implants [prosthesis]
Implants [prosthesis] for bone surgery
Implants [prosthesis] for dental surgery
Implants [prosthesis] for ligaments
Implants [prosthesis] for use in bone grafting
Implants [prosthesis] for use in dentistry
Implants [prosthesis] for use in facial surgery
Implants [prosthesis] for use in human medicine
Implants [prosthesis] for use in jaw surgery
Implants [prosthesis] for use in jawbone surgery
Implants [prosthesis] for use in oral surgery
Implants [prosthesis] for use in tendons
Implants [prosthesis] for use in the body
Implants consisting of artificial materials
Implants for osteosynthesis
Impulse measuring apparatus for medical use
Impulse measuring instruments for medical use
Inadvertent peep reducers being parts of medical ventilators for maintaining pressure
Incentive spirometers for medical use
Incision foils for surgical use
Incontinence bed pads
Incontinence sheets
Incontinence sheets for use with babies
Incontinence sheets for use with infants
Incubation units
Incubators for babies
Incubators for medical purposes
Indoor fitness apparatus for medical purposes
Infants' feeding bottles
Infants' neonatal pacifiers
Infants' pacifiers
Inflatable appliances [splints] for medical use in holding the limbs
Inflatable appliances for medical use in applying pressure to the limbs
Inflatable appliances for surgical use in holding the limbs
Inflatable cushions for medical purposes
Inflatable mattresses for medical purposes
Inflatable mattresses for orthopaedic purposes
Inflatable pillows for medical use for fitting around the neck
Inflatable pillows for surgical use for fitting around the neck
Inflation devices for balloon catheters
Inflation syringes for medical or surgical use
Infrared apparatus for curative purposes
Infrared apparatus for medical purposes
Infrared apparatus for surgical purposes
Infrared lamps for curative purposes
Infrared lamps for medical purposes
Infrared lamps for surgical purposes
Infrared radiator units for therapeutic purposes
Infrared telemetry apparatus for electro-cardiography
Infrared thermometers for medical purposes
Infusion apparatus for therapeutic purposes
Infusion columns
Infusion pumps
Infusion pumps to deliver medication
Inhalation devices for medical use
Inhalation protection devices for medical purposes
Inhalation protectors for medical use
Inhaler devices for administering medicaments
Inhalers
Inhalers for medical purposes [sold empty]
Inhalers for medical use
Inhalers for the evaporation of aromatherapeutical substances
Injection apparatus for use with human growth hormones
Injection device for pharmaceuticals
Injection instruments without needles
Injection needles
Injection needles for medical use
Injection sleeves for medical use
Injection syringes [syringe barrels]
Injection syringes for medical purposes
Injectors for medical purposes
Inner lumens for balloon catheters
Inner soles [orthopaedic] for footwear
Inoculating apparatus
Inoculating devices
Inoculators
Inserts for breathing apparatus for medical use
Inserts for breathing apparatus for surgical use
Inserts for breathing masks for medical use
Inserts for breathing masks for surgical use
Inserts for footwear [orthopaedic]
Inserts for shoes [orthopaedic]
Inserts for the nose
Insoles [orthopaedic]
Insoles for boots [orthopaedic]
Insoles for corrective treatment of conditions of the feet
Insoles for corrective treatment of conditions of the lower limbs
Insoles for footwear [orthopaedic]
Insoles for orthopaedic boots
Insoles for orthopaedic footwear
Insoles for orthopaedic shoes
Insoles for shoes [orthopaedic]
Insole-shells [orthopaedic]
Inspection apparatus for medical or dental use
Inspection devices for medical or dental use
Inspection glasses for medical or dental use
Inspection instruments for medical or dental use
Inspection mirrors for medical or dental use
Installations for the production of x-rays for dental purposes
Installations for the production of x-rays for medical purposes
Instrument cases for use by doctors
Instruments for analysing volatile mass in specimens under test for medical use
Instruments for applying dental filling
Instruments for cardiac stimulation
Instruments for contraception purposes
Instruments for diagnosis for medical use
Instruments for inserting surgical implants
Instruments for intraluminar sclerosation of varicose veins
Instruments for massage
Instruments for medical use in biochemical purification
Instruments for medical use in testing microbiological samples
Instruments for medical use in the preparation of cells
Instruments for medical use in the preparation of liquids containing cells
Instruments for medical use in the treatment of samples before analysis
Instruments for medical use in the treatment of samples before separation
Instruments for ophthalmologic examinations
Instruments for patient reconstruction
Instruments for patient rehabilitation
Instruments for prophylactic purposes
Instruments for rubber band ligation of haemorrhoids
Instruments for the construction of tissue anchored artificial eyes
Instruments for the construction of tissue anchored artificial joints
Instruments for the construction of tissue anchored artificial limbs
Instruments for the construction of tissue anchored prostheses
Instruments for use in gas chromatography for medical use
Instruments for use in liquid chromatography for medical use
Instruments for use in medical analysis
Instruments for use in post-operative colostomy
Instruments for use in post-operative fistulae
Instruments for use in post-operative ileostomy
Instruments for use in post-operative stoma
Instruments for use in post-operative urostomy
Instruments for use in pre-operative colostomy
Instruments for use in pre-operative fistulae
Instruments for use in pre-operative ileostomy
Instruments for use in pre-operative stoma
Instruments for use in pre-operative urostomy
Instruments for use in the fitting of artificial teeth
Instruments for use in the fitting of dental protheses
Instruments for use in the fitting of orthodontic appliances
Instruments for use in the preparation of artificial teeth
Instruments for use in the preparation of dental protheses
Instruments for use in the preparation of orthodontic appliances
Insufflation needles
Insufflators
Interdental brushes for use in dental treatment
Interdental immobilization apparatus
Interdental immobilization instruments
Interdental stimulators for use in dental treatment
Interpupillometers
Intra-aortic balloons being medical devices
Intracardiac catheter
Intra-corneal implants
Intramedullary compression devices for prostheses
Intramedullary fracture fixation devices for prostheses
Intramedullary nails
Intramedullary plugs
Intra-ocular implants
Intraocular lens biometers
Intraocular lenses
Intra-ocular lenses
Intraocular lenses for surgical implantation
Intraocular prostheses [lenses] for surgical implantation
Intra-uterine devices
Intra-uterine devices for contraception
Intra-vascular apparatus for medical use
Intra-vascular blood gas monitoring apparatus
Intra-vascular blood gas monitoring systems
Intravenous administration apparatus for medical purposes
Intravenous administration instruments for medical purposes
Intravenous bags for medical purposes
Intravenous bags for surgical purposes
Intravenous catheter sets
Intravenous feeding bottles
Intravenous feeding tubes
Intravenous infusion pumps for medical purposes
Introducers for implanting anti-embolic filters
Introducers for implanting vena-cava filters
Invalid walkers
Invalids' hoists
In-vitro diagnostic testing apparatus for medical use
In-vitro diagnostic testing apparatus incorporating chemical reagents for medical use
Irrigating apparatus for use by dentists in washing teeth and gums
Irrigating apparatus for use in washing body cavities
Irrigation drainage devices for medical use
Irrigation pouches for medical use
Irrigators being surgical apparatus
Irrigators for medical use
Isolation bags for medical use
Joint and muscle supports [elastic and supportive bandages]
Joint endoprostheses
Joint prostheses
Keratometers
Keratoscopes
Kidney horns
Knee bandages [supportive]
Knee bandages, orthopaedic
Knee bandages, orthopedic
Knee braces
Knee crutches
Knee guards in the nature of supports, other than sports articles
Knee prostheses
Knives for medical use
Knives for surgical purposes
Lab units for the dilution of liquids for medical use
Lab units for the dispensing of liquids for medical use
Lab units for the incubation of liquids for medical use
Lab units for the mixing of liquids for medical use
Lab units for the transfer of liquids for medical use
Ladies' stockings [surgical]
Lag screws in the nature of orthopaedic surgical implants
Lag screws in the nature of orthopaedic surgical instruments
Lamps for medical [curative] purposes
Lamps for medical purposes
Lamps for producing polarised light for medical use
Lamps for use with dental instruments
Lamps for use with medical instruments
Lancet devices for medical use in extracting blood for blood tests
Lancets
Lancing apparatus for surgical use
Lancing devices for surgical use
Laryngeal Masks
Laryngectomy protectors
Laryngoscopes
Laser beam delivery apparatus for medical use
Laser beam delivery instruments for medical use
Laser cutting apparatus for medical use
Laser cutting tools for medical use
Laser devices for medical application
Laser devices for surgical application
Laser installations for medical use
Laser instruments for medical use
Laser light transmitting apparatus for medical use
Laser light treatment apparatus for medical use
Laser light treatment instruments for medical use
Laser machining tools for medical use
Laser scalpels for medical use
Lasers capable of producing pulsating laser beams for medical use
Lasers for dental purposes
Lasers for medical purposes
Lasers for medical use
Lasers for ophthalmic purposes
Lasers for surgical use
Lasers for use in surgery
Lasers for veterinary purposes
Lasers incorporating optical fibres for medical use
Latex examination gloves for medical use
Latex gloves for medical use
Latex gloves for surgical use
Lavage apparatus for therapeutic purposes
Leg exercising apparatus for medical use
Leg traction units for medical use
Length gauges for medical use
Lenses [intraocular prostheses] for surgical implantation
Lenses [intraocular prosthesis] for surgical implantation
Lice combs
Lifting appliances for invalids
Ligating clip applicators for medical use
Ligating clips for medical use
Light boxes for medical use
Light filters for medical use
Light production apparatus for medical use
Light sources for electronic endoscopes for medical purposes
Light sources for medical use
Lighting for medical use
Limb compression apparatus
Limb compression instruments
Linear accelerators for medical use in radiotherapy
Lip retractors
Liquid chromatograph apparatus for medical use
Liquid chromatography columns for medical use
Liquid chromatography injectors for medical use
Liquid chromatography instruments for medical use
Listening apparatus for use by persons with impaired hearing
Lithotomical instruments
Lithotomy leg holders
Lithotripsy devices for the treatment of gall stones
Lithotripsy devices for the treatment of kidney stones
Lithotripters
Loop ostomy rods
Love dolls [sex dolls]
Low air loss sectional pneumatic therapeutic mattresses
Low frequency electric therapy apparatus
Lubricating apparatus for medical use
Luer lock needles for medical use
Luer tapers for medical use
Lumbar belts
Lung forceps
Lung function test apparatus for medical use
Lymphoedema hosiery
Lymphoedema sleeves
Machines for physical exercise for medical use
Machines incorporating weights for use in physiotherapy
Magnetic field generators for medical use
Magnetic resonance ct apparatus
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) diagnostic apparatus
Magnetic resonance imaging apparatus for medical purposes
Magnetic resonance imaging apparatus for medical use in diagnostic evaluation
Magnetic resonance imaging instruments for medical purposes
Magnetic resonance imaging spectrometers for medical use
Magnetic treatment apparatus for medical use
Magnets for therapeutic use
Mallets for medical use
Mallets for surgical use
Mandrins [surgical apparatus]
Manipulative apparatus for medical use
Manipulative apparatus for surgical use
Manometer lines for medical use
Manometers for medical use
Manual massage apparatus
Manual massage instruments
Manually operated cutting devices for histological purposes for medical use
Manually operated cutting devices for histological purposes for surgical use
Manually operated exercise apparatus for medical use
Masks for use by medical personnel
Massage apparatus
Massage apparatus [for medical purposes]
Massage apparatus for eyes
Massage apparatus for use as marital aids
Massage appliances
Massage chairs
Massage chairs with built-in massage apparatus
Massage mitts
Massaging apparatus
Massaging apparatus for personal use
Mastectomy brassieres
Materials for bandaging [elasticated]
Materials for bandaging [supportive]
Materials for bandaging [supporting]
Materials for suture
Materials for use in orthodontics [prostheses]
Materials for use in prosthodontics [prostheses]
Materials prepared for bandaging [supporting]
Maternity belts
Maternity support belts for medical purposes
Maternity underpads
Mats for effervescent bath massage
Mattress apparatus for therapeutic use
Mattress covers for incontinence
Mattress pads for incontinence
Mattress protectors for incontinence
Mattress slips for incontinence
Mattresses for hospital patient trolleys
Mattresses for medical use
Maxillo-mandibular splints for use in maxillofacial surgery
Measuring apparatus for medical use
Measuring apparatus for the photometric analysis of fluids for medical use
Measuring apparatus for the photometric analysis of gases for medical use
Measuring apparatus for the spectroscopic analysis of fluids for medical use
Measuring apparatus for the spectroscopic analysis of gases for medical use
Measuring apparatus for use in bioassay techniques for medical use
Measuring devices for medical use
Measuring devices for physiological variables
Measuring devices having digital displays for medical use
Measuring instruments adapted for medical use
Measuring machines for medical use
Measuring spoons for administering medicine
Mechanical valves for implantation in human hearts
Medical aids for use in stoma care
Medical analysis apparatus
Medical analysis instruments
Medical and surgical catheters
Medical and surgical cutters for cutting human or animal tissue and organs
Medical and surgical knives for cutting human or animal tissue and organs
Medical and surgical laparoscopes
Medical apparatus and instruments
Medical apparatus and instruments relating to neurovegetative reactivity
Medical apparatus for assisting breathing
Medical apparatus for controlling pulmonary gas exchange parameters
Medical apparatus for detecting carbon dioxide in the airways
Medical apparatus for diagnostic purposes
Medical apparatus for exercise
Medical apparatus for facilitating the inhalation of pharmaceutical preparations
Medical apparatus for heat exposure sterilisation
Medical apparatus for hyperhidrosis treatment
Medical apparatus for introducing pharmaceutical preparations into the human body
Medical apparatus for measuring the oxygen content of blood
Medical apparatus for monitoring
Medical apparatus for monitoring pulmonary gas exchange parameters
Medical apparatus for nerve stimulation
Medical apparatus for neurographic purposes
Medical apparatus for performing in-vitro diagnostic tests
Medical apparatus for producing laser polarised light
Medical apparatus for producing laser radiation
Medical apparatus for renal dialysis
Medical apparatus for sterilisation
Medical apparatus for strengthening muscles of the pelvic floor
Medical apparatus for testing muscles of the pelvic floor
Medical apparatus for testing susceptibility to diseases
Medical apparatus for testing susceptibility to disorders
Medical apparatus for testing the level of glucose in the blood
Medical apparatus for the display of tomographic data
Medical apparatus for the evaluation of in-vitro diagnostic tests
Medical apparatus for the processing of tomographic data
Medical apparatus for the purpose of analysis
Medical apparatus for the relief of pain
Medical apparatus for training breathing techniques
Medical apparatus for urethral catheterization
Medical apparatus for urological purposes
Medical apparatus for use in blood gas monitoring
Medical apparatus for use in cardiac surgery
Medical apparatus for use in dialysis
Medical apparatus for use in endoscopy
Medical apparatus for use in expansion of tissue to define an opening
Medical apparatus for use in laparoscopy
Medical apparatus for use in respiration
Medical apparatus for use in sterilization processes
Medical apparatus for use in the treatment of injuries
Medical apparatus incorporating lasers
Medical appliances for intravenous administration of nutritional solutions
Medical appliances for use by persons suffering from colostomy
Medical appliances for use by persons suffering from ileostomy
Medical appliances for use by persons suffering from incontinence
Medical appliances for use by persons suffering from urine diversion
Medical assay apparatus for the detection of helicobacter pylori organisms
Medical bags for apparatus and instruments [fitted]
Medical blankets for the cooling of patients
Medical blankets for the warming of patients
Medical blood oxygenation devices
Medical braces
Medical catheter placement devices
Medical catheters
Medical compression stockings
Medical compression tights
Medical cooling units to control body wound temperatures
Medical cooling units with body contact applicators
Medical cutting devices
Medical devices for assisting respiration
Medical devices for closing wounds
Medical devices for dental surgery
Medical devices for dosimetry purposes in the field of radiotherapy
Medical devices for implantology
Medical devices for micro-surgery
Medical devices for moxibustion therapy
Medical diagnostic apparatus
Medical diagnostic apparatus for sale in kit form
Medical diagnostic instruments
Medical diagnostic saliva pads
Medical diagnostic saliva vials
Medical diagnostic testing apparatus
Medical drainage bags for collection of abscess
Medical drainage bags for collection of biliary
Medical drainage bags for collection of nephrostomy
Medical drapes of non-woven textile materials
Medical electrodes
Medical electronic diagnostic apparatus
Medical electronic therapeutic apparatus
Medical endoscopes
Medical examination gloves
Medical examination lamps
Medical examination sheets
Medical gas-insufflators
Medical gloves
Medical gowns
Medical guide wire
Medical guidewires
Medical hand tools
Medical hearing instruments
Medical heating units to control body wound temperatures
Medical heating units with body contact applicators
Medical heating units with body contact applicators to control body wound temperatures
Medical hygienic devices for incontinent patients
Medical ice bag holders
Medical imaging apparatus
Medical implants
Medical infusion pumps
Medical inhalers
Medical instruments
Medical instruments for animals
Medical instruments for cutting tissue
Medical instruments for drug abuse testing
Medical instruments for infectious disease testing
Medical instruments for interstitial thermotherapy of biological tissue
Medical instruments for percutaneous tracheostomy
Medical instruments for recording physiological data
Medical instruments for the removal of warts by freezing
Medical instruments for therapeutic drug monitoring
Medical instruments for use as aids to hearing
Medical instruments for use in relation to hearing
Medical instruments incorporating lasers
Medical knives
Medical laser apparatus
Medical laser beam apparatus
Medical lasers
Medical lasers for beauty therapy
Medical lasers for cosmetic purposes
Medical lasers for skin treatment
Medical masks
Medical mattresses
Medical measuring apparatus for measurements on hair
Medical measuring apparatus for measurements on skin
Medical operating lamps
Medical patient treatment chairs
Medical pressure chambers
Medical probes
Medical prostheses
Medical pulse pressure transducers
Medical pumps
Medical radiation apparatus
Medical scissors
Medical screw connections
Medical shields for protection from bruising
Medical spatulas
Medical specimen cups
Medical stents
Medical stethoscopes
Medical stockings with decreasing compression
Medical stretchers
Medical support hosiery
Medical supports for the body
Medical syringe needles
Medical syringes
Medical tables for examination or treatment purposes
Medical testing apparatus
Medical testing instruments
Medical therapy apparatus
Medical therapy instruments
Medical trays
Medical tubing for transfusions
Medical ultrasound apparatus
Medical ventilators
Medical vessel dilators
Medical x-ray apparatus
Medicinal bottle stoppers
Medicinal catheters
Medicinal injection syringes
Medicine administering spoons
Medico-surgical tubes
Membrane test plates for use in medical diagnostics
Membranes for filtration for medical use
Menstrual cups
Menstrual cups (intravaginal utensils for menstruation)
Mercury arc lamp units for therapeutic purposes
Mercury thermometers for medical use
Mesh nerve connecting tubes for medical use
Mesh nerve connecting tubes for surgical use
Mesh nerve connecting tubes for veterinary use
Metering pumps for delivering drugs in measured quantities for medical use
Meters for body fluids
Meters for measuring blood glucose
Meters incorporating visual displays for medical use
Microdermabrasion apparatus
Microelectrical therapeutic apparatus
Microelectrical therapeutic apparatus for use in relieving pain
Microplate readers for reagent installations for medical laboratory analysis
Mirrors for dentists
Mirrors for medical examination purposes
Mirrors for surgeons
Mittens for medical use
Mixing apparatus for mixing embedding compositions for use in dentistry
Mixing apparatus for mixing impression materials for use in dentistry
Mixing apparatus for mixing moulding compositions for use in dentistry
Mixing apparatus for mixing plaster for use in dentistry
Mobile stretchers for carrying patients
Moisture exchangers for medical use in transferring the heat of exhaled breath to inhaled breath
Molecular filtering devices for medical use
Molecular sieves for medical use
Monitoring apparatus for medical use
Mononuclear cell apparatus for medical use
Motor vibrated massage apparatus
Mouth guards for medical purposes
Mouth mirrors for use in the examination of the oral cavity
Moxibustion apparatus
MRI diagnostic apparatus
Mucus extractors
Muscle building apparatus for medical use
Muscle exercising apparatus for medical use
Myo-electrically controlled prosthetic devices
Nail pinches for medical use
Nails for surgical purposes
Nasal and oral inhalers
Nasal aspirators
Nasal dilators
Nasal douches
Nebulisers
Nebulizers for administering a medication aerosol to a patient's respiratory system
Nebulizers for medical use
Neck pillows for medical or surgical use
Neck rolls for medical or surgical use
Neckrolls for medical or surgical use
Needle and suture combinations
Needle holders for surgical use
Needles for dental purposes
Needles for injections
Needles for medical purposes
Needles for surgical purposes
Neo-natal pacifiers
Nephelometric analysers for medical diagnosis
Nerve muscle stimulators
10 Neurosurgical adaptors
10 Nippers for medical use
10 Nippers for surgical use
10 Nipple protectors for personal use
10 Nipple shields for personal use
10 Nipples for babies feeding bottles
10 Nipples for baby bottles
10 Noise protection means in the form of deformable ear plugs
10 Non-chemical contraceptives
10 Non-elastic bandages [supportive]
10 Non-electrical medical apparatus for collecting blood
10 Non-electrical medical apparatus for collecting body fluids
10 Non-selective electrodes being chemically sensitive probes for medical use
10 Non-spill medicine spoons for infants
10 Nozzles for dental syringes
10 Nuclear magnetic resonance apparatus for medical scanning
10 Nuclear magnetic resonance installations for medical scanning
10 Nuclear medical diagnostic apparatus
10 Nuclear medicine tomographic scanners
10 Nuclear resonance spectrometers for medical use
10 Nurses' trolleys adapted to contain drugs for dispensing to patients
10 Nurses' tweezers
10 Nursing appliances
10 Nursing bottles
10 Obstetric apparatus
10 Obstetric apparatus for cattle
10 Obstetric beds
10 Obstetric tables
10 Operating field boundary cloths
10 Operating field boundary surgical drapes
10 Operating instruments for use with medical endoscopes
10 Operating instruments for use with surgical endoscopes
10 Operating tables
10 Operating theatre sheets
10 Ophthalmic apparatus
10 Ophthalmic instruments
10 Ophthalmic microsurgical knives
10 Ophthalmological apparatus
10 Ophthalmological instruments
10 Ophthalmometers
10 Ophthalmoscopes
10 Optical apparatus for medical endoscopy
10 Optical appliances for medical purposes
10 Optical articles for medical purposes
10 Optical components for medical diagnostic use
10 Optical detection apparatus for medical diagnostic use
10 Optical detection installations for medical diagnostic use
10 Optical devices for medical diagnostic use
10 Optical fibre apparatus for medical diagnostic use
10 Optical fibre temperature probes for medical diagnostic use
10 Optical fibres for medical diagnostic use
10 Optical goods for medical diagnostic use
10 Optical imaging for medical diagnostic use
10 Optical inspection apparatus for medical diagnostic use
10 Optical instruments for medical diagnostic use
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Optical instruments for medical endoscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Optical products for medical inspection purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Optical scanners for medical inspection purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Optical sources for medical inspection purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Optical temperature measuring instruments for medical inspection purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Optical viewing apparatus for medical inspection purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Optical viewing glasses for medical inspection purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Optomedical examination instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Optometric instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Oral irrigators for use by dentists in washing the gums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Oral irrigators for use in dentistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthodontic apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthodontic appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthodontic brackets [braces] for use in straightening teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthodontic products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthodontic rubber bands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthodontic apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic bandages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic belts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic braces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic compression supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic detachable insoles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic femur prostheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic foot cushions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic footwear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic healing aids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic hip prostheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic hosiery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic implants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic inner soles incorporating arch supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic inserts for footwear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic insoles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic joint implant prostheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic knee bandages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic medical devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic oto-rhino-laryngological apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic prostheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic sheets adapted for use during orthopaedic operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic shoe insoles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic soles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic splints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic strapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic supports for feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopaedic supports for heels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopedic apparatus for talipes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopedic articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopedic belts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopedic cushions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopedic footwear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthopedic soles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthotic apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthotic devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthotic inserts for footwear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Orthotic insoles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Osseous implants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Osseous implants made of artificial materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ostomy apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ostomy appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ostomy articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ostomy bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ostomy devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ostomy instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ostomy pouches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ostomy products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ostomy seals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Otological implants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Otological prostheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Otological prosthetic appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Otoscopes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Oxygen concentration analysers for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Oxygen concentration monitors for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Oxygen electrodes for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Oxygen enrichment apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Oxygen inhalers for medical purposes sold empty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Oxygen masks for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Oxygen sensors for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Oxygenators for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ozone generators for use in administering ozone therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ozone monitors for use in administering ozone therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ozonisers [ozonators] for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ozonizers [ozonators] for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ozonizing apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pacifiers [babies' dummies]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pacifiers for babies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Padded cushions for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Padded neck supports for surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Padding material for supportive use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Padding materials for medical use in supporting the body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pads [pouches] for preventing pressure sores on patient bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pads for inhibiting snoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pads for medical use in applying a fluid to the skin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pads for seats for wheelchairs for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pads for shoes [orthopaedic]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pads for slippers [orthopaedic]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Paediatric pacifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Parallel bars for medical therapeutic use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Particle analysers for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Patella subluxation devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Patient examination gowns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Patient examination tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Patient litters in the nature of stretchers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Patient monitoring apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Patient monitoring instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Patient safety restraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Patient stretchers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 | Patient treatment tables  
2 | Patient ventilation apparatus  
3 | Patient ventilation instruments  
4 | Peep activators being parts of medical ventilators for maintaining pressure  
5 | Pelvic rests  
6 | Pelvimeters  
7 | Penile sheaths  
8 | Percussion hammers for diagnostic purposes  
9 | Percutaneous insertion trays  
10 | Percutaneous renal access sets  
11 | Performance testing apparatus for medical use  
12 | Perfusion apparatus  
13 | Perfusion apparatus for maintaining viability of organs for transplant  
14 | Periodontal irrigators for use in dental treatment  
15 | Periodontal therapeutic appliances  
16 | Periosteal elevators  
17 | Periurethral prostheses  
18 | Permanent magnets for medical use  
19 | Permanent magnets for therapeutic use  
20 | Personal hip prosthesis  
21 | Pessaries  
22 | Pharmaceutical apparatus  
23 | Pharmaceutical instruments  
24 | Photometric analysers for medical use  
25 | Photometric apparatus for medical use  
26 | Photometric instruments for medical use  
27 | Physical analysers for medical use  
28 | Physical analysing apparatus for medical use  
29 | Physical exercise apparatus for medical purposes  
30 | Physical exercise apparatus, for medical purposes  
31 | Physical exercise machines for medical purposes  
32 | Physiological apparatus for medical use  
33 | Physiological measuring apparatus for medical use  
34 | Physiological monitoring apparatus for medical use  
35 | Physiotherapy apparatus  
36 | Pickling unit used in dental mechanics  
37 | Pill distributor and organiser boxes for medical purposes  
38 | Pill distributor and organizer boxes for medical purposes  
39 | Pillows for orthopedic use  
40 | Pillows for therapeutic use  
41 | Pins for artificial teeth  
42 | Pipes for dental applications  
43 | Pipes for medical applications  
44 | Pipes for surgical applications  
45 | Pipes for veterinary applications  
46 | Pipetting apparatus for medical use  
47 | Pipetting apparatus for surgical use  
48 | Pipetting instruments for medical use  
49 | Pipetting instruments for surgical use  
50 | Planar chromatography apparatus for medical use  
51 | Plaster bandages for orthopaedic purposes  
52 | Plaster bandages for orthopedic purposes  
53 | Plasters [supportive] for surgical use  
54 | Plastic films for introduction into the medullary canal  
55 | Plastic gel trays for dental use
Plastic sheeting for enuresis
Plastic sheeting for incontinence
Plastic zipper closures for surgical use
Plates for anastomosis of bones
Plates in the nature of orthopaedic surgical implants
Plates in the nature of orthopaedic surgical instruments
Platinum cauteries [for surgical use]
Pliers for dental use
Pliers for medical use
Pliers for surgical use
Pliers for veterinary use
Pneumatically operated medical apparatus
Pneumatically operated medical instruments
Pneumatically operated patient ventilation apparatus
Pneumatically operated valve assemblies for ventilation apparatus for medical use
Polymerisation apparatus for dental purposes
Polypexctomy snares
Polyurethane foam bandage [supportive]
Porcelain dental crowns
Portable artificial respiration apparatus
Portable breathing apparatus for artificial respiration
Portable exercise apparatus for medical use
Portable instruments for medical use in monitoring oxygen levels in gaseous mixtures
Portable nebulisers for medical purposes
Portable pump installations for gases for medical use
Portable pump installations for liquids for medical use
Positioning frames for use with dental x-ray machines
Posterior spinal fixation devices for the correction of back defects
Posterior spinal fixation devices for the correction of spinal defects
Posterior spinal fixation devices for the treatment of back defects
Posterior spinal fixation devices for the treatment of spinal defects
Post-operative colostomy bags
Post-operative enterostomy bags
Post-operative ileostomy bags
Post-operative pressure garments
Power filters for medical use
Powered respirators for artificial respiration
Precision sensors for medical use
Pressure bandages for anatomical support purposes
Pressure garments for medical treatment
Pressure microsensor catheters
Pressure monitors for medical use
Pressure relief cushions
Pressurised suits for medical use
Probes connected to microprocessing apparatus for medical diagnosis
Probes for medical purposes
Probes for use with integrated circuits for medical diagnosis
Processors for photosensitive films for medical purposes
Processors for X-ray films for medical purposes
Processors for X-ray plates for medical purposes
Proctoscopes
Products for ostomy patients
Products for the care of stoma
Programmable hearing aids
Prostheses
Prostheses constructed in high strength porcelain affixed to the dentine structure
Prostheses constructed in high strength porcelain affixed to the enamel structure
Prostheses for implantation into the jaw bone
Prostheses for medical treatment
Prostheses for surgical treatment
Prostheses in the form of full crown restorations
Prostheses in the form of inlays
Prostheses in the form of partial crown restorations
Prostheses made of ceramics materials
Prostheses made of composite materials
Prostheses made of metal
Prosthesis for dentistry
Prosthesis joint sockets
Prosthesis shafts
Prosthetic apparatus
Prosthetic devices
Prosthetic hip joint implants
Prosthetic implant apparatus
Prosthetic implant instruments
Prosthetic implants
Prosthetic instruments for dental purposes
Prosthetic ligaments
Prosthetic parts for dentistry
Prosthetic sheaths for limbs
Prosthetic sleeves for limbs
Prosthetic sockets used to fasten prosthetic limbs to the body
Prosthetic socks for limbs
Prosthetic stump shrinkers for limbs
Prosthetic suspension sleeves for limbs
Prosthetic tissues for parietal use
Prosthetic tissues for vascular use
Prosthetic tissues for visceral use
Protection devices against X-rays, for medical purposes
Protective bedding for use by incontinent persons
Protective bonnets for the hair for wear by dental practitioners
Protective bonnets for the hair for wear by medical practitioners
Protective bonnets for the hair for wear by veterinary practitioners
Protective boots for animals for veterinary use
Protective breathing masks for artificial respiration
Protective breathing masks for medical applications
Protective breathing masks for surgical applications
Protective breathing masks made of non-woven materials for medical applications
Protective breathing masks made of non-woven materials for surgical applications
Protective clothing for medical purposes
Protective clothing for surgical purposes
Protective covers for stretchers
Protective covers for the mouth
Protective face masks for dental use
Protective face masks for medical use
Protective gloves for use by persons working in medicine
Protective gloves for use by persons working in the dentistry
Protective gloves for use by surgeons during operations
Protective guards for catheters
Protective masks for use by persons working in medicine
Protective masks for use by persons working in the dentistry
Protective masks for use by surgeons during operations
Protective mouth masks for dental use
Protective mouth masks for medical use
Protective mouth masks for veterinary use
Protective nose masks for dental use
Protective nose masks for medical use
Protective nose masks for veterinary use
Protective screens for protection whilst exposed to X-rays for medical use
Protective sleeves for components of inter-aortic balloons
Protective structures against radiation for medical use
Protective visors for dental use
Protective visors for medical use
Protective visors for surgical use
Protective visors for veterinary use
Pulse counters [medical apparatus]
Pulse measuring devices
Pulse meters
Pulse oximeters
Pulse oximeters for medical purposes
Pulse rate monitors
Pumps for medical purposes
Pumps for medical treatment purposes
Pumps for medical use in delivering pharmaceuticals from containers
Pumps for medical use in dispensing pharmaceuticals from containers
Pumps for medical use in the extraction of gases
Pumps for medical use in the extraction of liquids
Pumps for medical use in the extraction of vapour
Pumps for surgical purposes
Pumps for use in liquid chromatography for medical use
Pumps for veterinary use
Pupillometers for measuring pupillary distance (PD)
Pupillometers for measuring pupillary reactivity to stimulus
Purification apparatus for medical purposes
Purification installations for medical purposes
Purification machines for medical purposes
Push syringes for medical use
Quad canes for medical purposes
Quartz lamps for medical purposes
Rachitomes
Radiation apparatus for curing dental facing compositions
Radiation apparatus for curing dental filling compositions
Radiation apparatus for curing plastics materials for dental purposes
Radiation apparatus for curing plastics materials for dental technical purposes
Radiation apparatus for curing plastics materials for medical purposes
Radiation oncology apparatus for medical use
Radiation oncology instruments for medical use
Radiation shielding textiles for use in the therapeutic treatment of animals
Radiation shielding textiles for use in therapeutic treatment
Radio cardiographic apparatus for medical purposes
Radioisotope apparatus for medical diagnosis
Radioisotope apparatus for medical treatment
Radioisotope apparatus for medical use
Radioisotope detection apparatus for medical diagnosis
Radioisotope detection apparatus for medical treatment
Radioisotope detection apparatus for medical use
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radioisotope detector apparatus for medical diagnosis</td>
<td>Radioisotope detector apparatus for medical treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radioisotope detector apparatus for medical use</td>
<td>Radioisotope therapy apparatus and instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiological apparatus for medical diagnosis</td>
<td>Radiological apparatus for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiological apparatus for medical treatment</td>
<td>Radiology apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiology screens for medical purposes</td>
<td>Radioscopy [fluoroscopy] apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiotherapy apparatus</td>
<td>Radiotherapy apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiotherapy instruments for medical use</td>
<td>Radium tubes for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razors for medical use</td>
<td>Razors for surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razors for use in surgery</td>
<td>Razors for veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction units containing chemical reagents for medical diagnostic use</td>
<td>Reamers [surgical apparatus]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reanimation units</td>
<td>Receptacles for applying medicines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receptacles for receiving surgical apparatus</td>
<td>Receptacles for receiving surgical instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal instruments</td>
<td>Rectal instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refractometers for medical use</td>
<td>Refractometers for veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehabilitation apparatus for medical use</td>
<td>Rehabilitation apparatus for paramedical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedial apparatus for medical use</td>
<td>Remedial apparatus for veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removal and disposal unit for scalpel blades</td>
<td>Replacement materials for animal tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement materials for human tissue</td>
<td>Respiration monitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiration monitors for medical use</td>
<td>Respirators for artificial respiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respirators for medical purposes</td>
<td>Respiratory apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory exercisers</td>
<td>Respiratory gas blending apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory helmets for artificial respiration</td>
<td>Respiratory helmets for artificial respiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory masks for artificial respiration</td>
<td>Respiratory masks for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory monitoring apparatus for medical purposes</td>
<td>Respiratory monitoring apparatus for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory monitors for medical purposes</td>
<td>Respiratory protection apparatus for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory therapy apparatus</td>
<td>Respiratory therapy instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resuscitation apparatus</td>
<td>Resuscitators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retaining belts for restraining patients on stretchers</td>
<td>Retention belts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retentive belts for use by colostomy patients</td>
<td>Retentive belts for use by ileostomy patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retentive belts for use by ileostomy patients</td>
<td>Receptacles for applying medicines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10 Retinal cameras for medical use
10 Retinoscopes
10 Retractors [medical instruments]
10 Reversed osmosis membranes for medical use
10 Rigid bronchoscopes
10 Rigid endoscopes
10 Rigid esophagoscopes
10 Rigid medical endoscopes
10 Rubber gloves for medical use
10 Rubber gloves for surgical use
10 Sample preparation columns for medical use
10 Sampling apparatus for medical diagnosis
10 Saw blades [parts of surgical apparatus]
10 Sawcutters for surgical use
10 Saws for surgical purposes
10 Scalpel blades
10 Scalpel handles
10 Scalpels
10 Scalpels emitting electromagnetic rays
10 Scanners for medical diagnosis
10 Scanners for medical use
10 Scanning apparatus for medical use
10 Scanning instruments for medical use
10 Scanning machines for medical use
10 Scissors for surgery
10 Screwdrivers [surgical apparatus]
10 Screwing-in tools for surgical use
10 Screws for bone
10 Seat cushions for medical purposes
10 Seat pads for medical purposes
10 Seats specifically adapted for invalids and incorporating mechanisms for lowering the body
10 Seats specifically adapted for invalids and incorporating mechanisms for raising the body
10 Seats specifically adapted for raising and lowering invalids
10 Self-contained breathing apparatus for artificial respiration
10 Semi-permeable membranes for medical use
10 Sensing apparatus for medical diagnosis
10 Sensing apparatus for medical use in monitoring the vital signs of patients
10 Sensing devices for medical use in monitoring the vital signs of patients
10 Sensor apparatus for medical use in diagnosis
10 Sensor apparatus for medical use in generating signals in response to movements of the human body
10 Sensor apparatus for medical use in monitoring the vital signs of patients
10 Sensor apparatus for medical use in the determination of chemical parameters
10 Sensor apparatus for medical use in the determination of physical parameters
10 Sensors for medical use
10 Separating apparatus for medical use
10 Separation apparatus for medical use
10 Separation cartridges for medical use in chromatography
10 Separation columns for medical use in gas chromatography
10 Separation control apparatus for medical use
10 Separation instruments for medical use
10 Sets of artificial teeth
10 Sex aids
10 Sex toys
10 Sexual activity apparatus, devices and articles
10 Shaped padding for supporting parts of the body for medical use
Shaped padding for use with wheelchairs

Sharp curettes

Shears [surgical instruments]

Sheepskins for medical purposes

Sheet materials for use as insoles in footwear for the corrective treatment of the feet

Sheet materials for use as insoles in footwear for the corrective treatment of the lower limbs

Sheets for incontinents

Sheets made of rubber for incontinence

Shielding devices for medical apparatus

Shielding devices for medical instruments

Shields for medical apparatus

Shields for medical instruments

Shock wave apparatus for medical use

Shoe insoles for orthopaedic use

Shoe pads for orthopaedic use

Shoulder cups for medical use

Shoulder supports for medical use

Shunts for use in the blood circulatory system

Sigmoidoscopes

Silicone lace combined with a needle for use in the retraction of arteries during surgery

Silicone lace combined with a needle for use in the retraction of veins during surgery

Silicone orthopaedic devices

Silicone orthopaedic implants

Silicone preparations for cosmetic implantation

Silicone prosthetic devices

Silicone prosthetic implants

Skiascopes

Skin temperature indicators for medical use

Skinfold calipers for medical purposes

Slide apparatus for dental prosthesis

Slides for surgical use

Slings [supporting bandages]

Slings for patient lifting hoists

Socks for diabetics

Socks for varicose veins

Soft insoles [orthopaedic]

Solaria for medical purposes

Soporific pillows for insomnias

Sound excluding apparatus for medical use

Sound excluding instruments for medical use

Sound wave therapy apparatus

Sources of electromagnetic fields for use in medical diagnosis

Sources of electromagnetic fields for use in medical treatment

Sources of magnetic fields for use in medical diagnosis

Sources of magnetic fields for use in medical treatment

Sources of ultrasonic fields for use in medical diagnosis

Sources of ultrasonic fields for use in medical treatment

Spatulas for medical use

Special furniture for medical use

Specimen collection devices for medical use in extracting samples from the body

Specimen cup holders

Specimen samplers for medical use

Spectrocolorimeters for use in the detection of colour blindness

Spectrum analyzers for use in medical diagnosis

Specula for otoscopes
Speculae
Speculums
Speech aid [therapy] apparatus
Spermicidal condoms
Spermicidal sponges
Sphincterotomes
Sphygmomanometers
Sphygmotensiometers
Spinal implants composed of artificial material
Spinal syringes
Spine plates [medical apparatus]
Spine seats [medical apparatus]
Spirometers [medical apparatus]
Spirometers for examining the function of the lungs
Spittoons for medical purposes
Splinting bandages for preparing casts
Splinting bandages for preparing splints
Splinting for orthopaedic use
Splinting materials for medical use
Splinting materials for surgical use
Splints [for medical purposes]
Splints [surgical]
Splints for medical use
Splints for surgical use
Splints, surgical
Sponge cloths for surgical use
Sponge material for surgical use
Spoons for administering medicine
Spray bottles [vaporizers] for medical use
Spray cans [aerosols] for medical purposes
Spraying devices for medical use
Spraying machines for medical use
Stainless steel cutlery for surgical use
Stair climbing machines for medical therapeutic use
Staplers for medical purposes
Staplers for surgical purposes
Staples for medical purposes
Staples for surgical use
Stapling guns for surgical use
Stapling machines for surgical use
Stapling presses for surgical use
Static electric therapy apparatus
Stents
Step-up machines for use in physiotherapy
Sterile apparatus for the administration of medicaments
Sterile apparatus for the administration of pharmaceuticals
Sterile apparatus for the medical administration of fluids
Sterile apparatus for the surgical administration of fluids
Sterile clothing for surgical use
Sterile containers specifically for medical purposes
Sterile devices for receiving urine from the body
Sterile devices for the irrigation of the bladder
Sterile fields [surgical]
Sterile sheets, surgical
Sterilised sheets for use on patients during surgery
Stethoscopes
Stitch cutters [surgical]
Stockinets for surgical support purposes
Stockings for prophylactic purposes
Stockings for therapeutic purposes
Stockings for varices
Stoma bags
Stoma protectors
Strait jackets
Straws for veterinary use
Strength training machines for therapeutic use
Stretchers
Stretchers [for patient transport]
Stretchers, wheeled
Stylets
Subcutaneous valves comprised of artificial materials for implantation
Substitutes for bones
Substitutes for cartilage
Substitutes for ligaments
Substitutes for tendons
Suckling appliances
Suction apparatus for dental use
Suction apparatus for medical use
Suction apparatus for surgical use
Suction apparatus for veterinary use
Suction bag holders for medical use
Suction bags for medical use
Suction bottles for medical use
Suction drainage sets for medical use
Suction tubes for medical purposes
Sun lamps for medical purposes
Support articles for medical purposes
Support articles for surgical purposes
Support bandages
Support bandages for joints
Support bandages for medical purposes
Support belts
Support cushions for medical purposes
Support devices enabling disabled persons to use baths
Support devices enabling disabled persons to use toilets
Support devices enabling disabled persons to use wash basins
Support garments for medical use
Support mattresses for medical use
Support mattresses for preventing pressure sores
Support panty hose for surgical use
Support socks to prevent deep vein thrombosis
Support stockings for surgical use
Supportive adhesive bandages
Supportive anatomical bandages
Supportive bandages
Supportive splinting for medical use
Supports for flat feet
Supports for medical use
Supports for orthopaedic use
Supports for surgical use
Supports for the back
Supports for the foot
Suprapubic drain apparatus
Surgeons' aprons
Surgeons' gloves
Surgeons' gowns
Surgeons' hats
Surgeons' masks
Surgical abdominal belts
Surgical amputaters
Surgical apparatus and instruments
Surgical apparatus and instruments for dental use
Surgical apparatus and instruments for medical use
Surgical apparatus and instruments for veterinary use
Surgical apparatus comprising laser probes for use in angioplasty
Surgical apparatus comprising laser probes for use in the gastrointestinal tract
Surgical apparatus for performing operations
Surgical apparatus for the destruction of kidney stones
Surgical apparatus for use in the application of bone cement
Surgical apparatus for use in the preparation of bone cement
Surgical apparatus for use in the removal of bone cement
Surgical apparatus for wound irrigation
Surgical appliances
Surgical blades
Surgical bougies
Surgical breathing masks
Surgical bypass devices
Surgical caps
Surgical case carts
Surgical catguts
Surgical clips
Surgical closure products
Surgical compresses
Surgical cutlery
Surgical cutting instruments
Surgical devices and instruments
Surgical drape sheets for use in locating incision field
Surgical drapes
Surgical drills
Surgical electric knives
Surgical filter masks
Surgical forceps
Surgical gloves
Surgical gloves for use in surgery
Surgical gloves for use in the examination of patients
Surgical gowns
Surgical graft materials
Surgical grafts [artificial materials]
Surgical implants comprised of artificial materials
Surgical instrumentation
Surgical instruments
Surgical instruments and apparatus
Surgical instruments for implantation of ligaments
Surgical instruments for use in eye surgery
Surgical instruments for use in orthopaedic surgical procedures
Surgical instruments for use in orthopedic surgery
Surgical instruments for use in spinal surgery
Surgical instruments used in ligament reconstruction surgery
Surgical knife blades
Surgical knives
Surgical lamps
Surgical laser beam apparatus
Surgical ligatures, not being dressings
Surgical masks
Surgical membranes
Surgical mesh comprised primarily of artificial materials
Surgical mirrors
Surgical needles
Surgical nerve locator devices
Surgical nerve stimulator devices
Surgical packs [cushions]
Surgical perforators
Surgical pliers
Surgical probes
Surgical prostheses
Surgical prostheses for human use
Surgical prostheses for veterinary use
Surgical raspatories
Surgical retractors
Surgical scissors
Surgical scrub suits
Surgical shoe covers
Surgical skin staplers
Surgical sponges
Surgical staple removers
Surgical staplers
Surgical staplers being suturing apparatus
Surgical staples
Surgical stapling instruments
Surgical stapling instruments being suturing instruments
Surgical stockinets
Surgical stockings for medical use
Surgical suction apparatus
Surgical suction instruments
Surgical supportive hosiery
Surgical supports
Surgical suture materials
Surgical sutures
Surgical transplant materials
Surgical trocar
Surgical tubing for the treatment of urinary tract infection
Surgical tubing for wound drainage
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments
Suspensory adhesive bandages
Suspensory bandages
Suspensory bandages for joints
Suspensory bandages for use in athletics
Suspensory bandages for use in sports
Suture materials
Suture materials for medical use
Suture materials for surgical use
Suture materials incorporating silk
Suture materials made from the intestines of animals
Suture needles
Sutures
Suturing apparatus
Suturing instruments
Suturing needles
Synthetic bandages [supportive]
Synthetic padding bandages [supportive]
Synthetic resin bandages
Syringes for dental purposes
Syringes for injections
Syringes for medical purposes
Syringes for medical purposes and for injections
Tables for radiology
Tables for surgery
Tables for use in the treatment of patients
Tables specially made for medical examination
Tape cutters for medical purposes
Teats
Teats for use with babies' feeding bottles
Teeth aligners
Teeth braces
Teeth protectors for dental purposes
Teeth regulating [bracing] devices
Teething chains for relieving teething pain
Teething rings
Teething rings for relieving teething pain
Teething rings incorporating baby rattles
Teething soothers
Telemetry devices for medical applications
Television cameras adapted for medical use
Television cameras adapted for surgical use
Temperature indicator labels for medical purposes
Temperature measuring apparatus for medical use
Temperature measuring instruments for medical use
Temperature meters for medical use
Temperature monitors for medical use
Temperature responsive control apparatus medical use
Temperature scanners for medical use
Temperature sensing apparatus for medical use
Temperature sensitive testing apparatus for medical use
Temperature sensitive testing instruments for medical use
Temperature sensors for medical use
Tenaculums
Tennis elbow supports
Test apparatus for medical use
Test clips for medical use
Test electrodes for medical use
Test equipment for medical use
Test probe assemblies for medical use
Test probes for medical use
Testing apparatus for medical diagnostic purposes
Testing apparatus for medical purposes
Testing apparatus for sale in kit form for medical diagnostic purposes
Testing instruments for medical diagnostic purposes
Testing probes for medical diagnostic purposes
Testing probes for medical purposes
Textiles for the therapeutic treatment of animals
Therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled
Therapeutic apparatus
Therapeutic apparatus for appetite control
Therapeutic apparatus for physical exercise for rehabilitation
Therapeutic apparatus for radiation treatment
Therapeutic apparatus for the administration of oxygen
Therapeutic apparatus incorporating massaging facilities
Therapeutic cosmetic treatment apparatus
Therapeutic garments for animals
Therapeutic garments for people
Therapeutic hosiery
Therapeutic instruments for ophthalmology
Therapeutic magnets
Therapeutic magnets for wear, incorporated into necklaces, bracelets and jewellery
Therapeutic mattresses
Therapeutic support bandages
Therapeutic support devices
Thermal detection devices for medical use
Thermal electric compresses for medical use
Thermal image apparatus for medical use
Thermal image capture devices for medical use
Thermal image transfer devices for medical use
Thermal imaging apparatus for medical use
Thermal massage pads
Thermal packs for first aid purposes
Thermal protective aids [heated] for medical use
Thermo-electric compresses [surgery]
Thermographic apparatus for medical purposes
Thermographic instruments for medical purposes
Thermometers for medical purposes
Thermotherapy apparatus for medical purposes
Thoracic vents
Thoracoscopy
Thread, surgical
Time programmable intravenous perfusion pumps
Tint sample boxes [medical apparatus]
Tips for crutches
Tips for cutters [parts of surgical apparatus]
Tissue coagulators [medical apparatus]
Tissue expanders [surgical apparatus]
Tissue expanders for use in surgery
Tissue sampling apparatus for medical use
Tissue sampling devices for medical use
Toe inserts for footwear [orthopaedic]
Toe props [orthopaedic]
Toe regulators [orthopaedic]
Toe relief pads [orthopaedic]
Toe separators for orthopaedic purposes
Toe separators for orthopedic purposes
Tomographic apparatus for medical use
Tomographic instruments for medical use
Tomographs for medical purposes
Tongue blade holders
Tongue depressors
Tongue depressors for medical purposes
Tongue scrapers
Tonometers
Tools for medical diagnostics
Tools for veterinary diagnostics
Tooth polishing appliances for use by dentists
Toupees [prosthesis]
Tourniquet monitors
Trace material analysers for medical use in diagnosis
Trace organic concentrators for medical use in diagnosis
Tracheal suction devices
Tracheal tubes
Traction apparatus for medical purposes
Tractions [medical apparatus]
Transcutaneous blood gas analysing apparatus
Transcutaneous electrical muscle stimulators
Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation electrodes
Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation instruments
Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulators
Transdermal drug delivery apparatus
Transducers adapted for use in patient monitoring systems
Transfusion sets
Transplant materials [artificial]
Transplant protheses for use in surgery
Transplant sutures for use in surgery
Trays for holding detection tubes for medical use
Trays for holding medical instruments
Trays for holding surgical instruments
Trays for holding veterinary instruments
Treadmills for medical use in physiotherapeutic exercise
Triangular bandages [supportive]
Triangular sanitary sheets of plastics
Trocar cannulas
Trocars
Trochars
Trusses
Tube insertion machines for medical use
Tube insertion machines for surgical use
Tubes for enteral feeding
Tubes for medical purposes
Tubes for perfusion
Tubes for surgical purposes
Tubes for transfusion
Tubes for veterinary use
Tubing connectors for medical use
Tubing connectors for surgical use
Tubing for medical use
Tubing for use with cannulas
Tubing for use with catheters
Tubular bandages [supportive]
Tubular elastic bandages for supporting joints
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Tubular elastic bandages for supporting limbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Tweezers for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Tweezers for surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Twin walled garments for surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Tympanometry devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Tympanostomy tubes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic apparatus for destroying kidney stones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic apparatus for localizing kidney stones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic apparatus for localizing organic lesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic apparatus for localizing organs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic apparatus for localizing tumours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic apparatus for medical use in diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic apparatus for medical use in scanning the body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic aspirators for separating soft tissue parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic aspirators for washing out soft tissue parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic blood flow meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic cleaners for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic cleaners for surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic cleaners for veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic cleaning instruments for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic cleaning instruments for surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic cleaning instruments for veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus for dental use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus for surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus for therapeutic purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus for veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic diagnostic instruments for dental use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic diagnostic instruments for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic diagnostic instruments for surgical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic diagnostic instruments for therapeutic purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic diagnostic instruments for veterinary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic eye axis length meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic medical diagnostic apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic probes for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic sensors for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic sound apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic testing apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasonic therapy apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasound diagnostic apparatus for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultrasound imaging devices for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultraviolet filters for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultraviolet lamps for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultraviolet radiator units for therapeutic purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultraviolet ray lamps for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ultraviolet sun ray lamps for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Umbilical belts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Underpads for incontinents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ureteral stents being surgical support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Urethral catheterisation apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Urethral catheterisation instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Urethral probes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Urethral syringes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Urethral trays</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10 Urinals [vessels]
10 Urinary diversion stents being surgical drainage apparatus
10 Urinary diversion stents being surgical support apparatus
10 Urinary drainage apparatus for use in the management of incontinence
10 Urinary drainage bags
10 Urinary flow monitors
10 Urine bags
10 Urine collection products
10 Urine drainage bags
10 Urine test glasses
10 Urine testing instruments for medical diagnostic purposes
10 Urological apparatus and instruments
10 Urological articles
10 Urological diagnostic devices
10 Urological imaging systems
10 Uterine measurement apparatus
10 Uterine syringes
10 UV lamps for medical applications
10 Vacuum apparatus for medical use
10 Vacuum devices for medical use
10 Vacuum probes for medical use
10 Vaginal inserts for gynaecological purposes
10 Vaginal syringes
10 Vagino-tonographs
10 Valves for the treatment of hydrocephalus
10 Valves for use in medical infusion apparatus
10 Valves for use in medical infusion instruments
10 Vaporizers for medical purposes
10 Varicose vein hosiery
10 Vascular punches
10 Venous catheters for human use
10 Ventilator breathing apparatus for artificial respiration
10 Ventilator exhalation valves for artificial respiration
10 Ventilator filters [parts of medical apparatus]
10 Vertebra spreaders
10 Vertebral orthopedic apparatus
10 Vessel dilators [medical apparatus]
10 Vessels for dental purposes
10 Vessels for histological purposes
10 Veterinary apparatus
10 Veterinary apparatus and instruments
10 Veterinary obstetric aids for use in the birth of live animals
10 Vibrating apparatus for medical use for use with beds
10 Vibrating apparatus for medical use for use with pillows
10 Vibrating apparatus for medical use with chairs
10 Vibration generating apparatus for massage
10 Vibration generating apparatus for medical therapeutic use
10 Vibrators for heating dental waxes
10 Vibromassage apparatus
10 Vibromassage devices
10 Video electrocardiogram detectors
10 Visible light treatment apparatus
10 Visible light treatment instruments
10 Voice simulating protheses
10 Volumetric pump devices for medical use
| 10 | Walking frames for disabled persons          |
| 10 | Warmers for medical use                      |
| 10 | Warming apparatus for medical use            |
| 10 | Waste collection devices for medical purposes|
| 10 | Water bags for medical purposes              |
| 10 | Water beds for medical purposes              |
| 10 | Water pillows for medical purposes           |
| 10 | Water therapy apparatus for medical use       |
| 10 | Water treatment apparatus for medical use     |
| 10 | Weight training apparatus for medical use     |
| 10 | Weights for physical exercise for medical use|
| 10 | Wheeled trolleys adapted for use as walking aids|
| 10 | Wound closure devices                        |
| 10 | Wound closures                               |
| 10 | Wound drainage pouches                       |
| 10 | Wound drainage products                      |
| 10 | Wrist braces for medical use                 |
| 10 | Wrist supports for medical use               |
| 10 | X-ray analysers for medical use              |
| 10 | X-ray apparatus for dental imaging          |
| 10 | X-ray apparatus for dental use               |
| 10 | X-ray apparatus for medical purposes         |
| 10 | X-ray apparatus for medical use              |
| 10 | X-ray apparatus for surgical use             |
| 10 | X-ray apparatus for veterinary use           |
| 10 | X-ray appliances for dental and medical use  |
| 10 | X-ray diagnostic apparatus                   |
| 10 | X-ray film frames for dental use             |
| 10 | X-ray film frames for medical use            |
| 10 | X-ray film frames for surgical use           |
| 10 | X-ray film frames for veterinary use         |
| 10 | X-ray film holders for dental use            |
| 10 | X-ray film holders for medical use           |
| 10 | X-ray film holders for surgical use          |
| 10 | X-ray film holders for veterinary use        |
| 10 | X-ray film imaging apparatus for dental use  |
| 10 | X-ray film imaging apparatus for medical use |
| 10 | X-ray film imaging apparatus for surgical use|
| 10 | X-ray film imaging apparatus for veterinary use|
| 10 | X-ray film imaging devices for dental use    |
| 10 | X-ray film imaging devices for medical use   |
| 10 | X-ray film imaging devices for surgical use  |
| 10 | X-ray film imaging devices for veterinary use|
| 10 | X-ray film mounts for dental use             |
| 10 | X-ray film mounts for medical use            |
| 10 | X-ray film mounts for surgical use           |
| 10 | X-ray film mounts for veterinary use         |
| 10 | X-ray film viewers for dental use            |
| 10 | X-ray film viewers for medical use           |
| 10 | X-ray film viewers for surgical use          |
| 10 | X-ray film viewers for veterinary use        |
| 10 | X-ray fluoroscopic apparatus for medical imaging incorporating image enhancement facilities |
| 10 | X-ray fluoroscopic apparatus for medical imaging sources for input purposes |
| 10 | X-ray fluoroscopic apparatus utilising analogue data for medical imaging sources for input |
| 10 | X-ray fluoroscopic apparatus utilising digital data for medical imaging sources for input |
X-ray fluoroscopic apparatus utilising film data for medical imaging sources for input
X-ray high voltage generators with integrated X-ray tubes for medical imaging
X-ray illuminators for medical use
X-ray photographic apparatus for medical use
X-ray photographs for medical purposes
X-ray plates for medical use
X-ray producing apparatus for medical use
X-ray scanners for medical use
X-ray sensitive films for medical use
X-ray spectroscopy apparatus for medical use
X-ray structure analysis apparatus for medical use
X-ray structure analysis instruments for medical use
X-ray tubes for medical purposes
X-ray tubes for medical use
X-ray viewers for medical use
Xysters
Zippers adapted for use as temporary wound closures
Zips adapted for use as temporary wound closures
Zips for use as temporary wound closures
Absorption towers for use in the production of sulphuric acid
Accelerated ageing furnaces
Accelerated ion devices for treating the air
Accent lights for indoor use
Accumulation boilers
Acetylene burners
Acetylene flares
Acetylene generators
Adjustable coated baffle grease filters [parts of cooker hoods]
Aeolian ventilators
Aeration apparatus
Aeration apparatus for liquids
Afterburners being parts of furnaces not used in laboratories
Agricultural irrigation units
Air admittance valves for use in the drainage systems of buildings
Air balancing dampers
Air bars for use in dryers
Air circulation apparatus
Air cleaning apparatus
Air cleaning filters [parts of air cleaning machines or installations]
Air cleaning instruments
Air cleaning machines
Air cleansing apparatus
Air conditioners
Air conditioners for vehicles
Air conditioning apparatus
Air conditioning apparatus for industrial use
Air conditioning installations
Air conditioning installations for cars
Air conditioning installations for vehicles
Air control dampers
Air cooling apparatus
Air curtains
Air dehumidifiers
Air delivery apparatus for cooling commercial buildings
Air delivery apparatus for cooling domestic buildings
1. Air delivery apparatus for cooling industrial buildings
2. Air delivery apparatus for heating commercial buildings
3. Air delivery apparatus for heating domestic buildings
4. Air delivery apparatus for heating industrial buildings
5. Air delivery apparatus for use in industrial processes
6. Air delivery apparatus for ventilating commercial buildings
7. Air delivery apparatus for ventilating domestic buildings
8. Air delivery apparatus for ventilating industrial buildings
9. Air deodorising apparatus
10. Air distribution apparatus
11. Air distribution installations
12. Air distribution units
13. Air driers
14. Air driers [dryers]
15. Air dryers
16. Air drying apparatus
17. Air drying apparatus for agricultural use
18. Air drying apparatus for commercial use
19. Air drying apparatus for industrial use
20. Air drying apparatus for residential use
21. Air drying apparatus for use in food processing
22. Air extractor hoods for use with cookers
23. Air filter installations
24. Air filtering apparatus
25. Air filtering installations
26. Air filters for air conditioning units
27. Air filters for use as dust extractors
28. Air filtration installations
29. Air freezing apparatus for agricultural use
30. Air freezing apparatus for commercial use
31. Air freezing apparatus for industrial use
32. Air freezing apparatus for residential use
33. Air freezing apparatus for use in food processing
34. Air extractors for installation in buildings
35. Air freshening apparatus
36. Air freshening instruments
37. Air handlers
38. Air handling apparatus
39. Air handling installations
40. Air heat recovery apparatus
41. Air heat recovery installations
42. Air heaters
43. Air heating apparatus for agricultural use
44. Air heating apparatus for commercial use
45. Air heating apparatus for industrial use
46. Air heating apparatus for residential use
47. Air heating furnaces
48. Air heating installations for agricultural use
49. Air heating installations for commercial use
50. Air heating installations for industrial use
51. Air heating installations for residential use
Air humidifiers
Air humidifying apparatus
Air humidifying installations
Air impellers for ventilation
Air inductor apparatus [air-conditioning]
Air inductor apparatus [ventilation]
Air inlets [vents] for vehicles
Air moisturisers
Air or water ionization apparatus
Air processing [conditioning] apparatus
Air processing [cooling] apparatus
Air processing [deodorising] apparatus
Air processing [drying] apparatus
Air processing [purifying] apparatus and machines
Air processing [reheating] apparatus
Air processing [sterilising] apparatus
Air purification apparatus
Air purification apparatus for clean air cabinets
Air purification installations
Air purification machines
Air purifiers
Air purifiers [for household purposes]
Air purifying apparatus
Air purifying apparatus and machines
Air recirculating apparatus
Air recirculating installations
Air reheatners
Air separation apparatus
Air sterilisers
Air sterilising apparatus
Air sterilizers
Air valves for steam heating installations
Air-conditioning apparatus
Air-conditioning apparatus [for industrial purposes]
Air-conditioning apparatus for agricultural use
Air-conditioning apparatus for air vehicles
Air-conditioning apparatus for commercial buildings
Air-conditioning apparatus for commercial use
Air-conditioning apparatus for industrial use
Air-conditioning apparatus for office use
Air-conditioning apparatus for public buildings
Air-conditioning apparatus for residences
Air-conditioning apparatus for residential use
Air-conditioning apparatus for ships
Air-conditioning apparatus for stores
Air-conditioning apparatus for use in clean rooms
Air-conditioning apparatus for use in food processing
Air-conditioning apparatus for use in operating theatres
Air-conditioning apparatus for vehicles
Air-conditioning fans
Air-conditioning filters
Air-conditioning for cupboards
Air-conditioning for data processing rooms
Air-conditioning for telephone exchanges
Air-conditioning for use in transportation
Air-conditioning installations
Air-conditioning installations for agricultural use
Air-conditioning installations for cars
Air-conditioning installations for commercial use
Air-conditioning installations for industrial use
Air-conditioning installations for residential use
Air-conditioning installations for use in food processing
Airstream generating apparatus
Alcohol burners
Alcohol burners for laboratory use
Anti-dazzle devices for automobiles [lamp fittings]
Anti-dazzle devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]
Anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]
Anti-splash tap nozzles
Apparatus for air-conditioning
Apparatus for air-conditioning for use in vehicles
Apparatus for clarifying air
Apparatus for cleaning air
Apparatus for cleaning filters by blowing
Apparatus for cleaning gases
Apparatus for collecting dust from the air [ventilation]
Apparatus for controlling the flow of water to urinals
Apparatus for controlling the flow of water to water closets
Apparatus for cooking
Apparatus for decalcifying water
Apparatus for decontaminating
Apparatus for decontamination
Apparatus for degassing oil
Apparatus for dehydrating food waste
Apparatus for descaling water
Apparatus for desiccating
Apparatus for disinfecting
Apparatus for disinfecting water
Apparatus for disinfection
Apparatus for distilling
Apparatus for domestic heating purposes
Apparatus for drying the hair
Apparatus for exhausting dust [ventilation]
Apparatus for exhausting fumes [ventilation]
Apparatus for exhausting gases [ventilation]
Apparatus for exhausting mists [ventilation]
Apparatus for exhausting particles [ventilation]
Apparatus for extracting dust [ventilation]
Apparatus for extracting fumes [ventilation]
Apparatus for extracting gases [ventilation]
Apparatus for extracting mists [ventilation]
Apparatus for extracting particles [ventilation]
Apparatus for filtering and brewing coffee
Apparatus for filtering and brewing tea
Apparatus for filtering breathing air
Apparatus for filtering drinking water
Apparatus for filtering dust
Apparatus for filtering fumes
Apparatus for filtering gases
Apparatus for filtering water
Apparatus for fluoridation
Apparatus for food sterilizing by irradiation
Apparatus for freeze-drying
Apparatus for freezing
Apparatus for freezing foodstuffs
Apparatus for gas fired heating installations
Apparatus for generating steam for cooking purposes
Apparatus for heating
Apparatus for heating food products
Apparatus for heating foodstuffs
Apparatus for heating hair
Apparatus for heating having non-burning representations of fuel
Apparatus for heating saunas
Apparatus for injecting oxygen-containing gases into the reactor
Apparatus for keeping hot drinks warm
Apparatus for lighting
Apparatus for lighting buildings
Apparatus for lighting displays
Apparatus for lighting for use in bathrooms
Apparatus for lighting for use in kitchens
Apparatus for lighting powered by electricity
Apparatus for lighting public events
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply a
Apparatus for location in pipes for sterilizing the pipes
Apparatus for producing a curtain of air for heating purposes
Apparatus for producing a curtain of air for insulating purposes
Apparatus for producing fog
Apparatus for producing hot water
Apparatus for producing steam
Apparatus for purifying air
Apparatus for purifying water
Apparatus for refrigerating
Apparatus for refrigerating beverages
Apparatus for refrigerating purposes
Apparatus for removing water from substances
Apparatus for roasting
Apparatus for sanitary purposes
Apparatus for softening water
Apparatus for solvent recovery
Apparatus for space heating
Apparatus for steam generating
Apparatus for sterilisation
Apparatus for sterilising
Apparatus for sterilizing
Apparatus for supplying disinfectant to toilets
Apparatus for supplying water
Apparatus for supporting articles inside kilns
Apparatus for tanning the body
Apparatus for tanning the face
Apparatus for tanning the skin
Apparatus for the chemical treatment of the effluent
Apparatus for the chlorination of waste water
Apparatus for the cleaning of gas
Apparatus for the conversion of baths to whirlpool or spa baths
Apparatus for the cooking of foodstuffs using a steam-air mixture
Apparatus for the cooling of grain
Apparatus for the cooling of objects using cold gases
Apparatus for the cooling of objects using liquefied gases
Apparatus for the decontaminating water
Apparatus for the decontamination of medical materials
Apparatus for the decontamination of surgical materials
Apparatus for the disinfection of medical materials
Apparatus for the disinfection of surgical materials
Apparatus for the distribution of air
Apparatus for the distribution of water
Apparatus for the exhaustion of waste gases
Apparatus for the filtration of aquaria
Apparatus for the heating of foodstuffs using a steam-air mixture
Apparatus for the incineration of waste
Apparatus for the lighting of vehicles
Apparatus for the liquefaction of air
Apparatus for the purification of gases
Apparatus for the purification of liquids
Apparatus for the refrigeration of spirits
Apparatus for the refrigeration of wines
Apparatus for the removal of fat from a liquid
Apparatus for the removal of grease from a liquid
Apparatus for the removal of suspended solids from a liquid
Apparatus for the separation of technical gas mixtures
Apparatus for the space heating of commercial premises
Apparatus for the space heating of offices
Apparatus for the space heating of rooms
Apparatus for the space heating of rooms in commercial premises
Apparatus for the supply of hot water
Apparatus for the supply of sterile air
Apparatus for the supply of water for sanitary purposes
Apparatus for the supply of water for slaking lime
Apparatus for the thermal treatment of foodstuffs
Apparatus for toasting
Apparatus for use in deodorising air
Apparatus for use in fermentation installations
Apparatus for use in the filtration of aquaria
Apparatus for use in the smoking of foodstuffs
Apparatus for use in vaporising
Apparatus for ventilating
Apparatus for ventilating vehicles
Apparatus for waste disposal by incineration
Apparatus for waste heat recovery
Apparatus for waste water purification
Apparatus for water filtering
Apparatus for water heating
Apparatus for water purification
Apparatus for water softening
Apparatus for water supply
Apparatus for water supply purposes
Appliances for bathing the feet
Appliances for cooking
Appliances for cooking foodstuffs
Appliances for curing foodstuffs
Appliances for heating
Appliances for heating beverages
Appliances for heating foodstuffs
Appliances for illumination
Appliances for smoking foodstuffs
Appliances for water distribution, automatic
Appliances for water filtration, other than machines
Aquarium aerating apparatus
Aquarium filters
Aquarium filtration apparatus
Aquarium heaters
Aquarium lamps
Aquarium lights
Arc lamps
Artificial fireplace heaters
Artificial mist generating machines
Artificial smoke generating machines
Ash conveyor installations, automatic
Ash pits for furnaces
Ash pits for furnaces not used in laboratories
Atomic piles
Autoclaves, electric, for cooking
Automatic faucets
Automatic flushing installations for urinals
Automatic hardening furnaces for components
Automatic installations for making coffee
Automatic linen driers
Automatic temperature regulators [valves] for central heating radiators
Automatic watering apparatus for livestock
Automatic watering installations
Automatic watering installations for cattle
Automatic watering installations for pigs
Automatic watering installations for plants
Automatic watering installations for poultry
Automatic watering installations for use in agriculture
Automatic watering installations for use in gardening
Automobile lights
Axial fans
Babies' bottle warmers
Baby bottle warmers
Baby food warmers
Bacteriostatic water treatment installations
Bakers' ovens
Baking ovens
Baking ovens [for household purposes]
Ball segment valves [parts of heating or gas installations]
Ball valves [parts of sanitary installations]
Barbecue apparatus
Barbecue cooking apparatus
Barbecue grills
Barbecues
Barbeques
Bases adapted for the mounting of lamps
Bases for non-electric lamps
Basin mixers [taps]
Basin pillar taps
Basin taps
Basins being part of water supply installations
Bath armatures for water control
Bath boilers
Bath cubicles
Bath fittings
Bath fixtures
Bath installations
Bath linings
Bath panels
Bath plumbing fixtures
Bath screens
Bath taps
Bath tub jets
Bath tubs
Bath tubs for sitz baths
Bathroom basins [parts of sanitary installations]
Bathroom fixtures
Bathroom heaters
Bathroom installations
Bathroom installations for sanitary purposes
Bathroom installations for water supply purposes
Bathroom sinks
Bathroom suites
Bathroom wash basins
Baths
Baths incorporating air jets
Baths incorporating apparatus for assisting entry into the bath
Baths incorporating apparatus for assisting exit out of the bath
Bathtub enclosures
Bathtubs
Battery powered fluorescent emergency lighting units
Battery powered incandescent emergency lighting units
Bed warmers
Bedside lamps
Beverage cooling apparatus
Beverage refrigerators for use in automobiles
Beverage-cooling apparatus
Bicycle lamps
Bicycle lights
Bicycle reflectors for attachment to spokes
Bidet taps
Bidets
Biological reactors for clarifying industrial effluents
Bioreactors for use in the treatment of waste
Bioreactors for use in the treatment of waste water
Blankets, electric, not for medical purposes
Blast furnaces
Bogie hearth furnaces
Boiler pipes [tubes] for heating installations
Boilers being parts of central heating installations
Boilers for central heating installations
Boilers for heating installations
Boilers for hot water supply installations
Boilers for use in heating systems
Boilers, other than parts of machines
Boiling pans
Book lights
Book sterilization apparatus
Bottle coolers [apparatus]
Bottle heaters
Bottle warmers
Brackets for gas burners
Brake lights for vehicles
Braziers
Bread baking machines
Bread toasters
Bread-making machines
Bulbs for electric lamps
Bulbs for lighting
Bulkhead lights
Bunsen burners for laboratory use
Burner caps for gas stoves
Burner control apparatus
Burners
Burners for boilers
Burners for industrial use
Burners for lamps
Burners for solid fuel
Burners for the combustion of gas in boiler units
Burners for the combustion of oil in boiler units
Bushings being parts of sanitary installations
Cabinets for showers
Calcising kilns [for industrial purposes]
Candle lanterns
Car air-conditioning apparatus
Caramelising apparatus
Carbon for arc lamps
Carbonizing furnaces [for industrial purposes]
Carrier oil heating apparatus
Cartridges for filtering water in steam irons
Casings for lamps
Casings for lights
Cast iron parts for pipes [parts of sanitary installations]
Cast metal fireplaces
Casting furnaces
Catalytic combustion heating apparatus
Catalytic oxidizers for industrial air pollution control
Catering urns
Ceiling fans
Ceiling light fittings
Ceiling lights
Central air-conditioning installations [for industrial purposes]
Central heating apparatus
Central heating boilers
Central heating installations
Central heating radiators
Central type air-conditioning apparatus
Chamber furnaces incorporating quenching tanks
Chambered lid furnace
11 Chandelier pendants
11 Chandeliers
11 Charcoal grills
11 Charcoal roasters for household purposes
11 Charcoal stoves
11 Chemical installations for conditioning drinking water
11 Chemically activated warming and heating apparatus
11 Child safe protective covers for bathtub spouts
11 Chilled purified water dispensers
11 Chiller units being parts of water cooling installations
11 Chilling apparatus
11 Chilling appliances
11 Chilling cabinets
11 Chilling chambers
11 Chilling containers
11 Chilling display units
11 Chilling machines
11 Chimney blowers
11 Chimney extractors
11 Chimney fans
11 Chimney flues
11 Chimneys for oil lamps
11 Chinese lanterns
11 Chlorinating apparatus [water purifying apparatus and machines]
11 Chlorinating units for water treatment
11 Chocolate fountains, electric
11 Christmas lights, other than candles
11 Christmas tree ornaments for illumination [electric lights]
11 Chromatographs for industrial use
11 Chromatography apparatus for industrial purposes
11 Circulators [water heaters]
11 Cistern lever handles
11 Cistern levers
11 Cisterns
11 Cisterns being sanitary apparatus
11 Cisterns for lavatories
11 Cisterns for water closets
11 Clean chambers [sanitary installations]
11 Closed circuit heating installations
11 Cloth dryers
11 Clothes dryers
11 Clothes drying apparatus [heat drying]
11 Clothes drying installations [heat drying]
11 Coal stoves [space heaters for household use]
11 Coarse strainers for water screening
11 Coffee bean roasting machines
11 Coffee filters, electric
11 Coffee machines, electric
11 Coffee percolators, electric
11 Coffee roasters
11 Coffee roasting machines
11 Coffee roasting ovens
11 Coils [parts of distilling, heating or cooling installations]
11 Coils being parts of cooling installations
11 Coils being parts of distilling installations
Coils being parts of heating installations
Coils for cooling
Coils for heating
Coin-operated drying machines for laundry use [heat drying]
Cold air blowing apparatus
Cold cabinets
Cold rooms
Cold storage boxes, electric
Cold storage rooms
Columns for physical separation of fractions
Columns for physical-chemical separation of fractions
Combination fire and smoke dampers
Combinations of refrigerators and freezers
Combined cooking stoves and gas containers
Combined heating and air-conditioning apparatus
Combined ice cube making and dispensing machines
Combined lighting and ultraviolet apparatus
Combustion apparatus
Combustion chambers
Combustion furnaces
Combustion installations for fossil fuels
Combustion installations for waste fuels
Combustors
Commercial catering fryers
Commercial cooking apparatus
Commercial cooking ovens
Commercial ovens for baking food
Commercial refrigeration units
Composting toilets
Compressed air ventilators
Computer controlled lighting apparatus
Computer controlled lighting instruments
Contact tracks for lighting
Continuous flow work heaters
Continuous furnaces for hardening adhesives
Continuous furnaces for hardening lacquers
Continuous furnaces for hardening varnishes
Continuous furnaces for tempering adhesives
Continuous furnaces for tempering lacquers
Continuous furnaces for tempering varnishes
Continuous soldering furnaces
Control devices [thermostatic valves] for heating installations
Control units [thermostatic valves] for heating installations
Controlled mixers being parts of shower installations
Convection ovens
Convector heaters
Convector [radiators]
Cooker hobs
Cooker hoods
Cookers
Cookers having vitreous enamelled surfaces
Cookers incorporating grills
Cooking apparatus and installations
Cooking appliances
Cooking grills
11  Cooking hobs
11  Cooking installations
11  Cooking machines
11  Cooking ovens
11  Cooking plates [rings]
11  Cooking ranges
11  Cooking rings
11  Cooking stoves
11  Cooking tunnels
11  Cooking units
11  Cooking utensils, electric
11  Cool boxes, electric
11  Cooled panels for use with electrical furnaces
11  Coolers for furnaces
11  Coolers for paper webs
11  Coolers, electric
11  Cooling apparatus
11  Cooling apparatus for liquids
11  Cooling apparatus for moulds
11  Cooling appliances and installations
11  Cooling domes
11  Cooling elements
11  Cooling evaporators
11  Cooling installations and machines
11  Cooling installations for deep freezing
11  Cooling installations for fluids
11  Cooling installations for freezing
11  Cooling installations for gas
11  Cooling installations for liquids
11  Cooling installations for refrigerating
11  Cooling installations for tobacco
11  Cooling installations for water
11  Cooling tanks for furnaces
11  Cooling vats for furnaces
11  Cord pendants [light fittings]
11  Corrugated pipes of metal [parts of sanitary installations]
11  Cosmetic refrigerators
11  Counterweight fittings for pendant lamps
11  Crepe cookers
11  Crowns [parts of furnaces]
11  Crowns [parts of kilns]
11  Crucible induction furnaces
11  Crucible liners
11  Cryogenic apparatus
11  Cryostats, other than for laboratory use
11  Cubicles for showers
11  Curling lamps
11  Curtain fire dampers
11  Cutting table extraction apparatus
11  Cutting table extraction installations
11  Cyclones [air purifying apparatus]
11  Cyclones [air purifying machines]
11  Cylinders for the heating of water
11  Dampers [heating]
11  Dampers for fires
Dampers for furnaces
Dampers for ventilating installations
Damping apparatus [parts of fires]
Damping apparatus [parts of furnaces]
Damping nozzles [parts of fires]
Damping nozzles [parts of furnaces]
Dashboard lamp bulbs
Decontamination apparatus
Decontamination chambers
Decontamination showers
Decorative electric lighting apparatus
Decorative electric lighting apparatus for use in gardens
Decorative electric lighting apparatus for use in patios
Decorative electric lighting installations
Decorative electric lighting installations for use in gardens
Decorative electric lighting installations for use in patios
Decorative gas lighting
Decorative gas lighting apparatus
Decorative gas lighting apparatus for use in gardens
Decorative gas lighting apparatus for use in patios
Decorative gas lighting installations
Decorative gas lighting installations for use in gardens
Decorative gas lighting installations for use in patios
Decorative gas lighting sets
Decorative lighting for Christmas trees
Decorative lighting sets
Decorative lights
Deep fat fryers incorporating a circulating pump
Deep freezers
Deep freezing apparatus
Deep freezing installations
Deep fryer, electric
Deep fryers, electric
Deep frying machines
Defrosters for vehicles
Defrosting apparatus for vehicles
Dehumidifiers
De-humidifiers
Dehumidifiers for household use
Demisters
Dental ovens
Deodorising apparatus for dispensing perfumes in motor vehicles
Deodorising apparatus for dispensing scents in motor vehicles
Deodorising apparatus, not for personal use
Depilatory wax heaters
Desalination apparatus
Desalination installations
Desalination plants
Desiccating apparatus
Desk lamps
Desk lights
Devices for absorbing pollutants from the air
Devices for absorbing vapours from the air
Devices for removing pollutants from the air
Devices for removing vapours from the air
Devices to treat water to prevent deposits in cooking apparatus
Devices to treat water to prevent deposits in sanitary installations
Diesel fuel line heaters
Diffusers being parts of lighting apparatus
Diffusers being parts of lighting installations
Direction indicator bulbs
Dirt pans [parts of fires or furnaces]
Discharge tubes, electric, for lighting
Dish disinfectant apparatus for industrial purposes
Dish heaters
Disinfectant apparatus
Disinfectant apparatus for banknote
Disinfectant apparatus for banknotes
Disinfectant apparatus for medical purposes
Disinfectant dispensers for toilets
Disinfectant dispensers for washrooms
Disinfectant distributors for toilets
Disinfecting apparatus
Disinfection apparatus
Display cabinets having a refrigerated display area
Display counters having a heated display area
Display counters having a refrigerated display area
Display lighting
Distillation apparatus
Distillation apparatus not for scientific purposes
Distillation columns
Distillers for chemical processing
Diving lights
Domestic air-conditioning apparatus
Domestic air-conditioning installations
Domestic appliances for producing ice
Domestic appliances for refrigerating
Domestic autoclaves, electric, for cooking
Domestic baby bottle warmers, electric
Domestic baby food warmers, electric
Domestic boilers
Domestic central heating appliances
Domestic coffee machines, electric
Domestic coffee percolators, electric
Domestic combustion appliances
Domestic cooking apparatus
Domestic cooking appliances, electric
Domestic deep fryers, electric
Domestic drying apparatus, electric
Domestic electric pressure cookers
Domestic fire grate fronts
Domestic fire grates
Domestic fire grates of metal
Domestic frying pans, electric
Domestic gas cookers
Domestic gas fires
Domestic gas lighters
Domestic grill apparatus
Domestic heating apparatus
Domestic heating appliances
Domestic heating utensils
Domestic hot plates
Domestic machines for making ice
Domestic ovens
Domestic plate warmers
Domestic radiators
Domestic refrigerators
Domestic rotisseries, electric
Domestic stoves
Domestic water filtering apparatus
Domestic water filtering units
Dosing valves [parts of heating or gas installations]
Douches [showers]
Dough proving apparatus
Dough retarding apparatus
Downlights
Drains for the draining of water in sanitary installations
Draught accelerators
Drier cabinets
Drinking fountains
Drinking water filters
Drinking water supply apparatus
Drinking water supply installations
Drip irrigation emitters [irrigation fittings]
Dryers for the face using warm air
Dryers for the hands using a warm air drying stream
Drying apparatus
Drying apparatus and installations
Drying apparatus for chemical processing
Drying apparatus for fodder and forage
Drying apparatus for food [dehydrators]
Drying cabinets
Drying installations
Drying machines for agriculture
Drying machines for laundry use [heat drying]
Drying ovens
Drying shelves
Drying shelving
Ducted electric hair drying apparatus
Ducted electric hand drying apparatus
Dust cyclone filters
Dust exhausters [ventilation]
Dust extraction installations [ventilation]
Dust filters
Dust removing installations for ventilation
Dust suction installations for industrial purposes [ventilation]
Dynamo lights for vehicles
Effluent treatment [purifying] apparatus
Effluent treatment [purifying] installations
Effluent treatment [purifying] machines
Effluent treatment apparatus
Egg cookers
Electric air conditioners
Electric apparatus for cooking foods
Electric apparatus for lighting
Electric apparatus for making coffee
Electric apparatus for making hot drinks
Electric apparatus for making hot food
Electric apparatus for use in the preparation of hot beverages
Electric appliances for making yoghurt
Electric appliances for making yogurt
Electric autoclaves
Electric bath-water purifying apparatus for household purposes
Electric beverage warmers
Electric blankets [bed], other than for medical use
Electric blankets not for medical purposes
Electric boilers
Electric bottle heaters
Electric bread cookers
Electric broilers
Electric broiling pans
Electric bulb sockets
Electric bulbs
Electric cafetieres
Electric candelabras
Electric candles
Electric casseroles
Electric ceiling fans
Electric central heating boiler systems
Electric chip pans
Electric chocolate makers
Electric clothes dryers
Electric clothes dryers [heat drying]
Electric coffee beverage making apparatus
Electric coffee beverage making machines
Electric coffee brewers
Electric coffee filters
Electric coffee machines
Electric coffee machines for commercial use
Electric coffee makers
Electric coffee makers for commercial use
Electric coffee making apparatus for commercial use
Electric coffee making machines
Electric coffee percolators
Electric coffee pots
Electric coffee roasters
Electric coffee urns
Electric cookers
Electric cooking apparatus
Electric cooking ovens
Electric cooking pans
Electric cooking pots
Electric cooking pots [for household purposes]
Electric cooking pots for industrial purposes
Electric cooking stoves
Electric cooking stoves [for household purposes]
Electric cooking utensils
Electric cooktops
Electric cool boxes
Electric cooling apparatus
Electric cooling apparatus for use with milking installations
Electric cooling fans
Electric deep fat fryers
Electric deep fryers
Electric devices containing scented deodorant preparations for household use
Electric devices containing scented deodorant preparations for motor cars
Electric discharge tubes for lighting
Electric domestic cooking appliances
Electric domestic machines for making pancakes
Electric dryers for laundry use [heat drying]
Electric drying machines for laundry use [heat drying]
Electric egg boilers
Electric egg steamers for household purposes
Electric espresso machines
Electric fans
Electric fans [for household purposes]
Electric fans for personal use
Electric fans for ventilation
Electric fans with evaporative cooling devices
Electric fibre lighting apparatus
Electric firelighters
Electric fires
Electric flashlights
Electric food cooking machines
Electric food steamers
Electric food warmers
Electric foot warmers
Electric frying pans
Electric frypans
Electric furnaces
Electric furnaces [for industrial purposes]
Electric griddles [cooking appliances]
Electric grilling apparatus
Electric grills
Electric hair dryers
Electric hand drying apparatus for washrooms
Electric hand lamps, other than for photographic use
Electric heated urns
Electric heaters
Electric heaters for babies' bottles
Electric heaters for feeding bottles
Electric heating apparatus
Electric heating apparatus for household purposes
Electric heating apparatus for use in industry
Electric heating appliances, other than for medical therapeutic use
Electric heating cables
Electric heating elements
Electric heating filaments
Electric heating installations
Electric heating pads, other than for medical purposes
Electric hot air hand dryers
Electric hot plates
Electric hotplates
Electric hot-water bottles
Electric humidifiers
Electric immersion heaters
Electric immersion heaters for radiators
Electric immersion heaters for room heaters
Electric incandescent lamps
Electric indoor grills
Electric indoor lighting apparatus
Electric indoor lighting installations
Electric kettles
Electric kettles [for household purposes]
Electric lamp bulbs
Electric lamps
Electric light bulbs
Electric light fittings
Electric lighting apparatus
Electric lighting fittings
Electric lighting fixtures
Electric lighting installations
Electric lighting installations for exterior use
Electric lighting installations for interior use
Electric lights
Electric lights for Christmas trees
Electric lights for festive decorations
Electric machines for preparing beverages by infusion
Electric machines for preparing infusions
Electric night lights
Electric outdoor grills
Electric ovens
Electric panini makers
Electric pans
Electric plate warmers
Electric popcorn making machines
Electric pots for cooking
Electric pressure cookers
Electric radiant heaters [for household purposes]
Electric radiant heating apparatus
Electric radiators
Electric radiators for heating buildings
Electric ranges
Electric refrigerators
Electric refrigerators [for household purposes]
Electric rice cookers
Electric roasters
Electric roasters for industrial purposes
Electric rotissieres
Electric sandwich makers
Electric sandwich toasters
Electric saucepans
Electric shoe dryers for household purposes
Electric shower apparatus
Electric showers
Electric skillets
Electric slow cookers
Electric space cooling apparatus [for household purposes]
Electric space heaters
| Electric steamers for cooking |
| Electric steaming apparatus for cooking |
| Electric stew-pan |
| Electric stew-pot |
| Electric stockpots |
| Electric stoves |
| Electric strip heating units |
| Electric surface heating tapes |
| Electric tea makers |
| Electric tea warmers |
| Electric toaster ovens |
| Electric toasters |
| Electric toasters [for household purposes] |
| Electric torches |
| Electric towel warmers |
| Electric track lighting units |
| Electric tracks for lighting |
| Electric urns |
| Electric utensils for cooking |
| Electric warming pads, other than for medical use |
| Electric water heaters |
| Electric water heaters for preparing beverages |
| Electric water heating apparatus |
| Electric water purifiers for household purposes |
| Electric window fans |
| Electric wireless coffeepots |
| Electric woks |
| Electric yogurt makers |
| Electrical apparatus for heating drinks |
| Electrical apparatus for lighting |
| Electrical apparatus for the cooking of foodstuffs |
| Electrical apparatus for the preparation of foodstuffs by cooking |
| Electrical apparatus for the preparation of foodstuffs by grilling |
| Electrical apparatus for the preparation of foodstuffs by refrigerating |
| Electrical apparatus for the preparation of foodstuffs by toasting |
| Electrical appliances for cooking |
| Electrical appliances for drying laundry [heat drying] |
| Electrical appliances for heating |
| Electrical appliances for lighting |
| Electrical appliances for making cooled beverages |
| Electrical appliances for making frozen beverages |
| Electrical appliances for refrigerating |
| Electrical appliances for sanitary purposes |
| Electrical appliances for ventilating |
| Electrical appliances for water supply |
| Electrical autoclaves |
| Electrical autoclaves for use in sterilization |
| Electrical boilers |
| Electrical coffee brewing apparatus |
| Electrical coffee brewing apparatus for household use |
| Electrical coffee brewing apparatus for professional use |
| Electrical coffee making apparatus |
| Electrical coffee percolators |
| Electrical coffee pots |
| Electrical coffee pots incorporating percolators |
Electrical cooking apparatus
Electrical cooking utensils
Electrical discharge lighting fixtures
Electrical discharge tubes for lighting purposes
Electrical domestic appliances for drying
Electrical domestic laundry machines for drying [heat drying]
Electrical fans being parts of household air-conditioning installations
Electrical fans being parts of household ventilation installations
Electrical glass bulbs
Electrical hair dryers
Electrical hardening ovens for dental purposes
Electrical heating apparatus, other than for therapeutic use
Electrical heating elements
Electrical heating elements in the form of cables
Electrical heating elements in the form of foil
Electrical heating installations
Electrical heating pads, other than for medical [treatment] use
Electrical hot air dryers for the face
Electrical hot air dryers for the hands
Electrical hot plates for food warming
Electrical household apparatus for cooling food
Electrical household apparatus for heating food
Electrical household appliances for cooling food
Electrical household appliances for heating food
Electrical installations for cooking
Electrical installations for heating
Electrical installations for lighting
Electrical installations for refrigerating
Electrical installations for sanitary purposes
Electrical installations for steam generation
Electrical installations for ventilating
Electrical installations for water supply
Electrical lamps
Electrical lamps for indoor lighting
Electrical lamps for outdoor lighting
Electrical light bulbs
Electrical lighting apparatus for vehicles
Electrical lighting fixtures
Electrical lighting fixtures for use in hazardous locations
Electrical photographic floodlights
Electrical preheating ovens for dental purposes
Electrical radiators
Electrical rice cookers
Electrical serving pots
Electrical soldering ovens for dental purposes
Electrical storage heaters
Electrical torches
Electrical tracks for light fittings
Electrical tracks for lights
Electrical water heating apparatus for making beverages
Electrically controlled water faucets
Electrically energized flask heaters for use in laboratories
Electrically heated apparatus containing a catalyst for burning waste gases
Electrically heated apparatus for infusing coffee
Electrically heated apparatus for infusing tea
Electrically heated blankets, other than for medical purposes
Electrically heated carpets
Electrically heated cloth
Electrically heated clothing
Electrically heated cushions, other than for medical purposes
Electrically heated domestic cooking utensils
Electrically heated hot water tanks
Electrically heated jugs
Electrically heated radiators
Electrically heated roasting skewers
Electrically heated toilet seats
Electrically heated towel rails
Electrically operated apparatus for heating
Electrically operated apparatus for making coffee
Electrically operated apparatus for making hot beverages
Electrically operated appliances for drying laundry [heat drying]
Electrically operated appliances for heating
Electrically operated cooking ranges
Electrically operated cooking ranges adapted for roasting
Electrically operated electric griddles
Electrically operated toasters
Electrically powered air blowers for air-conditioning purposes
Electrically powered air blowers for ventilation purposes
Electrically powered blowers for dust extraction from the air
Electrically powered blowers for ventilation
Electrically powered fans for ventilation purposes
Electrically powered warm air face dryers
Electrically powered warm air hand dryers
Electro ventilators
Electromagnetic cooking appliances
Electromagnetic induction cookers [for household purposes]
Electromagnetic induction cookers for industrial purposes
Electronic air purification apparatus
Electronic apparatus for the purification of water
Electronic candles
Electronically controlled self-closing shower-taps
Electrostatic air cleaning apparatus
Electrostatic air filters
Electrostatic filters for water filtration
Electrostatic precipitation apparatus for cleaning air
Electrostatic precipitation apparatus for cleaning gases
Electrostatic precipitators for cleaning air
Electrostatic precipitators for cleaning gases
Elevator furnaces
Emergency lamps
Emergency lighting
Emergency lighting apparatus
Emergency lighting installations
Emergency lights
Enclosures for showers
Enclosures of metal for showers
Enthalpy exchangers
Evacuated heat pipe solar collectors [heat exchangers]
Evaporating apparatus, other than for scientific use
Evaporative cooling apparatus
Evaporative cooling towers
Evaporators
Evaporators for air conditioners
Evaporators for chemical processing
Exhaust hoods [cooker hoods]
Exhaust hoods for kitchens
Expansion chambers [parts of combustion installations]
Expansion tanks for central heating installations
Expresso coffee machines
Expresso coffee machines for barrooms
Expresso coffee machines for domestic use
Extraction columns [other than laboratory apparatus]
Extraction hoods for cookers
Extraction hoods for fodder driers
Extraction hoods for freezers
Extractor fans
Extractor hoods for kitchens
Extractor units [ventilation]
Extractors [ventilation or air-conditioning]
Fabric steamers
Face saunas
Facial sauna apparatus
Facial saunas
Fairy lights for festive decoration
Fan heaters
Fans [air-conditioning]
Fans [parts of air-conditioning installations]
Fans being parts for air-conditioning installations
Fans being parts of air-conditioning installations
Fans for air conditioning apparatus
Fans for air-conditioning installations
Fans for exhaust extractors
Fans for fume extractors
Fans for gas extractors
Fans for hair drying
Fans for the ventilation of food vending kiosks
Fans for use in air-conditioning
Fans for ventilating
Faucet handles
Faucet sprayers
Faucets
Faucets for pipes (Am.)
Feed water heaters [for industrial purposes]
Feeding apparatus for heating boilers
Feeding bottle heaters
Fermentation installations for biological sewage purification
Fermentation installations for treating sewage
Fermentation installations for treating waste material
Filaments for electric lamps
Film stage lighting apparatus
Film stage lighting installations
Filter apparatus for the separation of solids and liquids
Filter apparatus for water supply installations
Filter boxes for water purification
Filter diaphragms for household or industrial use
| Filter elements for the air vents of water supply tanks |
| Filter elements for the overflows of water supply tanks |
| Filter housings [parts of household or industrial installations] |
| Filter installations [household or industrial] for the separation of solids and liquids |
| Filter membranes [parts of household or industrial installations] |
| Filter screens [parts of household or industrial installations] |
| Filtering apparatus for sun beds |
| Filtering installations [household or industrial] |
| Filtering installations for air |
| Filtering installations for flue gases |
| Filtering installations for water |
| Filtering screens [parts of household or industrial installations] |
| Filters [parts of household or industrial installations] |
| Filters for air conditioning |
| Filters for air extractor hoods |
| Filters for aquaria |
| Filters for aquariums |
| Filters for cleaning air |
| Filters for cleaning gases [parts of household or industrial installations] |
| Filters for drinking water |
| Filters for dust |
| Filters for exhaust extractors [parts of household or industrial installations] |
| Filters for fume extractors |
| Filters for gas extractors |
| Filters for gases [parts of household or industrial installations] |
| Filters for ice making apparatus |
| Filters for ice making machines |
| Filters for illumination apparatus |
| Filters for illumination appliances |
| Filters for industrial installations |
| Filters for lighting apparatus |
| Filters for lighting appliances |
| Filters for ponds |
| Filters for sanitary water distribution apparatus |
| Filters for swimming pools |
| Filters for testation plants |
| Filters for use in aquariums |
| Filters for use in mineral processing installations |
| Filters for use with apparatus combustion |
| Filters for use with apparatus cooking |
| Filters for use with apparatus for air-conditioning |
| Filters for use with apparatus for sanitary purposes |
| Filters for use with apparatus for steam generating |
| Filters for use with apparatus for ventilating |
| Filters for use with apparatus for water supply |
| Filters for use with apparatus heating |
| Filters for use with lamps |
| Filters for use with lighting apparatus |
| Filters for use with swimming pools |
| Filters for use with torches |
| Filters for waste gas purification |
| Filters for water purifiers |
| Filters for water release devices |
| Fire bars |
| Fire ventilators for exhausting fumes |
Fire ventilators for exhausting gases
Fire ventilators for exhausting smoke
Fire ventilators for exhausting vapours
Fireplace fenders
Fireplace inserts
Fireplaces, domestic
Fires
Firing grates for solid fuel
Fish roasters
Fish-luring lights
Fittings for basins
Fittings for baths
Fittings for bidets
Fittings for flues
Fittings for massage baths
Fittings for sanitary purposes
Fittings for the draining of water
Fittings for the draining of water from baths
Fittings for the draining of water from shower trays
Fittings for the draining of water from wash hand basins
Fittings for the draining of water in sanitary installations
Fittings for wall lights
Fittings for water supply installations with flow control
Fittings, shaped, for furnaces
Fittings, shaped, for ovens
Fixed acetylene air suction burners
Fixed after-heating burners
Fixed burners for use in fusion connections
Fixed compressed air burners
Fixed flame hardening burners
Fixed heating burners
Fixed oxyacetylene burners
Fixed pre-heating burners
Fixed underwater lighting installations for swimming pools
Fixtures for bathrooms
Fixtures for lavatories
Flameless candles
Flaming torches
Flange light fittings
Flare stacks for use in the oil industry
Flashlight bulbs
Flashlights
Flashlights utilising electric rechargeable devices
Flat heating elements
Flat panel lighting apparatus
Flat radiators for central heating installations
Flexible corrugated hoses for sanitary installations
Flexible lamps
Flexible pipes [parts of sanitary installations]
Flexible pipes being parts of basin plumbing installations
Flexible pipes being parts of bath plumbing installations
Flexible pipes being parts of shower plumbing installations
Flexible pipes being parts of sink plumbing installations
Flexible strip wound pipes of metal [parts of sanitary installations]
Float valves [ball cocks]
Floodlights
Floor heating apparatus
Floor lamps
Flue gas cleaning apparatus
Flues
Flues for heating apparatus
Flues for heating boilers
Flues for ventilating apparatus
Flues incorporating extractors
Flues incorporating fans
Flues incorporating fans and/or extractors
Fluid filters
Fluidised bath apparatus
Fluidised bed combustion apparatus
Fluidised bed incineration ovens
Fluidized bed combustion boilers
Fluidized bed combustion burners
Fluorescent lamp tubes
Fluorescent lamps
Fluorescent lamps with low ultra-violet light output
Fluorescent lights
Fluorescent tube fittings
Fluorescent tubes
Flusher handles [parts of sanitary installations]
Flushing apparatus
Flushing apparatus for urinals
Flushing apparatus for water closets
Flushing cisterns for water closets
Flushing tanks
Fodder drying apparatus
Fondues [cooking apparatus]
Food dehydrators
Food display units [refrigerated or heated]
Food dryers
Food drying apparatus [dehydrating apparatus]
Food servery units [refrigerated or heated]
Food steamers, electric
Food warmers
Food warming apparatus
Food warming plates [heated]
Food warming stands [heated]
Food warming trays [heated]
Foottmuffs, electrically heated
Footwarmers, electric or non-electric
Forage drying apparatus
Forced air type space heaters
Forges, portable
Founding furnaces
Fountain fittings
Fountains
Fountains for washing the eyes
Fountains for washing the face
Framework of metal for ovens
Freestanding decontamination showers
Freestanding portable decontamination showers
Freezer display units
Freezer installations
Freezer storage units
Freezers
Freezing apparatus
Freezing cupboards
Freezing installations
Freezing plates
Friction lighters for igniting Bunsen burners
Friction lighters for igniting gas
Fridge-freezers
Fruit roasters
Frying machines
Frying machines for food
Fuel burners for the catalytic combustion of fuel
Fuel burners
Full spectrum light sources
Fume destructing hoods
Fume exhausting hoods
Fume extractors
Fumigation apparatus, not for medical purposes
Furnace ash boxes
Furnace grates
Furnaces for central heating
Furnaces for de-coating metals
Furnaces for de-coating scrap metals
Furnaces for decontaminating metals
Furnaces for decontaminating scrap metals
Furnaces for gas recovery purposes
Furnaces for melting metals
Furnaces for melting scrap metals
Furnaces for preheating charges
Furnaces for recovering metals
Furnaces for recovering scrap metals
Furnaces for the chemical industry and glassmaking industry
Furnaces for use by dental technicians
Furnaces for use by dentists
Furnaces, other than for laboratory use
Futon driers [for household purposes]
Garbage incinerators
Garbage incinerators for household purposes
Garbage incinerators for industrial purposes
Garden lighting
Garden lights
Garden showers
Garden sprinklers, automatic
Gas boilers
Gas boilers for central heating
Gas boilers for the heating of swimming pools
Gas boilers for water heating
Gas boilers, other than parts of machines
Gas burner ranges
Gas burners
Gas chromatography apparatus for industrial use
Gas cleaning apparatus
Gas condensers, other than parts of machines
Gas cookers
Gas cooking apparatus incorporating cooking grills
Gas cooking appliances
Gas cooking ovens [for household purposes]
Gas fire radiants
Gas fired boilers
Gas fired boilers for producing domestic hot water
Gas fired broilers
Gas fired furnaces
Gas fired heaters
Gas fired heating apparatus
Gas fired heating installations
Gas fired space heaters
Gas fired space heating apparatus
Gas fired space heating installations
Gas fired water heaters
Gas fires
Gas fuelled central heating installations
Gas generating furnaces [for industrial purposes]
Gas grills
Gas hot air guns
Gas lamps
Gas lighters
Gas lights
Gas operated apparatus for cooking
Gas operated apparatus for heating
Gas ovens
Gas pre-heating apparatus for industrial use
Gas purification apparatus
Gas purification installations
Gas purification machines
Gas purifying installations
Gas ranges
Gas recovery apparatus
Gas refrigerators
Gas regulators
Gas scrubbers
Gas scrubbers [parts of gas installations]
Gas scrubbing apparatus
Gas scrubbing installations
Gas space heaters
Gas stoves
Gas stoves [space-heaters for household use]
Gas stoves employing flames in ribbon-like form
Gas stoves utilising flames in rotating form
Germicidal burners
Germicidal lamps for purifying air
Glass bending furnaces
Glass covers being fittings for lamps for sun lamps
Glass covers for lamps
Glass covers for lamps for operating rooms
Glass covers for lamps for ultra violet radiation sources
Glass making furnaces
Glazed shower cubicles
Globes for lamps
Glue-heating appliances
Graphite bar furnaces
Grates
Gravimetric dry flow feeders for chemical processing
Gravimetric dry flow feeders for water treatment
Grease filters [parts of extractor fans]
Griddles [cooking appliances]
Grill heating plates
Grilling [cooking] apparatus
Grills [cooking appliances]
Grills for barbecuing
Hair driers
Hair driers [dryers]
Hair dryers
Hair dryers [for household purposes]
Hair drying apparatus
Hair drying appliances
Hair drying machines for beauty salon use
Hair steamers for beauty salon use
Halogen heaters
Halogen lamps
Halogen light bulbs
Hand driers
Hand dryers
Hand drying apparatus
Hand drying apparatus for washrooms
Hand drying apparatus incorporating blowers
Hand drying apparatus incorporating fans
Hand held electric hairdryers
Hand held hair dryers
Hand held portable water purification apparatus
Hand held showers
Hand rinse units
Hand sets being shower fittings
Hand showers
Hand warmers for personal use
Hand warmers, other than clothing
Hand-held showers
Hanging ceiling lamps
Hanging lamps
Hangings for lamps
Hardening furnaces for springs
Headlamp bulbs
Headlamps for use on automobiles
Headlamps for use on cycles
Headlamps for use on motor cycles
Headlights
Headlights for automobile
Headlights for automobiles
Heads for showers
Hearths
Heat accumulators
Heat collectors
Heat exchange apparatus, other than parts of machines
Heat exchangers for central heating purposes
Heat exchangers for chemical processing
Heat exchangers for the removal of condensate
Heat exchangers for the removal of exhaust gases
Heat exchangers for the removal of flue gases
Heat exchangers for the temperature control of drinks being dispensed
Heat exchangers for transferring heat between fluid streams
Heat exchangers, other than parts of machines
Heat generating apparatus
Heat generating filaments
Heat guns
Heat insulated metal pipes [parts of sanitary installations]
Heat pads for warming
Heat pumps
Heat pumps for energy processing
Heat recovery apparatus, other than parts of machines
Heat recovery devices, other than parts of machines
Heat recovery instruments, other than parts of machines
Heat regenerators
Heat regulating devices [valves] being parts of heating installations
Heat regulators [valves] being parts of heating installations
Heat transfer apparatus, other than parts of machines
Heated cabinets for foodstuffs
Heated cabinets for use in the food service industry
Heated carpets
Heated containers for foodstuffs
Heated display cabinets
Heated display cases
Heated display units
Heated towel drying rails
Heated towel rails
Heated trays
Heated trollies for keeping food warm
Heaters
Heaters for bath water
Heaters for baths
Heaters for heating irons
Heaters for laboratory containers
Heaters for shower baths
Heaters for sink water
Heaters for vehicles
Heaters for wash basin water
Heaters, electric, for feeding bottles
Heating apparatus
Heating apparatus for aquariums
Heating apparatus for casting ladles
Heating apparatus for casting spouts
Heating apparatus for containers
Heating apparatus for defrosting vehicle windows
Heating apparatus for foodstuffs
Heating apparatus for furnaces
Heating apparatus for gaseous fuels
Heating apparatus for liquid fuels
Heating apparatus for oil
Heating apparatus for ponds
Heating apparatus for solid fuels
Heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels
Heating apparatus for use in the home
Heating apparatus for use in the treatment of metal
Heating apparatus for use in the treatment of waste material
Heating apparatus for vehicles
Heating apparatus for vehicles operating independently of the engine
Heating apparatus incorporating flues
Heating apparatus, electric
Heating armatures
Heating blankets, other than for medical purposes
Heating boilers
Heating cartridges
Heating cushions [pads], electric, not for medical purposes
Heating cushions [pads], non-electric, not for medical purposes
Heating cushions, electric, other than for medical purposes
Heating cushions, non-electric, other than for medical purposes
Heating elements
Heating filaments, electric
Heating frames
Heating furnaces
Heating furnaces [for industrial purposes]
Heating installations
Heating installations [water]
Heating installations for fluids
Heating installations for gas
Heating installations for industrial use
Heating installations for nitrate solutions
Heating installations for use with gaseous fuels
Heating installations for vehicles
Heating installations incorporated in glass
Heating installations incorporated in windows
Heating machines
Heating pads [cushions], electric, not for medical purposes
Heating plates
Heating rings
Heating rods
Heating units
Hibachis
High intensity discharge lights
High vacuum kilns
Hobs
Holding furnaces
Home heating installations
Homogenizing furnaces
Hoods for air-conditioning apparatus
Hoods for cookers
Hoods for ventilating apparatus
Hoods incorporating ventilating apparatus
Hostess trolley [heated]
Hot air apparatus
Hot air bath fittings
Hot air blowers
Hot air curtains
Hot air driers, other than machines or for photographic use
Hot air guns, electric
Hot air heat shrinking apparatus
Hot air heating apparatus
Hot air ovens
Hot air tunnels
Hot blast furnaces [for industrial purposes]
Hot plates
Hot plates [for household purposes]
Hot plates for cooking
Hot pots, electrically heated
Hot sandwich toasters
Hot tub jets
Hot tubs
Hot water apparatus
Hot water boilers
Hot water boilers for beverage making
Hot water bottles
Hot water cylinders
Hot water heaters
Hot water heating installations
Hot water installations
Hot water supply heaters
Hot-air space heating apparatus [for industrial purposes]
Hot-water space heating apparatus [for industrial purposes]
Household air cleaners
Household tap-water filters
Humidification apparatus for use with air-conditioning apparatus
Humidifiers
Humidifiers for central heating radiators
Humidifiers for household use
Humidifying apparatus, other than for medical use
Humidifying machines, other than for medical use
Hydrants
Hydrants for water supply
Hydromassage bath apparatus
Ice cream conservators
Ice cream freezers
Ice dispensing apparatus
Ice dispensing machines
Ice machines
Ice machines and apparatus
Ice makers
Ice making apparatus
Ice making machines
Ice producing apparatus
Ice storage apparatus
Ice-cooling refrigerators [for household purposes]
Ignition apparatus for gas fires
Illuminated push-buttons
Illuminating apparatus
Illumination fittings
Illumination installations
Illumination lights for registration plates
Illuminators
Immersion heaters
Impellers [parts of air-conditioning apparatus]
Incandescent burners
Incandescent lamps
Incandescent lamps for optical instruments
Incandescent lighting fixtures
Incinerators
Indicator lamps
Indicator lamps for indicating the direction of vehicles
Indoor electrical lighting fixtures
Indoor fluorescent electrical lighting fittings
Indoor fluorescent lighting fixtures
Indoor fountains
Induction furnaces
Induction heated casting furnaces
Induction ovens
Induction units [heaters]
Induction water heaters
Industrial air purifiers
Industrial boilers
Industrial cooking ovens
Industrial deep fryers
Industrial dehumidifiers
Industrial dishdrying machines
Industrial furnaces
Industrial heaters
Industrial heating apparatus
Industrial heating furnaces
Industrial heating installations
Industrial high temperature heating apparatus
Industrial humidifiers
Industrial installations for filtering liquids
Industrial ovens
Industrial rice cookers
Industrial ventilation apparatus
Industrial waste water purification plants
Industrial-water purifying apparatus
Infrared controlled flushing apparatus
Infrared drying apparatus for the hair
Infrared illuminators
Infrared lamp fixtures
Infrared lamps
Infrared lamps for drying the hair
Infrared lighting fixtures
Inset cooking tops
Inset hobs
Inset hot plates
Inspection lamps
Inspection lights
Installations combining boilers and steam generators for heating
Installations combining boilers and steam generators for producing hot water
Installations for aerating air in enclosed spaces
Installations for air extraction
Installations for air-conditioning
Installations for airing
Installations for baking
Installations for biotechnological fractionation
Installations for biotechnological separation
Installations for burning of garbage
Installations for central heating
Installations for conditioning water
Installations for controlling the flow of gases
Installations for cooking
Installations for cooking consisting of halogen heating devices
Installations for cooking incorporating halogen heating devices
Installations for cooling
Installations for cooling drinking water
Installations for cooling for biotechnological purposes
Installations for cooling for scientific purposes
Installations for decomposition of garbage
Installations for de-humidifying
Installations for deodorising the atmosphere
Installations for destroying waste products
Installations for draining condensation
Installations for drying
Installations for drying for biotechnological purposes
Installations for drying for scientific purposes
Installations for dust separating
Installations for electric lighting
Installations for evaporating
Installations for filtering the atmosphere
Installations for freezing
Installations for gasification of garbage
Installations for generating the flow of gases
Installations for heating
Installations for heating beverages
Installations for heating consisting of halogen heating devices
Installations for heating foodstuffs
Installations for heating for biotechnological purposes
Installations for heating for scientific purposes
Installations for heating incorporating halogen heating devices
Installations for heating swimming pools
Installations for humidifying
Installations for lighting
Installations for lighting Christmas trees
Installations for lighting for use in cinematography
Installations for lighting for use in television
Installations for lighting incorporating halogen heating devices
Installations for making coffee
Installations for outdoor lighting
Installations for processing carbon containing materials to recover waste products
Installations for processing moderating material
Installations for processing nuclear fuel
Installations for processing nuclear fuel and nuclear moderating material
Installations for producing clean zones
Installations for purifying water
Installations for recirculating heated air in industrial buildings
Installations for recovering waste products from processing
Installations for refrigerating
Installations for regenerating air in enclosed spaces
Installations for sanitary purposes
Installations for sewage waste treatment
Installations for street lighting
Installations for tempering
Installations for the abatement of water pollution
Installations for the burning off of gases
Installations for the burning off of liquids
Installations for the collection of gases
Installations for the collection of liquids
Installations for the control of water pollution
Installations for the cooling of air
Installations for the cooling of cocoa
Installations for the cooling of coffee
Installations for the cooling of fluids
Installations for the cooling of nuts
Installations for the cooling of water
Installations for the development of steam
Installations for the distribution of air flow in buildings
Installations for the distribution of water
Installations for the heating of air
Installations for the heating of fluids
Installations for the heating of water
Installations for the production of steam
Installations for the purification of sewage
Installations for the purification of waste water
Installations for the recycling [purification] of waste water
Installations for the regulation of air flow in buildings
Installations for the roasting of cocoa
Installations for the roasting of coffee
Installations for the roasting of nuts
Installations for the separation of gases
Installations for the separation of liquids
Installations for the treatment [clarifying] of water
Installations for the treatment of combustible materials
Installations for the treatment of drinking water
Installations for the treatment of effluents
Installations for the treatment of industrial waste water
Installations for the treatment of liquid suspensions
Installations for the treatment of liquids
Installations for the treatment of molten metal
Installations for the treatment of toxic chemicals
Installations for the treatment of waste products
Installations for the treatment of water used in swimming pools
Installations for use in the recovery of waste heat
Installations for ventilating
Installations for waste water engineering
Installations for water distribution
Installations for water filtering
Installations for water filtration
Installations for water purification
Installations for water purifying
Installations for water softening
Installations for water supply
Installations for water treatment under osmotic process
Installations relating to membrane filtration technology
Instantaneous water heaters
Instruments for temperature control in central heating installations [thermostatic valves]
Ion exchange installations
Ion generating air purification apparatus
Ionic water generators
Ionisation apparatus for the treatment of air
Ionisation chambers
Ionisers for air treatment
Ionising air guns for the treatment of air
Ionising brushes for the treatment of air
Ionising guns for the treatment of air
Ionization apparatus for the treatment of air or water
Ionization instruments for the treatment of air or water
Ionizers for the treatment of air or water
Irrigating apparatus [automatic] for watering plants
Irrigating apparatus [machines] for watering plants
Irrigation machines [watering machines for agricultural purposes]
Irrigation sprinklers
Isothermic cabinets
Jet nozzles for generating massage currents in spa baths
Jet nozzles for warm air circulations in bubble baths
Jets for bath apparatus
Jets for hydrotherapy baths
Jugs, electric
Kebab cooking machines
Kettles, electric
Kiln boosters
Kiln furniture
Kiln furniture [supports]
Kiln supports
Kilns
Kitchen ranges [ovens]
Kitchen sink sprayers
Kitchen sinks
Kitchen stoves
Klieg lights
Laboratory apparatus for heating liquids
Laboratory burners
Laboratory lamps
Lamp bases
Lamp bulbs
Lamp casings
Lamp chimneys
Lamp fitments
Lamp fittings
Lamp glasses
Lamp globes
Lamp hanging supports
Lamp holders
Lamp mantles
Lamp posts
Lamp reflectors
Lamp shades
Lamp standards
Lamp stands
Lamp units
Lamps
Lamps adapted for use in buildings
Lamps fitted with extendible supports
Lamps for Christmas trees
Lamps for direction indicators [blinker] for land vehicles
Lamps for direction indicators for cycles
Lamps for directional signals of automobiles
Lamps for electrical installations
Lamps for festive decoration
Lamps for lighting purposes
Lamps for motor land vehicles
Lamps for security lighting
Lamps for tents
Lamps for vehicle direction indicators
Lamps for vehicle lighting
Lampshade holders
Lampshades
Lampstands
Lanterns for lighting
Launders for trapping impurities in molten metal
Laundry dryers, electric
Laundry drying machines
Laundry room boilers
Lava rocks for use in barbecue grills
Lavatories
Lavatory basins
Lavatory bowls
Lavatory cisterns
Lavatory installations
Lavatory pans
Lavatory seats
LED flashlights
LED landscape lights
LED light bulbs
LED luminaires
LED safety lamps
LED underwater lights
Level control valves
Level controlling valves being parts for sanitary installations
Level controlling valves in tanks
Level regulating valves, other than parts of machines
Light assemblies
Light bars
Light bulbs
Light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles
Light bulbs for gas-discharge lamps
Light bulbs for incandescent lamps
Light bulbs, electric
Light diffusers
Light discharge tubes
Light filters, other than for medical or photographic use
Light fittings
Light hanging apparatus
Light installations
Light production apparatus, other than for photographic or medical use
| 11 | Light projectors          |
| 11 | Light reflectors          |
| 11 | Light shades              |
| 11 | Light sources, other than for photographic or medical use |
| 11 | Lightbulbs               |
| 11 | Light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus |
| 11 | Lighters                 |
| 11 | Lighting                 |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus and installations |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus for architecture |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus for commercial use |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus for food vending kiosks |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus for industrial use |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus for installation as an integral part of kitchen furniture |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus for motor vehicles |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus for the stage |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus for the theatre |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus for use in evaluating colour |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus for use with cinematographic apparatus |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus for use with video apparatus |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus for vehicles |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus incorporating optical fibres |
| 11 | Lighting apparatus incorporating power sources |
| 11 | Lighting armatures |
| 11 | Lighting being for use with security systems |
| 11 | Lighting devices for showcases |
| 11 | Lighting elements |
| 11 | Lighting fixtures |
| 11 | Lighting fixtures for commercial use |
| 11 | Lighting fixtures for household use |
| 11 | Lighting fixtures for office use |
| 11 | Lighting for aquariums |
| 11 | Lighting for display purposes |
| 11 | Lighting for ponds |
| 11 | Lighting glasses |
| 11 | Lighting installations |
| 11 | Lighting installations for air vehicles |
| 11 | Lighting installations for vehicles |
| 11 | Lighting lamps |
| 11 | Lighting louvres |
| 11 | Lighting ornaments [fittings] |
| 11 | Lighting panels |
| 11 | Lighting tracks |
| 11 | Lighting tubes |
| 11 | Lighting units |
| 11 | Lights |
| 11 | Lights for automobiles |
| 11 | Lights for ceiling mounting |
| 11 | Lights for Christmas trees |
| 11 | Lights for emergency use |
| 11 | Lights for external installation |
| 11 | Lights for external installations |
| 11 | Lights for festive decoration |
| 11 | Lights for gas-discharge lamps |
| 11 | Lights for incandescent lamps |
Lights for music stands
Lights for security use
Lights for track mounting
Lights for vehicles
Lights for wall mounting
Lights, electric, for Christmas trees
Linear air diffusers
Linings for fire openings
Liquid coolers [apparatus]
Liquid filtering apparatus [parts of water supply installations]
Liquid fuel regulators [valves]
Liquid level control apparatus [valves]
Loading apparatus for furnaces
Locally induced air-conditioners [for industrial purposes]
Louvres being air-conditioning apparatus
Louvres being ventilating apparatus
Louvres for light control
Louvres for light deflection
Louvres for lights
Luminous discharge lamps
Luminous discharge lamps filled with gas
Luminous discharge lamps filled with vapour
Luminous house numbers
Luminous tubes for lighting
Lustres [parts of lighting apparatus]
Machines for making ice cream [refrigerators or freezers]
Machines for preparing beverages [electric, cooling]
Machines for preparing beverages [electric, heating]
Machines for preparing food [electric, cooking]
Machines for processing [purifying] water
Machines for purifying water
Machines for the processing [purification] of sewage
Machines for the recovery of heat
Machines for the treatment [purification] of water
Machines for use in making ice cream [refrigerating]
Machines for use in making whipped cream [refrigerating]
Machines for use in processing meat [cooking or freezing]
Machines for use in processing vegetables [cooking or freezing]
Machines for use in the manufacture of pottery [kilns]
Machines for use in the preparation of food [cooking]
Machines for use in the processing [purification] of water
Machines for use in the processing of foodstuffs [cooking or refrigerating]
Machines for water filtering [purifying]
Machines for water softening
Magnesium filaments for lighting
Magnetic apparatus for water softening
Malt roasters
Mantles for gas and oil lamps
Map lights
Massage bath installations
Meat boilers
Meat broilers
Mechanisms for controlling fluid level in tanks [valves]
Medical, dental and veterinary autoclaves [sterilizers]
Medical, dental and veterinary sterilizers
Melting furnaces [for industrial purposes]
Membrane purifying apparatus for the purification of water
Membranes for the filtration of water
Mercury lamps
Metal branching pipes [parts of sanitary installations]
Metal halide lamps
Metal pipes [parts of sanitary installations]
Metal tubes [parts of sanitary installations]
Metallic flexible pipes [parts of sanitary installations]
Metering furnaces
Microwave apparatus for heating materials
Microwave apparatus for thawing foodstuffs
Microwave apparatus for thawing materials
Microwave cookers
Microwave devices for cooking
Microwave installations for cooking foods
Microwave installations for warming foods
Microwave ovens
Microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]
Microwave ovens for cooking
Microwave ovens for domestic use
Microwave ovens for household purposes
Microwave ovens for industrial purposes
Milk coolers
Milk cooling installations
Milk sterilizers
Miners’ lamps
Miniature light bulbs
Mirror balls being lighting fittings
Mixer showers
Mixer taps [faucets]
Mixer taps for the manual regulating of water temperature
Mixer taps for water pipes
Mixing taps [faucets]
Mixing valves [faucets]
Mixing valves [faucets] for basins
Mixing valves [faucets] for sinks
Mobile [portable] sanitary installations
Mobile air-conditioning apparatus
Mobile drying apparatus [heat drying]
Mobile heating apparatus
Mobile ventilating apparatus
Molten metal filter chambers
Molten metal treatment units
Motor car lamps
Motor vehicle lamps
Motorcycle lamps
Motorcycle lights
Motorised fans for air-conditioning
Motorised fans for ventilation
Moulding apparatus [electric] in the nature of autoclaves
Multicookers
Multiple commodity chilled display apparatus
Multiple commodity chilling apparatus
Multiple cooking plates
Mural lamps
Neon lamps for illumination
Neutralisation columns
Neutralisation installations
Night lights, other than candles
Non-electric central heating installations
Non-electric cooking appliances
Non-electric hot water bottles
Non-metallic flexible pipes [parts of sanitary installations]
Non-metallic flexible tubes being parts of bath installations
Non-metallic pipes [parts of sanitary installations]
Non-metallic screens for shower baths
Non-metallic screens for shower trays
Nuclear cogeneration plants
Nuclear power plants
Nuclear reactors
Nuclear reactors [atomic piles]
Oil burners
Oil cooking stoves [for household purposes]
Oil degassing apparatus
Oil fired boilers
Oil fired heaters
Oil lamps
Oil pre-heaters
Oil stoves [space heaters for household use]
Oil vapour extraction installations
Oil vapour filters, other than parts of machines or engines
Oil-filled radiators
Oil-free electric fryers
Oil-scrubbing apparatus
Opaque casings for lamps
Opaque casings for lights
Operating levers for water closet cisterns
Optical apparatus for lighting purposes
Organic light emitting diodes (OLED) lighting devices
Organic positive self-temperature control plane heaters
Ornamental fountains
Ornaments for Christmas trees [lights]
Outdoor electrical lighting fixtures
Outdoor lighting
Outdoor lighting fittings
Outdoor showers for bathing
Outflow pipes being parts of sanitary installations
Outlets being parts of sanitary installations
Oven fittings made of fireclay
Oven gas igniters
Oven ventilator hoods
Ovens for baking ceramic products
Ovens for baking or curing coatings and finishes
Ovens for drying ceramic products
Ovens for the treatment of waste
Ovens for use in the electronics industry
Ovens utilising air frequency fields for cooking
Ovens utilising air frequency fields for drying purposes
Ovens, other than for laboratory use
Overhead lamps
Overlying bed ovens for bakeries
Overpressure filters for water supply installations
Oxidation apparatus
Oxyhydrogen burners
Paint baking apparatus
Paint stoving apparatus
Paper filters for drinking water
Passage furnaces
Pasteurisers
Paternoster furnaces
Pavement heating apparatus
Pedestal bathroom basins
Pedestal bathroom sinks
Pedestal lamps
Pedestals for lavatories
Pendant fluorescent lighting fixtures
Penlights
Personal steam baths
Pervaporisers
Petrol burners
Piezo lighters, other than for smokers
Pilot lights for igniting gas fired apparatus
Pipe laying cocks
Pipe line cocks [spigots]
Pipe line spigots
Pipe sections of metal [parts of sanitary installations]
Pipes [parts of sanitary installations]
Pipes being part of sanitary installations
Pipes for heating boilers
Pipes of metal having linings made of polyurethane [parts of sanitary installations]
Plastic bath fittings
Plastic elbow bends for pipes [parts of sanitary installations]
Plastic louvres being diffusers for lighting apparatus
Plastic louvres being light fittings
Plastics pipes [parts of sanitary installations]
Plate warmers
Plated tubes of common metal [parts of sanitary installations]
Pneumatic apparatus for controlling pressure in gas apparatus
Pneumatic apparatus for controlling pressure in gas pipes
Pneumatic apparatus for controlling pressure in water pipes
Pocket electric lamps
Pocket search lights
Pocket warmers
Point of sale displays [refrigerated cabinets]
Pollen filtering apparatus
Polymerisation apparatus
Polymerisation installations
Popcorn makers
Porous ceramic articles for the diffusion of gases
Porous plugs for metallurgical vessels
Portable cold-boxes, electric
Portable cooking stoves
Portable decontamination apparatus
Portable electric fans
Portable electric fires
Portable electric foot baths
Portable electric heaters
Portable electric warm air dryer
Portable evaporative air coolers
Portable filtration apparatus for filtering air, other than machines
Portable filtration apparatus for filtering water, other than machines
Portable filtration units, other than machines
Portable fireplaces
Portable hand lamps for illumination
Portable lamps for illumination
Portable paper lanterns (chochin)
Portable refrigerating boxes, electric
Portable refrigerators
Portable sales display units [refrigerated]
Portable search lamps
Portable showers
Portable steam sterilizing apparatus
Portable stoves
Portable toilets
Pot furnaces
Power filters for air-conditioning
Power filters for water purification, other than machines
Powered sanitary installations
Pre-insulated bonded pipes for sanitary installations
Pressure controllers [regulators] for gas apparatus
Pressure controllers [regulators] for gas pipes
Pressure controllers [regulators] for water apparatus
Pressure controllers [regulators] for water pipes
Pressure cookers, electric
Pressure cooking saucepans, electric
Pressure relief apparatus for use with gas installations
Pressure relief apparatus for use with water heaters
Pressure relief apparatus forming part of water supply systems
Pressure relief valves [safety apparatus] for gas apparatus
Pressure relief valves [safety apparatus] for gas pipes
Pressure relief valves [safety apparatus] for water apparatus
Pressure relief valves [safety apparatus] for water pipes
Pressure relief valves for gas pipes
Pressure relief valves for water pipes
Pressure vessels for cooking
Pressure vessels for sterilising
Pressure water tanks
Pressurised water installations
Pressurised water reservoirs
Pressurised water tanks
Pre-switching devices for gas-discharge lamps
Process ventilation apparatus
Processing installations for fuel
Processing installations for fuel and nuclear moderating material
Processing installations for nuclear moderating material
Projection lamps
Propagators, electric
Propane gas fired space heaters
Propane vapour-fired vertically disposed cylindrical convection space heaters
Propellers [fans] for air-conditioning apparatus
Propellers [fans] for ventilation apparatus
Protein skimmers being water purification apparatus for aquariums
Protein skimmers being water purification apparatus for ponds
Proving cabinets for dough
Purification devices for the separation of impurities from water
Purification installations for sewage
Purification installations for waste material
Purifying machines for industrial use
Push-on sprays for use with bathroom faucets
Pyrophoric lighters, other than for smokers
Radial air fans
Radiant ceiling plates
Radiant fan heaters
Radiant space heaters
Radiating plates
Radiation apparatus for curing plastics materials for cosmetic purposes
Radiation apparatus for curing plastics materials for metallurgical purposes
Radiation apparatus for curing plastics materials for technical histological purposes
Radiation apparatus for the curing of plastics materials
Radiator caps
Radiator heaters
Radiators [for industrial air-conditioning purposes]
Radiators [heating]
Radiators for central heating installations
Radiators for central heating systems
Radiators for hot water installations
Radiators for hot water systems
Radiators, electric
Rainwater purification installations
Range hoods [extractor hoods, for household purposes]
Reactor vessels
Reactors being industrial chemical installations
Reactors for gas-gas reactions
Reactors for gas-solids reactions
Reactors for use in the chemical industry
Reactors for use in the food industry
Reactors for use in the mineral industry
Reactors for use in the petrochemical industry
Reading lamps
Reading lights
Rear lights for vehicles
Receptacles for use as bidets, connected to water supply
Rechargeable torches
Rectification columns
Recuperative gas furnaces
Recuperators for chemical processing
Recuperators for pre-heating combustion air in heating systems by the use of hot flue gas
Refining towers for distillation
Reflectors adapted for lighting apparatus
Reflectors for illuminators
Reflectors for lamps
Reflectors for light control
Reflectors for light deflection
Reflectors for use with lighting apparatus
Reflectors for vehicles
Reflectors for wide area lighting fixtures
Refractory furnaces
Refrigerant absorbers
Refrigerant condensers
Refrigerated beverage dispensers [other than vending] units
Refrigerated beverage dispensing units [other than vending]
Refrigerated boxes
Refrigerated cabinets
Refrigerated cabinets for the display of drink
Refrigerated cabinets for the display of food
Refrigerated cabinets for the storage of drink
Refrigerated cabinets for the storage of food
Refrigerated chambers
Refrigerated compressed air dryers
Refrigerated containers, electric
Refrigerated containers, gas
Refrigerated counters
Refrigerated display units
Refrigerated food counters
Refrigerated food display apparatus
Refrigerated food display installations
Refrigerated holding and display tanks for live fish and seafood
Refrigerated merchandise display cases
Refrigerated merchandising apparatus
Refrigerated shelves
Refrigerated shipping containers
Refrigerated units
Refrigerated whipped cream apparatus
Refrigerating apparatus
Refrigerating apparatus and machines
Refrigerating apparatus for beverages
Refrigerating apparatus for industrial use
Refrigerating appliances
Refrigerating appliances and installations
Refrigerating boxes, electric
Refrigerating boxes, gas
Refrigerating cabinets
Refrigerating chambers
Refrigerating containers
Refrigerating counters
Refrigerating display cabinets
Refrigerating display cabinets [display cases]
Refrigerating enclosures for freezing
Refrigerating installations
Refrigerating machines
Refrigerating machines for use in industrial refrigeration
Refrigerating machines for use in refrigerated vehicles
Refrigerating motors
Refrigerating or freezing apparatus for cool rooms
Refrigerating receptacles
Refrigerating rooms
Refrigerating show cabinets
Refrigeration cabinets for alcoholic beverages
Refrigeration cabinets for non-alcoholic beverages
Refrigeration in the form of benches
Refrigeration installations
Refrigeration units
Refrigerators
Refrigerators for conserving ice cream
Refrigerators for foodstuffs
Regulating accessories for gas pipes and lines
Regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes
Regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus
Regulating and safety accessories for gas pipes
Regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus
Regulating apparatus being parts for water apparatus
Regulating apparatus being parts for water pipes
Regulating apparatus being parts of gas burners
Regulating apparatus being parts of oil burners
Regulating apparatus for gas apparatus
Regulating apparatus for gas installations
Regulating apparatus for gas pipe installations
Regulating apparatus for gas pipes
Regulating apparatus for water apparatus
Regulating apparatus for water installations
Regulating apparatus for water supply apparatus
Regulating fittings for water pipes
Regulating instruments for water supply apparatus
Regulating valves [level controlling in tanks]
Regulators [valves] for level controlling in tanks
Regulatory fittings for water pipes
Reheating furnaces
Reheating gas furnaces
Residential air-conditioning units
Residential heating units
Residential ventilating units
Reverse osmosis devices for use in water conditioning apparatus
Reverse osmosis devices for use in water conditioning installations
Reverse osmosis elements for domestic use in reducing the salt content of water
Reverse osmosis elements for industrial use in reducing the salt content of water
Reverse osmosis elements for reducing the brackishness of water
Reverse osmosis elements for reducing the brackishness of water for domestic use
Reverse osmosis elements for reducing the brackishness of water for industrial use
Reverse osmosis elements for reducing the salt content of water
Rice cookers
Rice refrigerators
Rigid pipes for building [parts of sanitary installations]
Rigid pipes of plastics [parts of sanitary installations]
Rigid tubes for building [parts of sanitary installations]
Ring burners
Roasters
Roasting apparatus
Roasting devices
Roasting jacks
Roasting spits
Roasting spits [electric] for use with barbecues
Roasting spits [electric] for use with electricity
Roasting spits [electric] for use with gas
Roasting spits for cooking ovens
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rock and ceramic heat distributing materials for use in barbecue</td>
<td>grills and cookers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roller hearth furnaces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rollers for roller hearth furnaces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rollers for use in roller kilns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof fans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof lights [lamps]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room air conditioners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room air fans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room fans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room heaters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room humidifiers [apparatus]</td>
<td>that contain water and are placed on central heating radiators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary kilns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary kilns [for industrial purposes]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotisseries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running lights for boats</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running lights for land vehicles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety apparatus [valves] for controlling the distribution of fluid</td>
<td>in central heating installations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety apparatus [valves] for controlling the distribution of fluid</td>
<td>in hot water installations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety lamps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety lamps for underground use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety valves for gas apparatus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety valves for gas pipes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety valves for water apparatus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety valves for water pipes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales counters [refrigerated]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich makers [toasters]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary apparatus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary apparatus and installations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary apparatus made from plastics materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary covers for toilet seats</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary drain armatures and sinks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary drain armatures for basins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary drain armatures for baths</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary drain armatures for bidets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary drain armatures for drip pipelines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary drain armatures for showers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary fittings [parts of sanitary installations]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary installations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary units</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary ware</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary ware made of ceramic materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary ware made of plastic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary ware made of porcelain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary ware made of stoneware</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary water conduit fittings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary water fittings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitisers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitising apparatus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauce bain-marie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauna apparatus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauna bath installations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauna heaters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11 Sauna stoves
11 Sconce lighting fixtures
11 Screens [partitions] adapted for use with baths
11 Screens [partitions] adapted for use with shower installations
11 Screens for controlling light
11 Screens for directing light
11 Scrubbers [parts of gas installations]
11 Scrubbing columns for the purification of gases
11 Scrubbing towers for the purification of gases
11 Sea toilets
11 Sea water desalination plants
11 Searchlights
11 Seat lids [parts of sanitary installations]
11 Seats for water closets
11 Sectional radiators
11 Security lighting
11 Security lighting apparatus incorporating a passive infra-red detector
11 Security lighting incorporating a heat activated sensor
11 Security lighting incorporating a movement activated sensor
11 Security lighting incorporating an infra-red activated sensor
11 Security lighting installations incorporating a passive infra-red detector
11 Security lighting operated by photocells
11 Self regulating heaters
11 Self-draining apparatus being parts of water supply installations
11 Self-draining instruments being parts of water supply installations
11 Self-luminous light sources
11 Separators for purifying air
11 Separators for purifying gas
11 Separators for removing condensation by refrigeration
11 Separators for scrubbing air
11 Separators for scrubbing gas
11 Septic tanks
11 Settler apparatus for sewage
11 Settler apparatus for waste
11 Settler apparatus for water
11 Sewage purification apparatus
11 Sewage purification installations
11 Sewage purification machines
11 Sewage treatment [purification] installations
11 Sewerage installations
11 Shades for lamps
11 Shades for light sources
11 Shades for lighting apparatus
11 Shades for lighting installations
11 Shaped fittings for furnaces
11 Shaped fittings for ovens
11 Shell heat exchangers
11 Shoe sterilizers for household purposes
11 Shower apparatus
11 Shower attachments
11 Shower bases
11 Shower basins
11 Shower bath cubicles
11 Shower bath fittings
11 Shower bath installations
Shower bath screens adapted for use only with shower installations
Shower baths
Shower booths adapted for use with shower installations
Shower cabinets
Shower cabins
Shower cubicles
Shower cubicles [enclosures (Am.)]
Shower cubicles [enclosures]
Shower doors
Shower doors with a metal frame
Shower doors with a non-metallic frame
Shower enclosures adapted for use with shower installations
Shower fittings
Shower head sprayers
Shower heads
Shower heads being parts of water supply installations
Shower hoses
Shower hoses for hand showers
Shower installations
Shower mixers
Shower mixing valves
Shower panels
Shower pans
Shower platforms
Shower roses
Shower screens adapted for use with shower installations
Shower stalls adapted for use with shower installations
Shower stands
Shower taps
Shower trays
Shower tubs
Shower units
Shower valves
Showers
Showers for sale in kit form
Side-entry baths for use by the physically handicapped
Sight glasses for boilers
Sight glasses for use in heating for cooking
Sight glasses for use in reflecting heat
Sight panels for use in heating for cooking
Sight panels for use in reflecting heat
Simulated coal fires [domestic]
Simulated log fires [domestic]
Single inducing type air-conditioning apparatus
Single lavatories
Sink units, other than furniture
Sinks
Sintering furnaces
Sitz baths
Sliding bat furnaces
Sliding plate fire dampers
Sliding plate smoke dampers
Sluices [sanitary installations]
Sluices [sanitary installations] for use in hospitals
Sluices [sterilizers]
Sluices [sterilizers] for use in hospitals
Smelting furnaces
Smoke baking units
Smoke cooking units
Smoke curing units
Smoke drying units
Smoke generating apparatus for cooking
Smoke generators for cooking
Smoke generators for treatment of food products
Smoke purifiers
Smoke release dampers
Snow-making machines
Soaking pit furnaces
Soaking pit furnaces [for industrial purposes]
Soap bubbles and foam generators for shows
Sockets for electric lights
Socks, electrically heated
Solar collectors for heating
Solar energy collectors for heating
Solar energy powered heating apparatus
Solar energy powered heating installations
Solar furnaces
Solar heating apparatus
Solar heating installations
Solar heating panels
Solar lamp units
Solar lamps
Solar panels for use in heating
Solar powered lamps
Solar powered ventilation apparatus
Solar thermal collectors [heating]
Solar thermal collectors [lighting]
Solar thermal collectors for heating
Solar water heaters
Solaria being sun tanning apparatus, not for medical purposes
Solaria, other than for medical purposes
Solenoid controls for automatically operating valves [parts of heating installations]
Solid fuel burning stoves
Solid fuel ignition apparatus
Spa baths
Spa baths [vessels]
Spa baths for the feet
Space heaters
Space heaters for rooms
Space heaters for vehicles
Space heating apparatus
Spice roasters
Spigots [faucets]
Spit roasters [cooking apparatus]
Spits [cooking apparatus]
Spits [parts of cooking apparatus]
Spot lamps
Spot lamps for household illumination
Spot lamps for use on vehicles
Spot lights
Spot lights for household illumination
Spot lights for use on vehicles
Spotlights
Spray fittings [parts of sanitary installations]
Spray fittings [parts of shower installations]
Spray handsets for showers
Spray heads for showers
Spray installations for the automatic watering of fields
Spray units being parts of water supply installations
Sprayers [automatic installations] for watering
Sprinkler apparatus [automatic] for use on golf courses
Sprinkler installations [automatic] for agricultural purposes
Sprinkler installations [automatic] for horticultural purposes
Sprinkler installations [automatic] for use on golf courses
Sprinkler machines for use on golf courses
Sprinklers [automatic installations] for watering flowers and plants
Sprinklers [automatic] for surface installation
Sprinklers [automatic] for underground installation
Sprinkling devices [automatic], other than machines
Stage lighting apparatus
Stainless steel sanitary ware
Stainless steel sinks
Stainless steel tubes being parts of sanitary installations
Stainless steel water supply apparatus
Standard lamps
Standing lamps
Standing paper lanterns [andon]
Stands adapted for cookers
Stands for cookers and stoves
Steam accumulators
Steam baths
Steam boilers for steam generating, other than parts of machines
Steam boilers, other than parts of machines
Steam cabinets for the treatment of clothing
Steam cleaners [sauna]
Steam condensers [other than parts of machines]
Steam cookers
Steam driers
Steam facial apparatus [saunas]
Steam generating apparatus
Steam generating installations
Steam generators
Steam generators for domestic use
Steam generators for use with steam baths
Steam guns for smoothing garments and fabrics
Steam heating apparatus [for industrial purposes]
Steam producing apparatus
Steam producing installations
Steam producing machines
Steam sterilisers
Steam sterilisers for household use
Steam sterilisers for industrial use
Steam sterilisers for medical use
Steam sterilizers
Steam sterilizers for household use
Steam sterilizers for industrial use
Steam sterilizers for medical use
Steamers for chemical processing
Steaming installations
Steaming machines
Steel degassing heating rods
Step-grates
Sterilisation autoclaves
Sterilisation autoclaves for medical use
Sterilisers
Sterilisers for babies' feeding bottles
Sterilisers for dental instruments
Sterilisers for medical instruments
Sterilisers for surgical instruments
Sterilising apparatus
Sterilising apparatus for medical use
Sterilising apparatus for milking apparatus
Sterilising apparatus for milking appliances
Sterilising apparatus for milking installations
Sterilising apparatus for milking machines
Sterilising apparatus for milking plant
Sterilising apparatus for use in the pharmaceutical industry
Sterilising appliances
Sterilization apparatus
Sterilization autoclaves
Sterilizers
Sterilizers for toothbrushes
Sterilizing apparatus
Sterilizing devices
Sterilizing installations
Sterilizing machines
Stills
Stills, other than for experimental purposes
Stills, other than for laboratory use
Stokers for use with commercial furnaces
Stokers for use with industrial furnaces
Stop cocks being safety apparatus for gas apparatus
Stop cocks being safety apparatus for gas pipes
Stop cocks being safety apparatus for water apparatus
Stop cocks being safety apparatus for water pipes
Stop cocks for regulating gas
Stop cocks for regulating water
Stop valves being safety apparatus for gas apparatus
Stop valves being safety apparatus for gas pipes
Stop valves being safety apparatus for water apparatus
Stop valves being safety apparatus for water pipes
Stop valves for regulating gas
Stop valves for regulating water
Storage heaters
Stoves [cooking apparatus]
Stoves [heating apparatus]
Stoves for cooking
Stoves for heating
Strainers for solids-liquids separation
Strainers for the thickening of liquids
Strainers for use with shower trays
Street lamps
String lights for festive decoration
Strings of coloured lights
Strings of coloured lights for decorative purposes
Strings of lights
Strings of lights [rope lights]
Strobe lights [decorative]
Strobe lights [light effects]
Strobe lights for discos
Stroboscopic lamps [decorative]
Stroboscopic lamps [light effects]
Stroboscopic lamps for discos
Structural plates for ovens
Studio lamps
Submerged combustion evaporation units
Suction ventilators
Sun lamps for tanning purposes
Sun ray lamps
Sunlight collecting apparatus for heating purposes
Supply air diffusers
Supports adapted for use with solar heating tubes
Supports for kilns
Supports for wash basins
Supports for wash tables
Surface aerators for ponds
Surface units being parts of cooking apparatus
Suspension rails [not electrified] for electrical lighting fixtures
Swimming pool chlorinating apparatus
Swimming pool heaters
T pieces for pipes [parts of sanitary installations]
Table fans
Table lamps
Table top ovens
Tail lamp bulbs
Tail lights for vehicles
Tanning apparatus [sun beds]
Tanning apparatus [sun lamps]
Tanning beds
Tanning booths
Tanning lamps
Tap water faucets
Taps [cocks, spigots] [faucets (Am.)] for pipes
Taps [faucets]
Taps for bidets
Taps for regulating gas flow
Taps for regulating water flow
Taps for sanitary installations
Taps for the control of water flow
Taps for washstands
Taps for water pipes
Taps for water supply
Taps for water supply installations
Tap-water purifying apparatus
Tea filters [machines]
Tea kettles, electric
Tea makers, electric
Tea making machines
Telescopic combination flues
Temperature control apparatus [valves] for central heating installations
Temperature control apparatus [valves] for central heating radiators
Temperature control valves [parts of central heating installations]
Temperature control valves [parts of central heating radiators]
Temperature control valves [parts of water supply installations]
Temperature controllers [valves] for central heating radiators
Temperature controlling apparatus [valves] for central heating radiators
Temperature sensitive controls for automatically operating valves [parts of heating installations]
Terminal water supply fittings
Testing lamps for cars
Thawing apparatus utilising heat
Thermal baths
Thermal controls [valves] for central heating radiators
Thermal fluid heaters
Thermal incineration installations
Thermal oxidising apparatus
Thermal oxidizers for industrial air pollution control
Thermal protective aids [heated] other than for medical use
Thermal radiators for the heating of buildings
Thermal storage apparatus [solar energy] for heating
Thermal storage instruments [solar energy] for heating
Thermal treatment furnaces
Thermoelectric apparatus for heating beverages
Thermoelectric apparatus for heating foodstuffs
Thermoelectric apparatus for the preparation of beverages
Thermoelectric apparatus for the preparation of foodstuffs
Thermophores being a dissipating apparatus
Thermostatic control valves for central heating radiators
Thermostatic radiator valves
Thermostatic valves [parts of heating installations]
Thermostatic valves as parts of heating installations
Tinning furnaces
Toasters
Toasting apparatus
Tobacco roasters
Toilet bowls
Toilet cisterns
Toilet lids
Toilet seat lids
Toilet seats
Toilet seats with automatic sanitary cover replacement before use
Toilet stool units with a washing water squirter
Toilet tank balls
Toilet tanks
Toilets [water-closets]
Toilets for incorporation in portable buildings
Toilets incorporating cisterns
Toilets with sterilizing functions
Toilets with washing functions
Toilets, portable
Tool reheating furnaces
Tortilla presses, electric
Touchless hand drying apparatus
Towel rails [part of water supply or heating installations]
Towel steamers [for hairdressing purposes]
Toy torches [working]
Trailer lights
Transportable instruments for processing sewage
Transportable instruments for processing water
Travel hair dryers
Tubes being parts of sanitary installations
Tubular heating elements
Tumble driers [heat driers]
Tumble dryers [heat dryers]
Tumblers [heat driers] for laundry use
Tumblers [heat dryers] for laundry use
Turbine ventilators [ventilation apparatus]
Turkish bath cabinets, portable
Turn sign-board lamps for motor vehicles
Turn sign-board lamps for transport apparatus
Ultra violet ray lamps, not for medical purposes
Ultrasonic sterilizers for household purposes
Ultra-violet apparatus for tanning the face
Ultra-violet apparatus for tanning the whole body
Ultra-violet irradiators
Ultraviolet lamps, other than for medical use
Ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes
Ultra-violet sun beds for cosmetic purposes
Ultra-violet sun ray lamps for cosmetic purposes
Ultraviolet sun ray lamps, other than for medical use
Ultra-violet sunlamps for cosmetic purposes
Ultra-violet water sterilisation units for domestic use
Ultra-violet water sterilisation units for industrial use
Under carpet heating installations
Under floor heating system
Urinal sanitiser units
Urinals
Urinals [sanitary fixtures]
Urinals being parts of sanitary installations
Urns, electric
USB-powered desktop fans
USB-powered humidifiers for household use
UV halogen metal vapour lamps
Vacuum furnaces for noble metals
Vacuum furnaces for precious metals
Vacuum lamps
Vacuum melting apparatus for noble metals
Vacuum melting apparatus for precious metals
Vacuum ovens for the treatment of lenses
Vacuum steam heating apparatus
Valves [faucets] being parts for sanitary installations
Valves [taps] being parts for sanitary installations
Valves for controlling levels in tanks
Vanity top sinks
Vanity unit tops being wash hand basins and surrounds [parts of sanitary installations]
Vanity units being wash hand basins adapted for water supply installations
Vanity units incorporating basins [connected to the water supply]
Vaporiser for liquid gases
Vapour extraction hoods for cookers
Vapour extraction hoods for fireplaces
Vapour extraction hoods for stoves
Vapour extractor hoods for cookers
Vapour extractor hoods for kitchen stoves
Vehicle brake lights
Vehicle dynamo lamps
Vehicle headlights
Vehicle lighting
Vehicle lighting apparatus
Vehicle lighting installations
Vehicle lights
Vehicle reflectors
Ventilating apparatus
Ventilating apparatus for vehicles
Ventilating fans
Ventilating fans for industrial purposes
Ventilating fans for use in vehicles
Ventilating hoods
Ventilating hoods for laboratories
Ventilating hoods for smoke
Ventilating hoods for steam
Ventilating installations
Ventilating instruments
Ventilating units
Ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus
Ventilation [air-conditioning] installations for buildings
Ventilation [air-conditioning] installations for laboratories
Ventilation [air-conditioning] installations for vehicles
Ventilation apparatus
Ventilation apparatus for vehicles
Ventilation grilles being parts of extractor fans
Ventilation hoods
Ventilation hoods for laboratories
Ventilation hoods for stoves
Ventilation installations
Ventilation terminals
Ventilators for heat exchangers
Ventilators for vehicles
Venturi scrubbers
Vortex inhibitors
Waffle irons, electric
Waffle makers, electric
Walk-in coolers
Walk-in refrigerators
Wall lamps
Wall lights
Wall mountings adapted for use with wash hand basins
Wallpaper steamers
Walls for shower cabins
Walls for shower cubicles
Warm air dryers for use in drying hair
Warm air dryers for use in drying hands
Warm air furnaces
Warm air hand dryers
Warm air heating apparatus
Warmers, not for medical use
Warming apparatus, not for medical use
Warming pans
Warming pans for beds
Warming stations
Warming trays
Wash basins [parts of sanitary installations]
Wash boilers
Wash bowls [parts of sanitary installations]
Wash fountains
Washers for water taps
Washers of rubber for water taps
Wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations]
Wash-hand bowls [parts of sanitary installations]
Washing coppers
Washroom installations
Washstand lamps
Waste assemblies for basins
Waste assemblies for baths
Waste disposal furnaces
Waste disposal incinerators
Waste fittings for basins
Waste fittings for baths
Waste fittings for sanitary ware
Waste water treatment apparatus
Waste water treatment installations
Waste water treatment tanks
Water boilers
Water chillers
Water cisterns
Water closets
Water closets incorporating douches
Water conditioning apparatus
Water conditioning installations
Water conducting armatures for domestic installations
Water conducting armatures for garden installations
Water conduits installations
Water control valves [level controlling] in cisterns
Water control valves for faucets
Water coolers
Water cooling apparatus
Water cooling towers
Water desalinating apparatus
Water desalinating apparatus utilizing reverse osmosis
Water desalination plants
Water disinfection apparatus
Water distillation units
Water distributing apparatus, automatic
Water distribution installations
Water distributor armatures for domestic installations
Water distributor armatures for garden installations
Water distributor armatures for heating
Water faucets
Water filtering apparatus
Water filtering apparatus for domestic use
Water filtering apparatus for industrial use
Water filtering installations
Water filtering units for aquariums
Water filters
Water filters [installations] for agricultural purposes
Water filters [machines] for agricultural purposes
Water filters for industrial purposes
Water filtration apparatus
Water filtration installations
Water fittings incorporating flow control [parts of sanitary installations]
Water flushing installations
Water flushing installations for use in sanitary installations
Water fountains
Water heaters
Water heaters [apparatus]
Water heaters for shower baths
Water heaters for showers
Water heating apparatus, other than parts of machines
Water heating installations
Water immersion heaters
Water inlets [level controlling valves] being parts of sanitary installations
Water intake apparatus
Water ionizers [for household purposes]
Water level regulators [valves] being parts of sanitary installations
Water mixing appliances
Water mixing devices
Water outlets [faucets]
Water outlets [valves] being parts of sanitary installations
Water pressure reducers [regulating accessories]
Water pressure reducers [safety accessories]
Water purification apparatus
Water purification filters
Water purification installations
Water purification machines
Water purifiers for household purposes
Water purifying apparatus
Water purifying apparatus and machines
Water purifying installations
Water purifying machines
Water purifying or treatment apparatus, installations and machines, utilizing magnets
Water regulating apparatus
Water regulating valves [faucets] being parts of sanitary installations
Water regulating valves [regulating accessories]
Water regulating valves [safety accessories]
Water regulating valves [taps] being parts of sanitary installations
Water shower apparatus
Water softeners [apparatus]
Water softening apparatus
Water softening apparatus and installations
Water softening installations
Water softening machines
Water sprinkling devices, automatic
Water sterilisers
Water sterilising apparatus
Water sterilizers
Water supply apparatus
Water supply installations
Water taps
Water taps being parts of sanitary installations
Water taps being parts of water supply installations
Water treatment apparatus
Water treatment apparatus for water purification
Water treatment apparatus for water softening
Water treatment apparatus for water softening for domestic use
Water treatment filters
Water treatment units
Watering apparatus, automatic
Watering installations, automatic
Watering machines for agricultural purposes
Water-pipes for sanitary installations
Welding fume extraction installations
Wet scrubbers
Whirlpool baths
Whirlpool spa bath installations
Whirlpool tubs
Whirlpool-jet apparatus
Window air-conditioning apparatus
Window-mounting air-conditioners [for industrial purposes]
Wine cellars, electric
Wire patenting furnaces
Wood burning stoves
Wood-burning stoves
Actuators being parts of air braking installations
Actuators being parts of braking installations
Actuators being power operated parts of air braking installations
Actuators being powered parts of braking installations
Actuators for land vehicles
Adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes
Adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or tires
Aerial conveyance installations for the transportation of people
Aerial conveyor installations for the transportation of people
Aerial conveyors
Aerodynamic attachments for vehicle bodies
Aerodynamic fairings for vehicles
Aerfoils for air vehicles
Aerfoils for land vehicles
Aerfoils for sea vehicles
Aerfoils for water vehicles
Aeronautical apparatus
Aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances
Aeronautical appliances
Aeronautical machines
Aeroplanes
Aeroplanes towing vehicles
Aerospace vehicles
Aerostats
Afterburners for land vehicle engines
Agricultural tractors
Agricultural vehicles
Air bags [safety devices for automobiles]
Air cushion borne vehicles
Air cushion vehicles
Air deflector boxes for vehicles
Air deflectors for vehicles
Air flow spoilers
Air flow spoilers for vehicles
Air intakes being snorkels for land vehicles
Air pressure pumps [vehicle accessories]
Air pumps [vehicle accessories]
Air pumps being parts of vehicles
Air pumps for automobiles
Air pumps for bicycles
Air pumps for bicycles for the inflation of tyres
Air pumps for inflating bicycle tyres
Air pumps for motorcycles
Air pumps for two-wheeled motor vehicles or bicycles
Air pumps for vehicle tyres
Air springs for vehicle suspension components for cushioning driver's seats and cabs
Air transport apparatus
Air tubes for vehicle wheels
Air turbines for land vehicles
Air vehicle bodies
Air vehicles
Airbags for vehicles
Aircraft
Aircraft carriers
Aircraft flap braking installations
Aircraft fuselages
Aircraft interior panels
Aircraft landing gear
Aircraft landing gear wheels
Aircraft landing wheel brakes
Aircraft landing wheels
Aircraft manoeuvring apparatus
Air-cushion vehicles
Airline seats with a massage function
Airplane propellers
Airplane seats
Airplanes
Airships
Airships [dirigible balloons]
Airsprings for cushioning driver's seats
Airsprings for vehicle suspension
Alarm devices for vehicles
Alarm installations for vehicles
Alarm instruments for vehicles
Alarm systems for aircraft
Alarm systems for cars
Alarm systems for land vehicles
Alarm systems for motor vehicles
Alarm systems for trucks
Alarm systems for watercraft
Alarms for controlling the movement of motor vehicles
Alarms for motor vehicles
Alarms for vehicles
All-terrain forklift trucks
All-terrain vehicles
Ambulances
Amphibious airplanes
Amphibious craft
Amphibious vehicles
Animal transport containers in the nature of vehicle bodies
Anti-burglary apparatus for vehicles
Anti-dazzle devices for vehicles
Anti-dazzle devices incorporated in vehicle windows
Anti-glare devices for vehicles
Anti-glare devices incorporated in vehicle windows
Anti-glare sunstrips for vehicles
Anti-intrusion apparatus for goods vehicles
Anti-intrusion apparatus for land vehicles
Anti-intrusion apparatus for motor cars
Anti-intrusion apparatus for vehicles
Anti-intrusion apparatus for water vehicles
Anti-intrusion devices for aircraft
Anti-intrusion devices for land vehicles
Anti-intrusion devices for motor cars
Anti-intrusion devices for water vehicles
Anti-lock brake apparatus for vehicles
Anti-locking apparatus for road vehicles
Anti-skid apparatus for vehicles
Anti-skid chains
Anti-skid chains for vehicle tires
Anti-skid studs for vehicle tires
Anti-slide chains for vehicle wheels
Anti-slip apparatus for land vehicles
Anti-static strips for vehicles
Anti-tamper apparatus for vehicles
Anti-tamper devices for vehicles
Anti-theft alarm apparatus for vehicles
Anti-theft alarm installations for vehicles
Anti-theft alarms for vehicles
Anti-theft alarms for vehicles
Anti-theft apparatus of metal for vehicles
Anti-theft audible alarms for vehicles
Anti-theft clamps for vehicle wheels
Anti-theft devices for motor cars
Anti-theft devices for vehicles
Anti-theft devices for vehicles
Anti-theft electric alarm apparatus for vehicles
Anti-theft instruments for vehicles
Anti-theft locks for use on automobile steering wheels
Anti-theft security apparatus for vehicles
Anti-theft security devices for vehicles
Anti-theft sound alarms for vehicles
Anti-theft warning alarms for vehicles
Anti-theft warning apparatus for motor cars
Anti-theft warning apparatus for vehicles
Anti-theft wheel clamps for vehicle wheels
Apparatus for dropping loads from aircraft
Apparatus for land locomotion by parachute
Apparatus for locomotion by air
Apparatus for locomotion by land
Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water
Apparatus for locomotion by sea
Apparatus for locomotion by water
Apparatus for locomotion underwater
Apparatus for protection against theft for vehicles
Apparatus for the propulsion of land vehicles
Apparatus for transport by land
Apparatus in the nature of trolleys
Apparatus in the nature of trolleys for the transportation of children
Apparatus in the nature of trolleys for transporting goods
Appliances for steering ships
Appliances for steering vehicles
Aprons for carry cot transporters
Aprons for prams
Aprons for pushchairs
Aprons for strollers
Arm rests for vehicles
Arm rests for wheelchairs
Armored vehicles
Armour protected land vehicles
Armoured bodies for vehicles
Armoured cars
Armoured land vehicles
Armoured vehicles
Arms for windscreen wipers
Articles for use in securing goods on vehicle roofs
Articles for use in supporting goods on vehicle roofs
Articles of ships superstructure
Articulated support frames adapted for use with vehicles
Articulated transmissions for land vehicles
Articulated vehicles
Ashtrays for automobiles
Ashtrays for motor vehicles
Audible alarms for vehicles
Audible warning apparatus for vehicles
Audible warning installations for vehicles
Autogyros
Automatic gearboxes for land vehicles
Automatic gearboxes for motor cars
Automatic gearings for land vehicles
Automatic guided vehicles
Automatic window winding apparatus
Automatically guided [driverless] material handling tractors
Automatically guided [driverless] material handling trucks
Automobile bodies
Automobile boot liners
Automobile chains
Automobile chains [anti-skid for wheels]
Automobile chains [driving]
Automobile chassis
Automobile cigarette lighters
Automobile door handles
Automobile engines
Automobile hoods
Automobile roof containers
Automobile roof racks
Automobile safety seats for children
Automobile seat cushions
Automobile spare wheel holders
Automobile steering wheels
Automobile sunroofs
Automobile tires
Automobile tires [tyres]
Automobile wheels
Automobile windshield sunshades
Automobile windshield wipers
Automobile windshields [windcreens]
Automobiles
Automobiles for carrying goods
Automotive interior trim
Automotive land vehicles
Automotive vehicles
Autonomous underwater vehicles for seabed inspections
Axle assemblies for vehicles
Axle containing rods for vehicles
Axle journals
Axles and cardan shaft for motor vehicles
Axles for air suspension systems in vehicles
Axles for land vehicles
Axles for leaf spring suspensions in vehicles
Axles for leaf spring suspensions systems in vehicles
Axles for vehicles
Babies' buggies
Babies' carriages
Babies' strollers
Baby carriages
Baby carriages [prams]
Baby strollers
Back support apparatus for vehicles
Back-gear transmissions for land vehicles
Backrests adapted for use in vehicles
Backrests for vehicle seats
Bag carriers for bicycles
Bags adapted for pushchairs
Bags adapted for strollers
Balance weights for vehicle wheels
Ball bearings for automotive use
Balloons [aeronautical]
Band brakes for land vehicles
Bands for wheel hubs
Barges
Barrage balloons
Barrows
Baskets adapted for bicycles
Baskets for perambulators
Baskets for pushchairs
Bearing housings for vehicles
Bearing shelves for vehicles
Bearing units for vehicle wheels
Bearings for vehicles
Becak [rickshaw]
Bellows for articulated buses
Bells for bicycles
Bells for motorcycles
Belt pulleys for land vehicles
Bevel gears for land vehicles
Bevel wheels for land vehicles
Bicycle bells
Bicycle brake lever grips
Bicycle brakes
Bicycle carriers
Bicycle chains
Bicycle cranks
Bicycle frames
Bicycle handlebar grips
Bicycle handlebars
Bicycle kickstands
Bicycle motors
Bicycle mudguards
Bicycle pedals
Bicycle pumps
Bicycle racks [carriers]
Bicycle racks for vehicles
Bicycle saddle covers
Bicycle saddles
Bicycle seats
Bicycle stabilisers
Bicycle stands [kickstands]
Bicycle tires
Bicycle trailers (riyakah)
Bicycle training wheels
Bicycle tyres
Bicycle wheel hubs
Bicycle wheel rims
Bicycle wheel spokes
Bicycle wheels
Bicycles
Blinds adapted for vehicles
Block brakes for land vehicles
Boat chocks
Boat cleats
Boat fenders
Boat hooks
Boat hulls
Boat launching gear
Boat launching trolleys
Boat shells
Boat tillers
Boat-hooks
Boats
Boats for sale in kit form
Bodies for aircraft
Bodies for boats
Bodies for freight carrying motor vehicles
Bodies for land vehicles
Bodies for motor vehicles
Bodies for railway cars
Bodies for railway wagons
Bodies for seacraft
Bodies for vehicles
Bodies for watercraft
Body panels
Body panels for vehicles
Body parts for vehicles
Body restraint devices for use in vehicles
Bodywork facings for vehicles
Bodywork linings for vehicles
Bodywork parts for vehicles
Bodyworks for motor vehicles
Bogies for railway cars
Booms for boats
Boot liners for automobiles
Boot tidies
Boot tidys
Bottle carriers for bicycles
Brackets for mounting lamps on vehicles
Brake bands for transmissions in land vehicles
Brake blocks for land vehicles
Brake blocks for vehicles
Brake cables for vehicles
Brake calipers for land vehicles
Brake components for vehicles
Brake cylinders for vehicles
Brake discs for vehicles
Brake drums for land vehicles
Brake drums for vehicles
Brake facings for vehicles
Brake levers for bicycles
Brake levers for vehicles
Brake linings for aircraft landing gear
Brake linings for land vehicles
Brake linings for motor cars
Brake linings for vehicles
Brake pads for automobiles
Brake pads for land vehicles
Brake pads for vehicles
Brake segments for motor cars
Brake segments for vehicles
Brake sets for vehicles
Brake shoes for land vehicles
Brake shoes for motor cars
Brake shoes for vehicles
Brake systems for vehicles
Brakes for aircraft
| 12 | Brakes for land vehicles |
| 12 | Brakes for motor cars |
| 12 | Brakes for vehicles |
| 12 | Braking apparatus for air vehicles |
| 12 | Braking apparatus for aircraft |
| 12 | Braking apparatus for bicycles |
| 12 | Braking apparatus for land vehicles |
| 12 | Braking apparatus for water vehicles |
| 12 | Braking installations for bicycles |
| 12 | Braking systems for vehicles |
| 12 | Buffers for attachment to vehicles or watercraft |
| 12 | Buffers for railway rolling stock |
| 12 | Buffers for vehicle bumpers |
| 12 | Buggies |
| 12 | Bulk hauling trailers |
| 12 | Bulkheads for vehicles |
| 12 | Bumper guards of metal for vehicles |
| 12 | Bumpers for attachment to vehicles or watercraft |
| 12 | Bumpers for automobiles |
| 12 | Bumpers for trolleys |
| 12 | Bumpers for vehicles |
| 12 | Buoyancy bags adapted for use with aircraft |
| 12 | Buoyancy bags adapted for use with watercraft |
| 12 | Burglar alarms for vehicles |
| 12 | Buses |
| 12 | Cable car cabins |
| 12 | Cable cars |
| 12 | Cable ships |
| 12 | Cable transport apparatus |
| 12 | Cable transport apparatus and installations |
| 12 | Cable transport installations |
| 12 | Caissons [vehicles] |
| 12 | Camera drones, other than toys |
| 12 | Camper vans |
| 12 | Campers [recreational vehicles] |
| 12 | Camping cars |
| 12 | Camping trailers |
| 12 | Camping vehicles |
| 12 | Canoe paddles |
| 12 | Canoes |
| 12 | Canopies for pick-up trucks |
| 12 | Canopies for trailers |
| 12 | Caps for engine oil intakes |
| 12 | Caps for petrol tanks |
| 12 | Caps for vehicle petrol [gas] tanks |
| 12 | Caps for wheel rims |
| 12 | Car body modification parts for sale in kit form |
| 12 | Car body parts made of plastic materials |
| 12 | Car boot lids |
| 12 | Car chairs |
| 12 | Car creepers for use in inspecting the underneath of cars |
| 12 | Car safety seats for children |
| 12 | Car seat canopies |
| 12 | Car seat covers [shaped or fitted] |
| 12 | Car seat harnesses |
Car seat tidies
Car seats
Car sun blinds
Car theft alarms
Car tidies
Car transporters
Caravan spoilers
Caravan storage assemblies
Caravans
Cargo ships
Carriage body parts
Carriage roofs
Carriages
Carriages [railways]
Carriages for babies
Carriages for children
Carriages for disabled people
Carriages for infants
Carriages for invalids
Carriages for transport systems
Carrier tricycles
Carriers for bicycles for use on vehicles
Carriers for meal trays adapted for use on vehicles
Carriers for transporting bicycles on vehicles
Carriers for transporting boats on vehicles
Carriers for transporting skis on vehicles
Carriers for transporting surfboards on vehicles
Carriers for use on vehicles
Carrycot restraints for use in vehicles
Carrying racks for bicycles
Cars
Cars for cable transport installations
Car-top luggage carriers
Carts
Carts being motorised land vehicles
Carts for garden hoses
Carts for hoses
Casings for pneumatic tires [tyres]
Cast ferrous wheels for use on air vehicles
Cast ferrous wheels for use on construction vehicles
Cast ferrous wheels for use on land vehicles
Cast ferrous wheels for use on tractors
Cast ferrous wheels for use on trailers
Cast ferrous wheels for use on trucks
Cast steel automotive wheels
Casters [wheels] for trolleys
Casters [wheels] for vehicles
Casters for trolleys [vehicles] [carts (Am.)]
Casting carriages
Casting cars
Castors [vehicle wheels]
Catamarans
Catboats
Cellular panels being parts of vehicle bodies
Central alarm units for vehicles
Centrally located drive wheels for vehicles
Chain deflectors for vehicles
Chain guards for bicycles
Chain guards for vehicles
Chain transmissions for land vehicles
Chains for cycles
Chains for driving land vehicle engines
Chains for driving motorcycles
Chains for driving road vehicles
Chains for motor cars
Chainwheels for bicycles
Chainwheels for land vehicles
Chainwheels for motorcycles
Chainwheels for road vehicles
Change speed transmissions for land vehicles
Chassis being parts of trucks
Chassis for automobiles
Chassis for motor land vehicles
Chassis for motor vehicles
Chassis for railway cars
Chassis of vehicles
Chassis parts for rail vehicles
Chassis parts for road vehicles
Child booster cushions for vehicle seats
Child carrying seats for use in vehicles
Child restraint devices for use with vehicle seats
Child restraints for vehicle seats
Child safety harnesses for vehicle seats
Child safety seats for use in vehicles
Children's bicycles
Children's car seats
Children's four-wheeled vehicles for transportation
Children's riding vehicles for transportation
Children's safety belts for use in vehicles
Children's safety seats for cars
Children's safety seats for vehicles
Children's seats for use in cars
Children's seats for use in vehicles
Cigar lighters for automobiles
Cigarette lighters for motor vehicles
Civil aircraft
Civilian drones
Cleaning trolleys
Cleats [nautical]
Clutch components for land vehicle, other than linings
Clutch cylinders for land vehicles
Clutch disks for land vehicles
Clutch disks, other than for land vehicles
Clutch levers for land vehicles
Clutch mechanisms for motor cars
Clutches for land vehicles
Coaches
Coachwork for motor vehicles
Coasters [watercraft]
Cog wheels for land vehicles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coil springs for vehicle suspensions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collapsible bicycles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collapsible boats</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collapsible watercraft</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined spring and shock absorber units for vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combustion engines for land vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial alarm systems for vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial buses</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial land vehicle body parts</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial land vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial trucks</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensating cylinders for the braking systems of airborne vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensating cylinders for the braking systems of water vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensating cylinders for vehicle brakes</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition boats</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Components for brakes for vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Components for the outer bodies of vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressors for supercharging internal combustion engines of land vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete mixing trucks</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete mixing vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete pumping vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone brakes for land vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts of motors and engines</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consoles being parts of vehicle interiors</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction vehicles for transportation purposes</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container cars</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Containers adapted for use in vehicle boots</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Containers adapted for use in vehicle interiors</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convertible car seats</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convertible roofs being parts of cars</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convertible tops for vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveying installations [ski lifts]</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyor installations [ski lifts]</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couplings for land vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couplings for use with clutches for land vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverings for car seats</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers for bicycle saddles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers for foot pedals on bicycles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers for handgrips of bicycles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers for loudspeaker openings in vehicles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers for motorcycle saddles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers for pushchairs</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers for tyres</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers for vehicle seats</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers for vehicle steering wheels</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crankcases for components for motor cars (other than for engines)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crankcases for land vehicle components, other than for engines</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crankcases for land vehicles, other than for engines</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranks [parts of land vehicles]</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranks for bicycles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranks for cycles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranks for motorcycles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawler dump trucks</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cross country chains for vehicle wheels
Crown wheels being parts of land vehicles
Cup holders for use in vehicles
Curtain sheets adapted for motor land vehicles
Cushions adapted for bicycle seats
Cushions adapted for rowing shells
Cushions adapted for use in vehicles
Cushions adapted for use with car seats
Cushions adapted for vehicle seats
Cycle carriers for use on vehicles
Dashboards
Davits for boats
Davits for boats [boat davits]
Delivery bicycles
Delivery tricycles
Delivery vans
Derailleur sets
Derailleurs for bicycles
Diesel engines for land vehicles
Diesel motors for land vehicles
Diesel turbine engines for land vehicles
Diesel turbine engines land vehicles
Differential gear mechanisms for land vehicles
Differential transmissions for land vehicles
Differentials for land vehicles
Dinghies
Dining cars
Dining cars [carriages]
Dinner wagons [carriages]
Direction indicator signals for land vehicles
Direction indicator signals for vehicles
Direction indicators for bicycles
Direction indicators for land vehicles
Direction indicators for motorcycles
Direction indicators for vehicles
Direction signals for automobiles
Direction signals for bicycles
Direction signals for land vehicles
Direction signals for vehicles
Directional indicators for vehicles
Dirigible balloons
Dirigible balloons [airships]
Dirigibles
Disc brake friction pads for vehicle braking systems
Disc brake pads for vehicle braking systems
Disc brake rotors for vehicle braking systems
Disc brakes for land vehicles
Discs for clutch thrust bearings of land vehicles
Disengaging gear for boats
Distribution trolleys
Dog guards for use in vehicles
Dollies [hand trucks]
Dollies [trolleys]
Door panels for land vehicles
Doors for automobiles
Doors for railway cars
Doors for vehicles
Double clutch transmissions for land vehicles
Double glass screens for vehicles
Drag parachutes for aircraft
Draught deflectors for vehicles
Drawbars for trailers
Dredgers [boats]
Dress guards for bicycles
Drinking water trucks
Drinks holders adapted for use in land vehicles
Drive belts for driving land vehicles
Drive chains for driving ground vehicles
Drive chains for driving land vehicles
Drive motors for land vehicles
Drive shafts for land vehicles
Drive transmission devices [belts] for land vehicles
Drive transmissions for land vehicles
Drive units for land vehicles
Drive-chain guards for two-wheeled motor vehicles
Driverless cars
Driverless cars [autonomous cars]
Driverless field transport apparatus
Driverless floor transport apparatus
Driverless transporter vehicles
Driving belts for land vehicles
Driving chains for land vehicles
Driving mirrors [retrovisors]
Driving motors for land vehicles
Dump cars
Dump carts
Dump trucks
Dumper bodies for trucks
Dumper trucks
Dust carts
Ejector seats for aircraft
Ejector seats for vehicles
Electric anti-theft devices for vehicles
Electric bicycles
Electric cars
Electric drives for land vehicle motors
Electric drives for land vehicles
Electric driving motors for land vehicles
Electric engines for land vehicles
Electric gear shifting apparatus for land vehicle motors
Electric horns for vehicles
Electric installations for preventing theft of or from vehicles
Electric lift trucks
Electric locomotives
Electric motors for apparatus for locomotion by land
Electric motors for land vehicles
Electric motors for motor cars
Electric motors for propelling land vehicles
Electric motors for wheelchairs
Electric propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles
Electric railway cars
Electric reach trucks
Electric reversing alarms for vehicles
Electric security apparatus for the prevention of theft from vehicles
Electric security apparatus for the prevention of theft of vehicles
Electric steering gears [for vessels]
Electric sunroofs for vehicles
Electric theft prevention installations for vehicles
Electric tractors [vehicles]
Electric trains
Electric trolley buses
Electric trucks [vehicles]
Electric unicycles
Electric vehicles
Electric wheelchairs
Electric window apparatus for vehicles
Electrical anti-theft devices for vehicles
Electrical anti-theft installations for vehicles
Electrical apparatus for vehicles for security purposes
Electrical cigarette lighters being fittings in vehicles
Electrical converters for controlling access to vehicles
Electrical drives for land vehicles
Electrical motors for land vehicles
Electrical security apparatus for vehicles
Electrical security devices for vehicles
Electrically driven apparatus for locomotion by air
Electrically driven apparatus for locomotion by land
Electrically driven apparatus for locomotion by water
Electrically operated alarms for vehicles
Electrically operated scooters
Electrically operated security apparatus for vehicles
Electrically operated theft prevention installations for vehicles
Electrically operated vehicles
Electrically operated wheelchairs
Electrically powered aircraft
Electrically powered buses
Electrically powered carts [trolleys]
Electrically powered land vehicles
Electrically powered motor vehicles
Electrically powered sea craft
Electrically powered trolleys
Electrically powered vehicles
Electrically powered watercraft
Electrically-powered motor scooters
Electromagnetic clutches for vehicles
Electromagnetic drives for land vehicles
Electronic alarms for vehicles
Electronic apparatus for responding to authorised entry of personnel into vehicles
Electronic security apparatus for vehicles
Electronic security devices for vehicles
Electronic security equipment for vehicles
Electronic theft prevention apparatus for vehicles
Electronic theft prevention installations for vehicles
Electronically controlled steering gears
Electrothermal engines for land vehicles
Elevating tailgates (Am.) [parts of land vehicles]
Elevating trucks
Engine mounts for land vehicles
Engine transmission belts for land vehicles
Engines for automobiles
Engines for land vehicles
Engines for motor land vehicles
Entry alarm systems for vehicles
Equipment trailers
External load carriers for vehicles
Fabricated safety glass windows for vehicles
Fan motors for land vehicles
Fenders for ships
Fenders for water vehicles
Ferry boats
Fifth wheel connectors for road trailers
Filler caps for vehicle fuel tanks
Fishing boats
Fitted covers for boats and marine vehicles
Fitted covers for vehicle steering wheels
Fitted dashboard covers for vehicles
Fitted footmuffs for baby carriages
Fitted footmuffs for prams
Fitted footmuffs for pushchairs
Fitted footmuffs for strollers
Fitted liners for the cargo area of vehicles
Fitted motorcycle covers
Fitted pushchair mosquito nets
Fitted stroller mosquito nets
Fitted vehicle covers for automobiles
Fitted vehicle seat covers
Fittings for bicycles for carrying beverages
Fittings for bicycles for carrying food
Fittings for bicycles for carrying luggage
Flame arresters for land vehicles
Flame traps for land vehicles
Flanges for railway wheel tires [tyres]
Flanges of railway wheel tires
Flanges of railway wheel tires [tyres]
Flanges of railway wheel tyres
Flat cars
Flat cars being wheeled apparatus for the movement of goods
Flexible power transmission apparatus for land vehicles
Flexible shafts for land vehicles
Fluid couplings for agricultural tractors
Fluid couplings for tractors
Fog horns for use on vehicles
Foil-assisted catamaran boats
Foil-assisted catamaran ships
Folding bicycles
Folding bikes
Folding electric bicycles
Folding hoods for vehicles
Folding roofs for motor vehicles
Fold-up pushchairs
Foot pumps for inflating vehicle tyres
Fork lift trucks
Forklift trucks
Forks for forklift trucks
Four wheeled carts
Frame supports incorporating castors for moving objects
Frame supports incorporating wheels for moving objects
Frames for bicycles
Frames for motorcycles
Frames for supporting a child in a vehicle
Frames for two-wheeled motor vehicles
Frames, for luggage carriers, for bicycles
Framing for land vehicles
Framing for water craft
Free wheel clutches for land vehicles
Free wheel couplings for land vehicles
Freewheels for bicycles
Freewheels for land vehicles
Freewheels for motorcycles
Freight carrying vehicles
Friction clutch cover assemblies for land vehicles
Friction clutch driven plates for land vehicles
Friction clutches for land vehicles
Friction wheel transmissions for land vehicles
Friction wheels for land vehicles
Front derailleurs
Front end hubs for vehicles
Front forks for bicycles
Front forks for cycles
Front forks for motorcycles
Fuel tanks for aircraft
Funicular railcars
Funiculars
Funnels for locomotives
Funnels for ships
Garden hose carts
Garden tractors for transport
Gas jacks for the hatch backs of vehicles
Gas turbines for land vehicles
Gasoline engines for land vehicles
Gear assemblies for land vehicles
Gear box casings for land vehicles
Gear boxes for hydraulic transmissions of land vehicles
Gear boxes for land vehicles
Gear cases for land vehicles
Gear change knobs for land vehicles
Gear changing mechanisms for land vehicles
Gear couplings for land vehicles
Gear lever knobs for land vehicles
Gear lever knobs for vehicles
Gear levers for land vehicles
Gear motors for land vehicles
Gear train parts for land vehicles
Gear transmissions for land vehicles
Gear units for land vehicles
Gear units for power transmissions of land vehicles
Gear wheels for land vehicles
Gearboxes for land vehicles
Gearboxes for motor cars
Geared electric motors for land vehicles
Gearing for land vehicles
Gears for bicycles
Gears for land vehicles
Glass panels for air vehicles
Glass panels for aircraft
Glass panels for land vehicles
Glass panels for rail vehicles
Glass panels for water vehicles
Glass screens for vehicles
Glass screens incorporating an integrated aerial for vehicles
Glass screens incorporating integrated alarm for vehicles
Giders
Go-carts
Go-karts
Golf buggies
Golf cars [vehicles]
Golf carts [vehicles]
Golf carts being pedestrian controlled vehicles
Golf trolleys
Goods handling carts
Grips for handlebars of bicycles
Ground effect vehicles
Ground transportation vehicles for transporting goods
Gun racks adapted for attachment to land vehicles
Hand cars
Hand carts
Hand propelled trolleys
Hand pumps for inflating vehicle tyres
Handbarrows
Handbrake knobs for vehicles
Handle bars for bicycles
Handle bars for motorcycles
Handlebar controls for mopeds
Handlebar grips for bicycles
Handlebar grips for motorcycles
Handlebar stems for bicycles
Handlebars
Handlebars for bicycles, motorcycles
Handles bearing advertising and adapted for trolleys
Handling carts
Hardtops [roofs] for vehicles
Harnesses for prams
Harnesses for use with pushchairs
Hatch boards
Hatch covers
Hatch covers being structural parts of barges
Hatch covers being structural parts of boats
Hatch covers being structural parts of ships
Head restraints for vehicles
Head rests for seats for motor cars
| 12 | Headlight washers for automobiles |
| 12 | Headlight wipers |
| 12 | Head-rests for car seats |
| 12 | Head-rests for vehicle seats |
| 12 | Hearse |
| 12 | Heat engines for land vehicles |
| 12 | Helicopters |
| 12 | Helium filled balloons [aircraft] |
| 12 | Hitch stabilisers for use with motor land vehicles |
| 12 | Hitches for tractors |
| 12 | Hitches for use with motor land vehicles |
| 12 | Hood shields as structural parts of vehicles |
| 12 | Hoods for aircraft |
| 12 | Hoods for boats |
| 12 | Hoods for land vehicles |
| 12 | Hoods for perambulators |
| 12 | Hoods for pushchairs |
| 12 | Hoods for vehicle engines |
| 12 | Hoods for vehicles |
| 12 | Hoods for watercraft |
| 12 | Hooks [tow hitches] for vehicles |
| 12 | Horns for motor cars |
| 12 | Horns for vehicles |
| 12 | Horse drawn carriages |
| 12 | Horse trailers |
| 12 | Horse-drawn carriages |
| 12 | Horticultural tractors |
| 12 | Hose carts |
| 12 | Hospital carts |
| 12 | Hospital carts for dispensing medication |
| 12 | Hot air balloons |
| 12 | House boats |
| 12 | Housing covers for land vehicle engines |
| 12 | Hovercraft |
| 12 | Hub caps |
| 12 | Hub centre caps |
| 12 | Hubs for bicycle wheels |
| 12 | Hubs for bicycles |
| 12 | Hubs for vehicle wheels |
| 12 | Hubs for vehicle wheels (motorcycles) |
| 12 | Hulls |
| 12 | Hybrid cars |
| 12 | Hydraulic brake pressure regulators for vehicles |
| 12 | Hydraulic circuits for air vehicles |
| 12 | Hydraulic circuits for land vehicles |
| 12 | Hydraulic circuits for motor cars |
| 12 | Hydraulic circuits for vehicles |
| 12 | Hydraulic circuits for water vehicles |
| 12 | Hydraulic clutch control units for land vehicles |
| 12 | Hydraulic clutches for land vehicles |
| 12 | Hydraulic connectors for vehicles |
| 12 | Hydraulic control apparatus for vehicles |
| 12 | Hydraulic control systems for vehicles |
| 12 | Hydraulic couplings for land vehicles |
| 12 | Hydraulic couplings with integral dampers, for land vehicles |
Hydraulic power transmission units for land vehicles
Hydraulic rotary dampers for vehicles
Hydraulic rotary shock absorbers for vehicles
Hydraulic servo valves being parts of vehicle braking systems
Hydraulic servo valves being parts of vehicle hydraulic systems
Hydraulic torque converters for land vehicles
Hydraulic transmissions for land vehicles
Hydraulic turbines for land vehicles
Hydrofoils
Hydroplanes
Idling pulleys for land vehicles
Immobilizers [anti-theft devices for vehicles]
Inclined ways for boats
Indicators for indicating direction of vehicles, other than lamps
Industrial land vehicles
Industrial trucks
Industrial vehicles
Infants’ carriages
Infants’ carriages with removable infant supports
Inflatable air bags for use in vehicles for the prevention of injury in accidents
Inflatable boats
Inflatable safety apparatus for the interior of vehicles
Inflatable seats for vehicles
Inner tubes
Inner tubes [for aircraft wheel tires]
Inner tubes [for automobile tires]
Inner tubes [for two-wheeled motor vehicles or bicycles]
Inner tubes for aircraft tires
Inner tubes for automobile tires
Inner tubes for bicycle tires
Inner tubes for bicycle tyres
Inner tubes for bicycles
Inner tubes for cycles
Inner tubes for motorcycle tires
Inner tubes for pneumatic tires [tyres]
Inner tubes for pneumatic tyres
Inner tubes for the wheels of forestry vehicles
Inner tubes for tyres
Inner tubes for vehicle tires
Instruments for indicating direction of vehicles
Insulated vehicle bodies
Insulated vehicle body panels
Interior panels for vehicles
Interior pouches for vehicles
Interior trim parts of automobiles
Interlocking panels for vehicle bodies
Intermediate bearing units for land vehicles
Internal combustion engines for land vehicles
Internal combustion locomotives
Internal combustion motors for land vehicles
Internal combustion railcars
Internal covering elements for vehicles
Intruder alarms for vehicles
Intruder detecting alarms for vehicles
Intruder detecting sensors being anti-theft apparatus for vehicles
Intruder detectors to prevent theft of, or from vehicles
Intrusion detectors to prevent theft of, or from vehicles
Invalids' carriages
Jalousies for vehicle windows
Jaw clutches for land vehicles
Jaw type shaft couplings for land vehicles
Jet aircraft
Jet engines for land vehicles
Jet propelled craft for transportation in the atmosphere
Jockey wheels for vehicles
Joggers [agricultural carts]
Kayak paddles
Kayaks
Kick sledges
Kickstands for cycles
Kickstands for motorcycles
Kite buggies
Klaxons [horns] for vehicles
Ladle carriages
Ladle cars
Land automotive vehicles
Land craft
Land locomotive vehicles
Land motor vehicles
Land vehicles
Land vehicles adapted for servicing aircraft
Land vehicles adapted for spraying foam
Land vehicles adapted for the application of foam
Land vehicles adapted for use in fire fighting
Land vehicles adapted for use in relation to accidents
Land vehicles adapted for use in relation to emergencies
Land vehicles adapted for use in the building of roads
Land vehicles adapted for use in the repair of roads
Land vehicles adapted for use in the resurfacing of roads
Land vehicles adapted to apply fluent materials
Land vehicles adapted to incorporate fire fighting apparatus
Land vehicles for agricultural use
Land vehicles for carrying industrial loads
Land vehicles for industrial purposes
Land vehicles for military use
Land vehicles for the transportation of goods
Land vehicles for the transportation of passengers
Land vehicles for use in airports
Land vehicles for use on airfields
Land vehicles for use on building sites
Land vehicles incorporating access apparatus
Land vehicles incorporating apparatus for the lifting loads
Land vehicles incorporating apparatus for the mechanical handling of loads
Land vehicles incorporating compacting apparatus
Land vehicles incorporating grading apparatus
Land vehicles incorporating lifting apparatus
Land vehicles incorporating lifting platforms
Land vehicles incorporating loading apparatus
Land vehicles incorporating mechanisms for handling goods
Land vehicles incorporating mechanisms for handling material
Land vehicles incorporating mechanisms for transporting goods
Land vehicles incorporating pedals
Land vehicles incorporating pipe laying apparatus
Land vehicles propelled partly by the rider
Land vehicles propelled wholly by the rider
Landing apparatus for truck trailers
Landing gear for truck trailers
Landing gear wheels for aircraft
Landing gear wheels of aircraft
Launch vehicles for propelling payloads
Launches
Launching gear for air vehicles
Laundry trolleys
Lavatory service trucks
Lawn tractors
Leisure boats
Lift trucks
Lifting installations [ski lifts]
Light aircraft
Light alloy wheels for motor vehicles
Light lorries
Light metal wheels for motor vehicles
Light trucks
Linear induction motor drive vehicles
Linear motors for land vehicles
Linings for brakes of vehicles
Linings for vehicles
Link chains for driving purposes for land vehicles
Livestock trailers
Load bearing sections for chassis frames of vehicles
Load carrying [transporting] apparatus
Load carrying [transporting] apparatus for use in factories
Load carrying trailers
Load carrying vehicles
Load transporting apparatus for use on land
Loader swivel axle bogies for vehicles
Loader swivel axles for vehicles
Loaders [forklift trucks]
Loading apparatus [forklift trucks]
Locomotives
Locomotives for service railway vehicles
Locomotives for transporting freight
Locomotives for transporting passengers
Loose seat covers [shaped] for vehicle seats
Lorries
Lorries for mines
Lug nuts for vehicle wheels
Luggage carriers for attachment to vehicles
Luggage carriers for automobiles
Luggage carriers for bicycles
Luggage carriers for motorcycles
Luggage carriers for vehicles
Luggage nets for vehicles
Luggage racks fitted to the bonnet
Luggage racks for bicycles
Luggage racks for cycles
Luggage racks for motor cars
Luggage racks for motorcycles
Luggage racks for vehicles
Luggage trucks
Mail trolleys
Main brake cylinders
Manual wheelchairs
Manually operated wheelchairs
Marine craft
Marine masts
Marine porthole frames
Marine porthole window closures
Marine propellers
Marine vehicles
Marine vessel steering apparatus, other than automatic
Masts for boats
Materials handling trucks
Mats adapted [shaped] for use in motor vehicles
Mechanical gearings for land vehicles
Mechanical handling trucks
Mechanical power transmitting mechanisms for land vehicles
Mechanical transmissions for land vehicles
Mechanics' creepers
Metal bells for bicycles
Metal hoses for transferring hydraulic power in vehicles
Metal hoses for use in hydraulic systems in vehicles
Metal masts for watercraft
Metal poles being masts for watercraft
Metal reservoirs [parts of vehicles]
Metal studs for vehicle tyres
Military aircraft
Military drones
Military vehicles for transport
Mine cart wheels
Mine-car pullers
Mine-car pushers
Minesweeper towing apparatus
Minesweepers [ships]
Mini-bikes
Minibuses
Minivans
Mobile forklifts
Mobile homes [caravans]
Mobility scooters
Monocoque structures for aircraft
Monocoque structures for vehicles
Monorail carriages
Moonroofs
Mopeds
Motor buses
Motor car convertible tops
Motor car derived vans
Motor car doors
Motor car seats
Motor car windows
Motor caravans
Motor cars
Motor cars for transport on land
Motor coaches
Motor cycles
Motor drive mechanisms for land vehicles
Motor drive units for land vehicles
Motor driven apparatus for hoisting [transporting]
Motor driven apparatus for lifting [transporting]
Motor driven apparatus for pulling [transporting]
Motor driven apparatus for tracting [transporting]
Motor driven trucks for transportation
Motor homes
Motor land vehicle engines
Motor land vehicles
Motor land vehicles for road use
Motor land vehicles for sale in kit form
Motor land vehicles for transportation purposes in agriculture
Motor land vehicles for transportation purposes in forestry
Motor land vehicles for transportation purposes in industry
Motor land vehicles for travelling on ice
Motor land vehicles for travelling on snow
Motor land vehicles having four or more wheels
Motor land vehicles incorporating lifting apparatus
Motor land vehicles sold complete
Motor lorries
Motor operated driving apparatus for land vehicles
Motor racing cars
Motor scooters
Motor vans
Motor vehicle bodies
Motor vehicle horns
Motor vehicle reversing beepers
Motor vehicle windscreen washers
Motor vehicles
Motor vehicles for use in the transporting of cargo
Motor vehicles for use in the transporting of freight
Motor vehicles for use in the transporting of people
Motor vehicles in assembled form
Motor vehicles in kit form
Motor vehicles incorporating lifting apparatus
Motor water vehicles
Motor yachts
Motorbicycles
Motorbikes
Motorboats
Motorcycle chains
Motorcycle drive chains
Motorcycle engines
Motorcycle foot pegs
Motorcycle frames
Motorcycle grip tape
Motorcycle handlebars
Motorcycle kickstands
Motorcycle panniers
Motorcycle saddlebags
Motorcycle saddles
Motorcycle sidecars
Motorcycle tires
Motorcycles
Motorcycles for motocross
Motorised bicycles
Motorised land vehicles for golf use
Motorised military vehicles for the transport of weapons
Motorised military vehicles for the transportation and launch of weapons
Motorised surfboards
Motorised wheelbarrows
Motorised wheelchairs for the disabled and those with mobility difficulties
Motorised yachts
Motorized bicycles
Motorized golf trolleys
Motorized scooters
Motorized tailgates for trucks
Motors for agricultural vehicles
Motors for apparatus for locomotion [transportation] by land
Motors for land vehicles
Motors for tractors used for transportation purposes
Motors for vehicles for locomotion by land
Motors incorporating permanent magnets for land vehicles
Motors incorporating turbines for land vehicles
Motors, electric, for land vehicles
Motorsailers
Motorcycles
Mountain bicycles
Mountain bikes
Mow loading agricultural vehicles
Mud flap hangers
Mud flaps for vehicles
Mudguards
Mudguards [for automobiles]
Mudguards for automobiles
Mudguards for bicycles
Mudguards for motorcycles
Mudguards for two-wheeled bicycles
Mudguards for vehicles
Mudwings for vehicles
Municipal tractors
Non-automotive wheeled apparatus for land locomotion
Non-electric couplings for towing trailers
Non-electrical apparatus for the remote adjustment of vehicle mirrors
Non-metallic hoses for transferring hydraulic power in vehicles
Non-metallic hoses for use in hydraulic systems in vehicles
Non-metallic reservoirs [parts of vehicles]
Non-metallic sliding doors for vehicles
Non-metallic struts [parts of vehicles]
Non-motorised bicycles
Non-motorised tricycles
Non-motorized scooters [vehicles]
Non-motorized, collapsible luggage carts
Non-skid apparatus for vehicle tyres
Non-skid chains for vehicle wheels
Non-skid devices for vehicle tires
Non-skid devices for vehicle tires [tyres]
Non-skid devices for vehicle tyres
Non-skid devices for vehicle wheels
Oarlocks
Oars
Off-road vehicles
Off-road vehicles for hauling loads
Off-road vehicles for transporting loads
Omnibuses
Open vehicle superstructures
Opening mechanisms roofs for vehicles
Operator-controlled vehicles
Ornamental hub caps for vehicles
Ornamental wheel covers for vehicles
Ornamental wheel shields for vehicles
Outriggers for watercraft
Overdrive units for land vehicles
Paddle boats
Paddles for canoes
Pads for seats for wheelchairs, other than for medical use
Pallet transfer trucks
Panels for vehicle bodies [shaped]
Panniers adapted for bicycles
Panniers adapted for cycles
Panniers adapted for motorcycles
Parachute canopies
Parachute harnesses
Parachute packs
Parachutes
Parachutes for arresting the motion of vehicles
Parachutes for sky-diving
Parachutes with line cutters
Parachutes without line cutters
Parachuting apparatus
Parcel shelves for vehicles
Passenger carrying vehicles
Passenger cars
Passenger motor cars
Passenger motor vehicles
Passenger seat belt presenters
Passenger seat belt pre-tensioners
Passenger seat belt retractors
Passenger seat belts
Passenger seat height adjusters
Passenger ships
Patches for inner tubes of tyres
Patches for repairing vehicle tires
Patches for tyres
Patching materials for inner tubes for tyres
Patching materials for tyres
Patrol vehicles
Pedal bicycles
Pedal cars
Pedal driven land vehicles
Pedal land vehicles
Pedal powered apparatus for locomotion by land
Pedal scooters
Pedals for bicycles
Pedals for motorcycles
Perambulators
Perambulators for babies
Perambulators incorporating carry cots
Petrol caps for vehicles
Petrol tank caps for motor cars
Petrol tanks for vehicles
Pickup trucks
Pick-up trucks
Piezo alarm devices for vehicles
Pilot ejector seats
Pilotless aircraft
Pilotless surveying vehicles
Pilotless vehicles adapted for cleaning purposes
Pinions for land vehicles
Plain thrust bearings for vehicles
Planetary gear transmissions for land vehicles
Plastic fuel tanks for vehicles
Plastic strakes for use on aircraft
Plastic struts for use on aircraft
Plastic wings for use on aircraft
Platform cars
Platform trucks
Pleasure boats
Pneumatic boats
Pneumatic inner tubes for vehicle wheels
Pneumatic tires
Pneumatic transmission control units for land vehicles
Pneumatic tyres
Pneumatic tyres and inner tubes for motorcycles
Pneumatic tyres for vehicle wheels
Pontoon boats
Pontoon[s]
Portholes
Portholes [for vessels]
Power rumble seats
Power shift transmissions for land vehicles
Power tailgates (Am.) [parts of land vehicles]
Power take-off shafts for land vehicles
Power take-off transmission units for land vehicles
Power trains for land vehicles
Power transmission apparatus for land vehicles
Power transmission belting for land vehicles
Power transmission belts for land vehicles
Power transmission couplings for land vehicles
Power transmission mechanisms for land vehicles
Power transmission parts for land vehicles
Power transmissions for land vehicles
Powerboats
Powered stand up wheelchairs
Powered vehicles for use in the air
Powered vehicles for use on land
Powered vehicles for use on water
Prams
Prams [baby carriages]
Preformed tyre tread of rubber
Propeller airplanes
Propeller apparatus for vehicles
Propeller control apparatus, other than automatic
Propeller feathering units
Propeller spinners
Propeller synchronising apparatus
Propellers for air vehicles
Propellers for boats
Propellers for vehicles
Propulsion apparatus in the nature of cog wheels for land vehicles
Propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles
Protective corners adapted for trolleys
Protective covers for vehicle seats [fitted]
Protective covers for vehicle seats [shaped]
Protective heat shields for vehicles
Protective inserts for upholstered recesses within vehicles
Protective linings for upholstered recesses within vehicles
Protective strips for vehicle bodies
Protective strips for vehicle doors
Protective strips with reflective inlays for vehicle doors
Pumps for bicycle tires
Pumps for bicycle tyres
Pumps for inflating bicycle tyres
Pumps for inflating pneumatic tyres
Pumps for inflating vehicle tyres
Puncture repair outfits for bicycle tyres
Push cars being wheeled apparatus for the movement of goods
Push chairs
Push scooters [vehicles]
Pushchair covers
Pushchair hoods
Pushchairs
Pushchairs for use with carry cots
Pusher axles for altering vehicle payload
Racing bicycles
Racing cars
Racing motor cars
Radiator grills of metal for vehicles
Radiator grills of non-metallic materials for vehicles
Rafts
Rafts for transportation
Rail borne vehicles
Rail borne vehicles for the transportation of goods
Rail wagons
Railbound vehicles
Railtrucks for passengers
Railway bogies for transporting trailers by rail
Railway carriages
Railway cars
Railway coaches
Railway couplings
Railway freight cars
Railway passenger cars
Railway rolling stock
Railway track couplings
Railway vehicles
Ram air turbines for land vehicles
Ramjets for land vehicles
Rear car windows
Rear derailleurs
Rear hubs
Rear multistage sprockets
Rear view mirrors
Rear wheel sprockets
Rearview mirrors
Rearview mirrors for automobiles
Rearview mirrors for exterior fitting
Rearview mirrors for interior fitting
Rearview mirrors for vehicles
Reducing gears for land vehicles
Reduction gears for land vehicles
Refrigerated barrows
Refrigerated hand carts
Refrigerated trailers
Refrigerated vehicles
Refrigerated wagons [railroad vehicles]
Refrigerated wagons [railroad vehicles]
Refrigerator cars
Refuse collection vehicles
Reinforced steering columns for vehicles
Reinforcement strips for use in panels for vehicles bodies
Release bearings for friction clutches of land vehicles
Remote alarms for air vehicles
Remote alarms for land vehicles
Remote alarms for water vehicles
Remote control security [anti-theft] devices for vehicles
Remote control vehicles, other than toys
Remote controlled flying objects
Remote controlled rail vehicles
Remote controlled vehicles
Remotely operated vehicles
Remotely operated vehicles for underwater inspections
Remoulded tyres
Removable ball hooks for vehicles
Repair materials for tyres
Repair outfits for inner tubes
Repair outfits for inner tubes for tyres
Repair outfits for tyres
Repairing materials of rubber for repairing inner tubes
Repairing materials of rubber for repairing tyres
Reservoirs being parts of land vehicle clutches
Reservoirs being parts of vehicle braking systems
Reservoirs for maintaining the level of fluids in vehicle braking systems
Restraints for use with vehicle safety belts
Restraints for use with vehicle seat belts
Retractable covers for goods carrying vehicles
Retractable curtains for goods carrying vehicles
Retractable hoods for goods carrying vehicles
Retreaded tyres
Retrovisors [rearview mirrors]
Reverse motion alarms for vehicles
Reverse motion audible warning devices for vehicles
Reverse warning transmitters for use on vehicles
Reversing alarm transmitters utilising ultrasonics for use on vehicles
Reversing alarms for vehicles
Reversing electric alarm apparatus for vehicles
Reversing gears [for land vehicles]
Reversing sensors and cameras [parts of vehicles]
Reversing sound alarms for vehicles
Reversing warning alarms for use on vehicles
Reversing warning apparatus for vehicles
Rickshaws
Ride-on vehicles for children
Rigid dump trucks
Rims for bicycle wheels
Rims for vehicle wheels
Road bikes
Road racing bicycles
Road trailers
Road vehicles for transportation
Roadside assistance vehicles
Rocket engines for land vehicle propulsion
Rocket launching platforms [vehicles]
Rocket motor driven vehicles
Rocket motor propulsion apparatus for land vehicles
Rocket motors for land vehicles
Rocket propulsion engines for land vehicles
Rocket-propelled vehicles
Rockets [space vehicles]
Roll bars for vehicles
Roll cages for vehicles
Roll containers [trolleys]
Roller chains for land vehicles
Rolling gearings for land vehicles
Rolling stock for funicular railways
Rolling stock for railways
Rolling wheels for vehicles
Roof bars for vehicles
Roof boxes for vehicles
Roof cases for vehicles
Roof linings for vehicles
Roof panels for land vehicles
Roof rack storage containers for land vehicles
Roof racks for vehicles
Roof racks in the nature of load carriers for vehicles
Roof top carriers for vehicles
Rotary hydraulic motors for land vehicles
Rotary shock absorbers for vehicles
Rotor blades for helicopters
Rowboats
Rowing boats
Rowlocks
Rub rails for marine vessels
Rubber boats
Rubber dinghies
Rubber patches for repairing vehicle inner tubes
Rubber patches for repairing vehicle tyres
Rubber tread patterns for use in retreading recycled tyres
Rubber tread patterns for use in retreading tyres
Rubber tread patterns for use in retreading vehicle tyres
Rubber treads for tires
Rudder gear
Rudders
Rudders [for vessels]
Sack trolleys
Sack trucks
Sack-barrows
Saddle covers for bicycles
Saddle covers for motorcycles
Saddlebags adapted for bicycles
Saddles for bicycles
Saddles for motorcycles
Safety alarms for vehicles
Safety belt installations for the seats of vehicles
Safety belt installations for use in vehicles
Safety belt supports
Safety belts adapted for use in vehicles
Safety belts for vehicle seats
Safety chairs for vehicles
Safety couplings for land vehicles
Safety harnesses for the seats of vehicles
Safety harnesses for vehicle seats
Safety restraints for use in vehicles
Safety restraints for vehicle seats
Safety rims of rubber for the mudguards of cars
Safety rims of rubber for the mudguards of lorries
Safety seats adapted for use by children in vehicles
Safety seats for babies for use in vehicles
Safety seats for children for motor cars
Safety seats for children, for vehicles
Safety seats for infants and children for vehicles
Safety seats for use in cars
Safety seats for vehicles
Safety signals [audible] for vehicles
Sail boats
Sailboats
Sailing boards [water vehicles]
Sailing boats
Sailing craft
Sailing vessels
Sand yachts
Satellites for transportation
Scratch guards for vehicles
Screw propellers [for vessels]
Screw propellers for vehicles
Screw-propellers
Screw-propellers for boats
Screws [propellers] for ships
Screws [propellers] for watercraft
Sculls
Seacraft
Seaplanes
Seat belts for use in vehicles
Seat covers [shaped] for use in aircraft
Seat covers [shaped] for use in automobiles
Seat covers [shaped] for use in boats
Seat covers for vehicles
Seat cushions for the seats of aircraft
Seat cushions for the seats of boats
Seat cushions for the seats of cars
Seat cushions for the seats of land vehicles
Seat cushions for the seats of vehicles
Seat cushions for the seats of water vehicles
Seat pillar quick release apparatus [parts of vehicles]
Seat pillars [parts of vehicles]
Seat posts [parts of vehicles]
Seat restraining straps for use in vehicles
Seat safety harnesses for motor cars
Seat trays adapted for use in vehicles
Seating for aircraft
Seating for land vehicles
Seating for vehicles
Seating for water vehicles
Seats for automobiles
Seats for automotive vehicles
Seats for railway cars
Seats for vehicles
Security alarm systems for vehicles
Security alarms for vehicles
Security apparatus incorporating lights for use on vehicles
Security devices for use on the doors of vehicles, other than locks
Security devices for use on the windows of vehicles, other than locks
Security devices of metal for vehicles, other than locks
Security harness for vehicle seats
Security harnesses for vehicle seats
Security systems for vehicles, other than locks
Self balancing electric scooters
Self balancing unicycles
Self-generating electric locomotives [diesel-electric locomotives]
Self-inflating rafts for transportation
Self-loading vehicles
Self-propelled chip spreading vehicles
Self-propelled loading vehicles
Self-propelled vehicles
Self-propelled vehicles incorporating cranes
Semi-trailers
Service trolleys
Serving trolleys for transportation
Servomotors for land vehicles
Shaft couplings for land vehicles
Shaft mounted gear units for land vehicles
Shafts for land vehicles
Shaped covers for aircraft
Shaped covers for boats
Shaped covers for motor cars
Shaped covers for trucks
Shaped covers for vehicles
Shaped covers incorporating frames for use on vehicles
Shaped glass for vehicles
Shaped linings for vehicle seats
Shaped seat covers made of beads for use in vehicles
Shaped seat covers made of plastics for use in vehicles
Shaped seat covers made of textile for use in vehicles
Shelves adapted for use in vehicles
Shift boots for motor vehicles
Shift levers for land vehicles
Ship ballast tanks [structural components of vessels]
Ship hulls
Ship propellers
Ships
Ships adapted for combat
Ships' hulls
Shock absorber adjustment apparatus for vehicles
Shock absorbers being parts of vehicle suspension
Shock absorbers for automobiles
Shock absorbers for bicycles
Shock absorbers for motorcycles
Shock absorbers for the suspension units of vehicles
Shock absorbers for vehicle suspension
Shock absorbers for vehicles
Shock absorbing cylinders [parts of vehicles]
Shock absorbing springs for motor cars
Shock absorbing springs for vehicles
Shoes for vehicle brakes
Shopping carts
Shopping trolleys [carts (Am.)]
Shopping trolleys [carts]
Shrouded tail rotors for helicopters
Side cars
Side doors for vehicles
Side view mirrors for vehicles
Sideguards for vehicles
Single layer coated safety glass made into vehicle windows
Single layer safety glass made into vehicle windows
Single plate safety glass made into vehicle windows
Sirens for car alarms
Ski boats
Ski carriers for automobiles
Ski carriers for cars
Ski carriers for motor cars
Ski carriers for use on vehicles
Ski carriers for vehicles
Ski lifts
Ski racks for motor cars
Ski stretchers for use in transporting skis
Skiffs
Skip lorries
Skirts for hovercraft
Skylight frames for use in vehicles
Skylights for vehicles
Sledges
Sledges for transportation
Sleeping berths for vehicles
Sleeping cars
Sleighs [vehicles]
Sleighs for transport purposes
Sliding roofs for aircraft
Sliding roofs for vehicles
Sliding roofs for water vehicles
Sliding splines [parts of land vehicle gearing]
Small wagons for children
Snow chains for motor vehicles
Snow chains for vehicle wheels
Snow mobiles
Snow sledges for transportation
Snow vehicles
Snowmobiles
Soft tops for motor vehicles
Solid tires for vehicle wheels
Solid tyres for vehicle wheels
Space vehicles
Spacecraft
Spare tire carriers for vehicles
Spare tire covers
Spare tyre covers
Spare wheel covers
Spark arresters for vehicles
Spark arrestors being parts of land vehicles
Spars being parts of watercraft
Spars for ships
Speed change gears for land vehicles
Speed gear levers for land vehicles
Speedboats
Spiked tires for vehicles
Spiked tires to assist the traction of vehicles in icy conditions
Spiked tires to assist the traction of vehicles in snow
Spikes for tires
Spikes for tyres
Spindles for land vehicles
Spindles of bicycles
Splash guards [mudflaps] for vehicles
Splash guards [mudguards] for bicycles
Splash guards [mudguards] for vehicles
Splash preventers [mudguards] for vehicles
Spline shank bits [parts of land vehicle gearing]
Spoilers for air vehicles
Spoilers for automobiles
Spoilers for automotive vehicles
Spoilers for land vehicles
Spoilers for vehicles
Spoilers for water vehicles
Spoke clips for wheels
Spoke wheels for vehicles
Spokes for automobiles
Spokes for bicycle wheels
Spokes for bicycles
Spokes for motorcycles
Spokes for two-wheeled motor vehicles
Spokes for vehicle wheels
Sports boats
Sports cars
Sports cars sold in kit form
Sports utility vehicles
Spray flaps for vehicles
Spray guards for vehicles
Spray prevention flaps for vehicles
Spray prevention guards for vehicles
Springs for vehicle suspension systems
Springs for vehicle suspension units
Sprinkling trucks
Sprockets for land vehicles
Sprockets for motorcycle drives
Sprockets for racing kart gearing
Square splines [parts of land vehicle gearing]
Stabilisers [wheels] for use on bicycles
Stabilisers for reducing the motion of ships
Stabilizers [wheels] for use on bicycles
Stacking machines [forklift trucks]
Starting couplings for land vehicles
Starting devices for engines of land vehicles
Starting devices for motors of land vehicles
Steam engines for land vehicles
Steam locomotives
Steam steering gears for vessels [for vessels]
Steam turbines for land vehicles
Steamboats
Steel hatch covers for vessels
Steering apparatus for vehicles, other than automatic
Steering brakes
Steering columns for vehicles
Steering devices for vehicles, other than automatic
Steering gears and rudders [for vessels]
Steering gears for ships
Steering joints for vehicles
Steering linkages for vehicles
Steering racks for vehicles
Steering stands for marine vessels
Steering wheel covers for automobiles
Steering wheel hubs
Steering wheels adapted for sports cars
Steering wheels for automobiles
Steering wheels for vehicles
Steering wheels for vessels [for vessels]
Step-up gears for land vehicles
Stern oars
Storage boxes and containers adapted for permanent attachment to vehicles
Storage containers adapted for use in vehicles
Storage systems adapted for use in motor vehicles
Storage trolleys
Strips of plastic for protecting the edges of vehicle doors
Strips of rubber for protecting the edges of vehicle doors
Stroller covers
Stroller hoods
Strollers
Structural parts for automobiles
Structural parts for boats
Structural parts for buses
Structural parts for gliders
Structural parts for helicopters
Structures for car boot floors
Structures for car floor pans
Studs for tires
Submarine vehicles
Submarines
Submersible electric motors for land vehicles
Submersible vehicles
Sub-sea remotely operated vehicles
Sub-sea vehicles
Suction turbines for land vehicles
Sumps being parts of land vehicle gearboxes
Sun blinds adapted for automobiles
Sun louvres of glass for vehicles
Sun louvres of metal for vehicles
Sun shields and visors for motor cars
Sun tops [soft tops] for motor vehicles
Sun tops [sun roofs] for motor vehicles
Sun visors being parts of vehicle bodywork
Sun-blinds adapted for automobiles
Sunroofs for vehicles
Sunshields for use on vehicles
Sunshine roofs for vehicles
Sunvisors for vehicles
Superstructures for commercial vehicles
Superstructures of aluminium alloys for commercial vehicles
Superstructures of aluminium for commercial vehicles
Superstructures of vehicles
Surveying vehicles
Suspension apparatus for trailers
Suspension apparatus for trucks
Suspension apparatus for vehicles
Suspension arms for cable cars
Suspension ball joints for vehicles
Suspension circuits for vehicles
Suspension installations for vehicles
Suspension parts for vehicles
Suspension rings for vehicles
Suspension shock absorbers for vehicles
Suspension springs for motor cars
Suspension struts for vehicles
Suspension systems for motor cars
Suspension systems for vehicles
Suspension units for vehicles
Suspensions for vehicles
Synchronizing rings for land vehicles
Tail lifts for vehicles
Tail wheels for vehicles
Tailboard lifts [parts of land vehicles]
Tandem bicycles
Tank [tanker] lorries
Tank [tanker] trucks
Tank wagons
Tankers
Tankers [air vehicles]
Tankers [land vehicles]
Tankers [ships]
Tarpaulins adapted [shaped] for use with boats
Tarpaulins adapted [shaped] for use with railway wagons
Tarpaulins adapted [shaped] for use with vehicles
Tarpaulins adapted [shaped] for use with vehicular trailers
Telpher railways [cable cars]
Tensioning devices for endless drive power transmissions [parts of land vehicles]
Theft prevention alarms for vehicles
Theft prevention devices for vehicles
Theft prevention installations for vehicles
Tiller connectors for use with dinghies
Tiller connectors for use with watercraft
Tiller connectors for use with yachts
Tilt rotor aircraft
Tilt trucks
Tilting-carts
Timbers [frames] for ships
Tippers [lorries]
Tipping apparatus for trailers
Tipping apparatus for vehicles
Tipping apparatus, parts of trucks and waggons
Tipping apparatus, parts of vehicles
Tipping apparatus, parts of wagons
Tipping bodies for lorries [trucks]
Tipping bodies for trucks
Tipping bodies for vehicles
Tire mousse inserts
Tire patches
Tire protection chains
Tires
Tires [for automobiles]
Tires for aircraft landing gear wheels
Tires for bicycles
Tires for children's bicycles
Tires for land vehicles
Tires for two-wheeled motor vehicles
Tires for vehicle wheels
Tires for wheels of aircraft
Toe straps for use on bicycles
Toeclips for use on bicycles
Tonneau covers
Tonneaus
Tool trolleys
Toothed gear transmissions for land vehicles
Toothed wheels for land vehicles
Torque converters for land vehicles
Torque converters for motor cars
Torsion bars for motor cars
Torsion bars for vehicles
Torsion dampers for vehicles
Touring bicycles
Touring cars
Touring land vehicles
Touring motorcars
Tow balls
Tow bars
Tow bars for trailers
Tow bars for vehicles
Tow hitches
Tow hooks
Tow tractors
Tow trucks
Towed vehicles
Towing eyes
Towing hitch devices
Towing hitches of metal for vehicles
Towing hook mountings
Towing hooks for vehicles
Towing jaws
Towing pins of metal for vehicles
Towing tractors
Towing trucks
Track bound vehicles
Tracked vehicles
Tracks for armoured vehicles
Tracks for tractors
Tractor drawn land vehicles
Tractors
Tractors for agricultural purposes
Tractors for freight
Tractors for goods
Trailer axles
Trailer chassis for vehicles
Trailer couplings
Trailer couplings for vehicles
Trailer hitches for vehicles
Trailer supports
Trailer tents
Trailer trucks
Trailers
Trailers [vehicles]
Trailers for motor land vehicles
Trailers for petrol tankers
Trailers for towing boats
Trailers for use with trucks
Trains [vehicles]
Tramcars
Trams
Transmission apparatus for land vehicles
Transmission bearings for land vehicles
Transmission belts for land vehicles
Transmission cases for land vehicles
Transmission chains for land vehicles
Transmission components for land vehicles
Transmission control apparatus for land vehicles
Transmission devices for land vehicles
Transmission devices for tractors
Transmission gears for land vehicles
Transmission levers for land vehicles
Transmission mechanisms for land vehicles
Transmission mechanisms, for land vehicles
Transmission members for land vehicles
Transmission shafts for land vehicles
Transmissions for land vehicles
Transport apparatus
Transport bogies
Transport carriages
Transport installations
Transport trailers
Transportation trucks
Transporters
Transporters for use in sporting activities
Transporting vehicles
Trays adapted for motor vehicles
Trays being dashboard fittings for vehicles
Trays being fittings for vehicle steering wheels
Trays for car safety seats
Treads for retreading tires [tyres]
Treads for retreading tires for civil engineering vehicles
Treads for retreading tyres
Treads for retreading tyres for forestry vehicles
Treads for retreading tyres for vehicles used in the civil engineering industry
Treads for vehicles [roller belts]
Treads for vehicles [tractor type]
Tricycles
Trims for vehicles
Trolley buses
Trolleybuses
Trolleys
Trolleys [mobile carts]
Trolleys for clearing dishes
Trolleys for clearing glasses
Trolleys for hand traction
Trolleys for the transportation of machines
Trolleys for use in clearing cutlery
Trolleys for use in restaurants
Trolleys incorporating lifting apparatus
Trolleys with trays
Trolleys with tubs
| 12 | Truck chains                        |
| 12 | Truck suspensions                   |
| 12 | Truck tractors                      |
| 12 | Trucks                              |
| 12 | Trucks being motor land vehicles    |
| 12 | Trucks for transporting             |
| 12 | Trucks incorporating lifting apparatus |
| 12 | Trucks incorporating racks          |
| 12 | Tubeless tires for bicycles         |
| 12 | Tubeless tyres for bicycles         |
| 12 | Tubes for vehicle wheels            |
| 12 | Tubular tires                       |
| 12 | Tubular tyres                       |
| 12 | Tug boats                           |
| 12 | Tuk-tuk                             |
| 12 | Tumbler gears for land vehicles     |
| 12 | Tumbler holders adapted for use in motor vehicles |
| 12 | Turbine drive apparatus for land vehicles |
| 12 | Turbine shafts [parts of land vehicles] |
| 12 | Turbines for land vehicles          |
| 12 | Turbo-jet airplanes                 |
| 12 | Turbojet engines for land vehicles  |
| 12 | Turbo-prop airplanes                |
| 12 | Turn signals for vehicles           |
| 12 | Twist grips for bicycles            |
| 12 | Twist grips for motorcycles         |
| 12 | Two-wheeled motor vehicles          |
| 12 | Two-wheeled motorised vehicles      |
| 12 | Two-wheeled trolleys                |
| 12 | Two-wheeled vehicles                |
| 12 | Tyre cases                          |
| 12 | Tyre casings                        |
| 12 | Tyre grips                          |
| 12 | Tyre inflation apparatus [vehicle accessories] |
| 12 | Tyre mounts                         |
| 12 | Tyre mousse inserts                 |
| 12 | Tyre patching materials             |
| 12 | Tyre protection chains              |
| 12 | Tyre repair outfits                 |
| 12 | Tyre repair patches                 |
| 12 | Tyre treads                         |
| 12 | Tyre treads of rubber               |
| 12 | Tyre trims                          |
| 12 | Tyre valves                         |
| 12 | Tyres for agricultural vehicles     |
| 12 | Tyres for aircraft                  |
| 12 | Tyres for automobiles               |
| 12 | Tyres for buses                     |
| 12 | Tyres for commercial vehicles       |
| 12 | Tyres for land vehicles             |
| 12 | Tyres for motor vehicle wheels      |
| 12 | Tyres for motor vehicles            |
| 12 | Tyres for motorcycles               |
| 12 | Tyres for the wheels of forestry vehicles |
| 12 | Tyres for trucks                    |
Tyres for two-wheeled vehicles
Tyres for vehicle wheels
Tyres for wheelchairs
Ultralarge crude carriers
Underbodies of vehicle
Undercarriage struts
Undercarriages
Undercarriages for vehicles
Undercarts for vehicles
Underground railway carriages
Underwater remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) for transport
Underwater vehicles
Undirectional clutches for air vehicles
Undirectional clutches for land vehicles
Undirectional clutches for water vehicles
Unicycles
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
Unmanned airborne apparatus for causing aircraft to change course
Unmanned conveying vehicles
Unmanned transportation robots
Unmanned vehicles
Upholstery for aircraft
Upholstery for land vehicles
Upholstery for vehicles
Upholstery for watercraft
Utility motorcars
Utility transportation land vehicles
Utility vehicles
Valves for tyres
Valves for vehicle tires
Valves for vehicle tires [tyres]
Vans [vehicles]
Variable speed power transmission apparatus for land vehicles
Variable speed transmissions for land vehicles
Vehicle anti-theft alarms
Vehicle anti-theft devices
Vehicle bodies
Vehicle bodies made from interlocking panels
Vehicle bodywork
Vehicle booster seats for children
Vehicle booster seats for use with a safety harness
Vehicle brake discs
Vehicle brake pads
Vehicle brake shoes
Vehicle bumpers
Vehicle cabs
Vehicle chassis
Vehicle covers [fitted]
Vehicle covers [shaped]
Vehicle disc brakes
Vehicle doors
Vehicle foot pumps
Vehicle hood ejection apparatus
Vehicle hoods
Vehicle joysticks
Vehicle mirrors
Vehicle ride control devices
Vehicle roofs
Vehicle roofs incorporating vents
Vehicle running boards
Vehicle safety apparatus for children
Vehicle safety belts for children
Vehicle safety harness for carry cots
Vehicle safety harness for children
Vehicle safety harness for safety seats for children
Vehicle safety harnesses for pram bodies
Vehicle safety restraints for use with carry cots
Vehicle safety restraints for use with pram bodies
Vehicle safety restraints for use with safety seats
Vehicle safety seat cushions
Vehicle safety seats
Vehicle safety seats for children
Vehicle seat belts
Vehicle seat covers [fitted]
Vehicle seat covers [shaped]
Vehicle seating
Vehicle seats
Vehicle seats incorporating integral restraining apparatus
Vehicle seats with integral restraining systems
Vehicle shock absorbers
Vehicle side intrusion beams
Vehicle suspension springs
Vehicle suspension struts
Vehicle suspensions
Vehicle trailers
Vehicle trolleys
Vehicle tyres
Vehicle wheel hubs
Vehicle wheel rims
Vehicle wheel spokes
Vehicle wheels
Vehicle windows
Vehicle windows incorporating aerials for communication reception
Vehicle windows incorporating aerials for radio reception
Vehicle windows incorporating aerials for radio transmission
Vehicle windows incorporating heaters
Vehicle windows manufactured from acrylic
Vehicle windows manufactured from anti-glare glass
Vehicle windows manufactured from glass
Vehicle windows manufactured from insulating glass
Vehicle windows manufactured from laminated glass
Vehicle windows manufactured from plastic
Vehicle windows manufactured from safety glass
Vehicle windows manufactured from tinted glass
Vehicle windscreens
Vehicle windshield cleaning apparatus [parts of the vehicle]
Vehicle windshields
Vehicles
Vehicles adapted for agricultural use
Vehicles adapted for military purposes
Vehicles adapted for operation by remote control
Vehicles adapted for the disabled
Vehicles adapted for use in accidents
Vehicles adapted for use in crashes
Vehicles adapted for use in fire fighting
Vehicles adapted for use in gardening
Vehicles adapted for use in horticulture
Vehicles adapted for use in rescues
Vehicles adapted for use with agricultural machines
Vehicles carrying remotely controlled cameras and other remotely controlled sensors
Vehicles fitted with living accommodation
Vehicles for animal transport
Vehicles for industrial use
Vehicles for locomotion by land
Vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail
Vehicles for locomotion by rail
Vehicles for locomotion by sea
Vehicles for locomotion underwater
Vehicles for magnetically suspended trains
Vehicles for the physically handicapped and those of reduced mobility
Vehicles for the tipping loads
Vehicles for the transport of printed products
Vehicles for transporting concrete mixing apparatus
Vehicles for transporting drinking water
Vehicles for travel by air
Vehicles for travel by land
Vehicles for travel by rail
Vehicles for travel by sea
Vehicles for travel by water
Vehicles for use by children
Vehicles for use in airfields
Vehicles for use in airports
Vehicles for use in carrying armaments
Vehicles for use in handling skips
Vehicles for use in lifting skips
Vehicles for use in loading skips
Vehicles for use in mines
Vehicles for use in quarries
Vehicles for use in space
Vehicles for use in space having hypersonic propulsion
Vehicles for use in space having supersonic propulsion
Vehicles for use in the construction industry
Vehicles for use in the extractive industry
Vehicles for use in the maintenance of leisure areas
Vehicles for use in the maintenance of sports areas
Vehicles for use in the retrieval of stored goods
Vehicles for use in the storage of goods
Vehicles for use in the transport of goods
Vehicles for use in transporting skips
Vehicles for use in unloading skips
Vehicles for use in water
Vehicles for use on land
Vehicles for use on landfill sites
Vehicles for use on water
Vehicles having catering facilities
Vehicles having more than two pairs of wheels
Vehicles in the nature of caravans
Vehicles in the nature of vans
Vehicles incorporating a compressed air machine
Vehicles incorporating an industrial vacuum machine
Vehicles incorporating apparatus for digging
Vehicles incorporating apparatus for dumping
Vehicles incorporating apparatus for load carrying
Vehicles incorporating apparatus for loading
Vehicles incorporating apparatus for tipping
Vehicles incorporating bucket loaders
Vehicles incorporating cranes
Vehicles incorporating digging shovels
Vehicles incorporating grabs
Vehicles incorporating handling apparatus
Vehicles incorporating hoisting apparatus
Vehicles incorporating lifting apparatus
Vehicles incorporating lifting platforms
Vehicles incorporating scoops
Vehicles incorporating skips
Vehicles utilising electric motors
Velocipedes
Ventilation grilles being parts of vehicle bodywork
Ventilation grilles being parts of vehicle trim
Vessels [boats and ships]
Vinyl roofs for vehicles
Waggons
Warning alarms [reversing] for vehicles
Warning apparatus [reversing] for vehicles
Warning horns for automobiles
Warning horns for bicycles
Warning horns for motorcycles
Water bikes
Water bottle cages for bicycles
Water bottle cages for bicycles, sold together as a kit with water bottles
Water bottle holders for bicycles
Water scooters
Water vehicles
Water vessels
Waterborne vehicles
Watercraft
Weapon carriage apparatus for installation on land vehicles
Weapon carriage apparatus for installation on military craft
Weapon carriage apparatus for installation on military vehicles
Weapon carriage apparatus for installation on water vehicles
Wear-resistant pads for use in brakes for automobiles
Wear-resistant shoes for use in brakes for automobiles
Wheel arch extensions
Wheel barrows
Wheel brakes
Wheel chairs
Wheel covers
Wheel cylinders for vehicles
Wheel hubs for vehicles
Wheel rims [for automobiles]
Wheel rims for automobiles
Wheel rims for bicycles
Wheel rims for motor cars
Wheel rims for motorcycles
Wheel rims for vehicles
Wheel spacers
Wheel sprockets
Wheel suspensions
Wheel trims
Wheelbarrows
Wheelbarrows for garden use
Wheelchair cushions
Wheelchairs
Wheelchairs for invalids
Wheelchairs for the disabled
Wheelchairs for transporting invalids
Wheeled apparatus for transporting goods
Wheeled cages for the transport of goods
Wheeled cages for the transport of materials
Wheeled carriers
Wheeled carriers for golfing use
Wheeled carrycots
Wheeled containers for the transport of goods
Wheeled containers for the transport of materials
Wheeled luggage carriers
Wheeled mail sack holders
Wheeled military vehicles
Wheeled transport for children
Wheeled transport for infants
Wheeled transporters for babies
Wheeled transporters for carrycots
Wheeled transporters for carrying cots
Wheeled trolleys for supporting the human body during vehicle maintenance
Wheeled vehicles
Wheeled vehicles incorporating lifting devices
Wheels being parts of bicycles
Wheels for aircraft
Wheels for automobiles
Wheels for bicycles, cycles
Wheels for earth moving machines
Wheels for land vehicles
Wheels for motor vehicles
Wheels for motorcycles
Wheels for racing karts
Wheels for supermarket trolleys
Wheels for vehicles
Wind deflectors for vehicles
Wind powered vehicles
Window closing mechanisms for vehicles
Window glass for vehicle windows
Window opening mechanisms for vehicles
Window winding mechanisms for vehicle windows
Windows comprising coated glass for use in vehicles
Windows comprising decorated glass for vehicles
Windows for trailers
Windows for use in vehicles for locomotion by air
Windows for use in vehicles for locomotion by land
Windows for use in vehicles for locomotion by rail
Windows for use in vehicles for locomotion by sea
Windows for use in vehicles for locomotion by water
Windows for vehicle hatchback windows
Windows for vehicle windscreens
Windows for vehicle windshields
Windows for vehicles
Windows made of laminated safety glass for motor vehicles
Windows made of layers of safety glass for motor vehicles
Windows made of multiple layer glass for rail vehicles
Windows made of multiple layer safety glass for trailers
Windows made of multiple layer safety glass for watercraft
Windows made of plastic for vehicles
Windscreen sunshades
Windscreen washing pumps
Windscreen washing apparatus [parts of vehicles]
Windscreen wiper arms
Windscreen wiper blades
Windscreen wiper motors
Windscreen wipers
Windscreen wipers [for automobiles]
Windscreen wipers for motor cars
Windscreen wiping apparatus
Windshields
Windshields for motor cars
Windshield wiper assemblies
Windshield wiper blades
Windshield wipers
Windshields
Wings for aircraft
Wings for use in the construction of aircraft
Wings for use in the repair of aircraft
Wiper adapters for vehicles
Wiper arms for vehicles
Wiper blade adapters for vehicles
Wiper blade refills for vehicle windscreens
Wiper blades for vehicle windscreens
Wipers for car head lamps
Wooden seats for vehicles
Yachts
Acetyl-nitrocellulose
Actuators being parts of weapons
Aerial bombs
Aerial targets
Aiming mirrors for rifles
Aiming sights, other than telescopic
Air guns
Air launchers
Air pistol bullets
Air pistol slugs
Air pistols [air guns]
Air pistols [weapons]
Air-to-surfaces missiles
Ammonium nitrate explosives
Ammunition
Ammunition and projectiles
Ammunition casings
Ammunition for firearms
Ammunition for guns
Ammunition for tanks [weapons]
Ammunition hoists
Anti-aircraft guns
Anti-tank mines
Apparatus for cleaning firearms
Apparatus for filling cartridge belts
Apparatus for firing weapons
Apparatus for launching weapons
Apparatus for use in the firing of missiles
Armaments
Armaments installations
Armor piercing projectiles
Armour-piercing incendiary projectiles
Armour-piercing projectiles
Artillery
Artillery guns [cannons]
Artillery pieces
Automatic carbines
Automatic firearm ammunition belts
Automatic guns
Automatic pistols
Automatic revolvers
Bags for carrying firearms [specifically adapted]
Bags for storing firearms [specifically adapted]
Bags specially adapted to hold rifles
Ballistic missiles
Ballistic weapons
Bandoliers for weapons
Barrel reflectors for firearms
Barrels for cannons
BB guns
Belts adapted for ammunition
Bengal lights
Black powder
Blank cartridge shells
Blank cartridges
Blasting cap protectors
Blasting compounds
Blasting explosives
Blasting gelatin
Blasting paper
Bomb releasers
Bombs
Breach boxes for guns
Breeches of firearms
Bullets
Butt plates for shotguns
Cannon carriages [artillery]
Cannon tubes
Cannons
Cannons [artillery guns]
Carbines
Carrying cases adapted for firearms
Cartridge belts
Cartridge case receivers for automatic firearms
Cartridge case receivers for firearms
Cartridge cases
Cartridge dies
Cartridge fillers
Cartridge holders
Cartridge loading apparatus
Cartridge magazines for firearms
Cartridge pouches
Cartridges
Cartridges containing flares
Cartridges containing smoke
Cartridges for firearms
Cartridges for gunpowder
Cartridges for guns
Cartridges for pyrotechnic products
Cases for rifles
Chemical-based personal security sprays
Cleaning brushes for firearms
Conducted electrical weapons (CEW)
Conventional air delivered weapons
Crossbows [weapons]
Cruise missiles
Decoy apparatus [weapons]
Decoy installations [weapons]
Defence apparatus [weapons]
Defence installations [weapons]
Depth charges
Detonating caps, other than toys
Detonating fuses for explosives
Detonating plugs
Detonating relays for use with detonators
Detonating relays for use with explosives
Detonating relays for use with primers
Detonators
Dynamite
Dynamites
Electric blasting caps
Electronic detonators
Explosion primers
Explosive cartridges
Explosive cutting charge
Explosive devices
Explosive devices for minefield clearance
Explosive fuses used in mining
Explosive powders
Explosive products
Explosive shells
Explosive signals
Explosive substances
Explosive substances in gel form
Explosive torpedoes
Explosives
Explosives for use in bombs
Explosives in the form of liquids
Explosives in the form of powders
Explosives powders
Firearm sights, other than telescopic
Firearm stands
Firearms
Firecrackers
Fireworks
Firing lanyards for explosives
Firing platforms
Firing platforms [weapons]
Flamethrowers [weapons]
Flare pistols
Flares [pyrotechnic]
Fog signal explosives
Fog signals, explosive
Fuses for blasting
Fuses for explosives
Fuses for explosives, for use in mines
Gas bombs [weapon]
Gelatinous explosives
Granular explosives
Grips for small arms
Guided antitank mines
Guided artillery projectiles
Guided bombs
Guided missiles
Guided mortar bombs
Guided projectiles
Guided rockets
Guided weapons
Gun bags [specifically adapted]
Gun barrels
Gun belts
Gun butts
Gun carriages
Gun carriages [artillery]
Gun cartridge magazines
Gun cartridges
Gun cases
Gun cleaning brushes
Gun cotton
Gun mounts
Gun parts
Gun stocks
Gun turret base plates
Gun turret shields
Gun turrets
Gun wads
Guncotton
Gunpowder
Guns [weapons]
Gunstock recoil pads
Gunstocks
Hammers for guns
Hammers for guns and rifles
Hammers for rifles
Hand flamethrowers [weapons]
Hand flares
Hand grenades
Hand-operated flamethrowers for use by infantry
Harpoon guns [weapons]
Heavy guns
Holders for ammunition
Holsters for weapons
Howitzers
Hunting firearms
Hunting gun cartridges
Hunting rifles [sporting rifles]
Illuminating grenades
Illuminating projectiles
Incendiary cartridges
Infantry weapons
Infrared defence rocket warheads
Initiating explosives
Javelins [weapons]
Lance rockets
Launchers for ammunition
Launchers for missiles [weapons]
Launchers for projectiles
Launchers for pyrotechnic purposes
Launchers for rockets
Lead shot
Lead shot for firearms
Lead shot for hunting
Liquid explosives
Loaded cartridge magazines for firearms
Loading clips for small arms
Luminous explosive fog signals
Machine gun cartridges
Machine gun chargers
Machine gun turrets
Machine guns
Magazines for firearms
Magazines for weapons
Marine pyrotechnics [flares]
Medium calibre ammunition
Military pyrotechnics
Military rifles
Miners' squibs
Mines [explosives]
Missiles
Mobile gun mounts
Mortar shells
Mortars [firearms]
Mortars [weapons]
Motorised weapons
Motorized weapons
Multi-munition stand-off bombs
Munition dispensers
Munitions
Muskets
Muzzles for guns [weapons]
Naval guns
Nitroglycerine shells
Nitrostarch explosives
Noise suppressors for guns
Noise-suppressors for guns
Oil well shooting explosives
Parts of cartridges [ammunition]
Pellet guns
Pellets [ammunition]
Percussion caps, other than toys
Personal protection devices [firearms]
Pistol caps
Pistol pellets
Pistols
Pistols [arms]
Pistols [firearms]
Placement hand guns
Placement machine guns
Pneumatic catapults for firing missiles
Powder flasks for firearms
Powder horns
Primed shells
Primers for explosives
Primers for pyrotechnic devices
Primings [fuses]
Projectiles [weapons]
Propellant substances [weapons]
Propelling pyrotechnic mixtures for ammunition
Protective cases adapted for firearms
Protective shields adapted for firearms
Pull-throughs for small arms
Pyrophoric substances
Pyrotechnic ammunition
Pyrotechnic apparatus
Pyrotechnic articles
Pyrotechnic charges
Pyrotechnic devices
Pyrotechnic distress flares
Pyrotechnic gas generators
Pyrotechnic missiles
Pyrotechnic products
Pyrotechnical interrupters
Pyroxylin
Radar jamming warheads
Recoil pads
Recoilless guns
Releasing apparatus for grenades, bombs and other missiles
Revolvers
Rifle ammunition
Rifle barrels
Rifle cartridges
Rifle cases
Rifle cocks
Rifle covers
Rifle stocks
Rifle straps
Rifles
Rocket launchers
Rocket mortars
Rocket-propelled ballistic missiles
Rockets [projectiles]
Safety catches for firearms
Scrapers for cleaning firearms
Sea mines
Self-propelled weapons
Shaped charges [explosives]
Shell wads
Shells [projectiles]
Shields for gun carriages
Ship-to-air missiles
Shot for gun cartridges
Shot pouches
Shot shells
Shotgun ammunition
Shotgun cartridges
Shotgun powder
Shotguns
Shoulder straps for arms
Shoulder straps for weapons
Side arms [firearms]
Siege guns
Sight protectors for firearms
Sighting devices for artillery, other than telescopic
Sighting devices for firearms, other than telescopic
Sighting instruments for artillery, other than telescopic
Sighting instruments for firearms, other than telescopic
Sighting mirrors for guns
Sighting mirrors for guns and rifles
Sighting mirrors for rifles
Sights, other than telescopic sights, for artillery
Sights, other than telescopic sights, for firearms
Signal fires
Signal rocket flares
Silencers for firearms
Silencers for guns
Sling straps for firearms
Slingshots [weapons]
Small arms
Small arms [firearms]
Small bore firearms
Smoke detonators
Smoke missiles
Smoke missiles for armoured vehicles and tanks
Smoke projectiles
Smoke projectiles for rockets
Sparklers [fireworks]
Sporting cartridges
Sporting firearms
Sporting guns
Sporting rifles
Sprays for personal defence purposes
Sprays for personal defense purposes
Stands for firearms
Starters pistols
Stun guns
Sub-machine guns
Supplemental chambers for firearms
Tanks [weapons]
Target sights for artillery, other than electronic, laser or telescopic
Target sights for guns, other than electronic, laser or telescopic
Targets for military use
Tear gas weapons
Tear-gas weapons
Torpedo tube artillery
Torpedoes
Trigger guards for guns and rifles
Trigger guards for rifles
Trunnions for heavy weapons
Tumblers [parts of gunlocks]
Underwater mines
Unmanned remote-controlled powered aircraft for use as military targets
Weapon apparatus
Weapon cartridges for use with liquid nitrogen
Weapon cases for firearms
Weapon installations
Weapon systems
Weapons
Weapons for launching missiles
Weapons for launching projectiles
Adhesive wall decorations of precious metal
Agate as jewellery
Agates
Alarm clocks
Alarm watches
Alloys of precious metal
Amulets
Amulets [jewellery]
Amulets [jewelry]
Anchors [clock- and watchmaking]
Apparatus for sports timing [stopwatches]
Apparatus for timing sports events
Articles of imitation jewellery
Articles of jewellery
Artificial gem stones
Artificial gemstones
Artificial jewellery
Artificial stones [precious or semi-precious]
Atomic clocks
Automatic watches
Automobile clocks
Badges of precious metal
Bands for watches
Bangle bracelets
Bangles
Barrels [clock- and watchmaking]
Beads for making jewellery
Beads for making jewelry
Beads for making rosaries
Bib necklaces
Body-piercing rings
Body-piercing studs
Bonbonnieres of precious metal
Boxes for jewellery
Boxes of precious metal
Bracelets
Bracelets [jewellery]
Bracelets [jewelry]
Bracelets and watches combined
Bracelets for watches
Bracelets made of embroidered textile [jewellery]
Bracelets made of embroidered textile [jewelry]
Braids of precious metals
Brooches [jewellery]
Brooches [jewelry]
Buckles for watchstraps
Busts of precious metal
Busts of precious metals
Cabinets for clocks
Cabochons
Cabochons for making jewellery
Cabochons for making jewelry
Cameos [jewelry]
Cases [fitted] for clocks
Cases [fitted] for horological articles
Cases [fitted] for watches
Cases adapted for holding watches
Cases adapted to contain horological articles
Cases adapted to contain items of jewellery
Cases adapted to contain watches
Cases for chronometric instruments
Cases for horological instruments
Cases for jewels
Cases of precious metals for clocks
Cases of precious metals for horological articles
Cases of precious metals for jewels
Cases of precious metals for watches
Chain mesh of precious metals
Chains [jewellery]
Chains [jewelry]
Chains made of precious metals
Chains of precious metals
Chalcedony
Chalcedony used as gems
14 Chaplets
14 Charity wrist bands [bracelets, jewellery]
14 Charms for jewellery
14 Charms for jewelry
14 Charms for key chains
14 Charms for key rings
14 Choker necklaces
14 Chronographs [watches]
14 Chronographs as watches
14 Chronological instruments
14 Chronometers
14 Chronometric apparatus
14 Chronometric apparatus and instruments
14 Chronometric instruments
14 Chronoscopes
14 Clasps for jewellery
14 Clasps for jewelry
14 Clip earrings
14 Clock and watch hands
14 Clock cabinets
14 Clock cases
14 Clock cases being parts of clocks
14 Clock hands
14 Clock housings
14 Clock movements
14 Clockmaking pendulums
14 Clocks
14 Clocks and watches
14 Clocks and watches, electric
14 Clocks for world time zones
14 Clocks having quartz movements
14 Clocks incorporating ceramics
14 Clocks incorporating radios
14 Clockwork movements
14 Clockworks
14 Cloisonne jewellery
14 Cloisonné jewellery
14 Cloisonné jewelry
14 Cloisonne pins
14 Closures for necklaces
14 Clothing ornaments of precious metals
14 Coffin fittings of precious metal
14 Coins
14 Collar studs of precious metals
14 Collectible coins
14 Collets being parts of jewellery
14 Commemorative coins
14 Commemorative medals
14 Commemorative shields of precious metal
14 Containers especially adapted for presentation and display of jewellery or watches
14 Control clocks [master clocks]
14 Copper tokens
14 Corporate recognition jewelry
14 Costume jewellery
14 Cubic zirconia
Cuff links
Cuff links coated with precious metals
Cuff links made of gold
Cuff links made of imitation gold
Cuff links made of porcelain
Cuff links made of precious metals with precious stones
Cuff links made of silver plate
Cuff links of precious metal
Cufflinks
Cuff-links
Cultured pearls
Curios made of precious metal
Custom jewellery
Cut diamonds
Decorative action figures of precious metal
Decorative articles of precious metals for personal use
Decorative boxes made of precious metal
Decorative button covers of precious metals
Decorative cuff link covers
Decorative items made of solid precious metals
Decorative objects [ornaments] of precious metals
Decorative objects fashioned of precious metals
Desk clocks
Desk top ornaments of precious metals
Desk top ornaments of precious stones
Diadems
Dials [clock- and watchmaking]
Dials for clock-and-watch-making
Dials for clocks
Dials for horological articles
Dials for watches
Diamond [unwrought]
Diamonds
Digital clocks
Digital clocks incorporating radios
Digital clocks with automatic timers
Digital time indicators having temperature displays
Digital watches with automatic timers
Divers' watches
Diving watches
Dress ornaments in the nature of jewellery
Dress watches
Drop earrings
Ear ornaments in the nature of jewellery
Ear studs
Earrings
Earrings of precious metal
Edgings of precious metal for furniture
Electric alarm clocks
Electric timepieces
Electric watches
Electrical timepieces
Electrically operated movements for clocks
Electrically operated movements for watches
Electronic alarm clocks
Electronic timepieces
Electronic watches
Electronically operated movements for clocks
Electronically operated movements for watches
Emerald
Emeralds
Escapements
Faces for chronometric instruments
Faces for clocks
Faces for horological instruments
Faces for watches
Fake jewellery
Fancy keyrings of precious metals
Fashion jewellery
Festival badges for wear, of precious metal
Figures of precious metal
Figurines [statuettes] of precious metal
Figurines [statuettes] of precious stones
Figurines for ornamental purposes of precious stones
Figurines made from gold
Figurines made from silver
Figurines of precious metal
Figurines of precious stones
Finger rings
Fitted covers for jewelry rings to protect against impact, abrasion, and damage to the ring’s band and stones
Fitted jewelry pouches
Floor clocks
Free standing sculptures of precious metal
Friendship rings
Gems
Gemstones
Gold
Gold alloy ingots
Gold alloys
Gold base alloys
Gold bracelets
Gold bullion
Gold bullion coins
Gold chains
Gold coins
Gold earrings
Gold foil
Gold ingots
Gold jewellery
Gold leaf
Gold medals
Gold plated bracelets
Gold plated brooches
Gold plated chains
Gold plated earrings
Gold plated rings
Gold rings
Gold thread [jewellery]
Gold thread [jewelry]
Gold thread jewelry
Gold, unworked or semi-worked
Gold, unwrought or beaten
Gold-plated earrings
Gold-plated rings
Hair ornaments of precious metal [jewellery]
Hands for clocks
Hands for watches
Hat jewellery
Hat jewelry
Hat pins [jewellery]
Hoop earrings
Horological and chronometric instruments
Horological apparatus
Horological articles
Horological goods
Horological instruments
Horological instruments having quartz movements
Horological instruments made of gold
Horological products
Hour keeping installations
Imitation gold
Imitation jet
Imitation jewellery
Imitation jewellery ornaments
Imitation pearls
Imitation precious stones
Industrial clocks
Ingots of precious metal
Ingots of precious metals
Insignia of precious metals
Insignias of precious metal
Iridium
Items of jewellery
Ivory jewellery
Ivory jewelry
Jade
Jade [jewellery]
Jades
Jet
Jet, unwrought or semi-wrought
Jewel cases
Jewel cases of precious metal
Jewel chains
Jewel pendants
Jewellery
Jewellery articles
Jewellery boxes
Jewellery cases
Jewellery cases [caskets] of precious metal
Jewellery cases made of paper coated wood
Jewellery chain
Jewellery chain of precious metal for anklets
Jewellery chain of precious metal for bracelets
Jewellery chain of precious metal for necklaces
Jewellery chains
Jewelry clips for adapting pierced earrings to clip-on earrings
Jewelry findings
Jewelry for the head
Jewelry of yellow amber
Jewelry organizer cases
Jewelry organizer rolls for travel
Jewelry rolls
Jewelry rolls for storage
Jewelry rolls for travel
Jewelry stickpins
Jewelry watches
Jewels
Key chains [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]
Key chains as jewellery [trinkets or fobs]
Key chains coated with precious metals
Key chains not of metal
Key chains of common metal
Key chains of precious metals
Key charms coated with precious metals
Key charms of precious metals
Key fobs made of precious metal
Key holders
Key holders of precious metals
Key rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]
Key rings [trinkets or fobs] of precious metal
Key rings of precious metals
Key rings with charms attached
Key rings with fobs made of leather
Key rings with fobs made of metal
Key rings with fobs made of plastic
Key rings with fobs or trinkets attached
Key tags of common metal
Key tags of non-metallic materials
Lanyards [key cords]
Lapel badges [jewellery]
Lapel badges of precious metal
Lapel buttons [jewellery]
Lapel buttons of precious metals
Lapel pins [jewellery]
Lapel pins [jewelry]
Leather watch straps
Lockets
Lockets [jewellery]
Lockets [jewelry]
Man-made pearls
Mantle clocks
Marcasites
Medallions
Medals
Medals coated with precious metals
Medals made of precious metals
Meditation stones
Metal expanding watch bracelets
Metal watch bands
Miniature car models [ornaments] of precious metal
Miniature clocks
Misbaha [prayer beads]
Model aeroplanes [ornaments] made of precious metal
Model animals [ornaments] made of precious metal
Model cars [ornaments] made of precious metal
Model figures [ornaments] made of precious metal
Model vehicles [ornaments] made of precious metal
Models [ornaments] made of precious metal
Movements for clocks and watches
Musical jewelry boxes
Natural gem stones
Neck chains
Necklaces [jewellery]
Non-leather watch straps
Non-monetary coins
Objet d'art made of precious metals
Objet d'art made of precious stones
Objet d'art of enamelled gold
Objet d'art of enamelled silver
Olivine [gems]
Olivine [peridot]
Opal
Ornamental articles of precious metal
Ornamental figurines made of precious metal
Ornamental lapel pins
Ornamental models made of precious metal
Ornamental pins
Ornamental pins made of precious metal
Ornamental plates [dishes] of precious metal
Ornamental sculptures made of precious metal
Ornaments [jewellery]
Ornaments [statues] made of precious metal
Ornaments for clothing, of precious metal
Ornaments made of precious metals
Ornaments of jet
Ornaments of precious metals for decorating saddlery
Ornaments of precious metals incorporating watches
Oscillators for clocks
Oscillators for timepieces
Oscillators for watches
Osmium
Palladium
Parts for watches
Paste jewellery
Paste jewelry [costume jewelry]
Pearls [jewellery]
Pearls [jewelry]
Pearls made of ambroid [pressed amber]
Pendant watches
14  Ruby
14  Ruthenium
14  Sapphire
14  Sapphires
14  Scale model cars [ornaments] of precious metal
14  Scale models [ornaments] of precious metal
14  Scarf clips being jewelry
14  Scarf pins [jewellery]
14  Scarf rings of precious metal
14  Sculptures made from precious metal
14  Semi-finished articles of precious metals for use in the manufacture of jewellery
14  Semi-finished articles of precious stones for use in the manufacture of jewellery
14  Semi-precious articles of bijouterie
14  Semi-precious stones
14  Ship's chronometers
14  Shirt studs of precious metal
14  Shoe jewellery
14  Shoe jewelry
14  Silver
14  Silver alloy ingots
14  Silver ingots
14  Silver objets d'art
14  Silver thread [jewellery]
14  Silver thread [jewelry]
14  Silver, unwrought or beaten
14  Small clocks
14  Small jewellery boxes of precious metals
14  Souvenir badges [novelty] for wear, made of precious metal
14  Souvenir buttons [novelty] for wear, made of precious metal
14  Spangles for decoration, of precious metal
14  Spinel [precious stones]
14  Split rings of precious metal for keys
14  Sports watches
14  Spun silver [silver wire]
14  Square gold chain
14  Stands for clocks
14  Statues of precious metal
14  Statues of precious metal and their alloys
14  Statues of precious metal of religious icons
14  Statues of precious metals
14  Statuettes made of semi-precious metals
14  Statuettes made of semi-precious stones
14  Statuettes of precious metal
14  Statuettes of precious metal and their alloys
14  Sterling silver jewellery
14  Stop watches
14  Stopwatches
14  Straps for watches
14  Straps for wristwatches
14  Sun dials
14  Sundials
14  Synthetic precious stones
14  Synthetic stones [jewellery]
14  Table clocks
14  Table watches
Thom Ornaments [Nielloware]
Threads of precious metal [jewellery]
Threads of precious metal [jewelry]
Threads of precious metals
Tiaras
Tie bars
Tie bars of precious metals
Tie chains of precious metal
Tie clasps of precious metals
Tie clips
Tie clips of precious metal
Tie holders of precious metal
Tie pins
Tie tacks
Tie tacks of precious metals
Tie-pins of precious metal
Time clocks [master clocks] for controlling other clocks
Time keeping devices [chronometric instruments]
Time keeping devices [horological instruments]
Timekeeping instruments
Timekeeping systems for sports
Timepieces
Timing clocks
Tips of precious metals for collars
Tips of precious metals for the collars of shirts
Tips of precious metals for the toes of footwear
Topaz
Travel clocks
Trinket boxes [jewellery boxes]
Trinkets [jewellery]
Trinkets of bronze
Trinkets of precious metal
Trophies made of precious metal alloys
Trophies made of precious metals
Trophies of precious metals
Unwrought agate
Unwrought precious stones
Unwrought sardonyx
Unwrought silver
Unwrought silver alloys
Unwrought synthetic sapphires
Wall clocks
Watch and clock springs
Watch bands
Watch bracelets
Watch cases
Watch cases [parts of watches]
Watch casings
Watch chains
Watch clasps
Watch crowns
Watch crystals
Watch dials
Watch faces
Watch glasses
Watch hands
Watch movements
Watch parts
Watch pouches
Watch springs
Watch straps
Watch straps made of metal or leather or plastic
Watch straps of leather
Watch straps of nylon
Watch straps of plastic
Watch straps of polyvinyl chloride
Watch straps of synthetic material
Watchbands
Watches
Watches bearing insignia
Watches containing a game function
Watches containing an electronic game function
Watches for nurses
Watches for outdoor use
Watches for sporting use
Watches incorporating a memory function
Watches incorporating automatic generating systems
Watches made of gold
Watches made of plated gold
Watches made of precious metals
Watches made of precious metals or coated therewith
Watches made of rolled gold
Watchmaking pendulums
Watch straps
Watch straps made of leather
Wedding bands
Wedding rings
Wire of precious metal [jewellery]
Wire of precious metal [jewelry]
Wire thread of precious metal
Women's jewelry
Women's watches
Wooden bead bracelets
Wooden jewellery boxes
Works of art of precious metal
Wrist bands [jewellery]
Wrist straps for watches
Wrist watch bands
Wrist watches
Wristlet watches
Wristlets [jewellery]
Wristwatches
Accordions
Acoustic bass guitars
Acoustic guitars
Angklung [musical instrument]
Autoplaying electronic pianos
Bagpipes
Bags adapted for musical instruments
Bags specially adapted for holding musical instruments
Balalaikas [stringed musical instruments]
Bamboo flutes
Bamboo vertical pipes (hichiriki)
Bamboo vertical pipes (shoh)
Bandonions
Banjos
Barrel organs
Bass drums
Bass drumsticks
Bass guitars
Basses [musical instruments]
Bassoon
Basses
Bellows for musical instruments
Bongo drums
Bow nuts for musical instruments
Bows for musical instruments
Brass instruments
Bridges for musical instruments
Buccins
Buccins [trumpets]
Calung [musical instrument]
Capos
Carillons [musical instruments]
Cases for musical instruments
Castanets
Catgut for musical instruments
Celestes
Cellos
Chimes [musical instruments]
Chin rests for violins
Chinese flutes
Clarinet
Clarinet
Clarions
Clarions
Colophony for stringed musical instruments
Computer controlled musical instruments
Concertinas
Conductors' batons
Conga drums
Contrabasses
Corns
Corns [musical instruments]
Cymbals
Dampers for musical instruments
Double basses
Double bassoons
Drum machines
Drum pedals
Drum pedals [musical instruments]
Drum practice pads
Drumheads
Drums [musical instrument]
Drums [musical instruments]
Drumsticks
Dulcimers
Ebonite mouth pieces for musical instruments
Electric and electronic musical instruments
Electric bass guitars
Electric basses
Electric guitars
Electric keyboards
Electric musical instruments
Electric pianos
Electronic apparatus for synthesising music [musical instruments]
Electronic automatically controlled rhythm machines
Electronic background music machines
Electronic keyboards [musical instruments]
Electronic melody instruments
Electronic musical instruments
Electronic musical keyboards
Electronic musical synthesizers
Electronic organs
Electronic pianos
Electronic practice mutes for musical instruments
Electronic rhythm machines
Electronic sound effects machines [synthesizers]
Electronic synthesizers being musical instruments
Electronically operated computer controlled musical apparatus
Electronically operated musical apparatus
Electronically operated musical instruments
English horns
Euphoniums
Finger plectrums
Fingerboards for stringed musical instruments
Flutes
French horns
Gamelan
Glockenspiels
Gongs
Guitar armrests
Guitar picks
Guitar saddles
Guitar shoulder straps
Guitar straps
Guitar strings
Guitar tuning cranks
Guitars
Handbells [musical instruments]
Harmonicas
Harmoniums
Harp strings
Harps
Harpichords
Hats with bells [musical instruments]
Horns
Horns [musical instruments]
Horsehair for bows for musical instruments
Huqin [Chinese violins]
Intensity regulators for mechanical pianos
Iron xylophones
Japanese bamboo clarinets (shakuhachi)
Japanese drums (taiko)
Japanese flutes (yokobue)
Japanese hand drums (tsuzumi)
Japanese lutes [biwa]
Japanese picks [tsume]
Japanese plectrums [bachi]
Jews' harps [musical instruments]
Kecapi [musical instrument]
Kettledrum frames
Kettledrums
Keyboard instruments
Keyboard instruments [musical]
Keyboards for musical instruments
Keys for musical instruments
Kolitang [musical instrument]
Korean zither with six strings [Geo-mun-go]
Korean zither with twelve strings [Ga-ya-geum]
Languets
Lutes
Lyres
Mandolins
Maracas
Marimbas
Mechanical musical instruments
Mechanical pianos
Melodicas
Metal bells [musical instruments]
Mouthpiece caps for musical instruments
Mouthpiece ligatures
Mouthpieces for musical instruments
Movements for musical boxes
Music boxes
Music pitch pipes
Music rolls [piano]
Music stands
Music stands adapted for use with musical instruments
Music synthesizers
Musical boxes
Musical boxes [not toys]
Musical instruments
Musical instruments controlled by computer
Musical instruments controlled by microprocessor
Musical instruments in the nature of steel drums
Musical pitch pipes
Musical synthesizers
Musical wind instruments
Mutes for musical instruments
Oboes
Ocarinas
Organs
Oriental fiddles [kokyu]
Oriental harps [koto]
Pedals for musical instruments
Pegs for musical instruments
Percussion instruments
Percussion musical instruments
Perforated music rolls
Piano covers [shaped]
Piano keyboards
Piano keys
Piano strings
Pianofortes
Pianos
Piccolos
Picks for stringed instruments
Pipa [Chinese guitars]
Playable electronic sound synthesizers
Plectra
Plectrums
Plugs for converting open hole flutes to closed hole flutes
Punched cards containing music for use with pianoforte
Punched tape rolls containing music for use with pianoforte
Punched tapes containing music for use with pianoforte
Racks adapted to hold musical instruments
Ranad [musical instrument]
Rebab
Rebana [musical instrument]
Recorders [musical instruments]
Reeds
Reeds for musical instruments
Reeds for use in woodwind mouthpieces
Reproducing pianos
Rosin for stringed musical instruments
Saluang [musical instrument]
Saxophones
Shaped covers for musical instruments
Sheng [Chinese musical wind instruments]
Short bamboo flutes [Danso]
Sistrums
Siter [musical instrument]
Skins for drums
Snare wires for use with snare drums
Sor [musical instrument]
Sound boards
Sound effects machines being musical instruments
Stands for musical instruments
Sticks for bows for musical instruments
Stringed musical instruments
Strings for japanese style stringed instruments
Strings for musical instruments
Strings for western musical instruments
Strings for Western style musical instruments
Struck stringed instruments
Suona [Chinese trumpets]
Synthesizers [musical instruments]
Synthetic music apparatus
Talembong [musical instrument]
Tambourines
Three-stringed Japanese guitars (shamisen)
Tifa [musical instrument]
Timpani
Tom-toms
Tongues [parts of musical instruments]
Tongues [reeds]
Tonometers [tuning forks]
Triangles [musical instruments]
Tripods for musical instruments
Trombones
Trumpets
Tubas
Tubular bells
Tuners
Tuners for electronic musical instruments
Tuners for musical instruments
Tuning apparatus for musical instruments
Tuning forks
Tuning hammers
Turning apparatus for sheet music
Ukeleles
Ukuleles
Valves for musical instruments
Violas
Violin chin rests
Violins
Western style musical instruments
Whistles [musical instruments]
Wind instruments
Wind pipes for organs
Woodwind instruments
Xylophones
Zithers
3D decals for use on any surface
Absorbent material comprising polymer beads in a water permeable pouch [packaging material]
Absorbent paper tissue products
Absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging
Access control cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Account books
Account slip pads
Accounting forms
Acid-resistant paper
Activity books
Adding machine rolls
Address books
Address books being paper articles for writing desks
Address files
Address labels
Address lists
Address plates
Address plates for addressing machines
Address stamps
Addressing apparatus
Addressing machines
Adhesive backed films [stationery] for use as decorative trim
16 Adhesive backed films for household purposes
16 Adhesive backed films for stationery purposes
16 Adhesive backed films for use as decalcomanias
16 Adhesive backed films of paper for use as labels
16 Adhesive backed films of paper for use as nameplates
16 Adhesive band for household use
16 Adhesive band for stationery use
16 Adhesive bands for household purposes
16 Adhesive bands for household use
16 Adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes
16 Adhesive bands for stationery purposes
16 Adhesive bands for stationery use
16 Adhesive coated films for household use
16 Adhesive coated films for stationery use
16 Adhesive coated paper for household purposes
16 Adhesive coated paper for stationery purposes
16 Adhesive coated paper for use with photograph frames
16 Adhesive coated paper for use with photographs
16 Adhesive coated plastic mounts for use with paper photo frames
16 Adhesive coated plastic mounts for use with photographs
16 Adhesive coated plastics sheeting for household use
16 Adhesive coated plastics sheeting for stationery use
16 Adhesive compositions for household use
16 Adhesive compositions for stationery use
16 Adhesive corners for photographs
16 Adhesive correcting tape for household purposes
16 Adhesive correcting tape for stationery purposes
16 Adhesive decalcomanias
16 Adhesive film for household purposes
16 Adhesive film for stationery purposes
16 Adhesive films for household use
16 Adhesive films for stationery use
16 Adhesive for cardboard for household purposes
16 Adhesive for cardboard for stationery purposes
16 Adhesive for household purposes
16 Adhesive for office use
16 Adhesive for paper for household purposes
16 Adhesive for paper for stationery purposes
16 Adhesive for stationery purposes
16 Adhesive glues for household purposes
16 Adhesive lettering
16 Adhesive masking tapes for household purposes
16 Adhesive masking tapes for stationery purposes
16 Adhesive materials for household purposes
16 Adhesive materials for office use
16 Adhesive materials for stationery purposes
16 Adhesive materials in the form of bands for household use
16 Adhesive materials in the form of bands for stationery use
16 Adhesive materials in the form of films for household use
16 Adhesive materials in the form of films for stationery use
16 Adhesive materials in the form of stickers
16 Adhesive materials in the form of strips for household use
16 Adhesive materials in the form of strips for stationery use
16 Adhesive note paper
16 Adhesive packaging tapes
Adhesive packaging tapes for household or stationery use
Adhesive pads [stationery]
Adhesive paper films for stationery purposes
Adhesive paper for household purposes
Adhesive paper labels
Adhesive paper sheets for household purposes
Adhesive paper sheets for stationery purposes
Adhesive pins for household purposes
Adhesive pins for stationery purposes
Adhesive plastic film for household purposes
Adhesive plastic film for stationery purposes
Adhesive plastics for stationery use
Adhesive preparations for household use
Adhesive preparations for stationery use
Adhesive press lettering
Adhesive printed labels
Adhesive printed matter
Adhesive printed patterns
Adhesive printed stickers
Adhesive security tapes, other than encoded or magnetic
Adhesive stickers
Adhesive strips for household purposes
Adhesive strips for stationery purposes
Adhesive substances for household purposes
Adhesive substances for stationery purposes
Adhesive tabs for household purposes
Adhesive tabs for stationery purposes
Adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]
Adhesive tape for household purposes
Adhesive tape for packaging purposes
Adhesive tape for stationery purposes
Adhesive tape for wrapping purposes
Adhesive tapes [stationery]
Adhesive tapes for household purposes
Adhesive tapes for household use
Adhesive tapes for office use
Adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes
Adhesive tapes for stationery purposes
Adhesive tapes for use in packaging
Adhesive tapes for use in wrapping
Adhesive tapes of paper for masking
Adhesive tickets
Adhesive transfers
Adhesive wall decorations of card
Adhesive wall decorations of cardboard
Adhesive wall decorations of paper
Adhesive wall decorations of papier mache
Adhesively coated plastic films for household purposes
Adhesively coated plastic films for packaging purposes
Adhesively coated plastic films for stationery purposes
Adhesively coated plastic films for wrapping purposes
Adhesives [glues] for stationery or household purposes
Adhesives for art use
Adhesives for domestic purposes
Adhesives for domestic use
Adhesives for graphic arts purposes
Adhesives for household purposes
Adhesives for office purposes
Adhesives for rolling from a strip onto paper
Adhesives for rolling from a strip onto photographs
Adhesives for stationery and household use
Adhesives for stationery or household purposes
Adhesives for stationery purposes
Adhesives for use in bonding materials [household]
Adhesives for use in bonding materials [stationery]
Adhesives of agricultural origin for household use
Adhesives of agricultural origin for stationery use
Adhesives of synthetic origin for household use
Adhesives of synthetic origin for stationery use
Advent calendars
Advertisement boards of card
Advertisement boards of cardboard
Advertisement boards of paper
Advertisement boards of paper or cardboard
Advertisements [printed matter]
Advertising leaflets
Advertising material being printed matter
Advertising material expressed in card form
Advertising material expressed in paper form
Advertising material expressed in plastics form
Advertising material of cardboard
Advertising material of paper
Advertising materials for dissemination in card form
Advertising materials for dissemination in paper form
Advertising materials for dissemination in plastics form
Advertising materials of cardboard
Advertising materials of paper
Advertising posters
Advertising publications
Advertising signs of cardboard
Advertising signs of paper
Agendas [printed matter]
Air bubble plastics for packaging
Air bubble plastics for wrapping
Airtight packaging of cardboard
Airtight packaging of paper
Airtight packaging of plastics
Albums
Albums being articles of stationery
Albums for autographs
Albums for colouring
Albums for gramophone records
Albums for photographs
Albums for pictures
Albums for stickers
Albums made of paper
Almanacs
Alphabetical indexes
Angle guides [drawing instruments]
Angle plotters [drawing instruments]
16 Animation cels
16 Anniversary cards
16 Announcement cards
16 Announcement cards [stationery]
16 Annuals [printed publications]
16 Apparatus for displaying photographs
16 Apparatus for inking printing ribbons
16 Apparatus for inking typewriter ribbons
16 Apparatus for mounting photographs
16 Apparatus for mounting pictures
16 Apparatus for mounting postcards
16 Apparatus for mounting prints
16 Apparatus for office use for binding documents
16 Apparatus for office use for binding papers
16 Apparatus for office use for bundling documents
16 Apparatus for office use for destroying documents
16 Apparatus for office use for emptying files
16 Apparatus for office use for extracting the contents of envelopes
16 Apparatus for office use for file identification
16 Apparatus for office use for opening envelopes
16 Apparatus for office use for sealing stationery
16 Apparatus for office use for shredding paper
16 Apparatus for supporting drawings for easy reference
16 Appliques of paper
16 Appointment books
16 Aquarelles
16 Architects' models
16 Architects' plans
16 Architectural models
16 Architectural plans
16 Arithmetical tables
16 Art materials [paint boxes for use in school]
16 Art paints [paint boxes for use in school]
16 Art paper
16 Art pictures
16 Art prints
16 Articles being office requisites
16 Articles for drawing
16 Articles for use in writing
16 Articles for writing
16 Articles of stationery
16 Articles of stationery for use with computers
16 Artificial paper
16 Artists' and drawing materials
16 Artists' boards
16 Artists' brushes
16 Artists' canvas
16 Artists' charcoals
16 Artists' drawing materials
16 Artists' easels
16 Artists' materials
16 Artists' materials for drawing
16 Artists' modelling materials
16 Artists' paint brushes
16 Artists' palettes
Artists' papers
Artists' pastels
Artists' pencils
Artists' pencils sold in tins or boxes
Artists' pens
Artists' requisites and materials
Artists' saucers
Artists' sketch books
Artists' sponges
Artists' trays
Artists' water colour saucers
Artists' watercolor saucers
Artists' watercolour saucers
Artwork
Astrological computer reports
Atlases
Audiovisual printed presentational materials
Audiovisual teaching materials [printed matter]
Autograph books
Automatic adhesive dispensers for office use
Automatic feeders for envelopes
Automatic typewriters
Babies' bibs of paper
Badges made of cardboard
Badges made of paper
Bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging
Bags for collection and disposal of dog and other animal faeces and droppings
Bags for microwave cooking
Bags for packaging food for cooking
Bags incorporating bubble plastics for packaging
Bags made of paper for packaging
Bags made of plastics for packaging
Bags of bubble plastics for packaging
Bags of paper for lining refuse bins
Bags of paper for packaging food
Bags of paper for receiving refuse
Bags of paper for roasting purposes
Bags of paper for use in the freezer
Bags of plastics for lining refuse bins
Bags of plastics for packaging
Bags of plastics for packaging food
Bags of plastics for receiving refuse
Bags of plastics for roasting purposes
Bags of plastics for use in the freezer
Bags of plastics for wrapping foodstuffs
Baking paper
Baking parchment
Ball pens
Ball point pens
Ballpoint pen refills
Ballpoint pens
Ball-point pens
Ballpoint refill cartridges
Ballpoints for ball point pens
Balls for ball-point pens
Balsa wood for modelling
Bank cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Bank checks
Banking cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Banking documents
Banknote paper
Banknotes
Banners of cardboard
Banners of paper
Bar code ribbons
Bar shaped price labels of paper
Beer mats
Betting forms
Betting slips
Bibles
Bibs of absorbent cellulose
Bibs of paper
Billbooks
Billing documents
Billing forms
Bin liners of paper
Bin liners of plastics
Binder clips
Binder fasteners [stationery]
Binder inserts [stationery]
Binder sheets [stationery]
Binders (office supplies)
Binders [stationery]
Binders for magazines
Binders for office use
Binders for recipes
Binders for song sheets
Binders for the office
Binding articles [stationery]
Binding borders for files
Binding covers [stationery]
Binding machines for office use
Binding materials for books and papers
Binding materials for stationery use
Binding rings for stationery use
Binding strips [bookbinding]
Biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching materials]
Birthday books
Birthday cards
Black lead pencils
Blackboard drawing instruments
Blackboard erasers [chalk erasers]
Blackboard pencils
Blackboard rulers
Blackboards
Blackboards being free-standing
Blackboards being wallboards
Blackboards being wall-mounted
Blank cards
Blank flip charts
Blank journals
Blank paper cards being stationery for use on computers
Blank paper tape being stationery for use on computers
Blister packs for packaging
Block notepads
Blocks of paper
Blotter
Blotters
Blotting pads
Blotting paper
Blotting paper holders
Blown films for packaging
Blown films made from alpha-olefin copolymers for packaging
Blown films made from alpha-olefin copolymers for wrapping
Blueprints
Boards for drawing purposes
Boards for mounting flat artwork materials
Boards for mounting photographs
Boards having a foil surface on which to draw
Boards having a foil surface on which to draw with special pens
Boards having a foil surface on which to write
Boards having a foil surface on which to write with special pens
Bond paper
Book binders
Book binding materials
Book covering materials
Book covers
Book ends
Book jackets
Book markers
Book markers of precious metal
Book marks
Book wrappings
Bookbinding apparatus and machines [office equipment]
Bookbinding cloth
Bookbinding cords
Bookbinding covers
Bookbinding machines for office use
Bookbinding material
Bookbinding materials
Bookbinding strips
Bookbinding tape
Bookends
Bookkeeping forms
Booklets
Booklets for information
Booklets for instruction
Booklets for use in conducting seminars
Booklets for use in conducting training workshops
Booklets relating to games
Bookmarkers
Bookmarkers made of textile material
Bookmarkers of cardboard
Bookmarkers of paper
Bookmarks
16 Bookplates
16 Books
16 Books containing samples of wall coverings
16 Books for celebrating important events
16 Books for children
16 Books for colouring purposes
16 Books for golfers
16 Books for holding photographs
16 Books for holding postcards
16 Books for recording information about babies
16 Books for recording information about children
16 Books for use in the teaching of reading
16 Books in the nature of passports
16 Books of biblical stories
16 Books of delivery notes
16 Books pertaining to grammar
16 Books pertaining to language comprehension
16 Books relating to business
16 Books relating to computer programming
16 Books relating to computer programs
16 Books relating to computers
16 Books relating to data processing
16 Books relating to electronics
16 Books relating to financial investments
16 Books relating to financial services
16 Books relating to skiing
16 Book-style business card files [stationery]
16 Bottle envelopes of paper or cardboard
16 Bottle wrappers of cardboard or paper
16 Bottle wrappers of paper or cardboard
16 Bound notebooks
16 Bows for decorating packaging
16 Box files
16 Box files for drawings
16 Boxes being articles of stationery
16 Boxes for documents
16 Boxes for drawing instruments
16 Boxes for filing cards
16 Boxes for pens
16 Boxes for stationery use
16 Boxes for writing instruments
16 Boxes made of cardboard
16 Boxes made of fibreboard
16 Boxes made of paper
16 Boxes made of paper for archives
16 Boxes made of paper for records
16 Boxes of cardboard
16 Boxes of cardboard or paper
16 Boxes of paper
16 Boxes of paper or cardboard
16 Broadsheets
16 Brochures
16 Brown paper for wrapping
16 Brushes for decorators
16 Brushes for painters
Brushes for sign writers
Brushes for the application of decorating substances
Brushes for the application of paints
Brushes for the application of preservatives
Brushes for writing
Bubble packs for packaging
Bubble packs for wrapping
Bulk paper
Bulk paper in the form of reels
Bulletins [printed matter]
Bulletins relating to information on construction projects
Bumper stickers
Bunting of paper
Bus timetables
Bus travel guides
Business books
Business card paper [semi-finished]
Business cards
Business cards of paper
Business cards of plastic
Business documentation
Business forms
Business forms being printed matter
Business paper
Cabinets being office requisites
Cabinets for stationery [office requisites]
Calculating tables
Calendar hangers
Calendar holders
Calendar stands
Calendars
Calendered paper
Calligraphy ink
Calligraphy paper
Canvas boards
Canvas for painting
Canvas panels for artists
Car stickers
Car tax disc holders
Carbon paper
Carbon paper [finished products]
Carbonising base paper
Carbonizing base paper
Carbonless chemical paper
Carbonless paper
Carbonless papers
Card
Card files
Card holders [office requisites]
Card index cases
Card index portfolios of cardboard
Card index portfolios of plastics
Card index tabs
Card indexes
Card indexes with tabs
Card indices
Cardboard
Cardboard boxes
Cardboard boxes containing a plastic bag
Cardboard boxes including feet made of cardboard
Cardboard boxes including feet made of plastic
Cardboard cake boxes
Cardboard carrying cases
Cardboard cartons
Cardboard cases
Cardboard containers
Cardboard faced with aluminium
Cardboard faced with aluminium and polythene
Cardboard faced with plastic and aluminium
Cardboard faced with polyester
Cardboard folders
Cardboard for cartons
Cardboard for packaging
Cardboard for printing
Cardboard for writing
Cardboard household storage boxes
Cardboard labels
Cardboard made from paper mulberry (senkasi)
Cardboard mailing tubes
Cardboard materials for use in packaging
Cardboard mounts
Cardboard packaging
Cardboard packaging boxes in collapsible form
Cardboard packaging boxes in made-up form
Cardboard sheets
Cardboard shipping containers
Cardboard storage organisers
Cardboard tubes
Cards
Cards [blank] being stationery for encoding when used with computers
Cards [blank] for encoding
Cards [stationery]
Cards being computer stationery, other than encoded or magnetic
Cards embossed or printed with security features for authentication purposes
Cards embossed or printed with security features for identification purposes
Cards for cash dispensers, other than encoded or magnetic
Cards for use with computers, other than encoded or magnetic
Cards for use with data processing apparatus, other than encoded or magnetic
Cards for use with word processing apparatus, other than encoded or magnetic
Cards, not encoded or magnetic, bearing personal identification data
Cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Cartons for eggs
Cartons made from corrugated board
Cartons made from corrugated fibre board
Cartons made from corrugated paper
Cartons of card for packaging
Cartons of card incorporating reinforcing strips
Cartons of card incorporating tear-open strips
Cartons of cardboard for packaging
Cartons of paper incorporating reinforcing strips
Cartons of paper incorporating tear-open strips
Cartons of plastics for packaging
Cartons of polystyrene for packaging
Cartoon publications for children
Cartoon publications for teenagers
Cartoon strips
Cartoon strips in the form of printed matter
Cartoons [printed matter]
Cartridges for printing ribbon
Cartridges for typewriters
Cartridges of staples for office stapling instruments
Cases for compasses [drawing instruments]
Cases for drawing apparatus
Cases for drawing devices
Cases for drawing instruments
Cases for holding documents [stationery]
Cases for passports
Cases for pencils
Cases for pens
Cases for personal planners
Cases for stamps [seals]
Cases for stationery
Cases for storing documents [stationery]
Cases for writing apparatus
Cases for writing devices
Cases for writing implements
Cases for writing instruments
Cases for writing sets
Cases made of corrugated cardboard
Cases made of corrugated paper
Cases made of corrugated paperboard
Cases of card for packaging
Cases of cardboard for packaging
Cases of paper for packaging
Cash cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Cash disbursement cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Cash receipt books
Cassettes for adhesive tapes for household use
Cassettes for adhesive tapes for office use
Cassettes for adhesive tapes for stationery use
Cassettes for correcting tapes
Cast coated printing boards
Cat box liners in the form of plastic bags
Catalogues
Catalogues relating to business documentation
Catalogues relating to business products
Catalogues relating to computer software
Catalogues relating to engineering documentation
Catalogues relating to government regulations
Catalogues relating to government specifications
Catalogues relating to government standards
Catalogues relating to international industry codes
Catalogues relating to international industry standards
Catalogues relating to military regulations
Catalogues relating to military specifications
Catalogues relating to military standards
Catalogues relating to musical apparatus
Catalogues relating to musical instruments
Catalogues relating to national industry codes
Catalogues relating to national industry standards
Catalogues relating to operating musical instruments
Cellophane paper
Cellulose bags for use in microwave cooking
Cellulose bags for use in packaging
Cellulose wrapping materials
Ceramic tip pens
Certificates
Chalk
Chalk being articles of stationery
Chalk boards [blackboards]
Chalk erasers
Chalk for lithography
Chalk for use in drawing
Chalk for use in writing
Chalk holders
Chalk sticks
Chalkboards
Chalks
Chalks for artists’ use
Chalks for colouring
Chalks for drawing
Charcoal for drawing
Charcoal pencils
Charcoal pencils being articles of stationery
Charge cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Chart pointers, non-electronic
Charts
Check book covers
Check book holders
Check books
Checkbook covers
Chemical bonding agents for household or stationery use
Cheque books
Cheque cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Cheque forms
Cheque guarantee cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Cheque marking machines for use in preventing fraud
Chequebook cases
Chequebook covers
Chequebook holders
Chequebooks
Cheques
Cheques for business customers
Cheques incorporating laminated strips, other than encoded or magnetic
Children’s activity books
Children’s books
Children’s club magazines
Children’s magazines
Children’s paint-boxes
Children’s painting sets
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Children's slates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Children's storybooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Chinese ink sticks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Chinese inks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Christmas cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Chromolithographs [chromos]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Chromos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cigar bands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Circulars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>City directories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clamping files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clasps for letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clasps for paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Classification files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clay coated papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clear coated plastics film for packaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clear films for packaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clear films for wrapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clear folders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clear plastic film for use as a drawing surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clear suspended filing pockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clear view wrappings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cling film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cling film plastics for packaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clip boards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clip dispensers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clipboards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clips for cardboard [stationery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clips for letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clips for offices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clips for offices [stationery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clips for paper [stationery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clips for stationery use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cloth for bookbinding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cloth made from imitations of leather for bookbinding purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cloth made from leather fibre for bookbinding purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cloth made from leather for bookbinding purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cloth paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clothes patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clothing patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Clutch pencils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Coarse tissue [for toiletry use]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Coaster sets of cardboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Coaster sets of paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Coasters in card form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Coasters made of paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Coasters of cardboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Coasters of paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Coated paper films for use in plotters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Coated paper films for use in printers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Coated paper for labels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Coated paper for laminating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Coated paper for packaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Coated paper for printing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Coated plastics films for packaging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Coated plastics films for use in plotters
Coated plastics films for use in printers
Coated printing paper
Coated sheets for applying glaze to printed matter
Cocktail mats of cardboard
Cocktail mats of paper
Cocktail parasols or umbrellas predominantly of paper
Co-extruded films for packaging
Co-extruded films for wrapping
Collapsible boxes of paper
Collapsible cardboard boxes
Collating machines for office use
Collectable trading cards
Collection folders
Collectors' catalogues
Collector's photographs of players
Color pencils
Coloring books
Colour cards
Colour charts
Colour charts relating to carpet colours
Colour charts relating to clothing colours
Colour charts relating to knitting wool
Colour copying paper
Colour pencils
Colour pens
Colour sample cards
Colour samples [printed matter]
Colour wheels of paper or cardboard
Coloured cards
Coloured lead pencils
Coloured liquids for use in childrens' crafts
Coloured markers
Coloured paper
Coloured paper for decorative use
Coloured pencils
Coloured pens
Coloured shapes for use with whiteboards
Coloured transparencies for use with projectors
Colouring boards
Colouring books
Colouring crayons
Colouring materials [drawing instruments]
Colouring materials [paint boxes for use in school]
Colouring materials [writing instruments]
Colouring pencils
Colouring pens
Comb binders [stationery]
Comic books
Comic strips
Comics
Commemorative stamp sheets
Company magazines
Company newspapers
Compasses [drawing instruments]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Compasses for drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Composing frames [printing]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Composing machines for office use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Composing sticks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Composition books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Compressed cardboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer aided design generated drawings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer aided design generated plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer brochures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer documentation in printed form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer game instruction manuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer handbooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer hardware publications [printed matter]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer hardware reference manuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer hardware users guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer instruction manuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer listings in the form of printed matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer manuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer operation documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer print outs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer print outs of coats of arms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer print outs of surname histories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer printer ribbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer program documentation in printed form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer program manuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer program print outs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer program reference material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer program user manuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer programme manuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer programme print outs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer programmes in printed form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer programmes printed on paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer programmes recorded in manuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer programming manuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer programming material in printed form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer programs in printed form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer reference manuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer software in printed form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer software in the form of printed matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer software in the nature of printed matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer software operating manuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer stationery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer tapes for the recording computer programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer user manuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Conductive programs being printed matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Conductive adhesives for household or stationery use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cones of card for holding confectionery products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cones of paper for holding confectionery products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Congratulatory cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Conical paper bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Containers for ice made of paper or cardboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Containers for pencils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Containers for pens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Containers for protecting documents [stationery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Containers of card for packaging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Containers of card for packaging audio recordings
Containers of card for packaging purposes
Containers of card for wrapping purposes
Containers of cardboard for packaging
Containers of paper for baking
Containers of paper for packaging
Containers of paper for packaging purposes
Containers of paper for use with audio recordings
Containers of paper for wrapping purposes
Continuous paper
Continuous stationery
Contract forms
Cook books
Cookbooks
Cookery books
Copier paper
Copy books
Copy paper
Copybooks
Copying paper [stationery]
Copying pencils
Cords for bookbinding
Correcting aids for drawing purposes
Correcting aids for graphic purposes
Correcting aids for overhead projection foils
Correcting aids for painting purposes
Correcting aids for signing purposes
Correcting aids for writing purposes
Correcting fluid for stationery use
Correcting fluids [office requisites]
Correcting implements for drawing purposes
Correcting implements for lettering purposes
Correcting implements for painting purposes
Correcting implements for writing purposes
Correcting ink [heliography]
Correcting liquids for documents
Correcting liquids for printer's block
Correcting pastes for correcting manuscript
Correcting pastes for correcting typewritten script
Correcting pencils
Correcting pens
Correcting ribbons for stationery use
Correcting tapes [office requisites]
Correcting tapes for stationery use
Correcting tapes for typewriters
Correction fluids for documents
Correction fluids for printing blocks
Correction lacquers for stationery use
Correction liquid for stencils
Correction paper
Correction paste for stationery use
Correction pencils
Correction pens
Correction sticks
Correction tapes for stationery use
Correctors for documents
Correspondence cards
Correspondence envelopes
Correspondence folders
Correspondence notes
Correspondence trays
Corrugated board
Corrugated boxes
Corrugated cardboard
Corrugated cardboard boxes
Corrugated cardboard containers
Corrugated packaging materials of card
Corrugated packaging materials of paper
Corrugated paper
Corrugated paperboard
Corrugated paperboard containers for bulk products
Cosmetic pencil sharpeners
Coupon books
Coupons
Covering materials for booklets
Covering materials for books
Covering materials for journals
Covering materials for magazines
Covers [stationery]
Covers for address books
Covers for binders
Covers for books
Covers for business organisers
Covers for cheque books
Covers for computer printouts
Covers for diaries
Covers for documents
Covers for magazines
Covers for memorandum pads
Covers for menus
Covers for paying-in books
Covers for personal organisers
Covers for stamp albums
Covers for telephone directories
Covers for wine lists
Covers made of imitations of leather for cheque books
Covers made of leather for cheque books
Covers made of paper for cheque books
Covers made of plastics for cheque books
Covers of paper for flower pots
Craft cardboard
Craft kits for painting or posters
Craft kits for papier mache model construction
Craft paper
Crayons
Cream containers of paper
Creasing apparatus [office requisites]
Credit card imprinters, non-electric
Credit cards without magnetic coding
Credit cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Crepe paper
Crossword puzzles
Curve templates [drawing instruments]
Cut sheet paper for use in offices
Cutters for office use
Daily newspaper
Daily planner tables
Daily planners
Dairies
Data recorded in paper form from the internet
Data sheets
Date books
Date stamp apparatus for office use
Date stamping machines for office use
Date stamps
Date stamps [daters]
Day planners
Debit cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Decalcomanias
Decals
Decanter mats of card
Decanter mats of cardboard
Decanter mats of paper
Decorations of cardboard for foodstuffs
Decorations of cardboard, other than Christmas decorations
Decorations of paper, other than Christmas decorations
Decorative bows for wrapping
Decorative glitter for stationery purposes
Decorative paper bows for wrapping
Decorative plastics films for wrapping or packaging
Decorative wrapping paper
Deed holders [stationery]
Delivery notes
Desk agendas
Desk blotters
Desk calendars
Desk diaries
Desk files
Desk filing folders
Desk mats
Desk note pads
Desk organisers
Desk organisers incorporating pens
Desk pads
Desk sets [office requisites]
Desk stands for writing instruments
Desk support pads for office machines
Desk tape holders
Desk tidies
Desk top letter files
Desk top planners
Desk trays
Desktop business card holders
Desktop document racks
Diagrams
Diaper bags [disposable] of paper or plastic
Diaries
Diary cases
Diary covers
Dictionaries
Dies for producing indicia [stationery]
Digital printing paper
Dinner mats of card
Dinner mats of cardboard
Dinner mats of paper
Direct transfer paper
Directories
Directory paper
Discount cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Discussion notes [printed matter]
Dish mats of card
Dish mats of cardboard
Dish mats of paper
Diskette envelopes of card
Diskette envelopes of cardboard
Diskette envelopes of paper
Dispensers for adhesive for household use
Dispensers for adhesive for office use
Dispensers for adhesive for stationery use
Dispensers for correcting tapes for household use
Dispensers for correcting tapes for office use
Dispensers for correcting tapes for stationery use
Dispensers for rolls of adhesive for household use
Dispensers for rolls of adhesive for office use
Dispensers for rolls of adhesive for stationery use
Display albums
Display banners made of card
Display banners made of cardboard
Display banners of paper
Display binders
Display books
Display boxes of cardboard
Display cards
Display folders
Disposable bibs of paper
Disposable hygienic articles of paper for personal use
Disposable liners of cellulose for napkins
Disposable table linen of paper
Disposable toilet seat covers made of paper
Disposable wiping materials of paper
Dividers for files
Dockets
Document binders
Document boxes [stationery]
Document cases [stationery]
Document cases for files [stationery]
Document containers [stationery]
Document covers
Document destroyers [office machines]
Document files
Document files [stationery]
Document files adapted to facilitate the classification of documents
Document files adapted to facilitate the sorting of documents
Document folders [stationery]
Document folders in the form of wallets
Document holders [stationery]
Document holders [stationery] adapted to facilitate the classification of documents
Document holders [stationery] adapted to facilitate the sorting of documents
Document holders [stationery] and supports, including for use with computers
Document holders being articles of stationery
Document laminators for office use
Document markers
Document pockets [stationery]
Document portfolios
Document pouches [stationery]
Document repair tape
Document wallets [stationery]
Documentation [printed matter]
Documents
Documents generated by computer programmes
Documents generated by computers
Doilies of paper
Dossiers
Double coated book paper
Double coated journal paper
Double coated magazine paper
Double sided adhesive tapes for household use
Double sided adhesive tapes for stationery use
Double-sided adhesive tapes for household use
Drafting film [drawing materials]
Drafting instruments
Drafting squares
Drafting triangles
Drapes of paper
Draughting machines
Draughtsman's requisites
Drawer liners made of paper
Drawer liners made of scented paper
Drawer liners of paper, perfumed or not
Drawing apparatus
Drawing articles
Drawing blocks
Drawing board pins
Drawing boards
Drawing boards [painters' article]
Drawing books
Drawing brushes
Drawing compasses
Drawing curves
Drawing films
Drawing ink
Drawing inserts for numerically controlled draughting machines
Drawing instrument cases, fitted
Drawing instruments
Drawing instruments for blackboards
Drawing instruments for whiteboards
Drawing machines
Drawing materials
Drawing materials for blackboards
Drawing office requisites, other than furniture
Drawing office rulers
Drawing pads
Drawing paper
Drawing parts for drawing machines
Drawing pens
Drawing pins
Drawing rulers
Drawing sets
Drawing sheets
Drawing squares
Drawing stencils
Drawing templates
Drawing covers
Drawings
Drawings generated by computer aided design
Drink coasters of card
Drink coasters of cardboard
Drink coasters of paper
Drink mats of card
Drink mats of cardboard
Drink mats of paper
Drinks mats of card
Drinks mats of cardboard
Drinks mats of paper
Drip mats of card
Drip mats of card for glasses
Drip mats of cardboard
Drip mats of paper
Drip mats of paper for glasses
Driving instructional literature
Dry transfer characters
Dry transfer lettering
Dry transfer sheets made of plastics
Drying towels of cellulose
Drying towels of paper
Duplicate books
Duplicating inks
Duplicating paper
Duplicator fluid
Duplicators
Dust jackets of card
Dust jackets of cardboard
Dust jackets of paper
Dustbin liner bags of paper
Dustbin liner bags of plastic
DVD containers made of cardboard
DVD containers made of flexible plastics film
DVD containers made of paper
Easels
Easels being articles of stationery
Easels for blackboards
Easels for mounting materials in preparation for artists' use
Easels for supporting materials in preparation for use by artists'
Easels for use by artists
Easels for white boards
Easels for wipe-off boards
Edge sealing apparatus for office use
Educational materials in printed form
Educational materials in written form
Educational publications
Egg cartons of paper or card
Egg containers of paper or card
Elastic bands for office use
Elastic bands for offices
Electric guillotine shears being machines for office use
Electric paper drills for office use
Electric pencil sharpeners
Electric staplers for office use
Electric staplers for offices
Electric stapling guns for stationery use
Electric stencil duplicators for office use
Electric typewriters
Electrical and electronic typewriters
Electric guillotine shears being machines for office use
Electric paper drills for office use
Electric pencil sharpeners
Electric staplers for office use
Electric staplers for offices
Electric stapling guns for stationery use
Electric stencil duplicators for office use
Electric typewriters
Electrical and electronic typewriters
Electrical heat sealing apparatus for office use
Electrical heat sealing apparatus for office use in packaging
Electrical heat sealing apparatus for office use in wrapping
Electrical letter openers for offices
Electrical print out apparatus for use with typewriters
Electrically operated typewriters
Electrocardiograph paper
Electro-cardiograph paper
Electronic lettering machines [office requisites]
Electronic typewriters
Electrotypes
Embossed folders for data sheets
Embossed paper
Embossing machines for office use
Embossing tapes
Embroidery designs [patterns]
Encapsulated sheet materials of paper
Encapsulated sheet materials of plastics
Encyclopaedias
Engagement cards
Engagement note pads
Engraving plates
Engraving sheets
Engravings
Engravings [prints]
Engravings on metal
Engravings on plastic
Engravings on wood
Entertainment guides [printed matter]
Enter tickets
Envelope files
Envelope paper
Envelope papers
Envelope sealing machines for offices
Envelopes
Envelopes [stationery]
Envelopes being plastic packaging materials
Envelopes for stationery use
Envelopes for the storage of documents
Envelopes for use in holding documents
Envelopes of cardboard for bottles
Envelopes of paper for bottles
Erasers
Erasing pencils
Erasing products
Erasing shields
Etching devices for stationery use
Etching needles
Etching pens
Etching presses
Etching sheets
Etchings
Event albums
Event programs
Events albums
Events programmes
Executive planners [stationery]
Exercise books
Exercise-book covers
Expandable card files
Expanding envelopes [stationery]
Expanding files [stationery]
Extruded polythene sheeting for the wrapping or packaging
Fabrics for bookbinding
Face cloths made of paper
Face cloths made of paper fibre
Face flannels of paper
Face tissues of paper
Face towels of paper
Facial tissue
Facial tissue made principally of paper
Facial tissues of paper
Facial wipes of paper for cosmetic use
Facsimile transmission paper
Fairytales books
Fan magazines
Fashion journals
Fasteners for filing purposes
Fastening strips for stationery use
Felt markers [writing instruments]
Felt marking pens
Felt pens
Felt pens for colouring
Felt pens for writing
Felt tip markers
Felt writing pens
Felt-tip pens
Felt-tip pens with capillary tops
Felt-tipped pens
Fiber paper
Fiber-tip markers
Fibre markers
Fibre pens
Figures made of paper
Figurines [statuettes] of papier mache
Figurines [statuettes] of papier mâché
Figurines for ornamental purposes of papier mache
Figurines made from cardboard
Figurines made from paper
Figurines of papier mache
File binders
File cards
File cases
File covers
File dividers
File folders
File guides
File indexes
File inserts
File pockets
File trays
Files [office requisites]
Files [stationery]
Files for exercise books
Files for holding papers
Files for office use
Files for records
Files made of paper
Files made of plastics
Filing baskets being office requisites
Filing boxes
Filing cards
Filing cases
Filing containers
Filing trays
Filler paper
Film pens
Films for wrapping foods
Films for wrapping foodstuffs
Films made of plastics for use as packaging material
Films of air-cushioned plastics materials for wrapping
Films of plastic for packaging foods
Films of plastic for packaging foodstuffs
Films of plastics for packaging purposes
Films of plastics for wrapping purposes
Films of plastics materials for packaging
Films of plastics materials for packaging purposes
Filter paper
Filter paper for use in drink preparation
Filter paper for use in food preparation
Filtering materials [paper]
Financial documents
Financial newsletters
Financial planning guides
Fine art papers
Fine art prints
Fine paper
Finger moisteners
Finger tip moisteners being articles of stationery
Finger tip moisteners being office requisites
Finger tip moisteners for use when counting money
Finger-stalls [office requisites]
First aid manuals
Flags of paper
Flexible plastic films for packaging
Flip chart boards
Flip chart easels
Flip over presenters
Flow charts [printed matter]
Flower-pot covers of paper
Fluorescent markers [highlighter pens]
Fluorescent paper
Fluorescent tape for use as highlighter
Fluting paper [corrugating medium]
Flyers
Foils of plastic for packaging
Foils of plastic for wrapping
Foil of synthetic resins for packaging
Foil of synthetic resins for wrapping
Folder boxes
Folders [stationery]
Folders for endless forms
Folders for holding papers
Folders for letters
Folders for papers
Folders for photographs
Folders made of cardboard
Folders made of plastic
Folders with storage pockets
Folding files
Folding machines for office use
Folios
Food bag tape for freezer use
Food waste bags of paper for household use
Food wrapping plastic film
Food wrapping plastic film for household use
Forms
Forms, printed
Formularies [printed matter]
Fountain pens
Framed greetings cards
Framed photographs
Framed pictures
Framed postcards
Framed posters
Framed prints
Frames for hanging file folders
Franking machines for office use
Free standing sculptures of papier mache
Freezer bags
Freezer wrap
French curves
Galley racks [printing]
Garbage bags of paper
Garbage bags of paper [for household use]
Garbage bags of paper or of plastics
Garbage bags of plastic
Garbage bags of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of vinyl for household use
Garbage sacks of paper
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of paper or of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of vinyl for household use
Garbage sacks of paper
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of paper or of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of vinyl for household use
Garbage sacks of paper
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of paper or of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of vinyl for household use
Garbage sacks of paper
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of paper or of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of vinyl for household use
Garbage sacks of paper
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of paper or of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of vinyl for household use
Garbage sacks of paper
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of paper or of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of vinyl for household use
Garbage sacks of paper
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of paper or of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of vinyl for household use
Garbage sacks of paper
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of paper or of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of vinyl for household use
Garbage sacks of paper
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of paper or of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of vinyl for household use
Garbage sacks of paper
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of paper or of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics
Garbage bags of plastics [for household use]
Garbage bags of vinyl for household use
Garbage sacks of paper
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics
Garbage sacks of plastics [for household use]
Glues for office use
Glues for the office
Gluten [glue] for stationery or household purposes
Golf course planners [printed matter]
Golf course plans [printed matter]
Golf course yardage charts
Golf scorecards
Graining combs
Graph books
Graph paper
Graph sheets
Graphic art prints
Graphic designs
Graphic drawings
Graphic etchings
Graphic lithographs
Graphic novels
Graphic prints
Graphic prints and representations
Graphic representations
Graphic reproductions
Graphics [printed matter]
Graphs
Greaseproof paper
Greeting cards
Guest books
Guide books
Guide leaflets
Guide maps
Guide pamphlets
Guides [printed matter]
Guides [printed matter] for entertainment purposes
Guides [printed matter] for recreational purposes
Guides [stationery]
Guillotine machines for office use
Guillotines [office machines]
Gum arabic glue for stationery or household purposes
Gummed cloth for stationery purposes
Gummed paper
Gummed paper tapes
Gummed tape [stationery]
Gummed tape covers
Gummed tapes
Gumming machines for office use
Gums [adhesives] for stationery or household purposes
Gunpowder wrapping paper
Hand held instruments for colouring
Hand held instruments for painting
Hand held instruments for writing
Hand held printing appliances
Hand held stamping franking machines for office use
Hand labelling appliances
Hand operated labelling apparatus for office use
Hand punches for office use
Hand rollers for applying paint
Hand rollers for office use
Hand tools [hand operated] for cutting paper for office use
Hand tools [hand operated] for punching for office use
Hand towels of paper
Handbooks [manuals]
Handbooks relating to computers
Handkerchiefs made of cellulose
Handkerchiefs made of synthetic paper
Handkerchiefs of paper
Handles for rubber stamps
Hand-operated instruments for labelling
Hand-operated patterning apparatus for applying decorative patterns to walls
Hand-operated patterning apparatus for office use
Hand-operated patterning apparatus for use by decorators
Hand-operated stapling guns for stationery use
Hand rests for painters
Handwriting specimens for copying
Hanging basket liners of paper
Hanging file folders
Hanging file frames
Hanging record card folders
Hard bound books
Hat boxes of cardboard
Headed notepaper
Heat sealing mounting tissue for photographs
Heat sensitive paper
Heat transfer emblems of paper
Heat transfer paper
Hectographs
Highlighter pens
Highlighters [writing instruments]
Highlighting markers
Highlighting pens
Histological sections for teaching
Histological sections for teaching purposes
Holders being articles of stationery
Holders being office requisites
Holders for cards [office requisites]
Holders for checkbooks [cheque books]
Holders for desk accessories
Holders for files
Holders for folders
Holders for folios
Holders for letters
Holders for notepads
Holders for notes
Holders for pencils [writing instruments]
Holders for pens [writing instruments]
Holders for stamps [seals]
Hole punch machines for office use
Hole punchers for office use
Hole punches for office use
Holograms [decals]
Holographs
Home information packs being printed matter
Honeycomb paper
House painters' brushes
House painters' roller brushes
House painters' rollers
Household paper
Humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging
Hygienic hand towels of paper
Hygienic paper
Hymnals
Ice cube bags
Ice hockey instructional materials
Identification cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Identification labels, other than encoded or magnetic
Identification strips, other than encoded or magnetic
Identification tags of paper
Identity card holders [office requisites]
Identity cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Illustrated cards
Illustrated notepads
Illustrated periodical publications for children
Illustrations
Images [printed matter]
Imitation leather paper
Imprinters for office use
Indelible copying pencils
Indelible pencils
Index books
Index boxes
Index card containers
Index card holders
Index cards [stationery]
Index dividers
Index files
Index folders
Index guides
Index notebooks
Index strips
Indexed books for recording information
Indexes
India ink pens
India paper
Indian inks
Individually designed printed brochures
Industrial packaging containers of paper
Infants' disposable bibs of cellulose
Infants' disposable bibs of paper
Information books
Information lists
Information manuals
Information reports
Information sheets
Ink
Ink blotters
Ink cartridges for pens
Ink cartridges for writing instruments
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink erasers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink for pens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink for writing instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink pads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink pads for stamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink pen refill cartridges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink pencils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink pens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink reservoirs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink ribbon cartridges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink ribbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink ribbons for electronic typewriters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink roll cartridges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink rollers for office machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink stamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink sticks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink sticks (sumi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink stones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ink stones [ink reservoirs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inked ribbons for typewriters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking cloths for duplicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking pads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking ribbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking ribbons for adding machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking ribbons for calculators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking ribbons for computer printers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking ribbons for electronic printers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking ribbons for office apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking ribbons for printers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking ribbons for teletype machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking ribbons for time recorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking ribbons for typewriters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking ribbons for use in typewriters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking ribbons for use with office machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking sheets for document reproducing machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking sheets for duplicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inking tapes for typewriters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inks [stationery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inks for pads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inks for use in duplicating processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inks for use in photographic reproduction processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inkstands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inkstones [ink reservoirs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inkwells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inserts for binders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inserts for files [stationery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inserts for folders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inserts for magazines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inserts for printed publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Insets [printed matter] for cassettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Insets [printed matter] for compact disc cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Instruction booklets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Instruction books
Instruction books sold with computer software
Instruction books sold with computers
Instruction guides
Instruction guides sold with computer software
Instruction guides sold with computers
Instruction manuals [handbooks]
Instruction manuals [handbooks] sold with computer software
Instruction manuals [handbooks] sold with computers
Instruction manuals [printed matter]
Instruction manuals relating to computer hardware
Instruction manuals relating to computer software
Instruction manuals relating to computers
Instruction manuals relating to counselling
Instruction manuals relating to customer care
Instruction manuals relating to data processing
Instruction manuals relating to information retrieval installations
Instruction manuals relating to quality control
Instruction manuals relating to training seminars
Instruction manuals sold with computer software
Instruction manuals sold with computers
Instructional and teaching materials
Instructional charts for use in relation to exercise
Instructional charts for use in relation to medical health
Instructional materials, other than apparatus
Instruments for applying writing fluids
Instruments for drawing
Instruments for highlighting with a fluid
Instruments for highlighting with ink
Instruments for use in painting
Instruments for writing
Intermediate sheets for index cards
Investment manuals
Investment survey bulletins
Invitation cards
Invitations [printed matter]
Invoice pads
Iron-on transfers of paper
Iron-on-prints of paper
Isinglass for stationery or household purposes
Jackets for documents
Jackets for papers
Jackets of paper for books
Jackets of paper for magazines
Jackets of plastic for books
Jackets of plastic for magazines
Japanese handicraft paper
Japanese paper
Japanese paper (torinoko-gami)
Jotters
Journals
Journals [publications]
Journals for the electrical industry
Journals for the mechanical engineering industry
Journals relating to fashion
16    Kitchen paper
16    Kitchen rolls
16    Kitchen rolls of absorbent tissue
16    Kitchen rolls of paper
16    Kitchen rolls of paper for domestic use
16    Kitchen rolls of paper for household
16    Kitchen rolls of re-usable absorbent paper
16    Kitchen tissues
16    Kitchen towels [paper]
16    Knitting patterns
16    Kraft paper
16    Label applicators for office use
16    Label dispensing machines for office use
16    Label holders [stationery]
16    Label making machines for office use
16    Label paper
16    Label printers being addressing machines
16    Labellers [machines] for office use
16    Labelling machines for office use
16    Labels of paper
16    Labels of paper or cardboard
16    Laminated cards [printed matter]
16    Laminated cards [stationery]
16    Laminated paper
16    Laminates of paper
16    Laminates of paper in strip form
16    Laminates of paper in strip form and reinforced with wire
16    Laminating machines for office use
16    Lamination coating machines for office use
16    Laminators [machines] for office use
16    Land maps
16    Laser print paper
16    Laser printing paper
16    Latex glue for stationery or household purposes
16    Lavatory paper
16    Lead holders [propelling pencils]
16    Lead sharpeners [pencil sharpeners]
16    Lead sharpening machines for office use
16    Leaflet dispensers
16    Leaflet folders
16    Leaflets
16    Leaflets relating to data processing
16    Leaflets relating to management
16    Leather book covers
16    Leather covered diaries
16    Leather fibre sheet material for bookbinding
16    Ledger books
16    Ledgers [books]
16    Legal pads
16    Letter cards
16    Letter clips
16    Letter containers
16    Letter files
16    Letter filing apparatus
16    Letter folders
Letter holders
Letter openers
Letter openers [office machines]
Letter openers of precious metal
Letter paper
Letter paper [finished products]
Letter paper folders
Letter paper sold in packs
Letter racks
Letter racks [office requisites]
Letter sorters [office requisites]
Letter trays
Letter writing sets
Letterhead paper
Lettering [type]
Lettering apparatus [parts of office machines]
Lettering apparatus [stencils]
Lettering apparatus for producing labels
Lettering guides
Lettering stencils
Letter-openers
Letterpresses [office machines]
Letters [type]
Letters and numerals of non-metallic materials [type]
Letters for reproduction by printing apparatus
Letters for reproduction by printing machines
Lever arch files
Library boxes
Lift-off correction tape
Linerboard for corrugated cardboard
Lining paper
Lining papers for household use
Lining papers for packaging
Lining papers for stationery use
Lining papers for wrapping
Liquid correction fluids for documents
Liquid glues for household use
Liquid glues for stationery use
Listings [printed matter] for computers
Listings [printed matter] for printers
Listings [printed matter] of codes
Listings [printer matter]
Lists [printed matter]
Literary works
Literature organisers
Literature relating to the practice of welding
Literature relating to the theory of welding
Lithographic engravings
Lithographic masking tape
Lithographic prints
Lithographic stones
Lithographic works of art
Lithographs
Loan documents
Local newspapers
Log books
Loose-leaf binders
Loose-leaf binders containing appointment calendars
Loose-leaf binders containing forms for filing information
Loose-leaf binders containing forms for recording information
Loose-leaf binders containing forms for use in timekeeping
Loose-leaf binders for storing record index strips
Loose-leaf file covers
Loose-leaf files
Loose-leaf information sheets
Loose-leaf maps
Loose-leaf notebooks
Loose-leaf pads
Loose-leaf pages
Loose-leaf paper
Loose-leaf publications
Loose-leaf ring binders
Loose-leaf sheets for stamp albums
Loose-leaf stationery
Luggage labels being printed matter
Luggage tickets [printed matter]
Luminous paper
Machines for office use
Machines for office use for folding documents
Machines for office use for gluing
Machines for office use for inserting
Machines for office use for making labels
Machines for office use for moistening mail
Machines for office use for opening mail
Machines for office use for perforating business forms
Machines for office use for processing business forms
Machines for office use for putting documents into covers
Machines for office use for separating pads of documents
Machines for office use for signing mail
Machines for office use for sorting documents
Machines for office use for stamping mail
Machines for office use for wrapping mail
Machines for office use in addressing mail
Machines for office use in assembling documents
Machines for office use in binding paper
Machines for office use in cancelling mail
Machines for office use in closing mail
Machines for office use in decollating business forms
Machines for office use in dividing forms into lengths
Machines for office use in endorsing [franking] mail
Machines for office use in feeding business forms
Machines for office use in the cutting of documents
Machines for office use in the enveloping of documents
Machines for office use in the sealing of documents
Machines for office use in the separating of documents
Machines for typing upon business forms
Magazine binders
Magazine covers
Magazine paper
Magazine storage files, other than furniture
Magazines [periodicals]
Magazines [periodicals] for women
Magazines [periodicals] incorporating posters
Magazines [printed publications] relating to art markets
Magazines [printed publications] relating to auctions
Magazines [printed publications] relating to bicycles
Magazines [printed publications] relating to bicycling activities
Magazines [printed publications] relating to cartoon characters
Magazines [printed publications] relating to life in a mobile home
Magazines [printed publications] relating to philosophy
Magazines [printed publications] relating to religion
Magazines [printed publications] relating to scootering
Magazines [printed publications] relating to scooters
Magazines [printed publications] relating to the broadcasting industry
Magazines [printed publications] relating to the motor car trade
Magazines [printed publications] relating to videos
Magazines being weekly publications for the insurance industry
Magnetic boards
Magnetic letters [stationery]
Magnetic letters [type]
Magnetic numbers [type]
Mail inserting machines for office use
Mail order catalogues
Mailers [office machines]
Mailing labels
Make-up removal wipes [paper], other than impregnated with cosmetics
Make-up removal wipes [paper], other than impregnated with toilet preparations
Management guides [printed publications]
Manga comic books
Manga graphic novels
Manifolds [stationery]
Manual typewriters
Manually operated glue dispensers for office use
Manuals [handbooks]
Manuals [printed matter]
Manuals for business training courses
Manuals for computer programs
Manuals for computer software
Manuals for instructional purposes
Manuals for reference purposes
Manuals for use in connection with computer apparatus
Manuals for use in connection with computers
Manuals for use with computer programmes
Manuals for use with computers
Manuals for use with software
Manuals in the form of periodical publications
Manuals recording type-face characteristics
Manuals recording type-font characteristics
Manuals relating to computer programmes
Manuals relating to computer topics
Manuals relating to computers
Manuals relating to data processing
Manuals relating to data processing programmes
Manuals relating to information technology
Manuals relating to printing
Manuals relating to the treatment of information
Manuscript books
Map cases
Mapping pins
Maps
Maps made of card
Maps made of flexible plastics
Maps made of paper
Maps relating to motoring
Marine logs [printed matter]
Marker boards [stationery]
Marker pens
Markers [writing instruments] for textile fabrics
Marking [writing] implements
Marking [writing] instruments
Marking chalk
Marking crayons
Marking ink [stationery]
Marking inks
Marking pen refills
Marking pens
Marking pens [stationery]
Marking stamps
Marking stamps [office requisites]
Marking tabs
Marking tags of paper
Marking tags of plastics
Marking tapes [stationery]
Marking templates
Masking materials [adhesive sheets] for household
Masking materials [adhesive sheets] for stationery use
Masking materials [adhesive tapes] for stationery use
Masking paper
Masking papers [adhesive] for household use
Masking papers [adhesive] for stationery use
Masking strips [adhesive] for household use
Masking strips [adhesive] for stationery use
Masking tape [stationery] incorporating sheeting of paper
Masking tape [stationery] incorporating sheeting of plastics
Materials for artists, other than paints
Materials for book binding
Materials for drawing
Materials for making up into cardboard boxes
Materials for making up into corrugated cardboard boxes
Materials for making up into corrugated cardboard packaging
Materials for modelling
Materials for use in filtration [paper]
Materials for writing
Materials of card for packaging
Materials of paper for packaging
Materials of paper for wrapping
Materials of paper for wrapping gifts
Materials of plastic for packaging
Materials of plastic for wrapping
Materials of plastic for wrapping gifts
Materials of plastic in the form of films for wrapping
Mathematical tables [printed matter]
Mats [coasters] of card
Mats [coasters] of paper
Mats for beer glasses
Mats of card for beer glasses
Mats of card for drinking glasses
Mats of card for wine glasses
Mats of paper for beer glasses
Mats of paper for drinking glasses
Mats of paper for wine glasses
Mats of plastic for drinking glasses
Mechanical pencils
Mechanical pens
Mechanical printing paper
Mechanically operated pencils
Media fact books
Membership certificates
Memo blocks
Memo books with pens attached
Memo clips
Memo holders
Memo pad holders
Memo pads
Memo pegs
Memoranda
Memorandum boards
Memorandum books
Memorandum pads
Menu cards
Menus
Metal coated paper for hobbies, other than foils for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
Metal drawing pins [stationery]
Metal foils laminated with paper [paper predominating] for wrapping purposes
Metal to metal adhesives for household use
Metal to metal adhesives for stationery use
Metallic staples [office requisite]
Metallic staples [stationery]
Metallic thumb tacks [stationery]
Metallized paper, other than foils for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
Microwave cooking bags
Mildewproof paper
Millboard
Mimeograph apparatus and machines
Mimeograph stencils
Miniature car models [ornaments] of cardboard
Miniature car models [ornaments] of paper
Model aeroplanes [ornaments] made of card
Model aeroplanes [ornaments] made of paper
Model aeroplanes [ornaments] made of papier mache
Model animals [ornaments] made of card
Model animals [ornaments] made of paper
Model animals [ornaments] made of papier mache
Model cars [ornaments] made of card
Model cars [ornaments] made of paper
Model cars [ornaments] made of papier mache
Model figures [ornaments] made of card
Model figures [ornaments] made of paper
Model figures [ornaments] made of papier mache
Model vehicles [ornaments] made of card
Model vehicles [ornaments] made of paper
Model vehicles [ornaments] made of papier mache
Modeling clay for children
Modeling paste
Modeling wax, not for dental purposes
Modelling clay
Modelling compounds
Modelling materials
Modelling materials for artistic use
Modelling materials for educational purposes
Modelling materials for hobby use
Modelling materials for instructional purposes
Modelling paste
Modelling posters
Modeling wax, not for dental purposes
Models [ornaments] made of card
Models [ornaments] made of paper
Models [ornaments] made of papier mache
Models of globes for geological use
Moisteners [office requisites]
Moisteners for gummed surfaces [office requisites]
Moistureproof cellophane paper
Molds for modelling clays [artists' materials]
Money clips
Money orders [printed matter]
Monographs
Mosaic-type heads for impact printing apparatus [office machines]
Moulds for modelling clays [artists' materials]
Mount boards being articles of cardboard for mounting pictures
Mount boards being articles of paper for mounting pictures
Mounted and unmounted photographs
Mounted photographs
Mounted posters
Mounts for pictures
Mounts of card for photographs
Mounts of card for pictures
Mounts of paper for photographs
Mounts of paper for pictures
Mulch paper
Multi-layer packaging of card
Multi-layer packaging of cardboard
Multi-layer packaging of paper
Multiple files [stationery]
Music books
Music in book form
Music in sheet form
Music instruction manuals
Music magazines
Music manuscript books
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Music manuscript paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Music note books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Music scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Music sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Musical greeting cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Musical scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Musical works in the form of printed matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Name cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Napery [paper]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Napery of paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Napkin liners of cellulose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Napkin liners of paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Napkin paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Napkins made of paper for household use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Napkins of cellulose for cosmetic purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Napkins of cellulose for household purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Napkins of paper for removing make-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Napkins of paper for toilet purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Needlework booklets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>News reports in printed form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>News sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Newsletters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Newsletters relating to banking matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Newsletters relating to financial matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Newsletters relating to insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Newsletters relating to personal health risk assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Newsletters relating to risk management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Newsletters relating to telecommunications matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Newspapers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Newspapers relating to business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Newspapers relating to commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Newspapers relating to financial subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Newsprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Newsprint paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Nibs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Nibs for writing instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Nibs of gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Nibs of gold for writing instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Non-adhesive labels of card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Non-adhesive labels of paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Non-adhesive stamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Non-encoded cards for recording computer programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Non-encoded paper tapes for recording computer programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Non-fiction books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Non-metallic trays for counting money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Non-metallic trays for sorting money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Non-slip bases made of plastics material for office articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Note blocks [stationery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Note books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Note cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Note clips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Note folders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Note pad boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Note pads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Note paper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note paper holders
Note papers
Notebook covers
Notebook paper
Notebooks
Notelets
Notelets being stationery for social purposes
Notepads
Notices
Novels
Numbering apparatus
Numbering stamps
Numbers [type]
Obliterating [correcting] fluid for use in typing
Obliterating fluid [office requisite]
Obliterating stamps
Occasion cards
Office apparatus
Office apparatus for destroying data
Office apparatus for destroying material
Office apparatus for shredding
Office apparatus for shredding data
Office apparatus for shredding material
Office appliances, other than furniture
Office binders
Office forms
Office glues
Office hole punchers
Office machines for binding documents
Office machines for destroying data carriers
Office machines for destroying files
Office machines for dispensing adhesives
Office machines for gumming envelopes
Office machines for numbering
Office machines for processing business forms
Office machines for processing continuous stationery
Office machines for sealing envelopes
Office machines for shredding
Office machines for shredding data carriers
Office machines for shredding data files
Office machines for the binding of books
Office machines for the binding of pamphlets
Office machines for the folding of documents
Office machines for the gathering of books
Office machines for the mechanical handling of items of post
Office machines for the stitching of books
Office machines, other than data processing
Office organisers [stationery]
Office paper products
Office paper stationery
Office perforators
Office requisites for commercial use
Office requisites for domestic use
Office requisites for use with computers
Office requisites in the nature of clipboards
16 Office requisites made of cardboard
16 Office requisites made of paper
16 Office requisites, except furniture
16 Office seals
16 Office staplers
16 Office stationery
16 Office supplies [stationery]
16 Official programmes [printed matter]
16 Offset paper
16 Offset printing paper for pamphlets
16 Oil filters of paper for use with deep fat frying apparatus
16 Oil pastels
16 Oil sticks for drawing
16 Oil sticks for painting
16 Oiled paper for paper umbrellas (kasa-gami)
16 Oilproof paper
16 Oleographs
16 Onion skin paper
16 Opaque paper
16 Openers for letters
16 Openers for letters [machines] for office use
16 Openers for packages [machines] for office use
16 Operating manuals for use with computers
16 Operators’ instructional manuals
16 Optical reader paper
16 Order notes [printed matter]
16 Organisers [stationery]
16 Organizers [stationery]
16 Ornamental figurines made of papier mache
16 Ornamental models made of papier mache
16 Ornamental sculptures made of papier mache
16 Ornaments [statues] made of papier mache
16 Ornaments of papier mache
16 Ovenproof paper
16 Overhead transparencies [stationery]
16 Packaging bags of paper
16 Packaging bags of plastic
16 Packaging boxes in collapsible form of card
16 Packaging boxes in collapsible form of cardboard
16 Packaging boxes in flat form of card
16 Packaging boxes in flat form of cardboard
16 Packaging boxes in made-up form of card
16 Packaging boxes in made-up form of cardboard
16 Packaging boxes of card
16 Packaging boxes of cardboard
16 Packaging boxes of paper
16 Packaging cartons of card
16 Packaging cartons of cardboard
16 Packaging cartons of paper
16 Packaging containers of card
16 Packaging containers of cardboard
16 Packaging containers of paper
16 Packaging containers of plastic-lined paperboard for solids or liquids
16 Packaging containers of regenerated cellulose
16 Packaging material made of starches
Packaging material of plastic
Packaging materials made from mineral-based paper substitutes
Packaging materials made from plastic film
Packaging materials made from plastic film laminates
Packaging materials made of cardboard
Packaging materials made of cardboard for use with food articles
Packaging materials made of corrugated cardboard
Packaging materials made of foamed plastics
Packaging materials made of paper
Packaging materials made of paperboard
Packaging materials made of plastic
Packaging materials of cardboard
Packaging materials of cardboard for use with food articles
Packaging materials of corrugated cardboard
Packaging materials of foamed plastics
Packaging materials of paper
Packaging materials of paperboard
Packaging materials of plastic
Packaging materials of plastics
Packaging wrappers of paper
Packaging wrappers of plastic
Packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of paper or cardboard
Packing cardboard
Packing cardboard containers
Packing containers of cardboard
Packing containers of paper
Packing paper
Packing products in the nature of bags [envelopes] of paper
Packing products in the nature of bags [envelopes] of plastic
Packing tissue
Packs of standard engineering drawings
Pad holders [stationery]
Padded bags of card
Padded bags of paper
Pads [stationery]
Pads for applying paint
Pads of arithmetical graph paper
Pads of coloured paper
Pads of paper
Pads of party invitations
Pads of plastics film for packing
Pads of plastics film for wrapping
Pads of writing paper
Pads printed with three dimensional grids
Page holders
Page markers
Paint applicator pads
Paint applicator rollers
Paint applicators
Paint applicators comprising a container and brush
Paint books [colour charts]
Paint books [printed matter]
Paint boxes [articles for use in school]
Paint boxes and brushes
Paint boxes for use in school
Paint brushes
Paint pads [applicators]
Paint palettes
Paint roller covers
Paint roller trays
Paint rollers
Paint rollers for applying paint
Paint trays
Paintbrushes
Painters’ brushes
Painters’ easels
Painting apparatus
Painting boards
Painting books
Painting canvas
Painting instruments
Painting materials for use in the application of paint
Painting pencils
Painting sets for artists
Painting sets for children
Painting specimens being colouring patterns
Painting specimens for copying
Painting templates
Paintings
Paintings [pictures], framed or unframed
Paintings and calligraphic works
Paintings for mounting in frames
Paintings mounted in frames
Palettes for painters
Pamphlets
Pantographs [drawing instruments]
Paper
Paper adhesive tape for household purposes
Paper adhesive tape for stationery purposes
Paper and cardboard
Paper articles for packaging [wrapping] purposes
Paper articles for use in relation to art
Paper articles for use in relation to craft
Paper articles for use in relation to hobby sets
Paper articles of stationery
Paper bags
Paper bags for packaging
Paper bands for calculators
Paper banners
Paper bibs
Paper binding machine for office use
Paper board
Paper board, other than for building purposes
Paper boards [stationery]
Paper bows
Paper bows for gift wrap
Paper bows for wrapping
Paper boxes
Paper boxes for wrapping
Paper bunting
Paper cake decorations
Paper cards [blank] for recording computer programmes
Paper cards [blank] for recording data
Paper cartons for frozen foods
Paper cases for office use
Paper clasps
Paper clip holders
Paper clips
Paper cloths
Paper coasters
Paper coffee filters
Paper computer tapes for recording data
Paper containers
Paper containers for cream
Paper containing mica
Paper crafts materials
Paper curtains
Paper cutters
Paper cutters [office requisites]
Paper decorations for cakes
Paper doilies
Paper drilling machines for drilling holes for binding [office machines]
Paper drills for office use
Paper emblems
Paper face towels for drying
Paper fasteners
Paper fasteners [office requisites]
Paper feed apparatus for use with office machines
Paper feeding apparatus for use with office machines
Paper feeding machines for office use
Paper file jackets
Paper files [stationery]
Paper filters for coffee
Paper filters for coffee makers
Paper filters for use with beverages
Paper flags
Paper folders
Paper folders [stationery]
Paper folding machines as office requisites
Paper for bags and sacks
Paper for bank cheques
Paper for cleaning purposes, other than impregnated with cleaning preparations
Paper for computer listings
Paper for computers
Paper for copying machines
Paper for correspondence
Paper for decoration purposes, other than wallpaper
Paper for decorations
Paper for electrocardiographs
Paper for electrostatic copiers
Paper for graphical use
Paper for household purposes
Paper for insertion into folders
Paper for Japanese indoor sliding partitions (fusuma-gami)
Paper for Japanese sliding screens (shoji-gami)
Paper for letterhead paper
Paper for lining shelves
Paper for loose-leaf binders
Paper for non-impact laser printers
Paper for official documents
Paper for photocopies
Paper for photocopying
Paper for printing purposes
Paper for radiograms
Paper for recording apparatus
Paper for recording machines
Paper for use as material of stock certificates (shokenshi)
Paper for use as raw material for manufacture
Paper for use in manufacture
Paper for use in printing
Paper for use in the graphic arts industry
Paper for use in the manufacture of printed matter
Paper for use in the manufacture of printed publications
Paper for use in the manufacture of wallpaper
Paper for use with business apparatus
Paper for use with computer printers
Paper for use with computing apparatus
Paper for use with copying machines
Paper for use with facsimile apparatus
Paper for use with reprographic apparatus
Paper for vouchers
Paper for wiping
Paper for wrapping
Paper for wrapping and packaging
Paper for wrapping books
Paper for writing
Paper gift tags
Paper gift wrap
Paper gift wrap bows
Paper gift wrapping ribbons
Paper grips [stationery]
Paper guiding apparatus [parts of office machines]
Paper hand towels
Paper handkerchiefs
Paper handling machines for office use
Paper handtowels
Paper hand-towels
Paper having a film coating of admixtures of resin
Paper having a simulated wood grain surface
Paper holders [stationery]
Paper impregnated with oil for packaging purposes
Paper impregnated with oil for wrapping purposes
Paper in loose sheets
Paper in roll form
Paper in sheet form
Paper in strip form for copying purposes
Paper in the form of webs
Paper indexes
Paper iron-on transfers
Paper kitchen towels
Paper knives [cutters] [office requisites]
Paper knives [letter openers]
Paper knives [office requisites]
Paper labels
Paper lace
Paper made from chlorine-free bleached pulp
Paper made from paper mulberry (kohzo-gami)
Paper models for decoration
Paper name badges
Paper napkins
Paper on reels
Paper packaging materials
Paper packing
Paper packings
Paper pads
Paper pads for calculating machines with a print out facility
Paper party bags
Paper paste [adhesive] for household purposes
Paper paste [adhesive] for stationery purposes
Paper patterns
Paper patterns for clothing
Paper patterns for use in making clothes
Paper pennants
Paper picture mounts
Paper place mats
Paper postcards
Paper pouches [envelopes] for packaging purposes
Paper pouches [envelopes] for wrapping purposes
Paper presses [hand-operated] for office use
Paper presses [machines] for office use
Paper punches being articles of stationery
Paper receiving apparatus [parts of office machines]
Paper ribbon
Paper ribbons
Paper roll holders [office requisites]
Paper roller towels
Paper rolls
Paper rolls for business machines
Paper rolls for calculating machines
Paper rolls for calculators
Paper rolls for drying purposes
Paper rolls for use in cushioning conversion machines
Paper security tapes, other than encoded or magnetic
Paper serviettes
Paper serviettes for removing make-up, other than impregnated with toilet preparations
Paper sheets [stationery]
Paper sheets for note taking
Paper sheets, not sensitized, for carrying photographic imaging materials
Paper shopping bags
Paper shredders for office use
Paper shredding machines for office use
Paper signs
Paper slips [stationery]
Paper stationery
Paper stickers [decalcomanias]
Paper strips for recording computer programs
Paper table linen
Paper table mats
Paper table napkins
Paper tablecloths
Paper tablecovers
Paper tags
Paper take-out cartons for food
Paper tapes
Paper tapes and cards for recording computer programmes
Paper tapes and cards for the recordal of computer programmes
Paper tapes for calculating machines
Paper tapes for calculators
Paper tapes for recording computer programs
Paper tapes for recording data
Paper tapes for the recordal of computer programmes
Paper tapes for use in data processing
Paper tissues
Paper tissues for cleaning, other than impregnated with cleaning preparations
Paper tissues for removing make-up, other than impregnated with toilet preparations
Paper tissues for wiping
Paper toilet seat covers
Paper towels
Paper transporters [machines] for office use
Paper trimmers [hand-operated] for office use
Paper trimmers [machines] for office use
Paper weights
Paper wine gift bags
Paper wipes
Paper wiping cloths
Paperboard [cardboard]
Paperboard boxes [for industrial packaging]
Paperboard trays for packaging food
Paper-clips
Papers for use in the graphic arts industry
Papers used as rags for cleaning
Paperweights
Papier mache
Papier mâché
Papier mache figures for decoration
Papier mache statuettes
Paraffined paper [waxed paper]
Parallel motion rulers
Parcel tags
Parchment
Parchment paper
Partwork publications
Partworks [periodical publications]
Party game books
Party invitation pads
Party stationery
Passenger tickets
Passport cases
Passport covers
Passport holders
Paste for handicraft, for stationery or household purposes (banjaku-nori)
Pasteboard
Pastel crayons
Pastels
Pastels [crayons]
Pastes for stationery or household purposes
Pattern books
Pattern books being books of instruction
Pattern books for use with tapestry kits
Pattern books for use with textile kits
Patterned stationery
Patterning mechanisms [machines] for office use
Patterns for embroidery
Patterns for knitting
Patterns for quilting
Patterns relating to needlework
Patterns relating to weaving
Pen and pencil boxes
Pen and pencil cases
Pen and pencil holders
Pen boxes
Pen cartridges
Pen cases
Pen clips
Pen holders
Pen ink cartridges
Pen ink refills
Pen lead holders
Pen leads
Pen nibs
Pen nibs of precious metals
Pen refills
Pen rests
Pen sets
Pen stands
Pen tidies
Pen trays
Pen tubs
Pen wipers
Pencil boxes
Pencil boxes for children
Pencil caps
Pencil cases
Pencil cases incorporating arithmetic tables
Pencil cups
Pencil erasers
Pencil extension pieces
Pencil head holders
Pencil holders
Pencil knives
Pencil lead holders
Pencil leads
Pencil lengtheners
Pencil point protectors
Pencil sharpener stands
Pencil sharpeners
Pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric
Pencil sharpening machines
Pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric

Pencils

Pencils for artists

Pencils for carpenters

Pencils for colouring

Pencils for stonemasons

Pendulum files

Penholders

Pennants of paper

Pens

Pens [office requisites]

Pens [writing instruments]

Pens for marking

Pens incorporating ceramics

Pens of precious metal

Pension book covers

Perforated cards for Jacquard looms

Perforating machines for office use

Perforating tools [office requisites]

Perforators [hand-operated] for office use

Perforators [machines] for office use

Perfumed drawer liners

Perfumed paper used to line the drawers of furniture

Periodic bulletins

Periodic publications

Periodical magazines

Periodical newsletters

Periodical publications

Periodical publications featuring investment information

Periodical publications for children

Periodical publications relating to caravanning

Periodical publications relating to cars

Periodical publications relating to consumer financial services

Periodical publications relating to health care

Periodical publications relating to medical research

Periodical publications relating to motor vehicles

Periodical publications relating to sporting activity

Periodical publications relating to travel

Periodically distributed printed materials

Periodicals

Periodicals relating to business properties

Periodicals relating to commercial properties

Personal files [stationery]

Personal information sheets for emergency use

Personal organiser files [stationery]

Personal organisers

Personal organizers

Personal planners [office requisites]

Pharmaceutical information leaflets

Philatelic stamps

Photo albums

Photo books

Photo mailers

Photo mounting corners

Photocopier paper
Photocopying paper
Photo-engravings
Photograph albums
Photograph corners
Photograph corners being articles for mounting photographs
Photograph mounts
Photograph stands
Photographic albums
Photographic prints
Photographic reproductions
Photographs
Photographs [printed]
Picture books
Picture cards
Picture cards made of paper
Picture cards made of plastics
Picture plans
Picture postcards
Pictures
Pictures, framed or unframed
Pigeon holes
Pins [stationery]
Placards of cardboard
Placards of paper
Placards of paper or cardboard
Place cards
Place mats made of paper
Place mats of card
Place mats of paper
Plain paper
Plain paper for use in printing
Plain paper for use with photocopiers
Plain paper for use with printers
Plan tubes of card
Plan tubes of cardboard
Plan tubes of paper
Plan tubes of plastic
Planners [printed matter]
Planning boards of card
Planning boards of paper
Plans
Plant labels
Plant-pot covers of paper
Plastic adhesives for stationery or household purposes
Plastic bags for disposing of pet waste
Plastic bags for packaging
Plastic bags for pet waste disposal
Plastic bags for undergarment disposal
Plastic bags for wrapping
Plastic bin liners
Plastic bookbinding strips
Plastic bubble packs for packaging
Plastic bubble packs for wrapping
Plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging
Plastic bubble wrap
Plastic cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Plastic cling film for wrapping pallets of goods
Plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization
Plastic coated paper
Plastic covers for use as a binding material
Plastic covers for use as stationery
Plastic disposable bags for sanitary products
Plastic envelopes
Plastic erasers
Plastic film for packaging
Plastic film for packaging for food
Plastic film for wrapping
Plastic film for wrapping purposes
Plastic film for wrapping silage bales
Plastic foil for packaging
Plastic foil for wrapping
Plastic food storage bags for household use
Plastic for wrapping
Plastic gift wrap
Plastic gift wrapping rolls
Plastic gift wrapping sheets
Plastic in film form for packaging
Plastic in film form for wrapping
Plastic in sheet form for packaging
Plastic in sheet form for wrapping
Plastic materials for packaging
Plastic materials for wrapping
Plastic materials in the form of films for packaging
Plastic materials in the form of films for wrapping
Plastic materials in the form of sheets for packaging
Plastic materials in the form of sheets for wrapping
Plastic mesh for packaging and wrapping
Plastic nets and netting for packaging and wrapping
Plastic refuse sacks
Plastic roasting film for wrapping food
Plastic security tapes, other than encoded or magnetic
Plastic sewing patterns
Plastic sheets for wrapping and/or packaging
Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging
Plastic stickers [decalcomanias]
Plastic transparencies
Plastic waterproofing film for packaging
Plastic waterproofing film for wrapping
Plastic wrap
Plastic wrapping film
Plastics bags for the wrapping of goods
Plastics film [cling] for use in cooking
Plastics film for packaging
Plastics film for wrapping
Plastics films for use in preserving [packaging] seeds
Plastics films for use in preserving [wrapping] seeds
Plastics foils for use in packaging
Plastics foils for use in wrapping
Plastics for modelling
Plastics reinforced paper
Plastics sheeting for wrapping or packaging
Plastics sheets for wrapping or packaging
Plastics tape for household use
Plastics tape for stationery use
Plastics trays for sorting money
Plastics tubes for containing printed matter
Plates for addressing machines
Plotting papers [graph paper as finished products]
Pocket books [stationery]
Pocket handkerchiefs of paper
Pocket memorandum books
Pocket notebooks
Pockets for stamps
Pockets of card
Pockets of cardboard
Pockets of paper
Poetry books
Polishing rolls of paper
Pollen filters of paper
Polyester sheets for wrapping or packaging
Polyester tape for stationery use
Polyethylene sheets for packaging
Polyethylene sheets for wrapping
Polymer modelling clay
Polypropylene films for wrapping or packaging
Polypropylene foil for packing
Polythene bags for packaging
Polythene bags for wrapping
Polythene films for wrapping or packaging
Polyvinyl chloride film for wrapping or packaging
Pop-up books
Pop-up greetings cards
Porous point pens
Portable desk mats
Portable filing cases
Portable non-mechanical hand printers for office use
Portable printing sets
Portfolio containers for photographic prints
Portfolios being stationery cases for holding documents
Portfolios being stationery cases for holding plans
Portfolios made from imitation leather adapted for carrying artwork
Portfolios made from plastic adapted for carrying artwork
Portioned packs made of plastics for packaging
Portioned packs made of plastics for wrapping
Portraits
Post cards
Postage cancelling machines for office use
Postage meters for office use
Postage stamping machines
Postal stamps
Postal orders
Postcard books
Postcard paper
Postcards
Postcards and picture postcards
Poster magazines
Posters
Posters being printed matter
Posters being publicity material
Posters made of paper
Posters of paper for use in shop windows
Posters of plastic film
Posters of plastics film for use in shop windows
Posters relating to skiing
Posting [franking] machines for office use
Pouches [stationery]
Pouches for writing instruments
Pouches of paper for packaging
Pouches of paper for wrapping
Pouches of plastic for packaging
Pouches of plastic for wrapping
Prayer books
Pre-inked stamps
Preparations for bonding purposes for household use
Preparations for bonding purposes for stationery use
Preparations for joining [gluing] for household use
Preparations for joining [gluing] for stationery use
Preparations for sealing [stamps]
Preparations for sealing [stationery]
Preparations for sealing [wax]
Prepared wax for sealing documents
Pre-printed personalised memorandum forms
Pre-printed promotional forms
Presentation brochures
Presentation portfolios [stationery cases]
Press reviews in the form of printed matter
Price labels
Price lists
Print blocks
Print characters
Print letters
Print paper
Print paper for use with computers
Print wheels for typewriters
Printed advertisements
Printed advertising boards of cardboard
Printed advertising boards of paper
Printed advertising material
Printed art reproductions
Printed artwork
Printed awards
Printed bank cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Printed board packaging
Printed books
Printed books relating to arts
Printed books relating to crafts
Printed books relating to fabric decorating
Printed books relating to painting
Printed books relating to software
Printed business forms
Printed calculating tables
Printed calendars
Printed cards for listing the programmes recorded on a video tape
Printed cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Printed cash cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Printed certificates
Printed computer codes
Printed continuous stationery
Printed coupons
Printed course materials
Printed cut-out patterns
Printed data sheets
Printed data sheets for use in listing information
Printed dive tables
Printed documents
Printed door knob hang tags
Printed educational materials for the teaching of languages
Printed educational materials for use in teaching
Printed flip charts
Printed folded sheets containing advertising material
Printed forms
Printed forms for computers
Printed forms for the compilation of information
Printed forms for the storage of information
Printed guides
Printed hand-knitting patterns
Printed holograms
Printed horoscopes
Printed information relating to food
Printed instruction leaflets
Printed instructional leaflets relating to plant propagation
Printed instructional materials
Printed invitations
Printed labels
Printed lists
Printed literature
Printed luggage labels
Printed manuals
Printed manuals relating to computer graphics software
Printed manuals relating to computers
Printed manuals relating to data processing
Printed manuals relating to micro computers
Printed manuals relating to mini computers
Printed maps
Printed material
Printed material for use in offices
Printed material in the nature of color samples
Printed materials for advertising purposes
Printed materials for audiovisual presentation
Printed materials for making into envelopes
Printed materials for use in offices
Printed materials on the subject of word processing
Printed materials on the subjects of computer programs
Printed materials on the subjects of data processing apparatus
Printed materials relating to computer programs
Printed matter
Printed matter for advertising purposes
Printed matter for educational purposes
Printed matter for instructional purposes
Printed matter for record keeping
Printed matter for recording information
Printed matter for security purposes
Printed matter for the programming of numerically controlled machines
Printed matter for use with board games
Printed matter in the form of atlases
Printed matter in the form of cards
Printed matter intended to be personalised by computer printing
Printed matter pertaining to data processing
Printed matter pertaining to information technology
Printed matter relating to banking
Printed matter relating to banking services
Printed matter relating to boating
Printed matter relating to cartoon characters
Printed matter relating to clothes making
Printed matter relating to computer firmware
Printed matter relating to computer programs
Printed matter relating to computers
Printed matter relating to data communication
Printed matter relating to data conferencing
Printed matter relating to dieting
Printed matter relating to diets
Printed matter relating to electricity
Printed matter relating to examinations
Printed matter relating to film editing
Printed matter relating to film production
Printed matter relating to finance
Printed matter relating to financial services
Printed matter relating to health education
Printed matter relating to information handling systems
Printed matter relating to information technology
Printed matter relating to instruction programs
Printed matter relating to insurance
Printed matter relating to investments
Printed matter relating to knitting
Printed matter relating to machine readable computer programs
Printed matter relating to manufacturing processes
Printed matter relating to medical matters
Printed matter relating to pet animals
Printed matter relating to pneumatic apparatus
Printed matter relating to pneumatics
Printed matter relating to power plants
Printed matter relating to school photographs
Printed matter relating to the application of computer techniques
Printed matter relating to the cleaning of silver
Printed matter relating to the game of lawn tennis
Printed matter relating to the maintenance of apparatus
Printed menus
Printed monthly publications
Printed music
Printed musical publications
Printed packaging materials of card
Printed packaging materials of cardboard
Printed packaging materials of paper
Printed packaging materials of plastic
Printed paper
Printed paper labels
Printed paper patterns
Printed paper signs
Printed papers
Printed patterns
Printed patterns for costumes
Printed patterns for dressmaking
Printed periodical publications
Printed periodicals
Printed periodicals in the field of dance
Printed periodicals in the field of figurative arts
Printed periodicals in the field of movies
Printed periodicals in the field of music
Printed periodicals in the field of plays
Printed periodicals in the field of tourism
Printed photographs bearing data obtained from earth observatories
Printed photographs bearing information obtained from earth observatories
Printed programmes
Printed prospectuses
Printed publications
Printed publications concerning knitting
Printed publications containing puzzles
Printed publications for advertising businesses
Printed publications for institutions of higher education
Printed publications relating to business purchases
Printed publications relating to catering
Printed publications relating to children's activities
Printed publications relating to commercial vehicles
Printed publications relating to computer data
Printed publications relating to computer programmes
Printed publications relating to computer software
Printed publications relating to computers
Printed publications relating to financial services
Printed publications relating to hair dressing techniques
Printed publications relating to leisure
Printed publications relating to leisure activities
Printed publications relating to motor boats
Printed publications relating to motor cars
Printed publications relating to motor racing
Printed publications relating to music
Printed publications relating to outdoor sporting activities
Printed publications relating to swimming
Printed publications relating to the chemical industry
Printed publications relating to the electrical trade
Printed publications relating to the sale of clothing
Printed publications relating to wine
Printed questionnaires
Printed questionnaires for personal psychological assessment
Printed recipe cards
Printed reports
Printed reviews
Printed school photographs
Printed score displays
Printed security seals for use with audio cassettes
Printed security seals for use with video cassettes
Printed self adhesive labels
Printed share indices
Printed sheet music
Printed sheets
Printed sheets of paper for mailing purposes
Printed signs of paper
Printed specifications
Printed stationery
Printed stationery relating to bus services
Printed stencils
Printed stickers
Printed tables
Printed teaching materials for education
Printed teaching materials for information
Printed teaching materials for instruction
Printed test booklets
Printed tests
Printed tickets
Printed timetables
Printed training guides
Printed-image correcting liquids
Printed-image correcting ribbons
Printed-image correcting sheets
Printed-image correction liquids
Printers' blankets, not of textile
Printers' blocks
Printers' letters [type]
Printers' reglets
Printers' reglets [interline leads]
Printers' type
Printer's type
Printers' type, printing blocks
Printing blocks
Printing characters
Printing founts [type]
Printing heads for non-impact printers
Printing machine ribbons
Printing machines for office use
Printing paper
Printing paper for use with thermal printing machines
Printing papers
Printing ribbons for computer print out apparatus
Printing ribbons for typewriters
Printing sets, portable [office requisites]
Printing type
Printout apparatus adapted for use with typewriters
Print-out apparatus adapted for use with typewriters
Printout rulers
Print-outs
Printouts of computer programs
Prints
Prints [engravings]
Prints in the form of engraving
Printwheels for typewriters
Program documentation [printed matter]
Programme binders [folders]
Programme guides [manuals]
Programme guides [printed matter]
Programme lists for diabetes management [printed matter]
Programme transcripts [printed matter]
Programmer reference cards [printed matter]
Programmes in the form of printed matter
Programmes printed on paper for data processing apparatus
Programming documentation [printed matter]
Programming instructions for data processing apparatus [printed matter]
Programming material in the form of printed matter
Project folders [stationery]
Promissory notes
Promotional pamphlets
Promotional printed pads
Promotional publications
Proofing paper
Propelling pencils
Prospectuses
Protective book covers
Protective covers for books
Protective films of plastic for wrapping and packaging
Protective foils of laminated plastics for wrapping and packaging
Protective foils of plastics for wrapping and packaging
Protective jackets for books
Protective jackets for notebooks
Protective packaging of cardboard
Protective packaging of paper
Protective packaging of plastics
Protective packing materials for wrapping
Protective tips for pencils
Protective tips for pens
Protractors as drawing instruments
Publications containing program descriptions
Publications for children
Publications relating to data processing
Publications relating to High-Fidelity systems
Publications relating to medicines derived from flowers
Publications relating to medicines derived from herbs
Publicity leaflets [flyers]
Published printed matter relating to telecommunications
Published works in the form of printed matter
Punched cards [blank] for recording computer programmes
Punches [office requisites]
Punches for office use
Punching machines for office use
Punching tools [electric] for office use
Punching tools [hand-operated] for office use
Punching tools [machines] for office use
Punching tools [parts of machines] for office use
Push pins
Questionnaires [printed matter]
Quick bonding adhesives for household use
Quick bonding adhesives for stationery use
Quick release files [stationery]
Quilted pictures
Raffle tickets
Receipt forms
Receipts
Recipe books
Recipe card boxes
Recipe collection binders
Recipes [printed matter]
Record books [printed matter]
Record cards
Record containers made of cardboard
Record containers made of flexible plastics film
Record containers made of paper
Record forms
Record indexes for use in business systems
Record keeping books
Record sheets for use in business systems
Recording paper
Recycled cardboard
Recycled paper
Red algae gelatine glue, for stationery or household purposes (funori)
Red ink paste used for seals
Reel paper for printers
Reference books
Reference cards
Reference handbooks
Reference manuals
Refill cartridges for writing instruments
Refill leads for clutch pencils
Refill leads for mechanical pencils
Refill leads for propelling pencils
Refill pads
Refills for ballpoint pens
Refills for black lead pencils
Refills for coloured pencils
Refills for drawing instruments
Refills for fibre-tip pens
Refills for indelible copying pencils
Refills for roller ball pens
Refills for writing instruments
Refuse bags of paper
Refuse bags of plastic
Refuse sacks of paper
Refuse sacks of plastic
Register files
Registering files
Registers [printed matter]
Reinforced stationery tabs
Release papers
Removable self-stick notes
Removable tattoos [decalcomanias]
Repair manuals [printed matter]
Repertories [printed matter]
Replacement pages for personal organisers
Replenishing ink for ink pads
Replenishing ink for ink rolls
Replenishing ink for stamps
Report covers
Reports [printed matter]
Reports on real estate
Reproducing [duplicating] machines for office use
Reproductions of paintings
Requisites for drawing
Requisites for modelling
Requisites for painting, other than paint
Retractable pencils
Reversible boards with a blackboard and a wipe-off board
Reviews [printed matter]
Ribbons of paper
Ribbons of paper for wrapping
Rice paper
Rigid lined packaging materials of card
Rigid lined packaging materials of cardboard
Rigid lined packaging materials of paper
Ring binders
Ring binders for business cards
Ring book files
Ring books
Ring bound pads
Ring files
Road maps
Rods for spreading adhesive photosensitive coatings
Rods for spreading ink
Rolled paper for use in adding machines
Rolled paper for use in calculators
Rolled paper for use in computers
Rolled paper for use in facsimile transmission machines
Rolled paper for use in machines
Roller ball pens
Rollerball pens
Rollers for applying paint
Rollers for typewriters
Rollers for use by painters
Rolls of adhesive for household use
Rolls of adhesive for stationery use
Rolls of paper
Rolls of paper for wiping purposes
Rolls of plastic film for packaging
Rolls of plastic film for wrapping
Rosettes of paper
Rotary duplicators
Rotary paper trimmers for office use
Route maps
Rubber adhesives for household use
Rubber adhesives for stationery use
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rubber bands</td>
<td>[office requisites]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber bands</td>
<td>[stationery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber based adhesives for household use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber based adhesives for stationery use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber based cements [adhesives] for household use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber based cements [adhesives] for stationery use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber cements for stationery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber erasers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber in powdered form for cleaning paper surfaces</td>
<td>[stationery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber rollers for office machines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber stamp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber stamps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubbers for erasing typed text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubbers for erasing written text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubbish bags (made of paper or plastic materials)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rub-down lettering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rub-down transfers [decalcomanias]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule books</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule books for playing games</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruled paper [finished products]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rulers for drawing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rulers, other than for measuring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules of play for games</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules, other than for measuring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sachets of card for use as packaging materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sachets of cardboard for use as packaging materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sachets of paper for use as packaging materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sachets of plastic for use as packaging materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacks [bags] of plastic, for packaging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saddle stitchers [staplers] for office use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales note pads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales statements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample cards as block letters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample folders [stationery]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savings stamps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scented stationery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School diaries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School supplies [stationery]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School writing books</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School yearbooks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific journals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score books</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score pads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score recorders [printed matter]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score sheets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score-books</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorecards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score-cards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorecards being printed matter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorecards being printed matter for use with games</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrap books</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrapbooks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrapbooks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrapers [erasers] for offices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16 Scribble pads
16 Scribbling pads
16 Sculptures made from paper
16 Sculptures made from papier mache
16 Seal ink pads
16 Sealable plastic bags for packaging
16 Sealable plastic bags for receiving soiled napkins
16 Sealable plastic bags for wrapping purposes
16 Sealing compounds for stationery purposes
16 Sealing machines for offices
16 Sealing stamps
16 Sealing tape for household use
16 Sealing tape for stationery use
16 Sealing tape of plastics for household use
16 Sealing tape of plastics for stationery use
16 Sealing tape of rubber for household use
16 Sealing tape of rubber for stationery use
16 Sealing wafers
16 Sealing wax
16 Seals [stamps]
16 Seals [stationery]
16 Seals for offices
16 Seals for the office
16 Seaweed glue for stationery
16 Security papers
16 Security passes, other than encoded or magnetic
16 Segmented banking files [printed matter]
16 Segmented computer files [printed matter]
16 Segmented personnel files [printed matter]
16 Self-adhering plastic note sheets
16 Self-adhesive coloured plastic foils for packaging
16 Self-adhesive coloured plastic foils for stationery or household use
16 Self-adhesive coloured plastic foils for wrapping
16 Self-adhesive films for packaging
16 Self-adhesive films for stationery or household use
16 Self-adhesive films for wrapping
16 Self-adhesive labels of paper
16 Self-adhesive latex coated paper for packaging
16 Self-adhesive latex coated paper for wrapping
16 Self-adhesive message paper
16 Self-adhesive plastic sheets for household use
16 Self-adhesive plastic sheets for lining shelves
16 Self-adhesive plastic sheets for stationery use
16 Self-adhesive printed matter
16 Self-adhesive printed pictures
16 Self-adhesive seals for household use
16 Self-adhesive seals for stationery use
16 Self-adhesive tapes for household use
16 Self-adhesive tapes for stationery and household purposes
16 Self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes
16 Self-adhesive tapes for stationery use
16 Self-adhesive transparent protecting film for household use
16 Self-adhesive transparent protecting film for stationery use
16 Self-manifolding paper
16 Semi-processed paper
Service manuals
Service manuals relating to computer designs
Service manuals relating to electrical apparatus
Serviettes of cellulose
Serviettes of paper
Serviettes of paper wadding
Set squares for drawing
Sewing patterns
Share certificate paper
Share certificates
Sharpeners for cosmetic pencils
Sheet music
Sheet music in manuscript form
Sheet music in printed form
Sheet plastics material for packaging
Sheet plastics material for wrapping
Sheet polymeric material [plastic] for packaging
Sheet polymeric material [plastic] for wrapping
Sheets for collecting postage stamps
Sheets made of cardboard for displaying information
Sheets made of cellulose material for packaging
Sheets made of cellulose material for wrapping
Sheets made of paper for displaying information
Sheets made of plastics for displaying information
Sheets of paper
Sheets of paper for carrying photographic imaging materials
Sheets of paper for packaging
Sheets of paper for wrapping
Sheets of paper in booklet form for recording appointments
Sheets of paper in booklet form for recording work accomplishments
Sheets of paper in booklet form for recording work plans
Sheets of plastic for packaging
Sheets of plastic for wrapping
Sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping
Shelf filing boxes
Shelf paper
Shields [paper seals]
Shields of card
Shields of cardboard
Shields of paper
Ships logs [printed matter]
Shopping [carrier] bags of card
Shopping [carrier] bags of paper
Shopping [carrier] bags of plastic
Shredders for office use
Shredding machines for office use
Sight files
Signature books
Signature folders
Signboards of paper or cardboard
Signing instruments
Signs [stationery]
Signs of card
Signs of cardboard
Signs of paper
Silk canvas [painters' article]
Silk screen prints
Silk screen stencils
Silver paper
Sized paper
Sketch boards
Sketch books
Sketch pads
Sketchbooks
Sketching boards
Sketching pads
Slate pencils
Sleeves for holding and protecting stamps
Slide binders [office requisites]
Slide binding aids [office requisites]
Sliding pencil lead holders
Sliding squares [drawing instruments]
Slip cases for ring binders
Slitting machines for office use
Small blackboards
Soft cover comic books
Soft paper
Song books
Song index books
Song lyric cards
Souvenir booklets
Souvenir plastic bags
Souvenir plastic carrier bags
Souvenir posters
Souvenir programmes
Spare parts lists [printed matter]
Spine binders [machines] for office use
Spine binders [office requisites]
Spine binding bars for clamping together endless forms
Spine binding bars for clamping together loose pages
Spine taping machines for office use
Spiral bound blocks of paper [stationery]
Spiral bound pads of paper [stationery]
Spiral pads [stationery]
Spiral-bound notebooks
Spirally wound packaging containers made of paper
Spirally wound packaging containers made of paper board
Spirit gum for household use
Spirit gum for stationery purposes
Spools for inking ribbons
Spools for typewriter ribbons
Spools for typewriters
Sports trading cards
Spray chalk
Square rulers for drawing
Squares for drawing
Stacked filing trays [office requisites]
Stacking boxes of card
Stacking boxes of compressed card
Stacking trays of card
16 Stamp albums
16 Stamp blocks
16 Stamp cartridges
16 Stamp cases
16 Stamp catalogues
16 Stamp collecting sheets
16 Stamp dispensers for postage stamps
16 Stamp holders
16 Stamp pads
16 Stamp stands
16 Stampers for office use
16 Stamping [franking] machines for office use
16 Stamping devices for office use
16 Stamping inks
16 Stamping machines for office use
16 Stamps [seals]
16 Stamps in the nature of office requisites
16 Stands for pen and pencil
16 Stands for pens
16 Stands for pens and pencils
16 Stands for writing implements
16 Staple removers
16 Stapler holders
16 Staples [office requisites]
16 Staplers for office use
16 Staples [stationery]
16 Staples for offices
16 Staples for stationery purposes
16 Stapling machines for stationery use
16 Stapling presses [non-electric staplers]
16 Stapling presses [office requisites]
16 Stapling presses for stationery use
16 Starch paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes
16 Starch paste for stationery
16 Stationery
16 Stationery adapted to be heat sealed
16 Stationery and office requisites, except furniture
16 Stationery boxes
16 Stationery cases
16 Stationery for children's educational activities
16 Stationery for children's playing activities
16 Stationery for computers
16 Stationery for domestic purposes
16 Stationery for household purposes
16 Stationery for use in the carrying out of financial transactions
16 Stationery for use in the educational field
16 Stationery for use with computers
16 Stationery for use with data processing apparatus
16 Stationery holders for desks
16 Stationery in the form of cards
16 Stationery in the nature of files
16 Stationery materials
16 Stationery paper
16 Stationery racks
16 Stationery relating to holidays
Stationery trays
Statistical yearbooks
Statuettes of papier mache
Steatite [tailor's chalk]
Steel letters
Steel pens
Steel pens [styluses or stencil pens]
Steel rules for drawing
Steel type numbering heads [letters and numerals]
Stencil cases
Stencil cutters [machines] for office use
Stencil cutters [office requisites]
Stencil cutting machines for office use
Stencil pads
Stencil paper [finished products]
Stencil paper [mimeograph paper]
Stencil plates
Stencil rulers
Stencils
Stencils [stationery]
Stencils for use with stencil cutting machines for office use
Sticker activity books
Sticker albums
Sticker books
Stickers
Stickers [stationery]
Stickers for cars
Stickers of paper
Stickers of plastic
Stipple applicators for creating a decorative surface finish
Stipple applicators for use by decorators
Stipple applicators for use by painters
Stock books
Stock books for postage stamps
Stock cards
Stock charts
Storage boxes of card
Storage boxes of cardboard
Storage containers made of paper
Storage files of paper
Storage wallets of card [stationery]
Storage wallets of cardboard [stationery]
Storage wallets of paper [stationery]
Story books
Straight edges for drawing
Strategy guide books for card games
Stretch canvas for painting
Stretchers being artists' materials
String dispensers for use in packaging
String dispensers for use in wrapping
Strips for removing ink
Strips of film [plastic] for packaging
Strips of film [plastic] for wrapping
Student workbooks
Stuffed envelopes
Stuffing of paper or cardboard
Stylographic pens
Supplements [printed matter]
Support rails for suspension files
Surface adhesives for household use
Surface adhesives for stationery use
Suspended card-indexes
Suspended files
Suspended files for register purposes
Suspended hanging files with internal file clips
Suspended lever arch files
Suspension files
Suspension files fitted with metallic fastenings
Suspension files for artwork
Suspension units for files
Swatch books
Synthetic coated papers
Synthetic paper
Synthetic stretch adhesive plastic film for packaging
Synthetic stretch adhesive plastic film for palletisation
Synthetic stretch adhesive plastic film for wrapping
Synthetic stretch packaging films of plastic
Synthetic stretch wrapping films of plastic
Tab dividers [stationery]
Tab inserts [stationery]
Table centrepieces [mats] made of card
Table centrepieces [mats] made of paper
Table centrepieces [ornaments] made of card
Table centrepieces [ornaments] made of paper
Table centres [mats] made of card
Table centres [mats] made of paper
Table centres [ornaments] made of card
Table centres [ornaments] made of paper
Table cloths of paper
Table coasters made of card
Table coasters made of paper
Table coverings of paper
Table covers made of paper
Table decorations of card
Table decorations of cardboard
Table decorations of paper
Table filing boxes for card
Table filing boxes for papers
Table linen of paper
Table mats of card
Table mats of cardboard
Table mats of paper
Table napkins of paper
Table place setting mats of card
Table place setting mats of cardboard
Table place setting mats paper
Table runners of paper
Tablecloths of paper
Tablemats of paper
Tabs [stationery]
Tabulating paper
Tags [stationery]
Tags for index cards
Tags for use with gift wrapping
Tags made of plastics materials [stationery]
Tags of card for attachment to door knobs
Tags of paper for attachment to door knobs
Tailors' chalk
Tamper evident plastic films [not sensitised] for packaging purposes
Tamper evident plastic films [not sensitised] for sealing purposes
Tamper evident tapes of plastic
Tape dispensers being office requisites
Tape dispensers for office use
Tape embossers being office requisites
Tape embossers for printing text on plastic tapes
Tape embossers for punching text on plastic labels
Tape for binding [stationery]
Tape for wrapping [stationery]
Tape holders being office requisites
Tapes for office printing machines
Tapes for typewriters
Tapes for use in lettering machines
Teaching manuals
Teaching materials [except apparatus]
Tear-off calendars
Technical books
Technical books relating to data processing
Technical documents
Technical handbooks
Technical instruction manuals
Technical literature
Technical literature in the form of printed matter
Technical literature relating to electronics
Technical literature relating to the electrical industry
Technical literature relating to the electronics industry
Technical manuals
Technical manuals for use in connection with apparatus
Technical manuals for use in connection with instruments
Technical manuals for use in connection with machines
Technical manuals for use in the operation of computers
Technical newsletters for carrying out engineering analyses
Technical newsletters relating to computer systems
Technical notices
Technical papers
Technical reference guides
Technical summaries
Technological publications
Telephone books
Telephone cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Telephone directories
Telephone directory holders
Telephone index notebooks [printed matter]
Telephone message pads [printed matter]
Telephone number lists [printed matter]
Telephone registers [printed matter]
Television programme guides being printed matter
Telex message pads
Telex rolls
Templates [french curves]
Templates for drawing
Templates for drawing curves
Templates for dressmaking
Terrestrial globes
Test booklets [printed matter]
Test forms
Text markers [highlighter pens]
Text markers [pens]
Textbooks
Thank you cards
Thank you notes
Thermal binders for office use
Thermal binding machines for office use
Thermal carbon ribbons for office machines
Thermal carbon ribbons for typewriters
Thermal contact gluing machines for office use
Thermal document binding machines for office use
Thermal label printing machines for office use
Thermal printing heads for office use
Thermic paper
Thick Japanese paper [hosho-gami]
Thimbles in the nature of printwheels for typewriters
Thumb tacks
Thumb-index directories
Thumbtacks
Ticket holders
Ticket rolls
Tickets
Tickets for payment without cash
Tickets of cardboard
Tickets of cardboard for use with ticket issuing machines
Tickets of paper
Tickets of paper for use with ticket issuing machines
Till rolls
Time cards for punching
Time cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Timetables [printed matter] listing the opening times of establishments
Timetables [printed matter] relating to air travel
Timetables [printed matter] relating to galleries
Timetables [printed matter] relating to hotels
Timetables [printed matter] relating to museums
Timetables [printed matter] relating to rail travel
Timetables [printed matter] relating to road travel
Timetables [printed matter] relating to sea travel
Tip protection pieces for pencils
Tip protectors for writing instruments
Tipping paper
Tips for ballpoint pens
Tissue paper
Tissue paper for use as material of stencil paper (ganpishi)
Tissue papers
Tissues being disposable articles of cellulose for personal use
Tissues being disposable articles of paper for personal use
Tissues of cellulose for cleaning lenses
Tissues of cellulose for removing make-up, other than impregnated with toilet preparations
Tissues of cellulose wadding
Tissues of paper
Tissues of paper for cleaning lenses
Tissues of paper for removing make-up
Toilet covers of paper
Toilet napkins of cellulose
Toilet napkins of cellulose wadding
Toilet napkins of paper
Toilet paper
Toilet paper in roll form
Toilet rolls
Toilet rolls made from cotton waste
Toilet seat covers of cellulose
Toilet seat covers of paper
Toilet tissue
Toilet tissue made of paper
Toilet tissue made of paper derivatives
Toilet tissues
Toilet tissues of paper
Topographics being printed matter in the form of designs
Topographics being printed matter in the form of etchings
Topographics being printed matter in the form of patterns
Topographics being printed matter in the form of pictures
Topographics being printed matter in the form of plans
Tops for pencils
Tour books
Tour guides in the form of printed matter
Towel rolls of cellulose
Towel rolls of paper
Towel rolls of tissue paper
Towels [paper] for kitchen use
Towels made of paper derivatives
Towels of cellulose for removing make-up, other than impregnated with toilet preparations
Towels of paper
Toy modelling dough
Tracing cloth
Tracing needles for drawing purposes
Tracing paper
Tracing patterns
Tracing templates [drawing apparatus]
Trade journals [printed matter]
Trading cards
Trading cards bearing pictures
Trading cards other than for games
Trading cards, other than for games
Trading vouchers
Training booklets
Training guides in the form of printed matter
Training manuals in the form of printed matter
Training materials, other than apparatus
Transfer films [decalcomanias]
Transfer lettering [stationery]
Transfer letters [stationery]
Transfer materials [stationery]
Transfer paper
Transfer paper for printing on fabrics
Transfer paper for printing on papers
Transfer paper for printing on plastic material
Transfer papers
Transfer patterns of paper
Transfer sheets for the transfer of symbols onto the surfaces of drawings
Transfer sheets for the transfer of symbols onto the surfaces of letters
Transfer sheets for the transfer of symbols onto the surfaces of signs
Transfer sheets for transferring graphic representations
Transfer sheets for transferring graphic representations onto drawings
Transfer sheets for transferring graphic representations onto letters
Transfer sheets for transferring graphic representations onto signs
Transferable letters for use with overhead projection apparatus
Transfers [decalcomanias]
Translucent paper
Translucent paper for use as a drafting material
Translucent paper for use as a medium for computer plotters
Translucent paper for use as an art material
Transparencies [stationery]
Transparencies for preparing overhead projector slides
Transparencies for use with overhead projectors
Transparent film in roll form, other than sensitised or photographic
Transparent film in sheet form, other than sensitised or photographic
Transparent films, other than sensitised or photographic, for overhead projectors
Transparent foils in the form of sheets for writing on
Transparent letter folders
Transparent paper
Transparent plastic foils for packaging
Transparent plastic foils for wrapping
Transparent plastic sheets for making transparencies for overhead projectors
Transparent printed grids for use in knitting pattern preparation
Trash bags of card
Trash bags of cardboard
Trash bags of cellulose
Trash bags of paper
Trash bags of plastic
Travel document folders
Travel guide books
Travel guides in the form of printed matter
Travellers' cheques
Trays being office requisites
Trays for painting
Trays for sorting and counting money
Trays for stationery use
Trays for use on desks to contain stationery
Trays for use with office machines
Treated papers for stationery use
Triangles being drawing instruments
Trimming machines for office use
T-squares for drawing
Tubes of paper for winding on merchandise
Tubes of plastics for winding on merchandise
Tubular pens
Twist ties for plastic bags
Twisted cords for bookbinding
Two-ply base papers
Two-ply base papers being pigment coated
Two-ply base papers being printable
Two-ply base papers being washable
Two-ply base papers for use in the production of wallpaper
Type [numerals and letters]
Type carriers for composing type fonts
Type carriers for composing typefaces
Type carriers for office machines
Type carriers for printing type fonts
Type carriers for printing typefaces
Type carriers for setting type fonts
Type carriers for setting typefaces
Type fonts for typewriters
Type holders for marking texts
Type wheels
Typebars for typewriters
Typecases for sorting printer's type
Typefaces
Typescript
Typewriter correction ribbons
Typewriter keys
Typewriter paper
Typewriter printwheels
Typewriter ribbons
Typewriters
Typewriters adapted to produce typefaces
Typewriters adapted to producing legal documentation
Typewriters connectable to computers
Typewriters for the production of retail price labels
Typewriters with communications capability
Typewriters with graphics capability
Typewriters with memory facilities
Typewriters, electric or non-electric
Typewriting apparatus
Typewriting paper
Typographic characters
Undyed waste paper
Unmounted and mounted photographs
Unprinted labels of paper
Unrolling cartridges for marking points in texts
Unrolling cartridges for stressing points in texts
Unrolling devices for marking points in texts
Unrolling devices for stressing points in texts
User guides in the form of printed matter
User guides in the form of printed matter for use with computers
User manuals [printed matter] for computers
User manuals [printed matter] for pre-recorded computer programs
User manuals [printed matter] for use with computer programs
User manuals [printed matter] for use with computers
User manuals [printed matter] relating to computers
User manuals in the form of printed matter
User programmes in printed form
Users' guides [printed matter]
Value cards, other than encoded or magnetic
Vapour filters of card
Vapour filters of cardboard
Vapour filters of paper
Vapour permeable plastic film for packaging
Vapour permeable plastic film for wrapping
Vehicle bumper stickers
Vellum paper
Vignetting apparatus
Vinyl binders for paper sheets
Vinyl stencils
Viscose sheets for wrapping
Visiting cards
Visitors' books
Vocabulary note books
Vocal exercise books
Vouchers
Vouchers for accommodation
Vouchers for photographic services
Vouchers for photographs
Vouchers for records
Vouchers of value
Wadded paper for maintenance purposes
Wadded paper for wiping purposes
Wall calendars
Wall charts
Wall charts for displaying graphic material on scaffolding
Wall charts for displaying pictorial material on scaffolding
Wall charts for use as diaries
Wall planners
Wallets for photographs
Wallets for stationery purposes
Wallets of card for carrying documents [stationery]
Wallets of card for carrying papers [stationery]
Wallets of card for holding documents [stationery]
Wallets of card for holding papers [stationery]
Wallets of cardboard for carrying documents [stationery]
Wallets of cardboard for carrying papers [stationery]
Wallets of cardboard for holding documents [stationery]
Wallets of cardboard for holding papers [stationery]
Wallets of paper for carrying documents [stationery]
Wallets of paper for carrying papers [stationery]
Wallets of paper for holding documents [stationery]
Wallets of paper for holding papers [stationery]
Wallets of plastics for carrying documents [stationery]
Wallets of plastics for carrying papers [stationery]
Wallets of plastics for holding documents [stationery]
Wallets of plastics for holding papers [stationery]
Wallpaper pattern books
Wallpaper sample book
Wallpaper stencils
Washi
Waste bags of paper
Waste bags of plastic
Water based adhesives for household use
Water colour paint boxes [articles for use in school]
Water colour paints for use in school
Water colours [finished painting]
Water filters of card
Water filters of cardboard
Water filters of paper
Watercolors [paintings]
Watercolours [finished paintings]
Water-colours [paint boxes for use in school]
Watercolours [paintings]
Waterproof paper
Waterproofed cardboard
Waterproofed paper
Water-writing cloths for calligraphy practice
Wax paper
Waxed paper
Webs of bubble plastic for packaging
Webs of bubble plastic for wrapping
Webs of cellular plastics materials for packaging
Webs of cellular plastics materials for wrapping
Webs of paper-backed plastics [stationery]
Webs of paper-backed plastics for packaging
Webs of paper-backed plastics for wrapping
Wedding cards
Weed control mats of paper or cardboard
Weekly publications [printed matter]
Weekly publications [printed matter] for journalists
Weekly publications [printed matter] for the mass media
Weekly publications [printed matter] relating to horticulture
White paperboard
White reproduction paper for non-impact lasers
Whiteboard erasers
Whiteboards
Whiteboards having a wipe clean surface
Whiteboards having magnetic properties
Whiteboards of composite plastics
Window signs [decalcomanias]
Window stickers
Wipe-off boards for use with crayons
Wipe-off boards for use with markers
Wipe-on wipe-off boards
Wipers for drawing boards
Wipes for toilet use, other than impregnated with cosmetic preparations
Wipes made of cellulose, other than impregnated or for medical use
Wipes made of tissue, other than impregnated or for medical use
Wiping materials of cellulose, other than impregnated or for medical use
Wiping paper for household use
Wood for modelling
Wood free coated printing paper
Wood free coated printing paper for use with laser printers
Wood glue for household use
Wood pulp board [stationery]
Wood pulp paper
Wooden pen-holders
Woodworking adhesives for household use
Work manuals [printed matter]
Work sheets [printed matter]
Workbooks [printed matter]
Works of art [paintings]
Works of art in the form of framed paintings
Works of art in the form of unframed paintings
Works of art made of card
Works of art made of paper
Worksheets [printed matter]
Wrappers [stationery]
Wrappers of card
Wrappers of cardboard for bottles
Wrappers of paper
Wrappers of paper for bottles
Wrapping foils for books
Wrapping materials made of card
Wrapping materials made of cardboard
Wrapping materials made of cellulose
Wrapping materials made of paper
Wrapping materials made of paper coated with metal
Wrapping materials of plastic film
Wrapping materials of plastics
Wrapping paper
Wrapping paper for gift wrapping articles
Wristbands for the retention of writing instruments
Writing apparatus
Writing appliances
Writing articles
Writing board erasers
Writing boards
Writing books
Writing boxes for travellers
Writing brush holders
Writing brushes
Writing brushes for calligraphy
Writing cards
Writing cases [sets]
Writing cases [stationery]
Writing chalk
Writing implement holders for use on desks
Writing implements
Writing implements [writing instruments]
Writing ink
Writing inks
Writing instruments
Writing machines [typewriters]
Writing materials
Writing or drawing books
Writing pads
Writing paper
Writing paper holders
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Writing paper pads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Writing pens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Writing sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Writing slates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Writing utensils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Writing utensils made of fibres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Xerographic paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Xuan paper for Chinese painting and calligraphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Year books [printed matter]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Year planners [printed matter]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acoustic baffles for soundproofing purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acoustic board for ceilings [insulation]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acoustic insulating boards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acoustic insulating materials of plastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acoustic insulating panels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acoustic insulating panels made from non-metallic materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acoustic screens for insulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acoustic sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acoustic sheets for insulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acoustic tiles for insulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acrylic resin sheeting for use in the manufacture of laminated glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acrylic resins [semi-finished products]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acrylic rubber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acrylic sheeting for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acrylic sheets for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Acrylic substances [semi-finished]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive bands for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive bands for industrial use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive bands, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive coated bands for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive coated films for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive coated foils for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive coated plastics sheeting, other than for stationery or household use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive coated sheets for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive coated strips for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive films, other than for household, medical, stationery use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive packaging tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive sealing strip for roofing joints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive strips for use in industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive tapes for electrical insulating purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive tapes for industrial purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive tapes for industrial use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive tapes for securing carpets to prevent slippage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive tapes for securing floor coverings to prevent slippage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive tapes for use in securing carpets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive tapes for use in securing floor coverings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive tapes for use with carpets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive tapes for use with floor coverings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Anti-cold insulating compositions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Anti-dazzle films for windows [tinted films]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Anti-rust sealants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Anti-shock pads [buffers] of rubber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Anti-vibration tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Articles made of rubber for insulation purposes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Articles made of rubber for jointing purposes
Articles made of rubber for sealing
Articles made of rubber for use in shock absorbing
Articles made of rubber for use in vibration attenuation
Articles made of rubber for use in vibration suppression
Articles made of synthetic rubber for insulation purposes
Articles made of synthetic rubber for jointing purposes
Articles made of synthetic rubber for sealing
Articles made of synthetic rubber for use in shock absorbing
Articles made of synthetic rubber for use in vibration attenuation
Articles made of synthetic rubber for use in vibration suppression
Articles of foamed plastics for holding flowers in containers
Articles of foamed plastics for use as bases of floral decorations
Articles of foamed plastics for use as bases of floral tributes
Articles of rubber for use in connecting pipes
Articles of rubber for use in connecting tubes
Articles of rubber for use in sealing pipes
Articles of rubber for use in sealing tubes
Artificial gutta-percha
Artificial resins [semi-finished products]
Asbestos
Asbestos boards
Asbestos cloth
Asbestos cords and strings
Asbestos coverings
Asbestos fabrics
Asbestos felt
Asbestos fibers
Asbestos fibers [fibres]
Asbestos fibres
Asbestos fibres for insulation
Asbestos fire curtains
Asbestos fire screens
Asbestos for use in the manufacture of brake linings
Asbestos mill boards
Asbestos millboards
Asbestos nets
Asbestos packing
Asbestos packings for valves
Asbestos paper
Asbestos powder
Asbestos safety curtains
Asbestos sheets
Asbestos slate
Asbestos slate
Bark coverings for sound insulation
Barriers for protection against heat
Barriers for protection against radiation
Barriers for protection against sound
Barriers for protection against vibration
Bindings of rubber
Blown films, other than for packaging
Boards for insulating purposes
Boards of plastic for use in manufacture
Boiler composition to prevent the radiation of heat
Bonding film for heat-initiated lamination with printed matter
Brake diaphragms [partly processed]
Brake diaphragms [semi-finished]
Brake lining materials, partly processed
Cable bridges of rubber for protecting cables
Camelback rubber sheets for rebuilding tyres
Canvas hose pipes
Carbon fibers [fibres], other than for textile use
Carbon fibre felts for insulating purposes
Carbon fibre reinforced synthetic resins for use in manufacture
Carbon fibres for use in industry
Carbon fibres not for textile use
Carpet seam tape
Carpet tape, other than for household use
Casings of rubber for pipes
Casings of rubber for tubes
Casings of synthetic rubber for pipes
Casings of synthetic rubber for tubes
Cast nylon for use in manufacture
Caulking compounds
Caulking compounds for sealing cracks
Caulking compounds for sealing pipe threads
Caulking compounds for use in preventing leakage from pipes
Caulking materials
Ceilings made of mineral fibres for insulating buildings
Ceilings made of mineral fibres for sound-proofing buildings
Cellular materials of plastics [semi-finished]
Cellular materials of plastics for use in manufacture
Cellulose acetate [semi-processed]
Cellulose acetate based plastic materials [semi-processed]
Cellulose acetate film used as packing material [other than for wrapping]
Cellulose acetate, semi-processed
Cellulose material compressed into planar form [semi-finished]
Ceramic parts for insulation in high frequency apparatus
Ceramic parts for insulation in high-voltage apparatus
Chemical compositions for lining pipes to prevent leaks
Chemical compositions for lining pipes to repair leaks
Chemical compositions for preventing leaks
Chemical compositions for repairing leaks
Chemical compositions for sealingly adhering together pipe joints
Chlorinated rubber
Chloroprene rubber
Chopped plastic fibres, other than for textile use
Clack valves of rubber
Closed cell insulation used in air-conditioning apparatus
Closed cell insulation used in chilled water tanks
Closed cell insulation used in refrigeration apparatus
Clutch components [linings]
Clutch linings
Combination seals
Composite panels having insulating properties
Composite plastics materials for use in manufacture
Compositions of rubber
Compositions to prevent the radiation of heat
Compounds for jointing
Compounds of plastics [semi-processed]
Compounds of synthetic resins [semi-processed]
Connecting hose for vehicle parts including for power steering, brakes, air conditioners sold as a kit
Connecting hose for vehicle parts including power steering, brakes and air conditioners
Connecting hose for vehicle radiators
Connecting hoses for vehicle fuel injectors
Connecting hoses for vehicle radiators
Control line protectors made from natural rubber
Control line protectors made from synthetic rubber
Cords of rubber
Corner protectors of rubber
Cotton wool for packing [caulking]
Couplings [joints] made of non-metallic materials for pipes
Couplings of plastic for pipes
Couplings of plastic for tubes
Couplings of rubber for pipes
Couplings of rubber for tubes
Covers made of rubber for protecting electrical components
Cross-linked polymeric membranes in hollow fibre form
Cross-linked polymeric membranes in sheet form
Crude fibres of carbon
Crude fibres of carbon, other than for textile use
Crude fibres of glass for insulation purposes
Crude fibres of plastics [semi-processed]
Crude fibres of plastics, other than for textile use
Crude fibres of rock for insulation purposes
Crude rubber
Crumb rubber
Cylinder jackets
Cylinder jackets for hot water tanks
Cylinder jointings
Decorative articles [badges] made of mica
Decorative articles [badges] made of rubber
Decorative articles made of asbestos
Decorative articles made of mica
Decorative articles made of rubber
Decorative plastics films being semi-finished products
Decorative plastics films for use in the manufacturing industry
Dielectric barriers
Dielectric materials for insulating surfaces
Dielectric materials for use in the manufacture of cables
Dielectric materials for use in the manufacture of cords
Dielectrics [insulators]
Disposable dissolving plastic foils for agricultural use
Disposable dissolving plastic foils for gardening use
Disposable dissolving plastic foils for scientific use
Disposable dissolving plastic foils for technical use
Door guards of plastic for vehicles
Door seals of non-metallic materials
Door stops of rubber
Double sided adhesive tapes, other than for stationery, household or medical use
Draft excluder strips
Draught excluder strips
Draught excluders
Draught excluders made of foam rubber
Draught excluders made of plastics
Draught excluders made of rubber
Draught excluders of foam rubber strips
Draught excluding seals in the form of beading
Draught excluding seals in the form of strips
Draught preventers for doors
Draught preventers for windows
Draught-proofing materials
Dripper irrigation hoses
Drywall joint tape
Duct tape
Duct tapes
Dust proofing sealants
Ebonite [vulcanite]
Ebonite [vulcanite] molds [moulds]
Ebonite molds
Ebonite moulds
Elastic strips of synthetic fibres, other than for textile use
Elastic threads, not for use in textiles
Elastic yarns, not for use in textiles
Elastomer expansion joint fillers
Elastomer polymers
Elastomeric materials in the form of blocks for use in manufacture
Elastomeric materials in the form of fibres for use in manufacture
Elastomeric materials in the form of sheets for use in manufacture
Elastomeric polymers for use in manufacture
Elastomeric sealants in the form of extrudable pastes for joints
Elastomeric sealing material being gas impermeable
Elastomeric sealing material being liquid impermeable
Elastomeric sealing material being vapour impermeable
Elastomeric sheeting for protecting shot-blasting apparatus
Elastomeric sheeting for protecting shot-peening apparatus
Elastomeric sheeting for protecting surfaces in areas used for shot-blasting
Elastomeric sheeting for protecting surfaces in areas used for shot-peening
Elastomers for bonding to articles used for shot-blasting
Elastomers for bonding to articles used for shot-peening
Elastomers for bonding to surfaces in areas for shot-blasting
Elastomers for bonding to surfaces in areas for shot-peening
Electrical ceramic insulators
Electrical insulating materials
Electrical insulating mica products
Electrical insulating paints
Electrical insulating rubber products
Electrical insulating tapes
Electrical insulation tape
Electrical insulators
Electrical polymer insulating materials
Electromagnetic interference shielding gaskets
Ethylene propylene rubber
Expanded closed cell rubber for cushioning
Expanded closed cell rubber for sealing joints
Expanded closed cell rubber for sound deadening
Expanded closed cell rubber for thermal insulation
Expanded closed cell rubber for vibration deadening
Expanded polystyrene underfloor insulation
Expanded synthetic resins [semi-processed]
Expanded unsaturated polyester resins [semi-processed]
Expanding pillows for the prevention of fire penetration
Expansion joint fillers
Expansion joint fillers for bridges
Expansion joint fillers for pavement
Expansion joint fillers for use in floor constructions
Expansion joint fillers for use in wall constructions
Extruded boards of plastics [semi-finished]
Extruded boards of plastics for further manufacture
Extruded plastics [semi-finished products]
Extruded plastics for use in manufacture
Extruded polythene sheeting for the construction of cloches
Extruded polythene sheeting for the construction of greenhouses
Extruded polythene sheeting of high light transmission, other than for packaging
Fabric expansion joint fillers
Fabrics for insulation
Fabrics made from acrylic for use as insulation
Fabrics made from ceramic fibres for use as insulation
Fabrics made from cotton for use as insulation
Fabrics made from linen for use as insulation
Fabrics made from natural fibres for use as insulation
Fabrics made from nylon for use as insulation
Fabrics made from polyester for use as insulation
Fabrics made from silk for use as insulation
Fabrics made from synthetic fibres for insulation
Fabrics made from wool for use as insulation
Fabrics of carbon fibre for use as insulation
Fabrics of chemically produced fibres for use as insulation
Fabrics of inorganic fibres for use as insulation
Fabrics of organic fibres for use as insulation
Fabrics of plastics for insulation
Fabrics woven from ceramic fibres for use as insulation
Felt for insulating
Fiberglass [fibreglass] fabrics, for insulation
Fiberglass fabrics for insulation
Fiberglass for insulation
Fibre board for use as insulation
Fibreboard for high temperature insulation
Fibreglass fabrics for insulation
Fibreglass for insulation
Fibreglass webs for insulating purposes
Fibre-reinforced pipes for use as pipe sleeves
Fibre-reinforced plastic for the manufacture of printed wiring boards
Fibre-reinforced plastics material for use in manufacture
Fibre-reinforced synthetic resinous materials [semi-processed]
Fibre-reinforced tubes for use as pipe sleeves
Fibre-resin composite materials cured by ionization [semi-processed]
Fibres for insulating purposes
Fibres impregnated with synthetic resins for insulation
Fibres impregnated with synthetic resins for use in manufacture
Fibrous insulating materials
Fibrous insulation materials
Figurines made from rubber
Fillers for expansion joints
Fillers for expansion joints for pavement
Fillers for joint packing
Fillers for panel joints
Film for mulching
Films of air-cushioned plastics materials, other than for wrapping
Filtering materials [semi-processed foams or films of plastic]
Filtering materials [synthetic fibres]
Filtering materials of semi-processed films of plastics
Filtering materials of semi-processed foams of plastics
Filtering media of semi-processed films of plastics
Filtering media of semi-processed foams of plastics
Filtration materials of semi-processed films of plastic
Filtration materials of semi-processed foams of plastic
Fire resistant insulated panels
Fire resistant materials
Fireproof seals
Fire-resistant sealant compounds for joints
Fittings, not of metal, for compressed air lines
Fittings, not of metal, for flexible pipes
Fittings, not of metal, for rigid pipes
Flame retardant fabrics [asbestos]
Flame retardant materials
Flame retardant plastics foam materials
Flanged elbow hose
Fleeces of crude fibres of carbon [insulation]
Fleeces of crude fibres of glass [insulation]
Fleeces of crude fibres of plastics [insulation]
Fleeces of crude fibres of rock [insulation]
Flexible cellular rubber grips
Flexible cellular rubber pads
Flexible connectors for splicing pipes
Flexible connectors for splicing tubes
Flexible elastomeric thermal insulation
Flexible expansion joint fillers
Flexible fillers, sealing or caulking compounds
Flexible foamed plastics [semi-processed]
Flexible foamed plastics for insulation
Flexible hose of cotton with wire braiding
Flexible hose of cotton with wire inserts
Flexible hose of hemp with wire braiding
Flexible hose of hemp with wire inserts
Flexible hose of non-metallic materials
Flexible hose of plastics with wire braiding
Flexible hose of plastics with wire inserts
Flexible hose pipes of plastic
Flexible hose pipes of rubber
Flexible hoses composed of plastics
Flexible hoses composed of rubber
Flexible hoses for use in irrigation
Flexible hoses made of polymeric materials
Flexible hoses of rubber reinforced with synthetic fabric
Flexible hoses of silicone rubber reinforced with fabric
Flexible hoses, not of metal
Flexible insulating materials in sheet form
Flexible laminates predominantly of plastic [semi-finished]
Flexible lining materials for pipes
Flexible lining materials for sewers
Flexible pipes made of polymeric materials
Flexible pipes of non-metallic materials
Flexible pipes of plastics
Flexible pipes of rubber reinforced with synthetic fabric
Flexible pipes of silicone rubber reinforced with fabric
Flexible pipes, not of metal
Flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal
Flexible plastic films, other than for packaging
Flexible plastic pipe insulation
Flexible plastic pipes for transporting compressed air
Flexible tubes of plastic
Flexible tubing containing carbon fibres
Flexible tubing for insulation purposes
Flexible tubing of non-metallic materials
Flexible tubing of plastics
Floating anti-pollution barriers
Floating collars
Fluid seals
Fluoro rubber
Fluorosilicone rubber compounds
Fluorosilicone rubber elastomers
Fluted plastics materials for use in manufacture
Foam for use as heat insulation
Foam for use as heat shields
Foam for use as motor compartment linings
Foam for use in manufacture
Foam for use in sound absorption
Foam for use in sound insulation
Foam for use in the manufacture of surfboards
Foam glass for use as an insulating materials
Foam in the form of blocks for use as heat insulation
Foam in the form of sheets for use in manufacture
Foam rubber
Foam supports for flower arrangements [semi-finished products]
Foam-backed foils made of plastics
Foamed plastics boards [semi-finished]
Foamed plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture
Foamed plastics materials in the form of blocks for use in manufacture
Foamed plastics materials in the form of sheets for use in manufacture
Foamed plastics panels for use in manufacture
Foil of regenerated cellulose, other than for wrapping
Foils of cellulose [semi-finished products]
Foils of cellulose for use in manufacture
Foils of cellulose, other than for wrapping or packaging
Foils of metal for insulating
Foils of paper backed plastics [semi-finished products]
Foils of paper backed plastics, other than for wrapping or packaging
Foils of plastic for use as laminates
Foils of plastic for use in manufacture
Foils of plastics [semi-finished products]
Foils of plastics, other than for wrapping or packaging
Foldable stiff plastic sheet for use in lining bags
Foldable stiff plastic sheet for use in lining sacks
Friction lining materials
Gap filling tapes
Garden hoses
Gaskets
Gaskets for automotive use
Gaskets for commercial vehicles
Gaskets for heat exchangers
Gaskets for industrial use
Gaskets for trucks
Gaskets for tunnel lining segments
Gaskets for use as a fluid tight seal
Gaskets in the form of rings
Gaskets in the form of sheets
Gaskets made of plastics
Gaskets made of rubber
Gaskets of metal
Gels for forming protective seals against moisture
Gels for insulating
Glands for pipes
Glass fibers, for insulation
Glass fibre for insulation purposes
Glass fibre materials for insulating purposes
Glass fibre reinforced hose
Glass fibre reinforced hose for lining sewers
Glass fibre reinforced hose for lining water conduits
Glass fibre strips for insulation purposes
Glass fibres for insulation purposes
Glass fibres, for insulation
Glass for use as an insulating material
Glass reinforced plastics [semi-worked or semi-finished]
Glass reinforced polymers [semi-worked or semi-finished]
Glass reinforced resins [semi-worked or semi-finished]
Glass retaining strips of plastics
Glass retaining strips of rubber
Glass wool for building insulation
Glass wool for insulation
Glazing tapes
Granules of recycled rubber mixed with plastic material
Granules of rubber
Granules of rubber mixed with polyurethane binder
Graphite packing for gaskets
Graphite packing for pumps
Graphite packing for valves
Grommets made of rubber
Grommets made of synthetic rubber
Grommets made of vulcanized fibre
Ground cover polythene
Gum, raw or semi-worked
Gutta-percha
Heat curable resins
Heat insulating materials
Heat insulating materials for ceilings
Heat insulating materials for roofs
Heat insulating materials for walls
Heat protection compositions
Heat protection materials
Heat resistant coatings in the form of ceramic plates
Heat resistant fabrics [insulation]
Heat sealable plastics for the manufacture of lids for containers
Heat sealable plastics laminates for use in manufacture
Heat sealable plastics sheeting for use in manufacture
Heat sealant preparations
Heat shrinkable silicone rubber tubing
High gloss, soft polyvinylchloride films for use in manufacture
High pressure hoses of textile
High pressure hoses of vulcanised fibre
High resistance foam slabs
High temperature insulating materials made from carbon fibre
High tension insulators
High tension overhead line insulators
Hose bandages
Hose linings
Hose of textile material
Hose pipes made of plastic
Hose pipes made of rubber
Hose pipes made of textile materials
Hoses adapted for irrigation purposes
Hoses made of rubber
Hoses of rubber for agricultural purposes
Hoses of textile material
Hydraulic hose [non-metallic, other than parts of vehicle hydraulic systems]
Hydraulic packing
Hydrochlorinated rubber
Identification sleeves of plastics for pipes
Identification sleeves of plastics for tubes
Identification sleeves of rubber for pipes
Identification sleeves of rubber for tubes
Impervious adhesive strips for edging of roofs
Impervious adhesive strips for ridge tiling
Impervious adhesive strips for valley channels
India rubber
Industrial coatings [insulating]
Industrial coatings for insulating buildings
Industrial packaging containers of rubber
Inflatable articles for sealing enclosed chambers to allow cutting
Inflatable articles for sealing enclosed chambers to allow welding
Inflatable articles for sealing pipes to allow cutting
Inflatable articles for sealing pipes to allow welding
Injection mould for auto motor parts
Injection moulding plastics
Inorganic fibre fabrics for insulation
Insulated flexible hoses of non-metallic materials
Insulating acrylic resins
Insulating adhesives
Insulating apparatus for heat insulation
Insulating bands
Insulating blankets for hot water heaters
Insulating boards
Insulating coatings
Insulating coatings made of fused silica and ceramic fibres
Insulating fabrics
Insulating felt
Insulating fillers
Insulating foils
Insulating gloves
Insulating jackets for water tanks
Insulating lacquers
Insulating mastics
Insulating materials
Insulating materials for building
Insulating materials for building facings
Insulating materials for building fronts
Insulating materials for cables
Insulating materials for civil engineering
Insulating materials for electrical purposes
Insulating materials for insulation against heat
Insulating materials for insulation against light
Insulating materials for insulation against sound
Insulating materials for roofs
Insulating materials for use in civil engineering
Insulating materials for use in cladding
Insulating materials for use in habitable dwellings
Insulating materials for use in manufacture
Insulating materials for use in sealing garden terraces
Insulating materials for use in sealing roof gardens
Insulating materials in the form of blocks
Insulating materials in the form of boards
Insulating materials in the form of bushings
Insulating materials in the form of paddings
Insulating materials in the form of panels
Insulating materials in the form of plates
Insulating materials in the form of rods
Insulating materials in the form of sheathing
Insulating materials in the form of sheets
Insulating materials in the form of sleeves
Insulating materials in the form of strips
Insulating materials in the form of tiles
Insulating materials in the form of tubes
Insulating materials made from reprocessed plastics
Insulating materials made of balsa wood
Insulating materials made of cork
Insulating materials made of plastics
Insulating materials of glass in plate form
Insulating materials of glass in sheet form
Insulating materials of glass in strip form
Insulating materials of glass in the form of ribbons
Insulating materials of laminated materials
Insulating materials of metal films
Insulating materials of mica in plate form
Insulating materials of mica in sheet form
Insulating materials of mica in strip form
Insulating materials of mica in the form of ribbons
Insulating materials of paper
Insulating materials of plastics
Insulating materials of sprayed asbestos
Insulating materials produced from plastics
Insulating mats
Insulating matting
Insulating oil for transformers
Insulating oils
Insulating paints
Insulating paints for facades
Insulating paints for roofs
Insulating paints for walls
Insulating panels
Insulating paper
Insulating plaster
Insulating plates
Insulating plates of mica
Insulating polymeric materials for acoustic insulation
Insulating polymeric materials for electric insulation
Insulating polymeric materials for thermic insulation
Insulating refractory materials
Insulating sheets
Insulating sleeves for power lines
Insulating sleeves for water heaters
Insulating substances
Insulating tapes
Insulating tapes
Insulating tiles
Insulating varnish
Insulating varnishes based on plastics materials
Insulating varnishes for applying to electronic components
Insulating wrap for the electrical shielding of cables
Insulating wrap for the electrical shielding of wires
Insulation articles for use on ends of electric cables
Insulation articles for use on joints of electric cables
Insulation articles for use on splices of electric cables
Insulation articles for use on terminations of electric cables
Insulation board made from mineral wool
Insulation for electric conductors
Insulation for magnet wire
Insulation for pipes
Insulation jackets for industrial pipes
Insulation material for roofing
Insulation material for use in the aircraft industry
Insulation material for use in the ship building industry
Insulation materials for floor heating
Insulation materials for pipes
Insulation materials in the form of boards
Insulation materials in the form of mats
Insulation materials in the form of moulded articles
Insulation materials in the form of sheets
Insulation materials of plastics
Insulation sheets
Insulations of synthetic material for the thermic protection of pipes
Insulations with sealing functions for heat protection
Insulations with sealing functions for noise protection
Insulators
Insulators for cables
Insulators for electric cables
Insulators for electric mains
Insulators for electrical cables
Insulators for electrical use
Insulators for electrified fences
Insulators for electronic use
Insulators for power lines
Insulators for railway tracks
Insulators for use in conveying electricity
Insulators for use in the protection of buildings
Insulators made of fibre cement
Isobutylene-isoprene rubber
Jackets [insulating] for pipes
Jackets [insulating] for tanks
Jackets for insulating hot water tanks in central heating installations
Joint filling compounds
Joint packings
Joint packings for pipes
Joint sealants
Joint sealing compounds
Jointing [sealing] preparations
Jointing for hydraulic apparatus
Jointing for pneumatic apparatus
Jointing strips
Junctions for pipes, not of metal
Junctions, not of metal, for flexible pipes
Junctions, not of metal, for pipes
Lagging [insulating] materials
Laminated plastic films for use on windows
Laminated plastic materials for use in manufacture
Laminated plastic sheets for use in manufacture
Laminated plastic surface protection materials
Laminated textile insulating fabrics
Laminated textile insulating materials
Laminates containing polyamide foams for acoustic insulation
Laminates containing polyamide foams for thermal insulation
Laminates containing polyamide foams for use as fire retardants
Lamination moulding plastics
Latex [rubber]
Latex for industrial use
Latex rubber for use in manufacture
Lightweight mineral wool slabs for acoustic insulation purposes
Lightweight mineral wool slabs for fire insulation purposes
Lightweight mineral wool slabs for thermal insulation purposes
Linear thermoplastic polyester [semi-worked] for use as hot melts
Liquid rubber
Low friction plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture
Low temperature vulcanisable rubber compounds
Lute
Manhole packings
Manhole stoppings
Masking films
Masking materials for use in graphic arts in blocking radiation
Masking materials for use in printing in blocking radiation
Masking papers [adhesive], other than for stationery, household or medical use
Masking strips [adhesive], other than for stationery, household or medical use
Masking tape for industrial purposes
Masking tape for industrial use
Mastic compositions for sealing and jointing
Mastic for sealing joints
Material for thermal shielding
Materials [preparations] for sealing
Materials for acoustic insulation
Materials for caulking
Materials for closing hermetically
Materials for draught proofing
Materials for heat protection
Materials for insulation
Materials for insulation made of glass fibre
Materials for jointing [filling]
Materials for jointing [packings]
Materials for packing
Materials for sound proofing
Materials for stopping
Materials for the construction of microwave anechoic chambers
Materials for thermal insulation
Materials for use in filtration [semi-processed films of plastic]
Materials for use in filtration [semi-processed foams of plastic]
Materials for wall insulation systems
Membranes made of plastic [semi-finished]
Metal foil for insulation
Mica [raw or partly processed]
Mica electrical insulators
Mica, raw or partly processed
Microporous plastic material sold in roll form
Microporous plastic material sold in sheet form
Microporous plastics [semi-processed]
Microporous synthetic sheets for the manufacture of protective clothing
Microporous synthetic sheets for use in manufacture
Microporous synthetic strips for the manufacture of protective clothing
Mineral fibres for insulating purposes
Mineral wool [insulator]
Mineral wool for insulating purposes
Mineral wool for use in the manufacture of filter media
Mixtures of plastics with fillers for use as intermediates
Mixtures of plastics with inorganic materials for use as intermediates
Mixtures of resins with fillers for use as intermediates
Mixtures of resins with inorganic materials for use as intermediates
Mixtures of resins with organic materials for use as intermediates
Motor slot liners [insulators]
Mouldable synthetic resins [semi-finished]
Moulded articles of rubber for use in casting moulded articles
Moulded articles of synthetic rubber for casting moulded articles
Moulded foam for packing
Moulded plastics having a surface of hooks or loops for making into fasteners
Mouldings of plastics for packing
Moulds of rubber for use in the production of decorative paving stones
Moulds of rubber for use in the production of path edgings
Moulds of rubber for use in the production of paving stones
Mountings made of plastics for exhausts
Mountings made of plastics for transmission assemblies
Mountings made of rubber for exhausts
Mountings made of rubber for transmission assemblies
Mulch mats made of plastic sheet materials for use in suppressing weeds
Mulches of plastic sheet for use in suppressing weeds horticultural environments
Multi-layered stretched web of thermo-plastic materials
Natural oils [insulating]
Natural resin [semi-processed]
Natural resins for mixing with chemical compounds for patching holes
Natural rubber
Nitrile rubber
Non-conducting materials for retaining heat
Non-metallic adjustable hoses
Non-metallic connecting apparatus for pipes
Non-metallic connecting apparatus for tubes
Non-metallic connectors for hoses
Non-metallic connectors for pipes
Non-metallic connectors for tubes
Non-metallic coupling sleeves for pipes
Non-metallic coupling sleeves for tubes
Non-metallic couplings for flexible pipes
Non-metallic couplings for hoses
Non-metallic couplings for pipes
Non-metallic couplings for tubes
Non-metallic couplings for use with high pressure hoses
Non-metallic elbow joints for flexible pipes
Non-metallic encapsulated seals
Non-metallic fittings for pipes
Non-metallic flexible corrugated hoses
Non-metallic flexible corrugated pipes
Non-metallic flexible corrugated tubes
Non-metallic flexible hose
Non-metallic flexible hose made of polyvinylchloride
Non-metallic flexible hose pipes
Non-metallic flexible hose pipes made of plastics materials
Non-metallic flexible hose pipes made of rubber materials
Non-metallic flexible hoses
Non-metallic flexible hoses made of rubber
Non-metallic flexible hoses made of synthetic rubber
Non-metallic flexible hoses of rubber reinforced with cords
Non-metallic flexible hoses of rubber reinforced with textile materials
Non-metallic flexible hoses of rubber reinforced with wires
Non-metallic flexible hoses of textile
Non-metallic flexible hoses of textile-reinforced synthetic rubber
Non-metallic flexible pipes
Non-metallic flexible pipes for use with pressurised fluids
Non-metallic hose connectors
Non-metallic hose couplings
Non-metallic hose fittings
Non-metallic hoses for use with watercraft
Non-metallic hoses for use with vehicle radiators
Non-metallic hoses for washing machines
Non-metallic insulated pipe jacket muff
Non-metallic insulated pipe jackets
Non-metallic insulated pipes
Non-metallic joint connectors for pipes
Non-metallic joint covers
Non-metallic joints for pipes
Non-metallic joints for tubes
Non-metallic junctions for flexible pipes
Non-metallic materials for filling joints
Non-metallic materials for repairing [sealing] radiators
Non-metallic materials for sealing joints
Non-metallic microporous hose for use in agriculture
Non-metallic microporous hose for use in horticulture
Non-metallic microporous tubes
Non-metallic microporous tubes for use in agriculture
Non-metallic microporous tubes for use in arboriculture
Non-metallic microporous tubes for use in horticulture
Non-metallic pipe connections
Non-metallic pipe couplings
Non-metallic pipe extensions
Non-metallic pipe fittings [junctions]
Non-metallic pipe linings
Non-metallic pipe linings for sealing pipes
Non-metallic pipe sleeves
Non-metallic pipe spacers
Non-metallic pipe unions
Non-metallic piston seals
Non-metallic pressure hoses
Non-metallic quilted jackets for insulating hot water tanks
Non-metallic radial shaft sealing rings
Non-metallic radiator hoses
Non-metallic reflective sheeting for obviating heat transmission
Non-metallic sealing assemblies
Non-metallic sealing compounds for joints
Non-metallic sealing gaskets, other than for ships
Non-metallic sealing membranes
Non-metallic sealing profiles
Non-metallic sealing rings
Non-metallic sealing rings for hose fittings
Non-metallic sealing rings for pipe fittings
Non-metallic sealing strips
Non-metallic seals [not stamps]
Non-metallic seals for automotive applications
Non-metallic seals for cables
Non-metallic seals for conduits
Non-metallic seals for floating roof storage tanks
Non-metallic seals for fluid piston accumulators
Non-metallic seals for gas pipes
Non-metallic seals for grease
Non-metallic seals for joints
Non-metallic seals for manhole assemblies
Non-metallic seals for oil
Non-metallic seals for pipes
Non-metallic seals for pneumatic suspensions
Non-metallic seals for pressure cookers
Non-metallic seals for preventing leakage of fluids
Non-metallic seals for preventing leakage of gases
Non-metallic seals for shock absorbers
Non-metallic seals for the reduction of friction in metals
Non-metallic seals for use in enameled pressure vessels
Non-metallic seals for use in glass lined pressure vessels
Non-metallic seed hoses
Non-metallic semi-rigid pipes for use with pressurised fluids
Non-metallic sprinkling pipes
Non-metallic stabilizer sleeves for drill pipes
Non-metallic structures for noise abatement [insulation]
Non-metallic structures for noise abatement [soundproofing]
Non-metallic structures for noise absorption [insulation]
Non-metallic structures for noise absorption [soundproofing]
Non-metallic tube fittings
Non-metallic tube joints
Non-metallic tube junctions
Non-metallic tubes for irrigation
Non-metallic tubes for watering
Non-metallic underground hose
Non-metallic underground tubing
Non-metallic V-shaped seals
Non-metallic weather seals
Non-metallic weather seals for doors
Non-metallic weather seals for windows
Non-metallic weather strips
Non-metallic weather strips for doors
Non-metallic weather strips for windows
Non-metallic window seals
Non-metallic wiper seals
Non-photosensitive plastics film
Non-photosensitive plastics sheet materials
Non-textile plastic films, other than for wrapping or packaging
Non-textile plastic sheets, other than for wrapping or packaging
Non-woven fabrics made of asbestos
Non-woven fabrics of asbestos fibres
Nylon tubes
Oil seals
Oil seals for vehicles
Oil-tight synthetic resin coatings for the surface sealing
O-rings
O-shape rings
Packaging [cushioning and stuffing] of plastics
Packaging [cushioning and stuffing] of rubber
Packaging boxes in collapsible form of vulcanised fibre
Packaging boxes in flat form of vulcanised fibre
Packaging boxes in made-up form of vulcanised fibre
Packaging materials of rubber
Packaging [cushioning and stuffing] materials of asbestos
Packaging [cushioning and stuffing] of plastics
Packaging [cushioning and stuffing] of plastics materials
Packaging [cushioning and stuffing] of rubber materials
Packaging [cushioning, stuffing] materials of rubber or plastics
Packaging containers of rubber
Packing products in the nature of bags [envelopes] of rubber
Packing rings
Packing, stopping and insulating materials
Padding materials of rubber or plastic
Padding materials of rubber or plastic for beds
Padding materials of rubber or plastic for pillows
Padding materials of rubber or plastic for sleeping bags
Padding materials of rubber or plastic for use in restraining loads
Padding materials of rubber or plastic for use in supporting loads
Padding materials of rubber or plastic for use in the manufacture of furniture
Padding materials of rubber or plastics
Pads of frictional brake materials
Pads of frictional brake materials for brake linings
Pads of frictional materials
Pads of plastics film, other than for packing
Pads of plastics film, other than for wrapping
Paints for insulation
Paints for sealing [insulating]
Panels made of vinyl [semi-worked]
Panels made of vinyl for use in manufacture
Panels of plastics [semi-worked]
Panels of plastics for use in manufacture
Paper adhesive tape, other than for household, medical or stationery purposes
Paper for electrical capacitors
Paper for insulating purposes
Paper impregnated with oil for insulating
Partly processed brake lining materials
Partly processed brake lining materials for engines
Partly processed brake lining materials for land vehicles
Partly processed brake lining materials for machines
Partly processed brake lining materials for vehicles
Paste synthetic resins [semi-finished products]
Peelable plastic laminates for use in manufacture
Pellets of recycled rubber
Photographic splicing tape
Photo-luminescent paints [insulating]
Pipe end protectors made of plastics materials
Pipe end protectors made of rubber materials
Pipe flanges made from synthetic materials
Pipe flanges of plastic
Pipe gaskets
Pipe jackets, not of metal
Pipe joint sealant
Pipe joint tape
Pipe jointing compounds
Pipe jointing compounds for preventing leakage
Pipe jointing compounds for preventing rusting
Pipe jointing compounds for sealing cracks
Pipe jointing compounds for sealing pipe threads
Pipe muffins, not of metal
Pipe sealing compositions
Pipe support sleeves [rubber]
Pipe thread tapes for sealing
Pipe wrappings for insulation purposes
Pipe wrappings of rubber for protective purposes
Pipes made of plastic for motor vehicles
Pipes made of rubber for motor vehicles
Pipes made of synthetic flexible material
Piston seals of elastomeric material
Piston seals of plastics
Plasterboard jointing compounds
Plastic cables for strengthening optical fibre cables
Plastic cling film, other than for wrapping purposes
Plastic coatings for reducing friction in engineering components
Plastic elbow bends for pipes
Plastic fibers [fibres], not for textile use
Plastic fibers, not for use in textiles
Plastic fibres, not for use in textiles
Plastic film for application to glass [safety film]
Plastic film for insulating purposes
Plastic film for packing, cushioning or stuffing purposes [other than for wrapping]
Plastic film for use as a tanning bed liner
Plastic film for use in laminating paper
Plastic film for window tinting
Plastic film laminates having a surface covered by ceramic
Plastic film, other than for wrapping
Plastic films for agricultural purposes
Plastic films for electrical insulation
Plastic films for electronic insulation
Plastic films for use in laminating processes
Plastic films having a surface covered by an oxide material, other than for wrapping
Plastic foam materials for use in manufacture
Plastic foil, other than for packaging
Plastic foil, other than for wrapping
Plastic foils for use in manufacture
Plastic for use in manufacture
Plastic impregnated fabrics for the manufacture of gaskets
Plastic in block form for use in manufactures
Plastic in film form, other than for wrapping
Plastic in rod form for use in manufactures
Plastic in sheet form for use in electronic apparatus
Plastic in sheet form for use in electronic components
Plastic in sheet form for use in manufactures
Plastic in sheet form, other than for wrapping
Plastic in tube form for use in manufacture
Plastic laminate sheets for use in manufacture
Plastic laminates for use in manufacture
Plastic material for insulating
Plastic material in extruded form for use in production
Plastic materials for use in manufacture
Plastic materials in extruded form for use in manufacture
Plastic materials in the form of chips for use as cushioning materials in packaging
Plastic materials in the form of chips for use as packing
Plastic materials in the form of mouldings for use as cushioning materials in packaging
Plastic materials in the form of mouldings for use as packing
Plastic materials in the form of sheets for use in manufacture
Plastic oil fences
Plastic pipe slides to accommodate pipe expansion
Plastic profiles in extruded form for use in manufacture
Plastic profiles in extruded form for use in the manufacture of doors
Plastic profiles in extruded form for use in the manufacture of windows
Plastic rods and bars
Plastic sealing strips
Plastic seals
Plastic sections for use in manufacture
Plastic sheet for agricultural purposes
Plastic sheet for use in supporting bags
Plastic sheet for use in supporting sacks
Plastic sheet laminates for use in the manufacture of lampshades
Plastic sheet materials for insulating
Plastic sheet materials for stopping
Plastic sheet materials for use in the manufacture of lampshades
Plastic sheet mulch
Plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes
Plastic sheeting for preventing weed growth
Plastic sheeting for use in forestry
Plastic sheeting for use in horticulture
Plastic sheeting for use in manufacture
Plastic sheets for insulating pipes
Plastic sheets for use in the manufacture of signs
Plastic spacers for use with optical cables
Plastic strands for strengthening optical fibre cables
Plastic strips for use in manufacture of re-sealable bags
Plastic strips for use in manufacture of re-sealable pouches
Plastic strips for use in manufacture of re-sealable wallets
Plastic substances, semi-processed
Plastic underfloor insulation
Plastic waterproofing film, other than for packaging
Plastic waterproofing film, other than for wrapping
Plastics and resins in extruded form for use in manufacture
Plastics articles for use in the manufacture of packagings
Plastics compound materials for packing [cushioning]
Plastics containing carbon fibres for use in manufacture
Plastics coverings for insulating the legs of offshore structures
Plastics fibres for use in the manufacture of gaskets
Plastics fibres for use in the manufacture of packings
Plastics fibres for use in the manufacture of seals
Plastics fibres, other than for textile use
Plastics film for insulating purposes
Plastics film in strip form for use in decorating
Plastics films for industrial use
Plastics films for use in laminates
Plastics films for use in preserving seeds, other than wrapping or packaging
Plastics films for use in protecting seeds from attack by pests
Plastics films for use in protecting seeds from frost
Plastics foam materials [semi-finished product]
Plastics foils for use in manufacture
Plastics for packaging, other than wrapping
Plastics for packing
Plastics for use in making bottles
Plastics for use in manufacture
Plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture
Plastics in extruded form for use in manufacturing casings
Plastics in extruded form for use in manufacturing meter boxes
Plastics in extruded form for use in packing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plastics in extruded form for use in packing [cushioning]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics in extruded form used in production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics in semi-finished form in various shapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics in sheet form for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics in sheet form, not for use in textiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics in sheet having apertures therein, other than for wrapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics in sheet having perforations therein, other than for wrapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics in the form of semi-manufactured articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics incorporating a holographic image for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics insulating materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material [semi-finished] in the form of laminates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material [semi-finished] in the form of rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material [semi-finished] in the form of sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material [semi-finished] in the form of sleeve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material [semi-finished] in the form of strips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material [semi-finished] in the form of tubes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material for use a substrata in floor covering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material for use a substrata in moquettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material for use a support in floor covering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material for use a support in moquettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material in the form of laminates for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material in the form of rolls for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material in the form of sheets for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material in the form of sleeve for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material in the form of strips for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics material in the form of tubes for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials for insulating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials for insulation purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials for packing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials for stopping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials for use as sealant supports in building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials for use as sealant supports in construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in sheet form for cable sheathing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of blocks [semi-finished products]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of blocks for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of boards [semi-finished products]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of boards for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of foils [semi-finished products]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of foils for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of laminates [semi-finished]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of laminates for manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of panels [semi-finished products]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of panels for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of plates [semi-finished products]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of plates for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of rods [semi-finished products]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of rods for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of sections [semi-finished products]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of sections for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of semi-finished sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of semi-finished shaped sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of shaped sections for manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of sheets [semi-finished products]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics materials in the form of sheets for use in manufacture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Plastics materials in the form of strips [semi-finished products]
Plastics materials in the form of strips for use in manufacture
Plastics materials in the form of tapes [semi-finished products]
Plastics materials in the form of tapes for use in manufacture
Plastics mulches for use in agriculture
Plastics mulches for use in horticulture
Plastics packing [stuffing] materials
Plastics products in the form of profiles [semi-finished]
Plastics products in the form of seals [semi-finished products]
Plastics sheeting, other than for wrapping or packaging
Plastics sheets for use in transfer printing
Plastics sheets, other than for wrapping or packaging
Plastics strips for use in the manufacture of re-sealable bags
Plastics strips for use in the manufacture of re-sealable pouches
Plastics strips for use in the manufacture of re-sealable wallets
Plastics stuffing materials
Plastics tape, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes
Plastics tubes for use in manufacture
Plastics tubing for use in manufacture
Plates of cellulose acetate for use in manufacture
Plates of insulating material for use in manufacture
Plates of non-metallic materials for acoustic insulation
Plugs for sealing boreholes [inflatable and of solid plastic or rubber]
Plugs of plastics for use in manufacture
Plugs of rubber for use in manufacture
Polyamide foams
Polyester films, other than for wrapping or packaging
Polyester fleece for acoustic insulation
Polyester fleece for thermal insulation
Polyester sheets, other than for wrapping or packaging
Polyester tape, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes
Polyethylene resin [semi-finished]
Polyethylene sheeting for laying over the frames of agricultural structures
Polyethylene sheeting for laying over the frames of horticultural structures
Polyethylene sheeting for use in cloches
Polyethylene sheets for laying on the ground to suppress weeds
Polyethylene synthetic resin [semi-processed] for foam mouldings
Polymer fibres, other than for textile use
Polymer film used for manufacturing electronic circuits
Polymer films for use in manufacture
Polymer resin fibres, other than for use in textiles
Polymeric membranes
Polymeric porous membranes in hollow fibre form
Polymeric porous membranes in sheet form
Polymerised cast nylon plastics materials impregnated with oil
Polypropylene films, other than for wrapping or packaging
Polypropylene foil other than for packing
Polystyrene [semi-finished]
Polystyrene foils
Polystyrene panels for insulating purposes
Polysulfide rubber
Polythene films, other than for wrapping or packaging
Polythene for covering plants
Polythene for covering seeds
Polythene sheeting for insulation
Polyurethane caulking compounds
Polyurethane film for use as a moisture barrier
Polyurethane film for use as building insulation
Polyurethane foam [semi-finished]
Polyurethane foam combined with textile fabrics [semi-finished products]
Polyurethane foam for insulating purposes
Polyurethane foam for use in the manufacture of surfboards
Polyurethane foam in blocks
Polyurethane foam in blocks for insulating
Polyurethane foam in blocks for use in flower arranging
Polyurethane foam in sections for use in manufacture
Polyurethane foam in strips for use in manufacture
Polyurethane foam sheeting for use as building insulation
Polyurethane sealants
Polyvinyl chloride compounds [semi-processed]
Polyvinyl chloride film, other than for wrapping or packaging
Polyvinyl chloride resins [semi-processed]
Porous irrigation hoses
Pouches of rubber for packaging
Pre-formed hose
Pre-formed insulation components
Pre-formed sections of expanded plastics for supporting articles in storage
Pre-formed sections of expanded plastics for supporting articles in transit
Pre-formed sections of plastics for supporting articles in storage
Pre-formed sections of plastics for supporting articles in transit
Pre-formed strips for sealing the edges of baths
Pre-formed strips for sealing the edges of sinks
Pre-impregnated fibre reinforced resinous materials for moulding
Pre-insulated bonded flexible non-metallic hoses
Pre-insulated bonded flexible non-metallic hoses for use in vehicle engines
Printable plastic sheets
Processed acrylic latexes
Profiled strips of plastic for use in manufacture
Profiled strips of rubber for use in manufacture
Profiles made of elastic material [semi-finished]
Profiles made of elastic material for use in manufacture
Profiles of plastic for use in manufacture
Profiles of rubber for use in manufacture
Protective acrylic coatings in the form of paints for insulating purposes
Protective acrylic spray coatings for insulating purposes
Protective films of plastic, other than for wrapping or packaging
Protective foils of laminated plastics, other than for wrapping or packaging
Protective foils of plastics, other than for wrapping or packaging
Protective packaging of rubber
Quilted blankets for insulating
Quilted textile articles for insulation
Quilted wadding articles for insulation
Radiator and cooling system sealant compounds
Rail pads [insulators]
Random packings of asbestos
Random packings of plastics
Random packings of rubber
Range spacers for high tension insulators
Range spacers for overhead line insulators
Raw fibres of carbon being materials for use in manufacture
Raw fibres of carbon, other than for textile use
Raw fibres of plastics being materials for use in manufacture
Raw fibres of plastics, other than for textile use
Raw rubber
Reclaimed rubber
Recycled compound plastics
Recycled compound plastics for use in manufacture
Recycled plastic materials for use in manufacture
Recycled plastics
Recycled rubber
Recycled rubber mixed with plastic material
Regenerated cellulose for use in manufacture
Regenerated fiber thread not for textile use
Reinforced fabrics [asbestos]
Reinforced plastic profiles for use in manufacture
Reinforced plastics containing mica [semi-finished]
Reinforced plastics for use in manufacture
Reinforced plastics in sheet form for use in manufacture
Reinforced plastics in tape form for use in manufacture
Reinforced thermoplastic resins containing fibres
Reinforcing fibres, not of metal, for pipes
Reinforcing materials, not of metal, for pipes
Re-processed plastics for use in manufacture
Re-processed plastics in the form of rods for use in manufacture
Resin impregnated carbon fibre fabrics
Resin impregnated fabrics for the fabrication of components
Resin impregnated non-woven materials for fabricating of aerospace parts
Resin impregnated non-woven materials for fabricating of marine components
Resin impregnated plastic fabrics for use in manufacture
Resin impregnated tapes for fabricating parts for aerospace applications
Resin impregnated tapes for fabrication aerospace components
Resins for application to floors
Resins for application to walls
Resins for floor screeding
Resins for use in cable splicing
Resins for use in controlling the flow properties of fluids
Resins for use in controlling the viscosity of fluids
Resins for use in forming a dust proof skin on flooring
Resins for use in forming a dust proof skin on walls
Resins for use in forming a hardened skin on flooring
Resins for use in forming a hardened skin on walls
Resins for use in moulding
Resins for use in photography
Resins for use in reprography
Resins in liquid form [semi-processed]
Rigid foam materials being semi-manufactured products
Rigid foam materials for use as insulation materials
Rigid foam materials for use in insulation
Rigid foam materials for use in manufacture
Rigid polystyrene chloride foamed sheets [semi-finished products]
Rigid polyvinyl chloride foamed sheets for use in manufacture
Rings of rubber
Rings of rubber for use as pipe connection seals
Rings of synthetic rubber
Rock fibres in the form of matting for insulation
Rock wool [insulating materials]
Rod seals
Rods of plastics for use in manufacture
Roll coverings of rubber
Rolls of plastic film for the manufacture of resealable packaging
Room temperature vulcanisable rubber compounds
Rubber
Rubber bags for merchandise packaging [envelopes or pouches]
Rubber bars and rods
Rubber bumpers for loading docks
Rubber cords
Rubber cords and laces
Rubber covers for switches
Rubber for electrical insulation
Rubber for heat insulation
Rubber for sound insulation
Rubber for use in manufacture
Rubber gaiters for protecting parts of machines
Rubber hose
Rubber hose for the splicing of cables
Rubber hose for the termination of cables
Rubber hoses
Rubber in extruded form for use in manufacture
Rubber in the form of sheeting for use in manufacture
Rubber liners or linings for protecting parts of machines
Rubber material for recapping tires
Rubber material for recapping tires [tyres]
Rubber material for recapping tyres
Rubber packaging
Rubber packing [padding]
Rubber powder
Rubber sealants for joints
Rubber sealing materials
Rubber seals for jars
Rubber sheathing for gas lines for protection against corrosion
Rubber sheathing for oil flow lines to protect against corrosion
Rubber sheets
Rubber sheets for insulating
Rubber sheets for packing
Rubber sheets for sealing
Rubber sheets for stopping
Rubber sheets for the manufacture of shoe soles
Rubber sleeves for protecting parts of machines
Rubber solutions
Rubber spacer brackets
Rubber spacers for use with optical cables
Rubber splice connectors for non-electric cables
Rubber stoppers
Rubber stoppers for bottles
Rubber stoppers for industrial packaging containers
Rubber stops
Rubber tape for insulating
Rubber thread not for textile use
Rubber tubes
Rubber, raw or semi-worked
Safety curtains of asbestos
Safety curtains of plastics
Safety curtains of rubber
Screw thread jointing compounds
Screw thread sealing compounds
Sealant compounds for joints
Sealant materials incorporating polyester resins
Sealants for expansion joint covers
Sealants for joints
Sealants for joints for building purposes
Sealants for repairing leaks in water cooling systems
Sealants for sealing joints
Sealants for seams in vehicle bodywork
Sealing agents for use in the building industry
Sealing agents for use in the construction industry
Sealing compounds [mastics]
Sealing compounds for stopping leakage from oil tanks, other than chemicals
Sealing compounds for stopping leakage from water tanks
Sealing compounds having a basis of one or two component plastics
Sealing devices of metal for pipes
Sealing elements consisting of a combination of plastic and rubber
Sealing elements consisting of plastic
Sealing elements consisting of rubber
Sealing gaskets of metal
Sealing materials in film form
Sealing materials made of plastics materials
Sealing putty
Sealing rings of metal for pipes
Sealing strips made of a combination of rubber and plastics
Sealing strips made of plastics
Sealing strips made of rubber
Sealing strips made of synthetic rubber
Sealing tape for use with insulated glass
Sealing tape of plastics, other than for household or stationery use
Sealing tape of rubber, other than for household or stationery use
Sealing tape, other than for household or stationery use
Seals
Seals [packings] made of metal for pipes
Seals [packings] made of non-metallic materials
Seals for pipe connections
Seals of metal for pipes
Seals of metal for preventing leakage of fluids
Seals of metal for preventing leakage of gases
Seals of plastic material
Seam processed plastics materials
Sections of plastics for use in manufacture
Sections of reinforced plastics for use in manufacture
Self lubricating cast nylon for use in manufacture
Self-adhesive clear film for use with colour transfer machines, other than for stationery or household use
Self-adhesive coloured plastic foils, other than for stationery or household use
Self-adhesive films, other than for stationery or household use
Self-adhesive packaging tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes
Self-adhesive plastic sheets for use in manufacturing
Self-adhesive plastic sheets for use in the manufacture of labels
Self-adhesive plastic sheets, other than for stationery or household use
Self-adhesive seals, other than for stationery or household use
Self-adhesive tapes for packings
Self-adhesive tapes, other than for stationery, household or medical purposes
Self-adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes
Self-adhesive transparent protecting film, other than for household or stationery use
Semi-finished goods made of plastics materials
Semi-finished plastic for the manufacture of finished products
Semi-finished plastic in the form of cuttings
Semi-finished plastic in the form of extrusions
Semi-finished plastic in the form of machinings
Semi-finished plastic in the form of mouldings
Semi-finished plastic in the form of profiles
Semi-finished plastic in the form of strips
Semi-finished plastics articles
Semi-finished plastics for use as internal covering for vehicles
Semi-finished plastics for use in manufacture
Semi-finished plastics material in the form of films
Semi-finished plastics material in the form of sectional bars
Semi-finished plastics material in the form of sectional profiles
Semi-finished plastics material in the form of sectional rods
Semi-finished plastics material in the form of sheets
Semi-finished plastics materials
Semi-finished plastics products
Semi-finished polyamide resins for use in manufacture
Semi-finished polyamide resins in the form of foils
Semi-finished polyamide resins in the form of sheets
Semi-finished products in sheet form made of synthetic resins
Semi-finished products of plastics
Semi-finished products of resin
Semi-finished products of synthetic resins
Semi-finished resins [artificial]
Semi-finished rubber for the manufacture of finished products
Semi-finished rubber in the form of cuttings
Semi-finished rubber in the form of extrusions
Semi-finished rubber in the form of machinings
Semi-finished rubber in the form of mouldings
Semi-finished rubber in the form of profiles
Semi-finished rubber in the form of strips
Semi-manufactured articles of plastics in the form of profiles
Semi-manufactured articles of plastics materials
Semi-manufactured goods of artificial resin for use in electronic apparatus
Semi-manufactured goods of plastics for use in electronic apparatus
Semi-manufactured materials of plastics in the form of blocks
Semi-manufactured materials of plastics in the form of films
Semi-manufactured materials of plastics in the form of profiles
Semi-manufactured materials of plastics in the form of rods
Semi-manufactured materials of plastics in the form of sections
Semi-manufactured materials of plastics in the form of strips
Semi-manufactured plastics
Semi-manufactured thermoplastic elastomers
Semi-manufactured thermoplastic elastomers in the form of blocks
Semi-manufactured thermoplastic elastomers in the form of plates
Semi-manufactured thermoplastic elastomers in the form of profiles
Semi-manufactured thermoplastic elastomers in the form of sheets
Semi-manufactured thermoplastic elastomers in the form of strips
Semi-manufactured thermoplastics
Semi-processed acrylic latexes
Semi-processed acrylic resins
Semi-processed articles of foam plastics
Semi-processed brake linings
Semi-processed natural resins
Semi-processed plastic materials in bar form
Semi-processed plastic materials in plate form
Semi-processed plastic materials in sheet form
Semi-processed plastic products
Semi-processed plastic substances
Semi-processed plastics
Semi-processed plastics for use in manufacture
Semi-processed plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture
Semi-processed plastics in the form of bands
Semi-processed plastics in the form of bars
Semi-processed plastics in the form of film
Semi-processed plastics in the form of plates
Semi-processed resins
Semi-processed synthetic polymer resins
Semi-processed synthetic resins
Semi-worked ABS filaments for use in 3D printing
Semi-worked goods made from plastics
Semi-worked panels of plastics materials
Semi-worked PLA filaments for use in 3D printing
Semi-worked plastic products
Semi-worked plastic sheeting
Semi-worked plastics
Semi-worked plastics articles
Semi-worked plastics in the form of blocks
Semi-worked plastics in the form of fibres
Semi-worked plastics in the form of profiles
Semi-worked plastics in the form of sections
Semi-worked plastics in the form of sheets
Semi-worked plastics materials
Semi-worked polymer resins
Semi-worked polymer resins in the form of bales
Semi-worked polymer resins in the form of bands
Semi-worked polymer resins in the form of fibres
Semi-worked polymer resins in the form of plates
Shaft seals of non-metallic materials
Shaped profiles of plastic for use in the construction of doors
Shaped profiles of plastic for use in the construction of windows
Shaped sections of plastic for packing purposes
Shaped sections of plastics for the manufacture of doors
Shaped sections of plastics for the manufacture of window frames
Shaped sections of plastics for the production of door casings
Shaped sections of plastics for the production of door frames
Shaped sections of plastics for the production of doors
Shaped sections of plastics for the production of window frames
Shaped sections of rubber for packing purposes
Shaped sheets of plastic for use in the construction of doors
Shaped sheets of plastic for use in the construction of windows
Shaped sheets of plastic for use in the manufacture of doors
Shaped sheets of plastic for use in the manufacture of windows
Shaped strips of foam rubber for use as draught seals in doors
Shaped strips of foam rubber for use as draught seals in windows
Shaped strips of plastic for use as draught seals in doors
Shaped strips of plastic for use as draught seals in windows
Shaped strips of plastic for use in the construction of doors
Shaped strips of plastic for use in the construction of windows
Shaped strips of plastic for use in the manufacture of doors
Shaped strips of plastic for use in the manufacture of windows
Shaped strips of rubber for use as draught seals in doors
Shaped strips of rubber for use as draught seals in windows
Shaped strips of rubber for use as seals in the manufacture of doors
Shaped strips of rubber for use as seals in the manufacture of windows
Sheet filter material of polymeric materials [semi-processed plastic]
Sheet filter sections of polymeric materials [semi-processed plastic]
Sheet plastics, other than for wrapping or packaging
Sheet polymeric material [plastic], other than for wrapping or packaging
Sheets made of low friction plastics material for use in manufacture
Sheets made of plastics, other than for wrapping or packaging
Sheets made of rubber
Sheets of plastic for the manufacture of engineering parts
Sheets of printable coated polyethylene
Sheets of printable polypropylene
Sheets of regenerated cellulose, other than for wrapping
Shock absorbent insulation of rubber
Shock absorbent padding of rubber
Shock absorbent padding of rubber for protecting parts of machines
Shock absorbing buffers of rubber
Shock-absorbing buffers of rubber
Silicon rubber joint sealing compounds
Silicon rubber pipes
Silicone foam heat shielding
Silicone foam thermal insulation
Silicone rubber
Silicone rubber compounds
Silicone rubber sealants
Silicone sealants
Slag wool [insulator]
Slate asbestos
Sleeves for fire proofing plastic pipes
Sleeves for insulating engine transmission components
Sleeves for insulating engines
Sleeves of rubber for protecting articles from damage through impact
Sleeves of rubber for protecting parts of machines
Smoke curtains
Soldering threads of plastic
Solid surfacing materials of plastics for basins
Solid surfacing materials of plastics for bath tubs
Solid surfacing materials of plastics for countertops
Solid surfacing materials of plastics for sink bowls
Solid surfacing materials of plastics for vanity tops
Sound absorbing materials
Sound and vibration insulators and dampers [resilient mountings]
Sound insulating materials for partitions
Sound insulating materials for walls
Sound insulation materials
Sound proofing boards for use in building
Sound-absorbing ceiling coverings
Sound-absorbing plates
Sound-absorbing wall coverings
Sound-adsorbing ceiling coverings
Sound-damping ceiling coverings
Sound-damping wall coverings
Soundproofing materials
Soundproofing materials for buildings
Soundproofing materials of rock wool [not for building purposes]
Spacers of rubber for use with sandwich panels
Spigots [stoppers] of rubber
Splices of rubber for making up wire nets
Spring washers of rubber
Spun polyester fibre, other than for textile use
Stair edgings of rubber
Stair fittings of rubber
Stopping materials
Stopping materials of plastic
Stopping materials of rubber
Stops of rubber
Strips of film [metal] for insulating
Strips of film [plastic], other than for wrapping or packaging
Strips of rubber for protecting the edges of furniture
Structures of metal for noise abatement [insulation]
Structures of metal for noise abatement [soundproofing]
Structures of metal for noise absorption [insulation]
Structures of metal for noise absorption [soundproofing]
Stuffing materials of plastics
Stuffing materials of rubber
Stuffing materials of synthetic rubber
Stuffing of plastic
Stuffing of rubber
Stuffing of rubber or plastic
Stuffing rings
Styrene-butadiene rubber
Substances for insulating buildings against moisture
Substrates for electrical insulation
Substrates of plastic for use in the manufacture of printed circuits
Substrates of rubber for use in the manufacture of printed circuits
Synthetic fibres, other than for textile use
Synthetic padding [stuffing] materials of plastic
Synthetic padding [stuffing] materials of rubber
Synthetic padding to be used for filtration in filters
Synthetic plastic foam containing hollow spherical particles
Synthetic plastics in bar form
Synthetic plastics in block form
Synthetic plastics in strip form
Synthetic plastics in the form of profiles
Synthetic repair resins
Synthetic resin [semi-finished]
Synthetic resin compositions [semi-processed]
Synthetic resin compositions [semi-processed] for industrial purposes
Synthetic resin plastics [semi-processed]
Synthetic resins [semi-finished products]
Synthetic resins in rod form for use in manufacture
Synthetic resins in sheet form for use in manufacture
Synthetic rubber
Synthetic rubber for use in manufacture
Synthetic rubber in the form of bales
Synthetic rubber in the form of blocks
Synthetic rubber in the form of granules
Synthetic rubber in the form of powders
Synthetic rubber in the form of sheets
Synthetic rubber material for use in the manufacture of shoe soles
Tapes for insulating purposes
Tapes of epoxy impregnated fibreglass for insulating
Thermal insulating articles
Thermal insulating material of plastics
Thermal insulating materials
Thermal insulating materials in the form of blocks
Thermal insulating materials in the form of shaped sections
Thermal insulating materials in the form of sheets
Thermal insulating materials made of glass fibre
Thermal insulation jackets for hot water cylinders
Thermal insulation jackets for industrial plant
Thermal insulation jackets for valves
Thermal insulation material
Thermal insulation material for the construction of lofts
Thermal insulation material used in the conversion of lofts
Thermal shielding materials for use in welding
Thermally conductive insulators
Thermally insulated pipes made of plastic
Thermosetting resins [semi-finished]
Thermosetting resins [semi-processed]
Thermoplastic sheet for the manufacture of advertising material
Thermoplastic sheets for use in industrial packaging
Thermoplastic sheets for use in manufacture
Thermosetting resins [semi-processed]
Threads of plastic for soldering
Threads of plastic materials, not for textile use
Threads of rubber, not for use in textiles
Tinted plastic film for use on windows
Tinted plastic films for use on vehicle windows
Transfer membranes of cellulose
Transfer membranes of cellulose derivatives
Transfer membranes of polyamides
Transfer membranes of polyvinylidene fluoride
Translucent flexible material for insulating rooflights
Translucent flexible material for insulating windows
Translucent materials for insulating rooflights
Translucent materials for insulating windows
Translucent tri-wall sheets made of polycarbonates
Translucent twin-wall sheets made of polycarbonates
Transparent acrylic resin sheets incorporating conductive meshes
Transparent plastic foils, other than for wrapping or packaging
Transparent plastics materials [semi-finished products]
Transparent plastics materials for use in manufacture
Transparent shielding materials for shielding against radiation
Treated papers for insulating
Treated rubber powder as half manufacture
Treated rubber powder as raw material
Tubing connectors [non-metallic] for fuel lines
Under flooring sheets of plastics
Under flooring sheets of rubber
Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these materials
Unsaturated polyester resins [semi-finished]
Unsaturated synthetic polyester resins [semi-finished]
Urea resins [semi-worked]
Urea-formaldehyde resins [semi-worked]
Valve packing sets
Valves of india-rubber or vulcanized fiber [fibre]
Valves of rubber
Valves of rubber or vulcanized fiber [not including machine elements]
Valves of synthetic rubber
Valves of vulcanised fibre
Vapour permeable plastic film for use in manufacture
Vapour permeable plastic film, other than for wrapping or packaging
Varnishes for electrical insulation for application to electronic components
Vibration dampers of rubber
Vibration damping materials of rubber
Viscose sheets [semi-finished product]
Viscose sheets, other than for wrapping
Vulcanised fibre spacers for use with optical cables
Vulcanised sheet rubber materials
Vulcanite [ebonite]
Vulcanite [ebonite] molds [moulds]
Vulcanized fiber
Vulcanized fiber [fibre]
Vulcanized fibre
Washers of rubber for forming tight joints, other than for water taps
Washers of rubber for the protection of bolts
Washers of rubber for the protection of draw bolts
Washers of rubber for the protection of hooks
Washers of rubber for the protection of lag screws
Washers of rubber for the protection of screws
Washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber
Washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber [fibre]
Washers of rubber, other than for water taps
Washers of vulcanised fibre for the protection of bolts
Washers of vulcanised fibre for the protection of draw bolts
Washers of vulcanised fibre for the protection of hooks
Washers of vulcanised fibre for the protection of lag screws
Washers of vulcanised fibre for the protection of screws
Water based insulating lacquers
Water based insulating paints
Water based paints [insulating] for use in the automobile industry
Water borne paints [insulating]
Water hoses for garden use
Water hoses for household use
Water hoses for irrigation
Water hoses of plastic
Water hoses of rubber
Water hoses of textile
Watering hose
Watering hoses
Waterproof membranes for use in manufacture
Waterproof membranes made of polymers
Waterproof membranes of rubber
Waterproof membranes of vulcanised fibre
Waterproof packings
Waterproofing packings
Water-tight collars of rubber
Water-tight collars of vulcanised fibre
Water-tight revetments for the protection of foundations
Water-tight rings
Weatherstripping
Weatherstripping compositions
Webs of air-cushion plastics materials
Webs of paper-backed plastics [semi-finished products]
Weed control mats of plastic
Welding curtains of asbestos
Window stops of rubber
Woven fabrics for insulating purposes
Wrapping [lagging] of plastics for insulation
Yarns made of synthetic material, other than for textile use
Yarns of carbon fibres, other than for use in textiles
Yarns of ceramic fibres, other than for use in textiles
Yarns of plastic fibres, other than for use in textiles
Airline travel bags
Alarm equipped briefcases
Alpenstocks
Animal carriers [bags]
Animal catching poles and nooses [restraints]
Animal covers
Animal harnesses
Animal hides
Animal leashes
Animal skins
Animal skins and hides
Art portfolios [cases]
Articles of clothing for animals
Articles of clothing for horses
Articles of clothing for ponies
Articles of luggage
Articles of luggage being bags
Athletics bags
Attaché cases
Attaché cases made of imitation leather
Attaché cases made of leather
Baby carriers [slings or harnesses]
Baby carriers worn on the body
Baby carrying bags
Baby slings
Back frames for carrying children
Back packs
Backpacks
Backpacks [rucksacks]
Backpacks for carrying babies
Bag covers
Baggage
Bags
Bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather for packaging
Bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging
Bags for campers
Bags for climbers
Bags for clothes
Bags for shaving kits
Bags for sports
Bags for toiletry kits
Bags for umbrellas
Bags for use in sports for carrying sports clothing
Bags made of imitation leather
Bags made of leather
Banknote holders
Barrel bags
Beach bags
Beach umbrellas
Beach umbrellas [beach parasols]
Beachbags
Beauty cases, not fitted
Belt bags
Belt pouches
Billfolds
Bits [harness]
Bits for animals
Bits for animals [harness]
Bits for use with saddlery
Blankets for animals
Blankets for horses
Blinders [harness]
Blinders for horses
Blinkers [harness]
Blinkers for horses [blinders for horses]
Book bags
Boots for horses
Boston bags
Boxes made of leather
Boxes made of leatherboard
Boxes of leather or leatherboard
Boxes of vulcanised fibre
Bridles [harness]
Bridles [harnessing]
Bridoons
Briefcases
Briefcases [leather goods]
Briefcases [leatherware]
Briefcases for documents
Briefcases made of leather
Briefcase-type portfolios
Bum bags
Bumbags
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business card cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butts [parts of hides]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calling card cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camping bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cane handles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card cases [notecases]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card wallets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carriers for suits, shirts and dresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carry-all bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carryalls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying cases for documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carry-on bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases for cosmetic articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases for holding keys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases for keys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases for sporting articles [not fitted or shaped]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases for toiletry articles sold empty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases for travel kits, not fitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases for travel sets, not fitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases of imitation leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases of leather or leatherboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casings, of leather, for plate springs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casings, of leather, for springs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casual bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat o' nine tails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattle skins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain mesh purses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamois leather, other than for cleaning purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change purses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chin straps, of leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothes for animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing for canine animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing for dogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing for domestic pets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing for pets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloths for saddles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clutch bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clutch purses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coats for animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coats for cats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coats for dogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coin holders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coin purses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coin purses not made of precious metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coin purses, not of precious metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collars for animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collars for cats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collars for pets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collars for pets bearing medical information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collars of animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collars, leashes and clothing for animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination walking sticks and umbrellas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cosmetic bags, not fitted
Cosmetic cases, not fitted
Cosmetic holdalls, not fitted
Cosmetic purses
Cosmetics bags, not fitted
Costumes for animals
Courier bags
Coverings for animals
Covers for animals
Covers for horse saddles
Covers for parasols
Covers for umbrellas
Credit card cases
Credit card cases [pocket wallets]
Credit card cases [wallets]
Credit card holders
Credit card holders made of imitation leather
Credit card holders made of leather
Cribbing straps for horses
Curried skins
Cushions adapted for horse saddles
Daypacks
Devices for carrying babies upon adults' shoulders
Devices for carrying young children upon adults' shoulders
Diaper bags
Diplomatic bags
Dispatch cases
Document cases
Dog apparel
Dog bellybands
Dog clothing
Dog coats
Dog collars
Dog leads
Dog leashes
Dog parkas
Dog shoes
Draw reins
Driving licence cases
Duffel bags
Duffel bags for travel
Duffle bags
Elasticised cords for luggage
Elasticised straps for luggage
Electronic pet collars
Equestrian articles
Equine boots
Equine leg wraps
Evening bags
Evening handbags
Evening purses
Fanny packs
Fastenings for saddles
Faux fur
Feed bags for animals
Fetlock boots
Figurines made from leather
Flexible bags for garments
Flight bags
Fly masks for animals
Foal slips
Folding briefcases
Folio cases
Framed carrying apparatus in the nature of rucksacks for carrying babies
Framed carrying appliances for the porterage of infants
Frames for umbrellas
Frames for umbrellas or parasols
Fur
Furniture coverings of leather
Furs [skins]
Fur-skins
Game bags [hunting accessories]
Garden umbrellas
Gardening bags
Garment bags
Garment bags for travel
Garment bags for travel made of leather
Garment carriers
Garments for pets
Gentlemen's handbags
Girths of leather
Gladstone bags
Gold beaters' skin
Goldbeaters' skin
Golf umbrellas
Grips [bags]
Grips for holding shopping bags
Gym bags
Halters
Handbag frames
Handbags
Handbags for ladies
Handbags for men
Handbags made of imitations leather
Handbags made of leather
Handgrips for canes
Handgrips for walking sticks
Handles for canes
Handles for trunks
Handles for umbrellas
Handles for valises
Handles for walking-sticks
Harness
Harness fittings
Harness fittings of iron
Harness for animals
Harness for horses
Harness made from imitation leather
Harness made from leather
Harness straps
Harness traces
Harnesses
Hat bags
Hat boxes of leather
Haversacks
Head collars
Headbands for horses
Head-stalls
Hides
Hiking bags
Hiking poles
Hiking rucksacks
Hiking sticks
Hip bags
Hipsacks
Holdalls
Holsters, other than for weapons
Hoof guards
Horse bits
Horse blankets
Horse cloths
Horse collars
Horse covers
Horse riding apparatus
Horse sheets
Horse tail wraps
Horseshoes
Hunting bags
Hunting crops
Imitation hides
Imitation leather
Imitation leather bags
Japanese paper umbrellas (karakasa)
Japanese utility pouches (shingen-bukuro)
Jewellery bags [empty]
Jockey sticks
Key bags
Key cases
Key cases [leather goods]
Key cases of imitation leather
Key pouches
Key wallets
Keycases
Key-cases
Kid
Kit bags
Knapsacks
Knee-pads for horses
Knitted bags, not of precious metals
Knitting bags
Kori wicker trunks
Labels of leather
Ladies' handbags
Lashes [whips]
Laundry bags for travel
Lead reins
Leads for animals
Leaflet bags for use by the person delivering
Leashes [leads] for animals
Leashes for animals
Leather
Leather [unworked or semi-worked]
Leather and imitations of leather
Leather bags
Leather bags and wallets
Leather boxes
Leather briefcases
Leather cases
Leather cases for keys
Leather cloth
Leather credit card cases
Leather credit card holder
Leather credit card wallets
Leather envelopes for packaging
Leather fibre material
Leather for furniture
Leather for harnesses
Leather for shoes
Leather handbags
Leather key cases
Leather laces
Leather leads
Leather leashes
Leather notecases
Leather or leather-board boxes
Leather portfolios [briefcases]
Leather pouches
Leather purses
Leather shopping bags
Leather shoulder belts
Leather shoulder straps
Leather straps
Leather suitcases
Leather thongs
Leather thread
Leather travelling suitcases
Leather trimmings for furniture
Leather twist
Leather wallets
Leather, unworked or semi-worked
Leather, unwrought or semi-wrought
Leatherboard
Leggings for animals
Luggage
Luggage and carrying bags
Luggage bags
Luggage for use by cyclists
Luggage for use with motorcycles
Luggage label holders
Luggage straps
Luggage tags
Luggage tags of cardboard
Luggage tags of leather
Luggage tags of metal
Luggage tags of paper
Luggage tags of plastic
Lunge reins
Make-up bags
Make-up cases
Market umbrellas [portable]
Martingales
Medical bags for apparatus and instruments [not adapted or fitted]
Mesh bags for shopping
Metal parts of umbrellas
Moleskin [imitation of leather]
Money bags
Mountaineering sticks
Music cases
Muzzles
Nappy bags
Net bags for shopping
Nightwear cases [overnight cases]
Nose bags [feed bags]
Nose bands of leather
Note cases [briefcases]
Numnahs
Nurses bags, not fitted
Outdoor umbrellas
Overnight bags
Overnight cases
Overnight suitcases
Packsacks
Pads for horse saddles
Panniers [travelling cases]
Parasols
Parasols [sun umbrellas]
Parts of rubber for stirrups
Patio umbrellas
Peg bags
Peltry
Pelts
Pilots’ bags
Pochettes
Pocket wallets
Polyurethane leather
Portable bags [luggage]
Portable boxes [luggage]
Portable containers [luggage] having internal shock relieving means for the contents
Portfolio cases [briefcases]
Portfolios [briefcases]
Portfolios, other than stationery
Portmanteaus
Portmanteaux
Pouch baby carriers
Pouches
Pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items
Pouches of leather
Purse frames
Purses
Purses [not of precious metal]
Purses made of precious metal
Purses not made of precious metal
Purses of precious metal
Purses, not of precious metal
Rainproof parasols
Randsels [Japanese school satchels]
Rattan canes
Raw skins
Rawhides
Reins
Reins [harness]
Reins for guiding children
Reticules
Riding crops
Riding saddles
Riding whips
Rubber parts for stirrups
Ruck sacks
Rucksacks
Rucksacks for mountaineers
Rucksacks on castors
Saddle bags adapted for use with briefcases
Saddle belts
Saddle cloths for horses
Saddle covers
Saddle pads
Saddle trees
Saddlebags
Saddlecloths
Saddlecloths for horses
Saddlery
Saddlery of leather
Saddletrees
Satchels
School bags
School book bags
School knapsacks
School satchels
Schoolbags
Schoolchildren's backpacks
Semi-worked fur
Shade umbrellas
Sheets of imitation leather for use in manufacture
Sheets of leather for use in manufacture
Shoe bags for travel
Shooting sticks
Shopping bag handles
Shopping bags
Shopping bags made of skin
Shopping bags with wheels attached
Shopping carts [wheeled shopping bags]
Shoulder bags
Shoulder bags for use by children
Shoulder belts
Shoulder belts [straps] of leather
Shoulder straps
Skins of chamois, other than for cleaning purposes
Sling bags
Sling bags for carrying animals
Sling bags for carrying babies
Sling bags for carrying children
Sling bags for carrying infants
Slings for carrying babies
Slings for carrying infants
Slouch handbags
Small backpacks
Small bags for men
Small clutch purses
Small purses
Small rucksacks
Small suitcases
Souvenir bags
Sponge bags [empty]
Sporrans
Sport bags
Sports bags
Spur straps
Sticks incorporating seats
Stirrup leathers
Stirrup straps
Stirrups
Straps for carrying skis and stocks
Straps for luggage
Straps for skates
Straps for soldiers' equipment
Straps of leather [saddlery]
String bags for shopping
Stud buttons [fasteners] for saddles
Studs of leather
Suit bags
Suit carriers
Suit carriers being travelling bags
Suitcase handles
Suitcases
Suitcases with wheels
Suiters
Sunshade parasols
Sunshades being portable
Sunshades in the nature of parasols
Sunshades in the nature of umbrellas
Surcingles
Synthetic leather
Tanned leather
Tefillin [phylacteries]
Telescopic umbrellas
18 Textile shopping bags
18 Tie cases
18 Toilet bags
18 Toiletry bags
18 Toiletry cases sold empty
18 Tool bags, empty
18 Tool carriers [bags, empty]
18 Tool pouches [empty]
18 Tote bags
18 Towelling bags
18 Traces [harness]
18 Training leads for horses
18 Travel baggage
18 Travel bags
18 Travel bags made of plastic materials
18 Travel cases
18 Travel garment covers
18 Travel luggage
18 Traveling bags
18 Travelling bags
18 Travelling bags [leatherware]
18 Travelling cases
18 Travelling cases of leather
18 Travelling handbags
18 Travelling sacks
18 Travelling sets [leatherware]
18 Travelling trunks
18 Trimmings of leather for furniture
18 Trunks [luggage]
18 Two-wheeled shopping bags
18 Umbrella bags
18 Umbrella canes
18 Umbrella covers
18 Umbrella frames
18 Umbrella handles
18 Umbrella or parasol ribs
18 Umbrella rings
18 Umbrella sticks
18 Umbrellas
18 Umbrellas and parasols
18 Umbrellas for children
18 Unfitted vanity cases
18 Unworked leather
18 Valises
18 Valves of leather
18 Vanity cases, not fitted
18 Waist bags
18 Waist pouches
18 Walking cane handles
18 Walking staffs
18 Walking stick handles
18 Walking stick seats
18 Walking sticks
18 Wallet holders incorporating shoulder straps
18 Wallets
Wallets [not of precious metal]
Wallets for attachment to belts
Wallets including card holders
Wallets of precious metal
Wallets with card compartments
Wallets, not of precious metal
Webbed belts [harnesses]
Webbing straps [harnesses]
Weekend bags
Wheeled bags
Wheeled shopping bags
Whips
Whips, harness and saddlery
Work bags
Wrist mounted carryall bags
Wrist mounted purses
Wristlets [bags]
Yan-Li-Phao purse
Access chamber covers of non-metallic materials
Access platforms [scaffolding] of non-metallic materials
Acoustic building materials, other than for insulation
Acoustic panels of wood for ceilings
Acoustic panels of wood for walls
Adhesive mortar for building purposes
Adhesive wall decorations of concrete
Adhesive wall decorations of marble
Adhesive wall decorations stone
Advertisement columns, not of metal
Advertising boards [non-metallic hoardings]
Agalmatolite for use as building materials
Agglomerated bagasses of cane [building material]
Agglomerated cork for building
Agglomerated stone materials
Aggregate
Aggregate materials for use in concrete
Aggregates
Aggregates for use in the preparation of concrete
Agricultural limestone
Air conditioned rooms [structures or buildings], not of metal
Air diffusers, not of metal, [vents, grills] for ventilating heating and air-conditioning installations
Air ducts of non-metallic materials for buildings
Alabaster
Alabaster glass
Amphibole for use as building materials
Andesite
Angle irons, not of metal
Anti-graffiti coatings, other than paint
Apartments [non-metallic structures or buildings]
Apparatus, not of metal, for draining roofs
Aquaria [structures]
Aquarium gravel
Aquarium sand
Aquariums [structures]
Arbours [structures], not of metal
Arbours not of metal used as structures
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arches of non-metallic materials</td>
<td>For supporting plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural concrete products</td>
<td>For building purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural concrete products for building purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural louvres of non-metallic materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architraves of non-metallic materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archways made from non-metallic materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archways of non-metallic materials for supporting plants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armored doors, not of metal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor-plating, not of metal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armour door sheetings of non-metallic materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armoured doors, not of metal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armoured windows having non-metallic frames</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armour-plating, not of metal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of artificial stone for building purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of artificial wood for building purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of artificial wood for carpentry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of artificial wood for joinery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of cement for building purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of cement for construction purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of ceramics for building purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of concrete for building purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of concrete for construction purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of earthenware for building purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of glass for building purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of joinery for use in building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of mortar for building purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of mortar for construction purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of natural stone for building purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of pottery for building purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of simulated wood for building purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of simulated wood for carpentry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of simulated wood for joinery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of wood for building purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of wood for carpentry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles of wood for joinery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial stone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial stones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial timber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial wood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asbestos cement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asbestos cement roofing slates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asbestos fibre and polyethylene road asphalt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asbestos mortar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt [for building purposes]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt felt [for building purposes]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt paving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt paving compositions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt roofing felt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt roofing paper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt, pitch and bitumen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembled display units [structures] made of non-metallic materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembled exhibition stands [structures] made of non-metallic materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assemblies [structures] of non-metallic materials for display purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aviaries [structures], not of metal
Ball clays
Ballast [rubble]
Balsa wood
Balsa wood for use in building and construction
Balustrades, not of metal
Bamboo flooring
Barrier apparatus [non-metallic structures]
Barrier materials [non-metallic] for the construction of coffers
Barrier materials [non-metallic] for the construction of safes
Barrier poles, not of metal
Barriers of non-metallic materials
Barriers of plastic materials for civil engineering purposes
Barriers of plastic materials for construction purposes
Barriers of plastic materials for marking out
Bars of non-metallic materials for railings
Bastion defence walls of non-metallic materials
Beacons, not of metal, non-luminous
Beams made of timber
Beams made of wood
Beams, not of metal
Bearings, not of metal [structural supports for use in building]
Bedding-in compositions for use in building
Bedding-in compositions for use in road works
Bicycle parking installations, not of metal
Bicycle sheds [structures] of non-metallic materials
Binding agents for making briquettes
Binding agents for making stones
Binding material for road repair
Bins [non-metallic structures]
Bird baths [structures], not of metal
Bitumen
Bitumen based compositions for building purposes
Bitumen containing materials for use in roofing
Bitumen paper for building
Bitumen-based sealants for asphalt
Bitumen-based sealants for driveways
Bitumen-based sealants for roofing
Bituminous binding materials for use in building
Bituminous binding materials for use in road maintenance
Bituminous binding materials for use in road-making
Bituminous coatings for protecting concrete
Bituminous coatings for roofing
Bituminous coverings for use in building construction
Bituminous emulsions
Bituminous grouts for roofs
Bituminous materials
Bituminous materials for construction
Bituminous materials for use in making floors
Bituminous materials for use in making footpaths
Bituminous materials for use in making playgrounds
Bituminous materials for use in making tennis courts
Bituminous materials for use in repairing floors
Bituminous materials for use in repairing footpaths
Bituminous materials for use in repairing playgrounds
Bituminous materials for use in repairing tennis courts
Bituminous products for building
Bituminous products for roofing
Bituminous products for use in construction
Bituminous products in sheet form for waterproofing roof surfaces
Bituminous products in the form of membranes for damp-proofing
Bituminous products in the form of membranes for waterproofing
Bituminous roof coatings
Bituminous roofing shingles
Bituminous sealing membranes
Bituminous sheet materials
Bituminous sheetings for use in building construction
Blackout blinds [outdoor], other than of metal or textile
Blast furnace slag
Blended cements
Blockboard
Blocks made from natural stone
Blocks made of concrete
Blocks made of concrete for coastal protection
Blocks made of concrete for river bank protection
Blocks made of non-metallic materials for building purposes
Blocks made of non-metallic materials for coastal protection
Blocks made of non-metallic materials for river-bank protection
Blocks of concrete
Boards made of plastic materials for use in building
Boards made of wood particles
Boards of cellulose materials for building purposes
Boards of gypsum plaster
Boards of wood
Boards of wood fibre
Bollards of artificial stone
Bollards of natural stone
Bonding mortar for building purposes
Boulders
Boundary posts of non-metallic materials
Boundary rails of non-metallic materials
Brackets, not of metal, for building
Branching pipes, not of metal
Brick slips
Bricks
Bricks being refractory articles
Brickwork supports, not of metal
Bridge units, not of metal
Bridges [structures] of non-metallic materials
Builders’ hardware of non-metallic materials
Building boards made from wood and waterproof resins
Building boards of plastic materials
Building cardboard
Building components of imitation wood
Building components of wood
Building construction materials in the nature of aromatic cedar planking
Building elements made of concrete
Building elements made of non-metallic materials
Building elements made of plywood
Building elements made of wooden materials
Building elements of concrete
Building elements of reinforced concrete
Building elements of stone
Building extensions [structures] of non-metallic materials
Building glass
Building materials (non-metallic)
Building materials being mastics
Building materials consisting of glass
Building materials for coating ceilings
Building materials for coating walls
Building materials for rendering purposes
Building materials in the nature of slates for tiling
Building materials made from asphalt
Building materials made from bitumen
Building materials made of crystallized glass
Building materials made of fibre cement
Building materials made of glass fibres
Building materials made of mineral wool
Building materials made of plaster
Building materials made of rock fibres
Building materials of concrete reinforced with plastics and glass fibres
Building materials of expanded polystyrene
Building materials of expanded polystyrene in block form
Building materials of expanded polystyrene in sheet form
Building materials of expanded polystyrene in slab form
Building materials of glass
Building materials of mineral fibres
Building materials of mineral wool
Building materials of plastic material
Building materials, not of metal
Building panels, not of metal
Building paper
Building products in the form of vents made from plastics
Building products made by the extrusion of synthetic plastics
Building products made by the moulding of synthetic plastics
Building products of slate
Building requisites of non-metallic materials
Building sand
Building slabs of fibre cement
Building stone
Building timber
Buildings, not of metal
Buildings, transportable, not of metal
Bulkhead fittings of non-metallic materials
Burial vaults, not of metal
Bus shelters [structures] made of non-metallic materials
Busts of concrete
Busts of marble
Busts of stone
Busts of stone, concrete or marble
Cabananas, not of metal
Cabin walls of non-metallic materials
Cabins being sound insulated [non-metallic]
Cabins for saunas, not of metal
Cabins made of non-metallic materials
Cable ducts made of non-metallic materials [other than electricity]
Cages of metal for wild animals, not of metal
Cages of non-metallic materials, other than for domestic use
Caissons for construction work under water
Calcareous marl
Calcareous stone
Calcite
Canopies [structures] of non-metallic materials
Cantilevered brackets of non-metallic materials for building
Capping stones for support posts
Capping stones for wall panels
Carved wood articles for the interior decoration of buildings
Carvings of concrete
Carvings of marble
Carvings of stone
Casement windows, not of metal
Casements, not of metal
Casings, not of metal for oil wells
Cask wood
Cast concrete decorative articles
Castings of plaster for architectural purposes
Castings of plaster for decorative purposes
Cat doors not of metal
Cattle bails and crushes, not of metal
Ceiling boards of wood
Ceiling coffers of non-metallic materials
Ceiling panels, not of metal
ceilings, not of metal
Cellular board of card for building
Cellular board of paper for building
Cement
Cement base mixture for use in building
Cement based coatings [building materials]
Cement based materials
Cement based materials for use in maintaining buildings
Cement based materials for use in preserving buildings
Cement based materials for use in protecting buildings
Cement based wall coatings
Cement blocks
Cement for blast furnaces
Cement for building
Cement for furnaces
Cement mixes
Cement mortar for use in construction
Cement mortar pipes
Cement mortar roofing tiles
Cement mortar slates
Cement plugs for use in filling
Cement posts
Cement slabs
Cement wall components
Cement wall members
Cementitious building materials
Cementitious coatings for protecting concrete
Cementitious materials
Cementitious materials for surfacing floors
Cementitious patching compounds
Cementitious patching mortars
Cementitious products for restoring concrete
Cementitious sealants
Cementitious sealing mortars
Cements for building
Ceramic articles for construction purposes
Ceramic bricks for use in refractory furnaces
Ceramic drain pipes
Ceramic floor tiles
Ceramic refractory masses for lining metallurgical furnaces
Ceramic refractory work pieces
Ceramic roofing tiles
Ceramic shapes for use in refractory furnaces
Ceramic tiles
Ceramic tiles for covering floors
Ceramic tiles for covering walls
Ceramic tiles for external floors
Ceramic tiles for external walls
Ceramic tiles for flooring and facing
Ceramic tiles for flooring and lining
Ceramic tiles for flooring of building
Ceramic tiles for internal floors
Ceramic tiles for internal walls
Ceramic wall tiles
Chambers [non-metallic structures]
Changing rooms [structures] of non-metallic materials
Channel covers of non-metallic materials
Channels of non-metallic materials for transmitting air for ventilation
Chicken-houses, not of metal
Chimney cowls, not of metal
Chimney pots, not of metal
Chimney shafts, not of metal
Chimneys, not of metal
Chipboard
Chipboard panels
Chipboard sheets
Cills of extruded plastics
Cills of extruded plastics for use in building
Cills of non-metallic materials
Cladding panels made of glass
Cladding sheets of wood
Cladding, not of metal, for building
Clay
Clay ash
Clay building elements
Clay pipes and conduits
Clay roofing tiles
Clay slabs
Clays for potters
Clear glass for building purposes
Clinker ballast
Clinker stone
Closed hollow bodies of wood
Coal tar
Coarse gravel
Coatings [building materials]
Coatings being inorganic building materials
Coatings for roofs of elastomer bitumen combined with glass foil
Coatings for roofs of elastomer bitumen combined with polyester
Coatings for the finishing masonry [building materials]
Coatings for the finishing of surfaces [building materials]
Coatings to protect concrete from water [building materials]
Coatings to protect masonry building walls from water [building materials]
Coatings to protect stone from water [building materials]
Cobble setts
Cobbles
Cold stores [non-metallic buildings]
Collectors [structures], not of metal for storing carts
Collectors [structures], not of metal for storing shopping trolleys
Colored sheet glass for building
Coloured glass for windows
Coloured stone materials for use in building
Coloured stone materials for use in paving
Coloured stone materials for use in road making
Commercial buildings made principally of non-metallic materials
Common sheet glass for building
Complete buildings of non-metallic materials
Components of non-metallic materials for modular fencing
Composite bitumen
Composite materials of plywood and chipboard
Composite materials of plywood and fibreboard
Composite panels of non-metallic materials for use in building
Compositions for the repair of concrete
Compositions for the repair of mortar
Compositions of glass granules for marking roads
Compositions of glass granules for marking runways
Compounds of aggregates for use in building
Compounds of aggregates for use in construction
Compounds of aggregates for use in the building industry
Compounds of aggregates for use in the construction industry
Concrete
Concrete aggregate
Concrete articles for building walls
Concrete articles for retaining slopes
Concrete articles for stabilising slopes
Concrete balancing mortar
Concrete beams
Concrete blocks
Concrete bollards
Concrete building elements
Concrete building materials
Concrete building panels
Concrete cladding panels
Concrete cladding sheets
Concrete coatings
Concrete conduits
Concrete constructional panels
Concrete constructional sheets
Concrete facing panels
Concrete facing sheets
Concrete fences
Concrete fencing components
Concrete flooring blocks
Concrete floors
Concrete for pouring
Concrete formwork
Concrete joints for levelling concrete floors
Concrete joints forming parts of concrete floors
Concrete palisades
Concrete panels
Concrete panels for retaining earth
Concrete paving blocks
Concrete paving elements
Concrete paving stones
Concrete piles
Concrete pipes
Concrete plates
Concrete poles for use as building materials
Concrete posts
Concrete prefabrications
Concrete products for use in building
Concrete products for use in roadways
Concrete products for use in walkways
Concrete provided with coloured surface finishes
Concrete provided with decorative surface finishes
Concrete provided with pattern imprinted surface finishes
Concrete reinforced with synthetic fibres
Concrete retaining walls
Concrete road pavement boards
Concrete roof repair compounds
Concrete roof tiles
Concrete roofing slabs
Concrete sculptures
Concrete shuttering
Concrete slabs
Concrete toppings
Concrete vaults
Concrete wall stone
Concrete walls
Concrete walls for building
Conservatories [structures] of non-metallic materials
Conservatories made of wood
Consignment shelving [structures] of non-metallic materials
Construction elements of non-metallic materials
Construction elements of plastic
Construction elements of timber
Construction materials of artificial stone
Construction materials of natural stone
Construction materials, not of metal
Construction timber
Constructional components of reinforced cement mortar
Constructional members of aerated concrete for use in building
Containers of concrete
Continuous fillers for floor coverings
Continuous transit shelving [structures] of non-metallic materials
Copings of non-metallic materials
Corbels of non-metallic materials
Coppices, not of metal
Corrugated polypropylene sheets [building materials]
Corrugated sheets made of plastic [building materials]
Covered walkways made entirely of glass
Covered walkways of glass and having a non-metallic frame
Crash barriers not of metal
Crash barriers, not of metal
Crash barriers, not of metal, for roads
Curb stones
Cure plasters
Curtain wall facings made of artificial stone
Curtain wall facings made of natural stone
Curtain walling installations of non-metallic materials
Curtain walling of non-metallic materials
Curtain walls of non-metallic materials
Deck profiles, not of metal
Decorative aquarium stones
Decorative articles made of stone
Decorative ceiling panels made with synthetic resins
Decorative ceramic tiles for floors
Decorative ceramic tiles for walls
Decorative ceramic tiles for work tops
Decorative glass for building
Decorative paving stones
Decorative uncoiled plywood
Decorative uncoiled plywood for marine purposes
Decorative uncoiled plywood for sheeting purposes
Decorative wall panels made with synthetic resins
Delineators [fixed road cones] made of non-metallic materials
Diffusers for skylights [translucent building panels]
Display signs of non-metallic materials [non-luminous, non-mechanical]
Diving boards, not of metal
Diving platforms not of metal
Dog doors not of metal
Domestic buildings made of non-metallic materials
Domestic dwellings made of non-metallic materials
Door casings, not of metal
Door frames, not of metal
Door panels, not of metal
Doors made of glass for buildings
Doors made of plastic for buildings
Doors made of wood for buildings
Doors, not of metal
Down pipes of non-metallic materials
Downspouts, not of metal
Drain channels, not of metal
Drain covers, not of metal
Drain gullies, not of metal
Drain pipes, not of metal
Drain plugs, not of metal
Drain traps [valves], not of metal or plastic
Drains, other than of metal or plastic
Dry mortar
Dry screed
Drywall corner bead not of metal [building materials]
Duckboards, not of metal
Ducts, not of metal, for ventilating and air-conditioning installations
Earth for bricks
Earthenware pipes
Earthenware tiles
Eaves of non-metallic materials
Elastic muds for use in the building industry
Elastic muds for use in the construction industry
Elastomeric tiles for use in the surfacing of floor surfaces
Elastomeric tiles for use in the surfacing of ground surfaces
Elastomeric tiles for use in the surfacing of play areas
Elastomeric tiles for use in the surfacing of sporting areas
Embarkment retaining stones for allowing the growth of plants
Enamelled glass, for building
Epoxy modified mortars
Erosion control fabric, mats and sheeting, not of metal [geotextiles]
Exhibition stands [non-metallic structures]
Expanded plastics for use in building
Expanded plastics for use in construction
Expansion joints of non-metallic materials for use in building
Expansion joints of non-metallic materials for use in construction
Extrusions of non-metallic materials for building
Fabrics for use in civil engineering (geotextiles)
Fabrics for use in civil engineering [geotextiles]
Facade cladding sheets of mortar coated foamed materials
Facade construction components of non-metallic materials
Facade elements of non-metallic materials
Facades of non-metallic materials
Facing elements made of wood based materials for ceilings
Facing elements made of wood based materials for floors
Facing elements made of wood for ceilings
Facing elements made of wood for floors
Facing mortar
Facing panels of non-metallic materials
Facing panels of plywood
Facing plaster
Facing sheets of plywood
Fair huts
Feldspar [felspar]
Felt for building
Felt roof coverings
Fence panels of non-metallic materials
Fence posts of non-metallic materials
Fences made of laminated glass
Fences, not of metal
Fiberboards
Fibre board for use in building
Fibre boards of wood fibre bonded with resin and particle boards
Fibre cement
Fibreboard for building
Fibrous concrete mouldings for use as floor elements
Fibrous concrete mouldings for use as roofing elements
Fibrous concrete mouldings for use as wall elements
Fibrous material for building purposes
Fibrous materials for use as aggregates in concrete products
Fibrous materials for use civil engineering construction
Fibrous materials for use in building
Fibrous materials for use in road construction
Figured plate glass for building
Figurines [statuettes] of stone, concrete or marble
Figurines for ornamental purposes of stone, concrete or marble
Figurines of concrete
Figurines of marble
Figurines of stone
Filler for timber
Filler for wood
Fillers for repairing floors
Fillers for repairing surfaces
Fillers for repairing walls
Filling cement
Filling preparations for use in building
Filling preparations for use in construction
Films of plastic for use in building
Finials made of non-metallic materials
Fire burrs
Fire cements
Fire doors, not of metal
Fire inhibiting chipboard panels for use in construction
Fire protective coatings for use in the construction industry
Fire resisting wood
Fire retarding glass for use in construction
Fireclay
Fired bricks
Fireplace bricks
Fireplace mantles, not of metal
Fireplace surrounds, not of metal
Fireproof bricks
Fireproof cement coatings
Fireproof clays
Fireproof doors, not of metal
Fireproof seals in the nature of building materials
Fitted windows made of non-metallic materials
Fixed scaffolding of non-metallic materials for buildings
Fixed, non-metallic, non-luminous and non-mechanical bollards for roads
Flagpoles, not of metal
Flagstones
Flame retardant building materials
Flashing, not of metal, for building
Float glass for building
Floating docks, not of metal, for mooring boats
Floating fish farm cages, not of metal
Floor boards of hardwood
Floor boards of non-metallic materials
Floor boards of particle board combined with a thermosetting laminate
Floor drainage channels made of non-metallic materials
Floor drains of non-metallic materials
Floor panels made of non-metallic materials
Floor screed
Floor sections made of non-metallic materials
Floor tiles of cork
Floor tiles of wood
Floor tiles, not of metal
Flooring compounds of synthetic resins
Flooring made of cork
Flooring made of wood
Flooring of plastic materials for building
Flooring of reinforced plastic materials for building
Flooring screeds
Floors, not of metal
Fly ash [building materials]
Foam glass beads for use as building materials
Foam glass for building
Foam glass for use in building
Foam glass granules for use as building materials
Foam glass in the form of building materials
Foam plastic for use in building
Foam plastic for use in construction
Foamed building materials
Foamed plastic for use as layers in floors in gymnasia
Folding doors, not of metal
Folding walls of artificial leather
Folding walls of glass
Folding walls of plastic
Folding walls of wood
Footing stone
Footpaths of non-metallic materials
Formless non-metallic materials for surfacing floors
Foundry molds [moulds], not of metal
Framework, not of metal, for building
Free standing sculptures of stone, concrete or marble
Frescos
Friezes [non-metallic building elements]
Furnace linings of non-metallic materials
Furrings of wood
Gamping [cement additive of limestone]
Garages made of non-metallic materials
Garden ornaments being non-metallic building structures
Garden ornaments of concrete
Garden ornaments of marble
Garden ornaments of stone
Garden sheds of non-metallic materials
Garden sheds of wood
Gates of non-metallic materials
Gates, not of metal
Gazebo [non-metallic structures]
Gedek [bamboo partition]
Geotextiles
Girders, not of metal
Glass blocks for building
Glass bricks
Glass building bricks
Glass building materials
Glass doors
Glass elements for building panels
Glass elements for windows
Glass for building
Glass for stained glass windows
Glass for the windows of buildings
Glass for use in building
Glass for use in buildings
Glass for windows
Glass for windows in buildings
Glass granules for marking out roads
Glass granules for marking roads
Glass granules for road marking
Glass in sheet form for use in doors
Glass in sheet form for use in windows
Glass louvres for doors
Glass louvres for windows
Glass mouldings for building
Glass panels for doors
Glass panels for windows
Glass particles for road marking purposes
Glass products for building
Glass roofing tiles
Glass roofs
Glass screens
Glass sheet for use in building
Glass slabs for use in building
Glass tiles
Glass tiles [not for roofing]
Glass walls
Glass windows
Glass-reinforced plastic doors
Glazed ceramic tiles
Glazed doors [non-metallic frame]
Glazed panels [non-metallic frame] for construction
Glazed roof panels [non-metallic frame]
Glazed wall panels [non-metallic frame]
Glazing elements made from glass
Glazing panels [non-metallic framed] for use in construction
Glue-laminated wood
Granite
Grave markers of stone, concrete or marble
Grave or tomb enclosures, not of metal
Grave slabs not of metal
Grave slabs, not of metal
Gravel
Gravestones
Greenhouse frames, not of metal
Greenhouses, transportable, not of metal
Grog [fired refractory material]
Ground marking sheets of synthetic materials
Ground rock
Ground sealing materials incorporating bentonite
Grout
Grouting cartridges containing synthetic resins for rock bolts
Grouting compounds
Grouting materials
Grouting preparations
Guidance barriers, not of metal
Guide rails of non-metallic materials
Gutter pipes, not of metal
Gutters, not of metal
Gypsum
Gypsum [building material]
Gypsum board
Gypsum boards for construction purposes
Gypsum mortar
Gypsum plates
Gypsum wallboards
Halved timber
Hand moulded facing bricks
Hand railings of non-metallic materials
Hand rails of non-metallic materials
Hardboard
Hardboard for building
Hardboard panels
Hardboard sheets
Hardwood flooring
Hazard warning barriers [non-metallic fixed structures]
Heat protective glass for building
Heat reflecting glass for building
Hen-houses made of non-metallic materials
Hips for roofing
Hobby wood
Horizontal slatted blinds [outdoor], not of metal or textile
Horizontal venetian blinds [outdoor], not of metal or textile
Horticultural frames, not of metal
Housing being non-metallic portable buildings
Housing being prefabricated portable non-metallic buildings
Hume pipes
Huts
Huts made of non-metallic materials
Hydrant covers, not of metal
Hydraulic cement
Imitation wood for use in buildings
Indoor hothouses made of non-metallic materials
Industrial coatings [building materials]
Industrial concrete for use in civil engineering works
Infrared reflective glass for use in building
Infrared-ray absorbing glass for building
Inorganic mineral bound materials for use in building
Insect screens not of metal
Insect screens, not of metal
Inspection chambers made of non-metallic materials
Inspection covers of non-metallic materials
Inspection lids made of non-metallic materials
Insulating doors of non-metallic materials
Insulating glass for building
Insulating glass for construction purposes
Insulating glass for use in building
Insulating structures for protecting steelwork
Insulation glass for building
Interior decorative panels made of non-metallic materials
Interior wall cladding of non-metallic materials
Interior walls of non-metallic materials
Internal non-metallic partitions for buildings
Internal partitioning made of non-metallic materials
Internal wall cladding of non-metallic materials
Intumescent building materials
Intumescent building materials for preventing the spread of fire
Intumescent construction materials
Jalousies, not of metal
Joinery products of timber for use in buildings
Joist clamps, not of metal
Joists, not of metal
Kerb units made of concrete
Kiosks [non-metallic structures]
Laminated building materials [non-metallic]
Laminated chipboard
Laminated chipboard in sheet form
Laminated fibreboard
Laminated flat glass for building
Laminated wood
Laminates of non-metallic materials for use in building
Laths, not of metal
Latticed netting of glass for building purposes
Latticework, not of metal
Layered glass
Laying batteries [structures] of non-metallic materials
Lengthening pieces, not of metal, for chimneys
Letter box covers of masonry
Letter box flaps of masonry
Letter boxes of masonry
Levelling preparations [cement or mortar]
Lift-up doors, non-metallic
Light concrete stones
Lightweight aggregates
Lime
Lime building materials
Lime mortar
Limestone
Limestone [calcareous stone]
Limestone in granular form
Limestone in powdered form
Limestone products for use in building
Liners for building ponds
Linings, not of metal, for building
Lintels, not of metal
Liparite
Liquid plastic surface coatings for protection against moisture [not paints]
Liquid storage tanks of masonry [for industrial purposes]
Log rolls
Logs [building material]
Louvered non-metallic wall panels
Lumber
Lumber for building purposes
Luminous glass for building
Luminous paving blocks
Luminous paving blocks, not of metal
Macadam
Machine plaster on a gypsum base
Machine plaster on a lime base
Magnesia cement
Manhole covers, not of metal
Mantelpieces
Manufactured brick
Manufactured fibreboard panels of pressed wood fibre and resins
Manufactured stone
Manufactured stone veneer
Manufactured timber
Marble
Marble [building material]
Marble for construction
Marble sculptures
Marking materials [road] in the form of sheets and strips of synthetic material
Marking materials for roads, other than paints
Marking sheets of non-metallic materials for use on roadways
Marking sheets of non-metallic materials for vehicular environments
Marking sheets of synthetic materials for use on roadways
Marking strips of non-metallic materials for use on roadways
Marking strips of non-metallic materials for vehicular environments
Marking strips of synthetic materials for use on roadways
Marking strips of synthetic materials for vehicular environments
Masonry blocks
Masonry structures
Masonry tanks
Masonry water reservoirs
Masonry water tanks
Mastic asphalt
Masts [poles], not of metal
Masts, not of metal, other than aerials or for watercraft
Materials for making and coating roads
Materials for use in coating buildings [building materials]
Materials in the nature of coatings for building purposes [building materials]
Materials in the nature of renderings for building purposes
Materials made from foam for use in building
Materials made from foam for use in construction
Materials of cement mixed with asbestos fibre for ceilings
Materials of cement mixed with asbestos fibre for floors
Materials of concrete for coating building elements
Materials of concrete for coating floors
Materials of glass for use in building construction
Materials of mortar for coating building elements
Materials of mortar for coating floors
Materials of synthetic non-metallic foam for building
Materials of synthetic non-metallic foam for construction purposes
Materials produced from blast-furnace slag
Membranes made from polyvinylchloride for use in lining pits
Membranes made from polyvinylchloride for use in lining ponds
Membranes made from polyvinylchloride for use in roofing
Membranes made from polyvinylchloride for use in tunnelling
Memorial plaques of stone
Memorial plaques, not of metal
Memorial stones
Memorials of granite
Memorials of marble
Memorials of stone
Mine timber
Mineral based building materials having fire protection properties
Mineral based building materials having insulating properties
Mineral fibre board for use in interior decoration
Mineral pellets for use in the building industry
Minerals for use in building
Minerals for use in construction
Mirror doors
Mixtures of bitumen and plastics for building purposes
Mixtures of bitumen and plastics for making roads
Mixtures of cement, sand and stone material
Mobile accommodation [non-metallic]
Mobile aerial work platforms [scaffolding], not of metal
Mobile display units [structures] of non-metallic materials
Mobile homes [portable buildings] of non-metallic materials
Mobile partitions [doors] made of non-metallic materials
Mobile partitions [structures] made of non-metallic materials
Mobile pedestals [structures] made of non-metallic materials
Mobile platforms [scaffolding] of non-metallic materials
Model aeroplanes [ornaments] made of marble
Model aeroplanes [ornaments] made of stone
Model animals [ornaments] made of marble
Model animals [ornaments] made of stone
Model cars [ornaments] made of marble
Model cars [ornaments] made of stone
Model figures [ornaments] made of marble
Model figures [ornaments] made of stone
Model vehicles [ornaments] made of marble
Model vehicles [ornaments] made of stone
Models [ornaments] made of marble
Models [ornaments] made of stone
Modified sheet glass for building
Modular non-metallic structures
Modular portable building structures [non-metallic]
Modular portable building units of non-metallic materials for construction into relocatable buildings
Modular prefabricated building units of non-metallic materials for the construction of buildings
Modular structural units, not of metal, for the construction of prefabricated buildings
Modular wall panelling of non-metallic materials
Moldable wood
Moldings, not of metal, for building
Moldings, not of metal, for cornices
Monocellular glass microspheres being building materials
Monument stone
Monuments of concrete
Monuments of marble
Monuments of stone
Monuments, not of metal
Mooring bollards, not of metal
Mortar
Mortar and grouting cartridges containing synthetic resins for rock bolts
Mortar cartridges containing synthetic resins, for rock bolts [grouting]
Mortar for building
Mortar for use as an adhesive
Mortar for use with synthetic substances
Mortar made of synthetic substances
Mortar mix
Mortar slabs
Mosaic tiles
Mosaics for building
Mosquito screens [non-metallic]
Mouldable wood
Mouldable wood compositions
Moulded clay bricks
Moulded plastic sheet material for use in building
Moulded plastic sheet material for use in construction
Moulded wood
Mouldings made from expanded plastics for use in building
Mouldings made from plastics for use in building
Mouldings made from polyurethane for use in building
Mouldings of non-metallic materials for casing buildings
Mouldings of non-metallic materials for cladding buildings
Mouldings of non-metallic materials for cornices
Mouldings of non-metallic materials for facing buildings
Mouldings of non-metallic materials for panelling buildings
Mouldings of non-metallic materials for surfacing buildings
Mouldings of non-metallic materials for use in building
Mouldings of plaster
Mouldings, not of metal, for building
Mouldings, not of metal, for cornices
Mounts of concrete for roof windows
Mounts of concrete for skylight windows
Mounts of plastic for roof windows
Mounts of plastic for skylight windows
Mounts of wood for roof windows
Mounts of wood for skylight windows
Movable non-metallic framed stage platform units
Movable non-metallic framed studio platform units
Movable partition panels [doors], not of metal, for dividing rooms
Movable partitions [walls] of glass
Movable partitions [walls] of non-metallic materials
Movable partitions [walls] of plastic
Movable partitions [walls] of wood
Moveable walls made of non-metallic materials
Mud bricks for building
Multilayer coated safety glass for glazing buildings
Multilayer coloured safety glass for glazing buildings
Multilayer panels of plastic for use in building
Multilayer safety glass for glazing buildings
Multilayer sheets of plastic for use in building
Multilayered insulating glass units for glazing buildings
Multi-layered wood
Nailplates [non-metallic] for the assembly of roof trusses
Nailplates [non-metallic] for use in the construction of timber structures
Natural refractory materials for forming linings in high temperature vessels
Natural refractory materials for repairing linings in high temperature vessels
Natural stone
Natural stone for building purposes
Natural stone slabs and tiles
Non metallic transportable buildings
Non-electric ducting conduit installations of non-metallic materials
Non-electric ducting made from insulating materials
Non-electric ducting made from plastics materials
Non-electric ducting made of non-metallic materials
Non-electric ducting made of non-metallic materials reinforced with metal
Non-luminous and non-mechanical signs, not of metal
Non-luminous and non-mechanical signs, not of metal, for airport runways
Non-luminous and non-mechanical signs, not of metal, for construction areas
Non-luminous and non-mechanical signs, not of metal, for highways
Non-luminous and non-mechanical signs, not of metal, for paths
Non-luminous and non-mechanical signs, not of metal, for roads
Non-luminous non-metal beacons [tower-like structures]
Non-metal artificial fish reefs
Non-metal bird baths [structures]
Non-metal brackets for gutters
Non-metal chimneys
Non-metal cornices
Non-metal coverings for ceilings
Non-metal door frames
Non-metal doors
Non-metal drains for use in construction of basement waterproofing system
Non-metal floor panels
Non-metal folding doors
Non-metal gutter pipes
Non-metal monuments
Non-metal mooring bollards
Non-metal paint spraying booths
Non-metal partitions for building
Non-metal rocket launching platforms
Non-metal roofing
Non-metal silos
Non-metal stairs
Non-metal transportable greenhouses for household use
Non-metal trellises
Non-metal ventilating ducts
Non-metal wainscoting
Non-metal wall tiles
Non-metal window frames
Non-metal window jambs
Non-metal window screens
Non-metal window shutters
Non-metal window sills
Non-metal windows
Non-metallic access covers
Non-metallic advertisement columns
Non-metallic air ducts for buildings
Non-metallic air pipes for buildings
Non-metallic air vents for buildings
Non-metallic and non-textile blinds [slatted] for exterior use
Non-metallic arch frames for use in construction
Non-metallic articles for use in building
Non-metallic articles for use in construction
Non-metallic baffle walls
Non-metallic balcony enclosures
Non-metallic balusters
Non-metallic balustrades
Non-metallic banister rails
Non-metallic banisters
Non-metallic barge boards
Non-metallic barricades for highways
Non-metallic bathroom tiles
Non-metallic beams for building purposes
Non-metallic bird baths [structures]
Non-metallic blinds for exterior use
Non-metallic blocks for construction
Non-metallic blocks for use in flooring construction
Non-metallic board mixed with non-organic fibre for building purposes
Non-metallic boards for building purposes
Non-metallic boiler surrounds
Non-metallic building beams
Non-metallic building blocks
Non-metallic building boards
Non-metallic building bricks
Non-metallic building components
Non-metallic building elements
Non-metallic building elements for the damping of sound
Non-metallic building elements for the damping of vibration
Non-metallic building elements incorporating glass
Non-metallic building elements incorporating glazing
Non-metallic building elements made from glass
Non-metallic building elements made from glazing elements
Non-metallic building facade elements
Non-metallic building frames
Non-metallic building frameworks
Non-metallic building fronts
Non-metallic building laths
Non-metallic building materials
Non-metallic building materials for civil engineering
Non-metallic building materials for construction of flood protection barriers
Non-metallic building materials for covering ceilings
Non-metallic building materials for draught proofing
Non-metallic building materials for fire protection
Non-metallic building materials for flood protection
Non-metallic building materials for flooring
Non-metallic building materials for floors
Non-metallic building materials for furnaces
Non-metallic building materials for ground consolidation
Non-metallic building materials for roofs
Non-metallic building materials for screeding
Non-metallic building materials for slating
Non-metallic building materials for the construction of office interiors
Non-metallic building materials for the covering of walls
Non-metallic building materials for use in cavity walls
Non-metallic building materials for use in cladding
Non-metallic building materials for use in relation to floors
Non-metallic building materials for use in setting manholes
Non-metallic building materials for waterproofing purposes
Non-metallic building materials having a honeycomb structure
Non-metallic building materials having acoustic properties
Non-metallic building materials having insulating properties
Non-metallic building materials having sound deadening properties
Non-metallic building materials having thermal insulation properties
Non-metallic building materials having waterproofing properties
Non-metallic building materials in sheet form
Non-metallic building materials in strip form
Non-metallic building materials in the form of beams
Non-metallic building materials in the form of blocks
Non-metallic building materials in the form of boards
Non-metallic building materials in the form of foils
Non-metallic building materials in the form of panels
Non-metallic building materials in the form of planks
Non-metallic building materials in the form of plastic extrusions
Non-metallic building materials in the form of shaped sections
Non-metallic building materials in the form of slabs
Non-metallic building materials in the form of strips
Non-metallic building materials in the form of tapes
Non-metallic building materials made of balsa wood
Non-metallic building materials made of vinyl plastics
Non-metallic building panels
Non-metallic building partitions
Non-metallic building plates
Non-metallic building products
Non-metallic building sections
Non-metallic building sheets
Non-metallic building slabs
Non-metallic building structures
Non-metallic building tiles
Non-metallic buildings
Non-metallic buildings for housing portable toilets
Non-metallic buildings in the form of cabins
Non-metallic bushings [parts of drains or gutters]
Non-metallic car parks [structures]
Non-metallic caravan annexes [structures]
Non-metallic carpenters' boards
Non-metallic carpenters' panels
Non-metallic carpenters' sheets
Non-metallic carpentry sheets
Non-metallic casings for use in building or construction
Non-metallic castings for use in connection with roads
Non-metallic castings for use on roads
Non-metallic cavity barriers
Non-metallic cavity wall trays
Non-metallic ceiling boards
Non-metallic ceiling centrepieces
Non-metallic ceiling panels
Non-metallic ceiling tiles
Non-metallic ceiling tiles having sound insulation properties
Non-metallic ceilings
Non-metallic chimney blocks
Non-metallic chimney linings
Non-metallic chimney terminals
Non-metallic chutes for the handling of goods, other than parts of machines
Non-metallic chutes for the movement of goods, other than parts of machines
Non-metallic chutes for the sorting of goods, other than parts of machines
Non-metallic civil engineering structures
Non-metallic cladding board
Non-metallic cladding for buildings
Non-metallic cladding for ceilings
Non-metallic cladding for facades
Non-metallic cladding for walls
Non-metallic cladding for windows
Non-metallic cladding materials
Non-metallic cladding panels
Non-metallic cladding panels for roofs
Non-metallic cladding panels for walls
Non-metallic cladding sheets
Non-metallic clamping devices for use with roof flashings
Non-metallic coating materials [building materials]
Non-metallic coffered ceilings
Non-metallic cold frame boxes
Non-metallic cold frames
Non-metallic components for buildings
Non-metallic composite boards
Non-metallic composite materials for use in building
Non-metallic composite materials for use in building repair
Non-metallic composite materials for use in construction
Non-metallic composite materials for use in roofing
Non-metallic composite materials of non-woven fabrics for construction
Non-metallic composite materials of woven fabrics for construction purposes
Non-metallic composite sheets for building purposes
Non-metallic composite structures for paving of surfaces
Non-metallic composite structures for the paving of tennis courts
Non-metallic conduits for water discharge
Non-metallic conduits for water distribution
Non-metallic conservatories
Non-metallic construction materials
Non-metallic construction sheets
Non-metallic cornices for windows
Non-metallic coverings for construction
Non-metallic covers for drainage channels
Non-metallic covers for gulleys
Non-metallic coving
Non-metallic cubicles, other than for showers
Non-metallic curved translucent sheeting for building purposes
Non-metallic dado rails
Non-metallic damp course materials
Non-metallic damp proof courses
Non-metallic damp proof membranes
Non-metallic decking
Non-metallic decorative claddings
Non-metallic decorative edge mouldings for building
Non-metallic decorative glazing frames
Non-metallic decorative mouldings
Non-metallic decorative pillars
Non-metallic discharge pipes for building installations
Non-metallic dividing wall panels
Non-metallic dividing walls
Non-metallic domes for buildings
Non-metallic door surrounds
Non-metallic doors
Non-metallic doors for use in garages
Non-metallic doorways
Non-metallic dormer vents
Non-metallic double glazed units
Non-metallic double glazing panels
Non-metallic double glazing units
Non-metallic drain pipes
Non-metallic drainage apparatus
Non-metallic drainage boards
Non-metallic drainage channels
Non-metallic drainage courses
Non-metallic drainage pipes
Non-metallic drainage plates
Non-metallic drainage products for use in building
Non-metallic drainage products for use in construction
Non-metallic drainage products for use in roofing
Non-metallic drainage profiles
Non-metallic ducting tiles
Non-metallic ducts for ventilating and air-conditioning installations
Non-metallic ducts, other than electric
Non-metallic earth retaining structures
Non-metallic elements for use in building
Non-metallic elements for use in civil engineering construction
Non-metallic embedding materials for ground cables
Non-metallic enclosures, other than for showers
Non-metallic expanded honeycombs
Non-metallic expansion joint covers
Non-metallic extensions for buildings
Non-metallic external door frames
Non-metallic external doors
Non-metallic external shutters for windows
Non-metallic fabrics for the reinforcement of roofs
Non-metallic fabrics for use in building
Non-metallic fabrics for use with paving materials
Non-metallic facade elements for buildings
Non-metallic facia boards
Non-metallic facias
Non-metallic facing bricks
Non-metallic facing elements for ceilings
Non-metallic facing elements for floors
Non-metallic facing tiles for use in buildings
Non-metallic false ceilings
Non-metallic farm structures
Non-metallic fascia boards
Non-metallic fascias
Non-metallic fascias for advertising
Non-metallic fastening devices for building purposes
Non-metallic fences
Non-metallic fencing
Non-metallic fencing materials
Non-metallic fencing panels
Non-metallic fencing posts
Non-metallic fencing rails
Non-metallic fire protection materials for use in building
Non-metallic fire protection screenings for electric cables
Non-metallic fire protection screenings for electric ducts
Non-metallic fire resistant collars for pipes
Non-metallic fire retardant panels for use in construction
Non-metallic fireproof panels for use in building
Non-metallic fittings for water conduits
Non-metallic flashing for windows
Non-metallic flashing frames
Non-metallic flashing holders
Non-metallic flashings for waterproofing buildings
Non-metallic flexible doors
Non-metallic floating breakwaters for the use in boat marinas
Non-metallic floor boards
Non-metallic flooring
Non-metallic flooring blocks
Non-metallic flooring boards
Non-metallic flooring components
Non-metallic flooring materials
Non-metallic flooring panels
Non-metallic flooring tiles
Non-metallic floors
Non-metallic floors for building
Non-metallic flues for use in building
Non-metallic flyscreens
Non-metallic folding walls
Non-metallic formwork
Non-metallic formwork for concrete
Non-metallic foundation material for use in building
Non-metallic foundation material for use in construction
Non-metallic framed patio doors
Non-metallic frames for building
Non-metallic frames for buildings
Non-metallic frames for doors
Non-metallic frames for glazed doors
Non-metallic frames for glazed windows
Non-metallic frames for porches
Non-metallic frames for shop fronts
Non-metallic frames for skylights
Non-metallic frames for use with partitions
Non-metallic frames for verandas
Non-metallic frames for windows
Non-metallic framework for buildings
Non-metallic framework structures
Non-metallic garage doors
Non-metallic garden bed frames
Non-metallic garden rooms in the nature of building structures
Non-metallic gates for outdoor use
Non-metallic girders being parts of ceilings
Non-metallic girders being parts of walls
Non-metallic glazing bars
Non-metallic glazing beads
Non-metallic glazing for building
Non-metallic glazing frames
Non-metallic gratings
Non-metallic grilles
Non-metallic gullies
Non-metallic gutter connection pieces
Non-metallic gutter supports
Non-metallic guttering for the collection of rainwater
Non-metallic guttering for the collection of waste water
Non-metallic guttering for the dispersal of rainwater
Non-metallic guttering for the dispersal of waste water
Non-metallic hips for roofing
Non-metallic houses
Non-metallic housing units
Non-metallic impact absorbing surfaces for playground areas
Non-metallic impact absorbing surfaces for recreational areas
Non-metallic impact resistant construction materials
Non-metallic impermeable membranes for underground use
Non-metallic industrial buildings
Non-metallic industrial doors
Non-metallic industrial drainage apparatus
Non-metallic infill panels
Non-metallic information display apparatus [non-luminous, non-mechanical]
Non-metallic insulated pipes for water
Non-metallic interior partitions for buildings
Non-metallic interlocking panels for building
Non-metallic internal wall cladding
Non-metallic jointless flooring materials
Non-metallic kerb units
Non-metallic kitchen tiles
Non-metallic laminated boards for building use
Non-metallic laminated boards for partitions
Non-metallic laminated boards for surfaces
Non-metallic laminated boards for use in shop fitting
Non-metallic laminated boards for walls
Non-metallic laminated building panels
Non-metallic laminated doors
Non-metallic laminated panels for partitions
Non-metallic laminated panels for surfaces
Non-metallic laminated panels for walls
Non-metallic laminated strips for partitions
Non-metallic laminated strips for surfaces
Non-metallic laminated strips for walls
Non-metallic laminated tiles for partitions
Non-metallic laminated tiles for surfaces
Non-metallic laminated tiles for walls
Non-metallic laminates
Non-metallic laminates veneer
Non-metallic laterally opening doors
Non-metallic liners for concrete forms
Non-metallic lining boards
Non-metallic linings for buildings
Non-metallic materials for use in surfacing pavements
Non-metallic materials for use in surfacing roads
Non-metallic materials for use in surfacing roofs
Non-metallic materials for use in the construction of roads
Non-metallic materials for use in the construction of swimming pools
Non-metallic materials for use in the construction of tunnels
Non-metallic materials for use in the construction of walls
Non-metallic mats for use in the construction
Non-metallic membranes for waterproofing
Non-metallic minerals for building or construction
Non-metallic mobile constructions
Non-metallic modular building units
Non-metallic modular portable buildings
Non-metallic modular shelters
Non-metallic modular units for constructing prefabricated buildings
Non-metallic modular units for constructing relocatable buildings
Non-metallic modules for use in constructing buildings
Non-metallic monocoque buildings
Non-metallic monorail structures
Non-metallic monorail tracks
Non-metallic monuments
Non-metallic moveable walls
Non-metallic Mullions
Non-metallic niches
Non-metallic outdoor signboards [non-luminous and non-mechanical]
Non-metallic panelled ceilings
Non-metallic panelling for roof gardens
Non-metallic panelling for roof plantations
Non-metallic panels for building
Non-metallic panels for covering walls
Non-metallic panels for doors for buildings
Non-metallic panels for interior cladding on buildings
Non-metallic panels for outer cladding on buildings
Non-metallic panels for partitions
Non-metallic panels for use in building
Non-metallic panels for use in construction
Non-metallic panels for walls
Non-metallic parquet
Non-metallic partitioning, other than furniture
Non-metallic partitions for shower baths
Non-metallic paving blocks
Non-metallic paving materials
Non-metallic paving products
Non-metallic paving tiles
Non-metallic pedestals [structures]
Non-metallic pergolas
Non-metallic permanent building structures
Non-metallic permanent buildings for agricultural purposes
Non-metallic permanent buildings for horticultural purposes
Non-metallic permanent buildings for stock rearing purposes
Non-metallic permeable tiles
Non-metallic picture rails
Non-metallic piles
Non-metallic pillars
Non-metallic pillars for bill-posting
Non-metallic pillars for buildings
Non-metallic pipes for building purposes
Non-metallic pipes for high temperature use in transferring molten material
Non-metallic pipes for roof drainage installations
Non-metallic pits for roofs
Non-metallic platform staging for use with scaffolding
Non-metallic platform steps for use with scaffolding
Non-metallic porches
Non-metallic port holes [parts for buildings]
Non-metallic portable building structures
Non-metallic portable buildings
Non-metallic portable cabins
Non-metallic portable constructions
Non-metallic portable shelters
Non-metallic portable stables for horses
Non-metallic portable structures
Non-metallic porticos
Non-metallic posts
Non-metallic posts for electric fences
Non-metallic prefabricated balconies
Non-metallic prefabricated building components
Non-metallic prefabricated building elements
Non-metallic prefabricated building elements for on site assembly
Non-metallic prefabricated building elements for sale in kit form
Non-metallic prefabricated buildings
Non-metallic prefabricated elements for building
Non-metallic prefabricated extensions for buildings
Non-metallic prefabricated houses
Non-metallic prefabricated partition walls
Non-metallic prefabricated relocatable buildings
Non-metallic prefabricated roof structures
Non-metallic prefabricated roof units
Non-metallic prefabricated scaffolds
Non-metallic prefabricated strongrooms [structures]
Non-metallic prefabricated wall structures
Non-metallic preformed building panels
Non-metallic preformed building sections
Non-metallic pre-insulated bonded pipes for building
Non-metallic private dwelling houses
Non-metallic profiled slabs
Non-metallic profiled strips for use in building
Non-metallic profiles for building construction
Non-metallic profiles for use in building
Non-metallic promenade tiles
Non-metallic rafters
Non-metallic railings
Non-metallic rails for railways
Non-metallic rails for vehicles
Non-metallic rain shelters
Non-metallic rainwater traps and covers
Non-metallic ready mountable building parts
Non-metallic ready mountable parts for roof constructions
Non-metallic reconstituted adorning facing bricks
Non-metallic reconstituted adorning facing stones
Non-metallic reconstituted adorning tiles
Non-metallic reinforcement bar connectors
Non-metallic reinforcement fabrics for asphalt paving
Non-metallic reinforcement for building
Non-metallic reinforcement for civil engineering construction
Non-metallic reinforcement materials for building
Non-metallic reinforcement materials for construction
Non-metallic reinforcement strips for use in building panels
Non-metallic reinforcing fabrics for building
Non-metallic relocatable buildings
Non-metallic relocatable buildings incorporating sanitary installations
Non-metallic removable partitions [structures]
Non-metallic rigid doors
Non-metallic rigid pipes
Non-metallic rigid pipes for building
Non-metallic rigid pipes for construction purposes
Non-metallic rigid tubes for building
Non-metallic rigid tubing for construction
Non-metallic road coverings
Non-metallic road humps [portable] for slowing traffic
Non-metallic road humps for slowing traffic
Non-metallic road making materials
Non-metallic road marking devices
Non-metallic road marking materials
Non-metallic road marking sheets
Non-metallic road marking strips
Non-metallic road marking tape
Non-metallic roll doors for use in industrial buildings
Non-metallic roll doors for use in warehouses
Non-metallic roller doors having insulating properties
Non-metallic roller shutters
Non-metallic roof components for buildings
Non-metallic roof coverings
Non-metallic roof edging
Non-metallic roof flashing
Non-metallic roof lights [windows]
Non-metallic roof panels
Non-metallic roof ridges
Non-metallic roof structures for supporting tiles
Non-metallic roof tiles
Non-metallic roof trusses
Non-metallic roof turrets
Non-metallic roof vents
Non-metallic roof windows
Non-metallic roofing
Non-metallic roofing boards
Non-metallic roofing boards incorporating insulating materials
Non-metallic roofing joints
Non-metallic roofing materials
Non-metallic roofing membranes
Non-metallic roofing membranes incorporating polyester resin
Non-metallic roofing panels
Non-metallic roofing plate
Non-metallic roofing skeletons
Non-metallic roofing tiles
Non-metallic roofs
Non-metallic roofs for building structures
Non-metallic roofs for buildings
Non-metallic roofs for structures
Non-metallic roofs sold complete
Non-metallic room divider panels, other than furniture
Non-metallic room dividers, other than furniture
Non-metallic sandwich sheets
Non-metallic sash balances for windows
Non-metallic scaffold towers
Non-metallic scaffolding
Non-metallic scaffoldings apparatus
Non-metallic screen wall components
Non-metallic screens [partitions] for bathrooms
Non-metallic section panels for use in advertising shelters
Non-metallic section panels for use in advertising structures
Non-metallic sectional buildings
Non-metallic sections for use in building
Non-metallic security gratings for the outside of buildings
Non-metallic semi-permeable membranes for building purposes
Non-metallic sewer pipes
Non-metallic sewers
Non-metallic shaped blocks for use in the construction of doors
Non-metallic shaped blocks for use in the construction of windows
Non-metallic shaped panels for use in the construction of doors
Non-metallic shaped panels for use in the construction of windows
Non-metallic shaped sections for use in the construction of doors
Non-metallic shaped sections for use in the construction of windows
Non-metallic sheds [buildings]
Non-metallic sheet materials for building
Non-metallic sheeting for building
Non-metallic sheets for roofing
Non-metallic sheets for use with greenhouses
Non-metallic shelters
Non-metallic shelves [structures]
Non-metallic shop fronts
Non-metallic shops
Non-metallic shutter doors
Non-metallic shutter grilles
Non-metallic shuttering
Non-metallic shuttering for use in building
Non-metallic shutters
Non-metallic shutters for windows
Non-metallic sidewalls
Non-metallic sidings
Non-metallic sign frames
Non-metallic sign holders
Non-metallic signposts
Non-metallic signs [non-luminous, non-mechanical]
Non-metallic signs [non-luminous, non-mechanical] for roads
Non-metallic skirting boards
Non-metallic skylights for buildings
Non-metallic slatted shutters [outdoor]
Non-metallic sleeves for use in building
Non-metallic sliceable walls
Non-metallic sliding dividers [walls]
Non-metallic sliding doors
Non-metallic soffit boards
Non-metallic soffits
Non-metallic soil vents
Non-metallic sound absorbing structures for buildings
Non-metallic sound insulating structures
Non-metallic spandrel panels
Non-metallic spars for use in building
Non-metallic splices for connecting reinforcing bars in concrete columns
Non-metallic spreader conduits for metallurgical purposes
Non-metallic stabilisation fabrics [geotextiles] for use in construction
Non-metallic stabilisation fabrics for use in construction
Non-metallic stable [structures]
Non-metallic stage platform structures
Non-metallic staging
Non-metallic stair components
Non-metallic stair rails
Non-metallic stalls for showers
Non-metallic stanchion stays
Non-metallic stand tanks
Non-metallic stands for road signs
Non-metallic static buildings
Non-metallic storage shelters
Non-metallic stores [structures]
Non-metallic street furniture [structures]
Non-metallic structural building elements
Non-metallic structural building members
Non-metallic structural frameworks for buildings
Non-metallic structural platforms [structures]
Non-metallic structural reinforcement for construction purposes
Non-metallic structural sections for construction purposes
Non-metallic structural support members
Non-metallic structures
Non-metallic structures for agricultural use
Non-metallic structures for buildings
Non-metallic structures for horticultural use
Non-metallic structures for withstanding fire explosions
Non-metallic structures for withstanding gas explosions
Non-metallic studding
Non-metallic studio apartments
Non-metallic studio platform structures
Non-metallic sumps [structures]
Non-metallic support fixings for building structures
Non-metallic support posts for signs
Non-metallic supports for sign panels
Non-metallic surfaces for playground areas
Non-metallic surfaces for recreational areas
Non-metallic surfaces for sports areas
Non-metallic surfacing for floors
Non-metallic surfacing for walls
Non-metallic surfacing materials for building
Non-metallic surfacing materials in the nature of bark
Non-metallic surfacing materials in the nature of wood fibre
Non-metallic surfacing materials in the nature of wooden chips
Non-metallic suspended ceiling structures
Non-metallic suspended ceilings
Non-metallic suspended stages [structures]
Non-metallic swimming pool structures
Non-metallic thermal blinds [slatted outdoor]
Non-metallic ties for cavity walls
Non-metallic ties for use in brickwork
Non-metallic ties for use in building
Non-metallic tiles for building
Non-metallic tiles for ceiling cladding
Non-metallic tiles for decoration
Non-metallic tiles for floors
Non-metallic tiltable doors for buildings
Non-metallic timber connectors
Non-metallic traffic control constructions
Non-metallic traffic control ramps
Non-metallic traffic information panels [non-luminous, non-mechanical]
Non-metallic translucent tiles
Non-metallic transparent doors for buildings
Non-metallic transportable accommodation
Non-metallic transportable buildings
Non-metallic transportable changing rooms
Non-metallic transportable constructions
Non-metallic transportable constructions
Non-metallic transportable exhibition stands [structures]
Non-metallic transportable houses
Non-metallic transportable rooms incorporating showers
Non-metallic transportable structures
Non-metallic trap doors
Non-metallic tree grids
Non-metallic tree grilles
Non-metallic tree guards [structures]
Non-metallic trelliswork
Non-metallic trench sheeting panels
Non-metallic trenching struts
Non-metallic trestle columns
Non-metallic trolley shelters [structures]
Non-metallic tunnels
Non-metallic undercloaking
Non-metallic underlay for roofing
Non-metallic vent pipe terminals for use in building
Non-metallic vented underlays for roof waterproofing systems
Non-metallic ventilator flaps for buildings
Non-metallic ventilators [vents] for buildings
Non-metallic venting ducts
Non-metallic verandas
Non-metallic wafer board
Non-metallic walkways
Non-metallic wall blocks
Non-metallic wall boards
Non-metallic wall claddings
Non-metallic wall connectors
Non-metallic wall covering for buildings, other than paint
Non-metallic wall covering plates
Non-metallic wall covering tiles
Non-metallic wall panels
Non-metallic wall partitions, other than furniture
Non-metallic walls
Non-metallic walls for buildings
Non-metallic warehouses
Non-metallic water pipes
Non-metallic waterproofing boards
Non-metallic waterproofing materials, other than paint
Non-metallic waterproofing membranes for use in building
Non-metallic weather boarding
Non-metallic weatherboards
Non-metallic window casements
Non-metallic window frames
Non-metallic window guards
Non-metallic window sashes
Non-metallic window sills
Non-metallic window surrounds
Non-metallic windows
Non-metallic woven covers for use as geotextile materials
Non-metallic woven fabrics for concrete
Non-metallic woven fabrics for protection against erosion
Non-metallic woven fabrics for use as geotextile materials
Non-metallic woven fabrics for use as geotextile materials for building purposes
Non-metallic woven mats for building purposes
Non-metallic woven mats for use as geotextile materials
Non-metallic woven textiles for stabilising soil
Non-metallic, non-luminous and non-mechanical traffic signs
Non-woven fabrics for land drainage
Non-woven fabrics for land protection
Non-woven fabrics for land stabilisation
Non-woven fabrics for soil drainage
Non-woven fabrics for soil protection
Non-woven fabrics for soil stabilisation
Non-woven fibres for use in roofing
Notices, non-luminous and non-mechanical, not of metal
Oak framed buildings
Offices [non-metallic buildings]
Olivine for building
Organic fibres for building purposes
Oriented strand boards [non-metallic]
Ornamental figurines made of concrete
Ornamental figurines made of marble
Ornamental figurines made of stone
Ornamental models made of concrete
Ornamental models made of marble
Ornamental models made of stone
Ornamental sculptures made of concrete
Ornamental sculptures made of marble
Ornamental sculptures made of stone
Ornaments [statues] made of concrete
Ornaments [statues] made of marble
Ornaments [statues] made of stone
Ornament made of concrete for aquaria
Ornament made of concrete for ponds
Ornaments made of marble
Ornaments made of marble for aquaria
Ornaments made of marble for ponds
Ornaments made of stone
Ornaments made of stone for aquaria
Ornaments made of stone for ponds
Outdoor blinds, not of metal and not of textile
Outdoor blinds, not of metal or of textile
Overflow channels of non-metallic materials
Paddling pools [structure] made of non-metallic materials
Paint spraying booths, not of metal
Palings, not of metal
Palisading, not of metal
Pallet racks, not of metal
Panel boards of non-metallic materials
Panel mouldings of non-metallic materials
Panelling elements made of natural stones
Panelling of non-metallic materials for use in construction
Panels made of wood coated with plastics for use in building
Panels made of wood veneered with plastics for use in building
Panels made of wooden materials [semi-finished]
Panels made of wooden materials for use in construction
Panels of card filled with bentonite for use in construction
Pantiles, not of metal
Paper board for building
Paper for use in building
Paper, including resin impregnated paper, for making laminates for use in building
Paperboard for building
Parapet supports, not of metal
Parapets made of non-metallic materials
Parquet floor boards
Parquet flooring
Parquet flooring and parquet slabs
Parquet flooring made of cork
Parquet flooring made of wood
Parquet flooring of cork
Parquet flooring of wood
Parquet wood flooring
Particle board for use in building
Particle board for use in construction
Particle board made of non-metallic materials
Particulate minerals for constructing surfaces for sporting use
Particulate rock for constructing surfaces for sports activities
Partition walls made of non-metallic materials
Partitions [structures] made principally of plasterboard
Partitions [structures] made principally of synthetic materials
Partitions being non-metallic building materials
Partitions of plastic
Partitions of wood
Partitions, not of metal
Partly processed timber
Path edgings made of non-metallic materials
Patio doors made of non-metallic materials
Pavements made of non-metallic materials
Pavilions made of non-metallic materials
Paving blocks made of non-metallic materials
Paving blocks, not of metal
Paving made of non-metallic materials
Paving slabs, not of metal
Paving slabs, not of metal, for building
Paving stone
Paving stones
Pebbles
Penstock [conduits], not of metal
Penstock pipes, not of metal
Perches
Pet doors, not of metal
Petroleum pitch
Pigsties, not of metal
Pilings of wood
Pilings, not of metal
Pillars, not of metal, for building
Pipes made of cement
Pipes made of cement for use in building
Pipes made of earthenware
Pipes made of earthenware for use in building
Pitch
Pitch and bitumen
Pitch epoxy based surfaces for roads
Pitch for building
Planar glass for buildings
Planar glass for doors
Planar glass for wall partitions
Planar glass for walls
Planar panels made of cement
Planar panels made of concrete
Planar panels made of fibre-reinforced cement
Planar panels made of fibre-reinforced concrete
Planar panels made of fibre-reinforced gypsum
Planar panels made of fibre-reinforced plastic
Planar panels made of fibre-reinforced wood
Planar panels made of gypsum
Planar panels made of plastic
Planar panels made of wood
Planks
Planks of non-metallic materials for use in building
Planks of non-metallic materials for use in construction
Planks of wood for building
Plant espaliers of non-metallic materials
Plant screens [trellis], not of metal
Plaques made of concrete
Plaques made of marble
Plaques made of stone
Plaster
Plaster [for building purposes]
Plaster boards
Plaster components for use in building
Plaster compositions for filling defects in building surfaces
Plaster compositions for use in building for filling cracks
Plaster compositions for use in building for filling holes
Plaster for casting [not medical]
Plaster for moulding
Plaster for repairing cracks in plaster
Plaster for repairing cracks in woodwork
Plaster for repairing holes in plaster
Plaster for repairing holes in woodwork
Plaster for use in building
Plaster for use in decorating buildings
Plaster for use in making moulds for use in industry
Plaster for use in pottery
Plaster materials for exterior walls of buildings
Plaster materials for exterior walls of structures
Plaster materials for interior walls of buildings
Plaster materials for interior walls of structures
Plasterboard
Plasterboard with a high-resistant foam base
Plasters for coating exterior wall surfaces
Plasters for coating interior wall surfaces
Plasters for covering exterior wall surfaces
Plasters for covering interior wall surfaces
Plasters for finishing exterior wall surfaces
Plasters for finishing interior wall surfaces
Plastic articles for use in building
Plastic articles for use in civil engineering construction
Plastic articles for use in construction
Plastic barrier apparatus
Plastic barriers [structures]
Plastic boundary marking posts
Plastic building boards
Plastic coatings [building materials]
Plastic coatings for construction purposes [building materials]
Plastic fences
Plastic floorboards
Plastic flooring materials
Plastic landscape edgings
Plastic liners for non-portable swimming pools
Plastic materials for constructional purposes
Plastic materials for use in the construction of swimming pools
Plastic mouldings for building construction
Plastic panels for use in building
Plastic panels for use in construction
Plastic pipes [rigid] for water
Plastic posts
Plastic road furniture [structures]
Plastic roof plates
Plastic screen wall components
Plastic sections used as inserts in windows
Plastic security windows allowing communication
Plastic sheets for roofing
Plastic sheets provided with adhesion promoters for use in building
Plastic skylights
Plastic tiles
Plastic wallboards
Plastic window frames
Plastics in film form for building purposes
Plastics in sheet form for building purposes
Plate glass [windows] for building
Plate glass for building
Plates being non-metallic building elements
Plates made of glass for building purposes
Plates of foamed plastics for building purposes
Plates of plastics for building purposes
Platforms for use as working areas [non-metallic]
Platforms of non-metallic materials
Platforms, prefabricated, not of metal
Playground structures of non-metallic materials
Plywood
Plywood board
Plywood for building
Plywood panelling for use in building
Plywood sheets
Podiums [structures] of non-metallic materials
Poles of non-metallic materials
Poles, not of metal, for power lines
Polymer concrete
Polymeric bitumen emulsion for waterproofing buildings
Polymeric bitumen emulsions for road surfaces
Polymeric bitumen emulsions for the protection of buildings
Polymeric building panels
Polypropylene mats for use in building
Polystyrene flooring materials
Polystyrene flooring materials for use in construction
Polystyrene flooring materials having insulating properties
Polystyrene panels for use in building
Polyvinyl chloride blinds [outdoor]
Ponds [non-metallic structures]
Ponds incorporating cascades
Ponds incorporating fountains
Pontoon supports of non-metallic materials
Porches [structures], not of metal
Porches, not of metal, for building
Porous concrete stones
Porphyry [stone]
Portable assembly staging made of non-metallic materials
Portable buildings made of non-metallic materials
Portable gazebos not primarily of metal
Portable non-metal levees
Portable outdoor security cabins made of non-metallic materials
Portable pallet racks, not of metal
Portable signs [non-luminous, non-mechanical] for roads, not of metal
Portable stands, not of metal, for use by spectators
Portland blast-furnace slag cement
Portland cement
Poster advertising pillars [structures] of non-metallic materials
Posts of non-metallic materials
Posts of non-metallic materials for use as bus-stops
Posts, not of metal
Posts, not of metal, for power lines
Potable water reservoirs of non-metallic materials
Potters' clay
Potters' clay [raw material]
Pottery stone
Powder spray painting stations [structures], not of metal
Precast concrete beams
Precast concrete building elements
Precast concrete floor elements
Precast concrete floor slabs
Precast concrete girders
Prefabricated doors of wood
Prefabricated drainage channels of synthetic material
Prefabricated greenhouses, not of metal
Prefabricated houses [kits], not of metal
Prefabricated log cabins, not of metal
Prefabricated mobile greenhouses, not of metal
Prefabricated non-metallic building constructions
Prefabricated non-metallic buildings
Prefabricated non-metallic constructions
Prefabricated non-metallic linings for underground cellars
Prefabricated non-metallic linings for underground tunnels
Prefabricated or portable bridges not of metal
Prefabricated relocatable buildings [non-metallic] constructed in modular units
Prefabricated wooden carports
Prefabricated wooden fences
Preformed building panels made of concrete
Preformed building panels made of concrete and foamed plastics
Preformed building panels made of foamed plastics
Preformed building panels made principally of concrete
Preformed concrete building elements
Pre-formed non-metallic floor ducts, non-electric
Premixed concrete
Premixed concrete base
Premixed concrete poured on site
Premixed concrete provided with a decorative surface finish
Premixed mortar
Preparations consisting principally of plaster for making cement
Preparations for use as waterproofing coatings on the surfaces of buildings, other than paints
Preparations for use as waterproofing coatings on the surfaces of structures, other than paints
Prepared dry mortar mix
Prepared lumber
Prepared mortars incorporating calcium aluminates
Prepared wood
Preserved wood [anti-decay wood]
Products in the nature of cements for the repair of concrete
Products in the nature of mortars for the repair of concrete
Profiles in plastics for holding reinforcement in concrete
Profiles of plastic for positioning reinforcement for concrete
Projection walls of non-metallic materials
Props, not of metal
Protective coatings [building materials]
Protective coatings for repelling water [building materials]
Protective coatings for roofs [building materials]
Protective coatings for walkways [building materials]
Protective surface [building materials]
Pumice stone slag
Purlins of non-metallic materials
PVC roofing membrane
Quarry tiles
Quartz
Racking [structures] of non-metallic materials for storage purposes
Racking [structures] of non-metallic materials for supporting cables
Racking [structures] of non-metallic materials for supporting pipes
Racking [structures] of non-metallic materials for supporting tubes
Racks [structures] of non-metallic materials
Racks [structures] of non-metallic materials for casks
Racks [structures] of non-metallic materials for kegs
Radiation shielding material of concrete for fabricating silos
Radiation shielding of concrete for fabricating buildings
Radiator surrounds of non-metallic materials
Rafter stays, not of metal
Rail fastenings, not of metal
Railheads, not of metal
Railroad ties, not of metal
Railway materials, not of metal
Railway sleepers of wood
Railway sleepers, not of metal
Rain gutters, not of metal
Rain traps, not of metal
Rainwater drainage apparatus of plastic materials
Rainwater hoppers of non-metallic materials
Ramps being structures of non-metallic materials
Rapid hardening plaster for building purposes
Raw chalk
Ready made building components [non-metallic]
Ready made door frames made of plastic
Ready made door frames made of polyvinylchloride
Ready made door frames made of wood
Ready made doors made of plastic
Ready made doors made of polyvinylchloride
Ready made doors made of wood
Ready made window frames made of plastic
Ready made window frames made of polyvinylchloride
Ready made window frames made of wood
Ready made windows made of plastic
Ready made windows made of polyvinylchloride
Ready made windows made of wood
Ready to use cement for building purposes
Ready to use concrete
Ready to use mortars
Reconstituted stone
Reeds for building
Refractory aggregates
Refractory blocks for use as furnace linings
Refractory bricks
Refractory cement
Refractory ceramic masses
Refractory ceramic masses for covering metallurgical melts
Refractory ceramic masses for lining channels
Refractory ceramic masses for lining furnaces
Refractory ceramic masses for lining vessels
Refractory concrete
Refractory construction materials, not of metal
Refractory mortar
Refractory products in the form of bricks
Refractory products in the form of cement
Refractory products in the form of concrete
Refractory products in the form of mortar
Refractory products in the form of prefabricated structural elements
Reinforced bituminous coverings for building construction
Reinforced bituminous sheeting for building construction
Reinforced concrete
Reinforced glass for building
Reinforcement of non-metallic materials for concrete
Reinforcement rods, not of metal
Reinforcing bars, not of metal
Reinforcing bars, not of metal for use in brickwork
Reinforcing bars, not of metal for use in concrete
Reinforcing bars, not of metal for use in masonry
Reinforcing fibres, not of metal for building
Reinforcing materials, not of metal, for building
Reinforcing mesh made of textile fibres for construction purposes
Relocatable non-metallic strongrooms
Removable partitions [structures], not of metal
Rendering
Rendering compositions for use in building
Rendering compositions for use in construction
Renderings
Reproduction slate
Reproduction slates
Resin impregnated papers for building purposes
Resinous flooring materials resistant against steam
Revolving doors not of metal
Rigid channels for drainage [non-metallic]
Rigid channels for pipelines [non-metallic]
Rigid foam materials being inserts for use in building
Rigid foam materials being moulding pieces for use in building
Rigid non-metallic pipes for building
Rigid pipes of plastics
Rigid pipes, not of metal
Rigid pipes, not of metal, for building
Rigid sponge for use in building
Rigid sponge for use in construction
Riveted non-metallic constructions
Road asphalt
Road coating materials
Road marking granules of glass
Road marking sheets and strips of synthetic material
Road marking sheets of synthetic materials
Road marking strips of synthetic materials
Road signs of non-metallic materials [non-mechanical, non-luminous]
Road signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, not of metal
Road traffic direction devices [non-mechanical, non-luminous], not of metal
Roads of non-metallic materials
Roadside display boards [non-mechanical, non-luminous], not of metal
Roadways of non-metallic materials
Rock [natural]
Rock crystal
Rock crystal for use as building materials
Rock flour
Rock grit
Rock grit for use in construction
Rock grit for use in landscaping
Rocket launching platforms [structures], not of metal
Rocket launching platforms, not of metal
Rocks [natural]
Roller blinds for external use, not of metal or textile
Roller blinds of wood for external use
Roller shades [outdoor] of plastic
Roller shutters of synthetic material
Roof coverings made of fibreglass
Roof coverings, not of metal
Roof elements made from building glass
Roof elements made from structural building glass
Roof elements made from wood
Roof fanlights [windows] of non-metallic materials
Roof flashing, not of metal
Roof gutters, not of metal
Roof panels made of cement
Roof panels made of cement reinforced by natural mineral fibres
Roof panels made of cement reinforced by synthetic fibres
Roof panels made of concrete
Roof windows made of inorganic materials
Roof windows made of plastics
Roofing boards [of wood]
Roofing cement
Roofing composed of cement
Roofing composed of clay
Roofing composed of microconcrete
Roofing compounds [building materials]
Roofing elements of fibre reinforced microconcrete
Roofing fabrics
Roofing felt
Roofing felt made of modified bitumen with plastomer
Roofing felts
Roofing membranes
Roofing of non-metallic materials
Roofing sheets of plastic materials
Roofing sheets of rubber-like mastics
Roofing shingles
Roofing slates
Roofing tiles of concrete
Roofing tiles, not of metal
Roofing, not of metal
Roofing, not of metal, incorporating solar cells
Roofs made of concrete
Roofs made of reinforced concrete
Roses [ceiling decorations] of non-metallic materials
Rosewood
Rough [semi-worked] lumber
Rough [semi-worked] timber
Rough sawn timber
Rubber bearings for seismic isolation of buildings
Rubber crumb surfacing for use in play areas
Rubber crumb surfacing for use in safety play areas
Rubber flashings for buildings
Rubber flashings for roofs
Rubber floor tiles
Rubberised slurry seal containing a polymer
Rubble
Runner channels for ceilings, not of metal
Run-off channels, not of metal
Run-off vents for bridges, not of metal
Ruptured disc assemblies, not of metal
Safety and caution cones [beacons not of metal, non-luminous]
Safety doors, not of metal
Safety fittings of synthetic plastics for doors
Safety fittings of synthetic plastics for windows
Safety glass
Safety glass for building
Safety glass for building purposes
Safety scaffolding, not of metal
Safety signs [non-luminous, non-mechanical], not of metal
Sand
Sand for use in building
Sand for use in civil engineering construction
Sand for use in construction
Sand for use in sand blast cleaning
Sand for use in sand blast decoration
Sand supplied in containers for use in building
Sand supplied in containers for use in construction
Sand, except foundry sand
Sandbags
Sandbags for construction
Sands for use in preparing concretes
Sands for use in preparing flooring compositions
Sands for use in preparing mortars
Sandstone
Sandstone for building
Sandstone pipes
Sandstones
Sawn timber
Sawn timber for building purposes
Sawn wood
Scaffold couplers, not of metal
Scaffolding made of non-metallic materials
Scaffolding of wood
Scaffolding, not of metal
Scale model cars [ornaments] of concrete
Scale model cars [ornaments] of marble
Scale model cars [ornaments] of stone
Scale models [ornaments] of concrete
Scale models [ornaments] of marble
Scale models [ornaments] of stone
Scantlings [carpentry]
Schists
Score display apparatus [structures], not of metal
Screed
19 Screed coatings
19 Screeds
19 Screens for use as screen walls [non-metallic structures]
19 Sculptures made from concrete
19 Sculptures made from granite
19 Sculptures made from marble
19 Sculptures made from natural stone
19 Sculptures made from stone
19 Sealants in the nature of coatings [building materials]
19 Sealed insulating glass units for building
19 Sealing compounds for use in building [bituminous]
19 Sealing compounds for use in building [cementitious]
19 Sealing compounds for use in road laying [bituminous]
19 Sealing compounds for use in road laying [cementitious]
19 Sealing preparations [cementitious]
19 Sealing preparations for floors [cementitious]
19 Sections of non-metallic panelling for interior conversion of dwelling houses
19 Sections of plastics for use in building
19 Sections of reinforced plastics for use in building
19 Security glass for use in building
19 Security shutters of non-metallic materials
19 Self adhesive fabric for use in building
19 Self adhesive fabric for use in construction
19 Self adhesive fabric in sheet form for use in building
19 Self adhesive fabric in sheet form for use in construction
19 Semi-refractory bricks, not of metal
19 Semi-worked wood
19 Serpentine for use as building materials
19 Servery grilles, not of metal
19 Settlement tanks, not of metal
19 Sewer liners of plastic material
19 Sewer pipes, not of metal
19 Shaft covers, not of metal
19 Shaped non-metallic elements for building ponds
19 Shaped sections of wood for the production of doors
19 Shaped sections of wood for the production of window frames
19 Shaped sheets of wood for use in the construction of doors
19 Shaped sheets of wood for use in the construction of windows
19 Shaped timber
19 Sheet glass for use in building
19 Sheet glazing materials for use in building
19 Sheet piles, not of metal
19 Sheets made of plasterboard for building
19 Sheets made of plasterboard for decorative purposes
19 Sheets of fibre cement for use in building
19 Sheets of glass for building
19 Sheets of non-metallic materials for use as cofferdams
19 Sheets of non-metallic materials for use in building
19 Sheets of non-metallic materials for use in cofferdams
19 Sheets of polypropylene for use in building
19 Sheets of polyvinylchloride for use in building
19 Sheets of reinforced glass for building
19 Sheets of synthetic plastic materials for use in building
19 Sheets of synthetic plastic materials for use in construction
19 Shelf units [structures], not of metal
Shelters [building structures] of non-metallic materials
Shelters made of prefabricated non-metallic insulated materials
Shelves [structures], not of metal
Shelves of non-metallic materials [structures]
Shelving frames, not of metal, other than furniture
Shoring struts, not of metal
Shuttering made of wood
Shuttering, not of metal, for concrete
Shutters, not of metal
Signalling panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical, not of metal
Signs made of plastics [non-luminous and non-mechanical]
Signs made of wood [non-luminous and non-mechanical]
Silica [quartz]
Silica cement [pozzolanic cement]
Silica for use in building
Silica quartz
Silica stone
Sills, not of metal
Silos, not of metal
Silver sand
Simulated wood sections
Single layer coated safety glass for glazing buildings
Single layer coloured safety glass for glazing buildings
Single layer safety glass for buildings
Single layer safety glass for use in the glazing of buildings
Single plate safety glass for use in the glazing of buildings
Sintered aggregates
Sintered mixtures of fly ash and coal
Sirap [roof made of wood]
Skating rinks [structures], not of metal
Skylights [windows] of non-metallic materials for use in buildings
Skylights made from plastic materials for use in buildings
Skylights not of metal [windows]
Slabs, not of metal, for building
Slag [building material]
Slag stone
Slag-lime cement
Slate
Slate powder
Slate roofing products
Slate slabs
Slates for roof cladding
Slates for wall cladding
Sleeved rails, not of metal
Sliding doors, not of metal
Sluice gates made of non-metallic materials
Sluices [channels], not of metal
Sluices [drains], not of metal
Smoke exits [vents], not of metal
Softwood chips for use on gardens
Softwood chips for use on horse riding arenas
Softwood chips for use on paths
Softwood chips for use on play areas
Soil stabilizing cement for use in agriculture
Solid polymer and mineral combination building panels
Soundproof cabinets [structures], not of metal
Soundproof cabins [structures], not of metal
Soundproof hoods [structures], not of metal
Spa pools [structures], not of metal
Space dividers [structures], not of metal
Space frame modular units, not of metal
Space frame structural units, not of metal
Space frames, not of metal
Spacers being building elements made of fibre reinforced cement
Spray painting booths of non-metallic materials
Stables, not of metal
Stained glass windows
Stained-glass windows
Staircases, not of metal
Stairs, not of metal for use in buildings
Stair-treads [steps], not of metal
Stairways, not of metal for use in buildings
Stalls [structures], not of metal, for animals
Stalls [structures], not of metal, for horses
Stands [structures], not of metal, for bicycles
Stands being non-metallic structures
Statues of concrete
Statues of marble
Statues of stone
Statues of stone, concrete or marble
Statuettes of stone, concrete or marble
Stave wood
Stone
Stone chippings
Stone for building
Stone for walls
Stone lanterns [garden ornaments of stone]
Stone monuments
Stone ornaments
Stone roofing tiles
Stone sculptures
Stone slate tiles
Stone slates
Stone tiles
Stone veneer
Stone veneers [building materials]
Stones used to retain embankments
Storage apparatus [structures] of non-metallic materials
Storage frames [structures], not of metal
Storage installations [structures], not of metal
Storage modules [structures], not of metal
Storage rails [structures] of non-metallic materials
Storage shelves [structures] of non-metallic materials
Storage tanks of brick
Storage tanks of concrete
Storage tanks of masonry
Storage units [structures] of non-metallic materials
Straw bricks for building
Strawboard [building materials]
Street furniture [structures] made of concrete
Street gutters not of metal
Street gutters, not of metal
Stringers [parts of staircases], not of metal
Strongchambers [rooms], not of metal
Strongchambers [vaults], not of metal
Strongrooms [rooms], not of metal
Strongrooms [vaults], not of metal
Structural elements of concrete
Structural elements of glass
Structural elements of plastic
Structural timber
Structural timber products
Structures made of glass
Structures made of non-metallic materials
Stucco tiles
Studding being non-metallic framing for walls
Substances for filling [non-metallic building materials]
Substances made of cement for the filling of surface defects
Substances made of cement for the filling of surface flaws
Substances made of cement for the repair of surface defects
Substances made of cement for the repair of surface flaws
Substances made of plaster for the filling of surface defects
Substances made of plaster for the filling of surface flaws
Substances made of plaster for the repair of surface defects
Substances made of plaster for the repair of surface flaws
Sun louvres of glass for buildings
Sun screens [outdoor], not of metal or textile
Surface coating compositions [cementitious]
Surface coatings in the nature of building materials
Surfaces of bark for use in horse-riding arenas
Surfaces of sand for use in horse-riding arenas
Surfacings, not of metal, for building
Swimming pools [structures], not of metal
Synthetic concrete
Synthetic paving composites
Synthetic plaster for use in the decoration of walls
Synthetic plaster for use in the protection of walls
Synthetic resin plasters for use in building
Synthetic resin plasters for use in construction
Synthetic stone
Tanks of masonry
Tar
Tar-based sealants for asphalt
Tar-based sealants for driveways
Tar-based sealants for roofing
Tarred or bituminised felt
Tarred or bituminised strips
Tarred roofing paper
Tarred strips for building
Telegraph posts, not of metal
Telephone booths, not of metal
Telephone boxes, not of metal
Tempered glass for building
Tempered glass for use in building
Terra cotta
Terra cotta [building material]
Terra-cotta floor tiles
Terrazzo
Textured coatings [cementitious]
Textured concrete finishes
Textured surfaces for ceilings
Textured surfaces for walls
Thermal insulating glass for use in building
Thermally insulating building of non-metallic materials
Thermoplastic materials for making roads
Thermoplastic materials for the marking of roads
Thermoplastics markings for the marking of roads
Thresholds, not of metal of metal
Tile flooring, not of metal
Tile floorings, not of metal
Tiles made of ceramic materials for building purposes
Tiles of ceramic
Tiles of ceramic for floors
Tiles of ceramic for walls
Tiles of marble
Tiles of porcelain
Tiles of slate
Tiles, not of metal
Tiles, not of metal, for building
Timber boarding
Timber building boards
Timber building products
Timber for building
Timber laminated particle boards
Timber laminates
Timber mouldings
Timber panels
Timber particle boards
Timber products for use in building
Tinted glass for use in building
Tomb or grave enclosures, not of metal
Tomb slabs, not of metal
Tombs [monuments], not of metal
Tombs, not of metal
Tombstone plaques, not of metal
Tombstone stelae, not of metal
Tombstones
Tombstones of stone, concrete or marble
Toughened glass for building
Towers [non-metallic structures]
Translucent building materials for skylights
Translucent building panels made from plastic materials
Transparent doors of glass for buildings
Transparent plastic panels for building construction purposes
Transparent plastic panels for building purposes
Transparent plastic roof tiles
Transparent plastics for use in building
Transparent plastics for use in windows of buildings
Transportable buildings of timber
Transportable constructions made of non-metallic materials
Transportable non-metallic structures
Trellis, not of metal
Trellises, not of metal
Tufa
Tuff for use as building materials
Tunnel lining segments made of concrete
Tunnel lining segments made of reinforced cement mortar
Turnstiles, not of metal
Turrets [structures] of brick
Turrets [structures] of stone
Underlay for refractory use
Underlayment screed
Underlays for roofing felts
Underlays for tiles
Unfired bricks
Veneer wood
Veneered chipboard
Veneers
Venetian blinds [outdoor] made of non-metallic, non-textile materials
Vents, not of metal
Vertical blinds [outdoor] of non-metallic materials
Vinyl flooring
Vinyl siding
Vinyl windows
Volcanic ash
Wainscoting, not of metal
Wainscotting, not of metal
Wall claddings, not of metal, for building
Wall coatings [building materials]
Wall covering tiles of ceramic
Wall decorations of concrete
Wall decorations of marble
Wall decorations of stone
Wall linings, not of metal, for building
Wall panelling made of wood
Wall plaques of concrete
Wall plaques of marble
Wall plaques of stone
Wall stone
Wall ties, not of metal
Wall tiles, not of metal
Wall windows made of non-metallic materials
Walling panels formed from non-metallic materials
Water control valves, not of metal or plastic
Water regulating valves, not of metal or plastic, for water pipes
Water reservoirs of brick
Water reservoirs of concrete
Water resistant mortars
Water tanks of brick
Water tanks of concrete
Water tanks of masonry for household purposes
Water-pipe valves, not of metal or plastic
Water-pipes, not of metal
Waterproof bituminous membranes reinforced with glass fibre
Waterproof coatings [cementitious]
Waterproof membranes for use as ground liners for lakes
Waterproof membranes for use as ground liners for landfill sites
Waterproof membranes for use as ground liners for ponds
Waterproof paper for use in building
Waterproofed cardboard for use in building
Waterproofed paper for use in building
Wax paper for use in building
Waxed paper for use in building
Webs of paper-backed plastics for building
Welded plasticized fences
Window blinds [outdoor], not of metal or textile
Window facades, not of metal
Window frames, not of metal
Window glass for building
Window glass for use in building
Window glass for use in construction
Window glass, other than vehicle window glass
Window panes for buildings
Windows made of laminated safety glass for buildings
Windows made of plastic for buildings
Windows made principally of glass
Windows, not of metal
Wire cages [structures], not of metal
Wired plate glass for building
Wood
Wood agglomerate lined with melamine sheet
Wood agglomerate lined with natural sheet
Wood blocks
Wood boards
Wood chipboard
Wood core plywood
Wood fibre boards
Wood fibre boards having a surface treatment
Wood fibre mats for building
Wood fibreboard
Wood foil
Wood for building
Wood for construction purposes
Wood for making household utensils
Wood for use in building
Wood laminates
Wood moulding compounds
Wood panelling
Wood paving
Wood pulp board for building
Wood rafters
Wood sections
Wood sheeting
Wood siding
Wood signs [non-luminous, non-mechanical]
Wood sports floors
Wood tar
Wood trim
Wood veneers
Wood window frames
Wood, semi-worked
Wooden articles for use in construction
Wooden building materials in fabricated form
Wooden buildings
Wooden compost silos
Wooden door frames
Wooden doors
Wooden floor boards
Wooden flooring
Wooden grates
Wooden houses
Wooden panels for the interior decoration of rooms
Wooden poles [posts] for electric power lines
Wooden profiles
Wooden railings
Wooden shutters
Wooden tiles
Wooden veneers
Wooden wainscoting
Wood-fiber reinforced cement boards [cement excelsior boards]
Wood-pulp board for building
Work platforms [scaffold towers], not of metal
Work platforms [scaffolding], not of metal
Worked natural stone
Working platforms [scaffold towers], not of metal
Working platforms [scaffolding], not of metal
Works of art of stone, concrete or marble
Works of stone masonry
Works of stonemasonry
Woven non-metallic materials for use in buildings
Xylolith
Acrylic counter displays
Adhesive wall decorations of wax
Adhesive wall decorations of wood
Adjustable beds
Adjustable seat carriers
Advertisement boards
Advertisement display boards of glass [non-luminous]
Advertisement display boards of plastic [non-luminous]
Advertisement display boards of porcelain [non-luminous]
Advertisement display boards of wood [non-luminous]
Advertising balloons
Advertising display boards [furniture]
Advertising display boards of glass [non-luminous]
Advertising display boards of plastic [non-luminous]
Advertising display boards of porcelain [non-luminous]
Advertising display boards of wood [non-luminous]
Air cushions, not for medical purposes
Air hose reels [non-mechanical and not of metal]
Air mattresses
Air mattresses being inflatable
Air mattresses for use when camping
Air mattresses, not for medical purposes
Air pillows, not for medical purposes
Amber
20  Ambroid bars
20  Ambroid plates
20  Anchors [wall plugs not of metal]
20  Angle valves of plastics, other than parts of machines
20  Animal claws
20  Animal hooves
20  Animal horns
20  Animal teeth
20  Antique furniture
20  Antique reproduction furniture
20  Apparatus for the display of goods
20  Apparatus for the presentation [display] of goods
20  Arbours [furniture]
20  Architectural fasteners of non-metallic materials
20  Architectural fittings of non-metallic materials
20  Armchairs
20  Armrests
20  Articles made of non-metallic materials for anchoring carpets
20  Articles made of non-metallic materials for anchoring floor coverings
20  Articles made of non-metallic materials for fastening carpets
20  Articles made of non-metallic materials for fastening floor coverings
20  Articles made of non-metallic materials for fixing carpets
20  Articles made of non-metallic materials for fixing floor coverings
20  Articles of furniture adapted for use by children
20  Articles of furniture for sale in kit form
20  Articles of furniture in the form of rails
20  Articles of furniture incorporating drawers
20  Articles of furniture made principally of non-metallic materials
20  Articles of wax for decorative purposes
20  Articles of wax for ornamental purposes
20  Articles of wood for decorative purposes
20  Articles of wood for ornamental purposes
20  Artificial horns
20  Assembled display units [furniture]
20  Assemblies for display purposes
20  Audio racks [furniture] for use with audio equipment
20  Auditorium furniture
20  Austrian blinds
20  Babies' baskets
20  Babies' bouncing chairs
20  Babies' chairs
20  Babies' cradles
20  Baby bolsters
20  Baby changing mats
20  Baby changing platforms
20  Baby changing tables
20  Baby gates
20  Baby walkers
20  Back panels [parts of furniture]
20  Bag hangers, not of metal
20  Bakers' bread baskets
20  Ball catches, not of metal
20  Ball ended eyebolts, not of metal
20  Bamboo
20  Bamboo baskets for industrial purposes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bamboo canes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bamboo curtains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bamboo furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bank furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Banking counters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Banqueting chairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bar shaped price labels of plastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Barbers’ chairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Barrel hoops, not of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Barrels, not of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Barstools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bases for waterbeds, other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Basin cabinets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Basin plugs of non-metallic materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Baskets for barrels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Baskets, not of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Basketware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bassinets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bath benches for use by invalids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bath pillows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bath seats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bath seats for use by invalids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bathroom cabinets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bathroom cupboards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bathroom fittings in the nature of furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bathroom furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bathroom mirrors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bathtub grab bars, not of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Beach beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Beach beds incorporating wind shields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bead curtains for decoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Beam supported seating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Beams for display fittings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bean bags in the nature of furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bed bases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bed casters, not of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bed chairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bed fittings, not of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bed heads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bed mattresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bed rails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bed springs of non-metallic materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bedding for cots, other than bed linen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bedding, except linen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bedroom furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Beds for animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Beds for birds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Beds for domestic pets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Beds for hospital use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Beds for household pets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Beds incorporating divan bases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Beds incorporating inner sprung mattresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bed-settees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bedside cabinets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bedside lockers
Bedsprings
Bedsteads of wood
Beehives
Belt racks
Bench seating
Bench tables
Benches
Benches [furniture]
Benches with shelves
Bentwood furniture
Binding screws, not of metal, for cables
Bins of plastics for making compost
Bins, not of metal
Birdhouses
Blackout blinds [indoor]
Blackout blinds [slatted, indoor]
Blanking plugs
Blind bolt fasteners of non-metallic materials
Blind pulls of non-metallic materials
Blinds [indoor]
Blinds of reed, rattan or bamboo (sudare)
Boards in the nature of furniture
Boards of plastics materials for advertising purposes [non-luminous]
Boards of wood for advertising purposes [non-luminous]
Bolsters
Bolts, not of metal
Bone carvings
Book rests [furniture]
Book shelves
Book stands
Book supports [furniture]
Bookcases
Bookshelves
Booster seats
Boot trays [furniture]
Bottle caps, not of metal
Bottle casings of wood
Bottle closures not of metal
Bottle closures, not of metal
Bottle crates, not of metal
Bottle racks
Bottle rails
Bottles closures, not of metal
Bottling racks
Bouncing cradles
Box shelves
Box springs
Boxes for stacking purposes [plastic]
Boxes for stacking purposes [wood]
Boxes for storage purposes [plastic]
Boxes for storage purposes [wood]
Boxes made of laminated plastics
Boxes made of paper coated wood
Boxes made of plastic
Boxes made of plastics materials for packaging
Boxes made of wood
Boxes of wood or plastic
Brackets, not of metal, for furniture
Brochure holders [furniture]
Brush mountings
Buffets [furniture]
Bulletin boards, other than electronic
Bumper guards for cots, other than bed linen
Bumper guards for cribs, other than bed linen
Bumper guards for furniture
Bundle clips of non-metallic materials
Bungs, not of metal
Bunk beds
Bureaux [furniture]
Buri [rattan]
Busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
Cabinet doors
Cabinet fittings, not of metal
Cabinet work
Cabinets
Cabinets being storage units for use on work sites
Cabinets for display purposes
Cabinets for storage purposes
Cabinets for storing articles
Cabinets for storing materials
Cabinets for waste bins
Cabinets having fire protection properties
Cabinets in the nature of furniture
Cabinets incorporating protection against radiation
Cabinetwork
Cable and pipe clips of plastics
Cable clips made of plastics
Cable clips, not of metal
Cable grips of non-metallic materials
Cable joints not of metal, non-electric
Cable or pipe clips of plastics
Cable supports made of plastics
Cable ties
Cable trays of non-metallic materials, other than electric
Cable trunking of non-metallic materials, other than electric
Cake decorations made of plastic
Camp beds
Camping furniture
Cane clips of non-metallic materials
Cane connectors of non-metallic materials
Cane furniture
Canteen furniture
Cantilevered brackets of non-metallic materials, other than for building
Caps made of non-metallic materials for containers
Capsules [non-metallic containers]
Capsules, not of metal, for bottles
Card file cabinets
Card holders in the nature of display boards
Card index tables
Carpet coasters for protecting furniture legs
Carrycots
Carts for computers [furniture]
Carved picture frames
Carvings of plaster
Carvings of plastic
Carvings of wax
Carvings of wood
Cash desks
Cashiers' lockers [furniture]
Cashiers' lockers of non-metallic materials
Cask hoops, not of metal
Cask stands, not of metal
Caskets
Caskets made of amber
Caskets made of bone
Caskets made of cane
Caskets made of celluloid
Caskets made of cork
Caskets made of horn
Caskets made of ivory
Caskets made of meerschaum
Caskets made of mother of pearl
Caskets made of reed
Caskets made of shell
Caskets made of whalebone
Caskets made of wicker
Caskets made of wood
Casks of wood for decanting wine
Casks, not of metal
Chain hooks of non-metallic materials
Chain links of non-metallic materials
Chair beds
Chair cushions
Chair pads
Chairs
Chairs [seats]
Chairs being furniture
Chairs being office furniture
Chairs for babies
Chairs for children
Chairs for computer workstations
Chairs for draughtsmen
Chairs for industrial use
Chairs for offices
Chairs on skid frames
Chairs with castor wheels
Chaise longues
Chaise lounges
Chalk boards for display purposes
Changing mats
Changing tables for babies
Channel buoys [mooring] of non-metallic materials
Check-out units being furniture
Chests for toys
Chests of drawers
Chests, not of metal
Cheval glasses
Children's beds
Children's beds made of cloth in the form of a bag
Children's cradles
Chopping blocks [tables]
Clamps, non-metallic for wire rope
Clappers made of plastic
Cleats, not of metal, other than for nautical use
Clevis pins, not of metal
Clevises, not of metal
Clip clamps, not of metal
Clips made of plastics
Clips made of plastics for cables
Clips made of plastics for pipes
Clips of plastic for sealing bags
Clips of plastic for tubes
Clips, non-metallic for wire rope
Clips, not of metal for pipes
Clips, not of metal, for cables and pipes
Closet organisers [parts of furniture]
Closets
Closures made of plastic for containers
Closures, not of metal, for containers
Clothes covers
Clothes hangers
Clothes hangers [coathangers], not of metal
Clothes hooks, not of metal
Clothes line units and clothes hoists, not of metal
Clothes lockers
Clothes organisers
Clothes racks [furniture]
Clothes rails
Clothes rods
Clothes stands
Coat hangers
Coat pegs [stands], not of metal
Coat pegs [wall mounted hooks], not of metal
Coat racks
Coat stands
Coathooks, not of metal
Coatstands
Cocktail units [furniture]
Coffee tables
Coffin fittings, not of metal
Coffin handles made principally of plastic
Coffins
Cold cast resin figurines
Collapsible upright displays made from framed fabrics
Collars [non-metallic] for fastening pipes
Collars of plastic for fastening pipes
Collars, not of metal, for fastening pipes
Comb foundations for beehives
Composable furniture
Composite caps of non-metallic materials for closing bottles
Compost bins of plastic
Compost bins of wood
Composting bins [non-metallic]
Composting receptacles of non-metallic materials
Composting receptacles of plastic
Composting receptacles of wood
Computer cabinets [furniture]
Computer desks
Computer furniture
Computer stands
Computer tables
Computer workstations [furniture]
Concealed fastening devices of non-metallic materials
Conference chairs
Conference tables
Consignment shelving [furniture]
Console tables
Consoles [furniture]
Consoles [furniture] for mounting units of electronic equipment
Containers for transport, not of metal
Containers in the form of boxes made of plastics material
Containers in the form of boxes made of wood
Containers made of bone
Containers made of cane
Containers made of horn
Containers made of plastic
Containers made of plastic for compost
Containers made of plastics for packaging
Containers made of synthetic material, other than for household or kitchen use
Containers made of thermoplastics materials for the packing of goods
Containers made of thermoplastics materials for the transportation of goods
Containers made of wood, other than for household or kitchen use
Containers of plastics for packaging purposes
Containers of wood or plastic for housing and transporting animals
Containers, not of metal [storage, transport]
Containers, not of metal, for liquid fuel
Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport
Continuous transit shelving [furniture]
Contour chairs
Convertible chairs
Convertible sofas
Coral
Coral [unworked or partly worked]
Cork memo boards
Corks
Corks for bottles
Corks for containers
Corner cap components, not of metal
Corner protectors of plastics
Corner units [furniture]
Corozo
Costume display stands
Costume stands
Cot bumper pads
Cot bumpers
Cots
Cots for babies
Cots for use by children
Cots for use by infants
Couch step stools
Couches
Counter stands
Counter tops
Counter tops for use with sinks
Counters [furniture]
Counters [tables]
Counters for display purposes
Covers for clothing [wardrobe]
Cradles
Crates
Credenzas [furniture]
Cremone bolts of non-metallic materials for locks
Cremone bolts, not of metal for windows
Crib bumpers
Cribs
Cribs for babies
Cupboard doors
Cupboard units
Cupboards
Cupboards being built-in
Cupboards being furniture
Cupboards fitted with mirrors
Cupboards for bedrooms
Cupboards for kitchens
Cupboards for tea-things (chadansu)
Curios made of bone
Curios made of cane
Curios made of cork
Curios made of horn
Curios made of ivory
Curios made of plastics
Curios made of reeds
Curios made of wicker
Curios made of wood
Curtain drawing devices, other than electrically operated
Curtain embraces for holding back curtains
Curtain embraces of metal for holding back curtains
Curtain embraces of plastics for holding back curtains
Curtain holders, not of textile material
Curtain hooks
Curtain pins
Curtain poles
Curtain rails
Curtain rings
Curtain rods
Curtain rollers
Curtain runners
Curtain suspending apparatus
Curtain suspension apparatus
Curtain suspension devices
Curtain suspension fittings
Curtain tie-backs
Curtain tracks
Cushions
Cushions [furniture]
Cushions [upholstery]
Cushions adapted to support the face, other than for medical use
Cushions filled with hair
Cushions for stadium seats
Cylinder locks made of non-metallic materials
Cylinders, not of metal for gas
Cylindrical cans, not of metal
Deck chairs
Decorations made of wood
Decorations made of wood for foodstuffs
Decorations made of wood for use as festive decoration
Decorations of plastic for cakes
Decorations of plastic for foodstuffs
Decorations of plastic materials
Decorative action figures of plaster
Decorative action figures of plastic
Decorative action figures of wax
Decorative action figures of wood
Decorative bead curtains
Decorative edging strips of plastic for use with door fittings
Decorative edging strips of plastic for use with fitted furniture
Decorative edging strips of plastic for use with furniture
Decorative edging strips of plastic for use with window fittings
Decorative edging strips of wood for use with fitted furniture
Decorative edging strips of wood for use with furniture
Decorative edging strips of wood for use with window fittings
Decorative mobiles
Decorative nut caps [non-metallic]
Decorative objects [ornaments] made of plaster
Decorative objects [ornaments] made of plastic
Decorative objects [ornaments] made of wax
Decorative objects [ornaments] made of wood
Decorative plaques made of plaster
Decorative plaques made of plastics material
Decorative plaques made of plaster
Decorative plaques made of wood
Decorative strips of plastics for application to display cabinets
Decorative strips of plastics for application to doors
Decorative strips of plastics for application to shop fronts
Decorative wall plaques [furniture], not of textile
Decorative window finials
Decorative wooden panels [furniture]
Decorators’ tables
Delineators [moveable road cones] made of non-metallic materials
Desk racks [furniture]
Desk tops
Desk units
Desks
Desks of adjustable height
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>20</th>
<th>Diaper changing stations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dining chairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dining room tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dining tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dinner wagons [furniture]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Disc cabinets [furniture]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dish cabinets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dispensers for dog waste bags, fixed, not of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display apparatus in the nature of furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display boards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display boards for advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display boards made of plastics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display cabinets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display cases for merchandise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display counters, non-electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display fittings [furniture] of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display frames of metal [furniture]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display instruments [furniture]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display panels for exhibition environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display panels for sales environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display panels in the nature of furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display partitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display racking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display racks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display screens [furniture]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display shelves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display shelves for use with audio tapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display shelves for use with books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display shelves for use with magazines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display shelves for use with newspapers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display shelves for use with periodicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display shelves for use with video tapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display stands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display stands for merchandise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display stands for posters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display stands for shop windows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display stands having metal structural components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display units [furniture]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display units for exhibition purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display units for presentation purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Display units for promotional purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Divan bases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Divans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Divans incorporating storage space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Divans made of cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Divans made of plastics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Divans made of reed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Divans made of wicker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Divans made of wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dividing panels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dividing screens in the nature of furniture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dog beds
Dog houses [kennels]
Dog kennels
Domestic furniture
Domestic furniture made of wood
Door bells not of metal, non-electric
Door bells, not of metal, non-electric
Door bolts, not of metal
Door buffers, not of metal
Door catches, not of metal
Door fasteners, not of metal
Door fittings made of plastics
Door fittings, not of metal
Door friction stays of non-metallic materials
Door furniture made of plastics
Door furniture made of stoneware
Door furniture made of wood
Door handles, not of metal
Door hooks of non-metallic materials
Door knockers not of metal
Door knockers, not of metal
Door nameplates, not of metal
Door stops covered in imitation fur fabric
Door stops of plastic
Door stops, not of metal or rubber
Doors for cabinets
Doors for furniture
Doors made of glass for furniture
Doors made of metal for furniture
Doors made of non-metallic materials for furniture
Doors made of plastic for furniture
Doors made of wood for furniture
Dowels not of metal
Dowels, not of metal
Drafting chairs
Drafting tables
Draftsmans tables
Drain traps [valves] of plastic
Drains [valves] made of plastic
Drapery hardware
Drapery rods
Draughtman's tables
Drawer fronts
Drawer storage for cards
Drawer units
Drawers [furniture parts]
Drawers for furniture
Drawing chairs
Drawing room suites
Drawing tables
Dreamcatchers [decoration]
Dressers [dressing tables]
Dressers [furniture]
Dressing tables
Dressmakers' dummies
Easy chairs
Easy-chairs
Edgings of plastic for furniture
Egg cartons [packaging] of plastic
Egg containers [packaging] of plastic
Egg trays made of plastics
Electrically operated adjustable beds, not for medical purposes
Embroidery frames
Embroidery hoops
Ergonomic chairs for seated massage
Ergonomic furniture
Espagnolette mechanisms, not of metal
Exhibition boards
Exhibition display stands [non-metallic]
Exhibition frames stands [non-metallic]
Exhibition furniture
Exhibition stands [non-metallic, other than structures]
Expanding rails of metal for net curtains
Expanding rails of plastics for net curtains
Extendible sofas
Extruded plastics edge beadings for furniture
Eyes for wire, not of metal
Factory furniture
Fans for personal use, non-electric
Fasteners made principally of plastics
Feather beds
Feet for displays [non-metallic]
Feet for furniture
Female connectors [non-metallic] for non-electric cables
Ferrules of non-metallic materials for walking sticks
Figures made of plastics
Figures made of rattan
Figures made of wood
Figures moulded from plastics material
Figurines [statuettes] of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
Figurines for ornamental purposes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
Figurines made of plaster
Figurines made of plastics
Figurines made of wood
Filing cabinets
Filing cabinets in the nature of furniture
Filled bedding
Fire resistant cabinets
Fire resistant lockable containers
Fire resistant mattresses
Fire safe cabinets [furniture]
Fishing baskets
Fitted bedroom furniture
Fitted coverings for furniture
Fitted cupboards
Fitted furniture
Fitted furniture for housing audio visual equipment
Fitted kitchen furniture
Fittings for curtains
Fittings of non-metallic materials for beds
Fittings of plastics for curtains
Fixed devices of non-metallic materials for dispensing drawsheets
Fixed devices of non-metallic materials for dispensing hand towels
Fixed devices of non-metallic materials for holding drawsheets
Fixed dispensers for paper wipes, not of metal
Fixed dispensing containers of non-metallic materials
Fixed nonmetallic towel dispensers
Fixing bolts, not of metal
Fixing devices, not of metal
Fixing elements, not of metal
Fixing nails, not of metal
Fixing plugs, not of metal
Fixings, not of metal for furniture
Fixings, not of metal for shelves
Flexible containers of plastics for the storage of liquids
Flexible containers of plastics for the transport of liquids
Flipper doors for storage units
Floatable [inflatable] seats
Floatable [inflatable] seats for use in swimming pools
Floatable seats for persons
Floatable seats for use in water
Floating containers, not of metal
Floating inflatable mattresses [air beds]
Floating inflatable seats
Flower baskets of wicker
Flower pot pedestals
Flower pot stands
Flower-pot pedestals
Flower-stands [furniture]
Foam camping mattresses
Foam mattresses
Fodder racks
Foldaway beds
Folding beds
Folding chairs
Folding display screens
Folding display screens for use in conference displays
Folding display screens for use in exhibition displays
Folding display screens for use in shop displays
Folding panels for display purposes
Folding shelves
Folding tables
Food racks
Foot stools
Footboards
Footrests
Footstools
Framed stands
Frameless picture holders
Frames for bed canopies
Frames for display boards
Frames for mirrors
Frames for photographs
Frames for pictures
Frames for signboards
Frames for tapestries
Free standing sculptures of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
Freestanding partitions [furniture]
Fronts of cupboards
Funerary caskets
Funerary urns
Furniture
Furniture adapted for use outdoors
Furniture being convertible into beds
Furniture cabinets
Furniture casings
Furniture casters, not of metal
Furniture fittings, not of metal
Furniture for babies
Furniture for bathrooms
Furniture for campers
Furniture for camping
Furniture for caravans
Furniture for children
Furniture for computers
Furniture for conservatories
Furniture for display purposes
Furniture for displaying goods
Furniture for domestic use
Furniture for doors [non-metallic]
Furniture for exhibition purposes
Furniture for filing purposes
Furniture for house, office and garden
Furniture for indoor aquaria
Furniture for indoor terraria
Furniture for industrial use
Furniture for invalid and disabled persons
Furniture for kitchens
Furniture for motor homes
Furniture for offices
Furniture for sanitary purposes
Furniture for shops
Furniture for sitting
Furniture for storage
Furniture for stores
Furniture for the bathroom
Furniture for the bedroom
Furniture for the encasing of sanitary apparatus
Furniture for the home
Furniture for the living room
Furniture for the lounge
Furniture for the storage of drawings
Furniture for the storage of plans
Furniture for use in auditoria
Furniture for use in bars
Furniture for use in conference rooms
Furniture for use in educational institutions
Furniture for use in greenhouses
Furniture for use in relation to computers
Furniture for use in rest rooms
Furniture for use in sheds
Furniture for use in the display of television apparatus
Furniture for use in the display of video apparatus
Furniture for use in the storage of television apparatus
Furniture for use in the storage of video apparatus
Furniture for use on patios
Furniture incorporating beds
Furniture made from steel tubing
Furniture made from substitutes for wood
Furniture made from wood
Furniture made of plastics
Furniture made of steel
Furniture made of wood
Furniture made principally of glass
Furniture of metal
Furniture of plastics material for bathrooms
Furniture panels
Furniture partitions
Furniture partitions of wood
Furniture parts
Furniture racks
Furniture shelves
Furniture units
Furniture units comprising tables and seating units
Furniture units for kitchens
Furniture upholstered in leather or imitation leather
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames
Futon mattresses
Futons [sofa beds]
Garden furniture
Garden furniture made of aluminium
Garden furniture made of metal
Garden furniture manufactured from wood
Garment covers [storage]
Garment hangers [coat hangers]
Garment rails
Garment rails of non-metallic materials
Gas storage tanks, not of metal or masonry
Gate eyes of non-metallic materials
Gate hooks of non-metallic materials
Gate stops of non-metallic materials
Grab bars, not of metal
Grab rails, not of metal
Grommets made of plastics materials
Guidance barriers [portable furniture for indoor use]
Gun cabinets
Gun racks
Hairdressers' chairs
Hairdresser's chairs
Hampers [baskets] for the transport of items
Hand held mirrors [looking glasses]
Hand-held flat fans
Hand-held folding fans
Hand-held mirrors [toilet mirrors]
Handles made of plastics for doors
Handles made of simulated wood for doors
Handling pallets, not of metal
Handrails of non-metallic materials for baths and showers
Hanging basket liners of plastic
Hanging baskets [flower] of non-metallic materials
Hanging storage racks [furniture]
Hanging wardrobes
Hard wood tree stakes
Hasps of non-metallic materials
Hat hooks of non-metallic materials
Hat hooks, not of metal
Hat racks [furniture]
Hat racks [hooks], not of metal
Hat stands
Head supporting pillows
Headboards for beds
Head-rests [furniture]
Height adjustable kitchen furniture
High chairs
High chairs for babies
High seats [furniture]
High stools [furniture]
Hinge clamps of non-metallic materials
Hinges, not of metal
Hinges, not of metal for the fastening of electrical cables
Hinges, not of metal for the fixing of pipes
Hinges, not of metal having a spring action
Hinges, not of metal incorporating a spring
holders for brochures [furniture]
holders for display material [furniture]
holders for pennants
holders for photographs [frames]
holders for use in securing blinds
holders for use in securing curtains
holders for use in the securing of window coverings
Honeycombs
Hooks for bath robes
Hooks for clothing
Hooks for curtains
Hooks, not of metal, for clothes rails
Hooks, not of metal, for hanging articles of linen
Hooks, not of metal, for hanging towels
Horizontal slatted blinds [indoor] for doors
Horizontal slatted blinds [indoor] for windows
Horizontal venetian blinds [indoor] for doors
Horizontal venetian blinds [indoor] for windows
Horn, unworked or semi-worked
Hospital beds
Hostess trolleys [furniture]
House numbers, not of metal, non-luminous
Household articles made of cane for decoration purposes
Household articles made of cork for decoration purposes
Household articles made of plastic for decoration purposes
Household articles made of reed for decoration purposes
Household articles made of wicker for decoration purposes
Household articles made of wood for decoration purposes
Household furniture
Household shinto altars [Kamidana]
Hutches for animals
Hybrid beds being soft sided waterbeds, other than for medical use
Hydrostatic [water] beds, not for medical purposes
Hydrostatic beds, not for medical purposes
Ice storage shelves [furniture]
Identification bracelets, not of metal
Identification marking devices of plastics for non-electric cables
Identification marking devices of plastics for pipes
Identification plates, not of metal
Identification tags, not of metal
Identity plates, not of metal
Imitation tortoiseshell
Index cabinets [furniture]
Indexing cabinets [furniture]
Indoor blinds
Indoor blinds [roller]
Indoor furniture
Indoor slatted blinds
Indoor window blinds [holland blinds] [furniture]
Indoor window blinds [insulating blinds] [furniture]
Indoor window blinds [roller blinds] [furniture]
Indoor window blinds [shade] [furniture]
Indoor window blinds [shades] [furniture]
Indoor window blinds [venetian blinds] [furniture]
Indoor window blinds [vertical blinds] [furniture]
Indoor window shades [furniture]
Industrial packaging containers of bamboo
Industrial packaging containers of wood
Industrial rivets of non-metallic materials
Industrial water tanks, not of metal or masonry
Infant beds
Infant walkers
Infants' cradles
Inflatable cushions, other than for medical purposes
Inflatable furniture
Inflatable mattresses for use when camping
Inflatable mattresses, other than for medical purposes
Inflatable neck support cushions
Inflatable pillows
Inflatable publicity balloons
Inflatable publicity objects
Inner sprung mattresses
Inserts for nozzles [non-metallic]
Integrated furniture
Inter-engageable exhibit display panels
Interior furniture made of plastics materials
Interior textile window blinds
Internal venetian blinds
Ivory, unworked or semi-worked
Japanese style arm rests (kyosoku)
Japanese style floor seats (zaisu)
Jerrycans, not of metal
Jewellery organizer displays
Jewelry organizer displays
Joints for furniture
Kennels
Kennels for household pets
Key cabinets
Key cabinets [furniture]
Key hole plates of non-metallic materials
Key racks [furniture]
Keyboards for hanging keys
Kick steps [ladders], not of metal
Kick stool
Kimono racks
Kitchen cabinets
Kitchen cupboards
Kitchen display units
Kitchen furniture
Kitchen tables
Kitchen units
Kits of parts [sold complete] for assembly into furniture
Kneeling frames
Kneeling stools
Knobs of porcelain
Knobs, not of metal
Labels of plastic
Laboratory furniture, other than especially adapted
Ladders made of glass fibre
Ladders made of plastics
Ladders of wood or plastics
Ladders, not of metal
Lap desks
Latch bars of non-metallic materials
Latch bars, not of metal
Latch furniture, not of metal
Latches, not of metal
Latex mattresses
Latex pillows
Layette boxes of wood or plastic
Leather furniture
Lecterns
Legs for furniture
Letter boards [blank display boards]
Letter box covers, not of metal or masonry
Letter box flaps, not of metal or masonry
Letter boxes not of metal or masonry
Letter boxes, not of metal or masonry
Letter racks [furniture]
Letters and numerals of non-metallic materials, except type
Levers, not of metal for springboards
Library shelves
Life-size forms [dummies] of the human body to display clothes
Life-size forms [dummies] of the human body to fit clothes
Life-size forms of the human body to display clothes
Lincak [bamboo sofas]
Linen cupboards [furniture]
Liquid storage tanks, not of metal or masonry
Literature racks for the display of printed material
Literature racks for the storage of printed material
Living room furniture
Loading gauge rods, not of metal, for railway wagons [wagons]
Loading pallets, not of metal
Lock barrels, not of metal
Lock bolts, not of metal
Lock casings, not of metal
Locker boxes [furniture]
Locker mirrors
Lockers
Locking apparatus [non-electric], not of metal
Locking gate hasps, not of metal
Locks, not of metal, for vehicles
Locks, other than electric, not of metal
Looking glasses
Loudspeaker stands [furniture]
Lounge chairs
Lounge chairs for cosmetic treatments
Lounge furniture
Louvre blinds [indoor]
Love seats
Low armless fireside chairs
Luggage racks being furniture
Luggage stands being furniture
Made-to-measure frontages for existing furniture
Magazine racks
Magazine storage files [furniture]
Magnetically shielding cabinets
Mail boxes, not of metal
Mail sack holders [furniture]
Make-up mirrors for purses
Make-up mirrors for the home
Make-up mirrors for travel use
Male connectors [non-metallic] for non-electric cables
Mannequins
Manure baskets [non-metallic]
Marble tables
Marker boards for display purposes
Massage beds
Massage divans
Massage tables
Mats for infant playpens
Mats, removable, for sinks
Mattress bases
Mattresses
Mattresses [sleeping pads of foam plastic for camping]
Mattresses for use on beaches
Mattresses made of flexible wood
Meat safes
Mechanical locks, not of metal, non-electric
Medical condition alert identification tags for wear, not of metal
Medicine cabinets
Medicine chests
Meerschaum
Meerschaum [raw or partly worked material]
Metal bench seats
Metal blinds [slatted indoor]
Metal cabinets
Metal cabinets for industrial use
Metal drawers [parts of furniture]
Metal furniture
Metal furniture and furniture for camping
Metal horizontal venetian blinds for indoor use
Metal indoor window blinds
Metal laminated doors for furniture
Metal office furniture
Metal partitions, [furniture] made from interlocking panels
Metal screens [furniture]
Metal shelving
Metal shelving [furniture]
Metal storage cabinets
Metal tool cabinets
Metal venetian blinds [internal]
Metal vertical blinds [internal]
Metal wall units [furniture]
Metallic seats
Milk churns [non-metallic]
Miniature car models [ornaments] of plastic
Miniature car models [ornaments] of wood
Miniature furniture made of plastic
Miniature furniture made of wood
Mobile bar units [furniture]
Mobile boarding stairs, not of metal, for passengers
Mobile boarding steps made of non-metallic materials
Mobile display boards
Mobile display units [furniture]
Mobile pallets made of non-metallic materials
Mobile partitions [furniture]
Mobile pedestals [furniture]
Mobile steps [ladders] of non-metallic materials
Mobile stools [furniture]
Mobile storage racks [furniture]
Mobile writing desks
Mobiles [decoration]
Model aeroplanes [ornaments] made of plaster
Model aeroplanes [ornaments] made of plastic
Model aeroplanes [ornaments] made of wax
Model aeroplanes [ornaments] made of wood
Model animals [ornaments] made of plaster
Model animals [ornaments] made of plastic
Model animals [ornaments] made of wax
Model animals [ornaments] made of wood
Model cars [ornaments] made of plastic
Model cars [ornaments] made of wood
Model cars [ornaments] made of wax
Model figures [ornaments] made of plaster
Model figures [ornaments] made of plastic
Model figures [ornaments] made of wax
Model figures [ornaments] made of wood
Models [ornaments] made of plastic
Models [ornaments] made of wood
Modular bathroom furniture
Modular desks [furniture]
Modular furniture units for use as work stations
Modular racks [furniture] for storing video cassettes
Modular shelving [furniture]
Moldings [mouldings] for picture frames
Moldings for picture frames
Mocorbuys, not of metal
Moses baskets
Mother-of-pearl, unworked or semi-worked
Moulded furniture parts made of wood fibre mats
Mouldings for furniture
Mouldings for mirrors
Mouldings for picture frames
Mouldings made of plastics for picture frames
Mouldings made of substitutes of wood for picture frames
Mouldings made of wood for picture frames
Mounts [frames] for photographs
Movable partition panels [furniture]
Movable screens [furniture]
Multiposition display stands made from aluminium and steel tubing
Multiposition stands [furniture]
Multi-purpose display stands
Multi-purpose stands [furniture]
Nagamochi chests
Nails, not of metal
Name plaques, not of metal
Nameplates, not of metal
Nappy changing tables
Neck pillows
Neck rolls
Neck support cushions
Neck-supporting pillows
Nesting boxes
Nesting boxes for animals
Nesting boxes for household pets
Newspaper display stands
Non-metallic partitions [furniture] made from interlocking panels
Non-electric cable boxes of non-metallic materials
Non-electric cable connectors of non-metallic materials
Non-electric cable couplings of non-metallic materials
Non-electric door closers [non-metallic]
Non-electric door closers of non-metallic materials
Non-electric door control devices of non-metallic materials
Non-electric fans for personal use
Non-electric locks made of non-metallic materials
Non-electric opening devices for doors, not of metal
Non-electric opening devices for windows, not of metal
Non-electric wire connectors, not of metal
Non-electric, non-metallic closers for doors
Non-electric, non-metallic closers for windows
Non-electric, non-metallic locking devices for doors
Non-electric, non-metallic operating devices for blinds
Non-electric, non-metallic operating devices for roller shutters
Non-electric, non-metallic operating devices for shutters
Non-mechanical cable drums of non-metallic materials
Non-mechanical reels of plastic materials for the storage of hose
Non-mechanical, non-metallic reels for the storage of hose
Non-mechanical, non-metallic winding spools for flexible hoses
Non-metal bed fittings
Non-metal cable clamps
Non-metal cable clips
Non-metal clothes hooks
Non-metal door fittings
Non-metal door latches
Non-metal garden stakes
Non-metal hinges
Non-metal knobs
Non-metal latches
Non-metal name plates
Non-metal pallets for handling
Non-metal pallets for loading
Non-metal pallets for transportation
Non-metal rivets
Non-metallic barrels
Non-metallic bed fittings
Non-metallic bed wheels
Non-metallic bins, other than dust bins
Non-metallic blinds [slatted] for internal use
Non-metallic bottle caps
Non-metallic brackets for frames
Non-metallic brackets for hanging window draperies
Non-metallic brackets used for fixing plaques
Non-metallic bungs for barrels
Non-metallic bungs for casks
Non-metallic bungs for tubs
Non-metallic bungs for vats
Non-metallic butterfly valves
Non-metallic cable straps
Non-metallic cap closures for bottles
Non-metallic cap closures for containers
Non-metallic caps for screws
Non-metallic carrying boxes
Non-metallic carrying containers
Non-metallic casement bolts
Non-metallic cases for bottles
Non-metallic cases for tools
Non-metallic cash drawers
Non-metallic carrying boxes
Non-metallic carrying containers
Non-metallic cases for bottles
Non-metallic cases for tools
Non-metallic clamps for fixing awnings
Non-metallic clamps for fixing blinds
Non-metallic clamps for fixing doors
Non-metallic clamps for fixing insect screens
Non-metallic clamps for fixing pleated blinds
Non-metallic clamps for fixing windows
Non-metallic clamps for pipes, other than parts of machines
Non-metallic closing devices for use on containers
Non-metallic closures for bottles
Non-metallic closures for containers
Non-metallic closures for receptacles
Non-metallic clothes hangers
Non-metallic coat hooks
Non-metallic collecting boxes
Non-metallic collecting tins
Non-metallic combination locks for vehicles
Non-metallic combination locks, non-electric
Non-metallic connecting elements for furniture
Non-metallic containers adapted for dispensing beer
Non-metallic containers adapted for packaging beer
Non-metallic containers adapted for storing beer
Non-metallic containers for kegging beverages
Non-metallic containers for liquids, other than for household or kitchen use
Non-metallic containers for storage purposes, other than household or kitchen use
Non-metallic containers for the handling of goods, other than household or kitchen use
Non-metallic containers for transport purposes
Non-metallic containers for use with hazardous substances
Non-metallic containers in the form of bins
Non-metallic containers in the form of kegs
Non-metallic containers, other than for household or kitchen use
Non-metallic corner beads for furniture
Non-metallic corner fittings for containers
Non-metallic cover strips for covering joins between adjacent carpets
Non-metallic cupboard fittings
Non-metallic cupboard fixtures
Non-metallic decorative doorstops
Non-metallic door fittings
Non-metallic door furniture
Non-metallic door hinge guards
Non-metallic door hinges
Non-metallic door springs
Non-metallic drawer gliders
Non-metallic drawer guides
Non-metallic drawer handles
Non-metallic drawer knobs
Non-metallic drawer runners
Non-metallic drawer sliders
Non-metallic drums, other than for household or kitchen use
Non-metallic end closures for containers, other than for household or kitchen use
Non-metallic end closures for tubes, other than for household or kitchen use
Non-metallic escutcheons
Non-metallic fasteners
Non-metallic fasteners being security devices for doors
Non-metallic fasteners being security devices for windows
Non-metallic fasteners for cables
Non-metallic fasteners for pipes
Non-metallic fittings for beds
Non-metallic fittings for cabinets
Non-metallic fittings for cupboards
Non-metallic fittings for doors
Non-metallic fittings for furniture
Non-metallic fittings for windows
Non-metallic fittings of furniture
Non-metallic fixed dispensers for towels
Non-metallic fuel cans
Non-metallic fuel tanks
Non-metallic furniture
Non-metallic furniture casters
Non-metallic furniture ferrules
Non-metallic furniture fittings
Non-metallic furniture joints
Non-metallic furniture locks
Non-metallic furniture supports
Non-metallic gravity catches
Non-metallic hangers for shelves
Non-metallic hangers for shelving
Non-metallic hooks for towels
Non-metallic hooks for wall hangings
Non-metallic hose clamps
Non-metallic hose clips
Non-metallic industrial fasteners
Non-metallic ladders
Non-metallic laminated doors for furniture
Non-metallic laminated tops for furniture
Non-metallic laminated work surfaces for furniture
Non-metallic learner driver plates
Non-metallic lockable boxes for tools
Non-metallic locks, non-electric
Non-metallic manufactured building fittings
Non-metallic mobile boarding stairs for passengers
Non-metallic nationality plates for vehicles
Non-metallic novelty badges for vehicles
Non-metallic number plate digits
Non-metallic number plates for vehicles
Non-metallic nuts [fasteners]
Non-metallic overcapping closures for containers
Non-metallic overclosures
Non-metallic pallets
Non-metallic partitioning [furniture]
Non-metallic partitions [furniture]
Non-metallic racks [furniture] for use in storage
Non-metallic rails for folding doors
Non-metallic rails for sliding doors
Non-metallic regulating valves
Non-metallic regulators [valves]
Non-metallic releasable locking devices, non-electric
Non-metallic removable partitions [furniture] for office use
Non-metallic rollers for sliding doors
Non-metallic rollers for sliding windows
Non-metallic runners for sliding doors
Non-metallic safety locking devices, non-electric
Non-metallic safety locks, non-electric
Non-metallic sales gondolas
Non-metallic sealing caps
Non-metallic security cabinets [furniture]
Non-metallic shelf bars
Non-metallic shelf brackets
Non-metallic shelf dividers
Non-metallic shelf supports
Non-metallic shelves [furniture]
Non-metallic shelving parts
Non-metallic shop display fittings
Non-metallic shop fittings
Non-metallic slide closers for containers
Non-metallic slide closures for containers
Non-metallic sliding doors for furniture
Non-metallic snaphooks being clamp devices incorporating a spring locking means
Non-metallic split pins
Non-metallic spring assemblies for incorporation into cushions
Non-metallic spring assemblies for incorporation into mattresses
Non-metallic spring locks
Non-metallic stackable trays for the packaging of materials
Non-metallic stair clips
Non-metallic stands for barrels
Non-metallic stands for casks
Non-metallic storage racks [furniture]
Non-metallic strain relief clips
Non-metallic striking plates for locks
Non-metallic stripper bolts
Non-metallic suspension devices for doors
Non-metallic suspension devices for drawers
Non-metallic suspension rods for hanging up articles
Non-metallic tacks
Non-metallic toggle bolts
Non-metallic tool boxes [sold empty]
Non-metallic tool cabinets
Non-metallic tool storage containers, empty
Non-metallic towel hooks
Non-metallic tracks [rails]
Non-metallic tracks for sliding doors
Non-metallic transport containers
Non-metallic transportable containers for gases
Non-metallic transportable exhibition stands, other than structures
Non-metallic trays, other than for domestic use or for sorting or counting money
Non-metallic tree supports
Non-metallic tube plugs
Non-metallic tuns [casks]
Non-metallic turnbuckles
Non-metallic turn-button fasteners
Non-metallic valves [taps] for controlling the flow of liquid into barrels
Non-metallic valves [taps] for controlling the flow of liquid into casks
Non-metallic valves [taps] for controlling the flow of liquid out of barrels
Non-metallic valves [taps] for controlling the flow of liquid out of casks
Non-metallic ventilation grilles for fitting in doors
Non-metallic ventilation grilles for fitting in windows
Non-metallic wall mounted dispensers, fixed
Non-metallic wall mounted hose supports
Non-metallic wall shelves [furniture]
Non-metallic wall mounted hose supports
Non-metallic wall mounted plaster [furniture]
Non-metallic weather vanes
Non-metallic weatherbars
Non-metallic window baskets
Non-metallic window casement bolts
Non-metallic window casing bolts
Non-metallic window fasteners
Non-metallic window furniture
Non-metallic window glazing fixtures
Non-metallic window handles
Non-metallic window hardware
Non-metallic wine casks
Non-metallic wing nuts
Non-metallic wood screws
Non-metallic, non-electric mechanisms for lifting doors
Non-metallic, non-electric mechanisms for lifting windows
Non-metallic, non-electric mechanisms for locking doors
Non-metallic, non-electric mechanisms for locking windows
Non-metallic, non-electric mechanisms for opening doors
Non-metallic, non-electric mechanisms for opening windows
Non-metallic, non-electric mechanisms for rolling doors
Non-metallic, non-electric mechanisms for rolling windows
Non-metallic, non-electric mechanisms for sliding doors
Non-metallic, non-electric mechanisms for sliding windows
Non-return valves of plastic, other than parts of machines
Notice boards [signboards] of cork
Numberplates, not of metal
Numerals made of plastics for buildings
Numerals made of plastics for furniture
Nursery cots
Nursery furniture
Nursery furniture for use by children
Nursery furniture for use by infants
Nursing beds
Nursing pillows
Nuts, not of metal
Objects made of plaster for decoration
Objects made of plastics for decoration
Objects made of wax for decoration
Objects made of wood for decoration
Objet d'art of plaster for decoration
Objet d'art of plastics for decoration
Objet d'art of wax for decoration
Objet d'art of wood for decoration
Office armchairs
Office chairs
Office desks
Office furniture
Office furniture adapted for use in filing
Office requisites [furniture]
Office seats
Office shelving
Office tables
Office trolleys being articles of furniture
Oil drainage containers, not of metal
Onigaya hay [raw or partly worked material]
Opening devices for windows, not of metal, non-electric
Oriental folding partition screens (byobu)
Oriental single panel standing partition (tsuitate)
Ornamental figurines made of plaster
Ornamental figurines made of wax
Ornamental figurines made of wood
Ornamental models made of plaster
Ornamental models made of wax
Ornamental models made of wood
Ornamental sculptures made of plaster
Ornamental sculptures made of wax
Ornamental sculptures made of wood
Ornamental statues made of wood
Ornaments [statues] made of wax
Ornaments made of plaster
Ornaments made of plastics
Ornaments made of wax
Ornaments made of wood
Ottomans
Outdoor furniture
Overhead suspension tracks of non-metallic materials
Overhead suspension tracks of non-metallic materials for use with doors
Oyster shells
Packaging boxes in collapsible form of plastic
Packaging boxes in collapsible form of wood
Packaging boxes in flat form of plastic
Packaging boxes in flat form of wood
Packaging boxes in made-up form of plastic
Packaging boxes in made-up form of wood
Packaging containers made of wood
Packaging containers made principally of plastics
Packaging containers of plastic
Packing cases made of wood
Packing cases made of wooden composite materials
Packing containers of plastics
Padded furniture
Padded neck supports [cushions], other than for surgical use
Padlocks, not of metal
Pallet racking
Panelling for furniture
Panels being parts of furniture
Panels configured to engage fixture elements for supporting shelving
Panels for display purposes [non-luminous and non-mechanical]
Panels for publicity purposes [non-luminous and non-mechanical]
Panels of transparent plastics being parts of packaging containers
Paper blinds
Paper coated wood frames
Paper hangers’ pasting boards [tables]
Paper racks [furniture]
Paper screen doors
Paper towel dispensers [fixed, not of metal]
Parasol stands
Partitioning of metal [furniture]
Partitions [screens] in the nature of furniture
Partitions in the nature of furniture
Partitions of metal [furniture]
Partitions of plastics [furniture]
Partitions of wood for furniture
Pasting tables
Patio furniture
Pedestal cabinets
Pedestal chairs
Pedestal storage units [furniture]
Pedestal tables
Pedestal units [furniture]
Pedestals [furniture]
Pedestals for flower pots
Pedestals for plant pots
Pegs [pins], not of metal
Pegs and pins, not of metal, for anchoring and fixing
Pelmet boxes, not of metal
Perch benches
Personal compact mirrors
Personal computer work stations [furniture]
Pet cushions
Petrol cans, not of metal
Photograph frames
Photograph frames of metal
Photograph frames of wood
Photographic mounting boards
Picnic baskets, not fitted
Picnic benches
Picnic tables
Picnic units [furniture]
Picture and photograph frames
Picture frame brackets
Picture frames
Picture frames [not of precious metal]
Picture frames brackets
Picture frames of metal
Picture frames of non-metallic materials
Picture holders [frames]
Picture rods [frames]
Pillows
Pin boards [notice boards] of cork
Pins [pegs], not of metal
Pipe clamps of plastics
Pipe clamps of rubber
Pipe clips made of plastics
Pipe or cable clips of plastics
Pipe support sleeves of plastic
Pitons, not of metal
Placards of wood or plastics
Plaited straw, except matting
Planning tables
Plant pot stands
Plant racks
Plaques made of plastics
Plaques made of wood
Plaques of plastic
Plaster busts
Plastic bins, other than dustbins
Plastic boxes
Plastic boxes for packing
Plastic busts
Plastic caps for covering canes of bamboo
Plastic capsules
Plastic clips for ribbon cable
Plastic containers for ink for duplicating machines
Plastic containers for printing machine ink
Plastic decorations for foodstuffs
Plastic edging materials for shelving
Plastic fasteners
Plastic fittings [clips] for attachment to tubing
Plastic fuel tanks, other than parts of vehicles
Plastic furniture for gardens
Plastic hardware for blinds
Plastic inserts [trays] for tool boxes
Plastic key cards, not encoded and not magnetic
Plastic keys
Plastic labels
Plastic mailing tubes
Plastic models for decoration
Plastic packing containers
Plastic racks for household articles
Plastic racks for tools
Plastic road cones
Plastic sculptures
Plastic sheet materials for use as display boards
Plastic slats
Plastic spacer brackets
Plastic splice connectors for non-electric cables
Plastic stoppers for bottles
Plastic stoppers for industrial packaging containers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plastic storage tanks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic trays [containers] used in food packaging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic tubs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic valves for water pipes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic valves, other than for medical use or being parts of machines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic water tanks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics closures for containers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics components for packaging containers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics containers for use in agrochemical fields</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics nipples for supporting reels of film materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics nipples for supporting reels whilst unwinding film materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics slide bearings for heavy structures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics wall plugs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate racks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plates of plastic for use in displaying information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plates of wood for use in displaying information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playpens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playpens for babies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plugs [dowels], not of metal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plugs, not of metal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pocket mirrors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pods, not of metal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point of sale displays [furniture]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point-of-sale dispensers for packets, fixed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point-of-sale dispensers for sachets, fixed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point-of-sale price displays made of plastics materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poles for curtains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poles, not of metal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyvinyl chloride blinds [indoor]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porcelain knobs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porch swings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable barriers for household use for the protection of children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable beds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable beds for pets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable boxes [containers] of plastic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable boxes [containers] of wood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable display stands for supporting advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable exhibition panelling for display purposes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable kennels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable partitions [furniture]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable road hazard warning cones [non-luminous, non-mechanical, not of metal]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable sales display units [furniture]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable upright display stands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable warning cones [non-luminous, non-mechanical, not of metal]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable water carriers [containers] made of plastics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable work surfaces [furniture]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable writing surfaces [furniture]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster display apparatus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potato bins [furniture]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pots of plastic for packaging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouffes [furniture]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefabricated doors of metal for furniture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefabricated doors of wood for furniture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefabricated shelves [furniture]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preformed cushions for easy-chairs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Preserving boxes, not of metal
Printed mirrors
Printer stands [furniture]
Props for clothes lines, of wood or plastics
Protective containers of non-metallic materials for packing goods
Protective containers of non-metallic materials for storing goods
Protective coverings for furniture [fitted]
Protective coverings for furniture [shaped]
Protective covers for furniture [fitted]
Protective covers for furniture [shaped]
Protective shields of plastics materials for shrubs
Protective shields of plastics materials for trees
Pulleys of plastics for blinds
Rack bars [furniture]
Rack bars for shelves [non-metallic]
Racking [furniture]
Racks [furniture]
Racks [furniture] for casks
Racks being furniture made of non-metallic materials
Racks being furniture of metal
Racks for ties and belts
Rails for curtains
Rain barrels, not of metal
Rattan
Rattan [unworked or partly worked material]
Reader stands
Receptacles of plastic for packaging
Receptacles of plastic for storing goods for transportation
Receptacles, not of metal for liquid fuel
Recliners [chairs]
Reclining armchairs
Reclining chairs
Reclosable fasteners of plastics
Reeds [plaiting materials]
Reels of wood for yarn, silk, cord
Reels, not of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses
Reels, not of metal, non-mechanical, for storing cables
Registration plates, not of metal
Reinforced display stands
Reinforced display stands of metal
Reinforced display stands of non-metallic materials
Relocatable metal storage racks [furniture]
Relocatable non-metallic storage racks [furniture]
Removable mats or covers for sinks
Removable partitions [furniture] of metal
Removable partitions [furniture] of metal for dividing office space
Replacement seat covers [fitted] for furniture
Reservoirs, not of metal nor of masonry
Retaining [fixing] devices, not of metal
Rim locks [non-electric], not of metal
Ring closures, other than of metal
Ring pulls, not of metal
Rings for bulls' noses [non-metallic]
Rings for curtains
Rivets made of plastics materials
Rivets, not of metal
Road cones [non-mechanical, non-luminous not of metal]
Rock bolts, not of metal
Rocking chairs
Rods for beds
Rods for net curtains
Roller blinds [indoor]
Roller blinds for use indoors
Rollers [casters], not of metal
Rollers [casters], not of metal for furniture
Roll-top desks
Room divider panels [furniture]
Room dividers
Room dividers [furniture]
Room dividing cupboards
Rotating stands [furniture]
Rows of folding seats
Safety cots
Safety hooks, not of metal
Sales [display] stands
Sales counters [furniture]
Sash fasteners, not of metal, for windows
Sash pulleys, not of metal
Sash window pulls, not of metal
Saw benches [furniture]
Saw benches [work], other than parts of machines
Saw benches being furniture
Saw horses
Scale model cars [ornaments] of plaster
Scale model cars [ornaments] of plastic
Scale model cars [ornaments] of wax
Scale model cars [ornaments] of wood
Scale models [ornaments] of plaster
Scale models [ornaments] of plastic
Scale models [ornaments] of wax
Scale models [ornaments] of wood
Scented coathangers
Scented pillows
School furniture
Score display apparatus [boards]
Scoreboards for sports, other than mechanical or electric
Scratching posts for cats
Screens [furniture]
Screens [furniture] for display purposes
Screens [furniture] for use as room dividers in offices
Screens for fireplaces [furniture]
Screens for use as screen walls [furniture]
Screens in the nature of blinds [indoor]
Screens in the nature of furniture for use as room dividers
Screens of reed
Screw bolts, not of metal
Screw bushings, not of metal
Screw caps, not of metal
Screw covers, not of metal
Screw cups, not of metal
Screw eyes, not of metal
Screw inserts, not of metal
Screw nuts, not of metal
Screw rings, not of metal
Screw rivets, not of metal
Screw spikes, not of metal
Screw threaded fasteners, not of metal
Screw tops, not of metal, for bottles
Screwed rods, not of metal
Screw-in insert nuts, not of metal
Screw-in nuts, not of metal
Screwnails not of metal
Screws, not of metal
Sculptures cast from mixtures of plaster and marble
Sculptures made from plaster
Sculptures made from plastic
Sculptures made from wax
Sealing caps, not of metal
Seat covers [shaped] for furniture
Seat pads
Seat pads being parts of furniture
Seat sofas
Seating
Seating for use in auditoria
Seating for use in stadia
Seating furniture
Seats
Seats adapted for babies
Seats adapted for use with desks
Seats for children
Seats of metal
Sectional metal units [furniture]
Sectional non-metallic units [furniture]
Sectional units for use as shelving
Sections of panelling for furniture
Sections of wood for beehives
Security cabinets
Security cabinets [furniture]
Security trays, not of metal
Self adhesive display panels
Self-adhesive labels of plastics
Self-clinching fasteners made of non-metallic materials
Self-drilling non-metallic bolts
Self-drilling non-metallic plugs
Self-drilling non-metallic screws
Self-drilling screws in non-metallic materials
Self-locking protective plastic caps for use with bolts
Self-locking protective plastic caps for use with nuts
Self-opening non-metallic locks for belt reels
Self-piercing non-metallic fasteners for sheet material applications
Self-tapping non-metallic bolts
Self-tapping non-metallic plugs
Self-tapping non-metallic screws
Serving trolleys in the nature of furniture
Set screws, not of metal
Settees
Shackle bolts, not of metal
Shaped covers for furniture
Shaving mirrors
Shelf dividers of metal [parts of furniture]
Shelf supports of metal [parts of furniture]
Shelf units [furniture]
Shells
Shells [unworked or partly worked material]
Shelves [furniture]
Shelves being nursery furniture
Shelves for books
Shelves for display purposes
Shelves for file cabinets
Shelves for sale in kit form
Shelves for storage
Shelves for typewriters
Shelves in the nature of furniture
Shelves made of plastics materials
Shelves of combined metal, plastic or glass
Shelves of metal [furniture]
Shelves of non-metallic materials [furniture]
Shelving apparatus [furniture]
Shelving for gravity feed dispensers
Shelving for sale in kit form
Shelving frames of metal [furniture]
Shelving frames, not of metal [furniture]
Shelving made of metal [furniture]
Shelving troughs
Shelving units
Shoe cabinets
Shoe dowels, not of metal
Shoe organisers
Shoe pegs, not of metal
Shop fixtures [furniture]
Shop furniture
Shop furniture for use in displaying cards
Shop shelvings
Shop window dummies
Shop window mannequins
Shoulder poles [yokes]
Showcases [furniture]
Shower curtain hooks
Shower seats
Showshelves
Side storage units [furniture]
Side tables
Sideboard tables
Sideboards
Signboards of plastics
Signboards of wood or plastics
Signs, non-luminous, inflatable [publicity objects]
Silvered glass [mirrors]
Single leaf screens [furniture]
Sink units [kitchen furniture]
Slanted shelves
Slatted bases for beds
Slatted blind connectors
Slatted blind controls, non-electric
Slatted furniture
Slatted indoor blinds
Slatted indoor blinds for windows
Sleeping mats
Sleeping mats for camping [mattresses]
Sleeping pads
Sleeping pads of foam plastic for use when camping [mattresses]
Sliding dividers [furniture partitions] for rooms
Sliding doors for furniture
Socket head cap screws, not of metal
Socket head shoulder screws, not of metal
Sofa beds
Sofas
Soft furnishings [cushions]
Sorting units [furniture] in the form of racking
Soundproof cabinets [furniture]
Space dividers [furniture]
Spacers of plastic for use with sandwich panels
Spears [valves], not of metal for use with containers
Spears [valves], not of metal for use with kegs
Spice racks [furniture]
Spigots [stoppers], not of glass, metal or rubber
Spirally wound packaging containers made of plastics
Splices of plastic for making up wire nets
Split cane flower sticks
Split rings, not of metal, for keys
Sprigs [dowel pins], not of metal
Spring mattresses
Spring pins of plastic
Spring rings of plastic
Spring washers of plastic
Springs [plastic hardware]
Springs being non-metallic fittings for upholstery
Springs made principally of plastic
Square set screws of non-metallic materials
Stackable furniture
Stacking adaptors [non-metallic fittings]
Stacking boxes of compressed fibre
Stacking boxes of plastic
Stacking boxes of vulcanised fibre
Stacking boxes of wood
Stacking dresser drawer units
Stacking trays of plastic
Stacking trays of plastic for the packaging of eggs
Stacking trays of vulcanised fibre
Stacking trays of wood
Stadium cushions
Stag antlers
Stair edgings of plastics
Stair fittings of plastics
Stair rods
Stair rods of metal
Stair rods of plastic
Stakes, not of metal, for plants or trees
Standing desks
Stands [furniture] for indoor aquaria
Stands [furniture] for telephones
Stands [furniture] for use with television
Stands for baby baths
Stands for calculating machines
Stands for coats
Stands for computers being articles of office furniture
Stands for display purposes
Stands for flower pots
Stands for flowers
Stands for hats
Stands for plants [furniture]
Stationery cabinets [furniture]
Statues made of plaster
Statues of bone
Statues of ivory
Statues of plaster
Statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
Statuettes made of amber
Statuettes made of ivory
Statuettes made of plaster
Statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
Staves of wood
Step ladders made of plastics
Step ladders made of wood
Step ladders, not of metal
Step stools [furniture]
Step stools made of plastics
Step stools made of wood
Step stools, not of metal
Steps [ladders] made from plastic
Steps [ladders] made from wood
Steps [ladders] made principally of non-metallic materials
Steps [ladders], not of metal
Stools
Stools incorporating height adjustable seats
Stools incorporating steps
Stop valves of plastic, other than parts of machines
Stoppers for bottles, not of glass, metal or rubber
Stoppers of cork
Stoppers of cork imitations
Stoppers of plastic
Stoppers, not of metal
Storage apparatus [furniture]
Storage baskets [furniture]
Storage boxes [furniture]
Storage cabinets [furniture]
Storage cases [furniture]
Storage chests made of plastic
Storage chests made of wood
Storage cupboards [furniture]
Storage drawers [furniture]
Storage frames [furniture]
Storage furniture
Storage installations [furniture]
Storage modules [furniture]
Storage or transport containers of cardboard with impermeable liners
Storage racks
Storage rails [furniture]
Storage shelves [furniture]
Storage tanks, not of metal or masonry
Storage units [furniture]
Storage units for cupboard conversions
Strap-hinges, not of metal
Straw edgings
Straw mattress
Straw mattresses
Straw plaits
Street furniture made of plastic
Street furniture made of wood
Stretchers for embroidery
Strips of plastic for protecting the edges of furniture
Stud buttons [fasteners] of plastic for tentage
Stuffed animals
Stuffed birds
Stuffed furniture
Stuffed pillows
Suction pads [fixings]
Suites of furniture
Sun loungers
Sun screens [indoor] of metal
Sun screens [indoor] of textile
Sun screens [indoor], not of metal or textile
Sun screens [slatted indoor]
Sun screens [slatted outdoor]
Support cushioning for use in car safety seats for babies
Support cushioning for use in car seating for babies
Support pillows for use in baby car safety seats
Support pillows for use in baby seating
Support rails for curtains
Support rails of metal for curtains
Support rails of plastic for curtains
Support rails of wood for curtains
Support rods for curtains
Support rods of metal for curtains
Support rods of plastic for curtains
Support rods of wood for curtains
Support stands [furniture]
Supports for exhibition display material
Supports for fixing curtain poles
Supports for fixing curtain rods
Supports for supporting curtain poles
Supports for supporting curtain rods
Surclosures of bottles [non-metallic]
Suspension apparatus for shower curtains
Suspension devices for curtains
Swivel chairs
Swivel stands [furniture]
Swivel stools
Table and chair sets
Table centres [ornaments] made of wood
Table decorations of plastic
Table legs
Table tops
Tables
Tables for massage
Tables for toilet purposes
Tables for use in gardens
Tables in the nature of furniture
Tables of metal
Tailors' dummies
Tanks made principally of plastics materials and for use in industry
Tanks, not of metal nor of masonry
Tap venting plugs of plastic
Tap venting plugs of wood
Taps, not of metal, for casks
Tea carts
Tea tables
Tea trolleys
Telephone stands [furniture]
Telephone stands in the nature of tables
Tension links, not of metal
Tent pegs, not of metal
Textile covers [fitted] for furniture
Textile covers [fitted] for headboards
Textile covers [shaped] for furniture
Thermal blinds [indoor]
Threaded fasteners made of plastic
Threaded nuts of plastic
Threaded rivets of plastic
Threaded screws of plastic
Three piece suites [furniture]
Three-mirror dressing tables
Thumbturns [fasteners], not of metal
Tie back hooks made of plastics [curtain]
Tie back hooks made of wood [curtain]
Tie back hooks of brass [curtain]
Tie backs for curtains
Tie racks
Tilt doors for furniture
Time capsules of plastics
Tissue dispensers, fixed, not of metal
Tissue holders, fixed, not of metal
Toilet paper dispensers, fixed, not of metal
Toilet seat cover dispensers, fixed, not of metal
Toilet tables
Tool boxes, not of metal, empty
Tool chests, not of metal, empty
Tortoiseshell
Tortoiseshells [unworked or partly worked material]
Towel dispensers, fixed, not of metal
Towel dispensers, not of metal, fixed
Towel stands [furniture]
Toy boxes [furniture]
Toy chests
Transformable furniture
Transparent doors for furniture
Transparent doors of glass for furniture
Transparent food containers for commercial packaging use
Transport pallets, not of metal
Transportable beds
Travel cots
Traymobiles [furniture]
Trays being parts of shop display furniture
Trays, not of metal
Tree and plant shelters, supports and protectors, not of metal
Tree protectors [tubes], not of metal
Tree protectors, not of metal
Trestle tables
Trestles [furniture]
Trestles [saw benches]
Trolley tables
Trolleys [furniture]
Trolleys for computers [furniture]
Trophies made of plastic
Trophies made of wood
Troughs, not of metal, for mixing mortar
Tumblers, not of metal [parts of locks]
Tuns [casks] of wood
Tusks [raw or partly worked material]
Typing desks
Umbrella stands
Under bed storage chests for clothing
Under-sink units
Units [furniture]
Units [furniture] for display
Unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl
Upholstered convertible furniture
Upholstered furniture
U-shaped pillows
Valet stands
Valves [manual] for regulating fluid flow, not of metal
Valves of plastic being other than machine parts
Valves, not of metal, other than parts of machines
Vanity unit bases being furniture adapted to support wash hand basins
Vanity units [furniture]
Vanity units [furniture] adapted to support a wash hand basin
Vanity units [furniture] for supporting a wash hand basin
Vanity units incorporating basins
Vats, not of metal
Vehicle locks, not of metal, non-electric
Venetian blinds
Venetian indoor blinds
Vertical blinds [indoor]
Vice benches [furniture]
Vitrines
Wagons [trolleys] [furniture]
Wall cupboards
Wall decorations of plaster
Wall decorations of plastic
Wall decorations of wax
Wall decorations of wood
Wall hooks of non-metallic materials
Wall mirrors
Wall mounted footstools
Wall partitions [furniture]
Wall plaques of plaster
Wall plaques of plastic
Wall plaques of wood
Wall plugs, not of metal
Wall screening [furniture] for offices
Wall shelves [furniture] of metal
Wall shelves [furniture] of non-metallic materials
Wall shelves furniture
Wall sofas
Wall units [furniture]
Wall-mounted baby changing platforms
Wall-mounted diaper (napkin) changing platforms
Wall-mounted gun racks
Wardrobe doors
Wardrobe interior fitments
Wardrobe lockers
Wardrobe sliding doors
Wardrobes
Washstands [furniture]
Water beds not for medical purposes
Water beds, not for medical purposes
Water control valves of plastic
Water inlets [valves of plastic] for water pipes
Water outlets [valves of plastic] for water pipes
Water pillows, other than for medical purposes
Water pipe valves of plastic
Water regulating valves [plastic] for water pipes
Water reservoirs of plastic
Water storage tanks of plastic
Water tanks for household purposes, not of metal or masonry
Water-pipe valves of plastic
Wax figurines
Whalebone, unworked or semi-worked
Whalebones
Wheels for beds
Wicker baskets
Wickerwork
Wind chimes
Wind chimes [decoration]
Winding spools, not of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses
Window blinds [indoor]
Window blinds [slatted indoor]
Window blinds made of wood [indoor]
Window catches, not of metal
Window display units
Window fasteners, not of metal
Window fittings, not of metal
Window shades [furniture]
Window stops, not of metal or rubber
Wine racks
Wood bedsteads
Wood boxes
Wood carvings
Wood ribbon
Wood storage tanks
Wood surrounds [furniture] for electric apparatus
Wood surrounds [furniture] for electronic apparatus
Wood work panels for furniture
Wooden barrels
Wooden beds
Wooden bins
Wooden boxes for industrial packaging purposes
Wooden boxes for storing toys
Wooden chests for the storage of toys
Wooden chests with drawers covered with decorated paper
Wooden containers, other than for household or kitchen use
Wooden crates
Wooden furniture
Wooden ladders
Wooden lattice work screens
Wooden lids for industrial packaging containers
Wooden pallets
Wooden panels for furniture
Wooden picture mouldings
Wooden racks [furniture]
Wooden sculptures
Wooden shelving [furniture]
Wooden stoppers for industrial packaging containers
Wooden storage boxes
Work benches
Work chairs
Work counters [furniture]
Work stations [desks] incorporating supports for a computer screen and keyboard
Work stations [furniture]
Work stations [furniture] incorporating storage space
Work stations [furniture] incorporating work surfaces
Work stools
Work surfaces
Work surfaces in the nature of furniture
Work tables
Work tops [furniture]
Workbenches
Works of art made of plaster
Works of art made of wax
Works of art made of wood
Works of art of nutshell
Works of art of plastic
Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
Worktops
20  Woven timber blinds [furniture]
20  Wrist tags for identification purposes, not of metal
20  Writing desks
20  Writing shelves
20  Writing tables
20  Yan-Li-Phao basket
20  Yellow amber
21  Abrasive discs for kitchen [cleaning] purposes
21  Abrasive floss for dental use
21  Abrasive instruments for kitchen [cleaning] purposes
21  Abrasive pads for kitchen purposes
21  Abrasive sponges for kitchen [cleaning] use
21  Abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin
21  Absorbent pads for cleaning purposes
21  Adhesive impregnated fibre glass for repairs to containers
21  Adhesive impregnated fibre glass for repairs to pipes
21  Adhesive impregnated fibre glass for repairs to tanks
21  Adhesive wall decorations of glass
21  Adhesive wall decorations of porcelain
21  Aerosol dispensers, not for medical purposes
21  Air blast canisters
21  Aluminium bakeware
21  Aluminium cookware
21  Aluminium moulds [kitchen utensils]
21  Angora hair for brush-making
21  Animal activated livestock feeders
21  Animal activated livestock waterers
21  Animal bristles [brushware]
21  Animal traps for insects and vermin
21  Anti-drip devices for bottles
21  Anti-reflecting glass
21  Anti-static cloths for household use
21  Apothecary jars
21  Apparatus for attachment to watering cans
21  Apparatus for diluting for attachment to hoses
21  Apparatus for diluting for attachment to watering cans
21  Apparatus for driving away animals, electric
21  Apparatus for driving away insects, electric
21  Apparatus for driving away parasites, electric
21  Apparatus for spraying for attachment to hoses
21  Apparatus for spraying for attachment to watering cans
21  Apparatus for sprinkling for attachment to hoses
21  Apparatus for sprinkling for attachment to watering cans
21  Apparatus for the care of artificial teeth
21  Apparatus for the care of natural teeth
21  Apparatus for the cleaning of artificial teeth
21  Apparatus for the cleaning of natural teeth
21  Apparatus for wax-polishing, non-electric
21  Appliances for applying make-up
21  Appliances for removing make-up, electric
21  Appliances for removing make-up, non-electric
21  Applicators for applying eye make-up
21  Applicators for cosmetics
21  Applicators in the nature of sponges, other than for medical use
21  Aquarium covers
Aquarium equipment being feeding or breeding traps
Aquarium hoods
Aquarium ornaments
Aquariums
Aromatherapy burners, non-electric
Art objects of china
Art objects of earthenware
Art objects of glass
Articles for cleaning purposes
Articles for cleaning the teeth
Articles for cleaning, non-electric
Articles for scouring purposes, non-electric
Articles for use in cake decorating
Articles for use in cooking
Articles of china for household use
Articles of china for kitchen use
Articles of earthenware for household use
Articles of earthenware for kitchen use
Articles of glass for household use
Articles of glass for kitchen use
Articles of glassware
Articles of wood for household use
Articles of wood for kitchen use
Artificial nest eggs
Artificial sponges for household purposes
Artistic objects made of glass
Artistic objects made of porcelain
Artistic objects made of terracotta
Autoclaves, non-electric, for cooking
Babies' potties
Baby bath tubs
Baby baths
Baby baths, portable
Baby bathtubs
Back scratchers
Bakers' brushes
Bakers' tinware
Bakeware
Baking cases
Baking cases made of aluminium
Baking containers
Baking dishes
Baking mats
Baking sheets
Baking tins
Baking trays
Baking utensils
Bakul [rice baskets]
Barbecue mitts
Bases for plant pots
Basins [bowls]
Basins [receptacles]
Baskets for domestic use
Baskets for household purposes
Baskets for waste paper littering
Basting brushes
Basting spoons [cooking utensils]
Basting spoons, for kitchen use
Bath brushes
Bath sponges
Bathroom basins [receptacles]
Bathroom pails
Battery operated lint removers
Battery-powered dental flossers
Beakers
Beakers of earthenware
Beakers of glass
Beakers of porcelain
Beaters, non-electric
Beer glasses
Beer mugs
Bento boxes
Beverage glassware
Beverage stirrers
Bins for garbage disposal
Bins for household refuse
Biodegradable bowls
Biodegradable cups
Biodegradable trays
Bird baths
Bird baths not being structures
Bird cages
Bird cages for domestic birds
Bird feeders
Birdcages
Biscuit cutters
Blenders, non-electric, for household purposes
Bone china tableware
Boot brushes
Boot jacks
Boot removers
Boot trees [stretchers]
Bootjacks
Bottle brushes
Bottle buckets
Bottle coolers [receptacles]
Bottle cradles
Bottle openers
Bottle openers, electric and non-electric
Bottle or can carriers for household use
Bottle stands
Bottles
Bouquet holders
Bowls
Bowls [basins]
Bowls for candy
Bowls for flowers
Bowls for nuts
Bowls for plants
Bowls for vegetables
Bowls made of precious metal
Bowls of precious metal
Boxes for biscuits
Boxes for dispensing paper towels
Boxes for dispensing serviettes
Boxes for household use
Boxes for kitchen use
Boxes for sweetmeats
Boxes for tissues
Boxes of ceramics
Boxes of china
Boxes of earthenware
Boxes of glass
Boxes of porcelain
Boxes of precious metal for sweets
Brandy snifters
Bread baskets for household purposes
Bread bins
Bread boards
Bread tongs
Bread-cases [for kitchen use]
Broom handles
Brooms
Brush and dustpan sets
Brush goods
Brush holders
Brushes
Brushes connectable to water hoses
Brushes for basting meat
Brushes for cleaning babies' feeding bottles
Brushes for cleaning cars
Brushes for cleaning containers
Brushes for cleaning footwear
Brushes for cleaning tanks and containers
Brushes for footwear
Brushes for grooming horses
Brushes for grooming pet animals
Brushes for household purposes
Brushes for personal hygiene
Brushes for pets
Brushes for pipes
Brushes for shaving purposes
Brushes for use in car washing
Brushes for washing up
Brushes, except paintbrushes
Brush-making materials
Buckets
Buckets for household use
Buckets for industrial use
Buckets incorporating castors
Buckets incorporating mop wringers
Buckets made of woven fabrics
Buckskin for cleaning
Bud vases
Bulb basters
Busts made of china
Busts made of earthenware
Busts made of glass
Busts made of terracotta
Busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass
Butter coolers
Butter curlers
Butter dishes
Butter pans
Butter-dish covers
Buttonhooks
Cabarets [trays]
Cages for household pets
Cages for pets
Cake brushes
Cake domes
Cake molds [moulds]
Cake rings
Cake separators
Cake servers
Cake stands
Cake supports
Cake tins
Camping grills
Candelabra [candlesticks]
Candle extinguishers
Candle extinguishers, not of precious metal
Candle holders
Candle holders not of precious metal
Candle holders of precious metal
Candle jars [holders]
Candle rings
Candle rings of precious metal
Candlesticks
Candlesticks of glass
Candlesticks of precious metal
Candlesticks with wind protection
Candy boxes
Candy boxes, not of precious metal
Candy dishes
Canister sets
Car washing mitts
Carafes
Carboys
Cardboard cups
Carpet beaters [hand instruments]
Carpet beaters [not being machines]
Carpet rakes
Carpet sweepers
Carpet sweepers [non-electric]
Carver rests
Carving boards for kitchen use
Cases adapted for cosmetic utensils
Cases adapted for toilet utensils
Cases for brushes
Cases for combs
Cases for toiletry articles, fitted
Casserole dishes
Cattle hair for brushes
Cauldrons
Ceramic figurines
Ceramic hollowware
Ceramic mugs
Ceramic ornaments
Ceramic plates [tableware]
Ceramic tableware
Ceramics for household purposes
Ceramics for kitchen use
Ceting [rice baskets]
Chamber pots
Chamois leather for cleaning
Champagne buckets
Champagne flutes
Charms for attachment to beverage glassware for identification purposes
Cheese boards
Cheese graters
Cheese graters for household purposes
Cheese-dish covers
China figurines
China mugs
China ornaments
Chinaware
Chip pan baskets
Chopping boards for kitchen use
Chopstick cases
Chopsticks
Cinder sifters [household utensils]
Cinder sifters for household purposes
Cleaning brushes for sports equipment
Cleaning cloth
Cleaning cloths
Cleaning combs
Cleaning instruments, hand-operated
Cleaning leathers
Cleaning pads
Cleaning pads for lenses
Cleaning rags
Cleaning tow
Closures for pot lids
Cloth for washing floors
Clothes airers [clothes horse]
Clothes brushes
Clothes drying hangers
Clothes horses
Clothes pegs [clothes pins]
Clothes racks, for drying
Clothes-pegs
Clothes-pins
Clothing stretchers
Cloths for cleaning
Cloths for dusting
Cloths for eye-glasses
Cloths for polishing
Cloths for wiping optical lenses
Cloths for wiping spectacles
Cloths for wiping tableware
Coal buckets for household use
Coal scuttles
Coasters, not of paper or textile
Cocktail glasses
Cocktail picks
Cocktail shakers
Cocktail sticks
Cocktail stirrers
Coffee cosies
Coffee cups
Coffee filters not of paper being part of non-electric coffee makers
Coffee filters, non-electric
Coffee grinders, hand-operated
Coffee mugs
Coffee percolators, non-electric
Coffee pots not of precious metal
Coffee pots, non-electric
Coffee scoops
Coffee services [tableware]
Coffee services of ceramic
Coffee services of china
Coffee services of precious metal
Coffee stirrers
Coffee-pot stands
Coffeepots, non-electric
Coin banks
Colanders
Cold packs for chilling food and beverages
Colored sheet glass, not for building
Comb cases
Comb, electric
Combined closures for containers for household use
Combined containers for kitchen use
Combined corkscrews
Combined lids for household containers
Combined lids for kitchen containers
Combined stoppers for kitchen containers
Combs
Combs and sponges
Combs for animals
Combs for back-combing hair
Commemorative plates
Common sheet glass, not for building
Composite caps for household containers
Composite caps for kitchen containers
Compostable bowls
Compostable cups
Compostable plates
Compostable trays
Condiment dishes
Condiment dispensers
Confectioners' decorating bags [pastry bags]
Container lids made for household or kitchen use
Containers for beverages
Containers for cosmetics
Containers for dentifrices
Containers for domestic animals
Containers for domestic birds
Containers for domestic use
Containers for flowers
Containers for food
Containers for foodstuffs
Containers for garbage
Containers for household or kitchen use
Containers for household use
Containers for household use adapted to dispense their contents
Containers for household use for storage purposes
Containers for household use incorporating a pump
Containers for kitchen use for storage purposes
Containers for pet food
Containers for plants for household use
Containers for pot pourri
Containers for soap
Containers for toothbrushes
Containers made of plastic for waste materials
Cookery molds
Cookery molds [moulds]
Cookie [biscuit] cutters
Cookie jars
Cooking dishes
Cooking funnels
Cooking graters
Cooking pans
Cooking pans [non-electric]
Cooking pins of metal
Cooking pot sets
Cooking pots
Cooking pots [non-electric]
Cooking pots for use in microwave ovens
Cooking sieves
Cooking skewers
Cooking skewers of metal
Cooking skewers, not of metal
Cooking strainers
Cooking utensils for use with domestic barbecues
Cooking utensils, non-electric
Cookware
Cool bags
Cool bags for fishing bait
Coolers [ice pails]
Coolers [non-electric containers]
Cooling bottles, non-electric
Cooling or heating devices containing heat exchange fluids, not for medical purposes
Cooling utensils for bottled beverages
Cork screws
Corkscrews
Corkscrews with knives
Corkscrews, electric and non-electric
Cosmetic bags, fitted
Cosmetic brushes
Cosmetic cases, fitted
Cosmetic powder compacts
Cosmetic spatulas
Cosmetic utensils
Cosmetics applicators
Cosmetics brushes
Cotton ball dispensers
Cotton waste for cleaning
Coupes
Covers for cages for household pets
Covers for dishes
Covers for household or kitchen utensils
Covers, not of paper, for flower pots
Cream jugs
Crockery
Crockery for kitchen use
Crude glass
Cruet sets for oil and vinegar
Cruet stands
Cruet stands for oil and vinegar
Cruet stands made of precious metals
Cruet stands of precious metal
Cruets
Cruets not of precious metal
Cruets of precious metal
Crumb collecting instruments, non-electric
Crumb trays
Crumb-sweepers
Crushers for kitchen use, non-electric
Crystal [glassware]
Crystal ornaments
Culinary machines, non-electric
Culinary pottery
Cups
Cups of paper or plastic
Cups, not of precious metal
Curry combs
Currycombs
Cutlery holders
Cutlery rests
Cutlery trays
Cutting [chopping] boards for household use
Cutting boards
Cutting boards for the kitchen
Dandang [steamer cookware]
Decanter tags
Decanters
Decorated china
Decorated chinaware
Decorated earthenware
Decorated porcelain ware
Decorative boxes of china
Decorative boxes of chinaware
Decorative boxes of earthenware
Decorative boxes of glass
Decorative china
Decorative chinaware
Decorative earthenware
Decorative glass, not for building
Decorative glassware
Decorative household containers of china
Decorative household containers of earthenware
Decorative household containers of glass
Decorative household containers of porcelain
Decorative objects [ornaments] made of china
Decorative objects [ornaments] made of earthenware
Decorative objects [ornaments] made of glass
Decorative objects [ornaments] made of porcelain
Decorative plates
Decorative plates for collectors
Decorative porcelain ware
Decorative pots of china
Decorative pots of earthenware
Decorative pots of glass
Decorative pots of porcelain
Decorative sand bottles
Decorative trays of china
Decorative trays of earthenware
Decorative trays of glass
Decorative trays of porcelain
Deep fryers, non-electric
Demijohns
Demitasse sets comprised of cups and saucers
Dental apparatus for personal use, electric and non-electric
Dental appliances for personal use, electric and non-electric
Dental cleaning apparatus for personal use
Dental floss
Dental floss [floss for dental purposes]
Dental floss in the form of tape
Dental floss in the form of thread
Dental flossing aids
Dental picks for personal use
Dental sticks for personal use
Dental tape
Denture baths
Denture brushes
Deodorising apparatus for personal use
Devices [oral irrigators] for personal use in washing the gums
Devices for cleaning by wiping
Devices for cleaning the gums, electric and non-electric
Devices for cleaning the teeth, electric and non-electric
Devices for washing the teeth for personal use
Diaper pails
Dinner services made from porcelain
Dinnerware of bone china
Dinnerware of porcelain
Dinnerware of stoneware
Dish brushes
Dish cloths for cleaning
Dish covers
Dish drainers
Dish stands
Dishes
Dishes for microwave ovens
Dishes for soap
Dishes not of precious metal
Dishware
Dishwashing brushes
Dispensers for cleaning materials
Dispensers for dentifrices
Dispensers for detergents
Dispensers for liquid soap
Dispensers for liquid soap [for household purposes]
Dispensers for liquids for use with bottles
Dispensers for paper wipes, other than fixed
Dispensers for salt
Dispensers for serviettes
Dispensers for soap
Dispensers for the storage of toilet paper, other than fixed
Dispensers for tissues
Dispensers for toilet paper
Dispensers for toilet rolls
Dispensers for towels, other than fixed
Dispensers of disposable cups
Dispensers of instant ingredients
Disposable cloths for cleaning
Disposable cloths for dusting
Disposable cloths for polishing
Disposable cloths for washing
Disposable cloths for wiping
Disposable dishes of plastic
Disposable drinking vessels in paper
Disposable drinking vessels in plastic
Disposable drinking vessels in polystyrene
Disposable gloves for use in catering
Disposable lids for household containers
Disposable plastic bowls
Disposable plastic dishes
Disposable plastic drinking vessels
Disposable plates in paper
Disposable plates in plastic
Disposable plates in polystyrene
Disposable table plates
Disposable tableware made of plastics, other than cutlery
Dog food scoops
Doll figurines of ceramic
Doll figurines of china
Doll figurines of earthenware
Doll figurines of porcelain
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domestic containers for beverages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic containers for food</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic cooking utensils</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic earthenware</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic glassware</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic gloves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic kitchen containers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic non-electric kitchen apparatus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic non-electrical polishing apparatus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic refuse receptacles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic utensils</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double boilers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draining trays</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dressing table utensils</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drink coasters, not of paper or textile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drink stirrers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking bottles for sports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking containers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking cups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking cups [not of precious metal]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking flasks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking flasks [for travellers]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking glass holders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking glasses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking glasses made of plastics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking goblets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking horns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking mugs made of earthenware</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking mugs made of porcelain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking receptacles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking steins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking straws</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking troughs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking troughs for animals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking troughs for livestock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking vessels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drip preventers for bottles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drip preventing rings and collars for bottles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dripping pans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drums [containers] for household use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drying boards for washed, starched and then stretched pieces of kimono (hari-ita)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drying racks for feeding bottles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drying racks for laundry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drying racks for washing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dumpling moulds for household use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust bins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust gloves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dustbins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dustcloths</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dusters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dusters for cleaning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dusting apparatus, non-electric</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dusting brushes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dusting cloths</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dusting cloths [rags]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dusting gloves
Dustpans
Dust-pan
Dutch ovens
Earthen pots
Earthenware
Earthenware basins
Earthenware containers
Earthenware mugs
Earthenware saucepans
Eating bowls
Egg containers for household use in the storage of eggs
Egg cups
Egg cups of precious metal
Egg piercers
Egg poachers
Egg rings
Egg separators
Egg separators, non-electric, for household purposes
Electric apparatus for cleaning dentures
Electric apparatus for killing insects
Electric apparatus for protection against insects
Electric apparatus having a light to attract insects to an electrified grid
Electric brushes, except parts of machines
Electric combs
Electric devices for attracting and killing insects
Electric hair combs
Electric lint removers
Electric tooth brushes
Electric toothbrushes
Electric traps for insects
Electricual apparatus incorporating ultra violet light tubes for the control of insects
Electrical insect killing apparatus
Electrical oral irrigators for use in the home
Electrical toothbrushes
Electrical toothbrushes incorporating oral irrigators
Electronic pet feeders
Enamel boxes
Enamelled boxes
Enamelled glass, not for building
Epergnes
Epergnes of precious metals
Exfoliating brushes
Exfoliating mitts
Exfoliating pads
Eye make-up applicators
Eyebrow brushes
Eyelash brushes
Eyelash combs
Eyelash formers
Facial sponges for applying make-up
Feather brooms
Feather-dusters
Feeding bottle brushes
Feeding cups
Feeding cups for children
Feeding troughs
Feeding troughs for livestock
Feeding vessels for pets
Fiberglass other than for insulation or textile use
Fiberglass thread, not for textile use
Fiberglass, other than for insulation or textile use
Fibreglass thread, not for textile use
Fibreglass, other than for insulation or textile use
Figured plate glass, not for building
Figures made of bone china
Figures made of ceramic
Figures made of china
Figures made of crystal
Figures made of decorative glass
Figures made of earthenware
Figures made of glass
Figures made of lead crystal
Figures made of porcelain
Figurines [statuettes] of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass
Figurines made of bone china
Figurines made of ceramic
Figurines made of china
Figurines made of crystal
Figurines made of decorative glass
Figurines made of earthenware
Figurines made of glass
Figurines made of lead crystal
Figurines made of porcelain
Finger bowls
Fireplace brushes
Fireproof dishes
Fish slices [cooking utensils]
Fitted liners for ice buckets
Fitted picnic baskets
Fitted picnic baskets, including dishes
Fitted toilet bags
Fitted vanity cases
Flasks
Flasks for containing beverages
Flasks for keeping beverages cold
Flasks for keeping beverages hot
Flat-iron stands
Float glass [semi-worked]
Floor brushes
Floor cleaning rakes
Floor cloths
Floor polishers, non-electric
Floss for dental purposes
Flour sifters
Flower arranging holders
Flower baskets
Flower bowls
Flower bowls of precious metal
Flower boxes
Flower pot holders
Flower pot liners
Flower pots
Flower vases
Flower vases of precious metal
Flower-pot covers, not of paper
Flowerpot liners
Flowerpots
Fly swatters
Fly traps
Foam toe separators for use in pedicures
Foil food containers
Food basters
Food bowls for pets
Food colanders
Food containers
Food containers for birds
Food containers for pet animals
Food cooling devices, containing heat exchange fluids, for household purposes
Food preserving jars of glass
Food steamers, non-electric
Food storage containers
Fragrance bottles
Fruit bowls
Fruit bowls of glass
Fruit cups
Fruit plates
Fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes
Fruit squeezing machines, non-electric
Frying pans
Frying pans [non-electric]
Funnels
Furniture dusters
Fused silica [semi-worked product], other than for building
Garbage cans
Garbage pails
Garden gnomes of earthenware
Garden gnomes of glass
Garden gnomes of porcelain
Garden sprinklers for attachment to hoses
Gardening gloves
Garlic cellars
Garlic presses [kitchen utensils]
Gas bulbs for siphons for carbonated water
Glass ampoules for medication, empty
Glass bars, not for building
Glass bottles
Glass bowls
Glass bowls for live goldfish
Glass boxes
Glass bulbs [receptacles]
Glass caps
Glass carafes
Glass ceramics for use in manufacture
Glass cleaning implements
Glass containers
Glass crystals
Glass cups
Glass decanters
Glass dishes
Glass fibre yarns, other than for textile use
Glass fibres, other than for textile use
Glass flasks [containers]
Glass for vehicle windows [semi-finished product]
Glass holders
Glass incorporating electrical conductors
Glass incorporating fine electrical conductors
Glass incorporating fine electrical conductors [not for building]
Glass jars
Glass jars [carboys]
Glass lids for industrial packaging containers
Glass mosaics
Glass ornaments
Glass panels [semi-finished]
Glass pans
Glass plates
Glass pots
Glass powder
Glass rods
Glass sheets, other than for building
Glass slabs, other than for building
Glass stemware
Glass stoppers
Glass stoppers for bottles
Glass tableware
Glass thread, other than for textile use
Glass tubing for use in making signs
Glass tubing, other than for laboratory use
Glass vases
Glass vials [receptacles]
Glass wool, other than for insulation
Glass yarns, other than for textile use
Glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building glass
Glasses [drinking vessels]
Glasses [receptacles]
Glassware
Glassware for domestic use
Glassware for household purposes
Glassware for kitchen purposes
Glassware, porcelain and earthenware
Glove holders
Glove stretchers
Gloves for cleaning
Gloves for domestic use
Gloves for household purposes
Gloves for polishing
Gloves for washing
Glue-pots
Goldfish bowls
Graters for household purposes
Graters for kitchen use
Graters, non-electric, for kitchen use
Gratin dishes
Gravy boats
Griddles [cooking utensils]
Gridiron supports
Grill scrapers [cleaning articles]
Grill supports
Grills [cooking utensils]
Grills in the nature of cooking utensils
Grinding apparatus [hand-operated household utensils]
Hair brushes
Hair combs
Hair for brushes
Hairbrushes
Hand cut crystal glassware
Hand operated sushi makers
Hand-operated apparatus for household use
Hand-operated apparatus for kitchen use
Hand-operated apparatus for table use
Hand-operated coffee grinders
Hand-operated coffee mills
Hand-operated condiment grinders
Hand-operated domestic utensils
Hand-operated fruit juice extractors
Hand-operated hand sprayers, for watering plants
Hand-operated household utensils
Hand-operated kitchen utensils
Hand-operated pumps for dispensing cosmetic preparations
Hand-operated pumps for dispensing toiletries
Hand-operated pumps for household use in dispensing cleaning preparations
Hand-operated pumps for household use in dispensing detergents
Hand-operated spin driers for household use
Hand-operated sprinkling devices for watering
Hand-operated vaporizers for household use
Heads for electric toothbrushes
Heat retaining containers for food
Heated hairbrushes, electric
Heaters for feeding bottles, non-electric
Heat-insulated containers
Heat-insulated containers for beverages
Heat-insulated containers for drinks
Heat-insulated domestic vessels of earthenware
Heat-insulated domestic vessels of glass
Heat-insulated domestic vessels of porcelain
Hip flasks
Holders for drinking vessels
Holders for flowers
Holders for flowers and plants [flower arranging]
Holders for paper table napkins
Holders for paper towels
Holders for plants
Holders for shaving brushes
Holders for soap
Holders for teabags
Holders for toilet articles
Holders for toilet paper
Holders for toothbrushes
Holders for tumblers
Hollow glass containers for domestic use
Hollow glass containers for household use
Hollow glass containers for kitchen use
Hollow glassware for domestic use
Hollow glassware for household use
Hollow glassware for kitchen use
Honey dippers
Honey servers
Horse brushes
Horse brushes of wire
Horsehair for brushes
Horsehair for brush-making
Horticultural pottery
Hot pots [not electrically heated]
Hot pots, not electrically heated
Household containers
Household containers of precious metal
Household gloves
Household or kitchen utensils and containers
Household receptacles
Household rubbish containers [bins]
Household utensils
Housework gloves
Ice buckets
Ice containers
Ice cream scoops
Ice cube molds
Ice cube molds [moulds]
Ice cube moulds
Ice cube trays
Ice packs
Ice pails
Ice scoops [barware]
Ice tongs
Ice trays
Incense burners
Incense burners [domestic]
Indoor aquaria
Indoor aquariums
Indoor fish tanks
Indoor terraria
Indoor terrariums [plant cultivation]
Indoor terrariums [vivariums]
Indoor terrariums for animals
Indoor terrariums for insects
Indoor terrariums for plants
Infants' drinking cups
Insect killing apparatus incorporating ultra violet lamps
Insect traps
Insulated beverage containers
Insulated bottles [flasks] for household use
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Insulated bowls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Insulated cups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Insulated flasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Insulated food cover domes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Insulated vessels for household use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Insulating flasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Insulating sleeve holder for beverage cups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Insulating vessels for household use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Interdental brushes for cleaning the teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Ironing board covers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Ironing board covers, shaped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Ironing boards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Ironing boards (kotedai)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Ironing cloths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Ironing racks [clothes horses]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Isothermic bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Isothermic bags for keeping foodstuffs cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Itch scratchers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Jam pots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Japanese nests of food boxes (jubako)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Japanese rice bowls (chawan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Japanese rice bowls not of precious metal (chawan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Japanese rice bowls of precious metal (chawan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Japanese style earthenware mortars [suribachi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Japanese style personal dining trays or stands (zen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Japanese style tea-serving pots (kyusu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Japanese style tea-serving pots of precious metal (kyusu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Japanese style wooden pestles [surikogi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Jars for household use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Jugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Jugs, not of precious metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Juice extractors, non-electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Juice squeezers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Kettles [non-electric]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Kettles, non-electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Kitchen boards for chopping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Kitchen containers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Kitchen containers for water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Kitchen grinders, non-electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Kitchen mitts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Kitchen receptacles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Kitchen sponges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Kitchen urns [not of precious metal]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Kitchen utensils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Kitchen vessels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Kitchenware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Knife blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Knife organisers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Knife rests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Knife rests for the table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Ladles for serving wine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Laminated flat glass, not for building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Laminated glass, other than for building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Lamp-glass brushes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Large-toothed combs for the hair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Latex, rubber or vinyl gloves for general use to protect items being handled
Latex, rubber or vinyl gloves for general use to protect the hands, other than against accidents or injury
Laundry baskets
Laundry baskets for household purposes
Laundry bins for household purposes
Laundry drying devices, non-electric
Lavatory brush stands
Lavatory brushes
Lazy susans
Leaf collectors for swimming pools
Leathers for cleaning purposes
Leathers for polishing purposes
Lemon squeezers
Lemon squeezers [citrus juicers]
Lens cleaning cloth
Light pulls made of ceramic
Lint removers
Lint removers, electric or non-electric
Lint rollers
Lint rollers [adhesive] for removing lint from clothing
Lintless cleaning cloths
Lip brushes
Liqueur cups
Liqueur flasks
Liqueur sets
Liquid soap dispensers
Litter baskets
Litter bins
Litter boxes [trays] for pets
Litter boxes for pets
Litter scoops for use with pet animals
Litter trays for birds
Litter trays for pets
Loofahs
Loofahs for household purposes
Luminous glass, not for building
Lunch boxes
Lunch boxes made of metal
Lunch boxes made of plastic
Lunchboxes
Lunch-boxes
Magnetic soap holders
Mail caddies
Majolica
Make-up brushes
Make-up removing appliances
Make-up sponges
Mangers
Mangers for animals
Mangers for animals [troughs for livestock]
Manual toothbrushes
Margarine dishes
Margarita glasses
Mascara brushes
Material for brush-making
Materials [cloths] for polishing
Materials [rag] for cleaning
Materials [tow] for cleaning
Materials [wipes] for polishing
Meal trays
Meat mincing apparatus [hand-operated kitchen utensils]
Meat tenderizers [hand-operated kitchen utensils]
Meat tongs
Mechanical presses, non-electric, for kitchen use
Melon ballers
Menorahs
Menu card holders
Mess-tins
Mess-tins [rice cooking canteens]
Metal baskets for domestic use
Metal scouring apparatus for household use
Metal scouring pads
Metal trays for household purposes
Metallic wool for cleaning purposes
Metallic wool for scouring purposes
Milk churns
Milk jugs
Milk pans
Milking pails
Mills for household purposes, hand-operated
Mincers, non-electric, for household use
Miniature car models [ornaments] of earthenware
Miniature car models [ornaments] of glass
Miniature car models [ornaments] of porcelain
Miniature ceramic figurines
Miniature figurines of earthenware
Miniature figurines of glass
Miniature figurines of porcelain
Mist applicators for plants
Mixing bowls
Mixing cups
Mixing spoons [kitchen utensils]
Model aeroplanes [ornaments] made of earthenware
Model aeroplanes [ornaments] made of glass
Model aeroplanes [ornaments] made of porcelain
Model animals [ornaments] made of earthenware
Model animals [ornaments] made of glass
Model animals [ornaments] made of porcelain
Model cars [ornaments] made of earthenware
Model cars [ornaments] made of glass
Model cars [ornaments] made of porcelain
Model figures [ornaments] made of earthenware
Model figures [ornaments] made of glass
Model figures [ornaments] made of porcelain
Model vehicles [ornaments] made of earthenware
Model vehicles [ornaments] made of glass
Model vehicles [ornaments] made of porcelain
Models [ornaments] made of china
Models [ornaments] made of earthenware
Models [ornaments] made of glass
21 Models [ornaments] made of porcelain
21 Modified sheet glass, not for building
21 Molds [kitchen utensils]
21 Mop covers
21 Mop heads
21 Mop holders
21 Mop pails
21 Mop pails incorporating mop wringers
21 Mop squeezers
21 Mop wringer buckets
21 Mop wringers
21 Mops
21 Mortars for kitchen use
21 Mosaics of glass, not for building
21 Moulded glass
21 Moulds [kitchen utensils]
21 Mouse traps
21 Mug trees
21 Mugs
21 Mugs made of earthenware
21 Mugs, not of precious metal
21 Mushroom brushes
21 Mustard pots
21 Nail brushes
21 Napkin dispensers for household use
21 Napkin holders
21 Napkin holders of precious metal
21 Napkin holders, not of precious metal
21 Napkin rings
21 Napkin rings not of precious metals
21 Napkin rings of precious metal
21 Napkin rings, not of precious metal
21 Nest eggs, artificial
21 Nine sectioned lacquer ware serving plates (Gujeolpan)
21 Non electric cleaning apparatus for swimming pools
21 Non-electric air jet cleaners
21 Non-electric apparatus for making coffee
21 Non-electric articles for cleaning firearms
21 Non-electric articles for cleaning footwear
21 Non-electric articles for cleaning purposes
21 Non-electric articles for domestic cleaning
21 Non-electric autoclaves
21 Non-electric autoclaves for cooking
21 Non-electric bottle openers
21 Non-electric cafetieres
21 Non-electric canners [pressure cookers]
21 Non-electric carpet shampoo applicators
21 Non-electric carpet sweepers
21 Non-electric chip pans
21 Non-electric cleaning apparatus
21 Non-electric cleaning instruments
21 Non-electric cleaning utensils
21 Non-electric coffee brewers
21 Non-electric coffee drippers for brewing coffee
21 Non-electric coffee makers
Non-electric coffee percolators
Non-electric coffee pots
Non-electric cooking pans
Non-electric cooking pots
Non-electric cooking steamers
Non-electric cooking utensils
Non-electric cooking vessels
Non-electric cool boxes
Non-electric coolers for wine
Non-electric deep fryers
Non-electric domestic appliances
Non-electric domestic appliances for making soft drinks
Non-electric domestic utensils
Non-electric dusting apparatus
Non-electric egg beaters
Non-electric floor polishers
Non-electric floor sweepers
Non-electric food blenders [for household purposes]
Non-electric food cooking vessels
Non-electric food mixers [for household purposes]
Non-electric food whisks
Non-electric fruit grinders
Non-electric griddles [cooking utensils]
Non-electric grinders
Non-electric hand held cleaning apparatus
Non-electric hand held kitchen utensils
Non-electric heaters for feeding bottles
Non-electric instruments for cleaning purposes
Non-electric instruments for dusting purposes
Non-electric instruments for household cleaning purposes
Non-electric instruments for removing dirt from clothes
Non-electric kettles
Non-electric kitchen devices for extruding
Non-electric kitchen devices for grinding
Non-electric kitchen devices for mashing
Non-electric kitchen devices for mincing
Non-electric kitchen devices for pressing
Non-electric kitchen devices for shelling
Non-electric kitchen machines for grinding
Non-electric kitchen machines for handling foodstuffs
Non-electric kitchen machines for household purposes
Non-electric kitchen machines for macerating
Non-electric kitchen machines for making fruit juice
Non-electric kitchen machines for preparing beverages
Non-electric kitchen machines for preparing food
Non-electric kitchen machines for sieving
Non-electric machines for use in the kitchen
Non-electric meat grinders
Non-electric milk frothers
Non-electric portable coolers
Non-electric pressure cookers
Non-electric rotary brushes
Non-electric sandwich makers
Non-electric saucepans
Non-electric shoe polishers
Non-electric skillets
Non-electric slow cookers
Non-electric spice grinders
Non-electric steamers for cooking
Non-electric tea urns
Non-electric tea warmers
Non-electric traps for insects
Non-electric upholstery shampoo applicators
Non-electric utensils for blending liquids
Non-electric utensils for mixing liquids
Non-electric utensils for stirring liquids
Non-electric warming apparatus for feeding bottles
Non-electric woks
Non-electrical coffee grinders
Non-mechanized pet waterers in the nature of portable water and fluid dispensers for pets
Non-metal piggy banks
Non-metal recycling bins for household use
Non-metallic containers for growing seeds
Non-textile cloths for commercial cleaning
Non-textile cloths for domestic cleaning
Non-textile cloths for industrial cleaning
Non-woven articles for cleaning
Non-woven articles for scouring
Non-woven fabrics being cleaning articles
Non-woven fabrics being cleaning cloths
Non-woven materials for cleaning
Noodle machines, hand-operated
Nozzles for hosepipes
Nozzles for sprinkler hose
Nozzles for watering cans
Nozzles for watering hose
Nozzles for watering hoses
Nozzles for watering pipes
Nutcrackers
Opal glass
Opaline glass
Open pored sintered glass
Oral irrigators, other than for use in dentistry
Ornamental figurines made of ceramics
Ornamental figurines made of china
Ornamental figurines made of crystal
Ornamental figurines made of earthenware
Ornamental figurines made of glass
Ornamental figurines made of porcelain
Ornamental glass
Ornamental models made of ceramics
Ornamental models made of china
Ornamental models made of crystal
Ornamental models made of earthenware
Ornamental models made of glass
Ornamental models made of porcelain
Ornamental sculptures made of ceramics
Ornamental sculptures made of china
Ornamental sculptures made of crystal
Ornamental sculptures made of earthenware
Ornamental sculptures made of glass
Ornamental sculptures made of porcelain
Ornaments [statues] made of ceramics
Ornaments [statues] made of china
Ornaments [statues] made of crystal
Ornaments [statues] made of earthenware
Ornaments [statues] made of glass
Ornaments [statues] made of porcelain
Ornaments in miniature form made of ceramic powder
Ornaments made of ceramics
Ornaments made of china
Ornaments made of crystal
Ornaments made of earthenware
Ornaments made of glass
Ornaments made of porcelain
Oven cloths
Oven gauntlets
Oven gloves and mitts
Oven heat resistant pads [potholders]
Oven mitts
Ovenproof dishes
Oven-to-table tableware
Ovenware
Pads for cleaning
Pads for ironing
Pads for scouring [cleaning] purposes
Pads of metal for cleaning
Pails
Painted glassware
Pancake frying pans
Paper baking cups
Paper cups
Paper plates
Paper roll holders for household use
Paper towel dispensers, other than fixed
Paperboard trays [household utensils]
Parquet wax-polishers, non-electric
Partly processed glass
Pastry bags
Pastry boards
Pastry brushes
Pastry cutters
Pastry tongs
Pedal bins [dustbins]
Pegs for hanging clothes on lines for drying
Pepper mills [hand-operated]
Pepper mills, hand-operated
Pepper pots
Perches for bird cages
Perches for birds
Perfume atomisers
Perfume atomizers
Perfume bottles
Perfume bottles sold empty
Perfume burners
| 21 | Perfume burners, electric |
| 21 | Perfume burners, non-electric |
| 21 | Perfume diffusers, other than parts of vacuum cleaners |
| 21 | Perfume flasks |
| 21 | Perfume sprayers |
| 21 | Perfume sprayers [sold empty] |
| 21 | Perfume vaporizers |
| 21 | Pestles for kitchen use |
| 21 | Pewter tankards |
| 21 | Picnic boxes |
| 21 | Picnic crockery |
| 21 | Picnic utensils |
| 21 | Picnic ware |
| 21 | Pie servers |
| 21 | Pie tins |
| 21 | Pig bristles for brush-making |
| 21 | Piggy banks |
| 21 | Pill boxes [not for medical purposes] |
| 21 | Pilsner drinking glasses |
| 21 | Pint tankards |
| 21 | Pipettes [wine-tasters] |
| 21 | Pitchers |
| 21 | Pizza peels |
| 21 | Pizza stones |
| 21 | Place card holders |
| 21 | Place mats of cork |
| 21 | Place mats of glass |
| 21 | Place mats of metal |
| 21 | Place mats of porcelain |
| 21 | Place mats, not of paper or textile |
| 21 | Plant baskets |
| 21 | Plant containers in the nature of pots |
| 21 | Plant containers of ceramic |
| 21 | Plant containers of china |
| 21 | Plant containers of clay |
| 21 | Plant containers of earthenware |
| 21 | Plant containers of glass |
| 21 | Plant containers of plastic |
| 21 | Plant containers of porcelain |
| 21 | Plant containers of pottery |
| 21 | Plant containers of stoneware |
| 21 | Plant holders |
| 21 | Plant holders made of plastics materials |
| 21 | Plant pot covers, not of paper |
| 21 | Plant pot holders of metal |
| 21 | Plant pot holders, non-metallic |
| 21 | Plant pots |
| 21 | Planters made of concrete |
| 21 | Planters made of marble |
| 21 | Planters made of stone |
| 21 | Planters of metal |
| 21 | Planters, not of metal |
| 21 | Plant-pot covers, not of paper |
| 21 | Plaques of ceramic |
| 21 | Plaques of china |
Porcelain flower pots
Porcelain for household use
Porcelain for kitchen use
Porcelain spice jars
Porcelain ware
Porous glass
Portable beverage container holders
Portable beverage coolers, non-electric
Portable beverage dispensers [containers]
Portable coldboxes [non-electric]
Portable containers for household use
Portable cooking kits for outdoor use
Portable cool boxes, non-electric
Portable coolers
Portable coolers, non-electric
Portable domestic containers
Portable pots and pans for camping
Portable refrigerating boxes, non-electric
Portable small non-electric utensils for kitchen use
Portable spice racks
Pot cleaners, non-electric
Pot cleaning brushes
Pot lids
Pot scouring appliances
Potato mashers
Potato mashers [hand-operated kitchen implements]
Potato ricers
Potholders
Pots
Pots for flowers
Pots for plants
Pots for the germination of seeds
Pots for the growing of seedlings
Pottery
Potties [chamber pots]
Poultry rings
Pouring spouts
Powder compacts
Powder compacts of precious metal [sold empty]
Powder compacts sold empty
Powder puffs
Powdered glass for decoration
Pressed glass
Presses for foodstuffs for household use [hand-operated]
Presses for moulding food [hand-operated]
Pressure cookers, non-electric
Profiled glass [semi-finished]
Propagators, non-electric
Pudding molds
Pudding moulds
Pumps for dispensing liquids from containers for household use [hand-operated]
Raccoon dog hair for brushes
Rag mops
Rags [cloth] for cleaning
Rags for cleaning
Rags for polishing
Rails and rings for towels
Rails for towels, not of precious metal
Ramekins
Rat traps
Receptacles for refuse
Recipe holders
Reed diffusers
Reed diffusers being device for diffusing perfumes
Refilling cartridges for toothbrushes
Refrigerating bottles
Refuse bins
Refuse containers
Relish dishes
Restraining cages for household pets
Reusable ice cubes
Reusable plastic water bottles sold empty
Reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty
Rice cooking pots [non-electric]
Rice paddles [cooked rice serving scoops]
Rings for birds
Rings for towels
Rings for towels, not of precious metal
Rinsing tubs
Roasting dishes
Rods of glass [semi-finished]
Rolling pins [for cooking purposes]
Rolling pins, domestic
Roses for watering cans
Rotary cheese graters
Rough glass
Rubber gloves for domestic use
Rubber gloves for household use
Sake cups [not of precious metal]
Sake serving bottles (tokkuri)
Salad bowls
Salad drainers [hand-operated]
Salad spinners
Salad tongs
Salt cellars
Salt mills
Salt mills [hand operated]
Salt shakers
Salt shakers of precious metal
Salvers
Sandwich boxes
Sanitary disposal bins
Sauce dispensers
Sauceboats
Saucepan scourers of metal
Saucepans
Saucers
Saucers for flower pots
Saucers made of precious metals
Saucers not of precious metals
Scale model cars [ornaments] of glass
Scale model cars [ornaments] of porcelain
Scale models [ornaments] of glass
Scale models [ornaments] of porcelain
Scalp scratchers
Scent sprays [atomizers]
Schnapps glasses
Scoops [tableware]
Scoops for household purposes
Scoops for the disposal of animal excrement
Scoops for the disposal of pet waste
Scourers
Scouring cloths
Scouring pads
Scouring pads for cleaning
Scouring sponges
Scrubbing brushes
Scrubbing pads
Sculptures made from glass
Sculptures made from porcelain
Sculptures made from terracotta
Sculptures of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass
Security glass for making into vehicle windows
Seed tray inserts
Seed trays
Semi finished glass
Semi processed ceramics for use in manufacture
Semi-finished metallised glass
Semi-worked coloured glass
Semi-worked glass
Semi-worked glass for vehicles
Services [dishes]
Serviette dispensers
Serviette rings
Serving bowls
Serving bowls (hachi)
Serving dishes
Serving ladles
Serving pots
Serving scoops [household or kitchen utensil]
Serving trays
Shaker bottles sold empty
Shakers for pepper
Shakers for salt
Shakers for spices
Shallow bowls
Shallow pans for cooking
Shaped covers for ironing boards
Shaped pieces of ceramic materials for further manufacture
Shaping apparatus, hand-operated, for kitchen use
Shaving bowls
Shaving brush stands
Shaving brushes
Shaving dishes
Shaving pots
Shaving stands
Sheet glass, other than for building
Sheet glazing materials, other than for building
Sheets of glass, other than for building
Ship-scrubbing brushes
Shoe brushes
Shoe cleaners [brushes, non-electric]
Shoe cleaners [cloths]
Shoe horns
Shoe polish applicators not containing shoe polish
Shoe shapers
Shoe shine cloths
Shoe stretchers
Shoe trees
Shoe trees [stretchers]
Shoe-trees [stretchers]
Shot glasses
Sieves [household utensils]
Sieves for household purposes
Sifters [household utensils]
Signboards of ceramic materials
Signboards of glass
Signboards of porcelain
Signboards of porcelain or glass
Siphon bottles for aerated water
Siphon bottles for carbonated water
Siphon bottles for cream
Siphon bottles for sparkling water
Siphon primers
Siphon tubes
Skewers [cooking implements]
Ski wax brushes
Skimmers for kitchen use
Skin cleansing brushes
Skins of chamois for cleaning
Small jugs
Smoke absorbers for household purposes
Snifters
Soap boxes
Soap containers
Soap dishes
Soap dispensers
Soap holders
Soup bowls
Soup ladles
Soup tureens
Souvenir plates
Spaghetti measurers
Spaghetti servers
Spatulas for kitchen use
Spectacle cleaning wipes [non-impregnated cloths]
Spice jars
Spice sets
Spigots [stoppers] of glass
Sponge bags, fitted
Sponge cloths for cleaning
Sponge holders
Sponge material for household cleaning
Sponge mops
Sponges
Sponges for applying body powder
Sponges for household cleaning
Sponges for household purposes
Sponges for toilet use
Spoon rests
Sports bottles sold empty
Spray bottles
Spray cans [aerosols], not for medical purposes
Spray fittings for hose pipes
Spray guns for watering hoses
Spray nozzles for attachment to hose pipes for watering purposes
Sprinkler installations [other than automatic] for agricultural purposes
Sprinkler installations [other than automatic] for horticultural purposes
Sprinklers
Sprinklers [hose pipe attachments] for watering plants
Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants
Sprinkling devices
Spun glass
Squeegees for household use
Stain removing cloths
Stained glass figurines
Stainless holloware
Stainless steel bowls
Stainless steel buckets
Stands for dishes
Stands for indoor aquaria, other than furniture
Stands for pepper mills
Stands for shaving brushes
Stands for shaving utensils
Statues made of earthenware
Statues of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass
Statuettes of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass
Steam controllers for coffee-makers
Steamer baskets
Steel decanters
Steel wool
Steel wool for cleaning
Steelwood
Stew-pans
Stew-pots
Stirrers [kitchen utensils]
Stockpots, non-electric
Stoneware
Storage containers for domestic use
Storage jars
Storage receptacles for household use
Storage tins for household use
Strainers for household purposes
Straws for drinking
Stretchers for clothing
Sugar bowls
Sugar bowls of precious metal
Sugar pots
Sugar tongs
Surface cleaning brushes
Swizzle sticks [cocktail stirrers]
Synthetic chamois leather cleaning cloths
Syringes for watering flowers and plants
Syrup jugs
Table centrepieces [ornaments] made of glass
Table napkin holders
Table plates
Table stands for bottles
Tablecloth holders
Tablemats of cork
Tablemats of glass
Tablemats of metal
Tablemats of porcelain
Tablemats, not of paper or textile
Tablet [pill] boxes, not for medical purposes
Tableware holders
Tableware of cardboard, other than knives, forks and spoons
Tableware of earthenware
Tableware of glass
Tableware of paper, other than knives, forks and spoons
Tableware of plastic, other than knives, forks and spoons
Tableware of porcelain
Tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons
Tampah [bamboo tray]
Tanggok [bamboo basket]
Tankards
Tankards of precious metal
Tanks [containers] for household use
Tanks [indoor aquaria]
Tar-brushes, long handled
Tart scoops
Tea balls
Tea caddies
Tea canisters
Tea cosies
Tea cups
Tea filters
Tea infusers
Tea infusers not of precious metal
Tea infusers of precious metal
Tea pots of precious metal
Tea services [tableware]
Tea services not of precious metal
Tea services of precious metal
Tea sets
Tea strainers
Teacups (yunomi)
Teapot stands
Teapots
Tempered glass, not for building
Tenderizers [kitchen utensils]
Tenong [bamboo tiffin carrier]
Textile cloths for cleaning
Thermal insulated bags for food or beverages
Thermal insulated containers for food or beverage
Thermally insulated containers for food
Thermally insulated domestic containers
Thermally insulated flasks for household use
Thimbles [ornamental] of porcelain or glass
Tie presses
Tile trivets
Tissue box covers
Tissue dispensers [containers]
Tissue holders [containers]
Tissues for cleaning purposes
Toby jugs
Toilet brush holders
Toilet brush sets
Toilet brushes
Toilet cases
Toilet paper dispensers
Toilet paper holders
Toilet plungers
Toilet potties
Toilet roll holders
Toilet sponges
Toilet tissue holders
Toilet trainers
Toilet utensils
Toiletry cases, fitted
Tooth brushes
Tooth polishing appliances for personal use
Toothbrush bristles
Toothbrush cases
Toothbrush containers
Toothbrush holders
Toothbrush jugs
Toothbrushes
Toothbrushes [non-electric]
Toothbrushes for pets
Toothbrushes, electric
Toothpaste holders
Toothpick holders
Toothpick holders of precious metal
Toothpick stands
Toothpicks
Tortilla presses, non-electric [kitchen utensils]
Toughened glass, unworked or semi-worked, not for building
Towel bars
Towel holders
Towel loops
Towel rail mountings
Towel rails
Towel rails and rings
Towel rails, not of precious metal
Towel rings
Towel rings, not of precious metal
Trapping boxes
Trapping tins
Traps for animals
Traps for pests
Traps for rodents
Traps for vermin
Trash cans
Trays for domestic purposes
Trays for household purposes
Trays of paper, for household purposes
Trivets [table utensils]
Trophies made of glass
Trouser presses
Tub brushes
Tubes [pipettes] for wine tasting
Tubs made of plastics for containing plants
Tubs made of wood for containing plants
Tumbler holders [household utensils]
Tumblers [drinking vessels]
Tumblers for use as drinking glasses
Tureens
Underplates
Unfilled pomanders
Unfinished window glass for vehicles
Unprocessed glass
Unworked ceramic material
Unworked glass
Unworked or semi-worked glass [not for building]
Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass
Urns
Utensils for cleaning pans
Utensils for cleaning pots
Utensils for cleaning teeth
Utensils for cosmetic purposes
Utensils for household purposes
Utensils for picking up animal excrement
Utensils for toilet purposes
Vacuum bottles
Vacuum bottles [insulated flasks]
Vacuum flasks
Vacuum flasks for holding drinks
Vacuum flasks for holding food
Vacuum flasks for household use
Vacuum jars
Vaporizers for perfume sold empty
Vases
Vases of ceramic
Vases of earthenware
Vases of glass
Vases of plastic
Vases of porcelain
Vases of precious metal
Vegetable dishes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Vegetable mashers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Vegetable racks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Vegetable tongs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Vessels of metal for making ices and iced drinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Vinegar cruets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Vitreous silica fibers [fibres], not for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Vivariums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Waffle irons [non-electric]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Waffle irons, non-electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Waffle makers, non-electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wall decorations of glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wall decorations of porcelain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wall decorations of terracotta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wall mounted dispensers for soap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wall plaques of glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wall plaques of porcelain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wall plaques of terracotta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wall soap dishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wash basin pitchers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wash basins [receptacles]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wash bowls [receptacles]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wash tubs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Washing boards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Washing brushes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Washing drums [receptacles]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Washing utensils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Washtubs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Waste baskets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Waste bins for household use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Waste paper baskets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Waste paper baskets for domestic use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Waste paper bins for domestic use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Waste paper bins for office use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Waste paper containers for domestic use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Water bottles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Water bottles sold empty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Water closet brush holders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Water closet brushes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Water sprinkling devices, other than automatic or for fire control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Water syringes for spraying plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Watering apparatus, other than automatic, for garden use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Watering can roses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Watering can spraying devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Watering can sprinklers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Watering cans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Watering devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wax-polishing appliances, non-electric, for shoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wheeled mop pails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Whisks [non-electric]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Whisks, non-electric, for household purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Whisky glasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Whistling kettles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Window boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Window cleaning rakes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Window dusters in the form of pads
Window glass washers
Window-boxes
Wine aerators
Wine bottle cradles
Wine buckets
Wine glasses
Wine jugs
Wine openers
Wine pourers
Wine strainers
Wine tasters [siphons]
Wiping articles for cleaning
Wiping cloths for cleaning
Wiping cloths for household use
Wire baskets for grilling
Wire brushes [household utensils]
Wire brushes, not being parts of machines
Wire cages for household pets
Wire wool
Wired plate glass, not for building
Woks
Wool waste for cleaning
Woollen cleaning materials
Works of art made of bone china
Works of art made of china
Works of art made of crystal
Works of art made of earthenware
Works of art made of glass
Works of art made of porcelain
Works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass
Woven strips of glass fibre for use in manufacture
Wringer mops
All-purpose tarpaulins of plastic
Alpaca hair
Anchoring ropes
Angora goat hair
Angora hair
Animal feeding nets
Animal hair
Awnings for tents
Awnings of synthetic materials
Awnings of textile
Awnings of textile or synthetic materials
Bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, for packaging
Bags for washing clothing
Bags for washing hosiery
Bags made of textile for the storage of tents
Bags made of textile material for packaging
Bags of textile material for use with plants
Bags of textile material for use with trees
Baling twine
Banister ropes
Bark [twine] for securing plants
Beach awnings and canopies, not of metal
Belts made of leather for handling loads
Belts, not of metal, for handling loads
Binding thread, not of metal, for agricultural purposes
Binding twine made of natural textile fibres
Binding twine made of plastic fibres
Bindings, not of metal
Blackout blinds [outdoor] of textile
Blinds [outdoor] of textile
Body bags
Bottle envelopes of straw
Braces, not of metal, for handling loads
Brattice cloth
Bungee cords
Bungee ropes
Cables, not of metal
Camel hair
Camouflage nets for radar use
Camouflage nets for visual use
Camping tents
Canopies [awnings]
Canopy awning incorporating a clothesline
Canvas canopies
Canvas for sails
Canvas tarpaulins
Car towing ropes
Caravan annexes of canvas
Carbon fibers [fibres] for textile use
Carbon fibers for textile use
Carded wool
Cattle hair [not for textile use, not for brushes]
Ceramic textile fibres
Cheesecloth bags for use in cooking
Chemical fiber bags for industrial purposes
Chemical fiber nettings
Chemical fibers for textile use
Clothes lines [rope or cord]
Coarse animal hairs
Coconut fiber
Coconut fiber [fibre]
Coconut fibre
Cocoons
Combed wool
Commercial fishing nets
Containers [sacks] for the transport and storage of materials in bulk
Cordage
Cordage made of hemp
Cords for hanging pictures
Cords made of plastics
Cords made of textile fibres
Cotton bags for industrial purposes
Cotton batting for futon
Cotton fibers
Cotton netting
Cotton tow
Cotton waddings for clothes
Cotton waste [flock] for padding and stuffing
Coverings in the nature of tarpaulins
Covers [not shaped] for boats
Covers [not shaped] for motor cars
Covers [not shaped] for pick-up trucks
Covers [not shaped] for vehicles
Covers for camouflage
Covers for ponds
Covers for swimming pools
Covers in the nature of tarpaulins for vehicles
Devices for securing luggage on vehicles
Devices in form of elasticised rope for securing goods on vehicles
Devices in form of elasticised rope for supporting goods on vehicles
Disposable plastics material liners for use in bulk containers
Dodgers
Down [feathers]
Down feathers for stuffing material
Down feathers for use as stuffing
Eiderdown
Eiderdown [feathers]
Elastic bands for binding
Elastic netting for meat products
Esparto grass
Fabric belts for handling loads
Fabric in the form of a canopy cover
Fabric mailing pouches
Feathers
Feathers for bedding
Feathers for stuffing upholstery
Fibre for hairpieces
Fibre for wigs
Fibres being partly prepared synthetic materials for textile use
Fibres being raw synthetic materials for textile use
Fibres for making up into carpets
Fibres for making up into mats
Fibres made of synthetic material
Fibrous gaskets for ships
Fillings for duvets
Fillings for pillows
Fillings for quilts
Fillings of down
Fillings of feathers
Fillings of synthetic fibres
Fillings of synthetic foam
Fishing nets
Fitted nets
Flax fiber [raw]
Fleece for the upholstery industry
Fleece wool
Flexible containers in the nature of sacks
Flexible intermediate bulk containers [sacks] for transporting materials
Flexible sack-like containers
Flock [stuffing]
Floss silk
Fluff [stuffing]
Garden nets
Glass fiber netting
Glass fibers [fibres] for textile use
Glass fibers [for textile use]
Glass fibres for textile use
Grasses for upholstering
Groundsheets
Half down
Hammocks
Harness, not of metal, for handling loads
Heavy-duty sacks for the disposal of sanitary waste
Hemp
Hemp bands
Hemp fibers
Hemp fibres
Hemp nettings
Horizontal slatted blinds [outdoor] of textile
Horizontal venetian blinds [outdoor] of textile
Horsehair
Horsehair [not for textile use, not for brushes]
Industrial packaging containers of textile
Jute
Jute bags for industrial purposes
Jute fiber [raw]
Kapok
Kashmir hair
Knitted cords
Ladder tapes for venetian blinds
Ladder tapes or webbing for venetian blinds
Lanyards for rigging
Laundry bags
Laundry sacks
Leather belts for handling loads
Liber
Liners for use in bulk containers
Linters
Loose feathers
Mail bags
Market awnings and canopies, not of metal
Marquees
Material for making sails
Materials for padding, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard
Mesh bags for storage
Metallic fibers for textile use
Mohair
Mooring cables, not of metal
Mountaineering ropes
Natural fibres
Net pens for fish farming
Nets
Nets for birds
Nets for camouflage
Nets for leaves
Nets for protective use in gardening
Nets for shading
Nets for windbreak purposes
Netting [not of metal or asbestos]
Netting made from acrylic
Network
Non-metal bands for wrapping or binding
Non-metal slings for loading
Non-metallic binding thread
Non-metallic cables
Non-metallic hoisting slings for handling loads
Non-metallic lashings for binding
Non-metallic lifting slings for handling loads
Non-metallic ropes
Non-metallic ties for binding
Non-metallic ties for tying
Non-metallic ties for wrapping
Non-metallic tow ropes
Non-metallic towing cables
Non-metallic twines
Non-metallic webbed belts for handling loads
Non-metallic webbing straps for handling loads
Non-textile sacks for the bulk storage of materials
Non-textile sacks for the transportation of materials in bulk
Non-woven textile fibres
Outdoor blinds of textile
Packaging bags of textile material
Packaging materials [cushioning and stuffing], other than of rubber and plastics
Packaging sacks for transporting materials in bulk
Packaging sacks of paper for bulk storage
Packaging sacks of paper for bulk transportation
Packaging sacks of plastic for bulk storage
Packaging sacks of plastic for bulk transportation
Packaging string
Packaging [cushioning, stuffing] materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard
Packing rope
Packing string
Packing, of straw, for bottles
Padding made of non woven fabrics
Padding materials made of fibrous material
Padding materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard
Padding, cushioning and stuffing materials, except of paper, cardboard, rubber or plastics
Pig bristles
Plastic fibers [fibres] for textile use
Plastic liners [sacks] for containers
Plastic liners for the storage of bulk material in containers
Plastic liners for the transport of bulk material in containers
Plastic mesh not for packaging and wrapping
Plastic nets and netting not for packaging and wrapping
Plastic sacks for the storage of materials in bulk
Plastic sacks for the transport of materials in bulk
Plastic sheet materials [tarpaulins]
Plastic ties for garden use
Plastic ties for home use
Plastics sheet materials for use as tarpaulins
Pleated blinds [outdoor] of textile
Polyester batting
Polyester fibers for textile use
Polyester filament
Polythene sacks for the storage of materials in bulk
Polythene sacks for the transport of materials in bulk
Protection pouches made of fabric for storing purses when not in use
Protective shrouds for vehicles [not shaped]
Purse seines
Rabbit hair
Raccoon dog hair [not for textile use, not for brushes]
Raffia
Raffia fiber [raw]
Rami [bamboo rope]
Ramie fiber [raw]
Ramie fibre
Raw cotton
Raw fibre for use in manufacture
Raw fibres of carbon for textile use
Raw fibres of plastics for textile use
Raw fibrous textile
Raw fibrous textile materials and substitutes therefor
Raw linen [flax]
Raw or treated wool
Raw silk
Raw textile fibers
Raw wool
Rice straw bags (kamasu)
Rice straw bags (tawara)
Roller blinds of textile for external use
Rope blasting mats
Rope ladders
Ropes
Ropes and string
Ropes for marine use
Ropes for mountaineering
Ropes for rock climbing
Ropes for tents
Ropes for use in climbing and mountaineering
Ropes, not of metal
Sacks for packaging materials in bulk
Sacks for the bulk handling of grains
Sacks for the bulk storage of grains
Sacks for the storage of bulk materials
Sacks for the storage of materials
Sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk
Sacks for the transport of materials
Sacks for the transportation of bulk materials
Sacks for transportation purposes
Sacks for transporting waste
Sacks made of synthetic plastics material for bulk storage
Sacks made of textile materials
Sail bags
Sail battens
Sail rigging
Sails
Sails for boats
Sails for catamarans
Sails for kiteboards
Sails for sailboards
Sails for ski sailing
Sails for windsurf boards
Sails for windsurfing
Sails for yachts
Sash cords
Sawdust
Schappe [raw silk waste]
Scoured wool
Screens for protection against the wind
Seaweed for stuffing
Semi-permanent canvas structures
Semi-synthetic fibers [for textile use]
Shade awnings and canopies, not of metal
Sheaf-binding yarns
Sheet netting
Ships sails
Shoe bags for storage
Shorn wool
Silage bags
Silk fibers
Silk flock
Silk netting
Silk polyester monofilaments
Silk waste
Sisal
Sisal fiber [raw]
Slings, not of metal, for handling loads
Snare nets
Snares [nets]
Storage bags made of nylon and canvas for vacuum cleaner accessories
Straps made of plastic materials for tying purposes
Straps made of plastic materials for wrapping purposes
Straps made of rubber for tying purposes
Straps, not of metal, for handling loads
Straw for stuffing upholstery
Straw ropes
Straw wrappers for bottles
String
Strings for tying purposes
Strips for tying-up vines
Stuffing materials of horsehair
Stuffing materials of straw
Stuffing, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard
Sun screens [outdoor] of textile
Swimming pool covers
Synthetic fibers [for textile use]
Synthetic fibres for textile use
Synthetic textile fibres
Synthetic textile filaments
Tarpaulins
Tarpaulins [for ships]
Tarpaulins [not for ships]
Tarpaulins made from plastics coated materials
Temporary structures made of fabrics
Tents
Tents [awnings] for caravans
Tents [awnings] for vehicles
Tents [not for camping]
Tents and tarpaulins
Tents for camping
Tents for mountaineering
Tents for mountaineering or camping
Tents for use as an adjunct to vehicles
Tents made of textile materials
Textile fibers
Textile fibers [fibres]
Textile fibres
Textile filaments [fibres]
Textile screens for protection against the wind
Thread, not of metal, for wrapping or binding
Tow
Tow ropes for automobiles
Towing ropes for vehicles, not of metal
Tows
Treated wool
True hemp fiber [raw]
Twine
Twine for nets
Twine made of paper
Twine made of polypropylene
Twine made of sisal
Twines
Twisted cords [sash]
Unfitted covers for boats and marine vehicles
Unfitted vehicle covers
Upholstery wool [stuffing]
Vehicle covers, not fitted
Venetian blinds [outdoor] made of textile materials
Vinyl ground cloth
Viscose silica fibres
Vitreous silica fibers [fibres] for textile use
Vitreous silica fibers for textile use
Wadding fibres
Wadding for filtering
Wadding for padding and stuffing upholstery
Wadding materials
Washing lines
Waterproof covering sheets [tarpaulins]
Waterproof covers [tarpaulins]
Wax ends
Whipcord
Windbreaks [screening]
Window blinds [outdoor] of textile
Windsurfing sails
Wood shavings
Wood shavings for stuffing
Wood shavings for use as a stuffing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Wood wool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Wood wool [wooden excelsior]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Wool [raw material]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Wool flock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Wrapping bands, not of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Wrapping or binding bands, not of metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Carded threads in natural fibres for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Carded yarns in natural fibres for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Carded yarns made of wool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Carpet yarns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Cashmere yarns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Ceramic fibre yarns for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Chemical fiber base mixed thread and yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Chemical-fiber threads and yarns for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Chenille yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Chopped plastic fibres for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Coir thread and yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Combed yarns made of natural fibres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Cotton base mixed thread and yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Cotton for darning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Cotton thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Cotton thread and yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Cotton threads and yarns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Cotton yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Darning thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Darning thread and yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Degreased waste threads and yarns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Douppioni silk yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Elastic strips of synthetic fibres for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Elastic thread and yarn for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Elastic threads for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Elastic yarns for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Embroidery thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Embroidery thread and yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Fiberglass thread for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Fibreglass thread for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Flax thread and yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Flocked fibres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Flocked yarns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Gilt thread for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Glass fiber thread and yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Glass fibre thread for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Glass rovings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Glass thread for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Glass yarns for textile use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Haberdashery [thread]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Hand knitting wools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Hand knitting yarns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Hand spun silk yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Heat-stable yarns and threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Hemp base mixed thread and yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Hemp thread and yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Hemp threads and yarns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Inorganic fiber base mixed thread and yarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Jute thread and yarn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kits consisting of yarn with knitting instructions
Knitting threads
Knitting yarn
Knitting yarns
Knitting yarns made of acrylic materials
Knitting yarns made of nylon
Knitting yarns made of wool
Linen thread
Linen thread and yarn
Metal fiber thread for textile use
Mixed spun threads and yarns
Natural yarns
Non-metallic yarns for textile use
Polyester pre-oriented yarns
Polyester textured yarns
Ramie thread and yarn
Raw silk yarn
Rayon thread and yarn
Rubber thread for textile use
Sail thread
Semi-synthetic fiber thread and yarn [chemically treated natural fiber yarn]
Sewing thread and yarn
Sewing yarns
Silica threads
Silica yarns
Silk base mixed thread and yarn
Silk thread and yarn
Silk threads and yarns
Silver thread for textile use
Spools of thread
Spools of yarn
Spun cotton
Spun polyester fibre for textile use
Spun silk
Spun silk yarn
Spun thread
Spun thread and yarn
Spun wool
Synthetic fiber thread and yarn
Synthetic threads
Textile filaments [threads]
Textile yarns
Thread
Thread for sewing
Thread of metal for embroidery
Threads for textile use
Threads made of spun cotton
Threads of plastic materials for textile use
True hemp thread and yarn
Twisted cotton thread and yarn
Twisted hemp thread and yarn
Twisted mixed thread and yarn
Twisted silk thread and yarn
Twisted threads and yarns
Twisted wool thread and yarn
Waste cotton yarn
Weaving fibres for industrial use
Weaving fibres for use in pump packings
Wild silk yarn
Wool base mixed thread and yarn
Woollen thread and yarn
Worsted
Worsted yarn
Yarn
Yarns and threads, for textile use
Yarns for domestic use
Yarns for sale in kit form
Yarns for textile use
Yarns made of angora for textile use
Yarns made of carbon fibres for textile use
Yarns made of cotton
Yarns made of silk
Yarns made of synthetic material for textile use
Adhesive fabric
Adhesive fabric for application by heat
Afghans
Air inflated sleeping bags
Antimacassars
Apparel fabrics
Artificial silk
Baby bunting
Badges made of fabric material, not for wear
Bags specially adapted for sleeping bags
Balapak [textile]
Ballistic resistant fabrics
Banners of textile
Banners of textile or plastic
Bar cloths
Bath linen
Bath linen, except clothing
Bath mitts
Bath sheets
Bath sheets [towels]
Bath towels
Bathroom linen
Batik [textile]
Beach towels
Bean bag covers
Bed blankets
Bed blankets made of cotton
Bed blankets made of man-made fibres
Bed blankets made of wool
Bed canopies
Bed coverings
Bed covers
Bed covers of paper
Bed linen
Bed linen of paper
Bed pads
Bed quilts
Bed sheets
Bed sheets of plastic, not being incontinence sheets
Bed skirts
Bed spreads
Bed throws
Bed valances
Bed warmer covers
Bedroom textile fabrics
Bedsheets
Bedsprads
Billiard cloth
Billiard cloth [baize]
Billiard table baize
Blanket throws
Blankets for household pets
Blankets for outdoor use
Bolting cloth
Borders [textile wall hangings]
Breathable waterproof fabrics
Broad woven industrial fabrics
Brocade flags
Brocades
Buckram
Bunting of textile or plastic
Calico
Canopies [covers for beds]
Canopy covers
Canvas for embroidery
Canvas for tapestry
Canvas for tapestry or embroidery
Chair backs [textile articles]
Chair covers
Chair slings [textile articles]
Cheese cloth
Chemical fiber base mixed fabrics
Chemical fiber fabrics
Chemical fibre loop knit fabrics
Chemical fibre mixed fabrics
Chenille fabric
Cheviots [cloth]
Children's blankets
Children's towels
Cloth
Cloth banners
Cloth bunting
Cloth doilies
Cloth flags
Cloth for tatami mat edging ribbons
Cloth napkins for removing make-up
Cloths for removing make-up
Cloths for washing the body, other than for medical use
Coasters of textile
Coated fabrics
Coated textiles
Coated woven textile materials
Comforters
Comforters for beds
Composite textile materials
Continental quilts
Contour sheets
Contoured mattress covers
Corduroy fabrics
Cot blankets
Cot covers
Cot sheets
Cotton base mixed fabrics
Cotton cloths
Cotton fabric
Cotton fabrics
Counterpanes
Coverings for walls [wall hangings of textile]
Coverings for windows
Coverings of plastic for furniture
Coverlets
Coverlets [bedspreads]
Covers [loose] for furniture
Covers for cushions
Covers for mattresses
Covers of textile for toilet seats
Crepe [fabric]
Crepon
Crib sheets
Crude fibres of carbon for textile use
Crude fibres of plastics for textile use
Curtain fabric
Curtain fabrics
Curtain holders of textile material
Curtain linings
Curtain loops made of textile materials
Curtain loops of textile material
Curtain material
Curtain tie-backs of textile
Curtain valences
Curtains
Curtains for showers
Curtains for windows
Curtains made of plastics
Curtains made of textile fabrics
Curtains made of textile materials
Curtains of plastic
Curtains of textile
Curtains of textile or plastic
Cushion covering materials
Cushion covers
Damask
Denim [cloth]
Denim fabric
Diaper changing cloths for babies
Diapered linen
Dimity
Dinner mats of plastics material
Dinner napkins
Dish cloths
Dish cloths of textile for drying
Dish mats of textile
Dish towels for drying
Disposable bedding
Disposable cloths
Disposable drying towels
Disposable tablecloths, not of paper
Disposable wash cloths
Doilies of textile
Door curtains
Down coverlets
Draperies
Draperies [thick drop curtains]
Drapery
Drapes
Drink coasters of textile
Drink mats of table linen
Drip mats of textile for glasses
Drugget
Dust covers
Dust ruffles
Dust sheets
Duvet covers
Duvets
Eiderdowns [down coverlets]
Eiderdowns [quilts]
Elastic fabrics for clothing
Elastic woven material
Elastic yarn mixed fabrics
Embroidery fabric
Esparto fabric
Fabric
Fabric bed valances
Fabric cascades
Fabric coated with rubber or plastics
Fabric covers
Fabric for footwear
Fabric for manufacturing men's outerwear
Fabric for manufacturing women's outerwear
Fabric for use in the manufacture of bags
Fabric for use in the manufacture of clothing
Fabric linings for clothing
Fabric linings for footwear
Fabric linings for headgear
Fabric of imitation animal skins
Fabric place mats
Fabric table runners
Fabric valances
Fabric, impervious to gases, for aeronautical balloons
Fabric, rubberised or otherwise impervious to gases
Fabrics [piece goods]
Fabrics being textile goods in roll form
Fabrics being textile piece goods
Fabrics covered with motifs to be embroidered
Fabrics for furniture
Fabrics for industrial use
Fabrics for interior decorating
Fabrics for making curtains
Fabrics for shirts
Fabrics for textile use
Fabrics for use in making diapers
Fabrics made from synthetic threads
Fabrics made from synthetic yarns
Face cloths
Face cloths of textile
Face cloths of towelling
Face flannels in the form of gloves
Face flannels of textile
Face towels [made of textile materials]
Face towels of textile
Face towels of textiles
Felt
Felt for industrial use in papermaking
Felt for use by papermakers
Felt pennants
Felt piece goods
Felts
Fiberglass fabrics for textile use
Fibreglass fabrics for textile use
Filter fibres [textile]
Filtering cloth
Filtering materials of textile
Filters made of textile materials
Fitted toilet cistern covers [fabric]
Fitted toilet lid covers of fabric
Fitted toilet seat covers of textile
Flags of textile
Flags of textile or plastic
Flame resistant fabrics
Flannel [fabric]
Flannels
Flax fabrics
Fleece made from copolymers
Fleece made from polyester
Fleece made from polypropylene
Flocked fabrics
Foulard [fabric]
Frieze [cloth]
Friezes [textile wall hangings]
Furnishing covers for household use
Furnishing fabrics
Furnishing fabrics being textile piece goods
Furniture coverings made of plastic materials
Furniture coverings of plastic
Furniture coverings of textile
Fustian
Futon quilts
Gauze [cloth]
Gauze fabric
Glass cloths [towels]
Golf towels
Grid-type fabrics
Gummed cloth, other than for stationery purposes
Gummed waterproof cloth
Haircloth [sackcloth]
Hand spun silk fabrics
Hand towels
Hand towels of textile
Handcrafted textile wall hangings
Handkerchiefs of textile
Handkerchiefs of textiles
Hand-towels made of textile fabrics
Hat linings, of textile, in the piece
Heat formable non-woven textile materials
Heat resistant fabrics, other than for insulation
Heat-activated adhesive fabrics
Hemp base mixed fabrics
Hemp cloth
Hemp fabric
Hemp yarn fabrics
Hemp-cotton mixed fabrics
Hemp-silk mixed fabrics
Hemp-wool mixed fabrics
Hessian
Honeycomb materials [textiles]
Hooded towels
Horticultural fabrics
Household linen
Household textile piece goods
Household textiles
Individual place mats made of textile
Indoor and outdoor curtains
Industrial fabrics
Infants' bed linen
Inorganic fiber mixed fabrics
Inorganic fibre mixed fabrics
Insecticide-treated mosquito nets
Interfacings
Interlining materials
Iron-on prints of textile
Iron-on textile labels
Iron-on transfers of textile
Japanese ceremonial wrapping cloth (Fukusa)
Japanese general wrapping cloth (Furoshiki)
Jarik [textile]
Jersey [fabric]
Jersey fabrics for clothing
Jusi Barong [textile]
Jute fabric
Jute fabrics
Kain Batik [textile]
Kashmir fabric
24 Kitchen linen
24 Kitchen towels [textile]
24 Knit lace fabrics
24 Knitted elastic fabrics
24 Knitted fabric
24 Knitted fabrics
24 Knitted fabrics of chemical-fiber yarn
24 Knitted fabrics of cotton yarn
24 Knitted fabrics of silk yarn
24 Knitted fabrics of wool yarn
24 Kromar [textile]
24 Kromar [towel]
24 Labels made of textile materials
24 Labels of cloth
24 Labels of textile
24 Labels of textile for bar codes
24 Labels of textile for identifying clothing
24 Lace curtains
24 Lace fabrics
24 Laminated fabrics
24 Lap blankets
24 Lap rugs
24 Lap-robies
24 Large bath towels
24 Linen cloth
24 Linen for household purposes
24 Linens
24 Lingerie fabric
24 Lining fabric for footwear
24 Lining fabrics
24 Linings [textile]
24 Loden cloth
24 Loop knit fabrics
24 Loose covers for furniture
24 Make-up removal cloths [textile], other than impregnated with cosmetics
24 Make-up removal cloths [textile], other than impregnated with toilet preparations
24 Make-up removal towels [textile], other than impregnated with cosmetics
24 Make-up removal towels [textile], other than impregnated with toilet preparations
24 Make-up removal wipes [textile], other than impregnated with cosmetics
24 Make-up removal wipes [textile], other than impregnated with toilet preparations
24 Marabouts [cloth]
24 Materials for making curtains
24 Materials for making into clothing
24 Materials for soft furnishings
24 Materials for upholstery
24 Materials for use in filtration [textile]
24 Materials for use in making clothes
24 Mats [coasters] of textile
24 Mattress covers
24 Mattress protectors, other than for incontinence
24 Mattress slips, other than for incontinence
24 Mesh-woven fabrics
24 Metal fiber fabrics
24 Mitts for washing the body
24 Mixed and synthetic fabrics
Mixed fiber fabrics
Mole skin
Moleskin [fabric]
Moquettes [curtains]
Moquettes [fabric]
Mosquito nets
Multiple-ply antistatic fabrics
Mural hangings [textile]
Muslin
Nap raised cloth
Napery [textile]
Narrow woven fabrics
Net curtains
Nightdress cases of textile
Non-woven cloth
Non-woven fabrics made substantially of paper
Non-woven fabrics of natural fibres
Non-woven fabrics of synthetic fibres
Non-woven felts
Non-woven piece goods
Non-woven textile fabrics
Non-woven textile piece goods
Non-woven textiles
Nylon fabric
Oil cloths
Oilcloth
Oilcloth for use as tablecloths
Padded coverings [hangings of textile] for existing walls
Pads in the form of chair covers
Paper fabrics
Paper yarn fabrics for textile use
Papermaker's felt
Patterned textiles for use in embroidery
Pelmets
Pennants [flags] of textile or plastic
Pennants of textile
Phahum [textile]
Phamoung [silk textile]
Piano covers [not shaped]
Piled fabrics
Pillow cases
Pillow covers
Pillow shams
Pillowcases
Pillowcases [pillow slips]
Pina Barong [textile]
Place mats of plastic materials [textile substitutes]
Place mats of textile
Place mats of textile material
Plaids
Plastic [textile substitutes] table cloths
Plastic material [substitute for fabrics]
Plastic reinforced fabrics
Pleated curtains
Pleated shades
Pocket handkerchiefs of textile
Polyester fabric
Polyester textiles
Polymer coated fabrics
Polymer resin fibres for textile use
Precut fabrics for needlecraft
Press felt
Printed calico cloth
Printed fabrics
Printed textile labels
Printed textile piece goods
Printers' blankets of textile
Protective coverings for furniture [loose]
Protective covers [dust sheets]
Protective covers for furniture [loose]
Protective covers for vehicle seats [loose]
Quilt bedding mats
Quilt covers
Quilted blankets [bedding]
Quilts
Quilts filled with down
Quilts filled with feathers
Quilts filled with half down
Quilts filled with stuffing materials
Quilts filled with synthetic stuffing materials
Quilts of textile
Quilts of towel
Rags for paper making
Ramie fabric
Ramie fabrics
Rayon fabric
Ready made curtains
Receiving blankets
Regenerated fiber yarn fabrics
Reinforced fabrics [textile]
Replacement seat covers [loose] for furniture
Resin impregnated textile fabrics
Roll felt
Roller curtains of textile or plastic
Roller shades [outdoor] of textile
Rubber covered yarn fabrics
Rubberised cloth
Rubberised fabrics
Rubberized cloth
Rubberized cloths
Runners [textile] for table tops
Sail cloth
Seat covers [loose] for furniture
Security tapes of textile
Self-adhesive linen cloth tape
Self-adhesive textile labels
Semi-synthetic fiber fabrics
Serviettes of textile
Sheets [bed linen] of paper
Sheets [textile]
Sheets of sail cloth for screening
Shirt fabrics
Shirtings
Shower curtains
Shower curtains made of plastic material
Shower curtains of textile or plastic
Shower room curtains
Shrouds
Silk [cloth]
Silk base mixed fabrics
Silk bed blankets
Silk blankets
Silk fabrics
Silk fabrics for furniture
Silk fabrics for printing patterns
Silk-cotton mixed fabrics
Silk-wool mixed fabrics
Sleeping bag liners
Sleeping bag sheet liners
Sleeping bags
Sleeping bags for babies
Sleeping bags for camping
Sleeping bags incorporating a cushion
Sleeping bags incorporating a pillow
Small curtains made of textile materials
Sofa covers
Soft furnishings
Soft pelmets
Songket [textile]
Sponge cloths [covers] for household use
Sponge cloths [textile piece goods]
Spun silk fabrics
Stagen [textile]
Stretch canvas for embroidery
Suit lengths
Suiting materials [textile]
Synthetic fiber fabrics
Synthetic textile piece goods
Table cloth of textile
Table cloths of textile
Table cloths not of paper
Table cloths, not of paper
Table coverings, not of paper
Table covers
Table linen
Table linen of textile
Table linen, not of paper
Table napkins of textile
Table place setting mats of textile
Table runners of textile
Tablecloths of textiles
Tablecloths, not of paper
Tablemats of plastic materials [textile substitutes]
Tablemats of textile
Taffeta [cloth]
Tags of textile for attachment to clothing
Tags of textile for attachment to linen
Tapestries of textile
Tapestry [wall hangings], of textile
Tartan bolting cloth
Tartan piece goods
Tea cloths
Tea towels
Tensioning fabrics for upholstery
Tensioning webbing for upholstery
Terry
Terry linen
Terry towels
Textile adhesive labels
Textile backings for dressmaking or tailoring
Textile coasters
Textile covers [loose] for furniture
Textile covers [loose] for headboards
Textile covers for duvets
Textile covers for hot water bottles
Textile curtain holders
Textile fabric of animal skins imitations
Textile fabrics for lingerie
Textile fabrics for making into blankets
Textile fabrics for making into clothing
Textile fabrics for making into linens
Textile fabrics for making up into household textile articles
Textile fabrics for the manufacture of clothing
Textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of bedding
Textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of beds
Textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of curtains
Textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of furniture
Textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of sportswear
Textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of towels
Textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of wall coverings
Textile fabrics in the piece
Textile filter materials
Textile flags used for place settings
Textile goods for use as bedding
Textile handkerchiefs
Textile labels
Textile labels for identifying clothing
Textile labels for identifying linen
Textile labels for marking clothing
Textile labels for marking linen
Textile material
Textile materials [hangings] for covering walls
Textile materials for use as window coverings
Textile materials for use in manufacture of awnings
Textile materials for use in the manufacture of blinds
Textile napkins [table linen]
Textile napkins for removing makeup
Textile piece goods
Textile piece goods for clothing
Textile piece goods for furnishing purposes
Textile piece goods for making bedding covers
Textile piece goods for making curtains
Textile piece goods for making cushion covers
Textile piece goods for making into clothing
Textile piece goods made of cotton
Textile piece goods made of plastics materials
Textile place mats
Textile serviettes
Textile sheets
Textile smallwares [table linen]
Textile substitute materials made from synthetic materials
Textile tablecloths
Textile tissues
Textile used as lining for clothing
Textile wall hangings
Textiles
Textiles and substitutes for textiles
Textiles for furnishings
Textiles for interior decorating
Textiles for upholstery
Textiles in the form of window furnishings
Textiles made of cotton
Textiles made of flannel
Textiles made of linen
Textiles made of satin
Textiles made of silk
Textiles made of synthetic materials
Textiles made of velvet
Textiles made of wool
Textiles treated with a fire resistant finish
Textiles treated with a flame resistant finish
Throws
Tick [linen]
Ticks [mattress covers]
Tissues being textile piece goods
Toilet covers [textile]
Towel blankets
Towel sheet
Towelling [textile]
Towelling [textile] adapted for use in dispensers
Towelling coverlets
Towelling material
Towels [of textile]
Towels [textile]
Towels [textile] for kitchen use
Towels [textile] for use in connection with babies
Towels [textile] for use in connection with toddlers
Towels made of textile materials
Towels of textile
Towels of textile sold in pack form
Traced cloth for embroidery
Traced cloths for embroidery
Travel blankets
Travellers' rugs
Travelling blankets
Travelling rugs
| 24 | Travelling rugs [lap robes]          |
| 24 | Trellis [cloth]                     |
| 24 | Tricot quilts                       |
| 24 | True hemp fabrics                   |
| 24 | Tulle                               |
| 24 | Tulle for dressmaking               |
| 24 | Tulle for hatmaking                 |
| 24 | Turkish towels                      |
| 24 | Ulos [textile]                      |
| 24 | Underblankets                       |
| 24 | Unfitted fabric furniture covers    |
| 24 | Unfitted fabric slipcovers for furniture |
| 24 | Upholstery fabrics                  |
| 24 | Upholstery materials                |
| 24 | Valance sheets                      |
| 24 | Valanced bed covers                 |
| 24 | Valanced bed sheets                 |
| 24 | Valances [textile draperies]        |
| 24 | Valances for beds                   |
| 24 | Valence linen                       |
| 24 | Vapour permeable fabrics            |
| 24 | Velours for furniture               |
| 24 | Velvet                              |
| 24 | Vinyl cloth                         |
| 24 | Vinyl curtains                      |
| 24 | Viscose textiles                    |
| 24 | Wall decorations of textile         |
| 24 | Wall fabrics                        |
| 24 | Wall hangings of silk               |
| 24 | Wall hangings of textile            |
| 24 | Wall plaques of textile             |
| 24 | Wash cloths                         |
| 24 | Wash gloves                         |
| 24 | Washcloths                          |
| 24 | Washing gloves                      |
| 24 | Waste cotton fabrics                |
| 24 | Water breathable fabrics            |
| 24 | Water resistant fabrics             |
| 24 | Waterproof cloths                   |
| 24 | Waterproof fabrics                  |
| 24 | Waterproof textile fabrics          |
| 24 | Weather-resistant covers for the outdoor protection of furniture |
| 24 | Weather-resistant screens for outdoor use |
| 24 | Window covering products made of textile material |
| 24 | Window furnishing fabrics           |
| 24 | Wool base mixed fabrics             |
| 24 | Wool loop knit fabrics              |
| 24 | Wool yarn fabrics                   |
| 24 | Wool-cotton mixed fabrics           |
| 24 | Woolen cloth                        |
| 24 | Woollen blankets                    |
| 24 | Woollen cloth                       |
| 24 | Woollen fabric                      |
| 24 | Woollen fabrics                     |
| 24 | Worsted fabrics                     |
Woven cloth with breathable polyurethane coating
Woven fabrics
Woven fabrics for cushions
Woven fabrics for furniture
Woven fabrics for making up into articles of clothing
Woven fabrics imitating animal skin
Woven fabrics imitating leather
Woven felt
Woven furnishing fabrics
Woven linen fabrics
Woven silk fabrics
Wrapping cloths
Zephyr [cloth]
Aikido uniforms
Albs
Anglers' shoes
Ankle boots
Ankle socks
Ankle warmers
Anoraks
Anoraks [parkas]
Anti-perspirant socks
Ao Bampong [blouse]
Aprons
Aprons [clothing]
Aqua shoes
Arctic boots
Arm warmers [clothing]
Army boots
Articles of clothing for theatrical use
Articles of clothing made from wool
Articles of clothing made of fur
Articles of clothing made of hides
Articles of clothing made of imitation leather
Articles of clothing made of leather
Articles of clothing made of plush
Articles of disposable underclothing
Articles of fancy dress
Articles of waterproof clothing
Articles of water-resistant clothing
Articles of weatherproof clothing
Articles of windproof clothing
Ascots
Athletic clothing
Athletic tights
Athletics footwear
Athletics hose
Athletics shoes
Athletics shorts
Athletics vests
Athletics wear
Babies' bibs, other than of paper
Babies' pants [clothing]
Babies' pants [underwear]
Babies' undergarments
Babies' vests
Babushkas
Baby doll pyjamas
Baby layettes for clothing
Baju Bodo [clothing]
Baju Kurung [clothing]
Bakiak [wood sandals]
Balaclavas
Ballet clothing
Ballet shoes
Ballet slippers
Ballet suits
Bandanas [neckerchiefs]
Barber smocks
Baseball caps
Baseball caps and hats
Baseball shirts
Baseball shoes
Baseball uniforms
Basic upper garment of Korean traditional clothes [Jeogori]
Basketball shoes
Basketball sneakers
Bath gowns
Bath robes
Bath sandals
Bath shoes
Bath slippers
Bath suits
Bath wraps
Bathing caps
Bathing costumes
Bathing costumes for women
Bathing drawers
Bathing gowns
Bathing jackets
Bathing shoes
Bathing slippers
Bathing suit cover-ups
Bathing suits
Bathing suits for men
Bathing trunks
Bathing wraps
Bathrobes
Beach caps
Beach clothes
Beach clothing
Beach dresses
Beach footwear
Beach hats
Beach robes
Beach shoes
Beach wraps
Beachwear
Bed jackets
Bed socks
Belts [clothing]
Belts made of leather
Belts made out of cloth
Belts of textile
Berets
Bermuda shorts
Beskap [male clothing]
Bib shorts
Bibs made of textile materials
Bibs, not of paper
Bike pants
Bikinis
Blangkon [male headdress]
Blazers
Blindfolds for wear
Bloomers
Blouses
Blousons
Boas [necklets]
Boaters
Bobble hats
Bodices
Bodices [lingerie]
Bodies [underclothing]
Body dresses
Body linen [garments]
Body stockings
Body suits
Boiler suits
Boleros
Bolo ties with precious metal tips
Bonnets
Boot cuffs
Boot uppers
Bootees
Booties
Boots
Boots for motorcycling
Boots for sport
Boots for sports
Bottoms [clothing]
Bow ties
Bowling shoes
Boxer briefs
Boxer shorts
Boxing shoes
Boys' clothing
Braces [suspenders]
Braces for clothing [suspenders]
Bras
Brassieres
Breeches for wear
Bridal garters
Bridal gowns
Bridal headwear
Bridal wear
Bridesmaid dresses
Bridesmaids' gowns
Briefs
Buntal hats
Burnouses
Bushjackets
Business suits
Bustiers
Bustle holder bands for obi (obiage)
Button down shirts
Caftans
Cagoules
Camiknickers
Camisoles
Canoeing jackets
Canoeing pants
Canvas shoes
Cap peaks
Cap visors
Capes
Caps [headwear]
Caps with visors
Car coats
Cardigans
Cargo pants
Cashmere clothing
Cashmere gloves
Cashmere scarves
Cashmere skirts
Cashmere sweaters
Cashmere trousers
Cashmere waistcoats
Casual clothing
Casual footwear
Casual jackets
Casual shirts
Casual trousers
Casualwear
Chasubles
Chefs' clothing
Chemise tops
Chemises
Chemissettes
Cheongsams (Chinese gowns)
Children's clothing
Children's headwear
Chorabab [clothing]
Christening gowns
Christening robes
Climbing boots
Climbing boots [mountaineering boots]
Climbing footwear
Climbing suits
Cloaks
Clogs
Cloth bibs
Clothes
Clothing
Clothing for babies
Clothing for gymnastics
Clothing for sports
Clothing for surfing
Clothing for swimming
Clothing for wear in judo practices
Clothing for wear in wrestling games
Clothing of fur
Clothing of imitations of leather
Clothing of leather
Clothing of paper
Clothing, footwear, headgear
Clothing, not being protective clothing, incorporating reflective or fluorescent elements or material
Coats
Coats for men
Coats for women
Coats made of cotton
Coats of denim
Cocktail dresses
Collar guards for protecting clothing collars
Collar liners for protecting clothing collars
Collared shirts
Collars
Collars [clothing]
Combative sports uniforms
Combinations [clothing]
Confirmation dresses
Coordinate suits
Corduroy trousers
Corselets
Corsets [foundation clothing]
Corsets [underclothing]
Costumes
Costumes for dress up play
Costumes for use in role-playing games
Coveralls
Coverups
Cover-ups
Cowls [clothing]
Cravates
Cravats
Crinolines
Crop tops
Cuffs
Culottes
Cummerbunds
Cycling Gloves
Cycling shoes
Cycling shorts
Cyclists' clothing
Dance clothing
Dance footwear
Dance shoes
Dancewear
Dastar [male headdress]
Deck shoes
Deck-shoes
Denim jackets
Denim jeans
Denim shirts
Denim shorts
Denim skirts
Denim wear
Denims [clothing]
Desert boots
Desert caps
Destar [male headdress]
Detachable collars
Detachable hoods
Detachable neckpieces for kimonos (haneri)
Detachable sleeves
Dickeys
Dinner jackets
Dinner suits
Down jackets
Drawers [clothing]
Dress pants
Dress shields
Dress shirts
Dress shoes
Dress suits
Dresses
Dresses made from skins
Dressing coats
Dressing gowns
Driving gloves
Duffel coats
Dungarees
Dust coats
Ear muffs
Ear muffs [clothing]
Embossed heels of rubber or of plastic materials
Embossed soles of rubber or of plastic materials
Espadrilles
Esparto shoes or sandals
Evening coats
Evening dresses
Evening gowns
Evening suits
Exercise wear
Eye masks [clothing]
Fabric belts
Fabric belts [clothing]
Fancy dress costumes
Fashion hats
Feather boas
Fedoras
Fishermen's jackets
Fishing boots
Fishing jackets
Fishing vests
Fishing waders
Fitted swimming costumes with bra cups
Fittings of metal for footwear
Flat caps
Flat shoes
Fleece shorts
Flip-flops
Flip-flops for use as footwear
Flying suits
Football boots
Football jerseys
Football shirts
Football shoes
Footless socks
Footless tights
Footmuffs, not electrically heated
Footwear
Footwear [excluding orthopedic footwear]
Footwear for babies
Footwear for children
Footwear for dancing
Footwear for men
Footwear for men and women
Footwear for sport
Footwear for track and field athletics
Footwear for women
Footwear made of vinyl
Footwear made of wood
Footwear not for sports
Footwear parts
Footwear uppers
Formal evening wear
Formal shirts
Formed shoe parts
Foulards [clothing]
Foundation garments
Full-length kimonos (nagagi)
Fur coats
Fur gloves
Fur hats
Fur jackets
Fur muffs
Fur stoles
Furs [clothing]
Gabardines [clothing]
Gaiter straps
Gaiters
Galoshes
Garrison caps
Garter belts
Garters
Girdles
Girl's clothing
Gloves [clothing]
Gloves as clothing
Gloves for apparel
Gloves including those made of skin, hide or fur
Gloves with conductive fingertips that may be worn while using handheld electronic touch screen devices
Golf caps
Golf clothing, other than gloves
Golf shirts
Golf shoes
Golf trousers
Goloshes
Gowns
Greatcoats
G-strings
Guernseys
Gurita [baby wrap]
Gym boots
Gym shorts
Gym suits
Gymnastic shoes
Gymnastic suits
Gymwear
Hairdressing capes
Half length tights
Half-boots
Half-coats
Half-hose
Halloween costumes
Halter tops
Halters [clothing]
Handball shoes
Handwarmers
Hat frames [skeletons]
Hats
Head scarves
Head sweatbands
Headbands
Headbands [clothing]
Headbands against sweating
Headbands for clothing
Headdresses [veils]
Headgear for wear
Headscarves
Headshaws
Headshakes
Headwear
Heavy jackets
Heel pieces for shoes
Heel protectors for boots and shoes
Heel wedges
Heelpieces for footwear
Heelpieces for stockings
Heels
High rain clogs (ashida)
Hiking boots
Hiking shoes
Hockey shoes
Hockey shorts
Hol [long silk skirt]
Hooded pullovers
Hooded sweatshirts
Hoods
Hoods [clothing]
Horse-riding boots
Hose
Hosiery
House coats
House dresses
House jackets
House robes
Hunting boots
Infants' boots
Infants' clothing
Infants' footwear
Infants' shoes
Infants' trousers
Inner boots for ski boots
Inner soles
Inserts for footwear, other than for orthopaedic use
Insoles
Insoles [for shoes and boots]
Insoles for footwear
Insoles, other than for orthopaedic use
Interlinings for clothing
Interlinings for headgear
Intermediate soles
Iron fittings for boots
Iron fittings for shoes
Jackets [clothing]
Jackets for casual wear
Jackets for men
Jackets for women
Japanese footwear of rice straw (waraji)
Japanese kimonos
Japanese sleeping robes (nemaki)
Japanese split-toed work footwear (jikatabi)
Japanese style sandals (zori)
Japanese style sandals of felt
Japanese style sandals of leather
Japanese style socks (tabi)
Japanese style wooden clogs (geta)
Jeans
Jerkins
Jerseys [clothing]
Jockstraps [underwear]
Jodhpurs
Jogging pants
Jogging suits
Judo suits
Judo uniforms
Jump suits
Jump suits [clothing]
Jumper dresses
Jumper suits
Jumpers
Jumpers [pullovers]
Jusi Barong [clothing]
Kaftans
Karate suits
Karate uniforms
Kebaya [clothing]
Kendo outfits
Kerchiefs [clothing]
Khean [clothing]
Khor chev [male pants]
Kilts
Kimono
Knee-high stockings
Knickerbockers
Knickers
Knit jackets
Knit shirts
Knitted caps
Knitted clothing
Knitted gloves
Knitted underwear
Knitwear [clothing]
Kopiah [headgear]
Korean outer jackets worn over basic garment [Magoja]
Korean topcoats [Durumagi]
Korean traditional women's waistcoats [Baeja]
Koteka [clothing]
Kromar [clothing]
Laboratory coats
Lace boots
Ladies' boots
Ladies' clothing
Ladies' suits
Ladies' underwear
Ladies' wear
Layettes [clothing]
Leather belts [clothing]
Leather coats
Leather garments
Leather headwear
Leather pants
Leather shoes
Leather slippers
Leg warmers
Leggings [leg warmers]
Leggings [trousers]
Legwarmers
Leg-warmers
Leisure shoes
Leisure suits
Leisure wear
Leisurewear
Leotards
Light-reflecting coats
Light-reflecting jackets
Linen articles of clothing
Lingerie
Liveries
Long jackets
Long pants
Long sleeve pullovers
Long sleeved vests
Loungewear
Low wooden clogs (hiyori-geta)
Low wooden clogs (koma-geta)
Mackintoshes
Mailots
Make-up capes, for wear
Maniples
Mantillas
Mantles
Mantles [clothing]
Martial arts uniforms
Masquerade costumes
Maternity clothing
Maternity wear
Men's clothing
Men's shoes
Men's socks
Men's suits
Menswear
Metal fittings for Japanese style wooden clogs
Midsoles for boots and shoes
Millinery
Mitters [hats]
Mitres [hats]
Mittens
Mittens for skiers
Mitts [clothing]
Moccasins
Money belts [clothing]
Monokinis
Morning coats
Motorcycle gloves
Motorcycle jackets
Motorcycle riding suits
Motorcyclist boots
Motorcyclists' clothing
Motorists' clothing
Mountaineering boots
Mountaineering shoes
Mufflers
Mufflers [clothing]
Mufflers [neck scarves]
Muffs [clothing]
Mules
Neck scarfs [mufflers]
Neck scarves
Neck scarves [mufflers]
Neckerchiefs
Neckerchieves
Neckties
Neckwear
Negligees
Night gowns
Nightcaps
Nightclothes [sleeping garments]
Nightdresses
Nightgowns
Nighties
Nightshirts
Nightwear
Non-slipping devices for footwear
Nurses' uniforms
Occupational clothing
Oilskins [clothing]
One-piece suits
Open-necked shirts
Outdoor boots
Outerclothing
Outsoles
Over pants
Overalls
Overboots
Overcoats
Overgarments
Overshoes
Overtrousers
Over-trousers
Pads for shoes, other than orthopaedic
Pajamas
Pajamas (Am.)
Pantaloons
Pantie-girdles
Panties
Pantihose
Pants
Pants (Am.)
Pantsuits
Panty stockings
Pantyhose
Paper clothing
Paper hats [clothing]
Paper hats for use as clothing items
Pareos
Pareus
Parkas
Parts of footwear
Party hats [clothing]
Pea coats
Peaked headwear
Pedal pushers
Peignoirs
Pelerines
Pelisses
Petticoats
Phamoung [silk dress]
Pina Barong [clothing]
Pinafore dresses
Pinafores
Pique shirts
Pirate pants
Plastic pants
Playsuits [clothing]
Pleated skirts for formal kimonos (hakama)
Plimsolls
Plus fours
Plush clothing
Pocket kerchiefs
Pocket squares
Pockets for clothing
Polo boots
Polo knit tops
Polo neck jumpers
Polo shirts
Polo sweaters
Polo tops
Ponchos
Printed t-shirts
Pullovers
Pumps [footwear]
Pyjamas
Pyjamas [from tricot only]
Quilted jackets
Rain boots
Rain hats
Rain suits
Rain trousers
Rain wear
Rainboots
Raincoats
Rainhats
Rainproof clothing
Rainproof jackets
Rainwear
Ramie shirts
Rash vests
Ready made linings for clothing
Ready-made clothing
Ready-made linings [parts of clothing]
Ready-made pockets [parts of clothing]
Ready-to-wear clothing
Removable collars
Riding boots
Riding coats
Riding gloves
Riding jackets
Riding shoes
Riding waistcoats
Robes
Romper suits
Rompers
Rubber shoes
Rubber soles for jikatabi
Rugby boots
Rugby jerseys
Rugby shirts
Rugby shoes
Rugby shorts
Rugby tops
Running shoes
Running Suits
Sabots
Safari jackets
Sailor suits
Salopettes
Saluak [headdress]
Samputh Kben [long skirt]
Sandal-clogs
Sandals
Sarees
Saris
Sarongs
Sash bands for kimono (obi)
Sashes for wear
Scarfs
Scarves
School uniforms
Scrimmage vests
Sedge hats (suge-gasa)
Selendang [shawl]
Serapes
Shawls
Shawls [from tricot only]
Sheepskin coats
Sheepskin jackets
Shell suits
Shift dresses
Shirt fronts
Shirt jackets
Shirt waists
Shirt yokes
Shirt-jacs
Shirts
Shirts for suits
Shoe insoles, other than for orthopaedic use
Shoe pads, other than for orthopaedic use
Shoe sole repair blanks
Shoe soles
Shoe soles for repair
Shoe uppers
Shoes
Shoes for casual wear
Shoes for infants
Shoes for leisurewear
Shoes for sports wear
Shoes with hook and pile fastening tapes
Short overcoat for kimono (haori)
Short pants
Short petticoats
Short sets [clothing]
Short trousers
Shorts
Short-sleeve shirts
Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts
Short-sleeved shirts
Shoulder scarves
Shoulder wraps [clothing]
Shoulder wraps for clothing
Shower boots
Shower caps
Shower shoes
Shower slippers
Silk clothing
Silk scarves
Ski boots
Ski clothing
Ski gaiters
Ski gloves
Ski hats
Ski jackets
Ski pants
Ski suits
Ski suits for competition
Ski trousers
Ski wear
Skiing shoes
Skirt suits
Skirts
Skorts
Skull caps
Slacks
Sleep masks
Sleeping attire
Sleeping garments
Sleepwear
Sleeved jackets
Sleeveless jackets
Sleeveless jerseys
Sleeveless tops
Slip-on shoes
Slipovers
Slipper socks
Slipper soles
Slippers
Slips [clothing]
Slips [underclothing]
Slumber caps
Slumber wear
Small hats
Smocks
Smoking jackets
Snap crotch shirts for infants and toddlers
Sneakers
Snow boarding suits
Snow boots
Snow suits
Snowboard boots
Snowboard gloves
Snowboard jackets
Snowboard shoes
Snowboard trousers
Snowsuits
Soccer boots
Soccer shoes
Sock suspenders
Socks
Soft insoles, other than orthopaedic
Soles [Inner]
Soles for footwear
Soles for japanese style sandals
Songket [clothing]
Songkok [headdress]
Spats
Spencers
Sport shirts
Sport stockings
Sporting footwear
Sporting shoes
Sports bras
Sports caps
Sports caps and hats
Sports clothing
Sports footwear
Sports garments
Sports headgear
Sports hosiery
Sports jackets
Sports jerseys
Sports jumpers
Sports over uniforms
Sports overuniforms
Sports shirts
Sports shirts with short sleeves
Sports shoes
Sports singlets
Sports socks
Sports sweaters
Sports uniforms
Sports vests
Sportswear
Squash shoes
Stockinets [clothing]
Stocking suspenders
Stockings
Stoles
Strapless bras
Strapless brassieres
String fasteners for haori (haori-himo)
Studs for football boots
Studs for sports footwear
Stuff jackets [clothing]
Suede jackets
Suit coats
Suits
Suits made of leather for wear by motorcyclists
Suits of leather
Sun hats
Suntiang [headgear]
Support garments, other than for medical use
Support panty hose, other than for surgical use
Support stockings, other than for surgical use
Surf shorts
Surfing shorts
Surjan [male clothing]
Suspender belts
Suspender belts for men
Suspender belts for women
Suspenders
Suspenders [braces]
Sweat bands
Sweat bands [clothing]
Sweat pants
Sweat shirts
Sweat suits
Sweat-absorbent socks
Sweat-absorbent stockings
Sweat-absorbent underclothing
Sweat-absorbent underwear
Sweatbands
Sweaters
Sweatpants
Sweatshirts
Sweatsuits
Swim briefs
Swim suits
Swim wear for gentlemen and ladies
Swimming caps
Swimming caps [bathing caps]
Swimming costumes
Swimming robes
Swimming shorts
Swimming suits
Swimming trunks
Swimsuits
Swimwear
Tabards
Taekwondo suits
Taekwondo uniforms
Tail coats
Tam o’shanters
Tams
Tank tops
Tank-tops
Tartan kilts
Teddies [underclothing]
Tee-shirts
Teluk Balango [clothing]
Tennis clothing
Tennis dresses
Tennis shoes
Tennis wear
Theatrical costumes
Thermal clothing
Thermal underwear
Thermally insulated clothing
Thong sandals
Thongs [clothing]
Thongs [footwear]
Three piece suits [clothing]
Ties [clothing]
Tightening-up strings for kimonos (datejime)
Tights
Tips for footwear
Toe inserts for footwear, other than for orthopaedic use
Toe shoes
Toe straps for Japanese style wooden clogs
Togas
Top coats
Top hats
Topcoats
Tops [clothing]
Toques [hats]
Track pants
Track suits
Track tops
Tracksuits
Trainers [footwear]
Training pants [clothing] for babies
Training shoes
Training suits
Trekking boots
Trench coats
Trenchcoats
Trews
Trouser socks
Trouser straps
Trousers
Trousers for sweating
Trousers of leather
Trousers shorts
T-shirts
Tunics
Turbans
Turtleneck pullovers
Turtleneck sweaters
Turtlenecks
Tutus
Tuxedo belts
Tuxedos
Twin sets
Udeng [male headwear]
Under garments
Underclothes
Underclothing
Underclothing for babies
Underclothing for boys
Underclothing for children
Underclothing for girls
Underclothing for men
Underclothing for women
Undergarments
Underpants
Undershirts
Undershirts for kimonos (juban)
Undershirts for kimonos (koshimaki)
Underskirts
Underwear
Uniforms
Uniforms for athletes
Uniforms for commercial use
Unlined jackets
Uppers for Japanese style sandals
Uppers of woven rattan for Japanese style sandals
Valenki [felted boots]
Veils [clothing]
Vest tops
Vests
Visors [hats]
Visors [headwear]
Volleyball shoes
Waist bands [parts of clothing]
Waist belts
Waist strings for kimonos (koshihimo)
Waistbands
Waistcoats
Walking shoes
Warm up suits
Warm-up suits
Waterpolo caps
Waterproof babies' pants [underwear]
Waterproof boots
Waterproof clothing
Waterproof headgear
Waterproof jackets
Waterproof pants
Waterproof suits for motorcyclists
Water-resistant clothing
Waterskiing suits
Wax jackets
Weather coats
Weather resistant outer clothing
Weatherproof clothing
Weatherproof coats
Weatherproof jackets
Webbed belts
Wedding dresses
Wedding gowns
Wellington boots
Welts for footwear
Wet boots
Wet suits for water-skiing
Wet suits for windsurfing
Wetsuits for surface watersports
Wetsuits for surfing
Wetsuits for water-skiing
White coats for hospital use
Wimples
Wind coats
Wind jackets
Wind resistant jackets
Wind resistant tops
Wind vests
Windcheaters
Wind-jackets
Windproof jackets
Wind-resistant vests
Winter boots
Winter coats
Women's ceremonial dresses
Women's clothing
Women's foldable slippers
Women's shoes
Women's suits
Women's underwear
Wooden main bodies of Japanese style wooden clogs
Wooden shoes
Wooden shoes [footwear]
Wooden supports of Japanese style wooden clogs
Woollen clothing
Woollen socks
Woollen tights
Woolly hats
Work boots
Work shoes
Working overalls
Working shoes
Woven articles of clothing
Woven garments
Woven shirts
Wrap belts for kimonos (datemaki)
Wraparounds
Wraps [clothing]
Wrist warmers
Wristbands [clothing]
Yashmaks
Zori
Adhesive patches for textile
Adjustable fasteners for clothing
Ankle garters
Apparatus for curling the hair, other than hand implements
Appliques [haberdashery]
Appliqués [haberdashery]
Appliques being textile smallwares
Appliques of textile
Arm bands [clothing accessories]
Armbands for holding sleeves
Arrangements of artificial flowers for decorative purposes
Articles for use in embroidery
Artificial blossoms for attachment to clothing
Artificial corsages
Artificial flower arrangements
Artificial flower wreaths
Artificial flowers
Artificial flowers of paper
Artificial flowers of plastics
Artificial flowers of textile
Artificial foliage
Artificial fruit
Artificial garlands
Artificial plants
Artificial topiaries
Artificial trees [other than christmas trees]
Artificial vegetables
Back-hairpieces for Japanese hair styling (tabomino)
Badges for wear made from textile materials
Badges for wear made of common metal
Badges for wear made of leather
Badges for wear, not of precious metal
Beads for trimming
Beads other than for making jewelry [haberdashery]
Beads, other than for making jewellery
Beads, other than for making jewelry
Beard nets
Beard restraints for the food service industry
Belt buckles
Belt buckles for clothing
Belt buckles of precious metal [for clothing]
Belt clasps
Binding needles
Bindings being textile smallware
Bindings for hemming clothing
Birds' feathers [clothing accessories]
Blossoms for attachment to clothing
Bouse fasteners
Bobbin lace
Bobbins [not parts of machines]
Bobbins for retaining embroidery floss or wool [not parts of machines]
Bobby pins
Bodkins
Bonnet pins [not of precious metal]
Bonnet pins not of precious metal
Boot laces
Borders and edgings for clothing
Borders for hemming clothing
Bouquets of artificial flowers
Bows for clothing
Bows for the hair
Boxes for needles
Boxes of precious metal for needles
Bra inserts for enhancing the bust for cosmetic purposes
Braid
Braids
Brassards
Brassards [military armbands]
Brooches [clothing accessories]
Brooches for clothing
Buckles [clothing accessories]
Buckles for clothing [clothing buckles]
Buckles of precious metal [clothing accessories]
Buttons
Buttons being fastenings
Buttons for attachment to clothing
Buttons for clothing
Buttons for fixing by means of punches
Buttons for sewing
Buttons incorporating hooks and eyes
Buttons used in upholstery
Buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles
Campaign buttons
Canvas needles
Card holder lanyards
Cases adapted to hold crochet hooks
Cases adapted to hold knitting needles
Cemara [false hair]
Charms, other than for jewellery, key rings or key chains
Charms, other than for jewelry, key rings or key chains
Chenille [passementerie]
Chignons for Japanese hair styling (mage)
Clam clips for hair
Clasp fasteners
Clasps for clothing
Clips for clothing
Clothing buckles
Club badges for wear, not of precious metal
Cockades
Collar stays
Collar studs, not of precious metal
Collar supports
Common metal fasteners for clothing
Competitors' numbers
Concealed fastening devices for clothing
Cords for clothing
Cords for rimming, for clothing
Corset busks
Crochet hooks
Crochet needles
Curling pins
Darning lasts
Darning needles
Decorative articles for the hair
Decorative bands
Decorative pins for wear, other than jewellery
Decorative ribbons
Dress body fasteners
Edgings for clothing
Elastic for tying hair
Elastic for use in dressmaking
Elastic ribbons
Elasticised hair bands
Elasticised hair ribbons
Electric hair curlers, other than hand implements
Electric hair curling apparatus, other than hand implements
Electric hair rollers, other than hand implements
Electric hair setting apparatus containing heated hair rollers, other than hand implements
Electrically heated apparatus for curling hair, other than hand implements
Electrically heated curling appliances, other than hand implements
Embellishments for hosiery
Emblems in the nature of appliques
Embroidered badges for clothing
Embroidered emblems
Embroidered patches
Embroidered patches for clothing
Embroidery
Embroidery for garments
Embroidery laces
Embroidery needles
Entomological pins
Epaulettes
Expanding bands for holding sleeves
Eyelets
Eyelets for clothing
Eyelets for shoes
Eyes for clothing
False beards
False hair
False hair for Japanese hair styling (kamoji)
False hairpieces
False hems
False moustaches
Fancy goods [embroidery]
Fasteners for brassieres
Fasteners for clothing
Fastening devices for clothing
Fastenings for braces
Fastenings for clothing
Fastenings for footwear
Fastenings for suspenders
Feathers [clothing accessories]
Festival badges for wear, not of precious metal
Festoons [embroidery]
Floral decorations [artificial]
Frames for crochet
Frills [lacework]
Frills for clothing
Fringes
Gold embroidery
Grips for the hair
Haberdashery
Haberdashery, except thread
Hair bands
Hair barrettes
Hair bows
Hair buckles
Hair buttons
Hair clips
Hair coloring caps
Hair colouring caps
Hair curl clips
Hair curlers, other than hand implements
Hair curling apparatus being electrically heated, other than hand implements
Hair curling papers
Hair curling pins
Hair decorations
Hair elastics
Hair extensions
Hair fasteners
Hair grips
Hair nets
Hair netting
Hair ornaments
Hair ornaments in the form of combs
Hair pieces
Hair pins
Hair ribbons
Hair scrunchies
Hair slides
Hair tassel ornaments for Japanese hair styling (negake)
Hairpieces
Hairpieces for Japanese hair styling (kamishin)
Hand-knitting needles
Hat bands
Hat pins, other than jewellery
Hat trimmings
Heat adhesive patches for decoration of textile articles
Heat adhesive patches for decoration of textile articles [haberdashery]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Heat adhesive patches for repairing textile articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Heat transfer emblems of textile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Hem clips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Hemming web for ironing-on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Hook and eye fasteners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Hook and loop fasteners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Hook and loop fastening tapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Hook and pile fastening tapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Hooks [haberdashery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Hooks and eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Hooks for corsets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Hooks for tabi (Kohaze)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Hosiery loom needles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Human hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Human hairpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Jacquard lace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Knitted cords [clothing accessories]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Knitting bobbins, other than parts of machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Knitting needles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Knitting pins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lace for edgings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lace for use on blinds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lace for use on curtains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lace trimming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lace trimmings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Laces [except embroidery laces]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Laces for boots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Laces for footwear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Laces for shoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lacing needles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lanyards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lanyards [cords] for wear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lapel badges, other than jewellery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lapel buttons, other than jewellery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lapel pins, other than jewellery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Latched hooks [needles]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lettering for marking fabric articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lettering for marking textile articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Letters and numerals of textile for decorating clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Letters for marking linen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Marking pins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Marking rings for use in knitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Metal badges for wear, not precious metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Metal fasteners for shoes and boots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Mica spangles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Monogram tabs for marking linen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Name tags [textile] for ironing-on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Name tags of textile for identifying clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Name tags of textile for marking clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Neckstraps for card holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Needle cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Needle cassettes of precious metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Needle cushions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Needlecraft kits
Needles
Needles for wool combing machines
Needle-threaders
Nipple covers for cosmetic purposes
Non-metallic badges for wear
Non-metallic buttons for wear
Non-metallic spools for cotton [not parts of machines]
Non-metallic spools for threads [not parts of machines]
Non-metallic spools for yarns [not parts of machines]
Novelty badges for wear
Novelty buttons
Novelty buttons [badges] for wear
Numerals for marking linen
Numerals or letters for marking linen
Oriental hair pins
Ornamental adhesive patches for jackets
Ornamental badges [buttons] for wear
Ornamental bows of textile for decoration
Ornamental cloth patches
Ornamental novelty badges [buttons]
Ornaments for clothing, not of precious metal
Ornaments for the hair
Orsedew [trimmings for clothing]
Ostrich feathers [clothing accessories]
Outdoor artificial foliage
Passementerie
Patches for repairing textile articles
Patches for use in the repair of clothing
Picot [lace]
Picots
Pigtail ribbons for Korean hair style (Daeng-gi)
Pin and needle cushions
Pin cushions
Pins for the hair
Pins with glass heads
Pins, other than jewellery
Pins, other than jewellery [jewelry (Am.)]
Plaited hair
Plaits of hair
Plants for aquaria [artificial]
Plants for ponds [artificial]
Ponytail holders
Ponytail holders and hair ribbons
Press buttons
Press-studs
Prize ribbons
Reinforcing tapes for clothing
Reinforcing tapes for dressmaking
Ribands
Ribbons
Ribbons [haberdashery]
Ribbons of textile for packaging and for wrapping
Ribbons of textile materials
Ribbons with artificial stones
Rivet buttons
Rosettes [haberdashery]
Rosettes of textile materials
Rubber bands for hair
Rug hooks
Saddlers’ needles
Safety pins
Scarf clips not being jewelry
Sealing ribbons
Sequins
Setting pins
Sewing boxes
Sewing fasteners
Sewing kits
Sewing machine needles
Sewing needles
Sewing needles with an oval eye
Sewing thimbles
Shapes for making lace
Shapes for making pompons
Shapes of cloth for making patchworks
Shirt buttons
Shoe buckles
Shoe clips, not of precious metal
Shoe eyelets
Shoe fasteners
Shoe hooks
Shoe lace fastening devices
Shoe laces
Shoe ornaments not of precious metal
Shoe trimmings
Shoemakers’ needles
Shoulder pads for clothing
Shuttles for making fishing nets
Silicon bra inserts for enhancing the bust for cosmetic purposes
Silk flowers
Silk ribbons
Silver embroidery
Skirt flounces
Slide fasteners
Slide fasteners [zipppers]
Smallwares for crochet
Smallwares for dressmaking
Smallwares for embroidery
Smallwares for haberdashery
Smallwares for knitting
Smallwares for sewing
Smallwares for tailoring
Snap buttons for clothing
Snap fasteners
Snap fasteners [press fasteners and press studs]
Snap hooks [fasteners]
Snap rings [fasteners]
Souvenir badges [novelty] for wear, not of precious metal
Spangles for clothing
Spangles for decoration, not of precious metal
Special sash clips for obi (obi-dome)
Starched cords for use in dressmaking
Stich holders for use in knitting
Sticks for use in decorating the hair
Sticks for use in styling the hair
Stiffening supports for collars
Stitch counters
Stitch holders
Strap buckles
strap holders [dressmaking materials]
Strips of plastics for use in highlighting of hair
Strips of plastics for use in tinting of hair
Studs for clothing
Suspender ends [fasteners]
Suspender holders [fasteners]
Synthetic hair
Synthetic hairpieces
Tailors' tackers [pins]
Tapes for curtain headings
Tapes for repairing textile articles
Tapes for use in making hems
Tassels [haberdashery]
Tatami needles
Tatting shuttles
Textile patches for ironing-on
Textile piping
Textile plants on artificial stems
Textile plants on natural stems
Textile smallwares for dressmaking
Textile trimmings
Tinsels [trimmings for clothing]
Top-knots [pompoms]
Touch and close fasteners for clothing
Toupees
Toupees [false hair]
Tresses of hair
Trimmings for clothing
Trouser clips for cyclists
Tusuk Konde [hair ornament]
Twisted cords for clothing
Twisted cords for rimming clothing
Under wires for brassieres
Velvet ribbons
Waving pins for the hair
Whalebones for clothing
Whalebones for corsets
Wigs
Wigs for wear
Woggles
Woollen laces
Wreaths of artificial flowers
Zip fasteners
Zip fasteners for bags
Zipper fasteners
Zipper pulls
Zippers
Zippers for bags
Zips
Anti-slip floor coverings
Anti-slip floor coverings for use on staircases
Anti-slip material for use under floor coverings
Area rugs
Artificial grass
Artificial lawn
Artificial turf
Artificial turf for laying on the surfaces of recreational areas
Automobile carpets
Bath mats
Bathroom mats
Bathroom rugs
Bathroom tiles [carpet]
Borders being wall decorations in the nature of wall coverings
Carpet backing
Carpet inlays
Carpet protectors
Carpet tile backing
Carpet tiles
Carpet tiles for covering floors
Carpet tiles made of textiles
Carpet underlay
Carpet underlays
Carpeting
Carpeting for vehicles
Carpets
Carpets for automobiles
Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors
Ceiling coverings
Ceiling paper
Ceramic floor coverings
Cork tiles [floor coverings]
Coverings for ceilings
Coverings for existing floors
Coverings for walls [decorative wall hangings, not of textile]
Coverings for walls [wallpaper]
Decorative wall coverings [hangings] of non-textile materials
Decorative wall hangings, not of textile
Door mats
Door mats of textile
Door rugs
External bath mats
Fabric bath mats
Fabric wall coverings
Feeding mats for domestic pets
Floating flooring for covering existing floors
Floor covering materials for existing floors
Floor coverings
Floor coverings [mats] for use in sporting activities
Floor coverings and wall hangings made from animal skins or hides
Floor coverings for indoor use
Personal sitting mats
Plaited straw [matting]
Plastic bath mats
Plastic wall coverings
Plastic wallpaper
Reed mats
Rubber mats
Rubber-backed mats
Rugs
Runners [mats]
Rush mats with floral patterns (hana-mushiro)
Sejadah [prayer mat]
Sheepskin floor rugs
Sound-absorbent floor coverings
Squares for use as carpets
Straw mats
Synthetic sporting surfaces
Textile bath mats
Textile wall coverings
Textile wallpaper
Tikar [mat]
Tiles made of linoleum
Transfer film of plastic for use as wall coverings
Transfer film of plastic in the nature of wallpaper
Trimmings for wallpapering
Underlay for carpets
Underlay for floating flooring
Underlay for mats
Underlays for rugs
Vehicle carpets
Vinyl floor coverings
Vinyl wall coverings
Vinyl wallpaper
Wall coverings made of textile materials
Wall coverings of cork
Wall coverings of paper
Wall coverings of plastic
Wall hangings (non-textile)
Wall paper
Wallpaper
Wallpaper of cork
Wallpaper of plastic
Wallpaper trimmings
Wallpaper with a textile covering
Wallpapers
Wrestling mats
Yoga mats
Abdomen protectors [parts of sports suits]
Abdomen protectors adapted for use in specific sporting activities [parts of sports suits]
Abdomen protectors for athletic use
Abdomen protectors for Taekwondo
Accessories for dolls
Action figure dolls
Action figure toys
Action figures [toys or playthings]
Action toys
Activity sets [toys or playthings]
Adhesive grip tape for sports equipment
Aerosol actuator guns [playthings]
Air hockey tables
Amusement apparatus adapted for use with television receivers only
Amusement apparatus being coin-operated
Amusement apparatus being counter operated
Amusement apparatus for use in arcades
Amusement apparatus for use with television screens
Amusement apparatus incorporating television screens
Amusement gaming apparatus
Amusement machines incorporating sound reproducing facilities [playthings]
Amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated
Amusement park rides
Angling bank stick supports
Angling nets
Ankle and wrist weights for exercise
Apparatus for ball games
Apparatus for bowling, pitching, serving or throwing balls
Apparatus for boxing
Apparatus for Corinthian games
Apparatus for creating conjuring tricks
Apparatus for creating illusions
Apparatus for creating magic effects
Apparatus for electronic games
Apparatus for games
Apparatus for gymnastic exercises
Apparatus for gymnastics
Apparatus for juggling
Apparatus for launching clay pigeons
Apparatus for launching clay plates
Apparatus for Pachinko games
Apparatus for performing magic tricks
Apparatus for playing games involving words
Apparatus for playing sports
Apparatus for playing squash
Apparatus for playing the game of badminton
Apparatus for playing the game of baseball
Apparatus for playing the game of billiards
Apparatus for playing the game of chess
Apparatus for playing the game of mah-jong
Apparatus for playing the game of ping pong
Apparatus for playing the game of snooker
Apparatus for playing the game of softball
Apparatus for playing the game of tennis
Apparatus for racquet sports
Apparatus for skating
Apparatus for skiing
Apparatus for sports for use with water
Apparatus for sports utilising water
Apparatus for use in angling
Apparatus for use in fishing
Apparatus for use in golfing
Apparatus for use in outdoor sporting activities
Apparatus for use in playing a paintball combat game
Apparatus for use in playing games
Apparatus for use in playing the game of rugby
Apparatus for use in sports
Apparatus for use in the game of cricket
Apparatus for use in the game of football
Apparatus for use in the game of golf
Apparatus for use in toning muscles, other than for medical rehabilitation
Apparatus for use in training for the game of rugby [sporting equipment]
Apparatus for use with board games
Apparatus sold as a unit for playing parlour games
Appliances for gymnastics
Appliances for physical exercise, other than for medical use
Arcade amusement and games machines, automatic and coin-operated
Arcade video game machines
Archery apparatus
Archery bows
Archery implements
Archery implements [of Japanese and western styles]
Archery quivers
Archery targets
Arm pads adapted for use in sporting activities
Arm pads for skateboarding
Arm protectors for athletic use
Arrows [for archery]
Articles for exercising the body, other than for medical purposes
Articles for playing darts
Articles for playing golf
Articles for playing jokes
Articles for playing tricks
Articles for use in ball games
Articles for use in card games involving words
Articles for use in playing board games
Articles for use in playing card games
Articles for use in playing cricket
Articles for use in playing golf
Articles for use in playing the game of marbles
Articles for use in playing the games of tennis
Articles for use in the sport of fencing
Articles for use in watersports
Articles for use with ball games
Articles of clothing for dolls
Articles of clothing for teddy bears
Articles of clothing for toys
Articles of sporting apparatus
Articles of sports apparatus
Articles sold in kit form for making dolls
Articles sold in kit form for making dolls' clothes
Artificial Christmas trees
Artificial chum for fishing
Artificial climbing walls
Artificial fishing bait
Artificial flies for use in angling
Artificial snow for Christmas trees
Artificial targets
Ascenders [mountaineering equipment]
Asymmetrical bars for physical exercise, other than for medical use
Athletic protective arm pads for skateboarding
Athletic protective elbow pads for skateboarding
Athletic protective elbow pads for skating
Athletic protective knee pads for skateboarding
Athletic protective wrist pads for skateboarding
Athletics apparatus
Audible indicating apparatus for use in fishing
Baby dolls
Baby gyms
Baby playthings
Baby rattles
Baby swings
Back supports [belts] for weightlifters
Backgammon games
Backgammon sets
Badminton nets
Badminton rackets
Badminton racquets
Badminton shuttlecocks
Badminton strings
Bag stands for golf bags
Bags adapted for carrying articles for playing the game of bowls
Bags adapted for carrying sporting articles
Bags adapted for fishing
Bags adapted for holding articles for skiing
Bags adapted for sporting articles
Bags adapted to carry gymnastic articles
Bags adapted to carry sports implements
Bags adapted to hold fencing equipment
Bags adapted to hold fishing tackle
Bags especially designed for skis and surfboards
Bags especially designed for surfboards
Bags for skateboards
Bags specially adapted for handheld video games
Bags specially adapted for sports equipment
Bait [artificial]
Bait bags for holding live bait
Bait throwers
Balance beams [for gymnastic]
Ball catchers
Ball game field apparatus
Ball games
Ball holders
Ball inflator adaptors
Ball inflators
Ball pitching machines
Balloons
Balls being sporting articles
Balls for games
Balls for gymnastic games
Balls for juggling
Balls for play
Balls for playing games
Balls for playing sports
Balls for sports
Balls made of foam
Barbells
Bar-bells
Bar-bells [for weight lifting]
Barrels for darts
Baseball bases
Baseball bat cases
Baseball bats
Baseball batting gloves
Baseball gloves
Baseball masks
Baseball mitts
Baseball pitching machines
Baseballs
Baseballs [not soft]
Basketball backboards
Basketball baskets
Basketball goals
Basketball hoops
Basketball nets
Basketballs
Bath toys
Bathing floats
Bathtub toys
Bats [sporting articles]
Bats for games
Battery operated toys
Battery-powered computer game with LCD screen
Batting gloves
Batting gloves [accessories for games]
Battledore paddles (hagoitas)
Beach balls
Beams [gymnastic apparatus]
Beanbags in the form of playthings
Bells for Christmas trees
Belts for weightlifting
Bench press machines [exercise apparatus]
Benches for gymnastic use
Benches for sporting use
Billiard apparatus
Billiard balls
Billiard cue tips
Billiard cues
Billiard equipment
Billiard markers
Billiard table cushions
Billiard tables
Bindings for alpine skis
Bindings for snowboards
Bingo cards
Bite alarms for use in angling
Bite indicators
Bite indicators [fishing tackle]
Bite sensors
Bite sensors [fishing tackle]
Bladders of balls for games
Board games
Boards used in the practice of water sports
Bob sleds [sporting apparatus]
Bobblehead dolls
Bob-sleighs
Bodhidharma dolls with pupils undrawn (menashi-daruma)
Body rehabilitation apparatus
Body toner apparatus [exercise]
Body training apparatus [exercise]
Bodyboard leashes
Bodyboards
Body-building apparatus
Body-surfing boards
Body-training apparatus
Booms for sailboards
Boule games
Bouncers [playthings]
Bouncing toys
Bowling apparatus and machinery
Bowling bags
Bowling balls
Bowling gloves
Bowling machines
Bowls [games]
Bowls bags
Bowls' grip-paste
Bows for archery
Bows for Japanese archery (yumi)
Bowstrings
Boxing gloves
Bride dolls
Bubble making wand and solution sets
Buckets [playthings]
Building blocks [toys]
Building bricks [toys]
Building games
Butterfly nets
Caddie bags for golf clubs
Camouflage screens [sports articles]
Camouflage screens for hunting purposes
Candle holders for Christmas trees
Caps [percussive] for toy pistols
Caps for pistols [toys]
Card games
Card shuffling machines
Cards [games]
Cards for use in magic tricks
Carnival caps
Carnival hats
Carnival masks
Carriages for dolls
Carriers for croquet sets
Cases adapted for carrying ski poles
Cases adapted for carrying skis
Cases adapted for carrying sporting apparatus
Cases adapted for sporting articles
Cases for action figures
Cases for fishing rods
Cases for playing cards
Cases for tennis balls
Cases in the form of quivers for sports implements
Catapult bait pouches
Catapults [sporting articles]
Catchers' masks
Chalk for billiard cues
Chalk for billiard cues [billiard chalk]
Chalk for snooker cues
Checkerboards
Checkers [games]
Checkers games
Checkers pieces
Checkers sets
Chess game apparatus incorporating memory devices
Chess games
Chess pieces
Chess sets
Chessboards
Chest expanders
Chest expanders [exercisers]
Chest protectors [for baseball]
Chest protectors [for hockey]
Chest protectors adapted for martial arts
Chest protectors for athletic use
Children's benches being playthings
Children's four-wheeled vehicles [playthings]
Children's play tables
Children's playground apparatus
Children's playhouses
Children's playthings
Children's punch balls
Children's ride-on toy vehicles
Children's riding vehicles [playthings]
Children's scooters [playthings]
Children's tables being playthings
Children's toy bicycles other than for transport
Children's toys
Chips for gambling
Christmas crackers
Christmas novelties
Christmas stockings
Christmas tree [synthetic]
Christmas tree decorations
Christmas tree stands
Christmas trees of synthetic material
Claw crane game machines
Clay pigeon traps
Clay pigeons [targets]
Climbers' harness
Climbing frames [playthings]
Climbing slides being play apparatus for children
Clockwork toys [of metal]
Clockwork toys [of plastics]
Clothes for dolls
Clothes for European dolls
Clothes for Japanese traditional dolls
Clothing for dolls
Clothing for teddy bears
Clothing for toy figures
Coin-actuated amusement machines
Coin-actuated billiard tables
Coin-actuated entertainment machines
Coin-fed amusement machines
Coin-fed billiard tables
Coin-operated amusement apparatus
Coin-operated amusement gaming machines
Coin-operated amusement machines
Coin-operated billiard tables
Coin-operated electrical amusement apparatus
Coin-operated electronic amusement apparatus
Coin-operated entertainment machines
Coin-operated games
Coin-operated games machines
Coin-operated gaming machines
Coin-operated pinball game machines
Coin-operated pool tables
Coin-operated slot machines
Coin-operated video amusement apparatus
Compendiums of board games
Computer controlled exercise apparatus, other than for therapeutic use
Computer controlled training apparatus, other than for therapeutic use
Computer games apparatus
Computer games instruments
Cones or witches hats for training purposes
Confetti
Congklak [board game]
 Conjuring apparatus
Construction games
Construction kits for playing
Construction sets [playthings]
Construction toys
Containers adapted for holding darts
Containers adapted for ski bindings
Containers adapted for ski sticks
Containers adapted for skis
Controllers for game consoles
Controllers for toys
Conveyances for dolls
Conveyances for teddy bears
Corner flags for sports
Cosaques [toy fireworks]
Costumes being children's playthings
Cots for dolls
Counters [discs] for games
Counters for games
Coverings for table tennis bats
Covers for golf club heads
Covers for golf clubs
Covers for ski bindings
Crackers [cosaques]
Crackers [party novelties]
Craft kits for games and playthings
Craft toys sold complete
Craft toys sold in kit form
Creels [fishing traps]
Crepe paper streamers
Cribbage boards
Crickets bags
Crickets bats
Crossbows [sporting apparatus]
Cubes for juggling
Cuddly toys
Cue cases
Cue extensions
Cue tips
Cups for dice
Curling brooms
Curling stones
Cycling machines [stationary]
Dakon [board game]
Dart board cabinets
Dart board overlays
Dart boards
Dart boxes
Dart flights
Dart games
Dart mats
Dart points
Dart shafts
Dart sharpeners
Dart wallets
Darts
Decorations for Christmas trees
Decoy ducks for hunting
Decoys for hunting or fishing
Decoys for scaring birds and other pests
Detonating caps [toys]
Dice
Dice counters
Dice cups
Dice galleries being compendiums of dice games
Dice games
Discuss [for field sports]
Discuss for sports
Distance mats for use in the game of darts
Diving fins
Divot repair tools [golf accessories]
Dog toys
Dolls
Dolls' beds
Dolls' clothes
Dolls' clothing
Dolls' clothing accessories
Dolls' feeding bottles
Dolls for playing
Dolls' furniture
Dolls' houses
Dolls in sitting posture (osuwari dolls)
Dolls' rooms
Domino sets
Dominoes
Draughtboards
Draughts [games]
Drawing toys
Dreidels
Dresses for dolls
Drones [toys]
Dumb-bell shafts [for weight lifting]
Dumb-bells
Dumb-bells [for weight lifting]
Dye paintballs for use as projectiles in war games
Edges of skis
Educational playthings
Educational playthings for use in teaching
Educational toys
Elbow guards [sports articles]
Elbow guards for use in skateboarding
Electric action toys
Electric amusement apparatus
Electric amusement apparatus adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor
Electric playthings
Electric train sets [toys]
Electrical chess games
Electro-mechanical games playing apparatus
Electronic action toys
Electronic activity toys
Electronic activity toys incorporating a talking mechanism
Electronic amusement apparatus adapted for use with liquid crystal displays
Electronic amusement apparatus for use with television receivers
Electronic amusement apparatus incorporating a liquid crystal display
Electronic arcade games
Electronic bite indicators for use in angling
Electronic educational teaching games
Electronic educational teaching games for children
Electronic games
Electronic games consoles
Electronic games for the teaching of children
Electronic games incorporating their own visual display facilities
Electronic games machines
Electronic games, coin-operated
Electronic playthings
Electronic remote controlled toy vehicles
Electronic remote controlled toys
Electronic sound controlled toy motor cars
Electronic targets
Electronic targets for games and sports
Electronic toys
Electronically operated toy vehicles
Epee [fencing weapons]
Equipment for making soap bubbles [toys]
European style dolls
Exercise apparatus, other than for medical rehabilitative purposes
Exercise balls
Exercise devices, other than for medical rehabilitative purposes
Exercise equipment, other than for medical rehabilitative purposes
Exercise machines, other than for medical rehabilitative purposes
Exercise steppers
Exercise trampolines
Exercise treadmills
Exercise weights
Exercisers [expanders]
Exercisers for babies
Exercising apparatus, other than for medical rehabilitative purposes
Explosive bonbons [Christmas crackers]
Fabric dolls
Face masks being playthings
Face masks for cyclists
Face masks for sports
Fairground ride apparatus
Fancy dress outfits being children's playthings
Fencing articles
Fencing gauntlets
Fencing gloves
Fencing masks
Fencing weapons
Festive decorations, other than lights
Fighting machines being playthings
Fighting machines being toys
Figures for tic tac toe and abacus
Figurines being toys
Finger tabs for archery
Fins for swimming
Fins for windsurfing boards
Fish hooks
Fish lures
Fishing apparatus
Fishing articles
Fishing bags
Fishing bait [synthetic]
Fishing creels
Fishing floats
Fishing gaffs
Fishing ground baits, artificial
Fishing holdalls
Fishing line casts
Fishing lines
Fishing plumbs
Fishing poles
Fishing reel cases
Fishing reels
Fishing rod blanks
Fishing rod cases
Fishing rod rests
Fishing rod supports
Fishing rods
Fishing sinkers
Fishing stools
Fishing tackle
Fishing tackle bags
Fishing tackle boxes
Fishing tackle float swivels
Fishing tackle floats
Fishing tackle holdalls
Fishing tackle terminal tackle
Fishing tackle wallets
Fishing weights
Fist guards [sporting articles]
Fist protectors [sporting articles]
Fitness apparatus
Fitness exercise appliances
Fitness exercise machines
Fitted head covers for golf clubs
Fittings for fishing rod handles
Flags for use in sports training
Flags for use in sports umpiring or refereeing
Flies for fishing
Flights being parts of darts
Flippers for swimming
Float suits for swimming
Floating inflatable playthings
Floats for angling
Floats for fishing
Floor-mounted punch balls
Fluffy toys
Flumes
Flying discs
Flying discs [toys]
Flying disks
Fly-tying materials for making flies for fishing
Foils [fencing weapon]
Foils for fencing
Foosball tables
Football blocking sleds
Football gloves
Football or soccer goals
Footballs
Frames for hanging play equipment
Free-standing mechanical apparatus for use in simulated rock climbing
Furniture for doll's houses
Furniture for doll's houses
Game cards
Game machines, automatic and coin-operated
Games
Games adapted for use with dot matrix liquid crystal displays
Games adapted for use with television receivers
Games for adults
Games for children
Games in the form of quizzes
Games incorporating toy cars
Games involving gambling
Games of chance
Games of dominoes
Games, toys and playthings
Gaming apparatus
Gaming keypads
Gaming machines
Gaming machines for gambling
Gaming mice
Gauntlets [for fencing]
Gauntlets [gloves for archery]
Glide-arounds being maypole type roundabouts
Gliders [playthings]
Gliders [scale models]
Gloves for games
Gloves for golf
Gloves made specifically for use in playing sports
Gloves specifically adapted for sporting purposes
Go boards
Go games
Go stones
Goal nets
Goal posts
Golf apparatus
Golf bag carts
Golf bag travel covers
Golf bag trolleys
Golf bags
Golf bags with or without wheels
Golf bags, with or without wheels
Golf ball markers
Golf ball retrievers
Golf ball spotters
Golf balls
Golf club bags
Golf club covers
Golf club grips
Golf club head covers
Golf club heads
Golf club shafts
Golf clubs
Golf games
Golf gloves
Golf irons
Golf mats
Golf practice apparatus
Golf practice nets
Golf putters
Golf swing alignment apparatus
Golf tee bags
Golf tees
Golf training aids
Golfing apparatus
Grip bands for badminton rackets
Grip bands for squash rackets
Grip bands for table tennis bats
Grip bands for tennis rackets
Grip ribbons for rackets
Grip strings for racquets
Grip tape for racquets
Grips for golf clubs
Grips for sporting articles
Grips for the handles of sporting articles
Ground bait [artificial]
Gut for fishing
Gut for rackets
Guts for rackets [for tennis or badminton]
Gym balls for yoga
Gymnastic and sporting articles
Gymnastic apparatus
Gymnastic articles
Gymnastic exercising apparatus
Gymnastic parallel bars
Gymnastic training stools
Gyrosopes and flight stabilizers for model aircraft
Halloween masks
Hand exercisers, other than for therapeutic use
Hand held computer gaming apparatus
Hand held electronic gaming apparatus
Hand held interactive gaming apparatus
Hand paddles
Hand protectors adapted for sporting use
Hand puppets
Handballs
Hand-held games with liquid crystal displays
Handles for fishing rods
Handles for golf clubs
Handles for sporting goods
Hang gliders
Harness for sailboards
Harnesses [restraints] for use with sporting articles
Harpoon guns [sports articles]
Harpoons for harpoon guns [sporting articles]
Head caps for wear when playing rugby football
Head covers for badminton rackets
Head covers for golf clubs
Head covers for rackets
Head covers for squash rackets
Head covers for tennis rackets
Headgear for dolls
Heads of golf iron sets
Hip protectors specially made for playing sports [parts of sports suits]
Hip-guards specially made for playing sports [parts of sports suits]
Hockey games
Hockey goals
Hockey pucks
Hockey sticks
Holdalls adapted to hold sporting articles
Holders for darts
Home video game machines
Hooks for fishing
Hoops for rhythmic sportive gymnastics
Horizontal bars [for gymnastic]
Horizontal pinball machine (korinto-game machines)
Horseshoe games
Hunting bows
Hunting game calls
Hurdles [for track sports]
Hurdles for use in athletics
Hurdles for use in sports training
Ice hockey pucks
Ice hockey sticks
Ice skate blades
Ice skates
Ice skates blades
Imitation bones being playthings for dogs
Imitation bones being toys for dogs
Imitation cosmetic preparations being playthings
Imitation cosmetic preparations being toys
Indoor fitness apparatus, other than for medical purposes
Indoor games
Indoor play apparatus for children
Infant development toys
Infant toys
Infants' swing seats
Infants' swings
Inflatable armbands for swimming
Inflatable balloon cheering sticks
Inflatable bath toys
Inflatable bop bags
Inflatable jackets for use in under water swimming
Inflatable mats for recreational use
Inflatable play equipment
Inflatable play pools made of plastics materials
Inflatable pool toys
Inflatable pools for recreational use
Inflatable punching bags
Inflatable ride-on toys
Inflatable swimming floats
Inflatable swimming pools [play articles]
Inflatable thin rubber toys
Inflatable toys
Inflatable vests for use in under water swimming
In-line roller skates
In-line skates
Interlocking toy construction pieces
Japanese chess (shogi games)
Japanese dice games (sugoroku)
Japanese horizontal pinball machines [smartball machines]
Japanese playing cards (hanafuda)
Japanese playing cards (Utagaruta)
Japanese traditional dolls
Japanese vertical pinball machine (pachinko machines)
Javelins
Javelins [for field sports]
Javelins [sporting articles]
Jewellery for dolls
Jigsaw puzzles
Jigsaws
Joints for cues
Jousting sticks
Joysticks for game consoles
Joysticks for video games
Juggling equipment
Jump ropes
Jumping castles [inflatable play equipment]
Jumps for animals
Jumps for equestrian events
Jungles [play equipment]
Kaleidoscopes
Karate gloves
Karate kick pads
Karate shin pads
Karate target pads
Karuta playing cards (Japanese card game)
Kendo bamboo swords
Kendo masks
Kendo plastrons
Kendo wooden swords
Keno cards
Kick boards
Kicking balls
Kicking tees
Kite handles
Kite reels
Kite tails
Kiteboards
Kites
Kits [sold complete] for the construction of scale models [toys]
Kits of parts [sold complete] for constructing miniatures [toys]
Kits of parts [sold complete] for constructing models [toys]
Kits of parts [sold complete] for constructing toy models
Kits of parts [sold complete] for constructing toys
Kits of parts [sold complete] for making toy model cars
Kits of parts [sold complete] for making toy models
Kits of parts [sold complete] for the assembly of toys
Kits of parts [sold complete] for the construction of toys
Kleng-Ek [kite]
Knee guards [sports articles]
Knee guards adapted for use whilst playing sports
Knee pads adapted for use whilst playing sports
Knee protectors adapted for use whilst playing sports
Kokeshi dolls
Korean chess boards (Jang-gi pan)
Korean chess pieces (Jang-gi pieces)
Korean dominos (Glopae)
Korean playing cards (Hwatoo)
Kote gauntlets
Lacrosse balls
Lacrosse stick strings
Lacrosse sticks
Landing nets [for anglers]
Landing nets for anglers
Landing nets for fishing
Latex balloons for play
Lawn tennis rackets
Lawn tennis racquets
League skittles sets
Leg exercising apparatus, other than for medical use
Leg guards [cricket pads]
Leg guards [sports articles]
Leg guards adapted for playing sport
Lever action toys
Line casts for fly-fishing
Lines for fishing
Linings for fishing rods
Lottery tickets
Lottery wheels
Lures for fishing
Lures for hunting
Lures for hunting or fishing
Machines for physical exercises
Machines incorporating weights for use in physical exercise
Magic tricks
Mah jong games
Mah-jong
Manipulative games
Manipulative puzzles
Manually operated exercise apparatus, other than for medical use
Marbles
Marbles for games
Marionettes
Markers [counters] for playing games
Martial arts training equipment
Masks [playthings]
Masks for protecting the face [sporting apparatus]
Masts for sailboards
Matryoshka dolls
Mechanical games
Mechanically operated games
Men's athletic supporters [sports articles]
Merry-go-rounds
Metal toys
Metallic hurdles [sporting apparatus]
Miniature car models [toys or playthings]
Miniature replica football kits
Miniature vehicles being toys
Miniatures for use in games
Miniatures for use in hobby games
Miniatures for use in playing games
Miniatures for use in war games
Miniatures in kit form for use in war games
Mobiles [toys]
Model aeroplanes [toys or playthings]
Model aeroplanes [toys or playthings] being capable of flight
Model aeroplanes [toys or playthings] having a motor and flown by remote control
Model animals [toys or playthings]
Model cars
Model cars [toys or playthings]
Model cars [toys or playthings] for sale in kit form
Model cars [toys or playthings] having a motor and driven by remote control
Model figures [toys or playthings]
Model figures [toys or playthings] for sale in kit form
Model figures [toys or playthings] for use in playing war games
Model live steam locomotives [toys or playthings]
Model railways
Model toy steam engines
Model toys
Model train layouts [toys]
Model train sets [toys]
Model vehicle racing sets [toys]
Model vehicles [toys or playthings]
Model vehicles [toys or playthings] incorporating a motor
Modelling dough [playthings]
Models [toys or playthings]
Models [toys or playthings] incorporating a motor
Models being toys
Models for use with hobby games
Models for use with role playing games
Models for use with war games
Models sold in kit form [toys]
Monoskis
Mosaic puzzles
Motor driven plush toys
Motor driven stuffed toys
Motor driven toy animals
Motor driven toy cans
Motor driven toy dolls
Motor driven toy flowers
Motor driven toy plants
Motor driven toys which react to sound by moving
Motor vehicle playthings
Motorised ride-on toy vehicles
Moulded pieces for games
Moulds for use in making model dolls
Mountain boards
Muscle building apparatus, other than for medical use
Muscle exercising apparatus, other than for medical use
Musical games
Musical playthings
Musical toys
Natural gut for fishing
Natural gut strings for squash rackets
Natural gut strings for tennis rackets
Needles for pumps for inflating balls for games
Non-edible Christmas tree ornaments
Ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery
Paintballs [ammunition for paintball guns]
Paintballs [ammunition for paintball guns] [sporting apparatus]
Parachutes for paragliding
Parallel bars [for gymnastic]
Parallel bars for gymnastic use
Park playground apparatus
Party favor hats
Party hats [party novelties]
Party party hats
Parlour games
Paddleboards
Paddles for surf skis
Paper hats [party novelties]
Paper models [toys]
Paper party favours
Paper party hats
Paintballs [ammunition for paintball guns]
Paintballs [ammunition for paintball guns] [sporting apparatus]
Paper toys
Paper trumpets
Paper models [playthings]
Parlor games
Parrots
Parlor games
Parlor games
Party games
Party hats [novelties for parties]
Party novelties
Party poppers
Party streamers
Paternosters [fishing tackle]
Pedal-propelled wheeled toys
Percussion caps [toys]
Petanque balls
Physical exercise apparatus, other than for medical purposes
Physical exercise machines, other than for medical purposes
Piñatas
Pinball games machines [coin or counter operated]
Pinball games machines [toys]
Pinball machines
Pitch mark repair tools [golf accessories]
Plastic keys being novelties
Plastic liners for portable swimming pools
Plastic models being toys
Plastic scale models [toys or playthings] sold in kit form
Plastic toys
Plastic toys for use in the bath
Play apparatus
Play apparatus for use in children's nurseries
Play balloons
Play balls
Play figures
Play frames
Play houses
Play money
Play picnic tables
Play sets
Play sets for action figures
Play shops
Play slides
Play structures for children
Play swimming pools
Play tents
Play tunnels
Playground apparatus
Playground apparatus for children
Playground apparatus made of metal
Playground apparatus made of plastics
Playground apparatus made of wood
Playground balls
Playground slides
Playing apparatus
Playing balls
Playing bowls
Playing card cases
Playing card shuffling device
Playing cards
Playing field cones and markers
Playsets for action figures
Playthings
Playthings in the form of animals
Playthings in the form of tools for sale in kit form
Plug-in bricks [toys]
Plush dolls
Plush figures [toys]
Plush novelty figurines
Plush stuffed toys
Plush toys
Plush toys with attached comfort blanket
Pneumatically operated paint ball guns
Poker machines [amusement machines, automatic and coin operated]
Poles for fishing
Poles for pole vaulting
Polo balls
Polo mallets
Pommel horses [for gymnastic]
Pool cue chalk
Pool cue tips
Pool cues
Pool tables
Pool tally balls
Portable ball games
Portable exercise apparatus, other than for medical use
Portable games
Portable games with liquid crystal displays
Portable golf driving ranges
Portable home gymnastic apparatus
Portable inflatable play swimming pools
Portable sight screens for cricket
Portable swimming pools
Practical jokes [novelties]
Printed lottery scratch cards
Protective carrying cases specially adapted for handheld video games
Protective covers for rackets
Protective covers for sporting articles
Protective face masks for use in the sport of fencing
Protective films adapted for screens for portable games
Protective padded articles for use in playing a specific sport
Protective padded articles for use in playing the game of cricket
Protective paddings [parts of sports suits]
Protective supports for shoulders and elbows [sports articles]
Protective vests for martial arts
Protectors for elbows for use when participating in sport
Protectors for elbows for use when participating in the sport of cricket
Protectors for elbows for use when riding bicycles [sports articles]
Protectors for elbows for use when skateboarding [sports articles]
Protectors for the knees for use when participating in sport
Protectors for the knees for use when participating in the sport of cricket
Protectors for the knees for use when riding bicycles [sports articles]
Protectors for the knees for use when skateboarding [sports articles]
Puck rebounders for hockey training
Pucks
Pull toys
Pumps specially adapted for use with balls for games
Punch bags [sporting apparatus]
Punching bags
Punching balls
Punching balls [for boxing practice]
Punching balls for boxing
Punching toys
Puppets
Push toys
Putters [sporting apparatus]
Putting cups
Putting discs for indoor putting practice
Putting mats for indoor putting practice
Putting practice mats [golf implement]
Puzzles
Quoits
Racing car games
Racket balls
Racket cases
Racket cases [for tennis or badminton]
Racket covers
Racket frames
Racketball balls
Racketball rackets
Racketballs
Rackets
Rackets for ball games
Rackets for playing badminton
Rackets for playing sports
Rackets for playing tennis
Rackets for use in ball games
Rackets for use in games
Racquet strings
Racquetball equipment
Racquets
Radio controls for model aeroplanes
Radio controls for model boats
Radio controls for model cars
Rattles [playthings]
Rattles for children
Recreational devices to be ridden while towed behind powered watercraft
Reduced sized footballs
Reduced sized goal posts
Reels for fishing
Relay batons
Remote control toys
Remote controlled flying toys
Remote controlled scale model vehicles
Remote controlled toys in the form of vehicles
Remote controls for operating flying toys
Remote controls for operating toys in the form of vehicles
Remote-controlled model aircraft
Remote-controlled model boats
Remote-controlled model cars
Remote-controlled model helicopters
Remote-controlled model vehicles
Remote-controlled model watercraft
Remote-controlled toy vehicles
Ribbons specially adapted for rhythmic sportive gymnastics
Ride-on toy vehicles
Ride-on toys
Ring games
Ring toss games
Rings for gymnastics
Rings for juggling
Rings for sports
Rockets being toy models
Rocking horses
Rocking toys
Rods for fishing
Role play games
Role playing games
Roller skate boots
Roller skates
Roller skis
Rollers for stationary exercise bicycles
Roller-skates
Rosin used by athletes
Rotating darts for games
Roulette chips
Roulette sets
Roulette wheels
Roundabouts being playthings
Rowing machines for physical exercise
Rubber balls
Rubber baseballs
Rubber based profiles for billiard table cushions
Rubber toys
Rucksacks adapted to carry specific sporting articles
Rugby balls
Rugby footballs
Running machines
Sabres [fencing weapon]
Safety harnesses [sporting equipment]
Safety restraints for use in sports
Sail board masts
Sail boards
Sailboard covers
Sailboard skegs
Sailboarders' harness
Sailboards
Sakura dolls
Sandbox toys
Sandboxes [playthings]
Sandboxes [sporting articles]
Scale model airplanes
Scale model cars [playthings]
Scale model cars [toys]
Scale model kits [toys]
Scale model vehicles
Scale models [playthings]
Scale models [toys or playthings] incorporating a motor
Scale models [toys]
Scale models sold in kits of parts for construction
Scale-model vehicles
Scent lures for hunting or fishing
Scooters [toys]
Scratch cards for playing lottery games
Seal skins [coverings for skis]
See-saws
Self-contained electronic game apparatus
Self-contained electronic tabletop game apparatus
Self-sticking ski plush to keep skis from sliding
Shafts for golf clubs
Shanks for sporting articles
Shaped bodyboard covers
Shaped covers for badminton rackets
Shaped covers for golf bags
Shaped covers for golf clubs
Shaped covers for rackets
Shaped covers for ski sticks
Shaped covers for skis
Shaped covers for sporting articles
Shaped covers for squash racquets
Shaped covers for table tennis tables
Shaped covers for tennis rackets
Shaped covers for tennis racquets
Shaped polyurethane surfboard blanks
Shaped surfboard blanks
Shin guards [sports articles]
Shin guards for athletic use
Shin guards for soccer
Shin pads [sports articles]
Shin pads for use in sports
Shin protectors [sports articles]
Shock absorption pads for protection against injury [sporting articles]
Shoes for dolls
Shogi boards
Shovels [toys or playthings]
Shuttlecocks
Shuttlecocks for badminton
Shuttlecocks for hagoita-play
Skateboard paddles
Skateboard ramps
Skateboard wheels
Skateboards
Skateboards [recreational equipment]
Skates
Skating boots with skates attached
Ski bags
Ski batons
Ski bindings
Ski boards
Ski cases
Ski covers
Ski edges
Ski poles
Skis
Ski sticks
Skipping ropes
Skis
Skittles
Sleds [sports articles]
Sledge [playthings]
Sleds [playthings]
Snow globes
Snow shoes
Snow skis
Snow globes
Snow shoes
Snow sleds [playthings]
Snowboard bindings
Snowboards
Snow-crystal balls
Snowglobes
Soap bubbles [toys]
Soccer balls
Soccer goals
Soft tennis balls
Soft toys
Soft toys in the form of animals
Soft toys in the form of bears
Soft toys in the form of birds
Soft toys in the form of elks
Softball bats
Softball gloves
Softballs
Sole coverings for skis
Spinning tops
Spinning tops [toys]
Spinning toys
Sport bags adapted to contain hockey sticks
Sport bags adapted to contain sporting equipment
Sport bags adapted to contain tennis rackets
Sport balls
Sportballs
Sporting apparatus
Sporting articles
Sporting articles for playing bowls
Sporting articles for playing the game of golf
Sporting articles for use in fishing
Sporting articles for use in playing football
Sporting articles for use in racquet games
Sporting equipment for the disabled
Sporting racquets
Sports balls
Sports hats
Sports games
Sports guards
Sports rackets
Sports training apparatus
Spring boards [sporting articles]
Spring boards [sports articles]
Springboards [for gymnastic]
Spring-supported punch balls
Squash balls
Squash rackets
Squeezable squeaking toys
Squeeze toys
Stair climbing machines for physical exercise
Stand-alone video game machines
Stands for golf bags
Stands specially adapted for holding golf clubs
Stand-up paddleboards
Starting blocks [for track sports]
Starting blocks for sports
Stationary exercise bicycles
Step-up machines for physical exercise
Sticks for ball games
Sticks for sporting purposes
Stone-pieces pots for go game (goke pots)
Streamers [novelty items]
Strength training machines, other than for therapeutic use
Stress relief exercise balls
String materials for sporting racquets
Strings for badminton rackets
Strings for rackets
Strings for sporting articles
Strings for squash rackets
Strings for tennis rackets
Stuffed and plush toys
Stuffed animals [playthings]
Stuffed animals [toys]
Stuffed plush dolls
Stuffed plush toys
Stuffed puppets
Stuffed toy animals
Stuffed toy figurines
Stuffed toys
Suction attachable plush dolls
Supports for fins for windsurfing boards
Surf boards
Surf skis
Surfboard covers
Surfboard leashes
Surfboard leg ropes
Surfboards
Surfboards with sails [windsurfing boards]
Surfing apparatus
Swim fins
Swimming belts
Swimming boards
Swimming fins
Swimming flippers
Swimming floats
Swimming flotation aids adapted for incorporation into bathing suits
Swimming flutter boards
Swimming jackets
Swimming kick boards
Swimming pools [play articles]
Swimming rings
Swimming webs [flippers]
Swimming jackets
Swimming kick boards
Swimming pools [play articles]
Swimming rings
Swimming webs [flippers]
Swings
Swings [playthings]
Swivels [fishing tackle]
Synthetic strings for use with rackets
Table cushions being parts of billiard tables
Table cushions being parts of snooker tables
Table tennis balls
Table tennis bats
Table tennis blades
Table tennis net sets
Table tennis nets
Table tennis paddle cases
Table tennis paddles
Table tennis tables
Table top electronic game apparatus
Table top electronic gaming apparatus
Tables for indoor football
Tables for playing table tennis
Tables for table football
Tables for table tennis
Table-tennis balls
Tactile educational games [playthings]
Tactile educational toys [playthings]
Taekwondo mitts
Takor [rattan ball]
Talking dolls
Talking toys
Tapes for wrapping tennis racquet handle grips
Tapes with weights for balancing tennis racquets
Target games
Target sets for sporting use
Targets
Targets [clay pigeons]
Targets for sporting use
Tarot cards
Teddy bears
Tee holders
Teeball sets
Tennis bags shaped to contain a racket
Tennis ball retrievers
Tennis ball serving machines
Tennis ball throwing apparatus
Tennis balls
Tennis balls [not soft]
Tennis nets
Tennis nets and uprights
Tennis rackets
Tennis racquets
Tennis string protectors
Theatrical masks
Throwing discs
Tinsel for decorating Christmas trees
Toboggans
Token operated electromechanical games
Token operated video game apparatus
Token operated video game machines
Toy action figures
Toy aeroplane launching devices
Toy aeroplanes
Toy air pistols
Toy air vehicles
Toy airplanes
Toy animals
Toy automobiles
Toy balloons
Toy banks
Toy beanbags [Otedama]
Toy bears
Toy bicycles
Toy binoculars
Toy birds
Toy blocks
Toy boats
Toy bows and arrows
Toy brooches
Toy buckets
Toy building block sets
Toy building blocks
Toy building blocks capable of interconnection
Toy building bricks
Toy building components
Toy building structures
Toy buildings
Toy butterfly nets
Toy cable railways
Toy cameras [not capable of taking a photograph]
Toy camping apparatus
Toy car games
Toy car tracks
Toy card games
Toy cars
Toy castles
Toy cats
Toy Christmas trees
Toy clocks and watches
Toy computers
Toy construction sets
Toy cosmetics [not usable]
Toy dogs
Toy dolls
Toy exercise apparatus
Toy figures
Toy fingernails
Toy fingerprinting kits
Toy fireworks
Toy fish
Toy flowers
Toy flying saucers
Toy food
Toy furniture
Toy garages
Toy gliders
Toy glockenspiels
Toy glow sticks
Toy guitars
Toy gun holsters
Toy guns
Toy hand tools
Toy harmonicas
Toy horns
Toy household apparatus
Toy houses
Toy human characters
Toy intruder alert devices
Toy jewellery
Toy LED light sticks
Toy listening devices
Toy masks
Toy microphones
Toy military machines and toy figures
Toy miniature model boats
Toy model hobbycraft kits
Toy model kits
Toy model train sets
Toy model vehicles
Toy models
Toy musical boxes
Toy musical boxes [play articles]
Toy ninja weapons
Toy periscopes
Toy petrol supply apparatus
Toy pianos
Toy pistols
Toy plants
Toy playground apparatus
Toy playsets
Toy prams
Toy printing sets
Toy pushchairs
Toy racing sets
Toy record players
Toy robots
Toy rockets
Toy scooters
Toy sets of carpenters' tools
Toy sling planes
Toy sporting apparatus
Toy sticks
Toy supermarket checkout apparatus
Toy swords
Toy tableware
Toy telephones [not functioning]
Toy tents
Toy tool sets
Toy tools
Toy torches [not working]
Toy traffic control apparatus
Toy trains
Toy tricycles [playthings]
Toy trucks
Toy trumpets
Toy vanity cases
Toy vehicle tracks
Toy vehicles
Toy vehicles for children
Toy walkie-talkies [not functioning]
Toy water guns
Toy weapons
Toy wheelbarrows
Toy whistles
Toy xylophones
Toys
Toys adapted for educational purposes
Toys being for sale in kit form
Toys for babies
Toys for babies when teething
Toys for birds
Toys for cats
Toys for dogs
Toys for domestic pets
Toys for infants
Toys for pet animals
Toys for pets
Toys for use in prams
Toys in the form of binoculars
Toys in the form of buses
Toys in the form of cameras [not capable of taking a photograph]
Toys in the form of drawing apparatus for children
Toys in the form of microscopes
Toys in the form of ponies
Toys in the form of pressurized aerosol containers
Toys in the form of puzzles
Toys in the form of rings
Toys in the form of spectacles
Toys in the form of spider-like creatures
Toys in the form of teddy bears
Toys in the form of telescopes
Toys in the form of typewriters
Toys in the nature of imitation foodstuffs
Toys incorporating money boxes
Toys made of metal
Toys made of paper
Toys made of plastics
Toys made of plush
Toys made of rubber
Toys made of wood
Toys relating to magic
Toys sold in kit form
Track and field apparatus
Tracks for model vehicles [toys]
Trading card games
Traditionally dressed western dolls
Train sets [models]
Train sets [playthings]
Training apparatus for cyclists
Training apparatus for use in relation to football
Training appliances for sportsmen
Training appliances for sportswomen
Trampolines
Transportable toys
Treadmills for use in physical exercise
Tricycles for infants [toys]
Trimmings for festive decoration
Trolley bags for golf equipment
Trotting poles
Twirling batons
Vaulting horses
Vaulting poles
Video game amusement apparatus
Video game apparatus
Video game machines
Volleyball net antennas
Volleyball nets
Volleyball standards
Volleyball uprights
Volleyballs
Waist protectors for athletic use
Wake boards
Wakeboards
Wallets adapted for holding darts
War games using model soldiers
Water guns [playthings]
Water pistols
Water slides
Water toys
Water wings
Waterfowl hunting decoys
Waterski ropes
Waterski tow ropes
Waterskis
Waterslides
Wax combs for surfboards
Wax combs for use on water sports apparatus
Wayang Golek [wooden puppet]
Wayang Kulit [shadow puppet]
Webbed paddling gloves for water sports
Weight lifting belts [sports articles]
Weight lifting benches
Weight training apparatus, other than for medical use
Weights for physical exercise, other than for medical use
Wendy houses
Wheels for toy vehicles
Whistles [toys]
Whistling toys
Windsurfing boards
Wind-up walking toys
Wooden pieces for shogi game (koma)
Wooden toy building blocks
Wooden toys
Wrist and ankle weights for exercise
Wrist guards for athletic use
Xylophones being musical toys
Yoga blocks
Yoga straps
Yo-yos
Abalones, not live
Aerated beverages made predominantly of milk
Aerated drinks made predominantly of milk
Aerosol cream [edible]
Ajvar [preserved peppers]
Albumen for culinary purposes
Albumin milk
Algae prepared as foodstuffs
Alginates for culinary purposes
Alimentary preserves made of fish
Alimentary preserves made of game
Alimentary preserves made of meat
Alimentary preserves made of poultry
Almond milk
Almond milk for culinary purposes
Almond milk-based beverages
Almonds, ground
Aloe vera prepared for human consumption
Anchovies, not live
Anchovy fillets
Anchovy, not live
Anhydrous milk fats
Animal fats for food
Animal marrow for food
Animal oils for food
Apple butter
Apple chips
Apple flakes
Apple puree
Apple purée
Apple sauce (compote)
Ark-shells, not live
Arrangements of processed fruit
Artichoke hearts
Artichokes
Artichokes, preserved
Artificial cream (dairy product substitutes)
Artificial cream [dairy product substitutes]
Artificial fish roes
Artificial milk based desserts
Asinan [preserved fruits and vegetables]
Aspic
Aspic powder
Atchara [pickled papaya]
Aubergine paste
Bacon
Bacon bits
Bacon joints
Bacon products
Bacon rinds
Bacon slices
Bacon-based snack products
Bagnet [cooked pork]
Baked beans
Banana based snack food products
Banana chips
Batagor [prepared meal predominately consisting of meatballs and/or tofu with peanut sauce]
Battered frankfurts or sausages
Bean curd
Bean curd [processed vegetables]
Beancurd sticks
Beans cooked in soy sauce (Kongjaban)
Beans, preserved
Beef
Beef bouillon
Beef fat
Beef jerky
Beef products
Beef slices
Beef tallow [for food]
Belacan [shrimp paste]
Belutak [sausage]
Berries, preserved
Berry products in freeze dried form
Beverages consisting principally of milk
Beverages having a milk base
Beverages made from milk
Beverages made from yoghurt
Beverages made with yoghurt
Beverages with a milk base
Bicol express [stews containing pork with coconut milk]
Black pudding
Black pudding [blood sausage]
Blanched nut kernels
Blancmanges
Blended butter
Blended cheese
Blended oil [for food]
Blocks of boiled, smoked and then dried bonitos (katsuo-bushi)
Blood sausage
Blue cheese
Blue mussels, not live
Boiled and dried fish
Boiled vegetables
Bombay mix
Bone oil [for food]
Bone oil, edible
Botifarra sausages
Botok [prepared meal predominately consisting of coconut]
Bottled cooked meat
Bottled fruits
Bottled vegetables
Bouillon
Bouillon concentrates
Brawn
Broad beans
Broccoli
Broth
Broth concentrates
Bulgogi [Korean beef dish]
Burgers [meat patties]
Butchered poultry
Butter
Butter cheeses
Butter oil
Butter preparations
Butter substitutes
Butter with herbs
Buttercream
Buttermilk
Buttermilk products
By-products of milk
Camellia seed oil for food
Cancoillotte
Candied chestnuts
Candied fruit
Candied fruit snacks
Candied fruits
Candied nuts
Canned beans
Canned citrus fruits
Canned cooked meat
Canned fish
Canned fruits
Canned game
Canned meat
Canned milk
Canned pork
Canned poultry
Canned processed olives
Canned pulses
Canned quail eggs
Canned snails
Canned soups
Canned tomatoes
Canned vegetables
Canola oil
Canola oil for food
Carp, not live
Carrots
Cassava chips
Casseroles [prepared meal of meat or vegetables]
Cauliflower, prepared
Caviar
Caviar butter
Caviar products
Century eggs
Charcuterie
Cheddar cheese
Cheese
Cheese based products containing fruit puree
Cheese containing herbs
Cheese containing spices
Cheese dips
Cheese fondue
Cheese for grilling
Cheese for toasting
Cheese in powder form
Cheese in the form of dips
Cheese made from goats milk
Cheese mixtures
Cheese powder
Cheese products
Cheese spreads
Cheese sticks
Cheese substitutes
Cheese toppings for pizzas
Cheese wedges
Chendol [coconut milk dessert]
Cheng tng [dessert consisting predominantly of dried fruits and dried edible fungus]
Chicharron
Chick peas
Chicken
Chicken balls
Chicken croquettes
Chicken extracts
Chicken nuggets
Chicken pieces
Chicken products
Chicken salad
Chicken, not live
Chili con carne
Chilled foods consisting predominantly of fish
Chilled foods consisting predominantly of game
Chilled foods consisting predominantly of meat
Chilled foods consisting predominantly of poultry
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chilled meals made principally from fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chilled meals made principally from meat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chilled meals made principally from poultry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chilli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chilli beans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chilli con carne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chipped potatoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chips [french fries]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chitterlings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chocolate nut butter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chop suey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chopped meat patties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chowder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Clams, not live</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Clarified butter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Cocktail onions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Cocoa butter for food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coconut butter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coconut cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coconut fat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coconut flakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coconut milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coconut milk for culinary purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coconut milk-based beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coconut oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coconut oil and fat [for food]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coconut oil for food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coconut powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coconut shrimp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coconut, desiccated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Codfishes, not live</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Cods, not live</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coffee cream in the form of powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coffee whiteners consisting principally of dairy products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Cold cuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Cold meats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coleslaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Colza oil for food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Combinations of cheese and fruit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Combinations of cheese and meat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Combinations of cheese and vegetables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Compote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Compotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Concentrated butter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Condensed milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Condensed tomatoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Conserves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Consommes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Cooked chicken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Cooked dish consisting primarily of rich soybean paste and tofu [cheonggukjang-jjigae]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Cooked dish consisting primarily of soybean paste and tofu [doenjang-jjigae]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Cooked escargots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Cooked fruits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Cooked ham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Cooked lentils</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cooked meals consisting principally of fish
Cooked meals consisting principally of meat
Cooked meals consisting principally of meat and vegetables
Cooked meals consisting principally of poultry
Cooked meals consisting principally of seafood
Cooked meals consisting principally of vegetables
Cooked meat dishes
Cooked olives
Cooked onions
Cooked pork meats
Cooked potatoes
Cooked potatoes with fillings
Cooked shellfish
Cooked snails
Cooked truffles [edible fungi]
Cooked vegetables
Cooking fats
Cooking oils
Corn dogs
Corn fats
Corn oil [for food]
Corn oil for food
Corned beef
Corned beef hash
Corned meat
Cornichons
Cottage cheese
Cotton seed oil
Cows' milk
Crab
Crab spread
Crabs, not live
Cranberry sauce [compote]
Crayfish, not live
Cream
Cream [dairy products]
Cream cheese
Cream fraiche
Cream powder
Cream preparations containing milk and fruits
Cream products
Cream stabilizers
Cream with fruit
Cream, being dairy products
Cream-based desserts
Cream-based toppings for desserts
Creamers for beverages
Creme fraiche
Crisps
Croquettes
Crucian carps, not live
Crustaceans, not live
Crystallised fruits
Crystallised ginger
Crystallized fruit
Crystallized fruits
Crystallized ginger
Crystallized gingers
Cubed meats
Cucumber Kimchi [Oi-sobagi]
Cucur [fritter]
Curd
Curd cheese
Curd products
Curdled milk
Curdled milk products
Curds
Cured meats
Currants
Curry [prepared meals consisting principally of meat, with or without rice]
Custard style yoghurts
Dahls
Dairy desserts
Dairy produce
Dairy products
Dairy products in powder form
Dairy spreads
Dairy substances for use as food or as ingredients for food
Dairy-based beverages
Dairy-based dips
Dates
Deep frozen chicken
Deep frozen fish
Deep frozen soups
Deep frozen vegetables
Dehydrated beef
Dehydrated beef broth
Dehydrated beef extract
Dehydrated chicken
Dehydrated chicken broth
Dehydrated crab meat
Dehydrated ham
Dehydrated meat balls
Dehydrated sausages
Dehydrated turkey
Desiccated coconut
Desserts made principally of milk
Desserts made wholly or principally of dairy products
Dill pickles
Double cream
Dried apricots
Dried bananas coated with honey
Dried beef
Dried berries being whole, or in crushed or powder form
Dried coconuts
Dried cranberries
Dried dates
Dried durians
Dried edible black fungi
Dried edible mushrooms
Dried edible seaweed (hoshi-wakame)
Dried edible tremella fuciformis
Dried eggs
Dried figs
Dried fish
Dried flakes of laver for sprinkling on rice in hot water (ochazuke-nori)
Dried fruit
Dried fruit mixes
Dried fruit products
Dried fruit-based snack bars
Dried fruits
Dried herring roe
Dried lentils
Dried mangoes
Dried meat
Dried meats
Dried milk
Dried milk for food
Dried milk powder
Dried milk products
Dried mushrooms
Dried olives
Dried onions
Dried pawpaws
Dried persimmon [Got-gam]
Dried pieces of agar jelly (kanten)
Dried pineapples
Dried pork
Dried prawns
Dried pulses
Dried pulses
Dried sausages
Dried soya beans
Dried squid
Dried strawberries
Dried truffles [edible fungi]
Dried vegetables
Dried whey products
Drinking yogurts
Drinks based on yoghurt
Drinks based predominantly on milk
Drinks flavoured with chocolate and having a milk base
Drinks flavoured with fruit pastes and having a milk base
Drinks flavoured with herbs and having a base of milk
Drinks flavoured with spices and having a base of milk
Drinks made from dairy products
Drinks made wholly or principally with milk
Dry mixes for soups
Dry whey
Duck eggs
Edible almond oil
Edible birds' nests
Edible bird's nests
Edible bone oil
Edible cream
Edible curds
Edible dried flowers
Edible fats
Edible fish oil
Edible frogs, not live
Edible insects, not live
Edible jellies made from milk and vegetable products
Edible nuts
Edible oil
Edible oils
Edible oils and fats
Edible oils for use in baking
Edible oils for use in barbecuing
Edible oils for use in basting foodstuffs
Edible oils for use in cooking foodstuffs
Edible oils for use in frying
Edible oils for use in grilling
Edible oils for use in roasting
Edible pork fats
Edible seaweed
Edible seeds
Edible shavings of dried kelp (tororo-kombu)
Edible shellfish
Edible sunflower seeds
Edible vegetable oils
Eels, not live
Egg foo yung
Egg products
Egg white solids
Egg whites
Egg yolk solids
Egg yolks
Egg-based foodstuffs
Eggplant paste
Eggs
Escamoles [edible ant larvae, prepared]
Extra virgin olive oil
Extracts for soups
Extracts of meat
Extracts of poultry
Extracts of vegetables [juices] for cooking
Extra-virgin olive oil
Extruded potato products for use in food
Falafel
Farmed fish
Farmed fish products
Fat-containing mixtures for bread slices
Fats
Fatty substances for the manufacture of edible fats
Feathered game
Fermented bamboo shoots boiled and preserved in salt (menma)
Fermented bean curd
Fermented fruits
Fermented milk
Fermented soybeans
Fermented soybeans (natto)
Figs
Filled potato skins
Fillets of anchovies
Fish balls
Fish cakes
Fish croquettes
Fish eggs for human consumption
Fish extracts
Fish fillets
Fish fingers
Fish in olive oil
Fish jellies
Fish meal for human consumption
Fish mousses
Fish paste
Fish preserves
Fish products
Fish roe, prepared
Fish sausages
Fish steak
Fish sticks
Fish stock
Fish with chips
Fish, not live
Fish, preserved
Fish, tinned
Fish, tinned [canned (Am.)]
Fish-based dumplings
Fish-based foodstuffs
Fishmeal for human consumption
Flakes of dried fish meat (kezuri-bushi)
Flavored nuts
Flavoured milk
Flavoured milk beverages
Flavoured milk drinks
Flavoured milk powder for making drinks
Flavoured nuts
Flavoured yoghurts
Flaxseed oil for culinary purposes
Flowers and leaves, being dried, cooked or preserved foodstuffs
Fluid egg
Fluid egg-yolk
Fluid white of egg
Foie gras
Food made principally from milk
Food pastes made from fish
Food pastes made from game
Food pastes made from meat
Food pastes made from poultry
Food preparations consisting principally of meat
Food preparations consisting principally of meat products
Food preparations consisting wholly or substantially of milk
Food preparations having a base of milk
Food preparations having a base of vegetables
Food preparations with a vegetable base
Food products consisting principally of fish
Food products containing principally of edible fats
Food products containing principally of edible oils
Food products containing principally of fish
Food products containing principally of fruit
Food products containing principally of meat
Food products containing principally of poultry
Food products containing principally of vegetables
Food products containing principally of yoghurt
Food products derived from fish
Food products derived from meat
Food products derived from seafood
Food products made principally from cooked fruits
Food products made principally from cooked nuts
Food products made principally from cooked vegetables
Food products made principally from dried fruits
Food products made principally from dried nuts
Food products made principally from dried vegetables
Food products made principally from eggs
Food products made principally from fish
Food products made principally from meat
Food products made principally from nuts
Food products made principally from preserved fruits
Food products made principally from preserved nuts
Food products made principally from preserved vegetables
Food products made principally from seaweeds
Food products made principally of fish
Food products made principally of shellfish
Food spreads being a blend of edible oils and edible fats
Food spreads consisting principally of dairy products
Food spreads consisting principally of edible fats
Food spreads consisting principally of edible oils
Food spreads consisting principally of vegetables for sandwiches
Foods prepared from milk
Foodstuffs consisting of poultry
Foodstuffs consisting of sausage meat
Foodstuffs consisting of sausages
Foodstuffs containing principally of fats
Foodstuffs in the form of fillings of potatoes
Freeze-dried meat
Freeze-dried tofu pieces (kohri-dofu)
Freeze-dried vegetables
French fried potatoes
French fries
Fresh cheese
Fresh fish, not live
Fresh frozen shrimps
Fresh game
Fresh meat
Fresh poultry
Fresh salmon
Fresh unripened cheeses
Fresh venison
Fried chicken
Fried meat
Fried potato products
Fried potatoes
Fried tofu pieces (abura-age)
Fritters
Fromage frais
Frosted fruits
Frozen bamboo shoots
Frozen brackens (Gosari)
Frozen celery cabbages
Frozen cooked fish
Frozen eggs
Frozen fish
Frozen fish products
Frozen French fries
Frozen frog legs
Frozen fruits
Frozen meat
Frozen meat products
Frozen potato products
Frozen prepared meals consisting principally of fish
Frozen prepared meals consisting principally of meat
Frozen prepared meals consisting principally of poultry
Frozen prepared meals consisting principally of vegetables
Frozen seafood
Frozen seafood products
Frozen shellfish
Frozen vegetables
Fruit based dairy products
Fruit based snack food
Fruit chips
Fruit compote
Fruit concentrates [purees]
Fruit conserves
Fruit contained in syrup
Fruit creams
Fruit desserts
Fruit filling for pastry
Fruit fillings
Fruit flavoured beverages having a milk base
Fruit flavoured yoghurts
Fruit in syrup
Fruit jams
Fruit jellies
Fruit jellies [not being confectionery]
Fruit juice extracts for cooking
Fruit juice for cooking
Fruit juices for cooking
Fruit marmalade
Fruit paste
Fruit pastes
Fruit pectin
Fruit peel
Fruit pie fillings
Fruit preparations in syrup
Fruit preserved in alcohol
Fruit preserves
Fruit pulp
Fruit pulps
Fruit puree
Fruit rinds
Fruit salads
Fruit spread
Fruit, preserved
Fruit, stewed
Fruit-based snack bars
Fruit-based snack food
Fruits in preserved form
Fruits preserved in alcohol
Fruits, cooked
Fruits, dried
Fruits, preserved
Fruits, processed
Fruits, tinned
Fruits, tinned [canned (Am.)]
Galbi [grilled meat dish]
Game extracts
Game products [meat]
Game, not live
Garden peas
Garlic butter
Garlic margarine
Garlic paste
Garlic, preserved
Gelatine
Ghee
Gherkins
Ginger jam
Glazed fruits
Goat milk
Goat's milk
Goose liver pate
Goreng keladi [fritter]
Grapeseed oil
Grated coconut
Grated potato nuggets
Green split-peas
Grilled chicken (Yakitori)
Grilled meat
Ground almond
Ground almonds
Ground nuts
Groundnut oil
Guacamole [mashed avocado]
Guava paste
Gulab jamun [dessert containing milk solids]
Gulai [beef curry]
Gumbo
Haggis
Half-fat milk products
Ham
Ham products
Hamburgers [meat patties]
Hardened oils [hydrogenated oil for food]
Hash brown potatoes
Hazelnuts, prepared
Hen eggs
Herrings
Herrings, not live
Honey butter
Hot dog sausages
Hot dogs [sausages]
Hummus
Hummus [chickpea paste]
Hummus chick pea paste
Imitation cheese
Imitation cream
Imitation milk
Imitation whipped cream
Instant desserts having a milk base
Instant mashed potato
Instant miso soup
Instant soup
Isinglass for food
Jams
Jellies
Jellies [bread spreads]
Jellies for food
Jellies, jams, compotes
Jelly crystals
Jelly made from devils' tongue root (konnyaku)
Jerk
Junket tablets
Kale chips
Kebabs
Kefir
Kefir [milk beverage]
Kembang Tahu [soya bean dessert]
Kephir [milk beverage]
Kerak Telor [omelette]
Keripik [chips made from vegetable or fruit]
Keripik Tempeh [chips made from soy beans]
Kesong puti [white cheese]
Kimchi [fermented vegetable dish]
Kipper fillets
Kiwifruit flakes
Knuckle of ham
Korko [soup]
Koumiss [kumiss] [milk beverage]
Kumys [kumyss] [milk beverage]
Lactic acid bacteria drinks
Lalap [dried meat]
Lamb
Lamb products
Lard
Lard [for food]
Lard for food
Laver
Lechon [roasted pig]
Lecithin for culinary purposes
Legume salads
Lemon butter
Lemon curd
Lemon juice for culinary purposes
Lemon spread
Lentils, preserved
Linseed oil for culinary purposes
Linseed oils [edible]
Liquid egg yolks
Liver
Liver pastes
Liver pate
Liver pâté
Lobsters, not live
Long life milk
Low fat cheese
Low fat cream
Low fat dairy spreads
Low fat milk products
Low fat yoghurts
Low-fat potato chips
Low-fat potato crisps
Luncheon meats
Lyophilised meat
Lyophilised vegetables
Lyophilized meat
Lyophilized vegetables
Maize oil
Maize oil for food
Malt albumin for human consumption, other than for medical use
Malted milk beverages, milk predominating
Malted milk for food
Manisan [preserved fruit]
Maraschino cherries
Margarine
Margarine substitutes
Marmalade
Marmalade jellies
Marmalades
Marron glace
Mashed fruits
Mashed potato
Mashed potato products
Meals prepared from poultry
Meat
Meat [preserved]
Meat being baked
Meat being cooked
Meat being dried
Meat being roasted
Meat boiled down in soy sauce (tsukudani meat)
Meat broth concentrates
Meat broth paste
Meat burgers [meat patties]
Meat extract
Meat extracts
Meat floss
Meat jellies
Meat paste
Meat pates
Meat preparations
Meat preserves
Meat products
Meat products being fresh
Meat products being frozen
Meat products being preserved
Meat stocks
Meat substitutes
Meat substitutes prepared from cereals
Meat, fish, poultry and game
Meat, frozen
Meat, preserved
Meat, tinned
Meat, tinned [canned (Am.)]
Meatballs
Meat-based food preparations
Meat-based preparations
Mendoan [fritter]
Milk
Milk and milk products
Milk based beverages, milk predominating
Milk based drinks, milk predominating
Milk based products, milk predominating
Milk beverages containing fruits
Milk beverages with high milk content
Milk beverages, milk predominating
Milk cream
Milk curd preparations
Milk curds
Milk desserts
Milk drinks
Milk drinks containing fruits
Milk ferments for culinary purposes
Milk fish [processed]
Milk jellies
Milk powder
Milk powder for nutritional purposes
Milk powder replacers
Milk products
Milk shakes
Milk solids
Milk substitutes
Milk-based desserts
Milk-based foodstuffs
Milk-based preparations
Mince
Minced meat
Mincemeat made from fruits
Mixed fruit
Mixed pickles
Mixed vegetables
Mixes for making broths
Mixes for making soup
Mixtures of fruit and nuts
Mixtures of nuts and dried fruits
Mixtures of vegetables and herbs
Mold-ripened cheese
Mollusca
Mortadella
Mould-ripened cheese
Moussaka
Mullet roe salad
Mushroom concentrates [puree]
Mushroom consomme [bouillon]
Mushroom puree
Mushrooms being frozen
Mushrooms puree
Mushrooms, prepared
Mushrooms, preserved
Mussels, not live
Mutton slices
Non-alcoholic eggnog
Non-alcoholic milk beverages, milk predominating
Non-dairy butter
Non-dairy cheese
Non-dairy cream
Non-dairy creamer
Non-dairy whiteners
Non-dairy whiteners for beverages
Non-dairy yoghurt
Non-milk whiteners for beverages
Non-stick vegetable oil sprays for use in cooking
Nut and dried fruit-based snack bars
Nut and seed-based snack bars
Nut oils
Nut products
Nut products for food
Nut-based snack bars
Nut-based spreads
Nuts, prepared
Oat milk
Octopuses, not live
Offal
Oil-based fondue
Oils for food
Olive oil
Olive oil [for food]
Olive oil for food
Olive oils
Olive paste
Olive pastes
Olives, preserved
Omelettes
Onion products
Onion rings
Onions, preserved
Opor [chicken curry]
Oranges, prepared
Oranges, preserved
Organic nut and seed-based snack bars
Otak-otak [fish paste]
Ox bone based broth (seolleongtang)
Oysters, not live
Packaged meats
Palm kernel oil for food
Palm oil [for food]
Palm oil for food
Pastes containing principally of fish
Pastes containing principally of meat
Pastes containing principally of vegetables
Pastes made from fruit
Pastes made from nuts
Pastrami
Pastry fillings of meat
Pastry fillings of vegetables
Pates
Peach flakes
Peanut butter
Peanut milk
Peanut milk for culinary purposes
Peanut milk-based beverages
Peanut oil [for food]
Peanut paste
Peanut spread
Peanuts, prepared
Peas, preserved
Peas, processed
Pectin for culinary purposes
Peeled fruits
Peeled tomatoes
Peeled vegetables
Pepes [meat or fish paste]
Pepperoni
Peppers, prepared
Perches, not live
Pha-ork [pickled fish]
Pickled cucumbers
Pickled eggs
Pickled fish
Pickled fruit
Pickled fruits
Pickled gherkins
Pickled hot peppers
Pickled onions
Pickled peppers
Pickled pigs feet
Pickled pigs' feet
Pickled vegetables
Pickles
Pie fillings of meat
Pili [processed]
Pine kernel oil
Pineapple fritters
Pineapples, prepared
Pisang goreng [banana fritters]
Plaices, not live
Pollen prepared as foodstuff
Pork
Pork cutlets
Pork extracts
Pork loin
Pork preserves
Pork products
Pork products being cuts of meat
Pork sausages
Potato based snack food products
Potato cakes
Potato chips
Potato crisps
Potato croquettes
Potato flakes
Potato fries
Potato fritters
Potato granules
Potato preparations
Potato products
Potato products being frozen
Potato products in the form of snack foods
Potato puffs
Potato salad
Potato skins
Potato snack foods
Potato sticks
Potato-based dumplings
Potato-based preparations
Potatoes being cooked
Potatoes being dried
Potatoes being preserved
Potatoes being processed
Potatoes being stuffed
Potted meats
Poultry extracts
Poultry fat
Poultry pastes
Poultry pate
Poultry products
Poultry products being fresh
Poultry products being frozen
Poultry products being preserved
Poultry, not live
Powdered beef
Powdered chicken
Powdered eggs
Powdered ham
Powdered milk
Powdered milk for food purposes
Prahok [salted fish]
Prawns, not live
Pre-cooked curry stew
Pre-cooked dishes based on vegetables
Pre-cooked dishes consisting predominantly of fish
Pre-cooked dishes consisting predominantly of shellfish
Pre-cooked meat chops
Pre-cooked miso soup
Pre-cooked soup
Pre-cooked tomato based foods
Pre-cooked tomato soups
Pre-fried codfish
Pre-fried hake
Pre-fried prawn
Pre-fried squid
Pre-packaged dinners consisting primarily of seafood
Pre-packed poultry products being chilled
Pre-packed poultry products being fresh
Pre-packed poultry products being frozen
Preparations comprising fruits with cream
Preparations consisting principally of baked beans
Preparations consisting wholly or principally of nuts
Preparations containing principally of edible oils
Preparations containing principally of potatoes
Preparations for making beverages [milk based]
Preparations for making bouillon
Preparations for making jellies
Preparations for making mashed potatoes
Preparations for making milk beverages
Preparations for making sausages
Preparations for making soup
Preparations for making soups
Preparations for making yoghurt
Preparations for use in whitening coffee [dairy based]
Preparations for use in whitening tea [vegetable based]
Preparations made wholly or principally of bean curd
Preparations made wholly or principally of eggs
Preparations of cottage cheese
Preparations with a milk base for use as desserts
Preparations with a potato base
Prepared almonds
Prepared beef
Prepared cashew nuts
Prepared chestnuts
Prepared coconut
Prepared desserts [fruit based]
Prepared desserts [milk based]
Prepared dishes consisting principally of meat
Prepared fish roe
Prepared fish-based dishes
Prepared foods consisting principally of cheese
Prepared foods consisting principally of fish
Prepared foods consisting principally of fruits
Prepared fruits
Prepared game
Prepared meals comprising principally meat
Prepared meals consisting principally of fish
Prepared meals consisting principally of fruits
Prepared meals consisting principally of game
Prepared meals consisting principally of meat
Prepared meals consisting principally of mushrooms
Prepared meals consisting principally of poultry
Prepared meals consisting principally of vegetables
Prepared meals consisting substantially of seafood
Prepared meals consisting wholly or principally of potatoes
Prepared meals consisting wholly or substantially of chicken
Prepared meals consisting wholly or substantially of fish
Prepared meals consisting wholly or substantially of meat
Prepared meals containing principally of bacon
Prepared meals containing principally of chicken
Prepared meals containing principally of eggs
Prepared meals containing principally of fish
Prepared meals containing principally of meat
Prepared meals containing principally of tofu
Prepared meals made principally of cheese
Prepared meals made wholly or principally from meat
Prepared meals made wholly or principally from meat products
Prepared meals made wholly or substantially from beef
Prepared meals made wholly or substantially from beef products
Prepared meals, predominantly of meat or vegetables
Prepared meat
Prepared meat dishes
Prepared meat products
Prepared nuts
Prepared olives
Prepared peanuts
Prepared pistachio
Prepared poultry
Prepared pulses
Prepared pulses
Prepared pulses
Prepared pulses
Prepared salads
Prepared sesame seeds
Prepared snacks made principally from cooked fruit
Prepared snacks made principally from cooked vegetables
Prepared snacks made principally from dried fruit
Prepared snacks made principally from dried vegetables
Prepared snacks made principally from fresh fruit
Prepared snacks made principally from fresh vegetables
Prepared snacks made principally from nuts
Prepared snails [escargot]
Prepared soups
Prepared vegetable products
Prepared vegetables
Prepared walnuts
Preserved balloon flower root (Doraji)
Preserved beans
Preserved beetroot
Preserved chilli peppers
Preserved fish
Preserved food products of fish
Preserved food products of fruits
Preserved food products of game
Preserved food products of meat
Preserved food products of poultry
Preserved food products of vegetables
Preserved fruits
Preserved garlic
Preserved ginger
Preserved hake
Preserved meats
Preserved mushrooms
Preserved olives
Preserved peas
Preserved plums
Preserved poultry
Preserved prepared meat
Preserved pulses
Preserved sausages
Preserved seafood
Preserved soya beans
Preserved soya beans for food
Preserved tomatoes
Preserved truffles
Preserved vegetables
Preserved vegetables (in oil)
Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables
Preserves made from meat
Preserves made from vegetables
Processed algae for human consumption
Processed almonds
Processed apples
Processed apricots
Processed artichokes
Processed avocados
Processed bean sprouts
Processed beets
Processed betel nuts
Processed brussel sprouts
Processed cheese
Processed cheese products
Processed cherries
Processed edible seeds
Processed eggplant
Processed eggs
Processed fish
Processed fish roe
Processed fish spawn
Processed lychee fruit
Processed meat products
Processed mushrooms
Processed nuts
Processed okra
Processed olive puree
Processed olives
Processed onions
Processed oranges
Processed peaches
Processed peanuts
Processed peas
Processed pork meats
Processed potatoes
Processed poultry
Processed pumpkin seeds
Processed raisins
Processed scallions
Processed seafood
Processed shallots [used as a vegetable, not seasoning]
Processed spirulina
Processed sunflower seeds
Processed sweet potatoes
Processed vegetables
Processed, edible seaweed
Products based on milk
Products consisting principally of fruit
Products consisting principally of meat
Products made wholly or principally of milk
Prostokvasha [soured milk]
Protein milk
Prunes
Puffed pork rind
Quail eggs
Quark
Quark curds
Quenelles
Radish cubed kimchi (kkakdugi)
Ragouts
Raisins
Rape oil [for food]
Rape oil for food
Rapeseed oil for food
Raspberry jam
Rawon [soup]
Ready cooked meals consisting wholly or substantially of fish
Ready cooked meals consisting wholly or substantially of game
Ready cooked meals consisting wholly or substantially of meat
Ready cooked meals consisting wholly or substantially of poultry
Ready grated cheese
Red cabbage
Refried beans
Rendang [prepared food containing beef or chicken]
Rennet
Rhubarb in syrup
Rice bran oil [for food]
Rice milk
Rice milk for culinary purposes
Ripened cheese
Ripened cheeses
Roast beef
Roast beef flavoured extract
Roast chestnuts
Roast nuts
Roasted nuts
Root vegetables, cooked
Root vegetables, dried
Root vegetables, preserved
Ryazhenka [fermented baked milk]
Salads
Salads containing principally of meat
Salads containing principally of poultry
Salami
Sale [preserved fruit]
Salmon
Salmon, not live
Salt meats
Salt pork
Salt water fish
Salted cashews
Salted eggs
Salted fish
Salted meat
Salted meats
Salted nuts
Salt-fermented sea urchin roe
Sardines
Sardines, not live
Sashimi
Satay
Sate
Sate Padang [barbecued meat]
Sauerkraut
Sausage casings, natural or artificial
Sausage meat
Sausage patties
Sausage products
Sausage roll fillings
Sausages
Sausages in batter
Saveloys
Savoury butters
Scallops, not live
Scotch eggs
Sea basses, not live
Sea breams [red snappers], not live
Sea cucumbers, not live
Sea urchins, not live
Sea-cucumbers, not live
Seafood extracts
Seafood jellies
Seafood jerky
Seafood products
Seafood, not live
Seasoned laver (Jaban-gim)
Seasoned nuts
Seaweed extracts for food
Seed butters
Seed-based snack bars
Seeds prepared for human consumption
Seeds, prepared
Semi skimmed milk
Serunding [meat floss]
Sesagun [coconut snack]
Sesame oil
Sesame oil [for food]
Sesame oil for food
Set yoghurt
Sheep cheese
Sheep milk
Sheets of dried laver (hoshi-nori)
Shelled prawns
Shellfish products
Shellfish, not live
Shepherd's pie
Shortening
Shortenings being mixtures of edible oils and edible fats
Short-necked clams, not live
Shrimp paste
Shrimps, not live
Silkworm chrysalis for human consumption
Silver carps, not live
Skimmed milk
Skimmed milk powder
Skimmed milk preparations
Sliced and seasoned barbequed beef (bulgogi)
Sliced meat
Smetana [sour cream]
Smoked fish
Smoked mackerel
Smoked meats
Smoked prepared meat
Smoked salmon
Smoked sausages
Smolt, cooked
Smolt, dried
Smolt, preserved
Snack food products consisting of chicken meat
Snack food products made wholly or principally of potatoes
Snack foods consisting principally of meat
Snack foods consisting principally of vegetables
Snack foods made principally from dehydrated vegetables
Snack foods made principally from dried vegetables
Snack foods made principally from eggs
Snack foods made principally from extruded vegetables
Snack foods made principally from meat
Snack foods made principally from pre-cooked vegetables
Snail eggs for consumption
Snails, prepared
Soft cheese
Soft cheese preparations
Soft lard
Soft vegetable lard
Soft white cheese
Som-tam [papaya salad]
Soup concentrates
Soup cubes
Soup mixes
Soup pastes
Soup powders
Soup preparations
Soups
Sour milk
Sour milk products
Soy bean oil [for food]
Soya based dairy substitutes
Soya based edible oils
Soya bean curd
Soya bean milk
Soya bean milk in liquid and solid form
Soya bean oil for food
Soya beans, preserved, for food
Soya cream
Soya desserts
Soya milk
Soya oil for food
Soya yoghurt
Soya, prepared
Soya, preserved
Soya-based preparations
Soybean oil
Soybean oil for cooking
Spicy pickles
Spinach, prepared
Spinach, preserved
Spiny lobsters, not live
Split peas
Spreadable fruit
Spreads consisting of hazelnut paste
Spreads consisting wholly or principally of dairy products
Spreads containing principally hazelnut paste
Spreads derived from milk
Spreads made from buttermilk
Spreads made from dairy products
Spreads made from vegetable oils
Squashes, preserved
Squashes, processed
Squid, not live
Squid, prepared
Squid, preserved
Steaks of fish
Steaks of meat
Stem ginger
Stewed apples
Stewed fruit
Stewed fruits
Stews
Stir fry vegetables
Stock [prepared]
Stock cubes
Strained cheese
Strained soft white cheeses
Strawberries being preserved
Strawberries, dried
Strawberries, processed
Stuffed cabbage rolls
Stuffed potatoes
Sturgeon eggs
Suet for food
Sugar coated peanuts
Sukiyaki
Sultanas
Sunflower oil [for food]
Sunflower oil for food
Sunflower seeds, prepared
Sweet corn, processed
Sweet pickle [pickled fruit or vegetables]
Sweet potato fritter
Sweet spreads [jams]
Sweetcorn, cooked
Sweetcorn, dried
Sweetcorn, preserved
Sweetfish, not live
Swordfish, not live
Tahai [smoked fish]
Tahini [sesame seed paste]
Tangerines, cooked
Tangerines, dried
Tangerines, preserved
Tau suan [dessert soup made of green beans]
Tempeh
Tempoyak [fermented durian]
Terasi [shrimp paste]
Tinned fish
Tinned fruits
Tinned meat
Tinned meats
Tinned olives
Tinned seafood
Tinned tomatoes
Tinned vegetables
Toasted laver
Toasted sheets of laver (yaki-nori)
Tofu
Tomato concentrates [puree]
Tomato juice for cooking
Tomato paste
Tomato preserves
Tomato puree
Tomato purée
Tomatoes, canned
Tomatoes, cooked
Tomatoes, dried
Tomatoes, preserved
Tom-yam [soup]
Tom-yam -Kung [prawn soup]
Tongseng [soup]
Tripe
Tropical fruits [puree]
Tropical fruits, cooked
Tropical fruits, dried
Tropical fruits, preserved
Trouts, not live
Truffle juice
Truffles, preserved
Tuna fish
Tuna fish, not live
Tuna, not live
Tunny, cooked
Tunny, dried
Tunny, preserved
Turkey
Turkey meat
Turkey, cooked
Turkey, dried
Turkey, not live
Turkey, preserved
Turon [banana fritters]
Uncooked sausages
Undercuts of meat
Veal
Vegetable based coffee whiteners
Vegetable based meat substitutes
Vegetable based milk substitutes
Vegetable burgers [vegetable patties]
Vegetable concentrates for culinary purposes
Vegetable extracts for culinary purposes
Vegetable extracts for food
Vegetable fats for cooking
Vegetable food products
Vegetable juice concentrates for cooking
Vegetable juice concentrates for food
Vegetable juices for cooking
Vegetable lard
Vegetable marrow paste
Vegetable mousses
Vegetable oil for food
Vegetable pastes [puree]
Vegetable pate
Vegetable preserves
Vegetable pulps [puree] for food
Vegetable puree
Vegetable rings
Vegetable salads
Vegetable shortening
Vegetable soup preparations
Vegetable sticks
Vegetable-based cream
Vegetables in vinegar
Vegetables, cooked
Vegetables, dried
Vegetables, preserved
Vegetables, processed
Vegetables, tinned
Vegetables, tinned [canned (Am.)]
Vegetarian foodstuffs made from edible oils and edible fats
Vegetarian meat made from soybean oil
Vegetarian sausages
Veggie burger patties
Venison
Whales, not live
Whey
Whey powder
Whipped cream
White cheese
White of eggs
White pudding
White puddings
Whiteners [dairy] for beverages
Whole egg solids
Whole milk
Yakitori
Yams
Yellow split peas
Yoghurt
Yoghurt based drinks
Yoghurt beverages
Yoghurt desserts
Yoghurt drinks
Yoghurt for drinking
Yoghurt made from goats milk
Yoghurt powder
Yoghurt preparations
Yoghurt products
Yoghurt-based desserts
Yoghurt-based preparations
Yogurts
Yogurts containing pulped fruits
Yogurt
Yogurt for drinking
Yolk of eggs
Yong tau foo [prepared meals consisting of bean curds and vegetables stuffed with fish paste]
Yuca chips
Yucca chips
Zucchini
Acid drops [confectionery]
Active dried yeast for human consumption
Adlay flour for food
Aerated beverages with coffee, cocoa or chocolate base
Aerated drinks with coffee, cocoa or chocolate base
Agave syrup [natural sweetener]
Agave syrup for use as a natural sweetener
Alimentary pasta
Alimentary pastes being cereal preparations
Alimentary seasonings
Allspice
Almond cake
Almond confectionery
Almond paste
Almond pastries
Almonds covered in chocolate
Ambuyat [prepared food containing sago]
Ampiang [traditional glutinous rice crisps]
Angelica
Aniseed
Apple flavoured tea
Apple pies
Apple tarts
Ardam [cake]
Aromatic preparations for cakes
Aromatic preparations for candies
Aromatic preparations for food
Aromatic preparations for ice-creams
Aromatic preparations for pastries
Aromatic preparations for the food production industry
Aromatic tea
Artificial coffee
Artificial rice [uncooked]
Artificial tea
Asam Kandis [flavouring]
Asian noodles
Bacon buns
Bagels
Bagoong [condiment][fish sauce]
Baguettes
Bakery confectionery being chilled
Bakery confectionery being frozen
Bakery products
Baking powder
Baking powders
Baking soda [bicarbonate of soda for baking purposes]
Baking soda [bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes]
Baking spices
Baking-powder
Baozi [stuffed buns]
Baps
Barbecue sauce
Barley flakes
Barley flour [for food]
Barley flour for food
Barley meal
Bars of sweet jellied bean paste (Yohkan)
Batter for making crepes
Batter for making pancakes
Batter mixes
Batter mixes for Japanese–style pancakes (Okonomiyaki)
Batter mixes for okonomiyaki [Japanese savory pancakes]
Batter mixes for okonomiyaki [Japanese savoury pancakes]
Bavarian creams
Bean jam buns
Bean meal
Bean-starch noodles (harusame, uncooked)
Bee glue
Beer vinegar
Beverages consisting principally of chocolate
Beverages consisting principally of cocoa
Beverages consisting principally of coffee
Beverages made from chocolate
Beverages made from cocoa
Beverages made from coffee
Beverages made of coffee
Beverages made of tea
Beverages with a chocolate base
Beverages with a cocoa base
Beverages with coffee base
Beverages with tea base
Bibimbap [rice mixed with vegetables and beef]
Bibingka [rice cake]
Bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes [baking soda]
Binding agents for ice cream
Biological honey for human consumption
Biscotti
Biscotti dough
Biscuit mixes
Biscuit products
Biscuit rusks
Biscuits
Biscuits with an iced topping
Black tea
Blancmange powder
Blends of seasonings
Boiled confectionery
Boiled sugar
Boiled sugar confectionery
Boiled sugar sweetmeats
Boiled sweets
Bonbons made of sugar
Bor-bor Thnot [dessert porridge]
Bran preparations for human consumption
Bread
Bread biscuits
Bread buns
Bread casings filled with fruit
Bread concentrates
Bread crumbs
Bread doughs
Bread flavored with spices
Bread flavoured with spices
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bread improvers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bread made with soya beans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bread mixes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bread pudding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bread rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bread sticks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bread with soy bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bread with sweet red bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bread, pastries and confectionery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Breadcrumbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Breadsticks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Breakfast cake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Breakfast cereals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Brewers yeast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Brine for cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Brine for pickling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Brine for use in cocktails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Brioche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Brittle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Brown rice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Brown sauce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Brown sugar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Brownie dough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Brownies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bubble gum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bubur Sum-sum [rice pudding]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Buckwheat flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Buckwheat flour [for food]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Buckwheat flour for food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Budu [fish sauce]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Buko pie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bun mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Buns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Burgers contained in bread rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Burritos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Butter biscuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Butterscotch chips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cacao products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cachou [confectionery], other than for pharmaceutical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Caffeine-free coffee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cake batter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cake decorations made of candy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cake dough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cake doughs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cake flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cake frosting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cake frosting [icing]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cake icing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cake mixes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cake powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cake preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cakes of sugar-bounded millet or popped rice (okoshi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Calzones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Canapes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Candies [sweets]
Candy
Candy bars
Candy cake
Candy cake decorations
Candy coated confections
Candy decorations for cakes
Candy mints
Candy with caramel
Candy with cocoa
Candy, other than for medical purposes
Candy-coated apples
Candy-coated popcorn
Canned sauces
Canned spaghetti in tomato sauce
Cannelloni
Capers
Cappuccino
Caramel
Caramel coated popcorn
Caramel-coated popcorn
Caramelised sugar
Caramels
Caramels [candy]
Caraway seeds [spice]
Carbohydrate based preparations for foods
Carbohydrate preparations for food
Castor sugar
Celery salt
Cencaluk [shrimp sauce]
Cenil [cake]
Cereal bars
Cereal based food bars
Cereal breakfast foods
Cereal flour
Cereal powders
Cereal preparations
Cereal products in bar form
Cereal snack foods flavoured with cheese
Cereal-based foodstuffs
Cereal-based snack food
Cereals for use in making pasta
Cereals products in bar form
Chai tea
Chalupas
Chamomile-based beverages
Chapati
Cheeseburgers [sandwiches]
Cheesecake
Cheesecakes
Cheese-flavored biscuits
Chemical seasonings for cooking
Chewing gum
Chewing gum, not for medical purposes
Chewing gums
Chick pea flour
Chicken gravy
Chicory [coffee substitute]
Chicory and chicory mixtures, all for use as substitutes for coffee
Chili oil for use as a seasoning or condiment
Chili pepper pastes being condiments
Chili powder
Chili sauce
Chili seasonings
Chilled pizzas
Chimichanga
Chimichangas
Chinese batter flour
Chinese noodles [uncooked]
Chinese rice noodles (bifun, uncooked)
Chinese steamed dumplings (shumai, cooked)
Chinese stuffed dumplings (gyoza, cooked)
Chips [cereal products]
Chocolate
Chocolate bark containing ground coffee beans
Chocolate bars
Chocolate based products
Chocolate beverages
Chocolate beverages with milk
Chocolate biscuits
Chocolate cake
Chocolate cakes
Chocolate candies
Chocolate candy with fillings
Chocolate caramel wafers
Chocolate chips
Chocolate coated biscuits
Chocolate coated fruits
Chocolate coating
Chocolate coffee
Chocolate confectionery
Chocolate confections
Chocolate covered biscuits
Chocolate covered cakes
Chocolate covered pretzels
Chocolate covered wafer biscuits
Chocolate creams
Chocolate decorations for cakes
Chocolate decorations for Christmas trees
Chocolate drink preparations
Chocolate eggs
Chocolate essences for the preparation of beverages
Chocolate extracts
Chocolate extracts for the preparation of beverages
Chocolate fillings for bakery products
Chocolate flavoured confectionery
Chocolate flavourings
Chocolate fondue
Chocolate for confectionery and bread
Chocolate for toppings
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate fudge</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate marzipan</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate mousses</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate pastes</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate pastries</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate powder</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate sauce</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate shells</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate spreads containing nuts</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate spreads for use on bread</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate substitutes</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate sweets</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate syrups</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate syrups for the preparation of chocolate based beverages</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate topped pretzels</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate truffles</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate vermicelli</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate wafers</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate waffles</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate with Japanese horseradish</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate-based beverages</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate-based beverages with milk</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate-based fillings for cakes and pies</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate-based spreads</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate-coated nuts</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate-covered nuts</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolates</td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chow mein</td>
<td>Chow mein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chow mein noodles</td>
<td>Chow mein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chow-chow [condiment]</td>
<td>Chow-chow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christmas puddings</td>
<td>Christmas pudding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chutney</td>
<td>Chutney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chutneys</td>
<td>Chutneys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chutneys [condiment]</td>
<td>Chutneys [condiments]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon [spice]</td>
<td>Cinnamon [spice]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon powder [spice]</td>
<td>Cinnamon powder [spice]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon rolls</td>
<td>Cinnamon rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear gums [confectionery]</td>
<td>Clear gums [confectionery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clove powder [spice]</td>
<td>Clove powder [spice]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloves [spice]</td>
<td>Cloves [spice]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coated nuts [confectionery]</td>
<td>Coated nuts [confectionery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa</td>
<td>Cocoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa [roasted, powdered, granulated, or in drinks]</td>
<td>Cocoa [roasted, powdered, granulated, or in drinks]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa beverages</td>
<td>Cocoa beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa beverages with milk</td>
<td>Cocoa beverages with milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa extracts for human consumption</td>
<td>Cocoa extracts for human consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa for use in making beverages</td>
<td>Cocoa for use in making beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa mixes</td>
<td>Cocoa mixes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa powder</td>
<td>Cocoa powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa products</td>
<td>Cocoa products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa-based beverages</td>
<td>Cocoa-based beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee</td>
<td>Coffee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee [roasted, powdered, granulated, or in drinks]</td>
<td>Coffee [roasted, powdered, granulated, or in drinks]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee based beverages</td>
<td>Coffee based beverages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
30 Coffee beans
30 Coffee beverages
30 Coffee beverages with milk
30 Coffee concentrates
30 Coffee drinks
30 Coffee essences
30 Coffee essences for use as substitutes for coffee
30 Coffee extracts
30 Coffee extracts for use as substitutes for coffee
30 Coffee flavorings
30 Coffee flavourings
30 Coffee mixtures
30 Coffee oils
30 Coffee products
30 Coffee substitutes
30 Coffee substitutes [artificial coffee or vegetable preparations for use as coffee]
30 Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee
30 Coffee-based beverages
30 Coixseed flour
30 Common salt for cooking
30 Concentrated sauce
30 Condiments
30 Cones for ice cream
30 Cones for icecream
30 Confectioners' glaze
30 Confectionery
30 Confectionery bars
30 Confectionery chips for baking
30 Confectionery chocolate products
30 Confectionery for decorating Christmas trees
30 Confectionery for suppressing appetite
30 Confectionery made of sugar
30 Cooked rice
30 Cooked rice mixed with vegetables and beef (bibimhap)
30 Cookie dough
30 Cookie mixes
30 Cookies
30 Cooking essences
30 Cooking salt
30 Cooking sauces
30 Cooling ice
30 Corn candy
30 Corn chips
30 Corn flakes
30 Corn flour
30 Corn flour [for food]
30 Corn kernels being toasted
30 Corn meal
30 Corn starch [for food]
30 Corn starch flour
30 Corn syrup for culinary purposes
30 Corn, milled
30 Corn, processed
30 Corn, roasted
30 Corn-based foodstuffs
Corn-based snack food
Cornflakes
Cornflour
Cornmeal
Cornstarch for culinary purposes
Cotton candy
Couscous
Couscous [semolina]
Covered tarts
Crab boil [seasoning]
Crackers
Cream buns
Cream cakes
Cream crackers
Cream of tartar for culinary purposes
Cream pies
Cream puffs
Creamed corn
Creamed rice
Creme brulees
Creme caramels
Crepes
Crisp rolls
Crispbread
Crispbread snacks
Crisps made of cereals
Crisps made of potato flour
Croissants
Croutons
Crumpets
Crushed barley
Crushed oats
Crusty rolls
Crystal sugar [not confectionery]
Crystal sugar pieces [confectionery]
Cube sugar
Cucur [cake]
Currant bread
Curried food pastes
Curry [spice]
Curry mixes
Curry paste
Curry pastes
Curry powder
Curry powder [spice]
Curry sauces
Curry spice mixes
Curry spices
Custard
Custard mixes
Custard powder
Custard tarts
Custard-based fillings for cakes and pies
Dairy chocolate
Dairy confectionery
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dairy ice cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dairy puddings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dairy-free chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Danish bread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Danish bread rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Danish butter cookies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Danish pastries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dashi-tsuuy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Decaffeinated coffee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dental health gum, other than medicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dessert mousses [confectionery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dessert puddings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dextrose for food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dipping sauces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dodol [snack food made from rice flour]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Donuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dough flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dough mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Doughnut mixes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Doughnuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dressings for food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dressings for salad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dried cooked-rice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dried coriander for use as seasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dried coriander seeds for use as seasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dried culinary herbs [seasonings]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dried fig-based condiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dried herbs [seasonings]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dried noodles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dried pasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dried pasta foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dried pieces of wheat gluten (fu, uncooked)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dried sauce in powder form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dried tortellini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Drinking chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Drinking cocoa paste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Drinks based on chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Drinks based on cocoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Drinks prepared from chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Drinks prepared from cocoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dry condiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dry seasonings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dulce de leche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dumpling skins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dutch gingerbread [taai taai]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Earl Grey tea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Easter eggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Eclairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Edible flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Edible fruit ices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Edible ice powder for use in icing machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Edible ices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Edible paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Edible rice paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Edible salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Edible spices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Edible turmeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Edible wafers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Edible yeast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Egg pies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Egg roll cookies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Egg rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Egg tarts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Empanada dough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Empanadas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Enchiladas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>English muffins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Enriched rice [uncooked]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Ensaïmada [pastry]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Espasol [rice cakes]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Espresso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Essences for cooking, other than essential oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Essences for food, other than essential oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Essences for use in cooking, other than essential oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Essences for use in food preparation, other than essential oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Extracts of cocoa for use as flavours in beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Extracts of cocoa for use as flavours in foodstuffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Extracts of coffee for use as flavours in beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Extracts of coffee for use as flavours in foodstuffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Extruded food products made of maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Extruded food products made of rice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Extruded food products made of wheat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Extruded snacks containing principally of maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Fajitas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Farina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Fermented hot pepper paste (gochujang)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Fermenting malted rice (Koji)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Ferments for pastes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Filled bread products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Filled bread rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Filled buns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Filled caramels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Filled chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Filled chocolates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Filled pasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Filled rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Filled sandwiches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Filled sweetmeats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Filo dough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Filo doughs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Fish crackers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Fish dumplings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Fish sandwiches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Fish sauce [condiments]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flan base wafers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flapjacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flat bread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavorings for beverages, other than essential oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavorings, other than essential oils, for beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavorings, other than essential oils, for cakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavour enhancers for food, other than essential oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavoured coffee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavoured popcorn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavoured rices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavoured sugar confectionery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavoured vinegar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavourings for cakes other than essential oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavourings for snack foods, other than essential oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavourings for soups, other than essential oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavourings in the form of concentrated sauces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavourings in the form of dehydrated sauces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavourings, other than essential oils, for butter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavourings, other than essential oils, for cakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavourings, other than essential oils, for cheeses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavourings, other than essential oils, for foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flavourings, other than essential oils, for soups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flaxseed for culinary purposes [seasoning]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour and preparations made from cereals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour based savoury snacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour concentrate for food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour confectionery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour for baking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour for doughnuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour for food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour for making dumplings of glutinous rice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour mixes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour mixtures for use in baking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour of barley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour of corn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour of millet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour of oats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour of rice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour preparations for food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour products for food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour ready for baking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour-based dumplings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flour-based foodstuffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Foamed sugar pastilles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Foamed sugar sweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Fondants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Fondants [confectionery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Food condiment consisting primarily of ketchup and salsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Food dressings [sauces]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Food essences [except etheric essences and essential oils]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Food flavorings, other than essential oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Food flavourings made from fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Food flavourings made from fruits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Food flavourings made from lobsters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Food flavourings made from meat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Food flavourings made from pickles
Food flavourings made from poultry
Food flavourings made from shrimps
Food flavourings made from snails
Food flavourings made from vegetables
Food flavourings, other than essential oils
Food mixes for making bakery products
Food pastes [seasonings]
Food pastes [spices]
Food preparations for making puddings
Food products consisting of cereals
Food products containing principally of cereals
Food products containing principally of flour
Food products having a pastry base
Food seasonings
Foods produced from baked cereals
Foods produced from puffed cereals
Foods with a chocolate base
Foods with a cocoa base
Foodstuffs made of sugar for making a dessert
Foodstuffs made of sugar for sweetening desserts
Freeze-dried coffee
Freeze-dried dishes with main ingredient being pasta
Freeze-dried dishes with main ingredient being rice
French toast
Fresh bread
Fresh pasta
Fresh pies
Fresh pizza
Fresh sausage rolls
Fried corn
Fried dough cookies
Fried dough twists
Fried noodles
Fried rice
Frosting mixes
Frozen beverages [edible ices]
Frozen cakes
Frozen confectionery
Frozen confectionery containing ice cream
Frozen confections
Frozen cookie dough
Frozen dairy confections
Frozen dough
Frozen ice desserts
Frozen ices
Frozen lollipops
Frozen pastries
Frozen pastry
Frozen pastry sheets
Frozen pizzas
Frozen prepared rice
Frozen yoghurt [confectionery ices]
Frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]
Frozen yogurt cakes
30 Frozen yogurt confections
30 Frozen yogurt pies
30 Fructose for food
30 Fructose syrup for use in the manufacture of foods
30 Fruit bread
30 Fruit breads
30 Fruit cake snacks
30 Fruit cakes
30 Fruit coulis [sauces]
30 Fruit drops [confectionery]
30 Fruit filled pastry products
30 Fruit flavoured tea
30 Fruit gums
30 Fruit ice bars
30 Fruit ice cream
30 Fruit ice creams
30 Fruit ices
30 Fruit jellies [confectionery]
30 Fruit jelly candy
30 Fruit pastries
30 Fruit pies
30 Fruit slices [pastries]
30 Fruit sugar
30 Fruit tea
30 Fruit teas
30 Fruit vinegar
30 Fruited malt loaf
30 Fruited scones
30 Fudge
30 Galamai [Sumatran dodol being snack food made from rice flour]
30 Gandasturi [cake]
30 Garden herbs, preserved [seasonings]
30 Garlic bread
30 Garlic powder
30 Garlic puree [condiments]
30 Gateaux
30 Gelatin-based chewy candies
30 Gemblong [cake]
30 Getuk [cake]
30 Gimbap [Korean rice dish]
30 Ginger [spice]
30 Ginger bread
30 Ginger puree [spice]
30 Gingerbread
30 Gingerbread nuts
30 Glazed popcorn
30 Glazes for food
30 Glazing for food products
30 Glazing products for application to confectionery
30 Glazing products for application to food
30 Glucose for culinary purposes
30 Glucose for food
30 Glucose powder for culinary purposes
30 Glucose preparations for culinary purposes
30 Glucose syrups for culinary purposes
Glutamate for food
Gluten additives for culinary purposes
Gluten prepared as foodstuff
Gluten-free bread
Glutinous rice
Gnocchi
Golden syrup
Graham crackers
Grain-based chips
Granola
Granola-based snack bars
Granulated sugar
Grape sugar
Graves
Gravy mixes
Green onion pancake (pajeon)
Green tea
Grist
Groats
Groats for human food
Ground barley
Ground coffee
Ground coffee beans
Ground pepper
Gruel, with a milk base, for food
Guar gum
Gubane
Gum sweets
Halu-halo [ice dessert]
Halvah
Ham glaze
Hamburger sandwiches
Hamburgers [sandwich with filling]
Hamburgers in buns
Hand made candies
Hard caramels [candies]
Hardtack [biscuits]
Herb tea, not for medical purposes
Herb tea-based beverages, not for medical purposes
Herbal extracts [seasonings]
Herbal flavourings, other than essential oils, for making beverages
Herbal honey
Herbal infusions, other than for medicinal use
Herbal tea, other than for medicinal use
Herbal teas, other than for medicinal use
High-protein cereal bars
Hominy
Hominy grits
Honey
Honey [for food]
Honey substitutes
Honeys
Horseradish
Horseradish sauce
Hot chilli bean paste
Hot chocolate
Hot dog sandwiches
Hot dogs [sandwiches]
Hot pepper powder [spice]
Husked barley
Husked oats
Husked rice
Ice
Ice beverages with a chocolate base
Ice beverages with a cocoa base
Ice beverages with a coffee base
Ice blocks
Ice candies
Ice candy
Ice confectionery
Ice confections
Ice cream
Ice cream bars
Ice cream cones
Ice cream confectionery
Ice cream desserts
Ice cream gateaux
Ice cream mixes
Ice cream powder
Ice cream products
Ice cream sandwiches
Ice cream stick bars
Ice creams
Ice cubes
Ice desserts
Ice for refreshment
Ice in block form
Ice in flake form
Ice kacang [ice dessert]
Ice lollies
Ice milk bars
Ice, natural or artificial
Ice-cream
Ice-cream cakes
Iced cakes
Iced coffee
Iced fruit cakes
Iced lollies
Iced sponge cakes
Iced tea
Ices
Icing
Icing for cakes
Icing mixes
Icing sugar
Imitation chocolate
Imitation custard
Imitation ice cream
Imitation mayonnaise
Infusions, not medicinal
Instant Chinese noodles
Instant coffee
Instant cooking noodles
Instant dessert puddings
Instant noodles
Instant pancake mixes
Instant powder [flavourings, other than essential oils] for making flavoured drinks
Instant pudding mixes
Instant rice
Instant soba noodles
Instant tea
Instant udon noodles
Instant yeast
Invert sugar
Jam buns
Japanese arrowroot powder (kudzu-ko, for food)
Japanese arrowroot powder for culinary purposes
Japanese green tea
Japanese sponge cakes (kasutera)
Japanese–Style pancakes (Okonomiyaki)
Jasmine tea
Jelly beans
Jiaozi [stuffed dumplings]
Jun-mirin
Kalamay [dessert containing glutinous rice]
Katsuo-dashi
Kelepon [cake]
Keripik [chips made from cereal]
Kerupuk [cereal chips flavoured with fish or shrimp]
Ketchup
Ketchup [sauce]
Kettle corn [popcorn]
Kheer mix [rice pudding]
Kimchi pancakes (kimchijeon)
Kontom [steamed cake]
Kra-ya-sart [rice snack]
Kror-lan [prepared meal predominantly consisting of rice]
Kue Bika [cake]
Kuih cincin [flour-based snack]
Laksa
Lanting [flour-based snack]
Lapek Bugih [steamed cake]
Lasagna
Lasagne
Leaven
Lemang [cooked rice]
Lepet [steamed cake]
Lime blossom tea
Lime tea
Linseed for culinary purposes [seasoning]
Liqueur chocolates
Liquid sugar
Liquorice
Liquorice confectionery
Liquorice flavoured confectionery
Lo mein
Locust bean gum
Lollipops
Lontong [prepared meal predominantly of rice]
Lort [rice flour dessert]
Low-salt bread
Lozenges [confectionery]
Lupis [glutinous rice cake]
Lyophilised dishes with main ingredient being pasta
Lyophilised dishes with main ingredient being rice
Lyophilized dishes with main ingredient being pasta
Lyophilized dishes with main ingredient being rice
Macaroni
Macaroni [uncooked]
Macaroni with cheese
Macaroons [pastry]
Madeleines
Maize based snack products
Maize flakes
Maize flour
Maize meal
Maize, milled
Maize, roasted
Maize-based foodstuffs
Mallows [confectionery]
Malt biscuits
Malt bread
Malt cakes
Malt coffee
Malt coffee extracts
Malt extract for food
Malt for human consumption
Malt products for food
Malted barley prepared for human consumption
Malted bread mix
Malted wheat
Maltodextrins for nutritional use, other than medical
Maltose
Maltose for food
Maple syrup
Marinades
Marinades containing herbs
Marinades containing seasonings
Marinades containing spices
Marshmallow
Marshmallow confectionery
Marshmallow filled chocolates
Marshmallow topping
Marshmallows
Marzipan
Marzipan substitutes
Mate [tea]
Mayonnaise
Meal
Meat dumplings [cooked meat in a pastry envelope]
Meat gravies
Meat pies
Meat pies [prepared]
Meat tenderizers for household purposes
Meat tenderizers for household use
Meringue
Meringues
Microwave popcorn
Milk chocolate
Milk chocolate bars
Milk chocolate teacakes
Milk chocolates
Milk jam [dulce de leche]
Mille-feuilles
Millet cakes
Minced garlic [condiment]
Mincemeat pies
Mineral salts for preserving foodstuffs
Mint based sweets
Mint for confectionery
Mint-based sweets
Mints [candies, non-medicated]
Mirror icing [mirror glaze]
Miso
Miso [condiment]
Miso bean paste
Mixed flour for food
Mixes for making bakery products
Mixes for making cakes
Mixes for making puddings
Mixes for preparing sauces
Mixes for the preparation of bread
Mixtures for making cakes
Mixtures for making frozen confections
Mixtures for making ice cream
Mixtures for making water ices
Mixtures of chicory for use as coffee substitutes
Mixtures of coffee
Mixtures of coffee and chicory
Mixtures of coffee and malt
Mixtures of coffee essences and coffee extracts
Modified corn starch
Modified starches for food
Molasses
Molasses for food
Molasses syrup
Molasses syrup for food
Moon cakes
Mooncakes
Muesli
Muesli bars
Muesli consisting predominantly of cereals
Muesli desserts
Muesli-based snack bars
Muffins
Multigrain bread
Mung bean flour
Muruku [rice flour snack]
Mustard
Mustard meal
Mustard powder [spice]
Mustard powder for food
Mustard preparations for food
Mustard vinegar
Naan
Naan bread
Nachos
Nasi Goreng
Nasi kapau [prepared meal predominantly of rice]
Nasi Lemak [prepared meals consisting predominantly of coconut rice]
Nasi Uduk [prepared meals consisting predominantly of rice]
Natural honey
Natural rice flakes
Natural starches for food
Natural sweeteners
Natural sweetening substances
Non-dairy ice cream
Non-medicated candies
Non-medicated candy
Non-medicated chewing gum
Non-medicated chewing pastilles
Non-medicated chewing sweets
Non-medicated chocolate
Non-medicated chocolate confectionery
Non-medicated confectionery
Non-medicated confectionery in jelly form
Non-medicated confectionery in the form of lozenges
Non-medicated flour confectionery
Non-medicated gum sweets
Non-medicated iced confectionery
Non-medicated infusions
Non-medicated lozenges
Non-medicated mint confectionery
Non-medicated mouth freshening lozenges
Non-medicated sugar candies
Non-medicated sugar confectionery
Non-medicated sweets
Non-medicated tea bags
Non-medicated tea based beverages
Non-medicated tea beverages
Non-medicated tea products
Non-medicinal infusions
Nonpareils
Noodle-based prepared meals
Noodles
Nougat
Num Ansorm [steamed cake]
Num Bampong [steamed cake]
Num Bot [steamed cake]
Num Chang [steamed cake]
Num Chekbok [steamed cake]
Num Korm [steamed cake]
Num Thnot [steamed cake]
Nut confectionery
Nut flours
Nutmeg
Nutmegs
Oat biscuits
Oat cakes
Oat flakes
Oat-based food
Oat-based foodstuffs
Oatmeal
Oilseed flour for food
Oilseed meal for food
Okonomiyaki [Japanese savory pancakes]
Okonomiyaki [Japanese savoury pancakes]
Onde-ponde [rice cake]
Ongol-ongol [cake]
Onigiri [rice balls]
Onion or cheese biscuits
Oolong tea
Oolong tea [Chinese tea]
Open sandwiches
Orange based confectionery
Orange based pastry
Orange flavoured tea
Organic thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs
Otap [puff pastry]
Packaged tea
Palm sugar
Pancake mixes
Pancake syrup
Pancakes
Panettone
Panutsa [processed palm sugar]
Papad
Papadums
Pappadums
Paprika
Parfaits
Pasta
Pasta containing eggs
Pasta containing fillings
Pasta for soups
Pasta in the form of sheets
Pasta products
Pasta salads
Pasta sauce
Pasta shells
Pastillas [confectionery]
Pastilles [confectionery]
Pastries
Pastries containing creams
Pastries containing creams and fruit
Pastries containing fruit
Pastries containing vegetables and fish
Pastries containing vegetables and meat
Pastries containing vegetables and poultry
Pastries with fruit
Pastry
Pastry cases
Pastry confectionery
Pastry dough
Pastry for spring rolls
Pastry mixes
Pastry products
Pastry shells
Pâtes en croûte
Pâtés en croûte
Patis
Pavlovas
Peanut confectionery
Pearl barley, prepared
Pearled barley
Pecan logs
Pelmeni [dumplings stuffed with meat]
Pepper
Pepper powder [spice]
Pepper sauces
Pepper spice
Pepper vinegar
Peppercorns
Peppermint candy
Peppermint for confectionery
Peppermint sweets
Peppermints, other than for medicinal use
Peppers [seasonings]
Perilla powder for food
Pesto [sauce]
Petit-beurre biscuits
Petits fours [cakes]
Phad-Thai [prepared meals consisting predominantly of rice noodles]
Phylo dough
Piaya [bread]
Piccalilli
Pickle relish
Pickled ginger [condiment]
Pickling salt for pickling foodstuffs
Pie crusts
Pie mixes
Pie shells
Pies
Pies containing fish
Pies containing game
Pies containing meat
Pies containing poultry
Pies containing vegetables
Pikelets
Pita bread
Pitta bread
Pizza
Pizza bases
Pizza crust
Pizza crusts
Pizza dough
Pizza mixes
Pizza pies
Pizza products
Pizza sauces
Pizza spices
Pizzas
Pizzas [prepared]
Plum-cakes
Polenta
Popcorn
Poppadoms
Poppadums
Popped popcorn
Pork pies
Porridge oats
Potato flour
Potato flour [for food]
Potato flour based snack food products
Potato flour confectionery
Potato starch for food
Poultry and game meat pies
Pounded rice cakes (mochi)
Pounded wheat
Powder for making cakes
Powdered garlic
Powdered preparations containing principally of cocoa for use in making beverages
Powdered shortenings
Powdered starch syrup [for food]
Powdered sugar
Powdered sugar for preparing isotonic beverages
Powders and mixes for making gravies and gravy
Powders for making ice cream
Pralines
Prawn crackers
Pre-baked bread
Pre-baked pizzas crusts
Pre-mixes ready for baking
Pre-packaged lunches consisting primarily of rice, and also including meat, fish or vegetables
Preparations containing principally of chocolate for making into beverages
Preparations for making bakery products
Preparations for making beverages [chocolate based]
Preparations for making beverages [cocoa based]
Preparations for making beverages [coffee based]
Preparations for making beverages [tea based]
Preparations for making cakes
Preparations for making cereals
Preparations for making chocolate beverages
Preparations for making confectionery products
Preparations for making gravy
Preparations for making ice cream
Preparations for making mustard
Preparations for making pasta
Preparations for making pizza bases
Preparations for making puddings
Preparations for stiffening whipped cream
Preparations for use as rising agents in food
Preparations made from cereals
Preparations made from sugar
Preparations of chicory for use as a substitute for coffee
Preparations with a coffee and tea base
Prepared horseradish [condiment]
Prepared meals containing principally of pasta
Prepared meals containing principally of rice
Prepared meals in the form of pizzas
Prepared oats for human consumption
Prepared pasta
Prepared pasta meals
Prepared pizza meals
Prepared rice dishes
Prepared wasabi
Preservatives for animal feed [salt]
Preservatives for food [salt]
Preserved culinary herbs [seasonings]
Preserved garden herbs as seasonings
Preserved herbs [seasonings]
Pretzels
Processed cereals
Processed cereals for food for human consumption
Processed corn
Processed garlic for use as seasoning
Processed grains
Processed grains for food for human consumption
Processed grains for use in food
Processed oats
Processed oats for food for human consumption
Processed popcorn
Processed quinoa
Processed seeds for use as a seasoning
Processed semolina
Processed shallots for use as seasoning
Processed sorghum
Processed teff
Processed wheat
Profiteroles
Propolis
Propolis [bee glue] for human consumption
Pudding powders
Puddings
Puddings for use as desserts
Puddings in powder form
Puff pastry
Puffed corn snacks
Puffed rice
Pulse flour for food
Pulut [glutinous rice]
Pumpernickel
Pumpkin pies
Pumpkin porridge [Hobak-juk]
Puto [rice cake]
Putu Mayam [rice flour cake]
Putu mayang [rice flour cake]
Quesadillas
Quiches
Ramen [Japanese noodle-based dish]
Ravioli
Ravioli [prepared]
Raw sugar
Ready-made baking mixtures
Ready-made sauces
Ready-to-bake dough products
Ready-to-eat cereals
Ready-to-eat puddings
Red bean porridge (patjuk)
Red pepper powder (Gochutgaru)
Relish [condiment]
Relishes [condiments]
Ribbon vermicelli
Rice
Rice biscuits
Rice cakes
Rice chips
Rice crackers
Rice crust
Rice dumplings
Rice flour
Rice mixes
Rice noodles
Rice prepared for food for human consumption
Rice products for food
Rice pudding
Rice pulp for culinary purposes
Rice salads
Rice starch flour
Rice sticks
Rice tapioca
Rice vermicelli
Rice-based foodstuffs
Rice-based pudding dessert
Rice-based snack food
Risotto
Roasted barley tea
Roasted coffee beans
Roasted corn
Roasted maize
Rolled oats
Rolled oats and wheat
Rolled wafers [biscuits]
Rolls [bread]
Rooibos [tea]
Roti canai [flour-based flatbread]
Roti prata [flour-based flatbread]
Royal jelly
Rum truffles [confectionery]
Rusks
Rye bread
Rye flour
Saffron [seasoning]
Sage tea
Sago
Sago palm starch [for food]
Salad dressing
Salad dressings
Salad dressings containing cream
Salad sauces
Salsa [condiment or sauce]
Salt
Salt crackers
Salt for cooking
Salt for flavouring food
Salt for popcorn
Salt for preserving foodstuffs
Salt for use in food preservation
Salt pellets for preserving foodstuffs
Salted biscuits
Salted tarts
Salted wafer biscuits
Salty biscuits
Sambal oelek [ground red pepper sauce]
Sambal sauce [ground red pepper sauce]
Sambals
Samosas
Sandwich spread made from chocolate
Sandwich wraps [bread]
Sandwiches
Sandwiches containing chicken
Sandwiches containing fish fillet
Sandwiches containing hamburgers
Sandwiches containing meat
Sandwiches containing minced beef
Sandwiches containing salad
Sapit [flour-based snack]
Satay sauces
Sauce mixes
Sauce powders
Sauces
Sauces [condiments]
Sauces containing nuts
Sauces flavoured with nuts
Sauces for barbecued meat
Sauces for chicken
Sauces for frozen fish
Sauces for ice cream
Sauces for pasta
| 30 | Sauces for rice |
| 30 | Sauces for use with pasta |
| 30 | Sausage binding materials |
| 30 | Sausage rolls |
| 30 | Savarins |
| 30 | Savoury biscuits |
| 30 | Savoury biscuits |
| 30 | Savoury pastries |
| 30 | Savoury sauces |
| 30 | Sawut [steamed cake] |
| 30 | Scones |
| 30 | Sea salt for cooking |
| 30 | Sea salt for preserving foodstuffs |
| 30 | Sea water for cooking |
| 30 | Seasoned bean paste |
| 30 | Seasoned salt |
| 30 | Seasoned salt for cooking |
| 30 | Seasoning marinade |
| 30 | Seasoning mixes |
| 30 | Seasoning mixes for stews |
| 30 | Seasonings |
| 30 | Seaweed [condiment] |
| 30 | Semi-baked bread |
| 30 | Semolina |
| 30 | Serabi [pancakes] |
| 30 | Sesame seeds [seasonings] |
| 30 | Shao mai |
| 30 | Shaved ices with sweetened red beans |
| 30 | Sherbet [confectionery] |
| 30 | Sherbet mixes |
| 30 | Sherbets [confectionery ices] |
| 30 | Sherbets [confectionery] |
| 30 | Sherbets [ices] |
| 30 | Sherbets [water ices] |
| 30 | Shin-mi-ryo |
| 30 | Shortbread |
| 30 | Shortbread biscuits |
| 30 | Shortcake |
| 30 | Shortcrust pastry |
| 30 | Shrimp dumplings |
| 30 | Smoke flavour preparations |
| 30 | Snack bars consisting of chocolate |
| 30 | Snack bars containing a mixture of grains, nuts and dried fruit [confectionery] |
| 30 | Snack bars containing dried fruits [confectionery] |
| 30 | Snack bars containing grains [confectionery] |
| 30 | Snack bars containing nuts [confectionery] |
| 30 | Snack food products consisting of cereal products |
| 30 | Snack foods consisting predominantly of whole wheat |
| 30 | Snack foods consisting principally of bread |
| 30 | Snack foods consisting principally of confectionery |
| 30 | Snack foods consisting principally of extruded cereals |
| 30 | Snack foods consisting principally of grain |
| 30 | Snack foods consisting principally of pasta |
| 30 | Snack foods consisting principally of rice |
| 30 | Snack foods prepared from cereals |
Snack foods prepared from grains
Snack foods prepared from maize
Snack foods prepared from potato flour
Snack products made principally of cereals
Snacks manufactured from cereals
Snacks manufactured from muesli
Soda bread
Sodium chloride for preserving foodstuffs
Soft caramels
Soft pretzels
Soft rolls [bread]
Somen noodles
Sopapilla
Sorbets
Sorbets [ices]
Sorbets [water ices]
Soy sauce
Soy sauce [soya sauce]
Soya bean paste [condiment]
Soya flour
Soya sauce
Soya-based ice cream substitutes
Spaghetti
Spaghetti [uncooked]
Spaghetti with meatballs
Spice extracts
Spice mixes
Spice preparations
Spice rubs
Spiced salt
Spices
Spices in the form of powders
Spicy sauces
Sponge cakes
Sponge fingers [cakes]
Sponge puddings
Spray crystallized maltose for food
Spring rolls
Sriracha hot chili sauce
Star aniseed
Starch for food
Starch noodles
Starch syrup [for food]
Starch syrup for culinary purposes
Starch vermicelli
Starch-based candies
Starch-based candies (ame)
Steamed buns stuffed with minced meat (niku-manjuh)
Steamed rice
Steamed sponge cakes (fagao)
Steel cut oats
Stick liquorice [confectionery]
Stir-fried rice
Stuffed bread
Stuffed pasta
Substances for binding ice cream
Sugar
Sugar confectionery
Sugar for making conserves of fruit
Sugar for making jams
Sugar for making jellies
Sugar free chewing gum
Sugar substitutes
Sugar, honey, treacle
Sugar-coated coffee beans
Sugar-coated hard caramels
Sugared beans (ama-natto)
Sugarfree chewing gum
Sugar-free chewing gum
Sugarfree sweets
Sugarless candies
Sugarless chewing gum
Sugarless sweets
Suman [rice cake]
Sushi
Sweet and sour sauce
Sweet biscuits for human consumption
Sweet pickle [condiment]
Sweet potato starch for food
Sweet spreads [honey]
Sweetmeat made of sesame oil
Sweetmeats [candy]
Sweets [candy]
Synthetic thickeners for foodstuffs
Syrup for food
Syrup of molasses for food
Tabbouleh
Table salt
Table salt mixed with sesame seeds
Table syrup
Tabouleh
Taco chips
Taco seasonings
Taco shells
Tacos
Taffy
Tamales
Tamarind [condiment]
Taperr [rice dessert]
Tapioca
Tapioca and sago
Tapioca flour
Tapioca flour [for food]
Tart shells
Tartar sauce
Tarts
Tauco [fermented bean paste]
Tea
Tea cakes
Tea essence
<p>| 30 | Tea substitutes                      |
| 30 | Tea-based beverages                 |
| 30 | Tea-based beverages with fruit flavoring |
| 30 | Teriyaki sauce                      |
| 30 | Theine-free tea                     |
| 30 | Theine-free tea sweetened with sweeteners |
| 30 | Theine-free tea with added sweeteners |
| 30 | Thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs |
| 30 | Tiramisu                            |
| 30 | Tisanes made of tea                 |
| 30 | Tiwul [cereal]                      |
| 30 | Toast                               |
| 30 | Toasted bread                       |
| 30 | Toasted bread products              |
| 30 | Toasted corn kernels                |
| 30 | Toasted grain flour                 |
| 30 | Toasted natural wood chips added to wine to improve its flavour |
| 30 | Toasted sandwiches                  |
| 30 | Toasts                              |
| 30 | Toasts [biscuits]                   |
| 30 | Toffee                              |
| 30 | Toffee coated apples                |
| 30 | Toffees                             |
| 30 | Tomato based sauces                 |
| 30 | Tomato ketchup                      |
| 30 | Tomato sauce                        |
| 30 | Topping syrups                      |
| 30 | Tortellini                          |
| 30 | Tortes                              |
| 30 | Tortilla chips                      |
| 30 | Tortilla shells                     |
| 30 | Tortillas                           |
| 30 | Treacle                             |
| 30 | Treacle cake                        |
| 30 | Trifle                              |
| 30 | Truffles [confectionery]            |
| 30 | Tumpi [bread]                       |
| 30 | Tupig [rice snack]                  |
| 30 | Turbinado sugar                     |
| 30 | Turkish delight                     |
| 30 | Turkish delight coated in chocolate |
| 30 | Turmeric                            |
| 30 | Turmeric for food                   |
| 30 | Turmeric for use as a condiment     |
| 30 | Udon noodles [uncooked]             |
| 30 | Uncooked pizzas                     |
| 30 | Unfermented bread                   |
| 30 | Unleavened bread                    |
| 30 | Unleavened bread in thin sheets     |
| 30 | Unroasted coffee                    |
| 30 | Unsorted wheat flour                |
| 30 | Vanilla flavorings for culinary purposes |
| 30 | Vanilla flavourings for culinary purposes |
| 30 | Vanillin [vanilla substitute]       |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vareniki [stuffed dumplings]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vegan mayonnaise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vegetable based coffee substitutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vegetable flavoured corn chips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vegetable flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vegetable pies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vegetable thickeners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vermicelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vermicelli [noodles]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Viennese pastries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Viennoiserie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vinegar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vinegar, sauces (condiments)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vol-au-vent cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vol-au-vents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wafer biscuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wafer dough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wafer doughs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wafered pralines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wafers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wafers [biscuits]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Waffles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wajid [sticky rice cake]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Water ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Water ices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wheat flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wheat flour [for food]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wheat germ for human consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wheat meal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wheat preparations for food for human consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wheat starch flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wheat-based snack food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wheaten flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>White sugar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>White tea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Whole wheat bread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wholemeal bread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wholemeal bread mixes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wholemeal rice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wholewheat crisps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wild rice, prepared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wine vinegar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Winegums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wingko [coconut cake]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Won ton wrappers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Won tons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wonton chips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wontons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Worcestershire sauce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Wrap [sandwich]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Yangko [cake]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Yeast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Yeast extracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Yeast extracts as spreads</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Yeast extracts for food
Yeast extracts for food for human consumption
Yeast extracts for human consumption
Yeast for food for human consumption
Yeast for human consumption
Yeast for use as an ingredient in foods
Yeast powder
Yeast powder for food for human consumption
Yeast products for food for human consumption
Yeast tablets for food for human consumption
Yeast, baking-powder
Yoghurt confectionery
Yogurt confectionery
Yorkshire puddings
Ziti
Active dried yeast for animal consumption
Algae for animal consumption
Algae, unprocessed, for human or animal consumption
Algarovilla for animal consumption
Almonds [fruits]
Aloe vera plants
Anchovy, live
Animal beverages
Animal embryos
Animal fattening preparations
Animal feed
Animal foodstuffs
Animal foodstuffs for the weaning of animals
Apple tree seeds
Apple trees
Aquarium fish
Aromatic sand [litter] for pets
Arrangements of dried flowers for decorative purposes
Arrangements of fresh fruit
Arrangements of natural flowers
Artichokes, fresh
Asparagus plants
Atis [fresh sugar apple]
Bagasses of cane [raw material]
Bakcang [fresh fruit]
Baled air-cured hay
Bark mulches
Barley
Barley for use in brewing beer
Beans, fresh
Bedding material for birds
Bedding materials for animals
Beef cattle
Bees
Beet, fresh
Berries, fresh
Betel nuts, fresh
Beverages for animals
Beverages for canines
Beverages for pets
Bird food
Bird seed
Biscuits for animals
Blewah [fresh fruit]
Bones for dogs
Bouquets of dried flowers
Bouquets of fresh flowers
Bran
Bran mash for animal consumption
Bred stock
Buah mata kucing [fresh fruit]
Bulbs
Bulbs for agricultural purposes
Bulbs for horticultural purposes
Bulbs, seedlings and seeds for planting
Bumblebees
Buni [fresh fruit]
Bushes
Bushes [shrubs]
By-products of the processing of cereals, for animal consumption
Calamari, live
Canned foods for animals
Canned foods for cats
Canned foods for dogs
Canned foodstuffs for cats
Canned foodstuffs for dogs
Capsicums
Cat food
Cat litter
Cat litter and litter for small animals
Cat litters
Catnip, fresh
Cattle cake
Cattle feed
Cattle food
Cellulose sheets for use as animal bedding
Cempedak [fresh fruit]
Cereal based foodstuffs for animals
Cereal cakes for animals
Cereal seeds, unprocessed
Cereals products for consumption by animals
Chestnuts, fresh
Chewing bones for dogs
Chicks
Chicory roots
Chicory, fresh
Chiko [fresh fruit]
Chiku [fresh fruit]
Chopped straw for animal bedding
Christmas trees
Citrus fruit, fresh
Climbing plants
Cocoa beans, raw
Coconut shell
Coconuts
31 Cocoons for egg production
31 Cocoons for silkworm breeding
31 Cola nuts
31 Conifer trees
31 Copra
31 Corn husks, dried, for decoration
31 Crabs, live
31 Crayfish, live
31 Crop seeds
31 Crustaceans, live
31 Cucumbers, fresh
31 Cut Christmas trees
31 Cut flowers
31 Cuttle bone for birds
31 Cuttlebones for birds
31 Cuttlefish bones
31 Dalandan [citrus fruit]
31 Dalanghita [citrus fruit]
31 Decorative woodchip mulch
31 Digestible chewing bones for dogs
31 Distillery waste for animal consumption
31 Dog biscuits
31 Dog food
31 Dogs
31 Draff
31 Dried alfalfa for animals
31 Dried flowers
31 Dried moss for decoration
31 Dried plants for decoration
31 Drones [bee]
31 Duku [fresh fruit]
31 Durian [fresh fruit]
31 Edible chewing products for domestic animals
31 Edible chews for animals
31 Edible chews for dogs
31 Edible dog treats
31 Edible flaxseed, unprocessed
31 Edible food for animals for chewing
31 Edible insects, live
31 Edible linseed, unprocessed
31 Edible nuts, unprocessed
31 Edible seeds, unprocessed
31 Edible sesame, unprocessed
31 Eggplants, fresh
31 Eggs for hatching
31 Eggs for hatching, fertilised
31 Eggs for hatching, fertilized
31 Feeding preparations for bees
31 Ferns
31 Fertilised eggs for hatching
31 Fertilized eggs for hatching
31 Figs, fresh
31 Fir trees for grafting purposes
31 Fir trees for propagation purposes
31 Fish eggs for hatching
Fish food
Fish meal for animal consumption
Fish spawn
Fish, live
Fishing bait, live
Flax [linseed] plant seeds
Flax [linseed] plants
Flax meal [fodder]
Flaxseed for animal consumption
Flaxseed meal for animal consumption
Floral decorations [dried]
Floral decorations [fresh]
Floral decorations [natural]
Flower bulbs
Flower corms
Flower seeds
Flowering plants
Flowers [natural]
Flowers, dried, for decoration
Flowers, natural
Fodder
Foliage plants
Food for animals
Food for aquarium fish
Food for birds
Food for cats
Food for dogs
Food for fish
Food for goldfish
Food for hamsters
Food for insects
Food for rodents
Food products for animals
Food substances for animals
Foodstuffs and beverages for animals
Foodstuffs for animals
Foodstuffs for animals containing botanical extracts
Foodstuffs for animals on a milk basis
Foodstuffs for birds
Foodstuffs for calves
Foodstuffs for chickens
Foodstuffs for dogs
Foodstuffs for farm animals
Foodstuffs for fish
Foodstuffs for horses
Foodstuffs for marine animals
Foodstuffs for poultry
Foodstuffs for puppies
Foodstuffs for sheep
Forage
Formula animal feed
Fresh almonds
Fresh apple mangos
Fresh apples
Fresh apricots
Fresh artichokes
Fresh asparagus
Fresh avocados
Fresh balloon flower root (Doraji)
Fresh bamboo shoots
Fresh bananas
Fresh bean sprouts
Fresh beans
Fresh beets
Fresh berries
Fresh black raspberry (Bokbunja)
Fresh blood oranges
Fresh blueberries
Fresh broccoli
Fresh brussel sprouts
Fresh cabbage
Fresh carambolas
Fresh carrots
Fresh cashew apples
Fresh cashew nuts
Fresh cherries
Fresh cherry tomatoes
Fresh chervil
Fresh chestnuts
Fresh chick peas
Fresh chickpeas
Fresh chilies
Fresh chillies
Fresh chives
Fresh citrus fruit
Fresh citrus fruits
Fresh coconuts
Fresh cola nuts
Fresh corni fructus (Sansuyu) in the nature of live plants
Fresh courgettes
Fresh cranberries
Fresh cucumbers
Fresh culinary herbs
Fresh cut garlands
Fresh cut wreaths
Fresh dates
Fresh dragon fruits
Fresh durians
Fresh edible aloe vera
Fresh edible flowers
Fresh edible mushrooms
Fresh edible rootstocks
Fresh eggplants
Fresh fava beans
Fresh fern (Gosari)
Fresh flavoring leaves of Japanese pepper tree (Sansho)
Fresh flower arrangements
Fresh flowers
Fresh fruit
Fresh fruits
Fresh fruits and vegetables, fresh herbs
Fresh garden herbs
Fresh garlic
Fresh ginger
Fresh gingko nuts
Fresh golden berries
Fresh grapefruits
Fresh grapes
Fresh green split-peas
Fresh guavas
Fresh hazelnuts
Fresh herbs
Fresh horseradish root
Fresh ice cream beans
Fresh jackfruit
Fresh Japanese edible horseradishes (wasabi)
Fresh Japanese persimmons
Fresh kale
Fresh kiwi fruit
Fresh kumquats
Fresh leeks
Fresh legumes
Fresh lemons
Fresh lentils
Fresh limes
Fresh loquats
Fresh lychees
Fresh mandarin oranges
Fresh mandarins
Fresh mangos
Fresh mangosteens
Fresh melons
Fresh mushrooms
Fresh napa cabbage (Baechu)
Fresh naranjillas
Fresh nuts
Fresh oats
Fresh okra
Fresh olives
Fresh onions
Fresh oranges
Fresh oriental melon (Cham-oe)
Fresh papayas
Fresh parsley
Fresh passion fruit
Fresh peaches
Fresh peanuts
Fresh peas
Fresh peppers
Fresh perilla leaves (Shiso)
Fresh pine nuts
Fresh pineapple guavas (feijoa)
Fresh pistachio nuts
Fresh plantains
Fresh plants
Fresh potatoes
Fresh pulses
Fresh pumpkins
Fresh rambutans
Fresh sapodillas
Fresh scallions
Fresh seaweed
Fresh shiitake mushrooms
Fresh soursops
Fresh soya beans
Fresh Spanish limes
Fresh spinach
Fresh star fruit
Fresh strawberries
Fresh strawberry guavas
Fresh string beans
Fresh sugar-apples
Fresh sweet corn
Fresh sweet potatoes
Fresh tangerines
Fresh tomatoes
Fresh tropical fruits
Fresh truffles
Fresh vegetables
Fresh walnuts
Fresh wheat
Fresh wheatgrass
Fresh white carrots (arracacha)
Fresh wine grapes
Fresh yams
Fresh zucchini
Frozen animal embryos
Fruit bushes
Fruit residue [marc]
Fruit seeds
Fruit shrubs
Fruit trees
Fruit, fresh
Funeral wreaths
Gandaria [fresh fruit]
Garden herbs, fresh
Garlands of natural flowers
Garlic, fresh
Germ grains
Goldfish
Gowok [fresh fruit]
Grains [cereals]
Grains for animal consumption
Grape vine trees
Grapes, fresh
Grass
Grass [sod]
Grass seeds
Gravel paper for bird cages
Groats for poultry
Ground bait [live or natural]
Hanging basket liners [moss]
Hay
Hazelnuts, fresh
Herbs, dried, for decoration
Herrings, live
Hop cones
Hop pellets
Hops
Horse feed
Horticultural mulches
Horticultural produce
House plants
Jamblang [fresh fruit]
Jaring [fresh fruit]
Jengkol [fresh fruit]
Jering [fresh fruit]
Juniper berries
Kalamansi [citrus fruit]
Kecapi [fresh fruit]
Kecipir [fresh fruit]
Kemang [fresh fruit]
Kernel fruits, fresh
Kesemek [fresh fruit]
Kluwek [fresh fruit]
Kluwih [fresh fruit]
Kola nuts
Kueni [fresh fruit]
Langka [fresh fruit]
Langsat [fresh fruit]
Lanzones [fresh fruit]
Leeks, fresh
Leguminous plants
Lemiding [fern]
Lemons, fresh
Lengkeng [fresh fruit]
Lentils, fresh
Lettuce, fresh
Lichees, fresh
Lime for animal forage
Linseed for animal consumption
Linseed meal for animal consumption
Litter for animals
Litter for domestic animals
Litter for small animals
Litter peat
Live abalones
Live animals
Live aquarium coral
Live aquatic creatures
Live ark-shells
Live bait
Live bait for fishing
Live baits
Live birds
Live black-bone chickens
Live blue mussels
Live bushes
Live carp
Live Christmas trees
Live Christmas trees [cut]
Live clams
Live codfishes
Live coral
Live corsages
Live crabs
Live crayfish
Live crucian carps
Live cuttlefish
Live ducks
Live edible aquatic animals
Live eels
Live fish
Live fish [not for food]
Live fishing bait
Live flower arrangements
Live flowers
Live game
Live goats
Live goldfish
Live hamsters
Live hatching eggs
Live hens
Live insects
Live laboratory animals
Live lobsters
Live octopuses
Live oysters
Live perches
Live pigs
Live plaices
Live plants
Live plants used as aquarium landscapes
Live poultry
Live prawns
Live sardines
Live sea basses
Live sea breams [red snappers]
Live sheep
Live short-necked clams
Live shrimps
Live shrubs
Live silver carps
Live topiaries
Live trees
Live trouts
Livestock
Livestock fattening preparations
Livestock feed
Living fruit plants
31  Living plants
31  Lobi-lobi [fresh fruit]
31  Lobsters, live
31  Locust beans, raw
31  Longan [fresh fruit]
31  Lychee [fresh fruit]
31  Maize
31  Maize cake for cattle
31  Maize for consumption by animals
31  Maize products for consumption by animals
31  Malt
31  Malt for animals
31  Malt for brewing and distilling
31  Malt germs
31  Malt grains, unprocessed
31  Malted barley
31  Mangosteen
31  Marang
31  Marc
31  Mash for fattening livestock
31  Mats containing seed for laying lawns
31  Meal for animals
31  Menagerie animals
31  Milk fish [live]
31  Milk for use as foodstuffs for animals
31  Milk replacers for animals
31  Milk substitutes for use as foodstuffs for animals
31  Milk-based foodstuffs for animals
31  Milled food products for animals
31  Mineral grit
31  Mineral salts for animals
31  Mint, fresh
31  Mixed animal feed
31  Mixed fruits, fresh
31  Mulch and fertilizer mixes, mulch predominating
31  Mulches of natural materials
31  Mushroom spawn
31  Mushroom spawn for propagation
31  Mushrooms, fresh
31  Mussels, live
31  Nangka [fresh fruit]
31  Natural edible plants, unprocessed
31  Natural fishing bait [live or not live]
31  Natural flowering plants
31  Natural flowers
31  Natural plants
31  Natural plants and flowers
31  Natural rice for use as animal fodder
31  Natural seeds
31  Natural turf
31  Nettles
31  Non-debarked timber
31  Nursery plants
31  Nuts [fruits]
31  Oat-based food for animals
Oatmeal for consumption by animals
Oats
Oil cake
Oilseed meal for animals
Olives, fresh
Onions, fresh
Oranges, fresh
Organic mulch
Oysters, live
Pakis [fern]
Paku [fern]
Palm tree leaves [unworked or partly worked material]
Palm trees
Pals
Palm trees [leaves of the palm tree]
Peanut cake for animals
Peanut meal for animals
Peanuts, fresh
Peanuts, unprocessed
Pearl barley [in the husk]
Pears, fresh
Peas, fresh
Pennyroyal [plants]
Peppers [plants]
Pet animals
Pet birds
Pet food
Petai [fresh fruit]
 Pig feed
 Pigs
 Pili [raw]
Peine cones
 Pineapples, fresh
Plant bulbs
Plant cuttings
Plant seeds
Plants
Plants for aquaria [live]
Plants for ponds [live]
Plants, dried, for decoration
Pollen [raw material]
Pomegranates, fresh
Pomelo
Pomelos, fresh
Potatoes, fresh
Potted dwarfed trees (bonsai)
Potted fresh herbs
Potted plants
Poultry grit
Poultry, live
Powdered milk for animals
Prawns, live
Preparations for egg laying poultry
Prepared oats for consumption by animals
Preserved crops for animal feeds
Processed cereals for consumption by animals
Processed grains for consumption by animals
Propagation material [seeds]
Pulses [foodstuffs for animals]
Pyrethrum [plants]
Quassia trees
Quebracho trees
Rambutan
Rape cake for cattle
Rapeseed meal for animal consumption
Raw and unprocessed agricultural, aquacultural, horticultural and forestry products
Raw and unprocessed grains and seeds
Raw barks
Raw bee pollen
Raw berries
Raw cereals, unprocessed
Raw cocoa beans
Raw corn
Raw ginger
Raw grain
Raw herbs
Raw horseradish root
Raw nut kernels
Raw popcorn
Raw red beans
Raw sugar cane bagasses
Raw timber
Reinforced turf
Residual products of cereals for animal consumption
Residue in a still after distillation
Residues from malt treatment for use as an animal feed
Rhizomes
Rhubarb, fresh
Rice meal for forage
Rice, unprocessed
Root vegetables, fresh
Roots for animal consumption
Rose bushes
Roses
Roses [plants]
Rough cork
Round timber
Rye
Salad crops
Salad vegetables, fresh
Salak [fresh fruit]
Salmon, live
Salt for cattle
Sanded paper [litter] for pets
Sanded paper for domestic animals (litter)
Sanded paper for use in animal cages
Sanded paper for use in bird cages
Saplings
Sardines, live
Sator [fresh fruit]
Sawo [fresh fruit]
Sea-cucumbers, live
Seaweed, unprocessed, for human or animal consumption
Seed germ for botanical purposes
Seed potatoes
Seedlings
Seeds for agricultural purposes
Seeds for flowers
Seeds for fruit
Seeds for horticultural purposes
Seeds for planting
Seeds for sowing
Seeds for vegetables
Seeds of urushi
Seeds prepared for consumption by animals
Shellfish, live
Shrimps, live
Shrubs
Silkworm eggs
Silkworms
Smolt, live
Snails, live
Sod
Sowing seeds
Spinach, fresh
Spiny lobsters, live
Squashes, fresh
Squid, live
Stall food for animals
Straw
Straw forage
Straw litter
Straw mulch
Strengthening animal forage
Sugar cane
Sugarcane
Sukun [fresh fruit]
Synthetic animal feed
Talas [fresh fruit]
Tamarind [fresh]
Tambis [fresh water apple]
Tampoi [fresh fruit]
Tarap [fresh fruit]
Tibadak [fresh fruit]
Timbul [fresh fruit]
Timun Suri [fresh fruit]
Tissue cultures being live plant material
Tree trunks
Trees
Truffles, fresh
Trunks of trees
Tubers for plant propagation
Tuna, live
Tunny, live
Turf [natural]
Turf, natural
Turkey, live
Undressed timber
Unprocessed agar (Tengusa seaweed)
Unprocessed agricultural produce
Unprocessed algae for human consumption
Unprocessed apples
Unprocessed asparagus
Unprocessed barley
Unprocessed bee pollen
Unprocessed berries
Unprocessed brown algae (Hijiki seaweed)
Unprocessed buckwheat
Unprocessed cereal
Unprocessed cereal grains
Unprocessed cereal seeds
Unprocessed cereals
Unprocessed cherries
Unprocessed chillies
Unprocessed cocoa beans
Unprocessed corn
Unprocessed flax seeds
Unprocessed foxtail millet
Unprocessed fruits
Unprocessed grain
Unprocessed hops
Unprocessed Japanese barnyard millet
Unprocessed kelp (Kombu seaweed)
Unprocessed mushrooms
Unprocessed nuts
Unprocessed oats
Unprocessed oil seeds
Unprocessed olives
Unprocessed potatoes
Unprocessed proso millet
Unprocessed quinoa
Unprocessed rice
Unprocessed sea lettuce (Aosa seaweed)
Unprocessed seaweed (Wakame)
Unprocessed seeds for agricultural use
Unprocessed shallots
Unprocessed sorghum
Unprocessed spirulina
Unprocessed sugar beets
Unprocessed sugar crops
Unprocessed sunflower seeds
Unprocessed sweet corn ears [husked or unhusked]
Unprocessed teff
Unprocessed tomatoes
Unprocessed vegetables
Unprocessed wheat
Unsawn timber
Urushi tree seeds
Vegetable marrows, fresh
Vegetable seeds
Vegetables, fresh
Vine plants
Watermelon, fresh
Weeds for human or animal consumption
Wheat
Wheat bran
Wheat germ for animal consumption
Wood chips
Wood chips for the manufacture of wood pulp
Wood chips for use as ground cover
Wood shavings for use as animal bedding
Wood shavings for use as animal litter
Wood shavings for use as animal bedding
Wood shavings for use as animal litter
Worms, live
Wreaths of natural flowers
Yams, fresh
Yeast extracts for consumption by animals
Yeast for animal consumption
Yeast for animal fodder
Young fresh soybeans in the pod (eda-mame)
Aerated beverages, non-alcoholic
Aerated drinks containing soya based products
Aerated drinks, non-alcoholic
Aerated fruit juices
Aerated juices
Aerated mineral waters
Aerated spring waters
Aerated water
Aerated water [soda water]
Air Bandung [beverage]
Alcohol free aperitifs
Alcohol free beer
Alcohol free beverages
Alcohol free cider
Alcohol free drinks
Alcohol free wine
Alcohol-free beers
Alcoholic beers
Ale
Ales
Aloe juice beverages
Aloe vera drinks, non-alcoholic
Aloe vera juices
Aperitifs, non-alcoholic
Apple juice beverages
Beer
Beer wort
Beer-based cocktails
Beers
Beverages consisting of a blend of fruit and vegetable juices
Beverages made from cereals
Beverages made from fruit concentrates
Birds' nest drink
Bitter beer
Bitter lemon
Black beer
Black beer [toasted-malt beer]
Bottled drinking water
Bottled fruit drinks
Bottled fruit juices
Bottled water
Bottled water, other than for medical purposes
Carbonated mineral water
Carbonated non-alcoholic drinks
Carbonated water
Carbonated waters
Chin chau [grass jelly beverage]
Chocolate flavoured cola drinks
Cider, non-alcoholic
Cocktails, non-alcoholic
Coconut water as beverage
Coffee-flavored soft drinks
Cola
Cola drinks
Colas
Colas [soft drinks]
Concentrated fruit juice
Concentrated fruit juices
Concentrates for making fruit drinks
Concentrates for making fruit juices
Concentrates for use in the preparation of fruit juice drinks
Concentrates for use in the preparation of soft drinks
Concentrates used in the preparation of soft drinks
Craft beers
Cranberry juice
Dark Beer
De-alcoholised beer
De-alcoholised drinks
De-alcoholised wines
De-alcoholized beer
De-alcoholized wines
Drinking water
Drinking waters
Dry ginger ale
Edible essences for making beverages
Electrolyte replacement beverages for general and sports purposes
Energy drinks
Essences for making beverages
Essences for making flavoured mineral water [not in the nature of essential oils]
Essences for making non-alcoholic beverages [not in the nature of essential oils]
Extracts of hops for making beer
Extracts of vegetables [beverages]
Flavor enhanced water
Flavored beers
Flavored mineral water
Flavored waters
Flavoured mineral water
Flavoured waters
Fresh fruit juices
Fresh vegetable juices
Frozen carbonated beverages
Frozen concentrated fruit drinks
Frozen concentrated fruit juices
Frozen fruit beverages
Frozen fruit drinks
Frozen fruit juices
Frozen fruit-based beverages
Frozen vegetable juices
Fruit ale
Fruit based drinks
Fruit beers
Fruit beverages
Fruit beverages and fruit juices
Fruit concentrates for making beverages
Fruit drinks
Fruit flavored drinks
Fruit flavoured carbonated drinks
Fruit flavoured drinks
Fruit flavoured non-alcoholic drinks
Fruit flavoured squashes
Fruit juice
Fruit juice beverages
Fruit juice concentrates
Fruit juice extracts [preparations for making beverages]
Fruit juice extracts for use as a beverage
Fruit juice nectar [non-alcoholic beverages]
Fruit juice nectar [preparations for making beverages]
Fruit juices
Fruit nectars
Fruit nectars, non-alcoholic
Fruit squashes
Fruit syrup [preparations for making beverages]
Fruit-based beverages
Fruit-based soft drinks flavored with tea
Fruit-flavored beverages
Fruit-flavored soft drinks
Fruit-flavoured beverages
Ginger ale
Ginger beer
Glacial water
Grain based non-alcoholic beverages
Grape juice
Grape juice beverages
Grape must, unfermented
Guarana drinks
Herbal beverages, other than for medicinal use
Hop concentrates for use in the preparation of beverages
Hop essences for use in the preparation of beverages
Hop extracts for manufacturing beer
Hop extracts for use in the preparation of beverages
Hop pellets for use in brewing
Iced fruit beverages
Imitation beer
India pale ales (IPAs)
Isotonic beverages
Isotonic drinks
Isotonic non-alcoholic drinks
Kvass [non-alcoholic beverage]
Kvass [non-alcoholic beverages]
Lager
Lagers
Lemon barley water
Lemon juice [beverages]
Lemon squash
Lemonade
Lemonades
Lemonades containing fruit extracts
Lime juice cordial
Liquid mixtures for making soft drinks
Lithia water
Low calorie fruit juices
Low calorie soft drinks
Low-alcohol beer
Malt based preparations for making beverages
Malt beer
Malt syrup for beverages
Malt wort
Malt-containing beverages [beers]
Malt-containing beverages, non-alcoholic
Malted food drinks
Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages
Mineral water [beverages]
Minuman Bajigur [beverage]
Minuman Bandrek [beverage]
Minuman Dawet [beverage]
Minuman Ronde [beverage]
Minuman Sekoteng [beverage]
Mixed fruit juice
Mixed fruit juices
Mixtures of fruit flavoured drinks
Multi-vitamin fruit juice beverages, other than for medical use
Multi-vitamin fruit nectar, other than for medical use
Must
Natural mineral water, other than for medical purposes
Natural spring waters, other than for medical purposes
Natural water, other than for medical purposes
Nira [palm juice]
Non-alcoholic barley based beverages
Non-alcoholic beer flavored beverages
Non-alcoholic beers
Non-alcoholic beverages
Non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices
Non-alcoholic beverages flavored with coffee
Non-alcoholic beverages flavored with tea
Non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with coffee
Non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea
Non-alcoholic beverages with tea flavor
Non-alcoholic carbonated beverages
Non-alcoholic carbonated drinks
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-alcoholic cinnamon punch with dried persimmon (sujeonggwa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-alcoholic cocktail bases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-alcoholic cocktails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-alcoholic cordials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-alcoholic drinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-alcoholic fruit extracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-alcoholic fruit extracts used in the preparation of beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-alcoholic fruit punch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-alcoholic honey-based beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-alcoholic malt beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-alcoholic rice punch (sikhye)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-alcoholic soda beverages flavoured with tea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-carbonated soft drinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-fermented fruit drinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-fermented fruit juices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-medicated mineral drinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Non-medicated mineral spring waters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Orange barley water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Orange juice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Orange juice beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Orange squash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Orangeade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Orgeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Pale ale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Part frozen slush drinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Pastilles for effervescing beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Pineapple juice beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Porter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Powders for effervescing beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Preparations for making aerated water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Preparations for making beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Preparations for making liqueurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Preparations for making mineral water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Preparations of malted barley for use in making beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Protein-enriched sports beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Ramune (Japanese soda pops)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Rice-based beverages, other than milk substitutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Root beer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Sarsaparilla [non-alcoholic beverage]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Seltzer water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Seltzers [beverages]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Shandy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Sherbet beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Sherbets [beverages]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Smoked plum juice beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Smoothies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Smoothies [fruit beverages, fruit predominating]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Soda pops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Soda water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Soft drinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Sorbets [beverages]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Sorbets in the nature of beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Sparkling water</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sports drinks
Sports drinks containing electrolytes
Spring water [beverages], other than for medical purposes
Squashes [non-alcoholic beverages]
Still water
Still water, other than for medical purposes
Stout
Syrup for making beverages
Syrup powder for beverages
Syrups and other preparations for making beverages
Syrups for beverages
Syrups for lemonade
Syrups for making flavoured mineral waters
Syrups for making fruit-flavored drinks
Syrups for making non-alcoholic beverages
Table water
Table waters
Tomato juice [beverage]
Tomato juice beverages
Tonic water
Tonic water [non-medicated beverages]
Tropical fruit squash [beverages]
Unfermented fruit juice
Vegetable drinks
Vegetable extracts [beverages]
Vegetable extracts for use in the preparation of non-alcoholic drinks
Vegetable juice concentrates [beverages]
Vegetable juices [beverages]
Waters [beverages]
Wheat beer
Whey beverages
Absinthe
Acanthopanax wine (Ogapiju)
Aguardiente [sugarcane spirits]
Alcohol for drinking
Alcoholic beverages (except beers)
Alcoholic beverages containing fruit
Alcoholic beverages except beers
Alcoholic beverages, except beer
Alcoholic bitters
Alcoholic carbonated beverages, except beer
Alcoholic cocktails containing milk
Alcoholic cocktails in the form of chilled gelatins
Alcoholic cordials
Alcoholic energy drinks
Alcoholic essences
Alcoholic extracts
Alcoholic extracts of fruits
Alcoholic fruit beverages
Alcoholic preparations for making beverages
Alcoholic punches
Alcopops
Anise [liqueur]
Anisette
Anisette [liqueur]
| 33 | Aperitifs                        |
| 33 | Arak                            |
| 33 | Arak [arrack]                   |
| 33 | Arrack                          |
| 33 | Arrack [arak]                   |
| 33 | Baijiu [Chinese distilled alcoholic beverage] |
| 33 | Basi [alcoholic beverage ]      |
| 33 | Bitters                         |
| 33 | Black raspberry wine (Bokbunjaju) |
| 33 | Blackcurrant liqueur            |
| 33 | Blended whisky                  |
| 33 | Blended wine                    |
| 33 | Bourbon whiskey                 |
| 33 | Bourbon whisky                  |
| 33 | Brandy                          |
| 33 | Brandy based liqueurs           |
| 33 | Cachaca                         |
| 33 | Chinese brewed liquor (laojiou)  |
| 33 | Chinese mixed liquor (wujiapie-jiou) |
| 33 | Chinese spirit of sorghum (gaolian-jiou) |
| 33 | Chinese white liquor (baiganr)  |
| 33 | Cider                           |
| 33 | Cider coolers [beverages]       |
| 33 | Cocktails                       |
| 33 | Coconut liqueur                 |
| 33 | Coffee liqueurs                 |
| 33 | Coffee-based liqueurs           |
| 33 | Cooking wine                    |
| 33 | Cream liqueurs                  |
| 33 | Curacao                         |
| 33 | Dessert wine                    |
| 33 | Digesters [liqueurs and spirits]|
| 33 | Distilled alcoholic beverages   |
| 33 | Distilled beverages            |
| 33 | Distilled spirits of rice (awamori) |
| 33 | Dry fortified wine              |
| 33 | Dry red wine                    |
| 33 | Dry sparkling wines             |
| 33 | Dry white wine                  |
| 33 | Dry wine                        |
| 33 | Fermented liquors               |
| 33 | Fermented spirit                |
| 33 | Flavored tonic liquors          |
| 33 | Fortified wines                 |
| 33 | Fruit based alcoholic beverages |
| 33 | Fruit extracts, alcoholic       |
| 33 | Fruit wine                      |
| 33 | Gin                             |
| 33 | Ginger Wine                     |
| 33 | Grain spirit                    |
| 33 | Grape wine                      |
| 33 | Grappa                          |
| 33 | Hydromel [mead]                 |
| 33 | Japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor (shiro-zake) |
| 33 | Kirsch                          |
Korean distilled spirits [Soju]
Korean traditional rice wine (makgeoli)
Lambanog [wine]
Liqueurs
Liquors [alcoholic beverages]
Malt whisky
Mead
Mead [hydromel]
Mint flavoured liqueurs
Minuman Brem [rice wine]
Mulled wines
Napoleon brandy
Natural sparkling wines
Nira [fermented alcoholic palm juice]
Nira [sugarcane-based alcoholic beverage]
Non-sparkling wines
Orange liqueurs
Peppermint liqueurs
Perry
Piquette
Pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based
Prepared wine cocktails
Red wine
Red wines
Rice alcohol
Rice wine
Rose wines
Rum
Rum [alcoholic beverage]
Rum punch
Sake
Sangria
Sato [rice wine]
Schnapps
Shochu (spirits)
Sparkling cider
Sparkling fruit wine
Sparkling grape wine
Sparkling wine
Sparkling wines
Spirit-based cocktails
Spirits
Spirits [beverages]
Still liqueurs
Still spirits
Still wines
Strawberry wine
Sweet fortified wine
Sweet red wine
Sweet sparkling wine
Sweet white wine
Sweet wines
Table wines
Teuk Thnot Chhou [fermented alcoholic palm juice]
Tonic liquor containing mamushi-snake extracts (mamushi-zake)
Tonic liquor flavored with Japanese plum extracts (umeshu)
Tonic liquor flavored with pine needle extracts (matsuba-zake)
Tuak [fermented alcoholic palm juice]
Tuba [fresh coconut wine]
Tubu [alcoholic beverage]
Vermouth
Vintage wines
Vodka
Whiskey
Whiskey [whisky]
Whisky
White wine
White wines
Wine
Wine-based beverages
Wine-based drinks
Yellow rice wine
Absorbent paper for tobacco
Absorbent paper for tobacco pipes
Apparatus for filling cigarettes
Apparatus for rolling cigarettes
Apparatus for self rolling cigarettes
Apparatus for stuffing cigarettes
Articles for smokers
Ashtrays
Ashtrays for smokers
Ashtrays for smokers made of non-precious metals
Ashtrays for smokers made of precious metals
Ashtrays of precious metal
Ashtrays, not of precious metal
Asian long tobacco pipe sheaths
Asian long tobacco pipes (kiseru)
Battery powered lighters
Betelnuts being a substitute for chewing tobacco
Books of cigarette papers
Boxes for cigars
Cases for smoking mixtures
Cases for smoking pipes
Cengkeh Rajangan [chopped cloves for smoking]
Cheroots
Chewing tobacco
Cigar boxes
Cigar boxes of precious metal
Cigar cases
Cigar cases, not of precious metal
Cigar clippers
Cigar cutters
Cigar filters
Cigar holders
Cigar humidifiers
Cigar lighters, other than for automobiles
Cigar tubes
Cigarette boxes of precious metal
Cigarette cases
Cigarette cases not of precious metal
Cigarette filters
Cigarette holders
Cigarette holders not of precious metal
Cigarette holders of precious metal
Cigarette lighters
Cigarette lighters, other than for use in motor vehicles
Cigarette packets
Cigarette paper
Cigarette paper tubes
Cigarette paper tubes incorporating filter tips
Cigarette tips
Cigarette tobacco
Cigarette tubes
Cigarette tubes without a filter
Cigarette wrappers
Cigarettes
Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes
Cigarillos
Cigars
Cigars incorporating filters
Containers for cigarettes
Containers for cigars
Containers for tobacco products
Disposable smokers’ articles
Electric cigarettes [electronic cigarettes]
Electrical cigarette lighters [smokers requisites]
Electronic cigarette boxes
Electronic cigarette cases
Electronic cigarette lighters
Electronic cigarettes
Electronic cigarettes for use as an alternative to traditional cigarettes
Electronic hookahs
Electronic smoking pipes
Filter band [filter tow] for cigarettes
Filter cords for cigarettes
Filter filaments for cigarettes
Filter tips
Filters for use in pipes
Filter-tipped cigarettes
Firestones
Flavored tobacco
Flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco
Flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes
Flavourings, other than essential oils, for tobacco
Flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes
Flints for lighters
Gas containers for cigar lighters
Gas containers for cigarette lighters
Hand-rolling tobacco
Herbs for smoking
Holders for tobacco
Holders of cigarettes of precious metal
Holders of cigars of precious metal
Hookah tobacco
Hookahs
Humidified cigar boxes
Humidifiers for tobacco
Humidifiers for tobacco goods
Humidors
Kawung Klobot [cigar]
Klembah Menyan [cigar]
Klobot [cigar wrapping paper]
Kretek for non-medical purposes
Leaf tobacco
Lighter flints
Lighters for smokers
Lighters for smokers [cigarette lighters] [not for automobiles]
Liquefied gas cylinders for cigarette lighters
Liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes
Manufactured tobacco
Match boxes
Match boxes not of precious metal
Match boxes of precious metal
Match holders
Match holders not of precious metal
Match holders of precious metal
Matchboxes
Matches
Mentholated pipes
Mouth pieces for pipes
Mouthpieces for cigarette holders
Non-electric lighters for smokers
Oral vaporizers for smokers
Paper filters for cigarettes
Papers for cigarettes
Paraffin matches
Pipe cigarettes
Pipe cigars
Pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes
Pipe holders
Pipe knives
Pipe pouches
Pipe racks for tobacco pipes
Pipe stands [smokers requisites]
Pipe stoppers [smokers requisites]
Pipe tampers
Pipe tobacco
Pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes
Pocket machines for rolling cigarettes
Pyrophoric lighters for smokers
Racks for smokers' pipes
Rappee
Raw snuff
Raw tobacco
Roll your own tobacco
Rolling tobacco
Safety matches
Shag
Smokeless cigarette vaporizer pipes
Smokers' articles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Smokers' pipes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Smoking herbs, other than for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Smoking pipes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Smoking tobacco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Snuff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Snuff boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Snuff boxes made of precious metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Snuff boxes of precious metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Snuff boxes, not of precious metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Snuff takers' articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Snuffboxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Snuffboxes not made of precious metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Snus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Spittoons for tobacco users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Sulfur matches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tips of yellow amber for cigar and cigarette holders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco filters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco free cigarettes, other than for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco in paste form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco jars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco pipe cleaners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco pipe scrapers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco pipes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco pouches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco smoke filters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco spittoons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco storage tins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco substitute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco substitutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco substitutes not for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco substitutes, other than for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Tobacco tins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Vaporisers being smokers' requisites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Vaporizers being smokers' requisites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Woor (menyan rokok) [cigarette]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Yellow phosphorus matches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Account auditing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Accounting advisory services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Accounting for third parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Accounting services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Acquisition of commercial information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Addressing envelopes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Administration of business affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Administration of businesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Administration of consumer loyalty programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Administration of frequent flyer programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Administration of oil and gas leases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Administration of the business affairs of franchises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Administration relating to business appraisal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Administration relating to business planning
Administration relating to marketing
Administration relating to sales methods
Administrative accounting
Administrative hotel management
Administrative processing of insurance claims
Administrative processing of purchase orders
Administrative processing of purchase orders within the framework of services provided by mail-order
Administrative services relating to investments
Advertisement and publicity services by television, radio, mail
Advertisement for others on the Internet
Advertisement hoarding rental
Advertisement via mobile phone networks
Advertising
Advertising agencies
Advertising agency services
Advertising analysis
Advertising and marketing consultancy
Advertising and promotional services
Advertising and publicity services
Advertising by mail order
Advertisement by transmission of on-line publicity for third parties through electronic communications networks
Advertising consultation
Advertising flyer distribution for others
Advertising for motion picture films
Advertising in periodicals, brochures and newspapers
Advertising in the popular and professional press
Advertising of commercial or residential real estate
Advertising on the Internet for others
Advertising relating to pharmaceutical products and in-vivo imaging products
Advertising services
Advertising services for promoting the brokerage of stocks and other securities
Advertising services of a radio and television advertising agency
Advertising services provided by television
Advertising services provided over the internet
Advertising services provided via a database
Advertising text publication services
Advertising through all public communication means
Advice and information concerning commercial business management
Advice concerning chemical product marketing
Advice on tax preparation
Advice relating to acquisitions
Advice relating to barter trade
Advice relating to business management
Advice relating to business organisation
Advice relating to commercial management
Advice relating to marketing management
Advice relating to personnel management
Advice relating to the acquisition of businesses
Advice relating to the organisation and management of business
Advice relating to the sale of businesses
Advisory services for business management
Advisory services for preparing and carrying out commercial transactions
Advisory services relating to advertising
Advisory services relating to business acquisitions
Advisory services relating to business management
Advisory services relating to business management and business operations
Advisory services relating to business organisation
Advisory services relating to business planning
Advisory services relating to business risk management
Advisory services relating to commercial planning
Advisory services relating to corporate identity
Advisory services relating to customer service
Advisory services relating to data processing
Alcoholic beverage procurement services for others [purchasing goods for other businesses]
Analysis of advertising response
Analysis of market research data and statistics
Analysis of markets
Appointment reminder services [office functions]
Appointment scheduling services [office functions]
Arranging and concluding commercial transactions for others
Arranging and conducting auctions
Arranging and conducting marketing promotional events for others
Arranging and conduction of auction sales
Arranging business introductions
Arranging business shows
Arranging exhibitions for advertising purposes
Arranging exhibitions for business purposes
Arranging exhibitions for commercial purposes
Arranging exhibitions for trade purposes
Arranging newspaper subscriptions for others
Arranging of auction sales
Arranging of subscriptions for the publications of others
Arranging of trade shows
Arranging price quotations for others
Arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services [for others]
Arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others
Art gallery services for commercial or advertising purposes
Assistance and advice regarding business organization and management
Assistance and consultancy services in the field of business management of companies in the energy sector
Assistance in franchised commercial business management
Assistance in management of business activities
Assistance to industrial or commercial enterprises in the running of their business
Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business analysis
Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business management
Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business organization
Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business planning
Auction services
Auctioneering
Auctioneering of property
Auctioneering provided on the internet
Auctioning of vehicles
Auctioning via telecommunication networks
Auditing of accounts
Auditing of financial statements
Auditing utility rates for others
Banner advertising
Bartering services [facilitating the trade exchange of goods and services]
Benchmarking services for business management purposes
Bill sticking
Billboard advertising
Bill-posting
Book-keeping
Brand creation services
Brand evaluation services
Business accounts management
Business acquisition searches
Business acquisitions
Business acquisitions consulting services
Business administration
Business administration advisory services
Business administration assistance
Business administration consultancy
Business administration for others
Business administration services
Business advertising services relating to franchising
Business advice
Business advice and information
Business advice relating to advertising
Business advice relating to franchising
Business advice relating to marketing
Business advice, inquiries or information
Business advisory services
Business advisory services relating to product development
Business advisory services relating to the establishment of franchises
Business advisory services relating to the management of businesses
Business advisory services relating to the operation of franchises
Business advisory services, consultancy and information
Business analysis services
Business appraisals
Business appraisals and evaluations in business matters
Business assistance
Business assistance relating to corporate identity
Business assistance relating to franchising
Business assistance relating to the establishment of franchises
Business auditing
Business consultancy
Business consultancy relating to advertising
Business consultancy relating to franchising
Business consultancy relating to the administration of information technology
Business consultancy services relating to data processing
Business consultancy services relating to franchising
Business consultancy services relating to insolvency
Business consultancy services relating to management of fund raising campaigns
Business consultancy services relating to manufacturing
Business consultancy services relating to marketing
Business consultancy services relating to the marketing of fund raising campaigns
Business consultancy services relating to the promotion of fund raising campaigns
Business consultancy services relating to the supply of quality management systems
Business consultancy to firms
Business consultancy to individuals
Business consultancy, in the field of transport and delivery
Business consultation
Business consultation services
Business consulting for enterprises
Business consulting services
Business consulting services in the agriculture field
Business counselling
Business data analysis
Business data analysis services
Business development services
Business efficiency advice
Business efficiency expert services
Business efficiency studies
Business enquiries
Business evaluation services
Business expertise services
Business feasibility studies
Business file management
Business finding services
Business information
Business information agency services
Business information and inquiries
Business information for enterprises
Business information services
Business inquiries
Business intelligence services
Business intermediary services relating to the commercialisation of goods
Business intermediary services relating to the matching of potential private investors with entrepreneurs
Business investigations
Business invoicing services
Business management
Business management advice
Business management advisory services
Business management advisory services related to franchising
Business management analysis
Business management and administration services supporting utilisation of a global computer network
Business management and enterprise organization consultancy
Business management and organization consultancy
Business management assistance
Business management for industrial or commercial companies
Business management consultancy
Business management consultancy and advisory services
Business management consultancy in the field of transport and delivery
Business management consultancy services
Business management consultancy, also via the Internet
Business management consulting
Business management for freelance service providers
Business management of actors, artists, authors, performing artists, photographers or writers
Business management of call centres
Business management of farms
Business management of hotels
Business management of hotels for others
Business management of outsourcing
Business management of performing artists
Business management of reimbursement programmes for others
Business management of reimbursement programs for others
Business management of sports people
Business management organisation consultancy
Business management planning
Business merchandising display services
Business merger services
Business modelling services
Business monitoring services
Business negotiations
Business organisation and management consulting services
Business organisation consulting
Business organization advice
Business organization and management consulting
Business organization and management of discount services
Business organization and operation consultancy
Business organization consultancy
Business organization consulting
Business organizational consultation
Business planning
Business planning consultancy
Business project management
Business project management services for construction projects
Business promotion services
Business records keeping
Business recruitment consultancy
Business referrals services
Business relocation services
Business representative services
Business research
Business risk assessment services
Business risk management consultancy
Business risk management services
Business secretarial services
Business statistical analysis
Business statistical information services
Business statistical studies
Business strategic planning
Business strategic planning services
Business strategy development services
Business strategy services
Business supervision
Business surveys
Call centre services [customer service]
Call centre services [telephone answering]
Call centre services being the provision of business information
Career advisory services, other than education and training advice
Career counselling [employment advice and information]
Career information and advisory services, other than educational and training advice
Career placement
Career placement consulting services
Career planning services
Carrying out auction sales
Chamber of commerce services for the promotion of businesses
Chamber of commerce services for the promotion of commerce
Chamber of commerce services for the promotion of trade
Charitable services, namely business management and administration
Chartered accountancy business services
Cinema advertising
Cinematographic film advertising
Classified advertising
Classified advertising services
Clerical employment agency services
Clerical services
Collecting business information
Collecting business statistics
Collecting information for business
Collection of commercial information
Collection of data
Collection of market research information
Collection of personnel information
Collection of statistics for business
Commercial administration
Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others
Commercial and industrial management assistance
Commercial assistance in business management
Commercial business management
Commercial consultancy
Commercial information
Commercial information agency services
Commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]
Commercial information research studies
Commercial information services provided by access to a computer database
Commercial information services, via the internet
Commercial intermediation services
Commercial management advisory services
Commercial management assistance
Commercial management consultancy
Commercial or industrial management assistance
Company data information services
Company management for others
Company monitoring
Company office secretarial services
Company record-keeping
Compilation and provision of online commercial information directories
Compilation and provision of trade and business price and statistical information
Compilation and systemization of information into computer databases
Compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the Internet
Compilation of business data
Compilation of business directories
Compilation of business information
Compilation of business statistics
Compilation of business statistics and commercial information
Compilation of commercial information
Compilation of company information
Compilation of direct mailing lists
Compilation of directories for publishing on the Internet
Compilation of indexed addresses
Compilation of information into computer databases
Compilation of lists of prospective customers
Compilation of mailing lists
Compilation of mathematical data
Compilation of statistics
Compilation of statistics [for business or commercial purposes]
Compilation, production and dissemination of advertising matter
Compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes
Compiling of information into computer databases
Computer assisted business information
Computer data processing
Computer file management
Computerised accounting
Computerised auditing
Computerised book-keeping
Computerised business information retrieval
Computerised business information services
Computerised business records keeping
Computerised business research
Computerised compilation of customer indexes
Computerised compilation of order lists
Computerised compilation of stock control records
Computerised data processing
Computerised data verification
Computerised database management
Computerised file management
Computerised inventory control
Computerised inventory preparation
Computerised payroll preparation
Computerised stock management
Computerised stock ordering
Computerized accounting services
Computerized file management
Computerized market research services
Computerized word processing
Concert promotion for others
Conducting business and market research surveys
Conducting business shows
Conducting exhibitions for advertising purposes
Conducting exhibitions for business purposes
Conducting exhibitions for commercial purposes
Conducting exhibitions for trade purposes
Conducting market surveys
Conducting marketing studies
Conducting of business appraisals
Conducting of business feasibility studies
Conducting of business research
Conducting of internal business communication surveys
Conducting of market research
Conducting of marketing studies
Conducting of productivity studies
Conducting of trade shows
Conducting public opinion polls
Conducting, arranging and organizing trade shows and trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes
Consultancy and advisory services in the field of business strategy
Consultancy of personnel recruitment
Consultancy regarding advertising communications strategy
Consultancy regarding public relations communications strategy
Consultancy regarding the organization or managing of a trade company
Consultancy relating to advertising
Consultancy relating to auditing
Consultancy relating to business acquisition
Consultancy relating to business document management
Consultancy relating to business efficiency
Consultancy relating to business management
Consultancy relating to business mergers
Consultancy relating to business organisation
Consultancy relating to business planning
Consultancy relating to business promotion
Consultancy relating to data processing
Consultancy relating to marketing
Consultancy relating to personnel management
Consultancy relating to personnel recruitment
Consultancy relating to public relations
Consultancy relating to sales promotions
Consultancy relating to the establishment and running of businesses
Consultancy relating to the management of personnel
Consultancy relating to the preparation of business statistics
Consultancy relating to the selection of personnel
Consultancy services regarding business strategies
Consulting and information concerning accounting
Consulting services in business organization and management
Consulting services relating to publicity
Consumer market information services
Consumer research
Convenience store retailing
Copy writing
Copying of documents
Copying of documents for others
Corporate image development consultation
Corporate image studies
Corporate management assistance
Corporate management consultancy
Corporate planning
Cost accounting
Cost analyses
Cost analysis
Cost management accounting
Cost price analysis
Coupon procurement services for others
Creating advertising material
Credit card registration [administrative processing]
Data collection for others
Data compilation for others
Data entry services
Data handling
Data management
Data management advice
Data management consultancy
Data preparation
Data processing
Data processing for businesses
Data processing for the collection of data for business purposes
Data processing services
Data processing verification
Data retrieval
Data search in computer files for others
Data transcription
Database management
Data-based stock control
Data-based stock location services
Demonstration of goods
Demonstration of goods and services by electronic means, also for the benefit of the so-called teleshopping
Demonstration of goods for advertising purposes
Demonstration of goods for promotional purposes
Demonstration of products
Department store retailing
Design of advertising materials
Design of marketing material
Design of marketing surveys
Design of promotional material
Design of public opinion surveys
Design of publicity material
Digital advertising services
Digital strategy [business strategy] development services
Direct mail advertising
Direct mail advertising services
Direct market advertising
Direct marketing
Direct marketing services
Direct-mail advertising
Display services for merchandise
Dissemination of advertisements
Dissemination of advertisements and of advertising material [flyers, brochures, leaflets and samples]
Dissemination of advertising for others via the Internet
Dissemination of advertising material
Dissemination of advertising material [leaflets, brochure and printed matter]
Dissemination of advertising matter
Dissemination of business information
Dissemination of commercial information
Distribution and dissemination of advertising materials [leaflets, prospectuses, printed material, samples]
Distribution of advertising mail and of advertising supplements attached to regular editions
Distribution of advertising materials
Distribution of products for advertising purposes
Distribution of prospectus
Distribution of prospectuses
Distribution of prospectuses and samples
Distribution of publicity materials (flyers, prospectuses, brochures, samples, particularly for catalogue long
Distribution of samples
Distribution of samples for publicity purposes
Document copying
Document copying tasks
Document duplicating
Document preparation
Document reproduction
Document reproduction [photocopying services]
Drawing up of statements of accounts
Duplication of documents
Economic analysis for business purposes
Economic forecasting
Economic forecasting analysis for business purposes
Economic forecasting and analysis
Economic forecasting for business purposes
Economic forecasting services
Economic information services for business purposes
Efficiency or process auditing [examining, reviewing or assessing the working of a business or organization]
Electricity meter reading for billing purposes
Electronic billboard advertising
Electronic data processing
Electronic publication of publicity texts
Employee record services
Employment agencies
Employment agency services
Employment agency services relating to au pairs
Employment bureau services
Employment consultancy
Employment counselling services
Employment outplacement services
Employment recruiting consultancy
Employment recruiting services
Employment recruitment
Evaluation of business opportunities
Evaluation of personnel requirements
Evaluations relating to commercial matters
Event management services [organization of exhibitions or trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes]
Executive placement services
Executive recruiting services
Executive recruitment services
Executive search and placement services
Executive search services
Executive selection services
Expert evaluations and reports relating to business matters
Export agency services
Export promotion services
Export-import agency services
Fashion show services [advertising or promotional services]
Filing documents or magnetic-tapes [office functions]
Foreign trade consultancy services
Foreign trade information and consultation
Forensic accounting
Franchising services [group purchasing, group advertising]
Gas meter reading for billing purposes
Goods import-export agencies
Graphic advertising services
Help in the management of business affairs or commercial functions of an industrial or commercial enterprise
Hire of advertising aids
Hire of advertising billboards
Hire of advertising equipment
Hire of advertising materials
Hiring of advertising materials
Hiring of machines or apparatus for offices
Hiring of publicity materials
Hotel management for others
Human resource management
Human resources consultancy
Human resources consultation
Human resources management
Hypermarket retailing
Import agency services
Import and export agencies
Import-export agencies in the field of energy
Import-export agency services
Information about sales methods
Information in business matters
Information retrieval
Information services relating to advertising
Information services relating to business matters
Information services relating to businesses
Information services relating to jobs and career opportunities
Interpretation of market research data
Interviewing services for personnel recruitment
Inventory control services
Inventory management services
Invoicing
Invoicing services
Issuing and updating of advertising texts
Job agency services
Job and personnel placement
Job placement
Job placement services
Labour exchange services
Layout services for advertising purposes
Lobbying services for commercial purposes
Logistics services consisting of business management and organization of facilities and resources
Magazine advertising
Maintenance of asset registers for others
Maintenance of personnel records for others
Maintenance of registers for others
Management accounting
Management advisory services for businesses
Management and operation assistance to commercial businesses
Management assistance in business affairs
Management consultancy in information analysis
Management consultation services relating to business
Management of a retail enterprise for others
Management of business for others
Management of business offices for others
Management of business projects for others
Management of computerised files
Management of health care clinics for others
Management of performing artists
Management of professional athletes
Management of telephone call centres for others
Market analysis
Market analysis and research services
Market analysis reporting services
Market analysis services
Market assessment consultancy
Market assessment services
Market campaigns
Market forecasting
Market opinion polling studies
Market reporting consultancy
Market reporting services
Market reports and studies
Market research
Market research and analysis services
Market research and business analyses
Market research by means of a computer database
Market research data collection services
Market research data retrieval services
Market research for advertising
Market research services
Market research studies
Market segmentation consultation
Market studies
Market study and analysis of market studies
Market survey analysis
Market surveys
Marketing
Marketing advisory services
Marketing agency services
Marketing analysis
Marketing analysis services
Marketing and business development of inventions
Marketing assistance
Marketing consultancy
Marketing forecasting
Marketing information
Marketing management advice
Marketing research
Marketing research in the fields of cosmetics, perfumery and beauty products
Marketing research services
Marketing services
Marketing the goods and services of others
Measurement of radio and television audience numbers [ratings surveys]
Message transcription
Modeling for advertising or sales promotion
Modeling services for advertising or sales promotion
Modelling for advertising or sales promotion
Negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties
Negotiation of business contracts for others
Negotiation of commercial transactions for third parties
Negotiation of contracts for others
News clipping services
Newspaper advertising
Newspaper subscriptions
Obtaining business statistics for others
Office administration services for others
Office functions
Office machines and equipment rental
Office management services for others
Office support staff recruitment services
Online advertising on a computer network
On-line advertising on a computer network
On-line advertising on computer networks
Online advertising via a computer communications network
On-line auction bidding for others
On-line auctioneering
On-line auctioneering services via the Internet
Online data processing services
On-line promotion of computer networks and websites
Online promotion on a computer network
On-line trading services in which seller posts products to be auctioned and bidding is done via the Internet
Operation of businesses for others
Operation of telephone call centres for others
Operational business assistance to enterprises
Opinion polling
Ordering services for others
Organisation and administration services in relation to the supply of benefits for customer loyalty and frequent flyer programmes
Organisation and management of customer loyalty programmes
Organisation and management of incentive and sales promotion programmes
Organisation and management of incentive programmes
Organisation for a third party of telephone welcoming services and of telephone receptionist services
Organisation of exhibitions and events for commercial or advertising purposes
Organisation of exhibitions and trade fairs for business and promotional purposes
Organisation of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes
Organisation of fashion shows for commercial purposes
Organisation of housing and real estate displays and exhibitions for promotion or advertising purposes
Organisation of internet auctions
Organisation of trade expositions or shows for commercial or advertising purposes
Organisation of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes
Organisation, operation and supervision of an incentive scheme
Organisation, operation and supervision of customer loyalty schemes
Organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes
Organising of business competitions
Organising of prize draws for advertising purposes
Organising of prize draws for promotional purposes
Organising of trade competitions
Organising of trade shows
Organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes
Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes
Organization of fairs and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes
Organization of fairs for commercial and advertising purposes
Organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes
Organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes
Organization, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes
Organizing exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes
Outdoor advertising
Outdoor advertising services
Outdoor publicity services
Outsourced administrative management for companies
Outsourcing services [business assistance]
Outsourcing services in the nature of arranging procurement of goods for others
Pay per click advertising
Payroll advisory services
Payroll assistance
Payroll preparation
Payroll processing services for others
Permanent staff recruitment
Personnel consultancy
Personnel management
Personnel management advice
Personnel management assistance
Personnel management consultancy
Personnel management consultation
Personnel management consulting
Personnel placement
Personnel placement and recruitment
Personnel recruitment
Personnel recruitment advertising
Personnel recruitment agency services
Personnel recruitment consultancy
Personnel recruitment services and employment agencies
Personnel relocation
Personnel resources management
Personnel selection for others
Personnel selection using psychological testing
Pharmacy retail services
Photocopying services
Placement of permanent personnel
Placement of staff
Placement of temporary personnel
Placing advertisements for others
Placing of advertisements
Planning and conducting of trade fairs, exhibitions and presentations for economic or advertising purposes
Planning of marketing strategies
Planning services for advertising
Planning services for marketing studies
Point of purchase promotion for others
Preparation of accounts
Preparation of advertisements
Preparation of advertising material
Preparation of business reports
Preparation of business statistics
Preparation of commercial reports
Preparation of corporate literature
Preparation of documents relating to business
Preparation of documents relating to taxation
Preparation of economic reports
Preparation of income tax returns
Preparation of inventories
Preparation of invoices
Preparation of mailing lists
Preparation of marketing plans
Preparation of pay packets
Preparation of payrolls for others
Preparation of publicity documents
Preparation of publicity material
Preparation of reports for marketing
Preparation of statements of accounts
Preparation of tax returns
Preparation of wage slips
Preparation of wage-packets
Preparing advertisements for others
Preparing and placing of advertisements
Preparing business reports
Preparing of advertisements
Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes
Press advertising consultancy
Press advertising services
Price analysis services
Price comparison services
Pricing analysis
Pricing surveys
Processing of business survey results
Procurement of contracts for others
Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]
Product demonstration services in shop windows by live models
Product launch services
Product marketing
Product sampling
Production of advertising films
Production of advertising materials
Production of advertising matter and commercials
Production of commercials
Production of fashion shows for advertising or promotional purposes
Production of home shopping programmes
Production of radio advertisements
Production of radio commercials
Production of radio, television and cinema advertisements
Production of radio, television and cinema commercials
Production of sound recordings for advertising purposes
Production of sound recordings for marketing purposes
Production of sound recordings for publicity purposes
Production of teleshopping programmes
Production of teleshopping programs
Production of television commercials
Production of video recordings for advertising purposes
Production of video recordings for marketing purposes
Production of video recordings for publicity purposes
Production of visual advertising matter
Production, organisation and presentation of fashion shows for advertising or promotional purposes
Professional business consultancy
Professional business consulting
Professional recruitment services
Profit surveys
Prognosis on economical affairs
Project business management and administration
Project studies for businesses
Promoting a series of films for others
Promoting the goods and services of others
Promoting the goods and services of others through discount card programs
Promoting the goods and services of others through the distribution of discount cards
Promotion [advertising] of business
Promotion [advertising] of concerts
Promotion [advertising] of travel
Promotion of fairs for trade purposes
Promotional advertising services
Promotional management for sports personalities
Promotional management of celebrities
Promotional marketing
Promotional services
Promotional studies
Promotions for radio and television stations for others
Providing advertising space in periodicals, newspapers and magazines
Providing an on-line commercial information directory on the internet
Providing and rental of advertising space on the internet
Providing business information in the field of social media
Providing business information via a web site
Providing business information via a website
Providing business information, also via internet, the cable network or other forms of data transfer
Providing employment counseling services
Providing employment information
Providing information about commercial business and commercial information via the global computer network
Providing information in the field of marketing
Providing marketing consulting in the field of social media
Providing on-line auction services
Providing trade information
Provision of administrative staff
Provision of advertising information
Provision of advertising space
Provision of advertising space by electronic means and global information networks
Provision of advice relating to marketing
Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services
Provision of business advice relating to franchising
Provision of business assistance
Provision of business assistance in the establishment of franchises
Provision of business assistance in the operation of franchises
Provision of business data
Provision of business information
Provision of business information relating to franchising
Provision of business information relating to joint ventures
Provision of business information via global computer networks
Provision of business management assistance
Provision of business management information
Provision of business news [business management]
Provision of business statistical information
Provision of clerical assistance
Provision of commercial and business contact information
Provision of commercial information
Provision of foreign trade information
Provision of information and advice to consumers regarding the selection of products and items to be purchased
Provision of information concerning commercial sales
Provision of information in relation to business administration
Provision of information in relation to business management
Provision of information relating to accounts [accountancy]
Provision of information relating to advertising
Provision of information relating to business
Provision of information relating to commerce
Provision of information relating to marketing
Provision of market research information
Provision of marketing reports
Provision of space on websites for advertising goods and services
Provision of telephone directory information
Provision of trade information
Psychological testing for the selection of personnel
Public opinion polling
Public opinion surveys
Public relations
Public relations consultancy
Publication of publicity material
Publication of publicity materials
Publication of publicity texts
Publicity
Publicity agency services
Publicity and sales promotion services
Publicity bureau services
Publicity columns preparation
Publicity film production
Publicity material rental
Radio advertising
Real estate auctioneering
Recruiting of office support staff
Recruitment advertising
Recruitment consultancy services
Recruitment of personnel
Registered office services
Registration and transcription of written communications
Registration of written communications and data
Registry services [administration services being recording and maintaining lists and information for others]
Relocation services for business
Relocation services for businesses
Rental of advertisement space and advertising material
Rental of advertising apparatus
Rental of advertising billboards
Rental of advertising materials
Rental of advertising space
Rental of advertising space on the internet
Rental of advertising space on web sites
Rental of advertising time on communication media
Rental of air time for radio and television broadcasters
Rental of billboards
Rental of billboards [advertising boards]
Rental of office machinery and equipment
Rental of photocopiers
Rental of photocopying machines
Rental of publicity equipment
Rental of publicity material
Rental of sales stands
Rental of typewriters
Rental of typewriters and copying machines
Rental of vending machines
Reproduction of documents
Reproduction of drawings
Research of business information
Research services relating to advertising
Research services relating to business
Research services relating to marketing
Response advertising
Resume compilation for personnel seeking employment
Retail clothing shop services
Retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies
Retail sale of prepared meat and meat products
Retail services
Retail services provided by discount stores
Retailing of goods by any means
Sale of goods for others
Sales promotion for others
Sales promotion for others provided through the distribution and the administration of privileged user cards
Sales promotion services
Sales promotion through customer loyalty programmes for others
Sales promotions at point of purchase or sale for others
Sales promotions by distributing game pieces and playthings for others
Sales promotions by issuing redeemable coupons for others
Sales promotions by means of cookery displays and demonstrations for others
Sales promotions through customer loyalty programmes for others
Sample distribution
School fee accounting services
Scriptwriting for advertising purposes
Search engine optimisation for sales promotion
Search engine optimization for sales promotion
Searches relating to company information
Secretarial employment agency services
Secretarial employment services
Secretarial services
Secretariat services
Selection of executive personnel
Selection of personnel
Selection of staff
Service to assist in establishing a network of business contacts
Services for provision of foreign trade information
Shop window display arrangement services
Shop window dressing
Shorthand
Shorthand secretarial services
Shorthand services
Shorthand typing
Sponsorship search
Staff placement services
Staff recruitment consultancy services
Staff recruitment services
Staff utilisation planning
Statistical evaluations of marketing data
Stenographic transcription
Stenography
Stenotyping
Stock control services
Strategic business consultancy
Strategic business planning
Street dissemination of advertising materials
Supermarket retailing
Supervision of businesses on behalf of others
Surveys [opinion polling]
Surveys for business purposes
Systematization of data in computer databases
Systematization of information into computer databases
Talent agency services [business management of performing artists]
Tariff information and advisory services
Tax advice [accountancy]
Tax assessment [accountancy] consultancy
Tax assessment [accounts] preparation
Tax consultancy [accountancy]
Tax consultation services [accountancy]
Tax filing services
Tax planning [accountancy]
Tax preparation
Tax return advisory [accountancy] services
Tax return preparation
Taxation [accountancy] advice
Taxation [accountancy] consultancy
Team building [personnel management]
Telemarketing
Telemarketing services
Telephone and television auctions
Telephone answering
Telephone answering for unavailable subscribers
Telephone answering service
Telephone marketing services
Telephone order services for goods
Television advertising
Temporary assignment of employees
Temporary assignment of personnel
Temporary employment agencies
Temporary personnel employment services
Temporary personnel placement services
The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), ena
The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), ena
The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), ena
The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), ena
The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), ena
The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), ena
The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), ena
Theatrical casting agency
Tourism promotion for others
Trade information
Trade promotional services
Transcription of communications [office functions]
Typewriting
Typewriting agency services
Typing
Typing agency services
Updating advertising material
Updating and maintenance of data in computer databases
Updating and maintenance of information in registries
Updating of advertising material
Vocational guidance [employment advice and information]
Wage payroll preparation
Water meter reading for billing purposes
Web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes
Web site traffic optimisation
Web site traffic optimization
Wholesale services
Wholesaling of goods by any means
Window display arrangement services
Window dressing
Window dressing services for advertising purposes
Word processing
Word processing and typing services
Work analysis to determine worker skill sets and other worker requirements
Writing advertising copy
Writing of business project reports
Writing of business project studies
Writing of business reports
Writing of curriculum vitae for others
Writing of publicity texts
Writing of resumes for others
Writing of résumés for others
Xerography
Accident insurance
Accident insurance underwriting
Accommodation bureau services [apartments]
Accommodation letting agency
Account debiting services
Acquisition and transfer of monetary claims
Acquisition for financial investment
Actuarial services
Actuarial services relating to financial transactions
Administration of capital investment services
Administration of financial affairs
Administration of fund investment
Administration of group insurance
Administration of insurance business
Administration of insurance plans
Administration of insurance portfolios
Administration of investment funds
Administration of investments
Administration of mutual funds
Administration of pension funds
Administration of pension schemes
Administration of shares
Administration of trusts
Advancement of funds
Advice on finance for retirement
Advice on fiscal valuation
Advice regarding credit
Advice regarding lending services
Advice relating to insurance
Advice relating to investment for retirement
Advice relating to investments
Advice relating to loan recovery services
Advice relating to mortgages for residential properties
Advice relating to pensions
Advice services relating to enhancement of mortgages
Advisory services relating to banking
Advisory services relating to credit
Advisory services relating to finance
Advisory services relating to financial investment
Advisory services relating to financial matters
Advisory services relating to financial planning
Advisory services relating to financial risk management
Advisory services relating to financing
Advisory services relating to futures
Advisory services relating to insurance
Advisory services relating to insurance claims
Advisory services relating to investment finance
Advisory services relating to investments
Advisory services relating to life insurance
Advisory services relating to loan services
Advisory services relating to money management
Advisory services relating to mortgages
Advisory services relating to mutual funds
Advisory services relating to real estate ownership
Advisory services relating to real estate valuations
Advisory services relating to unit trusts
Agencies for collecting electric power utility payments
Agencies for collecting gas utility payments
Agencies for commodity futures trading
Agency services for arranging travel insurance
Agency services for bonds
Agency services for lending on mortgage
Agency services for securities
Agency services for the exchange of currency
Agency services for the exchange of financial operations
Agency services for the exchange of money
Agency services for the rental of real estate property
Agency services for the selling on commission of real property
Annuity services
Annuity underwriting
Antique appraisal
Apartment and office rentals
Apartment house management
Apartment letting agency
Apartment rental services
Appraisal and evaluation of real estate
Appraisal of real estate
Appraisals [valuation] of antiques
Appraisals [valuation] of jewellery
Appraisals [valuation] of stamps
Appraisals for insurance claims of personal property
Appraisals for insurance purposes
Arranging finance for construction projects
Arranging of insurance
Arranging of leases and rental agreements for real estate
Arranging of loans
Arranging of mortgages
Art appraisal
Assessing insurance claims
ATM banking services
Automated banking services
Automated payment services
Automated teller machine services
Automobile lease financing
Bail bond services
Bail bonding
Bail-bonding
Bailiff services [debt collection]
Bank account information services
Bank account services
Bank card services
Bank cheque card services
Bank note checking
Bankers clearing house services
Bankers' clearing services
Bankers' clearing-house services
Banking
Banking and financing services
Banking insurance
Banking services
Banking services in relation to the electronic transfer of funds
Banking services provided for schools
Banking services relating to travellers' cheques
Benevolent fund services
Bill payment services
Bill payment services provided through a website
Bonding services
Bonds brokerage services
Brokerage
Brokerage advisory services relating to insurance
Brokerage for hire-purchase
Brokerage for securities liquidation
Brokerage of bonds
Brokerage of building society savings agreements
Brokerage of carbon credits
Brokerage of currency
Brokerage of futures
Brokerage of futures contracts
Brokerage of insurance
Brokerage of real estate
Brokerage of securities
Brokerage of shares
Brokerage of shares and other securities
Brokerage of shares or stocks and other securities
Brokerage of stocks
Brokerage or underwriting of warranties and guarantees
Brokerage services for bonds
Brokerage services for capital investments
Brokerage services for securities
Brokerage services for stocks and bonds
Brokerage services relating to debt instruments
Brokerage services relating to financial instruments
Brokerage services relating to municipal bonds
Brokerage services relating to mutual funds
Brokerage services relating to the securities markets
Budget planning [financial advice]
Building society services
Bullion brokerage services
Bureau de change services
Business credit verification services
Business finance procurement services
Business insurance underwriting
Business liquidation services, financial
Buying and selling currency
Capital fund management
Capital investment
Capital investment advisory services
Capital investment consulting
Capital investment in real estate
Capital investment services
Capitalization services
Caravan insurance services
Carbon brokerage services
Carbon trading services
Card accessed banking services
Card operated financial services
Cash and foreign exchange transactions
Cash card services
Cash disbursement services
Cash dispenser services
Cash dispensing services
Cash management
Cash processing
Cashing of personal cheques
Charitable collections
Charitable fund raising
Charitable fund raising in view of disaster precautions and prevention
Charitable fund raising services
Charitable fundraising
Charitable fundraising services
Charitable services, namely financial services
Check [cheque] verification
Check payment guarantee services
Checking account services
Cheque account services
Cheque authorization services
Cheque cashing services
Cheque clearing
Cheque evaluation services
Cheque guarantee services
Cheque verification services
Claim adjustment for non-life insurance
Claims settlement agency services
Classing of wool [financial evaluation]
Clearing house financial services
Clearing, financial
Clearing-houses, financial
Collection of credit sales
Collection of debts
Collection of fees, payments or tolls for others
Collection of payments
Collection of rents
Commercial lending
Commercial lending services
Commercial mortgage brokerage
Commercial property investment services
Commercial real estate agency services
Commodities brokerage
Commodities exchange services
Commodities financing
Commodities insurance
Commodities investment advisory services
Commodities investment consultancy
Commodities, gold, mercantile, monetary and security exchanges
Commodity trading [financial services]
Comparison of performance of securities
Computerised banking services
Computerised financial services
Computerised transfer of funds
Conducting financial feasibility studies
Conducting financial valuations
Conducting of financial transactions
Consultancy concerning financing of energy projects
Consultancy in establishing employee benefit funds
Consultancy of capital investment
Consultancy services relating to corporate finance
Consultancy services relating to credit
Consultancy services relating to finance
Consultancy services relating to insurance
Consultancy services relating to investment
Consultancy services relating to personal finance
Consultancy services relating to real estate
Consultancy services relating to financial matters
Consultation services relating to banking
Consultation services relating to credit
Consultation services relating to financial matters
Consultation services relating to investment
Consultation services relating to real estate
Consulting and information concerning insurance
Consumer credit services
Contract guarantee services
Contributory benefit scheme services
Co-operative credit society services
Corporate finance consultancy
Corporate finance services
Corporate financing
Corporate funds management
Corporate lending
Corporate trust services
Corporate trustee services
Credit account insurance brokerage
Credit and cash card services
Credit and debit card services
Credit and loan services
Credit brokerage
Credit bureau services
Credit bureaux
Credit card and debit card services
Credit card transaction processing services
Credit card verification
Credit character investigations and reporting
Credit consultancy
Credit consultation
Credit counseling services
Credit financing
Credit insurance underwriting
Credit rating
Credit rating agency services
Credit rating services
Credit union services
Currency exchange services
Currency trading
Current account services
Debit collection
Debt advisory services
Debt collection
Debt collection agency services
Debt consolidation services
Debt factoring
Debt management services
Debt recovery services
Debt restructuring
Deposit accounts services
Deposit of valuables
Deposit savings
Deposit services
Deposit-holding
Deposits of valuables
Deposit-taking
Direct debit services
Discount card services [financial services]
Discount factoring
Dispensing of cash
Domestic property finding services
Economic financial research services
Electronic banking
Electronic banking services
Electronic banking via a global computer network [internet banking]
Electronic check acceptance services
Electronic credit card transaction processing
Electronic funds transfer
Electronic funds transfer by telecommunications
Electronic money transfer services
Electronic payment services
Electronic toll collection services
Electronic transfer of funds
Electronic transfer of money
Electronic transfers of money
Emergency financial services
Employee stock plan administration services
Endowment insurance services
Environmental brokerage services
Equity capital investment
Equity financing
Equity release services
Escrow services
Estate agency services
Estate agent services
Estate brokerage
Estate duty planning
Estate management
Estate planning services [arranging financial affairs]
Estate trust management
Estate trust planning
Estimates for financial purposes
Estimates for insurance purposes
Evaluation of real estate
Evaluation of real property
Exchange brokerage
Exchanging money
Executor and trustee services
Export credit management
Export factoring
Export finance services
Extended guarantee insurance
Extended warranties services
Extended warranty insurance
Factoring
Factoring agency services
Factoring of debts
Factoring of financial undertakings
Factoring services for invoices
Fiduciary
Fiduciary representatives
Fiduciary services
Finance leasing
Financial administration of employee pension plans
Financial advice
Financial advice and consultancy services
Financial advice relating to taxation
Financial advice relating to wills
Financial advisory and consultancy services
Financial advisory services
Financial advisory services for companies
Financial advisory services for individuals
Financial advisory services relating to retirement plans
Financial advisory services relating to tax
Financial advisory services relating to taxation
Financial affairs
Financial analyses
Financial analysis
Financial analysis and research services
Financial appraisal services
Financial appraisals
Financial assessments
Financial asset management
Financial assistance
Financial banking
Financial brokerage
Financial clearing house service
Financial consultancy
Financial consultation
Financial consultation services
Financial credit scoring services
Financial credit services
Financial customs brokerage services
Financial data analysis for the purposes of identifying fraudulent activity
Financial economic advisory services
Financial economic analysis
Financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]
Financial evaluation for insurance purposes
Financial evaluation of standing timber
Financial evaluation of wool
Financial evaluations
Financial exchange services
Financial forecasting
Financial fund management
Financial grant services
Financial guarantee assessment services
Financial guarantee services
Financial guarantees [surety services]
Financial information
Financial information and advisory services
Financial information and evaluations
Financial information processing
Financial information services
Financial intermediary services
Financial investigation services
Financial investment
Financial investment advisory services
Financial investment analysis and stock research
Financial investment brokerage
Financial investment fund services
Financial investment management services
Financial investment research services
Financial leasing
Financial lending
Financial loan services
Financial loss management
Financial management
Financial management advisory services
Financial management of employee pension plans
Financial management of reimbursement payments for others
Financial management of stocks
Financial management via the Internet
Financial market information services
Financial modelling services
Financial nominee services
Financial payment services
Financial planning
Financial planning and investment advisory services
Financial planning and management
Financial planning for retirement
Financial portfolio management
Financial rating valuation services
Financial research
Financial research and information services
Financial research services
Financial risk assessment services
Financial risk management
Financial risk management consultancy
Financial risk management services
Financial savings services
Financial securities
Financial services
Financial sponsorship
Financial sponsorship of education, training, entertainment, sporting or cultural activities
Financial strategy consultancy services
Financial transaction services
Financial trust administration
Financial trust management
Financial trust operations
Financial trust planning
Financial underwriting
Financial valuation of furniture
Financial valuation of livestock
Financial valuation of machinery
Financial valuation of standing timber
Financial valuation of wool
Financial valuation services
Financial valuations
Financially-guaranteed financing
Financing and loan services
Financing of guarantees
Financing of home loans
Financing of industrial activities
Financing of investments
Financing of loans
Financing of personal loans
Financing of purchases
Financing of real estate or property developments
Financing relating to automobiles
Financing services
Fire insurance
Fire insurance underwriting
Fire insurance valuations
Fiscal assessment and evaluation
Fiscal assessments and valuations
Fiscal valuation
Fiscal valuations
Fiscal valuations and assessments
Foreign exchange bureaux
Foreign exchange information services
Foreign exchange transactions
Funds investment
Futures exchange services
Gold exchanges
Guarantee insurance services
Guarantee services
Guaranteed loans
Guaranteeing loans
Health insurance
Health insurance underwriting
Hire purchase financing
Hire purchase financing services
Hire-purchase financing
Home contents insurance
Household insurance services
Income tax financial advice
Independent financial planning advice
Industrial financing services
Industrial investment
Information services relating to banking
Information services relating to insurance
Insolvency services [financial]
Installment loans
Instalment credit financing
Instalment loan financing
Instalment loans
Insurance
Insurance actuarial services
Insurance administration
Insurance advice
Insurance advisory services
Insurance agencies
Insurance agency services
Insurance and financial information and consultancy services
Insurance arranging services
Insurance brokerage
Insurance brokerage services
Insurance brokering
Insurance broking
Insurance claim assessments
Insurance claim settlements
Insurance claims adjustment services
Insurance claims processing
Insurance consultancy
Insurance consultation services
Insurance for businesses
Insurance for legal expenses
Insurance for offices
Insurance for property owners
Insurance for third party liability
Insurance guarantees
Insurance information
Insurance information and consultancy
Insurance loss assessment
Insurance management services
Insurance of anti-theft systems
Insurance of buildings
Insurance of communications apparatus
Insurance of goods while in transit
Insurance premium financing services
Insurance premium rate computing
Insurance relating to property
Insurance research
Insurance risk management
Insurance services
Insurance services for mobile telephones
Insurance services for the protection of mortgages
Insurance services relating to aviation
Insurance services relating to boats
Insurance services relating to credit
Insurance services relating to goods
Insurance services relating to legal costs
Insurance services relating to pension funds
Insurance services relating to property
Insurance services relating to real estate
Insurance services relating to sport
Insurance services relating to travel
Insurance services relating to vehicles
Insurance studies
Insurance underwriting
Interest rate risk management
International banking
International fund investment
Internet banking
Investing of funds
Investment
Investment account services
Investment advice
Investment analysis
Investment appraisal services
Investment asset management
Investment bank services
Investment banking
Investment banking services
Investment brokerage
Investment business services
Investment consultancy
Investment consultation services
Investment custody
Investment fund management
Investment information
Investment management
Investment management of funds
Investment of funds
Investment performance monitoring
Investment planning
Investment portfolio management services
Investment research
Investment risk assessment services
Investment trust management
Investment trust services
Investment trusteeship
Invoice discounting services
Issuance of bank checks
Issuance of bonds
Issuance of credit cards
Issuance of guarantees
Issuance of prepaid telecommunications calling cards
Issuance of tokens of value
Issuance of travelers' checks
Issuance of travellers' cheques
Issue of tokens of value
Issue of traveller's cheques
Issuing credit cards
Issuing letters of credit
Issuing of bank cheques
Issuing of cash vouchers
Issuing of cheques
Issuing of credit cards
Issuing of guarantees
Issuing of letters of credit
Issuing of mortgage bonds
Issuing of negotiable instruments
Issuing of promissory notes
Issuing of statements of accounts
Issuing of tokens of value in relation to customer loyalty schemes
Issuing of tokens of value in relation to incentive schemes
Issuing of travel vouchers
Issuing of travelers' cheques
Issuing of travellers' checks
Issuing of vouchers
Issuing of vouchers or tokens of value in relation to the supply of benefits for customer loyalty and frequent flyer schemes
Issuing of vouchers or tokens of value in relation to the supply of benefits for frequent flyer schemes
Issuing tokens of value
Jewellery appraisal
Jewellery appraisal
Jewelry appraisal
Land rental services
Lease of real estate
Lease purchase finance
Lease-purchase financing
Leasing of apartments
Leasing of farms
Leasing of real estate
Leasing or renting of buildings
Legal expenses insurance
Lending against securities
Lending against security
Lending on mortgage
Letting of apartments
Letting of office accommodation
Letting of showrooms
Life assurance
Life assurance brokerage
Life assurance consultancy
Life insurance
Life insurance brokerage
Life insurance underwriting
Loan financing
Loan guarantees
Loan services
Loan services for property investment
Loans [financing]
Loans [financing] and discount of bills
Loans against securities
Loss adjustment
Loss assessments
Management consultancy relating to insurance
Management of a capital investment fund
Management of apartments
Management of buildings
Management of finances
Management of financial assets
Management of funds
Management of investments
Management of pension funds
Management of pensions schemes
Management of portfolios comprising securities
Management of portfolios of transferable securities
Management of property
Management of real estate
Management of securities
Management of securities portfolios
Management of shares
Management of stocks
Management of unit trusts
Marine accidents insurance underwriting
Marine fire insurance underwriting
Marine insurance
Marine insurance underwriting
Marine transportation insurance underwriting
Medical insurance
Medical, surgical or hospital health insurance
Merchant banking
Merchant banking services
Monetary affairs
Monetary affairs consultancy
Monetary exchange
Monetary exchange operations
Monetary transaction services
Monetary transfer
Money brokerage
Money deposit services
Money exchange services
Money exchanging
Money lending
Money order services
Money transfer
Money transfer services
Money wiring services
Monitoring of financial portfolios
Monitoring of investment funds
Monitoring of pension funds
Mortgage advice
Mortgage and savings services
Mortgage banking
Mortgage banking and brokerage
Mortgage banking insurance
Mortgage brokerage
Mortgage brokerage services
Mortgage brokering
Mortgage broking
Mortgage financing services
Mortgage insurance
Mortgage investment management
Mortgage lending
Mortgage loan services
Mortgage loans
Mortgage procurement for others
Mortgage protection policies
Mortgage refinancing
Mortgage services
Mortgaging
Motor insurance
Motor vehicle insurance services
Mutual fund brokerage
Mutual fund management
Mutual fund services
Mutual funds
National debt collection
National money transfer services
Nominee services
Non-life insurance underwriting
Numismatic appraisal
Offshore utilised funds
Online banking
On-line real-time currency trading
Options trading
Organisation of collections
Organisation of financial collections
Organising financial collections
Organising of charitable collections
Organising of collections
Organising of debt collections
Organization of collections
Organization of stock exchanges for the benefit of the trade of stocks and other financial values
Pawn brokerage
Pawnbrokerage
Pawnbroking
Payment administration services
Payment of bills and accounts for others
Payment transaction card services
Pension advisory services
Pension and retirement and superannuation plans and funds
Pension consultancy
Pension fund administration
Pension fund financial management
Pension fund investment management
Pension fund management
Pension fund services
Pension management services
Pension plan services
Pension planning services
Pension scheme services
Pension services
Personal banking services
Personal finance services
Personal financial banking services
Personal financial planning advisory services
Personal financial planning services
Personal insurance services
Personal loan services
Placement of funds
Portfolio counselling services
Portfolio investment management
Portfolio management
Precious stone appraisal
Preparation and analysis of financial reports
Preparation and quotation of exchange rate information
Preparation of credit rating reports
Preparation of credit reports
Preparation of financial analyses
Preparation of financial analysis
Preparation of financial balance sheets
Preparation of financial reports
Private banking
Private equity fund investment services
Private health insurance
Processing electronic payments made through prepaid cards
Processing of cash card payments
Processing of charge card payments
Processing of credit card payments
Processing of debit card payments
Processing of insurance claims
Processing of payments for banks
Professional indemnity insurance
Project finance
Project financing
Property portfolio management
Property valuation
Provident fund management
Provident fund services
Provident society services
Providing bank account information by telephone
Providing finance for credit sales
Providing financial information
Providing financial information by means of a computer database
Providing financial information via a web site
Providing information in insurance matters
Providing information, including online, about insurance, financial and monetary affairs and real estate affa
Providing investors with financial information
Providing rebates at participating establishments of others through use of a membership card
Providing stock market information
Providing stock/securities market information
Providing student loans
Provision and funding of scholarships
Provision of annuities
Provision of automated teller machines
Provision of bridging loans
Provision of commercial finance
Provision of commercial loans
Provision of consumer credit
Provision of consumer loans
Provision of credit
Provision of credit cards
Provision of credit facilities
Provision of credit information
Provision of credit rating
Provision of credit rating reports
Provision of current accounts
Provision of emergency cash
Provision of equipment finance
Provision of equipment guarantee insurance
Provision of exchange rate lists
Provision of finance
Provision of financial guarantees
Provision of financial information
Provision of financial securities
Provision of foreign currency
Provision of funds
Provision of funds for hire purchase and for leasing
Provision of holiday insurance
Provision of home loans
Provision of housing accommodation
Provision of industrial loans
Provision of information and data concerning stock exchanges
Provision of information in relation to real estate
Provision of information relating to financial services
Provision of information relating to mortgages
Provision of information relating to property [real estate]
Provision of information relating to real estate
Provision of information relating to stock broking
Provision of instalment loans
Provision of insurance information
Provision of insurance premium quotations
Provision of investment capital
Provision of investment information
Provision of investment savings plans
Provision of investment services
Provision of lease-purchase finance facilities
Provision of life assurance services
Provision of loans
Provision of long-term accommodation
Provision of mortgage funds
Provision of mortgage loan insurance
Provision of mortgage loans
Provision of mortgages
Provision of online currency exchange calculators
Provision of online financial calculators
Provision of online mortgage repayment calculators
Provision of pension information
Provision of pension schemes
Provision of permanent housing accommodation
Provision of real estate loans
Provision of safe deposit facilities
Provision of secured loans
Provision of stock market information
Provision of tax advice [financial]
Provision of trade credit
Provision of trade finance
Provision of travellers’ cheques
Provision of vehicle warranties
Quotation of stock exchange prices
Quotation of stock market prices
Raising of capital
Raising of finance
Real estate acquisition for others
Real estate administration
Real estate advisory services
Real estate affairs
Real estate agency services
Real estate agents services
Real estate appraisal
Real estate appraisal and valuation
Real estate appraisals [valuations]
Real estate assessment [financial]
Real estate brokerage
Real estate broking
Real estate consultancy
Real estate financing
Real estate insurance services
Real estate investment
Real estate investment advice
Real estate investment consultancy
Real estate investment management
Real estate investment services
Real estate lease renewal services
Real estate lease surrender services
Real estate lending services
Real estate management
Real estate management services
Real estate procurement for others
Real estate rental
Real estate selection and acquisition on behalf of others
Real estate services relating to real estate or property development
Real estate valuations
Real property evaluation [financial]
Real property letting
Real property management
Realty services
Reclamation of outstanding debts
Recording the transfer of securities
Recording the transfer of shares
Recording the transfer of stocks
Recovery of debts
Redeeming of travellers' checks
Redemption of travellers' cheques
Registration of securities
Registration of shares
Reinsurance
Reinsurance brokerage
Reinsurance services
Rent collection
Rental of accommodation
Rental of apartments
Rental of apartments and offices
Rental of buildings
Rental of cash dispensers or automated-teller machines
Rental of farms
Rental of flats
Rental of freehold property
Rental of houses
Rental of office space
Rental of offices [real estate]
Rental of offices for co-working
Rental of paper money and coin counting machines
Rental of permanent dwellings
Rental of property
Rental of real estate
Rental of safety deposit lockers
Rental of serviced offices [real estate]
Rental of shopping premises
Renting of apartments
Renting of commercial premises
Renting of flats
Renting of houses
Renting of offices
Renting real estate
Repair cost evaluation [financial appraisal]
Repair costs evaluation [financial appraisal]
Repossession services
Research services relating to banking
Research services relating to finance
Research services relating to investment
Research services relating to real estate
Residential investment advice
Residential real estate agency services
Retail brokerage
Retirement payment services
Revolving credit securities
Revolving credit services
Revolving loan services
Safe deposit box services
Safe deposit services
Safety deposit box services
Safety deposit rental
Safety deposit services
Sales credit financing
Savings account services
Savings bank services
Savings scheme services
School fee planning services
School fees investment services
Secured loans
Securing of funds
Securities advisory services
Securities analysis
Securities brokerage
Securities brokerage services
Securities broking
Securities deposit services
Securities exchange services
Securities investment services
Securities lending
Securities management
Securities settlement
Securities trading services
Securities underwriting
Security brokerage
Service insurance contracts
Services for the consolidation of monies
Services of a stockbroker
Services offered by automated bank machines
Share brokerage services
Share exchange schemes
Share management
Share planning services
Share portfolio management
Share price information services
Share registration
Share registration services
Share services
Share underwriting
Ship insurance agency
Stamp appraisal
Stock bond brokerage
Stock brokerage services
Stock broking services
Stock debenture brokerage
Stock exchange information services
Stock exchange quotation and listing services
Stock exchange quotations
Stock exchange services
Stock investment management
Stock market services
Stock price quotation services
Stockbroking
Stockbroking agency services
Stocks and bonds brokerage
Subdivision of real estate [real estate services]
Sureties
Surety services
Syndicated loans
Tax advice [financial]
Tax consultancy [financial]
Tax consultation services [financial]
Tax financial planning
Tax returns financial consultancy
Tax services [financial]
Taxation financial consultancy services
Taxation financial planning services
Telephone banking services
Tenant management services
Time-share property management
Trade finance services
Traded options brokerage
Trading in bonds
Trading in contracts on stocks
Trading in currencies
Trading in equities
Trading in futures
Trading in options
Trading in securities
Trading in stocks
Trading of emission reduction credits
Trading of overseas market securities futures
Trading of securities index futures
Trading of securities options
Trading of shares
Transfer of funds
Transit insurance brokerage
Transit insurance underwriting
Travel insurance
Travel insurance services
Trust administration
Trust advice
Trust investment services
Trust management
Trust services
Trustee advisory services
Trustee services
Trusteeship
Trusteeship of real estate property
Underwriting
Underwriting annuities
Underwriting of pensions
Unit trust investment
Unit trust management
Unit trust services
Unit trust trusteeship
Valuation of assets
Valuation of buildings
Valuation of capital stock
Valuation of pictures
Valuation of plant
Valuation of portfolios of securities
Valuation of property
Valuation of real estate
Valuations [appraisals] of antiques
Valuations [appraisals] of artworks
Valuations [appraisals] of jewellery
Valuations [appraisals] of valuables
Valuations of works of art
Variable insurance investment services
Vehicle insurance services
Vehicle warranties
Vehicle warranty services
Venture capital financing
Venture capital fund management
Venture capital management
Verification of cheques
Warranty insurance services
Warranty programme services
Warranty services
Abrasive cleaning of surfaces
Acoustic ceiling cleaning
Advisory services for cleaning
Advisory services for maintenance
Advisory services relating to building
Advisory services relating to building construction materials
Advisory services relating to building refurbishment
Advisory services relating to construction
Advisory services relating to excavating
Advisory services relating to flooring
Advisory services relating to pipe laying
Advisory services relating to property development [building and construction services]
Advisory services relating to surfacing projects
Advisory services relating to the alteration of buildings
Advisory services relating to the construction of buildings
Advisory services relating to the construction of civil engineering structures
Advisory services relating to the construction of mechanical engineering structures
Advisory services relating to the installation of plumbing
Advisory services relating to the maintenance of buildings
Advisory services relating to the renovation of property
Advisory services relating to the repair of buildings
Advisory services relating to the repair of civil engineering structures
Advisory services relating to the repair of mechanical engineering structures
Advisory services relating to the repair of motor vehicles
Advisory services relating to vehicle maintenance
Advisory services relating to vehicle repair
Aeroplane maintenance
Aeroplane repair
Agricultural equipment repair and maintenance
Air conditioning apparatus cleaning services
Air conditioning vent sealing services
Air duct cleaning services
Aircraft fuelling services
Aircraft maintenance
Aircraft maintenance and repair services
Aircraft maintenance or repair
Aircraft repair
Aircraft repair and maintenance
Airplane de-icing services
Airplane maintenance and repair
Anti-corrosion treatment
Anti-rust treatment
Anti-rust treatment for vehicles
Apartment refurbishment services
Application of coatings to buildings
Application of floor coating materials
Application of protective coatings for buildings
Application of protective paint
Application of rendering to buildings
Application of slip-resistant safety floor sealers
Artificial snow-making services
Asbestos removal
Asphalting
Auto body repair services
Automobile body repair and finishing for others
Automobile detailing
Automobile pinstriping
Automobile reconditioning services
Automotive oil change services
Automotive refinishing
Basement waterproofing
Battery charging service for motor vehicles
Battery charging services
Beneath ground construction work
Boiler cleaning and repair
Boiler cleaning services
Boiler repair services
Boot repair and restoration
Boot repair
Boring of wells
Bricklaying
Building and construction of real estate subdivisions and developments
Building and construction services
Building caulking services
Building cleaning
Building construction
Building construction advisory services
Building construction consultancy
Building construction services
Building construction supervision
Building consultancy services
Building damp-proofing
Building demolition
Building insulating
Building maintenance
Building maintenance and repair
Building of apartment buildings
Building of bridges
Building of canal locks
Building of commercial properties
Building of fair stalls and shops
Building of houses
Building of industrial properties
Building of offices
Building of railways
Building of roads
Building of schools
Building of shops
Building project management [building construction supervision]
Building refurbishment services
Building reinforcing
Building repair
Building restoration
Building sealing
Building services
Burglar alarm installation
Burglar alarm installation and repair
Burglar alarm repair
Burner maintenance and repair
Burner maintenance or repair
Cabinet refacing
Cable laying
Camera repair
Car cleaning services
Car maintenance
Car washing
Carpentry
Carpentry services
Carpet and rug cleaning
Carpet cleaning
Carpet fitting
Carpet laying
Ceiling cleaning services
Ceiling installation
Ceiling or wall texturing
Ceiling repair
Central heating installation
Charitable services, namely construction
Charitable services, namely repair, maintenance and installation
Chimney sweeping
Civil construction services
Civil engineering construction
Civil engineering construction consultancy
Civil engineering demolition
Cleaning and servicing of portable toilets
Cleaning consultancy and advisory services
Cleaning equipment hire
Cleaning of blinds
Cleaning of boilers
Cleaning of building exterior surfaces
Cleaning of building exteriors
Cleaning of building interiors
Cleaning of building sites
Cleaning of buildings
Cleaning of buildings [exterior surface]
Cleaning of buildings [interior]
Cleaning of clothing
Cleaning of commercial premises
Cleaning of domestic premises
Cleaning of drains
Cleaning of external surfaces of buildings
Cleaning of fabrics
Cleaning of facades
Cleaning of factories
Cleaning of floor coverings
Cleaning of floor surfaces
Cleaning of footwear
Cleaning of furnishings
Cleaning of furniture
Cleaning of hospitals
Cleaning of hotels
Cleaning of industrial premises
Cleaning of leather
Cleaning of machines
Cleaning of motor vehicles
Cleaning of offices
Cleaning of property
Cleaning of public buildings
Cleaning of residential houses
Cleaning of schools
Cleaning of shoes
Cleaning of shops
Cleaning of storage tanks
Cleaning of streets
Cleaning of structures
Cleaning of textiles
Cleaning of the exterior surfaces of buildings
Cleaning of the interior surfaces of buildings
Cleaning of upholstery
Cleaning of vehicles
Cleaning of wall surfaces
Cleaning services
Clearing of tree roots
Clock and watch mending
Clock and watch repair
Clock and watch repair services
Clock repair or maintenance
Clothing repair
Clothing repair [mending clothing]
Computer and telephone battery recharge services
Concrete leveling services
Concrete polishing
Concrete raising services
Construction
Construction consultancy
Construction consultation
Construction information
Construction of airports
Construction of bridges
Construction of buildings
Construction of dams
Construction of medical establishments
Construction of power plants
Construction of public works
Construction of sewerage systems
Construction of structures for the production of crude oil
Construction of structures for the production of natural gas
Construction of structures for the storage of crude oil
Construction of structures for the storage of natural gas
Construction of structures for the transportation of natural gas
Construction of telecommunication towers
Construction project management services
Consultation in building construction supervision
Crime scene clean-up services
Custom construction of homes
Custom installation of automobile interiors
Custom shipbuilding
Damp proofing services
Damp-proofing [building]
Decorative interior house painting services
Decorative painting services
Demolition of buildings
Demolition services
Deodorising services
Development of land [construction]
Development of property [building and construction services]
Diagnostic maintenance services
Diaper cleaning
Disinfecting
Disinfecting of telephone hand-sets
Disinfection of premises
Disinfection of premises against bacterial infestation
Disinfection services
Dismantling of buildings
Dismantling services
Domestic cleaning services
Double glazing installation
Drain cleaning services
Drainage services
Drapery cleaning
Draught proofing
Dredging
Drill bit sharpening
Drilling
Drilling and pumping of oil
Drilling for crude oil
Drilling of deep oil or gas wells
Drilling of oil wells
Drilling of tunnels
Drilling of wells
Dry cleaning
Drying of carpets
Drying of clothes
Earthmoving
Electric appliance installation
Electric appliance installation and repair
Electric appliance repair
Electrical apparatus installation
Electrical apparatus repair
Electrical installation services
Electrical wiring services
Elevator installation
Elevator installation and repair
Elevator repair
Emergency vehicle repair services
Engine conversions
Engine lubrication
Erection of climbing formworks
Erection of pre-fabricated buildings
Erection of scaffolding
Erection of security fencing
Erection of signs
Excavating
Excavation services
Extermination of fungus
Extermination of insects
Extermination of pests
Extermination of rodents
Extraction of gas
Extraction of oil
Factory construction
Farming equipment repair and maintenance
Fence erection services
Film projector repair and maintenance
Fire alarm installation
Fire alarm installation and repair
Fire alarm repair
Fire extinguisher recharging services
Fire protection sprinkler system installation, maintenance and repair
Fitting of carpets
Fitting of floor coverings
Fitting of windows in motor vehicles
Fitting of windscreens in motor vehicles
Fitting services for tyres
Floor maintenance services
Floor polishing
Footwear repair services
Fracking services
Freezing equipment installation and repair
Fuel filling services for land vehicles
Fumigation
Fur care, cleaning and repair
Furnace installation and repair
Furniture maintenance
Furniture renovation
Furniture repair
Furniture restoration
Garage services for vehicle maintenance
Garage services for vehicle repair
Gas drilling
Gasoline refuelling service for motor vehicles
Germ elimination services
Germ reduction services
Glass repair
Glazier services

Glazing services

Ground consolidation

Ground stabilization

Grout reinforcement

Grouting services

Handyman repair, maintenance and installation services

Harbour construction

Heating equipment installation

Heating equipment installation and repair

Heating equipment repair

Highway maintenance

Hire of building apparatus

Hire of building machinery

Hire of building tools

Hire of bulldozers

Hire of cleaning apparatus

Hire of concrete mixing apparatus

Hire of construction apparatus

Hire of construction equipment

Hire of construction machinery

Hire of earth moving machines

Hire of ladders

Hire of road making apparatus

Hire of road working machinery

Hire of scaffolding

Home maintenance services

Home repair services

House building

House cleaning services

House painting

Housing construction

Housing development [building and construction services]

Hydraulic fracturing services

Hydroelectric power station construction

Industrial cleaning services

Information concerning rental of equipment for constructions and buildings

Information on the maintenance of measuring and test equipment

Information with relation to aircraft repair and maintenance

Installation and maintenance of irrigation systems

Installation and maintenance of photovoltaic installations

Installation and maintenance of solar thermal installations

Installation and repair of air conditioning apparatus

Installation and repair of air-conditioning apparatus

Installation and repair of computer hardware

Installation and repair of telecommunication apparatus

Installation of alarms

Installation of apparatus for air-conditioning

Installation of apparatus for heating

Installation of apparatus for sanitation

Installation of apparatus for ventilating

Installation of audio electrical apparatus

Installation of automobile accessories

Installation of basement waterproofing products

Installation of blinds
37 Installation of boilers
37 Installation of building insulation
37 Installation of burglar alarms
37 Installation of cable television systems
37 Installation of catering equipment
37 Installation of cellular communications systems
37 Installation of cellular paging systems
37 Installation of central heating
37 Installation of central vacuum cleaning systems
37 Installation of communications network apparatus
37 Installation of communications network instruments
37 Installation of computer hardware
37 Installation of computer systems
37 Installation of computerised information systems
37 Installation of computers
37 Installation of data network apparatus
37 Installation of data processing apparatus
37 Installation of doors
37 Installation of doors and windows
37 Installation of electrical and generating machinery
37 Installation of electrical apparatus
37 Installation of electricity generators
37 Installation of electronic and digital connection to a call centre
37 Installation of electronic apparatus
37 Installation of elevators
37 Installation of fire detection systems
37 Installation of fittings for buildings
37 Installation of fixtures and fittings for domestic premises
37 Installation of foundry products
37 Installation of freezers
37 Installation of glass
37 Installation of heating apparatus
37 Installation of industrial plant
37 Installation of instrumentation systems
37 Installation of insulating materials
37 Installation of kitchen appliances
37 Installation of kitchen cabinets
37 Installation of kitchen equipment
37 Installation of lighting systems
37 Installation of locks
37 Installation of machines
37 Installation of office apparatus
37 Installation of oil production apparatus
37 Installation of parts for vehicles
37 Installation of pipelines
37 Installation of roofing
37 Installation of safes
37 Installation of sanitary apparatus
37 Installation of security systems
37 Installation of shelving
37 Installation of solar energy systems
37 Installation of storage facilities
37 Installation of telecommunications apparatus
37 Installation of telephone lines
37 Installation of tents
Installation of vehicle security devices
Installation of washroom apparatus
Installation of window coatings
Installation of window films
Installation of window fittings
Installation of window frames
Installation of windows
Installation of windscreens
Installation services
Installation services of building scaffolds
Installation services of elevators and lifts
Installation services of working and building platforms
Installation, changing, replacement and repair of locks
Installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware
Installation, maintenance and repair of computer peripherals
Installation, repair and maintenance of computer hardware and peripherals
Installation, repair and maintenance of computers and computer peripherals
Installing of electronic communications networks
Installing of telecommunications networks
Insulating of vehicles
Insulation of pipes
Insulation of roofing
Interference suppression in electrical apparatus
Interference suppression services for electrical apparatus
Interior refurbishment of buildings
Interior sealing and caulking services
Ironing of clothing
Irrigation devices installation and repair
Janitorial cleaning services
Janitorial services
Jewellery remounting
Joinery
Kitchen equipment installation
Knife sharpening
Land clearing
Land drainage
Land excavating
Land irrigation
Land reclamation
Laundering
Laundering of garments
Laundry services
Laying and construction of pipelines
Laying of cable
Laying of pipelines
Leather care, cleaning and repair
Lift installation
Lift installation and repair
Lift maintenance
Lift repair
Linen ironing
Lock repair services
Locksmithing services being the installation, repair and maintenance of locks and locking systems
Lubricating services
Lubrication services
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machinery installation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery installation services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery installation, maintenance and repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery maintenance services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains laying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of amusement machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of building contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of cleaning apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of communications systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of computer hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of construction apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of construction machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of data communications networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of data processing apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of drain pipes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of drying apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of electrical apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of electronic apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of electronic installations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of flooring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of gas installations and equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of heating installations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of industrial apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of land vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of lifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of roof guttering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of spacecraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of sporting equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of telecommunications apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of utilities in buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of vending machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and repair of washing apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and servicing of automated teller machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and servicing of data processing installations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and servicing of fire alarm systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and servicing of security alarms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance of aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance of buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance of computer hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance of computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance of consumer electric appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance of data communication networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance of data processing apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance of domestic refrigeration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance of drying installations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maintenance of electronic measuring devices
Maintenance of electronic monitoring devices
Maintenance of electronic testing devices
Maintenance of facsimile machines
Maintenance of industrial plants
Maintenance of internal combustion engines
Maintenance of locomotives
Maintenance of medical apparatus and instruments
Maintenance of non-electric cooking heaters
Maintenance of plumbing
Maintenance of roads
Maintenance or repair of automotive vehicles
Maintenance, installation and repair of electrical items and equipment
Maintenance, installation and repair of household items and equipment
Maintenance, installation and repair of industrial apparatus and instruments
Marine construction
Marine dry docking services
Marine engineering [construction]
Marine fitting out
Marine launching services
Masonry
Masonry services
Mechanical and chemical cleaning services
Mechanical engineering [construction]
Mining extraction
Mobile automotive oil change services provided at the customer's location
Motor vehicle maintenance and repair
Musical instrument tuning services
Natural gas refuelling service for motor vehicles
Naval shipyard services
Needlework [repair]
Non-agricultural pest and vermin control advisory and information services
Nuclear power station construction
Office cleaning services
Office equipment installation
Office equipment maintenance
Office machine installation
Office machine maintenance
Office machine repair
Office machines and equipment installation, maintenance and repair
Oil drilling
Oil pipeline construction
Oil pipeline laying
Oil pumping
Oil pumping and extraction
Oil well drilling
On site building project management
On-site construction supervision
Outer and inner cleaning of aircraft
Overhaul of engines
Overhaul of machines
Overhaul of vehicles
Paint spraying
Painting
Painting and varnishing
Painting of buildings
Painting of furniture
Painting of metal surfaces
Painting of signs
Painting of vehicles
Painting or repair of signs
Painting, interior and exterior
Panel beating
Paper hanging
Parasol repair
Pavement marking services
Pavement sealing
Pavement striping
Pavement stripping
Paving contractor services
Pest control services, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry
Pest control services, other than for agriculture, horticulture and forestry
Pest control, other than for agricultural purposes
Pest exterminating, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry
Petrol stations [vehicle refuelling and maintenance]
Photographic apparatus repair
Photographic equipment repair
Piano-tuning
Pier breakwater building
Pile driving
Pile driving services
Pipe installation services
Pipe laying services
Pipe-fitting
Pipeline construction
Pipeline construction and maintenance
Pipeline insulation
Pipeline laying
Pipeline maintenance
Plant installation
Plant maintenance
Plant refurbishment
Plant repair
Plastering
Plumbing
Plumbing and glazing services
Plumbing installation advisory services
Plumbing maintenance advisory services
Plumbing repair advisory services
Plumbing services
Preservation of buildings
Pressing of cloth
Pressing of clothing
Pressure grouting services
Pressure washing services
Project preparation relating to building renovation
Project preparation relating to demolition
Proofing of buildings against pest and vermin access
Proofing of land against pest and vermin access
Proofing of premises against pest and vermin access
Proofing of structures against pest and vermin access
Property development [building and construction services]
Property maintenance
Providing information on repair services in the aviation sector
Providing information, including online, about building construction, and repair and installation services
Providing washing and drying laundry facilities
Provision of cleaning services
Provision of construction advice
Provision of construction information
Provision of information in relation to building construction
Provision of information in relation to the repair, maintenance and installation of goods
Provision of launderette facilities
Provision of launderette services
Provision of laundry facilities
Provision of laundry services
Provision of shipyard facilities
Pumicing
Pump repair
Pump repair and maintenance
Pump repair or maintenance
Pumping crude oil
Pumping septic tanks
Quarry services
Quarrying services
Rat exterminating
Real estate development [building and construction services]
Rebuilding engines that have been worn or partially destroyed
Rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially destroyed
Re-calibration [repair or maintenance]
Reclamation of land
Reconditioning of vehicle engines
Redevelopment of buildings
Refilling of toner cartridges
Refuelling of aircraft
Refuelling of petrol for vehicles [petrol stations]
Refuelling of vehicles
Refuelling of watercraft
Refurbishment of buildings
Refurbishment of vehicles
Regrooving of tyres
Regulation of oil burners
Re-inking of printer cartridges
Re-inking of printer cassettes
Re-inking of printer ribbons
Re-inking of printer tapes
Re-inking of typewriter cartridges
Re-inking of typewriter cassettes
Re-inking of typewriter ribbons
Re-inking of typewriter tapes
Remounting of jewellery
Removal of graffiti
Removal of marine growths from ship's hulls
Renovation and restoration of buildings
Renovation of buildings
Renovation of clothing
Renovation of furniture
Renovation of kitchens
Renovation of plumbing
Rental of air compressors
Rental of apparatus for use in the construction of buildings
Rental of apparatus for use in the repair of buildings
Rental of articulated loaders
Rental of backhoes
Rental of building apparatus
Rental of building construction machinery
Rental of building machines
Rental of building scaffolds, working and building platforms
Rental of building tools
Rental of bulldozers
Rental of carpet cleaning machines
Rental of car-washing apparatus
Rental of cleaning apparatus
Rental of cleaning equipment
Rental of cleaning machines
Rental of concrete pumping machines
Rental of concrete-mixing apparatus
Rental of construction apparatus
Rental of construction equipment
Rental of construction machinery
Rental of construction machines and apparatus
Rental of cranes [construction equipment]
Rental of degreasing machines
Rental of dish drying machines
Rental of dish washing machines
Rental of dishwashing machines
Rental of drainage pumps
Rental of drilling platforms
Rental of dust control apparatus
Rental of earth moving equipment and excavators
Rental of earth-moving and excavating machines
Rental of earthmoving machines
Rental of electric washing machines
Rental of excavating machines
Rental of excavators
Rental of floor cleaning machines
Rental of ironing machines
Rental of ladders
Rental of laundry dryers
Rental of laundry equipment
Rental of laundry washing machines
Rental of lifting apparatus [construction equipment]
Rental of machine tools for building and construction purposes
Rental of machinery for use in construction
Rental of machines for cleaning carpets
Rental of machines for cleaning floor coverings
Rental of machines for cleaning furniture
Rental of mops
Rental of oil well drilling tools
Rental of platforms and scaffolding
Rental of plumbing apparatus
Rental of road sweeping machines
Rental of scaffolding
Rental of spin dryers for clothes
Rental of tools for building and construction purposes
Rental of trestles
Rental of underwater abrasive cleaning apparatus
Rental of vacuum cleaners
Rental of vehicle maintenance equipment
Rental of washing machines
Repair
Repair and maintenance of 3D printers
Repair and maintenance of aircraft
Repair and maintenance of building scaffolds, working and building platforms
Repair and maintenance of buildings in case of demolition
Repair and maintenance of feed or booster pumps
Repair and maintenance of vehicles
Repair information
Repair of accident damage to vehicles
Repair of alarms
Repair of automobiles
Repair of bags or pouches
Repair of bathtubs
Repair of bicycles
Repair of billiard equipment
Repair of binoculars
Repair of buildings
Repair of cabinets
Repair of cameras
Repair of carpets
Repair of clocks
Repair of clothing
Repair of computer hardware
Repair of computers
Repair of concrete
Repair of consumer electric appliances
Repair of cooking apparatus
Repair of curtains
Repair of damaged computers
Repair of electrical appliances
Repair of electronic apparatus
Repair of electronic business equipment
Repair of elevators
Repair of engines
Repair of facsimile machines
Repair of fences
Repair of fire damage
Repair of fishing tackle
Repair of footwear
Repair of freezers
Repair of furniture
Repair of game machines and apparatus
Repair of gas supply systems
Repair of industrial furnaces
Repair of kitchen appliances
Repair of land vehicles
| 37 | Repair of leather articles                  |
| 37 | Repair of lighting                         |
| 37 | Repair of locks                            |
| 37 | Repair of machines                         |
| 37 | Repair of medical apparatus                |
| 37 | Repair of medical machines and apparatus   |
| 37 | Repair of metalworking machines and apparatus |
| 37 | Repair of milk filters                     |
| 37 | Repair of motor vehicles                   |
| 37 | Repair of musical instruments              |
| 37 | Repair of non-electric cooking heaters      |
| 37 | Repair of office machines                   |
| 37 | Repair of office machines and apparatus     |
| 37 | Repair of parts of engines                  |
| 37 | Repair of photocopiers                     |
| 37 | Repair of pipelines                        |
| 37 | Repair of power lines                      |
| 37 | Repair of radio or television sets          |
| 37 | Repair of roofs                           |
| 37 | Repair of sails                            |
| 37 | Repair of security locks                    |
| 37 | Repair of shoes                            |
| 37 | Repair of signboards                       |
| 37 | Repair of sound and vision recording apparatus |
| 37 | Repair of sound and vision reproducing apparatus |
| 37 | Repair of spectacles                       |
| 37 | Repair of sports equipment                  |
| 37 | Repair of sunglasses                       |
| 37 | Repair of surgical apparatus               |
| 37 | Repair of tatami mats                      |
| 37 | Repair of telecommunication machines and apparatus |
| 37 | Repair of telephone apparatus               |
| 37 | Repair of tools                            |
| 37 | Repair of toys                            |
| 37 | Repair of toys or dolls                    |
| 37 | Repair of transport containers             |
| 37 | Repair of turbines                         |
| 37 | Repair of tyres                           |
| 37 | Repair of watches                         |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of agricultural machines and implements |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of air-conditioning apparatus [for industrial purposes] |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of amusement machines and apparatus |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of automobiles       |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of boilers           |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of chemical plants   |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of chemical processing machines and apparatus |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of chick brooders     |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of cinematographic machines and apparatus |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of computers         |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of construction machines and apparatus |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of conveyors         |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of cooking apparatus for industrial purposes |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of cooking pots and pans |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of cultivating machines and implements |
| 37 | Repair or maintenance of diving machines and apparatus |
Repair or maintenance of egg incubators
Repair or maintenance of electric lighting apparatus
Repair or maintenance of electric motors
Repair or maintenance of elevators [lifts]
Repair or maintenance of fire alarms
Repair or maintenance of firearms
Repair or maintenance of fishing machines and instruments
Repair or maintenance of fodder cutters
Repair or maintenance of fodder mills
Repair or maintenance of fodder mixers
Repair or maintenance of fodder presses
Repair or maintenance of freezing machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of gas water heaters
Repair or maintenance of gasoline station equipment
Repair or maintenance of glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of harvesting machines and implements
Repair or maintenance of industrial dish washing machines
Repair or maintenance of industrial furnaces
Repair or maintenance of industrial washing machines
Repair or maintenance of integrated circuits manufacturing machines and systems
Repair or maintenance of laboratory apparatus and instruments
Repair or maintenance of loading-unloading machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for lumbering
Repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for papermaking
Repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for paper-working
Repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for pulp-making
Repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for use in barbers' shops
Repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for use in beauty salons
Repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for woodworking
Repair or maintenance of measuring machines and instruments
Repair or maintenance of medical machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of metalworking machines and tools
Repair or maintenance of milking machines
Repair or maintenance of mining machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of movie projectors
Repair or maintenance of musical instruments
Repair or maintenance of nuclear power plants
Repair or maintenance of office machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of optical machines and instruments
Repair or maintenance of overhead projectors
Repair or maintenance of packing or wrapping machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of painting machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of photographic machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of plant fiber processing machines and implements
Repair or maintenance of plastic processing machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of power distribution or control machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of power generators
Repair or maintenance of power-driven floor cleaning machines
Repair or maintenance of printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of railway rolling stock
Repair or maintenance of rubber-goods manufacturing machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems
Repair or maintenance of sericultural machines and implements
Repair or maintenance of sewing machines
Repair or maintenance of shoe making machines and instruments
Repair or maintenance of storage tanks
Repair or maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of telephone apparatus
Repair or maintenance of testing machines and instruments
Repair or maintenance of textile machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of tobacco processing machines
Repair or maintenance of two-wheeled motor vehicles
Repair or maintenance of vehicle washing installation
Repair or maintenance of vending machines
Repair or maintenance of vessels
Repair or maintenance of video frequency machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of waste compacting machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of waste crushing machines and apparatus
Repair or maintenance of water pollution control equipment
Repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus
Repair services
Repair work on buildings
Repair, maintenance and installation advisory services
Repair, maintenance and installation consultancy services
Repair, servicing and maintenance of vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by air
Replacement of batteries
Replacement of brakes
Replacement of lights
Replacement of shock absorbers
Replacement of tyres
Replacement of windows
Re-pointing of brickwork
Re-sharpening of knives
Re-sharpening of scissors
Residential, commercial and industrial installation and repair of electrical and computer wiring and cabling
Restoration of buildings
Restoration of furniture
Restoration of musical instruments
Restoration of works of art
Restringing and repair of tennis racquets
Resurfacing of facades
Resurfacing of roofs
Re-tinning
Retracking [alignment] of tyres
Retreading of tires
Retreading of tires [tyres]
Retreading of tyres
Re-upholstering
Riveting
Road building
Road construction
Road marking
Road paving
Road sealing and stripping
Road stripping
Road surfacing
Road sweeping
Rock blasting
Rock drilling
Roof installation services
Roof repair
Roof restoration
Roofing installation
Roofing services
Rust proofing of vehicles
Rust removal
Rustproofing
Safe maintenance and repair
Safe maintenance or repair
Sanding
Scaffold erection
Scaffolding
Scaffolding construction
Scaffolding dismantling
Scaffolding erection
Scaffolding hire
Scaffolding rental
Seat covering services
Septic tank cleaning
Servicing of apparatus
Servicing of cars
Servicing of commercial vehicles
Servicing of equipment
Servicing of machine tools
Servicing of machines
Servicing of vehicles
Setting of gems [repair]
Sewer pipe cleaning
Sewer pipe maintenance
Sewer pipe renovation
Sewer pipe servicing
Sewing repair
Sharpening of kitchen knives
Sharpening of knives
Sharpening of lawnmowers
Sharpening of scissors
Sharpening services
Ship building
Ship dismantling
Ship maintenance
Ship repair
Shipbuilding
Shoe mending
Shoe polishing services
Shoe repair
Shoe shining
Sign construction
Sign maintenance
Sign painting
Sign painting services
Sign posting services
Sign repair
Site clearance
Site grading
Site levelling
Site preparation
Ski tuning services
Slating and tiling
Snow removal services
Soil blasting
Soil dredging
Soil foundation work
Soil stabilisation
Spray painting
Stain removal
Steel structure construction works
Sterilisation of medical instruments
Sterilising of goods or equipment
Sterilization of medical instruments
Storage tank cleaning
Stove-setting
Street cleaning
Strong-room maintenance and repair
Structural engineering services [construction]
Supervision of building construction
Supervision of building repair
Supervision of building work
Supervision of construction
Supervision of construction projects
Surfacing of pavements
Surfacing of roads
Swimming pool cleaning services
Swimming pool maintenance
Swimming-pool maintenance
Tailoring [repair]
Telecommunication wiring
Telephone installation
Telephone installation and repair
Telephone repair
Television equipment installation and repair
Termite control, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry
Textile laundering
Tile laying, bricklaying or block laying
Tiling services
Tire balancing
Tire retreading
Trimming and refinishing of automobiles
Tuning of engines
Tuning of musical instruments
Tunnelling
Tyre balancing
Tyre fitting
Tyre regrooving
Tyre repair
Tyre retreading
Umbrella repair
Unblocking of drains
Underground civil engineering construction services
Underground construction
Underwater building and construction
Underwater construction
Underwater construction services
Underwater dredging
Underwater repair
Underwater repair services
Upgrading of computer hardware
Upholstering
Upholstery repair
Varnishing
Vehicle battery charging
Vehicle breakdown repair services
Vehicle cleaning
Vehicle conversions [engine]
Vehicle damage evaluation
Vehicle detailing
Vehicle fueling services
Vehicle greasing
Vehicle lubrication
Vehicle lubrication [greasing]
Vehicle maintenance
Vehicle maintenance and repair
Vehicle polishing
Vehicle repair services
Vehicle service stations [refuelling and maintenance]
Vehicle servicing
Vehicle tuning
Vehicle washing
Vehicle window replacement services
Vehicle windscreen replacement services
Vermin exterminating other than for agriculture, forestry and horticulture
Vermin exterminating, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry
Vulcanization of tires [repair]
Vulcanization of tires [tyres] [repair]
Vulcanization of tyres [repair]
Vulcanizing of automobile tires [repair]
Wall texturing
Wallpaper hanging
Wallpapering
Wallpapering services
Warehouse construction and repair
Washing
Washing of linen
Waste removal [cleaning]
Watch repair or maintenance
Water well drilling
Waterproofing of basements
Welding for repair purposes
Well drilling
Wheel alignment adjustment
Wheel balancing
Wheel repair
Window cleaning
Window installation
Window maintenance
Window repair
Window replacement
Wrecking of buildings [demolition]
Wrecking services
Yacht and boat conversion, renovation, refit and repair
Advisory services relating to communications equipment
Advisory services relating to telecommunications
Audio communications services
Audiovisual communication services
Audiovisual transmission services
Broadband radio communication services
Broadcast of cable television programmes
Broadcast of information by means of television
Broadcast of radio programmes
Broadcast of television programmes
Broadcast transmission by satellite
Broadcasting of cable television programmes
Broadcasting of programmes by radio
Broadcasting of programmes by satellite
Broadcasting of programmes by television
Broadcasting of radio programmes
Broadcasting of television programmes
Broadcasting or transmission of recorded messages and information
Cable broadcasting and transmission
Cable television broadcasting
Cable television broadcasting services
Cable television services
Cable transmission of sounds, images, signals and data
Cablecasting services
Call barring services
Call centre services [electronic call diversion and messaging]
Call forwarding services
Call recording services
Call screening services
Car telephone communications services
Cellular communications services
Cellular radio telephone services
Cellular telecommunications services
Cellular telephone communication
Charitable services, namely telecommunications
Chat room services [telecommunications services]
Chat room services for social networking
Communication between computers
Communication by computer
Communication by electronic computer terminals
Communication by electronic mail systems
Communication by electronic means
Communication by mobile telephone
Communication by radio
Communication by telegram
Communication network consultancy
Communication of data by means of telecommunications
Communication of information by computer
Communication of information by electronic means
Communication of information by satellite
Communication of information by television
Communication services between computers
Communication services between data banks
Communication services by cable
Communication services by electronic means
Communication services by radio
Communication services by satellite
Communication services for the electronic transmission of data
Communication services for the electronic transmission of images
Communication services for the electronic transmission of voices
Communication services for the transmission of information
Communication services for the transmission of information by electronic means
Communication services for video conferencing purposes
Communication services over computer networks
Communication services provided by facsimile
Communication services provided electronically
Communication via fibre optical networks
Communication via fibre-optic networks
Communication via optical fibre networks
Communication via radio
Communication via television transmissions
Communications by cellular phones
Communications by closed circuit audio or video systems
Communications by computer terminals
Communications by facsimile
Communications by fiber optic networks
Communications by fibre optic networks
Communications by fibre-optic networks
Communications by means of mobile phones
Communications by mobile phones
Communications by telegrams
Communications by telegraph
Communications by telephone
Communications by television for meeting
Communications consultancy
Communications services for accessing a data-base
Communications services for telegrams
Communications services for the exchange of data in electronic form
Communications via fiber-optic networks
Communications via fibre-optic networks
Communications via multinational telecommunication networks
Computer aided transmission of images
Computer aided transmission of information and images
Computer aided transmission of messages
Computer bulletin boards
Computer communication services
Computer communications for the transmission of information
Computer data transmission services
Computer intercommunication
Computer network communication services
Computer telephony services
Computer transmission of information accessed via a code or a terminal
Computer transmission services
Computer-aided transmission of messages
Computerised communication services
Computerised data communications
Computerised telephony services
Consultancy services relating to communications
Consultancy services relating to data communications
Consultancy services relating to telecommunications
Data broadcasting services
Data communication by electronic mail
Data communication by electronic means
Data communication services
Data transmission
Data transmission by electronic mail
Data transmission for others
Data transmission services
Data transmission services over telecommunications networks
Delivery of digital music by telecommunications
Delivery of messages by audiovisual media
Delivery of messages by electronic media
Digital network telecommunications services
Digital transmission services
Electronic bulletin board services
Electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]
Electronic communication service by means of computer
Electronic communication services
Electronic communication services for the transmission of data
Electronic communications consultancy
Electronic communications services
Electronic communications services for the transmission of data
Electronic data communications
Electronic data exchange services
Electronic data interchange
Electronic data interchange services
Electronic data transmission
Electronic exchange of data stored in databases accessible via telecommunication networks
Electronic file transfer
Electronic funds transfer communication services
Electronic instructions transmission services
Electronic mail and messaging services
Electronic message sending
Electronic message services
Electronic message transmission
Electronic messaging services
Electronic network communications
Electronic order transmission services
Electronic relaying of messages
Electronic transmission of data
Electronic transmission of data and documents via computer terminals and electronic devices
Electronic transmission of documents
Electronic transmission of e-mail
Electronic transmission of images
Electronic transmission of information
Electronic transmission of mail and messages
Electronic transmission of messages
Electronic transmission of voices
Electronic transmission of written communications
E-mail forwarding services
Facsimile communication
Facsimile communication services
Facsimile transmission
Fibre optic telecommunications services
Forwarding of messages by telephone
High bit-rate data transmission services for telecommunication network operators
Hire of communications apparatus
Hire of electronic mail boxes
Hire of telecommunications apparatus
Hire of telecommunications installations
Hire of telecommunications instruments
Information about telecommunication
Information services relating to broadcasting
Information services relating to electronic communication networks
Information services relating to telecommunications
Information transmission by telematic codes
Information transmission by teletypewriters
Information transmission services via digital networks
Information transmission via electronic communications networks
Internet broadcasting services
Internet cafe services being the provision of telecommunications access to the internet
Internet portal services
Internet radio broadcasting services
Internet service provider [ISP] services
Internet telephony services
Leasing of telecommunication equipment
Leasing satellite transmission capacity
Maritime radio-telephone network services
Message boards
Message sending
Message sending via a website
Message storage and transmission [telecommunications]
Mobile radio communications
Mobile radio telephone services
Mobile telephone communication
Mobile telephone communication services
Mobile telephone services
Mobile telephony
Music broadcasting
Netcasting [broadcasting over a global computer network]
Network transmission of sounds, images, signals and data
News agency services
News agency services for electronic transmission
News broadcasting
Operating of electronic communications networks
Operating of electronic communications systems
Operation of cable television systems
Operation of cellular communications systems
Operation of chat rooms
Operation of local area networks
Operation of paging systems
Operation of telecommunications apparatus
Operation of telecommunications systems
Operation of television cable networks
Operation of wide-band telecommunications networks
Optical fibre telecommunications services
Paging by radio
Paging services
Paging services [radio, telephone or other means of electronic communication]
Pay telephone communication services
Pay television broadcasting
Pay-per-view television transmission services
Point of sale communication services
Preparation of reports relating to communications
Providing access time to websites [ISPs]
Providing access to computer networks
Providing access to computer software
Providing access to databases
Providing access to digital music websites on the Internet
Providing access to electronic communications networks
Providing access to online computer databases
Providing access to telecommunication networks
Providing chat lines utilising the internet
Providing chat rooms
Providing discussion services on-line
Providing electronic telecommunication connections
Providing electronic transmission of secure e-mail
Providing e-mail fax services
Providing information, including online, about telecommunications
Providing internet chatrooms
Providing multiple use access to global computer information networks for the transfer and dissemination of information
Providing of access to telecommunication warehousing services
Providing of user access to the internet
Providing on-line chat rooms for social networking
Providing online forums
Providing on-line forums
Providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users
Providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services
Providing telecommunication connections to the internet or databases
Providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network
Providing telecommunications connections to the internet or databases
Providing third party users with access to telecommunication infrastructure
Providing user access to a global computer network
Providing user access to computer programmes in data networks
Providing user access to global computer network and online sites containing information on a wide range of topics
Providing user access to global computer networks
Providing user access to global positioning signals for navigation purposes
Providing virtual private network (VPN) services
Province of access to a global computer network
Provision of access to data or documents stored electronically in central files for remote consultation
Provision of access to electronic messaging systems
Provision of access to electronic sites
Provision of access to television via decoding apparatus
Provision of access to the internet
Provision of broadcasting equipment for outside locations
Provision of communications between computers
Provision of communications by telephone
Provision of communications information
Provision of electronic communications facilities
Provision of electronic data links
Provision of electronic mail facilities
Provision of facilities for radio receiving and radio transmission
Provision of hyperlinks on a website
Provision of hyperlinks to other websites
Provision of information relating to communications
Provision of news [telecommunication services]
Provision of private mobile radio services
Provision of telecommunication facilities
Provision of teleconferencing facilities
Provision of user access to the internet
Provision of video conferencing services
Radio broadcasting
Radio broadcasting of information and other programs
Radio communication network services
Radio communication services
Radio communications
Radio frequency communications services
Radio information services
Radio program broadcasting
Radio programme broadcasting
Radio telecommunications
Radio telephone communication services
Radio/telephone paging services
Radio-facsimile services
Radio-paging
Radio-paging services
Radiophonic communications
Relaying rescue beacon signals [telecommunications]
Remote transmission of data by means of telecommunications
Rental of access time to databases
Rental of access time to global computer networks
Rental of access time to the internet
Rental of apparatus for the broadcast of audio signals
Rental of apparatus for the broadcast of video signals
Rental of apparatus for transmitting images
Rental of broadcasting equipment
Rental of broadcasting time by satellite
Rental of cable television transmission equipment
Rental of cellular telephones
Rental of communication apparatus and implements
Rental of communications apparatus
Rental of communications channels
Rental of communications equipment
Rental of communications instruments
Rental of communications systems
Rental of computer communication apparatus and instruments
Rental of data communication apparatus
Rental of data communications equipment
Rental of data communications installations
Rental of electronic mail-boxes
Rental of equipment for broadcasting
Rental of equipment for telecommunications
Rental of facsimile apparatus
Rental of facsimile machines
Rental of information transmitting equipment
Rental of local area networks
Rental of megaphones
Rental of message sending apparatus
Rental of modems
Rental of paging equipment
Rental of radio communication apparatus
Rental of radio communications equipment
Rental of radio equipment
Rental of radio paging apparatus
Rental of radio transmission apparatus
Rental of satellite broadcasting sets
Rental of signal decoders
Rental of signalling apparatus
Rental of telecommunication apparatus
Rental of telecommunication equipment
Rental of telecommunication equipment including telephones and facsimile apparatus
Rental of telecommunication facilities
Rental of telecommunications apparatus
Rental of telecommunications apparatus and installations
Rental of telecommunications lines
Rental of telegraphic apparatus
Rental of telemetry apparatus
Rental of telephone apparatus
Rental of telephone circuits
Rental of telephone lines
Rental of telephones
Rental of telephonic apparatus
Rental of teleprocessing apparatus and instruments
Satellite broadcasting services
Satellite communications services
Satellite telecommunications services
Satellite television broadcasting
Satellite transmission
Satellite transmission of sounds, images, signals and data
Satellite transmission services
Satellite video conferencing services
Sending [transmission] of news
Sending of electronic messages
Sending of emergency messages by electronic means
Sending of telegrams
Signal transmission for electronic commerce via telecommunication systems and data communication systems
Simulcasting broadcast television over global communication networks, the Internet and wireless networks
Singing telegram services
Sound and picture transmission via satellite
Sound transmission via satellite
Streaming of data
Subscription television broadcasting
Switching network services [telecommunications]
Telecommunication access services
Telecommunications
Telecommunications advisory services
Telecommunications consultancy
Telecommunications routing and junction services
Telecommunications security [providing secure connections and access including to computers and the global]
Telecommunications services by satellite
Telecommunications services for the distribution of data
Teleconferencing and video conferencing services
Teleconferencing services
Telex services
Telegram communication services
Telegram transmission
Telegram transmission services
Telegraph services
Telegraph telecommunications services
Telegraphic communication services
Telematic communication services
Telematics services
Telephone communication services
Telephone communications
Telephone paging services
Telephone services
Telephone voice messaging services
Telephonic communication services
Teleprinter communication services
Teleprinter transmission
Teletext services
Teletyping
Television broadcast transmissions
Television broadcasting
Television programme broadcasting
Television programme broadcasting via cable
Television communication services
Telex bureau services
Telex message communication services
Telex services
Telex transmission
Text messaging services
Tickertape services
Transfer of data by telecommunication
Transfer of data by telecommunications
Transmission and receiving by radio
Transmission of computerised data
Transmission of data
Transmission of data by audio-visual apparatus
Transmission of data by cable
Transmission of data by computer
Transmission of data by electronic means
Transmission of data by microwave
Transmission of data by radio
Transmission of data by radiopaging
Transmission of data by telefacsimile
Transmission of data by teletypewriter
Transmission of data, sound and images by satellite
Transmission of database information via telecommunications networks
Transmission of despatches by electronic means
Transmission of digital files
Transmission of digital media files
Transmission of documents by facsimile
Transmission of electronic mail
Transmission of global positioning signals for navigation purposes
| 38 | Transmission of greeting cards online |
| 38 | Transmission of information and images relating to pharmaceuticals, medicine and hygiene |
| 38 | Transmission of information by computer |
| 38 | Transmission of information by data communications for assisting decision making |
| 38 | Transmission of information by electronic communications networks |
| 38 | Transmission of information by electronic means |
| 38 | Transmission of information by radio |
| 38 | Transmission of information by telephone |
| 38 | Transmission of information in the audiovisual field |
| 38 | Transmission of information on a wide range of topics, including online and over a global computer network |
| 38 | Transmission of information on optical telecommunication networks |
| 38 | Transmission of information through video communication systems |
| 38 | Transmission of information via a teleprinter |
| 38 | Transmission of information via computers connected to the same telematic network |
| 38 | Transmission of information via national and international networks |
| 38 | Transmission of information via teletypewriter |
| 38 | Transmission of messages |
| 38 | Transmission of messages by computer |
| 38 | Transmission of messages by telefacsimile |
| 38 | Transmission of messages by telegram |
| 38 | Transmission of messages by telephone |
| 38 | Transmission of messages by teleprinter |
| 38 | Transmission of messages by telex |
| 38 | Transmission of messages over electronic media |
| 38 | Transmission of news |
| 38 | Transmission of pictures by satellite |
| 38 | Transmission of radio and television programmes by satellite |
| 38 | Transmission of radio programmes |
| 38 | Transmission of short messages |
| 38 | Transmission of sound by electronic means |
| 38 | Transmission of sound by satellite |
| 38 | Transmission of sound, picture and data signals |
| 38 | Transmission of sound, video and information |
| 38 | Transmission of stock market information with the help of telecommunication media |
| 38 | Transmission of telegrams |
| 38 | Transmission of telephone calls |
| 38 | Transmission of television programmes |
| 38 | Transmission of teleexes |
| 38 | Transmission of video films |
| 38 | Video communication services |
| 38 | Video conference services [telecommunications services] |
| 38 | Video conferencing services |
| 38 | Video messaging services |
| 38 | Video on demand transmissions |
| 38 | Video telephone services |
| 38 | Video transmission services |
| 38 | Videoconferencing services |
| 38 | Video-on-demand transmission |
| 38 | Videotext services |
| 38 | Virtual chatrooms established via text messaging |
| 38 | Voice mail services |
| 38 | Voice message retrieval services |
| 38 | Voice message storage services |
| 38 | Voice transmission services |
| 38 | Voicemail services |
38  Web portal services [providing user access to global computer network]
38  Webcasting
38  Webcasting services
38  Wireless broadcasting
38  Wireless communication services
38  Wireless digital messaging services
38  Wireless telephone services
38  Accompanying of travellers
38  Advisory services related to removals
38  Advisory services relating to road transportation
38  Advisory services relating to the distribution of goods
38  Advisory services relating to the handling of goods
38  Advisory services relating to the packing of goods
38  Advisory services relating to the storage of goods
38  Advisory services relating to the transport industry
38  Advisory services relating to transport
38  Advisory services relating to transportation
38  Advisory services relating to travel
38  Aeroplane rental
38  Agency services for arranging the transportation of goods
38  Agency services for arranging the transportation of persons
38  Agency services for arranging transportation
38  Agency services for arranging travel
38  Agency services for arranging travel tours
38  Agents for arranging travel
38  Air ambulance services
38  Air cargo transport
38  Air charter brokerage services
38  Air charter services
38  Air courier services
38  Air freight shipping services
38  Air freight transportation
38  Air navigation services
38  Air passenger transport services
38  Air ticket booking services
38  Air traffic control services
38  Air transport
38  Air transport of goods
38  Air transport of passengers
38  Air transport services
38  Air transportation
38  Air transportation of freight
38  Air transportation of passengers
38  Air transportation services
38  Air travel services
38  Aircraft chartering
38  Aircraft handling
38  Aircraft parking
38  Aircraft rental
38  Aircraft runway services
38  Aircraft storage
38  Aircraft trucking
38  Airline and shipping services
38  Airline bookings
38  Airline check-in services
Airline ticket reservation services
Airline transport
Airline transportation services
Airport baggage check-in services [not including security inspection]
Airport baggage handling
Airport check-in services
Airport passenger shuttle services between the airport parking facilities and the airport
Airport services
Ambulance services
Ambulance transport
Animal rescue services
Armored-car transport
Armoured car transport
Armoured vehicle transport
Arrangement for the storage of goods
Arrangement for the transportation of goods
Arrangement of excursions
Arrangement of passenger transport
Arrangement of taxi transport
Arrangement of the storage of goods
Arrangement of transport for sightseeing tours
Arrangement of transportation
Arrangement of travel
Arrangement of vehicle recovery
Arrangement of vehicle rental
Arranging and conducting canoe expeditions
Arranging and conducting horseback expeditions
Arranging and conducting jungle and safari expeditions
Arranging excursions for tourists
Arranging of cruises
Arranging of expeditions
Arranging of transport for bicycle tours
Arranging of transport for sightseeing tours
Arranging of transportation
Arranging of travel tours
Arranging travel tours and cruises
Automobile salvage
Baggage check-in services
Baggage handling
Barge transport
Bicycle rental
Boat hire
Boat rental
Boat storage
Boat transport
Boat transportation services
Boathouse services
Bonded storage
Bonded warehousing
Booking agency services for car hire
Booking agency services for travel
Booking agency services relating to travel
Booking of air tickets
Booking of hire cars
Booking of rail tickets
Booking of sea passages
Booking of seats for travel
Booking of tickets for travel
Booking of transportation via a website
Booking of vehicle rental
Bottling services
Bus ferry services
Bus transport
Cable-car transport
Car hire services
Car parking
Car parking [valet] services
Car rental
Car sharing services
Car transport
Cargo container rental services
Cargo delivery services
Cargo forwarding services
Cargo handling
Cargo handling and freight services
Cargo loading services
Cargo ship transport
Cargo transportation
Cargo unloading
Cargo unloading services
Carting
Carting of goods
Carting services
Cash filling services for bank automatic teller stations
Cash replenishment of automated teller machines
Charitable services, namely distribution [transport] of goods such as foodstuffs, toys, clothing, furniture and
Charitable services, namely providing transportation
Charter of aircraft
Charter of boats
Charter of helicopters
Charter of land vehicles
Charter of motor vehicles
Charter of sea vessels
Charter of ships
Chartering of aircraft
Chartering of marine vessels
Chartering of ships
Chartering of transport
Chartering of vehicles
Chartering of watercraft
Chartering of yachts
Chauffeur driven car hire services
Chauffeur services
Clearance [removal and transportation] of waste
Coach transport services
Cold store keeping services
Collection [transport] of waste and trash
Collection of commercial waste
Collection of documents
Collection of domestic waste
Collection of freight
Collection of garbage
Collection of goods
Collection of industrial waste
Collection of letters
Collection of luggage
Collection of merchandise
Collection of packages
Collection of recyclable goods [transport]
Collection of refuse
Collection of waste materials
Collection of waste skips
Commercial furniture removals
Commercial removal services
Computerised distribution advisory services relating to transport
Computerised distribution planning relating to transportation
Computerised reservation services for travel
Computerised transport information services
Concierge services for the arranging of travel tours
Concierge services, namely, the delivery of luggage for guests
Consignment services
Consultancy for travel
Consultancy services relating to storage
Consultancy services relating to transportation
Consultancy services relating to warehousing
Consultation services relating to the packaging of goods
Container handling
Container hire services
Container rental
Container storage
Container transport services
Coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups
Courier services
Courier services [messages or merchandise]
Crating of goods
Cruise arrangement
Customs bonded warehousing
Delivery by road
Delivery of cargo
Delivery of correspondence
Delivery of electrical goods
Delivery of food and drink prepared for consumption
Delivery of food by restaurants
Delivery of fuel
Delivery of furniture
Delivery of gift baskets with selected items regarding a particular occasion or theme
Delivery of goods
Delivery of goods by air
Delivery of goods by courier
Delivery of goods by mail order
Delivery of goods by messenger
Delivery of goods by rail
Delivery of goods by road
Delivery of goods by sea
Delivery of groceries
Delivery of letters
Delivery of magazines
Delivery of meals and prepared foods
Delivery of messages [courier]
Delivery of messages by courier
Delivery of newspapers
Delivery of parcels
Delivery of vehicles
Delivery services
Depository storage
Depot services for the storage of vehicles
Despatch of goods
Disposal [transport] of waste
Distribution [transport] of goods
Distribution and supply of water
Distribution and transmission of electricity
Distribution of energy
Distribution of gas
Distribution of goods [transportation]
Distribution of renewable energy
Distribution of water
Drayage services
Driving services
Dumping [transportation] of waste
Electricity distribution
Electricity storage
Electricity supply services
Embarking services
Emergency automobile towing
Escorting of passengers
Escorting of travellers
Excursion arrangement
Express delivery of goods
Fare ticket reservation
Ferry boat services
Ferry transport services
Ferryboat operating
Ferry-boat transport
Filling of containers
Filling of vehicles with freight
Filling of vehicles with goods
Filling of vending machines
Filling of vessels with freight
Filling of vessels with goods
Flight planning services
Flower delivery
Food delivery
Food delivery services
Food storage services
Food transportation services
Forwarding agency services
Forwarding of goods
Forwarding of mail
Franking of mail
Freight [shipping of goods]
Freight brokerage
Freight brokerage [forwarding (Am.)]
Freight forwarding
Freight forwarding services
Freight loading services
Freight services
Freight ship transport
Freight shipping
Freight train transport
Freight transportation brokerage
Freight transportation services
Freight warehousing
Freighting
Freighting services
Frozen food storage services
Frozen-food locker rental
Fuel distribution services
Fur storage
Furniture moving
Furniture removals
Furniture storage
Furniture transportation
Garage rental
Garaging
Garbage collection
Gas distribution services
Gas storage services
Gas supplying
Gas supplying [distribution]
Gift delivery
Gift wrapping
Goods collection services
Goods warehousing
GPS navigation services
Ground support freight handling services provided at airports
Ground traffic control services for aircraft
Guarded transport
Guarded transport of valuables
Guarded transportation
Guarded transportation of valuables
Handling [transport] of rubbish
Handling [transport] of waste products
Handling of baggage
Handling of goods
Hauling
Hauling services
Hazardous materials warehousing
Heat supplying [distribution]
Helicopter transport
Hire of aircraft
Hire of buses
Hire of garages
Hire of land vehicles
Hire of pallets
Hire of rail transport
Hire of removal apparatus
Hire of road transport
Hire of storage sites
Hire of transport vehicles
Hire of warehouse storage space
Hired car transport
Holiday travel reservation services
Horse rental
Household removal services
Ice-breaking
Import and export cargo handling services
Industrial removal services [transportation]
Information services relating to methods of transport
Information services relating to road conditions
Information services relating to storage
Information services relating to the location of goods
Information services relating to the movement of cargo
Information services relating to the transportation
Information services relating to traffic
Information services relating to transport timetables
Information services relating to transportation
Information services relating to travel
Inspection of aircraft before transport
Inspection of goods before transportation
Inspection of vessels before transport
Issuing of tickets for travel
Itinerary planning services
Itinerary travel advice services
Land freight services
Launch and placement in prescribed orbit of satellites of others
Launching of satellites for others
Leasing of railroad flatcars
Leasing of trucks
Lifeboat rescue
Lifting and cranage services
Lighterage services
Limousine services
Loading of air freight
Loading of cargo
Loading of freight
Loading of goods
Loading of ships
Loading of trains
Loading of trucks
Loan of vehicles
Loaning and rental of aeroplanes
Location and tracking of goods by computer
Locker room services
Logistics services consisting of the transport, packaging, and storage of goods
Luggage storage services
Mail forwarding
Management of aircraft operations
Management of airfield operations
Management of vehicular traffic flow through advanced communications network and technology
Marina services [berthing, mooring, storage]
Marine freighting
Marine salvage
Marine towage
Marine towing
Marine transport
Maritime towing
Maritime towing services
Mass transit services for the general public
Materials handling [transport] services
Message delivery
Messenger courier services
Minibus transport services
Monorail transport
Motor car rental
Motor car transport services
Motor coach rental
Motor vehicle hire services
Motor vehicle recovery services
Motor vehicle rental
Motor vehicle transport services
Motorcycle rental
Mountain rescue
Naval tugging services
Navigation services
Navigational advisory services
Newspaper delivery
Ocean salvage services
Ocean towing services
Oil distribution services
Omnibus transport services
Operating canal locks
Operating of travel tours
Operation of bridges
Operation of tunnels
Organisation of cruises
Organisation of excursions
Organisation of transport for sightseeing tours
Organisation of travel
Organisation of travel tours
Organising of excursions
Organising the transportation of people
Organization of trips
Overseas removal services
Packaging and storage of goods
Packaging articles for transportation
Packaging of food
Packaging of goods
Packaging of products
Packaging services
Packing
Packing of articles for transportation
Packing of food
Packing of freight
Packing of goods
Packing of goods for transportation
Packing of merchandise
Packing of products
Parcel collection services
Parcel delivery
Parcel distribution
Parcel receipt services
Parcel shipping services
Parcel storage services
Parking lot services
Parking of boats
Parking of cars
Parking place rental
Parking services for vehicles
Parking space rental
Passenger cargo services
Passenger coach services
Passenger escort services
Passenger ship transport
Passenger train transport
Passenger transport
Passenger transportation services
Passenger vehicle hire
Pet rescue services
Physical storage of electronically stored data or documents
Physical storage of electronically stored information
Physical storage of electronically-stored data or documents
Piloting
Piloting of ships
Pizza delivery
Planning of journeys
Pleasure boat cruises
Pleasure boat transport
Port services
Porter services
Porterage
Preparation of reports relating to the storage of goods
Preparation of reports relating to transportation
Propeller airplane transport
Providing customized driving directions
Providing driving directions for travel purposes
Providing flight arrival and departure information
Providing information about travel, via the Internet
Providing information, including online, about transport
Providing road and traffic information
Providing vessel mooring facilities
Provision of berthing facilities
Provision of car parking facilities
Provision of cold store facilities
Provision of dry dock facilities
Provision of flight information
Provision of flight plans
Provision of frozen storage facilities
Provision of hired vehicles
Provision of information in relation to transport
Provision of information relating to airline scheduling
Provision of information relating to fares
Provision of information relating to harbours
Provision of information relating to marinas
Provision of information relating to moorings
Provision of information relating to ports
Provision of information relating to road conditions
Provision of information relating to road traffic conditions
Provision of information relating to road transport
Provision of information relating to the transport of freight
Provision of information relating to the transportation of goods
Provision of information relating to the transportation of passengers
Provision of information relating to tourism
Provision of information relating to transport
Provision of information relating to travel
Provision of moorings
Provision of parking facilities
Provision of refrigerated storage facilities
Provision of sightseeing tours [transport]
Provision of tourist travel information
Provision of travel information
Provision of travel services from customer loyalty and frequent buyer schemes
Provision of travel services from frequent flyer schemes
Provision of travel tours
Provision of vehicle parking facilities
Public utility services in the nature of electricity distribution
Public utility services in the nature of natural gas distribution
Public utility services in the nature of water distribution
Push-chair rental
Rail freight distribution services
Rail freight services
Rail transport services
Railway coach rental
Railway passenger transport
Railway transport
Railway truck rental
Recovery of commercial motor land vehicles
Recovery of vehicles
Recovery services for vehicles
Refilling of amusement arcade games
Refilling of cash dispensers
Refilling of goods dispensers
Refilling of vending machines
Refloating of ships
Refrigerated storage of goods
Refrigerated storage services
Refrigerated transport of cold goods
Refrigerated transport of frozen goods
Refrigerator rental
Refuse collection services
Removal of commercial furniture
Removal of commercial goods
Removal of domestic furniture
Removal of domestic goods
Removal of household goods
Removal of office equipment
Removal of personal effects
Removal of vending machines
Removal of waste
Removal services
Rental car reservation
Rental of aeroplanes
Rental of aircraft
Rental of aircraft engines
Rental of aircraft parts
Rental of airplanes
Rental of automobiles
Rental of barges
Rental of berths for boats
Rental of bicycles
Rental of bikes
Rental of boats
Rental of buses
Rental of cargo containers
Rental of cars
Rental of chauffeur driven cars
Rental of coaches
Rental of commercial vehicles
Rental of containers
Rental of cranes
Rental of crates
Rental of diving bells
Rental of diving suits
Rental of electric wine cellars
Rental of freezers
Rental of freezers for commercial use
Rental of freezers for household purposes
Rental of freezing machines and apparatus
Rental of garage parking places
Rental of garages
Rental of goods vehicles
Rental of GPS equipment for navigational purposes
Rental of horse boxes
Rental of land vehicles
Rental of lifting apparatus for transportation purposes
Rental of loading-unloading machines and apparatus
Rental of mailboxes
Rental of mechanical parking systems
Rental of mobile cranes
Rental of moorings for boats
Rental of motor cars
Rental of motor homes
Rental of motor racing cars
Rental of motor vehicles
Rental of navigational systems
Rental of omnibuses
Rental of packing machines
Rental of pallets
Rental of parking places
Rental of portable storage containers
Rental of railway vehicles
Rental of recreational vehicles
Rental of refrigerated storage
Rental of refrigerator-freezers for household purposes
Rental of retail storage equipment and fittings
Rental of road trailers
Rental of road vehicles
Rental of sailboats
Rental of scooters for transportation purposes
Rental of ships
Rental of snowploughs
Rental of storage cartons
Rental of storage containers
Rental of storage crates
Rental of storage facilities
Rental of storage space
Rental of storage units
Rental of strongrooms
Rental of tankers
Rental of traction vehicle and trailers
Rental of tractors
Rental of trailers
Rental of trains
Rental of trams
Rental of trolleys
Rental of trucks
Rental of vehicle parking spaces
Rental of vehicle roof racks
Rental of vehicles
Rental of vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by air
Rental of vessels
Rental of warehouse space
Rental of warehouse units
Rental of warehouses
Rental of water craft
Rental of water storage devices
Rental of water tanks
Rental of wheelchairs
Replenishment of stocks
Rescue [transport] of persons
Rescue [transport] services
Rescue of ships in distress
Rescue operations [transport]
Reservation of seats for travel
Reservation services for the transportation of goods
Reservation services for transportation
Reservation services for travel
Reservation services for travel tours
Re-stocking of cash to automatic teller machines
Re-stocking of supplies to automatic teller machines
River transport
River transport by boat
Road delivery of parcels
Road distribution of goods
Road freight services
Road haulage services
Road rescue [transport] services
Road trailer rental services
Road transport services
Route planning services
Safaris
Sailboat transportation services
Salvage diving services
Salvage of motor vehicles
Salvage of ships
Salvage of ships cargo
Salvage of wrecks
Salvage services
Salvaging
Sea freight forwarding services
Sea freight services
Sea towage services
Sea transport services
Seat reservation services for travel
Services for chartering railway transport
Services for freight-forwarding
Services for the arranging of transportation
Services for the arranging of travel
Services for the arranging of travel tours
Services for the booking of travel
Services of a haulier
Sewage transportation
Ship brokerage
Ship chartering
Ship loading services
Ship piloting
Ship rescue services
Ship transport services
Ship unloading
Shipbrokerage
Shipping agency services
Shipping of documents
Shipping of goods
Skip hire service
Slipping of boats
Stevedore services
Stevedoring
Storage
Storage and transport of waste and trash
Storage consultancy services
Storage information
Storage of cargo
Storage of clothes
Storage of clothing
Storage of food
Storage of freight
Storage of furniture
Storage of gas
Storage of goods
Storage of goods for transportation
Storage of goods in containers
Storage of goods in refrigerated conditions
Storage of goods in warehouses
Storage of goods prior to delivery
Storage of human cells
Storage of liquids
Storage of luggage
Storage of packages
Storage of parcels
Storage of petro-chemicals
Storage of radioactive waste
Storage of vehicles
Storage of waste
Storage of water
Storage services for freight
Storage services for goods
Storing, safekeeping of clothes
Streetcar transport
Supply of electricity
Supply of water by pipeline
Tanker transport
Taxi services
Taxi transport
Taxi transport for people in wheelchairs
Temporary safekeeping of personal belongings
Temporary storage of deliveries
Ticket booking services for travel
Tourist agency services [travel]
Tourist guide services [arranging of travel tours]
Tourist travel reservation services
Towage of ships
Towing
Towing of aeroplanes
Towing of vessels
Tracking and tracing services for letters and parcels
Traffic information
Tram services
Tram transport
Transfer of goods by road
Transmission of electricity
Transmission of oil or gas through pipelines
Transport
Transport advisory services
Transport and delivery of goods
Transport and storage of goods
Transport and storage of trash
Transport and storage of waste
Transport booking agency services for sightseeing tours
Transport brokerage
Transport by air
Transport by land
Transport by man-powered vehicles
Transport by pipeline
Transport by rail
Transport by road
Transport by sea
Transport by ship
Transport by two-wheeled motor vehicles
Transport by water
Transport consultancy services
Transport information services
Transport of cargo
Transport of freight
Transport of furniture
Transport of goods
Transport of money
Transport of money and valuables
Transport of motor vehicles
Transport of passengers
Transport of passengers by bus
Transport of passengers by road
Transport of persons
Transport of pets
Transport of travellers
Transport of valuables
Transport reservation
Transport services
Transport services for sightseeing tours
Transportation and delivery of goods
Transportation and storage of goods
Transportation by air
Transportation by ambulance
Transportation by bus
Transportation by courier
Transportation by land
Transportation by rail
Transportation by road
Transportation by sea
Transportation information
Transportation logistics
Transportation of animals
Transportation of baggage
Transportation of cargo
Transportation of containers
Transportation of food
Transportation of freight
Transportation of goods
Transportation of goods by rail
Transportation of goods in refrigerated conditions
Transportation of medical waste and special waste
Transportation of oil by pipeline
Transportation of parcels
Transportation of passengers
Transportation of passengers’ baggage
Transportation of passengers by bus
Transportation of passengers by cruise ship
Transportation of passengers by rail
Transportation of passengers by road
Transportation of passengers’ luggage
Transportation of patients
Transportation of people
Transportation of valuables
Transportation of vehicles
Transportation of waste
Transportation services provided in relation to a customer loyalty or frequent buyer scheme
Transportation services provided in relation to a frequent flyer scheme
Transporter-bridge services
Transporting furniture
Travel advisory services
Travel agents services for arranging travel
Travel arrangement
Travel booking and reservation services provided in relation to a customer loyalty or frequent buyer scheme
Travel booking and reservation services provided in relation to a frequent flyer scheme
Travel consultancy
Travel courier services
Travel guide services
Travel information
Travel information services
Travel reservation
Travel reservation services for airline frequent flyer programmes
Travel route planning
Travel ticket reservation services
Travel tour operator services
Travel tour reservation services
Travelling trunks rental
Trip planning services
Truck rental
Truck transport
Turbojet airplane transport
Underwater recovery services
Underwater salvage
Unloading and refloating of ships
Unloading cargo
Unloading of goods
Valet parking
Vehicle breakdown recovery services
Vehicle breakdown towing services
Vehicle contract hire
Vehicle hire
Vehicle location services
Vehicle parking services
Vehicle recovery
Vehicle rental
Vehicle rescue services
Vehicle salvage services
Vehicle storage
Vehicle transport services
Vehicle-driving services
Vessel rental
Vessel salvage services
Vessel towing services
Vessel transport
Warehouse storage services
Warehousing
Warehousing information
Warehousing of freight
Warehousing of goods
Warehousing services
Waste collection
Waste removal [transport]
Waste storage
Waste transport
Water distribution
Water distribution and supply
Water supply
Water supply and distribution services
Water supply services
Water supplying
Water supplying [distribution]
Water transport services
Weighbridge services
Wharfage services
Wrapping and packaging services
Wrapping of goods
Wrapping of merchandise
Wrapping services for baggage protection during travel
Yacht and boat charter services
Yacht chartering services
Abattoirs
Abrasion
Abrasive polishing
Acrylic finishing of vehicles
Advisory services relating to dyeing
Air deodorising
Air deodorizing
Air freshening
Air purification
Air regeneration
Air treatment services
Alteration of clothing [custom manufacture]
Annealing
Anodising
Anti-mildew treatment services
Anti-moth treatment services
Anti-mould treatment services
Application of appliques to clothing
Application of appliques to textiles
Application of finishes to textiles
Applying finish to stainless steel sheets and coils
Applying finishes to cloth
Applying finishes to clothing
Applying finishes to textiles
Bevelling of glass
Binding of books or documents
Bioresmediation services
Blacksmithing
Blast treatment services
Blending of crude oil and synthetic oils
Blueprinting
Boilermaking
Bookbinding
Brazing
Brewing of beer
Brewing services
Burnishing by abrasion
Butchering
Butchery
Cabinet making [custom manufacture]
Cadmium plating
Carbon offsetting services [recycling]
Carpet dyeing
Casting
Catalytic conversion of chemical compounds
Ceramic glazing
Ceramic processing
Charitable services, namely recycling
Chemical decontamination services
Chemical processing of liquids
Chemical recycling of waste products
Chemical treatment of textile
Chemical treatment of waste products
Chromium plating
Cinematographic film processing
Cloth cutting
Cloth dyeing
Cloth edging
Cloth fireproofing
Cloth pre-shrinking
Cloth treating
Cloth waterproofing
Clothing alteration
Coating of metals with refractory materials
Cobbler's services [custom manufacture]
Coffee roasting
Coffee roasting and processing
Coffee-grinding
Cold forming of metal
Collation [binding] of printed material
Color enhancement of black and white film
Color enhancement of black and white video film
Colour separation services
Conditioning of fur
Contact lens tinting
Conversion of nuclear fuels
Cooking oil and vegetable oil recycling services
Coppering
Cotton ginning
Cotton spinning
Covering of books
Covering of furniture
Crease-resistant treatment for clothing
Crushing of scrapped metal goods
Cryopreservation services
Curtain making [custom manufacture]
Custom assembling of materials for others
Custom blending of essential oils for aromatherapy use
Custom clothing alteration
Custom construction of goods
Custom fabricating, making or manufacturing of goods or materials [for others]
Custom fashioning of fur
Custom manufacture and fitting of wigs
Custom manufacture of composite materials
Custom manufacture of goods [for others]
Custom quilting
Custom tailoring
Custom tailoring or dressmaking
Custom tailoring services
Cutting of curtains
Cutting of diamonds
Cutting of fabrics
Cutting of metal
Cutting of replacement keys
Damp-proofing to existing buildings
De-acidification of paper
Decontamination of hazardous materials
Decontamination of nuclear waste
Decontamination of waste
Demineralisation of water
Dental scrap refining
Dental technician services
Deodorising of the air
Desalination
Design printing for others
Destruction of waste
Destruction of waste and trash
Detoxification of hazardous materials
Developing of photographic film
Die casting
Die-casting of metals
Discharge printing
Document binding
Document destruction
Document shredding
Dressing of animal skins
Dressing of skins
Dressmaking
Dressmaking consultancy
Drilling of metals
Drying of agricultural products
Dry-rot treatment of timber
Duplication of audio cassettes
Duplication of audio tapes
Duplication of CDs
Duplication of DVDs
Duplication of films
Duplication of photographic film
Duplication of sound discs
Duplication of sound tapes
Duplication of tape recordings
Duplication of video cassettes
Duplication of video discs
Duplication of video tapes
Dyeing
Dyeing of cloth or clothing
Dyeing services
Effluent treatment
Electricity generating
Electricity generation
Electrochemical treatment services
Electro-photoretic coating
Electroplating
Electro-plating
Embossing
Embroidering
Embroidery [embroidering]
Embroidery services
Enamelling
Engraving
Engraving of sealing stamps
Enlarging of photographic prints
Etching
Extruding of metal alloys
Extruding of plastics
Fabric bleaching
Fabric fireproofing
Fabric waterproofing
Film development and reproduction of photographs
Filtration services
Finishing of goods
Fireproofing [for textile or furs]
Fireproofing of clothing
Fireproofing of existing structures
Fireproofing of fabrics
Firing of ceramics
Firing pottery
Fish smoking
Flame proofing
Flour milling
Food and drink preservation
Food and drink processing for others
Food canning
Food grinding
Food milling
Food preservation
Food preservation services
Food processing
Food processing, other than cooking
Food smoking
Forging
Forming or moulding of plastics
Framing of pictures
Framing of works of art
Freezing
Freezing of foods
French polishing
Fruit crushing
Fuel refining
Fuel treatment services
Fulling of cloth
Fur conditioning
Fur cutting
Fur dyeing
Fur glossing
Fur mothproofing
Fur satining
Fur working
Galvanising
Galvanization
Gas processing and treatment
Gas processing services
Gas production services
Generating of electricity
Generation of electricity
Generation of electricity from solar energy
Generation of power
Gilding
Ginning cotton
Glass etching
Glass polishing
Glass resurfacing
Glass tinting
Glass-blowing
Gold plating
Grinding
Grinding and polishing glass for eyeglasses
Grinding of coffee
Grinding of lenses
Grinding of metals
Grinding of optical glass
Heat treatment of metals
Heat treatment services
Hire of electrical generators
Hot dipping
Incineration of trash
Incineration of waste
Incineration of waste and trash
Industrial treatment of effluents
Information relating to material treatment
Key cutting
Key duplicating
Kiln drying of materials
Knitting machine rental
Laminating
Land decontamination
Laser scribing
Laser treatment of metal
Lead working
Leasing of water purification equipment
Leather staining
Leather working
Letterpress printing
Lithographic printing
Locksmithing services being the custom manufacture of locks and locking systems
Machining
Magnetic encoding services
Magnetising of metal articles
Magnetization
Making of rubber stamps
Material treatment information
Material treatment services
Melting of metals
Metal brazing
Metal casting
Metal coating [not painting]
Metal colouring [not painting]
Metal cutting
Metal finishing
Metal forging
Metal hardening
Metal laminating
Metal machining
Metal melting services
Metal moulding
Metal plating
Metal plating and laminating
Metal polishing
Metal pressing
Metal stamping
Metal tempering
Metal treating
Metal treatment
Metallising
Metallurgical processing
Metallurgical smelting
Microencapsulating services provided for others
Mildew proofing
Mill working
Milling
Millworking
Mixing lubricants for third parties
Monogramming of clothing
Mothproofing of cloth
Mothproofing of fabrics
Mothproofing services
Moulding of concrete
Moulding of furniture
Moulding of materials
Moulding of plastics
Moulding of synthetic products
Moulding of textiles
Mould-inhibiting treatment services
Mounting of prints
Natural gas liquefaction services
Needlework [custom manufacture]
Nickel plating
Nickelling
Nuclear fuel recycling
Nuclear fuel reprocessing
Nuclear waste treatment
Odour removal services
Offset printing
Oil refinery services
Oil refining
Oil spill treatment
Optical glass grinding
Optical lens grinding
Paint mixing services
Paper bleaching
Paper finishing
Paper treating
Paper treatment services
Pattern cutting
Pattern printing
Permanent-press treatment of fabrics
Petrochemical refining services
Phosphating
Photo printing
Photocomposing services
Photofinishing
Photographic developing
Photographic duplicating
Photographic enlarging
Photographic etching
Photographic film developing
Photographic film development
Photographic film printing
Photographic image processing
Photographic printing
Photographic processing
Photographic reproduction
Photographic restoration
Photographic restoration services
Photographic retouching
Photogravure
Photogravure printing
Picture framing
Planing of materials
Plating of metals
Pneumatic abrasion of surfaces
Polishing
Polishing of gems
Polishing of gemstones
Polishing of metals
Polymerization
Portrait printing
Pottery firing
Powder coating
Preparation [grinding] of eyeglass, spectacle and contact lenses
Preparation and treatment of fabric
Preservation of drink
Preservation of food
Preservation of pharmaceuticals
Preservative treatment of wood [other than painting]
Pre-shrinking of fabrics
Pre-shrinking of textiles
Pressure-treatment of wood and timber [preservation]
Print finishing services
Printing
Printing of advertising matter
Printing of books
Printing of cinematographic film
Printing of patterns on textiles
Printing of photographic film
Printing of photographic transparencies
Printing of stamps
Processing of agricultural products
Processing of bamboo
Processing of chemicals
Processing of cinematographic films
Processing of cooked foods
Processing of fuel materials
Processing of gas
Processing of materials
Processing of metallic materials
Processing of oil
Processing of photographic film
Processing of plastics
Processing of rattan
Processing of rubber
Processing of seeds
Processing of tree barks
Processing of waste materials
Production of electricity
Production of energy
Providing information, including online, about treatment of materials
Providing material treatment information
Purification of air
Purification of gases
Purification of liquids
Purification of materials
Quilting
Radiation area decontamination services
Reclamation of material from waste
Recovery of precious metals
Recycling
Recycling of aerosol propellants
Recycling of chemicals
Recycling of consumer goods
Recycling of industrial goods
Recycling of inks
Recycling of materials
Recycling of metals
Recycling of paper
Recycling of plastics
Recycling of scrap
Recycling of trash
Recycling of waste
Recycling of waste and rubbish
Recycling of waste and trash
Recycling services
Refinement of fuel materials
Refining of gas
Refining of oil
Refining of petroleum products
Refining services
Regeneration of air
Regeneration of catalysts [recycling]
Regeneration of water
Rental of 3D printers
Rental of air conditioning apparatus
Rental of air purification apparatus
Rental of air-conditioning apparatus
Rental of boilers
Rental of bookbinding equipment
Rental of bookbinding machines
Rental of chemical processing machines
Rental of cutting equipment
Rental of electric fans for cooling
Rental of electric power generators
Rental of electrical transformers
Rental of electricity generators
Rental of generators
Rental of glassware manufacturing machines
Rental of heating boilers
Rental of knitting machines
Rental of machines and apparatus for lumbering
Rental of machines and apparatus for papermaking
Rental of machines and apparatus for paper-working
Rental of machines and apparatus for plywood making
Rental of machines and apparatus for processing beverages
Rental of machines and apparatus for processing foods
Rental of machines and apparatus for pulp-making
Rental of machines and apparatus for veneering
Rental of machines and apparatus for wood-working
Rental of misting systems for outdoor cooling
Rental of photographic printing apparatus
Rental of photographic processing apparatus
Rental of photographic processing equipment
Rental of plastics forming or moulding machinery
Rental of printing machines and apparatus
Rental of printing presses
Rental of sewing machines
Rental of shoe making machines
Rental of space cooling apparatus for household purposes
Rental of space heating apparatus
Rental of tobacco processing machines
Rental of typographic presses
Rental of waste compacting machines
Rental of waste crushing machines
Rental of water filters
Rental of water filtration units for commercial use
Rental of water purifying apparatus
Rental of water treatment equipment
Rental of welding equipment
Reprocessing of nuclear fuels
Reprocessing of waste and scrap materials
Reproduction of cinematographic film
Reproduction of museum artwork
Reproduction of photographic prints
Reproduction of photographic transparencies
Rolling of metals
Rot prevention treatment of buildings
Rotogravure
Saddlery working
Sandblasting services
Sawing of materials
Sawing of timber
Screen printing
Screen printing on textiles and clothing
Secure destruction of confidential waste and trash
Separation of raw materials
Services for annealing
Services of a dental technician
Sewage treatment
Sewing
Sewing [custom manufacture]
Shaping of materials
Shoe staining
Shoemaking
Shot blasting
Shredding of documents
Shredding of waste
Shrinking of clothing
Shrink-proofing of fabric or cloth
Sign lettering
Silk screen printing
Silkscreen printing
Silver plating
Silversmithing
Skin dressing
Slaughtering of animals
Smoking of foodstuffs
Smoking of meat
Soldering
Sorting of waste and recyclable material
Sorting of waste and recyclable material [transformation]
Spirits distillery services
Staining
Stamping [pressing]
Stationery printing services
Steel cutting
Stone carving
Stone crushing
Stone grinding
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stripping finishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stripping of furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stripping of metal objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stripping of wooden objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface colouring treatment [other than painting]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface finishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface grinding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface plating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface polishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface treatment services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surfacing of textiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailoring [custom manufacture]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailoring or dressmaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanning of leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapestry-weaving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxidermy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempering of metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile cutting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile dyeing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile finishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile fireproofing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile mothproofing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile printing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile treating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile weaving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber felling and processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber preservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin plating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin smithing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin-plating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinting of car windows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tombstone engraving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment [purification] of water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment [reclamation] of waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment [recycling] of chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment [recycling] of waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment [transformation] of waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment [washing] of coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of animal foodstuffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of cardboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of chemical waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of cloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of cooked foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of effluent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of fur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of hazardous liquids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of hazardous materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of hazardous substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of hazardous waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of industrial waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of liquids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Treatment of materials by laser beam
Treatment of materials for the manufacture of ceramic goods
Treatment of metal
Treatment of metals
Treatment of paper
Treatment of plastics
Treatment of surfaces being the application of non-slip coatings [other than painting]
Treatment of surfaces being the application of plastic coatings [other than painting]
Treatment of surfaces being the application of protective coatings [other than painting]
Treatment of surfaces being the application of wear resistant coatings [other than painting]
Treatment of textiles
Treatment of timber
Treatment of toxic material
Treatment of toxic waste
Treatment of waste
Treatment of waste water
Treatment of water
Treatment of wood
Treatment of wool
T-shirt printing
Typesetting services
Typography
Upcycling [waste recycling]
Video cassette duplicating
Video tape film processing
Videotape duplicating
Vulcanization [material treatment]
Vulcanizing [material treatment]
Warping [looms]
Waste destruction
Waste incineration
Waste management information
Waste management services
Waste processing
Waste recycling services
Waste treatment [transformation]
Waste water reprocessing
Waste water treatment services
Water demineralization
Water pollution control [water treatment]
Water purification
Water treating
Water treatment and purification
Water treatment services
Waterproofing of cloth
Waterproofing of clothing
Waterproofing of fabrics
Weaving
Welding
Welding services
Whitening [bleaching] of fabrics
Wig making
Window tinting treatment, being surface coating
Winemaking services
Wood carving
Wood preservation
Wood treatment services
Woodworking
Wool cutting
Wool dyeing
Wool printing
Wool treating
Working of leather
Working of metals
Zinc plating
Abacus instruction
Academic examination services
Academies [education]
Academy education services
Adult education
Adult education services
Adult training
Adult tuition services
Advanced driving instruction for drivers of motor cars
Adventure playground services
Advisory services relating to education
Advisory services relating to entertainment
Advisory services relating to publishing
Advisory services relating to the organisation of sporting events
Advisory services relating to training
Aerial fitness instruction
Aerobics competitions
Aerobics training services
Aikido instruction
Aircraft pilot training
Amusement arcade gaming machine rental services
Amusement arcade services
Amusement centre services
Amusement machine entertainment services
Amusement park and theme park services
Amusement park services
Amusement rides
Amusement services
Analyzing educational tests scores and data for others
Animal exhibitions
Animal obedience training
Animal parks and reserves [zoos]
Animal training
Apprenticeship preparation
Arboretums
Archive library services
Arrangement of professional golf tournaments
Arrangement of sports competitions
Arrangement of training courses in teaching institutes
Arranging and conducting educational conferences
Arranging and conducting of colloquiums
Arranging and conducting of concerts
Arranging and conducting of conferences
Arranging and conducting of congresses
Arranging and conducting of conventions
Arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums
Arranging and conducting of lectures
Arranging and conducting of reunions
Arranging and conducting of seminars
Arranging and conducting of symposiums
Arranging and conducting of workshops [training]
Arranging group recreational activities
Arranging of air shows
Arranging of athletics competitions
Arranging of award ceremonies
Arranging of beauty contests
Arranging of competitions
Arranging of concerts
Arranging of conferences
Arranging of conventions
Arranging of courses of instruction
Arranging of entertainment
Arranging of exhibitions for cultural purposes
Arranging of exhibitions for educational purposes
Arranging of exhibitions for entertainment purposes
Arranging of exhibitions for training purposes
Arranging of festivals
Arranging of games
Arranging of lectures
Arranging of music performances
Arranging of music shows
Arranging of musical entertainment
Arranging of pageants
Arranging of quizzes
Arranging of seminars
Arranging of soccer games
Arranging of sporting events
Arranging of sports competitions
Arranging of talent quests and contests
Arranging parties
Arranging technical instruction courses
Arranging the provision of recreation facilities
Art exhibition services
Art exhibitions
Art gallery services for cultural or educational purposes
Audio and video recording services
Audio entertainment services
Audio recording services
Audio, film, video and television recording services
Automatic games rental
Aviation ground and flight schools
Ballet classes
Ballet schools
Ballet shows
Beauty arts instruction
Beauty school services
Betting information services
Betting on horses
Betting services
Bibliographic information
Bingo hall services
Boarding school education
Boarding school education services
Book and review publishing
Book lending
Book loaning
Book publishing
Book rental
Booking of entertainment
Booking of exercise facilities
Booking of seats for shows
Booking of seats for shows and booking of theatre tickets
Booking of seats for shows and sports events
Booking of sports facilities
Booking of tickets for sporting events
Bookkeeping instruction
Bookmaking [gambling]
Bookmaking [turf accountancy]
Bookmobile services
Botanical garden services
Botanical gardens
Bowling alley services
Bowling centre services
Business educational services
Business training
Business training consultancy services
Business training services
Cabaret services
Cabarets
Calligraphy instruction
Calligraphy services
Career advisory services [education or training advice]
Career counselling [education or training advice]
Career information and advisory services [educational and training advice]
Casino services
Caves for public admission
Charitable services, namely academic mentoring
Charitable services, namely education and training
Childbirth education and training
Children's adventure playground services
Children's entertainment services
Choir singing
Cinema presentations
Cinema services
Cinema studio services
Cinema theaters
Cinematographic film editing
Circus performances
Circus shows
Clowning
Club [cabaret] services
Club [discotheque] services
Club education services
Club entertainment services
Club services [entertainment or education]
Coaching [education and training]
Coaching [training]
Coaching in the field of sports
Coaching services for sporting activities
Comedy club services
Commercial training services
Commissioned writing of plays, musicals or for publications
Commissioning of artist works
Computer based training
Computer training
Computer training advisory services
Computerised training
Concierge services, namely, arranging for theatre tickets
Conducting classes in weight control
Conducting exercise classes
Conducting fitness classes
Conducting guided tours
Conducting instructional courses
Conducting lotteries
Conducting of bicycle tours for recreational purposes
Conducting of business conferences
Conducting of conventions
Conducting of correspondence courses
Conducting of educational conferences
Conducting of educational courses
Conducting of exhibitions for amusement purposes
Conducting of exhibitions for educational purposes
Conducting of exhibitions for entertainment purposes
Conducting of exhibitions for recreation purposes
Conducting of instructional seminars
Conducting of professional golf competitions
Conducting of sightseeing tours for cultural purposes
Conducting of sightseeing tours for educational purposes
Conducting of sightseeing tours for entertainment purposes
Conducting of sightseeing tours for recreational purposes
Conducting of soccer games
Conducting of sports competitions
Conducting seminars
Conducting seminars in the field of oncology
Conducting training seminars
Conducting training workshops
Consultancy services relating to education
Consultancy services relating to the education and training of management and of personnel
Consultancy services relating to training
Consultation services relating to publication
Cooking classes
Cooking instruction
Corporate hospitality services
Correspondence courses
Correspondence school services
Country club services [provision of entertainment and sporting facilities]
Cruise ship entertainment services
Cultural activities
Cultural information
Dance choreography
Dance events
Dance hall services
Dance instruction
Demonstration for instructional purposes
Design of educational courses
Desk top publishing
Dietary education services
Directing of musical shows
Directing of plays
Directing of theatrical shows
Direction of theatre shows
Disc jockey services
Design of educational courses
Display of works of art in exhibitions, shows, museums, galleries
Dissemination of educational material
Dissemination of entertainment material
Distribution (other than transportation) of audio recordings
Distribution (other than transportation) of films
Distribution (other than transportation) of radio programmes
Distribution (other than transportation) of sound recordings
Distribution (other than transportation) of television programmes
Distribution (other than transportation) of videos
Driver safety training
Driver training
Driving instruction
Driving schools
Dubbing
Dubbing services
Editing of audio-tapes
Editing of motion pictures
Editing of radio programmes
Editing of television programmes
Editing of video-tapes
Editing of written text
Education
Education academy services
Education advisory services
Education information
Education services
Educational advisory services
Educational assessment services
Educational consultancy services
Educational examination
Educational examination services
Educational institute services
Educational instruction
Educational research
Educational seminars
Educational services
Educational services provided by schools
Electronic desktop publishing
Electronic games services provided by means of the internet
Electronic publication of information on a wide range of topics, including online and over a global computer network
Employment training
Entertainer services
Entertainment
Entertainment club services
Entertainment in the nature of a water park and amusement center
Entertainment in the nature of automobile races
Entertainment information
Entertainment services
Entertainment services in the form of concert performances
Entertainment ticket agency services
Entertainment, cultural or sporting event booking or reservation services provided in relation to a customer
Entertainment, cultural or sporting event booking or reservation services provided in relation to a frequent flyer scheme
Event management services [organization of educational, entertainment, sporting or cultural events]
Fan club services [entertainment]
Fashion show services [entertainment]
Film distribution
Film hire
Film production, other than advertising films
Film rental
Film studio services
Fire training
Fireworks displays
Fitness and exercise clinics, clubs and salons
Flight instruction
Flower arrangement instruction
Flower shows
Flying instruction
Foreign language education services
Foreign-language dubbing
Freelance journalism
Funfair services
Gambling services
Game equipment rental
Game services provided online from a computer network
Game services provided on-line from a computer network
Game shows
Games equipment rental
Gaming machine rental
Gardens for public admission
Golf caddie services
Golf driving range services
Golf fitness instruction
Golf tournaments
Golf tuition services
Gymnasion club services
Gymnasion services
Gymnastic instruction
Hairdressing instruction
Handicapping or seeding of sports events
Health club [fitness] services
Health club services [exercise]
Health club services [health and fitness training]
Health education
Higher education services
Hire of animals for recreational purposes
Hire of books
Hire of DVDs
Hire of educational apparatus
Hire of educational materials
Hire of equipment for games
Hire of equipment for sports
Hire of film projection apparatus
Hire of films
Hire of instructional materials
Hire of recording studios
Hire of sound recording apparatus
Hire of sound reproducing apparatus
Hire of sports facilities
Hire of stage scenery
Hire of tapes
Hire of teaching apparatus
Hire of teaching materials
Hire of televisions
Hire of theatre scenery
Hire of video recording apparatus
Hire of video tapes
Hire of videos
Holiday camp amusement centre services
Holiday camp services [entertainment]
Holiday centre entertainment services
Horse racing
Horse riding instruction
Horse riding schools
Horse training
Hospitality services [entertainment]
Humoristic poems production
Ice-skating instruction
Industrial relations training
Industrial training
Information on library holdings [bibliographic services]
Information relating to education
Information services relating to education
Information services relating to entertainment
Information services relating to recreation
Information services relating to schools
Information services relating to sport
Instruction in body awareness
Instruction in dancing
Instruction in driving
Instruction in etiquette
Instruction in fashion
Instruction in gymnastics
Instruction in languages
Instruction in martial arts
Instruction in music
Instruction in physical fitness
Instruction in singing
Instruction in sports
Instruction in the use of computers
Instruction services
Instruction services relating to driving
Interactive entertainment services
International student exchange programmes
Interpreter services
Judo instruction
Karaoke lounge services
Karaoke machine rental services
Karaoke services
Karate instruction
Kendo instruction (Japanese fencing instruction)
Kimono-making instruction
Kindergarten services [education or entertainment]
Kindergartens [nursery schools]
Language instruction
Language interpretation
Language interpretation services
Language interpreter services
Language teaching
Language training
Language tuition services
Layout services other than for advertising purposes
Layout services, other than for advertising purposes
Legal education services
Leisure centre services
Leisure park services
Lending library services
Lending of books
Lending of books and other publications
Lending of books and periodicals
Library advisory services
Library services
Lingual education
Linguistic classes
Literary agency services
Live band performances
Live entertainment
Live entertainment production services
Live music services
Live show production services
Loan of books
Lottery services
Magazine publishing
Magic show services
Management of concerts
Management of cultural events
Management of education services
Management of educational events
Management of entertainment events
Management of entertainment services
Management of sporting events
Master of ceremony services for parties and special events
Medical education services
Medical training and teaching
Medical tuition services
Mentoring [education and training]
Microfilming
Mobile library services
Modeling for artists
Modelling for artists
Motion picture production
Motion picture rental
Motion picture studio services
Motor racing
Movie rental
Movie showing
Movie studio services
Movie theatre presentations
Multimedia production
Museum curator services
Museum exhibitions
Museum services
Music arranging services
Music composition services
Music concert services
Music festival services
Music hall services
Music library services
Music performance services
Music publishing
Music publishing services
Music recording studio services
Music transcription for others
Musical concert services
Musical education services
Musical entertainment services
Musical floor shows provided at performance venues
Musical instruction services
Musical performance services
Musical performances
News and current affairs programmes
News program services
News reporter services
News reporters services
Newspaper publication
Newspaper publishing
Nightclub services [entertainment]
Nursery schools
Obedience training for animals
Occupational health and safety services [education and training services]
Officiating at sports contests
Online electronic publishing of books and periodicals
On-line publication of electronic books and journals
On-line publication of journals or diaries [weblog services]
Operating lotteries
Operating of lotteries
Operation of aquatic recreation areas
Operation of botanical gardens
Operation of lending libraries
Operation of physical fitness centres
Operation of zoological gardens
Orchestra services
Organisation and conducting of dance, music and other entertainment festivals
Organisation of animal shows
Organisation of balls
Organisation of ceremonial events
Organisation of competitions [education or entertainment]
Organisation of contests [education or entertainment]
Organisation of entertainment events
Organisation of entertainment for wedding celebrations
Organisation of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes
Organisation of exhibitions for educational purposes
Organisation of exhibitions for entertainment purposes
Organisation of fairs for entertainment purposes
Organisation of fan clubs
Organisation of fashion shows for entertainment purposes
Organisation of festivals
Organisation of fetes
Organisation of galas
Organisation of games
Organisation of golf tournaments
Organisation of live shows
Organisation of musical events
Organisation of parties
Organisation of recreational activities
Organisation of seminars
Organisation of shows [impresario services]
Organisation of sporting activities
Organisation of sporting competitions
Organisation of sporting events
Organisation of sports competitions
Organisation of sports events in the field of football
Organisation of symposia
Organisation of teaching activities
Organisation of tournaments
Organisation of training courses
Organisation of vehicle racing events
Organisation of youth training schemes
Organising and holding figure skating championships and competitions
Organising and holding speed skating championships and competitions
Organising animal shows
Organising events for cultural purposes
Organising events for entertainment purposes
Organising ice-skating shows
Organising of beauty contests
Organising of beauty pageants
Organising of dancing competitions
Organising of entertainment
Organising of entertainment and social events
Organising of equestrian events
Organising of golf tournaments
Organization of balls
Organization of baseball games
Organization of bicycle races
Organization of boat races
Organization of boxing matches
Organization of competitions [education or entertainment]
Organization of cultural shows
Organization of dancing events
Organization of events for cultural purposes
Organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes
Organization of exhibitions for educational purposes
Organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes
Organization of horse races
Organization of lotteries
Organization of seminars
Organization of shows [impresario services]
Organization of shows for cultural purposes
Organization of soccer games
Organization of sport fishing competitions
Organization of sports competitions
Organization of sumo- wrestling competitions
Organizing and arranging exhibitions for entertainment purposes
Organizing and conducting college athletic events
Organizing and conducting college sport competitions
Organizing cultural and arts events
Party planning
Party planning [entertainment]
Pay television entertainment
Personal development courses
Personal development training
Personal fitness training services
Personal trainer services [fitness training]
Personal trainer services [health and fitness training]
Petting zoos
Photographic film editing
Photographic library services
Photographic reporting
Photography
Photography services
Physical education
Physical education instruction
Physical education services
Physical fitness instruction
Physical fitness training services
Physical fitness tuition
Physical health education
Physical training services
Piano instruction
Planetarium services
Planning of professional golf tournaments
Pole dancing instruction
Portrait painting
Postgraduate training courses
Practical training [demonstration]
Practical training in the field of welding
Prenatal exercises
Preparation of texts for publication
Preparatory schools
Preparing subtitles for movies
Preschool teaching
Preschools [education]
Presentation of circus performances
Presentation of live comedy shows
Presentation of live performances
Presentation of live show performances
Presentation of musical performances
Presentation of variety shows
Primary education services
Prize draws [lotteries]
Producing of motion pictures, plays and videos
Production of animated cartoons
Production of animated films and cartoons
Production of audio and/or video recordings
Production of audio entertainment
Production of audio recordings
Production of audio-visual presentations
Production of cable television programmes
Production of fashion shows [entertainment]
Production of films, other than advertising films
Production of live entertainment
Production of live performances
Production of magazines
Production of motion pictures
Production of movie special effects
Production of music
Production of music shows
Production of musical recordings
Production of musical videos
Production of news and current affairs programmes
Production of plays
Production of radio and television programmes
Production of radio and television programs
Production of radio or television programs
Production of radio programmes
Production of radio programs
Production of shows
Production of sound and image recordings on sound and image carriers
Production of sound recordings
Production of special effects
Production of sporting events
Production of stage performances
Production of stage plays
Production of stage shows
Production of television and radio programmes
Production of television programs
Production of theatre
Production of video recordings
Production of videos
Production of webcasts
Production, organization and presentation of fashion shows [entertainment]
Proof reading of manuscripts
Providing amusement arcade services
Providing amusement facilities
Providing amusement parks
Providing animal exercise services
Providing audio or video studios
Providing baseball fields
Providing billiard rooms
Providing billiards facilities
Providing bowling alleys
Providing casino facilities [gambling]
Providing courses in the field of water management
Providing courses of instruction
Providing courses of training
Providing dance halls
Providing dancing facilities
Providing education courses relating to the travel industry
Providing entertainment information via a website
Providing facilities for educational purposes
Providing facilities for entertainment
Providing facilities for pinball and other coin-operated games
Providing facilities for recreation
Providing facilities for sports events
Providing facilities for sports tournaments
Providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services
Providing go or shogi saloons
Providing golf facilities
Providing gymnasiums
Providing gymnastic facilities
Providing information about education
Providing information about online education
Providing information, including online, about education, training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities
Providing Internet games, non-downloadable
Providing karaoke facilities
Providing mahjong parlors
Providing motion picture facilities
Providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]
Providing non-downloadable digital music from the Internet
Providing obstacle course training gym facilities
Providing of tennis court facilities
Providing of training
Providing on-line computer games
Providing online electronic publications, not downloadable
Providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable
Providing on-line music, not downloadable
Providing online non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels
Providing on-line non-downloadable general feature magazines
Providing on-line videos, not downloadable
Providing pachinko parlors
Providing recreation facilities
Providing recreational areas in the nature of play areas for children
Providing skating rinks
Providing ski slopes
Providing skiing facilities
Providing sports facilities
Providing sports information
Providing sports training facilities
Providing swimming pools
Providing television programmes, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services
Providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services
Providing tennis courts
Providing track and field facilities
Providing waterpark services
Providing wrestling news and information via a global computer network
Providing zip line rides for recreational purposes
Provision of amusement facilities
Provision of apparatus for exercise
Provision of apparatus for sports
Provision of children's educational services through play groups
Provision of children's playgrounds at service stations
Provision of cinema facilities
Provision of club entertainment services
Provision of club recreation facilities
Provision of club sporting facilities
Provision of correspondence courses
Provision of courses of instruction
Provision of diving facilities
Provision of education courses
Provision of educational courses
Provision of educational examinations
Provision of educational examinations and tests
Provision of educational information
Provision of entertainment facilities
Provision of entertainment, sporting or cultural services from customer loyalty and frequent buyer schemes
Provision of entertainment, sporting or cultural services from frequent flyer schemes
Provision of exercise facilities
Provision of facilities for bird watching
Provision of facilities for education
Provision of facilities for entertaining
Provision of facilities for horse riding
Provision of facilities for playing golf
Provision of facilities for recreation
Provision of facilities for sports
Provision of facilities for the production of films
Provision of facilities for tuition
Provision of facilities for winter sports
Provision of film studio facilities
Provision of games by means of a computer based system
Provision of golfing facilities
Provision of gymnasion facilities
Provision of horse riding facilities
Provision of hunting preserve facilities
Provision of ice-skating rinks
Provision of indoor recreational facilities
Provision of information about sports
Provision of information relating to education
Provision of information relating to publishing
Provision of information relating to training
Provision of instruction for the disabled
Provision of live entertainment
Provision of news for entertainment purposes
Provision of play facilities for children
Provision of recording studio facilities
Provision of recreational activities
Provision of recreational areas
Provision of recreational events
Provision of recreational facilities
Provision of skiing facilities
Provision of social club services
Provision of sport facilities
Provision of sporting club facilities
Provision of sporting competitions
Provision of sporting events
Provision of sporting facilities
Provision of sports facilities
Provision of swimming pool facilities
Provision of theatre facilities
Provision of training
Provision of training courses
Provision of training facilities
Provision of tuition
Public baths [swimming pools]
Publication of books
Publication of brochures
Publication of catalogs
Publication of documents in the field of training, science, public law and social affairs
Publication of educational materials
Publication of educational texts
Publication of electronic books and journals online
Publication of electronic magazines
Publication of electronic newspapers accessible via a global computer network
Publication of journals
Publication of magazines
Publication of manuals
Publication of multimedia material online
Publication of music
Publication of musical texts
Publication of newspapers
Publication of periodicals
Publication of posters
Publication of printed matter
Publication of textbooks
Publication of texts, other than publicity texts
Publication of the editorial content of sites accessible via a global computer network
Publication of training manuals
Publication services
Publishing
Publishing and issuing scientific papers in relation to medical technology
Publishing by electronic means
Publishing of books
Publishing of documents
Publishing of maps
Publishing of newsletters
Publishing of newspapers
Publishing of printed matter
Publishing of reviews
Publishing of stories
Publishing of web magazines
Publishing services
Puppetry
Pyrotechnics displays
Racing information services
Radio entertainment
Record mastering
Recording of music
Recording studio services
Recreation information
Recreation services
Recreational services
Recreational services for the elderly
Reference libraries of literature and documentary records
Rehearsal [recording] studio services
Religious education
Religious educational services
Religious instruction
Remedial tuition services
Rental of acoustic recording equipment
Rental of acoustic reproduction equipment
Rental of amplification and sound reinforcement equipment
Rental of amusement machines
Rental of amusement machines and apparatus
Rental of apparatus for the playing of games
Rental of artwork
Rental of audio apparatus
Rental of audio equipment
Rental of audio recordings
Rental of audio visual apparatus
Rental of books
Rental of bounce houses
Rental of camcorders
Rental of cameras
Rental of CDs
Rental of cine-films
Rental of cinemas
Rental of cinematographic apparatus
Rental of cinematographic machines and apparatus
Rental of compact disc players
Rental of compact discs
Rental of disco equipment
Rental of diving apparatus
Rental of domestic entertainment apparatus
Rental of DVDs
Rental of educational apparatus
Rental of educational material
Rental of educational materials or apparatus
Rental of electrical apparatus for the recording of sound
Rental of electrical apparatus for the recording of video signals
Rental of electrical apparatus for the reproduction of sound signals
Rental of electrical apparatus for the reproduction of video signals
Rental of electrical apparatus for the storage of sound signals
Rental of electrical apparatus for the storage of video signals
Rental of entertainment apparatus
Rental of equipment for use at sporting events
Rental of facilities for the production of television programmes
Rental of film negatives
Rental of film positives
Rental of film recording apparatus
Rental of film reproducing apparatus
Rental of film studios
Rental of films
Rental of films, motion pictures and film production equipment
Rental of game machines and apparatus
Rental of gaming machines
Rental of golf equipment
Rental of grandstands
Rental of image-recorded magnetic tapes
Rental of indoor aquaria
Rental of instructional material
Rental of kites
Rental of lighting apparatus for movie sets or film studios
Rental of lighting apparatus for television studios
Rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets
Rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios
Rental of magazines
Rental of microfilming equipment
Rental of motion pictures
Rental of motion pictures and of sound recordings
Rental of movie DVDs
Rental of movie projectors
Rental of musical instruments
Rental of musical instruments and equipment
Rental of overhead projectors
Rental of paintings and calligraphic works
Rental of pre-recorded films
Rental of projectors
Rental of public address systems
Rental of radio and television sets
Rental of radio apparatus
Rental of radio sets
Rental of recording studios
Rental of roller skates
Rental of show scenery
Rental of skates
Rental of ski equipment
Rental of skiing equipment
Rental of skin diving equipment
Rental of skin-diving equipment
Rental of snowboarding equipment
Rental of sound recording apparatus
Rental of sound recordings
Rental of sporting apparatus
Rental of sports apparatus
Rental of sports equipment
Rental of sports equipment, except vehicles
Rental of sports facilities
Rental of sports grounds
Rental of stadium facilities
Rental of stage lighting
Rental of stage scenery
Rental of stage sets
Rental of teaching apparatus
Rental of teaching instruments
Rental of television programmes
Rental of television sets
Rental of tennis courts
Rental of theatre lighting
Rental of theatrical costumes
Rental of toy scooters
Rental of toys
Rental of video cameras
Rental of video cassette recorders
Rental of video cassettes
Rental of video equipment
Rental of video games
Rental of video recorders
Rental of video recordings
Rental of video screens
Rental of video tapes
Rental of video tapes and motion pictures
Rental of videotapes
Rental of videotapes, videocassettes and videograms
Rental services for audio and video equipment
Research in the field of education
Reservation services for concert tickets
Reservation services for show tickets
Reservation services for sporting tickets
Reservation services for theatre tickets
Review courses for state examinations
Rodeo shows
Rodeos
Running seminars in the field of oncology
Sado instruction [tea ceremony instruction]
Screenplay writing
Scriptwriting services for non-advertising purposes
Scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes
Show production services
Showing of films
Sign language interpretation
Singing classes
Singing concert services
Ski schools
Skiing instruction
Snooker hall services
Social clubs [entertainment, sporting and cultural services]
Song writing services
Songwriting
Sound recording and video entertainment services
Sound recording services
Speech writing for non-advertising purposes
Sport camp services
Sporting activities
Sporting and cultural activities
Sporting information
Sporting results services
Sports camp services
Sports club services
Sports coaching
Sports consultancy
Sports education services
Sports information services
Sports instruction services
Sports officiating
Sports refereeing
Sports training
Sports tuition
Sports tuition services
Staff training services
Subtitling
Swimming instruction
Syndication of radio programmes
Syndication of television programmes
Taekwondo instruction
Tailoring or dressmaking instruction
Tea ceremony instruction
Teacher training services
Teaching
Teaching of beauty skills
Teaching of music
Technical training
Technological education services
Telephone games
Television entertainment
Television programme distribution
Television studio services
Television viewing guide services
Tennis instruction
Theatre booking services
Theatre production services
Theatre productions
Theatre restaurants [entertainment]
Theatre services
Theatre ticket agency services
Theatre ticket booking services
Theatre ticket reservation services
Theatrical production services
Theatrical shows provided at performance venues
Theme park services
Ticket agency services [entertainment]
Ticket agency services [sporting]
Timing of sports events
Toastmaster services
Tourist guide services [conducting of guided tours]
Toy rental
Training
Training consultancy
Training courses in strategic planning relating to advertising, promotion, marketing and business
Training for handling scientific instruments and apparatus for research in laboratories
Training in the care of children
Training in the field of advertising
Training in the field of communication technologies
Training in the field of design
Training of specialists in the plumbing industry
Training services provided via simulators
Translation
Tuition services
Tutoring
Tutoring at cram schools
University education services
University services
Vehicle driving instruction
Vehicle-driving instruction
Video arcade services
Video cassette hire
Video cassette rental
Video editing
Video entertainment services
Video equipment hire
Video film production
Video game arcade services
Video game entertainment services
Video production
Video production services
Video recording services
Video rental services
Video tape editing
Video tape film production
Videotape editing
Videotaping
Vocational education
Vocational guidance [education or training advice]
Vocational retraining
Vocational training services
Wagering services
Wildlife sanctuaries
Wine tasting events
Writing lyrics
Writing of texts
Yoga instruction
Zoological garden services
Accident investigation [engineering or forensic science services]
Accreditation services relating to the application of quality standards
Acoustics consultancy for scientific purposes
Advice relating to the design of computer hardware
Advisory services in the field of product development and quality improvement of software
Advisory services relating to architecture
Advisory services relating to biochemistry
Advisory services relating to building design
Advisory services relating to computer programming
Advisory services relating to computer software
Advisory services relating to computer system analysis
Advisory services relating to computer system design
Advisory services relating to energy efficiency
Advisory services relating to environmental pollution
Advisory services relating to environmental protection
Advisory services relating to industrial design
Advisory services relating to interior design
Advisory services relating to material testing
Advisory services relating to pharmacology
Advisory services relating to planning applications
Advisory services relating to pollution control
Advisory services relating to product testing
Advisory services relating to science
Advisory services relating to scientific products
Advisory services relating to scientific research
Advisory services relating to technological research
Advisory services relating to the design and development of computer hardware
Advisory services relating to the planning of premises
Advisory services relating to the preparation of quality standards
Advisory services relating to the safety testing of products
Advisory services relating to the use of energy
Aeronautical design
Agricultural research
Agricultural research services
Agrochemical research services
Agronomy services
Air flow measurement services
Aircraft design
Analysis for oil field exploration
Analysis for oil research
Analysis for oil-field exploitation
Analysis of aerial photographs and surveys
Analysis of air
Analysis of building materials
Analysis of geological samples
Analysis of materials
Analysis of oil fields
Analysis of stream water quality
Analysis of the mode of action of chemical combinations on animals
Analysis of tissues for medical research
Analysis of water
Analysis services for oil field exploration
Analytical laboratory services
Analytical services relating to computers
Animal semen testing services
Animation design for others
Application service provider [ASP] services
Archaeological exploration
Architectural and engineering services
Architectural consultancy
Architectural consultancy services
Architectural consultation
Architectural design
Architectural project management
Architectural services
Architectural services for the design of commercial buildings
Architectural services for the design of industrial buildings
Architectural services relating to land development
Authenticating coins
Authenticating works of art
Authentication services for electronic documents and e-mail
Back-up of computer data
Bacteriological research
Bacteriological research and analysis
Bathroom design services
Benchmarking [technical testing]
Biochemical research
Biochemical research and analysis
Biochemical research and development
Biochemistry research services
Biochemistry services
Biological cloning services
Biological research
Biological research and analysis
Biomedical research services
Biotechnological research
Biotechnology research
Biotechnology testing
Blood analysis services
Building and maintaining websites
Building and structural inspection services [engineering, quality assessment, and surveying services]
Building design services
Building inspection services [surveying]
Building research services
Calibration [measuring]
Calibration services
Cargo surveying
Cartography services
Certification services
Certification services relating to quality
Chemical analysis
Chemical analysis services
Chemical engineering
Chemical laboratory services
Chemical research
Chemical research and analysis
Chemical research and analysis services
Chemical research services
Chemical technological research
Chemistry services
Civil engineering design services
Civil engineering drawing services
Classification of minerals
Clinical trials
Clothing and fashion designing
Clothing design services
Cloud computing
Cloud seeding
Coding of messages
Commercial and graphic art designing
Commercial design services
Commercial interior design
Commissioning [testing and inspection] services
Compilation of data-processing programs
Component testing
Computer aided graphic design
Computer analysis
Computer database design consultancy services
Computer design
Computer design services
Computer disaster recovery services
Computer engineering
Computer firewall services
Computer graphics design services
Computer hardware design
Computer hire
Computer network configuration services
Computer network design for others
Computer network services
Computer program advisory services
Computer program maintenance services
Computer program updating services
Computer programming
Computer programming consultancy
Computer programming in the medical field
Computer programming of computer games
Computer programming of video games
Computer programming services for commercial analysis and reporting
Computer rental
Computer research services
Computer security consultancy
Computer security engineering
Computer security services [design and development of secure computer hardware, software and systems]
Computer security services [programming and software installation, repair and maintenance services]
Computer security services [testing and risk assessment of computer networks]
Computer services in the nature of hosting web sites for others
Computer site design
Computer software advisory services
Computer software consultancy
Computer software consulting
Computer software design
Computer software design for others
Computer software development
Computer software programming services
Computer software rental
Computer system analysis
Computer system design
Computer system integration services
Computer systems analysis
Computer systems design
Computer systems integration services
Computer technology consultancy
Computer time-sharing
Computer virus protection services
Computer website design
Computerised business information storage
Computerised communication network security
Computerised data storage services
Conducting clinical trials
Conducting early evaluations in the field of new pharmaceuticals
Conducting engineering surveys
Conducting geological surveys
Conducting of agricultural surveys
Conducting technical project studies
Configuration of computer software
Construction drafting
Consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware
Consultancy in the field of computer security
Consultancy in the field of computer software
Consultancy in the field of energy-saving
Consultancy in the field of software design
Consultancy pertaining to pharmacology
Consultancy services in the field of technological development
Consultancy with regard to webpage design
Consultation services relating to computer software
Consumer product safety testing
Conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion
Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media
Copying of computer software
Cosmetic research
Cosmetics research
Creating and designing web pages for others
Creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information technology services]
Creating and maintaining web sites for others
Creating and maintaining weblogs for others
Creating home pages for others
Creating of computer programs
Creating of home pages for computer networks
Creating web pages for others
Creating, designing and maintaining web sites
Creation and maintenance of web sites for others
Creation and provision of web pages to and for third parties
Creation of control programs for electric operation control and drive modules
Creation of internet web sites
Cryptanalysis services
Cryptographic engineering
Data conversion of computer programs and data, not physical conversion
Data conversion of electronic information
Data cryptology services
Data decryption services
Data encryption and decoding services
Data encryption services
Data migration services
Data mining
Data security consultancy
Data security services [firewalls]
Database design
Database design and development
Database development services
Debugging computer software for others
Demographic survey services
Design and development of computer game software
Design and development of computer hardware
Design and development of computer hardware and software
Design and development of computer hardware for the manufacturing industries
Design and development of computer software
Design and development of electronic data security systems
Design and development of multimedia products
Design and development of search engines
Design and development of software and hardware for signal amplification and transmission
Design and development of virtual reality software
Design and development of wireless computer networks
Design and development services in metallurgy
Design and maintenance of computer sites for third parties
Design and maintenance of web sites for others
Design and writing of computer software
Design consultancy
Design engineering
Design of apparatus and machines for filling purposes
Design of apparatus and machines in the field of filling
Design of boats
Design of brand names
Design of building interiors
Design of buildings
Design of business premises
Design of child care facilities
Design of clothing
Design of commercial products
Design of communication systems
Design of communications apparatus
Design of computer codes
Design of computer databases
Design of computer hardware
Design of computer languages
Design of computer programs
Design of computer software
Design of computers
Design of computers for others
Design of consumer products
Design of corporate identity
Design of electric circuit boards
Design of electrical systems
Design of electronic systems
Design of equipment for transportation
Design of facilities for the transportation of waste
Design of fashion accessories
Design of feasibility studies
Design of floor coverings
Design of furnishings
Design of furniture
Design of games
Design of geological surveys
Design of glass and of glass products
Design of home pages
Design of home pages and web sites
Design of homepages and websites
Design of industrial machinery
Design of industrial products
Design of information systems
Design of instruments
Design of integrated circuits
Design of interior decor
Design of interior decoration
Design of jewellery
Design of kitchens
Design of land vehicle parts
Design of land vehicles
Design of layouts for offices
Design of lighting systems
Design of logos
Design of manufacturing apparatus
Design of medical apparatus
Design of mobile telephones
Design of new products
Design of non-advertising printed material
Design of office space
Design of packaging
Design of pipelines
Design of printed matter
Design of products
Design of protective clothing
Design of restaurants
Design of road networks
Design of scale models and dioramas
Design of shopfittings
Design of shops
Design of sports facilities
Design of stationery
Design of storage systems
Design of telecommunications apparatus
Design of telecommunications apparatus and equipment
Design of telecommunications installations
Design of telephones
Design of test apparatus
Design of tools
Design of trade marks
Design of vehicles
Design of watches
Design planning
Design services
Design services for architecture
Design services for artwork
Design services for packaging
Design services relating to civil engineering
Design services relating to interior decoration
Design services relating to printing
Design services relating to the layout of documents
Design, maintenance, development and updating of computer software
Design, maintenance, rental and updating of computer software
Designing and creating web sites for others
Designing and developing webpages on the internet
Designing and planning of real estate subdivisions and developments
Designing computer software for controlling self-service terminals
Designing of packaging and wrapping materials
Designing websites for advertising purposes
Developing computer programs for electronic cash register systems
Developing computer software
Developing of driver and operating system software
Development and creation of computer programmes for data processing
Development and test of chemical production methods
Development of aircraft
Development of computer based networks
Development of computer codes
Development of computer hardware for computer games
Development of computer programmes
Development of computer programs recorded on data media (software) designed for use in construction an
Development of computer software
Development of computer software application solutions
Development of computer system
Development of data processing programs by order of third parties
Development of electronic surveillance apparatus
Development of engines
Development of industrial machinery
Development of industrial processes
Development of new products
Development of software
Development of software for secure network operations
Development of systems for the processing of data
Development of systems for the storage of data
Development of systems for the transmission of data
Development of test equipment
Development of testing methods
Development of vehicles
Development, maintenance and updating of a telecommunication network search engine
Diagnosis of faults in computer software
Diamond authentication and certification services
Digital compression of computer data
Digital signature verification services [electronic cryptology services]
Digitization of documents [scanning]
Disaster recovery services for data communications systems
DNA screening for scientific research purposes
DNA testing services
Document data transfer from one computer format to another
Documentary research
Drafting of construction plans for recreation premises
Drawing-up of house plans
Dress design services
Dress designing
Drug discovery services
Duplication of computer programs
Ecological surveys
Elaboration and maintenance of web sites for third parties
Electrical engineering services
Electrical research
Electrical safety research
Electronic data storage
Electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the internet
Electronic monitoring of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet
Electronic signature verification services [electronic cryptology services]
Electronic site authoring
Electrotechnical research
Energy auditing
Energy use and conservation consultancy
Engineering
Engineering consultancy
Engineering consultancy services
Engineering design
Engineering design services
Engineering drawing
Engineering drawing services
Engineering feasibility studies
Engineering project management services
Engineering project studies
Engineering research
Engineering services relating to architecture
Engineering services relating to computer programming
Engineering services relating to computers
Engineering surveying
Engineering surveys and inspections
Engineering testing
Environment design services
Environmental conservation
Environmental consultancy services
Environmental hazard assessment
Environmental monitoring services
Environmental surveys
Environmental testing
Environmental testing and inspection services
Executing of chemical analyses
Exhibition halls design
Expert certification
Exploration and searching of oil and gas
Fashion design
Fashion design consulting services
Fire safety testing
Footwear design services
Furnishing design services
Furniture design
Gas exploration
Gas, oil, petroleum, minerals exploration
Gemmological services
Gemstone authentication and certification services
Genetic fingerprinting
Genetic research
Genetic testing for scientific research purposes
Geological estimation and research
Geological exploration services
Geological prospecting
Geological research
Geological surveying
Geological surveys
Geophysical exploration
Geophysical exploration for the gas industry
Geophysical exploration for the mining industry
Geophysical exploration for the oil industry
Geophysical research services
Geophysical surveys
Grading of produce
Graphic art design
Graphic art services
Graphic arts design
Graphic arts designing
Graphic design
Graphic design services
Greenhouse gas emission measuring and analysis
Handwriting analysis [graphology]
Hiring of data processing apparatus
Homepage and webpage design
Hosting computer sites [web sites]
Hosting internet sites for others
Hosting of databases
Hosting of software as a service [SaaS]
Hosting of web sites
Hosting of weblogs
Hosting websites on the Internet
House design
Hydrographic surveying
Hydrological research
Illustration services [design]
Illustrators' services
Image processing software design
Industrial analysis
Industrial analysis and research services
Industrial design
Industrial design services
Industrial design styling
Industrial engineering design services
Industrial inspection
Industrial research
Industrial research of new products
Industrial testing
Information services relating to information technology
Information services relating to mathematics
Information services relating to quality standards
Information technology [IT] consultancy
Information technology [IT] consulting services
Inspection [testing] of apparatus
Inspection [testing] of commercial installations
Inspection [testing] of domestic installations
Inspection [testing] of industrial installations
Inspection [testing] of plant and machinery
Inspection of buildings [surveying]
Inspection of goods for quality control
Inspection of vehicles for roadworthiness
Installation and maintenance of computer software
Installation of computer software
Installation of firmware
Installation of middleware
Installation, maintenance and repair of software for computer systems
Installation, repair and maintenance of firmware
Installation, repair and maintenance of middleware
Installing computer programs
Integrated scientific research on vermin for greenhouses and harvest crops
Interior decor design
Interior decorating design
Interior decoration services
Interior design
Interior design services
Internet cafe services [computer rental]
Internet security consultancy
Jewellery design services
Jewelry design
Kitchen design
Laboratory analysis
Laboratory research
Laboratory research in the field of cosmetics
Laboratory services
Laboratory testing services
Land and road surveying
Land surveying
Layout design of books and magazines
Leasing of computer apparatus
Leasing of computer programs
Leasing of computers
Local planning authority services
Location of utility lines [mapping services]
Locksmithing services being the design of locks and locking systems
Logo design services
Machine condition monitoring
Maintenance of computer programs
Maintenance of computer records
Maintenance of computer software
Maintenance of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks
Maintenance of computer software used for operating filling apparatus and machines
Maintenance of software for Internet access
Management of scientific research projects
Managing web sites for others
Mapping services
Marine vehicle design
Material testing
Materials quality evaluation and testing
Mathematical research services
Measurement services
Mechanical engineering services
Mechanical research
Mechanical research in the field of motor sports
Medical laboratory services
Medical research
Medical research services
Metallurgical analysis
Metallurgical laboratory services
Metallurgical testing
Meteorological forecasting
Meteorological information
Meteorological research
Microbiological testing
Mineral exploration services
Modifying of computer programs
Monitoring of computer systems by remote access
Monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach
Monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns
Name creation services
Naval architecture
Network security services [test and risk assessment of electronic networks]
Occupational health and safety services [ergonomics and design services]
Oceanographic prospecting services
Oceanographic research services
Off site building project management
Off-site data backup
Oil exploration
Oil field surveying
Oil prospecting
Oil well testing
Oil-field surveys
Oil-well testing
Online provision of web-based applications
Online provision of web-based software
Operating search engines
Outsource service providers in the field of information technology
Packaging design
Pattern design
Performance of chemical analyses
Personal computer hire
Pharmaceutical product evaluation
Pharmaceutical research services
Photogrammetry services
Photographic research
Physics [research]
Physics research
Pollution emissions testing
Preparation of architectural reports
Preparation of blueprints
Preparation of engineering drawings
Preparation of engineering reports
Preparation of reports relating to architecture
Preparation of reports relating to chemical research
Preparation of reports relating to computer programs
Preparation of reports relating to computers
Preparation of reports relating to design
Preparation of reports relating to scientific research
Preparation of reports relating to technical research
Preparation of scientific reports
Preparation of statistics for scientific research
Preparation of technical projects, technical research and consultancy services in the field of carbon offsetting
Preparation of technical reports
Preparation of technical studies
Preparation of technological reports
Product analysis
Product design
Product development
Product development for others
Product monitoring services
Product quality evaluation
Product quality testing
Product quality testing services
Product testing
Professional consultancy relating to computer security
Professional consulting services and advice about agricultural chemistry
Programming and software installation, repair and maintenance services
Project management [design]
Providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site
Providing information, including online, about design and development of computer hardware and software
Providing information, including online, about industrial analysis and research services
Providing information, including online, about scientific and technological services and research and design
Providing meteorological information
Providing scientific information in the field of climate change
Providing scientific information in the field of global warming
Providing search engines for the internet
Providing weather information
Provision of engineering reports
Provision of geographical information
Provision of information on food safety
Provision of information relating to computer programming
Provision of information relating to computer programs
Provision of information relating to industrial design
Provision of information relating to information technology
Provision of information relating to scientific research
Provision of Internet search engines
Provision of meteorological information
Provision of online non-downloadable software
Provision of research services
Provision of scientific information
Provision of scientific information relating to chemicals
Provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting
Provision of search engine services
Provision of search engines for the Internet
Provision of surveys [scientific]
Provision of surveys [technical]
Provision of testing facilities
Provision of weather information
Quality assurance consultancy
Quality audits
Quality control
Quality control for others
Quality control of goods
Quality control testing
Quality evaluation of performance against bench-mark references
Quality evaluation of standing timber
Quality evaluation of wool
Quality testing
Quantity surveying
Real estate planning
Real estate surveys
Reconstitution of databases
Recording data relating to energy consumption in buildings
Recording of seismic data
Recovery of computer data
Remote computer backup services
Rental and maintenance of computer software
Rental of a database server (to third parties)
Rental of application software
Rental of calculators
Rental of computer apparatus
Rental of computer equipment
Rental of computer firmware
Rental of computer hardware
Rental of computer hardware and computer peripherals
Rental of computer hardware and computer software
Rental of computer hardware and software
Rental of computer middleware
Rental of computer programs
Rental of computer software
Rental of computer software and programs
Rental of computers
Rental of data carriers
Rental of data processing apparatus
Rental of data processing systems
Rental of design equipment
Rental of games software
Rental of information processing apparatus
Rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments
Rental of measuring apparatus
Rental of research facilities
Rental of scientific equipment
Rental of scientific instruments
Rental of software for data processing
Rental of software for Internet access
Rental of time keeping equipment
Rental of web servers
Renting computer software
Repair of computer software
Repair of damaged computer programs
Research and development of computer software
Research and development of new products
Research and development of new products for others
Research and development of new products for third parties in the field of plastic materials
Research and development services in connection with physics
Research consultancy
Research in the area of environmental protection
Research in the area of semiconductor processing technology
Research in the field of chemistry
Research in the field of climate change
Research in the field of energy
Research in the field of environmental protection
Research in the field of hair care
Research in the field of physics
Research in the field of welding
Research in the reduction of carbon emissions
Research into new products
Research laboratories
Research on food
Research on the subject of pharmaceuticals
Research relating to agriculture
Research relating to architecture
Research relating to bacteriology
Research relating to biotechnology
Research relating to buildings
Research relating to chemicals
Research relating to chemistry
Research relating to computer programming
Research relating to computers
Research relating to data processing
Research relating to demographics
Research relating to design
Research relating to engineering
Research relating to horticulture
Research relating to hygiene
Research relating to industrial machinery
Research relating to insecticides
Research relating to mechanical engineering
Research relating to medicine
Research relating to molecular sciences
Research relating to pharmaceuticals
Research relating to physics
Research relating to plant breeding
Research relating to safety
Research relating to science
Research relating to security
Research relating to technology
Research relating to telecommunication
Research services
Research to develop new products
Research, development, design and upgrading of computer software
Retail design services
Road surveying
Safety evaluation
Safety testing of products
Sampling for contamination
Sampling for pollution
Scientific advisory services
Scientific and industrial research
Scientific and technical analysis
Scientific and technological services
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto
Scientific computer programming services
Scientific consultancy
Scientific feasibility studies
Scientific investigations for medical purposes
Scientific laboratory services
Scientific research
Scientific research and development
Scientific research for medical purposes in the area of cancerous diseases
Scientific research in the field of pharmacy
Scientific research into the development of new products
Scientific research relating to bacteriology
Scientific research relating to biology
Scientific research relating to chemical products
Scientific research relating to chemistry
Scientific research relating to cosmetics
Scientific research relating to ecology
Scientific research relating to genetics
Scientific testing services
Search engine feeder services
Security assessment services for computer networks
Security risk assessment services relating to computer systems
Seed testing services
Server hosting
Services for assessing the efficiency of chemicals
Services for assessing the efficiency of consumer products
Services for assessing the efficiency of pharmaceuticals
Services for assessing the efficiency of veterinary drugs
Services for assessing the safety of chemicals
Services for assessing the safety of consumer products
Services for assessing the safety of pharmaceuticals
Services for assessing the safety of veterinary drugs
Services for maintenance of computer software
Services for monitoring industrial processes
Services for renting computers
Services for reproducing computer programs
Services for the design of maps
Services for updating computer software
Set design for theatrical enterprises
Ship design
Ship design consultancy services
Shop design
Shop interior design
Shopfitting design services
Smartphone software design
Social science consultancy services
Social science research services
Software as a service [SaaS]
Software creation
Software design and development
Soil analysing services
Soil testing services
Structural and functional analysis of genomes
Structural engineering services
Styling [industrial design]
Surveying
Surveying of land
Technical advice relating to operation of computers
Technical consultancy in relation to research services relating to foods and dietary supplements
Technical consultancy in relation to the technical research in the field of food and beverages
Technical consultancy in the field of environmental science
Technical consulting in the field of environmental engineering
Technical consulting in the field of pollution detection
Technical data analysis services
Technical diagnostic testing services
Technical drawing services
Technical inspection services
Technical research
Technical research in the field of aeronautics
Technical studies
Technical survey services
Technical surveying
Technical testing services
Technical writing
Technological advisory services
Technological analysis services
Technological consultancy
Technological consultation services
Technological consulting services in the field of alternative energy generation
Technological planning services
Technological project studies
Technological research
Technological studies
Telecommunications technology consultancy
Testing of apparatus
Testing of chemicals
Testing of computer installations
Testing of computer programs
Testing of computer software
Testing of computers
Testing of computing equipment
Testing of consumer products
Testing of filters
Testing of machinery
Testing of materials
Testing of new products
Testing of products
Testing of raw materials
Testing of vehicles
Testing the functionality of apparatus and instruments
Testing the functionality of machines
Textile design services
Textile testing
Tool design
Topographic surveying
Topographical surveying
Town planning
Town planning advisory services
Town planning consultancy services
Toxicity analysis
Toy design
Trade mark design
Translation of programs
Tyre analysis services
Tyre inspection services
Tyre research services
Underwater exploration
Unlocking of mobile phones
Updating home pages for others
Updating of computer programs
Updating of computer programs for third parties
Updating of computer software
Up-dating of computer software
Updating of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks
Updating of home pages for computer networks
Updating of memory banks of computer systems
Updating of smartphone software
Updating of software for data processing
Updating websites for others
Upgrading of computer software
Urban design
Urban planning
Vehicle design services
Vehicle engine design services
Vehicle roadworthiness testing
Veterinary laboratory services
Visual design
Water analysis
Weather forecasting
Weather information services
Weather reporting
Web portal services [designing or hosting]
Web site design
Web site design consultancy
Web site hosting services
Website design consultancy
Website development for others
Website usability testing services
Working on and evaluation of chemical analyses
Working on and evaluation of chemical syntheses
Writing and updating computer software
Writing of computer programs
Writing of computer software
Writing of data processing programs
Accommodation bureau services [hotels, boarding houses]
Accommodation finding services for tourists
Accommodation finding services for travellers
Accommodation reservation services
Advice concerning cooking recipes
Advisory services relating to catering
Aged care services [provision of temporary accommodation]
Agency services for booking hotel accommodation
Agency services for booking temporary accommodation
Agency services for reservation of restaurants
Agency services for the reservation of accommodation
Agency services for the reservation of temporary accommodation
Appraisal of hotel accommodation
Arrangement of accommodation for holiday makers
Arrangement of accommodation for tourists
Arrangement of accommodation for travellers
Arranging for the provision of drink
Arranging for the provision of food
Arranging for the provision of meals
Arranging holiday accommodation
Arranging hotel accommodation
Arranging hotel reservations
Arranging of banquets
Arranging of meals
Arranging of temporary accommodation
Arranging of wedding receptions [provision of food and drinks]
Arranging of wedding receptions [rental of function rooms]
Arranging temporary housing accommodations
Arranging temporary lodgings
Bakery services
Banqueting services
Bar services
Bistro services
Boarding for animals
Boarding for horses
Boarding homes for animals
Boarding house bookings
Boarding house services
Boarding houses
Boarding kennel services
Booking of accommodation for travellers
Booking of campground accommodation
Booking of campsite facilities
Booking of catering services
Booking of hotel accommodation
Booking of restaurant seats
Booking of temporary accommodation
Booking services for accommodation
Booking services for hotels
Brasserie services
Business catering services
Cafe services
Café services
Cafés
Cafeteria services
Cake baking
Canteen services
Carry-out restaurants
Catering in fast-food cafeterias
Catering services
Cattery services
Charitable services, namely providing food and drink catering
Charitable services, namely providing temporary accommodation
Child care services
Child minding services
Childcare services
Club services for the provision of food and drink
Cocktail lounge services
Cocktail lounges
Coffee shop services
Coffee shops
Concierge services relating to restaurant reservations
Consultancy and advisory services relating to the provision of temporary accommodation
Consultancy services relating to food
Consultancy services relating to food preparation
Consultancy, advisory and information services in relation to the provision of food and drink
Consultation services relating to food
Contract catering services
Cooking services
Country club services [provision of food and drink]
Country club services [provision of temporary accommodation]
Creche services
Day care services for children
Day nursery services
Day-care centres [day-nurseries]
Day-nursery [crèche] services
Delicatessens [restaurants]
Food and drink catering
Food cooking services
Food preparation
Food sculpting
Guest houses
Holiday apartments letting agency services
Holiday camp services [lodging]
Holiday camp services [temporary accommodation]
Holiday lodgings
Hospitality services [provision of food and drink]
Hospitality services [provision of temporary accommodation]
Hostel services
Hostels
Hotel accommodation letting agency services
Hotel accommodation reservation services
Hotel accommodation services
Hotel catering services
Hotel information
Hotel reservation services
Hotel reservations
Hotel room booking services
Hotel room reservation services
Hotel services
Ice cream parlors
Ice cream parlour services
Information services relating to the provision of temporary accommodation
Inn keeping [bar, restaurant and temporary accommodation services]
Internet cafe services [provision of food and drink]
Letting of holiday accommodation
Letting of tourist accommodation
Lodging house services
Making hotel reservations for others
Mobile catering services
Mobile restaurant services
Motel services
Night club services [provision of food and drink]
Old people's home services
Outside catering services
Personal chef services
Pet hotel services
Pizza parlors
Preparation of food and drink
Preparation of meals
Preparation of take-away and fast food
Preschooler and infant care at daycare centers
Providing campground facilities
Providing child care centers
Providing conference rooms
Providing food and drink
Providing guesthouse services
Providing hotel accommodation
Providing information, including online, about services for providing food and drink, and temporary accommodation
Providing temporary accommodation
Providing temporary housing accommodations
Providing temporary lodging at holiday camps
Providing temporary trailer park facilities
Provision of camp ground facilities
Provision of caravan park facilities
Provision of child care centres
Provision of conference facilities
Provision of day nurseries, other than schools
Provision of facilities for conventions
Provision of facilities for exhibitions
Provision of hotel accommodation
Provision of information relating to hotels
Provision of information relating to restaurants
Provision of information relating to the availability of accommodation
Provision of information relating to the booking of accommodation
Provision of information relating to the preparation of food and drink
Provision of lodgings
Provision of restaurant booking or reservations from customer loyalty and frequent buyer schemes
Provision of rooms [lodgings]
Provision of self catering holiday accommodation
Provision of temporary accommodation
Provision of temporary lodgings
Provision of temporary office accommodation
Provision of tourist accommodation
Public house services
Pubs
Ramen restaurant services
Rating holiday accommodation
Reception services for temporary accommodation [management of arrivals and departures]
Rental of beds
Rental of blankets
Rental of camping equipment
Rental of camping sites
Rental of carpet
Rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware
Rental of cooking apparatus
Rental of cooking equipment for industrial purposes
Rental of crockery
Rental of cutlery
Rental of drink dispensing machines
Rental of drinking water dispensers
Rental of floor coverings
Rental of food service apparatus
Rental of furnishings
Rental of furniture
Rental of futon
Rental of glassware
Rental of holiday accommodation
Rental of holiday homes
Rental of internal furnishings
Rental of kitchen sinks
Rental of kitchen worktops
Rental of lighting apparatus
Rental of linen
Rental of marquees
Rental of meeting rooms
Rental of non-electric cooking heaters
Rental of pavilions
Rental of pillows
Rental of portable buildings
Rental of quilts
Rental of rehearsal space
Rental of rooms
Rental of rooms as temporary living accommodations
Rental of rooms for social functions
Rental of rugs
Rental of temporary accommodation
Rental of tents
Rental of towels for hotels
Rental of transportable buildings
Rental of water dispensers
Reservation of accommodation for travellers
Reservation of accommodation in hotels
Reservation of hotel accommodation
Reservation of meals
Reservation of places at holiday resorts
Reservation of restaurants
Reservation of rooms for travellers
Reservation of temporary accommodation
Reservation of tourist accommodation
Resort hotel services
Resort lodging services
Respite care [provision of temporary accommodation]
Restaurant booking or reservation services provided in relation to a customer loyalty or frequent buyer scheme
Restaurant booking or reservation services provided in relation to frequent flyer schemes
Restaurant information services
Restaurant reservation services
Restaurant services
Restaurant services for the provision of fast food
Retirement home accommodation services
Retirement home services
Retirement homes
Room booking
Room hire
Room rental
Salad bars
Self-service cafeteria services
Self-service restaurant services
Services for providing food and drink
Snack-bar services
Social clubs [provision of food]
Take away food services
Takeaway food and drink services
Taverns
Tea room services
Tea rooms
Teahouse services
Temporary accommodation
Temporary accommodation [hotels, motels, resorts] booking and reservation services provided in relation to a customer loyalty or frequent buyer scheme
Temporary accommodation [hotels, motels, resorts] booking and reservation services provided in relation to a frequent flyer scheme
Temporary accommodation of animals
Temporary accommodation reservations
Temporary room hire
Theatre restaurants [provision of food and drink]
Tourist agency services [provision of temporary accommodation]
Tourist agency services for booking accommodation
Tourist home services
Tourist homes
Tourist inns
Travel agency services for arranging accommodation
Travel agency services for booking accommodation
Travel agency services for making hotel reservations
Travel agency services for reserving accommodation
Travel agency services for reserving hotel accommodation
Waitressing
Washoku restaurant services
Wine bar services
Wine bars
Wine club services [provision of drink]
Youth hostel services
Acupressure therapy
Acupuncture
Acupuncture services
Addiction treatment services
Advice relating to allergies
Advisory services relating to beauty treatment
Advisory services relating to diet
Advisory services relating to diseases
Advisory services relating to health
Advisory services relating to horticulture
Advisory services relating to medical problems
Advisory services relating to medical services
Advisory services relating to nutrition
Advisory services relating to pharmaceutical products
Advisory services relating to pharmacies
Advisory services relating to slimming
Advisory services relating to the care of animals
Advisory services relating to the care of pet animals
Advisory services relating to the design of gardens
Advisory services relating to water gardening
Aerial and surface spreading of fertilisers and other agricultural chemicals
Aerial and surface spreading of fertilizers and other agricultural chemicals
Aerial seeding
Aerial spreading of agricultural chemicals
Aerial spreading of fertilisers
Aesthetician services
Aged care services [medical and nursing services]
Agricultural advisory services
Agricultural consultancy
Agricultural equipment rental
Agricultural information services
Agricultural services
Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
Alternative medicine services
Ambulant medical care
Analysis of tissues for medical treatment
Animal beautician services
Animal breeding
Animal care
Animal clipping
Animal grooming
Animal grooming services
Animal husbandry
Animal semen extraction
Animal stud services
Anti-smoking therapy
Aquaculture services
Aromatherapy services
Arranging of accommodation in convalescent homes
Arranging of accommodation in rest homes
Arranging of accommodation in sanatoria
Arranging of medical treatment
Art therapy
Artificial insemination of animals
Artificial insemination services
Artificial suntanning services
Audiology services
Barber services
Barber shop services
Barbershops
Beautician services
Beauty consultancy
Beauty counselling
Beauty salon services
Beauty salons
Beauty services
Beauty treatment services
Beekeeping services
Behavioural analysis for medical purposes
Blood bank services
Blood banks
Body piercing
Body piercing services
Bodywork therapy
Bonesetting services
Branding of animals
Breath testing for estimating blood alcohol content
Breath testing for medical purposes
Breeding of animals
Carbon offsetting services [reforestation]
Care of animals
Care of pets
Care of plants
Cattle farming services
Charitable services, namely providing medical services
Chemotherapy services
Chiropody
Chiropractic
Chiropractic services
Chiropractics
Cholesterol testing
Collection and preservation of human blood
Colonoscopy screening services
Complementary medical services
Conducting of medical examinations
Consultancy and advisory services in relation to medical services
Consultancy relating to agriculture
Consultancy relating to beauty
Consultancy relating to beauty care
Consultancy relating to cosmetics
Consultancy relating to health care
Consultancy relating to nutrition
Consultancy relating to skin care
Consultancy relating to slimming
Consultancy relating to surgery
Consultancy services relating to personal appearance (hair, beauty, cosmetics)
Consultation services relating to beauty care
Consultation services relating to skin care
Contract farming [agricultural services]
Convalescence homes
Convalescent home services
Cord blood bank services
Cosmetic body care services
Cosmetic dentistry
Cosmetic dentistry services
Cosmetic electrolysis
Cosmetic make-up services
Cosmetic surgery
Cosmetic surgery services
Cosmetic treatment services
Cosmetician services
Counselling relating to diet
Counselling relating to nutrition
Cryotherapy services
Cultivation advisory services relating to agriculture
Cultivation advisory services relating to horticulture
Cupping therapy services
Cytological specimen analysis services
Cytological specimen examination services
Dental consultations
Dental hygienist services
Dental surgery services
Dentistry services
Depilatory treatment services
Depilatory waxing
Dermatology services
Dietary advice
Dietary and nutritional guidance
Dietetic advisory services
Dietetic counselling services [medical]
Dispensing of pharmaceuticals
DNA screening for medical purposes
Dog clipping
Dog grooming services
Drug and alcohol addiction clinics
Drug rehabilitation services
Drug testing for substance abuse
Electrolysis for cosmetic purposes
Emergency medical assistance
Eye bank services
Eyeglass-fitting
Eyelash extension services
Family planning
Farming equipment rental
Farming services
Fertilizer spreading
Fish farming services
Fitness testing
Fitting of artificial limbs
Fitting of contact lenses
Fitting of eyeglasses
Fitting of orthopaedic devices
Fitting of orthopedic devices
Fitting of orthotic devices
Fitting of prosthetic devices
Fitting of prosthetics
Floral arrangement design services
Floral display hire services
Flower arrangement design services
Flower arranging
Foot massage services
Forest habitat restoration
Forestry services
Fumigation in agriculture
Garden design
Garden maintenance
Garden or flower bed care
Garden tree planting
Gardener and gardening services
Gardening
Genetic testing for medical purposes
Geriatric medicine services
Geriatric nursing
Geriatric nursing services
Greenhouse services
Grooming of animals
Grooming of pets
Gynecology services
Hair braiding services
Hair care services
Hair coloring services
Hair colouring services
Hair cutting services
Hair dressing salon services
Hair implantation
Hair replacement
Hair salon services
Hair styling
Hair tinting services
Hairdressing
Hairdressing salons
Hairdressing services
Health assessment surveys
Health care
Health care consultancy services [medical]
Health care services offered through a network of health care providers on a contract basis
Health center services
Health centre services
Health clinic services
Health counseling
Health counselling
Health farm services [medical]
Health resort services [medical]
Health risk assessment surveys
Health screening
Health spa services
Health spas
Healthcare
Hearing aid fitting services
Hearing aid services
Hearing tests
Heat therapy [medical]
Herbalism
Home health care services
Home nursing aid services
Homeopathic clinical services
Home-visit nursing care
Horse stud services
Horticultural services
Horticulture
Horticulture services
Hospice services
Hospital nursing home services
Hospital services
Human fertility treatment services
Human sperm donation services
Human tissue bank services
Hydrotherapy
Hygienic and beauty care
Hygienic and beauty care for animals
Hygienic and beauty care for human beings
Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals
Hygienic care for human beings
Hypnotherapy
In vitro fertilisation services
In vitro fertilization services
Information relating to massage
Information services relating to contact lenses
Information services relating to farming
Information services relating to flora
Information services relating to health care
Information services relating to veterinary pharmaceuticals
Insecticide spraying in agriculture
Insomnia therapy services
Landscape design
Landscape gardening
Landscape gardening design for others
Laser hair removal services
Laser vision surgery services
Lawn care
Lawn maintenance services
Lawn mower rental
Lawn mowing services
Laying of turf
Leasing skin care equipment
Life saving and life guarding services [medical aid and resuscitation]
Lifestyle counselling for medical purposes
Lifestyle counselling for psychological purposes
Livestock shearing services
Location of emergency health care
Location of medical facilities for emergency medical treatment
Lymphodrainage services
Make-up application services
Make-up services
Mammography testing services
Managed health care services
Manicure services
Manicuring
Massage
Massage and therapeutic shiatsu massage
Massages
Maxillary surgery services
Medical advice for individuals with disabilities
Medical advisory services
Medical analysis services
Medical analysis services for the diagnosis of cancer
Medical assistance
Medical assistance consultancy provided by doctors and other specialized medical personnel
Medical assistance services
Medical care
Medical care services
Medical clinic services
Medical clinics
Medical consultations
Medical counselling
Medical diagnostic services
Medical equipment rental
Medical evaluation services
Medical examination of individuals
Medical health assessment services
Medical house call services
Medical imaging services
Medical information
Medical laboratory services related to the treatment of patients
Medical nursing
Medical screening
Medical services
Medical services for the treatment of skin cancer
Medical services for treatment of the skin
Medical services in the field of in vitro fertilization
Medical spa services
Medical treatment services
Meditation services
Mental health services
Micropigmentation services
Midwife services
Monitoring of patients
Moxibustion
Moxibustion therapy
Music therapy for physical, psychological and cognitive purposes
Music therapy services
Nail care services
Narcotic rehabilitation
Naturopathy
Nursing care
Nursing home services
Nursing services
Nursing, medical
Nutrition consultancy
Nutrition counseling
Nutritional advisory services
Obstetric services
Occupational health and safety services [therapeutic and rehabilitation services]
Occupational psychology services
On-line make-up consultation services
Ophthamological services
Ophthamology services
Opticians' services
Optometric services
Optometry
Optometry services
Oral surgery services
Orthodontic services
Orthodontistry
Osteopathy
Palliative care
Paramedical services
Pathology services
Pediatric nursing services
Pedicure services
Pedicurist services
Performing diagnosis of diseases
Permanent hair removal and reduction services
Permanent makeup services
Personal care services [medical nursing, health, hygiene and beauty care]
Personal hair removal services
Personality testing for psychological purposes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pest control in agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pest control services for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pest control services for agriculture, horticulture and forestry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pest exterminating for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet bathing services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet beauty salon services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet grooming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet hospital services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet therapy services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceutical advisory services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacists' services to make up prescriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy advisory services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy dispensary services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phlebotomy services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical examination services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians' services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiotherapy [physical therapy]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning [design] of gardens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant nurseries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant nursery services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planting of flora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planting of trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic surgery services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podiatry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postpartum care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry breeding services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation and dispensing of medications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of prescriptions by pharmacists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of psychological profiles for medical purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of reports relating to health care matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of reports relating to medical matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparing psychological profiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private hospital services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing bath houses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing information about beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing information about gardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing information including online, about medical services, and veterinary services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing information regarding plant and flower identification for horticultural purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing information relating to chiropractics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing information to patients in the field of administering medications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing information, including online, about agriculture, horticulture, and forestry services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing laser therapy for treating medical conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing long-term care facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing medical advice in the field of geriatrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing medical information from a web site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing medical information in the field of geriatrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing physical rehabilitation facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing portable toilets for events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Providing sauna facilities
Providing smoking cessation treatment services
Providing Turkish bath facilities
 provision of dietetic advice
Provision of exercise facilities for health rehabilitation purposes
Provision of health care services
Provision of information relating to behavioural modification
Provision of information relating to birds
Provision of information relating to medicine
Provision of information relating to nutrition
Provision of information relating to psychology
Provision of information relating to vaccination
Provision of medical assistance
Provision of medical facilities
Provision of medical information
Provision of medical information relating to poisons
Provision of medical services
Provision of medical treatment
Provision of nursing care
Provision of pharmaceutical information
Provision of public conveniences
Provision of sauna facilities
Provision of shower and toilet facilities incorporating changing room facilities
Provision of solarium [sun tanning] facilities
Provision of veterinary information
Provision of washroom facilities
Psychiatric services
Psychiatric testing
Psychiatry
Psychological assessment services
Psychological consultation
Psychological counselling
Psychological examination
Psychological or psychiatric counselling
Psychological testing
Psychological testing for medical purposes
Psychological testing services
Psychological tests
Psychological therapy for infants
Psychotherapy
Psychotherapy services
Public bath services for hygiene purposes
Reflexology
Reflexology services
Reforestation services
Rehabilitation for substance abuse patients
Rehabilitation of alcohol addicted patients
Rehabilitation of drug addicted patients
Rehabilitation services [health care]
Reiki services
Remedial therapy services
Removal of body cellulite
Rental of agricultural equipment
Rental of agricultural implements
Rental of agricultural machinery
Rental of dental apparatus
Rental of equipment for medical purposes
Rental of farming apparatus
Rental of farming equipment
Rental of flower arrangements
Rental of flowers
Rental of gardening apparatus
Rental of hospital equipment
Rental of lawn mowers
Rental of machines and apparatus for use in beauty salons or barbers' shops
Rental of medical apparatus
Rental of medical equipment
Rental of medical equipment and instruments
Rental of medical machines and apparatus
Rental of medical x-ray apparatus
Rental of mobile sanitary facilities
Rental of natural and synthetic flower arrangements and indoor plants
Rental of physical invalid aids other than wheelchairs, scooters and other vehicles
Rental of plants
Rental of portable restrooms
Rental of portable toilets
Rental of potted plants
Rental of sanitation facilities
Rental of showers
Rental of surgical apparatus
Rental of towels for beauty salon
Rental of ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus
Rental of veterinary apparatus
Rental of washroom facilities
Rescue operations [medical aid and resuscitation]
Respite care [medical and nursing services]
Respite care services in the nature of nursing aid services
Rest home services
Sanatorium services
Sauna services
Saunas for health or hygiene purposes
Services for the care of pet animals
Services for the care of pet birds
Services for the care of pet fish
Services for the care of the skin
Services for the planning of weight reduction programmes
Services for the preparation of medical reports
Services for the testing of blood
Services for the testing of sera
Services for the testing of urine
Services of a psychologist
Services of a solarium
Services rendered by a dietician
Shampooing of the hair
Sight-testing [opticians'] services
Skin care salon services
Skin tanning service for humans for cosmetic purposes
Slimming salon services
Slimming treatment services
Solarium services
Sowing of seeds
Speech therapy
Sperm bank services
Sports medicine services
Spraying of crop protection products for agricultural purposes
Spreading of fertilizers
Spreading of horticultural chemicals
Sterilising of animals
Stud services for cattle
Stud services for horses
Sun tanning salon services
Supervision of weight reduction programmes
Surface spreading of fertilizers
Surgery
Surgical diagnostic services
Surgical treatment services
Tanning salon services
Tattoo parlors
Tattoo parlour services
Tattooing
Tattooing of pets for identification purposes
Tattooing services
Teeth whitening services
Telemedicine services
Therapeutic treatment of the body
Therapeutic treatment of the face
Therapy services
Traditional Japanese massage
Treatment of allergies
Treatment to joint-dislocation, sprain, bone-fracture or the like (judo-seifuku)
Tree nurseries
Tree nursery services
Tree planting
Tree planting for carbon offsetting purposes
Tree surgeons' services
Tree surgery
Turkish bath services
Vermin exterminating for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry
Vermin exterminating for agriculture, horticulture and forestry
Veterinary advisory services
Veterinary assistance
Veterinary dentistry
Veterinary services
Veterinary surgeons' services
Veterinary surgery
Veterinary surgical services
Visagists' services
Viticulture
Weed control
Weed killing
Weight control evaluation
Weight control treatment services
Wig fitting
Withdrawal treatment services for addicts
Wreath making
X-ray examinations for medical purposes
X-ray services
X-ray technician services
Accident investigation
Accident reporting
Administration of legal estates
Adoption agencies
Adoption agency services
Adoption placement
Adult services [brothels, escort agency services, massage parlours]
Advisory services relating to consumers rights
Advisory services relating to copyright
Advisory services relating to intellectual property rights
Advisory services relating to patents
Advisory services relating to physical security
Advisory services relating to the law
Advisory services relating to the security of premises
Advisory services relating to trade marks
Agency services for arranging personal introductions
Aircraft safety services
Aircraft security services
Airline passenger safety services
Airline passenger security screening services
Airport baggage security inspection services
Airport fire-fighting services
Airport security services
Alarm monitoring services
Alternative dispute resolution services
Arbitration
Arbitration services
Arbitration services relating to industrial relations
Astrological services
Astrology consultancy
Astrology consultation
Attorney services
Baby sitting
Babysitting services
Baggage inspection for security purposes
Baggage security inspections for airlines
Bailiff services [legal services]
Barrister services
Biometric security services
Bodyguard services
Bomb detection services
Burial services
Cartomancy services
Celebrant services
Cemetery services
Chaperoning
Charitable services, namely spiritual mentoring
Civil celebrants
Civil protection services
Closed-circuit surveillance
Clothing fashion consultancy
Clothing rental
Company registration services
Computer dating services
Computer licensing
Concierge services [security screening of baggage]
Conducting funeral ceremonies
Conducting religious ceremonies
Consultancy on regulations on safety at work
Consultancy relating to horoscopes
Consultancy services relating to clothing
Consultancy services relating to fashion
Consultancy services relating to personal appearance (fashion and clothing)
Consultancy services relating to physical security
Consultancy services relating to private investigations
Consultancy services relating to social planning
Consulting in the field of workplace safety
Conveyancing
Copyright management
Copyright management consultation
Costume hire
Counselling relating to spiritual direction
Creation and maintenance of a register of domain names [legal services]
Cremation services
Crematorium services
Crime prevention advisory services
Crime prevention consultancy services
Criminal investigations
Dating agency services
Dating services
Day and night guards
Detective agency services
Detective investigations
Dispute and conflict resolution [arbitration services]
Divorce mediation services
Dog walking services
Dress rental
Electronic surveillance
Embalmimg services
Employment screening services [security checking]
Enforcement of intellectual property rights
Enforcement of trade mark rights
Escort agency services [adult services]
Escorting in society [chaperoning]
Establishment of intellectual property rights
Evangelistic ministerial services
Evangelistic services
Evening dress rental
Expert witness services
Exploitation of broadcasting rights
Exploitation of copyrights
Exploitation of industrial property rights
Exploitation of intellectual property rights
Exploitation of inventions
Exploitation of patents
Exploitation of printed matter [copyright]
Exploitation of rights of films [copyright]
Exploitation of transmission rights [copyright]
Fashion information
Finger printing analysis
Fire fighting services
Fire prevention consultation
Fire safety consultancy services
Fire-fighting
Forensic advice for criminal investigations
Fortune telling
Fostering of children
Fugitive recovery services
Funeral arrangement services
Funeral ceremony services accompanying cremation
Funeral parlour services
Funeral service undertaking
Funeral services
Funerary undertakers' services
Funerary undertaking
Genealogical research
Genealogical services
Genealogy
Genealogy research
Granting of licenses relating to the copying of broadcast television programmes
Granting of licenses relating to the copying of cable television programmes
Granting of local authority licences
Guard services
Guard services for preventing the intrusion of burglars
Guardianship services
Guarding of buildings
Guarding of goods
Guarding of persons
Guarding of real estate
Guarding of schools
Guarding of shops
Guarding of warehouses
Guarding services, other than guarded transport
Handbags rental
Hire of clothing
Hire of evening wear
Hire of jewellery
Hire of suits
Hire of work wear
Horoscope casting
House sitting
Identity theft and fraud prevention services
Identity verification
Industrial property consultation services
Industrial property management
Information services relating to consumer rights
Information services relating to legal matters
Inspection of factories for safety purposes
Intellectual property consultancy
Intellectual property consultancy services for inventors
Intellectual property licensing services
Interment services
Introductions agency services for arranging personal introductions
Intruder detection
Investigating into missing persons
Issue of licensing rights relating to audio productions
Issue of licensing rights relating to films
Issue of licensing rights relating to television productions
Issue of licensing rights relating to video productions
Issuing of passports
Issuing of travel visas
Judicial inquiry services
Key holding services
Key returning services
Kimono dressing assistance
Leasing of internet domain names
Legal administration of licences
Legal advice
Legal consultancy services
Legal consultation in the field of taxation
Legal consultation services
Legal document preparation services
Legal enquiry services
Legal information research services
Legal information services
Legal investigation services
Legal lobbying services
Legal mediation services
Legal research
Legal services
Legal services for businesses
Legal services in relation to the negotiation of contracts for others
Legal services relating to the exploitation of broadcasting rights
Legal services relating to the exploitation of copyright for printed matter
Legal services relating to the exploitation of film copyright
Legal services relating to wills
Legal support services
Licensing authority services
Licensing of computer firmware
Licensing of computer programs
Licensing of computer software [legal services]
Licensing of copyright
Licensing of industrial property rights
Licensing of intellectual property
Licensing of intellectual property [legal services]
Licensing of patent applications [legal services]
Licensing of patents
Licensing of registered designs
Licensing of registered designs [legal services]
Licensing of research and development
Licensing of rights to photographic prints and transparencies
Licensing of software
Licensing of stage plays
Licensing of technology
Licensing of trade marks
Licensing of trademarks [legal services]
Licensing services
Licensing services relating to music publishing
Licensing services relating to performance rights
Licensing services relating to the manufacture of goods
Life saving and life guarding services [safety and security patrols]
Lifeguard services
Lifestyle counselling for spiritual purposes
Litigation advice
Litigation consultancy
Litigation services
Litigation services [services of a lawyer]
Litigation support services
Lobbying services, other than for commercial purposes
Lock opening services
Lost and found bureau services
Lost animal location services
Lost property return
Lost property return [lost and found services]
Lost property services
Maintaining lists of wedding presents for selection by others
Management of patents
Management of trademarks
Marriage agency services
Marriage bureau services
Marriage bureaus
Marriage counseling
Marriage guidance counselling
Massage parlour [adult] services
Matchmaking services
Matrimonial agency services
Mediation
Mediation [legal services]
Mediation services [arbitration services]
Mediation services for marital disputes
Meditation services for spiritual purposes
Memorial services [remembrance]
Mentoring [spiritual]
Migration agent services [immigration and immigrant services]
Ministerial counselling
Missing person investigations
Missing persons investigation
Missionary services
Monitoring burglar and security alarms
Monitoring intellectual property rights for legal advisory purposes
Monitoring of alarms
Monitoring of burglar and security alarms
Monitoring of fire alarms
Monitoring of security systems
Monitoring of surveillance systems
Nanny services
Night guard services
Night watchman services
Notarial services
Notary public services
Online social networking services
On-line social networking services
Opening of door locks
Opening of security locks
Operation of crematoria
Organization of religious meetings
Organizing meetings of bereaved families to commemorate the death of a loved one
Pastoral care [religious services]
Pastoral counselling
Patent agency services
Patent attorney services
Patent licensing
Patent licensing [legal services]
Personal advice services relating to matrimonial matters
Personal background investigations
Personal body guarding
Personal bodyguard services
Personal care services [non-medical caregiver services]
Personal introduction agency services
Personal legal services
Personal letter writing
Personal letter writing for others
Personal reminder services
Personal shopper services
Personal wardrobe styling consultancy
Pet burial services
Pet cremation services
Pet funeral ceremony services accompanying cremation
Pet sitting
Physical security advisory services
Physical security consultancy
Physical security services
Planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies
Pre-employment background investigation services
Preparation of regulations
Preparation of wedding present lists
Prison services
Private investigation services
Pro bono legal services
Professional advisory services relating to infringement of industrial property
Professional advisory services relating to infringement of patents
Professional advisory services relating to infringement of trade marks
Professional advisory services relating to licensing of patents
Professional advisory services relating to licensing of trade marks
Professional advisory services relating to registered designs
Professional advisory services relating to the licensing of industrial property
Professional legal consultation services relating to franchising
Professional legal consultations relating to franchising
Prosecution of applications for industrial property rights
Prosecution of applications for intellectual property rights
Prosecution of applications for trade marks
Prosecution of registered designs
Protection of copyright
Protection of industrial property rights
Protection of intellectual property
Providing and conducting non-denominational, non-religious civil marriage ceremonies
Providing authentication of personal identification information [identification verification services]
Providing information in the field of law
Providing information on industrial property rights
Providing information relating to legal affairs
Providing information, including online, about legal services
Providing information, including online, about security
Providing reconnaissance and surveillance services
Providing user authentication services in e-commerce transactions
Providing wedding officiant services
Provision of background check services
Provision of horoscopes
Provision of information relating to fashion
Provision of information relating to legal services
Provision of information relating to physical security
Provision of information relating to the operation of alarms
Provision of judicial information
Provision of legal information
Provision of legal research
Provision of legal services
Provision of licences
Provision of night guards
Provision of on-site security facilities
Provision of personal tarot readings
Provision of physical security information
Provision of security alarm monitoring services
Psychic consultancy
Psychic reading services
Public events security services
Registration of domain names [legal service]
Registration of domain names for identification of users on a global computer network [legal service]
Releasing doves for special occasions
Religious ministerial services
Religious services
Rental of alarms
Rental of burglar, security or fire alarms
Rental of burial plots
Rental of clothing
Rental of costumes
Rental of crowd control barriers
Rental of dresses
Rental of evening dresses
Rental of fashion accessories
Rental of fire alarms
Rental of fire extinguishers
Rental of formal wear
Rental of jewellery
Rental of jewelry
Rental of protective clothing
Rental of safes
Rental of safety apparatus
Rental of safety equipment
Rental of security apparatus
Rental of security surveillance apparatus
Rental of security surveillance equipment
Rental of shoes
Rental of sports clothes
Rental of surveillance apparatus
Rental of uniforms
Rental of watches
Research relating to intellectual property
Safety services
Searching of trade marks
Security assessment of risks
Security clearance for preparation of identification cards
Security guard services
Security guarding for facilities
Security inspection services for others
Security marking of goods
Security screening of baggage
Security services for buildings
Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals
Security surveillance
Service of actual notice
Services for the protection of property and individuals
Social escort agency services
Social escorting
Social introduction agencies
Social work services
Solicitors' services
Spiritual advice
Spiritual consultancy
Spiritual development
Spiritual guidance
Spiritual or religious counselling
Spiritual recovery services
Stolen vehicle recovery services
Stolen vehicle tracking
Store detective services
Store surveillance services
Surveillance of buildings
Surveillance of goods
Surveillance of personnel
Surveillance services
Tagging of personal effects
Title searching
Tracing of absconders
Tracing of lost keys
Tracing of missing persons
Tracking of stolen property
Trade mark attorney services
Trade marks exploitation
Trademark agent services
Trademark watch services for legal advisory purposes
Uniform rental
Verification of an individual's handwriting
Verification of an individual's signature
Video dating services
Wedding chapel services
Wedding present register services
Wheel clamping
Zodiac consultation